(undertaking experienced from the Members of both Houses, and from the
Public in general. The rapid sale of that volume, and the approbation which
several distinguished persons were pleased to—express
of the plan and arrange-

ment of the work, eucouxaged the Editor.not only to persevere in his labours,
but also to endeavour to render them more worthy of patronage and protection.
In soliciting attention to the present volume,

derable improvements will be found in it.

he ventures

to hope that consi-

He feels great pleasure in offering

his acknowledgments to several Members for the facility of communication which
they allowed him during the last Session, and for the trouble which they took in

f revising the notes. of their speeches on some important occasions.
advantages cannot

Such great

fail to render his work more valuable, a: they must certainly

make it more complete and authentic, At the same time he begs to observe, that
he has never availed himself of any assistance, without exercising the utmost
impartiality on his part; and, accordingly, no attempt will be found to perfect
a speech by extending the line of argument. The succéss of a work like this

must depend on the fidelity with which

course,

it is executed.

Its authority,

its utility, must cease, as soon as any subject is placed in a

view from that in which it appeared at the time of discussion.

and, of

different

The Editor regrets that his labours have not been presented to the Public at
an earlier period; but, when the extent of the work,

the importance of its con-

tents, and his desire to render it as accurate and as full-as his exertions would

allow, are taken into consideration, he ventures to hope that the delay wilt be
found to have been more advantageous than a more speedy publication of the

volume, which he might have accomplished, had he been less careful of the interest

ofthe reader.

Far from being satisfied with having attended one or other of the _

Houses during the whole sitting of Parliament, he has since employed himself _
in perusing eyery Bill, Report, Petition, and Paper of any impor tance, that came
before them; and the interval has afforded him the additional advantage of com-

ம்

pleting the history of the Session, by the introduction of several matters consequent upon its proceedings.

He has now

given the names of the persons ap~

—

Pointed under the several Commissions for inquiring into the state of Charities

_

in England for the Education of the Poor—for ascertaining the Parishes and Places —

PREFACE.

in which additional Churches are most required—for considering the best means

of preventing Forgery on the Bank of England; and, in the shape of Notes,
he |
has added many facts and observations, explanatory
of the Debates, and connecting |

them with previous and subsequent transactions. The Appendix contains
a variety
of important documents, and a complete abstract of the proceedings under
the

Habeas Corpus Suspension Act.

In attending to these and similar points, he

has been anxious that his work should be not merely acceptable at the
present _
day; it has been also his aifn to render it useful, and even necessary, for
reference

in time to come.

Great pains have been taken to save the reader the trouble

of resorting to other authorities; and, as the Indexes are very copious,
the

work may be consulted with ease on every occasion, _
The next volume will contain the names of all the

:
Members

new Parliament, with the alterations occasioned by death

returned

to the

and otherwise; and

also a complete List of all the Parliaments that have been holden (as far as can
be ascertained), from the origin of the House of Commons to the present
day.

The latter account will be carefully compiled from the Original
Writs, the Rolls

and Journals of Parliament, and such other Records as are in existenc
e; consjderable progress has already been made in framing it. In
short, while the
patronage of the Public is continued to this work, no endeavo
ur shall be want-

ing on the part of the Editor to make it more perfect every
year.

LONDON,
December 31, 1818,
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V. APPENDIX.
1.

Abstract of the Return made by the Secretar
'y of State, on the 5th of March, 1818,
to the House of Commons, of the Names,
&c.
LAND, on Charges of High Treason, and Suspici of all Persons arrested in EnGion of Treason, in the year 1817. இ. Abstract of the Return made by the Secretar
y
to the House of Commons, of the Names, of State, on the 16th of March, 1818,
LAND, upon Charges of Treasonable Practi &c. of all Persons arrested in ScoTces, and of administering and taking
Unlawful Oaths, in the year
.
5. Abstract of the Return made by 1817..
the Secre
tothe House of Lords, of all Persons tary of State, on the 16th of March, 1818,
January, 1817, for having been tumul arrested, or committed, since the ist of
manner assembled in Great Britain,tuously, or unlawfully, or in a disorderly
and of all Persons whose Papers were
offensive Weapons,
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of the Nett Produce of the Revenue of Great Britain, in the years ending
Abstract
5th April, 1817, and 5th April, 1818, distinguishing the Quarters; and also, the
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Total Produce of the Consolidated Fund,

the Annual Duties,

and the War
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Account of the Total Amount

of the National Debt in each year, from ist

of February, 1786, to the 6th January, 1818; stating the Amount of Debt con-

tracted, the Amount of Debt redeemed, and ‘also the total Amount of unredeemed Debt in each of those Years....++se+eeeseeseeseres கலக்கக் தகதக ey
An Account of the average Amount of Bank Notes in Circulation, including Bank
Post Bills, in each half-year, from the ist of January, 1797, to the ist of January,
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Post Bi
An Account of the total Weekly Amount of Bank Notes and Bank
circulation, from the 3d of February to the 3d of March, 1818 ; distinguishing
the Bank Post Bills; the Amount of Notes under the Value of 5/.; and stating
டட ee cacesersoriececeeser
the Whole ....---ate
Amounts of
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திகம் Notes
Accounts relating to Prosecutions for Forging Bank of
An Acconnt of the total Number of Forged Bank Notes, discovered by the Bank
to have been forged, by presentation for Payment, or otherwise, from ist Janua-
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An Accountof the Number of Licences for the issue of Promissory Notes payable

on demand, in Great Britain, in each successive Year, from the 10th of October,
4811, to the 10th of October, 1817; distinguishing the Licences renewed from
those granted to New Banks; and distinguishing
the Licences granted to Percece cree nce e ne neces nets er encesee
sons residing in Scotland ........-ecseeeeee
the Mint for two Years
An Account of the Amount of Go!
preceding ist January, 1818, distinguishing each Year; and also distinguishing
the Amount coined from old Gold and Silver Coin .
An Account of the total Amount of Gold coined in each Year,fi
ment of the present Reign to the ist January, 1818 inclusive .....-.--..+-+க
An Account of the Number of Sovereigns, Half Sovereigns, Crowns, Half Crowns,
Shillings and Sixpences issued from the Mintin 1817 ..... கக லலகடு
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Account of Exchequer Bills, and of Irish Treasury Bills..... tan eseee, ஒட்டகக்
a
Account of the Average Price of Wheat, Barley and Oats, in Englandand Wales;
and also in the Twelve Maritime Districts, in each Quarter, from 5th January,
1815, to 5th January,
1818 .......-eeeseeeeeee veces sencceseserersvevice¥ocee
An Account of the Value of all Imports into, and all Exports from Great Britain,
during each of the four Years ending 5th January, 1818 ..------- eeccevescccoe

22.

An Account of the Value of all Imports into, and all Exports from Ireland, during

23.

An Accountof the Number of Vessels, with the Amount of their Tonnage, and the
Number of Men and Boys employed in navigating the same (including their re-

24,
25.

each of the four Years ending 5th January,
1818

.......--+ seeceveceesens eee

peated Voyages) that entered Inwards and cleared Outwards, at the several Ports
of the United Kingdom, from and to all Parts of the World (exclusive of the Intercourse between Great Britain and Ireland respectively) during each of the
Four Years ending 5th January, 1818 ...... pececeneseee wee cccnceceewes doses
Accounts relating to Ships which have entered Inwards and cleared Outwards at
the several Ports of Great Britain and Ireland, to-and from the East Indies.....+
Miscellaneous Accounts—Referred to in the course of the Debates.....
a

26. . Accounts relating to the Poor Laws ....... வெக்க ககக
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37. An Account shewing the Increase of Crimes ...
28. An Account of all Sums received
by Great Britain, since the 20th November, 1815,
29,
30.

31,

as Portions of the Indemnity
to be paid by Franee, by the Treaty of that date--
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the unfunded Debt and Demands outstanding on the 5th day of
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List of ail Persons who have acquired
Stock in the Bank of Scotland, from the 30th
April to the 13th June, 1818, both inclusive:.
Abstract
of the Alien Act of 56 Geo. HI. ¢. 86
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During the Sista Srsston. of the Friern Parxramenr of the United

Kingdom of Great Brrrary and Ireranp, appointed to meet at
Westminster, the Twenty-seventh
day of January,'One thousand eight
hundred and eighteen, in the’ Fifty-eighth year of the reign: of His
Majesty King Grores the Tarp.
்
SSUES
HOUSE

OF LORDS.

Tuesdays January.27; 1818.»

‘Tris day being appointed: for the meeting of

Parliament,
the Lord Archbishop-of

Cat

ot அற

நட்

ol

i

Under this awful dispensation
of Providencé,it has been a soothing consolation to the
Prince Regent’s heart, to receive from all descriptions’ of his Majesty’s subjects: the most

‘Lord High Chancellor of. Great Britain;.
cordial assurances, both of their just sense of the
Lard!President of the Privy Council, the Lord Hloss which they
have sustained, and: of their
act

and the Master of the Horse; as

y-with:his paréntal sorrow: and amidst

‘Commissioners, came down
to the house: his-own: sufferings, his Royal: ilighness has not
‘three o’clock, and'took their seats upon the been tinmindfil of the effect: which this sad
sack.

Shortly

afterwards, the Commons,

event must have:on the interests and future prospects of the kingdom.
when. the Lord: Chancellor stated, that it not
“ We are commanded: to acquaint you, that

attended by theit Speaker, appeared ‘at the’bar,

being: convenient: for ‘bia: Royal: Highness: the

Prince: Regent. to’ bepersonally-present,.a:Com-

mission. hadi beem-issued ‘undér: his Majesty’s

the Prince Regent continues to receive from
Foreign Powers the strongest assurances of their
friendly

disposition towards this country, and of

being

‘able to assure

Great: Seal: to’ certain: lords=therein nanted; to: their desire-to maintain the general tranquillity. _
‘Oper the session; which» Comimission: they-| - ‘“HissRoyal Highness has the satisfaction of
‘Should hear-read;

‘The~-Coriniission:was
then

you, that the: confidence

read by the: clerk: at thertable ; after which, the whichvhe has’ invariably felt in the stability of ©
a Chancellor -reads the following speech to the fs sources of our national prosperity has
Highness

-notbeen. disappointed.
’
« The improvement which has taken place in
the course of the Tast yearin almost every branch

Stat concern that he’ is: obliged to announce.to

of public credit, afford abundant’ proof thatthe

« My Lords and Gentlemen,
___ “

We:are:commanded
‘by his-Royal

the Prince Regent to inform you,

that it is with of our domestic industry, and the present:state

You the continuance of his Majesty’s lamented

in

அதம்!

_ “The

அயிர

Prince Regent’ is:

persuaded

that you

hiss
ia ha’.
oe eee
5
‘Highness
ben visited,
ito’: and untimely. death of his he

the
loved

and only child the Princess Charlotte *.

difficulties under which: the couatry” was! labouting, were: chiéfly to be ascribed to tempo=
rary causes:

ம்

ப
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could* not» fail: to
withdraw from the
disaffected: the principal

peau

of

purpose of

பபப had

lesen

fomenting“a’spirit of

ae

discontent,

oo Her Royal Highness diedat hér residenceat which unhappily led to ok insurrection and

~aremont, on the 6th of November, 1817, a few treason’: and his RoyalHighness entertains the
a
ணம “es still-born‘male*child. ‘She most confident
oe
the state’of
Hels
neon
2
omthe 7thay of. ioe
35 1796, 3 and was mar.
amar- peace and tranquil
ன ‘which the country is
1816, to-his Serene Highness| now festored, will be’ maintained. against all

ம்

George Frederick, Prince of -Saxe-Coi ‘bars

Saalfeld.

The bodies of her Royal Highness and

;,and the heart of the

| attempts to disturb
it, by the persevering vigiJance‘of the magistracy, and by theloyalty and

e
s of thie lametited
a |
Princess; by the Dean of©
Res Prince Leopold attending as chief mow er.
come and “expenditure of the county

attention the state of the. public

and he

HOUSE OF LORDS.

Suspension of the Habeas Gorpus Act.

samo ng ci
81
i

்

country; but there is one thing which I c

in being able to acquaint you,

der of the utmost importance in relation
of the
kingdom, and that
is, the
net, the revenue has been in a state of pro- liberties
game improvement in its most important of the act passed in id ee ees of
t for suspendi
act of habeas|
ர்

«My

த்

Satisfied a

moment ought to be lost in

«We are commanded by the Prince Regent restoring those invaluable privileges, of
to inform you, that he has concluded treaties the people of England have been so long

with the Courts of Spain and Portugal, on the | un mecessarily deprived, I have
important subject of the abolition of ibe
‘Trade.

“His

Slave for that

pai

purpose; but I rel

prep
d aR

which
and :

ing it fe
ur lordships reassembled
the hope that hia Majesty’s ministers ther

Royal Highnessthas directed that a

f the former treaty should
be immediately

might be induced to repair the wrong

eel belo you; and he will order a similar they have done, and that they would im
communication to be made of the latter treaty, as ately restore that great bulwark of the cor

soon as the ratification of it shall have been ex-| tion, the trial by jury.
a

changed,

fore, to

“In these negociations it has been his Royal

I was unwilling,

deprive them of that act of

as the Tae earl has not alluded tothe si

5, but

Highness’s endeavour, as far as circumstances T take the present opportunity of
hi 1)
would permit, to give effect to the recommenda- whether it is the intention of himself,asking
or of
any
tions contained in the joint addresses of the two of his colleagues, to introduce a bill for
Houses of Parliament : and his Royal Highness repeal of the habeas corpus suspension
has a full reliance on your readiness to adopt and, whether, in such
case, it is intended
such ் measures as may e ட் necessary for fulfilling
n
bring under
consideration of your lord:
the engagements into which he has entered for the standing theorders
of the house, that. the
॥
that purpose.
may proceed
“ The Prince Regent has commanded us to nie intentio with the greatest rapidity? If no
direct your particular attention to the deficiency ‘our lordshi n is intimated, I beg leave to give
ps notice, that I sh: , without dewhich has so long existed in the number of
‘>
ட்ப the bill which I now hold in my
places of publici wors! hip belonging
to the es- hai in
:
tablished Church, when compared with the
The Earl of Liverpool—© If the noble lordzz
increased and in creasing population of the had
waited until after the determination of th
count
் © His Ro yal Highness most earnestly recom- house on the consideration of the speech wh ich
mends this important subject to ye early con- has been delivered by the lords commissioners,
ie would haye heard my noble friend (Lord
sideration, deep! ly impressed, as 6 hasno doubt
கட்டட
to whom, from his official sii
you are, with the just sense of
the many bles- the duty devolve
s, give notice
sings which this country by the favour of Divi
ne to introduce a bill for the repealof his inte
idence has enjoyed; and with the
of the 2
tion, that the religious and moral habit conyic-| ththe last session; and, with a view to
facilitate’
s
of
the
its progress, to
people are the Most sure and firm
the ட
foundation of of the house be move that ப
national prosperity.”
to-morrow taken into consi
aThe
erate ancien, after whic ration.”?
x.
h ann Select Vestries
jouse was
Bill was then read a first
of strangers, and
‘Were read by the Bishop of Lan
es
The doors being re-opened, daf.
ADD S TO THE PRINCE Rec
Earl Whitworth Lord RES
ent}
112
‘was introduced by the Earl
Chancellor read from the woo!
கக
and the Speech deli
t
Eatl of Ferulam. His pate
vered by the lords commit
nt of creation having
been read at the tabl
ead
wat
agai
n
read
by
le, his lordship took the
the reading

hs and his seat.

‘The house then adjourned

ie.

Hapeas C

o'clock the Hoos rectined oe
ed, whenAer
th

usual bill for the

addtorthe
es
Pris
nce
Regent. Their
HF
lord:
ae had ca
€ eloquence on similare hear
ions, bi
vee ல
. make allowsnes
fe
sence in public speaki
ng. Upon

che
lancholy topics which had
and addressed the Ope
Gar nen I
the house as follows :— “ 'y Tose,nts
ning of the Speech
,
I do not one opinio
Mise to object to this bill, of
n. §:
» approve; nor do I wish to » inon the con-| th le ‘concern of his
iterrupt
the
Regent ie the டல Roy: bored
‘on of that condolence which it
becom:
omes
Re் of the wi
upon the calamitous

Saree

~on that

amongst dae

mentioned in the

but one Opinion
this hous
or ine
the
7

; ட

considered how amiable her Royal Highness

“had been in the fulfilment of the

vate life; when

duties of pri-

considered with what

greatness of mind and what sweetness of dispo-

‘sition she had been endowed, they would

feel

the extent of the loss which they had to de-

plore; and their

grief

would be still more

poignant, when they recollected the situation
“which she filled, and the affections which she
united. On her decease, addresses of condo-

lence re

in to his Royal, ee

every part of the country, evincing the

affliction of the

i

deep

றக” and their lordships

could now, by their expression of sympathy,

‘complete the picture of national grief—But,
overwhelmed as they were with sorrow at the

few weeks had
வர ஆப
society had looked

See

ine of «1
family
1 now
swayed the destinies of the empire. டட
and this joy had suddenly given way to th

deepest affliction; and who that

consid

the

merits, the eminent endowments of that amiablé
princess, did not feel that as long as virtue continues to hold a place in the estimation of mankind, the loss of the Princess Charlotte would
be deeply, warmly, and sincerely lamented?
Por his own part, he felt a sad and solemn satisfaction in thus publicly offering up an humble
tribute of sorrow at the melancholy catastrophe
which had blighted the fair rose of the state,

and untimely withered the best hopes of the

contemplation of this calamitous and untimely nation.—But, turning from this distressing subevent, it was a high satisfaction to be informed ject, it afforded him the utmost satisfaction to
that the state of the coma
had considerably observe, that the state of the country presented
improved in the course of
the last year. The abundant cause of congratulation, and particurevenue had been constantly increasing, com- Jarly when he contrasted it with what it had
merce had revived, and internal peace and tran- been when their lordships were last assembled.
quillity were restored. It was but fair to attri- At that time, a large part of this opulent kingbute some part of this happy change to the dom had been menaced with all the horrors of
wise measures of parliament, which

had

coun-

teracted the schemes of the disaffected —In
Teyiewing our relations with foreign powers,
there were no circumstances of greater interest
than the treaties which had been concluded
with the courts of Spain and Portugal for the
‘abolition of the slave trade. The exertions of

anarchy, and even with the subversion or ex-

tinction of social order. Tumult and faction
seemed on every side to advance and augment
in proportion to the sufferings and difficulties
of the country. Our commerce, almost annihilated by the long continuance of an arduous
and momentous contest against the most insatiable and unprincipled ambition that ever ettempted the conquest of the world, had ceased

this country with respect to that point had been
exemplary; but the interests oP haciaey re‘quired their completion, which the present trea- to find a field for exertion, and whole fleets

‘ties were likely to effect.

He had no doubt,

therefore, that they would meet with the con-

currence of their lordships—The only topic in
the speech which remained for him to notice,
was the lamentable deficiency of places of public worship in the country, compared with the
creaseof population. To this subject it became the house to lend their early attention.

ih former reigns, money had been yoted for the

erection of churches jn oe

religion;

and

when

ச்

the subject was considered,

of the sep

the importance o!

he felt. confident

of merchantmen

less.

To

work than on any former occasion.—The noble

up as almost use-

a triumph

had

suc-

ceeded, a triumph not indeed illustrated by all
the “ pride, pomp,

and

circumstance of war,”

but one wherein wisdom and moderation had
counteracted the desolating spirit of reyolution,

and crushed the seeds of anarchy.

We now

saw peace and confidence, employment and enterprise, restored. to us. Our commerce, foreign

and

domestic,

was

rapidly

improvin;

our revenue was increasing, and public credit

stood

that parliament would not, in the present day, shakén
be found less willing to contribute to such a

were laid

this, howeyer,

த்

again on the most satisfactory and un-

basis.

For this happy change of cir-

cumstances we were indebted in no small degree

to those wise and precautionary measures which

carl concluded by moving an address to his the peda
of his Majesty’s ministers hac
Royal Highness
the Prince Regent, which was, adopted.—But if the state of our domestic af

as ene echo of the speech.
fairs was thus cons0lstory, there was 10 Jess
Lord Selsey, in rising to second the address, aie fos exultation in reviewing தக்
‘Said, that he should occupy the attention of with foreign states, Alluding to tne
S
their Jordships but for a short
iod, feelin; the Sesion of the slave trade, concluded

piabalter the speech which they hat

ர்கள் with Spain and Portugal, the noble lord comthe personal exertions made by the J-.
the topics before the house. He was persuaded lustrious person at the head of the government
that on that part of the speech which es
in_ attaining that object, and in terminating
a
of humanity,
He should have the less Occasion to dwell on mended

tisa RoyalParticipate
Highness’sin hisconviction
that parliament
grief at the:

‘8s that had’occurred,t cre Could be no differ-

1 ல்
doctrines

traffic

ண respectthe topurethe
-to any state professing

the fe
alike revolttoing

தடயம் அனலில்
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parts of the: kingdom,
id

வனிலா weresepa hegre

acquiring

his throne by the bayone
placed
armies; that he has twice entered.

who conquered.
religious and’ moral instruction, the rear of troops

he no
is destinedto govern, and that
Shick as ta been well observed in the speech,|heretains
his throne by. the protect
of national
are the most sure and firm foundation

sword. On this. head we have been t
we have no rightto interfere with the
“ Barl Stanhope
of another nation ; but
‘house 48 flows :—* My lords, in rising to ex- government
tend, that they who have a tight
to th

‘prosperity

the
then rose, and addressed:

press my sentimentson

the present state’ of the

country, nothing is farther from my mind than have also a right to the Jess, France
to the address; but as the speech twice conquered, and the allies have, th
to object
from the throne on these occasions is usually a right to dispose of her in what manni
ase. The safest olicy they could
have
understood to: bea general’ exposition of the | ple
. to have partitioned
state
of public affairs, the debate on it naturally pursued would have

affordsa good opportunity of delivering an France, not for the sake of adding to.their
new and. s
pinion on the political condition of the em- dominions, but of erecting
. My lords, Ihave not enlisted under the dynasties. The best mode of division
titers of the executive, nor am T disposed to have been that which is stated in Julius Ci
receive or adopt with implicit faith every state- Commentaries—a division into three parts. ¥
ment that ministers may choose to make; in if any individual was to be placed on the throne
public life, T have no other object than the hap- of the country as it stood, certainly the allie
piness and prosperity of my country. But if 1 could not have made a more judicious ப்தி
“was ever unwilling to consider the narrow in- than Louis XVIIL., not to weaken the power of
terests, or scive the purposes of a party, I the Brench, or to deprive them of the means
of
‘should at the present moment, more than eyer, defence, but to “ abate their pride, assuage
a systematic opposition to govern- their malice, and: confound their. devices :”: at
ment, when principles are making hourly pro- the same time to. inflict a sort of chastisement
gress which threaten the extinction of social for their crimes, and_ afford something like
a
order. Whatever opinion may have been’ en- security to the rest of Europe. The very rea
tertained at a former period respecting the mea- sons which a
ae eos லட்
sures that haye been pursued for the suppression to Brance, were those
others which ought
of this vg of anarchy and insubordination, to have weighed with the allies, and r rendered
Tet us at length be open to conviction; Iet us him acceptable to them; he was obliged’
admit that under the present administration, allies for his throne, and depended on them al
these principles, so dangerous to society, have most entirely for support ; common
gratitude,
been more effectually opposed than ever. Let therefore, would prevent him from
aie
y
sus admit that their measures
have ‘ensured the
peace and happiness, the tranquillity
and. se-

attack on their peace, or on the system

whic!

they deemed. it expedient to, maintain, ‘That
curity of the country. Let us admit that his peace they
had nobly conquered, and of that
Majesty’s ministers have steered the vessel of peace
state in safety through a storm unparalleled in must bethe best guarantee was Louis XVI. I
felt, then, that his government cannot
difficulty and danger, But, though the politi. bedestr
oyed withoutstriking at the roots of:
ட்
cal ocean is in some measure
onde in every: surrounding nation. A revolution
tranquillized, the order
re
horizon is far from being
clears the troubled

waves of faction still றலை to
and dan- pipe eae
Betsன் — be apprehended. roll,
‘ThisI feel it | part of Europe; and it is
to ‘state, In_consequence of reports
| predict what

க்ஷ
து
quite as impossiD

the ex
its. effect might
reached me from various quarters. If| as it was
in the oe
uo A ious, that
that the King of France Teig
inns
the |in the event
of a war,
the mar
py. force
his subjects, as much as some have re- | or fraud.
should attempt to
gain the s ay
what evil could ensue ‘from setting
at |the French eople, must cae
liberty the state prisoner at St. Helena?» But
his purpose by proposing that whichis deare*a
his confinement there, is, in truth, a
tacit
ad|tothe heart oe every pa
படம் that the affections of ‘the
f

that have
it be true
hearts of
pop

for quest and. foreign
ion: and. 1
Hens Cannot be depended: on,French
that |then see their armies domin
again
devastating. thi
: பவல்tion of Buonaparté would but and:
consoli- | of Europe, and

the

ing
the same "வயாக
ieee of democracy. IF this is true, | rapine
and. gression ae
marked their
BE
ee government
of France, as far
annie ke
twenty
. Have

does speak
monewathy sor any
Je OweSolid me
‘not
suppo
an
|lordship aufi\c enly a peor
Nen@Goeaஎன்கை l
srt
foundfor
ation
speak with reference to the present ." do [of that people

adminis-]on the globe—a roe ae
tee

the ©

93...

cateet
of

and anrobbers,
and and are now ae
the|
slaves sand
d

for what purpose have
we fought and ‘bled 2for what ae

the object of all our

ed ?—=what

‘olleplandball
்
che
the privationa S |

occasioned by the burdens
of war?) The lau-|
rels we have
ed “will but wither
on our
brow, and all our battles
have been fought in ing
too hastily, the seciri எண்ன
vain. I do not presume
to obtrude my own Tt has been said, indeéd, that
the.
crude opinions on
Jordships’ attention; Louis XVIII. cannot be. sustained
r the:
the opinions I have eae ate those of pers unpopularity occasioned by the presence of a
sons the best qualified to form a judgment on foreign army 5 but the answer is, that the gas

eats

the subject ; I have the authority of a man who

has a better opportunity than any other of

vernmentof Louis XVIII. is.only the means,

the tranquillity of Europe the end of all our
knowing, and of knowing officially the charac- precautions. JTentreat his Majesty’s ministers:
ter of
the Freach people; a man whose eagle to weigh well the consequences of அ ரதன்
eye has searched from one end of France to the the army of occupation. ‘The first event, after
er—I mean the Duke of Otranto, better any: political ch:
in France, would be an
nown. by the name’of Fouché. It is my
dpi- ary
into J
and I conjure your
ion, that the liberation of Buonaparté would lordships to c
r-what youwill
lose, and

be immediately followed by the fall of the what the enemy hen cay the line of fortres=
Bourbons; the fall of that —
enstire a ses which will thus
fal into their hands. We

war against the rest of Europe, from motives of
, ambition or vengeance; and the renewal of
such a contest as that we have lately been engaged in must be attended with inevitable destruction to this country. The renewal of the
contest will bring on hostilities not: similar to

those which have been unexampled in’

should next be required to give up Buonaparté;

|

an event that could not but be attended is

utter ruin of this count

|

I forbear to touch on

any other topic; but I trust the Prince Regent, —
in whose wisdom I have the highest confidence;
will avert the evils I so much apprehend, No

_

glory man can be a warmer advocate of economy than |

by all that history can produce, which oes
raised this nation to a pitch of splendour it never
attained before—I mean the hostilities that
ended with the battle of Waterloo: this coun-

myself; but we

can have no economy, unless

we are at peace’; and retrenchments that en-

danger our security, cannot-be called economy:
indeed, no word

is so ill understood;

_

In the ©

try still continues to feel exhausted with the language of many, it implies retrenchment of |

intic efforts she made in that contest; and it all, even the most necessary éxpences ; and re- |
form,.a change of every thing, even the funda
it with any hope of success. But the more I mentals of government. J entreat your lord-feel convinced that peace is necessary to the ships, before you telinduish the security you |
existence of this country, the more I wish that already possess in France, toturn your attention
all possible means should be resorted to for se- to the improvements in the internal situation
of
curing that desirable object. Those means are the country; and the measures that may be nealready in our own hands; we have only to re- cessary for the future. I am happy to hear that
taim in France all the forces that now occupy there is’ no further necessity for
the suspension

wil

be now utterly impossible for her to renew

the country

; at all events’ for the whole peri

stipulated

by treaty, and, if necessary, even for

of the habeas corpus act 5 but I beg not-torbe

understood as throwing any doubt.
on the proalonger period. Iam not indeed ignorant of priety of that measure, to the: firm adoption of —
‘the precise and impérative terms of that treaty 5 which I attribute the tranquillity that now)pre- _
- but I shall contend, that every treaty ought to vails. The best proof of the neéessity of the —
» be executed according to itsintention and spirit, measures which» his. Majesty’s. ministers have
and not according to the letter. ‘Thus the no- | adopted, is afforded by the experience of wha’
ble lord ee

(Lord Liverpool) when he held

has been the situation of the country.
I shal

‘the seals of the foreign department, justly and
puoperly refused to deliver up Malta, in conforரக தல

ட

of the treaty

have the honour, when the question comes re.

gularly before. the house; to state
the grounds

and reasons which induce mé to differ ‘on this

of Poe

e, to make
such a
nder, wo
ave
-been direc
te spirit of
e e: that treaty.
contrary to the
Now, the clear spirit of the treaty in question
Was, first, that France should not be evacuated
before the contributionswere all paid ; secondly,
‘that time should be allowed to erect a barrier
of
in the Netherlant ds'and on the Rhine;
Rhine;
aan ்
ly, that a guarantee should be secured

‘0 Europe against the return of those calamities

|

}:
|)

way

|.

deliceag

“Marquis
of Lansdowne said, be should |

| not enter at

the«

leng

oes ale Jord. saa

as”

;

as by the spec: இ
பண்ணால் Some ©

Address
10 the Prince Regent.
botind to’ask themselves now;
and all that had not appea

| take the negative,as
well
| whether there was a conspiracy y so
so’ f forn
‘| in its nature and means, as’ the existing
| the country were incompetent to meet

jle lords who had moved and seconded were bound to ask themselves whether, from
Fetes
ddress, nor to those
at whose suggestion| the result of all the trials, which in one instance

that address was framed, according to the usual’ only had disclosed any thing in the shape of —
mode; but it would “have been much more| ‘treason, they could infer such
danger to the

gratifying to his feelings, if it had been possible country
as the power and activity of the regular
to separate the subject of condolence from any|
ans were ப்பில் of controlling? Forhis
other. He should have thought, that) the great own part, he thought not, and he should be
calamity which in this powerful, busy, and glad if those who differed from him in opinion, ©
commercial country, had weight enough to | would state where it was that the conspiracy
affect all ranks and ‘classes, and to’ su
id ‘the| appeared. It had been all along said, that
active stream’ of life in the metropolis "itself, danger did not arise from the rank and respec~
might have been deemed of sufficient import- tability of the leaders,
but from the number of the
ance
to entitle it to a separate consideration persons engaged in'the design. If that was inwithin the walls of that house, casting, as it did, deed the case, how did it happen that ministers
so deep a shade, not only over’ the present; but had not succeeded in’ producing one tittle of
the future prospects of the nation. In the con- evidence to support their assertions ? ‘To advert
dolence which they were now called upon to particularly to the trials which ended in the just
express, they galt only follow the feelings of condemnation, he would call it, of the unhappy —
the people at large—feelings which had done individuals at Derby ; where was the proof of ee
them infinite honour; for if ever there was an conspiracy’ so extensive and alarming?
Tt_was |
occasion upon which the unanimous feeling of the business, and the particular wish of the”
the country had found language and a voice, it attorney-general to prove that
the discontented _
was that se os eecasion which had car- | th ere
had a correspondence with others in
nied them to the foot of the throne, where different quarters:
but
they sought to administer, and) to the altar, connexion between them he had established no
where they sought to derive consolation. ‘Their except the contemptible and any other body,
one at Nottingham,
conduct furnished the most striking proof, had
ave
been’ wanting, of the sincere, warm,

and

unfeigned attachment of the people of this

nation to the principles of the act of settle.
ment, by which the illusttious House of
Bruns-

said
assure

Such ள்

was the only importance in point of extent;
which that able officer of the’ crown could suc-

ceed in attaching to their undertakings. Nothing

could more decidedly demonstrate e absurdity
of this conspiracy, than ‘the evidence- of what
had been declared
by the leader, or Nottin;
captain-general, as he was called, who had
ட்
for described’ to have told
his followers, that”

wick was placed on the throne; to the constitutional monarchy of the country, and to the
order of succession which had been established.

Be

which was put down’ by 18 dragoons.

ing
me ‘was unnect
their lordships, that
to that pai
France, England and Treland,
of the address which aed to the melancholy
= | thhe north, would’assist them and clouds from
event that had occasioned such universal
in their insurrecsorrow,
im to

he gaye his decided approbation.
He would |
pes
oe the
Oo the hy louse would |
permit
»
this topic
the others. He
would, indeed, பர்க் டு
ut very shortly the re- |
»Maining parts of the address,
ry as the
answer of the noble’ earl to hisespeci:
friend.
‘with respect to the ‘suspension ofnoble’
the habos:
corpus’ act, had rendered any
protracted dis.
ae unnecessary, But,
though he rejoiced
டthat there
t
was no intention of contin:
y-

¢

ion; but, after all, the insurrection required no”
to meet it, and might have been suppressed
a few parish’constables. It was not the
f once

Suspension of the habeas corpus act that put
di own the _imsurrection,
or the conspiracy
whichever it might be called: it had
been ex-"

tnguished by the due administration of the
haw—b apprehending and bringing the persons
accused
to trials’ it was’
by. the
Seth’ of Edward UWiand overthrown
by a constitudonal,
Jury; and the same law could have been
ஹு
plied with equal efficien » though the habeas”
corpus act had remained
in
force.
At the _
Samie time it was to’ be obse:
, that there was”

no proof of os
hs igh oie
and the ordin
10 preserve tranquilli ‘ary | stitutions of

Conspiracy hostile to the in-

Bed ooo moment, seemed
at the‘ane ink to
thee fae Soubt whethe

r, in’ the first instance,
ல க வ்யயியிடு வயிர் hav
e bee
ae
Interruptio)a = those lawsn sustained with.
, and a tempo-

Constitution. They. were’

through which the in
0 part of the co cape

untry Was therees
any trace ae
to be

1s).
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HOUS

alter | aw
racy
foandiof the-existence of a conspito

|
King’s government.
He must ‘therefore
€
an ert ngentene tonearm
peng
the suspension of the habeas corpus act was

called-for by ministers were entirely unfounded, }
and that the measure wasal
er unnecessary. sentiments, and he appt

ing on
essary
night heard |, which he acted. He ¢
to remark, that the
observati
of his
of the prosperity of the country, he was ready however,
et it
and happy to admit that it had experienced noble friend, were not of that kind or
some increase, ‘That it
might
continue to in- would be fitting for him to dwell. All he
With regard to what he

.

es

to say was, that
the great policy
of this
crease must
be the wish of al , but that it would wished
advance to that degree which would enable the country was to maintain the present peace, so
people to bear the great burthens under which important to. ourselyes and to Europe: and
they laboured, was a matter rather of hope than
of expectation. It would be the duty of their
lordships to persevere in the prosecution of those
measures which were necessary to promote the
trade and commerce of the country. As to the
other topics, the present was not the time to
discuss them it was only to that part of the
address which, by inference, approved of the
grounds upon which the. Habeas Corpus Act
was suspended, that he felt it his duty to object.

that it would be the object of his Majesty’s goyernment to preserve that peace, by pursuing the
course most likely to secure it—namely, a strict
adherence to the engagements into which the
country had entered, which was the best means

of securing the fidelity of the other contracting

parties in their e
ents.
He must also
observe that he could
not partake in the opinion
which the noble earl had expressed respectingthe feelings of the people of France towards the
He had, indeed, a
He should not, however, go to the extent of sovereign of that country.
opposing -its adoption, for reasons of which strong impression of a. contrary nature. This
their lordships were sufficiently aware, and much he would also say, that neither the state
which. rendered their unanimous concurrence of that country, nor of any other part of the
continent of Europe, exhibited, in his opinion,
desirable.
the apThe Earl of Liverpool said, he was gratified any appearances calculated to excite
with the manner in which the noble marquis had prehensions which: his noble friend entertained.
expressed his concurrence with one part of the The well known disposition of all the contiaddress, and, were this the proper. time for en- nental powers, afforded the best augury for the
reservation of peace. He should say nothing
tering into a consideration of the other topics,
er on this subject ; and he hoped that what
he’ should be ready to maintain and. prove, that
the precautionary measures which ministers had he had previously stated, would have the effect of
proposed, were called for by the necessity of the removing the eects of the noble marquis.
The address was then
agreed to, nemine discase, The reports which had been made by
committees, chosen by their lordships, and facts sentiente, and. was தரு. to be presented by
subsequently disclosed, shewed that the state the Lords with White Staves.
MESSAGE OF CONDOLENCE TO THE QUEEN.]
of the country was such as to require the adoption of extraordinary measures.

In a case which

involved the tranquillity and saféty of the country, it would ill become their lordships to calculate how much danger and risk ought to be in-

curred, before they employed the means of security which they

held

Tegard to the eee

in their hands.

With

he must frankly confess,

The Earl of Liverpool then moved, that a mes-

sage of condolence be sent to her Majesty, oa
the death of the Princess Charlotte. The motion
being agreed to, Lord St.Helens and Lord Arden
‘were or
to carry the message.
MessaGE OF CONDOLENCE TO PRINCE LEOPoED.] The Earl of Liverpool moved; that a

be sent to Prince Leopold,
message of condolence
on the melancholy event of the death of his Seselves, or calling for any such opinion on the | rene Highness’s Consort, her Royal Highness the
part
of others, that it mightbe so framed as to Princess Charlotte——The motion being
obtain the unanimous approbation of the house, to, the Earl De Lawarr and Lord. Amherst.
that it had been the wish of ministers, without
giving any opinion on disputable

points them-

Tn fact, the address did notte: more than state,

were ordered to carry the message.

it the improved situation of the country had
SUSPENSION OF THE HABEAS CorPus ACT.
takgn from the disaffected some of the principal Lord Sidmouth gave notice that he woul
present a bill to-morrow for
habeas corpus suspension act,
of he would move for the suspension of
ing orders, so as to pass the billin
to-morrow.
was
conCLERK OF THE PARLIAMENTS.)

means ou which they relied for accomplishin

their seditious or treasonable ends.

This had

no reference to the question of the propriety
805081
the habeas. corpus act, in sori
session. The noble marquis thought there
no necessity for that measure: he, on.the

ealing the
also, that
the standthe course

The Earl

uaty; thought there was; but whether
the opi- of Liverpool observed that the vacantof byClerk:
the
become
s
‘of the noble marquis,
or that which he of the Parliamenthaving
பலம் to it was the right one, had nothing
to

Gecth of the gentleman (Mr. Rose), who

with the present address: He must now say that office, it was vested by reversion in

held.

:
‘out the direct permission
o°f
events they
quire into

room. of the right hon. Frederick

the

At all who had accepted
the offices of
pres
owedit to their own dignity
te in-| th e board of trade and. treasurer
of the
may
the case, and, therefore, he should (the latter being vacant on the death of

move for inquiry.
right hon. George Rose); and for Cockermouth,
‘The Earl of Liverpool suggested that the re- in the room nabs might hon. Thomas We

gular course would be to moye fora.copy of the

who was. appointed. vice-president
of the
of trade, . ‘The right hon. Nicholas Vansittar
chancellor of -the consolidated. exchequer |
lutions on
the journals, prohibiting persons England and Ireland, (see.vol, I. p. 1827.)
from holding certain offices who acted in the the oaths, and his seat for Harwich.
,
capacity of clerk of the parliaments.
_ SUSPENSION OF THE Hapras cnc
‘The Lord Chancellor concurred in the pro- The Clandestine Outlawry
bill, was, as
pricty of the course recommended by the noble the
மணமக of the session, presented, and.
earl. He, as Chancellor, was Speaker of their
lordships’ house. Other speakers had been appolled by lettersa eat in the absence of the
Chancellor, but if they had been absent also, | ¢

instrument by which the appointment was made,
i such Sue
a, ae there were

the house must surely

their place.

have a power to supply

The same reasoning would apply

to.a subject of the utmost
last session of ன
ப.
his lordship thought that it would suspe
nd the act of habeas
be Poe to inquire into the nature of the busi- satisfied
that no
ness which the clerks of the housé
to their clerk, When this matter came to be
investigated,

|

had to dis:
rge. There were three days in the week,

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, on which
they were engaged in layrproceedings, from ten
in the Morning until four
in the evening,
besi

er
ag ips. cpwight shi te வல்ல:
as long as etheitTordshey
oe differenc
ப e of opinion: bat i
as

on

0

She te Sc ree oe
tent to increase

வ
ep
roceedings,
1700
5 3

their number,

௩

lot
to oebele
Baebe liable.
tab
to
called

by expressing his Paes

hee

underவிடwhichவயி the ல a copy of the mene
ent was

made,

in

any

observation that mi, ht. produce
4

1 do ne not receive
2

satisfactory answer to my-question,1 beg t
Police, thatI shall move to-morrow
ina bill to

]

the

for|
+

Hamilton. gave notice, thaty on that day fortnight, he would call the attention
of the house

ee

‘Scotland,
conoem- .
eae

foreign states, our

Pema)

home, the stability of our credi
provement of our revenue.
‘The picture, he

of the commissioners

taken place in the condition of our fellow-sub-

and which, withthe leaveof the

‘state of our agriculture, or to the various branch-

state prisoners.

:

கிணை ‘TO THE PRINCE ‘eee
Mr. believed, was not too highly coloured. It was
Speaker stated, that the house had been in the consolatory to know that there were such abunhouse of lords, when the Lord High Chancellor dant proofs of the happy change which had
of Great Britain; as one

_

of bis*Royal Highness the Prince Regent, had jects. In presenting this view of our affairs, he
ivered
a speech
to:both houses of parliament, did not speak
the language
of flattery
or deluofwhich ‘he had, for greater conventence,
sion. Whether we
d our attention to the
cured acopy,

house, be would then read to them. The speech es of our trade,
டத
and commerce,
being read accordingly, (for which see page 1.) there no longerappeared that stagnant languor
_ Mr. Wodehouse
rose to move an address’ to
the Prince
. He said, that he should il

and dejection, that feeling among

_

men that they

were struggling
for existence without any hope of
discharge his duty to the house, to the country, advancement. ‘The scene, fortunately, was now
and tothe Prince Regent, if he did not in the changed: instead of the former depression, —
first instance notice that unexpected calamity there existed every where that vigour and elaswhich was so afflicting tolhis Royal Highness, ticity which furnished the most satisfactory —
and which had unhappily overthrown the fairest evidence of areal and substantial prosperity.—
pes of the nation. We had lived so many The restoration of our internal tranquillity was
earsin a state of war, and our attention had a subject on which the imagination loved to
een so much occupied by the succession of } dwell
There was now a general feeling of
events to which that state gave rise, content, and the hated spirit of disaffection was
ur minds appeared to have been diverted, banished from the land.—With respect to our
n
some
degree, from many important con- foreign relations, the treaties concluded with —
siderations at home. But when the pleasing Spain and Portugal for the abolition of the slave
times ef peace returned to us, we naturally trade, formed a peculiar topic of congratulation.
Jooked.more to domestic affairs and prospects ; If any thing could add to the importance of

d the whole country hailed the promising

life these arrangements, it was the consolation to be

an excellent and virtuous Princess, whose derived from
ualities and endowments so justly excited the limits within
nost sanguine hopes and. expectations. ‘The on—affording
extinction
of such ன hopes: and prospects, soon cease to

by the premature death

of that illustrious Prin-

the consideration of the narrow

which thattrade was now carried

a reasonable hope that it would

exist. It wasa proud triumph to
Great Britain, that an end to this most detest- _

cess, naturally afflicted all who felt a love of able and imiquitous traffic—the existence of
their country and itédearest interests. It was a which was regretted by the unanimous feeling —
a and lamented public loss, and: was mourndally accompanied with all the bitterness of -priinterposition of her
influence
ority.
vate woe. It would be useless for him, it would This noble achitvement ‘crowned all the other
even indeed be a kind of mockery in him, before glories which the perseverance and resources
of
‘such an assembly ashe was then addressing, to the country had obtained ; and futureages would.
attempt a portrait ofthe: departed. princess. bless the kingdom by whose means it
been
Much might be left to. the mi
of all, and | effected—The recommendation in the speech

கக் களப ய தரைக் வனா.

‘he could not wish to obtrude on
Which

those feeli

respecting
the increase of places of public worship deserved the most serious consideration.
confidently, that the house sympa- “The diffusion
of
relig instruction throughout

‘were at present deeply afflicted, be tie

en
thized-fully
with his Royal Highness, and asso‘lated themselves with all bis paternal feelings | foundation of Se
ee
and he trast‘the deprivation
of his best hopes,-both in a| ed that parliament
ote its carly attenbi anda public view. The knowledge of ‘tion to. this கலக
பம் த it unAS
‘sentiments of parliament
in such
an event | necessary
to occupy the time
house at
Yaust be
_regz
‘with universal interest. It|

‘would

Pe:

dan eminent proof of the indelible ‘moving
ae an address 5 the
of the nation to the illustrious
family “was,
|
as usual,
an echo of
Mr. Windham

Quit

Prince Regent, which
the speech.

8000088400
ரர 60056 respects so mournful.

.

ion ofof the
recollection

In

i
vent
ae
— which | stopped

they lamented, he trusted that

the

d

he
could:afford.. Two years:had not yet elapsed In fact,
ee consolation which unity offey

yearre had
been
almost
now
in full
mmanbiciory was no less”

the country feltin every part.
since the presumptive heir of Great Britain was ed circulation. Twelve months ago,

See ee oe

wedded .to a prince of an ancient and
nently.

diesel

that

joy. But ey

ion every

illus-

which had been called the pulse
‘were at 63; they were now at 80
‘was be procured at 43 per cent., and

had to look ata dicated the public belief
in the stabilit

different scene, It»
pleased God to
away that virtuous and accomplished. Prin-

cess who was thepride and hope of the nation;

financial resources of the country. Mer
manufacturers and farmers not only

better days had arrived, but were confi
was sympathy more purely personal they were likely to‘continue.—There’
than that which her untimely death excited. source of national prosperity which ௦
Sorrow darkened every countenance in ever ry | be exhibited
in a’
ible shape, but wh
direction,

and one

general feeling of calamity

revailed. It had கன் Providence to take
r in the bloom and promise of her youth, but
her name would remain for ever enthroned in|
the hearts of an affectionate people. Let the
more immediate sufferer reflect on.this consolation, and know that he carried with him in the

not less important—he ‘meant internal

lity. The scenes which had disgraced
tropolis and other parts of the ot in
|: ast year were no longer witnessed, and it
shewn that the precautionary measures ௫
had been adopted
had not been unavai

‘The Prince Regent

had assured them that
of his retirement, the blessings of every interests of the country,
as it regarded
the sue
man who had a head to think, or a heart to cession, had occupied
feel. (Hear; hear.) In turning from this pain- this point he should his serious attention:
beg to '
ful topic, the first subject to which he should interests of
the country
call their attention was, the recommendation in with the succession
of
the speech which related tothe number ofplaces Underthe
of worship. This was a point which deserved advanced auspices of that family, the coun
in arts and arms, in civilization, ct
ir MOst serious considerati

on, for the experience of the last twenty-five years,
and of the
convulsions which
shaken Europe, had

merce and agriculture ; and althoush no
.

diate danger was to be apprehended

of the heirs of the Princess Sophia, asof a
shewn how intimate a connexion existed
the
_be6 of foreign Princes, yet was
tween the
டது of thrones and empires, and
|
pre
to
the
nation
that
the protection of morals and religion.
the British -brancl
With
15
Tespect to our relations with foreign
states,’
it
hee shoul
‘Was most
to be Englishmen
gratifying to hear of the
idly dis- birth, principles and habits
Position which prevailed; for thoug
? The
whi
h
h
4
had been concluded with Spain and treaties
ed 10that Great Britain would
Portugal
ad. never afo
be
found
ul
unan
been well described
willin
g or unable to vindicate her Just rights
as shewing the noble
b of our country, It would
arms,tt mast not be Betis
be recorded her
mate object of war was! ‘onou that the only legiti- that in the
our of our distress,
rable,

at the
firm, and permanent peace.—The view that
we weresmpeing for our existence, ¥ time
had been given of when
our domestic situation-was
Were
not
unmindfal
of the interests
of hu
and
consolatory. He should notnot less p
ae in ன time of reviving pro:
enter into any de. a
Statement in
€nded
not only
to our
support
the’ speech which ele of the
that of theSplit human own happiness;
டம்
fi
commerce. twas enou;
of national j
= of the last
pared. with that |
th
apne
quarter
வல்
nen a of consortin the last year.
inpronenar

4

gre and progressive
advancement. Butopeof
i | had been
it-was ater
not in the Tevenue
alonethat the impro
vemen

of our circumstances
» Was to be seen —in ourt man
ctures, in our
van the
oe
க் and in the
and at Was Obvio
most angst eater than usthatto the most casua!
which even
Sanguine
anticipated. They could not the. had not ¢
மல்
Stroyed the most r
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.e object of the admiration,
pei
of the envy
the world. (Hear, hear, hear.)

The »address.

having

been read
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He did not mean to found
any specific motion-

cause the present was the

offering observations on. a subject,
‘ing

1 600)

He

them with a co:

ity of
ing

wit

ace
motion.

to the late thrée successive: trials
of

Mr. Hone*, » It was a topic’ of great delicacy, ;
because no’ man could justify the professed:cause
of those prosecutions, the
ication of parodies

on eae
subjects. -He strongly disapproved of
those parodies; yet he, in common with -the’

்

bulk

of

the

nation,

rejoiced

that an_ indivi-

dual, without any support, had triumphed
he address which. ascribed the present tranquil- over the extraordinary severity of his prosecu=
ity of the countryto the measures that were tors. (Hear, hear.) In his: view of this case,
if erence

must indeed exist as to that part of

din the last session of parliament; but
pon: that subject he should not enter at present.

the hon. and learned gentleman (the Attorney- -

* The first trial of Mr. Hone on an ex-officio inforpation, for publishing a parody on the catechism, un-

nished.

General) should not have prosecuted. ex-officio :
here was one topic, however,
to which he felt it was.a case in which there was no: urgency;
imself bound. to call the attention of the house. and therefore, the regular mode of going wit

the title.of ‘* the late John Wilkes’s

Catechism

a Ministerial Member,” came on before Mr. Justice
bot, and a special jury, at Guildhall, London,
December 18th, 1817. The jury returned a verdict—
ty. On the 19th, Mr. Hone was tried before
| Ellenborough, and a special jury, for publishing
parody on the Litany, called “The Political Li-

ny,” on'which a similar verdict was returned.

On

ifthe 20th, he was tried before Lord Ellenborongh

special. jury, for publishing a
parody on the
rena Geen
entitled, க
ல் Sinecurist’s
reed,” and. was again acquitted.—On. these setrials,

the

Attorney-General

contended, that

istianity was part of the common law of England,
that no man could read these parodies without
இய

ing that their nécessary and obvious consequences
be,-to bring the Christian religion and the

iMtursy of the church of England into contempt.
© insisted therefore, that the defendant had pub-

shed a most impious and profane

libel, and the

In conclusion, he called evidence to prove,

that, as soon as he found that the parodies were dis-

approved by some persons, he stopped the sale of
them; and that one person, previously intimate
with him, had renounced his acquaintance, because
he would not furnish him with copies. This was
long before they were prosecuted,
and having done
this to satisfy the objections of respectable persons

to publications which he considered to be perfectly

lawful, he left it to the jury to say, whether it was

clear from the works themselves,
and from his actions—having those great examples which he had:
adduced—that his intention was not to ridicule the,
ministerial members, but to produce impiety, and
to bring religion into contempt.—The verdicts were
received with shouts of applause, and the sum of
nearly 80004. was afterwards raised by public subscription, for the purpose of re-establishing Mr.
Hone in his business of a bookseller. It is not in the

province

of the editor of these Reports 60 offer

any opinion

on

‘this subject;

and,

therefore, “he

shall merely add, for the sake of completing the

ndges pronounced the same opinion.—On the other
nd. Mr. Hone, who pleaded his own cause, mainied, that the parodies were written and published

history. of these prosecutions, that, on the 23d of
December, Mr. Hone addressed the following letter
to the conductors of the principal London journals :

on of

me, that bills have been posted to-day, announcing
the republication of the parodies upon which I have
been tried. Permit me to assure the public, through
the medium of your paper, that I am much dis-

blely for political purposes, and not with the intenrligion

exciting impiety, or degrading the christian

The jury, he observed, and not the Attor-

“* Sir,—Information

has

this

moment

been. given

gusted, and may perhaps be much injured in public
estimation, by this procedure; and that I have no’

intention of republishing these works in any other:
shape than in the report of my trials, which I am
preparing for the
press, and wherein their வற]
distinguished lawyers
pd
sta
n—had published and written
க Various parts of the scriptures, not with parodies
an impi-

one

Profane க

தம் but ‘to serve their

ver nat views 3 and none of these persons own
‘t been brought before a jury. He then cited had
the
h of Earl Grey, (as reported in the first volume
Reports, page 1056), to shew that one

ம் members of the cabinet (the right of the
hon.
© Canning), had written a parody in the Antifor which he had not been prosecuted, and
nded, that it would be gross injustice
to punish
to snffer that gentleman to escape unpu-

ance is indispensable, as constituting the ground of
the prosecutions upon which I was acquitted. Idis-

claim all knowledge whatever of those bills; and I
desire to add, that if I did not think it necessary
that a complete and accurate
of my wale
should be upon record, I would not republish the

parodies at all. I shall never write any work of'the
same tendency again; and when I come to publish:
that report, I shall.feel it my. duty most earnestly

to exhort all my fellow-citizens
to abstain from paro~.

dying any part of the holy writ, or the service of the

church of England.”—The trials have since been pub-

lished, and Mr. Hone, in the preface, has

expressci

himself glad: to find, that the intimation contained
in the above letter has had the effect he wished.

cond, and then to a’ third trial. As the

ended; வ ர் done; butif ith

“that the punishment right
great as if a conviction
had
‘been obtained for
the whole. Muchas he dis- by the verdict of not
‘approved’of publications of this nature, the in- he defendant was

would have been as
jury Which

could be done by them ‘was not to

be compared with the evil of destro ing the
“confidence of the country in the trial by jury.

guilty in the one
னன் ‘of the |

libels.

He was not so convinced, and

house

to verdicts in

he proceeded.

He was sorry to. all
courts

any

01

t
it was the only opportunity of adverting verdict of suitor not
guilty, and
God
sbi subject.—In every part of the address he that he shoul
mute that right, every.
willingly acquiesced, and he hoped there would entitled to exercise-his ju
ம்
ar, hear, hear.)

He had stated this,because

yet although the jury had a right.

be:bat one sentiment on the ae
னை libel ; and his opinion had been, that it
The
oe
# said,
he had not intend- bounden duty to prosecutfor
ed to'trouble the house-on the question before sométhing had’occurred in e the second
the
them,
but he might be excusedifhe madesome ob- trial to convince him that he course of
had been 07

servations
on that part of the noble lord’s speech in an
which referred to the prosecutions which he had edon
conducted. Ashe had not distinctly heard the cause
noble lord, he did not know. whether he disap- libel,
proved

of any of the writings which had
prosecuted. Those who thought that no been
proSecution ought 'to: have been instituted,
Course think that it was wrong to continuemust of
them,

error. Three prosecutions had
the record: unless he had felt
the defendant had been acqu

he was not guilty of the other

ம்

to withdraw any. one of the prosecutions
the record? What would have been sai

it

he prosecuted a second time merely bec:

had obtained a conviction on the first
Butif the prosecution originally was Tight
he what was it but the same thing in pi tri
could not conceive how any man should
supto prosecute a second
poseit wrong to persist, notwithstanding the thebearing
verdict in the first case ac
‘verdictof acquittal in the

first case. He felt it could be shewn, or if it could
his duty to prosecute
the first, and
on the same had continued to prosecute from.be ty.
} see

schie பவல் prosecute all, matter of charge
against him : butif
tha
= prosecution
not
instituted.
Tesentment
to the individual prosecuted, from stated, to have discontinued the two trials
but in | there Was an acquittal on the first,
would
inal might
todbe
be
‘to
oobe sai

been a confession that the first trial was

unless oe
regret for the

whole, he ம

ground of prose

that

the trials hewould have bee

he

of duty, he would have

r

h

ject of the prosecution was not and fear unbecoming his
to the administration. of
but the prevention of the cir
cul
‘Wiitings

pr

a- If some of

~ them deserved Prosecution,
and others did not
| deserve it; the course

justice.

Sir Samuel Romilly said, he
le of the address, and sh

isted in was wron;
OF and fing that might
~~ but if all were such aspers
mony of the house. “There was
amounted to libel, he3
‘Would ask “pon what prin
harmony to
e he should have அல்கா a
இல்லை he prosecutionciplagai
resent Occasion, if any occurren
nst any one of that
effect. “If ever there
ie
று
2

Prosecuted
for one, and not for

W

2)
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tothe
-erditue government. “Yet
no evidence

“There wasடி

வல்லாரை
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ஜெம் 10 118-0019012006 1௦ believed,
from the ர்க்க 1901000160, த = to.

whole
of that insurrection was the work.
laugh leans
it by the: government—not indeed
on aia
i -purpose—but as-emissaries of ‘He had given them’ a permanent
history
the country, he had 1
‘The crown lawyers, in’
ig out their case, part ae judicial annals, he:
given

nen not be ascertained how to collect all the parodies that had’
far this information was correct. ‘The Attor- lished in former ages, to print them in
-ney-General
was called on by the counsel for venient little volume, ‘and’ to hand 6
the prisoners
to produce that evidence,
on the to posterity. (Hear, hear, hear.) And
‘first, onthe second, and on the third trial; -yet this done?) Why were the 2110360111
Hone persisted in, if, according
to the

இரப்பவர்
உ வ்தண்தைன்
ae
ணையை கம்பம்
டி 0% 188111

> previor

- held regarding the prisoners at”

-evil was stopped in September, and
when the suspension was proposed, what» use the country had become so tra
«was
to be made of the extraordinary powers tisfactory, as to enable administratio
stich ministers required? ‘The invariable an- cise with safety the royal clemency? His
-swer was; that when a conspiracy was detected, and: learned friend, it would ap
from
-and an insurrection foreseen, the leaders: could proceeding, took credit for a clemenc
y
‘be apprehended, and all the mischief prevented. he could not get a convictio
n,
“Now the ministers had. previous information of could get a conviction was willingand w!
’s designs, yet they did not seize clemency. (Hear, hear.) He (Sir to
S.
him; they suffered
him to:go on ; and -thusy at | didid not
to defend the publication
the only time: when this power might have been question; mean
of use, it was not exerted. (Hear, hear.) ‘The hensible, they were most offensive an
though they did not amount
snext subject to which he should advert, regard» as they had been said to'do els
1
administration since } th
not on the prosecution. They were s
i last session, was the prosecutions: carried: on
the
to have been composed for a political
against Mr. Hone, to whichvhis noble friend and
not for the purpose of attackin
‘(Lord Althorp) had: alluded. He did this
the but whatever was their object, their g
comp
1
Was most offensive and indefensible.
‘To trett
with
levity
the
religion
of the country, to
they were instituted to
ress composed
part Up sa
subjects to ridicule by
-of the evidence on which
oe Sout:
em]
es of the
ie

sefeek haheehad
‘William Garrow) had. stated that
te-|
3

I

their language
ald to inspire the to promote political objects,
minds of the people with a

were

the
Attorney-General. (Sir Spect
or contempt
doctrines
should ‘be: respected forforthose
ceiveda copy of one of those
their
impo
terri
ble
parod
ies,
publ
ic
morals by those even who di rtance
He:
that it was monstrously blasphe-|
them, was
‘Mous; and when some one had
begged him to Teprehension..conduct that deserved the
-Tead it, he
He was
decl that he wonot
wil
ul

sent to vs
House of

that he would

con-| his hon, and learned frie
So horrible; as to readeverd
in the} to such prosecut
ions by vindictive motives,
ssuch a production; (a Taugh
) | he could scarcel:
seal

it up and lay it on. the tabl
rwise explain his co
e,
and: if any one had Curi
osit
y
ட்
enou
gh
icti
to
brea
k
the seal, the consequence.
head. Yet, notwithstanding shor be on his
this delicacy and
அம் ஸ் the morals,
2
his hon. and learned stop
ped before he
eae
த
பணம்

ie
in
This
inju
dicious attempt brought them: ’
ae
ட
come

thousands,

them in profusion over

mto public notice, and
gave them

all parts of the country, (Hear
, hear.) Before
she commenced his prosecut
ion, they had ennae
ey had
Suppressed
by
r
> andy
wn altogether from
“Se
le,a
ர்ு

வலப் by one

on the

_SCRY by the mostNe,: diligent sear Not procure a
ch and time
“Guinse Was
ofered in vain for a work that
had

i

‘woulபம்
d beப்broukno
ght

ee

parodies

forward

whi

me
Bas

29]

infinitely greater extent than if
|

peo

just
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had never

with the proceedingsof acourt.of

But, notwithstanding this. natural an- contempt, that they n

ticipation, his hon, and learned friend had pro-

ceeded as if he could not give them currency

enough
; and after
hay அண மன்னவா
prosecution in bringing forward long forgotten

, by the assistance
of
aeligious cry, be-enabled, with less
itis
to lay restraints upon the press. . He-could not
—
that»in those vehicles:
of public opinion
under the control of

government, ‘sucha :pro-

ject was broached, and. he was convinced that
the intention of procuring anaccession of others. the destruction of that confidence|
டத

parodies, went.

னன் the other two, oa

Why was the second prosecution
sted. in ‘posed in juries. was aypr
tory part”
by his hon. and learned friend, |
she had plan. If this. was their) object, it was happily
failed in obtaining
a verdict
on the first? Be- defeated by the firmness of the juries, combined
cause, said he,
second parody was as much With the good. sense, public spirit, and /active
a libel as the first, and to have relinquished the vigilance of the country. The trial by jury

cution would haye been a dereliction of was one of the great bulwarks of. our :rights,
public duty. But was it the duty of an and he could scarcely have believed it possible
Attorney-General to prosecute every thing that that any ministers could have entertained the
was proseruiable ted oe ‘was the case, Coles. idea or the wish to bring it into discredit with

imposing upon
himself more extensive obliga- the nation,, unless he’ had remembered other
tions பற he was probably aware. of, and transactions and attempts which seemed consismight be led to carry
his prosecutions to other tent with such
an object. He could not have
quarters. If this was the case, it. became his attributed to them such a design, if he did: not
hon. and learned friend to look about him. know that the ministers composed the same go-

_ (hear, hear.)

But, instead of three prosecutions,

would not one have been sufficient; and should
not at least the verdicts given in the two former
have taught him what was to be expected. on
the third ? In the third, however, he proceeded,

although the Court of King’s Bench, in a trial
connected with the same publication, had con-

sidered it as less offensive than the two former

publications, and had been induced to award a
less severe penalty, because the defendant

had

shewn himself sensible of his error, and thrown
himself on the tender mercies of the AttorneyGeneral. (Hear, hear.)* The least criminal of
the parodies was the last prosecuted, and the
rosecution was persevered in after a double
1g, according to the explanation of his hon.

vernment that issued: directions: to: the mégis-

trates how they were to act in the: discharge of
the duty which the constitution assigned them,
and promulgated Jaws never before understood,
on the authority of the legal advisers of the
crown + if he did not: know that they were the
same, administration that suspended ‘the habeas
corpus in time of peace; if he did not know that

they were the same administration that presumed

to say that the names of those imprisoned under
it were not to be revealed, and that the
ட prerogative should be interposed, contrary to law, between them and the visiting magistrates; if he
did not know that they were’the same government,

who,

after

confining’

men’

for

several

months in prison without a charge, dismissed

and learned friend himself, because he thought hem without a trial, requiring them first to give

it would have manifested weakness in him to
have relinquished it. (Hear, and a laugh.) He
(Sir. $.) meant nothing personal to the Attorney-General. He was an
it of government,
and. doubtless ford on ioe views ae by their
instigation. in
ing on the third
trial. He
Was unwilling to ட that government themSelves acted on any vindictive rinciples, but

ogous haye had some reason = such.extra-

Ordinary conduct.
son, he was

In searching after this rea-

led to the discovery of an object,

security for their conduct, and when’ they re-

fused such security, allowing them: to

without it} (hear, hear); trusting»to a

de

bil of

indemnity to cover their conduct, which bill of

indemnity he would oppose, whatever hopes
they had of obtaining
it. (Hear, hear; hear.) He
could not, in fine, forget that they were the
same government who, conscious that they had
exposed themselves'to
be called
to a severe ac-

count by the country,’ had endeavoured to ex-

requiring these’ prisoners
in which he hoped they were for ever defeated. cuse their own acts by
to confess that they
ர்க் wrong, by giving
He believed in his conscience
ministers, by security for the peace. If their object, in the
urging these prosecutions in the face of repeated
repeated prosecutions of Mr: Hone; was wha.
eee ங் 1817, two informations were ‘filed against
ae ile
cui
and stationer at Port9
printingand publishing
parodies ;
on the Litany, the tien on the two
“AChanaatea Gael

He25thsuffered
judgmentto go by default; and on the
of Noyember was brought.

second libel, that he should be imprisoned four calendar months.
The

42

அ

:

persons wlio were liberated, without enter-

‘ud. into the recognizances which were proposed to
into. the Court of them respectively, as a condition
of their freedom,
King’s Bench to receive sentence, which was,
that were, William Benbow, Thomas Evans the elder;
forரக்
the first libel, he should be imprisoned in’ Wi and Thomas Evans the younger. Their cases, are’
1 for eight
calendar months, pay
்
give security for five years, hi
in:
308% and two sureties in 1501. each
; ad Bee

tad
th 1 of

which

they

presented

awere’ defeated by the marks on them. Is

, they had now]
oe
the:
of
ryby which |. any instance*

theministers
had6050 gottheir
into office
had not, on this)
:
been’ hon:
n
advantage.—The'
lon. | His

. and: படா
learned

tle

concluded: by

a

| Attorney-

்

the men who were

the earliest: opportunity of calling’ the atterition | of their ‘crimin
plots and’
al
proceed
oe
வன்னி
nie
ep
je
padi
he
which
to
joa் the பணம்
or whichthey ்we
shortly adverted, andன் that h elehoula?
॥
டக
cted,
(Hear, | But

|

heard of of
surprised | heard
said, he was
rab ம்க்
i
் வ ்ந்ண்டைிதி
அங்கள் ‘manner in whieh aaetanie lord | minal nature, be!
and’his hon. and learned friend had endeavoured |
toy bring about that unanimity which'they-pro-|
fessed tordesire, "The speeches which they had|
delivered: couldnot:have»been: expected! from)
them: on the

present occasion,

‘ t upon
inc
ridge ; but it was not
produce all the evidence in is posse:
what he did produce was, in his o
cient. If that evidence would have a 3

as notice had | prisoners
in their defence, it should’

ha

been given of a'motion ona subject directly in-| called for by them: or their learned’
volving the considerati
of these
on transactions, | but it was’ not the duty of the
suspension act, and had|
stated; that subsequent evidence had’ destroyed

the: grounds'on which it-waspassed: He had|
argued, that this act was not necessary, be-|

unnecessary or st
i
Gove
called'upon to go intoa long history, v
could ea forward’ sufficient proofs
charge without protracting the proceed
the court. An ar sontlike that of hit
and’ learned’ frien would go to establis

caluse the: trials which had’ occurr
sinceedits rinciple; that
enactment had: remove
d the plea of danger‘on | be

வ தகன

sati

received; because supel

testimony,

- evi
ட்டு (8285) ன
absence
ich: he proceede
in con:
d
ct | testimony, did*not'impeach
e proceedi
of ministry
and this-actio
f legislature? He He we atau
the
to Ter his hon, and
hadigone first to the trials.at Lancaster, andthe
| friend’ reasoning as ifit did. If the
p
of government: to the’ disturbers:
of | did’ not bring
the:
ice at Manchester. But:his:ion, their defence Paid what was: neces
, Was government
and: I
to prove
friend had: not argued" fairly

Buewhat

he

grounds‘on | not

this | irrelevant to their conviction?) His

estion:

and by confounding two circumstances ந
ட்ப
அப்ப தியப TMisrepresented: facts,
Hethad assumed: that the men: confine
d at'LanCaster
forengaging:im

hi

what was’called the blan-

| conduct and'a vindictive spiritod-as had’if
am prosecuting the author, _
Their
| Was; that the-prosecution of such
| butedto extend their circulation, libel
and
| fore they ought: not'to Haye
been |
jal The
கட்டடப் which
Trent must

5

A
pol a

eat that

F

themes

Be, that
them| cious1 the: libel: belthe ould’
grea
of impunity, because.a ter woule (
prosecution:
“Ys
use, though
is ‘additionalர
ட்ட. other|| Give
proved. too. much, and,
Men, it didnotap-|
thi

ee

alae ட்ப்

but:

the
+
och Baier esta
blish, Bue
lord, inasmuch

as you persevered in the
ito | sive ‘trials against’
agai
Mr,
sor toa)

ao

டை

| had schon that charge, if the. successive 0
had
Cc to identical libels, but that
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Spanish Slave Trade.

-4sth. The acts, or, instruments.
annexed to
No. 1. Form of passport for
merchant ships, destined for the

visions of my royal:decreeof.

Tee tee ace oF remem
coast of

tas.
‘1817,

ci pa

by.

நண்ப பணிக

in-slaves,
:
No.2. Instructions
for the ships of war of

both nations, destined to preventthe illicit traffic

officers commanding my squadrons and ships;

No. 3. Regulation. for the..mixed- commis- the
the captain-generals‘ofthe: departments
of, ma~
sions, which are to hold their sittings.on
the rine,
ine, the TRESS
the provinces,
coast
of Africa, and in oneof the:colonial pos- of the same, their, subalterns, captains of 1
sessions
of his Catholic Majesty.
_
pee and ails other சண்ட and, persons, bei4th. The present treaty, consisting. of. 14 longing
to the navy; the viceroys, captain.

articles, shall be ratified, and the ratifications | nerals
e on commandants. of
ண்ணா வியார
exchanged at Madrid, within the space of two yinces ; the governors, mayors, and justices, of
months from this date,.or sooner if possible,
the towns upon the sea-coast. of my: dominions;

In witness whereof the respective. plenipo- of Indies; the royal officers or judges of entries:
tentiaries. have signed the same, and have there- therein, established; and all others: of my. subunto.affixed the seal of their arms...
jectsto whom it belongs, or may belong, not to:

ieainagnel otecehicne
our Lord:
one அங்கக
i
ieee seventeen.

ins

~~.» (Signed),
(Signed)

Form.of

give her any obstruction, nor to: occasion her

aa inconvenience or detention, but rather to

aid herang 9 Sarees with a
ay
Henry Wetiesney. (L. S.) may want
regular
navigation
;,and
o
f
th
Jose. Pizarro.
(eS. vassals and subjects of
8; princes, and re-

for Spanish vessels destin
for the lawful traffic in slaves.

Ferdinand,
by the Grace of God,

King

publics in friendship and

of provinces, fortresses, s

and vessels,I
require that they; likewise shall not impede her

Castille, of Leon, of Arragon, of the two Sicilies,

of Jerusalem,
of Navarre, of Granada, ofToledo,

of Valencia,

of Gallicia, of Majorca,

ce. with me5, of

the commanders, governors, or chiefs of their

in her free navigation, entry,. departure, or detention in the ports to which, by any accidents.

of Mi-

norca, of Seville, of Sardinia, of; Cordova, of she may be carned; but permit her to proyi
Corsica; of Murcia, of Jaen, of the Algarves,
of and. supply herself therein. with whatever. sk

Algesiras, of Gibraltar, of the Canary Islands, may be in need of, for which

ணை

Thaye

of the East and. West Indies, Isles, and Terra commanded this passport to be made outs,
‘Firma of the Ocean; Archduke of Austria;. which, being ‘signed for its validity by my se- *
ee 9 of Brabant, and of Milan; c
of state for the despatch of Marine, shall
Count of A;
=
Flanders, Tirol. and- Barce- serve for the time that a voyage, going and re~
. dona; Lord of Biscay
and of Molina, &c.
turning, may last; after the conclusion
of which,
Whereas: I: haye
permission for the it டப்ப returned to the commandant of Mavessel: called
01
tons, and.carrying rine, governor or other person by whom it may
men and
passengers
have
issued; adding, for. its: proper usey’ .
master and
owner, both Spaniards, and the: corresponding note,
subjects of my crown, to proceed bound to the
Given at Madrid, on

்

coast of Africa, from

the said master

;

gs I, THE ae

(Here the signature of
secretary. of state
and of the டட
of Marine.),
ப

Note. This

னை

நம...

any number of slaves, not exceeding

2

authonzes

being in the proportion of five slaves for every
two tons (as permitted by the royal decree of

1817)

this pass-

ing

always such slaves em-

hic:
certificate
is. given by the same
loyed as. sailors or domestics, and children
nal, in.consequence
of the .steps taken: in bane on board during the nage aaecsecraes

pursuance of the directions contained: in. the is issued by. me the undersigned
்
Ordinance
of: Matriculation. of 1802.
the day of this date, made out in

_

on

favour of
who. has. previously conformed.

the: said. vessel. being under an obligation to with all the_ formalities required by the Royal
enter solely such ports.on. the coast. of Africa Decree of
_1817,.and is bound to,reFro che
owner of

att of the line sand to return
to: any of the
of my. domi-

turn it immediately upon

Gwenat
ட்

தன் the

authority of

his, return from the

onthe

வ்.

ofthe:

of the. principal. marine
போக,

வெம்பி
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HOUSE

|

08 por. from

whence ‘the’ vessel clears. vie

ee

140

ல் “Henry WeLtestey. (L..)| tions
of the preceding article, th

vo

of the
(L.S.)| illegality

Jose Pizarro.

(Signed)

ructions for the British and Spanish ships of | captor.
‘war employed to prevent the illicit traf ae It is in like manner stipulated,

ql
slaves.
| ber of slaves found on. board a slave’ ship
es,
=
Y
ம
“Art. 1, Every British or Spanish ship of war| cruizers, even should the mamber- not’
shall, in conformity with Article IX. of the) with that contained in their passport,

treaty

of this date, have a right to visit the| be sufficient reason to justify

hes

the deter

ant ships of either of the two powers] the ship ;butthe captainand the propri
Or§
actually engaged, or suspected to be engaged| be denounced. in the Spanish tribunals, in o1

_ inthe slave trade ; and should any slaves be| to their being punished according to tl
found on board, accor
to the tenor of the | of the country.
ya
hoa

Xth Article of the aforesaid treaty;—and as to|

Art. 4. Every Spanish vessel intended.
to be®

what regards the Spanish vessels, should there | employed in the legal traffic im slaves, in”

be ground to suspect that the said slaves haye | formity with the principles laid» down’ in

Sean emake ie ane the coast of Africa| treaty of this date, shall be commanded: by
where the traffic is no longer permitted, con-| native Spaniard, and two-thirds at leastef

formably to the Articles I. and II. of the treaty | crew shall. likewise be Spaniards;

prov

of this date; in these cases alone, the com-| always, that its Spanish or foreign: construc
mander of the said ship of war may detain| shall, in no wise, affect its nationality, and
them
; and having detained them, he is to bring the negro sailors shall always be reckone:
them, as soon as possible for judgment, before| Spaniatds, provided they panos as slaves, to” |
that of the two mixed commissions appointed | subjects of the crown of Spain, or that they hat
the XIith Article of the treaty
of this date, | been enfranchised in the dominions of his. C:
which shall be the nearest, or which the com. | tholic Majesty.
’
21%
maander of the capturing ship shall, upon his}
Art. 5. Whenever a ship of war shall me
own responsibility, think he can soonest reach] a merchantman liable to be searched;
it shall)
from the spot where the slave ship shall haye| done in the most mild manner,
and.
with
every |
been detained,
்
attention which. is
Ships, on board of which no slaves. shall be friendl nations; and indue between allied. and.|
no case’shall the sear
found, ‘imtended for purposes of traffic, shali| be made
by an
—
detained on any account or pretence] that of lieutenaofficer holding a rank inferior'
nt in the navy of Great Britain, « |
‘Whatever.
- | or

of
Negro servants or sailors that may be found navy. ensignse ofge a ship of the line i
A oar
7 ot gn
on board the said vessels, cannot, in

Spanish
ல்

ட
any case,}
Art. 6. The ships of war which may detain
be deemed a sufficient cause for detention.
any slave ship, in pursuance of the principle:
த 2. No Spanish merchantman
slave | laid down in the present instructions,
ship shall, on any pretence whatever, beor detain-|
shall
on board all the cargo of negroes untouched,leay
ம which shall be
as
found any where near the | well as the captain.

and a part, at least,of thet
re seas south of the Equator, | crew
of the above-meationed slave lan
the perio for which the traffic
5 them
is to re-| captain

land or on

during
shall draw up in «writing,
oa
an authentic!
at, according to the stipulations sub| declarat
which. shall ou
oo
the
the state ind”
high contracting parties, | which ion,
he
found
the
detained ship, and thes
a
ரு
—
ட் ட shail have commenced
ட which may have taken place’
in its

; 3. Spanish vessels,
ட
டக்
Art.
furnished witha reத

்

of

Lal

அ

(15 002500)

தம் மமம்

trade is permitted to Spanish

பல்வ
Equator

shall deliver to th

signed

i

ae of.

>

ee

the ‘said vessel, aspelea

A

ee and

அ

at

;

த

of the number <0)

:

e

இ
பப
—,
கத
be found the of the| பதை
The’
negr
oes
, shall not be detained by north
shall
oot
be
dis
shi
embark
த
till:
ed | :
;
ae
i
he ships of| after the vessels whj contain
:
the preset meanions, though Furnished with | arrived at the rea the Pee
att for chee fae ae
ன்

Bi

pe

்

ee
ன்

ati
“ofthethet

|
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te dae ee
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ட
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Can | capture is to be tried by one of de ‘euonuil
=

Conformity | commissi

mate causes, | however,

of the sea, duly proved; | length ofsees

oe at, vas Te

A

in search | proprietors othe
to all slave

Mi

Negroes, or aie

ee the

2

loss.of

e state of health of th

aeofn ane
expiratio
e term Tes
allowed,ta
the after.
disem
0 sho
fore thebe vessel
barke
entinh
d , ae
could
entirely
or igin ne
party,

pyahe veatel be eee 3s to be furnished | sidence of one oft av
at the
place: of
e.

Bae

the

்

- On the other hand, commander af the captain conte

ன்]

| sai ok silerceeesaisaul esate
entitled to interest, at the rate of five
per annum on oo

ees A

the government to
whose | longs; the whole amount of captu
such

tions being calcul
in theate
money.dof

indemn

]

at
liquidated

guarantee | ti
ofme
award,

have

agreed, that if it shouldb

manner —

muissary ji

all} out
tl ao

cred,
P

mey or attornies,

his’ or their’ us
a just
e,and
nificati
foron,
all costs of suit, and for all losses
and.

dam

which the claimant

ம்

ட் = conviction

‘S of the two nations,

ட

மன கு the: decision
of ;
of arbitration, that the

into
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.
being be: actually
elected, and:shall not have

{ee

or borough
city, ty,
to serve
decline
d forany coun

bles and other.
minster do take care th:

iddlesex and Westing the session of

lament.

‘be kept free and open ; and that no obstructions

of Great Britain, hath anyright to give his vote parliament, the passages |
the streets beto serye in par- tween Temple-bar and Westminster-hall shall
in the election of any pape
2,

=

of the liberties be made, by cars, drays, carts, or otherwise, to
and privileges of the Commons of the United hinder the passage of the members to and from
ப 48 Thavit mn ashes intense

Kingdom,

for any lord of parliament, or other this house, and that the sergeant at arms at~

peer or prelate; not being a peer of Ireland at tending this house do give notice of this order
the time elected, and not having declined to to the officers aforesaid.
seve for any county, city, or borough of Great
“ That the constables in waiting do take care
Britain, to concern himself in the election of that there be no gaming or other disorders in

members to serve for the Commons in parlia-

Westminster-hall, or the passages leading to the.

such peer shall appear as a candidate, or by
himself or any others be proposed to be elected;
or for any lord lieutenant, or governor of any

men, or otherwise, therein or thereabouts.
“That the said orders be sent to the

ment, except. only angypeer of Ireland at such house, daring the sitting of parliament; and.
respectively, where that there be no annoyance by chairmen, footelections in Great Britai

authority derived

county, to avail himself of any

bailiff of Westminster, and

high

that he do see

the

same put in execution.”
10. Footmen.—Ordered, “ That no footman

from his commission, to erate the election
of aay member to, serve for the Commons in, be permitted to be within the lobby of the
parliament.
oe
:
:
house, or upon the stairs leading thereto.
்
“ That
“That if it shall appear that any person hath
the sergeant at arms attending. this
procured himself to be elected or returned a house do take care that there be no gaming, or
member. of this house, or endeayoured so to other disorders, in the room appointed for the
‘be, by bribery, or any other-corrupt practices, footmen attending the members of this house to
this house will. proceed with the utmost seve- waitin.
nity against such person.??
“ That the sergeant at arms attending this
ர. Witnesses—Resolved, ‘* That if it shall house do take into his custody such footmen as
*ppear that any person hath been. tampering shall presume to disobey the orders of the house ;
with any witness, in respect of his evidence to and that no such footmen be discharged out
of
given to this house, or any committee there- custody but by the special order of the house.””
of, or directly or indirectly hath éndeavoured
11. Letters.—Ordered, “ That to prevent the
to deter or hinder any person. from appearing intercepting or losing of Jetters directed to memor giving evidence, the same is declared to be bers of this house, the person appointed
a-high crime and misdemeanour;. and_ this bring letters from the General Post-office to
tahouse will proceed with the utmost severity this house, or some other person to be appointed.
“gainst such offender.
by the postmaster-general, do for the future,
4
.“ That if it shall appear that any person hath every
day during
the session of
arliament, ven false evidence, in an
case, before this Sundays excepted, constantly attend, from ten:
wie or. ats committee
ereof, this house of the clock in the morning till seven in the
proceed. wit
6 utmost severity against afternoon, at the place appointed for the desuch offender?
=
livery of the said pas and take caye, during
8. Strangers.—Ordered, “ That the sergeant his
stay there, to deliver
at arms attending this house do from time to members to whoithey the same to the several
shall be directed, or to
aime take into. custody any stranger or strangers their known servant or servants,
thathe shall see, or be informed of to be, in ing notes under the hands of tine or others bringmembers ene
lery, while the house, or an:
the whole house, is sitting; an

ing for the same.

“ That the said officer do, upon his going
6 018-. away, lock up such letters as shall remain unde~
speci
livered; and that no letter be delivered but
க அவண் isshouse.
ன
ன
within the hours aforesaid. ~~
fat the back door leading to the speaker’s
“ That the said orders be sent to the postSuaber be locked up every = at the sitting master
general.
க house, and the key delivered to the
“
That
when any letter or packet directed to
ae to be locked up BE him: and that he do this
house shall come to Mr. Speaker,
do
whe csume to deliver
the same to any person open the same ; and acquaint the house at hetheir
‘ver without order of the house 3 and that
Next sitting, with the contents thereof, if proper
oe
ans sending fis house do to be communicated to this house.”

ee அகில்
Out of custo

day

Wn’ #,

into unto Ye
without

Clear the speaker’s cham

hy ate done isieee
a bri

பிஜி

* gallery

=

no. member of this hous

மத

ber every

OF strangers an ee wee

thereof, while the house is sitting.”

* Constables.=- Ordered, * That the consta-

இ

ரி

12. Prayers.—Ordered,“ That the sergeant

at arms attending this house do from time to
time, when the house is going to prayers, give

notice thereof to all committees ; and that all:
proceedings of committees in a moj ning, after
such notice, be a
be null: and:yord.?
்
2

மககப்வப்வ வலயம்

louse or
<ommittee of

by Mr.

und

int the printing

be | to the neers
Speaker; —
per ine

thereo
| couldf;

oe bb such as he shall appoint | polis, resSoak

the

No.

jitnesing ee the
lamentabl
before:
they a e0

eee
வ
ரப Bey = se for the sum requisite
| னிapa
aaing அ temporaty
laws, of aBales
ea
miner
public| peerection
cermin ofF additional
churches, ட
addit
it might ணக
ன
பட்cathe ‘made by the parliaments of| oe to inquire into கவனக்
உதி
tre
End Kingdom,
or Grea Baa
United
au
are now a in ok
force, and

gee
wl Hee- ae
eee ன

ioe
தப
ட
பினாயக்
some
part of it
available
சது
_;

இண்ட
tae an thadlicbe
லையை j
British, லட
Irish,வன்
or United லன
a பற
sessionவடof || neers
was no church property
which could be —
ee

eee

of the present ses- | in ie Se

a
sion, and also what laws 8 of the like nature
are| tional
;

ee
ire.

)
ais anyld
ae

ட
வண்ட

a

in

i

=

ee

it the end of | ought to be pi

ear

or at

the| to be p:
du- நள்

oe

ப ன

a

burthens.
்
தடக் qa ர்
be-particulany atteused
so inahe
ose

enna
e

"

onseme
et
f any con- |
the kingdom, inw
்
அத வக்ப் 6 கட்வககு $180% 88% made by persons of wealth

a

ee
eo a
hed

on

ae pers,
er and records rds;3 | par part of the i மல் which was
theட் property
3
ன of
eee
வட்லthey ஸ்ட
instruction,
“ that
inion fromI | the populationa of the ese
do report opinion
parish. ‘They ee
ought to
i
the

௪

ர்

வரல்ல

house, which of the said guard as much
as po
waved, வாவல் ~or made | rence of what he considered a =

:

க.

en peg
perpetual ;” five to be the quorum; to sit not. ப ரஸ
of pews from
the
body
ன்.
i
ing
journment ;—Reports 1st | church.
ன்
guid
ie
நல்லம்ம
oe eeen of parliament, from | Mr. Cureven said, however painful
it was = E
the committee on- temporary laws of a public | him to oe any
oe Aone: onan
ப
Occasion like the present, |
fats ithout |
apo
அனத
கம் © That, in Cone so, heahold not discharge his
oe 7
this present session of parliament, all orders of representati
ve of the people. It was sta
ae
the iy set down in the orderbook for Mon. | the
speech
from
the
throne, that our eae ஸ்.
days and Fridays shall be disposed of before |
tures
were
in the most flourishing con:
the house will proceed upon any motions
a
which notices shall be entered in the order-of| He would ask, if it was not notorious that
i
| was not a true statement? An application’
book.”
had
2
lately
been
made
to
government, by some of
16. Private Bills —Standing Order, 1sth June,
| the most considerable ‘manufacturers
1811.“ That all
of the:
petitions for Private bills be county of
Lancaster, who stated, that they were
presented within fourteen days after
the
first
carry
ing on the trade of
riday in the next and every future
session of'| hazard of their own fortu printing cottons at the:
parliament,” read,
nes,
utthe small"
்
€st prospect of advantage, andwitho
Resolved— That this house will not
that,without a”
Teceive |

any petition for private bills after Frida
y the |
isth day of February next:
‘|
-“ That no private bill be read the
after Monday the 1eth day of Marc first time |
h next: |
“That this house will
receive any report |
of such private bill after notMond
ay the 20th of |
April next.”
Mr. M. A. Taylor said,

ம

repeal of certain taxes,
gn trade in this :
article would be at an end.-the forei
Many thousands of
individuals were employed twely
day for six daysin the week:at soe hours every
low eas festa
ter shill: gs a week. He woul
d only ask
ன்
house if they thought such
‘wages would either”
be offered: er accepted if the
trade
was in’ a”
flourishing state? “Men

willing to-work™
fiedat hearing the renewal heof Was much’ grati-| sixteen hours a day for thewere
sake of an additional”
the grand com-| two shillings
a
week.
‘With Tespect to agricul
3 but he should be ture,

very glad to find a precedent
it was indeed true, ther ae
tng. He should be happy of their actual sit- | were now better off than they eo
if ் such a committee some tim
had
were

rendered«
e—but how
hig prices alone.
cts,
But he would ask if ? By the
=~ resolutions wereas tothenits obje
orde
red
to
be tke general employment? ற்காக any thing
print
On the er
ousands wi
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ithout
employmer
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sde=
i
v
Wadehouse broughe up PRI
their
a
subsiste
e
nce from santhe
the report of the com_ Should
e
por rates)
they
Tuittee appoint 60 prepare the addr
then
give
thei
r
sanction -such a
ess to the statement of
Prince Regent, which was read,
iorati
sy
Lord Milton said; there was
the
coun
try?
Tt
part of the | were improying, was stated, that our finances
‘peech fromthe throne, which one
but he would venture to say
he “had hears that notwi
s
ing the inquisit
‘for

orial system
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

which had been followed, no addition would

௭

be gained to the revenue. The expenditure bited, were suchas to re
exceeded the revenue by no less than eight | exalted station : and the sorr
millions; and if Ireland and the sinking fund ' fatal overthrow of hopes so co

ம
were taken into the account, the whole defi- ' justly entertained,.was not. more
ciency would be found to exceed twenty-seven | country than in every foreign state. He theremillions. He did not despair of the country, fore proposed that a message of condolence be
sent to her Majesty, and
that the same course
but then the present system of adding eee
year to the public debt must be discontinued. be adopted as formerly in presenting their con.
:
Nothing could save us from irretrievable ruin, gratulations.
unless the house would go fairly into the state | The Speaker stated, that there was no prece=
of the country, and probe the wound to the dent on the records, so far as he had been able
bottom.
It was useless and absurd to say, to trace them, of any address of condolence
which went beyond the crown; but the ground
‘ sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.”
The address was then agreed to, and ordered | for the present address was, as he understood,
the congratulation which had been voted lately
to be presented by privy councillors.
MessaGe OF CONDOLENCE TO THE QUEEN.] | both to the Prince Leopold and the crown.
Lord Castlereagh then moved—* That this
Lord Castlereagh rose, to move addresses of
condolence to her Majesty the Queen, and house do condole with her Majesty on the cato Prince Leopold, on the loss which the lamitous and untimely death of her Royal HighRoyal Family, His Serene Highness, and the ness the Princess Charlotte Augusta.”
Mr. Calcraft said, he rose to discharge
a
country, had sustained in the death of the
Princess Charlotte Augusta——The noble lord painful duty, but he should be wanting to himif he did
trusted that this motion would meet with the self and those whom he represented,
unanimous concurrence of the house. ‘The want not give his negative to this motion. He would
of precedent on such a subject could be no ob- use no harsh words, nor would he enter into
stacle to a measure which he had no doubt ac- ‘any explanation on the subject; but he felt
corded fully with the feelings of all present. something within him which compelled him to
his marked dissent. (Hear, hear, from
The event which now called for their condo- express
:
‘
lence was of the most tragical description. The the opposition benches.)
Lord Castlereagh was understood to say, that
unexpected and sudden death of a mother and
her child in such affecting: circumstances, even as no definite objections had been stated, he had
in private life, was a subject of deep and painful no reply to make.
Interest to every feeling mind ; how much, then,
Mr. M. A. Taylor expressed his strong. disTaust these feelings be aggravated by the consi- sent to the motion.
The motion was then put—There was a
deration of the high station and prospects of
the illustrious individual whose lamented death general cry of “aye” from the Treasury side
now called for their condolence!
Her recent of the house, and as general a cry of “ no” from
Marriage to the man of her choice was brought the other side.
about under the most auspicious circumstances,
The Speaker.—I think the “ ayes”’ have it.
It was then agreed that Mr. Disbrowe should
and formed a painful-contrast to her sudden
and untimely end. It was unnecessary to dwell attend her Majesty with the condolence.
MessaGr To PRINCE LeopoLp.]
Lord CasNow upon a subject on which there existed but
One sentiment, either in that house, or through- tlereagh then moved, “ That a message be sent
- the country. Under the impression, there- to condole with His Serene Highness Prince
‘ore, of such feelings, so strong and so sincere, Leopold George Frederick, Duke of Saxe, Marட் aurely their duty to give them expression, grave of Meissen, Landgrave of Thuringen,
though they should have no precedent to guide Prince of Cobourg of Saalfeld, in the calamitous
em. The only precedent of which they could and untimely death of his illustrious consort,
avail themselves for’ their direction in this case, Her Royal Highness the Princess Charlotte Au.
a the mode in which they had. presented gusta.’
Mr. Brougham said, he heartily and sincerely
Tht Congratulations to her Majesty on the marae of this illustrious pair. He proposed, concurred in the motion, and felt that it wo
wears, that they should now follow up this be impertinent and ‘troublesome to trespass 08
feed nt in conveying their condolence to her the patience of the house by saying any thing
a
He said they had no precedent for further on the subject.
ச

ue address of condolence

Mr. Calcraft spoke warmly to the same effect.

ரண் the throne;

tthe same principle which. had guided them

The motion was then pat, and
agreed to
the opposition

unanimously, several yoices on

us far, would also warrant them inaddressing

tot llustrious individual whose fate had been side exclaiming nemine contradicente,— Lord
Togantimatelyconnected
withprospects
that of our be- John Thynne was appointed to attend His Serene
ae
Princess. ‘The bright

nd thy
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oethart said, there was sufficient evi-

4

the Second, st. 1. c. 5. 1t was
13th of Charles

pro-

before them to shew that the state of the vided, that no tition for any alteration in chur

dence

:

state, should be signed by more than 1
bankrupt laws was extremely defective. In the or
persons. From the disposition which had
was
distinction
no
laws
those
of
state
present
pi
le between the moral and the immoral bank- shewn to revive sleeping laws, the persons

wl
were desirous
of டட
டக t
unfortunate, and those who had profusely squan- law might be put in force against them. Th
dered the money of their creditors before the பரமன் were not to be fnghtened out of
act of bankruptcy. He thought there should course they had adopted to obtain their consti”
be a
greater power in some tribunal to inquire tutional rights ; but they also were desirous ‘Tot
the weak, or to give any:
into the previous conduct of the bankrupt. This to alarm the timid and
power, he conceived, would be best vested in opportunity for the employment of spies an
the commissioners of bankrupts. He hoped informers, or to bring together Jarge num
the committee would report as early as possible, of people, anne whom these agents of the
as it was a subject connected with the interests, ministers might find some whom they படு
excite to riot, and thus throw discredit on
the morals and credit of the country.
The committee was then appointed, consist- cause. They had therefore determined, in oring of Mr, John Smith, Mr. Solicitor-General, der to accomplish their objects, to present
Sir Samuel Romilly, Mr. Lockhart, and several petitions, each of which would be signed by
others, with power to send for persons, papers twenty persons. The question of a reform i
and records, and to sit notwithstanding any ad- that house, was, in his opinion, the only great
and important question which could come bejournment of the house.
PARLIAMENTARY ReForM.] Sir F. Burdett fore them ; and he had therefore thought fit to
rose, and said he had some petitions to present lose no time in presenting the first of a series of
in favour of parliamentary reform. He did not
etitions on this subject, to which he should
know what effect they would have on the proடட
have’ to call their attention. He conposal which was in agitation to repeal that act cluded by presenting
the following petition,
which was commonly called the act for suspend- signed by twenty
பிலவும் of the city of Bath.
ing the habeas corpus act. Whatever was done — That the petitioners, deeply impressed with’
yupt, between those who had been honest, but

would not alter his opinion respecting that act,

the evils that have resulted, and the ruin that

ministers under it, who

entreat the
early attention of the house to the question of
parliamentary reform; a great proportion, per-

and the cruel and atrocious proceedings of the

threatens to follow, from the injurious state of

had used it, perhaps, | th ie representation of the people,

for the purpose for which it was intended—to

put a stop to the great question of parliamentary

reform, in fayour of which petitions had been
presented signed ya nillion of persons, though
many of them had been rejected on the pretence

haps a majority of the house, so far from being

the representatives of the'people, are notoriously
known

to represent the interests of wealthy
of some defect in form, or because the
meanin,
peers or trading borough-holders, or to have’
of the petitioners was presented in
printed,
not in written words, He did not much a purchased seats in aie oud for the express
care purpose of disposing of them to the best advan~
whether the habeas corpus act: was revived,
tage to the ministry of the day, one of whom
whether it remained suspended,
or
Was obliterated from the Statute-book,whether it has been himself branded with trafficking in this
since it disgraceful barter of national honour for indiwas reduced to this condition,
suspended whenever the minist that it might be vidual comfort ; such a state of pollution in an
ers thought pro-

per, OF On any pretences which
they cho.
allege. It would be better,
ட
ட்
should be obliterated from the
statutefor
this Teason—that the ministers book, and
now concealed the real Import of
the name of @ suspension oftheir measures under
the habeas corpus ;
whereas, if it were

assembly, which ought to be the sotrce of honour and the fountain of prosperity and free=
dom, has entailed upon this injured country all
the mischiefs attendant upon a state of corrupfon so gross, and a dependence so unlimited”
upon the increased and increasing influence

crown ; and being firmly convinced that 4
er repealed, the the
radical reform in the representation, a rect
people would be left toaltogeth
the
protecti
on
of
Tence
to annual parliaments, and the adoption
magna
arta,

under which they had
Personal protection ; the statute the same
affording only a more summ: of habeas
remedy
Sons aggrieved. The great
body
of the
of England who

டட
corpus
to ee
people

of universal suffrage,

venting
from

are the only

means of

நார

a fatal
ப்பன். the Senate
Tk
the wisdom of the truly honourable mem
bers of the house, those measures,
which ca®
had
ed parliamen: ப்
alone resto
reform, had now found demand
confidence and secure the tral
it necessary to proceed quillity of rethethenati
on2*—Right other petitions
பயம் in consequence of the
practice which each signed by twent

ம்

. en pursued by the Sovernment
of sendin:iz
Spies and

informers, if not for the purpose
“atrapping the people into
illegal acts, yet in
such a ma
‘selves to wenden they always took on them.

who wereunwary.—By the

ae
ant

were presented

Tnhabicants of the oe

laid on the tables, 2

meee

i.

* See
ம் the note, post, on theconstruction of this
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= | papers on the internal state of the country, and
:

‘The Earl of

afterwards, the appointment of a committee
would be proposed.
ல்
ieee

Mr. Tierney wished to know, whether the

Liverpool rose, in the absence of his noble friend

committee was to be chosen by ballot, or direct
nomination ?
‘
ea
‘

noble lord to lay before the house on Monday

Exchequer ought not to leave them in the dark

the Secretary of State for the home department,
to give notice, that it was the intention of that

Mr. Brougham

said, the Chancellor of the

next, certain papers relative to the internal state on this subject. In the last session, there were
of the country, and to move that those docu- two ways of proceedings: one by ballot, and

ments be referred to a committee.

He therefore the other by motion.

now moved that their lordships be summoned

்

1

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he be~

lieved the committee would be named by
bill ballot.
act
Mr. Brougham wished to know, whether the
Mr. committee was to be proposed on Monday, or
on a future day ?
bill,
-The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, the
and stated, that it had been returned without any papers would be laid before the house on Monday, and the committee would not be proposed
amendment.
7
ர
till a future day.
:
The bill was then read a second time.
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer then moved
Thursday, Jan. 29.
the commitment of the bill. On the question
REPEAL OF THE SUSPENSION AcT.] A mes- for the Speaker’s leaving the chair,
sage from the House of Lords announced, that
Lord Folkestone rose and said, he had no wish
their lordships had passed a bill, intituled, « an to delay the proceedings in the quick passing of
Actto repeal an Act made in the last session of a bill, which was, in his opinion, go very necesfor Monday next.—Ordered.

REPEAL OF THE SusPENSION AcT.] The
for repealing the habeas corpus suspension
was brought up from the Commons by
Brogden and others.
The Lord Chancellor read the title of the

parliament, intituled, an Act to continue an Act

to empower his Majesty to secure and detain such persons as his Majesty shall suspect
are conspiring against his person and government.”
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, it would

perhaps be more convenient for both parties to
Teserve any observations they might wish to
make on the subject of the suspension to a future day. On Monday next a communication
Would be made of certain papers relative to the
‘ternal state of the country. He trusted that
Whatever differences of opinion might exist with
Tespect to the necessity for the suspension, or
the manner in which the powers given to minis= had been exercised, there ue, be but
€ Opinion respecting the propriety of passin:

the repeal

ட

te noe with a little fae

sary. He was, however, much surprised, considering the time when he entered the house,

that this bill, as a matter of public business, had
proceeded so far, as it was not conformable to
the usual practice. It seemed as if ministers
were afraid of opposition, or dreaded discussion,
and, at all events, their conduct was very un-

fair. He could not think that the bare repeal of
the habeas corpus suspension act was enough.
Something appeared to be due to those persons
who had suffered by apprehension and confinement. He wished to speak under the informamation and correction of others who were better acquainted with the law than himself; but

as far as he could form a judgment on the mat-

ter, it seemed that the persons discharged on
recognizances

had been unjustly

treated,

He

could perceive no sufficient legal authority for

4 possible. It was his intention therefore to demanding these recognizances3 for he thought
Propose that the house should depart from their that some accusation, upon oath, should have
usual practice, and pass the bill through all its been alleged against the parties to justify such a
Stages that day. He concluded with moving proceeding. There were,
றிட. cases
t the bill be read a first time.
where the courts could bind parties to a reம்
Mr. Tierney agreed in thinking that the sus- cognizance; but in this instance it appeared’
இ act ouent to be repealed with as little that they were bound, where there was no right
fro) 2S Possible. He should abstain at present to bind them. If he was correct in his ideas,
ben catering into any of the topics alluded to he must conceive that this bill did not go far
வ் the right hon. gentleman, on the understand- enough; and that a clause should be introduced
் i 4 subject would be gone fully into on for
the purpose of vacating the recognizances

utre

day.

The bill was then read a first time.
ad saree
of the Exchequer moved the
Sir William Burroughs asked, in
what manner

which bad been so illegally demanded.

If it

was not proposed by others, he should bring
up a clause himself to that effect.
ன்

The Attorney-General said, that the question
whether recognizances had been justly or un-

justly demanded from the persons lately dis“Subject would be gone into on Monday ?
¢ Chancellor of the Exchequer said, it was charged from confinement under the suspension
fut intended to lay before the house
certain act, was a question better fitted for the conside-

had the power to apprehend persons for treason, from the suspension act, and ought to
which he could do through the medium of a cated by the repeal. The demand was
magistrate. Then the magistrate acted under tally complied with—in three cases it
his orders, and recognizances might be required. rejected—and the parties chose rather to |
we the real question was one ப
of law. main in prison, when another process was Te:
'ith respect to ae
for discharge from sorted to, not now before the house, he all
ce
tecognizances, no bar was placed against hear- to the proceeding of a certain London
ing
them. Parties who made objections in point It had been argued that this was properly q|
of law were told, that they should not be de- question for the consideration of a court of law;
prived of the opportunity of making their ob- but he contended that it was not properlya
The way taken in this case, was to put an optioa|
to the parties, which option could not have b
put to them, had they not been visited with
extraordinary powers of the suspension ac! t

appearance in court on a future day,
and therefore they were under the control of
the court. But the house were now repealing
the act under which those men were held
confinement, and provision ought to be madein

powers of apprehending and committing
treason? The act did not, in such respects
confer new powers on the secretary of state
The act was not passed to enable to comm

The Solicitor-General contended that the hon|
and learned gentleman had not argued the
correctly.

நட Bs

ஜல லல

Suppose no act for suspendin

habeas corpus act had been passed, woul
on the condition of entering into recognizances the secretary of state
have possessed the
for their

that no detention should be continued after
the
Passing of the bill,

SS pee

question for the consideration of a court of law.)

but only prevented the privileges of the habeay

corpus act.

ais Sins

He trusted that he, in the conduct he

had pursued, had judged rightly. Had he acted
in a different way, he might have been told that
he wanted to prevent the statement of objections
in point of law.
Mr. Brand said, the Attorney-General had
confounded the practice of courts of law with
the legislation of the country. The men detained under the suspension act were enlarged

eee

jections,

2k eg

to
eae to investigate ie matter, andto discharge ‘tions, it was deemed advisable to accede
the individuals. He was not certain whether demand. Could any man, however, say,’
the noble lord had asked for his legal opinion they had the power to demand such re
as to the power of magistrates. The magistrate zances, and to detain those individuals
suspensior
had the power of taking single personal secu- fused to grant them, without the
rity in various cases. ‘The Secretary
of State Why then these recognizances necessarily flo

ee

‘ourt of Jaw than for debate in that tion. ey might
‘There were many occasions ‘in which they might be a
%
்
ans were bound to enter into them, though| —or they might | as!
1
inc
rged, in order that they mi ht appear to appear on a certain
when called a
if ப் taking
டுne time to time afterwards. . Ministers" ch
demand a recognizance ; and, with few
cognizances was
illegal, there was
power

a
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ரரி

in the

might
regular way.

be

to the recognizances remained, independent 0!
the act ;

and it was a question purely of Jaw.
Sir W. Burroughs submitted, that the hon. and
learned gentleman (the solicitorன்

hot answered his hon. and learned friend (Mh
Brougham.)
‘The secretary of state was armed
proposed.
It was
true, no doubt, that after the assing of the with no power to demand recognizances 1 aod
in taking them in this case
on

which the

clause was

present bill, no persons could be airested or
letained in prison, without having the
forcing on their trial, but in what way power of|
- government now endeavour to escape did the
from this?
The persons detained under the suspension
act
were bound on their recognizance to appear
in
court on a certain day, that is to say,
the bill

he had

#
Power which did not belong to him. usurped
‘The i*
di viduals detained

மறு

Made to the courts

He
should object to any such clause as the noble
lord had proposed.
5
_ Mr. Brougham contended that the
lord
(Castlereagh) had not understood thenoble
grounds

Pee

The legality of requiring recogtl
zances was not essentially
ட்கள் with:
the
Castlereagh observed, that the object of Suspension act.
The power was exercised it
6 present bill was, to restore the law
to its dependently of the provisions of
the act, which}
batural and usual course of operation: any aptook away the right of bail. ‘The question a }
plications respecting recognizances
Lord

த

ought either to have
teleased or brought to trial; but the secret
of state had thought fit on his own autho!
annex conditions to the release.
-

would still bein force

against them.
discharge on Tecognizance.
government were ane to detainTn substance,
This was
persons in
Custody afterthe passing of the repeal—they wete the case. “When persons were arrested 08 *
char
ge
of
high
trea
son,
no Magistrate OF 7
“bound 2 ee an ans on the first day of
2
Ms and from
day to day afterwards, thority, except the court of King’s Ben
eny
cogn
izance. A magistrate had no
Various things mi ht be demanded from’ men

10 bal

,» GaSe t0 take any recognizance
0
to
an inferior
magistrate hz
Hight to take bail, then he had not a right%
7

(ன்!

oe
confined

as the condition on whicer h su theycircumstances,
could obtain their libera-

973.
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take recognizances. (Hear, hear.) It had been
admitted, that there was no serious ground for |

extraordinary

al crity in’ di

conspiracies. Let it be. remarked, and the rebut there ‘mark was well worthy of attention, that it was

veg} the detention of the individuals;
n} might be an object to keep up alarm, and there- in the month of June last that the conduct of
| by to
gain and to rally round administration certain spies and emissaries of |
nent was

those who otherwise would not have supported. exposed; and from that time we had heard of
them. (Hear.) The question
of the recognizances no discontent—no insurrection—no conspirawas, he thought, materially connected with the cies. (Hear; hear, hear
4
3
gi.} Present bill, particularly as it concerned the
Mr. B. Bathurst said, it was the practice of
e.| conduct which had been pursued under the sus- the other side of the house to represent this
-} pension act.
தட்
்
Measure as setting its supporters in array against
Mr. Lockhart agreed, to a certain extent, the people; but this was uncandid and unjust.
with the solicitor-general, that the question as It was not against the people that they were
to recognizances did not flow fromthe suspen- furnished with this discretion; but against the
sion act, but might be considered as a question

at common Jaw; yet there were various consi-|
derations connected with the subject.
. Sir S. Romilly said, he did not intend to offer
any obstruction to the measure now before the

house. But he felt himself bound to express
| his decided opinion, that the bill which they

‘were now about: to repeal, was கற்கள் altopon uncalled for, and seemed to him to have

deluded part of the people, and for

of the public at large.

the benefit

In the same spirit the

officers of the crown had been charged by the

hon..and learned gentleman with bringing for-

ward some late proceedings, and persisting in
them for the express purpose of rendering juries
contemptible, and thus preparing the
public
mind for further encroachments on one of their
most valuable privileges. But common candour
and justice would ascribe their conduct to a
more honourable motive—to an imperative sense

n intended as an experiment upon the patience of the country. ‘At present it was not
his intention to enter at large into the merits of of public duty. It had been asserted, and with
the question, but merely to offer a few
general great confidence, that all the mischiefs which
observations. It had been asked repeatedly, and
occurred had their origin in the artful mawith great propriety, at the passing of the sus- chinations of a certain indiyidual, whose
name

-pension act, what use was intended

to be made (Oliver) had formerly been mentioned in that
It was always answered, that house. He had no difficulty in asserting, in
itwas necessary, in the state of the country, to Opposition to all this clamour, that that indi-

of the measure.

- enable government to detain certain

persons in

custody without bringing them to trial,as.a dis-

யர had done no mischief whatever; that on

the contrary

he had done great service ; and
Closure of ‘certain facts connected with their that he iat disclosed conspiracies at which
Conviction might be attended with serious con- he had only incidentally and accidentally been

Sequences to the public tranquillity. Some of present; for surely little eee could
attach to e people, however, taken up and detained un- the unfortunate declarations of the
men who were
der this pretence, had been discharged more executed at Derby*, besides that they
were fully
than two months ago without any trial or in- disproved by their own previous statements.
It

quiry; the necessity of detaining them, no
Onger existed in the state of the country. It
Was proposed, at the time of passing the bill,
its duration should: be limited to the 1st of
December, but this was not assented to, and

rate said that government ceased to employ
spies in the month of June, and that, from that
period the country remained tranquil: but the
real cause of this tranquillity was to be found ra-

under the tyranny

and the salutary apprehensions of the trial which

the country had existed nearly twelye months

ther in the suspension

க் Month—or

they were sent to

of

the

habeas corpus,

of this dreadful statute. was then hanging over the disaffected. He
Ithad still the misfortune to exist under this solemnly protested, that to the best of his
Statute, and the exercise of the arbitrary pow89 conferred by it had continued. til] within judgment the state of the country was not such"
ae period up to this date, that the
afew days. But the very proper urgency with atbill anycould
be repealed with safety.
;
which the present bill was hurriedpatna
its
Sir Samuel Romilly explained. He had not
eeபகல proved that there was not a ves- alluded to the employmen
t of any particular
01 0.
how tO require its operations.
that governbut stated generally,
Whén did ie become thus useless? Was the individual,
instruments
various
employed
had
ment
, and
Suspension act necessary last night—last week— that those persons promoted
the mischief which
two months ago?

detect. But he was astonished
ட் ல
It appeared that since the month of to hear the right hon. gentleman
maintain, that
: நடவடி there existed not a shadow of pretext
for வவ
ல்

(Hear, hear,

since that Betiod here had

insurrection, no appearanceof disaffec-

* Brandreth, before his execution, was heard oc-

casionally to mutter, ‘‘ Oliver bas brought me to
this."— © But for Oliver I should not have beea

fon; at least not such as ae before the public
Ludlam, while the executioner was putting
Rotice; and had such a spirit existed, there here.”
the rope round his neck, exclaimed loudly and dis-

OP“its_asetythere.
little doubt butwe should have heard
appeared
in
a certain quarter an

tinctly, “* this is all Oliver and

the government.

rom The Times journal, Nov. 3, 181%)
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ns employed to detect: treason had’ not
it. Pose

the report of ‘the secret|

ere

of the lords distinctly admitted it. | pose a clau
_ Mr. B. Bathurst said, that the persons ஸ் | could பல்பம்
்
ன்ால
were notem
sucl

)

: ர operation of the habeas corpus act,

சர்பத் rangi ep ee

ae

Mr. Tierney observed, that ministers conti suapensiongivenப்had never
Nod
ese taken
a place.
ie eh Seal

nued to act on the extraordinary powers con- | been

ferred upon them to the very last; for that,| would

not

be required

se ்
down to the goth day of January, they kept |that whenever it should5 be required,
pi
certain persons in confinement. He understood | notice would bean
one eS
from:

the

other side that they had

pledged | municated to the whole: o!

a

2

themselvis to two distinct points. They un-| left home, except one man, : ௦.
x
dertook to shew, first, that danger existed to | before the notice arrived. The கட
the very last hour of the suspension, and that | therefore, were not held over 0
the bill was not continued in force beyond what

I

t

harass or distress them. The object of the

was absolutely necessary; for if it continued | lord was, that matters should be laced ex:
one day or one hour beyond that necessity, it | in the same state as if the act had never
‘was a heavy crime, for which somebody had to| It only deprived them of the right
‘answer. The second point to which they were | tried, and when repealed, left the habea:
pledged was, a thorough defence of all the spies |in full operation. He did not, therefore,
they had employed, and they had undertaken | it necessary, either as to humanity or principle
to prove that spies were not in any one instance | that the clause proposed should be inserte
the cause of the mischief.
the bill.
el
‘The house then resolved itself into a com-|
Mr. Brougham said, he imagined th:
mittee of the whole house.
attorney-general did not yet understand the:
In a few minutes the house resumed, and the | on which this clause was offered to the hot

families
Sng
Wi hore
eon ல muh ம
ட்
+ umanity. Even if they could | trial.வவ

es
coe of law, yet fie mode
expenses.
h
that the house would save them, this He ண்ட

and release them

completely from the effect of

age

heed
பண்டு

J

ரி

ல்கof the heey eases aE. the ner |
ல்
=
்
2
ரன
கபில ம.
the govel
would j
obliged to bring him to:trial.

theaE suspension.
ary eiheyy hda suffered
aaa
fr | pon,ஸ்ட த
;
athe wasight denied.
of i uous
from the act
“Was there 10

Lord Folkestone said, he rested hi
n saying, give your recogniz
Rot upon a doubtful statement of any eth:
ene ar
ட
Selene remain
ou ue ன் Were notorious, and that he proposed Eee
Hee
ae a பoe
act. tals complete

A

repeal of the suspension

:

cases where the

©

:

eae

mee

they were kept in. confinement
he collec ban ninndgeek” Penile || oettt?,
tin
aw
day of he meting
‘oped that the conduct ofaa Lom
ford ee Tecognizances illegal. God
The Attorney-General thought it impossible

heshould defend any illegal act.
Sup-

magistrate towards
of those persons
whom he had committwo:
ted. previously to th
8

|

Sa

more

thee

n

Oo

tl
Ti
i9
confinement,
during
which
[detained
a man, டன்
they might meoko Cen
were
unprotected and star-| ch

ate

Se

act. It was then suspended, and at the
tim
when their recognizances pen entered into;
man knew how tong it would remain suspended.

oe

to be | manner that the prisoners were compelled to
He hoped, | comply? The suspension of the habeas
corpus_

discussed in a court of justice.

therefore, that this difficulty would be avoided
by withdrawing the clause.
a cok bt Sacra
ttt
of ப

than aman
heir

|

mre

Chancellor of the Exchequer moved that the bill | It was by virtue of the act of suspension that
be read a third time.
secretary of state had been enabled to.
Lord Folkestone then proposed a clause to | these recognizances from the prisoner:
the following effect :—« That all persons bound persons bound by these recognizances
might
by recognizances under the suspension act, be | to the King’s Bench, and demand
to
be
relea
henceforth completely discharged from those |from them. But might not
the King’s Bent
Tecognizances, but that this clause should not | say, that they
had voluntarily, and with th
apply to any other recognizances.”
eyes open, entered into them?
Was it று
Lord Castlereagh observed, that the clause
aly they would say so? ‘The attorney-gen
proposed by the noble lord placed the house in | then
well knew they were without their rem
an extremely awkward situation. In such a|
what was it that had enabled the govert«
case they would actuall: _be legislating on | But
ment to demand these recognizances in such:
a subject, the legality of Which remained

HOUSE OF
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ng of the acty would'soon come under the | consistency with their professed

[so

object to ad

3
deration
of the house. (Hear.) ‘The fate the clause proposed.
a
ச
ee
> Mof those three shewed the terrible option given
The Attorney-General repeated his former ar8 ஜம the unhappy prisoners, which led them to guments aatdthe legality of the recognizances,
* Weive voluntary recognizances. He called upon and the opportunity that would
be afforded of
his learned friend opposite, to say whether the discussing it ina court of law.
| Mcourt of
King’s Bench would not refuse redress
Sir W. Burroughs asked, why were recogniz"jon the ground that the recognizances were vo- ances taken at
al ? If there existed any danger,
untarily entered into?
ல்
why release the prisoners; if not, why oblige
The Solicitor-General observed, that the learn them to enter into recognizances? This was

d gentleman had now placed the argument on

he ground that the recognizances were volunt Prarily entered

into,

and

that,

therefore, .the

no trifling evil.

‘The intention and the effect of

these recognizances were to send the prisoners

back

to the world, loaded with suspicion.

‘To

PCourt of King’s Bench would refuse: redress. do away this evil, it was indispensable to adopt
On this point, he was ready to join issue with the clause proposed, and he would therefore
= Whim, and would assert, without fear of contra- diyide the house rather than dispense with it,
“Pidiction, that the Court of King’s Bench would ~ Lord Folkestone rose to say, that in order to
not refuse redress on such 4 ground. The save trouble, he would withdraw the clause, if
question was not whether the parties had en- the attorney-general would state that he was
ered into recognizances voluntarily, or by du- ready to move the Court of King’s Bench, to
இர; but whether these’ recognizances were have all the recognizances discharged; but if
» Plegal or not. On the point of legality alone the attorney-general only meant
to give his own
would the Court of King’s Bench consider the assurance that the recognizances would not be
|

question. The magistrates had, unquestionably,
‘Pthe right to hold to bail, and consequently to

take personal recognizances. The onl question was, whether they had done so legally,
in the present case. This question was not

for the house

to decide.

They had only

‘2 repeal their own act, and that would be
effectually answered by the bill before them,
Without any such clause as the noble lord
Proposed.
Sir Samuel Romilly was surprised to hear the
leaned gentleman Opposite pretend to underநமல் that his leamed friend near him had

shifted his ground. He had from the first rested

acted upon, he should feel himself compelled to

press the clause.
The Attorney-General said, the nature of the
case had been misunderstood, if it was supposed

that the persons in question had entered
into
recognizances for their good behaviour. Their
recognizances were only for their appearance in
court to answer any charge that might
be insti-

tuted against them.

At the time they were

discharged, it had not been determined whether

any proceeding against them should be instituted. Their recognizances could not after-

wards be discharged

till the first day of term.

On that day they appeared in court, notwith“argument on the ground of the recogniz- standing the notice given
them that their apances having been voluntarily entered into. To pearance
was not necessary. When
zy; therefore, that he had now placed the ar- notwithstanding the notice, he exceptedhe said
a few
‘Siment on that ground,-was a misrepresenta- who left their
homes
ton. The secretary of state had derived from have been given. Whenbefore such notice could
they appeared in courts
_¥ Me suspension the power of detaining in prison he
said to
h Without trial. Would it be pretended iat this did not be acted them that their recognizances should
hot give him in effect the power of committing discharged; upon, but should be immediately
but some of them replied, that they
a his pleasure; and would it be denied, that an had
‘a right to make objections to the recogniz‘ct of indemnity would be called for to
cover ances. He
© commitment as well as the detention? This prive them then at once said he would not deof that right; God forbid that he
Doves ‘of committing and detaining was derived should interpose,
by any deed of his, between
Xclusively from the suspension act. From
the them and
right to bring forward legal
Rity
oUrce was derived at least the opportu- objections. their
He had now no hesitation in So
jo of obtaining the recognizances.- (Hear,
பேட

ட Could it then ன் ன

that

௨00) 801 325ரசிகப் while this

‘remaified in force ?“The house was an

ப
ol

ing, that their recognizances would be forthwith discharged.

:

Lord Folkestone then withdrew his clause and

in

the bill was read a third time, and passed*.

It may be proper to subjoin an outline
of the
: hee ings that took place
in
| ae on the Subject of these the Court of King’s
recognizances.—On
பர்க்

corpus suspension act, and had been liberated at
the beginning of the present month, under a re-

=

day of Hilary Term, (Jan.
23,) John
Takes ட் Trancis Ward, John
De chester “genley, and several Johnston, John Knight,

cognizance to appear in the Court ‘of King’s
Bench on the first day of this term. He wished

to know if Lord Ellenborough had any charge

others, late of Manainst him. +
Lei
on the floor of the
ree Ellenborough—I a charge against you »—
%he te claimed to be heard
‘Separately.
You must couch your application properly ; I have
been
toberts, of Manchester, said,
fined in Gloucester gaol, under that he had no charge agail
the habeas
" Roberts —othen, will: your Lordship ர
த.
Code

Derby,

&e

appeared

‘UNDER THE SusPENSION’AcT.) |(

ne presented the following petition

what Iam to do, and where Jam to obtain redress1 |
\ for my unjust imprisonment?

| enter, or

‘Lord Ellenborongh.—I
am a judge, not a coun

wil

You have appeared, and therefore you have satisfied

5

our recognizance.

:

Lord Ellenborough.—Is there any reco

டட person now begged to be heard; but John Johnston before the court?

Mr, Dealtry, clerk of the crown Office:

before he had proceeded far, he was interruptec

்
by Francis Ward, who reada copy of the recogni- in the affirmative.
Lord Ellenborough,.—Read the recogni:
zance, by which hehad been bound to appear this

Mr, Dealtry then read the recognizance, \

day, and so from day to day, whenever he should

be called upon, under a penalty of 1002

was taken before E.T. Lyon, Esquire, at

He in-

Exeter, and

sisted that that recognizance ought to be dis-

charged,
து
‘
ழ்
‘
Lord Ellenborongh observed, that this was quite
a voluntary obtrusion, and if such persons were
listened to, the term ought to be extended to double
its present length.
Mr. Justice Bayley informed them that the recognizance was satisfied by their appearance, which
would be recorded; the court had no power to discharge

the recognizance, which was to continue for

bound

the defendant, John

under a penalty: of 100/. to appear in his

ய்

Court of King’s Bench on the first day of
term, to answer all and every matter and thi
might be alleged against him,
aud there to
from day to day until discharged.
Lord Ellenborough.—Now what have you to
to this recognizance?
Mr. Johnston.—I wish to state the circu
under which my imprisonment

took place.

prepared an affidavit on the subject, which
3
ற்ப of the persons on the floor here insisted sirous your lordship should hear read.
that it ought to be discharged: he was 130 miles
Lord Ellenborough.—I yesterday explain
from home, without a penny in his pocket; andifhe there was no occasion for the parties under
were to reach home, he might be called upon next zances to attend till further notice.
week to appear again; or, indeed, from day to day,
Mr. Johnston.—I call on you to read m
during the present term.
which is stated in the affidavit I hold in my
John Knight demanded either to be put upon his
Lord Ellenborough.—What object is to be
trial forthwith, or to be set at large entirely: it was from hearing the affidavit?
3
not just that this recognizance should be hanging
Mr. Johnston.—The object which I have in
Over the head of an innocent man, to compel him to have my recognizances cancelled, or to be br
to submnission, or to silence the expression of his to trial as soon as convenient. I do not mean

ayear.

epinions.
John Johnston said, that the object of it was

to

allow him to go at large, while he was a good lad,
‘but to punish him if he were a naughty boy.
_ Lord Ellenborongh desired him to avoid such fool-

ish and indiscreet language.

Another of these persons was about to read a state-

ment of his case, when he was stopped by the court,
asit had nothing to do with the question.
F
Mr. Justice Abbott said, that their appearance on

the floor would be sufficient for the present, and they
might now go bome until called upon to appear
again in case of misconduct.
‘They did not seem at all satisfied with this
but spoke of redress and unjust imprisonment.answer,
One

importunate,
Lord Ellenborongh.—It

must

appear

have a right to cancel your recognizances
itcan be done. As for bringing you to trial,
not in our power,
Mr. Johnston.—I presume you will give me
cided answer.
Mr. ‘Justice Bayley.—Can you shew | us
grounds upon which we shall be authorized
drawing the conclusion that the recognizance
which you have entered, ought not to have!
taken?
்
க!
gene
Mr. Johnston.—I do not pretend to say that thet
are any such grounds.

of them said, that he had been dragged from. his _ Lord Ellenboreugh,—Then you are in ௧௦ 00
~ family and immured for 22 weeks in a dungeon se- tion to make this motion. Unless you can she®
veral hundred miles distant.

After the peremptory

Paper had been gone
Lord Ellenborough
Mr, Justice Abbott, and through,
Mr. Justice Holroyd with.

that your recognizance has been illegally taked)’
have ne right to disturb it,
of the court thus wasted.

We cannot have |
ழ்
4

Mr. Johnston—The object which Tam de!
drew, leaving Mn Justice Bayley, who read an affi- obtaining
is of vast importance to me.
i
davit, presented to him by Ward. His lordship
said
Mr. Justice Bayley.—Your application
is coP
a he ae do mate but advise the parties to
go
>

he

no

doubt that they

wo)

q

i

to two things: first, that you should be brought

required to appear.
Sivonidnetheerain trial forthwith. To this you have received fo
swer that the court have not the power to bring,
Werd said he meant
a to fou nd _a motion upon. his to
trial. The second thing for which you apply!
affidavit. Mr. Justice Bayley told him that
eywould
be of no use at any time, but now the court was be discharged from your recognizance, and UI
the answer has been equally explicit. Tb
not sitting.
ee
in the name of the whole of them informed ground upon which the
is
ship, that as their appearance to-day satisfied Tequest, unless you can satisfy us that your
zance has been illegally obtained from
th
ட்
yo!
of a recognizance,
they would return toyour affidavit does not go to shew that
ண்டு
sors affidavits, on which motions ‘ay
has been an illegality in the mode of |

© On the following day, Johnston appe
ared incourt,

a

utes வத்

we can afford

ய

நர, Johnston.
—Then I must" certainly beg: of the

-eourt, (asI shall remain
in town, and be in attendance from day to day, as. my-recognizance requires)
lew me the means of supporting myself. Ii
not be prudent to return to my family,
| to |
recognizance held over my
It is my decided wish, if my recogni:
can't be discharged, that I be
brought to trial.
the interim, I hope your lords!
will afford me thehe |
Ay means of living comfortably. Your lordships will
not think this request unreasonable.
8
“Tord Ellenborougb.—Your application, “if not
wnreasonable,
is certainly an extraordinary one.—
The court have no power to comply with your
|desire.
» Mr. Johnsion—Then your lordship means to say
that you refuse to grant any one’ of my applications ?
3
.
_ Lord Ellenborough.—I mean to say what I have
;

e Attorney-General now addressed the court as.
follows :— My lords, I had no notice whatever of
y
such motions as those which you have heard

about to be made this day, save what I derived

!
ig his recognizance discharged ; but, he admitted having told him,
that if ever he should be called upon to appear; ‘his
expense of coming te town would be defrayed. ‘The
affidavit of Sir Nathaniel

further stated, that when

the terms of the recognizance were read over to

Mitchell, he was asked whether he was content, wl
he immediately assented. Their lordships knew per-

feetly well, that when a recognizance was entered
into, the party was never called upon to’sign any

thing.

_

‘The usual way, both before magistrates and

in court, was to repeat the forms of the obligation to

the party whose appearance was required, with the

penalty of violating it, and he was then asked if he
was satisfied. If he answered yes, or indicated by a
which { saw reported that which occurred yesterday. bow or any other motion his assent, the.recognizance
Th consequence of what I thus collected, I felt it my was. complete—there was no writing or signing of any
duty to attend here and to state, and I have every rea- paper at the time, although, at a'subsequent period,
son to believe, the gentleman’ who has been making the recognizance was returned,-and made .matter.
these applications, had notice before he left Man-| record. The fallacy Mitchell had fallen into was
chester, that his attendance in court would not be | this—he had. s1
ed that because he had not afrequired.”
fixed his signature to the instrument, it was therefore —
from the ordinary ehannels of public information, in

Lord Ellenborough.—Then the inconvenience and

no recognizance.

The affidayit of Sir Nathaniel

expense
of being absent from his family is attribut- Conant was confirmed in every particular by several
ableto himself
ச
other persons ; by Mr, Day and Mr. Adkins, who
அடீ Attorney-General.—So I believe; and I be- were present at the interview between Mitchell.and
lieve that every other gentleman who entered into Sir Nathaniel.
, The affidavit of Adkins stated that

Fecognizances under similar circumstances, received
alike
communication.
ச
Mr. Johnston.—I do not mean to deny that.

upon Mitchell's at first hesitating and. desiring to

know the nature of the. instrument, Sir Nathaniel
repeated to him the words, ‘* You acknow!

. Lord Ellenborough.—Then there is an etd of this

yourself indebted to our

Mr, Johnston.—But 1 wish to state the nature of the
notice which I received.
3

the sum of
pear in:his
first day of
and things

Usiness.

‘

lord Ellenborough.—Really the time of the,
‘curt, which

Sovereign Lord the King in

1004. It is upon condition that you apMajesty’s Court of King’s Bench on the
next term, to answer all such matters
as shall be then and there objected

belongs to other suitors, cannot be you, and that you do not depart without leaye,”thus trifed with. We have heard your motion, and | Upon which’ Mitchell said, he had: no objection
to
have given you the only answer of which it is susthat. - It was astonishing, then, that he should have
மடி.
come.forward with a motion to discharge his recog:
Mr. Johnston.—Then 1 suppose I must submit to nizance,
on the principle that he had not enter
th © consequences.
*
ல் into it. If any magistrate had returned a recogni‘© other persons made similar motions, which zance which he had not actually taken, he would
Sere rejected. Others were prepared to bear the have been guilty of a gross offence ; but in the preMme course, but the court would not hear them:
Sent case, the party had first expressed. his acquias
@ subsequent day, however, Joseph Mitchell escence in the termsof it, and afterwards haying
te ined a rule; to oblige Sir Nathaniel Conant (chief repented of what he had
done, had
his —
i Sistite of the police establishment. at Bow-street) conduct, -inasmuch as it kept fetters onregretted
his legs, and —
Mia
cause why the recognizance entered into: by tied up his mouth; thus most unequivocally aditckell, should not: be discharged. On the 3ist of mitting the fact that he had entered
into.the recog‘anuary, the Attorney-General
attended to shew
nizance. ~>,
த்
w
2%
RS
is
the.
The application, he observed, was made
on
Mitchell, in-support
of his: application said, he had
iy ground, that the re
izance had been obtained no idea that the recognizance was a Proc
_J.Sompnision, and at a time when
Mitchell, being
his
‘er, was not in a condition to act accordinga
to

ட்ட wills but he should be able to satisfy
the
i oan: that there was no pretence
for

Submit

this assertia:

ee ety» Mitchell:
not:o
voluntarily
mitted to it at the time, had:
but had strongly rei

which would have subjected him to ulterior incon-

venience... He had no. கரணகட

க்கக் யது

of the governtnents
He,suchhadar. been
0d, that
fora
magistrate to extort
instrument,
by taking
liable to

ici

vealled,up

ப 190

advantage of the situation of a-party, was illegal,
endedto a person of the name of Benbow, also in
and, therefore, upon that sround he hoped the re-

—

ort; that on the roth of June,

umber of Nottingham police

petitioner’s dwelling-house, |

said
ரம்

the pe ள
toவள்

eeas

Mr. Lawson)
ward, we are*come to search your hou

the petitioner asked by what authority
came to do so}; one o} them observed,

ae

ட

ee

2

able documents ; it was not from fear,
may be sure we are not come without autho- | a consciousness of the rectitude of the
rity ;” the petitioner replied, “ shew me it or er’s conduct as a man and a subject, ;
yu shall not search my premises; immediateof the illegality of those pi
ly Mr. Lawson held up in his hand a paper persuasion
that the petitioner opposed the

and said, “« Here it is;” the petitioner requested
him to read it, he replied, “ The law will not house; when the police officers had too
justify me in reading it, until we get before a a canister, looked into a thimble, and
magistrate;”” while this conversation was pass- the petitioner’s house in vain, they
there was nothing to be f
ன் the
petitioner and Lawson, the knowled;
ine - between
they were searching for; the”
different which
ere ரகர
other police tee
parts of the petitioner’s dwelling-house and asked them what they were looking foi
premises; therefore seeing all remonstrance in them observed, “ You haye that to find «
vain, the petitioner reluctantly submitted to that not being satisfied with such proceedin
which he thought diametrically opposed to’both petitioner consulted an attorney, and wa
Jaw and justice ; the petitioner has no doubt but advised to make application for a co)
the sequel will prove to the house that he did warrant or authority by which the
not oppose the police from motives of fear; no, house was searched, and for the names

the

fact, that “he had entered into the recogniza
sworn by Sir N. Conant, who had minutel
the circumstances of the transaction,
niel’s testimony ‘was fully confirmed by the
witnesses. But, (said his lordship) without. referr
had been lured into, would not be used for his de- to extraneous matter, the question was, whether
struction, and that his recognizance would not be ground of the application was denied.
Now,
suffered to hang over him like a scarecrow, If the positively sworn that Mitchell assented to enter i
-eourt had any thing to allege against him, he would a recognizance in the terms propounded to him,
willingly deliver himself up to trial. He was not the change of his opinion afterwards would not a
afraid of suffering or of answering any kind of the effect of his having so entered into it.
charge. He had been afraid of being put into a ground of the application was taken away by |
dungeon, and locked up in a loathsome cell, without affidavits of Sir Nathaniel and the others, and
any charge being preferred against him.
He had sequently there was no pretence for Mitchell's
cognizance would be discharged.
Sir Nathaniel
Conant had told him, that if he wished to get rid of
the recognizance, he had only to make his personal
appearance in the Court of King’s Bench, on the
first day of term. He hoped the trap and snare he

got out of the way to avoid such evils; but he never
had, and never would, shrink from a fair trial. On

taining the rule,

ம

.

Mr, Justice Abbott and Mr. Justice Holroyd
concurred in opinion with the Chief Justice, and
his recognizance,
He had come up to London to tule was accordingly discharged.
13
attend the court, being warned by the Mayor of
_ Mr. Attorney-General
Liverpool, in consequence of aletter sent to that ma- his intention to move to then rose and said,i 1
discharge all recogni:
gistrate by Lord Sidmouth.
He thought
this ground he entreated their lordships to discharge

the noble

and learned lord on the bench had conceived that he
had entered into'a recognizance, when he really had
not. He trusted he should not only be discharged,
but that he should have some kind of satisfaction

made to him for his severe sufferings.
Lord Ellenborough observed, that tae application

to the court was on the ground of recognizances

returned to the court, of persons who had bee!
prehended under the operation of the habeas ¢
Suspension act. He had a list of their names:
him. He was anxious upon this subject not
misunderstood. Hemored to discharge those
cognizances, because he did not think it nec
to keep them in force any longer. He should

done it earlier,

but it ha
snggested to
having been returned, which had never been entered
that Some persons wished|
te objections
into.
Such was the gravamen of the application, recogniza
nces in point of
law, and he did not
If not having been in fact entered into, the party had
it right to prevent those persons from ha’
been put to trouble and expense ; or whether that
benefit of their legal objections. He she
were so or not, if in truth there was no such recoomove to disc
harg
the
recognizae
nce of Joseph
nizance, it would be an offence by the magistrate
whose casehad been just argued, those
who had returned it, which this court would severely
Ji
berts, Francis Ward, John Johnston, JohnofKnight
animadvert upon;
but the evidence before the John Bagguley
;
also
the
recogniza
nces of
Court shewed, not only that the recognizance had other

_ beenentered into, and that the pretence of the per- (See persons, whom the learned gentleman.
the statement in the Appendix, entitled
Son making the present application was notfounded,
but that he ‘was conscious of what he had done ; for Return of all Persons Arrested, Committed,
tained, in England, on Treasonable
evidently he had been commenting on the refusal
Ct
other Persons to do the same thing; and ata subse-of Year 1817, &c.”)
_
The
court
disch:
arged
the
recognizances:
quent petiod had regretted that he had done it. The into
by all of them

riba

]
constables
it was d

d and delivered
to. The

petitioner then applied to Mr. Enfield,
town
lerk; who observed,
You have no right to a'|
800

borough

hour, Mr. Alderman

Barber

(a near neighbour

of the petitioner) came to him and said, “Iam

y sorry for you, Francis, as { believe you to
6 81 honest industrious man, but I would advise

{90.

busines must stand over,’*

ce
petitioner has heard no more of it»
from that time to the present, _ He denies any

py,” and he repeated that assertion seve
nes, and added with considerable emphasis, bs
You may make application, but I know what:

dvice I shall give;”” the petitioner went diectly to the police office, where he'saw Mr.
Alderman Saars, and acquainted him with
the petitioner’s business; the Alderman said,
௩ pf Go backwards,” and immediately ordered a
nstable to take the petitioner into custody;
after apts in that situation upwards of an

nn ES poison Ad.

cipation or knowledge, either direct]

ectly, in the breaking of frames.

gugh

or elsewhere, or with
the parties

|, cemed therein, and he here challenges inquiry,.
and insists that the imputation so made
upon
him is groundless, and founded: only ia
malice...
In about an hour afterwards the King’s mes-.

senger and Bow-street officer came again to the

g a

and chained the petitioner hand and foot

to a man

they

of

the name

of

Haynes,

Before

got into the chaise the Bow-street officer .

tas to the petitioner, “If you heave your.
hands to let the chains be seen, you shall be the

first that’ shall fall;”? at the same: time holding

you to withdraw your application ;” he repeat-| a pistol in his hand; on the road to London the

fetters round the petitioner’s hand gave him
dangerous case to press, however you will not, much pain, which caused him to comment upon
me as advising you asa magistrate, but the severe and unmerited treatment he was suf-

d that several times, and further added, “ It is

nd ;”? the petitioner informed him that
ent the petitioner had received: was.
unmerited, and that, at all events, he
rmined to press his application, conhe had an incontrovertible rightto make
| Hedemand. Soon after this’ interview the pehuoner was taken before the bench of magisates at the police office, when the town clerk
aquired of the petitioner what his application
Was; he informed the town clerk it was fora
opy of the warrant issued ordering his dwellinghouse and premises to be searched, and for the

fering:

the officer observed,

“ You wish: to

make it appear that you are not a disaffected.

person; the town) clerk informed me that you

are much respected by the mechanics of Lough-

borough and Leicester, and the working people

in general, so that
be: at large.” On
rived in London,
Fields prison, and

you area dangerous man to
the 15th the petitioner arand was placed in Cold Bath
on the 21st was taken before

Lord Sidmouth and other gentlemen; after in-

quiring the petitioner’s age, he was informed
that he was apprehended under a warrant from
ames of the constables it was directed and de- the secretary of state on! suspicion of high treasevered to. The town clerk ordered the pe- son, and that he should commit
the petitioner
he #PHoner to be taken away until his case was dis- to close confinement until delivered by due
posed of; inva short time the petitioner was course of law; and further observed, “ If
you
sail introduced to the magistrates, and the
own clerk then informed him that they had | have any thing to say, you are at liberty to
I deSco Hot to grant the request, and that the speak ;” to that the petitioner replied,
clare my innocence, and if every action of my
டட must be detained for being concerned life
was painted in its proper colour, your lordthe Loughborough outrage, விய ling as the
இ
ship would say I merited reward. rather than
இர
Putioner supposed to frame-breaking, which
;” in vain did the petitioner declare
ir $k place in Loughborough in June 1816. ‘The | punishment
hi is innocence, and challenge inquiry and. proof
wus §Pcttioner was then taken to the town
gaol, where
guilt; his lordship observed, “ You are
xcept what food his wife brought him) he had of his
a ig but bread and water, felon’s allowance, not unjustly punished, for my information is
4 slept in one of the dampest cells that ever from a respectable: source, and you shall have
a Was put into; added to this his bed was a list of the evidence against you, and proper.
rey
:
came but had a strong sulphureons notice of your trial ன்னை its commencement.’?
.The petitioner was then conveyed back to
»
which
இடீ Petitio rendered it almost intolerable ; thus Cold Bath Fields Prison, and on the 24th was,
ner was taken from his abode of comwith William Cliff (a young man from Derby),
டட Without Yeason or justice, and eut
off from removed to Oxford Castle.
On the
peti7 tYs @Xcept in the day-time, being immured tioner’s
arrival at that

Freel room with a felon 3,and althoug

h con- |
Pee this prison but four days, the petitio
ner
a Caught a severe-cold, which is so
firmly,
;
"Upowhis lungs, that he has too
much
a can never be removed. On the reason
4
e fourth day after his arrest, Mr. 14th of
Alder:
arber, the town clerk, a king’s
messenger,
்
“street officer, came to the gaol,
petitioner that he Must _prepaand
re
» as there was a warrant from the
of states

place he was confined
by
himself
i
none of the most dismal cells ever:
made for criminals under sentence of 6
about eleven feet by seven; when there was
a fire in it the petitioner was nearly suffoi with ப்ட் க andaoe to eee Gh

of remoying into the privy for air,18
்
a
enabled to respire; Gut hae is here: stated 15
not all the wretchedness connected with that _

excessively miserable cell that the petitioner was

confined in, for such a stench.descended the
Mr. Barber then observed, chimney during the
night, that the dungeon was

பவட

uneasiness of mind, that she at present

es

ill, and in all- human probabilityis

and’ Cliff passed each other once each fourth

ten machines employed
in his shop,

was’ made every four

for

although the petitioner do ; when the petitioner was 2

and four months; and

day, they were not permitted to’ hold: any

conversation,
or even speak to. andeach
other.
‘Near Michaelmas the petitioner
Cliff were

seat of work for himself, but

ment the latter was lost, and he
able to obtain any more to the p
©
lowed 2
ics 9 era
3
i he found only
it
ployed at his return; since thethatcircumstance was so. far alleviating
| 1817 to the: present time he has.
த
aon gett ma a
had-no previous’
acquaintance with, or
know- ployed, and is likely to continue:s
ge of Cliff. + ae last few weeks of the petitioner’s character and reputatio
poor man’s existence, 8
oes imprisonment the prisoners in the spring of a
Castle became so numerous that it was found
absolutely necessary for the petitioner and Cliff
to'be confined constantly
in ‘a turnkey’s lodge,
and in. that ‘situation the petitioner continued

cases as ப்பி as life, have
a stab by his being committed
suspicion of high

treason, that unle

tioner is afforded an opportunity

until the 1sth of November 1817, and was then himself it may contribute
டன to
liberated on his own ce
of 100/. to ruin. The petitioner therefore respec!
appear in the Court of
King’s Bench, West- earnestly requests the house to order
minster, on the 28d of January
1818; and there may be brought to its bar, and
remain’ from day to day‘until discharged, and
டன் examinat
த்ஸம் ன
ப
not depart the court without leave.

going:

In the

statement the petitioner has attempted

it to

trial

according

to law, an

க்க oe face, ad thereby have’
to!
the house a plain detailed account of the nefit and justice of the laws; and the
rings,
without
ion, he-has under- also prays, that having thus detailed
6
ile detained
under the suspension act ; ings
he has unjustly endured, the hou
givin:
him such redress asin their great
~ a full and clear description of the unheard.
seems fit, or that they will take such
crueltyhe has been treated with, as‘no mention shall lead to the punishment of the wrong
has been made of the excruciating torture of and
ly prevent in any other case
mind the petitioner has undergone ;—here lan- currence of such unjust
di
and cruel p
guage fails, and to form = conception of his
Lord Folkestone, in moving that the
Case,it will be necessary
to igure to the imagi- be printed, said, that the house would
nation a man who through life has takena very of agreat dereliction
of daty, if they
inquire into the grievances set forth by
பலி
wing to tioner. He meant, therefore, to move thea
work twelve, ones
aes a day ல்
ment of a committee to inquire into the g
Sometimes more, the existe
ofnce
a fami
de- of complaint. If no objection was mat
pending on his exertions, which all atlyonce}
measure, he would move now. If
ceases, and ithe intolerable: state of inactivit
tion should be made, he would give noti
succeeds added
‘to this, being possessed’ of all motion
on a fered
வனத்
the finer
that adorn human nature, and
Mr. Bennet thought it would be
those are for along period stretched on
the
rack
Convenient
to
give notice, as many ௦!
by his

நகல்களை

lanlidie

hi een ப

வவ்கல்

க ட ய்

being
ed away from all that is near
and dear
to a man in life; thus the glowing af

had suffered in precisely the sane

- He had oceasion to
fection of a son, a husband, and a father,
bei ing | he should bring forward
simultaneously
proofs, that |
contributed not to
human
trea
‘¥weeten the ir cup of life, but to render it |
insupportable;

for’such anone, who shas*n

been within thewalls of a prison before,
‘cut-off from: society, and immured withintaco
the

walls of a

a

fit for a murderer to be

. Confinedin; what inconceivable sufferings
wich.

experience! snothing
to inqui
but the
ae
pita pew
x
a
—_
to
6
it the
j—and this is would give notes of hoy
Ke
tions
Be
‘the case
of the
petiti
3 and, if the
af

Patience of the house is not

the pe- Petition of certain ighabitants of ம்

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
ham,—< ‘That

the petitioners'are neigh-

eter cot

ours of, and have been for some years acquaint. | le thought:
Paes
vith Mr. Francis Ward, lately in confin
its suspensions which,
however, was Re
rene undera warrant from

the Secretary of
ate on suspicion of high treason; that they period
க
வரதன்
he
tha
a more:pi
த்வைத> measu ணு
lately seen
a petition which the'said Francis would be devised. The hon. gentleman might

d is about to offer to the house, that they rely that he was not disposed to withdraw: from
to state to the house, that the said Francis the principle of the measure
towhich his-mo=
d has always merited
the character of a tion referred; but to render that principle ef

fpard-working பட honest industrious‘man, and fective, he

8 conducted himself with pe
eqygpectability in his station in life, and

and rethe pe-

must look for the support of other

மடன் who felt an interest in the concerns‘of

reland.

zn

ட்

ம்

A

4

tioners are fully assured that he is incapable . Mr. Peel said, it was impossible to.deny 4124
that
f committing any act of treason, or of loing the act had met with much opposition, Surveyay thing which would justify the proceedings ors were:to be appointed, one to
each county,

adagainst him; that.he has in consequence of some ata lage 800/. or 400/..
and some at
simprisonment sustained much injury in his 600/. It was obvious that the
utility
usiness
3# and therefore the petitioners pray the surveyors ‘depended on the confidence of those
to’ be
ouse to
his case into their most serious
laced in them, ‘Lhe act empowered the lord
sideration, in order that they: may provide Eecrenine to. appoint three
commissioners. It
he said Francis Ward with such relief as to was anxiously wished that
those: commissioners
ir wisdom may appear just, and take such should be persons unconnected
with the 805.
beps as shall eal
prevent the recurrence vernment..
தோட Telford, Major Taylor, and
‘such proceedings.””—His lordship then gave Mr. Johnston, were
uce that he would on this day se’nnight move His only instructions tothe three commissioners:
them
a committee to inquire into the subject of the competence of candidates, were to judge of
andito report 32
Bppese petitions,
individuals: whom they should find qualified:
தரமண Granp Jury PRESENTMENTS.]
Mr. The only observation he had added, was, ‘that
Wie Fitzgerald moved for leave to bring in a bill local connections
and Jocal recommendations
to suspend the operation of an act made in the should not
be relied on. The. commissioners
session of parliament,

for the

continued to devote nine hours of every day for

an ill omen,
Tight hon. gentleman had not stated any that
inton to proposea substitute for the measure
he moved to suspend. ‘This was much
f° lamented, as the system of Irish
grand

suspending the act. The hon.
ntleman ough
rather to have suspended hisdeceive for some’
time. He deprecated a recurrence to the enormous expenditure to which counties had been

to provide

ore deliberate Investigation of presentments to

several weeks to this business. Not fewer thant
made by grand juries for roads and public 95 candidates
presented themselves, some of
$in Ireland, and for accounting for mone
them men of
great professional abilities, Yet
ed-by such presentments.”
He observ
the
at the new officers (county surveyors) had not 5 sary board found none who possessed the neces:
experience and practical knowledge in 70202
we n.
appointed, as none could be obtained, making and bridge-building,
which form the
ied in the terms of the act, and that
the chief portions of the duty ௦ county surveyors,:
he of presentment was inconvenient, the spring and therefore
they did not grant any certifi-'
126 being fitter for the purpose than the 08662:
௩௦
வர்
mMer assizes,
‘
©
Sir Henry Parnell thought the difficulty of
Mr. Abercromby thought it

obtaining surveyors not a sufficient reason for’

Fy bresentments was on all hands confessedly exposed.
The act now proposed to be sus-.
1,28 called loudly for some legislative
pended was founded on the principle of control’
“> He could not doubt the sincerity reof over this. expenditure, and of inquiry into’ its
ight honourable gentleman, who was
the propriety. \ He trusted this principle was not to’
oF of the act. which he now proposed
to be abandoned.—The hon. baronet concluded by*
nd, nor the disposition of

the Iris govern220 catty it into execution; but it seemed
Bey hat when there were places
to
oe » there should not be found dispose
india
ber of candidates. Yet the diffa suffiiculty
i
two surveyors, was one of the
oe for
thismotion ; -for the
ao

Causes

the limitation of the:
pre-

referring to the discontent produced universally’
in Ireland, by the enormous sums of Toney €x-”

pended upon the presentments of grand juries,”

and earnestly hoped that some other. bill would”
be introduced during the present ‘session; be-"

cause, if longer delayed, he feared
would be’
impossible‘to bring the house again toit the
same
temper,

which had happily

ts
prevailed upon’ this~
> Summer assizes, might
= | important subject, when the bill which it Was
‘Moved, without suspen
din, ae டக ன ea now proposed
to suspend received theira
ow
GF
ழ் ட்
4
A
fe Fitzgerald assured the house and the | z probation.
After a few words from Mr.@. Butler and anSentleman,
elt: extremel: anxious
Shoei
வளை
principle im
é
so | former measure, leave was given to bri in

bill, and it was brought in, and read a first and’

‘Saturday | whether any

\NK OF ENGLAND.) Mr. Grenfell rose for |loans-in question, ௦0 ற! oe
from | footing; and a a
purpose of Spaneiaisane nina
of the exchequer with regardto| ‘The Chancellor’ of the - sami. ௦
ellor

the

‘the chanc

ately |that the first question put to ae
- or two very important questions
entleman involved the interests of |
conan with the financial and 00!
ls, that he felt it incumben
dividua
|
ns
questio
were
‘They
y.
countr
the
of
ts
interes
rehension, ஸ்

upon which distinct information ought to. be | guard against misapp the natureo E the
given without delay.» He alluded, in the first | plicit answer which
place, to the resumption of cash payments on enabled him to give. He could assui g

the part of the Bank of England, which, as at | that he had the satisfaction of knowin
idtake place on the | Bank had made ample preparations fort
present fixed by law,
Sth of July next. After the promises and the | its payments in cash at the period fixed

declarations, so often eee by the Goyern- | liament: He could at the same time a
ment and the Bank, it was natural to suppose | he knew of nothing either in the
that no doubt or uncertainty would prevail in | of the country, or in its political r
பபர் of cash pay- | foreign powers, which wouldr
any quarter, as to the
ments being actually resumed when that period dient to continue the restricti
Very considerable doubt did | period. It was well known, however, t
should arnve.
nevertheless exist in the public mind upon this | cial measurgs and pecuniary arrangeme!

subject, and more especially among that class of |in a course of proceeding amongst
society which was frequently described as the | powers, of such a nature as might, by.
monied interest. It was desirable that this un- | make ita question for the consideration
certainty should not continue one moment. after | liament, whether the restriction ought
his Majesty’s ministers had it in their power to | ther continued whilst the immediate
remove it.

No honourable member, who

had | such

arrangements

should

be

in

|

a practical knowledge of what was now daily | Having’ so
far replied to the hon.
ing in the city, could be ignorant of the very | inquiry, he felt that. he should only e

கடலாம் and

speculations of a

gambling | his statement by any further attempt

nature that were esata and depended upon
the result of this contingency. It was obvious
that, in such a course of adventure, those who

had the’means of making themselves acquainted
with the real intentions of his Majesty’s ministers, must possess a material advantage over
others who were not in the secret. For these
different reasons he hoped he should not be considered as making an extraordinary request on
behalf of the public, when he desired to know
whether any event had occurred, or was exto occur,

which

in its consequences

would prevent the resumption of cash payments
on the sth of July next. There was another
question upon which he was likewise desirous
that some information should be afforded,
as. it
equally related to the subject of the connexion
between the government of the country and
the
bank. The public at present stood in the
tion of debtor to the bank for two loans, situain his|
opinion improperly so called, but for
two
lo:
one of 3,000,000/.
advanced without antec வட
other of

nation. With re
to the second qu
the hon. gentleman he had no difficultyin stati
that he had it in contemplation to submit
measure providing for the discharge of tht
of 6,000,000/. bearing an interest of 4 per cel

but as no interest was payable on the old.

8,000,000/., and which might, therefore, in
respects be considered as a gift; he appreb

that the hon.

gentleman himself would

disposed to relinquish it without obtain
other advantage of corresponding value.
Mr. Tierney said, that what he und
from the right hon. gentleman was th
that the Bank was prepared to resume
payments, a fact which it gave him

to hear; but then he was immediately

something might happen between this
Sth of July next amongst foreign powers

might, by possibility, render as pre
Bank
unavailing. It was evident!
sible to say that any thing could be expe?
place at home to interfere with
6,000,000/. at. an interest of fourper take
formance of their engagements. He
cent. and which would soon bec
pa
had never heard more words emplo’
Until these loans should be repaid, theome
b had
| d; ating a subject, which left the subje
secured to themselves the undisturbed poss
ession the dark. The only inference which
of a balance upon the public money
deposited abled him to derive was
this—that t
in their hands, which, a the last twelv
e years,
.

6

ண்ட fallen short, on the average,
000,000/. or 2,000,000/. more than the ‘of
‘hich they claimed to be due to thes ite
the
நம் (Hear, hear.) He was convi
nced that
y
be
ly advantageous to the public
interests that
ment of the
should be unfettered by these obli
what he wished on this occasion gations ; and
to inquire “was,

thhe

persons நம

poning

wanted some coe for s

the resumption, and

gan to fear it would

that th

be.

tion of his-hon. friend, he should not b

disappointed; but the one which had
woul not remove the eyil: .

hon, friend, but would, in his opi

ஜு... HOUSE OF COMMONS.

ந

ந்தா Mr. Bennet moved that
rn
the num
“ of
ore the house, a retu
now
le,
fema
and
male
s,
fo person
uishgentence of death in Newgate; -disting
ve ages,

ng their

not|

stati
பய
, the crimes for இகரம்
and
} the date of their sentences
~The Chancellor of the- Exchequer
1nwas
He
d.”
icte
conv
been
have
which they
ce
of ceivers of taxes would no doubtr 1
‘duced to make this motion in consequen
tokens so long as the Bank would
ட
66
ப்
65
there being at this பல்லை
;
but he was not prepared to say thi
tion
ques
in
ce
h in thegaol
en
deat
‘under sentof
more. He understood
his having understood from his Maing each, and

and from
jesty’s ministers, during the last session, that an
itwould be made for reporting the

communication from the Bank of
the subject to the country bankers,

facilitate the exchange of the tokens1
persons convicted in one session before the other’ tomoney.
8
The situation of the unhappy.
commenced.
he only wished
said,
Guraven
Mi
misertruly
was
alluded
he
whom
to
persons
the public
and their treatment more than inhuman. should be taken OFto secure
T!
SupPLy.]
ComMITTEE
5
feet
9
cells
in
together
They were confined
the order of th
of the Exchequer moved
the house to resolve itself into a co
supply. The object he had now in

merely to adopt the usual form of
consideration that part of his Majesty’s

which referred to the supplies for
the
Tt was always custo!
to refer this 8
a committee of supply the day succee
on which the speech itself had been t:

jesty’s ministers would have attended to their
pledge. If there was not room sufficient in the consideration.

at his duty to do so.

He desired to be distinct-

ly understood, as not meaning, by his present
é a
ans to cast tos lea neflection on Mr.
2

ywn,

the present

ler of

Newgate,

who,

he verily believed, hal done more Renee
the situation of his prisoners than had been done
since the time of the benevolent Howard.
On the question being put from the chair,
Alderman Atkins said, 1t was extremely to be
Tegretted that the condemned cells in the gaol of
‘Newgate were not calculated for the reception
rsons. It never was anticipated |
we
occasion for greater accommodation. With ட to makin;
rts of
one session before
the other came
he
begged to state that this was impossible. The
interest of theye
criminals frequently required that time
be taken to deliberate
on their-cases, and to make inquiries as to their

ea

servable at the opening of the preceding
(சனா)

On the contrary, it seemed to

intention of his Majesty’s government,
the income of the country to the exp

ther than to reduce the expenses to

(hear.)
It was important, especial
period approached when they were
th eir- constituents, and when they
called upon to describe what the stat
country was, that it should be undet

which class they. belonged—whether
class which had assisted in addin;

tolerable taxation of the people, and

ex)
iture of ministers, or to. that ¢l
endeavoured to lessen the burdens: 0!

characters, often in distant parts of the country,
The reports were made as often as it was eX- ple, and to oppose a further exte
எதை,
ர
1 Chancellor of the Exchi
Mr. Benne?, in answer td the last observation the pledge he
had. given to bring
of the-hon. gentleman, stated, that the Recorder the
ces
of
the country before-the
had been ready for some time with his
a substantial shape, that the hon.
port; the delay took place on the —
might have spared his observatio

Majesty’s government.—The motion was then

a

He did not want to interfere with

would, no doubt, be as much alive t2
my, and payas great a regard
to |

begged to | terests
est
at the present season as «
know, whether டதத
Gee
fhehad been taken to se-

who might chance i Mr. Brougham could not agre

we

bject.

what might be considered
the province of the
city of London; but if they did not think proper to bring the matter forward, he should feel

He had adopted the ear!

portunity of pursuing this course. If,
intended to enter into any discussion,
perhaps be fitter to defer
the qi
Monday.
:
Mr. Sharp said, he merely rose for th
pose of referring to the circumstances
the speech to which the right hon. ge
had alluded, there was not one word
economy or retrenchment, There was
same regard even to appearances that.

I

ol for the accommodation of its inmates, apication should be made to parliament on the

ED

were shut up sixteen hours out of the fouraes They were all mixed together indiscriminately, the young with the old, and
thus the young had the opportunity of learning
upon their felnothing but the trade of preying
Jow-creatures. He could not help thinking that
the house had a right to expect that his Mathey

BR

inches long, by 7 feet wide, and in these places

between|
r
noble
ஐ

iscussion of the topics on| ture of the connexion
The
ae sone: They were, pene
had given rise to
questions which

06 1

sit

ஸ் of opinion in hae house and lay, there was nothing in the

ப
course
‘called
With

and he was also aware that there still|
ம் difference of sentiment as to the]
ie financial measures pursued in the |
of the last war. He was not, however, |
upon to vindicate that policy at present.|
regard to the particular measure to which |

ப்
country that need prevent the
from being allowed to expire, and that |
ee to pay its
was perfect!
at the time fixed by the act of par!
knew not on what. informati n the no
this’;
had founded his opinion as to

the noble lord’s inquiry was directed, he had| bank.

He derived it, perhaps, from

x

ரன் held, and still did hold, that it was| directors, but there might be different op
had
‘both the interest of this country and of the} among them. But though the bank
‘bank, that cash-payments should be resumed as | ample preparation, the noble Sec

speedily as possible.

In stating that he had al-| that still there might be something 1

‘ways felt the force of this principle, hemust| tions subsisting among foreign powers\
also express an equal conviction, that the parti-| ought to retard the resumption of cash-

moment when the bank ought to resume| ments: but what that something was, he |

‘the ee course of payment was a considera-| not chosen to explain. From what he ha
tion of the greatest delicacy and importance.| however, this: much appeared—that this
- Whatever might have been stated during the war | important of all measures to the welfar
as to the resumption of payments on the return | prosperity of the country no longer depen
of peace, still the question as to the precise pe-| upon the decision of the British parliament
" Tiod for the adoption of that measure was always | what might be done b: the government
understood to be left to the decision of parlia-| France, or of any other Kraig! country :

ment ona full consideration of the circumstances | noble Secretary had observed that such a

which might exist at the time. Having said stance was not likely to recur; but wh
thus much he should only add, that he had| rity could be found for this assurance? Co
‘ound for believing, and indeed knowing, that} the noble lord pledge himself that the gov
the bank had made every necessary preparation | ments of Russia or Prussia might not choos
for answering the demands which might arise] negotiate a Joan as soon as the effect
of th
by the expiration of the restriction bill, and he| sent one making for France might
cease to ௦
saw nothing, either in the domestic situation of| rate? Would nota loan
for any of these pov
the country, or in the relations of our foreign| be as gooda reason
for postponing the dar
fee that was calculated to produce any un-| paying in cash,
as that negotiated for France?
due delay in the resumption o cash-payments. | Let the case
be
reversed,
and suppose a French
Tt was possible, however, that there might be| minister
;
ட.
in th
circumstances
existingண்டு
pecuniar
arrange- | countr நு Ae00 06
னள பவம்in ண
A neஹரie ௦சீ“Ee
oe
13006
0௦016 notEs
n
]
a
render
advisable for parliament to consider whether theit | allowed to pay, b
I
| tiating by this lye pai
oe boll weed
Actc ought not to remain
ம்
in force as's lon; long as these | at for givingi such
2
oe
2
use
ட were not likely to recur] of delay ணன bya r
ரயில ட. ல்ல
,
Operate. If any supposition extraordinary a
nature
,
that
it called for the,
“was
entertained
i
:
ட
நண்டின்
ட ofSone

Re

ae phate = au ட

Ton” Ge Shas

occasioned | most serious consideration of their lordships

le
government | A full and
complete i
igati
their lordships it } Tt appeared tol ன மங்கைக்

அ

ary:
id

th
:
to examine the bank directors, and indeed he
கப்ப மாட oh lat 0௨ Measure had | thought that nothing
short of an inguiry
yyernment—that if aoe transactions of | kind could satisfy parliament and ee of

allowed to take its course, Gehan y ald be ag {nthe mean time he could not
help obse
Tonger able to take
up the he
would be no | that if thé noble earl and his colleasues
pel

கட்டட மட்ட
E:

tate Gc ae a ir

ee

emcient

nese

பட்ட

investicati

that the | themselves to mee Con

period for the resumption of ein

2

bas

a fon. ministers had ever ventured
19 ene

cpeetn, "Now oy etn ga [ant Jamina anepamen

ica

expediency which requi

al those Gio Thane

எவ்

for they now placed the country in this situ

(lerision | ment, நம on

ப்

ர

டது

ட aப வனர டட
Pent
தணட mst.a cae
would payin cash within two

ஆ

at

Ge

ee

=
mn expectation be entertained
by any one who fairly
considered the na-

|

despot or foreign assembly might choose ©
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ed their lordships, that he yesterday intimated
் of th tended
to shew what. had —
எழை since the last rehis intention of proposing that the papers on the | been the state
state
of the country, which he had laid on the port of the committee of secrecy, and the manthe discretionary
powers vested in
table by the command of the Prince Regent, ner in which
exercised.
should be submitted to the consideration of a ministers had in the mean time
committee chosen 1 their lordships. He ac- As to the larger powers which the noble marquis
the committee, there was no
cordingly now moved
that the papers be refer- had ட
power vested in a committee
of that ho
i
red to a secret committee.
;
5
The Marquis of Lansdoaune said, he would a committee of the House of Commons
not occupy much of their lordships’ time; but for papers, persons, and records; if பல்
when he considered what had been the nature mittee wanted further information, they might,
of the early proceedings on the subject to which through their chairman, make a motion for the
the papers proposed to be referred to a commit- attendance of witnesses: but the course he had
tee related, he thought it necessary to call the now proposed, was that which had always been

attention of the house to the course, now proposed by the noble Secretary of State. . The
papers which he had laid on the table must
have one of two objects—either it wa’ meant to
found on them some prospective measures,
which, however, he hoped could not be the
case; or else it was intended to make them

followed by committees of that house.
The Earl of Carnarvon observed, that after .
the house had been told from the Throne that the
country, was in a state of perfect tranquillity,
they could not be acting on the spur of any ne»
cessity, or feel the influence of alarm; there was, |
therefore, full time for deliberation. But if it
was to be the province of the future committee

tion of the past. If either of these objects were in
view, or both of them, it was equally important
that their lordships should have the opportunity,
not only of examining the papers, but of investigating every circumstance connected with them,

to inquire how ministers had exercised the high

serve to the house and the country as a justifica-

discretionary powers that had been yested in
them, the house must not delude itself or the

country, by consenting to go into that inquiry

which might be necessary to elicit the truth.

upon such information as should be furnished by
ministers themselves ; the committee should have
power to call for other evidence, and examine

_ Teason he submitted to the noble viscount, whe-

led to a bill oh indemnity for all the acts of power

The mode of selecting the individuals to whom
the papers were to be submitted was, therefore, a other facts. He would not then make many obquestion of great importance: for it was most servations on the two reports of last session; but
essential with a view to any measure that might he entreated their lordships to compare those ree
be adopted, that the investigation should be full orts with the judicial proceedings that had foland complete. That was the only inquiry which lowed them, and then to see whether they would
could be satisfactory either to the house or the still be so enamoured of secret committees as to
People. It was, therefore, an important ques- be satisfied from similar documents to producea
tion for their lordships, whether in choosing a simular report: he entreated them to consider
committee, it ought not to be one so constituted whether such a report, grounded on such ளட
as to ensure a
investigation of all the parts dence, would be more than a solemn mockery,
of the subject submitted to their consideration, from which no benefit whatever could result to
and pee to lay a foundation for measures the country at large. The noble lord had re-.
which could not fail to be satisfactory. For this ferred to the precedent of 1801; that precedent
ther he ought not to state to the house the
gtounds which had induced him to propose the
course of secret investigation which his motion

implied.

:

exercised by ministers ; but after all we had seen
and heard, after all ministers had pledged themselves to prove, and the number of verdicts they

had subsequently recovered; (hear, hear) after
Lord Sidmouth said, that in 1801 a committee it had been repeatedly stated that there was but
of secrecy had been appointed in consequence too great reason to believe that the seryants of
of a Message from the House of Commons, but government had themselves excited the distur‘at was not the modethey were called on to bances that had occurred, he thought they ought
allows now, nor was it necessary by the practice to be well satisfied, whether all the acts of insur- of the house in that case more than when a com- rection proved, and there were none proved but
nication was received from the Throne. The at Derby, were not attributable to the very agents

ட் St gommunication last year was no more than employed

by ministers.

If their Jordships

ee which, when sent, did not presume to sould, be content, on a secret inquiry, comhad
te what the proceedings of the committee of pletely to indemnify ministers for all
*crecy were to be, but merely laid papers before passed, and by that means preclude all those

கர be வனக்கம் to பல தக்க
ie course of proceeding

filet on their lordships to

டட

which he

present ;

Was all the appeal He made to them. But
a ones to the noble marquis, he had no hesicae Say, that the object of the papers laid

them was to put their lordships
in posses

who had been injured in fortune, health, and

character, who had languished in dungeons, or
‘oaned beneath the weight of fetters, from any
ope of¢ retri டா

nee orate

theirir losses, foF establishin; 5

by their lordships

should be

satisfied
to give such an indemnity
as should ex-

clude these victims of power from all redress of ;

k
|

ing of their own, and | further measures should be pur:
their own accusers, witThe Marquis of Lansdowne,

es. (Hear, hear.)
The Earl of Liverpool contended, that the |
‘simple
i
estion for the consideration of the |
house'was, whether they would appoint a comBe to “examine the information laid before
them, and follow the invariable usage on’ such oc- |

stated, that teed wate no ol i
motion, but ha merely put it, wl
all om
it would not be
able to give the inquiry
aa more ce exten
If, by the result of
their lordships” dc
tion, a door should not be open to i
easions. He was aware that, in some instances, from all quarters,
arte!
and to the interests of
proceedings of this nature had originated in a| ties, the inquir would probably be not
message from the House of Commons, and, at | factory
to the ouse, and certainly not
“other times, not; for it was optional in the country.
crown to pursue which course it chose. But in
The Earl of Carnarvon said, he had fot
all cases where the crown had made communi- serted that the trials for high
treason had fals
cations on the state of affairs, whether foreign the reports of last year, but
that they had
or domestic, whenever that communication had ‘bore them out;
and if the committee we
been secret, it was usual to institute
a secret
committee to enter into the inquiry. The proceedings of that house were of a nature peculiar

make out a case on such documents as min

only should lay before it, the result could|
other than a report such as ministers mig)
to itself, and the course pursued in them ap“plied to all cases of proceedings on inquiries. forth without any committee at all.
The motion was then agreed to for refer
‘Byven where those proceedings were public, no
~ power was delegated to committees of that the papers to a committee of secrec 7, to con
house to call for witnesses, papers, or records, of eleven lords, to be chosen by dalle
but they were compelled to come to the house, ballot to take place at five o’clock on ‘Thar
and through their chairman, to name the wit. to which day the House adjourned,
‘esses and papers they required, and then move
for
their production, ‘This was the rule
and
invariable practice of the house. Under
those circumstances, he did not think that the
house could
haye
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OF
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any doubt as to the course it ought
=
to purConviers my NewGare.] Mr. Brown,
sue. ‘That was not the time to discuss
the
merits
Keep
er
of
Newg
ate, presented an account of
of the two reports, or the
measures that had number of perso
arisen out of them, or the nature
ns under sentence of death in
of
the
report
that prison, pursuant to the order of the
which the present committee
31st
might
make,
or Jan. (See the Appendix.)
whether any or what measures
Droprep Orvers.] Mr. Speaker addrei
He should only say, that if the should follow it,
ssed
noble lord oppo- the house on
site thought him ready to
the subject of the dropped order |
admit, from the result and
of the tnals that had taken
notices of yesterday. He wished
place, that any facts consi
der the expediency of disposing them00 |
in those reports had been
contradicted, he was Order
of thos’
ட ட் mean
s
and notices for future days,
ப admission, that he
e th
proceeded to the orders and noticbefor
fe result of the trials stron;
es of 1
ட் lay.
ed all that had been laid
before
ee
i
oe gas) es iift true
Mr. Wynn said, that the-whole
bills for treason been
doctri
Notices was founded on nothing
y the grand jury, but thirt
like right
“SIX indiyi- a custom had
duals had been convicted,
grown
had aa
i acquired a degree ofup of late years, whi
it. _He would Rot nowor dis
authority, that wh
le reports of last year, but cuss any furthe: fotice was given for a
particular day, it sh
‘those report
4
s
had
|
j
h
nave
in that house at lea sty the
precedence on that day.
res
As to
ult
of
una
niMous Opinion on the par
notices, he always un derstood the practice dgo
t
in the other house, the of the committee, and
that
a
mem
்

ber
who had given notice
committee was also ae
animous en the report
> Should have precedence over
,
those
‘ference of pinion as to though there was a dif.
n drop
the measures that ought
a
eed
The Speaker obs
Ne
tees
Not
erved,
that
what
he
desire
to
d
pro
lon
ட் oncus
1S |
a sio
tdns a he woul
elsd rep‘pea
eat,t, th that theiri lord.ட் Was, to coll ect the sentiments and wishe
oe
In former times, a notice for
re them important info
2
r- | |.
00 On the state of the cou
ta"
certai
nly had precedence on
ntr
y
since
; Period of the last report 4p
to the present timthee;
» f that Were the rule, it might
re to it, i Ge
me
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Lord Castlereagh

d

a
ow
ரன்
rose to call the attention of the house to a sub- | !
he years
ending
th of Jan. 1819 an
ject of which all must feel the importance. the sth of Jan. 1820 Sone
and to re‘There could be but one opinion as to the useful- port the same, together with
Tyations
ness and the merits of the committee on finance

thereupon, to the house: and also

sider

last session. ‘Their activity and fidelity in the what further measures may be ado
for the ©
execution of their duties were exemplary. ‘The relief of the country from any part of the said
neral view and scope of their inquiries into

ite state and management of

public affairs were

conducted in the true spirit ன் their parliamentary instructions. ‘They had presented six la-

borious and indefatigable reports.

The chief

object was to investigate the public business, and

‘the affairs of the

country,

so as to see what

offices in the different departments
of public
importance could be reduced or abolished.—
They had gone through the departments of the

ட the navy, and the ordnance; they had
made.clear, and perspicuous, and just reports,
mixed with observations of a useful nature,

‘which would be found very
beneficial in the
future considerations of Parliament. His present intention was, merely to propose what
he conceived to be the duty of government;
he did not wish to go into the subject in
detail, but merely
committee shoul

to make an outline.
If the
be again appointed, he should

expenditure,

detriment

without

to the public

interests.”—This motion being agreed to,
Lord Castlereagh

moved that the committee

consist of the following twenty-one members :—
Lord V. Castlereagh
Mr. Nicolson Calyert
Mr. Bankes
Mr. Davies Gilbert
Mr. Chancellor of the
Exchequer

Mr. Peel
Lord Viscount Clive
Mr. Hart Davies
Mr. Gooch
Sir George Clerk
Sir Thomas Acland

Mr, Cartwright

Mr. Frankland Lewis

The Lord Binning
Mr.
Mr. Holford
Mr.
- Mr. Bootle Wilbraham
Mr.
Mr. Littleton
Mr.
These names being read,

Robert Smith
Huskisson
Caleraft
Tremayne,

Mr. Bankes observed, that a right hon. gentleman, of great knowledge in matters of finance,’

(Mr. Tierney) was appointed on the committee
of last year, but his name was afterwards struck
be prepared to shew ம் at government had done| off the list, at his own request, as he
could nat
every thing that was intended, or generally attend from indisposition.
(See Vol. I. p. 457.)
supposed that it would or could perform.— The health of that
Hehad told the house originally, that he did now re-established, right hon. gentleman was
and, therefore, it might
Tot think that“the labours of the committee
be expedient that he should be placed on
the
could be brought to a close in one session, for committee.
tt was probable that two or three sessions might
Mr. Tierney said, that though he was some- ,
requisite for going through such inquiries what recovered, his health
lly, as to the public income and expenditure. might desire : he was still was not such as he
6 consideration was one of great extent attend to business in the in too weak a state to
morning, and in the
and magnitude.
Doubts had been expressed
ene also. He begged, therefore,
Tespecting the intentions of government, and an cused from serving on the committee. to be ex‘hon. friend- of his, the member for Bramber,
Lord Castlereagh
(Mr. Wilberforce), had seemed: to think that which the committee said, that the manner in
இளமை might do little in the mean time; invite the attendance had .proceeded was, to
of any member of the
ut he could say, that in the mean time goyernment had done a great deal, and anticipated house, who had peculiar information in any
Much of the expected benefit. Many things particular branch of public business. This was
Yet remained to be considered; but the labours the case with the heads of the official departofthe committee had reduced the question into a ments, and he did not think a better course
could be pursued this session. He should be
aver compass.
The situation of affairs in unwilling to make
any alteration in the names of
paved Was not weakened, but, on the
contrary,
believed that the internal tranquillity of that the committee, as most of them were intimatel
acquainted with the former part of the investiPortion of the empire
was improved.

He

had

Teason to. think and to trust, that the
diel benevolence of the opulent and charity
higher
©
as es of society in

gation; but the

occasional

assistance

of any

other member might be obtained.
The motion was then agreed to, and the

Treland, had tended
to committee were empowered to send for persons,
= ட் Social attachments. ‘These benefits and papers, and records; seven to be the quorum;
to report observations from time to time, and
ets from the higher to the
had been ie sit notwithstanding any adjournment of the
Horded without being compelledpoorer
by law. He
ouse.
Rot wish to occu
the time of the house
BANK oF ENGLAND.] Mr. Grenfell rose and
a longer, and sho ald ther
efor
by said, that he would not affect any surprise at
tone? “that a select committee conclude
e
be
appo
inted what had lately
been announced to the -house
“Big onne into and state the inco
the Chancellor
ofthethe Exchequer, on the
ல of the United Kingdom, me and expen- by
subject
of
renewing
bank restriction act—
for the
,
aide ig the sth of Jan. 1818
; and also to coni
i
re, than he had, himself;
T and

all i gether more closely, and better to unite,

state the probable income and expe
n-

வர

ciel a the right hon. a

A

to.
on, 0
strictions, that they might see how, of late years, given to that circulati
to
and the public had been deluded on that | and encouraged; but in order appea
“they
ent and safe, it
tees fit to recollect the promises held | curren cy.
ake
it should be founded
out, not only by the Chancellor of the Exche- Dipak
fixed defini
some
to,
referable
|and
;
ration
administ
of
juer, but by of கட

{nd parcelry by a right ek
e
department o}
land

:
ae and gold and silver appeared to
standard, hi
revenue, best, if notம the only
6

July next as the period | covered by mankind, adapted for that pur
ப்
he had
to rely upon for the] If he were wrong in his ideas,
probable
which it was
ceasing of the restrictions. Expectations on this | solation of being erroneous with
point

had been given with considerable confi- | writers and thinkers on the subject,

fi

and the late
dence and boldness. ‘I’hese fair promises were | Locke to Mr. Adam oa
accompanied by the assurances of gentlemen | Liverpool. He would trouble the House

connected with the Bank of England, who had | er than to move for the following accou!

expressed the readiness and willingness of the|
1. “Of the total weekly amounts of
bank to renew cash payments,
and their wish only | notes and bank post bills in circulation fro
to have permission to do so. He would not ex-| 1st of Jan. 1817 to the sd of Feb. 1818
pressany doubt as to the sincerity of such decla-|
rations on the part of the directors of the bank.|

tinguishing the bank post bills, and distin
ing the amount of notes under the value ௦

. He had heard, within a few days, that such was | pounds, and stating the aggregate amount
the opinion of a gentleman, a

director, but nota whole.”

member of that house (Mr. Harman).

2. “OF the amount of bank notes in ¢
disposed to. give every proper degree of credit tion on the 7th and 12th of each month,
to such opinions. But might not the bank, under Jan. 1817 to Jan. 1818, both inclusive ; |

He was

such circumstances, say to government, ¢¢ relieve

4

guishing the bank post bills, and the amount

us from the restrictions.” From 1797, the si- notes under five pounds, and stating the
tuation of the bank was altered, and was ina gate amount of the whole.”
state completely
anomalous, when compared
s. “Of the highest and lowest a
with other public bodies. What was min to amount of bank notes, including those“of ev
others was wealth to the bank. There was, in kind, at any one time in circulation, from the
fact, a stoppage of payment for 21 years. What of Jan. 1817 to the sd of Feb. 1818, both ¢
would have destroyed other establishments, had

been prosperity to the bank. Some of the directors had stated,
that the restrictions had originated
With government, and were entirely measures of
state policy, and for the benefit of government
and the community. | It was a curious subject to
Jook back at the effects producedby the change
of system. The restrictivesystem had been resorted to eighttimes. The reasons for restriction were
founded, first, on the nature and

inclusive; specifying the date of every

amount, and distinguishing the amount of bi
post bills, and that of notes above or belo
value of five pounds, of which it is comp
also an account of the highest and lowe
amount of each separate kind of notes,
one time in circplation for the same period, '

cifying and distinguishing as before.”
_ 4. © OF the weekly amount of bank no

character of
the war with revolutionary France; then on the circulation of the value of five pounds 200.
war waged by Buonaparté against the finances from. te ee ன் Jan. 1817 to the sre
1818, both inclusive ; distinguishing the am
of this country ; and then, on the hich
price of
bullion. Thus had they gone on, under different of notes of 5/. and of 9/. and of 1 0
5. “ Of the market prices of standard
pretexts; but the pretexts became flimsy, indeed,
bars, Portugal gold in coin, standard
ம் i were வலக் to continue the restrictions
bars, and Spanish dollars, or pillar pi
on account of certain supposed
forei
eight, with the course of exchange with
in negotiation
in this country,through
ட்
டடத
Mr. Roth. | b
schild or other gentlem + It was possible, in- urgh, Lisbon and Paris, from the first of
1817 to the sd of Feb. 1818.”
:
deed, that if cash-pa:
nts were renewed, not
6. “Of the balances of cash in the
+shilling oe go for foreign loans. He was
the
Bank of England on the ist and
verse to the principle of restrictions in am
the branches of trade, as well as in mee க of each month, between the ist of J2!
1sth of Dec. 1817 inclusive, resulti
money. Neither did he desire to prevent
the ments under the head of customs,ng from P¥
investment of money in
securities. He other branches of the
public reyenue,
Wished the trade in money to be free and un= balances of the year, made up ™
shackled, whichpie be the case while the the
ys.”
the said da
4
‘Sank
restrictions
ined:
yet in every
view
7. “ OF the balances
of
cash
Se subject, he should ர
in
the
enna

to foreign loans. He considered an extensive the Bank of England on the 1st and 151 &
each month, betaveen the ist of Jan. 3
Paper currency as of incalculable advantageto of15th
of Dec. 1817 inclusive, resulting

“ims,
ial
ing

inf
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jpost-m
aster-g
eneral’
s
account
கட்டப் with the bank, turn out that recourse to this measure should
year, made up | be found necessary, he should
then take the
said
;
க் of giving his opinion more in .
“ Of the
ice of cash
in the hands of etal
Ge
ச
on the 1st and 15th days
‘The motion that the several documents reof each month,
between the ist of Jan. and the specting the bank be produced, was
then put
isth of Dec. 1817 inclusive, belonging to the and carried.

dye different. departments of the government, ’in-

STATE

ear

OF THE COUNTRY.] Lord Castlere, iy
tp cluding the balances of the accountant-general by command
of his Royal Highness the Prince
of the Court of Chancery, and stating the Regent, presented
a bag of secret papers, sealed
average balance of the year, made up from the up; containing information
respecting the in-

hp

said
8.

days,”
7
OF all public balances not particular]

specified in the threé preceding accounts wi

1 the Bank of pee
On the 1st of Jan. 1818;
sf) distinguishing
the amount under each head re.
fp pectvely, and stating the aggregate amount
of
le whole.”
6 10. * Of the total amount of unclaimed dividends, includin, lottery prizes, in the. hands
of the bank on
the ist and 15th days of every

ternal state of the kingdom.

It was ordered

to be kept in the custody of the clerk of the

house.
ட
i
:
Property Tax.]
Mr. Brougham rose to
inquire whether the right hon. gentleman opposite (the Chancellor of the Exchequer),
was now prepared to answer a question put’
by him on Saturday night, whether. all the
apers connected with
the property-tax had

ed ?
month in the year 1817 inclusive; distinguish- beeThe destroy
Chancel
ing the unclaimed dividends from lottery prizes, that distinct lor of the Exchequer replied,
and positive orders had been given
and stating the average balances of both in the| some time

if

'p
ip
if
if
ப
if
We

iy

ago, that the papers alluded to should
year, made up from the said days,”
be
11. “ Of the Exchequer bills and bank notes that thoseyee and he had no reason to think
orders had not been obeyed,
:
deposited by the governor and company of
Mr. Brougham
said, he understood that
Bank of England, as cash in the chests of the
the copies of those papers had been taken, and as
four tellers of his Majesty’s Receipt of
aver, on the loth of Jan. 1817, and on Exche- those copies were as dangerous as the ori inals, ~
every
h day subsequent to that period, down to he wished to be ணவ. if they too had been
destroyed ?
$
the Ist of Jan. 1818; distin ishing the amoun
The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied, that
of all sch Bank of England notes as excee t
ded all those papers, whether originals
or copies, had
in value one thousand pounds each,
known
Exchequer under the title of special notes,at been ordered to be destroyed.
Ex-Orricio InrorMaTions.—Mr. Hone.]
and stating the average balances of
the year, Mr. William Smith.moved, “that there
be laid
ade up from the said days.”
before this house, an account of the sum received
12. “OF all allowances made by the
publi
c
at
the
crown
office from Mr. Hone, for the
to the bank, or

charged by the bank
st the Copies of the informations filed against him by
Public, exclusive of the arge for theagain
manage- the Attorney-General, with the authority
Ment of the public. debt, for
on
transacting any which the same was deman
ded, and the use to
J) Public service in the year 1817; describing
which
the
the
same
was applied.” At the same
ture of those servic
es, and the amount char; ged |
coe in the said year, and including the sum
& 5,898). 35. 5d. -paid to the bank under
the
Nomination of charges of management?
A 1S. “ Of the advances made
by the Bank of
பதில்

to Government, on land
malt Exop cue! bills and other securities, and
on the 10th
ட்டே.
4817, and on the sth of Jan. 18183
the various heads under which

j

time he thought it proper to mention, that the
case of Mr. Hone was rather the incidental oc-

casion than the reason of this motion. He had
for more than 20 years been of the same opinion
respecting the expediency of reform on this

subject; and he now took shame to himself

that he had been so remiss in bringing it under
discussion. Had the question been repeatedly
agitated, it was impossible that some ameliora-

made.”
tion should no have taken
ம்
notes in circulation on the recent prosecutions’ place. In considering
instituted
eo day nights in each week, from
inst Mr.
iri
ப பவா to the'sd of Feb, 1818; the 1st of Hone, he could not hel
e intrepidisti
the
nguis
hdity,
:
sagacit
y, and skill, with which he had
BAG
ல bank

post bills, and di

conducted his own defence. He had since had
an Opportunity of conversing with him
private, and he must declare, that he discoinvered
nothing that could tend to give him an unfaa ne Chancellor of the Exc
hequer
eI
= intention to enter upon said, it was vourable impression of ue character, Heed
் the manners ௦! bya Mr.
the subject unbecoming
riz
Dut to reserve hi:
Ponce
f
bortunities as ate thereaft
- for-the-parodies published
incide
d
with:
that
of the
Omer night alluded to er arise. “Hea
perfectly co’
tion as a | opinion
Measure merely
were hi
censufe
probable. If how
aeve
n
it n
should
r,
ல்
ட்
Be
: part
va
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fone’s_ conduct, that im nediately on
that such was the public impression reg them, he used every means to prevent
circulation.

But those parodies,

however

‘censurable, were not a fit subject to be anima

. yerted on.in a court of justice. It appeared

its admi

to.

ம

him, that the free operation of public opinior should like to know of *
to their tical and legal institutt
was the only adequate and proper check
he had thus rendered inaccessibl
said,
member
hon.
he
ity,—T
opular
(
ite more to trouble them with on the subject, therefore was, that the
had made the administration ௦
and disclaimed any intention of complaining of tion
any party. He had the authority of Mr. Hone cruel insult and mockery to the peopl
to state, that the conduct of the Attorney-Gene- hear.) The hon, member proposet
yal towards him was that of a man of urbanity, |forward some legislative remedy for
ce. The reason on which he wishe
politeness, and justice. Ifany blame could atMeasure was no reason, accordi
tach to the conduct of that gentleman, Mr.
Hone conceived it was in not including the Attorney-General, because it was perf
The grit
three informations in one; in every other re- rious to the whole world!
spect he had shewn himself a gentleman and a indeed notorious, and therefore the mi
= cman of humanity. It was of the law itself, as it not only reasonable but necessary.
Mr. Speaker here réad the motion, ai
at present stood, that he had to complain, From
the officers of the crown he had received every Attorney-General moved the previous
Mr. W. Smith thought the mode 6]
attention. Neither did he(Mr. S.)mean to reflect
on the conduct of the learned lord on the bench, tion now adopted the most singular he ha
(Lord Ellenborough), in refusing to furnish
copies, as he found that, according to law, he
could not have acted otherwise. Tt was in the
Jaw itself, therefore, that reformation was re-

known.

If his motion

was

improper,|

impropriety be stated, and let it be re
(Hear.) But the ‘objection was, that|
connected his motion with

Mr. Hone, a

quired, and this motion appeared to him to be brought it forward in an abstract: shap
the proper parliamentary mode of bringing the could give a clear, short, and specific ans
subject under their notice.

Mr. Hone’s case was rather the.occ

The Attorney-General observed, that with re- the reason of bringing forward his mo
spect to the fees exacted at the crown-office, it was so, because 1t was the most strikin,
there was no cause of complaint peculiar to this of this intolerable exaction that had 0௦0
case, as no fees had been required from Mr. his recollection. Mr. Hone informed him:
Hone but such as would be required from an 'y | he was obliged, in order to obtain info:
other defendant, It was, therefore, to the shape accurate information of the crime laid
in which the motion was ‘brought forward that charge, so as to be prepared to defend
he objected, inasmuch as it seemed

to imply

in a court
of justice, to pay the sum of 9:

that Mr, Hone had been exposed to hardships obtain this sum, he was obliged to se
peculiar to himself, Had
the motion been di- great loss, part of his property. Tom
Tected to ascertain the fees required from dethat house, to all of them, indeed, this sum a
fendants in general in the crown-office, he could appear very trifling.
But to a poor
not object to such a motion when brought forthe expenditure of a shilling was
ward on general principles. Tn the present case, whom
however, it appeared that such a motion would of painful calculation, it was a heavy eX:
be unnecessary, as it was in the power of any The accusation itself was very unjust, and’
great aggravation of the injury:
them to satisfy themselves on this subject, by was a
H
referring to the records of Parliament. From founded his motion on the case of Mr.
because he had been obliged to sell p!
these it would appear, that since the year
those fees had ever continued the same as 1693 greatly under value; the mdependence
now. Spit not suffering him to apply to_his
In the case of Mr. Hone, there was no innova.
“ton upon this immemorial law and practice for the money exacted from him. Jf the
_ and on this ground, therefore, the present motion ; mation were given in consequence of an abs!
motion,it would not be the information W
‘was unnecessary.
it would let them know how much was
Sir F. Burdett said, that if the doctrine
ad- per sheet, but it would not
how
vanced by the learned
gentleman were to recu- sheets a poor man must pay shew
for, in ©!
Tate the proceedings of the house, they would
meet
an
unjust accusation. If the At
have very little business to go through. Eye ry |
member knows perfectly well the subject on inGeneral should move an amendment that
any other

which he moyes for apes previously to their stead of movi way procure this informatt
ng te previous question, bi
gly adopt it. He took the present
61 to lay a clear and distinct foundation for ofwillin
intro lucing the subject, because
he thy
Seat
(Hear, hear.) In all matters of
Production, but he calls for their production in
mpiaint or reform it was, if not in itself neces-

‘it the most formal, the most authentic,

Most parliamentary mode; butif he:

|.»
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he would. introduce the subject profit must’ have
¢ motion,
a less formal, authentic, and parliamentary| tions extended to all parti
ras
node, by moving at once the reform of the was sorry that, since’
been subjected to expense,
efipbuses alluded to.
to give| been confessedly guilty of a
D
Lord Castlereagh felt himself bound
making
negative to the motion, because its professe d| a legal offence, there was no reason
bject was different from the real one. The his particular case the ground of the motion.
of
professed object was to ees a foundation for some If the motion were for the production
egislative remedy as to fees paid in the crown- charges for any given’ period, howeyer short,
ice. This object would be effected by a he should make no objection to it. ‘The
eral motion on the subject. The information raté of fees: might, however, be ascertained
hus obtained would by the rule-of-three at once from the report of the commissioners appointhew the charges in any particular case. But ed to inquire into the fees paid in courts of
ச
he real object was to give the public an exag- justice.
Lord Folkestone thought a particular instance
ated view of the question, by connecting it
with Mr. Hone. The trial of Mr. Hone having of grievance the best foundation for a general
aken place, and the Attorney-General hav- remedy. When any complaint came from his
ing displayed all the qualities which belonged side of the house, they were generally called
fo him in the discharge of his duty, he would upon to give a particular case. He was therenothing now on’ the subject; but he must fore surprised to hear those on the other side
e his negative to the motion for the reason now object to a motion merely because it was
founded on a particular case. He had, howhich he had assigned.
Mr, Brougham defended the mode adopted ever, no objection, indeed he wished that twent
—
ePby the hon. member for Norwich. His object or thirty cases should be stated, as that woul
Jivas merely to obtain a foundation for a legis- forma better foundation. But the only reason
ive proceeding. He said, in effect, “ Give me of his rising to say any thing on the subject
ifecertain documents, and I will shew you: the was, the assertion of the right hon. gentleman,
WPfoundation of such a measure.’ ‘¢ No,” said that Mr. Hone had a right to go into the crown-

டு

fifethe noble lord, « but we

will tell you that so

gpmuch is charged per sheet.” After such information should be laid before them, they would
remain quite ignorant of the sum paid by each
this could not
Bodividual. The knowledge of
abe obtained bur by such a motion as was stated
by his hon. friend. Let the amount paid in

the case of Mr. Hone be given, and, if they

in the case of five or six others, in order
ifechose,
toavoid attaching the question to any particuar case, and they would: then have a proper
foundation for further proceedings.
Mr. B. Bathurst contended that if the general
4) ¢Xpenses were given, the hon. gentleman could
ascertain the expense in any given instance. He
te) Would beg leave to tell the hon. gentleman,
‘although Mr. Hone could. not get copies of
€ informations against him, he had a right 60.
to the crown-office, and to read them there
நதி 80 often
and as Less as he pleased. Somuch

me point of complaint:

‘The second point

which he would advert was, that the particuobject of the motion was, not to bring the

0] ftestion of peneral reform, on this point of law,
:

Pe

a

i

.

ee the house, but to bring

this particular

of Mr.'Hone before them. This was 2
son Ser which he would oppose the motion:

‘tae say nothing of the trial.» All allowed
parodies were improper.

The expenses

“W processes were very great, but the unforate state of the country made them necesa
But Mr. Hone’s expenses were trifling
Te
to the expenses of suits in Chancery.
் ‘On. gentleman had told them the amount

-

-

office, and to read the informations against him.

This, truly, was a very valuable right to Mr.
Hone,

confined as he was at that time in the

KKing’s-Bench prison.

By an act of parliament

introduced by Sir Vicary Gibbs, the
Chief Justice of the Common

was Attorney-General,

present

Pleas, when he

the: Attorney-General

was entitled to call upon any man to find bail,

and failing to do so, to. commit him to prison.

-Mr. Hone was, according to this act, called
upon to find bail; he did not, indeed he would
not, find bail, and he was in consequence com-

mitted ‘to the King’s-Bench by order of the

court, and on the motion of the Attorney-General. How could he in this situation walk
into the Crown-office to read the informations
against him?

Besides, even if he could go into

the Crown-office, could a man, by the cursory

perusal he could give the information there,
prepare himself for his defence? (Hear, hear.)

Mr. 17. Smith said -he had no objection to
withdraw his motion, if the right, hon. gentleman would bring forward a general one to the
same purpose.

The Speaker ordered strangers to withdraws

supposing

the house would divide upon the

motion.

ல்

Mr. B. Bathurst said, he could have no ob-

jection to a-general motion on the ‘subject.

Mr. W. Smith then withdrew his motion, th
gave notice that he would move ag2in 0 Phe.
subject to-morrow.
Tue Prince Recent’s A
DRESS.]_ Lord George Beresfo

பவ நவம் நு நமா, 1701௨ 60 நகர்க் ௩0% 6610 Prince Regent’s answer to!
ddress on the
ந
hu What profit he made bythose publications.
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Lords.

‘information was’ withheld, although the
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peace in Ireland,
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Lord A. Hamilton said, எனப்ப

a the

ot former cm Se!
He ae
~ blelord’s
bill on this subject.. a
connected with a
of the sored
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h ன ரட்
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site

‘puilding
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க் strationi of the law, without ieந
es ae

areae
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most dase
trivial cases; that the want:
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eee
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He | is universal] committed,

is bill would be subjected to

is
ர்
பரிவாக ea
jections to ae ee

by-sevei

oe nbeen.
ully ing
exam
oui mee
CE render
dleined
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a

ன
he had several ob-| the administration of the laws, and
he should reserve | those ec
ne ட

ண்கள்ture 0} பல் nity.
that objections to the associ
—

oe
Scotland.

and to those

the same | ful habits of injuring and destroying all pe
former bill.
who come forward in. endeayouring
to

eee

ர

ப

க

: க

ன்

ல்வக்ககள் கணா கலை

His object in delaying
pro- aws and a large
ceedings till after Easter, was to give any
பட்டன்
the peo- | lishment ; and thatandit isexpimpossible
for1
ple of Scotland time to examine the bill, and gistracy,
with
the assistance which the law
to consider the very:material changes he had | afford
s them, to administer the laws by th
made in the measure, He proposed to enact,
_They prayed,
that Scotland should be divided into four dis. | only of the civil power.
tricts; that an asylum for the reception and care | fore, that the house would adopt such
of fatuous and furious or insane persons should as ne be necessary to reform the civil.
Ireland, and to increase its authority in
be erected in each; and that in each County or} | of
a manner, as to put an end tothe syste
stewartry, commissioners shobeuld
m
elected, who | now prevails very ene
should name one or more person or person
of disobed
s
to}
the
laws
on
the
part
of
bea
the people, or of
commissioner; which
inistration of themby means which are t
named, together with two persons persons 60
to
be
named
tremel
y inconvenient an embarrassing
by his Majesty’s principal Secret
the home department, should be ary of State for | ma istrates, and at variance with the be
genera
l com-| ciples of the constitution
missioners for carrying the act into
.
=
as
Mr. Pee/ took this Opportunity
_ Mr. Wynn took that ppportunity execution,
to say
of express. | miltary

were never
j ing his astonishment that any
more seldom recurr
வ்கி ரேம் the horrors disclosedmanby could be during the last two-or three years. e
Missioners, who had. some years
on the state of lunatic institutions a

the com. | lishment of constables was
twofold : th
ted | some appointed

by the executive in
ற
in En, land, | where any extra
- without attempting to obtain
Some remedy of | the rest wer ordinary disturbance took plat
appoi
nted
in
each county
fhe evil.’ For three years the subject had besa {4h

re them, and hitherto nothing
done. | cor
A bill had been brought forward everywas session
,

_ but it was
end of
it.

பபா allowed to sleep till the | was
person undertook

If no other

d jury, who settled their salarie

Temove them at pleasure. If thoses,
8 Were inefficient in the Queen’s count
the

fault of the very grand jury who

this | this petition,
aa ucehea bill
wouldon himself,
howev
er
inadequ
introd
ate,|"
Mer Fitzgerald said, that the lordரி
the subjec
t.
nant had lately
been enabled, by an

க் கண்டு வய, பிட former

parochial |
assessments had been objected tosly for
these, |
“County assessments were now substi
tuted,
ve was given to bring in the bill.
PanciaMeNrary
m.] Mr. Beanet prea |
‘sented a petition of Reror
certain
tants of Li-|

lament 2 appropriate money from

sury. to the
பற
of consta
people had previously been gratefbles.
ul,
bus!
Consequence of that appropriation, they
had
come much more
grateful.
‘The petition wos read and order
=
praying « = the houseestas
ed to
take} the table,
of
carly
opportunity 0 pens t© our beloved | Exeur
quer B
On the motion
coin, the indispnsable

Sentation’

of fair
Ordered to lie onright
the table,

repre. Arbuthnot, an see
exchequer bills

was orde

red
issued’ by virtue of”
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oer

56 Geo. Il.¢. 14. intituled “an act for empow-—

the governor and company

district asylums in Scotland for the cure and

It was read a first
of the Bank confinement of lunatics.”

at
advance the sum of six millions | time, and ordered to be printed.
ohn
Ex-OFricio INFORMATIONS.) Mr. W. Smith
‘the supply for the service of the year
ப
1816,’ outstanding and unprovided for.”—The
e had
brought
| yesterday, re:
i
» account was brought up, by which it appeared
பான்ட்
that bills had been issued for the sum of “ six the expense of obtaining copies
from the crown-office, that it was not open
to
:
millions.”
ComMitTEE
or SUPPLY.] Mr.
Brogden brought any of those objections which had been
a supply| against it. He moved, that an account be: laid
up the report of the resolution “«
be granted to his Majesty,” which was agreed before the house “ of the fees which: have been
for
to, nemine contradicehte—The committee was taken by the clerks in the crown.

ie had bond

office copies of informations ex-officio for libel,

_ then appointed for to-morrow. ~

Estimares.] The Ghancellor of the Exchequer
moved an address for the following estimates

and account :—
a
1. “An estimate of the ordinary of the navy for
the year 1818, with an estimate of half-pay of
officers of the navy, and such of the officers of the
royal marines as were employed in the last war.””

2. © Of the charge of what may be necessary
for the buildings, rebuildings, and repairs of
ships of war in his Majesty's yards, and other
extra works over and above what are proposed.
to be done upon the heads of wear and tear

and

3. © OF

oS

Sonareeeéetaopaaipeer oe

for the year 1818.”
the charge for guards, garrisons, and

வரல் to persons accused, or to others in their

half, applying for the same, during the years

1816 and 1817+ specifying

the rate according

to which the charge is i ee the total sum in

each particular case, and to whose or what use
the same isapplied.””—Thismotion wasagreed to. -\
Vores or THE Hous]
The Chancellor of
the Exchequer moved, that the house resolve itself into a committee of supply—On the question that the Speaker do leave the chair,
Lord Folkestone rose and said, that, according to the ancient usage of the house, he took
this opportunity of pointing out a recent altera-

tion, by which the public were aggrieved; he

the “alteration which had lately taken
4. “OF the charge of the office of ordnance place in the proceedings of the house with respect to the printing of votes. He had negfor land service, for the year 1818.”
5. © Account of services incurred’ and not lected to refer to it at the time of the renewal
of the sessional orders; and he took க a the
provided for by parliament.”
r doin
6, Estimates—“* Of the probable expense of most proper remaining opportuni
so. The house ae
nee
in ae
the transport service, for the year 1818.”
7. © Of the money that will be wanted for last session'a change was made in the manner
the payment of the hire of transports, between of publishing the votes, with a view to the
the 1st day of January and the sist day of De- convenience of members, and; on the whole,
that change was beneficial. But there was:one
cember, 1818.”
ச
» 8. © Of the debt of his Majesty’s navy, to the part. of ‘that arrangement which was injurious
Sist day of December,
gs
rc
; to the public; and that was. the circumstance,
other land forces,

for the

year 1818.””

: Irish GRAND JURY PRESENTMENTS.]

Mr.

meant

that no petitions were printed in the votes, ex-

thrown out against them, as to’ their’ present-

cept such as were'expressly ordered to be printed by a specific vote; which were published in
an appendix, He was aware that a great number of petitions’ had been presented in the last
session, and that the accumulation of these documents had been the chief’ cause of the extent

Mr. 7. Fitzgerald declared that he had never

consequent delay which occurred in the publi-

The perjury and fraud alluded to, had been de-

and to the people, to publish those complaints
which were transmitted to it, and delay might

und&r their authority, by subordinate agents.

petitions, as a matter of course, in theappendix,

we

in every
instance in which any memper
1
க கப்ர் petition be printed, n° objection

Fitzgerald moved the third reading of the Irish
grand juries act suspension bill. _
Sir F. Flood made a few observations for the

roe of vindicating grand juries in Ireland

mM an insinuation which, he said, had been

ments being often founded in perjury and fraud. to which the votes had been swelled, and ‘the

ட் Sir H. Parnell entered

into a similar explana- as the select ones now ee

with regard to the misconception under
ich the hon. baronet laboured ; after which

© bill was read a third time and passed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
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- Lowaric AsyLums (ScoTLanb) BILL.) Lord

Binning

be equally avoided by the publication of these

broughtin his bill “ for the erection of

Tt was true, that

had been made; but the very fact, that @ ques-

tion was neces
made: an openi

ப

ன

yr objections5 ¢

ee,
=e

fair
matter
of complaint, onthe partvof the
people, that theit reque ts; whem received: by
the house, were net 1
course: ' Phe votes of the

i

asa matter of

house were the only

SN

scribed as taking place, not in framing the preSentments, but in the expenditure of money raised

ae tee

heard of this imputation upon —
juries till cation of them: But he thought it a matter of
the hon. baronet rose to defend them from it. respect which the house owed to its constituents

்

soo
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ட்டர்

of the unfunded debt. At.
re to be adapted last session 24 millions were is u
He had not made up his mind | still outstanding. This sum hen
ceedings were made

to submit any motion to the house ; but he had to provide for. After that another

thought fit to put them on their guard against nillions’ was issued, which was outstani
the consequence of a:measure which might lead which
he did not now intend to rep!
to an imputation, that they did not attend to' was in the last session another sum (
the
ers of the people.
lions issued, and 6 millions had been iss
se Estmates.] The house» then ‘went ‘1816. For both ‘these sums: he int
into a. committee of supply, and
provide, and these votes, and the usu
Sir George Warrender rose to move the navy taxes, land and malt, were ‘the o
estimates.—He said, there was this year a small which he intended to propose at this
increase in the supply for this branch of the riod of the session. The amount of e
ublic service. ‘The committee of finance had bills now outstanding ae
smaller th; th
|
foreseen the possibility of such -an increase. been anticipated, not only by some gen! emen, |
‘The addition this year was 1000 men. ‘The on the Se side of the tous: but even somes
_ whole amountof men now was 20,000 sailors what smaller than that which was anticipate i
and marines. Among the causes of this small a resolution proposed by an hon. friend of
ர்
increase was the necessity of keeping up an esta- (Mr. Charles Grant, junior,) who had assun
blishment at St. Helena, and the state of South that on the sth of January, 1818, the amo
America. The rate of pay was somewhat higher outstanding might be 60 millions, . It was,
in peace than war; because the proportion of able fact, scarcely 57 millions and a half, At.
seamen to landsmen was greater in time of peace, same time, in 1817, the amount was
44,400,
in order that the fleet might be more speedily put —so that there was an increase of a little
on a good footing, in case of emergency. The than 12 millions, ‘This was all that
was at
rate of charge for ordnance was also somewhat to the debt, though there
were variation
increased. This estimate was always formed at other-branches of the unfunded
debt, the:
a certain sum for each man, and the complement counts of which
had not yet been made up.,
ofa ship of war being much smaller in peace, The reduction of
unfunded debt ome
the number of guns continuing the same as in to 19 millions of the
war, a necessary increase of charge under this the present prices, stock, which was equal,
head of service arose. ‘The whole estimates had so that instead of to 15 millions in moneybeen formed.on the most mature consideration, the debt in: this any addition being made to,
ear, on the total
and after communication with the different de-

partments who had peculiarmeans of information
on each head of service. ‘The hon. baronet then
concluded by moying the following resolutions :
1, That 20,000 men be employed for the sea
service, for thirteen lunar months, from the ist
day of January, 1818, including 6,000 royal
marines.
2, That a sum, not exceeding 611,000/. be
granted to his Majesty, ‘ for wages of the said

funded

ட

amount
there wasa diminution

of

about 3 millions —T he right hon.
gentleman|
concluded
6
L byby movi ing, & ihe a sum a exceeds
ing 24 millions be granted to his
Majesty
to
pay of and discharge exchequer bills made,
0!
by virtue of an act of the srth year of
sent Majesty, for raising the sum of his prelions by exchequer bills for the year 1817,24 mil.
out
standing and unprovided for?
_
,
Mr.
Curaven
said,
20,000 men, for thirteen lunar months, at the
if, when the accou
rate of 21. 7s. per mans per month.”
house,
3. That a sum, not exceeding 520,000/, be
granted to his Majesty, « for victuals
for the
said 20,000 men, for
thirteen lunar months, at

From thi

the rate of 2/, per man per month.”
4, That a sum, not exceeding 559,000).
be bei ing 6 millions—t]
granted to his Majesty, « for the wear and tear | and
in England of
of the ships in which the said 20,000 men are
to serve, for thirteen lunar months, at the rate millions,
The Chancellor o the Exch
0427. $s. per man per month,”
comparing the actual state of equer said, ths
S. That a sum, not. exceedin
91,000/. be
‘ginning: of each year, the the debt at
. Granted to his Majesty, «for ox: ance for sea
an whom no one was more hon. gentlen
service on board the ships in which
competent to
the said quire into
this subject, would see, when
- 20,000 men are to serve, for thirteen
the a!
Junar counts were presented,
Months, at the rate of 7s. per man Per
crease.
‘These resolutions were agreed to, month? of the debt ் Rear $ 1 Eee
Mr. Tie
Excuequer Butts.) The Chancellor
tie gentleman,
Exchequersaid, he had to propose a vote cfof ex.
the colleague in office of the
cellor of the Exchequer,
Chav:
toe bills to provide for other
was

exchequer

mistaken

bills quantity of
in
é
ரஷக
Were now
ப் dine =
. d
ர
He should take
ப
bills
which woul
this opportunity toOutstanding.
ae
‘© Commencement of the newbe ou!
give a bref view of the state
‘#S to the assthat
er
15 mill
ti
ignsoofn

auch

then:
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is bad been. ‘The evil was, that people | one
had no means of supporting”

soy}
to empl
, There were not the fund

m with

profit to the employers. ‘That the

ages of ள் were se
es no
ள் of
laint avainst any class. No one gave less
ஸ் hed itswale interest of the labourer ing to —

and. it was
த
to receive. The employer knew whether the cruel proceeding in any government to e1
exertions of the labourer would repay him. vour to shut out many fe the benefit
The whole case had, therefore, been stated on protection, by creating this artificial and
unfair grounds. ‘The people of England were equal expense. He hoped the delusion
would not last-for:
the most energetic, the most unremittingly in- the:state of the country

ustrious people on the face of the earth,
«and They were now told that the country was:
the cause of the condition to which, notwith- mending condition, and as a proof, thev
atanding their qualities, they were reduced, was of labourers were;as the hon. gentleman
obvious to his mind ; and it was also obvious to Curwen) said, in some instances 9d. a d
him why many others did not wish to perceive the families were supported out of parish fi
‘Tt was the pressure of the enormous taxa- At such a time:was it that economy had.
tion on the ‘country. If the poor laws had once been'mentioned.—As for’ the relief affo

been the “cause of the present condition of the

people, how did it happen’ that at no former
time they had produced the same effects, though
they had existed for centuries? We had seen

no such effects but within the few last years.
He remembered, when he was a boy, before the

late war, when he was playing with the labourers at his’ father’s house, that’ the spirit of independence was universal—that it was a common

boast

with

‘the English ‘labourer,

that

neither he nor any of his’ family had ever
asked relief from the parish. ‘The general state
of the people was ‘now changed. The com-

mittee which was appointed, with a view tova|

vemedy, would belittle disposed to look to
the real remedy, economy: a word which, at

ed by the parish, those who knew what it

knewalso that men would use all possibleexer |
tions before they were compelled to depe
upon it. With regard to the observation)

he had often-heard, that the poor rates h

out a great encouragement to idleness by the

comforts which: they afforded, and eee

people were anxious to participate in thot’
comforts, he firmly believed that that obset i
tion was unfounded, and

that the mass of the

people contemplated it as one of the greatet

calamities to be

ing recourse to

eet to the necessity =
the

poor rates.—The

hon.

ronet concluded vwidh-siating that he would ns

oppose the motion.
boy
yn
Lord Castlereagh said, that the hon. bare
net’s observations were more connected1 ம
had been never mentioned by the King’s minis. the general
policy of the country, than wit
ters, economy in the
public expenditure. It the particular subject of the poor
laws. Ai
was the weight on the industry of the country, many opportunities
would afterwards.
ocel
to pay debts contracted in the prosecution of combating
the war, which could not be borne, and the re- now advert such general remarks, he would20
to them. He hoped that ni
medy was, to reduce all salaries and pensions
which augmented this burthen unnecessarily— the house nor the public would entertain tht
to reduce the wages of overpaid labour, or ra- same desponding views of the poor laws 98
the hon. baronet. Great good had alt
ther no labour which had been overpaid, whj
n done by the committee. ‘The di
the labour
னி
ன்
of the people
people waswas so so wretc
wretcl hedly un - and clear view which they had given
in th
ட
such a measure would have
ef- report, of the various branches of this 608
‘fect in relieving the labouring classes more
than all phicated subject, and the wide circulation
the expedients which the committee could
sug- this report through the country,
Gest. Tt was an immense taxation which
had
dried productive of the
happiest effects. He 4
up the Tesources of the country, and he
was
given his attendance in the committee as m™
persuaded, that it was of little consequence
out
of the pockets of what class the taxes ‘were
raised—whether on the consumers, or on
Ticher classes, in'the shape of income tax. the
twas taken out of the rich man’s pocket If
, he
Was the less able to employ the
He should only prefer that tax which labourer. unanimous on
leading points. B
Sppressive in the collection, that was least should it be impossi le to agree in opinions
is
to
sa
ie a returned we largest
adopt any legislative
proportion to the ்| h ad frequently obser
© treasury
of that which was taken’ou
ey epee
௦
‘Tved muc!
ன்
the packets of the contributors. Tt was
the mind often working on a subject by wi /
wae
fen tohin Whether it was on salt, on
J
leather, discussion. ‘The further discussion of

5. ele

the beginning of this session, for the first time,

bile
| bee

wick

nei

oron income.

That was best Ject in the committee, ‘and in the houses

‘uced most with least expense, with

TE

thus do good, by ascertainin,

Suggesting improvements whi

princip!

oul

be at
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npon in'the Several-parishes,

Committee on the State of the Country.

although no legis-

[194

clerk had. prepared
and laid on the table, an
absof
returns of the assessment for the retra

ioe act should pass on the a3 He hoped,
therefore, that the hon. baronet’s' desponding lief of the poor ct
in the ene 1748,
representation of the inutility: of investigation, 1750.—Ordered to be referre

be
have no weight in that house or with the
ublic.
1
310

e poor laws.

1749, and
i

Sages

Evecrion Laws AMENDMEN’

a Sir F. Burdett explained. He had not disap- moved for leaye to bring in a
proved of investigation, but had said, what he and amend the laws concerning the
would now restate, that no inve
mn or dis» of members to serve in parliament,
cussion would ever afford an

such a reduction of the

eralick, without

establishments of the

further limiting the duration of polls’?
great objects he had in yiew were, first,

government, and such a rigid economy in the | shorten the period for polling; next, to enab!
expenditure, as would. reduce the enormous the magistrates to regulate the number
of
taxation of the country to a\ scale compatible booths; then to prohibit the use of cockades,
with the fair employment of the industrious and in certain cases to authorize the returnin:
population, and the full enjoyment of the fruits officerto declare a candidate duly
elected, alof industry.
though another candidate should demand a poll.
Mr. Calcraft had not very sanguine expecta- Leave being granted, the bill
brought in,
tions from the labours of the committee. ‘The | read a-first and second time, was
committed, rereport, he would admit, had done some good, ported, and the further consider
but no effectual relief could be expected with- | port ordered for Friday the 13thation of the reof February.
out the powerful co-operation of government. The bill was ordered, in the mean
time, to be

Two. points of great importance and consider- printed,
வ ட்டார்
able nicety wot: deserve the attention
of the | - PARLIAMENTARY Rerorm.] Sir F. Burdett
D
‘committee. The one was, whether funded pro- presented a petition of certain
inhabitants of

perty should not be subjected to poor rates as
wellas landed property. The other was, whether

Bath, setting forth, “ that defective representa

tion being the nation’s bane, the petitioners
petty sessions might not be invested with the con- pray,that all male persons (infants,
insanes, and
sideration of
many subjects which, at present, de- criminals excepted)

yolvedupon the quartersessions. Moregoodcould
e done by county’
magistrates than by any act

of legislation.

He had

heard much said of the

mer
of permanent overseers; but the
Principal cause of mismanagement was, that

those who’ had a right to attend and inquire into
© system of management in their parish neglected to do. so. Why did they not attend and
Satisty themselves oe the necessity of every
rden

may equally share in annually electing representatives to serve in parlia~
ment.”—It was ordered to lie on the table,
and to be printed.—The hon. baronet then presented eight petitions of inhabitants of Bath,

to the same effect.—Ordered to lie on the table.
COMMITTEE, ON THE

STATE OF THE

CouN-

TRY.| Mr. Brougham said; he.was anxious to
ask for some information respecting the select

committee to.be

imposed upon them, and’ detect every intend to-accede appointed. Did the noble lord to the proposition which he
attempt at imposition or peculation ?
| had taken the liberty to make on the first night

The motion was then agreed to, and the fol-| of the session?. Having
then obtained no satis-

wing members were named on the committee.

Mr. Sturges Bourne.

a"

Curwen,

rd Vis, Castlereagh.
t. Frankland Lewis.
ir. Bathurst.
it Thos. Baring,
a Pfau,
Me Se casts
- Wood,
Mr, Morton Pitt.

tr. Legh Keck,
a நக்கா

Tani i@kinson.

iM

Vis. Lascelles,

a Ashurst,

1 ae Shaw.
ரட் Bentinck.

ஆட

Fitzhogh.

© Lord Stanley.

Sir John Simeon.

Mr. Estcourt.

Mr. Thos. Courtenay.
Mr. Robert Smith.
Mr. Davies Gilbert,
Mr. Holford...
Mr. Cartwright.
Sir Egerton Brydges,
Sir Thomas Acland.
Mr. Morritt.

Mr. Charles Dundas,
Mr. Holme Sumner.

Lord Vis. Cranbourne,

Mr. Littleton,
Mr, Osborn.

Sir W, Rowley. .
Mr. Chas. Grant, jun.
Mr. Shaw Lefevre,

factory answer, he now

again asked, whether

|nished with powers to ca

for witnesses, papers,
a

| the committee to be றல்
and

‘would be furs

every necessary source of accurate infor,

mation ?
ம்
Lord Castlereagh replied, that it was intend-

ed to follow the precedent of former cases of a

similar
nature. Such powers as the hon. gen| tleman alluded to, had not been conferred on
such occasions.
Mr. Brougham.—Does the noble lord then
reply in the negative? Am J entitled so to ua-

derstand “him ?

ae

hopes

Lord Castlereagh said, that he had replied
in

the negative.
ba
'
Mr. Brougham asked again, whether the committee

was

to be. chosen by ballot, and if so,

when the'ballot was to take place?

Lord Castlereagh said, that the.pa
mode
wer was given to send
and Tecords; five to be the for Persons, papers, | was to choose by fellate next night after the
ram 3 lea ve to re- lamr
ed to.
Port from time to time, and quo
to sit notwithstand- |
§

any adjournment of the house.
* Speaker acquainted the hous
e,

maa

a el a

| his would, in these circumstances, submit a mo-

that the tion to the house on the ட

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

‘agi

ye] “Dr. Phillimore moved for a).

of all vessels engaged in the slave trade

ed by his Majesty’s cruizera, for

claims have been given by Spanish sub- be

followed up by
a
3, and appeals have been prosecuted to the would, in the name of the commissio
h court a Admiralty, or to the one - a ‘toit The hon. and learned gentleman
advice to
pers
yeals (before his Majesty’s privy council), since sitated to give his legal
i ist of January 18153 specifying which of| inferior situation. If, then, he should bri
the said. ships have been restored, which con- question into a court of law, the commi
=5
- demned, and the cases in which appeals are would readily meet it.
still pending,

and also the number

of slaves

Mr. Serjeant Onslow said, that the p

which have composed
the cargo of each vessel.” had sustained an injury not in the immedi

—Ordered.
teh
ng
~ New STREET Acr.} Mr. Serjeant Onsloqw
presenteda petition of Thomas Wakeman, setting forth, that he had been removed from his
house under the new street act, and, in conse-

quence, had lost his business,

4

templation of the act, and therefore he
to the house to consider his case and
mend it to the attention of the commissi

Ordered to lie on the table *. .

ை

~ * On the 10th of February,

1818, the following they came to a fraction more than 18/7. upon4
he agreed to drop the odd money, aud to
Leader v. the Commissioners
for the New Street.
18/. In the year 1812, Mintram, being
A rule had been obtained last term by Mr. Ser- leave the shop, introduced Leader as his son:
jeant Onslow, calling on the commissioners for mak- and Mr. Rickham accepted of him as a tenant,
ing the new street from Pall-Mall to Piccadilly to an express understanding
that he was to ocey
shew cause why they should not, in compliance with shop on the same terms as his father-in-la
w, ni
the terms of the act of parliament, desire the High to consider himself a weekly
tenant, payin!
Bailiff of Westminster to empannel a jury, for the pur- terly, In 1815, a year
and a half after the
pose of ascertaining what compensation the plaintiff of the act for making
the new street, and wher
should receive, in consequence of his being obliged to one knew
that the houses in St. James’s-markel
Temoye from the premises he occupied in St. James’s- be purchased by the
commissioners,
the plain
market,
ய்
the house in question, from Mr. Rickham,|
i
Mr. Gurney now shewed cause against the rule, in year, and it was let
to him ata very low rent,
08 |
doing which he read the substance of an affidavit,
account of the repairs. At the expiration oftht |
sworn by the plaintiff, which stated that, in the year year
he made application for a lease for seven ce
1812, he rented a shop in St. James’s-market of but instead
the Duke of Leeds at the rate of 18/. a quarter, and Mr, Rickhamof making him any promise to that
told him, that he could not gr:
that in January, 1815, he took a house
ease was determined in the Court of King’s Bench.

market

of the

in the same
the rate of 35.

Duke of ‘Leeds, at

request,

as the house would

be

taken

By the &

and that to grant a new lease would|
a-year. It was further stated, that when the plain- Missioners,
new claims against the commissioners
tiff obtained possession of this house, Mr. Rickham, creating
:
would
be
fraudulent and unjust. This affidavit|
the agent of the Duke of Leeds, assured him that he
Supported by those of the person who
collected
should bave a lease in return for the expense he was
Put to on account of repairs, and that Mr, Mill, act- rents for the Duke of Leeds, and the Secre
the
commissioners.
From the latter it wou
ing under the commissioners, had offered him 502,
found, that some offer to the plaintiff
as a compensation for his loss, Mr. Gurney
was
obbe
given
to him as a gratuity, ahd that hepropw:
. Served, that his learned friend, Mr.
Serjeant On- tinetly informed it
would
slow, had obtained his rule last term with great
dif Tight. The whole claim, not be given to
ficulty, by urging the principle that the
then, was an imposition f10? |
applicant
had
an
eS under: ae ach and that the commis- beginning to end. The commissioners, by succet
ing to the Duke of Leeds, were clothed with
Stoners had recognized
that interest by the
Tights which he possessed, and, therefore, the the!
50%, which Mr. Mill had made to
him.
at
wae
Were bound to go ont upon receiving regular t
fore contended, that he was
entitled
amount of his alleged damage assessedto byhave the from the new landlords,
ajury
The affidavit of Mr. Rickham gave a very differest
Mr. Serjeant Onslow contended, that thot
account of the case, It appeared
Plaintiff had no lease, he was entitled to claim
from
it,
that
a
the clause of the act, which directed
Mr, Mintram, the father-in-law of
compe!
who rented the shop in question the present tenant, for “ any such interest or damage
by
the
week,
long
had been said, that when the plaintiff what
before the year 1812, had, along with
took!
other tenants im St. James’s-market,
in the same situation, made
he was aware that i ஆது
application
to Mr, Rick‘ham to allow
them to pay

their rents quarterly inStead of weekly, alleging that
the weekly payments
Were very inconvenient to them.

Mr.

Rickham, on
1
their representations, said,
oe to take the payments quarterly,he bad no “objec.
to
relieve them
thetronbie they complained

of, but that. they were

that account to consider themselves
any
eae than as weekly tenants. He thenincal-

tram’s weekly payments, and found that
x

that the new ae
foresight
more
ட்
‘an

Gf had to claim

hep and the house,

3

would

any

னப

take

that ing.

man in London.
ட் ae

T!

two interests,
With regard to. the
sho?

learned friend had said, that the
plaintiff
weekly tenant; but whatever his interest was 0
W
nr Standing
for trial, Would his learned
en, ask the court to determine,
on effidavi!

ஷ்
4 பல்க 20
)1 3788 00 ௨ 162011 017

ips from 6 110086௦.
not,
then, a measure institute
nication to their lordship:

‘i

‘Co

eae, nor did it resemble
a co’
.
pointed in consequence of a measure originating
டு themselyes. The example which the
the house ought to take.
noble viscount had referred to was evidently of yi
no authority; but if the precedent were c
tthe bounden duty of the comm
them, It would, there!
jus-| st
plete, still he should consider himself
tified in calling on their lordships to go out of |b
hat safficient powers shoul

their way and agree to the resolution which he |instance, be granted to the co

t

was about to propose, He wasconvinced, how-| these reasons, he trusted that thei
ever, that those who thought as he did, on the | would agree to the proposition he shou
whole of the question which had

given rise to | submit

to them—namely, that the 961

the present committee, who were, ike him con-| mittee be empowered
to call for an
vinced that there had been no occasion for de- | persons, papers, and records.
priving the people of this country of the most

“Important of their rights, no ground for the
alarm spread by ministers, and that the ordinary |
course of law would have been perfectly suffi- |
cient for the repression of any disorders or |
offences which might have existed, would perhaps not be surprised that ministers endeavoured |

"

The Earl of Liverpool said, he wo

id

|no remark on what the noble earl had
respecting the measures of the Jast ‘sessio
parliament, nor his assertions regardingth
ployment of spies and agents of gover
fer than to say, that the observations
made in those respects had nothing to

to shelter themselves, and sought to avoid
a full | the business before the house. ‘This was

investigation. That their pretences for suspend. | time for discussing those topics, and wh
ing the habeas corpus act. were groundless, had | proper time should arrive, he should be r
been his conviction at the time they proposed | justify the course which government ha

that measure, and every thing which

had since | sidered it their duty to pursue.

occurred had tended to fortify and confirm that |
opinion.
He did not expect, however, that |
they would go the length of asking their lord-|
ships to appoint a committée so constituted, |
and with powers so. limited that it must obyi-|

With’

the only question before their lordships, namely,
the powers which ought to be given to thecol
mittee, he must repeat what had been stated
night by his noble friend, that there was
ample of powers of the nature of those prop

ously appear to be framed for the purpose of| to be given to the present committée evel
white-washing chem, When he recollected, too, | ing been granted by their lordships.

Th
be eas language of the secretary of state on | earl had alluded to the proceeding
of 18
his subject in the last session of parliament, he had argued that, from
little thought that he would be the very indivi- | had originated, it couldthe manner in whichil
not be regarded a8 2
dual who should
come down to their lordships precedent ; but that case had
not en relied 0”
with a proposition of the nature which he had | as affording
a precedent in every respect af i
made, and which was nothing more nor less | ous to the present
measure.
Tehad only!

than asking them to pronounce, without suffi-| referred to as one of many: instances’ %
Cient inquiry, the justification of himself and his |/scrved
to shew that wh
ee
ittee
Was ர:
வபயர்
கசப்பை
age
pointed
by their ordships, whethey ona mets
ya
committee was to be
their | from th
it was
not usual to:

Seyஇகல்Has tn

one ட்
:

்

கடட ட்...

'S Of justification for | posed. The
i
sed.
present committee
had( beena 82: | |
id they not propose
a
com|
pointed
accordin
to
the
invariable நால
give» fufull satisfaction to the | of the house, an
த்!
டம

sue marquis who had objected | the noble earl ca Scared ae : tae
Cake nite
:erved,ன் wasitedchosen
powersone ofofits
the members.
commi:tee,Whether,
he ob- | motion
could induce their ‘lordshi
wa Te
2
eee
Fe eee
Testricted as it was, his noble friend would
attend
The
‘motion
was
i
‘or not; he did not know 5 but the task would be}
negatived.
at any time arduous, to probe to the quick the
‘
ரத
ss of delusion se had been employed
:
’
HOUSE OF COMMONS. as it

was, no complete

வைத
ecting

the conduct

investigation could

be
பதப் பட்டு.
.. எவை
of all the persons who had
X, IRELAND.]

bi

க how BEP

Mr. Shaw

Seen employed
Keke the
மடக
டம‘by 2government could ப be satis- holders
petition
of aHseveral nov
of thefollowing
ci
ஸ்]:
1 வன்
அம
80 118 றவாரு 8 388 convinced that
ie on the qs Of Dublin, which was
்
பற்வ வில்வ throughout the whole coun: ஸ் cepa
table, and es
ட்டர்

இனயம் ் வழch மனப
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sive taxationthat: 0]

ee

8 them, and which is

ee

042
they are not on

now become wholly insupportable, from the ous, but grieved at
contrast—it was
their
gradually increasing additions that the ee
right, hey had the faith of parliament, and that
cies of

the state ina period. of war appeared

to faith was

kept with them y,the.

petitioners have

require ; they beg leave to represent,’ that the the same right, the same faith, a

pains and privations they need

during the

offer such an outrage to. reason

continuance of the war, in complying with its that parliament will persevere in susp
extraordinary demands on their industry and award of even-handed justice; they b

resources, were mainly supported by the sanguine and reasonable expectation of relief on the
return of peace5 but
ey caine suppress. the

physically considered, are such asa humane and

respectful’ expression of

their

intelligent legislature will seek to avert, being

|

pointment in the failure of

aes

the hearts of the people, while t 61 bodies lan-

|

grief and disapjust expec-

tation ;. during the tremendous struggles of the
empire, their sufferings were without complaint,

to state, that the effects of this tax, morally

calculated by its pressure and gone tog

bate

guish under the means employed for avoiding
it; thus guiltless poverty
is made the instrument

_

their patience without limit, their terror without of self-destruction; they beg leave to state t6

despair; they contributed largely, they made

sacrifices beyond their strength, and the result
is,a peace of arms and a war of taxes; they

the house, that consternation: and dismay pre-

vade the entire city at the threatened introduc-

_

tion of a commutation or substitute tax, and

have the unnatural combination of national they take refuge with confidence in the wisdom ||
glory and. national prostration; the ravages of and power of parliamehito
t arrest
in its progress
war have terminated, the ravages of taxes sur- ds occasion arise) this.pernicious
repro-

vives;

without

adverting

to

the

enormous

amount of local taxes in the city of Dublin,

or to their improvident application,
they be
leave most humbly to intreat the attention ச்
the house, and to solicit.a repeal of the window
tax, founded on a pledge given to the parlia-|

ment of Ireland, that it should cease with the

war ; they cannot be persuaded that this exalted

project; the life-blood is exhausted, and
stimulation is’in vain; to the justice and impar-

tiality of a benevolent parliament they submit

the prayer of this their most humble petition;

og ae

that their. voice,

ae

may

be
rd, and that the house will find recorded
on the hearts of a grateful and sensitive people,
the sentiments of res
and veneration that

and sacred pledge will remain longer unredeem- await allegiance requited and attachment reed by a gracious and parental government, or warded.”
that his

Majesty’s

ministers

will

risk the

The hon. member gave notice, that he should

their(pees
|, and
ல் sturdy

THE Prince oF CopourG’s ANSWER.] His
by Highness’s answer was reported, as. fol-

So humiliated, and so unmerited, as should
claim at least the compassion, if not the justice,
of

tion in the House of Commons: I receive their

s

morals of the people, countenancing, by their| take an early opportunity of calling the attenhigh authority and impressive example, the tion of the house to this subject.
breach of Pee
engagement; they beg
SaLr Duties.) Mr. Dickinson presented a த
leave most humbly to represent, that the policy petition of the linen manufacturers and bleachers
of re
must ap)
obvious, from the utter of Somersetshire,
es the duties on muriatic
inability of the citizens to supply their contin- acid.—Orderéd to lie on the table.
12
gent; that the sources of their wealth, which
THe Quren’s ANSWER To THE MussaGe or |
arise almost exclusively from supplying the re- CONDOLENCE.) Her Majesty’s answer was re- _
Guisites of war, are essentially diminished by the ported as follows :—
Teturn of peace, and their want of general manu“T return my thanks to the House of Comfacture, or export trade; their shops are unfre- mons for this mark of their attention.”
ர

ao

வற
யகம்
‘mployed,
their nobility and
their city become ee bee

and alarming
an

beggary, exhibits their condition

பை

«1 feel most sensibly this instance of atten-

Condolence with great satisfaction: and with

லபக் legislature; they beg leave earnest and consoling confidence
a humbly and respectfully to assure the }in my affliction.”
Ouse, that their வன் and duty instruct them
Gord AND SitveR Corn.)
In submitting
with
coming resignation, to the 100760 for an “ account of gold
utmost of
their power, in contri iting to the ed at his Majesty’s mint for
Sood order and security
of the empire, but the preceding the ist of Jan. 18185

பரல் exceeds their ability, and they im- each
its abolition
ய்

in their interest

Mr. Grenfell —
and silver coin-

the two years ~
distinguishing

amount
year, and also distinguishing
eDepiee leave most humbly coined from old gold’ and
silver coin”’”— :
‘ully to state,
b
as an integral part of Ordered.
they hope they are ர.
Frvance.] Mr. Curqen rose and said, he |

looking for an integral share of protec- wished to put a
of —
question to the Chancellor
their more favoured fellow subjects
, relative to the statement which
Exchequer
the
of
ngland haye been relieved from a most im- he had made last night. He was induced to do
Portant portion of the public contribution
s, the so from an examination of the accounts of the

ற்

Weome tax

|

3 the petitioners are not jealous, but year 1816, which exhibited a deficieucy

so

ing its extraordinary.’ re|

up

was induced to distrust the

ions of the right hon. gentleman.|

of

1a

eae
of

cheque:

பவல்

shew, on the one hand, the sums on comparison of the debt incurred
debt paid off, there was a
id been raised on various loans in that | he
and then, the progress which h:had been than 3,000,000/. in favour ue in the reduction of the debt:
Assizes In THE NorTH.]
_ In that year the bank advanced on
rose, to move for copies of the calen
exchequer bills
- 6,000,000 prisoners committed for trial in the fo
‘The bank advanced without interest * 3,000,000 thern counties. He was satisfied.
‘There were surplus grants of 1815 5,663,755 house looked to the state of the administ
Loan for England
3,358,654 of justice in those districts,they woul ber
to put an end to the inconvenience
18,022,409 isted, and wonder that no alteration had
taken place. He regretted that the co:
To this must be added the increase
of courts of justice, which was appoi
of unfunded debt, which on the
sthofJan.1sl6was
=
~ 48,725,359 matter of form at the beginning of every s
On the sthofJan.1817
- 50,047,088 did not in reality sit, as it would haye sav

the trouble of bringing forward this motion,

Increase in the year 1816.

- — -

1,821,729
18,022,409

When this increase was added to
It made a total increase of debt

-

19,844,138

It would
is be seen that the
increase of debt was above
19 millions. It remained to be
seen what was the reduction
which was to be set against it,
By the finance accounts, from
which he had taken the forejoing figures, it appeared that

the sinking fund in the same
yearhad amountedto
.
Deduct this from the debt contracted, viz.
கட்க
வட்ல பத ன
The difference was

-

-

19,344,138

«

6,091,588

the account which he had taken from the

ments furnished by that right hon. gentle
himself, and printe by order of the house.
imagined also, that there should be add

this merease of debt the amount of a defici
in

the consolidated fund, bein, 1g about 600,000/.
Chancellor

upon-Tyne, the assizes were held only on

year. It was hardly necessary for him to
patiate on the injustice which was necess
suffered by individuals trom this practice. 16
happened that persons were confined in gaol
greater part of a year, who, when put on tht
trials, were
லகி by a jury of their cow
Tt might happen in as year, as’ Easter fel
markably early, that a man might be com
to prison scon after Easter, and kept til]: the

next Easter, a year and a month, and probal
13,252,600

So that there was really contracted a debt of
more than six millions in that year, over and
above the loans for Ireland. Now, he wished
to know, from the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
whether there was any error in this statement oF

The

of devising a னப்
In the counties of
thumberland, Cumberland, Westmoreland.
Durham, and the county and town of Newca

of the Exchequer

said; he

could not answer the statement of the
hon.
‘gentleman without examining the accounts.—
_ There was in the last
ar an arrear of war
taxes, which

made a difference betwe
year and 1816. This statement of en that
the hon.
gentleman’s did not apply to~ the year
just
passed,
Mr. Curaven said, he would then put a plain

after that might be acquitted, or convicted

offence, such

as manslaughter,

of which:

utmost punishment could not be so severe.
the imprisonment he had undergone

trial.

From this it would appear that the
of great importance, and
manded the attention of the house. loud!
‘The g

Ject was

population and extensive traffic of these
gave additional importance to this subject.

county of Durham contains, besides Dur

itself, Monkwearmouth, Shields, and oth
towns which, in population and industry;
vie with any of the more favoured districts, ™
¥
perhaps the exception of Manchester alone +
these extensive districts had by the presents

of things -a gaol-delivery only once

in
year. Scotland had its circuit court twice
year regularly; besides this, the lords of j

Clary, in cases where persons had been'too

im gaol, had the power at any time dui
interval between

the circuits, to bring th

ceedings before them at Edinburgh: bat
Counties alluded to,

though much more populous

than the most busy part of Scotland, had theif

{8siz8s only once a year. ‘The stated and

lar dispensation of justice was essential to @
intelligible question to the right hon. gentl
Ms aப to understand from his statement,eman, country, More especially that of criminal
that

4

al the expenses of
interest of

estab
andeslishmen ts,
5 ட ப

டன

government,

of 01

dye andes anh oe
to

20௨. ‘The object of his motion was to

Teturn of the calendar of prisoners, and obtail
of

the commissioners numberof causes for forty years back,inord
5 there was a surplus of the house ns aware of the necessity:
remedy to this

growing evil, and that !

ஆரு

ரர
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Senha aeen ybe refered | any

“toa committee.

*

B08

© Mr. Tierney said, he had no'‘objection
tothoughrefer
t the | «
he
tee,
those papers to a commitbut
rs were introduced to'them in a‘manneralto-

gether unparalleled. ‘There was no accompany- rea

ing mes:

to explain their nature, or to point

“out the leet inview.

‘There migh t_be one or

two instances of papers without a message, but

VO

ase, the suspension
was'a c
every oe of the =
to give it as much

stage-effect

D0ssible Dies because alarm was
read. (Hear, hear.) Hence they

hes

it was in circumstances that at orice explained thing but the burning of barracks, the

power—yet, after the most careful and |

examination, he would solemnly decla
out any party bias, that not one case

which shewed the suspension to: be ni
(Hear, hear.) The trials, and even thi

tions that took place, only confirmed. thi
suasion. He had read every word of the!

(Hear; hear.) Yn the present case, they had, trials with the greatest care, and his
without any message, simply a bag. (4 laugh.) in
amply rewarded by the great andi

Yn the votes of the house he saw it so stated,
and he supposed the expression was taken from
the speech of the noble lord. If it was inquired

did
abilities of one of the counsel for thi
ers, his learned friend Mr. Denman. h
appeared that ministers, to speak in the g

‘what bag was it? the only answer was, it was a terms of their conduct, had let the tl
bag relating to the internal state of the country. far, when it was in their power to
Much laughter.) From stich an explanation, he
should have supposed it was intended for the
committee on the poor laws. (Repeated laughter.)

There was some alarm last year; but
never requireda suspension of the habeas |
act. The powers conferred by the susp
But it must have reference to something differ-' were exercised with unnecessary rigour.
ent from that, or it would not have been sealed hear, hear.) “The right hon,
gentlemi
up. What its real object was, they Knew not. site (Mr. Bathurst)
did not contradict
A message would have told the view of governs when he said, on a
former night, that th
Ment, and that was the very thing to be con- Pension was continued
beyond the ne
ealed.
‘The suspension was always viewed period,’ according
with suspicion ; but that mysterious measure, fol- cessity. It'was, to their own shewing
then, ground
lowed by the mysterious
speech of the noble against the secretary of state, ofif direct
one
lord, ought to be now regarded with every kind
ept a single hour in prison beyond 0
“of suspicion and distrust. (Hear, hear.) Minis. | tute
ters had been, during the last eight months, | if necessity of the case. (Hear, hear.)
any one thing disgusted the nation, wit
making a prima facie case againstabetiaies in
might have been
the mind of every man in
the country. (Muck Suspension—if anytheir ideas. of dangers or!
one thing disgusted
ea
_ They were now to make
themselves in the house by theans ofa case for tion more than another, it was the publi
a
secret
which referred to the agency of infernal
conimittee. He gave credit to the noble
lord drels
a ர ணட
coe them, that since it and who incited the people to rebellion
long continued cheering.) Ministers hada
is necessary, he
t
of indemnity. to get
(A laugh.) He Teally Believeda bill
information; but-to employ persons
be very candid Jn stating, that the noble lord & by their inflammatory langua
i
he
would
usé
all
the means in his power to ‘protect
trial and its consequences.” (Muck himself from al
laughter.) A
il of i
|
introd
protection of those very Persons uced for’ the
who proposed
‘This was
2216 that could be exposed t the coarsest
j
ககக = done s
beings.
(Hear, hear.) ) Indemni
n
shel
» Hade
he admitted,

€ noble lord migh
sometimes be necessary. But, in the preof the ages but he coult d teesucceed, forthe ‘
istance, the
whitewash
for the home depart- or detach
atts or tather for the administra
from everlastin:
்்
tion, for he ways Gi them
Beyond thereach of bis
Se ‘able. 6 ட
வட
me
.

a

-_ Severit

ட

ear,

Wwken up n6 leaders, nO

ட

ர்ச்

we

in

me

state

t

subject: before then in twohe whole

Were ‘now upon their trial?)

SER SRER DES SS

abeas corpus, or the exertion of some legisla
tive function in support of the prerogative.

ng the recess—and he had considere

examined all of them with every attentio

ESS

the consequence always Was, a suspension of the

afterall the events and: trials that

SSGSSEERESSEEABER

but thorder that the house
cl
afford assistance which the prerogative could not reach ; and

of soldiers, and the destruction of manuf
He solemnly declared upon his hone

சச்சி

In the speech from the throne

சச

eir object.

‘there was no explanation. After ‘the ‘speech
there was nothing to tell why papers were tobe
laid before them. ‘The country was described
to be in circumstances of increasing Prospeniey
why, then, were these papers laid on'the table?
No papers were ever
before sent by the crown,
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cnn guia
i

fhe committee to decide upon their conduct? confessed their
hear.)

(Hear,

All secret committees'were ap- |

pointed by'the government. He meant no reflec-|

ition, it was the uniform practice that the trea-

guilt.

வா கிவள
பலகை

Tl

க்கி eis

ry should send the list of names to form the were the leaders, according to the
vainted
with them,
nmittee to their friends, and that a should ped deeaeantrnr nog
been said that a committee
by ballot was a
pointed by the tre:
It was,
ever, 0

the recommendation of certain persons to the

the opposition.)
:
port? They hada right to report only the con- house. (Hear, hear, from’
tents of dete:
ee
curious certainly to objections had been ably answered by the late
know the contents:of the
but any one man Mr. Windham; he would not aba ray
the majority
could do this as well as another: but that same swer. It was only the choice of
the:minority. In all former committees,
committee were to give a report on the subject. —
ere were many gentlemen of different sentiIP He begged to repeat: a committee, a secret

committee, specially chosen by ministers, were ments and opinions from ministers. Some, too,
to try, to judge, and to report the conduct of had often been proposed to be added, and the
IF ministers. (Hear, hear.) ' Ministers were invest- sense of the house taken. The decision of the
ed with most extraordinary authority. They majority was the decision of the -house, and
suspended the habeas corpus—they acted under gentlemen on the other side might take the sense
if they pleased. The right hon.
Hf the suspension as they pleased—they were now of the house
ntleman had. traduced persons alluded to,.in
going to cover themselves with a bi of indemI

and particularly if he
‘This was a juggle to screen themselves,to language not parliamentary,
indemnity against themselves. To shut our alluded to a person (Oliver)towhom he supposed.

ந 4

. That person had
mouths, they say, “ Here is our bag, touch it allusion to have been
who dare.” (Hear, hear, hear.) He would pro- excited to no improper act, and done no harm,
i céed no further: he had said enough to satisfy but he had done much good to the public. «A
the hotise and the whole country, that there late lamented member of that house (Mr. Ponfever was a measure brought before parliamént sonby) had been satisfied that such was this perர]
exceeded
so much
the bounds of fairness son’s conduct. He had, by accident, come into
sf and common decency. (Loud ன
் the society of persons who plotted against the
Mr. Bathurst begged to remind
the right government, and ministers wished him to conhon, gentleman that he had himself been one of heed ioe pe wt ae nee in order to obtain
of
their plans. It was necessary
the administration that brought forward a simi- a know
Measure in 1801; and although’ a right hon. that he should seem to approve of their conஸ் e had, in any way,
gentleman then opposed it, it passed. The com- duct; but he denied
Mittee were not bound to report according to instigated them to violence. He would not fo
gentleman through every
the pleasure of ministers; the words were “ to low the right hon.
teport as it shall appear to them, to the house.” part of his speech, for that would
draw him
Ii the former instance to which he had alluded, into too great a length: but he would tell the
had been a suspension and an indemnity. house, that the only question was, the reference
i) Not only was an indemnity prudent, but it was to the committee, ae to that no objection was
eh) absolutely founded on the necessity of the case.
6
Mr. Tierney
explained. He had never 5016்
‘right hon. centleman had recourse again to
WS

_

old argument, that none of the higher ranks flected on the eee proceedings at Derby as to
id been implicated in suspicion, ‘This had not say that no evidence
of criminal proceedings
had

aa

pretended.

Inthe reports of both houses

been produced: What he had said was, that
the facts which came to light were such as
have been utterly
=“88es; or some Such terms. Ministers had a shewed the suspefision act to
hes
i
iat
Hight to refer to what had been prevented, as unnecessary. ©
icy were

described

as

middle

( = as to what-had: been resisted.
aa
At

an
ன
to shew

for
‘peace

lower

“When they

கட்டில they had a
of
the cow
re=

Seived® In the trials which Poe

on.

= Great talents of one of the counsel.

As. to

Mr. F, Douglas. caid, be could not pass over

this opportunity of entering

his solema

test against the form of proceedingwhich tt
now appeared to be the intention of ministers

ட்ட the right hon. gentleman could only see adopt.

He held it to
HF dangerous and
disgraceful tothe character of the House of
thor {he government might throw the odium Commons. If the noble lord was
on inferior magistrates who sent their infor- fo account to no other tr
008 to them.
There was a ‘great mass of | should: be so composed,

a, ன
Bhar

object was not any particular rethe overthrow of the government.
explained and proved in several in-*|j
other vc but the right hon. gentleman had no

memo
ofry
these but the abilities of one of |.
“ke counsel.” Af

எழகனய யவை கை

(|

ranks,

this ள்

ceeding, it was generally known and understood.

‘For is own palsy ‘however, he thought all such
‘appearances, and what were sometimes called
“pious frauds, were

much better
ப Al- | bee
though they might
be points of notoriety amongst
themselves, they were considered as points of,
detection by the:country, and whether - justly or of the unfortunate men who
had been
unjustly, served to:

ட into question the to ‘punishment at Derby, he knew of not
honour of the house, which, like the honour
0117 of | th € trials or convictions to which

மர

‘@woman, should be maintained above suspicion,
He objected altogether to the principle of form-

could be attached. The existence o a
racy, arising out of Luddism, and the |
ing committees by ballot; but in no case could apathy of governme
nt, was sufficient
me so exceptionable as in that now under con- lished. But it afforded,
at the same tin
sideration. If the former committee of secrecy Strongest proof
had been selected,for the purpose of conferring had'been requiredthat no new legislative 1
for the correction of
a certain degree of despotism on the ministers ‘The insurrecti
on had, in fact, been put
of the crown, were ministers likewise to have not
by the civil or the militar power, but
the power of naming those who should investi- energy
of a single individual—the over
gate and decide upon their conduct in exercising
such a trust? (Hear, hear.) Hehad even heard the Butterley iron-works, who scolded
what it was.with difficulty he could believe, that conspirators away. He must here allude
‘it was intended to place some gentlemen who other circumstance which had a strong
to bring those’ prosecutions into discre
‘were actually in office upon this committee,
or, disrepute—he meant the extraordinary
in other words, that the criminals should sit in
counsel provided for conducting them. a /#
ர்
ent upon themselves, This, he must say,
hear.)
“The crown was not content on thil
would be an open insult on the understandin
of casion with retaining the counsel
-the:people; and he put it to the ‘candour,
and to practised on the mia ne circuit, who
the high and honourable feelings of
but
the
noble others from London,
lord himself, whether he would
not consider it | th; at it was done;
due to his own character, if that should
dually brought into question, even by betheindivi- talents, but for the purpose of neutralizin;
most and preventing thei ir being
obscure accuser, to appeal to the most
brought into
tribunal, and demand the most extensive impartial on the other side. With regar
)
inquiry, was far from thinki
ட then, asa minister, owing a-responsibilit:
ing that the right hon. ge
‘y
}man
had
made ou t his case.
to
the representatives of the people, should he
understand the employment of Hespiescoul
now shrink from an investigation
in
by
means
of with which they were
these petty contemptible expedients
necessarily 80
duty of that house to consider well ? It was the ed, and to
ட் they had easy acce
the import- stranger
antrights that~were about to
be involved in these carryin| could not act in this capacity,
letters of introduction, and
Proceedings. On the verdict
con
tee would depend, whether the of this commit. favourable intelligence as to what was
individuals
P:
who other quarters. ‘Tt was
had
arrested
and kept in confine

his belief, that the
had done‘all the mischief
that they had
‘hich they must have

.

kn
ம
3 and that when they found
affection, they produced conspi
racy.
_ Mr. Bathurst observed,
stated was, that Oliver went that what
down, in®
with one of the Principal
‘conspirators,

what might be still more val
3
id
bl
வரவ
விடல் andcheaaeris ao ் ae
டப் of a —
therefore, ha
as well as political
function to. di charge
;
means became acquainted with the d
affected by ir | this
5 ர
th
rito
gh
bethe: ard in his own the
vin~ dieation.
‘Sir S. Romilly perfectly concurred
(Hear
.) They hada right
in 0
know that heir clahear
with the noble lord ies
ims and
கல்

inquiry was PE
Wen
sa
் ம they ofsebyle
thene
very ee
persons of wh (096 600.ம் sary, but he totally differed from him
wi
gard to the ae of it. He
believed th
க See the committee altogeth
posed
mode
of proceedi
er comக
“@ Junto of the

every individual who should be affectert ene

noble lord's friends,

cedented, and though h st’at tines
times sdboe
adopted
trom

any direct message

the crown, nevely
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cept
in contemplation
் of some precautionar’
nary

legislative measures. Now, they had the highest authority for knowing, that no such measures were intended, for they had been declared

|.

5

:

t_ against an. individual
member, after
to be unnecessary in the speech of the lords making his defence, he usually retired, without

commissioners, representing the crown, on open- any further share in the discus
ing the present. session of parliament... No man fering Talis ie
SS

i}

‘could believe that ministers proposed to apply

for new powers, after the surrender of a

they were before in possession of, and after the
Attorney-General had moved to discharge the

was surprised to hear 1

ம்

ote.

:

He

oo
the trials at Derby had iy restaboon.
lished the necessity of the suspension
act; for
if there was one
thing more remarkable than

recognizances of persons who had previously another in the course of those trials,it was,
entered into them, as the price of their libera- ‘that the counsel for the crown’ studiously avoidtion, The only object, then, of appointin
ed, although challenged to it by the prisoners’
this committee must be to lay the
ர
௦
|, to..say one word about the origin of
of a bill of indemnity, which, it was felt, must the conspiracy, or in disproof of the allegation
necessarily be preceded by at least the appear~

of its having

ance of an inquiry, in the present state of public opinion. If any thing could surprise him

vernment.

should have been surprised at hearing the noble

duty to the public

caused by the agents of

He must say, that he thought

Attorney-General, by tee

in the conduct or language of ministers, he charged his.மடன்

*

conduct, had

the

dis-

ministers better than his
; and it was not wonderful

Tord describe a bill of indemnity as a sort of that it should have confirmed the suspicion

natural and necessary consequence arising out which had been previo
excited.
How
of the important trust which had been reposed could the convictions which had
taken place at
in the servants of the crown, He wished those Derby shew that the habeas «corpus act -had
who
generally supported his Majesty’s ministers been wisely suspended, when the ordinary adto
relect upon the situation in which they were ministration of the laws in this case’ had proplaced. When they were first called upon to duced its full effect in the discovery and punishvest these extraordinary powers in the hands ment of guilt? It was too plain, indeed, that
of the executive

government,

the noble

lord

told them, that ministers were deeply sensible

of the awful responsibility which would attend
the exercise of this trust. (Hear, hear.)

the guilt had been suggested and encouraged

by men who, with the zeal of religious missionaries, but with a very different-design, went

Now, | abo ut propagating evil, insinuating: themselves

however, that the administration of the trust
Was to be considered, the house were informed

into the confidence of the poor ~and the distressed, visiting them at their looms and oe

that a bill of indemnity always followed a sus- and with hypocritical sympathy inflaming

discontent to desperation. Ministers were seldom
slow. to conyert disaffection to themselves into
Yestigation; that they would not saffer them- disaffection to the constitution, or to reward as
selves to be deluded; that they would inquire for good services those who laboured to conwhen the danger, if danger there had been to yert the one into the other for the purpose of
le state, had ceased to exist; and whether afterwards. betraying their victims. He could
Parliament ought not to have been assembled at not believe that the house would discharge its
an earlier period. His Majesty’s ministers had duty, or satisfy the expectations of ‘the: coun-

Peasion of the constitution. He hoped the
‘Ouse would see the necessity of an ample in-

thought proper to use their own

discretion, in-

stead of appealing to the judgment of parliaMent with respect to the continuance of these

sXtordinary powers ; and in not fulfilling the
implied assurance, that they should not be reEe ted one moment longer than was deemed

|

டம

aa

by parliament, had, indeed, assumed

ae

to use their own

= u'Tesponsibility.
ன்

an

it was little when compared, to the mischief

upen which

was anxious to see the poison of the example

expression,

Jt appeared to him like-

gpportant, that the grounds

try, if it did not, by a minute inquiry and the

fullest. disclosure of all these transactions, make
some atonement for the dangerous’ precedent
which they had been induced in thelast session
toestablish. Greatas the evil was which had been
inflicted on the unhappy persons who had been
torn from their
families and cast into di
778,

which had been done to the ‘constitution. He

sh Sispension act was passed should be re- in some degree: taken away, lest it should: be= muned, particularly as the report of the for- come the fruitful
parent of. still
er. evils
T committee had been _avowedly
= ட evidence of informers, with founded in future times. ‘The -house should consider
Tespect how.
precedents were always looked: ae
aie Ose proceedings there now
existed no ask of themselves, whether the ministers of the
ட் t whatever. The house should
recollect crown would last session ore இம்
= ‘esponsibility which itself owed
1
I
measure,
to its con- Opposition
அமக
வட் rcp
ouabysaa
that tts, and not be deluded into
a_ belief }any-such.a precedent
had be n previous!
wee ballot was proposed: for any,
other pur- egistence
?.Mi: snot some-future:prince, perEade

The cet ‘on{oF andsecuring
@ bill 0
decent forms of

: haps

of the house of Brunswick,
-but. choos
:

ing

of the Stuarts, prethe house ‘to act upon the principles

.

ர

SR:

pool, proved satisfactorily,
question were to be attributs

lowed that great agi
of the
the

ae

ட்

the

now
the favour of the crown, and
ot. think மெய்க் all cases,
those who were endeavouring to discharge an: their
information was implicitly tot
uothankful duty. “But were they on this ac- upon. The magistrates themselves
‘Count to lose sight of the interests, the happi+ to considerable delusion from the p
ness, and the liberty of succeeding generations? which they were actuated, and the
had: been: truly stated by

an’ hon. baronet,

which they listened; and therefore,

Burdett) that if the
fees corpus act was

wel

intending to perform their duty, could
ways be depended upon in their reports.

‘suspended on such pretences, it might as
be: rescinded altogether from the statate-

state‘of their districts. If, for instance,

book. (see page 71.) Of what advantage wasit to gistrate professing himself“ a’ membel
the subject, except in periods af agitation, when ‘Orange society, resided in districts abou
guieyances were severely felt, and when the ‘with Roman ‘catholics, his impression:
prevailing

discontents, as must always

be. the

conduct of the people in his neigh!

case ina
country, were loudly expressed ? ought to be’ received’ with some degre
In. times. of perfect: tranquillity, a government
icion, and his representations interpre!
had no:motive for depriving individuals of their latitude. The ‘Lancashire plots i
Liberty. "A most dangerous example had, how= cited the gréatest alarm; but to shew

principally from the misrepr
were given of them, 8

Means taken to suppress them, it was on
day, Cessary to refer to the opinions of those w!

ater
change the
லட லு and with ட made the most inquiry concerning:
thé
thé character of Englishmen forever. He all concurred:in considering
them as
should ‘only add, ‘that there wasno.
reason exaggerated. Great incredulity now
whatever for! secrecy at
nt; and that the with regard to their existence in the
only object, therefore, of a secret committee the country
whose tranquillity they were
must be to procure a bill of indemni
: to have endangered. He had no doubt |
பிற

Philipsobserved, that one of thecharses| tote

against the disaffected was, that they

plots ‘would turn out equally to ha
falbricated ‘by the agents. employed to
ose
them. If conspirators, wh:

es

to bring the: House of Commons into contempt;
butnothing could so effectually reduce them in

the public opinion as thepartial election of atri| hay
Having

the

report of the comm

entertained. the design of overpol
the civil authorities and of burning Manel
were really guilty of having formed

which was constituted for
e
asthat now under:consideration. suchWith@ purpos
Tegard
to the» assertion, that the suspension act
had
secured the tranquillity of the country
, he was
persuad

atrocious project, and were’ arrested on

guilt, why were
ed’ that that tranquillity had never been evidence of ‘their
brought to trial? Should mea en;
disturbed
ரன் so
of informers, plots
0

ismissal:

from.

have been liberated and restored to

to batch similar atrocities 2: Should’ they.S
n sent back to their places « abode, ¥
any attempt to make them expiate thei

their é

i
of itself have ‘immediatel:ly
ae
ete: the conspiracy. had. first sia
been
into in
county
of Lancaster,
had no doubt that the cae and
oe
3
os ne tibet traced to spies
and infor.
-a8
Ais Own
inquiries ex
he found

crimes?

Nay, by the course pursued

gard to them, they had now become
erous than ever; and if guilty, it
imperious duty o} n_ the government

reason

to.
iy
nee
eM to
The county, he alowe
a:
Be
gets rian.
bed,
| charac!ட
. but
it had: bet disturbed chiefly

justice,

They now return

ம் of conspirators, but a
‘Sures taken by government, and ie
in the cause of
is and their௦! dangMartyrs
erovs influence, if the!
employed. for the purpos
of tranqu
e
ilizin
g
it.
had everbeen any danger, was’
Pi thoughe his Majesty’s ministers might
have.’ creased by their
eda lesட son on the late occasion
imprisonment. F:
what ம்
hap;
in 1812, when dreadful conffrom
employed
by.
at 10
usion en. j Means
சக வக
the wicked
the employment of the game means பனா Y>அண and from

by thi

ட்

the persons they sent to the agitated

ESTES

if its: evil
ee were not oe
Parliament,
it might, at no very distant

were டட
tions’ which

SORSRAPRAVARPRATHOGARTSSHPROAT

ever, been now, for
the first ‘time, established
under the regency of his Royal'Highness ; and

3| ter,

Ye

«| shire, an insurrection
did take

mob fired
upon
the icing
ier
க di
1
ட
2:50 1.

2

_and
and
th
the
If itbe

sspeak-| replied to this, that there was no-convictions:
“distress he would:say, that though, from the darkness.
scarcity of subsistence and want’ of em- of the. night, and மவ!
met ‘ying
:

ent; and in this

est

crisis were taught:‘to as-

the persons:who-had assembled to:commit the:

ate their sufferings with the measures
of the acts of violence, ‘a verdict could not be ob-

islature, and to expect relief from. parlia- tained against
them; yet: the fact of the insurary reform. While between:s and 900,000 rection was no: less true:and undoubted. Ip
people were in this situation, and looking
out had: been asked:by.an hon. and learned friend
for any means of relief, spies and informers’ of his»(Sir S. Romilly;): why the evidence

$ 1670 9076 ௨௫:௦0
ஐ them, tolexasperate their <discontents,
and 50 encourage them) in their dewsions. Had a different course been: ado
had means been employed to enlighten ‘their
minds on the ‘causes of their distress; aid to

connecting :the prisoners
at Derby with other
associations had not ‘been - brought forward
onthe trial? -He thought’ this question: was

easily answered without affecting the truth: of

such a. combination: Enoygh was brought
sooth their: feelings by confidence and. kind out, enough was proved ‘to convict the. un+

treatment, “the late ‘measures would not have happy men in question; and it would haye
the public tranquillity | be en’ superfluous‘ to. -have called more’ eviwould have been preserved, without the suspen- dence. He even saw the' propriety of not try=
sion of the great bulwark of our rights.
ing these men. for the plot, when sufficient facts
‘Mr. Wynn thought, that though the question could be established. for their conviction.’ Supnow before the house opened a door: for the posing the prisoners had: been taken up immediscussion of the whole subject regarding: the diately after their «meetings:
and arrangements,
state of the country since the last session; yetthat supposing that the only witnesses: against thegx

‘been necessary, and.

itmight be convenient:to postpone so general a had: been those :admitted toa knowledge!
of

topic to another opportunity. After the votes
/hehad given last session; he felt himself called

their secrets and«intended projects, and sup-

posing the charge of: treason alone to have been:
upon to state his opinion of the conduct he grounded on their machinations. against the
pursued, as far asthe grounds of it had public tranquillity without any overt acts, there
affected by events that had since ~oc+ was such. an odium in the country at the time
curred; and he was free to-declare, that his
inst accomplices who turned witnesses, that
Conviction of the necessity

of the suspension

would. not have been believed.

They.

act remained unchanged ;
that it had*been con- would «have» been branded. with the names of
by every thing that
in the coun- spies and informers, ‘their evidence would have
ty, and by all the evidence that was disclosed been heard with disgust, and: their testimony
if) ON the trials alluded to; that it had averted entirely rejected. ‘When the overt act and the
|
மாம் danger, and that by it the country intention could be proved,, there was mo neces+
in been preserved fromconfusion. (Hear, hear.) sity for going intovall their previous counsels.
pt“ bad been said, thatif the ministers had taken He, therefore, thought that the prosecution be-vantage of it, they might have prevented the haved properly in not calling such extraneous
or

ces that broke

out

in Derbyshire:

evidence, and that no suspicion could be throwr

டர from the oppos
» He. had. under- on the policy of the suspension act by. with
ee an hon. and a ed friend»to say, ‘that holding it. “This measure was extremely useapprehending the ringleaders of the insur= ful in:preserving the public tranquillity, mll‘the

oe Derbyshire at an earlier period, un- circumstances of the country. were altered, and
ension act, the mischief would not till the people, by the attainment
of a more
etollowed; but however that might be, it
‘osperous state, were withdrawn from the in«
28 not a proper argument against a measure of
nce-of those whovexasperated their
ee
that the evil did not occur which it tents: into: disaffection.aah eo
led to prevent. If no disturbance
priety of the
balloton
pee
ates
reballot was bes
that the mccomnmnittee,
n
க ரத்கால்
ol bserveBae
tly happened; the preservation of
ey

1 the public tranquillity might be owing to the

“ause,—the operation of which was ‘at-

Hmpted to be proved tu
un
pace of that tran
past

necessary,

» by the

ex-

=
administration, would yet vote aguinst them
would not choose: to act’

which was its effect.
Bee
Tthad been
at Derby, thatthe under this cover of: ——
090005
expected co-operation நகை if this would be the case

Wee

did not know

at least such was

139)
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௦2 001015.
nu
its adoption. He did not, there“how it could be more favourable to |

:

elect a committee by ballot, in pre- | by

ference to one by motion.

oe

in both

th

If they had a ma-

ரே their committee would be country, frequent meetings

appointed, and their favourable chance would not

would have at once dec

்
be increased by the former mode of nomina- design, which was the
there could remain a doubt,
tion.
்
Sir W. Burroughs said, he did not at first in- ence of which was the onl

‘tend to have addressed the house on the present which their counsel rested their defence.
occasion, but it appeared to him impossible to had been shewn that they were acting i
sit still while the suspension act was under dis- cert with persons at Manchester, at.

‘cussion, and not to attempt an answer to what | Nottingham,
or in Yorkshire, for o
fallen from the hon. and learned member the government, the fact of their hi
who spoke last. That hon. member thought mitted high treason could not ha’
that subsequent events had completely justified ed for an instant. Why, then, was
the measure. He (Sir W. Burroughs) was of a evidence brought forward? It was not
different opinion, and he would state the to discover the reason. Had. the
grounds of that opinion, Looking at the re- gone into testimony for this purpose,
ports on which the suspension act was grounded, he found, in the first, that a conspiracy

was alleged to have been formed in London to

burn the barracks, to storm the Tower, to seize
upon the Bank, to destroy the bridges, and, in

have appeared, that the insurrectiot
arranged and encouraged by the age’
vernment.
One of the unhappy men’
victed

on

this

occasion,

nearly at his

moment, when he might have been supp
short, to overturn the government, and to sub- be inclined to speak’ the’ truth, and ww!
vert the order of society. But what were the was assured that a falsehood could have n
facts thatappearedon the trial of Watson inWest- fluence on his fate, imputed to the instig
ன்ப
How did the evidence given on that of Oliver the crime for which he was al
occasion support the representations of the secret suffer. But, said the Solicitor-General 0
committee? The conspiracy was found to have mer night, why did not the learned cou
been formed by two surgeons without employ- the defence of the prisoners bring forward a
ment, a man of broken fortunes, two cobblers, examine this person, if his evidence we
and the bully of a brothel. It did not appear important? The
of this was oby
thatanny person of respectability or influence He could not have reason
been examined
favor
their projects, or partook of their consenting to commit treason, withoutas to
pro
counsels, or that they had any connexion with the treason for which
they were arraigni
ae
‘other conspirators or agitators in the country. Must have been
wi
‘Then there followed a second report, which they could have the most dangerous
called and, if they had
omitted all mention of the conspiracy of the duced him,
they must have produces
metropolis. The hand-bills, exciting to the means of
murder of the Prince Regent and of the noble sion that their own conviction. The
lord opposite, of which fiye thousand copies turn the they had consulted with him.
were said to have been prepared, were no where a confession government, would have amouni
of their crime, and deprived
tobe found. The seat

of the conspiracy was, of all the means of defence.
In the
and the
disturbances which afterwards gave Occasion to Teport of the committee of secrecy, the §
was shifted from London to Manchester ’
the trials at Derby were brought forward.
But the conspirators
therefore,

transferred

to the north,

were to burn the towms
it appeared that this aN
insurrection massacre the inhabitants.
IF such were th
was dispersed by the ordinary efforts
of
the signs of the men apprehended under
magistrates ; that the ringleaders were arrested,
the
ட்
=
‘The rising ப் ension
ision act,act how could ministers
acc oun
imprisoned, and brought’ to trial,

Srna on ne
6)

in

ober, and

elt country for having*

a trial?

On

what

ட

liberated them
could

they

charged, at first with the idle farce be
any
for | th elt Tecognizances, and afterwards of
i exercise of extraordinary
Tecognmzances? If this was not afi
said by the hon. and learned elon
6
Ge
Wynn) that the evidence of previous plotsand Sion that the ministers had nothing
agains
t the alleged traitors at Manchest
piectings was not necessary on these trials, but
he
leave to differ from him, ‘The that the evidence on which the report
judges,
in addressing the juries on that occa. committee in which: they were
unfounded, they incurred a heavy respo
படம் laid down the law, and very properly,
!
ip
he oe that a rising fora general and pub- for sending back such dange
into
societ
y. Their-conducwas
001601 oo
t 106
the crime for which the on
the supposition that the: repor
questions
PHsoners. onwere
which thee ; and that the only and
t
ல்.

வயி a

nothi

alarm,eet
or to call

i

the suspension act could not be;
were called to decide, | th
© ground
that it was not. No even
ந

ர

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
vote. (A laugh.) He had been
of inconsistency, for having - voted|:

ninisters in the last session; and he
told that his opposition was imputed

toa refusal on the part of ministers ofa situa-|

the

tion for a diplomatic friend of his. He
dis-|
claimed such a motive. He had-got a seat in the very record’ itself?

this assembly on independent principles: he, should wish to put the question
had received an
independent fortune from his that he or any other man: should.

father,
sacrificing

he would never disgrace either by of that committee, he wished to know h
mode of appointment by ballot
16
his independence. (Laughter.)

the measures liberty to discuss such 2 question?
adopted had noble lord would point out, to him any
unnecessary, or means by which the sense of the house
different use be obtained,
that method being pu
might have been made of them. If they had the objection would lose the force wl
been employed in stopping the proceedings of present it seemed to him to possess. —
» many of those persons who had been in the cording to the mode adopted last
habit of attending public meetings, and of according to the common method, there:
making inflammatory speeches to the public, it possibility of discussing any question,
might have been better. The persons towhom individual,
name.
4
Seas
he alluded went about encouraging the lower
Mr. Canning said, he did not mean to |
orders to rise in opposition to all order; and the house at any length,
but he really e
he could not but confess, that he would rather that the difficulty which the hon.
haye seen some of those men apprehended, stated might be very-easily removed. It wa
than some who had been only-excited to do not to be supposed that the name of any niet
what they did, by their speeches. Had such ber would be found upon the list for any ¢
been the case, he was convinced that it would mittee, unless a majority of the house
have met with the approbation of a very large have decided that it should be there; an
portion of the country. “He trusted that that the difficulty was, but that in that case
house would never again be called upon to join nority could not turn round
upon thet
in the passing of such medsures; but if the:
he was unable to comprehend. The q
Mr.
Forbes did not think that
which his Majesty’s ministers had
been by any means uncalled for or
though he considered that some

do

their

seemed to Him to be easily set at rest,

appeared

that, in every

¥

instance where te |

House of Commons had had to take. similar silt
jects into consideration, the committee
had |

appointed in this way; and, indeed, he
fessed that the argument was very concli
in his mind against the hon. member; f
there were one method more than 4
adapted to the purposes of those who’
agree to enter on an individual discussion,

discussion upon a question on an
_ Mr, Brougham rose and said, he did not mean
to press any other motion upon the house, but name, and to do that in a way in WI
might be least difficulty, it was-the- met!
merely to state to them the grounds on which ballot,
from
for one, he could not agree with that then under which that the very nature of the invent!
might be accomplished.
consideration. He passed over all the very
true, they managed these things
"
cogent reasons which had been. ur,
by the | all th: jat_Mysteriousness which beet b
kon. member for Banbi
m
in former times. He was old. eno
subject, as well as
டத் ad been said by other
remember the time when there were two! ists
hon. members,
But upon a question so solemn. circulation,
instead of one, upon every, bal
and serious, and so real ly and vitally important,
he wished to be satistied upon one point: and (Hear, hear, Jrom the ministerial’
that was, how the house could be got out of | was old enough to recollect, that as?
ழ்
2
One difficulty by the mode of ballot. To those one list came from
who approved of the motion fora ‘secret com-| 14
Tuttee, and that that committee should consist
a wonderful corresponden

(Mr: Dovelas)on the 11

of a certain number, and that the papers should

be submitted to that committee, he

hig question: was the noble lord( aa

would

a

Bae
to sit upon such committee?
Peo the noble lord hime, whe-He |
. =e
: Attest person in the world to

ce between
‘much more, indeed, when the committees

es in that secret manner, than if

Goa

Committee as a member to try in
6

்

லல வவ வன

that they would

அன்னன்

should, he hoped

duty as they did upon the former occasion, and
meet as they did with the highest approbation
trom all those who might be considered sober
‘and upright people.
_ The question was then put and agreed to, as
were the questions that the committee should
“be a committee of secrecy, and should consist
of 21 members.
fi
On the question “ that the cgmmittee be
chosen by way of ballotting,”

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
April

the
ட்

petitioner was again brought to the
லபல office; where no questions

were asked him relative to his டன
என்
nor any thing stated to him on that subject, yet
‘he was committed
to close and solitary confine‘ment on suspicion of high treason; that about
‘four o’clock in the afternoon of the 10th ‘of

April, the petitioner was taken from ‘Tothill
Yields, where he had been kindly treated, and

was removed to Reading gaol; on the road the rated, they had ee a pint
‘petitioner saw a newspaper which mentionéd his afterwards they had two: pint
arvival at the secretary of state’s office the day the petitioner never could obtaina
that on the
‘before, and added, that the papers found in his at his own expense;
‘trunk were of a treasonable nature, although’ in the petitioner was removed to §
fact the only papers therein at that time were a where he was put into a small,g!
Tist of the Medes of raiment it contained, and felons’ cell, and. surrounded. by. noi sy,
copies of two love-songs, which songs so pleased prisoners of that description ; that on hi
the keeper of ‘Tothill Fields Bridewell, that he at this geal all his letters and papers,
paper, were taken from|
requested the petitioner to give him copies of roll of
them, which he did; on shewing this’ news- for several days, he could obtain only.
paper paragraph to Mr. Atkins, the Bow Street drink, nor eyer could procure either
officer, and asking him how such a falsehood fork to eat with; this place was so ill
could
get there? Te said, “that a guinea might that it ruined his health ina few hours; he:
do such
a thing as that;’’ the petitioner, asto- to the gaoler, and requested a better roon
nished, then asked him if any body would get a
guinea for writing

such a downright lie? he

replied, “ he should not wonder if they did ;”

that on the petitioner’s arrival at Reading gaol,
together with two other state prisoners, about
“Hall pa

nine o’clock in the evening, it was with

the utmost difficulty, and after much expostulation, that they obtained a supper, although’ they
stated to the keeper that they had come about
forty miles without food ; that’on the followin
morning a turnkey came to the petitioner, ad
said the governor could only give them the
county allowance (i, e. bread and water) until he
got further orders; the petitioner then requested to have some coffee to breakfast, and also to
see the governor; the three state prisoners were
then conducted into a common -prison-room,
into the upper story of which were put for their
ust two beds stuffed with straw, and no bolsters
whatever; inthis manner they were lodged, and
here they remained for sixteen days; coffee
was brought for breakfast, and in the course of

the

forenoon

some mutton, potatoes, &c. &c.

told there was none to be had 3 onthe

July, the petitioner wrote to the se
state, informing him of the situation
he was placed, and of the ruined stat
health, Tequesting also to be removed
Tequest was, on the 18th of the same
complied with, when he was removed to
cester 5 here
again the petitioner was
x
two nights ல nie
day in asmall cell, wi
room was prepared for. his reception 3
room his health soon recovered,
because

much cea
good, an

than the Salisbury cell, the 2

he could admit it at pleasure;
however, he was never more than half
per day out of doors, and man’ days ney
at all; here also the
ண்டர் to

times to the governor before he could
candle, and at last only obtained a
for each night, which would not bi
hours, even in the depth of winter; that
time before the petitioner’s liberation he
a garment made, and so rigorously s!

i from hi his
து inin keepi
keeping him
which they cooked for themselves: durinன் is றடkeepers
S, that before a:tailor could hay!
these sixteen days, the petitioner paid for some to him it-was deemed) necessary to
pI
things, others
they procured from (what is Justices’s order for that purpose,
called in
prisons) the shopman, and some others

the keeper sent in; on the 16th of April, they

‘were informed that their allowance wasa guinea
2 week each, and which they might lay out as

they pleased; then ‘they thought they could
save some moncy towards clothing, or tee their

ies 5 for sixteen days they had nothi ig but

Water to drink, and never could obtain either

at this delayed -

visit mo) re than a week, and when

tioner mentioned his want
of cl

ee = was told he might have th

whenever he pleased ;.that 00

of December, after
a
5

॥

oe

a

confinement,

informed “tae his_libe
Teckoniig or settlement with the governor, nor
come, and that he would be instantly
ட the
ed
petitioner get reimburs
the mone
pai forthe joint use of the three statey | ed on th same terms as othethat
rs,
is, b’
own Tecognizance for
படி மயி] the very moment
100/., to
ce
consent asked, they were in. oe,
௦
3 he was only
ure they were to have dinners pounds for his journe ; home, mo!

left at
ள் ie shen the 2ith of April, withouthetheir
being

miles, and which would

ap]

1

he
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wader the Suspension Act.
inside fare of the coach, although it was in the’ ‘to movefor the’
depth of winter, and the petitioner advanced
in | ers”

11700...
:

ears, and also after such a long and close con-

isement; that during the petitioner’s confinement, several letters, which he addressed to his’
wife and children, and also several which the
addressed to him, were ‘never-delivered according to their superscriptions; that on the 6th or
a of January, 1818, the petitioner wrote to the
secretary of state, requesting to be informed
whether his attendance in the Court of King’s

Bench would be required, but receiving no an-

swer, therefore he deemed it necessary to hold
himself in readiness to attend the said Court;

his business quite deranged and ruine
vastly impaired by ப
and close
ment, and his family and

calculably injured, and

pecuniai

that thisi

time he has so suffered, and for the
6 cause,
namely the promotion of a reform in the house ;
that in the year 1812, the petitioner when in
company with more than thirty others, for the
sole purpose of forwarding petitions to the
Prince

Regent

and

the house,

were

broke

in

that about twelve o’clock on the 21st day of pen and seized by the police officers of Man-

January, the first day of term being the 23d, the
petitioner was verbally informed that the secretary of state had sent a letter to the police
office, Manchester, which said, ‘¢ thatthe state
prisoners mentioned therein need not go to
London, as they would not be called upon ;”

chester, aided by armed soldiers, who conducted

the whole toprison, and on the deliberately wilful

andfalseoath
of anhired spy, they werecommitted
to Lancaster, being
of them heads and

thirty-eight in number, most
fathers of families, and there

stood a fourteen hours’ trial on an ignominious
but groundless charge; and, although acquitted,
இவய
was thereby separated from his

that in consequence of this information; although
himself and three others had engaged a coach
for London, the petitioner, with Samuel Drummond, went to the police, and was again told he
needed not to go to London; he then asked if

family twelve weeks, and also his affairs com-

the petitioner and Drammond said; “that would

tice who had so- wantonly and cruelly violated

o'clock, they must therefore be satisfied on that

the person of the petitioner.”

selves obliged to
to London’;” they were
answered they “ might go to hell if they pleased,” and ordered out ots the room; they how-

petition of Samuel Haynes, of Nottingham, ~
which was ordered
to lie on the table, and to
be printed.—“ That the petitioner was on.
Thursday.morning, June 13th, 1817, without any provocation on his part, taken out of a bed

pletely deranged.” ‘The petitioner, therefore,
earnestly prayed that the house would take his

the recognizances were set aside or nullified; case into their serious and candid consideration,
they were then told that they would -have ‘and not only refuse to pass the indemnity bill,
printed copies of his lordship’s letter that night; but bring those ministers and magistrates to jusnot do, as they had engaged coach for three
point immediately, or they would feel them-

ever staid whilst the letter was sent for and
brought, but were not permitted to read it;

however, it was read to them; after which the

Petitioner
again inquired if they, the magistrates,
were authorized by that letter to set aside the
Tecognizances; Mr. Evans; a magistrate: and
counsellor at law, in a rage replied, « Werwill

Not tell you, it is not our business to put any
Construction on his lordship’s words;” having
said so, he hurried out of the room; that there.

fore the petitioner, at a great and inconvenient

expense, and at the great hazard of his health,
Came to London ; that being arrived there, Mr.
Johnstone, Mr. Bagguley, Mr. Drummond, and

the liberties and privileges of Englishmen in
Lord Folkestone then presented the following

‘of sickness, handcuffed and guarded to a prison,

and locked up in a dreary, damp and gloomy
cell; what then must have been the surprise and
astonishment of the petitioner when he was

locked up in such a horrible den of misery, and

in a bad state of health, when at the same time
he was conscious he had never done an injury ,
to any man? Qn the Saturday following it was
communicated to the petitioner that he was to
go to London; the petitioner civilly asked.
when and what for, but received no answer, but

on

Saturday afternoon a chaise came to the

self, addressed a note to Lord. Sidmouth,

prison door, when the prisoner was fetched out

fecognizances, but his lordship refused to see
போத் they therefore immediately went to the

foot to a person of the name of Francis Ward,

Tequesting an interview on the subject of their -of his den of misery, and
ue of King’s Bench, and individually claimed

chained hand and

and was conveyed to London

mouth’s office, when his lordship

to Lord

Sid-

rose and ad-

the court either ‘to be tried or to have their dressed the prisoner in nearly the following

Feoetizances set aside and discharged;

they

words : ¢ You, Samuel Haynes, are brought here,

against

there kept till you are delivered by, a due course
of Jaw, and you will have due notice to prepare

ல் informed (to their astonishnient)°
by the charged upon oath of high treason: you will
hee that they (thé court) could neither do be ட.
here into close confinement, and
© One
conn

nor the other, having no charge

nO having the power to nullify their re-

showzances 5 that therefore at a great expense for your trial, and you will bo eee ப்
~ petitioner felt it necessary to’attend the said evidence
ர்
1
SAE
against
you,&
one me ₹ ae50
Court from the 2sd to the 31st of Janua
ing to say we Wi. 3
3
ry, 1818,;
when th,
¢ attorney-general was prevailed upon.

aoe ca his lordship he had nothing

to say-

5

thee ‘sat down, and

retired with a heart that leape
adness, for he fondly though yamly
he should soon be brought before some
al of justice where he would have proved
b
cence as
as the noon-day sun; but
on the Monday following, Mr. Atkins, keeper
Cold Bath Fields Prison, informed the peti-

letter
to. let his wite

and at the same

time sol

nocence toLord Sidmouth,

that that base charge that he charg:
would never be proved against
tioner he! was to be sent to Lincoln Castles on earth nor in heaven ;.in 2
_ when the petitioner with two other state pries pee ene
க்,
soners arrived at Li

Castle, the petitioner home his
ghastly appearance q
ந
is two fellow
prisoners was ordered to family
mily an Heel
and ae all. thought
ip, and was strictly searched by the turnkey; that before this time he would have
been:
turnkey took the petitioner’s watch, though ing in his grave; the (petitioner has
not without the petitioner remonstrating with petition to the house for their
im at such an arbitrary proceeding; the peti- whether he must bear with such an. o
twas with his two unfortunate fellow pri- cruel and unprovoked attack on his
put in a dismal-looking little habitation ; to be savagely dragged out of -his bed
~ the petitioner and his two fellow prisoners gave dead of the night, and sent toa prison
the turnkey some money to get some bread and comfortable home, froma wife and six
cheese and some beer ; when the petitioner with and unprotected. children, in this our
‘his two fellow prisoners had got their bread and land of liberty and christianity ; and the
cheese and beer, and had just begun to eat, the
tioner humbly requests leave to» state
aoler came in and said, the petitioner and his house, that he views with regret the
cond
Mow prisoners must be separated immediately; his oppressors, men who
pretend to be t
the petitioner intreated the
gaoler to let him and lowers in the faith of him who expired
his unfortunate compatloud be together for half cross in bitter agony by cruel torture © on |
an hour while they partook of their retreshment;
but no, the bread and cheese was pulled in three Calvary ; but whatever their pretensions:
to christianity, could they have a
pieces and divided with the beer, while the pe- befeeling
when they coolly and delibe
titioner with his two unfortunate companions dered a fellow-creature
into சகல்
gazed on each other with wonder and astonishMent, and was instantly separated in three ment, there to remain, day after day, an
dreary apartments, and as it seemed then never after week, in a bad state of health, as w:
ease of
to0 behold
be
each other any 1 more; 3; what the peti- state, the petitioner, though i
pent up ina niobate
» toner felt at such merci ess treatment,
7
the house prived of ‘the dearest privile;
can better conceive than he can describe
0120
them ; night soon came on, and the petiti to the felicity of friendship : andes all this
oner sion the petitioner must conféss that he
was

taken from his dreary habitation to.a cell

to. pleasing reflections
sleep ; having passed ‘a melancholy
and sleepless mnocence, trusting
night, the

in contemplating —

ot

that a time would
come |
next morning the petitioner
to his cual den of misery again ; the was taken when he would be at liberty to lay his
petitioner before the house ‘for their humane
being in.a bad state of health, soon
and
nicious effects of close and solitaryfelt the per- consideration; the petitioner seeks not the pt
impri
sonsomal
of பல்வ பன் ட்
ment, for in five or six week: Ss he was
e
reduced | dist Tessed and
to a mere skeletons it was then
brought to indigenceby |
he
n to but he appeals to ee Maraanliy: aud protectiat
contemplate his wretched situat
the house; to redress his injuries in
then perceive: that Lord Sidmoion, and could
uth’s promise wre
concerning a trial was a mere
and cruelly persecuted ; but if
delusion; in that
dreary habitation that the petitio
are any members in the house who have a!
ner-had
l
to
pass
on their minds as t
away his murdered hours
uth of this pe
by
tude, there was nothing but a day in cruel. soli- then the petitioner memost earnestly imp!
woode
n
block to to hear him at the
sit on 3 thepetitioner’s debility
bar of the
056).
that he became so-weak he couldhad so increased. ready to Proveproy. every assertion contai
ned
not
sit
up,
and
petition.
he asked several times for
a chair, but he might
WATCHMAKERS.]
as well have asked the winds
Lord Ossulston.
‘petitioner contrived to put his for a chair; so the 4 petition of clock and watchm
akers
block
of 4.
in a corner jcounty
5 is den, and prop himself
Berwick, respecting the distr
between the two State of of
ate a
their trade,

and
etitioner requests the serious
atten- four pounds twelve ieee ing that the ta%

in plate might not be exacted

cones poor forlorn and hel)
» brooding oyer his
am !

Mr. Brougham observed, that

bi to have heard some
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of i

That “the sum of four shillings in the
and no more, be raised within the space

pound

0

ட

fa,

௩

ar from the 25th day of March 1818,

yn pensions, offices and personal

part

of

estates, in

Great Britain called England,

"Wales, and the town of Berwick upon Tweed,’

$. That “ the several duties imposed. on it was thepas of ம் Bank ட் re
to
the act of ps
suga’ by three acts made in the 27th, 34th and -payments accor
37th years of his present Majesty, on malt, by Porth object Reon not informed of a1
they had taken, except one, which he

an act made in the 27th year of his said Ma-

admitted, was a, material one too—he r
snuff, by an act made in the 29th year of his their endeavours to prepare themselves

jesty. and the duties of excise on tobacco and

gold for issue; but, on the other hand,

present Majesty, which by amact made in the
57th year of his said Majesty have continuance
until the 25th day of March
1818, be further
continued until the 25th day of March 1819.”
4. That “the sum of thirty millions be
raised by exchequer bills for the service of the’
year 1818.”
Sa
Mr. Tierney, said, it appeared that the grant
requisite would amount to $9 millions.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer admitted, that
the whole sum voted in the committee of suppl.

matter was to be brought about by the

i

of notes, then be must deny that any
steps of preparation had been taken.
G
men opposite might smile at his observati
but he should say that his

desire was

reduction of paper issues. He had be
that the Bank had pressed for the repay
the 6,000,000/.. The only favourable ch
he could perceive in payment by exch
bills would arise from the difference of 4

on Wednesday last, was 39 millions :—24 mil- per cent. : but no material difference wo

made if the 6,000,000/. were paid off in &

lions for outstanding exchequer bills, 6 millions

for the loan from the Bank, and 9 millions for
outstanding exchequer bills. He now proposed
to take

only one yote

quer bills.

He could see, in that case, ni

curity for an alteration as to the issues.

Bank, in the present system, could declin
Butif they took exch

of 30 millions, and to

leave the remaining sum of 9 millions till a renewals of discounts.
later period of the session.
Mr. Tierney said, it was desirable to know

quer bills, they would exercise no

but if such bills came

did not deal in what they did not sell.

control

their notes, as they did not sell exchequer bi
whether the 30,000,000/. would be enough to Their rule was not to sell such bills.
coyer the expenses of the public service, so that doubted, whether, according
to their chartel
no further application for money would be re- as it prevented them from dealing in governm
quired before Easter.
With respect to the securities, they had a right to buy exchedt
amount for exchequer bills, it was for services bills. That, however, was an old subje
voted, and for other purposes. Bills outstand- dispute, which he did not then desire to re’
ing and unprovided for were to be paid off; He was aware that it would be said, that 4
in, he wished

to know

whether they would absorb the sum proposed.

Un

he found that» proper measures were taken,
should consider it his duty to move on the
Ject from week te week, to obtain the onl

Would the grant, when added to the land and
malt duties, be found sufficient for the pur-

pose?

curity that could be obtained for restoring
old, natural and wholesome practice. With
‘that payment of the exchequer bills was part of such measures, they might just as well xead
The

Chancellor of the Exchequer

the’ service of the

Mr. Tierney

observed,

year.

Arabian Nights’ Entertainments, or any

said, that his wish was

oth

book, as listen to the monstrous doctrine, that
whether, iF site bills came in before erage for
state purposes a paper issue could be Com
would absorb the sum to be yoted ? Respecting tinued safely
which was not convertible int
the replacing

of the oustanding bills, there was
to be added to the grant, the produce of the land
and malt duties. There was a sum to be paid
off, Would the bills voted to be paid offabsorb.
‘ee

பதக

Easter ?

cash.

He believed, from his opinion of the”

character of the Bank, that they wished. t0
sume cash payments. But on the other hi
2

©
Chancellor of the Exchequer said
ie
derstood the ரகு of the ent hon, ae
snan5 but it was difficult and scarcely possible
*0 give it a precise answer. He could not
actly a ve, 1
ர exchequer bills
in.
ம் y were
ன்
4‘
ரன்
liable to be paid

or mey Was desirous to know whether
the 990,000),
t6 the Bank were to be paid off

was to be considere

body of
the day,

persons, li
ர்

persons who did not regard what might hap!

inConsiderations
another year, but iho Wished tor eure 9
to their own interest.
put it to all who were not gamblers or He’
He whether they must not feel that it
heir duty, from day to day, to exercise
vigilance and activity in examining.
Cerns 80 materialto ¢ interests of tl int‘

“
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He ‘should
should not
not trespass further on the attention
of the house. (Hear.) It would be for the house

“pata
is
‘beTARC equally
directed tosie forward igand encouNhe
பட

"Th tile toad BAM

Gen, ea

to determine whether, after three years of peace,
this should be the only country in Europe to man’s explanation ந்

atisfac

which the stigma applied (for it must be con- as related to the repayment of the 6,000,000/.
sidered a stigma, if the restriction was continued ip mane to the Bank, because it would enable

asa measure of state policy) of resorting
to an

artificial irculation as the means of maintaining
public credit.
a
"he Chancellor of the Exchequer observed,
that he had no objection to reply most explicitly
tothe question of the right hon, gentleman, and
he was ready to admit that the house and the
public were entitled to ‘the fullest information
which it was in his power and consistent with

6
nk to do what in his opinion they
to do—reduce the amount of their issues ; bu
he had witnessed with great dismay, the sort of
leyity with which the right hon.
gentleman

treated the very serious question, whether the
Bank was to return to its regular payments this

year or the next.

He was glad to

hear that it

\fPhis duty to afford. With regard to the imme| diate subject of the right hon. gentleman’s
in-

was not the convenience of government which
it was intended to consult; but that the understood
ground upon which the house might expect, that some measure for extending the time

Jesty’sministers that the repayment to the Bank of

roper state, would be proposed, was, that great
loans were to be advanced by individuals in this

guy, he had not the smallest hesitation im
eclaring, that it was the intention of his Ma-

at which the currency was to be restored to its

the loan of 6,000,000/. should be made in money, country toforeign powers. The nature of these
and not in exchequer bills. (Hear, hear.) Upon Joans was no secretto any body; and could the
‘the other more general subject which had been right hon. gentleman-entertain a doubt that the
adverted to, although not now before the house, money of which they consisted was at the pre116 128 02517008 08 making one or two observa- sent moment going out of the country, or that
Pitions. If it should become necessary to propose the contractors were not already availing them> parliament the postponement of the resump- selves of the high price of stocks, in order to
000 of cash payments, it would not be from make large remittances at the most favourable
any purpose of consulting the convenience of rate? Without mentioning names, he might
8072101060, but would be submitted on grounds allude, by way of example, to a certain indiyi| Bperfectly distinct. He could not agree that it மேவி, நும் whom he had no doubt the nght hon.
was desirable at the present moment to reduce gentleman was extremely well acquainted, and
the issues of the notes of the Bank of England; who would scarcely suffer the present opportuand he considered the repayment of the nity to pass by him unobserved. He appre6,000,000/. in money as expedient, not to enable hended that this course of things would continue
the Bank to lessen their paper in that proportion, to ee on, and that before the five months which
hich appeared to be the view of the right hon. still remained previous to the expiration of the
gentleman, but to enable them to extend accom- present restriction had elapsed, the whole
Modation to trade, and to support the commer- amount of the loans might be cransferred. In
tal interests of the country. It was upon this that case, to postpone the resumption would be
Onsideration that he sho
probably feel it his to provide against a danger that no longer
duty to propose some arrangement for the final existed. (Hear, hear.) The right hon. gentle.
“payment of thisloan. Much had been already man shook his head; it was possible that the
Saved by the arrangement made originally, and right hon. gentleman might be right, and that
i present rate of interest would causea saving he himself might be deceived; but to take an

தி ன்

ack

country of not Jess than 1,000,000/. out instance which

© 6,000,000/. composing

the loan.

The

3,000,000/.

to

was

notorious—the

Prussia—were

he one

loan of
of

the

“Pp eh* hon. gentleman, he believed, had done no lenders, he should be strongly inclined to take
் படப்பு Justice to the Bank, in expressing his advantage of the present state of the funds.
Bie. scton that they were sincerely desirous: of What he understood from the declarations of
fens their ordinary course of payments: the Chancellor of the Exchequer was, that nobf
con uterests of the public, and the security thing existed in the internal or external situation
Bhinccuuerce; might, in a particular state of of political affairs which created any, obstacle to
hem a very reasonable
ground for the the restoration of the old circulating medium.
4 eee

of parliament, to delay the period

eae that Pee
a

]

should take place.

ject Was not, however, now under conon, and he should not, therefore, enter

The whole question thereforebecame narrowedto.
this point—could a foreign Joan operate of itself

unfavourably
on the price of

gold in this country:

He was satisfied that it could not, and his con-

volved ¥,'Bument upon the different points in- viction was the stronger from |
at the
icht. ght it With respect to which questions Operation of the two great loans to Austria\ in,

taised: but he begged leave to re-state,
wi ether the resumption
of payments in
ash on
ome
the part of the Bank of England should
he en Nce in the present year or be delayed till
at

‘Suing, the measures of government would

1795 and 1798, which loans produced no such
liberal in their accommodation but a Se

effect. What he desired
to see was, the Bank
in their

issue of

; he desired
to see the
and if in three

pe coinage again’Feiicdleiony
gold

7

he must avow himself to

us to see the circulating mesult. He
placed as soon as possible of that event in the same lighta
and was disposed to ac
-'The facts which
had | tl
in the same spirit. He knew
ywledge
had convinced
Nore interested
in
bro
, that
ry difficulty or inconyeBience in resuming our ancient
natural cur- than his right hon, friend, ees
ncy, those difficulties would be enhanced, and however, at the same time, to prote
iminished, by any additional delay.
In the against those injurious consequences
it might be productive to its interes
discussion of this subject, he feared ¢
tion of the country
banks was not in general place at an inauspicious’ period, ani
sufficiently attended
to. It was not easy to dis- cumstances obviously disadyanta;
cover the causes which regulated the extent of ever, foreign loans should be ni
“their issues. It would, however, be found, upon Cnet loans that might cause a Jar:
inquiry, that in as short
a period as two years tion of specie at the time when the
oe half 25,000,000/. of country bank-notes commencing to pay their notes in ¢
had been withdrawn from circulation. He'would impossible, he thought, to deny tha’
leave it to the house to judge of the effect which

this must have produced upon individual credit,

delay of those payments might becot
sure of ihdupeactle policy, perha;

and upon all the transactions arising out of the mount necessity.
internal commerce of the country.

He called

now upon every member of the house to inquire

Over the loans to

alluded, of whatever magnitude the:

the government had no control.

in his own district and neighbourhood, and he he would not say that it might not
would venture to say, that the result of that in- exercised. There might be circum
வ சட்டம்
correspond with his own, and deed, that would make it an imperativ

340]

shew that the paper so suddenly with- | take notice of them; but the right hor
man ought not to suppose that the

drawn was now re-issuing with no less rapidity.
(Hear.) Could it be doubted for a moment,
that these transitions must have a most material
influence upon the prices of all commodities, or
it was not of vast importance for the house
to pause and deliberate well, before they adopt-|
any measure which might fayour the continu-

loan, or'any loan of no greater amount

tuted the danger against which it would p
be necessary to guard. _He was not at.
disclose to the house all the information
he possessed on this subject, but he was,

ready to admit

ance of these fluctuations? He believed it im- cal relations of that nothing in the fore
possible to point out any reason why the whole,, for continuing the country formed an
the restriction. The 0
or a much
irger amount of country paper, was, whether a loan
of a certain magoit
‘would not be thrown into circulation, unless the

cluded at the time

Bank of England exercised its control over every cash-payments, might ofnotthe Bank open
disturb all the
other; by issuing no paper which was not imme- ments previously
made for restoring the
diately:
a
conve) ible into gold. If this should untimate
This was a questi
fortunately
be the case, whateyer difference of it mightcirculation.
be proper should
€xist On minute points, none could consideration of parliamentengage he’
as future8
gard to the extent to which prices stances should determine.
He
must |
musttoes
be ubiyersally
de
really affected.
affect
He trusted that | dc leny the
of the right hor
uld not be induced to go back to a Man as to proposition
probability of great
bint
from which they had thus far receded being made the
before the period of ibe.
ல் much confusion and distress. No man
No belief could be more fallacious.
could
deny that
‘Increased issue
im its immediate advance facilitate commer- tractors of the loan to which he more pat
transactions
and, raise the value of commo- referred, did not themselves know 11
3 but against this partial and temporary terms upon which it was to be conch
must be weighed the insecurity and still less the periods at which the diffe
ments were to be paid. He regrette
len fluctuat

moval

ions to which property of all yailin;
Alapcition, for vesting. capital
by. so extraordinary a mode
| abroad, » andai Was anxious thatthe een
|
tion.
serious|
ee ae contemplate the possib!i
Castlereagh rose for the purpose of
Placing too much confidence
the
inexpediencyof enterir
ly into
் Hiei hears) But when.
-re the ho, use, | rail
‘ussion could be- | home,

scp as

டட
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amount might be obtained abroad, it was obvious |

special circumstances, 1

7

that, without interfering with the freedom. of| and a the case was not to form a
ommerce andproperty, a great transfer of capi-| upon future treaties, |

tal must take place to other

countries.

good 1

௦

a

He it: was extremely பணிலம் indeed, to remove |
d the house to take, at the same time, into the delusion which prevailed om this‘point, for
their consideration, the immense sums which the too many persons were at present disposed to

loans in negotiation would draw from the circujation, and reflect whether a case might not arise

eal

from the treaties renee

faith of our government was

of the foreign exchange being so influenced by | the restoration
of any

im

the

pledged to procure

ese they might invest

remittances to other countries, as to withdraw in foreign funds, and especially in the funds of
iy whatever quantity of coin the Bank might issue | that country with which we had been lately
at
tin the resumption of its payments,
|, how- war.
ay ever, that he required at present was, that the obLord Castlereagh said, that he had no diffiii ject should not be discussed by anticipation ; that culty in stating that the debts alluded to in the
ithe house would keep its mind open for an im- treaties of 1814 and 1815, stood upon particular
partial view of the case, such as it might arise, grounds, and that therefore they formed the suband give credit to ministers for not submitting it ject of a special provision in those treaties. By

I

to consideration upon any

grounds which did

Bip} not appear to them to involve some of the most

important interests of the country. He did not
deny the necessary tendency of large issues; but
on the other hand,
tue policy of the
commerce required
not be starved, but

the treaty

with France in 1787, it was covenant-

ed, that in the event of war, every British subject
should be allowed one year for the’ removal. of
his property from that country, and

it was in di-,

he must contend, that the rect violation of this treaty that the debts alBank and the interests of luded to were contracted, It was therefore demye
that the circulation should clared by the treaty of Amiens, that those debts
should be supported with should be paid by the French government. The
fe liberal encouragement.
He must repeat, that it treaties, then, of 1814 and 1815, only provided
i would afford the utmost satisfaction, as he might for that which originated with the ct of 1787,
be allowed to say, it would constitute a triumph and was sanctioned by the treaty of Amiens.

tohis Majesty’s ministers, to witness the resump-

if provision had not been made to secure their liquidation, the government, which concluded the

Was, this year, held out to the house by minis-

hon. gentleman,

he negotiation of a foreign loan in London

gee)
iB

ந 9

49 regulating their conduct in one of the

Most vital points Of national interest, while, last

yy Xe") the same ministers sanctioned, not to say
|

Those claims were indeed of such a nature, that

tion of cash-payments by the Bank; but they
had another duty to perform, the duty of defend.
ing and promoting the commercial interests of
the country.
Lord 4. Hamilton stated, that the grounds on
which the further restriction of cash payments
Was now recommended, appeared to him nearly
& alarming to the country as the measure itself.

2bproved, a similar measure, ina loan for France.
Their present argument was, therefore, grossly

Meonsistent with their conduct last year; and

Whether it was a false pretext or a real motive,

treaty of 1787, would be exposed ta the charge

of having “entrapped British subjects to invest
their property in Francé.
But this formed a
special ease, and afforded no encouragement to
British subjects to vest their property in பதி

funds. He was ready, then, to go along with
that those who

should

the

make

such investments had no claim whatever upon
the British government, and that in the event of
a war,

or

on

the

conclusion

of a peace, no

such transactions would be entitled to the consideration of the British government. It would,
indeed, be an extraordinary principle to admit

that the

government of any nation should have

pledged, or its operations regulated, by
um ee discreditable and humiliatingto them its faith
- | the spontaneous transactions of individuals.

DM Hammersley expressed his hope, that
3 cae Would not be found to have
any intena
of giving encouragement to
proposed
i me to foreign states, or to the the
inves
tment of
ன ம Capital in foreign funds,
He was sorry

ந Understand that such

encouragement

Mr. Hammersley

expressed himself

pe —

satisfied by the declaration of the noble lord

which would, he had no doubt, serve to dissi-

pate a great deal of mischievous delusion on

as to Lord Auckland’s treaty of 1787, he

H.) had always understood that the provisions

was
ofthat treaty, alluded to by the noble lord, reWe
‘om certain provisions in the treaties inof ferred to commercial transactions only, and
ve tand 1835, as he himself had calcul
ated at ‘no reference whatever ta property vested in the
Hie time those

treaties were concl
; he meant funds of France.
த்,
ae அலம் to the reimbursementuded
of British subThe resolutions were then4
: 48 Who had lost

the property they had vested report was ordered to be
fon, eee fds.
A. distinct declaration |' Secret COMMITTEE.)
Adofம் வாவ
.°2°. doble
் lord, ee
upon
this
his subjec
subject, t, would
y
be up the report of the

ee
encm
tmed,awerenowin
‘sites to which be had tefe

scrutinize the

g to

thi
that

di

உ election hai

:

on

Monday-
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‘Mr, Solicitor-General.
Mr. Can

Mr. Egerton.

Sin We Scott...
Sir J. Nicholl,
_
Mr. Attorney-General.

Upon the

—

டய

Mr. Wilberforce.
Mr. Bootle Wilbraham,
“Mr. W.-Dundas.
Mr, Peel. .
கல்ல
~Sir W. Curtis.
Admiral Frank. _
ce

ie of Lord George Cavendish

“Sir M. W. Ridley stated, that the noble lord
was at present nearly 300 miles from London,
and under such circumstances, he was persuaded

that his lordship would not be able to attend the
-committee.
He therefore proposed that the

name of Mr. Tierney should be inserted in lieu

ers, who were ¢
most cabinet mi
sion of the law, and others; and it
that the important question for whicl
mittee was required was to be referred.
Lord Castlereagh expressed his doubt, whe- been told, indeed, that what they would
ther, as the election was made by ballot, any examine took in a much wider range 0
other member could be nominated as the substi- been imagined. Novw, if the noble|
tute of the noble lord.
Such a nomination before the house, they would meet him
would, he apprehended, be ‘inconsistent with they would confront him, butit was not
parliamentary usage, as well as with the princi- a secret committee; it was not so w)
ple of a ballot. From the personal character were many who would not attend,
of the noble lord, as well as from his peculiar who might, for various reasons, act al
opportunities of information, no one could be particular persons; there they were act
ni
more eligible on this committee, and therefore he hind backs, and, as he had said the
very much regretted the noble lord’s inability to fore, there were members on that committe
attend.
:
ட
were parties to actions, who were on the
-Qn the mention of Lord Castlereagh’s name, the very record; and these were pitche
Mr. Brougham rose, and disclaming any as members of this secret tribunal! Wot
thing inyidious, protested against the attempt to member declare that it was proper that
constitute the noble lord a judge upon this ques- should be the case? ‘Was it just that #
tion, whether the noble lod himself and his hon. gentleman, my Lord Sidmouth’s |
collars had not behaved improperly towards that the noble lord, and several others W
indivi uals, who had perhaps already com- | hi ad named, were to sit in secret.Uj
menced actions against ministers, for depriving Evanses and Cliff, and he did not kn
tee of liberty, and stigmatizing their charac- many others, who were all bringing

of that of Lord George Cavendish.
:
No notice was taken of this observation, but
upon the names being read over,
__
‘Sir M. Ridley repeated his proposition.
ம்

EB iis

against them? Were these to decide thi

_ Lord Castlereazh observed, that if the propo- tion in their own favour, and to say #
sition of the learned gentleman were பகர் records were to be torn
to pieces, an'
namely, that because he
was a minister he ought
hot to become a member of this committee, he
wished to know t6 what functions he was com.

petent in that house?

penses to be borne by the persons wh®
brought the actions? This was the ¢
ever; and he trusted that, such being

For, were he precluded the house would permit him to moves
from giving an opinion or promoting an inquiry that the ballot should
be recommenced;
upon any question in which the administration some other method should
be adopted
of government was concerned, he hardly knew ing
the committee, Indeed it would be
what business he could have to transact in parbetter to found’a motion upon theP
19
names, but he understood that the ballot
Mr. Brougham said,
that, with regard t

absence of his. noble friend, he

1

ர்வ

the

concluded,

:

Mr. Wilberforce wished to say a few
case which might, by possibility, happen,—that
pon the subject of the putting of name
f none of the members chosen by ballot being
the
glass. He could not but say, that be '
wee attend ; and ask what course would then ed
from some of those honourable mem
1
? He apprehended that another bal- | had
80 expressed an opinion on that ma
take place, and the inability of his noble
cause he considered that there was4
2
டத் ie ees
was, i tanto, substi
tution left to’ members ‘who
n tor another
ballot, as
the
ex.
Then any member ‘came
teme case which he had supposed, The ge poln
tment of a committee,
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:

(ise

be some sort லங்க வன்க. it was impOssi- vit was supposed wouldnot attend. He wished
ble to know exactly to whom they were about to saya word
withregard to the
to intrust business of the greatest importance. pointment of a

committee by|

ட்

They had heard of lists prepared for the pur- method he could safely say, that1
pose of putting into the glass; but after all, he | of ministers by means of it was seer
ay
could not but think it the best mode of consti- any other mode. He had himself
been.a scrututinga committee that could be devised. There tineer upon the appointment of committees
by
was. one thing that should be observed, and that method. He did not suppose”
was
they all knew it amongst themselves, that though any thing secret in what he was saying,but if
they had all perhaps a list given to them, there (there was he would not proceed. (Cries of noy

was a power of erasing names; at least in for- ,no.) He had not been sworn when he was a
mer times, he had. scratched out certain names scrutineer. (Hear, hear, and a laugh.) There

and inserted others in their room. He did not were, upon that occasion, 103 persons who had
believe that any member shewed his list either put lists into the glass, and amongst those. lists
to the secretary of state on the one hand, or to were 97 written in the same hand. Whose hand
any member of the opposition on the other. it was, or whence the lists came, he would not
On the whole, he thought the system of mutual presume to offer a conjecture, nor would he
understanding which the made of ballot afforded | say any thing further,
on that point, though he
was the best for all such purposes. A member had some information on the subject; but the
might erase any name, and insert another, with- fact was, that there were the same names in all
out any person. knowing whose list had been the lists, and all written. by the same hand.
altered when they were all put into the glass. And if his hon. friend had considered. for a
Jt appeared to him, that unless there were some moment, he was persuaded he would have. insort of understanding, by which it might be ferred, that the quarter whence they came was
said, you, and you, and you, will putin certain not very doubtful. He thought. some steps
names, he might put in a number of names; but might certainly be taken to supply the places of
then he might ask, would n@one else put in those gentlemen who would not attend, thougl
the names, and if not,.he was throwing
awa’ ‘he should be the last man to propose any memhis power. It was very desirable, in his opi- ber in place-of his noble friend; for he thought
tion, that such an important committee should- he was one of the best persons in that house to
be formed by lists of persons who were proper become a member of such a committee.
for the trust to be reposed in them. Tt was neMr. Wilberforce explained. If any member,
cessary that there should be on the lists people who had a list given him, thought any one was
who were willing and able to attend, and if not a fit personfoe such a committee, he might
there was any member now about to be pro- have erased the name, without
its being even
posed, to be substituted for any member who it suspected who made the alteration.
:
4
was supposed would not attend, he should yote
Mr. Canning observed, that he should not
for any such person,
:
say any thing about the propriety of substiMr. Speaker stated, that with respect to the tuting names in a particular way, after what had
Proposition for the substitution of one name fallen from the chair; but if it were necessary
for another, he believed there would be found to take any step with respect to the list, there
NO precedent on the journals of the house: in- was one obvious course for the house to adopt.
eed that single and individual circumstance of They could insist, that any member not preபய் one name in the room of another would vented by a physical impossibility should do.
© In a manner jumping over several of the his duty, For his own part he should protest
Principal orders; and first, that one, that. the against any other proceeding till that had been
Committee be appointed by ballot. Now, he attempted. ©
ai
submitted, that 1f one name was substituted for
Mr. Speaker quoted the case of Sir Joseph
another, that would not be done by ballot. He Jekyll,
who was chosen by ballot to serve on a
Was only stating to the house what he thought committee. An objection was made to his apWas the proper practice, and in making such
a

satement, he thought he was only doing his
ட uty. (Hear, hear.) He could not find any
jc of such having been the practice. He
Rot perceive that any member had been
ன் out, except it was by absolute parliamenEy disqualification, a physical impossibility
of endance $ 88 to any other disqualification

ke attendance, there was, as far as his knowedge extended, no account of any case haying

pOintment, on the ground that he had not taken

the usual oaths at the clerk’s table, but ‘the
house, on a division, decided that he was qualified, and refused to substitute another name.

Sir W. Burroughs maintained that there might

be a parliamentary. disqualification to exclude a
member

from serving

on

such

a committee.

The case of the noble lord (Castlereagh) was

one of those; there could be no,reason why he
eo. He had thought it right to state thus should sit as judge of his own acts. The precedent ieeatudedta by Mr.
Speaker established.
Much to the house, (Hear, hear.)
this principle, that the house might review the:
ம்
Mr, Calcraft thoug ht, that without contraballot, in oe 2 correct. itsபழட oa weed
dcting ‘the orders of the house, it might
be where it might be wrong. He்
"ular to fill

up the places of the persons who, ‘mind டம

‘of the motion made

by the no-.

- இதச்? Sappose Sir A. Pigott,
whose etate of | Mi

health andl profesional avocations were likely | He
torprevent him from attending, was alo to ab] Performance of உற் ட்
ae ly Soules
க
கம
ne
மககள atenccsnemnccrt:
he had woforan
tittee. It would,
know,

4

ர்

ae
mifiated,

it was to be a

perh aps

would

riends of 1

‘he

quite

ae

்

18%

important:

ps

were

of

v

. the most diligent

ne | aes

ee

ம, | 11000 were manyh

8060

“Perhaps the best course th
ம் ae
that it should be-presented to their
under the circumstances, would be to postpone | house in time to-be referred to the’
the meeting of the committee until the noble | Mittee. It had been sent to him’ for’

lord could be personally present, as there was | pose by Mr. ‘Taylor, of Manchester,

no urgent necessity for their meeting imme-| still hoped that he might receive anothe
diately
: and he trusted that some steps would | before ‘the ‘committee made their
repo
be
taken to remedy so great an abuse as the | felt it, however, ¢6 be his duty, thas
appointment of a committee by ballot, which | t0 acknowledge his negligence,
was the worst mode that could be employed. | his regret at not being ableto comply
Had they been elected by nomination, the| with the wish of the petitioners. 7

t

choice would then have been made from the | had: not read the petition whic
metibers who
venience now

avoided.

were present, and the incon-|
experienced would have been

with sufficient attention to recolle

yet, having had access to another petiti
the same persons, intended for another

~ Sir MW Ridley begged to assure the house,

(see the proceedings in the Commons}

that the absence of Lord
Cavendish able to state to their lordships its gene
"was by 1io means voluntary. George
Tt was certainly | port. The allegations it contained w ப

Aot his own wish, but a real necessity, that oc-| strong; and though he
not. preten
casioned his absence on that very important oc-| vouch for their accuracy,would
he
miust
say
casion.
:
4
coming as they
‘The following motionswere then agreed to:— | bility, they were didsuchfrom persons of
asmerited the att
That the committee should meet in the | of their lordship
s,

and a strict investigation

Speaker’s chambers to-morrow.

part of the committee. ‘The’ petiti
‘That they should have power to send for| the
stated on their own
ee
that all
persons, papers, and records.
disturb

ances

“That seven should be the quorum ; and that | all disorderly in that part of the coutitry)
which had a
they should adjourn from time to time, and} the public notice,ராசன்
had
been the worl
f
¢ to place ; and report their proceed-| spies, informe
rs, and agents of the gove!
ings

from time to time; and sit during the
‘ing, and notwithstanding any adjournment sit-of|
the house.
/ And that the secret papers presented on the
4a of February, and the reports
the roth of |
February and 20th of June, 1817,of be
referred
to the said committee,

:

==
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Monday, Feb, 9,

மரணJones Ac மணமா
This bill went through
teported without a

a

From their local situation, they had Gee
nities of ascertaining the facts which
stated, and had made it their business 6
quire into and trace the disturbances
source; but when, in the course of
thei
gations, they pointed out any individuals
a6
Jects of suspicion, such persons either disap

ed from that part of the country, oF, if’
ao
poate ete soon release

Hof

ரகர

thes te வோம் மரற வறன்

க pee a ine ae ol
commit
andtee
was'|'p,
art of the cor

nt,

|to-sup ort

eit most
their stncmehicy onda

Gorn ax Sever Com} A person from'| baroF their lo
the Mint
ed the acco of the gold ணவ
இழிந்து
and silver: present
coinage, which were’unts
ordered
டதத
Thorsday Last, on the motion of Lord Lauderப

Sees
ப நகல்க
ளை அகட

to be printed.

ளீ ஸ்ஸ்
i
நகும் land i,(ளே
| tion to make, “Another

thitted, and he trusted that an opportu

ம

i

|

ntry had -been

referred came to a final | pra’

decision.
்
்
No observation was made on his lordship’s

‘statement, on the conclusion
ofwhick the house:

adjourned.

é

அவப்

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

:

‘granted;~

ired 5 so that eachh

English
have ex:

inc individual case might
t be:

் Header on its own merits, and that the

might be respectively enabled to shew the losses

Monday, Feb. 9.
SPANISH SLAVE Suips.]

the right of appeal

that, from causes beyond their
eriod of twelve months alloy ih
law for appeals to be entered, might

to which they had been unjustlyde
Dr. Phillimore pre- that on proving that the capture

pare

Sd

E

sented the following petition of William Henry tion of their property
had been unjust, due
Gould Page, வன்பு which was ordered to
ion might be made for their said
lie on the table, and to be printed.
5 | losses;” that the petitioner was informed’ the .
| “ That the petitioner is legally ‘constitute
object of the said memorial was submitted tor
and appointed by divers merchants,
the law officers‘of the crown for their legal ad=.
and ship-owners of the Hayanna, to obtain sa- vice, and that they were of opinion, ¢that there
tisfaction from the British government, and to| did not appear to be sufficient cause toinduce’
-| his Majesty’s government to make
any special.
communication
to the court of appeals, so as to-

ae

aged in the African trade; that the
ing so duly authorized and apdid on the 11th
day of November,
read a neat published in oe
of

Meet at present the wislies expressed in-the
said memorial :’ that the petitioner being thus ae
from the court’ Boleappeals, made ap=.
lication to government, ¢ that justice igh
ight be
done to the suffering Bonne whon
Te= :

ency of Spain, purporting that on the presented, by an act
iberality on the part
‘0h day 2 October preceding the British’ se- of government, in like mamner
as had’ been

Ctetary
of state for foreign af atrs
(in answer
to done tothe Portuguese ன
8 representation which
been made to the

government, complaining of certain captures made under the pretence that the vessels

Were not Spanish but American buil€
nified that the ae of American

bui

னை

உ

மகப் |, byமரத்த
his’ Majesty’s
அறவprinciஅன

tioner was inf

—

ication the peti-

secretary of state for foreign nein “that such,

=|

an application for fayour could only come from

[the Spanish government, it being an object of —
by: subjects of Spain bei perfectly lawful, |
ition and not of right;? admitting by —
the restitution thereof, and of their catgoes, as | this and by a previous communication; (namely, _
Well as the competent indemnity for whatever « that the courts of this country
have invariably —
damages had occurred) owing to their havin | | been
very unwilling to exclude appellants in

been arrested on their
would depend
cases of the description of the petitioners,
Jf ‘Pon the evidence of theirvரகbeing such
as claimed: |merely on account of the expiration of the

tobe, when the cases should be judged accord- time, usually allowed for entering appeals, and
ing to laws that it thus appearing to the peti“loner that the British government required application
டர்
superior
nat the owners of the said ships or yessels court on account of the actwal கற்றலில் நல
ae
€stablish their claimsto restitution by ing taken place; orany other cause, it wasnot

eee hee

ordinary legal process in the court

ap=
bey the petitioner immediately retained ofproc-

consistent with the practice of this country —
that the government should interfere with the
rules which that court may have thought it expedient to adopt;?) that gists our law tribunals
in regular form before the courts but it ¢an grant redress
can be no discussion bes
qpeeating that distribution had been made of tween’ the
rmments, and that the govern, pepetanza

and counsel (in the cases of two vessels,
Namely, the Esperanza and Juan) who brought

and cargo, the court decided, ment woul

ly extend its liberality
to those '

that tlte appeal came too late, and consequently cases where the parties were precluded by the
ie tedress, could be obtained but by an
apof law from a legal interference in their
me on to the liberality and justice of the forms
favour; that the petitioner being thus informed

ish government ;. thatthe petitioner, in con| by his Majesty’s principal secretary of state for
நமம of that decision, presented.
a memo- foreign. aoe that his claims for these spoliae
ட Royal Highness the Prince Regent
lane onbehalf of the owners of the abovein tions were of two distinct and opposite charac
A
oe and of ey. other Spanish yes» ters, namely, that where no appeals: had been:
made from the sentence’
of டு aan
Res
rZOes sim)
y circumstan
| courts within the time limited by
Phaining that the
நகரம் appealing கு
became a matter’of
ssion between
Bag tothe want of information
ள்ள
as a favour
and not of
the part ae
oe Owners at Cuba, relative to on.
the proceed+ see bt Shot where he time Yor appeal against

_
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sentences
the

of the vice-admiralty courts had. a view,

of givin
expired, he must appeal to the law tri-|| consideration
rae the petitioner, thus instructed,
took

of a

his
measures accordingly ; he informed the cabinet | ance, before the same
and that the
. of Madrid that ch ௦ ases of spoliation which law;
that they
‘might have been redressed by an appeal to our moment
law tribunals within the limitations of the சன the principle and
act, haying been lost through a want of this bill, were deeply
_ appeal, must became a matter of discussion terests and those

wi

pr

0
ட்

alarmed for the:
of Scotland

between the two governments, and to be settled the introduction of a measure w
by treaty or convention, but that where in inexpedient; novel in its applicat
those cases of spoliation the time allowed and

rangement, and substituting regulations
o}

provided. by the prize act was still open to an
to our law tribunals, these courts alone
் oud decide on the case, and that his Majesty’s
government had not.the right or inclination

to

pulsion to the exclusion of the more

exertions of spontaneous charity; an
at atime when by the gradual prog
lightened philanthropy so many

control such decisions of the said tribunals ; stitutions have

been so lately estab!
of Scotland by voluntary,

that the petitioner made these appeals according

various parts

to law, and has obtained judgments in divers

bution ; and that the petitioners
are most’

~eases (a list of the said cases being annexed to to pay every just tribute of respect +

- his petition) from the lords commissioners of
appeals, the claimants in such cases having
complied with the necessary requisitions of an
“act passed in the ssth sear of his present Majesty, chapter 172; an that the petitioner has
further made application to the commissioners
of his Majesty’s navy for satisfaction of the
said judgments, but which said judgments have
not been satisfied, owing to.an impression on

mane views which may have dictated 1
posed measure, but they are satisfied
must have owed its origin to exa;
false representations of the state of the
in Scotland, and an unjust and ground
sumption of a want of humanity in the p
[of Scotland towards objects afflicted wit

their minds that the fourth article of the treat

entered into between England and Spain, whic
treaty was signed on the asd of September,
1817, is a barrier to the satisfaction of the said
judgments, but which construction of the said
article, the petitioner humbly contends, is er-

severe.a calamity; the house cannot fail
mark that the proposed bill reco;

tematic assessment which it has

be n th

policy

of our forefathers.to avoid in practit

and

that too to an amount at the discretion 0! |

commissioners ignorant of local circumstantey

and perhaps the dupes of misinformatio!
க ட
as the petitioners do, deep
roneous, the same being contrary to, law, and grounded repugnance to the means and
p
to that line of conduct pointed out by his Ma- for carrying this measure into execution,
+ jesty’s principal secretary of state for foreign injudicious and partly degrading to
the
affairs, as the only proper one the- petitioner holders of Scotland, for it
does
appear
(
could
pursue; the
h humble prayer of the peti- humiliating,
and the petitioners may vent
tioner therefore is, that if it be intended to put say an unconstit
ட்
utional
ன் act, which wou
ள்
such constructi
on upon the fourth article in the
treaty above-mentioned, he may be heard b

counsel at the bar of the house, to establish
-that no construction of the. tre: a an overpower the judgments of our law tribunals; but
if the contrary should be the decision of the
house, the
petitio
tn nermaythen to
pileee
humb] லrays Hie
daicio
that|
400,000/.

provided

for by the

treaty

above-

mentioned, as in.amount will satisty the judgments already pronounced. , a3 well as what may
be the judgments on th ose cases of appeal
which are now in a state of progression.”
Lunatic AsyLums (Scorianp) BILL] Mr.
Bosavell presented the following petition of no.

lem
blemen, gentlemen,
fr echolders, justices of the
beace, commissioners of supply, and other heTitors of the county of Ayr, which was ordere
d

to lie on the table, and to be printed :
« That
in the last session of parliament, a
bill
ae brought in to provide proper
places for}
bill நண்ண மை of lunatics in Scotland, which
ட்
pemitied to pass through
certai
Hass, but ordered the
same to be een with

the whole landholders of Scotland in th
tion of bein oe for any object and !

amount, at

the discretion of any set of

missioners whatever ; ‘the petitioners

confiding in the wisdom of the houst
pray that the proposed bill for provid:

for the confinement of Lunatics.
i
in se
may NOt pass into a law.”
InDow Tax (IRELAND,
11...
presented. the following pei
tants of the town and neighbourhood o
bane, which was ordered to. lie on the
and to be printed :
=.
“ That the petitioners humbly, beg.
state, that in submitting, without com

for so many years to the tax on windo\
did so in the hope that on the return
they shoul
d be released from that 0
Impost, an expectation which eee
conf

idently cherished fro the ple
at effect by the late Mr.m Corr
y,
the exch

th

equer, a pledge
, th
Conceived would have beenwhichrega
rded.

on

his. successors; in addition to

|

opullous district that

unity
s even af peg
கரடு

1-5

1D

ட

disloyalty,

of Lancaster
at}
தன்

urges

்

and treason, which were so

~ lavishly foe on the most numerous and the it possible that
the magistrates
or
most industrious class of its p
ns
a. or tought etal
the petitioners take leave to assert
to the house, alarm, by making so horrible a
not only shat the conduit the he ing part | biious or insufficient grounds, the
of their fellow townsmen at that period did not expected to see such \
cand
exhibit the li
‘tendency to insubordination fenders, as those implicated in this
or yiolence, but that they sustained an unparise’ must necessarily
be so su

ralleled extremity of distress with fortitude the

be, brought to early trial and condign

plary
and heroic; that without stat- ment, particularly
as on the 23d of April
Ives to concur in the propriety, or to | th © examination of the supposed
பனித் the prudence of all the political con- must, as the petitioners conceive, have
duct of the working classes in their neighbour- the evidence against them under his
m:
‘hood, the petitioners haye no hesitation in as- cognizance, the Rey. W. R. Hay, stipe
m

suring

the house, .as the result of their careful

கனகவ
inquiries, that the proceedings of
that part of the population have been completely
and most grossly misrepresented ; that as far as
‘ds. the வட்டத் the loth of March, fa-

mate

meetin;
and o}

known by the designation
of the blanket
none could exceed the quietness
r with which the populace proceeded

chairman of the

Salford நடக

in his address to the grand jury,

06) -

subject in the following terms: ‘as
quiries would be instituted against th
parties, it would not be just to enter muc
the subject, but he might be permitted. t
should such inquiries take place, purpo

the blackest enormity must be disclosed
to it, and demeaned themselves throughout its public, and that those who.professed to
continuance; that it had beenpubliclyannounced
their existence would finally be cons

several days; that not the slightest intimation admit the existence of the whole
of
of its:
es illegality was given; that no that the suspension of the act of habeas
attempt was made to disperse it by means of being, as appears by
the civil power, but that, without warning, and, applicable only.to the terms of the bill it
persons ‘suspected
as the petitioners very
believe, without even taining designs hostile to his
Majesty’s
reading the riot act, doubtful as it is whether
ment,’ the petitioners conceive that it was ne
under such circumstance

s that statute could

legally be enforced, the dragoons, acting nnder
the orders of the m
istrates, dashed impetu-

intended by the house to supersede

the ne
of public judicial inquiries into charg
esof Het
son, distinct and

specified in their
ously amongst the multitude, andcoed it and
of
to seek safety in flight, although: magistrates at that unparalleled atrocity in their comp!
the petitioners are therefore persu
that period did not possess the discretionar:
y | the hou: se will learn wal astonishment ad
power over public micetin;
, t
with which the
pe Tsops arrested as participators inl
ase has since invested
lem; that between | the
all leged conspiracy have been
discharged
two and three hundred persons, who were proceeding on the road to London with petitions, out trial; and they would further rep!
the house, that if the slightest
suspi
were, in the course o} £ the before-mentioned
guilt of the parties still remains, it iscion
day, apprehended and lodged under
0
circ
um.
serou
s
to
the welfare and tranquillity.
stances of great hardship, in a prison which
country at large,

to restore
liberty,
sequently to the capability toofca
e
men who have connected ee elve
calculated to receive; and that eight
sel s
“of. the sign of such drea
dful wicked
persons then arrested, who refui sed to give bail | thi
fe other hand, if there is ness; W!
for their future appearance, were committed to
no found
the
diab
olical conspi
Lancaster Castle, and, after
imputed to
bei
Prin
cipl
of the Most. profligate dem e of justice a humanity
in
ands that they sho
Seopa
filly delivered from theuld be publicly ்
charges
without
3
been 60 foully and
falsi
March publicpublic appre-|
doy” the veattenti
on
iti
contained, even before their arrival
, Nearly

three
times the number of prisoners it was originally

lg7y
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ae Meat
Mr.

Philips

then

observed,

[198

that it must be

taken Ho costo லடாக் டன
tigation is. 2 most font ive and irr
con- accuracy of the facts referred to. in the petition,
viction that no such conspiracy existed, that no and on which it was founded,
but he was inviolent designs were in contemplation, and that formed that they had been most
ntly and~
no measure dangerous ‘to public tranquillity cautiously investigated by some of the persons
was ever proposed or discussed at any of the who had signed it, and particularly by one

gen-

meetings which took place, except by hired tleman, Ma to him to be a aoe of Tali
spies and informers; that whilst ie petitioners gence and active benevolence. His own opinion
are convinced that no effort was left untried by ‘was, that the facts would be proved, on inyesthese wicked and detestable emissaries, to en-

snare and delude the labouring classes into acts
of riot and insubordination,

they

cannot but

think it will be satisfactory to the house, to
reflect that the illegal schemes and exhortations
of these miscreants, though addressed to men
Ppsufering the most distressing priyations, have

022060 eminently and uniformly unsuccessful;
that the conviction of the petitioners as to the

_ Pctivity of the spies, in endeavouring to ௭

tigation, to be such as they had been reported
tohim. Before he proceeded
to a detail, which
he feared would be tiresome to the house, he
wished to say that he did not dt all mean to
reflect on the intentions

of the magistrates, or

municipal officers of Manchester.
been

instrumental

in

டாத

If they had

ministers, and,

through them the house “and the country in
ral, it was because
had been first defaded themselves, for he had no doubt that the:

Pipersons known to be ஜாக் for parliamen- sincerely believed in the representations wane
tary reform, in their villainous machinations, they had made. He conceived them to have
does not rest on general and indefinable impres- been deluded by their own spies and informers,
sions; butsthe petitioners believe that their ha- and those ofthe government. The utmost that
ual violence, their endeayours to seduce indi- he had ever said on this subject was, that if the
uals to the commission of specific crimes, poor people were liable to delusion from their
which would deservedly subject them to capital own prejudices on the one hand, magistrates
punishments, their officiousness in appointing who were treasurers, or zealous supporters of
etings in different j-arts of the country, their orange lodges,.and societies, could not be con-

‘a
fe

"

activity in procuring a large attendance at such sidered as exempted from the delusion of their
meetings, their assumed names, their apprehen- own prejudices, on the other hand. He depretion and immediate discharge, and their con- cated
strongly the encouragement given to such
nwith the magistracy or police, can be associations, whose tendency Goulet cdl be to
learly and indisputably demonstrated ; the inflame religious and political animosities,to call
pPttitioners would

further state to the house, that

Pcuring the early part of the last year, nocturnal
Comiciliary

visits by

subordinate agents of the

Police, ais the y hibition of warrant or auhonty for such proceedings, during which the
Breatest abuse and inhumanity was displayed,

pete of eel)

frequent occurrence; the

petitioners therefore, conceiving that the house
neither foresee nor intend to sanction

uch proceedings as they have enumerated, and
‘at the employment of spies in the manner and
o the extent to which it has prevailed in the
beghbourhood of the petitioners, is pregnant

the most dangerous consequences to his

ajesty’s peaceable and well-disposed subjects,

d anxious also to vindicate to the any

into exercise the worst passions

of our nature,

and to make one class of his Majesty’s subjects
hate and persecute the other.—The hon. mem=
ber stated, that there had been several meetings,

more or less numerous, in Manchester and
neighbourhood,

before

that

of the

the

10th of

March, familiarly called the blanketeer meet-

ing, for preparing resolutions and petitions on
the subject of a reform of the representation.—
These meetings had been very peaceably conducted. To shew that the poor people really

meant what they professed, namely, to petition

for a reform of parliament, with which they had
been taught
to associate the relief of their own

severe sufferings, he stated, that they had in the

at first instance applied to some persons in Man-

285) the loyalty and good character of
thei
i tensive and populous district, do humbly,

chester, in 2 station superior to their own, and

them to unite in a requisition to the
Most earnestly intreat that the house will be begged
boroughreeve and constables, for calling a meetfased to institutea strict inquiry into the truth ing for that object. This being declined, and
the tatters stated in this petition,
peti
and also’
own requisitions to the town officers being
i the general proceedings, not only of the their
rejected,
they called meetings themselves by
police S Classes; but of the magistracy and public advertisement.
did so in the inஇட Of Manchester and its neighbourhood, stance of the blanketeer They
meeting
of the 10th of
wate
the ‘early part of the past year; and the
“toners do | ereby pledge themselves to use ‘March, which was called by public advertise
“most diligence and. alacrity in furnishing ment, no intimation having Jen ean ts
imputed illegality. Their petitions
to parament
Ouse with such evidence
conti- not having been received in ee eevee
கட 14 yall most Sally andas they
completely | pected,ed, it was proposed to peu,
்
₹

60761081008
*d on the subject,”

மனு: 67129
have
ப்
a

egent, and and.peset

an

a a
up. their Lanta
rEes A 6

thm ELE

.
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|
proposal was ee (1
(allowed.y by‘Thisthefoolish
0,
generality of those,
utellipene and set

aD x Suction

Pree

| gencral

were regarded as their leaders. He
4

ட்

ntent

pat
‘understand, that, though considered ai 3 leaders, | plot of the 28th28th of March,
Manchester,
burning
for
of|plot
0
Ont
Out
such.
as
ae
de!
y
formall
were
they
a number consisting of about 17, not more than of this, plot could not be unc
to the acquaint:
three or four supported the blanketeer expec fi} out introducing
tion. Of the others, one objected to it in lan-| house three spies, who used all
¢ likely to be misinterpreted with violence | their power to:collect the people !

by spies and informers, but which appeared to private meetings, to reconcile th
convey

very just reasoning.

This man said,

thatif the people determined on that expedi-

‘tion, of which he attempted to demonstrate the

schemes of mischief, and to excite

commission of the most abominabl

These spies were Lomax, Robert Wa

“folly, they must make up their minds to one of of Bolton, anda man who called him:
two things. They must either cut their way, hurst. The reason why he designatec
~ sword in hand, for they would certainly be op- spies was, that they were most active
posed, or if they

did not do that, they must

_ submit to be dra ள்

meetings, in urging the people to

d to the New Bayley Prison, in running about the country, or sendit

at

to propose schemes of violence
sich as burning factories, attacking
description of people should set out from Man- prisons, and setting Manchester on
chester, they would be joined on the road by that while the persons, who rejected
persons of a different description, who would lainous proposals with horror, were sei
take advantage of the opportunity of doing son, and kept there, these wretches w
mischief, which mischief would be imputed to not taken up at all, or, if taken up, were

where they ao

as certainly
other said, that if none but

be taken. Anthe most virtuous

them, and in its effect injure the cause which

they wished to serve. The meeting, however,
‘was resolved on, and took place on the 1oth of
March. The behaviour of the people attending
it was peaceable, as stated in the petition. The

ed the next day.

The first

person ¥

ceedings he would state to
the house
max. A person of the name of Acres,

brother-in-law, on their return from Sto

‘dragoons (the petitioners state, as they believe,

where they had gone to see some
blanketeers on their road, went into a

‘without even having the riot act read) dashed in house, the Ark, and there found thi
among the people, seizeda number in Manches- Lomax, haranguing some people in a 1
ter, and others towards Stockport, on their road lent manner, and proposing to send d
to London, and conveyed them to the New different towns in the neighbourhood,

Bayley Prison, already occupied, according to
- the representation of the petitioners, by near
three times as many people as it was built origiwally to receive. Their sufferings, it was naferal to stppose, must have been severe from
_ confinement under such circumstances. Eight
“of these men, who refused to give bail for their

“appearance, were afterwards sent to Lancaster,
and had since been liberated without trial. The

* hon. member’ declared, that although no man was

to call secret meetings.
checked his violence. On

Acres —
going aw:

his brother, Lomax propo
to acc
them, and on arriving near his own

invited them in, saying, he wished to!

conversation with them.

After tall

them for a few minutes, he took
wrote these words, to which the hi

wished to call the attention of the

might probably be found in ௦
_Tnore aware than himself of the extreme folly of they
ட
England expects eve
‘this blanketeer expedition, and of its liability
to
o his duty—Arise, Britons, and
‘become the occasion of confusion and mischief, brothers from prison—God
save the
he really believed that the poor people them- Upon shewing what he
had written to
selves
generally, had no other object in it than recommended
him to throw it into.
what
they professed, They had, as he had ‘This he refused, and
said he would
before observed, been taught to look for relief
Ogden to print. He went with
from their severe sufferings, through a reform in house,
and desired his son (Ogde:
the representation, and it was for that reason ing
|i been sent to prison) to print ity|
they
were
zealous
ge be fortunate that intheythe pursuit of it. 16 fused to have dee db ‘with it,
ese
such next day (11th
, Acres was,
means of relief; for, perhaps, ie prospect might max, that there March)
was to bea meetit

make them more

‘patient dhleh the Pe

that day at 1 o?cloc

k, at the Elephants
that period. Some of the poor Tequested to go along
with him t
ஆறி » when examined by the magistrate
as sto which request he complied. . shay
their object in going to London, stated,

_Nary

privations of

_ they ittended to offer their petition to

feet; explain

that |80 or 40
the

people assembled. _

ent, throw themselves down at his| i

their real situation,
and implore re«

sitting, and inform the
of themgood #

» Spdd and nfbrmebss

1000 02 0011110118.
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ps these knife handles, to which

from Sellars, that he ‘had (

ய
re ‘meetings
ut blades, might account for the க்
i
em, in |
of instrume! nts of 82010 ion being friends 4700) வரோ0
sse8si
2
reformers.— of hearing that spies were Sr
'to invi
vailed ae ae or mischief, sent Hulton to Middleton
(Dewht
man
This
ட மகத் he had
portunity of becoming acquainted,
on
the 17th people to’attend the
ga
108 March: with one Neh el Hulton. Finding pointed on the 28th of Marc!
that Hulton was a tailor wanting work, Dew- shilling for his expenses, saying, “Tam ar

_hurst told him that he was a tailor also, and |

man, I have but one shilling in the world,
He added, that it was
hard, after he had spent so much mon

would give him work if he would go with him |will give it thee.’

that day to a meeting to be held at Middleton.
Hulton went with him. In their way, hey

called on Sellars, who accompanied them wi
another man.

The meeting, which consisted of

40 or 12 persons, was called for the purpose of
raising money to support the families of the men
who had been imprisoned, and for feeing coun-

the people would not come forward, and at
meetings. Hulton went to Middleton, and

one Lancashire there, who said, the people

not much like coming, but they would com

once more.

(Here the hon. member rem:

that when the people were beginning to be tir

of public meetings, the spies usedall the m
in their power to prevail on them to attend
three people together seem to have talked to Waddington pursued the same’course. He went

sel for them.

No regular business was trans-

acted, and no chairman appointed, but two or

one another. Dewhurst was overheard recom" mending at this meeting some measures of vio-

to 'Tylexesley, Chowbent, and other places,
t0

urge the people to ‘come to the meeting, andtold
As the meeting consisted of so small a Hulton, on the 28th of March (to use his own |

lence.

number, it was resolved to have another, on the
ged, at Chadderton,
in the neighbourhood of
Middleton. Hulton went there with Dewhurst,
who treated both him and another person, in

order to induce them to accompany him.
meeting

being

‘The

so small, and no money being

subscribed, Dewhurst appointed another meet-

ing for the 28th of March.

“ This,” he said,

“was being too kihd to the country people;
they ought to have come after dusk, as they
themselves had gone to Middleton.” Hulton

declared that he had often heard Dewhurst, when
ig with other people, assert, that “now

(meaning, no doubt, after the imprisonment of

words), that “they were’ such d—d soft fo l

they

durst not come forwards.

He wished’

would but join the Bolton people, ‘and t
would soon level Bolton, for he knew where the
soldiers at Bolton put their arms at night, and
could take them all himself?” The meeting

the 2sth was appointed ’at the Royall Oak,

Dewhurst thinking most'probably that the peo

ple might be more easily arrested at the George
and Dragon, at Ardwick, proposed that those

already assembled should go there, and he would ©
remain to take the rest. Robert Redeings caine
there at the desire of the Failsworth people, 10
protest against ay violent resolves, or pro
:
ings. ‘This he told to Dewhurst, who attempt
to persuade him to pursue a different course,

the blanketeers), nothing but physical. force
would do.” Possibly these expressions might
befound in some of the green bags, for they Dewhurst said,
had been often alluded to. On returning from to view the that “Nathaniel Hulton had
barracks, and the New Bayley |
this meeting, Hulton heard Dewhurst say to an- Prison,
and
had
laid down a planby which they
other person, that he knew where there were could
thousands of guineas in Manchester, and he These be taken ‘without difficulty or loss.
a
he offered to shew to Redein
could take them all, and would soon be out
of the country, if they could not pull through.” who refused to look at them, saying, that BF
Failsworth people would haye nothing” o do i
He added, “that

there was an old lady who
lived alone, and had a great deal of silverplate;

be wished he had it, he ivould then melt it
down, and set
த பவேத் Upon Hulton’s

remonstrating with him, he pretended it was all

a joke.

Thus (said the hon. member), when

these wretches find that their infamous schemes,

instead of meetin; support, only excite horror,
they practise on the simplicity of the poor people whom they wish to ensnare, by representing

with any such scheme. ‘The very same
this villain Dewhurst gave these ட
of Hulton’s to another person (who
luckily
himeelf threw them aftetwards into the
saying, that “they came from Lord 000
Sir Francis Burdett, and Major Cartw
Soon after Redeings had gone to’ the
and Dragon, and Dewhurst had orde!

,

all into one room, Waddington began t

him, and to urge the plan of burning
8
themselves as having been all the time in jest. with
tories, which Redeings expressed a just’ ie
One of the objects of Dewhurst and Robert rence. of Waddington
then said, “It is now 4
Waddington, was to give an air of secrecy and I should tell you my information’:
I have 4 *"

mystery to meetings whose purpose was open

and avowed,

They agreed
to give to different

Pepe Pieces of paper cut in a triangular form,
an
பகற் with each other, on the pro-

cae of which the bearera-were to be Ata
imiotheirmestings.

Dewhurst having learned

ter from London this morning, and all ti ie j
ple in that neighbourhood: are up. ‘There er
80,000 at Chalk Farm, 100,000 at another P” வி
which he mentioned, and 60,000 or 700008
third 17

Redeings said, he did not t clare

word of it, on which Waddington dec#™

‘
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«there
are many letters in town to the same effect.” He affected to rummage his

ch upontt es

pockets,and
to | en

permitted to say, should st
Redeings said, “ it did not matter, he | place, purposes ae the blacke

look for the letter, which he said,

he had left at

home.”
would not believe it, whatever letters he had,
for he was sure they were all forgeries.” Soon

after this, Dewhurst, being

accused ‘of being a

traitor, left the room, saying, he would go and
light his pipe. One person exclaimed, “I

know he does not smoke.” *Upon his disappearance, the police officers came into the room,

and seized them all.

Waddington was seized

be discovered to the public; and that th
rofess to doubt their existence, will finally

ட constrained to admit the ‘existence of the

whole of them.”

The pe

in their

hand-bill, dated the esth of March, declared
the existence of a daring and traitorous conspi-

racy.

‘The chairman oF the quarter session, on

the 23d of April, after time had passed for due.

along with the rest, and liberated the next day. examination, reasserted the fact, and used terms
Some persons having seen him in prison, or in implying almost a disbelief of the possibility of
his.way to it, stated the fact, and were threaten- any. பவர் doubting it. Yet no conspiracy
ed with actions for defamation in consequence. had been proved, nor had any conspirator been
Attempts were also made to induce them to tried, though every one of the persons arrested
retract what they had said, but there were too had been liberated. (Hear, hear.) If there were
many witnesses to the fact, and Robert Wad- any suspicion. of their guilt, how great must be
dington, of Bolton, was now publicly known as the danger of suffering men, implicated in such
aconyicted spy and informer. . (Here the hon. enormous crimes, to return to society? If they
member read the hand-bill published by the were not guilty, let them, as the petitioners reசதிக் and police of Manchester, dated the quired, be publicly and legally acquitted. (Hear,
after apologisin,
sth of March, in which they stated, that “in- hear, hear.) The hon. member,
formation, on which they could place the fullest for having’ so long detained the house, conclud
reliance, had reached them, of a most daring and by stating his intention of moving, on some early
traitorous conspiracy, the object of which was day, to refer the petition to a committee.
The petition was then ordered to be printed.
nothing less than open rebellion and insurrecWays AND MEANS.]
‘The report of the
tion.” —* The town of Manchester was one of
the first places pointed out for attack, and the resolutions of the committee-on the 6th instant
moment fixed upon for the diabolical enterprise was brought up and agreed to by the house. A
was the night of Sunday next the soth instant.””) bill was ordered to be brought in on the first
Eleven men,

Waddington, were ar-

three resolutions by Mr. Chancellor of the Ex-

and the towns su) Boned

fourth resolution, by the same gentlemen.
SPANISH SLAVE TRADE.]
On the motion
of Lord Castlereagh, the house went into 2

including

rested at the meeting of the 28th.
the goth, Manchester

On Sunda

to be pointed out for attack were perfectly tranquil—Wakefield (the hon. member believed),

was one of them.

Notice of this dreadful con-

Spiracy had

sent there, and

been

one

of the

பதவ
being consulted as to the proceedings
tobe adopted, stated his conviction that all preparation to resist attack was unnecessary, for he

was sure no attack was meditated. He, however,
Tecommended the propriety, in deference to
the information

received,

of being

any demonstrations of

ton.

demonstrations were made, and

prepara-

no disorder ensued, because none had ever been
meditated.

The

same would, no doubt, have

the case in Manchester on the soth, if not
man had been seized on the 28th. The seizure
of 11 men, the spy included, was not a cause
sufficient to account for the entire tranquillity

9f

Manchester and the other towns,

committee of the whole house, to take into
consideration the treaty between his Britannic
Majesty and his Catholic Majesty, for prevent-

ing their subjects from engaging in any illicit:
traffic in slaves.

(See page 63.)

Lord Gastlereagh next moved, that the ad-

dress to the Prince Regent of the last session,
entreating his Royal Highness, that
he would be pleased to pursne with unremitted
activity those negotiations into which he had
already entered on this most momentous sub:

prepared, | earnestly

yithout making

No ma

chequer, Mr. Brogden, &c. and a bill on the

ject,—be
then read. (See Vol. I. p: 1793.)
His lordship then proceeded to observe, thar,

in looking at this subject as it now presented
ttself, he thought he could do nothing better
than lay betore the house the state’ of the aboli-

if the tion at the close of the last session, and then

ed SREP URE. had ever xe
ee
18 shew what had been done since that period,
a wide spi
conspiracy
ha
0 prepar- He begged the house to bear in mind that ther
ed; there would surely have Pet some Padenes were two distinct questions involved in this
ae
o
to disturbance either in Manchester or some- subject. First, What was the ac
lere else; but, after allthe rumours of treason the abolition as a great international law? Scand rebellion, not even a breach of the peace condly, What was its state with
ட்
ணர்
Sccurred.— The hon. member then stated, that

on the 2sd of April, the Rey. Mr. Hay, stipen-

‘lary chairman of the Salford quarter sessions,

ig to this subject in his charge to the|

ffand jury, made use of the following words :—

effect to the whole Beer ew the: state ofCoes
the
ed? Hesubject.
would Great improvements. hat:
டது

from year to ‘year; but f>
lawe
been made in th
ent greater than in th
ovem
impr
the
ear
்
at once,

As judicial inquiries will be snontteed againgt பள் ரகம் hears). To'proye this

®
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“he.

te, that all the crowns of Eu-

TOE

|i

so far as the south
had either abolished

med,

or entered into. stipulations

at some future period. (Hea:
use would

abolition.of the

agre

wi

it

¥

| wary this

unt

trade, and all our enactments. several parts of

the world.

No

~ against it, were nothing, without exerting all] that we ought to have Teta
our power .and all our influence to put an| hands for the purpose of exclu
end to it among: other nations. There wa ் In time of war, our ships hi d
however, no other power whose continuance or| search neutral ships, and this, t
discontinuance of the a ao of கட im- check. He admitted all these
dif
ortance than the power with whom
e present they had actually existed. We had no

ast stage of the stipulations to pi

of any government on this point of
feie
government

foi 1.20
Be
ragement to

gaye any encouit trade carried on under

nst Ped
e
ain and intelligible; that it ee
must.
foe uest

ionable poin
nary course of executingts to arise in thi
the laws upo}

TT

been concluded. When he recollected Sh

the disappointment felt by the house at the this trade. The power with whom the p:
continuance of the trade by France for a period treaty was contracted, had afforded by it
now
nearly elapsed, when he pees hex More protection to illicit slave traders to
strongly
this disappointment was felt and ex- other nation. This resource was
now| a
~~
he was assured of the satisfaction it that baneful evil. ‘The house must be
- Taust give them to find Spain, infinitely the most sensible of the jealousy which
was felt by
ev
important of all the European powers in this maritime power, and
of the prejudice:
view, both for local authority and extent of were always created by every proceedin
g
. colonies, stipulating for the final abolition of the bore the appearance of an
encroachment 4
trade. While Spain carried on, and protected an independent flag,
‘The overnment
of 1
by her trade and flag, this traffic both on the feel was the first
which
had conceded
northern and on the southern coasts of Africa, right of visit, under
certain
all that France, Holland, and the other powers regulations, to other nations. arrangement
- A sum of moi
of Europe. could do for the abolition was nuga- had been paid to
that power by virtue ofa
tory. ‘There was no slaye trade now to the similar in principle
north of the Line; it could be carried on by sideration for which to the present, th
was made up of this
ossibility only to the southward: of the Line cession, and
of an indemnity to
ae May, 1820.
After that period there restitution against British captors. claimants
The |
could be no slave trade to the north of the Line; guese government
had been, however, at
there could be no slave trade carried on with the time
called upon to determine at what 16110
West Indies. (Hear.) Till this treaty was ef- would
fected, the legal and illicit trade were so mixed final be prepared to adopt measures for
and entire repression of the slave
up; that the one gaye ample protection to the
These representations
other ; but now
there was a broad line of de- tinued with increasing on our part had been«
success, aided by thi
marcation. There was a wide practical
tinction between the abolition by treaty, or dis- vourable disposition and exertions of the Po
by guese resident at the British court; and
the act of any.particular state, and the giving
effect to the principle of abolition. The con. had atlengthbeen signedby whichacertai
gress at Vienna, a it had no other ground of was fixed for the total abolition of this
Merit or distinction, was entitled to the gratitude The ratifications had not yet been exch
but it gave him satisfaction to communicate,
of mankind on this subject; for there, all
1
the he had received an official
great powers of Europe made a declaration
notice thal 1
been approved of b
which stamped the slay e trade as disgrace
ful, | th ratifications might be immediat
and made every state anxious to
ely ex
get out of it, (Hear, hear.) The house
as soon as cuicumstances would convenientl
would thus
y
ad.
a
dispo
sition had been unequivocally eyine
mit, The disgraceful practice and
theory of this trade were from the unmanly the part of Portugal to abandon the tral
that
moment
slaves altogether. “But it was obvious, that
denounced, It was obyious,
that, since the desirable result
war ceased, the ulicit slave trade
could not haye bee,nbri
on with greater facility, under the was carried about without concessions founded upon a
colours
of
ciple
of reciprocity: and that, whils
whatever State continued to carry it on.
t
Tf this acting in the disch
illicit trade did not extend as far as
arge of a duty, clai
at
any
forright of searching Portuguese
mer period, it carried greater cruelty
vessels, and ma- purpose of detecting
Jignity, with it. The peril, the
an illicit trade, we
alarm,
the
sarily
subje
cted
கது
violence
ourselves to a counter-Cla
வ ofப.
the illicit traderr infli1௦cted cruelties
ti
the
more humane re; lar trader | this same nature, ‘The pradential inference
ee ad: mission of a reciprocal
நட 400081020- In this state of
right wass |
‘the trade
re
ani more ணய circumstances, must be for the interest of both parties to pi
es
rxerc
ise
Oceurred
of
it
Tred
than
under such regulations
fore. We had no reason now sol
e provide agai
the aia

IT

pe

efforts, to expend the sum 9

and therefore, that Spain must.

within narrower a
a oi
government, so much as in the prejudices natu- Jength, that 400,000/.
shou
Tally entertaiupon
ned this subject amongst a tire sum, and that the portion 0
commercial and a colonial people. It was im-| to indemnify claimants under ille;

should be paid to the Spanish govern:

pecuniary eompensation,

amounting to 400,000/. which it was stipulated

by this treaty that Spain should receive, he hadto state, that so far from this being the only motive’for acceding to it, the merchants at Havannah had offered amuch larger sum to the court
of Spain, for even alimitedallowanceof the trade.
‘The house had ட ore
னன் as to ce
general nature of this

cussions
ich

subject, and

former

had established ‘certain criteria

it was now ne

first instance, to whom the claimants wo
have to look for satisfaction. This
12
course adopted in the Portu;
appeared the more proper, as the
tion were not upon the British gov:
upon the captors. It had been
requ
arrangements and regulations should be

which such claims might be. sub:

might be considered just, and that s

sation as was thought advisable might
for all losses that would be sustaine
were made, and claims toa‘v
large

நு

in justice to esti-

deed, which the parties were,

mate it. On one occasion, which the house |
must well remember, when’ his Majesty’s ministers were pressed to disclose what was the
state and course of the pending negotiations
ont his ‘subject, he had mentioned, that an
offer had been made on the part of the British
to the Spanish government of the sum of
$50,000/. upon the conditions contained in'the

treaty now concluded, together with a loan of
10,000,000
of dollars, in consideration of an
immediate abolition; and that this offer had
been refused. ‘Not a voice was then ‘raised in

finallly to withdraw.

sequence, altered to the state in which

appeared.

அ

Under

all circumstances,

th

trusted that the sum which had been ag
had been reduced as low as possible, ani
went, in reality, very little, if at all, be
the general Smee: the country mig!
posed to afford. Indeed, it seemed toh

the affair could not now take another

‘parliament to'disapprove of this offer as
exces:
sive or impolitic. Some members there were;
places, who'declared |
persuasion
it was'vain to e:
that|
‘Spain, however she might negotiate, would ever
4
consent 50 உ 1227-08 2௦1000.

eee

weve

The articles were,

There was one objection which might
against this transaction, and that was,
money might be appropriated to other,

might be said, to better purposes. ‘The

would, however, feel, that that ought
been
een tak taken at a much earlier period
tlations upon the subject: for if an

Jection had been made, his Majesty's

would never have suffered the affair

if there had been any prohibitions of
nature. Differences of opinion
with respect to the mode in whic!

| edto apply this money.

But he

mixing up of the South American qu
the consideration of which other
0
would

1]

occur) with the question then
house. We ought to receive the
¢
i
lot the e important subject 0}
the slave trade, with cordiality.

ce of opinion might exist

Points 08 Spanish policy, on the

| the abolition

|e but

*

of the slave

top!

_
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identally

Spanish Slave Trade.
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with what was at present before the

to the destruction
of this trade. Under.
ee the did not think the house regard
could enter into such a discussion for another these circumstances: he should ‘move; that the
should.
reason—they had not information sufficient’ committee should make such provision’as

about that country to enable them’ to. consider
its bearings upon any question: they did not
know precisely the situation in which it stood:
That was a question, indeed, that involved too
many great principles for any man hastily to’
discuss it, and all the complicated licy with |

seem ‘to them necessary for the fulfilment of

and that, under those feelings, they would not

into such’a treaty; that it was hberal and just;

of supply, should move a resolution for a sum
of 400,000/. in consequence of the provisions

etion which was so much to her honour, and

of parliament.

a. treaty between

his Britannic Majesty and

his’ Most Catholic Majesty, for preventing their

subjects from engaging in any illicittraffic im
slaves, signed at Madrid, the 23d of Septem-

ber 1817.’
And if the house should be of
which it was connected. He
that there opinion that his motion was such as ought to
was nothing to excite any adverse feelings on be entertained, he should move for leave to
the part of any gentleman, but that they would bring ina bill or bills in pursuance of that mo=
all Blow that it was wise. and proper to enter tion, and when the house went into a committee

mix it with
grounds which could not’ properl of those bills. In this, as in all proceedings ofa
te Micnseed till they were fully
கன் similar nature, it was for the legislature to comOn the whole, he hoped that there would be plete the work: The crown could only take
but one feeling of gratitude to Spain for an'ex- steps subject to the disapproval or ‘confirmation

But he hoped, that when the

tothe benefit of the world—an exertion, he said, } reat extent of the benefit that would be confor'it was a2 ப் exertion on her part. He | ferred ‘was put in comparison with the money
trusted, that wl when that one great effort
had been’ that ணம் paid,-or the inconvenience that
parliament would not fail 60.
made, no difference would arise between the might be incurred;
to all the countries of Europe,
governments, but that it would be seen and un- set an example
derstood ; and that Spain intended not only to and to shew, that that power which was so
abolish the slave trade as far as she was con- great in point of marine nghts, was the first to
cemed, but to effect what would be, in fact, its submit its flag and those rights, so that it might

It was evident that it prevent them from becoming the cloak’ of cme
and immorality, and those principles which were
for though the traffic might have been excladed now become universally and justly detested by

completé annihilation.

could never have been abolished but for Spain;

from our own colonies, and from parts with

the Spanish flag should float on her foreign posSessions,
it would be kept up there, in all the

the world. (Hear, hear.
r
‘The motion which
esnnbledond iad aga >
having been put from the chair,
» Sir Gilbert Heathcote rose and observed, that

Constantly resort.—He did not know that he had

the sum of 50/. each.

which we were intimately connected, as long as

southern provinces of the United States, and in the 400,000/.-might be much more advant
the whole of that depot to which those who ously distributed in this country.
‘mployed themselves in such transactions would nish the means of giving to 8,000 individuals

To him it appeared to be

of _
any thing further of importance to state to the false humanity to be thus seeking forchannels
Committee, but he was glad that we might disposing of our money, however benevolent
tulate ourselves upon drawing so nearly our intention, Nor did it appear to him that
expediting the abolition
to'the close of so infamous a traffic. We had Spain had the power of
the extent
desired. WithOne satisfaction—all
had been done that was’ in of the Slave Trade'to
our power. By legislation it was known how out touching on the subject, the discussion of
“had been’ the exertions of the country. which at —
moment the noble
ல்
பட்த பம்60 enn
and treaty, the exerproperly deprecated, he might say, that
in South America
en that principle
had been commenced, and saat of oe Spanish colonies
ae hoped we shoi ld soon see the good effects was notorious, that several of those colonies

f the proceedings.

He had no doubt but the

gional articles which had been’ prefixed to
ன்

would meet with entire concurrence,

Of the be omitted
on their
that
slave trade, he வக

\ Par

அகம் ly be

whole

emani

that

panish America would

What would

ஹம்

confined to Cuba and to the Spanish part

iti Domingo. ‘We should in that case be purchashelp thinking ing honour
at too dear a rate, geese ean:

repugnance
of the ed that his: Majesty’s ministers could advise

pa

é
ம
an
end"
help
bien

:

ன்

n of the powers which they re- be the situation of Spain with reference to
From the declaration which the nial possessions? ‘Those possessions

carer
-

their indene
independence, ‘ and
had established their,

ion.

i
on’ 3 the subject—he

Prince Regent to accede to such a treaty at uch
atime.

i

:

-

4

es

at

elf;

home,

arliament bound to demand from

much more satisfactory explanation,

they acceded to a demand which added
ce 20,000). a year to the national expendiHe wished them to remember the old pro-

a commercial conten, fora my
which had only hitherto been the
ae and brutality ! He confessed

sannguine enough to believe, that he
If ac) live to see the period when we
our coffers were full, he would allow them to take rive the greatest advanta
ges from
millions for such a purpose; but empty as they with a people no longer classed
with tl
were, he would oppose granting 400 pence to any of the field, but invested with
that
moral
Potentate in Europe.—He should satisfy himsel
ich i
undoubted attribute of
with strongly protesting against the measure;
e trusted that this period w
although he was not alittle inclined toAIO ie
an
distant, as there was at that moment u
dress. to. the Prince Regent,. raying that
coast of Africa a free community
ib
“part of the treaty which
ட to Ba the sum the. influence and
ction of British
400,000/. might not be carried into execution. and fast approac
hing to the condition o

»“< Be just, before you are generous.”

Mr. Wilberforce expressed his

e at the ushing colony.

It would be an
observations of the hon. baronet. He was pering, and glorious scene 5 and we
suaded that the house would think that the sum form
a connexion with the interior,
o£ 400,000). could not be better expended than | more than compensate
for all the t
in the way proposed. As to the proposition for expense
of our exertions. It was
granting, 50/. each to 8,000 individuals

in this that much difficulty

country, the hon, baronet forgot that if the
400,000/. were not voted for the purpose under
discussion, it would not be voted for any other.
Instead

great object; and for the succes:

treaty, he believed that we were

of 8,000 persons, however, among whom
degree to the congress at
this 400,000/, might be divided, or on w om, to great
we should not expect too much ai
take
ther yiew of the subject, the expense
Spain and Portugal, when we reco!
to fall, the whole population of the Empire au
foun
share in the trade,
to be calculated upon, and it would then
appear, that the relief in the one
case,

and the
burden in the other, amounted to two-pence
920037 a man; and the question then was,
w
‘or-such a consideration, a national ob

Ject, an object of such unquestionab
an object so அரப் with the le humanity,
character ofan th
country, should be abandoned?

pesteclycleary—thatthe
hen
ot be adopted, and

pon

barso p

that the treaty,

and
all hope of the extinction of
the Slave | ey.
must be

Trade,

0

:

wholly Tejected, or that it mu
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make inquiries whether the

regulation had taken

place; but

-quently come out in,court, that

or

oad

-| take

notice

of a

law. of

வ க்

foreign power,
the provisions of wh
no:
ation as was intimated had ever been far as obligatory on France, were not

It made no difference that the trade rated into a law of that eguntry.

‘was not carried on in British vessels,if it was | might be, to his certain knowl
-catried on by British capital. An active trade | government had immediately acte
in slayes was well known to have been. carried treaty, and sent despatches to the d
‘on up to a very recent period by French sub- for ms purpose of securing its
t
jects, since the delivery of Senegal to France. could state also that the governor of
The trade had reyived.in that part of Africa, of Bourbon had actually
been di
‘and had given rise to all those evils with which

French government f

ing

{

it was formerly attended. It had armed nation slayes to be carried on in that colony,
against nation —tribe against tribe — Moors could also say, that whenever am
- against negroes. The kings stripped their vil- had been received by him respecting
lages, to send the people down to the French in slaves on the part of French subje
_ traders; and these traders were throwing back transmitted it regularly to the Fren
the settlements into that state of misery, distress ment, and they had never receivec
and wretchedness, in which they had been an- than with every appearance of thi
tecedent to the time of the abolition, He would desire to act upon it. He'certainly wasn
ask the noble lord if we were still to allow our- of any defect in the law, till the q
selves to be deluded by the French govern- lately brought into discussion ina co
ment ?—Was the old French system again to be tice. After an adjudication on tha
acted on?—He hoped we should not again, apprehended: that France would c
from experience, come to the conclusion that we duty to adopt such ulterior re
cannot trust them. Was atreaty to be no secu- necessity of the case might require’ and
rity ?—And was there always to be some stroke he was prepared to state, that the Frel
‘of policy played off—always to be some trick bassador had not only represented the
and subterfuge’ to avoid carrying the stippla- his court, but had also requested him
tions of a treaty into execution ?—We knew too

taunicate all the laws which had been pi

verned that country were better than the man

curring in every measure

அவி the faithlessness of the rulers of France.— this country, at the same time stating,
He would not say but that those who now go- ) government was most sincerely desiro

might
who lately held its sceptre; but-we were ac- secure the great object which’
in question
guainted: with the race that ruled that nation, hear.)
12
and we knew how faithless they had always
Mr. Gordon considered the right of
“been. He would not, at this time, enter into
very great advantage gained by.
all the details which had passed on this subject ‘treaty.
He was aware that 400,000)
‘with the person who was now detained at St.
given for what could not be received!
Helena; but, under all the circumstances of the years to
case, he called upon the house to say, whether on chance.come; and that this money ¥
But he thought the country
the noble lord did not owe
it to the country
-explain, whether the slave-trade was not to beto
carried
_on by the French government

with as
much vigour, and to as great an extent,
as
we knew it had, till within a few months,
been
carried on?
_Lord Castlereagh said, that if an:
ry thing could
- discourage the French
government from pursu-ing
that honourable conduct to which they/had
so
filly pe
themselves, and in which all the
nations’ of Europe were so deeply intereste
d,
must arise from viewing their actions in the lightit
in which theshon. member had been »pleased |
‘to, place’ them. He was not: French
lawyer

enough to know what hold the principles of

ment.
:
_ Mr. Marryat stated, that many
longing to subjects of Spain and Po!
gaged in the slave trade, had beer
peace captured by our cruizers, V
treaty to warrant such a: proceedi
84 mned in our courts. ‘The value (

per head, of which they were

might be calculated at 350 dollars
‘eaty between the French government and
Sther power had onFrench subjects, without the /NOt prosecuted their claims, and
~euthority of a law of the country to give effect money had been paid to the cap

had prosecuted their claims
‘tothem, ‘This, however, he
thanot | the se-persons: would have ‘had,
_ Peagement could have recorded d insay;more
€x. | hay Rave amou
to.nt
muched
more!

s0
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_ London New Prison,

- pulated in this treaty. With respect to the
objection, that this money might possibly be
applied towards carrying on hostilities against

South America, they were to consider whether
- the possible chances of such misapplication
ought

to

odes

the

positive

advantages

which we gained by this treaty, which, coupled

with the treaty which was

concluded
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CoMMITTEE oF Suprty.] Ona motion of the

Chancellor of the Exchequei

e House should

resolve itself into a commit
apply
ordered, that the Spanish treaty should

be re-

ferred to the said committee, and that the same
should sit on Wednesday next.

HOUSE OF LORDS.

understood to be

at the same time with Portugal,

Tuesday, Feb. 10.

» put the abolition hereafter in our own power.
Iriso GRAND Jurtes Act SUSPENSION BiLt.]
‘With respect to the appointment of commissioners .on the coast cf Africa, and in the This bill was read a third time and passed.
Spanish settlements, for the adjudication of
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
causes, pursuant to the twelfth article of the
Tuesday, Feb. 10.
treaty, he conceived. that Sierra Leone, notwithThe Right Hon. Thomas Wallace, Vice-Prestanding all the partiality which the hon. mem| ber for Bramber (Mr. Wilberforce), had for that sident of
the Board of Trade, took the oaths
place, was ill adapted for the residence of com- and his seat for Cockermouth. (See page 16.)
Missioners, in consequence of its being at a
ற்
Lonpon New Prison.]
Sir W. Curtis

distance directly to the windward of the places brought up the report of the committee upon a
to. which the slave traders principally re- petition oe the Sheriffs and Common Council of

sorted. . He had the authority of Sir James Yeo London, respecting the completion of this
for saying, that it took frequently ten weeks in prison.
‘beating up to Sierra Leone, and during such a
Upon the report being read and
agreed to,
length of time, the mortality in the vessels must the hon. baronet moved, “ That leave be given
be very great. With respect.to the conduct of to bring in a bill for raising an additional sum of
the French government, he could only say, that money for carrying into execution the acts of
at Martinique, he had made it his business to parliament for building anew prison for debtors,
agpire into the subject, and he found at that tn the City of London, and for extending the
colony, that as soon gs could be expected after powers of the said Acts.”’
the treaty, instructions. had been sent out in a
Mr. H. Sumner observed, that the City of
man of war, and from its arrival no vessels had London was as much bound as any other city or
cleared out from the custom-house ofMartinique, town, to build and support its own prisons,
for the purpose of engaging in the slave trade. without putting its hands into the pockets of
He thought there was no good ground for accus- the public for that purpose. Therefore, unless
ing the French court of insincerity.
strong grounds were laid for the proposed
_Mt. Wilberforce said, he had no partiality for measure, he should feel it his duty to oppose
Sierra Leone more than any other place, as a it in limine.
்
்
்
: Seat_of the commissioners. He would readily
Sir W. Curtis said, that the petition contained
assent to the nomination of any other place that an ample explanation of those grounds. The
might be thought more convenient,
fact was, that the erection and alteration of the
*
Su W. Burroughs conceived that the grant of new prison for debtors, had cost no less than
this sum Was nothing more than an act. of jusce to Spain, many of the vessels of which

country had been captured in peace, when no

teaty authorized such a proceeding.

a

No leas

#n 5,000 slayes had been seized in this way,

the value of each

was stated at 75/.—

180,000/. and it was in order to provide for the

excess beyond the former grant, namely, for
30,000/., that the motion which he had had the
honour to submit was brought forward. ‘The

City of London was always ready, as the hon.

member for Surrey desired, to support its own
is alone amounted to upwards of 300,000/, Prisons; but the misfortune was, that it was too
qo: including the value of the vessels, &c. often called upon to support numerous prisoners
fe thought the noble lord and the British ambas- from. other districts. Still, the citizens of Lonrok 10 Spain were entitled to thanks for the don did not seek to put their hands into the
able manner in which theyhad conducted this ne- pockets of the public, but only the liberty of
pen ; and he hoped that those members who Yaising the money required among themselves,
€xpressed disapprobation of the treaty through the medium of the orphans’ fund, as it
Tac
ae reflection, withdraw. their op- was improperly called; for this fund had ae

மகட்

at the motion would be agreed to thing whatever to do with’ orphans, and ‘should

© question was then londly

called for,

agers were ordered to withdraw.
ion, the numbers were—
:
~ Ayes
Noes

:
கட்த

A

56

aa

Majority—52

rather be denominated a fund for the

ment of the city of

ஸ்

coals

Was not compu a selle onன

people might buy and

வட்

oe fe ody a

sei

a duty

t HES

வனப்? af

they chose.

It was

and benefit.

Parliament had recognized

yr improvement

principle, and its faith ehould be maintained

the

was to be
்
sonal observation, to say, th
England, that in

Whitecross-street
was the most |

unt t for its object, and the most incommodious

for the prisoners, while it was by far the most

expensive in its construction. It was only ne-

cessary; indeed, to examine this. clumsy edifice,

put

Alde:

lud

to be satisfied
of the fact ; for would it be be-

lieved, thata prison intended for the accommodation of hundreds
.of prisoners, was not even
டு
fire-proof |
had the honour of being a tuents, aad
committee of that house which motion, T!
Pn
ae
visited this prison, and recommended certain thi e government of
the
city,
i
alterations, but those alterations could not re- found insufficient, the cat ise Of that inso
quire such a sum as the hon, baronet demanded. ought to be explained, before any
a
The hon. baronet had remarked, that such as

did not think proper to contribute to the sum
proposed to be rsised, might go elsewhere than
to the port of London, for coals. ‘This was a
yery extraordinary remark, especially considering the number of comparatively useless
turnpikes which had been already erected upon
the Thames,

He alluded to the new locks, man

of which were mere jobs; for although it was aid,
that they were erected for the security of the
navigation and trade of the river, it was

a fact

grant were acceded to. But the imp
manner in which money was raised by

ion of London, suggested the
ting its discretion, and watchin;
tion; for of the 100,000/. which this c
tion was enabled by parliament to raise,

erection of the prison alluded to in the
30,0007,

was

disposed of in an 10200

manner, and this: too at a time when the

cellor of the Exchequer could raise
the city at much less thandiye

that-no one who had a barge of coals to convey, as the interest upon loans to the city was¢ ie

could deem it safe from robbery, without em- as punctually paid as that upon the public
funds:
ploying persons for its special protection. The he could not conceive a reason for such
city of London had been profuse in the expen- difference. There was, he apprehendeex
diture of its funds. Whenever any ministerial too much reason to believe that the |
object was to be promoted, it was
ways read’
city were mixed with a spirit of jobbin
with its presents, its swords, and its snuff
therefore he proposed to moye that the
boxes: but it would become this city to be just of the subscribers
before it Bee neon sto rescue its gaols from before the house. to the last loan should 1
The house would be
that discreditable, disgraceful state in which the 'y |prised to learn,
that among the conting:
notoriously were, before they stood forward upon the last loan,
no less a sum than3
with ostentatious and unnecessary donations, was set down
for
the
expense of carr
The state of Newgate was really scandalous ; bill through
butall the gaols of the city were in a melanchol 'y |!oan. How parliament, which authori
such expense could have
condition, and especially the Borough compter,
he
in
ch there was scarcely an டன் win- was was quite at a loss to imagine. But
another charge in the contingencies;
dow or pane of glass. Before they
let the corporation of London raise moreagreed to appeared equally unaccountable, namely, 8
money
for the city prisons, he hoped the house would
desire to know how the sums already
granted Wasit too much to suspect the
had been disposed of, and also
existenc
demand 4 state- Job in this transactio
n, Tone whte similar to
ment of the city funds,

which characterized the

plan of

Shaw expressed his hope, that neither
b
new post-office? That offices ought
at
house nor the country, would ever
be
have been built in Moorfields, where r
found to concur with the hon. gentleman
th
who
had sat down, in condemning the city of Lon. plenty of waste ground, than on the prope’
Seite,
which
was
occupied with houses; #
don for haying
given a grand entertainment
the Jiberators of Europe, on the occasion toof which it became Necessary to purchase
adva
nced
rate. As to the duty on ¢
their visit to this country. IF the house agreed
in the principle upon which the money al- collected among the city themselves,
luded to 4p the motion was paid, he could not remark, that the county of Surrey W:
opposite bank
Sir J.

ss

upon what grounds that motion could be

Mr. H. Sumner said, that being dissatisfied

of the river ‘Thames,
itants could not have a load of butcoalsth

out duty, unless they went for it belo
w|
end.
urrey, however, must pay.

in. order fully
to in
morning: and anhe
di could not hear their statement,
6
nce, 3which confirmed interesting subject. na a
or witness their
ap
rotest against any leg
Hear;
without shedding tears.
‘that statement,

hear.) As the house valued the trade of the i children, the hon.
country, it could not fail to feel for the sufferings to be aware that the

get

prese

from parents for the protect io
and their children from excessi
able labour. He was assured, t
poor
those
regard
him,
heard
who
n
© gentleme
petitioners, who, in rooms badly ventilated and employed in these factories, ¢
much over-heated, were compelled to work guished at the Sunday School:
from fourteen to fifteen hours a day. Young
persons might endure such labour; but, after
a certain period of life, it became intolerable.
gratitude of the poor
Premature old age, accompanied by incurable not only to the

and consider the interests of those by whom
that trade was supported. How then would the

disease, was too often the consequence of ex-

but to

the benediction of all goo:

He had himself hear.) When a gentleman who h
been’ long concemed in the cotton trade; and, fortune in trade, thus stood for,
protection to those who
from a strong conviction of its necessity, he pun
uted to his wealth, he could not failt
brought in a_bill for the purpose of reultin
that bi! he merited, the universal thanks of his
the work of apprentices; but since
ம
passed into a law, masters declined to take ap- men. (Hear, hear.
Mr. Philips stated, that he had 0
prentices, and employed the children of paupers
‘one round for the purpose of vie
without an’ limitation. Hence the law was
evaded, and. rendered ineffective for the object ects of employment in the mam
which it had in view—the prevention of.inhu- such children as he could see, and of ¢0
manity; and he hoped it was not inconsistent their appearance with that of children
with our constitution to legislate for the pro- otherwise employed. Another |
tection of children as well as grown persons, gone along with him, The appearan
been employed in the
against the harshness of their employers. (Hear, who had
hear.)
‘Those immediatel ly concerned in the they found to ay as good, as
cotton trade, did not perhaps perceive the in- ance of others who had not been 80.
jury to health which their workmen suffered, as ‘They went into a school in order to
they were in the habit of seeing them every day ; lar observations. They got those em)
but that injury was obvious to every stranger. manufactories separated from the
Such facts were detailed in this petition, as pre- them was one lame person, but he
sented an appeal which could not be withstood had become lame in consequence

the

From his own observation he coul

those who were employed in facto)
very best appearance.

‘There wer!

were employed at a different work,
very ill, Upon asking the causes }
that they were not well fed. A thite
th em were not employed in any worl

were the worst looking in the sch

sie the hon, baronet pone ae
temedy ought
to be applied; bt
should be referred, not ee a commit

special commissioners, who cou)
gate the grounds of complaint,
mode of applying a remedy. _ He
the hon. baronet for acting from
ings: but the hon. baronet’s own
not found remarkably well
ee a factories wey
Mr. Gordon expressed hia surprise at what
ns
, they were found
to
house had heard
eo from 5 his hon. friend. He lated, They per indec 80...
that his impression 49 to the report of call forth the observations 01 06

கத்.

was from labourers at Manchester and its neigh.
bourhood, employed as cotton spinners. It
stated, that they were at an early age of life
_ enfeebled
by overworkin, in ae ea ly ventia
Tated
and over-heated, ர pra’
that the
period of a
ரம
ட ne
ten hours
an a
half each day, including the al-|
of half an hour for breakfast, and an
Towan:
hoor for dinner.
Mr. Curawen declared, that the impression
his mind, from the evidence and aie of
ommittee upon this subject two years ago,
‘sons alluded to were not overwas, that the
worked. He
deprecated any attempt
to legislate
between
ents and children; and stated,
that no
ldren looked in better health than
those whom he had seen in the factories at
Manchester.

Be eteBin

by any assemblage of gentlemen susceptible of some soldiers, before he had been
the manufactory. There was also one
seemed to be in a declining state of
(Hear, hear.)
he had reason to believe, that she had
The pétition was brought up and read; it previously to being employed in the

common humanity; andand these poor people
had no other protection but in that house—

Rs

cessive labour in such places.

iS
1 on its records.
these
they would accurately ascertain what wa’
12 conduct of the law officers of the crawn—
conduct which he had no hesitation in asserting | which had been for m
justified the charge of a subornation of perjury, into all parts of the cor
_ and must be regarded as an attempt to procure in the manufacturing dis oy
legal conviction (hear, hear). Such a case, of watching
the progress o} popula
Ml
Ais judginent, most urgently called for par- had not alone produced incalculable
ntary inquiry; and though it might branch| but had led to a total misconcep'
to a variety of collateral details, the nature| feelings of the population of th

i os

ie transaction to which

his

present motion

hear). For his part,
deny these sweeping

ically adverted, had undoubtedly the least
ion with topics of legal subtlety or of
al research. His motion was for the
ion of the record. He had little to sub-

he had
charges

of

there was not one solid ground, he w.
say, on which such suspicions
ported. Before he entered into thi

Mit but what that judicial document went full
to substantiate; indeed, the whole nature an

of the trial, to which the record. for

tion of which he should move,
ged to be understood as entertaini
of personal hostility towards the
whose conduct he was about to
circumstances that had occurred in that house, that he had yet said, or intended to s
during the last session. It would be recollected plied ined solely to the official cha

character of the proceedings could not be better
developed than as they there appeared. It was,
however, necessary to take a review of some

that the Lord Advocate of Scotland had, in his the parties accused, and, with that
place,onthatoccasion, assertedin the mostsolemn he felt that any severity of language hi
manner, (see vol. I. p. 352.) that the population

ply to the case, was amply justified
and by the record of the judicial pi

of Glasgow was contaminated with sedition and
disaffection to the State; that from $ to 400
persons in that manufacturing ‘city, were bound

and if, in describing those transactions to

they referned, he was compelled to use
by an oath, which oath the learned lord had, in a| 1 language, if was, because strong language
manner uncalled for, submitted to the consideraspeak of that conduct as it deser
tion of the house. That some degree of dis- alone
must, however, explain to those unaccut
content, or degree of disaffection, might exist in ‘with
the administration of law in Sco
a period of great distress, amongst a large ma- and who might
imagine, that when
nufacturing population, he (Lord A. Hamilton) the term
subornation of perjury, he
wwas not disposed to deny, or to dispute. But charge
he would ask, were it now possible not to feel vouring the law officers with Wiehe 0)
assured, from the circumstance that had since no such to bring forward perjured
object was in his contempla
taken place, contrasted with the statement of a
charge would, indeed, infer a
the learned lord, to which he alluded, that all that deeper dye
than even that guilt,
bac
had been said about that disaffection then exist.
ing, was highly extravagant (Hear.)? But whe- which he was about to state, and which
cord would substantiate. The course
ther it existed
or not, its extent or character | ceeding at'the
commencement ofa trial i
‘was not now the question : allowing that it
was Jand varied considerably from the’ prac
as prevalent as the learned lord assumed,
Writs of error from
at least the duty of the law officers of the it was | this country.
to conduct themselves 80, as to afford crown. Court of Justiciary were not comp
those!
[1 land—motions to the court to alter or4
whom they brought before the tribunals
of the the verdict were, he believed, not kno’ ்
country, were they ly or innocent,
impartial trial. Such fair and impartial a fair and Cross-examinations at the trial were far more
ee Wooley, Mies ae he was trial the
about to
etal’,
Had

not received

(hear, hear).

He

reated, that he disclaimed all concernட் with the]
ட impor
i
tance—he meant what was termed
innocence of the perso} ns accused. Even pete
oaths
Y» the obligation was impe
i rative that the ry the court, —and these oaths are a
to every witness, ina ¢!
impartiality and fairness should be afford.
cess, before he can open his lips in
ed them on their trials (hear, hear). And

here
he must observe, that the exagge
r
aggerated
statement |
of the learned, rd, last session, and particular]
the impr

In the case before them, the trial of MK

fi rst witness

called was

John

Campbel

efore he was allowed to enter into”
,
ட்ட
| of his evider
put to himby the
ee

‘

_ isl

HOUSE
OF COMMONS.

lord had
proyed to have been committed, al-| him, that the noble
therin the record, né
against the individual char-|
தபல
on
having been concerned in it, was not '| writer’s account |
leemed conclusive. Now, in the case in ques- pear of persons being
refu
tion, where the administering a treasonable oath esses to prevent tampering.

‘ment was
‘though

to hundreds of persons in
ர் of Glasgow had generally been charged,
although the
individual accused had been acquitted, the yer-

neither upon that account,

Not Guilty, but'a verdict of Not Proven.

seen that’such was the opinion
of the

r

had he refused access to
truth, he had no power to:
dict returned by the jury was not a verdict of noble lord understood the

The

result of the trial therefore was, to afford the

4

judges, and that if any persons

consi

evidence of the conviction of the jury, that the they were improperly withhel
treasonable oath which he had read to the house access to the prisoners, they ha

had been administered at Glasgow to many obvious remedy, viz. 1
hundreds of individuals in the manner which he court, from which neither
had during the last session stated in the course could debar them. (The Lord
of debate, The accusation made therefore by read a passage from the record,fi
the noble lord, of his having deluded the house appeared,
that instead of preventin;
by false, unfounded, or exaggerated statements, from having access to the witnesses _
‘was utterly disproved. But not contented with prisoners,
had taken upon himself
this charge, of having practised imposition upon sponsibility of facilitating that
access,
parliament, the noble Tord had accused

him

of

haying interfered unnecessarily, by obtruding
that statement upon the house in the course of
the discussion which had taken place upon the
bill for espe the act of habeas corpus.
Upon that charge he was at issue with the noble
lord. ‘The report of the committee of secrecy
had referred to the transactions at Glasgow.
‘The additional information which he had communicated to the house, could not be stated in
that report, because it had only been received
in town the very morning of the debate. ‘That
information appeared to him to be of the utmost
importance, for the purpose of elucidating and
confirming those statements in the report which
the noble lord and his friends had so unreservedly charged with containing, if not falschoods,
very gross exaggerations. In that situation, as
a servant of the crown, he conceived it his duty
when the House was engaged in that most imjortant discussion, to put
datest information which
And he nmust say, that the
be profoundly ignorant of

it in possession of the
had been obtained.
noble lord seemed to
the duty of a member

of parliament, if he conceived that the making
such a statement under such circumstances, was
uncalled for or unnecessary. With all deference
to the noble lord, he apprehended that he would
have been guilty of a dereliction of his duty, if
in possession of such information, and being
enabled without danger to the publi
i

consenting to its being had without
in each instance to the court, which
otherwise have been necessary.)
therefore,

asked,

where

His.

was the ட்

persons being prevented from having
the witnesses in order to prevent tam
The slightest knowledge of legal pro

ought to have told the noble lord that su

impossible, had not the very evidence to

he had been pleased to refer as autho!
statement itself disproved his allegat

would therefore appeal to the House,
this was not a most improper attempt.
part of the noble lord to create an

undue

dice, by a statement which the evidence he!
self held in his hand at the time he
proved to be unfounded, Leaving, hi

those preliminary matters, the Lord Ad
said, that he would proceed to that part

noble lord’s speech, in which he had

a supposed statement of the Attorney-

of his never having any communication
witnesses, for the purpose of shewin!
whole of his conduct must necessarily b
nregular and improper. ‘Now; as to

of

the Attorney-General he could sa\

Whatever they were, he felt confi
would be discharged in an, exemplary
per manner by his hon. and learned fren
every one knew, that the duties of the
General and of the Lord Advocate were!
I it before
to lay
fo
the பouse, he had ட
upon that occasion refrained from making the statement respects of a different description.
which he had made, in order that parliament Advocate of Scotland was not only the
rosecutor as the Attorney-General
might judge of the extent of the dangers
by which the public tranquillity was. threat. and, but he wasthat which the Attorney:
not, a police magistrate, or rather
ened, (Hear, hear.)
One other prelimina ry | was
head of the police.
Matter it was pas
to advert to. The servant of Hs)the crown nin ene Be,
Se
noble lord had said,
that he had himself refused
access to the witnesses who were prisoners in sponsible for the general police of the
This arose from the anomalous situation
லி castle to preven

t their ண்ட் அறிக் with,
part of the empire which formed a
d, vernment without a resident
From this circumstance;it was |
, with great deference to ‘cure
information
of any, designs,

est was said, appeared. om the:

tiahough
the noble lord sid he had read the

P

and was. to

¢ whole trath, that he did not |

mself or his wife safe, and that | with
ummond brought
without his getting a: passport(
to the detailed in the presence of
continent,
‘and the means
of carrying him there, The witness has himself farnis
consider either hi

he could not bea witness; upon which Mr. the names of all these perso

‘said,

ond, turning to the solicitor-general, nutely described their positions in

* Answer you that.’ That the solicitor-ge- the time.

rat கின்டல் thexclerk to write these

Could any thing be more.

to contradict him if all this wasa lie?)
words,
as he thinks: * Whereupon the solicitor- hear, hear.) There was Mr. Ho
general assures‘the declarant, that every means mond; there was the. Solicitor-C
essary will be taken to preserve him.and his may be said they were
interested te
vife,
and that he will get a passport
to quit the him. They were nevertheless ee
, or go to the continent on
a sure against him, and would have
be n
which), and the means to carry him
ere5 credible witnesses.
that, during this time, the sheriff was walking who sat at the table, But there was
up and down the room, which is a pretty large nary instrument whichand wrote the ்
was to record
one; and when the above words were taken more extraordinary
bargain, He had
down, he was desired to come and
this. and could’
Depones, that the sheriff came and sat down at | There was not have forgotten what
the
the table, and after perusing the paper for some considered the sheriff, who read and_
an
time, said, ‘I will not sign this; and added, refused to have terms of the writing,
any thing to do vile
that as he was an officer of the crown, it was action.
There was the sheriff substi
his duty to see justice done; and he could as- was the procurator
fiscal ; these perso
gure the witness, if he was to sign
that paper, interest,
were in every respect
he would not’be answerable for it for a, good peachable butwitnesses.
Why have no
deal; for that if the deponent was brought to sons been
his oath, and should swear that he had received Was agreed,brought forward to contradict
then, that he should be c
no promise of reward, and this paper signed, the
he would perjure:ர himself:ட் that the witness an- Tt place of his destination, which was P
has been said that it was fair to
swered, no, if it was considered as 2 means
of
his preservation; upon which he was supported carry the prisoner out of the reach ¢
in the same argument. by Mr. Drummond, but how does the fact appear? ~
Upon which the sheriff said, he would sign no which he belonged was at the time pai
auch paper. That Mr. Drummond then’ pro- rate of about 4s. 6d. or 55.2 week at G
with which the workman had to m
posed that it should be put down, that’ he
self and his family. It is notorious' ட்
to get the means of carrying him to any of was
the
\ Bntish colonies, in place of going to a foreig manufacturers. of Glasgow were in a
n
kingdom; but the sheriff also refused that, and actual: starvation, and equally well
in Prussia great encouragement was he
ade ; that he was willing every thing
should men in the situation of this witness:
be set down for the preservation o f him and
|
his | thi மere was the Sreatest desire
wife, but nothing further: that after the
among:
sheri
ff tain the means. of going to
had stated this, there was a pause
Prussia
‘time, when Mr. Drummond, lo joking atfor some then be told that this was not in the
the
dereward?
Was it no offer of reward
ponenty-said, * Campbell. » you
whether convey 4 man from a
you can be a vitness on these know
place where
terms
,
or
not,?
family were starving, and-where he 48
‘The witness remained silent
; and some time tuation hopeless,
after, Mr. Dranimond said; © now,
to where he believed
do you believe that we can do thatCampbell, obtain an adequate recompence for !
for
you
and
be
placed in a state of co!
which you expect, without its
being set down |]

lence? I would beg to know how
z d that at this time, as he thinks,
can be got over? He wroteto Mrs!
the sheriff was sitting at the table,
the
Solici
tor- for a pair of shoes,
General and Mr. Drummond standin
g at the pome money for and a pair of ‘tro’
fire, and the other gentlemen walki
ng about the from the gaoler, hie wife. He got.
room: that the witness answered,
bat was informed |
he knew
the same time, that he could
were able if they were willini g ; to which
not gi
|;
ul
after the first trial was
lied, * could he rely upon that
Was the answer he was.
'y | by Mr, Drummond himself. If t

in the paper?

facts, what could be more

cute this man for

and cire|

perjury? He

in the minds of the persc must

d ன்
ம் his
danger—whether right or
ight determine—but he should
it his duty to say, “assure him
protection.” This was not tampering with
' witnesses, (hear, hear, hear, from the opposition);
it was doing
a duty which the public prosecuzor

again repeated. that he

con:

owed to
ட் justice. He knew it was a very a man who had determined
1
convenient doctrine to some persons, that the: from being a witness. His
obtaining information was a corruption of the S. Romilly), must allow him:

sources of justice, (loud shouts from the opposi~ before the house, not as a moti

tion benches,) and that to assure a witness pro~ but for censure. If the hou:
10
tection was tampering with him (cries of hear)5 record put on the table, they woul:
but when this was done fairly and honestly, it there was matter of impeachmen'
was not tampering. The charge of the noble Lord Advocate. (Hear, hear, fr
lord (Lord A. Hamilton), did not put it as hav- the house.) Although he would se
ing been

done

corruptly, but

merely thus;—

know that by the law of Scotland, the
to examine a witness, is to ascertain
not influenced by fear or promises;

knowing this, you promise a reward, and then

a_case such as the noble lord

viewed this case; yet, viewing the

did, very differently from the noble
sidered it his duty to defend it. (

Mr. Kirkman Finlay said, he had
by putting the witness in the box expose him to great attention to all that had
been s
the perilous situation of becoming guilty of sides of the house, and had endeavo
perjury.” If it were clearly made out that a an impartial opinion on the subject.
ositive

promise had been made to the witness, ask, in reference to Mr.

ட் gould say that it was putting him to this conversations with Campbell,Hoi
வல
perilous situation; but a mere promise of a person whether he
would choose

otection amounted to no such thing.

‘The amined or not?

0058 8676 told, that the conduct of the law
officers in Scotland was contrary
to the imrt of a question put-to every witness in Scotd, “ Have you received any reward, or promise of reward ?? This was a competent question, it was true; but what was a reward or
promise of reward? It was an old and a just

ition.)

That

(Much cheering
fr 7)

Mr. Home

Drammon

right to afford him protection, he woul

but a remoyal to some place abroad

him to be something more than mei
and to be therefore unwarrantable.

For the sake of inquiry, he must ¥

production of the record.

maxim in law, dolus versatur in generalibus.
his reasons for giving
Was the promise of
protection to a witness

He wo

that vo!

with the learned Lord Advoca
within the comprehension of those terms ?— of the country
had been al
¢ Hear, hear.) if it was, if that was the law of
rous; but agreeing with him in
Scotland, he would say that the law of Scotland
would ask, how it hap)
Tespecting evidence, was a great protector of |
had
eee
protested against the motion, be- period.been no trial. for two ஐ
of alarm and d
cause
Campbell was an artful man according to
at all had been ol
his own evidence. He told Mr, Home Dram. ron
tear.)
It appeared to him,
mond that ie at
ப் his eee be it
Was necessary

the
0)
self and
Enno
iy
sho
go
aad
le
wii
௦)
t
evidence—« but

Mr.

for

Was

no!

al

ak

2 1006 Drummond seemed to thi

ce

YTaeane } continued to allow him to think so,
tell him that I
was in danger of my

general

றுணர் in Scotland, th

i

» therefore,
inqui

institute an

under

rinto

that.thes the,

only, as the legmed. gentleman

s

|, SirRe
Gilbert, D. Giddy.
Glerawley, Visct.

Gooch, T.S.
Goulburn,

fon. Re
*

Grant, A.
Grant, C, jun.
Gunning, Sir G.
_ Harvey, CG
Bill, Sir G.
நிலல்ாம்
0: P,
Holmes, W.
Hope, Sir A.
-

Z

7
ee
Septt, Right Hon. Sir W.
சலபதி BSR TRS
_ Shepherd, Sir S.
Simson, G.
3
Singleton, M.
Somerset, Lord G.
Strahan, A.

Huskisson, Right Hon, W. Stirling, Sir W.

Jackson, Sir J.

Sumner, G. H.

லாய, 11.
Thornton, 8.
Thornton, W.

Leigh, C.
Littleton, E. J.

Trefusis, Hon. C.
Ure, M.
Valletort, Visct.
‘Vansittart, Right Hon, N.
Vernon, G. V.

Wallace, Right Hon. 7...
Walpole, Lord
Ward, R.
Warrender, Sir G.

Maberly, J.

M‘Donald, R. G.
Maconochie, A.
Manning, W.
March, Earl of
Milne, P.

Wedderburn,

Wharten, Richard
Whitmore, 11

Montgomety; Sir J.
Moorsom, Sir R.
Morritt, J. B.

Marray,Sir J.
Naper, J.

Neville, R.
Odell, W.
Ggle, மி. நா,
Osborn, J.
Paget, Hon. B.
Palmerston, Visct.

LIST OF THE
Abereromby, Hon. J.
‘Althorp,

Visct.

Anson, Sir G,
Atherly, A.

‘Barnett, J.

Bennett, Hon. H. G,

Birch, J.

‘Brand, Hon, T.

Brougham, H.

Byng, G.

Sir D,

Browne, D,
Burroughs, Sir W.
Caloraft, J.
Calvert, 0.
Calvert, N,
Campbell, Hon. J.

Wilder, General
Wilsonn, C.

Wood, Mark
Wood, T.

Worcester, Marquis
Wright, J. A.
Wroitesley,

H.

Wyait, C.

Yorke, Right Hon. C,

Yorke, Sir J.

MINORITY.
Fitzgerald, Lord W.
Fitzroy, Lord J,
Folkstone, Visct.

Freemantle, W.

்

bes

Ridley, Sir M. W.
Romilly, Sir S.
Russell, 8. 6,
Scudamore, R.

ist

The following is the Deposition
ness, John Campbell, as taken down

in court.’

Jolliffe, H.
Lacon, E. K.
Law, Hon. E.

Long, Right Hon. C.
Lowndes, W.
Luskington, S. R.
Lygon, Hon. HA.

Ponsonby, Hon. F, 6.
Phillimore, Dr.

“ Depones, that he w:

ed along with the prisoner at the
on the 22nd of February last, with
signed, and without a warrant.

Tuesday or Wednesday following, he
amined before the sheriff-depute of La

and was interrogated, if he knew what]
brought here for? ‘That’ he stated
tha

not know, and that the sheri
did,

and that it would

make his breast clean. After som
yersation, the sheriff went out,|
ness with Mr. Salmond, (the procura
and he is not sure whether any other
-{ present or not: that’ Mr. Salmond:
the witness, saying, ¢ John, you pe
know that I know so much about
and adding, «7 know more about it

think Ido. Depones, that Mr.

‘I suppose you do not know that
oath you took at Leggat’s on the
*
ary.’ He then shewed him the scro

oath, saying, You see, John, I bav
ae that “ you and other persons|
named) took that oath in Leggat’s on
January.’ The witness then told

had not taken that oath.

Depones,

"| several examinations before the’ sh

being often closeted with Mr. Salmo
of which occasions, after using m:
en

Gordon, R.
Grenfell, P,

to the

witness, and

trayed

Gurney, H,

Was out of respect to him
that
be a witness, Mr. Salmond said,
*
you that I have six men who will
took that oath, and you will be

him (the witness) and

Guise, Sir W. B.
Heron, Sir R.
Howard, Lord H.

Howard, Hon. W.
Harst, R.
Jervoise, G. P.
Leader, W.

Lyster, R.
Lyttelton, Hon. W,
Methuen, P,
Macionald, J.
Macintosh, Sir J.
Markham, A.
Martin, J.

Mildmay, Sir H,

81:

be wisdom’

these havin

rite at the prisoners as villains:

you are alive.”

Depones, that up

Mr. Salmond, that if he got sixm
he took that oath, they would perf
He answered, ¢ John, John,
it is
t six men to perjure them:

that after this, Salmond sai
mn

yourself if

i

_

are to reside on the coast of Africa, in the

Brazils, and at London.

ai

Art. 1.—The mixed commissions to be estab-

ished by the additional convention of this date,
upon the coast of Africa and in the Brazils, a
appointed to decide upon the legality of the detention of such slave yessels as the cruizers of
both nations shall detain, in pursuance of this
same convention, for carrying on an illicit com-

merce in slaves.

॥

‘The above-mentioned commissions shall judge,

without appeal, according to
of the treaty of the 22d of
of the additional convention
signed at London on this

1817.

the letter and spirit
January, 1815, and
to the said treaty,
28th day of July,

d

The commissions shall give sentence as
summarily as possible, and they are required to
decide (as far as they shall find it practicable),
within the space of twenty days, to be dated
from that on which every detained vessel shall
have been brought into the

port where they shall

reside ; 1st, upon the legality of the capture;
2d, in the case in which the captured vessel shall

have been liberated, as to the indemnification
which she is to receive. ~
And it is hereby provided, that in all cases

the final sentence shall not be delayed, on account of the absence
of witnesses, or for want
of other proofs, beyond the period of two
mnths: except upon the application of any of
the parties interested, when, upon their givin;
satisfactory security to charge themselyes wit
the expense and risks of the delay, the commis-

sioners may, at their discretion, grant an additional delay not exceeding four months.

commissary
id
spect fc
lity in
the affairs
which may
charge.
Art. $.—T! he form of the pro
follows:
The commissary judges of thi
shall, in the first

த

p

=a

tion of the papers of the vessel.
the depositions on oath of
two or three, at least, of

duals on board of the gees

the declaration on oath

of

it appear necessary, in order

and to pronounce if the
justly detained or not, according
tions of the additional convention

¢

and in order that,

according to thi

event of the two

commissary judge:

it may be condemned
or liberate
ing on the sentence they ought

whether as to the legality of th
the indemnification to be allowe:
other question which might result
pulations of the convention of this

shall draw by lot the name

commissioners of arbitration, who,

|

considered the documents of the
consult with the aboye-mentione

judges on the case in question, an the

tence shall be pronounced confor
opinion of the majority of the

commissary judges and of the aby

Ajt, 2.—Each of the above-mentioned mixed
commissions, which are to reside on the coast of

commissionerof arbitration.

Art. 4.—As often as the cargo of

Africa, and in the Brazils, shall be composed in
the following manner :
The two high contracting parties shall each
of them name a commissary judge, and a commissioner of arbitration, who shal
be authorized
to hear and to decide, without appeal, all cases
of capture of slave vessels which, in pursuance
of the stipulation of the additional convention of

on board of a Portuguese

slave shij

been embarked on any point

what

coast of Africa, where the slaye-tra(

lawful to the subjects of the crown of
such slaye-ship shall not be detaine
that the above-mentioned
brought originally by land
whatever of

eae
மலon
3
parts of
the proceedings carried
before these mixed commissions, ‘hall be

the continent.

_ பர

Art, 5.—In the authenticated decl:

the captor shall make before the commis
written well as in
certificate of the pa
down in the language of the country in which which shall the
be delivered to the &
¢ commission may reside.
vessel, at the time of
‘The commissary judges and the commis- | th:captured
© above-mentioned captor shall
டூ

;

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

[of carrying on an illicit trade in slaves.
in consequence of a sentence of one

as

the same basis determined

in the articles 1, 2,

ever, the

parties interested

should neither be authorized by the

to which the detained vessel may belong,
be entitled to demand reparation;

(Signed)
(Signed)

Casrrernacu. (L-5-)
Tue Count or PALMEM

shall

and in such

case, the goyernment to which the captor may

belong, binds itself to cause the subject of com-

As soon as the to
abolitio
trade, for the subjects of the crow

plaint to be fully examined, and to inflict upon
the captor, if he be found to have deserved it, a
punishment proportioned to the transgression
which may have been committed.
Art. 14.—The two high contracting parties
haye agreed, that in the event of the death of one

shall have taken place, the two high

‘ators composing the above-mentioned mixed

vention of that date shall rei
the expiration of fifteen years, fi

‘r more of the commissioners, Judges and arbi.

8
k
6

shall have

and 8, 04 the present regulation for the commis- of appealing from the sentence, if
sions established on the coast of Africa and the fit, to the commission resident in
Brazils.
and the government to which the
Art. 11.—It shall not be permitted to any of belong, shall be bound fully to defray’
the commissary judges nor to the arbitrators, nifications which: shall be due to the
nor to the secretary of any of the mixed com- appeal be judged im favour of the
missions, to demand or receiye, from any one of being well understood, that the shi
the parties concerned in the sentences which shall’
remain during this appeal,
they shall pronounce, any emolument, under residence of the first commission b
any pretext whatsoever, for the performance of they may have been conducted.
the duties which are imposed upon them by the|
‘The high contracting parties have
present regulation.
supply as soon as possible, every V4
Art.12.—When the parties interested shall im- may arise in the above-mentioned
con
agine they have cause to complain of any evi- from death or any other contingency:
dent injustice on the part of the mixed commis- case that the vacancy of ¢ach of the
sions, they may represent it to their respective commissioners residing in
the Buti
- governments, who reserye to themselves the sions, be not supplied
at the end of
Bee of mutual correspondence for removing, the vessels which are taken there to
when they think fit, the individuals who may | aft
ter the expiration of that time, 5
compose these commissions,
have
the right of appeal hereinbefor
¢
13.—In the case of a yessel detained unjustly, under pretence of the stipulations of the
Done at London, the gath day ofJt
additional convention of this date, and in which
year of our Lord 1817.
the captor
tenor of the above-mentioned convention, nor of
the instructions annexed to it, the
government

ர்

ae

h
thin th
en.
sty, by the govern
of resident in that colo:
slaves which his vessel was, by the Portuguese trate of the place, an
laws, authorized to carry, which number shall the Brazils, by the British
always be declared in his passport.
sul resident in the city in ஙு!
Art. 10.—The mixed commission established mission maybe estab! ished
in London by the article 9. of the convention
On the part of Portugal, 2 th
of this date, shall hear and determine all claims be supplied, in the Brazil, b
for Portuguese ships and cargoes, captured by the captain-general of the pr
- British cruizers on account of the unlawfal for that purpose; and consideri
trading in slaves, since the fst of June 1814, till which the Portuguese government w
the period when. the convention of this date is naming fit persons to fl il the posts
to be in complete execution; awarded to them, become vacant in the commission
conformably to the article 9, of the additional the British possessions, it is agreed, th
conyention of this date, a just and complete of the death of the Portu; ese comm
“compensation, upon the basis laid down in the judges, or arbitrators
in those possessio
receding article, either for total loss, or for remainin, individuals of the aboy
losses and damages sustained by the owners commission shall be equally authori
and proprietors of the said ships and cargoes. ceed to the judgment of such s
The said commission established in London, may be brought before them, and to|
shall be composed and proceed exactly upon tion of their sentence. In this case all

parties hereby agree

, by common ¢
adopt, to that state
of circu
ms!
stipulatio
of the addition
conv’
al
ns
cluded at London the gath of Jub

default of such alterations, the

Ce

mixed commissions, (or in the case,
-mentioned, of total loss) shall claim
demnification for the loss of slaves which
may have suffered, he shall in no case be
titled to claim for more than the number

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
been expected
fro
and amity. From thi

apy

the conduct of the Spanish

government to-

‘wards our merchants was very rigorous. Cotton, | right

which was one of the most important articles
of
our trade, was prohibited
ain; but if this
prohibition was openly dec!
and known, we
had no right to complain. It was the
greatest commerce of the countr
absurdity to say that we ought to make war to the last resource, n

inst them on such a pretence.

Woollens|done, and that every wis

and linens also, which were staples of this country, were prohibited. The duties on iron were
110 per cent. upon their actual value. But if he

was nightly instructed, we were not only treated

with ngour, but that rigour was exercised without due notice. Formérly six months’ notice

precate. He could only lament
much less forward than oth
adopting those truths which
we
established, and which prove

terest of every country was to
its ports to the unrestrained

co

had been given of any prohibitions—now those countries.
The same unfortu nati
prohibitions were suddenly made; so that it was formerly restrained commerce
be
impossible to give timely actice to the merchant country and the sister island, and

in London,

in order to prevent shipments

and

very serious losses. This was the greatest griev-

tain and other countries.

Mr. Ly#telton could not refrain fro’

ance that could affect the interests of com- ing the satisfaction he felt at the ge
merce.
That orders upon matters of commer- ciples
ல in the noble
ட reply.

cial regulation should be explicit and clear, de-

finite in their extent, and precise as to their
commencement and duration, was essential to

the very existence of commerce. Let taxation
be carried to any extent, but in God’s name, let
timely notice be given of such taxation.
He
hoped the noble ford would feel it his duty to

ae if possible, a treaty to remove the exces3196 impositions upon our trade, or at least to
ensure due notice to our merchants. Every
in-

principles, so just and so explicitly

hailed as propitious to the pet ines

avo

country. He recollected too with plea!
the president of the board of trade hi

similar principles, but lamentedthat the

tunate impositions which still
Country prevented their free operat
anxious at the

same time to correct a

He had deprecated the
formation the noble lord conld give would be at- tinetly, but the ground prohil
of comp
tended to: but he particularly wished to know sudden changes
that took place.
what remonstrances had been made by our
Mr. Robinson wished it to be recolle
government, and what answer had been re- cotton
had not been in the first insta
tumed.

lutely prohibited. Notice of its prohib
en given early in the
tleman, since le agreed to the motion before the to be admitted for twelveyear 1815. It con!
months a!
committee, ought rather to have given notice of
Lord Castlereagh thought

that the hon. gen-

an inquiry on such a complicated subject as he

had now introduced.

He

and in consequence of remonstrances
government, the prohibition was not ¢

could, however, ge. ‘tll January 181s.

nerally reply, that the grievances complained of higher daty
having
arose from the unfortunate principles of com. to notice, it
should

mercial regulation which prevailed not long ago

in this country, and which now imroverished
Spain, and occasioned a great deal of contra-

band trade. ‘Hear, hear, from all parts of the

country duties were

He was not awal 2
been imposed on

be recollected tha
carried into effec

the moment that the act which impos
passed
.
பு
Mt. Lyttelton said, he might hav:

house.) Our government had zealously endea- formed,
but he had been told th
“youred to remove those grievances, but all their Rotice
for six months had always b*
efforts had been rendered unavailing by those and now that the
practice
prejudices, which considered restriction and
Dr. Phillimore asked was bldeparted
high duty the only modes of contending with| any indem
nity was to
another country. ( Hear.)
He was not aware |(to those who had
sust:
of any grievance having arisen from want of | seizure
of their slave-tr:

notice.

The

prohibition

of our cotton

was

rather a return to their former system than an

innovation,

In 1792 our cotton was prohibited,

and although it had been subsequently admitted,
restoration of

the

former

state of

things

ன்
Lord Castlereagh replied.
that Be ee
our own sailors, who had
leg
were left to urge their claimadems acco
rd

Hature and merits of their cases.

to be given to the Shani
to meet all claims thit

,
occasioned a renewal of the prohibiides, in our commercial relations with |
ட் other countries, we felt a little embarrassed
by
Lord
- SUF Own impositions, which
no obj
originated in times Spitit and Althorp said, he had
object of the treaty, but the

tion.

‘aly

Nothin

For several months, during which the suspension

Of the habeas corpus act existed, the powers
with which it invested government were by no
means unsparingly exercised. The gaols had
been filled with prisoners, with persons appreended perhaps on the information of spies;
(Hear, hear) and the country had witnessed the
noyel spectacle of itinerant state prisoners, carried about from one place to another. (Hear, hear.)

Wot that alone—they had seen

them

loaded

would.enable them to adopt,

hon. gentleman, however, by
his motion the earlier part of
Teport of the committee of sec
had given a bearing to it which it

rant. In the conclusion of that
port stated, that though in some
was reason to apprehend that en

had been given to designs whic

only
to detect, “ yet, that it was perfect
with irons, and placed in close’ confinement, the committee, that before any
There appeared a most remarkable contrast of ment could be given, the plan of a
the strongest and weakest measures arising out insurrection in different parts of |
of the suspension. On the one side, the gaols had been actually concerted, and
were crowded with unfortunate persons,
drag- fully determined on.” (Hear, hear.
ged from distant parts of the kingdom, and gentleman had asked, whether any
treated with the utmost severity; while, on takentodetectand prosecute the pers
the other, the most puerile steps were adopted, he supposedthispassagein the report was
assuming at last the shape of a paternal admoni- To this he (Mr. B.) answered, that
tion that they would continue in good behaviour. had been taken, and for this plain ¥
(A laugh).

When

80 many

persons were thus

apprehended andimprisoned, wasit right and fair
»that no measure should be taken to detect and

prosecute those spies and informers, whose conduct a committee of that house had pronounced
to be suspicious?
Was this a fair and im-

partial administration of the criminal justice of
the country? He might, however, observe,
that he did not intend to express an Opinion
generally against the employment of spies. Tt
‘was most unfortunate that such measures should

ever be necessary;
sometimes

that public treason

could

be detected only by private treach-

ery; that vice should be rendered subservient
to the safety of the state: but it was most im.

portant, that whenever

such measures were re-

sorted to, they should be accompanied with the
greatest caution. The utmost care should be
employed in receiving the evidence of persons

criminality was imputed to those pers
simple meaning of the committee|
vidualsso communicating information
sarily profess themselves to be the acc!

those whose designs they were det
might in that sense be said to
designs themselves. The rep:

mittee, therefore, contained no’
:
quired any active measures of the nal
to by the hon.
gentleman, nor ha

grounds appeared
gentleman

for such measures

and the house would rec!

the moment it was discovered that O7%
employed by government, a numb
immediately tock the opportunity OF S

he was originally the concerter of the

the conspiracy
which
3
empl
tect, than which nothii
founded. He had not 4
of this description. It appeared from the requestion any further than
port of the committee, that some of the persons inthere
were 70,000 men in
a
employed to detect the designs of others, had
support
them—an
assertion
which
done more than their duty, and had fomented to the maintenance of his characterwa!
that which they were employed only to dis- from the metropolis—might be said to
“over, If there were such persons, they ought
to be detected and brought to justice. (Hear, them.” But whatever might’ be
the encouragement thus affor
hear.)
It was the duty of the house to adopt better established

than that the

டடம

ina
renee

introduced his motion.

taken to detect and bring tojustice the persons correct. But-he could no
‘to whom the report
alluded. He wished: the,| pliment to the motion itsel
:
recollect the course of proceeding that the committee to adopt a
had been adopted by his Majesty’s government. duct, which the powers the
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_personality. There were some pe
எ whose names were reported as the most
conspicuous members in the honourable’ con- ge
r
federacy to which he had just alluded, but he adequate manner in which he
had not had any precise information on that sub- subject under considerati
ject to enable him to refer to any particular in- instruction to the
dividual. He trusted, indeed, that neither the ready described.
fter the motion had
name of Oliver, nor the names of any other
persons, would be considered as in any way chair,
‘
ட
connected with what he had to lay-before the
Mr. Bathurst rose 2
house; for he merely grounded his motion the house would requ'
upon the report of the house itself, and he only hon.
gentleman for the
m

sent tO

give

3.

1008 01 0010110118,

he had -basely

and wickedly injured—the mise-

rable and infamous life he now held. (Loud!
cries
of hear !)—He had taken
great pains to
ascertain the truth of the circumstances to
which he had alluded, and had every reason to

‘believe that the statement was perfectly correct.|
Such,

then, was the character of another

those persons whom his Majesty’s ministers had

had had opportuni

the people—And now, with respect to the
transactions in which the last-mentioned person
had been engaged. Oliver, he believed, was
first introduced to a small society in London by!
a Mr. Pendrill. On the 24th
ட்ராம் 16 01
parted from London with a person of the name
of Mitchell, to see Mr. Pendrill at Liverpool,

of the delegate from Birming

Birmingham,

pointed, Oliver said, it was i
that their new plan of petitio:

employed, first to excite, and then to betray, of the most minute partic

who was on his way to America.
Oliver was

Oliver at his inn, and foun

alone. Oliver expressed great
rest of Mitchell, and after di
time the loss which the cav
through it, he looked at
ட் that it was time to atte

On reaching As they were walking towai

introduced to a Mr.

Jones, of that town, by Mitchell, with whom

~ Mr, Jones had been acquainted many years, no effect on their oppressors,
an
and of whom he had a very high opinion. He short of physical force would
do
invited a few of

his friends, who

were

also

friends of parliamentary reform, to spend the
evening at his house with the London delegate,
Four persons answered the invitation. (And here
he would tell theright hon. gentleman, that witnesses could be produced to all the particulars
which he might state, who were ready to come

forward to be examined, if the house should

(Hear, hear, hear.)

He afterwar

person, should there be a
think that all who attended a

meetin

mingham would be ready to fight
liberties?

The delegate was asto

question, and observed, it was
which he had never entertained
did he know of any person in Bi

consent to an inquiry.) The conversation turned
any such ideas. Oliver tolc
generally on politics. Mr. Oliver stated, that had
highly necessary that he sho
after he had seen his friend Pendrill safe on an account as he possibly could
fr
board, he should
immediately enter on the business for which he was delegated from London
—that he was going to set out ona sort of tour

ss. Derby, Leeds, Sheffield, Wakefield,
Manchester, and othermanufacturing places in

the north; that the great object of his tour was
to get petitions for reform, signed by tens

throughout England.
He said, that he should
endeavour to get persons from the different
towns through which he passed to meet him at
Wakefield to take the subject into consideration,

ham, to strengthen and keep
those who should attend

up
the
me

delegate answered, he could only
he should be sorry to deceive

entering the place of meeting, he\

to see only a few poor creatures,

to be in want of the common necessatl

This meeting of delegates on the 5th
was composed of ten persons: one

mingham, one from London (which

He very much urged the individuals present to two from Huddersfield, one from
send a person to meet him there, as adelegate from Sheffield, one from Leeds, two
field, and one from Manches'
from Birmingham. At this proposal they
only called to the chair, but declin
Jaughed. They told him of the absurdity
of five from Birmingham was then sel
individuals taking’ upon themselves to delegate
openet
person from ‘so large a town as Birmingham, took the chair. ன
He smiled at the objection, and

observed to
them, “ you are yery green in the country
yet.”
Hear, hear.) A few days after his departur
e,
he
sent a letter to Mr. Jones, at Birmingh
am,

informing him that a meeting was to be held
Wakefield, onthe 5th of May; and requestingat
that some person might be sent from Birmine.
ham to attend it. Oliver then went to Lee, 5
Manchester, and Sheffield, and at all those
places he called on the most respectable per-

sons, whom he stimulated to aa these meet.
ings. He represented himself as a man who

of the day, by observing thal
condition of the people was uny

:

former period, and that the yoice of |
was entirely disregarded by pall
said, that it was useless to petition

that London was looking to the co
they must now recur to force—to ph
(hear, hear), and for that purpose

sary to ascertain what men, andW:

arms, they could obtain.
then
number of cards from his pock:

that each eo

fpr

ee

had been long actively employed in important greatest number that each town
upon; and that each pers
transactions—as concerned in the business of a
i card
wi
i
_ 3792, as concerned with Despard, as’
hayin
fac
the escape of Thistlewood and young'5 | Bave general dissatis!
said, it was’ highly

se
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I wil gi

ire was

Brandreth.

1a

lette

nd on that day he saw

(Hear; hear.)

The hon, member

said, he had an affidavit in his possession as to
that fact. .
Mr, Bathurst. What"is the name of the
deponent ?””
Mr. Bennet—1 shall not give any names;
but, if the house will allow me, I will produce
the witness himself.”’"—( Hear, hear. )—Besides,
‘he held in his hand the statement of Brandreth,
made in confidence to his solicitor before the
trial (hear), and though
it contained a complete

fixed for a general

confession of all the illegal acts which Brandreth
had commited, it shewed also, most clearly, by

was a terrible misfortune
he would have assisted. the cau:

what he had been stimulated to their perpetrai
he affidavit he held in his hand stated,
that the deponent became acquainted with Oliver
at the house of one Stevens, an important per-

ising.

—Bi

statement of Oliver’s journtes,—
rity of the same witness, hi
Oliver returned to. Birmingham.
forth his usual assertions: “ O

that he had paid several visit
that he was a hearty good fell
nothing could daunt his intrepid:

that he would have printed some
proclamations for distribution in¢
town, to rouse the people into acti
people in the north of England
* son among the few who were concerned in those ripe for the onset agai’
ப
disgraceful transactions; that it was agreed a that they could scarcely be ks
meeting should take place at the Three Salmons rising before the appointed
da
public-house ; that Oliver there met Brandreth,
who appeared to listen to him with the most
eatmest ateention. Oliver there said, that Mr.

Wooler “had printed 20,000. proclamations ;

that the people in London wondered what the
Nottingham men were about; that the people
in Yorkshire and Lancashire were in such.a state were well. acquain:
with
the
that they hardly could be kept down any, longer; ‘things. ‘That several officers
that all London was in a ferment, and eager to, | would
take any post to which’
join with friends in the country, and that the
appointed. by the people, the di
people there had sent him into the country, to. names,
pavers pie them,

ணய

வறன் அது

see in what state things really, were. He then improper, but that they
requested some persons. to. explore Weedon | th at
ee he had tele
barracks, in which, he said, there were great Mr. Bennet. here begged

quantities of arms and ammunition.
ide by

at the sign of

ae

‘The

of

m1

the h

mind the assumed authority௮
;| quested Mr. Jones to take upon
Bran eth to his. solicitor : assumed, though

eee wee

committee spol

rity, a8 if they were

்

=e met, and, amongst the rest, Oliver. That to impress
the house that extensiv'
ecting was on Whitsun Monday, or Monday | | Operation
by delegates, had. been en!

that he told the persons assembled, that
pete been round the circuit, at Manchester by ut in this vie aa ‘si
was very different from dele;
and Yorkshire, and was then g: ag to London. | tity.
gated, the conspiracy might be

ee

assumed,
it was most co

2 | to involve more in this,

Londons that the | Pletely,

Oliver: not

௧)
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oyal, attached
to the constitution, and ready to
uphold it by any sacrifices that might be tieces-

sary. But as disaffection existed, it was found
Mecessary to probe the extent of the danger; |
and, in the imperfection of human means to
dive into human actions, it was necessary to
ayail themselyes of such means as were within
their reach, to ascertain the designs of the dis-

affected.

worthy of becoming an

ter.) Such

gentlemen m

the cause of morality,

pol

According to the doctrine of gentle- co

my, and encourage

eee

be entrusted

tion. (Hear, hear.)

ம்

The learned

6

men opposite, a simple-traitor was a person entitled to much forbearance, and perhaps respect;
if once he turned his back to his fellow traitors,

posite, (Sir Samuel Romilly) had
at what he coneidered an attempt to

g

tical representations of aerial personages between
Heaven and Hell, which he had read of, among
whom when a spirit, partly dark and partly light,
; the other spirits exclaimed, “ halt,

appeared to think little of the attempt
tify his Majesty’s ministers with those who

he became altogether execrable. Like the fantas- friends with he conduct of those

back to whence you came,’’ and he shuffled into
the crowd he he left. No individual, having the

feelings of humanity, or the principles of moral

correctness, could seta man on to seduce persons

into courses of sedition.

(Much cheering from

ee)
But when the question was,
“ wil you avail yourself of this man’s information, or let the state go to wreck” he felt here
as little hesitation as in the other alternative. —If,
then, it was proper to ‘employ persons to discover treasons and plots, who,

he would

ask,

would the hon. gentlemen of the other side employ? Would they say, that none but persons
of the most pure and unsullied character should
be employed on such occasions? If such was
their way of thinking, he had only to observe,
that conspiracies might be carried on to the
utmost extent before such persons could be
found to engage in such employment. To find
a spy of such a description us would please
gentlemen of that way of thinking, it would be

necessary that a man should have the most pure

country was agitated, but the learned

ge

himself, pronounced to be completely in!
But the learned gentleman ought t
that ministers did

not create inform

only availed themselves of those wh

He could not impute to Oliver the
which some gentlemen ascribed to him,

nisters would have been criminal if they
made use of his information for the safety
of
state.

That person knew the odium of the

which he undertook, but having

undertal

the public, whom he served, were
indebted to him. If it were said that

son was criminal because he afforded
en

ment to those whom he andertook to di
must say, that he did not understand wha

meant by encouragement.

‘The appearant

stranger in such assemblies might be deem
accession of strength, or an administrati

courage; but if such stranger should “0
differ with the object of the assembly,

of course, expect to be excluded.

tlemen

recommend.

he

Would

mu!

that such dissent sho

manifested ?—because if that were the
moral character, be an excellent father of a must be of opinion that although spies
™é
family, have an independent fortune, and, in a employed, ee might report and betrays
word, be faultless—{Hear, hear.}—and yet of all they could not learn.—With respect to Ca
the monsters which this world produced, that he was quite out of the reach of any il!
terrible monster,

a faultless man, was the most

difficult to be found.

If conspirators were al-

Jowed to go on until such a person could
be discovered, such plots might be produced

which might be made, he having

an evidence to save his own life.

only

And

Oliver,—that person had not fomented any

is.

turbance; he merely gave information 0: ‘what
as would. rival the bloody conspirators of he had heard and seen in the committees
the 1sth century.—(Hear.)—If the hon. gen- conspirators. But, as‘ had been already stat
tlemen on the other side were those who not one single individual had for one hour §
bad occasion to employ
spies, and they deprived of his liberty on the testimony
were informed that the Bank or the Tower were Olivers Oliver’s testimony led to other =
about to be attacked, they would of course laugh mony less exceptionable than his own, 0!
at the intimation; but if their informant stated which he was connected only ag the 30!
ய்
he would prove what he said, the first question It had been much agitated, why Oliver
Fo
would be, “ Have you a family?” If their in- not called as a witness on the trials a
“a
formant answered, “ T have six childten;” the some saying that the one party sh
,
next question would be, “ how many wives have called him, and some the other. It
you?” (Muck laughter.) To this, perhaps, he replied for the prisoners, that th
might answer, “ Gentlemen, I am not certain | h have produced “him, for that wo
as to their number; my first poor woman eloped to admit the guilt with which they were ப்
chal
from me, and not having inquired after her, I But could they not have called him,
4?
eee another, and therefore cannot tell whe- closed the whole trath, when
they were bro
7 the former
is living or dead.” ப்
ap for judgment? Surely, they wo al
© dovbt if such were the answer, the moral encountered
no danger by making
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slightest intention of wilfully keeping back any able and unanswerable speeches|
the that might tend to throw any fight on the made, in reply to the motion, he sho

cupy the attention of the house; but as
State of the country.
3
Mr. Tierney said, that one letter had been re~ hon. gentleman (Mr. Tierney) had sap
ceived which it was thought convenient to com- he had not had a very pleasant night
municate, and another had been received sub- could only hope, that he should have

sequently, which it was not thought convenient

comfortable night of it that night.
Mr. Fazakerley in reply, contended,tl
Lord. Milton trusted, that from the argwmen- ficient grounds had been laid to induce
He had felt i
tum ad hominem, or rather the argumentum ad. to,agree to the motion.
filium of the right hon. gentleman, he should be bring this subject before them, and s
allowed to say a few words. Tt was really his never be deterred from discharging his
opinion that one letter had been produced, while the taunts of the right hon. gentlema
another had been withheld. The right hon. Canning.) We had heard of revolution:
but it appeared to him that the pre
gentleman had stated, that the danger bein,
were not without danger, for there seemed
over, Earl Fitzwilliam had been glad to get bac
to those whom before he had felt himself bound a constant approach to an alienation of th
to communicate.

(Hear.)

to abandon, or something

ட்

to that effect ; but

that was by no means the real statement of Earl
Fitzwilliam’s change of opinion.
He (Lord
Milton) had moved for a paper in the committee,
which did not appear to be forthcoming.. There
had certainly been another letter which had not
been produced, and in the letter which had been
brought forward, there had been enclosed a do-

cument which was not now found in it, and on.
which the change of opinion had been considerably founded. He was a member of the secret
committee,

and as such he felt that it would not

be becoming or proper in him to disclose any
of the information laid before it. But he thought
he owed a duty to that house, to state to them
the conduct of the government in one particular.
Many tetters had been laid before the committee

from lords-lieutenants of different counties, but
there were no letters from the lord-lieutenant of
the West Riding of Yorkshire. (Hear, hear.)
He did not know what the reason of that could
be, but he trusted that the letter to which he
had alluded, as well as the other document,
would be laid before the house, for them to form
their own judgment thereon, without any communication.

Lord Castlereagh thought, that the situation
of the noble lord ought to have precluded him

from making a most odious, and, in his opinion,

a most unfair statement ; it was a thing he could
not help complaining of. The noble lord had

given notice of a motion, for the production of
a paper,.on

which

he (Lord Castlereagh) had

stated, that he did not suppose there would be

(Hear, hear.

vernment from the people,

The house then divided, Ayes 53
Noes 111
Majority,
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any difficulty in granting the production of any

papers; but he thought it proper, as he did not
altogether belong to the department from which
that paper was to be received, that the question
should be reserved for a future day. It would

have been natural to have said that the paper to
which the noble lord alluded was not to be found
amongst the papers before the committee, but
nothing was more unfair than this statement, for
what had occasioned the noble lord’s observa-

tions had been the subject of nearly half of the

discussion in the committee. When the noble
lord gave the notice, he had no reason to know
that there would be any difficulty in granting

the documentsto which

he alluded.
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id into the Exchequer, pursuant to act 51 Geo. Wil. c. 15.
intituled, “ An Act for enabling his Majesty to.
direct the issue of Exchequer ட் to a limited
amount, for the purposes, and in manner therein mentioned,”? and which remain for the disposition of parliament.—The money paid into the
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Gilbert, D. Giddy

Ryder,

Shel
del don,

Glerawley, Visct.

Gohling, Edw.
Goulburn, Henry

Rt. Hon. R.

Ralph

ar

Stirling, Sir W.
Shepherd, Sir S.

Grant, A.C.

Singleton, M.

Grant, OC. sen.

Somerset, Lord G,

Grant, C. jun.

Strahan, A.

Gunning, Sir G,

Sumner, G. H.

Swann, H.
Thornton, Gen,
Tomline, W. E.

Trefasis, Hon. C.

Lacon, E. K.
Lascelles, Visct.

Vansittart, Rt. Hon. N.
Vereker, Hon, J. P.

Law, Hon. Edw.
Leigh, C.

Walpole, Lord
Wallace, Rt. Hon. T.

Littleton, EB. J.

‘Ward, Robt.

Long, Rt. Hon. C.

Wedderburn, Sir Dy
Wetherell, Chas.

Maberly, John

Macdonald, R. G.

Wilder, F.

Maconochie, Alex.

Wilsonn, C.

Mareh, Earl
Moorsom, Sir R.

Wood, Mark
Wood, Thos,

Murray, Sir John

OF

whieh they

bills issued

between the sth of January, 1817, and the 6th
issaed

was,
;

2. An account of all Exchequer bills paid off
within the same period.—The amount paid off
Was 47,658,120/.

165. 93d.

8. An account of all Exchequer bills which
Temained to be issued on the 6th of January
1818.—The amount was %,877,600/:
4. An account (ordered on the

represented, and disposed of, as

stated, that the manufactory had been carried

Thursday, Feb. 12.

amount

done to their trade _
the habit of manufac- -

Lord Lascelles said, there were distinctions
between cast-iron and steel, and wrought-iron
and steel, which required some examination,
The petition was brought up and read; it

Exeurquer Bitts.] The.following accounts»
(ordered on the 6th instant), were presented.
of January, 1818.—The
6,698,620/. 16s. 9d.

406,000/. pursuant to the treaty with Spain, was

agreed to by the house.
Curxers.] Lord Milton presented a petition

steel.

COMMONS.

1. An account of all Exchequer

and detained by his Majesty’s cruizers, was ordered to be printed. (See the Appendix.)
‘The report of the committee of supply was
brought up, and the resolution for a grant of

turing knives, and other articles, from cast iron,

Yorke, Rt. Hon. C.

HOUSE

125. 6d.
more particular statement of these acsee the Appendix, title, Exchequer
3
AND SILVER CoIN.] On the motion of

complaining of the injury
by persons who were in

Wynn, C. W.

Naper, James

21,448/.
{For a
aie
Bills.
Cs

of certain cutlers at Sheffield and Hallamshire,

Wrottesley, H-

Milne, Pat.

Exchequer pursuant to this act, and remaining
for the disposition of parliament, amounted to

Dr. Phillimore, the return, (ordered on the 4th
instant,) of all vessels engaged in the slave trade,

Tremayne, J. H.
Valletort, Visct.

Whitmore, Thos.
Wilberforce, Wm.

=

instant,) of gold and silver coined at the mint,
was ordered to be printed. (See the Appendix.)
SPANISH SLAVE TRADE.]
On the motion of

Harvey, C.

Lygon, Hon. Hi.

ae

Mr. Grenfeli, the account (presented on the 11th

Hobhouse, Sir B.
Holford, G. P.
Hope, Sir A.
Jackson, Sir S.
Knox, Thos.

Lushington, S. R.

[862

Odell, W.

Ogle, H. M.

Douglas, W. K.

Ribbon Weavers.

pal 919/. 10.—Interest 180]. 4s. 23¢.—Total

11th instant,)

of the amount of Exchequer bills issued per
acts 7 & 11 of Anne, remaining in the chests
of the Tellers of the Exchequer; together
With the interest due upon them, outstanding
and unprovided for—The Exchequer bills
189080 pursuantto the above acts, and remain-

on above 250 years in steel and iron, for consumption at home and abroad; but that knives,
razors, &c. were manufactured and sold at 20
per cent. less than good manufacturers could sell
such articles for, while the marks upon them
imposed on the purchasers. It was the same
with certain tools for joiners. The petitioners
prayed for regulations and restrictions.
The petition was referred to a committee,
consisting of Lord Milton, Lord Lascelles, Sir
Charles. Mordaunt,

and

several

others,

with

power to send for persons, papers, and records;
five to be the quorum.
ப்
RippoN

WeAVERs.]

Mr. Peter Moore,

in

presenting a petition from the ribbon weavers of
Coventry, took

occasion

to observe ae

merit and suffering of the petitioners, a € 3s
the law'stood at present, were prec
FON
5
making such arrangements among

were necessary to ensure a due remuneration For
their labour. Even when io full’ work, the
poor industrious men were
earnings to of bethese
known
comparatively inadequate 5 but,

when trade was slack, they were so very disoff
Mer, amountedto the following sum: Princi- ‘tressed that they were under the necessity

ing in the chests of the-Tellers of the Exche-

்
டடீீ
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applying for relict from the poor rates. ‘Thus, peared to suggest the expedien
poor rates of the inhabitants of Coventry means, of Cela 1
e
were considerably augmented, for the main- tokens to London. Hi
tenance of those, the profits of whose labour | tokens mightbe had in
were enjoyed by others, who contributed not
cent. under their
விய ந
whatever towards the rates.’ Under such cir- who thought proper to purcha:
“cumstances, he trusted that no one of feeling these terms it was said that 5
or consideration would be found to oppose the now buying them up, with a
objects which the petitioners had in view, and gold for them at the Bank,
which

were,

first, to remedy the evil resulting

be exported at a profit

from the existing law with respect to appren-| it was obviously the
f
ticeships; and, secondly, to enable the peti- to appoint an agent in each of t

tioners to settle the rate of wages among themselves.
_
i

towns in the country, with a

vie

those tokens, and also to save its”
Mr. Dugdale said, that from the circum- | was surely a consideration of some im
stances which had come to his knowledge as a at a period when it was proposed to
magistrate for Warwickshire, with respect to Bank restriction act, in order to preve
the condition of the petitioners, he thought port of bullion. Tt avas, besides, the
their case peculiarly entitled to the attention of government as well as the Bank, to adop
the house. He could not at present express measures to saye the labourers and oth
any opinion as to the nature of the remedy which holders of those tokens from the necessi
they proposed, but he felt that the subject was selling them at a loss, in consequence of tht
worthy of consideration.
inability to convey them to London.
‘The petition was referred to a committee.
SurcEry PRAcTicE
REGULATION.]
SeveRN Coat TRADE.]
Mr. Protheroe pre- Courtenay moved for leave to bring in a
sented a petition of the proprietors of coal the better regulation of surgery through
mines in the vicinity of Bristol, praying that united kin ot - The object of the bill he d
coal and culm should be exempted from duty scribed to be, first, to provide that no one
upon the river Seyern.—Referred to a com- be allowed to practise surgery
without a
mittee.
:
monial-trom some of the regular colleges o
Luatuer Tax.]
On the motion of Lord united kingdom; secondly, that no moi
Althorp, accounts were ordered “ of the duty. the usual fee should be demanded and recei
charged on:leather for the last four quarters end- such testimonial; thirdly, that surgeons in
ing the 5th of January 1818, shewing the amount
ay or navy, who have obtained testimonial
of each respective quarter, and, distinguishing shall be entitled to practise in any part
of!
the amount charged in each quarter upon hides Majesty’s dominions; fourthly, that the pro
and skins charged three pence per lb. and sions of certain Irish acts, for the regulatiol
leather otherwise

charged,

so far as relates to

England.”
“ OF drawbacks allowed upon

public

infirmaries

or hospitals, should

be"

tended to members of English and Scotch
leather ex- leges ; and lastly, for preventing male per all
ported, for the last four quarters ending the 5th from practising midwifery, unless they: sh ம்
of January 1818; distinguishing the amount of have obtained a testimonial.
‘Such being the
each respective quarter, so far as relates to provisions of a measure, the necessity for whi)» _
England.”
:
“ Of the number of ox and cow hides, and
also of the number of horse hides, which have

paid the import duty in England, for the last
two yéars ending the sth of January 1818.”
“ OF the ner of ox and cow and also of
the number of horse hides exported,

on which

the drawback has been allowed in Eagland, for

the last two years ending the sth of January

with a view to save the people from the danger
of unskilful practitioners, was quite indispl
able, he trusted that no opposition woul

made to his motion,
Mr.

Lockhart expressed

வல்ல

த

an opinion, thie

this ‘bill originated with the surgeons 167

have a monopoly in views but the effect of the
bill would be, to injure a profession which omaia

to have too much pride to. entertain காரு 8007.
hension of the competition of pretenders:
“ Of the duty charged on leather for the last
The motion was agreed to.
eo hawe
two years ending January 5th, 1818, so far as
Excuequer Biris Biri.) The house} ee

1818.”

relates to Scotland, distinguishing the amount of resolved itself into a committee on this DY
each respective quarter.””
த்
Mr. Grenfell said, that from some circa ET it
* Of drawbacks allowed on leather exported which had come to his knowledge, he. or

for the two last years ending the sth of January

1818, so far as relates to Scotland, distinguishing the amount of each respective quarter.”

நண

. BANK Toxens.] Mr. Curaven said, he thought
it right to state to the Chancellor of the ExShequer and the house, a circumstance which

necessary to put a question to the Chance?”
the Exchequer, A report having prevailed ee

week in the city, that-1t was the intention >”
அதி
ight hon, gentleman to. propose
the? called’.

of Exchequer bills, and. that what were re
the twopence
bills would
Just come to his knowledge, and which ap- he understood halfpenny
that on Saturday last 4
ர்

ட
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ட

*,

iss

nication was made to the Stock Exchange by

alluded d to; and
்

that the right hon.

preference to any particular description of those
bills, but to take those that were to be funded
ut of the general mass. Hence an impression

such important subjects.

-.

the person who usually made known there the gentleman would gi
lanation, in order
intentions of the treasury, that it was not pro- to put an end to the fluctuations
of property,
posed, on funding Exchequer bills, to grant a occasioned by the present. state of doubt upon

prevailed in the city, that it was the intention

of the right hon. gentleman to fund a consider-

é

The Chancellor of the Exchequer

house would

feel the propriety
of

with regard to the financial plan to be

ae

hoped the

ilence

submit-

ted to its consideration, until that plan was ful
able number of Exchequer bills. He did not digested and matured—until, indeed, he actually
wish for any information fromthe right hon. proposed to have it carried into effect.
3
@entleman as to any part of his financial plan,
Mr. Grenfell approved of the intention
of the
which might not yet be matured; but, under- right hon. gentleman not to make any premature
standing that it was his intention, in all events, disclosure of his plan, adding, that his only obto fund a quantity of Exchequer bills, he re- ject in putting a question to the right hon. gen.
quested him to state whether such was the fact? tleman, was.in order to do away ae impression
Because, if such were the purpose of the right

hon. gentleman, that ‘purpose should have மாட்
mediate publicity, in order to put an end to the
uncertainty and
gambling speculations which at
present prevailed in the city:
€
The Chancellor of the Exchequer observed,
that he had already notified to the house, that
it was not his intention to bring forward any
part of his financial plan before Easter; and “he
trusted that it would not be thought improper
on his part to decline any premature or partial disclosure of that plan. With regard to the
communication to the Stock Exchange, the honourable member alluded, he presumed, to that

in the city, that the Chancellor

of the Exche-

quer had finally made up his mind as to the

funding of Exchequer bills. _
The

bill went

through

the committee,

the

(house resumed, and the report was ordered to
be received to-morrow. _
Matt, 8௦, Duties Butt] This bill was

:
~

considered‘in a committee, and ordered to be
reported to-morrow.

HOUSE

OF LORDS.

Friday, Feb. 13.

Secret CommitTez.}~ Lord Sidmouth premade by the broker of the commissioners
for re- sented, by command of the Prince Regent. ano-

deeming the national debt.

The fact was, that,

understanding that a general expectation prevailed, that if Exchequer bills were funded,

a pre-

ther sealed bag of papers, which was ordered to
be referred to the secret committee.
வட்டப்

ference would be given to those bearing an inHOUSE OF COMMONS.
terest of twopence helfpenny a day, he gave
Friday, Feb. 13.
directiohs to have it made known, that if any
Bank OF ENGLAND.]
‘The several accounts
ges of Exchequer bills should take place,
no such preference was intended.
ordered on the 3d instant, relative to bank notes
Mr. Alderman Atkins expressed a wish, that and bank post bills—the market pricesof standard
the right hon. gentleman would favour the house gold, &c.—the public balances of cashinthehands
with some

further explanation, in order to re-

of the bank—the unclaimed dividends, including

the city. lottery prizes—the allowances to the bank, and
deeb the advances made by the bank, were laidonthe
diminish table, and ordered to be printed. (See the Apச
For how pendix.)
Scorcu BuRGHS.]
Mr. Douglas presented a
could it be politic to take such a measure as
Must operate to reduce the price of stock? petition of certain persons, members of the Seven
Government could raise money at: less than Incorporations of the royal burgh of Dumiries,
three per cent. in consequence of the present in North Britain; setting forth, “that the Muniprice of stock,. whereas, if that price fell eight cipal Government of that burgh has from time 1m~
Or ten per cent. it could not have money under memorial been exercised by whatis called atown
four per cent, Such a fall would, he appre- council, consisting of twenty-five members, that
Tove the uncertainty that prevailed in
For his own part, he could not think it
to fund any Exchequer bills, and so to
the floating capital of the country.

hended, be the result of funding, at present, a

பட் quantity of Exchequer லி
and, there‘Ore, he deprecated any such project as the
night hon. gentleman was reported to entertain.
Another report prevailed in the city, that it was

=~
—

is, seven trades councillors elected by, the ae
tioners, and eighteen merchant councillors,ie

from the latter are annually elected, by the whole
council, a provost and three bailies, wlio, do the

duty of magistrates; itis extremely probable that

பவப் to pro- Dumfries was erected into a burgh by the Parpose the raising of a loan for the’ purpose of liament of Scotland, with authority to clect such
intention of the right hon.

uying up the five per cents., and this was a plan

which he (Mr. A.) would also deprecate.

But

atall events, he thought that no danger could
result from the right hon.
géntleman’s at once |

explaining what were his views upon

the points

a body as the wan catch pat a

one

of

person
Jost or mislaid, as
’
A
srection,
can now hes
give, es account ட் of it; and, without
மடத்

by that charter the right of franchise was

vested Ma the merchant and trades மத் | ,
im

வது,

scr).

H

thongh for a

: OF COMMONS.
great length of time, from what|

ST

nee 1epetitioners will not pretend to say, the
அ

e, times without
nent,

டர் have been in use to elect four new

merchant councillors yearly, and to vote out four
to make room for the new ones; the councillors
elected by the

but them

d by the me

petitioners bemg only seyen to

eighteen, of course, in all cases, the merchant

councillorscould command a majority; thiswould
have been immaterial had the members acted independently, but it has so happened that the
merchant councillors have always been under the

the merchant council are left

domination of some selfish indiyidual, who by tracting debts, while it is the opinion of the
adventitious circumstances obtained the ascen- lawyers, and very generally believed, tha
dancy, and
ey named such persons for burgesses are liable for these contrat
election as engaged and were best suited to sup- certainly is inconsistent that any man,
port his views; thus have the merchant coun- men, should be responsible for the acts
cillors almost uniformly been enthralled, and have of men they never authorized, as to whicl
servilely obeyed their leader, and been a self- never were consulted, and to which th
elected junto; the evils resulting from that system assented; it is an outrage against the
in all the burghs had attracted the notice of the ciples of our happy constitution, justice
Parliament of Scotland, and yarious acts were it, and common sense revolts at such a st
passed with a view to correct the abuse, some of things; in this statement, the petitio
which acts strictly prohibit the election of any with truth confidently assert, no parti
person except burgesses resident traffickers, that exaggerated, and it can to the fullest
ext
1s, carrying On trade in the burgh, no doubt for proved; hence it will appear the petition
the yery obvious reason that they would be best thus approaching the house, are not actuated
acquainted with the affairs of the burgh, of course politica’
itical
motives, or a spirit of innovation,
best fitted for the management, and most likely legitimate desire to obtain material justic
to be conscientious in discharging their duty, security, by such a reform as may protect
because interested in the prosperity of the place against the acts of a self-elected junto, the
of their residence: but these very salutary acts perious necessity of which is palpable, and the
have been totaliy disregarded by the merchant rest in full confidence that the justice and wisd
council of Dumfries, and, it is believed, by all of the legislature will grant a remedy for evils
*the other burghs in Scotland, in so much that it clamant; and praying for permission.to subn
has invariably happened that several members of bill for an act to obtain so desirable a purposes
the merchant council were not resident in Dum- that the house may be pleased in their wisdo
fries, some not even burgesses, till complimented to grant such relief as may be found expedi
with the freedom of the burgh after their election,
‘The Lord Advocate concurred in the nec
and frequently persons have been elected though of some legislative measure upon this subjec
not residing in Scotland, or even in Europe, and and expressed his intention to bring the questo?
in numberless instances it has occurred that the before the house in the course of the sess!
merchant council was partly composed of men
Mr. W. Dundas said, that the accounts
improyident in their own
affairs, in embarrassed corporation of Edinburgh were regular}
or bankrupt circumstances, and such as were unexceptionably arranged and examined5 but
totally unworthy of any kind of trust; man
suggested that the accounts of the one
have done anticipated the consequences of Bich of the seyeral burghs in Scotland should, a8'
a system, and now the dreaded climax has ar- as those of Dumfries, be subjected to & 78
rived; yery extensive landed property has been audit. With this view he proposed that
frittered away to favourites at inadequate prices, accounts shonld be annually sent into th
which, with the annual revenues of the burgh, chequer, which should be authorized an di
haye been dissipated, and, as if to fill up, the to appoint persons for their audit and full
measure of iniquity, the merchant council, for, mination.
4
as already noticed, the other councillors were
After a few words from Lord 4. Hamil
always out-yoted, have contracted debts to a
The petition was ordered to lie on the
amount, equal to if not beyond the value as was a petition to the same effect from.
of all the funds of the burgh, which is thereb y | merchant burgesses of Dumfries.—Both
reduced to ruin if not to bankruptcy, and at this
4. Hamilton, O°
the motion of Lord
were, on
moment there is not a shilling to defray the ne- ட்ப
aes
a
be printed.

heavy

cessary exp-nse of the Municipal Government,

LECTION Laws AMENDMENT BU

pay the interest of sums mortified for be- Wynn said, that before he moyed the oF
hoof of public charities, and yested in their hands the
day for the further consideration of the
#6 a place of security, or to discharge salaries to

and to

clergymen, schoolmasters, and others; it is ex-

upon

this bill, he felt it his duty to

tition which he had been requested to Jay
he had not promised
€ house, although

txaordinary, , but undoubtedly
‘
true, that for above | th

fory years past no statement has been made of come an adyocate for its prayer—Thep

pres?!
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who was the Rey. James

Holmes, and,

5aElection Laws Amendment Bill.

as he

stated, perpetual curate of Scarsdale, in Derbyshire, while he had also a clerical office in Essex,

ச

(376

the 400 had not polled,
a candidate might con= —
trive to excite
a riot, with

a

for the collection of votes.

|

obtain-time

riot might,.

and another in Middlesex, prayed, that as he had indeed, be revived day after day by the unsucfreeholds in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire,. and cessful candidate, in order to harass
amend
Leicestershire, and as he might not be able to It also appeared, that the existence of the riot
exercise his right to vote in all those places at was not limited to the place of
polling; for
| f the-same election, a provision might be intro- wherever or however it occurred, ie power of
| J} duced into the bill before the house, to enable the returning officer to adjourn the poll was to
him, and others similarly circumstanced, to vote be established. Such a latitude of discretion might
by affidavit.—(4 laugh.)
த
induce the officer to act with partiality, and
thus
the object of the clause would be defeated. He
‘The petition was ordered to lie. on the table.
The order of the day was then read, and the had not, he confessed, any particular alteration
house went into. a committee.
் to offer on this point, but he felt it his duty to
ர், சஜ வம், 0௦ ரஷ 00 aware that anyaltera- throw out these suggestions for the consideration
tions in the bill would be thought necessary, but if of the author of the bill.
3
any hon. member had a clause to offer, he hoped
Mr. Wynn said, it seemed that some discretion
he would bring it forward now, as it could be more in such cases must be allowed.
It should be
# conveniently discussed than in future stages of recollected, that it would afterwards be liable to
proceeding. He wished to propose the following the consideration of a committee of the House
exception. It was enacted,“ that nothing herein of Commons, and also to the severe censure of
contained shall oblige any justice of the peace to that House, if improper!
ercised.. He admake any such appointment and apportionment mitted, that a riot might ட place a mile or two,
of polling places, as are herein directed, for any or a greater distance, from the place of polling,
city, borough, port, or place, where it shall ap- which might prevent the voters from coming
pear. that no more than 150 voters have polled up, and it was to meet such a case that the clause
at the Jast contested election, or for either of the untder consideration was so constructed,
two Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.”
Mr. Lockhart thought, that the poll should not
Now; he understood, that nothing could be more 'be re-opened to any voter, unless he swore that
regular than the mode of conducting elections in he had been obstructed in his progress by a riot.
the city'of London, where 8,000 electors were
No further observations being made, the clause
usually polled in eight days; and, therefore, he was allowed to stand in its present form.
proposed to except that city, as well as the two
Mr. Wynn then adverted to a clause which
Universities, from the operation of the bill.
empowered the returning officer to proclaim a
This exception was agreed to, and the words candidate duly elected in certain
“or the City of London,” were added to the a poll had been demanded againstcases, although
another. In
clause.
Mr. Lockhart called the attention of the com-

Mittee to the following clause :—“ And be it further enacted, that in every case where a poll shall
be demanded at any election of members to serve
10 parliament, after such apportionment as aforesaid has been made, and such poll shal] not have

framing this clause, he had endeavoured to keep

in view the principle, of the ancient rule in parliamentary elections. It was rather hard.on a
person to incur the trouble and expenses of a poll,
when nobody opposed him. ‘The subject, how-

ever, was not essentially connected with the rest
of the bill. He did not wish to press it, if the

before finally closed, such poll shall finally close sense of the house appeared adverse to it.

In
most cases, he believed, it would ap)
that 2
was likely to be demanded against a can| unless it shali appear at that time, that 400 voters poll
didate, But, in the instance of a person having
4 the whole shall then have polled; and that the support of all, it might be right to adopt the
“uch poll shall finally close at the expiration of particular clause, to save him from considerable
ihe seventh hour from the commencement of the inconvenience.—The clause was in these words.
“me, on the third day, or upon any day subse- ‘And for the prevention of unnecessary expense
Suent to the third, ie it shall appear that 400 at elections, be it declared
and enacted, by the
Voters
at the expiration of the seventh hour from the
Commencement of the same, on the second day,

ட

him

shall not have polled during the course of

a Aor
always, that it shall and
for the sheriff or returning officer,
poves Where it shall be made to appear to

i ie Upon oath, which oath such returning

officer
t ereby authorized and empowered to adminisee that the yoters have been prevented from

Loe
i

up to the poll by reason of any riot, dis-

1.20) or other obstruction, to adjourn the poll

© next day, and to keep the same o en, al-

Ho ae pasate ce yoters herein
directed
jot
then have polled.”’—It appeareto
d him

authority aforesaid, that from and after the pass~

ing of this act, if at any election of two members

to serve in parliament for any county, city, boட port, or place, the returning officer

declare the view or show of hands to be in fa-

vour of any two

candidates, and if a poll shall

be demanded against only one of such candidates,

so declared to have the majority upon the view
or show of hands, then the returning
officer shall
in such case direct proclamation to be made, that

the other of such candidates, so declared to haye
the majority on
view or show of hands, will.
‘that this clause was not ‘sufficiently distinct. 1f
unless a poll shall be
த்க்.
declared
be
6
1

ர்

ஆடி

380098 02 0000700005...

ss

Grievances under

fied by law so to do, shall demand a poll against
such last-mentioned candidate, such returning

claimed the most serious
and the prayer of t]

oe

demanded against him; and if upon such pro-| :

-clamation being so made, no person duly quali-

attentio!
i

Oe DS

officer shall forthwith declare such candidate, not to pass a bill of indemnity to

county shall be miade, subject to the like regula-

tions hereinbefore directed.”

The house then resumed, and it was ordered,

that the report should be further considered on
Monday next.
Boarp or AcricuLTuRE.]
Mr. D. Gilbert
presented a petition of the president and
members of the Board of Agriculture, praying
for further aid. The Prince Regent’s recommendation being signified, the petition was ordered to lie on the table.
ம்
Lyme ReEcis HARBouR.]
On the motion of
Mr. Gordon it was ordered, that “accounts be
laid before the house of what sum has been actually expended since the last session’? (see vol.
i. pp. 1825—1829) “in the repair of the Cobb
at Lyme.” “Of any report or reports of the
officer of the royal engineers employed to con-

RE

Re

Re

ee

re

against whom no poll shall have been demanded,| from the consequences of their
to be duly elected as one of the members to serve powers -intrusted to them. T !
in parliament for such county, city, borough, brought up; and ordered to lie on
port, or place, and shall proceed to take the poll
On the question that it
1
for the election of the other member.”’—This cellor of the Exchequer asked wh
clause was allowed to stand.
member could state that it coi
A long conversation then ensued on other parts| disrespectful to the house.
;
of the bill; and, finally, it was agreed that the
Mr. Bennet said, it might cont
following clause should be. introduced, imme- harsh expressions; but its generalt
diately after the clause which excepted the two respectful. ~
Universities and the’city of London from the - It was then ordered to be j
operation of the bill.—“ And whereas in some forth, “that the petitioner, whil
counties there are separate general sessions of his business as agent to several publ
the peace and -quarter sessions holden for the on the evening of the 2d of March;
different divisions of such Counties; be it further lodgings in Manchester forcibly ente1
enacted, that in all such cases the high sheriff room searched for his person and
shall summon a general session of all the justices his portmanteau attempted
to be opent
of the peace for such county, by public adver. keys and picklocks, by Joseph Nadin
tisement, to be holden at such place where such constable of Manchester, and
two«
general sessions or meetings are usually holden, called runners; that the petitioner bein
upon some day not more than two months from of this nocturnal visit by a person who
the passing of this act, for the purpose of carry- to be in the house at the time, and.
ig this act into execution; where such appor- landlord threatened with the loss of his
tionment of the number of polling places for such he informed the petitioner thereof, the p

haying a wife and six young children
for, sought refuge in the house of a fi

the petitioner was driven from this re
Nadin and his assistants, who forcibly
his friend’s house in thenight, and seare
same; and in this manner was the prison!

from house to house, Nadin threatening
he’

have him locked up in prison if it 60
{Nadin) 500/.; thus was he pursued until

of March, when he left Manchester t
resting-place in the country, but being:
sued, he fled to his disconsolate family.

pool; that the petitioner had not remain

days with his agonized family, befo)

informed that the police were about4
his house, and fearing

that the shock

by his being dragged from home 10
the night (that
ue the time
ன் 1.

duct the repairs, and an estimate of the expense | fe or

for completing the same.”
CuimNey

Sweepers

(See the Appendix.)

REGULATION

Bity.J—

This bill was read a second time, and committed’
for Monday next.
GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION ACT.]
Mr. Bennet said, he held in his hand a petition
of Joseph Mitchell, of Liverpool, the person to
whom allusion had been made in the debate of a
former evening (see page 388.) and of whom the
Solicitor-Gencral had
been pleased to say, that

his statements were unworthy of credit, because
he had been one of the persons imprisoned,

He

had, beyond all question, suffered imprisonment

_ without indictment or trial, but whether he was

therefore unworthy of credit, he (Mr. Bennet)

ould

leave others to determine.

He most cer-|

tearing reformers from their belove
would be too great for an afflicted v

young but affectionate children to beats

ore again sought an asylum in the

ன்

the petitioner, having returned into tH
of Manchester, was instantly inform!
numberof persons had been apprehent

public-housein Manchester, charged ர்
Conspired together for the purpose

that town, many of which persons ( #
nected with such a plot) were believe! 4
led and instigated thereto by spies an¢
who had gone about for theavowed P¥
the petitioner was informed) சக்க
ter, as they called it, a second Moscow

petitioner, finding this to be no restins:
h im, proceeded into

tainly believed the representations of harsh usage, advised to proceed to Yorkshire;
London

s

Pee
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him; that the petitioner ‘was then } intre
handcuffed, and so conducted to the police office,

*

thence to the coach, and was there very heavily

ironed, which
_ London; being

ey.

i

1

irons he bore all the way to otherwise so 1080௨ 196|
arrived there, the»petitioner was more distressed parts of the J;

~ “taken to a yblic-bonse in Bow-street,
and from

acts of violence whilst the

thence before the Secretary of State, who ordered prison, dae a doors
him to be put into close confinement until the against him, and himself precluded
20th of May, when he was to be brought up for lity of providing for his helpless fa
examination, as he understood; that the peti- the common course of trade; that:
tioner was then taken to Cold Bath Fields Prison, petitioner considers that ‘the house
and put intoa room with another prisoner, where ministers of the crown with that po
he became dangerously ill, through, as he sup- they have so wantonly and unprovol

poses, the ienaiiietects of that pestilential place against him, in dragging him fiom|
in which he was confined at Huddersfield ; the and immuring him in a solitary dungeon
petitioner wishes to state, that although he still hundred and forty-one days, yet the:
feels the ill effects of that destructive place at trusting that such powers were gran
Huddersfield, he considers his present state of wisest of purposes, implores that the
_ health to be owing to the kind attentions of his not only refuse to give its sanction’ to a)
fellow prisoner, the doctor, and the governor; indemnity, to screen those ministers who
that the petitioner was again taken before the
Secretary of State, who committed him to close

abused the powers’ the house confided !
but, as in times less oppressive, when 4

confinement on suspicion. of high treason; he interposed their powerful aid to stop the to
was therefore remanded to Cold Bath Fields of unjust persecution, they will now so takethe
Prison, where he remained in close and solitary | petitioner’s case into their most serious com:
whieh’
confinement, except being visited by Oliver deration, as to grant him that redress
three successive days on or ae
the 21st, 22d, | enable him to bring to justice such:
and 23d of May, on each of which days the as have so incalculably injured him, and
petitioner was fetched by a turnkey into a room enable him to meet his friends and connections
in the governor’s house, where his interviews as he should have done had he not been
with Oliver took place ; that on the goth day of | justly imprisoned ; and the petitioner, fo

s0tie

December 1817 the petitioner was liberated, as the sorrows of a solitary imprisonment,
he understood, without recognizance, until, on
letter from the Home Secretary, which

ம

in duty bound, ever
pray?
id, he had

a petition
sr Bennet said:
the same class of sufferers. It
stated,
mas Evans, of Newcastle-sttett

_ -thegist of January 1818, he was informed by
the Mayor of Liverpool, that he had

t contained a complaint
of ரயி
t in consequence of his lordshi
nothing against him since his libe
ruelties, such as உறக் [சமாஜ
pearance on the first day of term in the Cow
his petition
of last year and the prayer
|
King’s Bench would be dispensed with, and ae
into the truth of his allegations. —I
hoping that his future conduct would be
lered to lie on the table.
r
tht
meyer to render it necessary to call him into a| ' Sir M. Ridley, on the question being pub!
court of justice; that the petitioner, in conse- the petition be printed, rose’ to protest agains

_guence of the Mayor’s communication, deemed

|any precedent tick might be established by

it necessary, though at a great and very incon- Chancellor of the Exchequer having askedsW 4
a former petition Wi F
venient expense, to appear in the ப்பர் of | the question of printing
King’s Bench, in order to get such supposed whether it contained any thing disres

‘

ee

nullified, that

he might not in fu-

- tare be subjected to extraordinary

if a petition respectful i:

penalties:
on | the table were not respectful

to be

enoug ah

the misrepresentations of malevolent or interested |printed.. The Chancellor
of the Exch
men; that the petitioner, though altogether un- might put such a question before the

conscious of having violated, or intending to | was laid on the table, but every petition”
violate, any constitutional principle or law of

the table was entitled to be printed.

the land, but who on the contrary has made
considerable efforts to preserve the
peace of the on

Mr. Wynn said, that petitions might

mn
= which contained வ
்
country and the lives of his much aggrieved might
€ it improper
to print
eae
eae
should know thet 7
countrymen, whom he considered in danger of be proper that eee
being goaded on by hunger and by spies to acts tents, and yet it might be improper t0எத்த
ration; that, in consequence of the pe- further publicity. The house ought tqin
of
titioner’s unjust imprisonment, his business is to use its discretion as to printing 4|
;
totally ruined, himself involved in very consi- each particular case. ‘The 72890. for pt
derable embarrassments, his character traduced, at all, was for the convenience of the mem
mes
;
and his friends and connections enormously im- of the house.
posed upon, by the misrepresentations of spies
Lord Folkestone thought that’ the h
and informers, which spies and informers baye ber’s argument went rather to shew’

ஆரி...
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of printing all petitions: How else could mem-

Griewances
undér the Suspension Act. [978
she was taken and«

before the Lords ~

Privy Council, .
bers become acquainted with \their contents, of his Majesty’s most 3 hi
sufficient time
unless the six hundred and upwards who com- through which nefarious artifice
posed the house were to go up, one by one, to having elapsed, she was, after enduring three
to the
the table, for the purpose of perusing the written days’ imprisonment, permitted to return
fetition? (Hear, hear.) He was surprised to petitioner’s house, which she found had, during
“see so many innovations introduced by those her absence, been filled with police officers of
who made innovation one of their main argu- the lowest and most brutal kind, who had been ~
ments against the most important improvements. sent thither to apprehend every person that
(Hear, hears hear.) Yt was only since the last might visit the house whilst they held unlawful
eight or nine months, that it became necessary possession, which supposed' authority they had
to make a distinct motion for the printing of a acted upon to the extreme, even inviting
some
petition. In his memory, every petition pre- of the friends of the petitioner into the house, sented was printed at full length. They were in order to comprise them within their
gradually shortened; and, at length, a particular assumed jurisdiction; and the police offimotion
became necessary for the printing of a cers, when they had satisfied themselves with
petition at all. He had on a former occasion the number of their seizures, had abandoned the
(see page 126.) expressed his regret at this yote. house to whatever accident might have befallen
It was a palpable injury to the people that every it, had not the sister of the petitioner’s wife forpetition should not be printed, in order to come tunately arrived and prevented further mischief
readily under the observation of the house; for by her presence; that at the end of two years
they were only the servants, the representatives, and eleven months the petitioner was liberated
of the people. He should.not, however, be sur- without trial or any recompence for the manifold
prised, although he should be sorry, to find it Hinjuries he had sustained, and before he could
ordered, that no petition be printed.
a
proceed to obtain legal redress, the authors and
It was then ordered, that the petition of Mr. inflictors of those injuries
procured from ParEvans should

be printed:

It set forth, “that

liament an especial act of indemnity for this and

the petitioner solicits the earnest attention of the other similar abuses of their ministerial trust ; so
house to the grievous and illegal persecutions that thus ruined in property, debilitated in health,
which he is about to detail, in full confidence and calumniated in character, his profession rethat he is able to adduce undeniable proof of duced, his connections broken up, and all the
the correctness of every allegation, and in ardent fruits of his previous industry dissipated, he
hope that the house, as the constitutional
ruar- found himself at ee suddenly cast upon the
dian of public right and avenger of individual world. to. maintain
his family, under circumoppression, will interpose their high authority stances which seemed to forebode years of
to enable him to obtain plenary justice; that on penury and privation; that the petitioner, since
the isth day of April.in the year 1798, the his liberation from this confessedly illegal imPetitioner was seized, pursuant to a warrant prisonment, had not taken any part in political
charging him with high treason, issued by his affairs of any deséription, but had been seduGrace the late Duke of Portland, then one of lously engaged in the business which he had
his Majesty’s principal secretaries of state; that taken up, and from the labours of which for
petitioner was held under re-examination sixteen years he had never indulged in two
until the bill for suspending the Habeas Corpus successive days of recreation, his former perseAct was passed, and was then committed, on cution and unrequited losses having rendered
pretence of treasonable practices, to the House the utmost industry and carefulness necessary

on his part to provide for his declining years,

whence he was transported to the county-jail at and against the dangerous attacks of the incuraWinchester, and again to that at Chelmsford, at ble malady contracted in consequence of the
which jails he was treated with more rigour than rigour and closeness of his imprisonment ;: that
© common felons, being denied during the the petitioner had succeeded through his unre- |
whole period of this long imprisonment the use mitting exertions in establishing a manufacto
books or the possession of pen, ink, or paper, of patent braces and spiral steel springs, to which
or the access of friends or relations: indeed 50 பறட
up as a secure shelter from the apSevere was the nature and so lengthened the proaches of future distress, when, notwithstand.
duration of this unjust confinement, that after his ing his offensive conduct, he was again
el
eration the petitioner was frequently afflicted ina manner. equally as unjustifiable and maligwitha dropsical malady or species of erysipelas nant as his first persecution was acknowledged.
i his limbs, which has greatly impaired. his to have been by the measures enacted to prevent
former excellent state of health, and sometimes the punishment of his oppressors ; that early on
Sunday morning the 9th day of February; 3817,
Tendered him an invalid eighteen months to;
er; that on the day following his arrest,
the the petitioner and his only son were seized b
of the petitioner, though is adyanced in a party of the-police Jed by John Stafford, who
ee was with their infant son committed produced for his authority a warrant from Lord.
(0n'the same false charge to the House of Cor- Viscount Sidmouth, one of his Majesty’s princiTection, amongst the female felons; from whence pal secretaries of state, imputing to them suspi-

eames

of Correction for the county of Middlesex, from

Griewances under the Suspension Act. ‘nas e
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வு.
to extreme

poverty;

but in the afternoon of the

and his_son (who had
same day heate
‘been kept separate from the petitioner since the

such matters and charges

should ‘then

a

to the Surrey County Gaol, Horsemonger-lane,

there be produced against them, and not
to. depart the Court without leave, with

corner for a water

mouth, without being required to enter into any

first moment of his confinement) were removed

where they were again separated, the petitioner which conditions the petitioner and his son
was put in irons like a felon, and carried to one refused to comply, insisting upon being brought
of the strong rooms or condemned dungeons, in to trial for the offences imputed to them, or
which he remained until the 27th of July, in being discharged unconditionally; that the peutter solitude, accommodated with a bag of titioner and his son were liberated on the even=
chopped woollen ர்க for a bed, a tub in one ing of the goth instant, by order of lord Sidcloset, a pail to hold water,

atressel for a tabl& a chair, a chamber-pot, a acknowledgments, and without any compensa=
stick for a poker, and a bit of an old tin pot for tion for this illegal, unmerited and protracted
ashoyel, the use of candle was prohibited, and persecution ; that the petitioner particularly
fire ordered to be extinguished at dusk; the wishes to impress upon the attention of the
petitioner was moreover. denied the introduction

house, that at each

of his interviews with lord

Sidmouth, between the period of his arrest and
final commitment, the petitioner did uniformly
insist upon being confronted with the person
three or four condemned criminals, whose la- who was said to have made oath against him,
Mentations, moans, and, death songs or hymns, but that no intreaty or demand could induce
till the day of execution, were so piercing and Jord Sidmouth to comply with this just and
request; and the’ petitioner consequently
incessant, that the feelings excited in the peti- legal
tioner in that dreary situation altogether pre- believes that the pretended charge of high trea~
cluded him from enjoying any repose, and son ee himself and his son was altogether a
greatly.
wated his sufferings both personal mere tabrication for the most wicked purposes,
and
uel that three magistrates visited the and that no person ever did make oath against
petitioner whilst he was ironed, and approved them relative to any matter or thing which could.
of his accommodation in every respect, unless warrant a suspicion of high treason; that the pethe secretary
of state should give contrary orders; titioner finds his business ‘completely ruined, his:
the irons weré however removed on he third. future prospects overcast, and his character
day; that the petitioner was only allowed to deeply injured by many false and scandalous: .
have interviews with his wife through a grated rumours originating from this persecution; he
door twice a week, in the presence of the turn- hasbeen treated with the greatest indignity,
key, and the petitioners wife was circumscribed cruelty, and injustice, for no assignable cause.
toa single hour to visit the petitioner and his whatever, except the personal hostility of lord
‘on, who was placed quite at the other end of viscount Sidmouth; the petitioner therefore prays
e prison; that the petitioner in the month of that the house will institute an immediate inquiry
June did petition the house for redress, in con- into the allegations herein set forth, in order that
Sequence of which he was visited by some the grievances of the petitioner-may, be fully remembers of the house, after whose visitation dressed,” _

of a box to hold his clothes, and his flute was
taken away the instant of his arrival; that in
the room beneath the petitioner’s were confined

the petitioner was admitted to walk for exercise

Mr. Bennet ,rose to. present a.petition from

ma passage between two rows of cells, and-he

another of the same class of persons,

was allowed to have his musical instruments, a
er bed was furnished, and the use of candles

from William Ogden,

Was permitted; that the petitioner learns with
astonishment and indignation that some of the
‘cgations of that petition were contradicted, for
© petitioner assures the house that there is no

gation in that. petition which he is not prepe to prove at their bar to be strictly and
erally true: that on the 27th day of July the

Petitioner was removed to the room of his son,

a.man-74

It was

years of age,

who solemnly protested before God, that he had
done no wrong, although he had been kept for
nine months in confinement.
‘The petition was ordered to be printed. It:
set forth, “that the petitioner is an old man,,

seventy-four years of age, with a large family.

dependent on him for support, and during his.

absence his wife solicited the overseers of Man-

chester for relief, but was rudely refused any, as:

Who had been similarly ill treated during their he the said petitioner was an advocate for par~
Separation ; that throughout the period of the jiamentary reform, although he. has paid the
Petitioner’s recent imprisonment, with the ex-

poor rate in Manehestey for ந
is two wives
seventeen

“ption of his wife; all his friends and relatives and
Were ‘prohibited from visiting, him, notwith- he
hating his urgent solicitations to the anes

been the first day of this present month
the
of tioner and: his son were taken to the office
ofan Nathaniel Conant at Whitehall, and there
ted to be released on entering into recogni-

“ances.in the.gum of 100/. each.to. appear in the |

க
6

he bya.warrant from lord Sidmouth,

bs

on Sunday morning the oth of March a
while in bed, the day beforesthe .mecting:
9°
thie.
_ pro)
+

his

house

oe

a

was rammaged,

all his. papersy வம

wy legaly
foundgbut what was.
wasin
noth
confines. on
tary
soli
is
in
itted. to pr
he:
ப

; any

உய்!

eat

allowed him from

aay Se Le

ட

yhen,
on complaint
to Col.’
ன
hes
der
Ja three

trate, he w:
was all the meat allowed him

py

at that priso

the

also informed the said magis-|men, who have disgra
trate that his shoes were broke, and not fit for | created them ; 3 the p
such a journey, on which (6 Magistrate said,| hopes that the house

*Get him a pair, Nadi , get him a pair;? but| indemnity so as to prec!
er € Why did you not send that redress his hard case
for another pair?’ to which the petitioner re- neration which he is in jus’
phed, ‘I have not always two pair, and did not
Sir Francis Burdett rose

the’catchpole

know of marching orders ;? but Nadin replied,

of a similar nature.

He

to
ibs

as none were given the petitioner; he was then
loaded with a manacle not less than thirty

d disgraceful to the nation that
cent men could be seized and subj
prisonment, to want, and to iro

manner by the constable, and Nadin his deputy,

been arrested without a charge,

“It’s too late now,’ and overruled the colonel,

pounds’ weight, and treated in the most brutal

whom the petitioner has evéry reason to conclude was the informant against him; as he had
for six weeks before declared to the petitioner
personally, that if he did not discontinue his
attendance at the public meetings he would apprehend him; conscious of the rectitude of his |
conduct, the petitioner disregarded his rude
threat; but before the meeting of the 10th of
March commenced he was apprehended by the
said Nadin, and therefore did not attend; on
. application to face ay informant, the petitioner
was treated indignantly by the ferocious Nadin,
and immediately posted off; the ponderous
irons the petitioner was loaded with broke his
belly, and caused an hernia to ensue about eight
o’clock in the cee when going to bed, and

it was impossible to ala rm the gaoler; the petitioner remained in that dreadfi state for more
than sixteen hours in the most excruciating torture ; on the turnkey appearing in the morning,
two

surgeons

were

sent for, who, after usin

such means as seemed to them necessary, foun
nothing would do but the knife, an apprebende
from the petitioner’s age (Cea,
he should die under the severe operation ; the
pain he endured was so great, that he insisted
on that means being resorted to; they unwilingly commenced
€ operation, which continued for one hour and forty minutes; and,
praised be God,

and the skill of the surgeons,

the petitioner survived it, contra

to the sur-

geons’ expectation, but much debilitated in his
constitution, and he is fearful he shall never be

able to follow his Se

as a printer;

Mr.

Dixon the surgeon, ani his partner, performed.
the operation in Horsemonger Gaol, and can

injured beyond almost any parallel.
fined and punished according to the}

ministers, and they were most illegal:

ed without an opportunity
of pro
nocence and their sufferings.
ways pressed for a trial, but when the
thi le accusers shrunk from such a test of
conduct. He moved that the petition
and that it do lie on the table. It wo

idle there, for the noble lord’s (Folkest

tion would give an opportunity of

use of it.
“ae
‘The petition was read and ordered to be prin
ed. It was the petition of John Stewa
ver in Glasgow, and set forth, “ that.
tioner was apprehended by the sheriff
narkshire on the 22d of February last¥
put in prison, where he remained seven
and three days, when he was liberated on

without having been charged with any
crime; that from the ged till. the 2!
said month, he continued in jail wil

candle, provisions, or even a bed to re
in that cold and inclement season of '
that his prison allowance was only four sh ie

and eight pence per week, two and sixpent®

which was expended in the articles ்
candle, and other necessary things leaving,
two shillings and two pence to fin

weekly subsistence; that the petitionel

wife and three children’ who suffered
from the want of his labour and compa?

the loss of work, the expense of a bat

and other charges connected. with his
mént and liberation, haye reduce

stances and require redress; may

please the house to take the above 3”

witness to the truth of this statement; the consideration, and grant such redre'

wound in the groin of the
seven inches in length, and

petitioner was aboye
Mr. Dixon had his

entrails out of his belly in his fingers, like a link
of sausages;

Mr. Walters

the governor was

™

may seem meet.”

PARLIAMENTARY RerorM.)

‘

Sit

BE uF

presented a petition of certain inhabital

parish of St. George, நிலமாய்
) there, and can speak to the fact here re~ the clerk began to read. It ex|
I
corded; thus has an old man
en torn from his viction, in common with that of the Wir
ly, and ruined in his
» by the base dom, that the house did not in any
107.

y of Manchester alone, who alone Constitutional sense represent the 1
Were the riot
one er
of whom
s,
was a cle: Tgyman,
were the.instruments of a
the Rey. Mr. C, Ethelston; for the pecuoner they
temptible administration,
who

ம்
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cOnstitution of the country, and punished the
people at their pleasure. It then proceeded in

of April,

ent would com-

Then the

mence, and, as he had
conyenience, be gradual.

ர்
்

for mutual

a
these terms :—‘ If the house will not listen
convenience
the
that
remarked,
Tierney
Mr.
reto their complaints, or grant the required
was to be paid,
form, they will most certainly resist the pay- of the party to whom the money
the deLord Castlereagh rose to request the clerk to

would be best consulted by liquidating
the counmand. Jt was most important to

done, he rose again, amidst the cheers of the

time specified by law, because it went to afford

ment of taxes.’”

ன்

read the last sentence over again.

This being

house, to say, that the language and spirit of the
petition were neither respectful to the house,

nor reconcileable with the laws and constitution

try that it should be repaid to the Bank at the

to the Bank the facilities of meeting its engage-

ments with the country, by paying its notes in
cash. ‘But, what said the Chancellor of the Exchequer to-night? ‘That on the sth of April

of the country. He, therefore, moved, as an
the payment of the six millions would take
amendment, that it be rejected.
place? No such thing—it would only competithe
as
that,
,
contended
' Sir F. Burdett
tioners were to resist the payment of taxes only mence. So that, if the right hon. gentleman
in a legal manner, their petition ought to be re- should think proper to pay the Bank a one
ceived. It was the very principle and spirit of pound note, he thought ie enactment was fulthe constitution, that the people should pay no filled. On a former evening he (Mr. T’.) had conIf, gratulated himself on having at length pinned
} taxes but through their representatives.
நீ then, they were called upon to pay taxes which down the Chancellor of the Exchequer to someBut now they were wholly at
their representatives had not imposed, the con- thing precise.
stitution and laws of the country should proteet sea again. Every thing definite that the ight
"hon. gentleman had before stated, relative to the
them from the payment of those taxes.
* Lord Castlereagh rose again, and barely read payment of these six millions to the Bank, at
the time specified, he had now knocked on the
the obnoxious sentence.
* ‘There was a general call for strangers to with- head. If there had been any arrangement bedraw, but the petition was rejected without a tween the right hon. gentleman and the Bank,
in common candour why not state it? Then we
்
division.
_ Sir F. Burdert then presented ten petitions of should start fair. What he now heard, satisfied
inhabitants of Bath, praying for universal suf- him as to a rumour which he had that very da
affrage‘and annual parliameénts—Ordered to lie heard from persons conversant ‘with these
fairs, that the repayment of these six millions to
on the table.
On Mr. Brogden’s the Bank, as positively asserted by the ChanBANK oF ENGLAND.]
ides up the report of the Exchequer bills cellor of the Exchequer, never was in contemplation. He was never able to comprehend
>
All
~ Mr. Tierney said, he had a question to put to what the right hon. gentleman was at.
the right hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to persons who thought they understood the Engwhich he felt it of great importance to obtain a lishlanguage, fancied the other evening that
definite answer. ‘The right hon. gentleman had the right hon, gentleman had said, that the
called for a grant of thirty-nine millions by Ex- Bank would*be paid in money. Now, however,
chequer bills: he was then satisfied.witha grant of it appeared, that nothing of the kind was to
thirty millions, which, it was represented, would take place. The best rule for hon. members
e sufficient to meet all the charges on the revenue would be, whenever they asked the right hon.
previous
to the Easter holidays. What, there- gentleman a question, to wait for a fortnight
fore, he wished to know was, whether the sum of before they satisfied themsélves that they com-_
six millions, to be paid to the Bank on the 5th pletely understood his answer. (4 டம்
of April next, was included in these thirty milThe Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he was
lions? In other words, would this grant meet persuaded that the right hon. gentleman was the
le Current expenses, and discharge the demand only person in the house who understood him
of the Bank ?
on a late occasion in the way in which he had
5
்
On that occasion the right hon.
. The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied, that des¢fibed.
‘would fully meet thé current expenses, and
ntleman ‘asked him, whether the six milthe whole ‘sum, due to the Bank, if necessary, Hons which would become due to the Bank of
t he was inclined to think, that the repayment England’ on the sth of April next, would be
would be gradual, for the mutual convenience paid in Exchequer bills, or in_ money: His
of the parties.
a
க: 2ம்
reply was, that it would be paid in ட ha Bat
not
Mr. Tierney said, whether the repayment he had not said—indeed the question.
Were in one sum, or by partial payments, was a been asked him=thatit would be so paid onany
‘condary consideration. ‘The fact he wished" ae day. His answer was simply to-be unto ascertain was, would the six millions be paid
erétood tn this gene) thatywovernmentidid not

to the Bank at the time fixed by the act of par-

Wj

oe

sh its Te]
ent?
» Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that

‘part ofவக்க

due until the sth

intend to renewitMe ax millions
period
bills, but that, at some

in Exchequer
within the time

specified by act of parliament, that sum would
He had nev
be ‘paid to the Bank in money.

௦

‘rney) certainly then understood that it was
to be so repaid in money on the day specified
in
the.
Such was the obtuseness of his intel_ leet, that, when the knew that money became

property.

During the latter

war, it was absolutely impossi

tleman of landed property |

that property at legal interest; an
to rai
hon. gentleman told him that it was to be paid their estates, were compelled
to
in money, he was fool enough to believe that it by an infraction of the exis Ele
would be paid on that day. (4 laugh.) ு
senting to the most onerous an
Mr. Sharpe wished to ask, whether it was the He wished to add a few word:
intention of government to pay the six mil- the discounts of the Bank of Englant
lions to the Bank of England before the expira- not the most remote dispo:
2
tion of the act which authorized the Bank to with the management of the Bank
suspend their payments in cash?
spect. He pe from thinking
the
The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied, that had any right to interfere wi
it would be paid in such sums as might be re- specting their rate of discount.
quired (Hear, fear.)
்
time, considering the privileges, 1
Mr. Grenfell declared, that the impression on and advantages which the Bank deriv
his mind, from what had fallen from the right their connexion with governme:
்
hon. gentleman on a recent occasion, was, that lature, he hoped he should notbe thot
this payment was to take place, in cash, or in assuming, when, as a member of thi
bank notes, on the 5th of April. But now the and with a view to the producti
i
right hon. gentleman said, it was to be paid as rate of interest as possible, he su
it ‘might be required by the Bank; though, but it might not be expedient, and beco!
dae en the

sth of April, and when

the right|

two minutes before, he had stated, that it would

fel
elt an imperious necessity

Bank of England to reduce their rat

be paid before the end of the session. By the count from five to four per cent. If, a8 4
2et of 1816, an option was given to government proprietor, he were addressing the court ‘
to prolong the payment to the Bank of this loan prietors, he would recommend such a m
of six millions for three years. Did the right even on the ground of its advantage to the
hon. gentleman mean to state, that,if the Bank itself, as there was little or nothing |
did not require the money, or if he were not while the discount was maintained al
disposed to pay it, be should feel justified in cent. while, in all probabi
பிலிம் the payment to the extent of that
reat deal to do were the
period?

It was not, however, entirely for the

purpose of putting this question that he had

risen.

He rose to express his hope, that the

right hon. ன

in raising money, would

adhere to the system which had been pursued
so advantageously for the public, in the mode
of issuing Exchequer bills, during the last five
months; namely, to issue them at the rate of
two-pence per cent. per diem, which was equal
to about three per cent. per annum. If from this|
were deducted the premium of one per cent. borne
by those bills since October, it would appear that

‘Our per cent.

1221

The Chancellor of the Eee

the question with which the ho
commenced his observations said,

tion of postponing the repayme'
millions to the Bank for three years W

be accepted, but that they would be

the course of the year. He aj
measure, with what had subsequent
from the hon. gentleman, and

reat gratification which his
lerived from being able to raise

el

money might be raised at present at so small a advantageous terms than had e
Yate as two per cent. ‘This was certainly a state obtained in this country.
of things extremely advantageous. Be:
the
Eee ries Goel
ef e same ees
year as in
bils were iss
xchequer
படக்
Jast, would come to five or|
i thou-

and

f ae ‘was another most alos

namely,

ie tendency to

keep

own

the

of money
in the country. Go.

அ

க

-

‘he report was then

agreed

mon

ள்
to, 811

was ordered
to be read a third time 0D
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| Magistrates—a prac
sense, and justice, 2
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ScoTcH BURGHS.] Ae» 5
5
make a motion relative to some late transactions
in the burgh of Montrose, which were likely to
haye a material influence
on the future situation

and destinyof Scotch burghs.—He said,he should
commence by declaring what his intended motion

British constitution. Inde
such a nature, when applie
which had duties to perfor
man could not contrive a mo

to produce the most domineering arrogance in

these municipal governors, and in the helpless
governed the most abject state of subjectionand

servility. In several burghs in Scotland, the
was not, and then proceed to state what it was. It magistrates, if they chose, were, year after year,

was not any disguised motion for parliamentary
reform, nor had it any necessary connection
with that unwelcome topic. His motion would
be, for the production to this house of those
proceedings of the privy council, which were
technically called the act and warrant, by which
anew election of magistrates had been granted
by government to the burgh of Montrose, and
also a radical and important alteration had been
made in the old constitution of that burgh. The
learned Lord Adyocate had declared last session,
when he (Lord A. H.) had supported the prayer
of some Scotch petitions for patliamentary reform, that the people of Scotland were satisfied|
with things as they were.

Such

a declaration

would surely not be made now. They who had
observed what had passed in that country for
the last six months, who had noticed how many,
public meetings had beeh held for the sole purpose of considering the abuses and mismanagement in their burghs, who had seen how all the

newspapers in that country had teemed with

self elected in perpetuity. In most, the matter
of election was so managed that it amounted to
the same thing. In other burghs, the magis-

trates were

did

not bound

to reside,

not reside, and were

and, in fact,

rarely seen in the

burgh, whose concerns theypretended to manage,

except once a year, to be re-elected.

All these

were abuses of the most discreditable and inju-

rious natpre. It was not his wish or intention
upon the present occasion, to excite any unpleasant feelings on the subject. He by no means
meant any

honourable

hostility to the learned lord, or the

gentlemen opposite.

very sorryif any thing

He should be

he said or did, should

be injurious to that cause which he was anxious

to serve. It was the cause of Scotland, and, in
his conscience, he believed, thatin no way could
he more effectually promote the best and permanent interests a that country, than by usin;
his humble efforts to effect the destruction of
this odious system of burgh management, to annul that abominable

abuse,

the

self-election of

tesolutions from the different burghs, stating the
grievances which they actually suffered, and

magistrates, and to establish the liability of those
entrusted with the funds and possessions of

insolvency

burghs, to have their management brought to
the test of strict and accurate accounts. He

the helpless and cruel condition of distress and
to

which

they

were:approaching,

would find some difficulty in believing the learn- would now proceed to detail the particulars of
ed lord’s assertion of last year—that the people the case, which had occasioned his motion.—
of Scotland were satisfied with these matters as Whathad occurred wasthis :—Inthecourse of last
they were. He was convinced, that neither the year, an irregular election of the magistrates took
noble lord opposite, nor any other member of place at Montrose—it was deemed, indeed,
his Majesty’s government, if he could bemade per- wholly void —and thus the burgh, in its corpo\ectly acquainted with what had passed, and was rate capacity, had lapsed, and pone gore
Y passing, and likely to continue, in the Scotch There existing no power within it to revive
burghs, would voluntarily continue that system itself, application was made, through the Lord
of raud which wasted the resources, and of Adyocate to the King in council, to re-establish
-Pol€clection in the magistrates, which eluded the functions of the burgh, by granting what is
நலம் detied all featonablion
One fact alone called a poll-election, that is, an election of the
Would shew the wretched state of things in magistrates and council by a general vote or poll
oe burghs—it was this—that the inhabitants of the burgesses, Thus far he had nothing to
fa burgh in Scotland, who had no yoice in object to. But, besides this poll-election, the.
By ocPPomtment of the magistrates of that act and warvant of his Majesty in council ha
3 ne gh, and no control over their conduct, were taken to itself the privilege of also canes
evertheless Jiable, according to the best infor- change in the set or constitution of the burgh +
ation he had been able to obtain, and accord- and this, he contended, was an usyrpation © ie
W's to the highest legal opinions, for what- பகி power,—And although he was ready to
Yer debts they ea
in their magisterial capa- admit, that the alteration was an improvement, |
5 pega,
Indeed, it had been solemnly and a benefit to the burgh, yet he must object
€d, within the last fifty years, both in. the |

fey, Of exchequer and court of session, that

2the said courts, had no jurisdiction against,

“Magistrates of a burgh,

in questions of ge-

eral account. ‘This abuse was founded a

even to a benefit, ப்
if ந்த வ
medium
of anusurped

ang uac

லத்
Pees

eae

inthe
crown, He would illustrate his meaningby
reference to what took place last, session, in re-.
gard to the distinguishes [person who lately satin
டது
பு the crown was

Other still greater—namely, self election in the ப

>

ae
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ஙு
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f pondon ania

அஸ்

nee

Now,

the sense of the house was in favour of
to be done, there existed
a very ge-| |
eral, , and very just, resistance to the manner of
it, because the house of commons thought

that any pecuniary remuneration to theirs

it to emanate and originate from themselves.
So,the said, with regard to Montrose. ‘The crown

ப

11

was right in reviving the dormant power of election, but if any change were to be made in the
burgh itself, it ought to have been made by parliament, and not by the mere will of the crown,
that is, by ministers. He would not pretend.
to set up his opinion in opposition to the

would

ask the learned lord

conflicting powers was si
ordinate? or, whether பி
opinion of the Lord Advocate, of the Attorney rent
jurisdiction? And in the last c
and Solicitor-general and the privy council—nor edicts in these
matters should
did ‘he; but

self of |

Means in

he had endeavoured

to avail him- ie

authority in Scotland by every

his power, and could find no autho-

to
ட
ம
ப்
remedy, or ap
legal
ட்
ora
Ue cova

Tity, dead or living, which would sanction this this moment, that little or no
extraordin
power in the crown. Would the|
privy council do the same thing in other burghs

6

not

i

f ‘or their current expenses, and the

felt considerable alarm for their own
under similar circumstances? What had been and private
property. He believed,t
done amounted to nothing more nor less than this ing to
the
best authority on this
—that the crown took on itself to alter the constitution of a burgh in such a way, as materially to burgesses were liable for he debts of
And it was notorious throughout Sc
affect the representation.in that house.

It consti-

a member of parliament was attached.

Was the

tated newoffices, to which the right of yoting for
noble lord of opinion, that, as often as any burgh

many of the burghs were involved
est financial பர்க்
and wi
with dissolution. It had already
one, that no persons could be
pers

in Scotland fell into a situation similar to that
in which Montrose had been placed, such burgh

dertake the office of magistrates.
viduals had refused to act after b

which indeed
there could be no objection, but
might also be new-modelled according to its

sure that the state of long co tinued :
had suffered, and of degr;
1

might not only
pleasure?

be revived by the crown, to If no political interests were cone

It was no argument in fayour of the they were fallen, would
excite
of all parties in the hous
1

proceeding, to say that the new set granted to
Montrose was superior to the old cne. If the
crown, On its own specific authority, could give

4 constitution better and more enlarged than
that which originally existed, it might, if it

now enlarge on that sul
say too little than
uch
i
points: his object was, to proc

candid

consideration of the
chose, under the same power, or assumption
of before the house.
He mu:
power, give one worse and more contracted
nay, further, if the crown could change the set ; jection was not to the
manner of doing
in September last, as it had done,
it could change set, but to its bei
it again in January, and again in June,
and thus he could not but
the form, if not the existence, of all
the Scotch spirit it was unconstitutione
burghs

a
was dependent upon the mere will of conclude
d with moving, that the
the will or caprice fore this house, a copy
of the act
of its ministers. He wished to have this prelihis Majesty in coune’ , dated in the
minary point settled previous to calling the -at- Septembe
r 1817, authorizing
the g
tention of the honse to a more extensive consi- and
deration of the subject on a future day. What trose,inhabitant bi
to elect fit pel
he called in question was, the power of the town-cou
ncillors of
crown to altertthe constitution of these burghs, and ordering
and notits ‘power to revive their Japsed or dor. Constitution an alterati
of the s
1
Mant existence. © Supposing that parliament
Lord
should take into consideration the grievous mis- ed thisCastlereagh said, that if
as a mere legal
qo
management, and decayed state, of the Scotch considera
tion of a branch
burghs, and should
effect an
crown, or rather upon

amelioration of he
have left it tc
tion, what cause would Scotland have Lorshould
“to Be
in such a just and beneficial measure, noble Advocate) to rep!
lord; but viewin
if, the moment
yards, his Majesty’s minis.
| | tt might “abrogate all that had been done, by the m
their

வை

ஜி.

1002 02௦0007010.
ing, that the speech of the|

rd had been marked with every degree
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of an arbitrary sy

nt
of candour :—he had stated, that it was not his shew, that, in the
wish to connect the particular reform which he not wantonly invaded th
desired, with any general reform in the repre- the burgh. Whether thecr

“sentation—he had rather in view an improvement in the administrative than in the representa-

to act as it had done, was a’

Scotland, and, therefore, would

ing on their’ oaths, under the ‘Grenville “act,

come before the house in a m
)
tive character of the burghs: but although he had way than by the present motion. ~
not opened the general question of parliamentary impossible that the election of the
for
reform, his motion certainly went to that ob- that class of hurghs to which Montrose peor a
ject. The reform which he wished would lead ed, might be questioned by the unsucce:
to an extensive change in the burgh elections of candidate, and a committee of the housé, actcarry

into the representation of that part of

reform

the coun- might have to dispose of it.

try. But he had not adduced very strong reasons

Mr. Abercromby contended, that this question had no connection with the subject of parreform, except in so far as any questhe more limited ground of improvement in the amentary
administration of the burghs.
There might tion which had reference to the persons who rebe defects in that administration, as there turned members to parliament could be consider- ~
were in every institution; but, in so far as his ed as connected with that subject. Had the crown
Majesty’s ministers were acquainted with the in this case only exercised those powers which
state of the country, there was no part where were necessary to give activity to the administhe population wasin a sounder condition than tration of the ae
which was suspended by in the burghs of Scotland.
‘There seemed, how- the non-election
Magistrates at the proper
ever, to be a defect in the law with respect to time, no complaint could have been made; but
those burghs. The noble lord had stated, that not contented with this, the crown had comthe inhabitants had no power to take cognizance pletely altered the set of the burgh.—The alteof their pecuniary concerns, or to, control the ration might be very beneficial in this instance;
administration of their funds.
But this evil but a precedent was established, which, in the
might be obviated by the bill which he under- hands of bad ministers, might be employed to
stood his learned fiiend (the' Lord Advocate) justify the worst encroachments.
The noble
intended to introduce. With respect to assum- lord had told them, that the question might be
ing a right of taxation, he could not conceive discussed with more propriety elsewhere. But
for the production

of the document,

even on

that, in any of the burghs, the magistrates and

it was not likely that any of

the inhabitants of

town-council would think of setting up an arbi- Montrose, who were all pleased with the alteratrary right of assessing their fellow-citizens, or tion, would dispute it in a court of law. A
that there could’ be any difficulty in resisting an committee under the Grenville act might deattempt of that nature. As to the legality of cide on the merits of a particular election, but
what had been done, he thought that the house could not determine the
general question.
Were not likely to be
good judges of that sub- He could have wished that his noble friend’s
ic
Whether the
charter was or: was not motion had been more complete—that he had
‘eal according to the law of Scotland, was also moved for the old set of the burgh, that
Tather a question for thé judgment ¢ a court of the house might have seen the extent of
hav, than for the decision

of that

House.

No

individual of Montrose could be affected by the
change who had not his legal remedy: he
might, in a court of Jaw, question the legality
Of the election of magistrates under the new
charter, "The question might also be brought
forward in the convention of Burghs; that
Convention

might

refuse

admission

to the de-

a from Montrose, and then the question,
Whether that delegate had a right of admission
or not, might be discussed. The noble lord

the alterations made by the crown.

If the

crown had exercised a power which did not
belong to it, parliament was bound to interfere.
He was not acquainted with the laws of Scotland, but, in his view of the question, the act of

the crown, in altering the set, was illegal as the
ane

of the burgh were not abrogated

solved, but only dormant.

and dis-

In England, when

there is a failure to elect corporate officers,
the corporation is, so far as relates to. its
power of action, dissolved, until revived by

had argued, that though the present arrange- the crown.

At all events, an inquiry ought

ment for the burgh of Montrose was good in it- to be instituted, more particularly as he untel, ministers might afterwards make other derstood that, in the course of the present
atrangements, of a very different character, to
ear, fiy@or six burghs would be in a simifavour political ‘views. © But here; it appeared
far situation to that in wHich Montrose had lately
fat, the act had grown out of the circum- stood. Connected as he was with Scotland,

Stance of the suspension of all the powers of he was glad to hear from the noble lord a Jan~
The relief ‘was generally solicited' wage respecting that country so different from

the burgh.

பள

இவரு

inder

was not one complaining party; and, that which he had heard from him before :—all
it was unfair to consider an act called was now smooth and tranquil, there were no sesuch circumstances, as the beginning: cfet committees,no disloyalty or disaffection, and

393]
itwas

HOUSE OF COMMONS. —_gto the excellent conductof வறன்

trat
of burghs
es that things wen
on sotorderly!
_ The Lord Advocate said, that, upona late ‘oc-|
¢
blame
ee
no charge
of disloyalty
or disaffection
d been brought by his noble friend, or him-

self, against the people of Scotland Bencrallice gal, but he had not 4
it was only Glasgow and its neighbourhoo 1 to ment in SUDO, of his pi
which the charge of taking illegal oaths applied. a nae ae was not
With respect to the question now before the
ality of the power exerci
house, the noble lord (Lord A. Hamilton) had in fog. of the burgh of
stated, that the magistrates of a burgh in Scot- vutually recognized in ‘the <
land possessed an unlimited power of taxing grievances.
The grievance

0

the property of the inhabitants. ‘That this statement was unfounded must be obyious to the

James was, not that he had
tutions of burghs, but that h
that its absurdity his own authonty, “ without ர்
had not struck the noble lord himself. Had the der, or consent.” Jn the case of
noble lord forgotten, that, in the declaration of Stirling,in 17$1,a similar warrant had be
gnievances, at the revolution, it was expressly Counsel were heard in that case before
Stated, that, to levy money, without the consent constitution was granted; and althi
of parliament, was illegal? He would ask the of that bargh was a‘terwards brou
noble lord, whether, in any of the burghs which court of session several times, and
he declared to be in a state of utter insolvency,
or six committees of election in th
a single suit had ever been brought against any Commons, it was never objected,
one of the inhabitants for payment of the debts rant was void and null. In 1789, athatmi
_ of the community? From the revolution down- made to inquire into the state of the bi
* wards, with, he Lia one single exception, Scotland; and, in the report of the com
and which was so only in appearance, no. case the modes were discussed in which alt
had occurred in which the burgesses were held could be legally made, by course of time, |
to be liable for debts contracted by their magis- burghs themselves, and by the act of
trates. He knew that opiniens had been given The case of Stirling was referred to, and
by counsel, that the inhabitants were Jiable for of altering the set, as
was done
1781.
the debts of the burgh; (hear) but, although questioned. The alteration in inStirling
those opinions had been given many years ago, cisely the same as thatwhich had
been madein
no suit had ever been commenced on them, and | burgh of Montrose.
There was, ther
house, and he was surprised

opposite opinions had been given, even by some

of the counsel whose names had been so triumphantly, but so unusually, proclaimed on a former |
evening. (See page 267.) He could inform the
noble lord, that the magistrates of some burghs
had attempted to levy petty customs for the defrayment of the public debt; in Aberdeen, for
instance: but the question was ultimately decided, on appeal to the House of Lords, that the

Magistrates of burghs had no such power to
levy customs. The noble lord, in support of his
argument, had referred to. a case dane
by the
barons of the exchequer, but he had quite mistaken it. It was alleged, that, by an old Scotch
act, the barons of the exchequer were empower-.
ed to audit the accounts of royalburghs; but, in

the case in question, the barons refused to susfain that jurisdiction,
‘This was, however,

merelya question of audit. There was hardly
a year in which some of the burghs did not
make application to the legislature for a power

of levying money to pay their debts ; but,

magistrates possessed that power, would

think it necessarto
y apply to parliament?
noble lord had stated, Hee the inhabitants

ground forthe allegation, that this ext

prerogative of the crown was ille;

h on. and learned gentleman (Mr. Abe!
had contended, that the acbof the crow

al, because, when a burgh in Scotlan

luced to the state in which Montrose
it rights were not, as in England,
and dissolved, but were only dormant

this he inférred, that the hon. gentle!
mitted, that, in England, when a burg)
rights by a failure to elect corporate:
the terms

of its charter,

it might

with such alterations in its constit
King might deem advisable. Now,

admitted by the hon.

gentleman, and he

it could not be denied, there was an 80

question. The hon. and learned
rofessed himsclt to be totally

law of Scotland.

tion

now

gentlem:
ம்

It appeared by #

at issue, that he might have

fessed himself equally ignorant of ன்
if the நவக்,
The hon. and learned
they had said, that, in England, when he
‘The a failure to elect corporate officers, the ©
of the

burghs were placed in the most abject state of

Corporation was dissolved.

But

கன்

servility, because the old council annually elect- and Jearned gentleman so little read 19
edthe new. But, surely, the power of appoint- 88 not to know, that that ee
lemnly argued before Lord Mansli
ing successors, was not worse than the poiver of year
and settled, b
holding places for life, Ina great many parts nion of1775,
the Court of King’s
Bet
of England, the magistrates of boroughs
்

1

were other way?’ In fact, in this see?

the

ர

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
பட. revive, but

)revive in a certain

of England and Scotland were in precisely the
same situation ; and if, when a warrant of revivor

and

be made

had used an argument, connected

was granted in England, changes could legally
in the constitution of the burgh, the

same might be done in Scotland.

He had been

asked by the noble lord, whether he intended

to propose the same alteration in every burgh,
which, by neglect, might be disfranchised?

. should answer no,

He

Every case must stand on

its own merits.. The same constitution could
not possibly be applied to all the burghs, because electors, with the same qualifications, could

precise form.

ப

்

Sir James Macintosh said, that the learned lord
with

the ques-

tion of parliamentary reform, which he could _
not help noticing. He had said, it was strange
that those who blamed the Scotch burghs,

did not blame the close boroughs in England.

Now, in England, there were some close boroughs, and some in which there were rights of
popular election; but in Scotland, there were
none of the latter description; so that, whoever supported the English constitution could
not like the constitution of Scotland. In Scot-

not be had in all of them, the situation of the
burghs being’ radically different. And here he
ished to state distinctly, that no general mea~ |land, there was the most perfect uniformity oa
sure could be adopted for reforming the charters an oligarchical principle.—Of all systems, he
of the Scotch burghs. Their charters, no doubt, most abhorred that of universal suffrage: it
might be abrogated in a mass, and their ancient

rights destroyed—the burgh system might be
overturned, and a new one introduced—but,

by

one general measure, to require that all the
burghs should adopt the same constitution,
would be absolutely and physically impracti‘cable—It was said, that the question did not
touch on parliamentary reform. This was true,
if the question was confined to the consideration

was,

indeed,

the worst of all—{hear) if not

a

monstrous inconsistency with all forms of human society. (Hear.) It never existed in this
country,eand if it had, he should have thought
its’ abolition the best plan of reform. (Hear-)
But, in Scotland, there was an uniformity of the

opposite kind. There was no popular election,
or pretence of popular election. So that Scotland, though it by the union enjoyed the proof the particular case; but if, in defiance of the tection of the free constitution of England, did
act of Union, it was intended to introduce a not in the nobler sense participate in it. It wae
new system of election in all the burghs, it a gross fallacy, therefore, to compare the state
would have the same effect as a sweeping mea- of the representation in Scotland with that in
sure of parliamentary reform—(Hear, from the England.—He did not wish to speak to the dry
opposition.) ‘The gentlemen opposite imagined legal question, but legal questions affecting the
at there was an inconsistency in this argu- constitution, and particularly the rights of elecment; but he contended, that the power which tion, were peculiarly subjects for the considerathe crown had enjoyed before the union, was tion of that house.
The question now was, not
continued to it by that act. His assertion in the whether the crown possessed the power of relast session, that the people of Scotland were vivinga burgh, whose charter had been lost byan
satisfied with the constitution of théir burghs, intermission of election, but whether it possesshe would repeat. He did not mean to say, that ed the power of altering its constitution. This
they Were unanimous.
The Scotch Were not was a question on which great doubt existed,
famous for unanimity, as it was always supposed and he did not mean to give an opinion on it.
that an argument was a favourite amusement The right rested ona single case, that of Stirwith that ancient people. (Hear.) But he had ling ; which had never been decided in a court
no doubt that the majority were satisfied, though
eat pains had been taken to excite a ferment.

in four-fifths of the burghs there had been no

meeting, and in the others,

the meetings had

of law, or in parliament.

In such a case, it was

the duty of the house to require information,
and he should, therefore, vote for the motion.
Mr. J. P. Grant said, he should not give any
opinion on the point of law
கடு by the

taken place among those subordinate corporate
bodies, who wished to have the privilege
of learned lord, but, if the crawn had power to
choosing their own deacons. He was convinced alter the constitution of a burgh, when the
that the greatest alarm would prevail, if a ge- functions of the corporation were suspended

neral change in the constitution of the burghs by accident, which
Were apprehended.

He would merely add,
Jat it was his intention, during the present sesSon, to bring in a bill for the regular audit of
the accounts of the burghs, and this would reaa all the objections to the present state of
law.
Mr. Abercromby explained. He said, that the
learned lord had wholly misapprehended his
atgument, which was, that in England a corpoTation is dormant until revived By the crown,
which decides whether it will revive the corpoTation at all, and upon what terms ; but that, as

: understood, in Scotland the crown was not

might frequently occur,

some specific regulations should be introduced
a the legislature. The ministers themselves,
if they saw that such cases were likely to hap-

pen, ought to take the opinion of parliament, on
the extent to which the crown should be allowed to goy

‘With respect to the quietness of the

people under the present system, he had very

the learned
different information from that of alteration
in
No one complained of the

Jord.

this case, as it affected the inhabitants of the
burgh; but, if such a power came frequently to
be exercised by the crown, it should be exercis-

ed according to some general rule,

‘There was

law
5 |
101.

read

று.

the

கட்டட

1e hon. baronet then

parting address of the late magis-

rdeen, who declared, that a new dissipated, and its
constitution was’ necessary, for the sake both of further contracted a del
the magistrates and people. ‘This address was had, during afew years ற;
-wnitten by gentlemen who had been in the uni- to pay the interest of their deb’
form habit of supporting his Majesty’s minis- were ex-officio managers of
the
ters. ‘The hope of a change in the constitution neighbourhood, and they
of the burghs had been fostered by the tommis- funds, and thus involved these
sioners at Montrose, one of whom, the sheriff of tutions in the general wri
Perthshire, praised the liberal constitution which up money of every ki
the paternal
government of the country had lend it. At the last electio;
provided for them, end adduced it as a proof could be found to accept the o
that the ministers were willing to cffect reform, cillors. There exist now only si
whenever reform was necessary. He hoped that nineteen, that is, four under a quo’
his Majesty’s ministers would act up to the to act. The citizens haye now
an
liberal ideas which were thus praised by thei the court of session, by which they h
warmest adherents.
ந
்
franchise the burgh, with the view
Lord A. Hamilton replied. He observed, that new set.” He appealed to an
the learned lord had not met the question fairly, sent,,(Mr. C. Forbes) whether this w
but had justified what was now ae at Mont- stantially correct. Similar facts, toa
rose, by what had been done at Stirling in 1781 less extent, might be adduced in the cas
—and, by the same rule, what had now been the royal burghs in Scotland, as he cot
done at Montrose would form a precedent for before a committee of the house.
any similar transaction, next year, in any other was acquainted
wi
8
burgh.

The question, however,

still returned,

in Scotch

whether the crown had legally the power to still he
1
elter, by its own authority, the constitution of a given notice of this motion, b
burgh,—how it pleased—when it pleased—and representations he had received of
zs often as it pleased. The question was, cer-| hi im, offered to be substantiated by Pp!
tainly, worthy of being settled, and if the crown complaints @f grievous injury an
had any such legal power, even under cir. ruin; all tending to establish
-eumstantes similar.to those of Montrose—he the cruel, ruinous and oppresst
meant when an alteration was requested by the ment of the burghs. The genera
burgh itself,—the consequence must be fatal to ever, was not now before the hou
the stability of the burghs, even under any im- he foresaw plainly, that his pres
proyement they might receive. For if ‘such to be negatived, he should feel it
change might be made, the influence of the bring this very questionable pow
crown was so great throughout Scotland, that it to
alter the set of a burgh, வ)
might easily procure an application to be made sideration, together with a m
for alteration’ in almost any of the Scotch of this important subject.
burghs,at such time as its ministers conceived to
Mr. Farquhar observed, that
be convenient. ‘The learned lord had maintain- Corporation of Aberdeen, h
ed very positively, that the burgesses Were not considerable improvement.
So fé

liable for the debts contracted by the magistrates,

in the state which the noble lo!

opinion, this night, would alarm the creditors

the purchase of a large quantity

—He had heard the opposite opinion affirmed sented, they had actually paid four 4!
Ly legal authority quite as good as that of the per cent. on their debt, and were
Lord Adyocate-—He did not wish now to argue | di Ition to “pay five per cent
்
that point any further—He apprehended, howMr. Forbes stated, that
ever, that the decldfation of the learned lord’s det had been inyolyed in
of some burghs, and bring their claims, and the| f

or some years,
the Corporation |

401].
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building leases, but lately they had made a great

number of feus.

Every question had two sides, surgery,

and the noble lord appeared to have seen only
one of the present—that against the corporation In a short time, the state of the burgh

would be materially improved.

df
உ

இரா.

moyed for an account of all prizes of war, other-

Wise called droits of the crown, or droits of
admiralty, together with such prizes as have
been adjudicated to the captors since 1793,
with the date, amount, resource, and applica-

. tion of each receipt.

ர eam

6
ht
in any and every pat of

dominions, any law or custoi

to

practise
ட்

CO!

notwithstanding.
:
Provided always, and be it further |

that all and every person or persons
Mr. W. Smith said he had been a burgess of have been duly examined by one of Aberdeen for more than forty years, and he royal colleges, or by any other college
hoped that he should not suffer from the fright- geons which may hereafter
be incorporat
ful picture of its debts which some persons had aforesaid, and shall have thereupon obtained a
been pleased to draw.
The funds were not in testimonial of qualification as a principal surso bad a condition as had been represented.
geon in his Majesty’s army or navy, and who
Mr. Douglas said, that the embarrassments of shall have actually served in that capacity, shall
the burgh were 80 far removed, that after payin:
be entitled to practise surgery in any and every
the interest of their debts, the corporation ha
part of his Majesty’s dominions.
been enabled to form a sinking fund of soo/. aAnd whereas by a certain statute of the parlia-

The question was then put, and negatived
" Fwithout a division.
Droits or THE Crown.) Sir J. Macintosh

eros

ச். in.

be entitled and shall have

The Chancellor of the Exchequer suggested,
that such an account would be attended with
great difficulty and exyense, and the motion was
withdrawn.
SurGERY REGULATION Bitu.]

ment of Treland, passed in the thirty-sixt

ear

of the reign
of his present Majesty, mre
F
“an Act for the further Regulation of Public
Infirmaries or Hospitals,” it is enacted, that from
and after the passing of that act, no person
should be capable of
being elected a surgeon to
a county infirmary
or hospital, who should not
previously have
obtained letters testimonial of
his quence under the seal of the Reyal

College of Surgeons in Ireland;

and that no

other qualification or examination should be
necessary to make any person capable of being
elected-surgeon to such infirmary or hospital:

and whereas by a certain other act, passed in the

fifty-fourth year of his present Majesty, intitulbrought in a bill « for regulating the Practice of ed, “an Act to amend several Acts for erectin
Surgery, throughout the United Kingdon of or-establishing Public Infirmaries or Hospitals
i
Great Britain and Ireland.” Tt was read a first Ireland, so far as relates to the Surgeons or Apotime, and, on the motion of Mr. J. P. Grant, thecaries of such Infirmaries or Hospitals,” it is
was ordered to be printed.
provided, that letters testimonial of
After reciting, that ignorant and inéapable of Surgeons in Ireland, shall be laid the College
before the
persons are not restrained
by law from practis- grand Juries in the said act mentioned, previous
ng surgery; whereby fhe health of great num- to the requiring or making any presentment of
18 of persons is much’ injured, ait ihe ite
any sum of money to a surgeon of any infirmary
ge many destroyed; it enacted, that from and’ or hospital by such grand juries: and
whereas it
ter
it shall not be lawful for any is just and expedient that the provisions of the
Pelson to practise surgery, for lucre or profit, said acts should be extended to the members of
unless he shall have been personally examined,
the Royal Colleges of Surgeons in London andin
28 to his qualification and fitness thereto, by the Edinburgh,
ட் any other college of surgeons
Royal College of Surgeons in London, or by which may hereafter be incorporated as aforeMr. Brogden

the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh,
or by the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland,

said: be it therefore enacted, that the members
of the Royal College of Surgeons

in London,
iE y any other college of surgeons which may. and of the Royal College of Surgeons
in Edinie eafter be legally incorporated in any part of burgh, and of any other céllege of surgeons
ine United Kingdom ; and unless he shall have which may hereafter be incorporated as afore"n admitted 2 member of the college before
shall’ be eligible to all the offices and apWhich such examination shall have been made, said,
pointments mentioned in the first recited act,
and thereupon shall have received a diploma or and shall be entitled
to all benelits and advantages
பவற
of his knowledge and ability to praciven and intended by the second recited act, on

ல் Surgery, and of his admission under the seal the production of the diplomas or testimonials
: Such college :
which diploma or testimoTal not more thanfor the
usual fee shall be de.

eee

Who
ட்டு
inde
mae

ட

e it further enacted,

i.

that eye:

rson

shall Have been-so examined, ae shall
teceived such diploma or testimonial
the seal of any one of the Said royal color of any other college of surgeons which

'Yy hereafter Be incorporated as aforesaid, shall

under the seal of their respective colleges, in
the same manner as the members of the Royal
College of Surgeons i
ட் a been since

the

passing

of the said recited acts.

‘Aaa whereas surgical பதத
பம் 4
Paes in the practi ice of midwifery, ந and றம்
it is
required
expedient that male cone opens should

be qualified to render surgical

aid ; be it there-

fore enacted, that from and after

it shall
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for any male person to practise 1
not be lawful
fav
midwifery, unless he shall have obtained a diof his knowor testimonial as aforesaid
and ability to practise surgery, under the

edg

colleges, or of any
seal of one of ie said royal
other college of surgeons which may hereafter

be incorporated as aforesaid; or unless he shall
esaid a testimonial
of quali- ir
have obtaineasd aforesaic
ம

fication as a principal surgeon in the army or
navy, and shall have actually served in that capacity ;, or unless he shall have obtained the de-

less the reports which had

gree of doctor or bachelor of medicine from an

university of the United Kingdom.
Provided always, and be it further enacted,
that nothing in this act contained, shall be deem-

ed or taken to extend to any

person resident in

‘Great Britain or Ireland, ee actually practising

surgery or midwifery at the time of the
that every

but

may

person

such

continue

to

ractise surgery or midwifery respectively, so

far as any such person lawfully might have done

:

subject were singular]
The Earl of Liver
had been referred
formed, except sui
:
command of the Prince Re
The clerk carried the pe
Chancellor, and it was fo!
“humble ;”” beginning.
stead of “ the humble pe
The Earl of Carna

8

the petition, and could

if this act had not been passed.
Provided

ப

always, and be it further enacted,

that nothing in this act contained, shall extend
or be construed to extend to lessen, prejudice
or defeat, or in anywise to interfere with any
of the rights, authorities, privileges or. immu;
nities, heretofore conferred upon, yested in, or

legally exercised and enjoyed by any of the

that it was respectfully wi

of the word
humble,” hi
be considered of such co!
vent its being received.
_ Lord Holland begged their |
sider, that as this was a petition

who complained of nothing less tha

universities in the United Kingdom, or by any unjust confinement, it was one whit
of the colleges of physicians in the United not to reject on the ground of an te
or upon, in or by the faculty of phy- eg plomalt ம்
Kingdom,
“The Earl ae Liverpool thought, that!
surgeons of Glasgow, or by the
and

sicians

master, wardens and society

tery of apothecaries of

of the art and mys-

the city of London 5

be proper to have the petition alters
understood it was

not the custom 0

to receive petitions so informally wor
The, Marquis of Lansdowne sal
of
,
and
physicians
of
colleges
and of the said
intention
the said faculty of Glasgow, and of the said where there appeared
I
socicty of apothecaries respectively, shall have house: with disrespect
and enjoy all such rights, authorities, privileges for rejecting a petition.
of the said universities,

but that the members

in as full, ample and beneficial
and immunities,
a manner, to all intents and purposes, as they

might have done before the
case the same had never been passed.
HOUSE

and in

His noblepr ft

stated, that there was nothing
wording of the petition, except
which had been mentioned.

plaints as that now offered w

lordships ought not to make ob)

OF LORDS.

Monday, Feb. 16.

GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION ACT.]

‘The Earl of Carnarvon said, he had a petition

person who

tions on mere form, but open wide
for their reception,
The Lord Chancellor said, that

bore on the face of it a reasan for mi

it.

It was quite contrary to their

practice to receive petitions so Wo ded.
Lord Holland asked, whether
the
had suffered under the suspension of the habeas
corpus act, and who stated, that he had been im- meant to go the length of ene
If the forms of tion, in which the word ‘ hum! ie
prisoned without any cause.

to present to their lordships from a

the

house would

permit it, he should wish

to

move, without loss of time, that the petition be

referred to the secret committee; but as notice
given, some delay
-of the motion must be

yes of the committee
would arise, ane
s, be made to-morrow.
might,
would
He Ma or Leverpodl said, the report a day
to-morrow, nor, perhaps, for
not. be
or two. It was the custom of their lordships’

house for some notice to be
tion as that which the

given of such a mo-

ர்க ear] proposed to

omitted, had been received by the
The Lord Chancellor said, he hi

|

pledged himself to any such thing:

was not the practice to receive pevitl

omission which occurred in the Pit
and it would require, perhaps, mor
certain whether there was any PX

such an omission than

new petition.

ite

to get 1% mu

Lord King wished to press

ation of the house, that, as this

405)
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which purported to come from an injured indi- until he was, with others,

While
vidual, every facility ought to be afforded to the: the sist of January.
complaint. “The noble earl who brought it up London hewas obliged to contract
had assured their lordships, that it contained no-

thing disrespectful; and the objection related
only
to one word, and that a word of omission.|
Tt appeared to him, that it would, therefore, be
highly improper
to refuse it, especially when
the noble earl meant to move, that it be referred
to the secret committee, for ‘which there might

12

and
had been furnished with no means of
the expense yo had ea
ட
or
i
him to return home, by his
Majesty’s ministers,
‘though it was by Theoden he had been illegally arrested, and obliged
to undergo all these
ன்பம். He had solicited an interview with
Lord Sidmouth

before he left town, intendit

not be time, if an alteration in the petition were to represent his case to him, but the noble lo:
would not see him. The petition concluded
insisted on, as he understood that it would
with urging on. the consideration of the house
hecessary to send it to Manchester.
The Earl of Carnarvon hoped, that there the sufferings of the petitioner, and his loss ந:
would be time for the motion he intended to the debts he had been obliged to contract, ai
make, before the secret committee reported to prayed, that their lordships would not consent to
the house. If there should be time for altering any bill of indemnity which might be proposed
the petition, he would get it done before he for ministers.
The Earl of Carnarvon, after giving notice
made the motion for referring it to the committee. In the mean time he moved, that the pe- that he should on Thursday next move that the
above petition be referred to the secret commitFf tition be read.—Ordered.
The petition was then read by the clerk. It tee, asked, whether it was likely the object of
i purported to be the petition of Philip Drum- the motion might not be disappointed by the
|f mond, of Manchester, reedmaker, and set forth, report being in the meanwhile made?
The Earl of Liverpool replied,
that the petitioner had been present at a meetcertainly not
ing in March last, called for the purpose of pe- before that day.”
titioning the Prince Regent to withhold his assent from the bill for suspending the habeas
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
corpus act, The petitioner was addressing the
persons assembled for this purpose, when a troop
Monday, Feb. 16.
of horse came among them to break up the
ExcHeQuer BILts.] An account was present.
meeting. It could be proved, that there never ed of excheque
Was a more peaceable and regular meeting in by the Bank inr bills and bank notes deposited
the Exchequer (pursuant to an
Manchester than that which had thus been dis- order of the
sd instant). See the Appendix.
turbed, until it was broken in upon by those
CONVEYANCERS,] A petition was presented of
Totous, not to say drunken, soldiers. The pe: certain attornies
Utioner was arrested and conveyed to the Old sons not of the of York, complaining of perள் Prison in Manchester, where he was al- It was ordered profession drawing conveyances.
to lie on the table, and to be
lowed only four ounces of bread and ‘one oun
of cheese or the day. He applied forother food,ce} printed. It set forth, that by the laws now in
force no
and offered to'pay for it himself, but was not per- an attorneyperson can be admitted to practise as
and solicitor unless he has duly
Mitted to have it. He was sent off to London, served
a clerkship of five years, and has paid
Without being allowed any time for preparation.
Mr. Silvester, hearing of his distressed situation, stamp duties on his articles of clerkship, and
his admission, amounting together to. up3 sent him some things, which would have been on
Useful to him, but he was not allowed to receive wards of 145/.; and that these laws have been
Bithem. When sent off, he was chained by the highly beneficial to the public by increasing the
lity of attornies and solicitors; that
yo ‘another prisoner, by a chain of not less respectabi
conveyancing is a principal part of the business
ae thirty pounds weight. He arrived
in Lon- of an attorney and solicitor, and requires a libe‘On on the 15th of March, and was conveyed to ral
education and extensive learning, and that
house of correction in Cold Bath Fields.
€ was’ afterwards carried before Lord. Sid- the practice of it by ignorant persons is highly
Month. ‘When before his lordship, he’ stated injurious to the public, by frequently invalidating
Spenty what he had done, and called upon the or rendering insecure the titles to landed property; that the stamp acts

table lord to bring forward his accusers.

He

Was told he should have a fair trial, and was
re-

enced:

On the 2sth of April, he was removed

of the 44th and 55th

years of his present Majesty authorize any person to draw and prepare conveyances, who shall

out a yearly certificate on an eight pounds
gaol, and afterwards to Exeter. take
stamp, provided he be a member of one of the
inns of court, and that a person may beclenteritig into a recognizance to aj pear in the four
of court at
come a member of one of the inns
nt of King’s

ள் Dorchester

nthe month of December, he was set at liberty,
Bench onthe first tay

of term,

ae €very subsequent day, until he was dis-|
aie
He சண்
came to London,
ம் ed) in compliance with the conditions of his re
Sulzance, attended the Court of King’s Bench,

an expense of 28/. or thereabouts, without keep.

‘ing any number of terms, or producing testimonials of professional education; that, in conse.
quence. of the low sttmp duties on the yearly

certificates of conveyancers, and the easy means
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of obtaining admission as memberofs an inn of j f
dis

court, sheriffs’ officers, auctioneers,

writers from attornies’ offices,
masters, tradesmen of almost

evr

ள்

Cl

}

and other ignorant and incompetent pe n
are now practising in various parts of

the king-

which’
that these

My
young ch

and upwards, seldom

dom as certificated 4conyeyancers, to the
graea
oe
i
injury of the profession, and the public detri- not even for refreshm
Ment; and poe that the house would be the morni
pleased to take the subject into immediate consideration, and that an act may be passed for
preventing uneducated and incompetent persons from practising as conyeyancers,

regulating

and

their pores be

the factory they

the winter’s

are exposed

to 1

to snow or

for

the examination and admission of

such persons as may in future be admitted to
practise, and that they may be subject to the

same extent of stamp

duties as are now imposed

en the articles of clerkship and admission of
attornies and solicitors, with such other regulations and provisions as to the house shall seem

which, in addition to the ordinary insufficiency
of yentilation, are often rendered stil] more un-

may not be brought to the mar

unfavourable terms; that the pet
patiently expected, during the
that some amelioration to their
be provided, agreeable to the 1
posed in Sir Robert Peel’s bill,
adequately express their 00108
pointment; they therefore deem it ex
submit to the protecting wisdom of

many and peculiar suffel

ப
d their children working in co!
wholesome by artificial heat, or steam, and by a ries endure, and to pray relief:
mixture of dust with light particles of cotton | th ட்
most humbly pray, t
continually flying off in the progiess of the ma- sideration of the said evils atten
nufacture, which

cannot fail to be

imbibed

at

every breath; that those who survive to a very
moderate age, areby such long and pernicious
confinement, and the attendant evils thereof,

rendered feeble and emaciated, which disqualifies them to perform the usual quantum of work,

and then the employers dismiss the unhappy
objects, who must give place to- those more active

and

robust, no

master

(according to the

traordinar

which will

ced

be fully proved in all

before the house, or a committee

ever it shall be thought proper,

be passed to restrict the time of ac
all cotton factories to ten hour's and

day, so as to allow, within the ordina
twelve hours, half an hour for brea
hour for dinner, which time is of g

established custom) choosing to employ any but vance in other employments much oe
such as can turn off a sufficient quantity ; thus, cial to health than those of the pet!
at an age at which in other businesses persons are to do in the premises as to the how
termed most usefu) and steady, the labourer at proper.”
்
a cotton factory +; termed superannuated, and
Mr. Philips said, it was the 5
forced to finish his oy in indigence and of the cotton manufacturers,
misery, whereas, if the
hours of daily labour refutation of the calumnies |
were abridged, many useful lives would be culated against them, that

saved, and those of others rendered longer use- pointa commission to in
ful in the manufacture aod to their families; of the manufactories, ani
that the petitioners, in representing
their own the result would shew,
unfortunate situation, beg leave to observe, that | f;factories in the kin,
they also fecl the unhappy condition of youn
state as those for s|
children working in the eid § டட who inத | 2chief
had been occas
many instances are connected by the
dearest
‘ties
of relationship with the petitioners, andwho of workmen: they ha

tee OR,

lessened; that this extended labour is found,
by fatal experience, to be attended with the most
baneful consequences to the health of the persons thus employed, as a large portion of them
can abundantly prove, being performed in rooms

adopt the destructive example, |

AD

val of dinner, and also except on Saturdays, on
which days the hours of labour are somewhat

mains not the least hope of 1
wisdom of the legislature,
ters will always be found «
their hands at work as long as
others better disposed are una

oS

Cotron Manuracronries.] Lord Stanley presented a petition of persons employed in the cotton factories of Bolton-le. Moors, for a restriction
of the time of actual labour. It set forth, “that
the petitioners ate generally kept at work at
such factories from thirteen to fourteen hours
in each working ‘day in the week, save the inter-

tee, whose proceedings were

Rena

expedient.

1]
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eu of the deposit, and so continue traflickand) realising interest on the public : cash,
of si
simply leaving at the Exchequer the security of
by the ட்
bills so bought, and bearing interest for them- templated
selves. ‘The importance of thisto the Bank | gislature was to deta

The provision on this arrangement

y wholesome

and

constitutional

one,

and the public should certainly be the ast to
complain, as the security or deposit of Exchequer bills giyen by the Bank for the notes
taken from the Exchequer, was the most cer-

tain and available one.

It was also known, that

the Bank were authorized by the house to purchase any amount of Exchequer bills they pleased. There was nothing in this transaction that
deserved to call forth the animadversion of
the hon.
gentleman. The Bank would be at all
times ready to give every information, to shew
the openness and fairness of their dealings.
Mr. Tierney.—* My hon, friend has not impugned the conduct of the Bank in these ‘transactions; he has not said a word against them.
(Heats,
says,

ee Mr. Grenfell.) The hon. member
that the practice is a wholesome one—

there can be no dispute on that—it is a wholesome one for the Bank, and must agree very
well with its constitution—but is it equally
wholesome for the public? (Hear.) Here they
may receive one million of Bank notes in a day,
ine
for a million in Exchequer bills,
the notes may the next day be transformed into
other Exchequer bills, and again exchanged for

eae

to be printed. It set forth, “ that

was on the 10th of last March, w!
a peaceable meeting, legally c
pose of petitioning his Royal High
Regent to withhold his royal
se

et SONOO ats Os I

Bank.

habeas corpus suspension bill, sudden!
by a body of military, who without
cause rode through the people, t
and treated them in the most inh

and after the petitioner had_ bee
struck by the military, he was con'

New

Bailey,

Manchester,

where he

until the following day, when he was
he must go to London; the petiti
chained to the leg of another piiso

veyed to Cold Bath Féelds prison, whe
mained until the 15th of March,

:

on whit

he was ordered to appear before the hone
privy council, when he was informed b
Sidmouth he must be committed to pr
suspicion. of high

then’அதலாம்

treason ; the petiuonel

fo Horsemonger gaol, Su

where He was put in irons and locked up

room until the 1oth of April, on which
order was. received that he must be remo

the county

gaol at Gloucester; on his ar

was compelled to enter a cistern of co! ம்

which caused a severe sickness, insomuch
reserving to itself the interest on the bills so the phy
ordered him to be rem!
purchased. This is, to be sure, all very well the hospital ; during his illness he reqt
for the Bank, but is it equally so for the public? Baker, one of the visiting magistrates,

the Bank, who may continue this course, always

The hon. member has this night, for the first some person to remain in the room, 4s he

able to help himself, but was informe’
தப்பாக
that Lord Sidmouth’s ord
they receive for advances made to the public.
ed that the petitioner must be kept alone
This is an admission that I have been aiming at that no person must see or converse
for a number of years, and out it has come at but the keeper and magistrates; aft
last,” (Hear, hear.)
covery of the petitioner Re was ordere
‘The accounts were then ordered to be printed. | h is former apartment; during th fir
GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION ACT.] months of the petitioner’s confinem!
Mr. Bennet presented a petition of John Bag- prison he was not allowed to speak
ley, apprehended at Manchester, stating that person, no, not even a common felon,
had been confined in irons fora month, and the door of his room was unl

time, admitted, that the Bank purchase Excheguer bills, as contradistinguished from those

இரு
praying against the passing of any bill of in- four hours every day,
left the room to take the benefit 0!
mnity.
'
thought it was due to the the keeper always locked. the door:
Mr. ge

house, that cither then, or on some future day. Preventing the petitioner from retul
some of the right hon, gentlemen connected t6om, so that he was repeated!
with the ee
should state
to the | di lure the inclemency of the weal

whether or no the allegations
in these of August 1817, an order was sent b

ட பப்ப பபப) அம

the

was 2

le

may be ascertained from this fact,
that, accord- tioners ventured by falseh
ing to the accounts this evening presented, on house, it amounted to a
‘an average of the whole year, the amount of the house, being in possess!
money so carried away by the Bank was no less know how to uphold
than 4,500,000/.” (Hear.) He, therefore, moved it was incumbent on the
the Home office to give the
that these accounts be printed.
Mr. Manning observed, that every one ac- information, and, while they
quainted
with the business of the Bank knew, feel disposed to credit the all
that the exchange and deposits alluded to had fitioners.
been the practice ever since the establishment of
‘The petition was then re

13]
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mouth that the petitioner must be allowed the craft moved, that the pe
'illiam Lee,
company of another prisoner four hours each high constable of Westminster
the petty
day; in the month of October another order constables attending the Houses of Parliament,
was received, that the petitioner might walk in for remuneration (presented on Friday last), be
ithe prison yard whenever he thought proper; referred to a committee, to examine the maton the 18th of November a King’s messenger ter thereof, and report the same, with
obcame into the room of the petitioner, and inform- servations thereupon to the house. ‘1
m=
ed him that, in consequence of a petition sent mittee were appointed, consisting of Mr. Cal-

by his father to the honourable privy council, craft, and several others, with power to send for ©

the petitioner would be permitted to visit
mother at Manchester, who at that time
upon her death-bed, and is since dead; on
arrival in Manchester hé was confined in
New Bailey two nights and one day, at the

his
lay
his
the
ex-

persons, papers, and records.
a
122
RoyaL BurGus (ScoTLanD).] Sir George
Clerk moved, that the petition respecting
the
providing of prisons in the royal burghs, (pre-

# piration of which he was removed to Lancaster

committee to examine the matter thereof, and to.
report the same, with their observations thereupon, to the house. The committee were

sented

Castle; on the arrival of the petitioner in that
prison he was informed by the worthy governor, that he had

received

orders

from

Lord

named,

on Wednesday

consisting

last), be referred

of Sir

George

to a

Clerk,

the

f Sidmouth to keep the petitioner in close and so- Lord Adyocate of Scotland, the Lord Register,
itary confinement; the petitioner was then con- Lord Archibald Hamilton, and others, with
veyed to his destined abode, which was a flag- power to send for persons, papers, and records.
ged

cell

four

yards square,

the window

of

# which was one up in the form of 2 pen
shutter; thé petitioner was allowed to walk two
HOUSE OF LORDS.
|} hours each day on a terrace which surrounds the
Tuesday, Feb. 17.
f keeper's house; after he had been confined three
ExcuEQuer
Biiis BiLt.] The thirty milweeks in this cell he was discharged, on entering into his own recognizances in the sum of lions Exchequer Bills Bill, and the Malt
ies
100/., to appear in his Majesty’s court of King’s Bill, were brought up from the House of ComBench, Westminster, on the first day of
the mons by Mr. Brogden and other members, and
ட்
present term, and so from day to day; the pe- read a first time.
titioner has accordingl
ட to London, in
order to answer to such recognizances, and has
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
appeared day by day until the sist of January,
Tuesday, Feb. 17.
on which day his recognizances were discharged ; the petitioner having endured ‘@llthis
Norruern Counties.) Mr. M. Angelo Tayunjust imprisonment, at the end of whi@h the’ Jor begged the attention of the house to the conWas compelled to enter into recognizances, in sideration of the very important subject of which
order to evade future imprisonment; itis likewise he Had given notice for that day. It was imthé humble but firm belief of the petitioner, that possible that the house should not feel the neces€ treatment which he received in the prisons sity of that consideration, when it was recolof Horsemonger and Gloucester was wanton lected, that the evil which it was his object to.
and cruel, and he prays that the house will pro- redress, excluded from the ordinary administraCure copies of orders sent by Lord Sidmouth to tion of justice four counties in England. Ip
Mr. Walters, the governor of Horsemenger all the other counties of ingland, commissione
8801, Surrey, and to Thomas Cimningham, the of General Gaol Delivery and Nisi Prins were
fovernor of the county gaol of Gloucester ; and held twice every year; in Ireland, twice: in
such orders do not warrant the treatment the principality of Wales, twice; in Scotland
which the petitioner received, that thé said go- twice, and, on extraordinary occasions, நாட்
Yernors, particularly the latter, may be by due sonérs were brought up for trial to the High
Course of law called upon to answer for their’ Court at Edinburgh. ‘rhe counties of Durham,
conduce; and the petitioner further prays, that Worthumberland, Westmorland, and» Cumbere house will afford him such redress as it ma
land, with the county and town of Newcastle~
Or its wisdom think fit; but, above all, the peti- upon-Tyne, formed the sole exception in the
Honer most humbly and most fervent! prays, United Kingdom, Onwhat principle an evil, thus
at no bill of indemnity may be suffered to pass, impeding the administration of justice, had been
utthat bis Majesty’s ministers may be called to so long continued, he was wholly at a loss to ac@ vaccount forthe cruel wrongs which they have count. Those counties were numerously sae
inflicted upon his Majesty’s loyal and peaceable bited; they contained within them: large trad-

|

subjects 2?"

fats o

விப்ரா

்

ing and commercial towns, which enjoyed

Hatrington, near Liverpool, against any

(ணட,

were then presented, and ordered to Sa

© on the table.

ன்

% CowsTABLEs ‘OF WESTMINSTER.)

2

'

ould not claim a
chat.
rent (as ecreeelaigt of

the other counties of een

“Mr, Cal- they ought

to--posseésé
eq)

an

He
greater exoffences than

of freeholders and other inhabi- intercourse with every part of the world.

andy eae

ie
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‘the

speedy

3

administration of justice.

There | |:

ae
நாக் now
னான்
ட prisons of
those counties whose trials would be postponed,
“fot till the spring, but till the summer assizes.
So that nine, ten or eleven months must inter-

yene before those unhappy individuals could be
brought to trial. Was such an evil to be tole-

rated in this enlightened age? The civil causes |
in those counties were not trivial either in
number or form. In Durham alone, at the last
commission of Nisi Prius, there were fift
causes
on thé list. If the accounts that he ha

some days ல் moved for were on the table,
the house would

feel, that the evils arising from

an obstruction to judicial business were progressive every year. Even in the ordinary proceed-

a Wednesday; and terminate

ing Saturday, now lasted, on

a fortnight, while there
=
and te- -ger duration, and of the R
fant, an interval of three years would elapse mon Serjeant, to whom the
before the landlord could recover possession of necessary absence of the judges,
his pro}
- It might be said, why had not devolved, being obliged ‘to
representation’ been made by the parties ag- of the chairman of Middlese:
ae 2? The answer was, that those who felt traverses. The crown, by
ings of an ejectment between landlord

je grievance most severely, were disinclined

tive, ‘could direct commissions

by the hurry of other business, and the anxiety to return to their private pursuits; such,
for example, was the case with grand juries.

to be held, but, without a leg
from the attendant expense,

of State for the Home Department on their individual sufferings. He would refer them to
the ordinary tribunals, or they might appeal to
that house by petition. What chance of redress had they, unless their petition were supported by high authority? The house should
remember how little alive men in general were
to the ordinary impediments of justice. There
must be some specific suffering to attract public
consideration. _ Men must writhe under a
sense of pain before they are roused to comaint; and, indeed, in many instances, they
eel the pressure without thinking of applying for the remedy.
What a number of
years elapsed before any step was taken to
remedy the evils arising from the system of
appeal causes, and the delays in the court of

bill must originate, as it was a mont
would now proceed tostate the plan

c

assize and Nisi Prius could not be
The prisoners themselves could be expected to no person could be appointed bel
do little. They might apply to the Secretary a serjeant at law. In that house,

chancery? Every man felt the injury which
the administration of justice sustained in these

points, yet how long had that subject slept,
until
he had the honour of first introducing a
specific Prepoaion to the consideration of Bhat

house ?

felt it was unnecessary to state

more at present, in order to induce them

¢ steps for correcting so gross an evil.

to

‘The

great question was, as to the remedy. It was
imp:
» after a system of abuse had con-

tinued for so many years, not to feel eve:

edto him to be the most feasible.

an officer in the court of Exchequer

Cursitor-Baron.

(Baron Maseres,) was a sound lawye!
of great science. His situation, h

அத

afforded him considerable

probot of which it was enough to state,
had for a time acted as deputy Record
city of London. In fact, all he had:
when the Barons. of the Exchequer
court, to be sworn in, to make a hai

to them, and to retire.

What he (Mr

proposed was, to make this office |
to make the Cursitor Baron of the

forthcoming (if he might so expr ats
to take his turn for+ he assizes, aue

the Old Bailey.

For these duties he

allowed an additional salary of three
pounds, and

the arrangement

wo

substantial relief to the judges.—He ha

proposition to make. It might be
have a cursitor judge of t ee
poy who should take of ror
during

term, and be, in fact,

an eve®

for the Old Bailey, for Nisi Prius,
assizes, though not in banc.

step in the pursuit of correction surrounde
term did not afford sufficient tim'
“with difficulties, But, in looking for a practical of the numerous causes, and 0!
remedy, he had first to request the house to re- were to be heard; and the
flect on the great increase in our population, pelled to resort to a variety OF
yee
and commerce, since the reign of supply the deficiency, so
4

zabeth, and then to 2sk itself whether,
if of these two
twelvejudges wereth
ceasary to the admi- able to them.

கடட

istration of

hte,

ost

த்த படம்

c#

The present Cursitor

would

to be

persons

The w!

be trifling,

at all

5

7

At
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evils of the present system,by which it frequently
happened
that individuals were imprisoned
in the

four northern counties, before trial, for a period
than that to which their crime, even were

which was

they found guilty, would subject them by law. equally distant from London? So far was he
He had heard it said, but he could not suppose from agreeing with the Attorney-General that
it possible, that his plan would be objected to his hon, and learned friend’s proposition was too
on the part of those. persons in office in the
counties in question, who had to entertain the

great a departure from the ordinary course of
the administration of justice, that he wished |
judges, and whose expenses would, therefore, that proposition had been more simple and dibe doubled, should
the assizes there be put rect. He wished it had been merely to address
on the same footing as in other parts of the. the’ Prince Regent to extend to
the northern
aaa lom. He was persuaded that the sheriffs counties the usual assize commission in spring,
of those counties ad not make such an objec- which was now confined to York and Lancaster.
tion, nor did he think it would proceed from When he recollected how easily the house had
the bishop of Durham.—After expressing a hope the other eyening voted 400,000/. to purchase
that, if the house should agree to his motion, he the abolition of the slave trade from Spain, he
might haye some communication on the subject could not believe that they would hesitate in
with governntent, and especially with the law of- granting thetrifling sum that would be necessary
ficers of the crown, in order to ascertain how in order to defray the expense of communicatin,
the matter might be best arranged, the hon. and to the four northern counties the blessings a
learned gentleman concluded by moving, “ That
equal justice ; and he thought that if they'agreed
| an humble address be presented to his Royal to the previous question moved by the hon. and
| Highness the Prince Regent, praying that he learned gentleman, they would be guilty of a
il be graciously pleased to issue his commis- gross dereliction of duty.
sion of Oyer and Terminer and general gaol
Lord Castlereagh observed, that the objection
delivery, for the counties of Westmorland, Cum- to the motion was, that the house could not
tends Durham, and Northumberland, and the suddenly prepared to venture on an address be
to
town
and county of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
twice in every
year; and also his commission

of assize and Nisi Prius; and to assure his
Royal Highness, that this house will make good

any expense attending the same.”
The Attorney-General said, he did not rise to

| enter into all the arguments of his hon, and
learned friend, but to express his regret that he
had not stated some specific proposition which

might have been a fit subject of consideration

by the legislature. Before so great an alteration

im

our judicial constitution

was

agreed

to, it

ought to undergo the most deliberate investigation. He objected to the motion, because it

Proposed that to be done suddenly, which, if
done at all, ought to be done with great caution;

and because no present emergency existed that
Tequired any immediate step to be taken on the
subject.

He by

no means

meant

to say, that

after due consideration it might not be deemed

advisable to adopt some arrangement, by which

the crown, which must of necessity occasion a

very extensive change in the composition of all
the courts in Westminster Hall. For one, he
felt quite incompetent to determine on the pro-

bable advantages or disadvantages of the hon.

and learned gentleman’s plan; and he appréhended that the house at large must be pretty
much in the same situation. He imagined that
the hon. and learned gentleman had attained the
object he had in view, namely, calling the attention of the house to the subject. On the
importance of it he by no means differed from
him. It was certainly extremely desirable, that
all the inhabitants of the kingdom should equally
enjoy the benefits of the administration of justice ; but to decide on the best mode of effecting
that object, required more information than the

If the hon, and
house at present possessed.
learned gentleman had moved for an வட் as

have

in the case of Wales, last year, he should

had no objection to the proposition (hears
the four northern counties might be put on the hear); but he had come to the conclusion
—
same footing as the rest of the kingdom ; but he at the very outset.
ம்
re
could not consent to the hasty proposition of
Mr. M, A. Taylor said, he had brought for- ne
his hon. and learned friend, and he should, ward his motion, in order that the subject might
therefore, moye the previous question.
be discusseds and whether it was discussed in
Sir G. Monck thought that the hon. and learned the present shape, or under that ofa motion for

gentleman could not have understood the nature. inquiry, was to him indiffereat.

of his hon. and learned friend’s proposition, His
hon, and learned friend had not ar,
d that there
| Was any sudden occasion for a leparture from
- the established law and usage ofie Jand; he
5
Only stated what was notorious to every

nase counties had long laboured.
_ Rty of justice.in Englan id was the

ர

= grievances under which the four

The putheme of
ப கயல் and just admiration; but it should not

With ae prs

mission of the house, therefore, he would
bs
draw his motion.
Mr. Brougham

with்

concurred in the ge neral Opi-

nion which facts had so irresistiblyampressed—

that ic was impossible longer to deny an equal

to the four northern
administration 0; justice
much gratified to f om
counties.

He was

the only objection was to the mode in wh

the remedy was toநவம்

தலி
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his hon,
and leariéd friend, therefore, 10 |

ச்

withdraw his motion, but immediatel:
ately

to follow up that step by moving
for a committee

of inquiry.

ட

்

Be

Mr. W. Smith agreed entirely with the motion.

He stated, that he had received a letter which
convinced him that some alteration த justice:
ist

ட்ட அர் necessary in the north

and.

Eng-

‘ that, on the part of

the

Mr. Warre expressed his satisfaction that an claims for the mainter
inquiry was about to be instituted into the of war in England were al
subject.
ட்
் press condition that the claimsof
Sir M.W. Ridley said, he had always been
ey (whi
eee
impressed with the expediency of having the
assizes in the northern counties twice in the

all the British claimants,
ear, and he thanked his hon, and learned friend amount to the sums so’ is yet
x the motion which he had submitted to the tish government) should be

3009௨,

the French government; that

his hon. and பர்கர் பனம் was about to
withdraw his motion, to which he could not
have consented, considering the near approach
of the spring assizes, and that no person who
had a suit would be sufficiently aware of the

pursuance of the said convention,

ae

Mr. Wynn observed, that although he felt that appointed to examine the co the «
some measure was necessary, yet he was glad British subjects on
the governme!
that

new arrangement.

Mr. Taylor then withdrew his motion, and
gave notice that he would to-morrow move for
@ committee of inquiry on the subject.
irish Treasury Bmis.] An account was
ordered “ of all Irish Treasury
Bills outstanding

and unprovided for on the 13th

for by the sixth article of the
have not to this time, nearly

withstanding the

process

convention, and ‘the French con
the petitioners and the-other Bi
in proof of their claims,have been¢
and vast expense incurred in the purs!
mined, liquidated, or settled any one‘
claim, as far as the petitioners are

petitioners therefore most humbly he
day of February house will take into its consideration
tice and hardships they have suffered,¢

1818, in British currency.”
Brivish CLAIMANTS ON FRANCE]

the breach of agreement between

Edward Du Bois, assignee of the estate of Wil-

i

A pe-

he ae

tition was presented of Francis Franco, of vernments, by which that of Francethe|
Portland Street, Daniel Reardon, of Corbet diately benefited, while the Britishwast
Court, executor of Jacob Franco, deceased, and remain to this day without redress;

standing the justice of their

peer olen
ஆவ

st
vi
ictuals,
~ and the Duke de Richelieu, at Paris, on the sok | with
only hone. oe
ictal,
day of November 1815, concluded inconformity

Paes = Saat Ae,

liam John Frederick and James Du Bois and far more than equivalent, cause,
renounced
others, British claimants on the government of condition by the British governmet
்
France; setting forth, “that in the years 1792
_The petition was ordered tolie on
and 1793 the petitioner Francis Franco and the and to be printed.
.
said Jacob Franco, deceased, who is represented
GRIEVANCES UNDER
by the petitioner Daniel Reardon his executor, Sir F. Burdett presentedTHE SUSPENS “of
a petition
and the said William John Frederick and James Leach, flannel
weaver, of Broado'
Du Bois, who are represented by the petitioner
Rochdale, in the county of Lancaster
Edward Du Bois, were creditors to a very great | forth,
amount of sundry subjects of France, and that 28th “that the petitioner was reed
of March 1817, under the su
their property was confiscated and se
ஜு
the habeas corpus act, at the
by the then revolutionary government of France,
D
a
ms
the
in
HS,
and that the same has never wholly or in part with
some other men who
were
entir ®
been restored to them, although ‘they have re- to
the
sorted to every means in their power to obtain 001120 petitioner, by the police officers
to that prison bya troop
restitution thereof; that by a convention signed guards,
and put into a cold d
by Lord Castlereagh, the Duke of Welling

for '

Straw

_

to the ninth article of the principal treaty, rela- remainedswarming wath
in that situation
tive to the examination and liquidation of the
victua
which
ls,
Slaims of the subjects of his Britannick Majest Mi thi consisted of
ne
the
@gainst the government of France,
it was provid. served him

ed, amongst Other matters, tt the subjects of

for a window, and
னு ன்page

hi

;
bis Britannick Majesty, having claims on the டர
the 7th of April, 'the pe
பர்
French government, who, in contravention of oF
௦0
of
bed
ர் nine பவ்ய ன ]
the second article of the treaty of ‘commerce of |
the
‘court with about ten:
‘1786, and since the ist of January 1793
:
had names were called over,

do r

reni

W
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had laboured. His health was broken, and he
was ruined in circumstances; and he had now

to state to the house the sole reason of those
proceedings which he had been able to discover.

Grizwances under the Suspension Act.

bation, and he believed with the”thanks
magistracy

under whom

he acted,

also received the thanks: of the de
nant. In addition to that, he might
Tied been laid against him by two per- to some persons in the houseit might §

A

sons of the names of Oliver and Brad) ley, (hear,
hear,) for having been concerned in theetings
held in his own house for seditious purposes.
The particulars of that transaction he should
relate to the hovse. Scholes first became acquainted with Oliver through the introduction
of a

ead

person of the name o}

Mitchell, who

was

about Yorkshire, as others had done

in various parts of the country, pretending to

come from societies in London, and making use
of the name of the honourable baronet the mem-

ber for Westminster,

as well as of that of his

noble colleague. In the course of their proceedings, Oliver, as the petition stated, was very
constant in instigating Scholes to go farther;
and, not to trouble
the house with more than
one instance of his conduct, he might state that
Oliver said it was in vain to petition, petitioning
was of no use; that they must have recourse to
physical force. (Hear, hear.) Scholes, in consequence,

had

some

suspicions

of

the

man,

siderable improvement of his former ¢

that the petitioner had been upwards
years a collector of assessed taxe:

things, he trusted, would not be fo

he had had means of communicati
respectable persons, and from them he

formed that the petitioner had for man

fulfilled the duties imposed on him’

greatest propriety.
He had had ci
cations on the subject with the no

the member for Yorkshire, as a s the
venerable personage to whom he was rel
and he might read one or two lette whic
would inform them what was the ch 1401

of the

petitioner.

[The

hon. and Jeamed

gentleman then read an extract from a letter,
in these words:—“J have taken some
to inquire into his (Scholes’s) case, as Twas
first prepossessed with an
unfavourable opinion
of him. But I am now thorou,
convine-

ed that he has been most unfairly dealt with

and threatened to lay an information against
him before the magistrates. _ Then came
Oliver’s plans; for he being threatened with
exposure, no sooner found himself in danger
of an information which could be supported

any illegal or seditious designs than Mr. ம்:
force (hear, hear,) or the most innocent mani

wrote circular letters to call a meeting at the
house of the petitioner. Scholes denied that
such a meeting had ever been held at his house.
He thought that other circumstances might throw

been entertained, were the

by good evidence, than, with his associates, he

much light upon that fact.

Indeed, he believed

that an hon. friend of his had found means to
obtain some information on that point; that he
had discovered Oliver himself complaining to
others of the slackness

of Scholes, and

of

his

refusing to allow meetings to be held in his
house. (Hear.) The petitioner denied that he
ever had been present at any such meeting in
his life. Indeed, he stated, that he never had
any knowledge of any, but one, for promotin:
the cause of constitutional reform, which ha
ended in a petition that had been presented and
received by that house. Inquiries had been

and that he has had no more connection with
the kingdom; and I have no doubt that
thi
most evidently

appear, if a full and fair inv

gation can beta of his case.”] The suspi
of the man’s character which appeared to
consequences

i

such cases. The moment it was heart of te
man had been apprehended on a charge ip
treason, or of any thing seditious, he w

stantly suspected of being a very bad
The hon. member (Mr. Wilberforce)

:

ee
ர்

that his name had only been introduced

To

most striking person of the kind that was a

gested to the writer. The petitioner, 7”
part of his statement, related a circuf

which he should read to the house.

[The

and learned member then read a part of ole
tion, which prayed that the house
ன,
the statement he had made into COmsiCy a

and that they would grant him such re thik
they in
mercy and clemency ™ jntere
made, and the result had been in every wayfayour- proper; their
and that’ they would use such

able to the petitioner’s character. He (Mr. ந. )|
stated that, because he did not think it right to
bring such charges rashly, especially when they
inyolyed considerations of such importance.
‘The first reason that he had for believing Scholes |
to be a
person of good character was, that he
had at different periods filled offices of consider-

with the secretary of ன் state as would caus:
ym
papers which were taken fro

125.

a poor widow, which furnished the ‘ai

of

to return the

and an old

பண்டக. the Pe

d lence she had of a debt that was due tf 5.
17/,] Tt was singular, that after all.
08
perienced—he would instance that 25 het all be

able respectability. -He had been employed as striking proof of his character— that prope
puty-constable in the neighbourhood of Wake. | h: ad endured, he asked but for te tr
field at a period of disturbance, and, Principally which had belonged to himself
of
by his exertions as deputy-constable, the peace Testored to him. He called and
for not"
had been so well

preserved, that the

provisions

of the watch and ward act, then in ‘orce, had
almost directly ceased to be a plied. In consequence of the vigilance ப் he manifested,

16 Services were received with unanimous appro-

done to those by whom he had outer

efe
he

voked no vengeance upon their bereits

manded no justice; but he (Mr. B-) ent for the!
this would not be held as any arev™
re che
turning a deaf ear to what was Tau

:

$.
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he hoped that they would no longer have evi- political purposes, the petitioner interfered and
dence so repeatedly proffered, without allowing discharged them from assembling there; nor,
those who were supposed to possess it to adduce notwithstanding the numerous statements professedly official to the contrary,
has any meeting
their proofs.
_ The petition was then brought up, read, laid of delegates for secret political purposes, been
held there at that or any other time since the
on the table, and ordered to be printed.
It set forth, “ That on Wednesday the 2d petitioner has kept the said house; and that the
day of July 1817, the petitioner was
taken from petitioner never had any political connection
Wakefield by a king’s messenger, and carried with any man living in any unlawful purposes,
before the right honourable the secretary of state nor ever attended any political meeting but one,
for the home department, and others, by whom regularly called to consider of a petition for
he was committed to Cambridge castle, or New parliamentary reform, which petition was afterCounty gaol, where he remained in close con. wards presented and accepted by the house;
finement until the first day of January
1818: that the petitioner can refer with confidence to
that in consequence of the arrest and detention his past conduct as a full and satisfactory proof

் 4295}

of the petitioner, his home has been broken up,

of the loyalty and uprightness of his principles;

name

honoured with the

his business totally lost, and himself at the age that the petitioner for hee ears, during which
"of forty is thrown into the world to seek for a period the mischievous Ludding system was at
livelihood as if he had now to begin life anew; its utmost height, held the situation of deputy
that on the sd day of Jani
, after his libera- constable of the populous townships of sae
tion, the petitioner was taken ill, so that he has cum Wrenthorpe, near Wakefield, in whic!
never since been able to do any thing towards Situation his exertions were such, that that disthe procuring of a livelihood, and that his dis- trict was altogether exempted from the proviorder has entirely been the consequence of his sions of the watch and ward act, though that
confinement, as a certificate of the surgeon will act was put in force in all the neighbouring viltestify ; that thus injured in health and ruined lages by the deputy lieutenants, whose thanks
in business, the petitioner is destitute of the the petitioner received for his active and useful
means of supporting himself in the same com- exertions; that during the time the petitioner
fortable and honourable manner which he did held the above office, all depredations were by
previous to the time when he was taken from his him prevented through the precincts of those
» home, and he trusts most undeservedly immured extensive and populous townships; that the
in prison; that the petitioner has been informed petitioner also held for three years the situation
that his arrest and confinement haye had their of collector of assessed taxes throughout the
origin in the information of a person of the same townships, during which period he was
of Oliver, and another of

the name

of

Bradley, who had falsely informed the honourable the privy council, that the petitioner had
taken part in several meetings of persons calling
themselves delegates who harboured treasonable
651208 against the existing government; but
the petitioner can prove that a person of the
name of Mitchell, who had been travelling
Shrough the country on a pietence of encouraging constitutional parliamentary reform, first
introduced Oliver to the petitioner under the
appellation of a delegate from the friends of parlentary reform in London, and as the particular friend of “Sir Francis Burdett and Lord
Cochrane; that the said Oliver strongly solicited
the petitioner to become an agent for the sale of
the Black Dwarf and other similar publications,
which the petitioner positively refused; that the

warm commendation of the

receiver-general for his diligence and punctuality
in that eae
the petitioner therefore humbly
prays the house to take the above statements and
the present situation of the petitioner into their
kind consideration, and that the house will grant
him such redress as in their mercy and clemency
they may deem expedient and proper ; and that
the house will interpose their good offices with
the right honourable secretary of state, that he
may have the goodness to return to the petitioner the papers and old memorandum-book
taken from him, which are the property of 2
poor widow, and furnish the only evidence she
has of a debt of seventeen pounds, and her only
security for its recovery.”’
2

Lord

Folkestone then rose, pursuant to notice,

and moved that the petition of Francis Ward,

said Oliver first talked to the petitioner of reSorting to physical force to’ obtain reform, as
petitioning had proved of no avail; but on
fearing such language from him, the petitioner
reatened to lay an information against him be-

the petition of William Benbow, (presented on
the 31st of January) the petitions of John Knight,
and Samuel Haynes, (presented on the 6th of
February) the petitions of Joseph Mitchell,

and desired that he might never see his face

Stewart, (presented on the

‘Ore the Magistrates, renounced his acquaintance,

4gain; that the said Oliver and

Mitchell, with-

Out any knowledge of the petitioner, did write
circular letters to call a meeting of persons from
ent parts of the kingdom, to be held at the
louse of thepetitioner; but assoonashe heardthat

@meeting was about to be held at his house for

ர

(presented to the house on the 29th of January)

Thomas Evans, William

Ogden,

and John

13th of February)

and the petition of John Bageuley, (presented

on the 16th of February) should be entered as

read.

This being done, the

noble

lord

pro.

ceeded as follows :—f Sirs when the house con-

sider all the circumstances detailed in those

petitions, I am persuaded that they will think it

இ
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‘vy to pause, before they are induced to |
entertain

as a matter of cour:

ற
T haye been led to intr
to your notice at the earli

Nl of ind
thi

the noble lord ,

of indemnity is to

0

rare

the graye and serious discussion of the house,
Not as a measure that is to depend on its own
Merits, and to be rejected or approved as the

conduct of his majesty’s ministers shall w:

but as a measure which the ministers are en!
to demand of the house, as a matter of cor

and which the house in its
cannot refuse.

usion

legislative capacity,

It appears to me that a strange

prevails in the minds of several perwith respect to that bill. ‘They seem to

think that it is really due to the ministers of the nity is a confession that
crown, as the noble lord has stated, without any laws. (Hear, hear.) "They have
previous investigation ; but if I know any thing law in all respects, and I am
_ of the principles of our constitution, I will be how gentlemen ‘will ju
bold to say, that it is the duty of the house on eyes of their constituents,
this occasion not to take care so mach of the can reconcile it to their own ¢
Ministers of the crown as of the liberties of the an indemnity under such ௦
people. (Hear, hear.) Before they suffer them- admitted on all hands, that the sus;
selves to give any countenance to a bill of in- habeas corpus act gaye no new p
demnity, they should see that the people have hending or dismissing persons. (Hear,
not been damnified: they should first appoint a Sir S. Romilly.) As to taking up
committee to examine the grievances which the different form, and executing war
petitioners haye stated, and to ascertain whether ferent manner, from the ordinary
the ministers have not exceeded their powers. ceeding, ministers may loo!
Nothing can be more hostile to the spirit of pension act for any sort of ju
liberty, nothing more destructive of that generous| I law has appointed
re;
anc
lan of power which our forefathers
have de- by which persons are to be appr
ivered down to us, than the doctrine that a bill discharged; those forms are r
of this nature should be passed as a matter of authorities of our law books, and by a
course. During the last hundred and twenty | 1 lament; but, in the present instance:
years, the habeas corpus act has been suspended those forms has been pursued. I
nine or ten times ; bat there is only one instance, pute the power of a secretary of

the noble lord and his colleagues can find only

‘one precedent of a bill to indemnify ministers
for the measures which they have pursued under
the suspension. It is singular, too, and not the
least point that requires attention, that almost
the very same persons then applied for a bill of
indemnity who apply for it now. They are
acting,

therefore, on

a precedent which they

have made for themselves ; they are calling upon
the house to screen them from the consequences
of their late violations of the law, merely, as
they state, because they have been protected
from such consequences
before. Whatever some
நல் may
think of this matter, itis a curious
‘act, that the system now proposed to the house
is of very modern date.
¥ haye taken some

pains to look into the proceedings of parliament,
and I find that the first instance of a bill of indem-

mit:—but it is undoubtedly an usurp
the practice is not of ancient date.
no means recognized
in the time of
In the trial of Kendall and

denied by

Roe,

Sir Bartholomew Show‘

counsel for the prisoner, and a lo
followed on his denial :—and though tt
termined by the court in that.

power existed, yet it is not a little re
that,-in that very case, which is
established and settled the point, th

it were so indistinctly understood

Justice Rokeby, aflirming the power:
necessary inference this conclusio
secretary of state must haye pow
nister an oath—a power which from |
this has neyer been exercised or s0

claimed by him.—A little before this

nity occurred
in the 4oth year of the reign of the clear that the power was understoo'
Present king. When ministers thought proper ist, for by the ட
act 0 Charle
‘to apply to the legislature for a bill to suspend power is expressly given to the oe

the habeas corpus act, they asserted that sedition to issue a warrant, (and this is the only
and treason prevailed in several counties, and | d loes give such a power) the po
that the ordinary powers of the law were not so far from being given, th
“sufficient to repress them. ‘This was the ground persons so apprehended 8

200 which they desired to be intrusted with
extraordinary powers, But, what has been the

Justice of the

ட்
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prisoners could have any retrospective effect, so | their allegations are false,

It |

as to render legal what was previously decided that டவர் not ee
ர
to be con
to law. But, after all, the ques- : their petitions for inquiry lai
tion now in

discussion was never brought

the court; the legahty or illegality of

th

before | ground for the present motion, Ey

the pro-|

a

the premises of the gentlemen oj

ங்

ceeding was not the point submitted, no deci-| not see the justness of their concl

sion, therefore, was or could be taken omit.

J | allegations of the petitioners w
to be, I still
admitted to this extent, would lead to. My motion ought to be entertained, in
hon. friend (Mr. M. A. Taylor) has spoken of them disproved, and to shew to
the delay of justice in the northein counties; that were the case, that the mini
and I will put the case of the cornmitment of a ercise of the extraordinai

a

not oe

too

them, have

1

gour, or acted contrary to the autho:

areal
em ea

person, on the warrant of the secretary of state,

to som= gaol in Westmorland, immediately after
the assizés; there he may lie for 11 months, and
‘upon the near approach of the assizes, may be

Sts

beg the house to consider what this doctrine, if are contended

It has been said, that Francis Ward,

tition I have made the ground of this n
a bad character, and therefore unwo!
out any remedy, not having even the means of tention of the house; but I will a:
bringing an action tor false imprisonment. Such ground the charge is advanced? Has
a Case may arise at any future period in the four any thing which has been proyed against
northern counties, if the principle lately acted has he been convicted of any offence?
upon is admitted to be law. It may appear old maxim of law, which I am sorry t
strange, that I, who am so decidedly against countenanced by some members of the
the
late imprisonments, who think the arrest (hear) every man ought to be presum
them were uncalled for and oppressive, should
yet complain of their discharge; but on a little
consideration it will be allowed that I am perfectly consistent. I complain of the manner in

cent till he is found to be guilty; and

உர

and treatment of the persons who suffered by

பப

bailed’by a ma-zis:rate, and thus may be left with-

son ought, therefore, to be considered
and credible till he is convicted o

contrary.

I shall not only rely on

doctrine, but Iwill say, that I have the:
which these men were discharged, because it of government itself tor this man’s 10!
took from them all remedy—because it deprived He was taken up at Nottingham, imr
therm of all means of clearing their character, after the disturbances which agitated the
and
obiaining ‘compensation for the losses bouring districts, and which were made
they suffered, and the hardships to which they ject o: ead investigation at Derby; bi

were subjected.

But this is not my only mo-

tive, nor is it the only duty

of the house to see

man were the dangerous and turbulent.
now alleged, why was not ihe power

INNES”

these men righted. It is the duty of the house to the government used before? Why was head!
to take notice of the violation of the laws, and to taken up when his activity might have 070 a
punish those who were the violators, though the the disturbance? He was left in tranguillitys!
petitioner might not quarrel with the transac- fact, till the storm, which it is now oad bee
tions in question, and had no complaints to concerned in raising, was dissipated.
si
make against the government. (Hear, hear.) In ay
ல் அ taken oe at - ட்
regard to what was said in a former debate in ledgment
that the present
allegations ale
this house, and the regret then expressed, (see or Bue that he was left at large as@ cans
page 363) that persons of more weight and ensnaring and decoying others. Let
greater consequence, who inflamed the

public b:

make their choice.

But if there are 40y

their speeches, had not been arrested, I thin
tions against the character of Ward, the
that itis now manifest, why this was so. Doubt- be none against that of the petitioner W2¢
less the ministers would have been too happ ரூ | has this night been submitted to the hou
to have given such an ec/at to their measures, if my hon. and learned friend (Mr. Brow
they could have found any tolerable grounds and that case, with others, may be Te!
for such steps; but they were unable to do so. the committee. Even, however, on the
Neither the hon. baronet (Sir F. Burdett) below sion that the conduct of Ward 1s 4005
me, nor any other gentleman, gave them the de- that fact cannot be pleaded as an argu
sired opportunity.
Siill, however, some vic- syed him injustice. Whether he is 2
tims must be had. It was not safe to lay hold a bad man, his case deserves to be Bas
of others who would not have submitted so and. he ought to be placed on an
2.
ey totheir fate, or have accepted of their with any other subject till his gun
lischarge on such conditions, who could neither

have been imprisoned nor turned out of prison
ன ட creating some noise. (Hear, hear.) Not

உறு
்

J have received a testimonial of W' if it 8

ter, which I will read to the house;

0

00070

cessary; but I do not ground one
ch |
is the rank of these victims such as to pre- | th e prubonere character, but on the
(15002 1 |
them from making their complaints be the law which has been made ip bis
றனர்

heard with effect, but the house is told that their
complaints ought not to be listened to, because

shall therefore not trouble the house ரிம்.

further observations, but conclude bY

OF COMMONS.
«that a committee be appointed to inquire into
the truth of the allegations in the said petitions, and report their opinion thereupon to the
house.”
Lord Castlereagh said, that the speech of the
noble mover did not seem to accord with the
words of the motion of which he had given notice.
He had understood the noble lord formerly to allude to the case of Francis Ward, and to move for
aspecific inquiry into the allegations of his petition. He had, however, widely departed from

483]
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that declared intention, and introduced into his

speech the discussion of more comprehensive

topics, connected with the general measure of
the suspension act, and the cases of all those

who had been imprisoned under the powers
which it conferred. But though the noble lord
had altered his course, he would not alter his.
He would particularly advert to the case of
Ward, which the noble lord threw in the back
ground, and for inquiring into which, had the
noble lord confined himself

where it was found necessary

the powers conferred
foror thethe stability
stabilit of go'
=
ment, and the safety of the country. (Hear.)

The noble lord had assumed, that an application.
for a measure of this kind, after the exercise of
the extraordinary powers put into the hands of
government by the legislature, amounted always
to a confession of
oppressive rigour with
which they had acted, and of the commission
of
deeds which they could not justify to the coun<
try on their responsibility. This was an unfair
view of the case. The suspension act, which
was never passed by the legislature except with
the view of meeting a danger which it believed
could not be encountered bythe ordinary powers
of the law, only allowed government to commit
suspected persons, and bound them over to pro~

to it, he would not

d a committee. He was willing
have objecteto
to allow that, if such a committee had been appointed, the noble lord might consistently have.
moved to refer other petitions to it: bee his
speech he had departed from the grounds of his
motion, and dwelt. only on the necessity of a
general investigation. He had alluded to the
probability that bis Majesty’s ministers would
introduce a bill of indemnity to protect them
from any of the legal consequences of the late
exercise of the powers intrusted to them by
parliament, and he had apparently bestowed
ome attention to the nature and history of such
a measure; but he could not compliment him
on the accuracy of his- reasoning or the success
of his search. He had said, that though there
Were numerous instances of the suspension of
the habeas corpus act, from the commencement
of the last century down to the present time,
yet that there was only one precedent for a bill
of indemnity, and that had been passed as a
protection to a cabinet composed

[434

to put in force

nearly of the

secute.

In the exercise

of this authority, he

denied that his Majesty’s ministers had committed any unnecessary
acts of severity, or had
transgressed the bounds
of the trust reposed in
them.
He denied that his noble friend, the
secretary for the home department, had been
ilty either of cruelty or injustice; he denied

that he had given his warrant for commitment

without the evidence of credible witnesses, taken

on oath:

(hear, hear)

he denied

that he had

committed one individual on the testimony of
the person (Oliver) so much alluded to by the
other side of the house: he denied that asingle
arrest took place without not only having
depositions of credible witnesses, but the authority of the law-officers of the crown.
(Hear,
hear.) The noble lord, however, went on such

grounds as would render any justification of this
kind quite inadmissible, and would prove the
criminality of ministers in whatever manner they
exercised the powers intrusted to them by parliament. He had argued, that there was no necessity for the suspension act. ‘The house had,
however, thought otherwise; and having placed
in the hands a ministers extraordinary powers,
| which they were called to exercise on their own
responsibility, those

ministers would have be-

same persons who were now about to apply for trayed their trusts, if, seeing the necessity of
it. Rel ing on the accuracy of this statement, exercising them for the maintenance of the public
the noble Tord had called upon ministers to tranquillity, and the preservation of the goyernproduce another instance of the passing of a bill ment and constitution, they had refrained from
‘of indemnity after the exercise of the powers acting as they had done. Parliament hadரி ட்
conferred by the suspension act; but he (Lord ceeded to legislate on twovreports, the main facts
C.) should be more correct in challenging the of which were believed by gentlemen. on both
noble lord to produce an instance where it was sides of the house. Both Sees reports stated,
Necessary to exercise the extraordinary powers that a dangerous conspiracy existed against the
of the suspension, which was not followed by| firame: of government and the peace of the counan act of indemnity. (Hear; hear.) The last try; and that this conspiracy was endeavouring
precedent, he allowed, was peculiar in its cir- to take advantage of the unavoidable distresses
cumstances, for it extended to acts done under
@ suspensions of the constitution, from
1793 down to 18013 but it was not singular in

af etnagainstof society.
Tok
0: whe st, and
the existence
Government had been

Je
the ade

armed with powers to meet nS er ve md
ised those
powers con
Nt
4
There was one after the rebellions in 1715 and கண்கள்: a ee ‘and the conditions of
1745. In fact, the noble lord would find, that their trust. On this ground he would meet the

its occurrence. In the reign of King William,
Not less than three bills of indemnity were passed.
an act of indemnity had been

%ase where a suspension act

granted in every
| passed, and |

Sohne

‘say that there had been no vio-

et bim that all
ieee reagan
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the forms
of law should be observed, that wit-

should take place without proper evidence; but
he denied that this principle made it neces
to place a witness, who gave his oath under the| th
suspension act, in the situation of other witnesses,

or that a magistrate was bound to bring

his in-

formations into court, as he would be

bound in

corpus act only prever
ordinary cases. ‘The ordinary course was for a ‘operation of that measure.
magistrate to lay the evidence on which he | longer necessary, there was
committed, with the names of the witnesses, dividuals, who conceived them:
before the bench; but it was plain that this further than by mere confinement,
principle could net be acted upon on the present

redress: but this was a question

occasion without defeating the object which the by the judges of the land, and to
legislature had ia view. He would put a case -— | fully competent. He trusted, the:
supposing a magistrate had offered to the secre- house would agree with him in

tary of state evidence on oath, on the truth of| there was no necessity for a

quiry. With regard to the hardships:
those petitions complained, greatd
been practised, which had produ
flammation without, and misrepreser
in that house. Many petitions
hi
sented on that subject last session
even signed by the persons fi
purported ta come. In one of |
complaints were. made of the great

ing to the petitioner’s health from
state of the dungeon in which he was
Upon inquiry, however, by several m
the house, it was found that the -acc

protecting individuals from the hazard which
might attend the disclosure, in an open trial, of |

oath.

The statements of Mr, Ware

pregnant instance of misrepresentaticr
the information which they had given; and manner in which he stated his origin
©
without such protection no information could ment was quite incorrect. He was
be had, as none would venture to offer
it at the the magistrates of Nottingham, po.
risk of his own safety. On such grounds in- of being concerned
in the outrages 0
demnity was always judged necessary, not to dites in that part of the countr

cover ministers, but to protect those who saved within a few days of being dis
their country. If the question
were at all in-| fi nement on this charge, he was
த த்

ர தல்appear, that upon

every | a warrant from the ட்.

Principle of justice
a
n was Neces- ‘of treasonable nature.
sary, and to.
it world be attended ‘with in- confined with com!
surmountable di
. With re
to the
hardships
of imprisonment, of which

so much

ee வம 06

mitted to prison, would not think
to dwellin, ‘These petitions were brou;
ment he had made? I: was altogether a false ward for the purpose of putting the hou!
view of the bil! in contemplation, to consider it an invidious predicament—for the
as a bill for the protection of the ministers of creating clamour, inflammation, and
the crown: it was for the protection of indivi- because parliament would not step outo}
duals who had come forward to give informa- to
ரட் with what evidently
belon
tion of the utmost importance to the security of other parts of our system. Let
the country; but which could not be elicited commence their action in the proper
otherwise than by the prospect of such protec- there could be no outs of it
ee
tion as the measure alluded
to held out. The spect to the number of petitions
ministers of the crown had only their choice of ட
he had to observe, that there }
two difficulties. ‘They must have received such’ thing:startling in the case. In no |
information under the only conditions it was ‘hed a bill of indemnity been conte!
judged safe to communicate it, or hazard the similar petitions were brought forw:
peace of the
ree by adhering to the ordin- tlemen were equally ready to vo
ary course of law: but if the ot taal சயன of| truth of the statements which they©
law had been sufficient, why should recourse be but this never induced the house to stl
had to the suspension of the habeas corpus? inquire into such ex-parte stateme
The suspension was for the express purpose of, mittee who should examine witne!

ed

such as the hon. gentlemen themselve:

௮

tions were comfortable, and that the |

ea

of the government, or necessary to the preservation of the public tranquillity, and supposing
that that magistrate could only obtain or traasmit such evidence on condition that the names
of the witnesses were to be concealed, or that
neither he nor they were to be exposed to the
consequences of giving such important information, could his noble friend, acting on his responsibility, have refused to listen to such testimony; or could he have refused his warrant to
commit the person whom it affected? He was
convinced that such a principle could not be
taintained, and should be glad to be informed
in what situation his noble friend would stand,
if, after having acted on such evidence, he was
required to justify in a court of law the commit-

en

»which
he completely relied, affecting theexistence

ர்

மா
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Jace of his confinenient, it பல்வ

‘affidavit
of the gadler (which

from

tioner’s moral character. From

his lordship petition,he might be supposed

[438

the terms

of his

to be more than

read) that the walls were perfectly dry and free ordinarily religious: when complaining of the
fron damp ; that there was no offensive smell but officers, he says,— having always conformed
what arose from futhigation that the petitioner to the laws of no less a personage than Jesus

never made a complaint tothe gaoler, nor was

Christ,

‘do unto

others

as

you would

he ever loaded with irons or fetters. . He was should do unto you,’ I believed I had nothing
shortly after removed to Oxford; and when he to fear.” Then, to give an idea of his distress,

was there, he wrote to the secretary of state to he says :—“ figure to your imaginations a man

desire some changes to be made in his treatment, who through life has taken a very active part in
which weré all granted, and he sent a letter to it, being accustomed to labour hard for his

Lord Sidmouth to express his gratitude.
man

moral

affected the
‘and

character

religious

of

person, and

This

an extremel

கற்றுக்

much that he had not the privilege of attending
public worship.

He

had been confined there

from the gist day of June, and from that day

to the Tst‘of August, he never once expressed a

wish to that, purpose ; and the first notice they

bread, by frequently having to work 12, 14, 16
hours a ae

, and sometimes more, and on whom

a numerous family depended for subsistence,
suddenly dragged from home and labour, to be
immured in a dungeon. Add to this,” he proceeds, ® thatI am possessed of all the finer feel-

ings that can adorn human nature (a general .
laugh), and that those feelings were put on the
Now, in complete contradiction to
all this, he was prepared to shew that this peti-

had of such a wish was by a letter to his wife. rack,” é&c.

This letter, which the gaoler never saw, was
transmitted to the secretary of state.
Inquiry

tioner had been engaged in the most atrocious
was immediately made why the prisoner was not crimes. (Hear, hear.) In 1816, two persons
allowed to attend public worship. ‘The gaoler were convicted and executed at Leicester and
wrote in reply, that he should have allowed the
state prisoners to attend divine worship, if the
had desired it, at the chapel of the gaol, in his
own pew. They were then allowed to attend
public worship at the regular times. ‘The petitioner had complained that he had been fmpropetly treated on his way to town.
‘The
two
officers denied any ill-treatment, and the man to
whom he was
கன்ன
had expressed great
gratitude to them for their treatment. But the’
etitioner had also complained of solitary con-

inement, and that the room was unsuitable in

which he was confined.

The inconvenience of

the room was, that it smoked during certain
winds. The gaoler offered to make any altera-

tion in the chimney which should be suggested,,
‘and an alteration was made, and no complaint

was afterwards heard.

He was allowed also, on

—

his request, to live with another prisoner. He
left prison apparently in as good health as he

entered it, though his-constitution, especially as

to his lungs, was defective.
It was excessively
painful to allude to the moral character of an

Nottingham, who made a

the part I took in

‘Wood-peck-lane,

destroying the works at

in Nottingham.

Our

com-

mittee met at the Duke of York in Nottingham,
Francis Ward was the ‘treasurer.
Ward be-

longed also to the
individual, but it was necessary, to prevent the | Ward employed me
house from being carried away by their feelings. : refused to turn out,
He must protest against the attempt to mislead my reward.” The
lem by ex-parte statements. The house, he the house would not

trusted, would not suffer their feelings to’ be

full confession of theix

crimes a short time previous to their execution,
‘Their confessions were taken by the magistrate,
and forwarded to his Majesty’s ministers. ‘The
confessions he would now read, suppressing all
the names alluded to in them, except the name
‘of Francis Ward. ‘The first was the confession
of Josiah Mitchell, who was executed at Leicester for a felony committed at Loughborough.
In this confession he stated :—* B. shot A.—C.
told me that Francis Ward had mentioned -the
thing to him on Saturday evening, and said
there would be a deal of money in it, the workmen had offered to give one hundred pounds for
the machinery. Several of us met at the Naviition Inn, and formed our plans. I received
rom three to four pounds from Ward for acts
I performed. Ward
gave me ten pounds for

Loughborough committee.

to shoot a man who had

and offered four pounds as
noble lord requested that
consider this as incredible;

assassination was a crime bargained for, and set

trifled with, nor call ih question the conduct of at a regular price, like a piece of stockings or
Ministers in the exercise of an arduous duty, on any other work. More than one jury had consuch
grounds as the petition on the table con- victed
on eyidence which shewed that four
tained. As to the morals of the petitioner, he pounds was often the price for shooting a man.
Could prove them to be very different from what The confession went on. “ Ward 0 red ten
He
€ petition might lead gentlemen to expect. pounds for shooting some of Kendal’s ae
" 5 He must here, jowever, refrain from entering| offered ten pounds for shooting ano cl masInto all the evidence he could produce on the’ ter manufacturer; and five pounds for shooting
subject, for the same reasons for which he could » one of his men for working. He offered a large
Rot bring forward the evidence against those|
Jolly Bace
Committed under the suspension act, ‘The dan- |
a
gol-

far for murdering ul ல் ப் ப none
a

Ser of disclosure to those who gave evidence Wane ae Rents Ward tookinedout it must
Was the cause of concealment. But he could,’ tee guinea aad said, he was determ
that of
Notwithstanding, satisfy the house as to the peti-| be done.” The second. confession was
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Thomas Savage, who was executed a few weeks but in justice to those
after Mitchell. It corroborated the former con- bound to keep secret: fo wh
fession.
The noble lord trusted the house an inquiry would be,
would now see the course of proceeding they submit to all the char
r
were
called upon to adopt ; he trusted they must
now be aware of the true character of this petitioner. (Hear.) Whether this man could be put

abandon those who
had givene
faith of concealment to the vindictive
those whom they had detected. /.
on his trial for the foul crimes with which he was
Mr. John Smith said, he had supposed
charged, it was not for him to determine. It present motion was to be confined
‘wwas enough to say, that he had been committed Ward, and with this suppositioi to
on the evidence of two credible witnesses, and solved to vote against it.
(Hear, hea
that he was charged with having been engaged could believe one word in
Ward’s
in those dreaded and

infernal actions, by the

confession of two of his associates, given in the

falsehood

was

detected

in one part,

good ground for discrediting the who

most solemn moments,—in the last moments of part, then, that reflected on the
Nottingham was most false. He had
for saying of those magistrates what

Jife. He could assure the gentlemen opposite,
that there were circumstances which would appal their convictions, as to the whole proceedings of ministers, as much as in this case. In |
this case there was nothing wanting to a moral
conviction but the judgment -of a jury; but
without that, every
டர்ன் must be satisfied
“as to the petitioner’s character. He hoped he
had now said enough to prevent the feelings of
the house from being run away with. If then
the motion was not rational in the case of Mr.
Ward,

he would contend that it was not rational

in any other case.

‘The house would not, there-

fore, on those ex-parte statements, think it neces-

sary to institute a committee of inquiry

allegations of those whose

into the

crimes threatened

the country.
When the conduct of ministers
should be fully inquired into by the committee
above-stairs, it would be the conviction of the
committee,

and

from their report it would

be

the conviction of that house, that ministers had
shewn no malignant spirit, no oppressive temper,

no disposition to injure or distress any individeal; but, on the contrary,
that they had shewn

every forbearance and fenity consistent with
their sense of duty. The noble lord opposite
wished, by his motion, to bring forward those
who had given evidence on he Eth of government, and to bring them before a committee of |
that house. He should satisfy the committee
already appointed, that no individual had been
committed but upon oath, and upon evidence
satisfactory not only to the secretary of state,

believe, but he -appealed to ministers
th ose magistrates could be surpassed
of magistrates in honour, fairness,
an
(Hear,

hear, from the ministerial bene

formation on oath had

been given|

there were arms in Ward’s house, and
formation was given the day after the Derby!
surrection. Mr. Enfield, the clerk, a mostr|
spectable gentleman, hesitated to give 2 watral

at first, because the information was not)

ing. ‘This occasioned any irregularity that mgt

attend this part of the case. But the magistt|
had information, that Ward had been concerted
inthe

horrible

murders

at Loughborough

most horrible that were ever known in a th

of the country.

He was grieved to says

there were still circumstances which

ள்

dangerous for witnesses to come 297
in that quarter. There was one circu thos

to prove this man’s participation 10 ©
crimes which he had occasion
க்

which the noble lord had not mento
ye aa
viously to the trial, Mitchell confessed!

part of the facts respecting Ward, 60.
sional man ; whether desired to do

to prepare for his defence, or wh
di lone it to relieve his mind, the hon:

could not say.

The professional man 17

self obliged to conceal this while Mi

but after his death the obligation

a

he then confirmed the confessions
law officers of the crown, and he noble Jord. For these reasons bh
would further prove to the committee the pro- down to the house, resolve
| of the crimes of which they were sus- motion, but he found it to be a
If the house would not allow secret | f rom what he had expected.
pected.
information to be received and acted upon, con- fined to Ward, but included all the Be

but to the

spirators, who contracted for assassination with

same precision and formality as for any other
engagement, could not be detected or punished.
The outrages that broke out in the places from
which the suspected were taken, proved the ex-

and, therefore, he did not know tha 70
neglect all the complaints of the es

ae

titioners, because Ward, a pent
oppo
bad character. (Hear, hear, from nected
side of the house.)

He, being co ape

grounds of suspicion, and the such a populous district, had often of |
as were adopted in apply to the noble lord at the h:
necessity of such measures
an Wa
order to put down insurrection; for an insurrec- foe
and he bee no Te ne than

istence of strong
tion it was.

He therefore trusted that the house

ikely

to do what was

would not suffer such inquiry
as was now requir- | 1பன்ர,

ed; this he trusted, not from any
the principles on which ministers

gen
hadacted,

fair

But it was not equally

intention was always carried

into

who acted under his orders, bu

்

பமா

|

்

=e ed
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each

have indulged party feel-

ings to which his lordship was a stranger.
wi

could

not at all see

that the

falsification

He
of

and money for their journ
man said, he should

hon. gentle-

ees

farther on this subject, bat
he h

house any

ithis duty

‘Ward’s individual statement afforded any fair to put them in possession of thes

facts,
as am
(Hear; hear.)

ground for refusing to go into an inquiry. If ‘act of justice to the ee
Sir W. Lemon declared, that no man in Eng¥ any one case of improper severity was made out,
ki) the house were bound to inquire into it : he could land could be less suspected of severity than the
not, therefore, because one case had been nega- noble lord at the head of the home departi
tived, oppose a motion, the object of which was nor did he think that his Majesty’s ministers
to go into an inquiry on all. If not a word of were desirous of Bang a law, which he, and
all the statements were true, he wondered that other members, had thought it their duty to opBut petitioners
the parties making them had not been brought pose, to any bad purposes.
now came to the house complaining of oppresto account. (Hear, hear.)
or might
Mr. Golding said, he was possessed of some sions, of which the noble lord ட
i local knowledge on the subject of a part of these not be guilty; but it was by no means so clear
‘petitions. He held in his hand a declaration of that those employed under him were altogether
gentleman under him had
the gaoler of Reading, which stated, that three blameless. An hon.
prisoners, James Sellers, Nathaniel Hulton, and admitted that one of the petitions was not borne
John Knight, were brought to him on the 10th out; pees none of them might be borne out;
of April, at about nine o’clock in the evening ; but whether that should turn out so or not, it
they complained that they had tasted no provi- was the paramount duty of that house to inquire
sion during the whole of their journey from into all cases of grievance that were laid before
“London (the house would recollect that that them. (Hear, hear.)
journey was only 39 miles); he then conducted
Mr. Gordon wished to say a few words on the
them into his own: kitchen, fed them on cold petition of easy
In consequence of that
roast beef and pickles, with strong beer; they petition, he
written to the gaoler of Glou‘had as much as they could eat. He then pro- cester, whom he knew to be a man of great huvided them with beds in the best apartments of manity, and the reply to his inquiries was a
the prison; they were feather beds of the best complete contradiction of the petition. The
quality, and Sellers was placed in the state apart- prisoner stated, that on his arrival he had been
ment; Knight was placed over the chapel. On plunged in a tub of cold water; and that a
the day following he stationed them in a ward, dangerous fever and cold had been the conse~
where they had an apartment 16 feet by 14: quence of this immersion. The
ler stated,
annexed was a list of luxuries with which the
that so far from the water being cold, the rules
had been supplied. Instead of being கட்க
of the prison required that a warm bath should
they continued together for 16 days; and it was be always used on such occasions: the prisoner,
not possible that this should have been otherwise who had travelled all night, declared at the
arranged, except under the orders of a visiting time, that he found this extremely comfortable,
istrate. ‘Those orders were afterwards given, and so far was he from being ill, that he went
and Knight was placed in the room over the into prison on the 11th of April, and never comchapel ; the deputy-gaoler was removed to ac- plained till the 20th of May. The part of the
commodate the others, and their apartments prison in which he had been confined, had since
were all well furnished; insomuch that the pri- been allotted to gentlemen debtors. He was alsoners expressed to their relations their satisfac- lowed to walk out whenever he pleased, and
tion at the oe treatment they had received. was allowed a
guinea a week for provisions.
Knight, who had spent 10s. 6d. in tobacco, and. (Hear; hear.) The bills brought in to*him for
received many presents from the gaoler, re- various articles were carefully examined that he ©
tumed thanks for his kindness and
generosity. might not be imposed upon, and he expressed
When he was first placed over the chapel, the himself in every way satisfied with his treatsashes of his apartment were nailed down, to ment. _ Notwithstanding Lord Sidmouth’s cirPrevent him from communicating with some cular, the governor had permitted all magistrates
workmen, who were employed
opposite; but to visit him; not visiting magistrates only, but
on his applying for a ventilator, it was imme- even some who did not belong to the county,
oer
ted. The apartments allotted to and among them Sir George
Paul. He (Mr.

him ‘had since been occupied by gentlemen Gordon) thought
it was but justice to the godebtors. Knight’s situation was more com- vernor of Gloucester gaol to state these particufortable than even that of Sellers and Hulton, lars, but the governor himself was anxious that
Sir Nathaniel Duckenfield, Mr. Stone, Mr. Far- an investigation should take place. (Hear, hear.)
Mer, and many other magistrates, had visited the

Prisoners continually, and could prove that they
expressed themselves entirely satisfied.

He held

‘And் eyen if all titthe nopetitioner
were
reason had stated
aginst commen-

be inoue fa ans Ca

in his hand an acknowledgment of two of them, -know on its own authentic
in
true,and how
Made to thé magistrates of Berkshire, thankin
petiti

‘Eastaff, the

a

a ord He

governor
of the gaol, for his kind. pete ovctanish those who had made false: re-

hess and attention ; he had furnished Sellers and presentations.

(1508) 00 their departure, with extra clothing

Sir W. Guise read a letter from a respectable”
a

clergyman, a magistrate, confirming the state-} 1
ment that had ben -made resperting Bagley, 3

more especially as to the fact of the warm.
and the various comforts that were supplied him.
His general behaviour, it was added, was ex-

tremely regular, and the
occasion to find fault

with

governor had not once

him.

The hon, ba- discipline of the pri

ronet contended, nevertheless, that the house
was bound to go

into an inquiry wherever a

this to say that the house

en or wlen c
oanleme
C
oof of their ows ee
eee

, and, therefore, he thought | what

Grievance was

it right to’ support the motion.

Sir F. Burdett regretted that he could not

come to the discussion of this question with a
mind quite so unbiassed and unprejudiced as

had no

doubt that the

g

these statements.

ed
had
all they
liev

those gentlemen had professed who had deliver- avoid being himself a little more
ed their sentiments before him. He could not subject. With respect to the hon,
but call to mind, that when

scepti

he first drew the | Nottingham, (Mr. J. Smith) he

attention of the house to the conduct of the go-

but he could not ayoid saying,|

yernor of the prison in Cold Bath-fields, when he of his speech relating to the b
was charged with crimes of the blackest die, (of was nothing to the pas
2
which he, Sir F. Burdett, possessed the fullest whether he was a bad man
ற 31
evidence, but was never permitted to bring it 2 pees the பதிக்க

forward)—he repeated, he could never forget,

that at that time, just as on the present occa-

6

whether

en justly

ழ்

char;

he had ee

5

a

er
hbeen
trea d u
legally
hethad
sion, gentlemen rose up in various parts of the whe
question
house, some declaring on their own knowledge, commitment; that was. the
others on statements made oy Aris himself,
that whether he was a man of good or
he was a man of the most kindly and benevo- He should therefore contend wit
Tent disposition; that he had never been guilty men who said they believed thes¢
of any cruelty or oppression whatever, and that and yet called for an inquiry, thats
the prison was conducted on a system of uni- quiry ought to be instituted; for wha
with the p
form mildness. The hon. gentleman who was such scandalous trifling
then member for Yorkshire, (Mr. Wilberforce) hold out redress for grievances,
had stated, that nothing could equal the atten-

to inquire whenever a case was brought fo

pattern of humanity, and indeed too good for his

him to do, because he had notin any
then
or answered the arguments of

tion paid by Anis to the prisoners ; thathe was.a

station; but the house would probably recollect
that story, which at the time it was told seemed

to excite very little sensation in the house—a
story

which was paralleled only by the history

of ae

prisoner in the Bastile, and his compa-

The noble lord opposite had left very

and though he complained that it w'
the time of the house to inquire into
which might turn out to be false, yet
it no waste of time to enter into long

be ¢
spider; that prisoner, in the course of of which not a syllable could ever
a long and solitary confinement, by way of some proof. He put it once more to»
object to divert his பலர மமக had attached sense and candour of the houses and.

nion the

came so intimate as to visit him at regular inter-

ask, could any person be biassed.
ment of a gaoler in his own favour ! ’

wals, and receive its food; it served as a companion, and gave an interesting occupation to
the wretched prisoner.
He watched its motions, and taught it to spin its web in a peculiar

of gaolers had not even been acc’
;
ness ; if so, the expression of 0!
gaoler was seldom '
that “ the steeled

to him a

large

spider, which,

way; but the malicious ae
leasure he derived from

Eis mind, killed the spider,
prisoner declared, that he
tie that rendered existence
story he had told of Aris

by degrees, be-

observing the

this mode of diverting

when the unhappy
had lost the only
supportable. The
was much of the

said, and it might be true, that a great &
of man,”

should

now

ap}

ed minister; and if any miscondu

committed by any under the pba
thority, he should say that the no

liable, even though he was not

misconduct. It was a maxim 0 ghee
factt Per
same description: he had contined a prisoner | 1 aw, that qui facit per alium
in a solitary cell. In the course the noble lord was answerable for noble
for is months
of a hard winter, a robin flew into the win- who were placed under him. ப்
-dow: it soon pecans 2 அணியால் | with the characteristic _mildness and benevolen®
“prisoner, and his only solace. After a lon | been used as an argument for
anterval, Aris, who sae. seldom visited the cell, dinary power, and the sam:
2
ered one morning, and sceing the bird, crush- thrust forward as a grou!

the most ear- quiry; so that this individual ch
in his hand, notwithstanding
edestit entreaties
ச
on the part of the prisoner that supersede the principlesட of the ©!
“its life
be spared, The agony the poor ‘setat gought the ordinary course
of JUSHS
2

Lohner
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F
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suspension
the
under
that
intention
its
not
it was
the power granted to him had been so shame- bill
torture should be inflicted by loading the
, disgracefully, cruelly, and illegallyapplied. |
i
prisoners with heavy irons, or confining
Some of the gaolers had themselves stated, that
“What was the answer given
they were sorry they were ordered to proceed| solitary dungeons. The character of the noble
the other side?
more harshly than was necessary, and that they on
Secretary
of State for the home department. It
secure
to
irons
f
o
use
no
be
thought there could
to suppose that such a kindthose who were immured in a solitary cell. A was impossibleas Lord! Sidmouth would consent
man
gentleman had said that many of the statements hearted
and the motion was an
made were false; oder te beso, but there to such practices,
upon his character.
imputation
unnecessary
infor
called
loudly
which
them
of
were many
was impossible’that
it
thought
gentlemen
Many
why
ed
inform
be
to
quiry. He should be glad
such things could have been done; but had
Ogden’s case was not to be investigated—a man ‘they not
been done? or if the assertions of
74 years old, who had suffered most severely, the sufferers were disputed, why was not
from
rred
transfe
was
others,
many
like
who,
and
inquiry to be made? The majority of the
one gaol to another, and exposed as a spectacle shouse undoubtedly entertained high notions
It was asserted, and was
to their countrymen.
of ministers; they could be guilty of no misnot contradicted, that two men had been chainas long as they were ministers; and beed together, even in bed, and were besides load- conduct
cause they were ministers, they had not been
no
exist
could
there
where
irons,
heavy
ed with
gailty of any misconduct in this instance; the
pretence of safe custody—why was not this to
on their part was
e inquired into? Sufferings from cold and are mention of misconductin the
house; but not
hunger made but little figure upon papers but enough to acquit them,
they were great miseries to endure, and whether
they had been justly or unjustly endured, ‘it be-

came the house to ascertain:

out of it; for such notions did not extend beyond the walls of the place in which they were

Was it any answer

to the general claim, for a.smember to produce

supreme.

The question was,

in his place, a letter froma gaoler, who ‘stated and his friends; but assertion
that the water in which the’ prisoner had been the country, and the gaoler of
splunged was warm, and that it was very de- -self solicited investigation; the
lightful and comfortable, when the prisoner they were, were anxious for
himself declared that the water was

cold, and

that the consequence of it was a fever, from
which he with difficulty recovered? This fact |
shewed that inquiry was necessary ; and though
in one or two cases it had been admitted that
the keepers of the prisons had behaved with humanity and kindness, yet there were many others
where complaints were made of a treatment directly the ‘reverse. No doubt, however, the
house would decide against the motion, and

many members would hold that the statements
in the petitions were all false. Why ?—because
the noble lord had so asserted. The noble lord
had great confidence (far too great and too well
founded for the interests of the people) in the
discernment of parliament, at least as far as respected his own arguments and assertions. He
(Lord. Castlereagh) was sure hon. members
would think with him that all investigation
was needless; and in the same confidence
that'all he alleged would be implicitly credited, he had gone on to state, that ministers
wanted no bill of indemnity, and required no
ட
‘The house could not fail to recollect in what manner the noble lord bad talked
at the time the habeas corpus suspension was first
brought forward; he had spoken of the’ heavy

who broke the

law? The prisoners answered, the noble

risk of their lives.

lord ~

would not வ்

Gloucester himoffenders, if such

trial, even at the

Ministers alone resisted it,

maintaining that the time of the house would be
wasted, and its character degraded. He (Sir
F. Burdett) should be glad to know what a

house of commons was to do, if not to inquire.

The noble lord had said, that it could not take
evidence upon oath, and so forth; and was for

completely

க் its inquisitorial functions,

formerly esteemed
of such value and importance. ‘The noble lord wasa perfect Proteus in
argument; he could “ confute, change sides,
When he wished to shield
and still confute”?

his own acts and those of his colleagues, then
said he, appoint a committee ; but a committee of
his own selection,of which he was himself amembers a committee in which ministers sat to betheir
own judges, and who were aided by those who
would ask for nothing but what the noble Jord.
was pleased to shew them, and who would cre-

dit any thing which he requested them, without
inquiring, and out of compliment to himself, to,
believe. Such a gross delusion would satisfy ௦௦
man out of parliament. But ifa body were pro=
placemen and pensioners
posed, from which
were to be Peek, and who would go to

work thoroughly and

பம் the Sos

cies of the noble lord and his friends, then they
“Tesponsibility about to be thrown upon mini- |were not to be trusted, the ime of ie noe
ae
sters, and he and they appeared almost to la- would be wasted, and its dignity oe
a oe aie
Ment that'so grievous a burden was aboutito be said the noble lord, it is a great as
aeons ல் பல்
“Cast upon.them. Of course he (Sir F. Burdett) pose that ministers want an.
never believed a, word of it; he knew it was a they wish is, to cover their friends, “Oliver, his
a
Mere pretence, and he had proposed several fellow spies; and “accomplice Se
Motions to lighten the weight; first that it
secret
those
should be followed by no bill of indemnity;-and other side to be for the protectiono accusation, —
Next to.obtain a declaration by the house, that apd infamous sources of priyate

was admitted on the
thor dhe bill of indemnity

-
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the Suspension

whose purpose was to destroy the happiness

houses, against the laws and custc

cognizance, was as great as the illegality of|
their first commitment. He (Sir F. Burdett) did
not rest the question upon thé merits or demerits of Ward ;—that had been already answered,
at least as far as was necessary for a fair decision
upon a motion which did not respect his peti-

th ie Commons might be resorted to, but}
be a mockery.to appeal to the Commons ;

and reputation of every honest man. Was it realm; and fourthly, that the ki
possible that at this time of day such an avowal not be governed by martial law.
should
be made—that in England it should be sures lately adopted were to he |
would be utter nonsense to talk
professed that innocent men might be solitaril
confined, cruelly tortured, and unjustly accused, constitution of England ; and if it were
and should never have an opportunity of dis- fringed, far better would it be that it shc
covering to whom they were indebted
for all done by the King than the Commons.*
these deprivations and sufferings ? The illegality could be more lamentable than that
of letting these unfortunate men out of prison should take upon itself unwarrantable
with the ridiculous mummery of their own re- tions ; for if the King made attempts ௦

tion merely;

and he could not help hoping,

Sormé against its own acts.—As this would

bably, not be the last time he should haye an
portunity of addressing the house on subjects
this nature, he would not trouble them

at present.
யு
Mr. Wilberforce begged to state, in referente
riously (more especially those who had voted for to what had fallen from the hon., baronet,
that when gentlemen considered the subject se-

the

suspension,)

they

would

feel

themselves

bound in honour, and for their own sakes, to yote
for an inquiry. They ought to recollect, that this

very subject of arbitrary imprisonment on suspicion of treason, had occasioned

some

of the

severest domestic struggles this country had
ever known; they ought to recollect that the
words of the great charter were, uli negabi-

he derived his intelligence respecting
mane character of Mr. Aris, late go
the house of correction for Middlesex,

rev, Mr. Owen, chaplain-general, who for mal
months had been in the habit of visiting a |
son, and was well acquainted with its conditit
and management. He requested, in return
the hon. baronet would state his என்ன.

the story he had told regarding the bird wi
tonly killed by Mr. Aris. With respect © 7
ee
tba
|
delayed and denied to
those who, in the confi- question before the house, he
dence of their own innocence, had clamoured the presumptions were in favour of the cor
in a court of justice for trial by the laws of their ness and legality of the proceedings on
country. ‘This fact of itself was 4a condemnation and it was a great mistake to suppose that

mus,

nulli

differemus justitiam;

yet now

the

answer was, negatur, differtur, for justice was

of ministers. The injured men were refused a
trial, not from the tender mercies of government, but because they knew that the acquittal
of the innocent aoulae the conviction of the
ilty. Magna Charta had become obsolete of
te: it was old-fashioned law, not suited to the
refinements of modern times; and the declaration, that nullus liber homo capiatur, aut imprisonetur, nisi per legale judicium parium suorum,

character of Mr. Ward had nothing to dow
the merits of the motion ; if he hadstate ak

was untrue, as was evident, what right ற
to ask for investigation, unless,

might

inde , vel!

be punished as his crimes ee

Hon. gentlemen from all quarters ae
testimony to the good conduct Eek
| i tht
and in several instances it was establis false

the petitions

contained

nothing it del

It hoods. ‘True it was that the house Pe ‘ort |
might not be amiss if gentlemen would refresh the privilege of inquiry; but nothing ao ழி

had been totally ne; jected and

forgotten.

their memories, and enlarge their minds a little,
by recurring to the wholesome laws of Henry II.
and Edward 117.67 211 ௦ which it was provided,
that no man should be imprisoned without being
duly brought to trial*. Though not quite so
old, the Petition of Right seemed equally to
haye escaped recollection; it consisted of tour
parts—first, that no tax shall be imposed without
common consent, by act of parliament; next,
that no arbitrary imprisonments shall be allowed
without information

upon oath, and subsequent

dangerous

to a privilege than

its

time many

questions

of fact

relating

to property

were tried by twelve liberos et legales homines juratos,
*worn to speak the truth, who were summoned by the
sheriff for that, purpose.—See also Lord Lyttleton’s

imtoryof Henry Il, Vol. 1, p. 508,

4

oe

dangers; and it was the glory
ily.
and that which had given it stay 7
while sometimes it allowed the 1 nF
of the strict bounds of law, © ன
den and imminent peril, it
‘and
returning unimpaired toits fir ee
nity. Surely some alterationSale 19

af
aig

படு

hesen : HF

mode of proceeding was 1 பவனி

trial; thirdly, that the people shall not be com- people of England had resorte¢
‘pelled to receive soldiers and mariners into their as a trade, as was the case’ wit!
* The trial by jury, though not near so ancient as
some writers have imagined, was certainly very ge
neral in the reign of Henry I1; for we find in that

ee

ancient constitutions had possessed sedis
traordinary means of meeting or ir oN)

neral

and when the life even of a judges vr i
his age, and admirable for his 428

been threatened, if not attempt by

perpetrators were to be reward
raised in subscriptions of 55. each. id
petitions on the table any truth co’

It would be easy for individuals
selyes acquainted with the fact%

ym

ப]
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-the matter forward upon a future occasion; but |
at present, he trusted that the house would re-.
ject an inquiry, the effect of which might be to

_mark men out for slaughter, and to send witsnesses into the country as victims to private ma-

rejected unexamined,

nea
tee sees
Ogden, who, at thea;
given to

x

lamentable disease,

hac

4

ade

with fetters

like
en felon Lee was,
some
sround
for suppesing
that his petition
contain
2
Burdett explained, that Mr. Wilberட்ட for he had referred to the surgeon, Mr.
force Bird, chairman to the committee upon

the House of Correction, had related the story Dixen, who had attended, and cured him of the
of the robin and Mr..Aris to the house. —

Mr. Wilberforce asked, whether Mr, Bird had

spoken from his own knowledge.
No answer was returned.

த

ப்

5

Sir S. Romilly observed, that a bill of, indem-

nity being about to be passed, the question now
- was, whether it should be done without inquiry,
when gross abuse of the power intrusted was
. imputed to ministers. He begged the:house to
| tecollect, that though bills of indemnity had
“before been agreed to after the suspension of the
habeas corpus act, yet never in any other in-stance than the present, after a committee should
have sat and made its report: the notoriety of
the facts was therefore put out of the case, and
.@ sort of grand jury (most extraordinarily constituted, having power to examine all the evi. dence for the accused, and none for the accuser)
‘was appointed to make some kind of investigation” Why, then, should not these petitions go|

complaint produced by the weight of his fetters? He would ask his hon. friend, whether he
thought it just to dismiss that petition without |inguiry.’ ‘There were seven other petitions
எக

த்

on the same

footing, against the

truth of which not ene syllable had been uttered

and, when he considered what extraordinary

pains had been taken to refute the statements

contained in some of the petitions, he could not

but think that those which had not been impeach-

ed, were, on that very account, unimpeachable.

Silence was a proof tnat nothing could be said.
against them.
As to the denial given by a
gaoler to.the statement of a petitioner, he con‘ceived that nothing could be more absurd than

the production of such testimony.

The hon.

baronet had founded a very just argument on the
conduct of the house with respect to Aris, ona

former occasion; and his hon. friend (Mr. Wilberforce) had, instead of giving an answer, combefore them, or some other tribunal better select-. pletely mistaken the object of the hon. baronet’s
ved? It was asserted that people had been drag- observatior. ‘The hon. baronet had intended no
ged about the country in fetters, as proofs to the imputation on him, when he alluded to his testiinhabitants of an existing plot; and the ques- mony in fayour of the humanity of Aris, but had
tion was, whether unnecessary severity had not justly inferred, that if a member of such intebeen employed.
‘There «could not be a subity and sagacity had been imposed upon in
ject more worthy of the interposition of parliaat Case, it was not impossible that the gentlement. His principal object in rising was, to refute men who that night had spoken in such
high
a statement made’by the noble lord, in the humble hope of influencing some few votes, namely,

that if the facts stated in the petitions were true,

terms of different
been deceived.

gaolers might likewise have

What, then, was the deduction

from this? Surely not, that no inquiry was necessary, but that the strictest examination should
remedy by the bill of indemnity. How unfound- take place immediately. Aris, notwithstanding
ed this assertion was, appeared from his lord- the testimonies to his character, was afterwards

the. sufferers would

not be deprived

of

their

ship’s next sentence, in which he observed, that

the bill of indemnity now required would be the

convicted of the

grossest delinquency;

and it

was not
ட் that similar results might
same-as that of 1801, which in the first clause follow, if proper inquiries were to be instiexpressly enacted, “that allypersonal actions tuted on the present occasion. His hon. friend
heretofore brought, or which may be hereafter had lately said, when a case of enormity was
commenced or brought, against any person on brought
ட்டி “ Why had not the hon.
account of any act, matter, or thing done, re- mover (the member for Shrewsbury) taken pains
commended, directed, ordered, or advised tobg to make inquiries, and to examine witnesses as
done, for apprehending, imprisoning, or detains | to the truth of the allegations!” The hon.
ing in custody any person suspected of high member for Shrewsbury answered that he ne
treason, shall be discharged and made void.’ It examined; that he had seen the witnesses. =
Was clear, therefore, that the parties who had so questioned them in person: yet his hon. oe ட்
Severely suffered would be deprived of all redress, if the bill of indemnity in question were with his own desire and sense of justice, hact
adopted.
He would now say a few words as to voted against ‘a motion so founded and supportthe petitions. There were, ப் believed, eleven ed. (A laugh.) He ண க
கல்= ne
Rea:
ce
his

ingtead of being satisfied, with this compliance

of them, from. different persans in different parts
of the kingdom, and containing different allegatons,

Suppose three of these’ should be proved

to contain false
was it consistent with
Justice, would his hon. friend (Mr. Wilberforcey

®sert, that the other eight petitions should be

bed’
he had repented of hit woe, and would

Cretan
sends

he

to Wi
am

lw

3 character,

it

justi
பலர் that he bad not been brought it to to justice

long ago, if i

es ay eriminal a3 had

= Bone
a justice. But
to do with the allegations in

of which, notwithstanding
the
which ee neds by
purpose of contradiction, —

pletely unanswered.

ft com-|

|

not
[ப
:
himself, he was able to give som

He alluded particularly to | one case, that of Ogden.

‘This

the statement of Ward’s having been, every
| falsehoods trom the beginning to
alternate four days thrust into a loathsome
cell,| petition. Whether the prisoners h
from

which

he was only taken

because

it was | ed béfore they were taken to Hoi

impossible for him to existein it more than four | he could not say;

but he kne

days ata time: and yet for all this, and for | quence of an application to Lord
similar abuses of power, an indemnity was to be |
obtained : and the report which was to warrant |
this indemnity, was to come from a committee, |
before which the accused brought only such evi- |
dence as they pleased, while the accusers were |
not allowed to bring any at all. As to the per-j
sonal character of Lord Sidmouth,

of which

irons were immediately struck off.
disease of Ogden, it had been
ascer
he was afflicted with @ rupture
tered the prison. (Cries of heary Jj
position, echoed by the ministerial bencit
den had even said that he thought ita

so | that he had come to that prison, forh

(

much had been said, there was no man more | never have been cured elsewhere.

ready than himself to do justice to the humanity | cries repeated.)

expresse

He had also’

and excellent disposition of the noble lord; but | most gratitude to the. gaoler for his kind
that was no answer to the.charges of misconduct | ment. (Hear, hear, from the ministerial
0¢
. He would not say if all the facts |The hon, member then argued, that mos
in his a;
out to bet n
in the different petitions were proved, that they | plaints against gaolers turn

of ing
were in themselves illegal, but he would say that | He instanced first the commission
they were’ unnecessary and wanton abuses of | some years ago to Lincoln, which, hes
power.

for instance, could be a greater | pletely

. What,

disproved every

article

of the:

mockery and insult than the parading those men |
from town to town in open daylight, and loaded |
with chains: and what possible Objects could be
answered by such a wretched triumph, except |

gaoler: he next
against the
brought
the case of one Colville, who had been
|in Cold Bath Fields, and whose petition
been brought before the house by the

to convince some miserable minds that some |
extraordinary plot existed against the state? |
(Cheering.) His hon. friend (Mr. Wilberforce) |
had thought proper, in one part of his speech, |
to pass a plowing eulogium on the “suspension |
of the habeas corpus, and had referred to the |

baronet (Sir F. Burdett); who
had
much attention to that pnson, but who0!
occasion was so convinced of the fallacy
allegations, that he concurred with the
the committee of inquiry, that no steps ou
be taken on the'subject.
s

history of ancient republics in illustration of the|
Sir F. Burdett said, it was Ma! true:
advantages of suspended liberty; but did not | the occasion alluded to, he had foundthe '
.

his hon. friend know what was the consequence]

of

the

committee,

on

all

points, ¥

of those occasional dictatorships to which he | against him, and he at last consented
to
had alluded? Did they not at last end in a per-| port; but it was solely on the groun'
petual dictatorship—in a tyranny never to be | quiry might lead to disclosures 1nju!
shaken off ? (Loud cheering.)

?

For his own part, | sons then in a foreign country;—at Hamb

ee
Mr. Holme Sumner appealed to oe
he believed most firmly, before God, that|
these frequent and unjustifiable suspensions of | whether they did not recollect
the hon. bath" =~
the

habeas

ae

would

(unless the House of | concurrence with the report.

Commons should do its duty, which it had not}
hitherto done) end in the complete ruin of our|
liberties. (Loud cheering.)
்
Mr. Ashurst read a long statement,

made to

பல்லி

Sir F. Burdett—*1 have just told’
member, that I did concur in that repo!
I have also just told him my sole
rea
doing.” (Hear, hear,

from both sides)

the magistrates of Oxford, relative to the con-}
Mr. Bennet observed, that the com|
dition of the county-gaol:'it described all the | by Ogden was, that the disease
accommodations to be most excellent; and as-|

had been afflicted, and of which he was

|

a

serted, that the state prisoners confined there re-| cured during his imprisonment, Wa5 PI”

turned thanks for the treatment which they had | by the chains and irons jm
experienced, nor was any complaint made, ex- | inquiry before
cept by one man, who said that his room had a | confined Fa
smoky

Mr. Hole

ன்

Sumner thought

the house

nothing

in

நி

tes on this
the
caseof the Evanses+

னா

tion of ae hon. g

had man (Mr- Ashura) ther eomradicted the

er

was
/

ET
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contained
in the petition. He believed the case of
leywas fairly stated, nor did the letterread

by the hon, gentleman disprove any of the circumstances which were described as having taken
yn could not be substanplace in the gaol at Oxford. The account of tiated. (Hear, hear, hear.) He contended that
the treatment experienced by Mr. me
of all the allegations of these petitions, as far asReading, threw no imputations on the gaole:ler; it} they had been examined, were falsified; and
was of being carried to Salisbury Gaol, a gaol. that the secretary of state had, by his great ex=
of which no hon. member had spoken or would ertions, broken
the link of a confederacy which
speak im commendation, and of being again re- threatened எர. all the evils of universal |
moved to Worcester, that he complained... ‘The pillage and disorder. ‘If that simultaneous moveonlyreason that he could conceive for thus parad- ment which had been proved to be in contemIng the petitioner about the country was, to‘create} plation, had been suffered to take place, and the
alarm, and to withdraw him from the observa- expected multitude from the north had joined
tion of the Berkshire magistrates, as not suffi- the disaffected in other quarters, what justificiently subservient to the minister of the day.
cation would then have been received on the
Mr. Philips rose amidst loud cries of questions patt of the secretary of state, for not having
for the purpose of confirming his hon. friend’s exercised the powers with which parliament
Tepresentation of Ogden’s case. The fact al- had armed him, and for a dereliction of duty
leged was, that the distemper had been so which had led to such destructive consequences?
much increased by the treatment he received, as
Mr. Lamb said, he considered it would be unto render a severe operation டலா
wise and dangerous to lay before an open comThe Attorney-General declared, that he had Mittee the grounds on which these people were
attentively ey the petition of Ogden, and he detained. -Had, however, the motion been limit=
thought it clear, that the statement in it was in- ed to any alleged severity during the period of
tended to create a belief, that an old man had their confinement, it would be imprud
to
beea seized with a violent malady in conse- deny it. ‘The present motion’ not being ent
so réquence of the weight of irons which been im- stricted, he felt it
his duty to oppose it.
posed upon him, However the detention of
Lord Folkestone briefly replied. He contendpersons charged with offences against the state ed, that sufficient grounds had
been laid to inmight be justified under the late act, and ad- duce the house to institut
mitting that a bill of indemnity, on the prece- the treatment of the petitione a full inquiry into
ers, but he had no
dent of that of 1801, should be passed by par- objection to
thé appointment of a secret comlament, he begged leave to say, that such an
mittee for that purpose.
act would not indemnify a gaoler for any cruelty
‘The house then divided.
or excess beyond that restraint which was nee
oot
yeas,
58.
cessary to the safe custody of the prisoners. He
eae te 167
மட
would still remain liable to a criminal prosecution,.and to answer to the party injured in a
Majority . 109
civil action. A question might arise, whether,
IMPRISONMENT FoR DeBr.] Mr. Ogle rose
when a person so charged was apprehended in and moved, “ that leave be given to
bring in 2
a disturbed district, it might not be proper to
bill to prevent imprisonment for debt on mesne
Place fetters on his limbs to prevent the danger process.”
There were very few members in the
of an. escape. If done for this purpose, and house at the time, and the motion was negatived
without any unnecessary rigour or violence, it
re
was legal and justifiable.. His hon. and learned without a division.
friend (Sir Samuel Baw
had no colour for saying that some of these unfortunate
LIST OF THE MINORITY
men had been removed to different prisons, and
ON LORD FOLKESTONE’S MOTION.
exhibited in different parts of the country, for
Duneannon, Viset.
© purpose of exciting alarm. ‘The secretary Althorp, Visct.
Douglas, Hon. 1% S.
ot state had two duties to pérform—that of Atherley, Arthur
Aubrey, Sir John
Fazakerley, Nig.
‘eping

them in safe and close custody ; and,

‘condly, of rendering their situation in every
Sther respect as comfortable as possible. He

Would have been justly open to reproach had

they been deft in an unhealthy or painful situaton, The noble lord who brought forward the

Barnett, James
Bennet, Hon. H. G.
Birch, Jos.
Brand, Hon. T.

Brougham, Heury

Ferguson, Sir R. C.
Frankland, Robert
Goran, Heb. ம
Guise, Sir
W.

Hamilton, Lord A.

Browne, Dom.

‘Heron, Sir Robt.”

Snce lodged in gaol upon a charge of treasonable

Burroughs,

ERG

Sealed upoa him till the day of trial arrive

Calvert, Chas.

Uce of the peace could not discharge after comTuitment, and before indictment, a secretary of

Canter, John

Motion seemed to think, that when a man was
Practices, the door

ought

to

be hermeticall:

Bur by the law of this country, although a jus-

Byng, S.

Caleratt, J,

Sir W.

Campbell, Hon, Joba
ECE

-

TONED Hons

BO)

We

ன்

Latonche, Rob. jun.
Latouehe, Jobin -

Lemon, Sir Hon.
W. W. H.
Lyttelton,
Macdonald,

=Macintosh,

Hon. J.
|»
Sir J.
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Martin, John’

Ridley, Sir M. W.

Morpeth, Visct.

Scudamore, R.

Monk, Sir C.
Neville, Hou. R.
North, D.

Smith, John
Smith, W.
Symonds, T. P.

Ord, Wm.
Ossniston, Lord

Tierney, Rt. Hon. G. —
Waldegrave, Hon. W.

Philips, George

Webb, Edward

Mildmay, Sir H,

the quarters, and algo the t

Romilly, Sir S. = _

Milton, Visct.

customs and excise?

Also; an abstract * of the net
revenue of the United Kingdom

Sharp, Richard

and Ireland, in the years en

Ponsonby, Hov. F.C,

Wilkins, Walter

Ramaden, J. C.

Wood,-Alderman
TELLERS.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Wednesday, Feb. 18.
- Tue Prince ReGENT’s ANSWER
ON THE OPENING:

1817, and 5th January 18183
quarters, and also the total.

solidated fund, the annual duties, an

taxes.””—Ordered to lie on the table,

was not his intention to trespass
on
with unnecessary arguments. Much hadk
said of the abuses

TO THE

OF THE

di

printed. (See the Appendix.)
— ~
Loxpon Prisons.)
Mr. Aldermai
said, that in moving for a committeeto
into the state of the prisons in them

Burdett, Sir F. and Folkestone, Viscount.

ADDRESS,

London Priso

SESSION.]

that prevailed in

those

sons; but he believed that a full in
would establish the conclusion, that wl

existed, as he was willing to admit som
exist, they were not to be attributed to a

i

His Royal Highness’s most gracious answer to livion of duty on the part of the magi

the address on the opening of the session (see

page 14), was this day reported as follows :—

There were many things that requi
0
Great abuse arose from the number of
kept in these prisons. But when he meni

dress.

Jord

at the

don

in the management

“ My Lords,—I retwn you my warmest
thanks for this very dutiful and affectionate ad_The manner in: which x have expressed
your feelings on the late afHicting dispensation
of Divine Providence is, in the highest degree,

grateful and consolatory to my own.
You may rely on my

constant and

cordial

support of all such measures as. may. contribute

to the increasing prosperity of the country, and

that evil, it was a-duty he owed to the’
head of the home departm

state, that he had done every thing to removet™
|
convicts as rapidly as. circumstances ‘permite
To attach reproach to the magistrates
very unjust.

of their

ns

His hon. friend (Mr. Benn

and who could feel disinclined to testify

meritorious exertions in alleviating the
to the welfare and happiness of all classes of of the wretched and the destitute?
his Majesty’s subjects.”
recent publication, given the magistracy:4 * eal
Irish GRAND JuRIES AcT SusPENSION BILL.] lecture, though it would be found that ட்ட
The royal assent was given by.commission to for which they were blamed, were ரய
this bill. The commissioners were the Lord the want of room in the prisons. க

Chancellor, the Marquis of Cholmondeley, and customs had operated to fill the prison’ Fo
the Earl of Shaftesbury.
,
turely. Formerly, in Middlesex, a9
pe
ExcuEquer Buts Buy.) The thirty mil- the case in London, prisoners were not rere
lions Exchequer bills bill was read a second to Newgate until the Thursday im e
மார்
time.
preceding the sessions. . The numbers ami
Marr, &c. Duties Bu]
This bill was from Middlesex pore en
on oe i
read a second time,
“HOUSE

nation, were, as to

OF COMMONS,

Ex-Orricio INrorMATions.]
An account
was presented (pursuant to an order of the 4th
instant) of the fees taken in the crown-office for
copies of ex-officio informations for libel—_Or-

dered to lie on the table and to be printed. (See

which he sincerely hoped would ed ‘fo te
He allude re ships)
casualties that occur at sea in
லன் 700]
where, from the season at
ர midst oF 2

.

are embarked, for instance, 1D

ter, then suddenly
tion of heat ede

violent tans

exposed to the vio om ott
the line, and ப
த் » oe

change in- getting further to the 4 50 8

mortality must prevail. It was, indeed *

Severn CoAL TRADE.) The petition for a that in 1814, out of 200 convicts தரன்
bill (see page 368) was reported, and a bill or. died before the vessel reached New
de
dered

to be brought in by Mr. Protheroe and

Sir William Guise.

PoxsLic ReveNvE.]

தரி.

tention of the committee.

Wednesday, Feb. 18.

the Appendix.)

the London 00!

a proportion of seven to one.—Before be o%
cluded, he wished to advert to one
க்

: Mr. Lushington

present-

ed an abstract “ of the net produce of the revenue of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, in the years ended sth of January

He should only: say, that if amy i

occurred in carrying the wishes

tracy of London into effect, 10 regio

0

prisons, it arose from circumstance

they had no control: He then mo"

examin
committee be appointed, «to
1ei7 and sth of January 1818; distinguishing | State of Newgate and the-other prison?

‘
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the city of London and the borough of Southwark, and to report their observations, together
with the minutes of evidence taken before them,

to the house.””

_

Mr. Bennet

்

said,

ந்த்

it was not

his

4

intention

to offer any opposition to the motion, but as
allusion

had

been

made

by his

hon.

friend,

who was so strong an eulogist of the conduct

௫௯36௨௮
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_of the magistracy of which he was himself a
member, to a publication of his, he was anxious
to make a few observations.’ It was true that
the London prisons were rendered more griev‘ous to the unhappy persons confined in
them
from want of room. Young and old were huddled together in indiscriminate and crowded

masses, to the extent of making these prisons
not schools of reform and instruction, but

Sweepers.

(458

food was bad. He had often tasted the bread,
and it was as good as any gentleman would. use
in his own family, or was used by his Majesty’s
troops. There wasa sufficiency of meat. What!
were not four pounds of meata day sufficient for
one person? (4 Jaugh.) He meant four pounds
aweek, Did the Bor. member want to haye
the prisons furnished with Turkey carpets?
Men, it should be remembered; were sent to prison for their crimes. The windows of the new
prison were broken wantonly, and those who
broke them were told that either they must
mend them at their own expense or suffer. As
to the white-washing, of which the hon. mem-

ber had spoken, he knew nothing about it.

Mr. Bennét; in explanation said, that on Fii-

day last he visited Newgate, and saw with his
schools of crime and depravity. But want of own eyes the préparations making for the inquiry.
room was not the only defect: there was also a If the worthy baronet had done his duty, he
-want of clothing and of food. (Hear, hear.) He
_had himself seen in one of them an infant, without
shirt, shoes, or stockings, and he found that the

would have seen them also, and not been igno-

rant of the fact of white-washing.* He had also

tasted the bread frequently, and found it heavy
same miserable spectacle had been witnessed by ahd sour. ‘The reason given was, that it was
the visiting committee. It was with no view to baked on tin.

selfapplause, that he was compelled to say, that

he had himself given the necessary clothing to
this unfortunate infant. (Hear; hear.) Want of
food was also experienced by the prisoners. _ It
-was impossible to look at a collective body of
‘the confined, without being able at once to discern those who had been long in custody, from
those more recently committed. The squalor
tarceris was visible among the older prisoners.
Scantiness of food was the cause; indeed, those
who had been confined for any time appeared
in a starving condition, ‘There was one observation which he wished the house to bear in re-,
collection.

It was this—that whatever improve-

ments the proposed committee might find on
their inspection of the prisons, was to be attri-

buted to the exposure made in that house. Since
that moment, all was solicitude, occupation and

‘aste on the part of the London magistracy to
Correct abuses, Dilapidations of lobg continuace were now repairing—the walls of the gaols
were being white-washed—even the baker had
‘n changed within the last four days. (Hear.)
In their anxiety for sudden improvement, even
Sunday was not held sacred.
‘The house
Would,

therefore, recollect, that if the prisons

Mr. Warre observed, that as one of a fornier

committee, he visited the Borough Compter,
and found in it more bricklayers and carpenters

than prisoners. The committee were, however,
too alert for the magistrates, and were fully impressed with the motives for that sudden exer-

tion of improvement:

He then adverted to the

case of a man named John Bandy, who died’ a
short time. back in Tothill-fields; and whose

death the coroner’s inquest, after mature deliberation, recorded as having arisen from the want

of food and medical aid. The turnkey of the
prison had on that occasion given most equivocal testimony, and ought not to be retained
in his employment.
ள்
The motion was then agreed to, and the following gentlemen Were appointed :—
Mr. Alderman Wood

‘The

Lord

Mayor

Lord Visct. Lascelles
Mr. Finlay
Mr. Dandas
Sir George Clerk
Mr. Milne
Mr. Littleton
Mr, Lowndes

London
‘Sir William Cartis
Sir James Shaw
Mr. Alderman Atkins
Sir Tho. Acland
Mr, Bennet
Mr. H. Sumner

Mr. Tremayne
Mr. F. Lewis

Mr. Waldegrave
Mr. John Smith

‘of

of London presented all these improvements to
Mr. Holford
Mr. Dickinson
© committee, they would be seen in their
send
Court dress, (Hear, hear.) He should concur
Power was given to the committeeto
with the motion, in'the hope that the prisons of for persons; papers, and records; five to be
London would no longer be discreditable to the the quorum, to’ adjoum from time to anes
ட்
seas
Wealth and character of that city, and that in-. and from place to place, a
்
Mead of being schools for the propagation of itandin,
jjournment o}
Lord Milton present‘very. species of crime, they would become த படவ
ண
‘ols for the moral reformation of the miser- eda petition of inhabitants of York, apa
able, the vicious, and the neglected.

Sit Win. Gurtis considered that all the stateTents of the hon. member were exaggerated, or
naty if the facts were true, they did not bear
dia

outin the way he; had put them.

What

i ii Want ? Were not prisons places for pu-

Shment, not for comfort?

He denied that the

toe in ee
the practice of employingHelet a pee: i
sweeping of chimneys.
Lofhis
of suggesting, that he feared
nity

t) went too fast to its me-

(Mr, Benne
t therefore endanger
Titorious object, ande migh
many chimnies in
were
Ther
ss.
suece
its
y machinery.
emplo
to
sible
impos
which it was

hon. friend
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“Mr. Bennet said, nine out of ten of these ger
chimnies were in the houses of opulent persons,

who could well afford to have them altered.
They were the very flues in which all the dan© Was experienced,

and were generally seven

inches square. (Hear.) Was he chargeable
with haste in endeavouring to save human life,
by preventing children from being put to this
most atrocious torture? (Hear.

an end to the
At present the’

to

landed

known,

rigl

proprietors

that in

1

which commiercial property
Lord Milton in explanation said, that he did’ perty, was as seven to one.
not by any means cbject to the bill per se, but objection to making game privat
he objected to it as in some measure calcu- to,a certain extent, and to doing aw
lated to frustrate the purpose for which it was lifications not founded on p
framed.
penalties were never productive
Mr. Lyttelton was sure that every body who tended by them. While
knew his noble friend would ive himcredit -farmer’s field of turnips
such :
for the greatest humanity.—He differed from felony by law, the practice was gen
him, however, totally on this subject, and punishment was too severé to be
thought that every means should be adopted to as soon as it was reduced toa mod
make the bill so effective, that in no case hence- practice entirely ceased. He stro
forth should it be possible to employ a single mended the hon. gentleman not to
self with so inefficient a propos!
child in this dreadful business.
The petition was ordered to lie on the table. which he had just made, but to go to1
A similar petition of inhabitants of the city of of the evil, and endeavour to refor
Gloucester, and another of inhabitants of Dar- system of the game laws. As
lington having been received, the house went purchase of game penal, the only

As the law stood at present, all persons, qualified

and unqualified, were forbidden to sell game.
Unqualified persons were also virtually forbidden to purchase game, but there was no such
restriction on qualified persons.—His wish was
to put all persons on the same footing inthis respect; and by the bill, for which he was about to
moye, to enact, that all persons, qualified or
not, should be liable to the same penalties for
buying game as those inflicted by the existing
law on unqualified persons who purchased it,
The hon. gentleman then moved, * that leave be

iyen to bring in a bill for the further prevent-

ing of offences connected with the unlawful de-

struction and sale of game.”
Mr. Curaen thought the proposition of the
hon. gentleman quite inadequate to the attainment of the object in view.

It would

only go

to make the ame laws still more odious than
‘e was by no means one of those
they were.
who thought this:an unfit subject for legislation.
On the contrary, he was fully impressed with
the advantages of increasing the inducements to

would

be, that

the

smaller culprits V

punished, while those of more importan
escape. For instance, such an indivi

Lord Mayor of London must have

would not purchase it himself, butot
purchase it for him; and this would take
whatever statutes the legislature ™
proper to enact.
Mr. Warre was surprised that hi
could imagine that in the present On
and constitution of society, any legisla
sure could effectually prevent the:
Two years ago an hon. member br
bill on

this subject, the enactments

were so severe, that it was deeme

The hon. ட்
repeal it last session.
had just sat down, had given his bo!

good counsel, although it would: be a

‘to set about reforming the whole sys
game laws.

On this subject he

hi ae

ing met with a passage in
= Jue
stone, which he would read to the
was as follows:— Though the fore

now mitigated, and by degrees 1°
obsolete, yet from

this root has

tard slip, known by the name of t

now airived to, and wantoning 1%
vigour: both founded upon the s:

able notions of permanent property ©

tures, and both productive of the§
to the commons; but with this Om af
the forest laws established on'y
hunter throu ட the land;
1c

have raised a little Nimrod in a pro}
eee & ee ape, ant
self wholly
incompetent,
oa

which the sie

ன for Carlisle

to undertake, All he desired 3%

game laws something better if hE

ல தகவ ட

of the chimney-

sweeper’s regulation bill, which was re-committed, and an amendment introduced, extending
its provisions to Ireland.
Game LAws.
Mr. G. Bankes said, that in
the motion which he was about to make, he expected the support not only of those members
who were anxious to protect the game of the
country, but also of those who were solicitous
to diminish the number of offences connected
Most
with the unlawful destruction of game.
‘ot rid of, if
of these offences would be
the legislature could effectually prevent the
buying and selling of game ; for it seldom happened that poachers killed game for sustenance,
or for the mere gratification of their own taste.

ப

into the further consideration
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omission which
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bill

tended

Election Laws Amendment Bill.
to

supply, appeared to him to be a casual one, and

[462°

were much indebted to his hon. friend for di-

minishing the expense of contested-elections.

easily to be remedied.
Mr. Marryatt opposed the clause.
wae
Sir C. Burrell thought the bill proposed by
Mr. J. Smith thought, that the clause was
the hon. gentleman would be beneficial, by put- calculated to give too much power to the reting the rich and the poor on an equal footing. turning officer.
ஸ்
It had been most justly said by Mr. Fox, that,
Mr. W. Wynn said, that certainly the returnwithout a violation of the laws of property, he ing officer might object and stop the proceedcould not see how the game laws could be much ings in some degree, but the undisposed votes altered at present.
re
would be going on. (Hear, hear.) He thought
ae motion was then put, and the house di- that a man would hardly succeed in his election
vided.
ல்
who could not bring up 400 members in the
பலபட அபத
60
first two days. If this clause were rejected, all
விடி
ல் அ
28
the towns and cities in the kingdom would be
exposed to very great evils. A person who
ட்
- Majority. . 82
ட only the means of bringing-up seven votes
‘The bill was ordered to be bronght in by Mr. a-day, might declare, “ I al keep-the poll
George Bankes and Sir C. Burrell.
2 open the whole 15 days.’ As the law stood
Norruern Circuit.)

Mr. M. A. Taylor, in

at present, this might be done.

In Devonshire,

pursuance of the notice which he gave yesterday, the poll had been kept oven by a person who —
moved, ‘that a select committee be appointed to had only 19 yotes, and it was merely by acconsider whether any and what steps may be cident that he had been hindered from connecessary to be taken to give to the counties of tinuing the poll. In Bristol, the same thing
Westmorland, Cumberland, Northumberland, had happened from a person who could only
and Durham, and the town and county of New- bring nine or ten votes. In Berkshire, one who
castle-upon-T'yne, the same advantages of assizes could only bring 500 votes had kept
the poll
twice in each year, as are now possessed by all open the whole 15 days. He ட
it would
the other counties in England and Wales; and not be held, that because this was the sixth
toreport their opinion thereupon to the house.” session of parliament, the evil ought to be suf=
—The motion was agreed to, and the following

gentlemen were named ;—
Mr. M. A. Taylor
Lord Visct, Castlereagh

Mr. Chancellor of the
Exchequer
_
Mr. Attorney-General
Mr. Solicitor-General

a
iy

Sir M. Ridley
Sir John Nicholl
Sir S. Romilly
Mr. Cc. Wynn

tt

Mr. Cuthbert Ellison
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Mr, Ord

Mr. Courtenay
Lord Visct, Lowther
Mr. Powlet
Mr. Casberd

Mr. Brougham
Mr, Richard Wharton
Mr. W. Smith
Sir C. Monck
Lord Ossulston
Mr. Curwen

Power was given to them to send for persons,

Dabers, and records: five to be the quorum, and to

sitnotwithstanding
any adjournment of the house.
Evection Laws AMENDMENT Bru. Mr.
‘ynn moved the further consideration of the
Teport of this bill, for the purpose of submitting
one or two verbal amendments,
. Mr. Lamb suggested the propriety of omitting such parts of the bill as appeared to be of
a questionable nature, till the next parliament.
Sir W. Burroughs strongly objected to that

Clause which geared that 400 votes should be
Polled on the first two days, and as many on

the third. day, or that the election should close.
te was convinced that the effect of sucha pro-

“sion would be, to disfranchise a great number

Non-resident voters, as well as to cause a
Very considerable additional expense to the can-

didates,
Mr. Wilberforce supported the clause.

phord Milton also maintained the expediency

ot the clause, and observed, that al persons
© Were connected

with

county elections,

fered to exist till another, especially at a moment

when the poll might be kept open merely for the
purpose of disturbances. (Hear, hear.) These
observations had struck him as important, and
he hoped the bill would not be objected to.
Mr. Lushington thought that the wording of
some of the clauses was too general.
Mr. Brougham hoped that every thing ex-

ceptionable would be done away with, that the

bill might not be frustrated in its progress, as it
had been last year. He had then wished it to
be printed after the commitment, and the blanks
filled up.
There was one clause preventing
freemen from taking up their freedom that they
might yote, to which he had objected, and this

he was happy to see was omitted.

With respect

to the clause relative to the 400 voters, it was a

question whether a smaller number of voters or
a greater number of days might not be allowed.
At the same time he thought it might be a question, whether the word ‘ tender’ inste:
‘poll,’ and a clause, allowing the election to go

on while the returning officer was fulfilling.
bw
duties, might not be necessary. But he did not
think that it ought to remain as it stood; at any
rate, some alteration should be made relative
to the word ‘poll.’ He could not exactly
agree with the propriety of throwing the exenses upon the shoulders of the constituents

rom those of the candidates.

It might seem

designed
to favour themselves at the present period: for though the members of that house
were not the only
persons concerned, yet they
formed the bulk
றக interested, With re.
spect to qualification, he thought the year and a
ay’s possession was the best title, unless, in~
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-deed, the house should think it necessary to something
at a very early
have a complete and absolute register; and the encourage the aPC
only time when such a plan was attempted, pe- posed to resort to that
system
titions were presented against it from all parts economy which could
alot
of the kingdom.

Sale

5%

ல்

threatened

ரவ

- - No indication.

Mr. Speaker hoped that the house would per- stich disposition had, however, been given;

mit him to inform them how the question stood,

‘With respect to the alteration of any words
that had been agreed to in the committee, that
could not then be made; but as to any other alteration that might be proposed, the house was
open to agree to-or dissent from it.
=
-

now, after three years of peace, the country had

and

still to endure a weight of unnecessary expen.

diture.. He had before alluded to reductions
which ought to be made, and was still of opi.
nion that considerable savings might be effected
in different branches of the public expenditore,
Sir W. Burroughs wished the discussion to be and particularly in-that of the army. If the
postponed.
army on the frontiers of France were recalled,a
Dr. Phillimore was surprised that the house more economical arrangement with respect to the
should be gravely asked to postpone the dis- military force might be made. While ina state

cussion, when the bill had been already so well

considered. It did not appear to him that it
could have undergone a more complete discussion,
:
:
Sir W. Burroughs thought it impossible that

of peace with all mankind,

was it not most al

surd to persist in maintaining a great military’

establishment, an army of 100,000 men? Not-

withstanding what had fallen from a noble earl’
(Stanhope) with regard to the state of Brance,
they could, in their present state, do justice to on the first day of the session,
he could not’
the bill, and therefore he should move that the agree with him as to the danger
of withdrawing
house be counted.
the army of occupation. He could not partake
Mr. W. Wynn thought it would be a more re- entirely in the view of
gular proceeding to let the bill be re-committed rather inclined to believethatthatnoble earl, and ‘was
time had removed
to-morrow,

than that the report should be re-

many of the objections which might have bee ~

considered. He should, therefore, propose that;
and he hoped the house would have no objection
to allow the bill to be read a third time the next
dey. He thought it very important that there
should be as much consideration given to the
bill as possible, especially as it was so near the
quarter-sessions. As to the number of voters,
he had heard of seco having been brought up

urged: against withdrawing

under than aboye the mark.
‘The question that the bill should be recommitted to-morrow was then put and carried,

porting the present French

in one day; and indeed, if he had had his own
way, he would have proposed a greater number;
but as it was, he would rather that it should be
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Thursday, Feb. 19.

ExcHEQUER Bits Bixz.] The house having
resolved itself into a committee on the thirty
sMillions Exchequer bills bill, _

Earl Grosvenor stated, that he felt it his duty

to saya few words before this bill went through

the allied troops.

He agreed with the noble ear! in thinking, that
the occupation of the throne of France by the
Bourbon family was most favourable ‘to the interests of Europe, and he was convinced also,

to the interests of France, provided they adhered to constitutional principles.
‘This, he
was persuaded, was felt in that country; and

though there might be different partiés there,
and

ee he carried his opinion as to the supgovernment, as

as he believed that opinion ought to be carried,

yet he could see no necessity why any part of

the military force of this country should be
maintained on the French frontiers. Whether

Buonaparte was popular in France to the extent.

which had been stated, he could not pretend to
determine ; but however popular that person
might

be, he trusted that this country

wo

not be so unjust and impolitic as to completely
mix itself in the domestic affairs
of another. TO
a certain degree he was ready to admit that i

terference might be a duty,
we had’ reall:

but with domestic

the committee. He had hoped that their
lordships would have heard something on the sub-

parties

nothing to do. Feeling

this omission, it was avnotorions fact that the
finances of the country were ina most deplorable state; for the income, though a boast had

bills afloat, in addition to the other Exchequer,
circulating

and lamenting as he did the state of the finances

Ject of economy in his Majesty’s sheech, but in of the country, he could not help expressilg,
expectation the house and the country had his surprise at finding a measure like the pre
sent in progress througlr their lordships’ house.
-been grievously disappointed. Notwithstandin
8] That there should
paper, was a very melancholy consideratio” a
The serious importance of the measure wou
di
did not cover the expenditure by many millions, be appreciated'when their lordships consider
that
the
issue
now
prop
An this situation it was reasonable to have hoped
osed equalled any
that his Majesty’s ministers, if they neglecte had ever been made in this: country Soe ad
d
|
|
fate
long
and
expe
nsive war
‘to bring forward the subject on the meetin,
of | be ‘em engaged. Jt must be evidin which it aie
¥atliament, would: at least have said or
ent that this aid
me Creased circulation of paper
tended more

been made of the improvement of the revenue,

டீ

be 30,000,000/, of

Orders for Papers.
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been
said
by
the
noble
earl,
that
a
considerable
coin of the state,
more to depreciate the re;
rred. by
‘ountry in main-

and to render more difficult, if not entirely pre- taining the army on the frontiers of France.
yent, the remoyalof that restriction on the pay(The Earl of Liverpool said across the table,
ments of the Bank which all their lordships so
:
seriously deplored. Impressed with these opi- not ashilling.)
could. not suffer this important mea~

‘The Earl of Lauderdale was surprised to hear

The Earl of Liverpool did not wish to enter
into any discussion on the questions respecting
the army. of occupation and the house of Bourbon, which the noble earl had. started. With
regard to the subject of finance, the noble earl
ia gone- so far as to state that the mcome of
the country was many millions below the ex-

the revenue of this country was capable of covering the charges on the consolidated fund, and
whole of the present expenditure?
che
. The Earl of Liverpool wished to be underthe whole revenue of the
stood to say, that

nions, he

what had fallen from the noble earl on the subsure to. go through the committee without call- ject
of the finances. “ Did he mean to say, that
it.
ing their lordships’ attention to

country, in which he included the sinking-

fund (hear, hear), was more than sufficient to.
penditure. . He oe only say, that when the cover the’ charges on the national debt, and
_
accounts, from. which alone a just opinion re- all the other expenses of the government.
The Earl of Lauderdale wished merely to respecting the finances of the country could be
formed, were fairly before the house, he should mind the noble earl that the sinking-fund
be prepared to meet the noble earl on the ques- amounted to nearly fifteen millions. Was this,
tion. Then would be the proper time for any then, to be understood as the noble earl’s prodiscussion which the noble earl might think pro- position—that after deducting 15,000,000/., this
per to bring forward: but he would then find country possessed a revenue capable of covering
that the opinion he now entertained was most the present expenditure, and paying the interest
erroneous: The noble earl had complained of| of the debt ?
The Earl of Liverpool said, he never intended
the superabundance of Exchequer bills ; but if
he inquired into the real state of the case, he to state any such thing. The noble earl could
would find that there was upon the whole a not suppose that he meant to assert that the
reduction, and that the interest was very little country had an excess of revenue amounting to
more than 2 per cent. Another complaint of| 15,000,000/.
Lord King.—Then what the noble secretary
the noble earl was, that nothing had been done
in the way of economy and reduction. On this of state says, merely amounts to this—that we
subject, too, he was perfectly ready to meet the have only a nominal sinking fund; that there is
noble earl, when the proper time for discussion nothing real in its operation, and that it does not
arrived. But the noble earl could not fail to know discharge one shilling of the national debt.
The Earl of Liverpool considered the noble
from the journals of the other house of parliaMent, that the peace establishment of the coun- lord to be quite mistaken in the statement he
The noble lord conceived that
try underwent the serious consideration of a had made.
He might
committee in the course of the last session ; the sinking fund was only nominal.
and that measures were then taken for reducing say 80, according to his view of the subject—
the different departments of the public service (Hear, hear.) He might say, that in his view
to the lowest scale on which they could with there was not a sinking fund, nor a shilling of *
propriety be placed. ‘The noble earl, it appear- debt discharged, unless in so far as the
ed, thought these establishments still too great: formed an excess over and above the revenue.
that might be a subject of inquiry when the ques- This idea of the noble lord he, however, contion came regularly-before their lordships ;_ but ceived to be erroneous, and was fully of opitiion
they had nothing to do with it at present. The that we had a real and efficient sinking fund,
it in the re~
noble earl had said that a saving might arise- by notwithstanding he had included
j
withdrawing from the frontiers of France that venue.
The bill then went through the committee.
Part of the army of occupation which belonged
Max, &c. Dutizs Bink.) This bill passed
to this country ; but on what foundation did he
Test net Opinion? அலல் he’shew that the re~ through a committee.
5
ர. ஸ்
_~_
of our'army would
be
saving
whatever wee FOR PAPERS. }
that an ai
ago.moyed
e had. some time
to the country? The view ண
noble earl
@ppeared to have formed of the expense of that of places granted in Sain be laid before the
army was totally erroneous: and
ever de~ house, but the account had not yet been pro~
He thought their lordships had reason,
saving might be, he must look for some duced.
ler sources of economy than the reduction of to complain of this procrastination,and ae hoped.
aforce by which no expense wasincurred. With that the noble secretary of state would take meategard tothe revenue, he assured the noble earl sures to cause the account to be-produced: withs
that it coyered: the expenditure.
farther
out Phe
l: not conceive that
did
of Liverpoo
Earl delay.
hoe Grosvenongexpressed himself not satiswith what-had been. apes in the way of reto by the
the account.
ion:
lon; im consequence of the institution ofa
member of
other
any
than
more
ae
by the other house of parliament
அள்
the house prowas of opiaion, not
ing what. had theit lordship# house.

he coullbe considered responsible for the prow
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Grievances
under the Suipension Act. (460 |

- Their lordships had an undoubted righto
t the
ceeds by an address to the Prince Regent’ for apers they had ordered, an
should there~
papers, occasion may arise for making inquiries fore move that they be produced forthwith. _
of ministers respecting their production, which|

it will then-be their duty to facilitate; but when |
the house proceeds by order, unless the department which ought to produce the papers be the
‘Treasury, it cannot be expected that the head of
that office should be able either. to forward them,

"The Earl of Liverpool acknowledged the right
of the noble baron to call for the vote he pro-)

posed, but thought it would be better, before a
step was

taken

which might

cast reflection

where none was due, that means should be taken

to ascertain whether the order had been properly
or to account for the delay. It was competentto served.
Here he would remark, that if the noble
the noble earl, or any of their lordships, to inquire

into the cause of delay in the production of
papers; but in the’ present case he could: not
regard himself as in any way answerable for the
account which had been ordered on the motion
:
of the noble earl. .
Earl Grosvenor thought, that an order of the
house having been made for the paper in question, under very singular circumstances, no delay
would have taken place respecting it. He still
thought that it was the duty of the executive
government to enforce the prompt production
of a paper ordered by their lordships.
"The Earl of Liverpool observed, that it was
proper for the house to enforce its orders; but
he had again to repeat, that unless the paper
required was in the possession of the Treasury,
there could be no obligation on him to produce
It.

earl had proceeded in the way he supposed, a
motion for producing the papers forthwith would
not have been regular, because, in the case of an
address, the house would wait for explanation

as to the cause of the delay.

—

In the case of

voting an order, however, the house acted on its

own authority, and therefore ought never to ask
for papers by address, the production of which’
it could enforce.
்
Lord Holland said, it was not necessary that
their lordships should inquire what might have
been the cause of the delay, before they passed
a resolution for the papers being produced
forthwith.

He was, however, willmg to with-

draw his motion, trusting that in a few days the’
paper would be laid on their lordships’ table.—
The motion was withdrawn.
ச
GRiEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION ACT.]

atThe Earl of Lauderdale said, that when the Lord Holland wished to call their lordships’
received
had
he
which
petitions,
two
to
tention
the
in
not
were
which
papers
ordered
house
subject of them
possession of the higher departments of his in order to be presented. ‘The which
his noble
Majesty’s government, it was to be expected was somewhat similar to that
that the superior departments would see that friend had presented the other day; and on which
the inferior performed their duty, by producing he was now about to make a motion. They had’
them. If there should appear to be any undue been put into his hands not two hours before he
delay in obeying the order of the house, the came down to the house, and though he had not
regular course was to pass a resolution that had time to read them yery minutely, he could”
the papers be produced forthwith.
If there say that their titles were correctly worded, and
should still be farther delay, it would be their that they were couched in language which he
lordships’ duty to appoint a committee to inquire considered decorous and respectful. They both
complained of the excention of the act for the
into the cause.
‘The Earl of Liverpool reminded their lord- suspension of the habeas corpus—a complaint to
ships of the distinction between papers asked for which it was fitting the house should attentively
by an address, and those ordered to be produced listen. ‘The first came from a person of the name
by a vote of the house. When an order was of Knight, and stated several circumstances of
made by the house, it was Necessary to discover cruelty which were worthy- of inquiry, and dethe proper department on which it should be scribed a variety of sufferings which the pett~
served, and that the individual who made the tioner had undergone in consequence of his being
motion, assisted by the officers of the house, arrested, fettered, imprisoned, and finally compelled to enter into recognizances. He knew
could always very easily do.
Earl Grosvenor observed, that he had meant nothing of Mr. Knight; and in presenting this
to moye an address when he brought forward

or any other petition, he wished it to be under--

the motion—(The Earl of Liverpool said across stood, that he neither youched for the truth of
the table, that the account was not a proper ob- the statements it contained, or the character 9
ject for an address): but the order was made, the individual from whom it came. It was his
and it was proper that there should be some duty to bring the complaint under the notice of
means of enforcing obedience to the orders of the house. The second petition was from a man OF
the name of Mitchell, and he also stated thathe
their lordships’ house.
The Lord Chancellor ou
that if inquiry | had
suffered severely in consequence of nee ய
had
had been made among the officers of the house, justly imprisoned and held to bail. As he had bee
the means of enforcing the order might have fore observed, he could not vouch for the truth of
been discovered.

An account of the same kind

had formerly been Jaid before their lordships,
1, by examining it, the department from

but he thought
the allegations in these petitions,
it no way surprising, that: peels who had suffered unjustly should sometimes state their case

which it came might be traced.
with a degree of aggravation, nor could he te"
Lord Holland saw no excuse for the delay. gard that as a reason for not inquiring into ப்ப

ற
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facts. It was fit the petitions should be laid on
their lordships’ table, whether the injury complained of was attributed to ministers, or to persons of inferior authority. He had made these
yemarks, because he knew from experience that

when complaints were made of the violation of
the laws and constitution, it was often endea-

youred to identify the individual who brought
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the contrary, he hoped that it would be justified

by inquiry. But of this he was sure, that if the go-

vernment were in earnest when

investigation, if they were trulya

lenged _

tain a clear character in the opinion of the coun-

try, they must go to the committee, not with
evidence prepared by themselves, to be estimated
by a tribunal nominated and packed by them-

a

forward such complaints with the cause of the selves, but with their evidence compared and
persons into whose statements it was proposed confronted with such other evidence as might
to inquire. He was standing up for the laws of be collected from sources independent of their
the country, and not for the character of the influence, and even adverse to their justification.
petitioners, or the accuracy of their statements. Tt had transpired, and was now generally known
He moved that the first petition be read.
to the public, that there was not a single name on
The petition of John Knight, of Manchester, the committee, which was not contained in the
was then read by the clerk. It was in the same lists drawn up by ministers. If ministers were interms ag the petition from the same individual nocent, should they not rejoice at the opportunity
presented to the House of Commons on the 6th of vindicating their proceedings, by disproving
instant. (See page 166.) Ordered to lie on the the facts alleged against them? If they were
table.
guilty, where was the hope that they would pas
The noble lord then presented a petition of from their own offices the proofs of their offence?
Joseph Mitchell, of Liverpool, which was to the Wasit not morenatural tosuppose thatthey would
same effect as that presented to the House of overlook the serious charges, if not intentionally,
Commons on the 1sth instant. (See page 371.) through neglect or mistake, and call
upon the ~
Jt was ordered to lie on the table.
house to concur in their justification by making
Lord Holland said, he had been assured that them participators in their ignorance? Do what
the allegations in the last petition could be con- they would, it was impossible for parliament
to
firmed in many points by persons whose evi- take any thing out of the green bag
but
ட would be entitled to credit before any tri- ministers had put into it. (Hear.)—Was what
this
anal,
no reason for the exercise of caution, and even
The Earl of Carnarvon said, he had presented jealousy, on the part of the house?
a petition a few days since from an individual, itto the discretion of those gentlemen If they left
to prepare
complaining of having been unjustly imprisoned; not only their own case, but
the
whole
of the
and he had thought it so much a matter of course evidence by which that case was
to be tried,
torefer such a complaint to the secret committee, they might trust
to Heaven for justice, but they
that he’ was about to make the motion imme- fee depend upon it that such facts
would only
diately, not conceiving there could be any ob- find their way into the committee
as were most
jection to it. It was at the request:of his Ma- favourable to parties
on their defence. He would
Jesty’s ministers that‘he postponed his motion ask them to look back a little on
their own protill this day. With regard to the petition ‘he ceedings;
but a few days had elapsed, when it
had Presented, it contained allegations which
was found that the first green bag would not be
certainly deserved inquiry. As to their truth, it sufficient for the justification of ministers; anoWas impossible for him to answer.
Had it been ther was consequently produced. Was it not
s intention to move for a specific Inquiry, it
possible at least, arguing from this instance, that
Might be necessary for him in that case to pledge athird
green bag might be necessary; might not
himself to the facts contained in the petition,
still required, if they
additional evidence
but such was not his object. They had appointed wished
that
should be the result of their
@ secret committee; and they were told by his Investigation?truthMuch
of the importance of the
Majesty’s ministers, for the contents of the green inquiry depended on the object which the miag were known only to a few, that the whole nisters had in view. An inquiry had been made
of the conduct of government would be laid
efore that committee—that the whole exposi- on the first day of-the session, to ascertain what
that object was. No one could give information.
tion of the internal state of the country
subse- They were all ignorant who the members of the
uent to the passing of the act would be sub- committee
were to be, and therefore ignorant of
Mitted to their inspection. ‘The investi ation,
Such as it was, ee already commenced; and the ultimate proceedings which they might recommend in their report. But the delusion was
the only question was with respect to the
‘The committee were ap76008of those petitions to this committee refe- now seen through.
sit pointed by ministers, and the object in view was
Was simply, whether they would go into inquiry
him if they could—a bill
Upon the evidence of ministers themselves, or —let them contradict
indemnity. The investigation was not a mere
Whether they would prosecute it in the only way of
matter of curiosity, but was to be the foundation
that“could Jead to any useful results?
(Hear, of one of the strongest measures that parliament
hear.) His Majesty’s ministers had told him that could adopt—that of shutting the doors of jus»
1 ‘ey were to review their conduct—he would say; tice against persons who were supposed to be

St them do so. - It was not for him assert that ‘innocent. If such was the course intended to
their conduct would be found reprehtoensibl
e ; on be adopted with regard to these unfortunate per-

ச்
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sons, it should be openly and manfully avowed.
(He
th

‘They should be told distinctly, that
no redress for them in the ordinary

‘tribunals of the country—that the anxiety of
atliament was 010018

ர்

=.
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disorders= of the country.
a rele Were they not bound
ள்

topersons
inquire even.wi

who |
iw, Whether theyhad acte

to protect
et ministers; | certed among themselves, or whether

F the
em con

e

encouraged and betrayed b: டது
The
cused, even to the extent of refusing with scorn friendsof ministers contended, that thtir vigorous
to hear the explanation which they were soli- exertions preserved the peace of the country,
» citous to afford. Such was the issue which ay Their opponents were of opinion, aoe
were to. determine that night. If they refus
mistaken and ill-directed’ interference disturbed
ut that all justice was to be denied to the ac-

would go the length of stating, that the com-

it. Here they were directly at issue, inquiry
alone could decide it. There was this leading

every thing that could make in their favour, but

try?

the present petition, and all petitions of a similar
nature, Which were conveyed in respectful language, to the committee. It was not necessary
that the house should form distinct opinions upon

so, could they refuse to hear the charges made

to refer the petitions

to the committee, they

point to be considered in the outset—what sort
for the protection of ministers, was bound to try of inquiry should they go into? (Hear.) Would
those ministers upon their own evidence,
to hear they examine the internal situation of the coun.

mittee appointed to bring in a bill of indemnity

His Majesty’s ministers said yes—if so,

to shut their ears against every thing that might could they refuse to hear the petitions illustra
possibly go against them. (Hear, hear.) It tive of that situation? Would they review the
‘was upon that ground he contended for referring conduct of ministers through the whole of the
late transactions?—The ministers said yes—if

அ
them, and submit to the degrading taint
of unanswered accusation? The petitioners deeach, it was not possible that it could do so, but it manded trial, and were refused
; they now de‘was unquestionably it its power to send them to manded inquiry, would it be decent to: refuse
the committee, there tobe dealt with according as them ?—The ministers were on their trial, not
they might deserve. He was strongly impressed in open court before God and their country, but
oak the importance of the question; indeed if in their own dark chamber, before theit own
there was any one question more important than secret committee. Was not that yery circumanother, it appeared to him to be this: whether stance enough to excite suspicion? (Hear.J—
in all proceedings between the ministers and the That house was not to consider the feelings of
poe the people should or should not be fairly ministers, but the general feeling of the country.
6 ard? (Hear, hear.) How could they hope | Th ere Was no man who must not admit that
that the people would look to parliament for there was much mystery in the whole of those
redress, when, after complaining that they had proceedings, - Inquiry was therefore ASE
9
been misled by the agents of government, par- as well to protect their own character, as to do
lament refuse to inquire into the fact? Much justice to the people, who always
and. alstress had been laid upon individual charac- ways would, look to parliament for protection,
ter; but was it fair to make use of the cha- as long as parliament manifested a disposition te
Tacter of any minister, however benevolent, to extend it. If any question were brought before
induce that house fo prejudge the case of a poor the house, in which ministers had no concern;
petitioner who called upon them for redress? if any bill of a private nature was imtroduced,
டா .) Was it right to answer his complaints and petitions were presented against its enacty stating, the ministers tell us you are wrong, ment, such petitions would be referred
and they are all men of excellent character; committee on the bill as a matter of course.to the
consequently you are wrong, and we will not thought it would have been so in the present
listen to your evidence? Was it the fact, that instance; for the importance of the occasion,
$0
Tninisters stood so high in the estimation of the far from justifying
a deviation, called more forpublic ; or was there nota feeling without doors, cibly for an adherence
to the rule, but he found
that it was possible a case might be made out that
he was mistaken in his expectations from
against them, aonithtaading the purity of their ministers. When he
last in town, he infame, very different in its complexion and de- tended to have made a was
similar motion, to which
ee from what was likely to be extracted from he did not contemplate that
any objection would
eir own green bag? (Hear.) ‘The report of | be made, Finding that it ‘would be resisted, he
the committee of last year, admitted that some had taken time to consider, and
he hoped that
portion of the disturbances was to be attributed.

the house would not shrink from the

~ to the conduct of the agents employed by go- ofits duty. His lordship concluded withdischarge
moving»
vernment; and many persons
believed, at this that the petition be referred to the committee
of
Moment, that the greater part, if not the whole, secrecy. .
ச
்
ன்
of the insurrectionary spirit, was fomented b
- Lord Sidmouth,
observing that the noble
the industry
of spies and informers. The dis- lord had not gone after
into the ments of the petitresses of the times had thrown numbers out of
himself to the bro:
employment. Distress produced discontent, and Hon,und,buttha had confined
itions, of whatever
descripthe flames of discontent were easily blown into|

oe

tebellion"by those who had an interest in the’ admitted, that they

eee

might be suffered
to lie
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‘the table, bet that to ask more than that, was to

say, that petitions, of whatever description (so

This was corfobora

the

dictrict, who, w!
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magistrates of th

a3 not
absolutely disrespectful), whether frivo- der of violence that might ensue to their persons
lous, false, malicious, or libellous, were all to be| or property, were not so lost to all regard for
considered,-and that the attention of their Jord- the constitution as to approve of misconduct in
ships must be employed in investigating the: ‘the soldiery, The magistrates had given a satisstatements they contained, however false or im- ‘factory account, that no insult or ou
probable: that was a proposition to which he taken place. The whole grievance complained
could not accede. But the noble lord more of by Drummond amounted only to the fact of
especially wished them to be referred to the his having been committed. He was examined
secret committee. He defied the noble lord on the 15th of March before the Attorney and
to shew a single instance in which ‘such a’ Solicitor-general, and expressly told not to say
proposal had been adopted; the very nature any thing that might criminate himself. When
of a secret committee was in direct oppo- under examination, he made no complaint whatsition to it. If any case of real hardship ex~ ever of having been ill-treated. His manner was
isted, it was more proper that such a case should not sullen; he spoke freely, and in such a manbe referred to the consideration of a select com- ner, that it was impossible not to regret that a
mittee. He hoped the noble lord had read the person of his appearance should have fallen into
petitions in question. If he or their lordships’ such courses. But there was not one word of
ae
would read those petitions, he could assure them complaint as to the mode of his Uae
nce,
with confide
that
unless they contained much He would now ask their lordships whether, bemore information than that which had been read, cause the noble lord had advanced a general law
it was not only not fit for their lordships to take'| that all petitions should be referred to their conthat cognizance of them which the noble lord sideration, they would not determine whether

—

alt or outrage had

had asked, but not fit to consider them at all.

that one should

Drummond, for instance, had undertaken in his contained any
petition to prove the decorum and propriety of merited their
the meeting of the 10th of March, before Man- ters disclaimed
chester. Of the nature of that meeting their ment, if they
lordships had read information in all the papers, hear, hear.) “4

and ‘had also derived it, however the noble lord

ட். ridicule them, from the documents laid
before the last committee. The petitioner stated,
that he was on that day boisterously apprehended
by drunken soldiers without any cause whatever:
the trath was, that the magistrates having notice
that the people were then about to proceed in a
body to’ Manchester, and that their intentions
{as was borne out by the facts) were to proceed
to acts of violence, applied for thirteen warrants
to apprehend those who were most active.

not be rejected, and whether it

thing on the face of it which

attention.

His Majesty’s mimis-

an indemnity for rigorous treathad been guilty of any. (Hear,

there was any
of indemnity, it was because

ground for a bi
sources from

whence they had derived their infarmation ought
to remain concealed. But he disclaimed a

protection for rigour, if

could be pro’

against him. Let those id were aggrieved
complain to the laws of their country, and he
was sure that redress would not be withheld.
A noble lord had
ted two other petitions,
and though he (Lord Sidmouth) had not time
to follow all their allegations,
yet
contained

the grossest perversions; oe if he
an opmany of portunity of consulting his own documents, or
them executed before the day of meeting; but re-perusing the petitions themselves, he could
some of the remaining leaders, regardless of the easily shew that they were unfit objects for their

‘The warrants were sent down,

and

fate of their companions, proceeded to assemble

on the 1oth. ‘The magistrates of Manchester
acted wisely ; they knew that, notwithstanding
the check
that had been given, a large meeting
would take place, and they applied for a military
ree. Drummond was one of the parties against
whom a ‘warrant was issued. The people met

lordships’ attention.

With respect to Knight,

he knew from the magistrates (it had been indus-

triously circulated that even the visiting magistrates had been excluded from Reading-gaol,
which was not the case) that every accomm'
tion had been afforded to that person. He should

make no other observation on Mitchell’s petition,
to the amount of 12,000, were preparing for than that it charged Oliver with being the cause

ir March to London, with the intention of of Se
டட
thes confusion in their train, and addressing apprehension had
© Prince in person, and the petitioner was knew any thing

arrested while haranguing

ment terms; but not ti

*

aa

oe

them in the most vehe- his
the riot act had been

Holland Watson, the magistrate.

“hat the soldiers had assisted the civil power
was unquestionable; but that they had done so
th an improper manner, he (Lord Sidmouth)
me

‘ould utterly deny.
was deserve

had'been
on
ttived
of the

the

ட

rant from

the local

character.

but tie ன்னை for a
been signed
before governm

of Oliver, and beforehe took

He was Ge a

ee bat by

ees
ப்
magi
a, had Jong,
known
his
said
much
of
‘The noble lo:

spies and informers; on that

gr ree eee

Sidmouth)
ready t0 would
Mert
ar theபரட்
brunt ம of
The character of Sir John conduct
of was
government

high; and from him, who | any

ty assurances had been re-

lar conduct

fel

inquiry on

subject.

When’ it was,

that individual
(Oliver)
the
es, thewas noble
the disturbanc

stated thay PrTll

of the soldiery. ‘chief cause

:

the secretary
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whether it could be denied that they were so
surrounded; but he had certainly heard a great.

deal of the dexterity of the military manceuvres
er was
pe!

practised upon that occasion,

Giver

He could not therefore avoid conclud

ken before Mr. Sylvester; and, upon represent-

, with regard ,

ing that there was not the least ground for the
noble lord’s motion. ~

had su:
hips
ing the hardshe

suited to the view in which he was led to regard

to the charge of Nadin, who chained him,
hurried him away to another place. With respect to this Nadin, he understood there were.

to the quality of the food which had been

allow-.

ed him, this gentleman ordered that he should
of the measures now in progress in a manner have better food. , He was afterwards committed.
and
Earl Grosvenor said, that if he were to speak.

them, he feared he should not be considered as

cool enough for such a discussion: if, on the
, he spoke with apathy and indifference,
con
he felt he should not be acting up to his own
ideas of his duty, or in a manner agreeable to
his feelings. He expressed his own conviction
that there was an universal failure of proof to
support the reports upon which the extraordinary powers intrustedto ministers were grounded.
Notwithstanding this universal failure of proof
of disaffection and treason, excepting in the case
of Derby alone, he was still willing to admit
that there was none more fit to be intrusted with
the execution of such a disagreeable duty as the

serious charges brought against him in another
place, as having given countenance and encouragement to the horrible system of blood-money;,
and there appeared no reason to doubt படத
this man the petitioner was very cruelly treated,
Tt was alleged that these people meant treason;
but if so, why were they not brought to trial?
Tt was

that they intended

said

to proceed. to

London, to petition the Prince Regent: such
a project was absurd enough, he would grant,
but not treasonable. If it was alleged that their
object was treason,

let all the circumstances be

brought to proof before the committee, that the
committee might know who were right and who
possible, to act in the manner most likely to were wrong. It was not proper that any patt of
should rest under such a heavy
consult the feelings of the individuals concerned. the country
As to the petitions in question, he contended, charge, without investigation. After the feeling
‘that supposing there was not a word of truth in that was manifested on, the death of the Princess
the yarious
allegations they contained, yet that Charlotte—a feeling that did not arise from an
still they were called upon to allow these peti- attachment. to the mere trappings .of royalty,
noble viscount (Lord Sidmouth), whose character
was such as would impel him, wherever it was

tions to be referred to the committee, although
it was not composed as he could wish. The

but from a rational and well-founded admiration
of one who was a glory to her sex, and whose

noble viscount had either misunderstood or misrepresented a noble lord who had already spoken,

life was connected with constitutional considera-

of all kinds should be referred to the committee.
The noble lord had proposed to send only petitions essentially connected with the appointment
of the committee. But the noble viscount denied
that any such petitions should be admitted.
According to this language, nothing was to be
received by the committee but what the noble
viscount deemed fit to submit to them. , But he

he little expected to hear the country maligned
by the charge of treason. As the charge, however, was made, inquiry was indispensable.—Th
petitioner (Drummond), was. oppresse! with

the regret)
tions of the highest importance—after
பம் felt upon that melancholy occasion
and who was supposed to maintain that petitions so

contended that, according to the noble viscount’s
own shewing, the petition in question should be
referred. There was no part of it which, prima

facie, might not be true. According to the petitioner’s statement, he was seized while addressing a lar; ge and numeroys concourse of persons, who were assembled for the purpose of
petitioning parliament against the suspension of
the habeas corpus: but the noble viscount would
have it that he (the petitioner) spoke with a degree of vehemence which was dangerous. The
noble viscount could not deny that they had a
right to petition against the suspension of the

habeas corpus, but he did not like it.

chains; yet it was not of this, or of the loss to

his purse that he complained, but that he had

had no trial. The expense, likewise, of attend
neo answer his recognizance was a grievance
which could not be denied. The recognizance®
were highly improper, and subjected the petitioner to much expense and great inconvenience —

In short, he contended that there was pri7@
facie evidence of every one of the allegations

|b eing true.

It had been said, if the grievances
alleged were so great, how happened it that ©

more than those few petitions were presented5
he believed this arose entirely from the OP!

nion which had gone abroad from the whole
course of proceedings, and especially from ne

appointment of this committee, that it WO!
prove a hopeless case. ‘The noble viscount

The ob- talked of responsibility, and when, on a former

ject of such a meeting could not be regarded as
treasonable; for, if treasonable, why were the

Occasion,
rendered

the

evidence

was

demande:

that

mor
they
euch a ப்ட் neces thepie
Not prosecuted and brought to trial? The eee were eredtold to suspend their opinion till
tion stated, that while the meeting were so em- per time, But what were they now to think a
"pie. they were suddenly. surrounded by a this heavy responsibility ? He believed that 1)
‘
party of military.
He could not say consequence of the bill of indem

nity wo!
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to shelter them from every responsibility; and) 7

it was doubtful whether, by its operation, even
gaolers and magistrates, who had acted impro-

of the allegations contained

i

i

a reason for referring them to th
ற
Tf
Imprisonment even for a few days was a hard- they had said that they knew the individuals,
perly, would not be

protected from punishment.

ship, but confinement in a damp room

for nine

months was no light punishment. As nothing
“had fallen from the noble viscount which tended
to alter his opinion on this subject, he should
say “ content” to the motion.

Lord King said, that after the able speech of

the noble earl who

had just sat down, it was

unnecessary for him to trouble their lordships
at ன length. The noble viscount (Lord Sidmouth) had regarded the motion for referring
these petitions to the committee as a sweeping proposition; but to appoint a committee

that they had examined into the allegations, and
that they had found that the petitioners had been
illegally arrested and harshly treated, that would

not be a reason for referring the petitions; but
‘in the present circumstances, the reference aj

peared to him to be singularly objectionable.
There were two subjects of complaint in the
petitions—ist, illegal and injurious arrest; odly,
cruel and harsh treatment during the detention
of the petitioners. With respect to the second

ground

of complaint, the indemnity would not

reach it, it would not protect from any action
of their own nomination, to jud;
of their own which the law allowed on that ground.
There
acts, and that upon evidence நல்க
by them- would be no clause in the bill of indemnity to
selves, in order to guide them to a bil of in- prevent an appeal to the courts of law, if any
demnity, was indeed, a sweeping prepositions person thought himself aggrieved by cruel
anunheard of proposition on the partof his Ma- and harsh treatment, while detained under the
jesty’s ministers.
When any complained of suspension act.
As to the charge of illegal

being seriously aggrieved,
as in

the

present

case, was it night that they should refuse to
listen to their complaints on such frivolous pretences? ‘The question was not whether these
Men were improperly detained or not, but
whether the suspension empowered ministers to
commit without evidence upon oath. He believed
that, if these petitions were referred to the comMittee, it would appear that great injustice had
n done: but his Majesty’s ministers would
allow nothing to be referred to the consideration
of the committee but what they themselves’ had
Prepared ; they were to furnish the evidence, they
Were to sit as judges, and to return a verdict, as
€ jury, in their own cause. (Hear, hear.)
Earl Bathurst contended, that it was contrary
toall usage and precedent to force fresh infor-

mation upon a secret committee.

The com-

Mittee had power to send for fresh information

they felt it necessary to do so, butit was quite
Fenecedented that the house should force any
ee

information

upon

their

attention.

and

injurious arrest, what would the noble lords

propose to be done? Were the committee to
examine whether the petitioners were guilty
or not, of treason? That seemed to be the
object of the motion.
If it was, how were

the committee

to “proceed?

the persons accused before

They

them,

must

call

examine

all

the evidence on which they were committed,
and all the evidence to substantiate their
guilt:
in a word, they must take the whole trial of
those individuals. Suppose they should be acquitted of treason, was the report of the committee therefore false, or was the committal of

the petitioners wrong? But, suppose they should
find them
guilty, what course were they, in that

case, to follow ? Were they to dismiss them, or
to send them to be tried again, after all the evidence had been extorted from them, and after _

the judgment of that house was given against
them? (Hear, hear.)
If the practice of the
house were not against the motion, if the prac-

Pr cunittee Was secret, and was appointed for a
aa
purpose. Was it, then, for their lordups to know what sources of information were
a
it, or to. ae any particular topics
lOidshing cov cetigation ? As to the report, their

The

tice were the reverse, he should say that this motion ought not to be received.
The Marquis of Lamsdowne said, he would
not enter at length into the merits of the question,
as he was a member of the secret committee;
but he rose to reply to the statement of the noble

it should be

earl who had just sat down, as to the practice of

ied with it, they would pass no bill of in-

the practice that a secret committee should send

iq

a

pes would judge of it when

a betore them; and if they should not be

Tnity, The noble lord had said, that the
ae of a committee so constituted, and sup-

with such partial information, could be no

ae for a bill of indemnity. «If not, no harm
ட
then would be the time to say so,
object to an indemnity.: Uniform pracice

nigh “§ 28ainst the motion, but uniform practice
departed from

i

on

good

grounds.

the house and of secret committees.

It was not

to the house for papers, but to confine themselves to the consideration of such papes as

were laid before them.

‘That part, therefore, of

point under discussion.

If the committee were

the noble Iord’s speech did not apply to the

to see and investigate thosepennons

ன்

motion seemed to be the only mode of giving

BOWE erpool admitted that the noble

themthat
former occa. Jord was correct.in stating, that it was not the
to the
this kind there had baa petitions like
டட of a secrét’committee to send

Te, ட்ப

Were

ae

this instance ?

rounds for dearer

On every

ன
Acom 4 Westion, but they were never referred to

“mittee, Why should they now be referred?

ouse for papers5, but the:

ministers of the crown

could apply to the

for any papers they
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wanted; and if they did not obtain them, it was must not be the complaint of
all
ctly competent for them to report to the fined under the suspension of the: who were conthe habeas compys
‘use that they had not had sufficient grounds act? The-ground of’ complaint
the very
for coming to any final judgment. Till the re-| power con டு by the suspension.-was(Hear,
hen

port came before the house, it was improper for|
any noble lord who was not a member of the comMittee to say that any papers were necessary.
~. When the report should be made, they could
judge of it. If it should be satisfactory, the
petitions would be admitted to be unnecessary
for the committee. If it ad be
வத்
tory, and
express the impossibility of coming
pee விடல

| from Lord Sidmouth.)

‘The noble earl (Grosye.

nor) had given his vote seven or eight times for

the suspension of the habeas corpus. ‘He might
say it was upon grounds different from those of
the last suspension: but the grounds were ‘not

now in question. Whenever, then, the noble
earl had voted for the suspension of the habeas
corpus, he voted

for

hear, from

Sidmouth.)

the power of taking: ap

without further information, then

persons and confining them without trial. (Hear,

were aware of the report, it was impossible to
say whether any or what proceeding should be

necessary to grant such a power was another

this motion might be urged.

But till the house

adopted respecting it. Allusion had been made
to the mannerin which this committee was ap-

Lord

Whether
it "was

question. ‘That question had been already discussed, and might be again discussed by the

house; but it had nothing to do with the motion

now before them.
3
Earl Grosvenor explained.. He had not entered
into the subject of the detention of the petitioners

members of the committee were as conscientious,

wark of our liberties—if they were once bettayr )
ed by the representations and delusions ofoan

ed ina manner never heard of before. He would
appeal to the house whether it was not appointed
in the manner invariably adopted on similar upon suspicion, as
ground of complaint, butin
Occasions. It was always the duty of any noble order to repel the ainsinuations
of the noble vislord who proposed a committee, to name the count (Sidmouth) that
the
statements
were unindividuals who should form that committee. founded. With this
view he had stated that
What benefit had that mode over a ballot? In Drummond
had, in fact, been arrested, brought
both cases the mover proposed the individuals, before
Lord
‘What then was the difference, except that the to gaol,,as setSidmouth, and dragged from gaol
forth in the petition. As to his
ballot prevented invidious discussions as to parti- former
on this subject, he should only say,
cular names, which ought always to be avoided. that the votes
grounds of suspension were then
Noble lords from both sides of the house were in all respects
from the present.
i
oa
appointed members of the committee. When
Lord Holland, considering the motion as intithe subject was introduced last year, and on mately
connected with the whole system of goevery occasion, he felt anxious to submit
the vernment, considering it as intimately con
information on which ministers acted to persons
with the question now at issue between the
of all political opinions. (Hear, hear, from
the
vernment
and the people, felt it his duty to
opposition.) The committee was not formed on
a few observations upon it. But he would first
any harrow or party views, (Hear,
hear, from answer the attacks of the noble lords opposite,
the
ன
He certainly would not
and especially the very
curious observation
to submit his conduct to the judgment choose
of
noble lords he saw opposite to him (hear, the the noble lord who had last spoken, respecting
hear, his
ண்ட ட conduct ட் a former ee
and a laugh). The report of the committe
e
would speak for itself; he had no doubt that it He hoped it would be indelibly engraven
ப்ல்ச் them
would be a fair and just conclusion, deduced minds of their lordships, and 1
to consider what was the consequence of once
from ample materials of investigation.
The voting for the suspension of this saci
r.
and as much interested in the welfare of the
country, as the noble lords opposite could be,
and was it fair, then, to suppose that they would
not do their duty? As to the contents of the

petitions, the first ground of complaint
was
Wanton and cruel imprisonment—(Lord Holland
spoke across the table, to correct the noble lord:

ters to assent.to such a measure, they were h

to be incapable ever after of deliberating 00
subject. ‘The noble earl (Bathurst) had misre,

presented the object of the suspension 3.

not charge him with haying
purposely mistepi
ப்ப
11 was illegal imprisonment that formed the sented ; notwithstanding te political
ground of complaint)—the first complaint was, to him, he admitted that he was the last map a
then, illegal imprisonment; the second was, the house to misrepresent ; but he had misrep!®
sented in the present case. It never had a
cruel and harsh treatment. With
latter he should onl

that the bill of

Tespect to the
say, with his noble friend,

ணன்

stated, till now, that the suspension
of the h

corpus granted the power of arresting and keep.
ing in confinement, without any intention

at lame, he would

ask, whether it | th fem to trial,

FREE,

Which wag

உ

would contain no
clause to screen ministers,
es, gaolers,| bringing to trial at alk. He had too ofteD; U9
or any other description of magistrat
persons against the
Sensequences of any cruel or harsh treatment. fortunately for the country, seen the habeas oa
suspended, although he was not an old
18 points therefore, was not at issue. As to ut148 neve
m4
he heard it asserted
the other complaint, of i
or al
imprisonment, men coulr d had
be arrested with

no intention'to DME

One eee

SESPPRRE ERE RRO ee woe

pointed; it had been asserted that it was appoint-
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criminality. or innocence
of ministers, and then

ticularly, he recollected, by the noble lord on they should have pointed out the proper form in
conducted. “ We
the woolsack—‘ where was the great injury of which the inquiry was to be

the suspension? where the danger? Was any bring down a green bag,” they.should
have
said,
man to be committed but upon
oath, and on “and we refer it to a committee, which com‘their own responsibility to bring him to trial?” mittee oe select ourselves, and we lay before
(Hear, hear, hear.)

‘The ground of suspension

ed on all occasions was, that
it was nece
to postpone the trial beyond the period allowed
by Jaw, because it was dangerous to betray the
evidence which might enable other traitors to
escape.

He had the best authority for stating,

that a government dependent on one man was
misery to all. This it was found to be during

the last year.
ministers

After a year of such misery,

came forward and said, they had ob-

tained liberty
to do all that has been done: they
‘came forward to say that they had been authorized to commit i out , and to treat their
prisoners cruelly. What else could have been
“expected?

After having, on false pretences, ob-

them what papers we judge

—
sa RS ee

We.

t

though

he certainly had no intention of saying

so—had declared he should not like those lords
opposite to him for his judges. But he should
have no objection to him (Lord Liverpool
for his judge. If he were innocent, he coul:

have no reason for objecting to him:

If he

were guilty, he could have no objection, provided he had the choice of the evidence, the
arrangement

of that

evidence,

tained an act of suspension, they came for
the” preponderating. voice
now and called upon the house to indemnify them ‘the judges. .He
id not
for all they had done even beyond that act. the committee, he spoke
» The first no ie viscount who had spoken on the ings of ministers; but he
other side had said, that the noble lord who tain that the persons to be
brought this motion before the house had acted members of the committee

judiciously in confining himself to the motion,

proper.-

this form, because we ae it improper
ர
committee should obtain any evidence against
our former assertions, or against our conduct
under the suspension,” . The noble lord (Liverpool)—he had almost said, his noble friend, al-

(Hear, hear.)

and

above

all,-

among the rest of
speak invidiously of
only of the proceedwould always maintried ought not to be
that was to try them.

He would also maintain

that no

and refraining from going into the contents of confidence could be placed oh a report, howthe petitions. He knew that the noble viscount ever conscientiously framed, when the informahated parodies, although one of his colleagues tion was strictly and jealously ex-parte. As to
was very accomplished
in that species of com- the uniform practice of the house, he did not reition. For his own part, he was a very bad collect that’such an inquiry as ministers now inand at a parody, yet he was almost tempted to stituted had ever been proposed in such ciréumtty a parody upon this part of the noble vis- stances. The danger was now over; its existcount’s speech. The noble viscount had cer- ence could therefore be fairly proved, if it ever
pages most judiciously in refraining from existed. Last year the cde Jord had intro‘touching any one of the arguments of the noble duced a green bag in a very
mysterious manner
Mover, and in confining himself to points quite in consequence of this green bag there was ;a
reign to the question. He had charged his secret committee, a report, and a suspension of
noble friend with having made a sweeping pro- the habeas corpus. ‘The report stated suspicions
Position to refer those petitions to a committee. of a variety of meetings through the country,
His noble friend had not done so; he had dis- but chiefly of the central meetings in the metrotinctly said, that the appointment of a commit௦10. A petition was picsented by his toble re‘ee to inquire into the truth of the allegations of lieon offering to prove this suspicion totally un© petitioners might be made a question; but a founded. It was moved, that the petition be
Committee being actually sitting, substantially taken into consideration
. The reply was, that
and notoriously to report upon the conduct of this was improper: in itself; besides, that there
“Ministers towards those very petitioners, he had was not time to inquire into the truth of all
Moved to refer those petitions to them as a mat- such representatio
ns; the purpose of the house
‘et of course. The motion had been met, and would he defeated,if
தன்ட io as anes
© Would admit with some authority, as to the
ought proper.
tion when every individu:
Point of form. But every word. that was said,
ட்ட objected, ee the evidence laid before the.

ae form, was an aggravation of the conduct of committee was ex-parte. It was answered, that
He had not been in the it must be so, and that the committe acted like

- ‘nsters in this case.

chal

when the committee was appointed; but

‘Ac understood it had then been stated, that the

Ject of the committee was to examine papers

a grand jury, who found true bills upon saa
evidence. Did ministers now, then, come for-

ward, and really teli the house, that the exceloo the state of the country, and the manner lent
old maxim Audi alteram partem would not
aatich

Ministels had acted. But, if they had
ae fairly and honestly, they should have
ated what limit and object were to be prescrib-

mee the committee. They should have said,
the the object was twofold—1st, to inquire into
State of the country; and edly, to judge of the

beadmitred? After they had had two reports of
for
secret
committees;= atte ¢ many
்
had were
been arrested
high ce treasonited,
; alterand som
ப்
ae condemned,
the most discharged with-

maa
ASEwere they to be told that they should
டல்
out trial,
have no further pdence of the necessity

e

or to.advance exaggerated

but he could assure the house, th
tify our conducts” or, “ we have been misled, | opportunity
were offered, he
which
on
reports
the
e from your records
or, “-you granted the powers under

could make out a better case

against

bt he.

Oliver than.

which we acted from confidence in the characters Of ministers; grant us now an indemnity
on the same principle. You suspended the con-

ministers had been able to, make out. last year

amine all the evidence that can assist your judg-

testimony of Oliver: but so far as he (Lord Hol-

against the country. (Hear, hear, hear.) He }
was not in the habit ofasserting facts.on ex-parte
parte
of coming to |
in- testimony; he was not in the habit
stitution from prospective confidence in us3
If a decision on any question till he heard what
demnify us from retrospective confidence.”
on both sides; and-he would
» they had manfully come forward with this last could be advanced
all the statements மு]
that
say
not.therefore
he
as
it,
.
opposed
have
should
he
proposition,
be implicitly relied
should
produce
could
t
though
have
must
he
but
had done Jast year;
till he saw the contents
that,
say
would
he
but
magnaand
fairness
much more hi, ly ‘of their
of the green bag, the evidence in his possession
nimity. The last year he regarded as a year of against
Oliver appeared conclusive. (Hear, hear.)
great misfortune. It was a year of delusion,
This evidence did not proceed entirely from
practised in the most execrable manner; of persons
who, were interested or. srejudiced—it
power unnecessarily obtained and unwarrantably
termed
exercised; of distress and suffering, without ‘was not altogether from what had been
by respect.
justice and without redress. Yet it would have a polluted source—it was furnished
operations,
been manly to call for indemnity on the bare able individuals who had watched his of accounts:
One other honourable or who had inquired into the truth
ground of character.
(Lord
mode of proceeding was left for them; they supplied by others. ‘The noble viscount
dissufficiently
had
he
thought
had
Sidmouth)
storm
the
said—*
aad
might have come forward
petition, by
is now over, the danger is past, the alarm has proved the allegations of Mitchell’s
on the
ceased, calmly judge therefore our conduct, ex- denying that he had. been apprehended

all that can be said against
open the doors to all comand representations; we acted
best information we could ob-

land) remembered, the petitioner did not state

justly or not, the country had loudly expressed

He (Lord Holland) did
rances of assistance.
not assert that such evidence was true, but he
gave it as his opinion that it laid sufhcient
He
and investigation.
grounds , for inquiry

ment; let us hear
our proceedings;
plaints, petitions,
honestly upon the

that he was,

fsa

_ He was: not accustomed to

leave the law to its course, we are able to. jus- | ple

_ expung
we acted,”

]

rote

_

[aga

on Act.
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suspension? The ministers must now say,

One thing, however, was வேர்க்...

and could not be denied, as it was supported on
irresistible proof—that Oliver had been detected
Wit 8
tain; judge ye now our conduct.” . But the acting in most of the disturbed districts.
heh
noble lord had chosen to recommend neither nesses could be brought to state, that
course; their proceedings were perfectly differ- been engaged in exciting the people of Notting- Ip
ent; and embraced no mode of satisfying the ham, of Derbyshire, and of Yorkshire, to vi0- BY
minds of the people. His noble friend (the Earl lence and insurrection, by the most inflamma
of Carnarvon) had properly said that, whether tory language, and the most encouraging ass

an

opinion;

that injustice had been exercis-

ed; that government had exceeded its powers;

and that every thing which they had done in
consequence

yightly done.

of

the

suspension

act

was

not

There was a prevalent suspicion,

amounting with some to a positive belief, that
the noble lord at the head of the home department had not acted constitutionally; that he
had exercised powers beyond the law} that in
his circulars to magistrates, directing how to
perform their duty, in preventing their visitation
of prisoners, in recommending the suspension of

the great bulwark of rights, and in employing

would go further
of spies (he did
intelligence from
fiable, except in
imminent hazard

and say, that the employment |
allude to the receiving 0
not
informers) was always ப்பட |
the greatest and. most
cases of
to the state. Nothing but?

paramount necessity that set all ordinary rules a

defiance, and threatened dangers to social ores

that could neither be met nor averted by 80002.
on

common

principles,

means which human.

or exercising all

foresight and vigilance

spies and informers, he conducted himself ina

could suggest, would justify a resort to su

that all the mischiefs which had occurred in the
disturbed districts could be attributed to spies,
He (Lord Holland) would not go the length of
saying that all this mischief had arisen from the
employment of such- persons 5 but he had no

mony, and to examine coolly the facts they

ee

volting, hazardous, and abominable agency:
hostile to, the public interests. The noble vis- The persons so employed must always D° ”” B.
count (Sidmouth) had replied to the obseryations refuse of society; and unless those who one
J
on the latter subject, that it was idle to suppose ployed them were able to judge of their ts

manner subyersive of our best privileges, and

hesitation in declaring his conviction that much
of it was to be referred to that origin (Hear,

supplied, they must always produce misc"

He might appeal to all history, and the opiniom|
of all wise historians and politicians, in supPO™
of this doctrine. He would not, howevely 17
to the authority of some authors who were 0"
quoted on the subject; he would not product

hear); and if he were allowed, he would pro- the severe invective and bold description oo
ce, sufficient evidence in support of his opi- Tacitus, when speaking of this class of pers?

ரஷ.
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motive to impel them to the excesses, which it
was the object to denounce. ‘I shall’
get-no=
thing,” says he, * by encouraging: them:to pe=
belived; he would not quote Lord Falkland, tition peaceably for parliamentary reform; Fshall:
because he might be called a fastidious and spe- get nothing by urging a people'crying for bread»
tulative statesman; but he would refer to an to bear their sufferings with patience, orto rely
‘ainst whom: none of these objections with confidence on the legislature for all the re= =
ould be brought, the penetration, sagacity, and lief-it can grant. J must excite them to vio~

கவாசக வ

ககக.

lycause
it might be said, that he was a misanthropist, and coloured his picture with features
tken from the arbitrary despotism under which

கான

ilegance of whose work was acknowledged

by lence, I must inflame their discontents'into rebel=
lion, before I execute my mission, or deserve my
reward.”
There was, therefore, a probability,
that when such agents as these were employed

SAT

ASS

TRS

eV

Sew

|,and who, whatever else might be said against
him, could not be accused of having any unfajourable leaning towards popular claims, or any
hostile feeling against existing governments. In
peaking of the measures pursued by Burleigh

1
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ed.
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ம்

among a people most tempted to violence by
distress, their influence was most pernicious and
ind Walsingham, in 1584, Mr. Hume’s beau- dangerous, in increasing discontent into disaffecful history contained the following passage :— tion and acts of violence. These things laid
"Spies were hired to observe the actions and- grounds for inquiry and investigation; but these
tscourses of suspected persons; informers were were not the only things. ‘The petitions on the
untenanced ; and though the sagacity of these table, and the inquiry proposed to be laid before
two great ministers helped them to distinguish the committee, referred to tampering with witlie true from the false intelligence, many calum.- nesses, to the taking of iNegal recognizances,
ties were no doubt hearkened

yreat ministers as these were liable to be impos-

i upon, was it not to be suspected that the emPpoyment of similar agents by those who might
ft exercise

the

same

caution

and vigilance,

Fruld lead to the greatest oppression and abuses,
Frecially when such instruments were relieved
from the fear of detection or punishment? The
Fer of a public trial was the only check that

fh
imposed on the misconduct of spies.
protected from trial or exposure, there was no

and to discharges without trial, by which’ suspi-

cion was still fixed om the petitioners. Bat it
was said, that the forms of the house precluded inquiry; and this.was the only answer
that was
given to petitioners when they complained of the grievanceswhich they had suffer=
ed, and the hardships to which they had been
subjected.

He was glad to hear it said, that the:

bill of indemnity which would be proposed
world still allow recourse to be had to a court
of justice for a redress of individual grievances,
if any abuse of authority had been exercised 5
but he distrusted such pledges, when he remembered the effects and consequences of other bills

இம்ம their audacity, no control over their acF's; 00 means of meeting or confounding their of.indemnity; when he recollected that, in 1801,
cbresentations.
‘They might give any in- the last bill of this kind precluded all inquiry.
formation they pleased, they might invent the The noble earl opposite
(Lord Bathurst) had profo palpable falsehoods, they might calumniate duced an ingenious argument against referrin
Fe most innocent and orderly individuals.
If the petitions to the secret committee. He h
ம் nger from this detestable race was great, said ‘that on such a reference the committee
en iy Were sent among the better-informed would be converted into a ‘court of law to dePhen teooocety? how much was it multiplied cide on the guilt or innocence of the petitionae
they were employed among
the lower
“ets; who were liable to every delusion which

Y Might attempt to practise, and unable to
[ect their real characters? If a spy should be
F
oe their lordships, he would have no
ம்

Penis

lo injury, because they would neither
Y to be deceived. by his impressions,

ers, to convict or acquit:them of treason; but

he (Lord Holland) could not see how this would

be the effect, as it was not the object of the mo-

tion. The motion referred the petitioners’ case
to the committee, not to pronounce whether they
were guilty or not guilty, but whether the government,

in its-mode

of

apprehending

bbe ed os his violence: but it need scarce- treating them, had exceeded its powers.

Ri

eo.

ee

to, and all the sub-

iets, particularly
the Catholics, kept in the utmost anxiety and disquietude.””
When such

» though it could not be fully conmischievous a character of this
Must have: been among the labourers and

1 how

and

It was

an old maxim in law, in which if he were wt

he would beset tight by the noble and Jearn
lord on the woolsack, that no wuth could be

ar) of the distressed districts last proved till it was contested, and he thought the
of the committee was such as promi 4
i Py of reform, discontented from want of election
nothing without the present reference. He ha
op bide
ட

இ

be
நற

face
att

பணி le found the. people almost mad with

ren and almost furious’ from want of never in hig life been in the habit of predicting
பு twas notvhis business to sooth their dis=
any thing in public. He கல் the ஸ்ப

3 ie ‘o represent the real state of their feel- stance in which he ventured: to pre a = ns
இட்ட” Ansmit intelligence of their real sult of a political measure, but one, when, 10 அ
FS Sta hewas'sent to detect their dangerous
டப 460070 their treasonable: and sediட்ப
5: To: please his employers, therefore,

case of the suspension of cash-payments =

6

Bank; he foretold that they would
never be 16௩.
sumed. He would now, however, predict, and
‘Magnify his own importance, he had a: take his» character _ ot on the» iseue;

y
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“that the result of this partial inquiry, by this ப் cpr
‘ministerial committee, would be the recommen- | i
dation of a bill of அ க் (hear, hear,)
which, in other words, wo
be this—that|

வ்

ரி

ministers, after haying procured a recommenda-| 0௩.௦4 30: 1
/
tion from a secret committee, to. grant them ex- “of
the number of

claims

which have been made upon
obtain a similar recommendation, by the same | ment, classing the same into
fi
Means, to protect them against. the breaches and commercial, together with thi

traordinary powers to preserve the law, would
~ of it.

(Heary hear, hear.)

each, which have been liquidated
since |
tish commissioners for that purpose have

:

After his lordship had concluded, no other
peer offering to address the house, the question

was

put from

appointed ; also, an account
of the
joyed by the said commissioners |
and from what period they have
same.”
arid
er
PARLIAMENTARY REFORM.) Sir மி, நமன்

the woolsack, and the motion

negatived without a division,

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Thursday, Feb. 19.

Window AND Hearty Tax (IRELAND.)
“Returns were ordered of the net amount. of
the window and hearth tax in Ireland, for the

years ending the 5th of January 1816, 1817, and

presented a petition of inhabitants of

ம

printed. It set forth, “ that the petitioners

beg

-| which was ordered to lie on the table,
most earnestly, but respectfull

> tO state to the}

house their full conviction and belief, that the
people of the United Kingdom of England and
Treland are not fairly and duly represented, as

1818, respectively.

by the constitution of these realms they ought
to be, and to this source, and to this alone, do

in Freland, for the year ending sth of January

taxation, the gross oe
of the public
money in the support of undeserving pensioners
and sinecurists, and all the dreadful miseries
and
privations which have of late
years afflicted
the
people of this country; and they beg Jeave fur
th er to state their conviction, that unless2 speedy)
reform of the house takes place, the9 rit and }

“ Of the amount of the insolvencies allowed
by the commissioners of excise on the window
and hearth tax in the city of Dublin, for the
same years.
OF the number of taxable articles for which
notices of discontinuance-and of increase have
been served on the several collectors of excise|
1819.”
Pustic REVENUE] Abstracts were presented
“of the net produce of the revenue of Great
Bnitain, in the years ended sth of January 1817,
and sth of January 1818; distinguishing the

quarters, and also the total produce of the cus-

toms and excise,

“Of the net produce of the revenue
of
Great Britain, inthe years ending 5th of Janu-

they ascribe the present enormous weight ol|

industry of the working population will becom¢

eneryated, if not totally destroyed: that thy
country itself will lose its national

character an

become the desolate habitation ofa disgrace
and degenerate posterity; the petitioners refai

from entering largely on the subject, a
earnestly beg and intreat that the house wi ;
their wisdom

grant

them that பலர

;

which the urgency and necessity of the
ary 1817, and sth of January
1818; distinguish- requires,”’
a
ing the quarters, and also the total produce
The hon. baronet then presented fourteeD Pe
the consolidated fund, the annual duties, and theof
titions of inhabitants of Bath, praying !0! hd
war taxes.
‘Ordered to lie of
“ Of the > netnet produce of the reyenue of Ire- form of parliament.
table,
;
்
ள்
land, as pad into the Exchequer, in the
years
Corron Factorres.] Sir Robert Peel vase 0
ended sth of January 1817, and sth of Janua
ry ed, that in calling the attention of the a i
ee be ப பல்லைக் warters.’”
the subject of which he had giyen notice; Re
to lie on the table, and to
inted, assured that the more it was conside!
வ்
(See the Appendix.)
prams
greater would appear the magnitude of, aba
IrisH TREASURY Bits.] An account
was
ortance. About fifteen years ag, nee
presented (pursuant to an
the 17th
rought in a bill for the
tion of the
instant) “ of all Irish treasuryorderbills ofoutsta
pl
of apprentices in cotton-fac
and unprovided for on the 1sth of Feb nding! ployment
having himself at that time about one thot
1818; in British currency.”
(See
ட்ட
of them. At that time, these factories |
pendix

.)

j
_CuimNEY Sweepers’ REGULATION Bit.) established only in those parts of the fail
&
te
a be
This bill was reported, and ordered to be read 3 es ae
enjoyed ; but at present
were
Buia time to-morrow.
ROITS OF THE CROWN.] On the motion
children were employed in reble!
~ Mr. Teed, a list =
el ques all ships a 20,000
and t treb!
manufacture in Manchester alone, and
Sargoes captured by private
ships
of
war,
number in the whole of England to; gether
condemned ; as droits to the crown, since
wae
_ of January 1794, the net
proceeds of each, and meee be necessary for him to state, ane”
children were, employed at the same

eon tenet eee
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ject ought to be canvassed and examined in the
in the same rooms with adult persons, and that| Most open Manner. ~
wh
ம்
ட்
from
dra;
were
age
of a very tender
many
that the bill which
Mr. W. Smith contended.
and confined to
த
tee beds tone before
to introduce to the
their labour for the space of fifteen hours. ‘The the hon. baronet’ wishedin the
ex-parte evidence
table effects and contagious diseases whic ch | house did not originate
‘sucha practice must produce, had induced him alluded to by the noble lord, the member for

of the
Yorkshire— there ‘stood on the report
committee of 1816, full and sufficient grounds
persons, for the measure proposed by the hon. baronet.
had been suggested by several humane
Mr. Philips said, that if he conceived that the
that of substituting two sets of young labourers:
for adults, in this branch of industry, he deci- establishment with which he was connected,
dedly disapproved, from a conviction that it though he was only what was called a sleeping
‘would do more harm than good, and that the partner in it, scattered disease and death in the
only effectual cure for the evil would be, to pre- manner which had been described, he should
yent entirely the employment of children till take shame to himself if he did not immediately
they should arrive at a certain age. Although attempt to remedy the evil. The fact was, howthe individuals in whose service these young ever, that that establishment had been conducted
children were engaged could not perceiye from in such a manner that it was an important benefit
day to day the Eada decline af their health, to the poor, and an example to other factories.
itmust appear manifest to a stranger on seeing It had been established. twenty-seven years, and
them, that they could never attain that mature during that period, no contagious disease had
known in it. Out of a thousand persons
rowth and bodily vigour which were requisite been
for the general purposes of life. The state employed, the whole sum paid to them in poorwould find it difficult to draw recruits either for rates did not exceed 5/. per annum—a fortieth
its armies or navy from such a source. He part of the sum which the factory contributed to

‘to submit some measure for nee
one
“consideration of the house.

was desirous of bringing

it to the
, Which

in the bill that night,

and of fixing the second reading on some a
when the subject might be fully investigated an
discussed. He now moved, therefore, for leave
to bring in a bill “ to amend and extend an act,
made in the forty-second year of his present
Majesty, for the preservation of the Health and

Morals of Apprentices and others employed in
' Cotton and other Mills, and Cotton and other
Factories.”

Lord Lascelles said, he felt considerable dificulty on the present subject, which was of the

highest

tricts.

importance

to the manufacturing

dis-

All evils were not fit subjects for legis-

the poor.

If such was the fact, could any man

say that the employment was unhealthy? There
was no manufactory in the country from which,
if the same means were taken which had bees
resorted to in this case, numerous

petitions and

complaints might not be obtained. About four
or five persons had been very active in looking
out for complaints; they had despatched their
emissaries secretly about the country, and circulated papers among the people in the different
factories for their signature. On a former occasion, the hon. baronet had said, that the petitioners, in order to have the number of hours
reduced, would willingly submit to a reduction

tive interference; for instance, he highly ap- of wages; but the petitioners: did not say one
plauded the bill of an hon. friend offie re- word about reduction of wages; and if they said
Specting:
ம
PES, But, in the present they would consent to such reduction, he would
case, it should be recollected, that the indivi- not believe them. The habits of these people
uals who were the objects of the hon. baronet’s led them to combine together5 and it req
Proposition were free labourers. This excited great delicacy on the part of their employers to
Jealousy; for, were the principle of inter- prevent much mischief being done in that way.
rence with free labourers once admitted, it was Small factories were often ill ventilated, and

th cult to say how far it might be carried.

If| from that circumstance the health of a person

ere existed any thing radically vicious in the

system, it ought to be inquired into. In fact, a
Parliamentary inquiry had taken place by a comjuittee in 1816, and he could not help expressing
S surprise, if the evils described by the hon.
ட் ‘Onet, existed, that no legislative measure had
loner been proposed. When the house were

might suffer more in six hours in one of those
factories, than in fifteen hours in a factory which
ly constructed in
was well ventilated, and pi
other respects. But how could this evil bec

by any bill? The small factories a

to ruin, and that was the cure for

went

e evil. From

to the house, out of $1,217, the

the returns made
1717, oF 5$ per
persons emplo
t to legislate on a large scale they ought at number of
ப்
ம் to do so on ex-parte evidence privately cent. week the age of 10 and under, gee
801060, but on evidence openly taken Joe a from 10 to 18, Sa அக
; Sommittee of the house or otherwise. If the upwards. Qut of 27,827 Persons:Out of 25,000,
read.
ie

fv, stated in this ex-parte evidence really ex-

1850 only aie could not

sick was 163,

be extremely desirous that some- | the number of persons returned 85
=
thing should be done to remedy them; still very little more than §-sths per ae
better to
e
b
would.
it
ht
ie படல the house ought to entertain a great
Mr. Wilberforce thoug on this subject till the
9002]. On this subject. At all events the sub- reserve giving opinions
ASted, it leh
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billwas before the house. | If different systems.
‘of management prevailed in the conduct of dif-

‘ferent factories, that was a sufficient reason for
inducing the house to require further information.
‘His hope and beliet was, that a fair inquiry would

‘prove that the interests of the manufactures and

‘those of huthanity were not at variance. ~
Mr. Finlay said, that except in one instance,
in the county of Lancaster, there was no proof of
the existence of any evilswhich could justify lelips) had’ observed, |
gislative interference. “That very establishment. in question had not introduce
- bill:
however, was under the regulation of an act of he had ‘acquired his wealth, and abandon
parliament, none but apprentices being employed trade.’ So far the hon. gentleman was pi
in it, and it only proved, therefore, that no law correct in his*facts. The hon. gentler
could prevent an immoral man from doing cruel stated, that the magistrates had com)
and oppressive things. But even in that factory the manner in which the establishment
‘with
_ it-was proved, that though children were em- which the individual in question was concern
-ployed fourteen hours, they were notwithstanding was condicted; but he had stated this ‘without
in very good health.
He warned the house qualification as to the time of such complaints.
against entertaining any measure which went, ‘This referred to a period so far back as 1784,
like the present, 6௦ interfere with a manufacture and again in 1796; and it was in consequence
of such vital importance.
It was the niost im- of these complaints that the bill of 1802
portant ever established in this country; indeed, introdticed. A great chanie
had taken,
he believed it employed more people than all the manner of conducting
the manufactory
the other mantifactures of the country taken to- that period. Before the application of ste
gether. The exports exceeded twenty millions was necessary to select situations where falls
a year; and they were not equal to the home water could be had; these situations were fieconsumption;

the whole amount

of the manu-

factures was little short of forty millions a year.
Ta the linen and woollen manufactures, the hours

were as long’ as in the cotton—in the woollen
even longer. ‘The opinions of the gentlemen of
* ‘the faculty were altogether conjectural—none of
them had ever been in a cotton manufactory. He
gave warning that he would oppose the bill in

quently mountainous, and the population thin,

and children were obtained as apprentices from
large towns—bat now these manufactories were
in populous neighbourhoods. ‘The individualin

question finding that in his own establishment
abuses had taken place, and were kept from his

knowledge by the overseer, and learning that the
same abuses took place in other manutactories,

Stage.
gave a proof of his sincere wish to remedy the
Mr. Pee! wished toobserve, that the bill now evil by bringing in the bill of 1802.
ப்

every

proposed to be broughtin, was introduced in 1815

it was then withdrawn, as it was contended that

there was not sufficient evidence on the subject

before'the house. In 1816, a committee sat for
the purpose of investigation—a bill was not introduced last year from the indisposition of the
mover; but that was no reason why one should
not -be introduced now. Tt was no argument

against such a bill, that some factories were well
regulated; if some factories were well regulated

at present, that was a reason

for the house to

adopt the regulations on’ which those factories
were conducted. “With respect to the instance
of misconduct in Lancashire, which had been
alluded to, it was proved

that children were

employed there fifteen hours a day, and, after
any stoppage, from five in the morning till ten
in the evening—seventeen hours, and this often
for three weeks ata time. On'the Sunday the

were employed

Mr. Guraven and Sit James Graham profess

a themselves hostile to the principle of the
111.

= J. Jackson and Mi. B. Shaw said 2 fev

words in its support.
பத
Leave was then given to introduce the bill

which was afterwards brought in and read a frst
time.

GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION Act

Lord Archibald Hamilton presented a petition &

William Robertson, of Meikle Gevan ; also 0!
William Murray, in Calton of Glasgow: also
of David Smith, in Calton of Glasgow, co™
plaining of their arrest and treatment im prisons

under the habeas corpus suspension

act

praying for redress.
4
; ald
Mr. Finlay said, that the petitioners C ட்

have suffered no privations under the 18052
Corpus suspension acts for no persons had

from six in the morning ‘till taken up under that act, in Scotl: and.—' with ்
a
The medical
Spect to the unwholesomeness of their place ¥
were ‘some of Confinement, and
inhumanity on the p2! ட்
and’ well ac. the sheriff, he had ofinquired
into the ‘subjects a
on evidence, there was no foundation
that childrea had been employed at an age as ‘short,
for the complaint
there was not one word of truth
carly as five, and some were employed under
in #©
“age of seven. Could any person say, that a Statement from beginning to end:
gr
Lord 4. Hamilton thought
it very

twelve, in cleafing the machinery.
men examined by the comimittee
them related’ to manufacturers,
quainted with factories.
Tt was

6

ஜு!....

100௭ 08: ௦01010118.

the»petitioners to imagine: that they were’ detained under
the suspension act, nor could he
conceive, why, if they were properly confined,

parate rate and assessment,

abridge

of money to be raised in

churchwardens
and oversee!
several parishes and precincts within such aay
~ total. (Hear; hear.)
the
9
ட்டா
95
ர் towns corporate and places, or by such and
நிர petitions were ordered. to lie on the table. like ways, methods and means, as the rates for
Excerion LAws AMENDMENT Bitu.} Mr. the relief of the poor are, can or may be assess=
ed, raised, levied and collected, in such cities,
"Wynn moved tliat this bill be recommitted.
wits
oe a2
Colonel Allan opposed the
motion, on the| towns corporate and places.”
gourd that the bill tended very materiaily to
“ And whereas it may happen that the sums_

they had been discharged without being brought

the

rights and franchises
of the free

the said cities, towns

corporate and places, or some or one of them,
to take every opportunity
of opposing its’ pro- to answer and pay such expenses as aforesaid,
may be so small that it may not be convenient to
ress,
2௯
4
ட் On the suggestion of several members, the make an equal separate rate and assessment for
hon. member withdrew his objection; it being the same, upon the said parishes and precincts
understood that the third reading should not within such cities, towns corporate and places;
take place till Monday se’nnight.
i
be it enacted, that in such last-mentioned case,
Sit W. Guise then~ proposed the following and when and as often as the same shall happen,
clause, which was brought up and read a first the before-mentioned
expenses shall and may,
and second time, ~
8
by order of the anes in sessions assembled,
+ And whereas great: irregularities have fre-. be'paid out of the monies from time to time
quently arisen, and bribery has been often grossly raised for the relief of the poor in the said sevepractised, by the’ appointment. of large bodies val cities, towns corporate and places, and the
of persons, on behalf of opposing candidates, persons from time to time having
the manageto act as. constables at contested elections ; be it ment of the said monies raised for the relief of
volersin many places.

He thoughtit necessary

therefore further enacted,

that from

and after

the

poor, in the same cities, towns

corporate

the passing of this act it shall be lawful for the and places respectively, are hereby authorized
returning officer or officers, at every contested
election

for any county, city, town, borough,

and required to pay the said sums of money so
ordered to be paid by the said justices, outof the

port or place, and he and they is ‘and are hereby said last-mentioned monies, when and as often
required, previously to the commencement or as the same shall be so ordered; provided aldaring the course of the poll, to nominate and ways, that should ‘there be more parishes than
appoint such and'so many persons as he or they one in the same district, the payments are to be ©
shall think necessary, to act as constables for the made and levied in such rates and proportions
Preservation of the peace and good order during as the respective parishes pay to the poor rate.”
such election; which said constables so to be
‘The/house then resumed, and the report was
appointed, shall be all duly sworn in before ordered to be received to-morrow.
ல்
some justice or justices om the peace acting for
GAMBLING SUPPRESSION BILL.] Mr. Ogle
such county, city, town, borough, port or
place, moved the order of the day for the second readand shall each a them be. tld ae டட
at ing of the bill “ for the suppression of gaming,
the ordinary rate of constables per day in the and for regulating houses kept for the purposes
execution of their duty, and no more, for his
and their service during’ such election; which

said sum so.to be allowed to such constables
shall be defrayed in like manner as the expense
of
ட booths, and the allowance to poll
clerks is hereinbefore directed to be paid; and
RO person or persons other than the persons so
tobe nominated and appointed by such returning officer or officers as ட் shall be ap-

Pointed or sworn in, or shall presume to act
as

Sonstables during the polling at any contested
ction whatsoever.”?
sees C. Wynn brought up the following
ae which were read and agreed to.
~
~ And whereas there are several cities, towns
Corporate’ and. places, within this kingdom,

of play.”

After reciting that the laws now in

force ave not sufficient to prevent the evil effects
of
gaming; and that it is necessary to make an
additional enactment to meet the circumstances
of the case; the bill enacted, that from and
after the
any person keeping a
house, room or apartment, for the purpose of
affording accommodation to play at any game
whatsoever, shall take out a licence annually for

the same:

provided

always, that no licence

shall be granted unless the person applying for

the same shall obtain a certificate as to his character, of
householders of the parish
in which he proposes to keep any such house,

room or a partment, forfor the PETE
And be it further enacted,

aforesaid

that any person

Which do not contribute to the payment of any keeping any such house, room or apartments not
Sounty
having obtained a licence for the same,
pay
rates;

and doubts may

arise whether

‘Much cities, towns corporate and places, can be

ப்

as

9 18060 and assessed towards the payment
the expenses hereinbefore mentioned;_ be it

பம

all such cases the said expenses

raised, levied, collected and paid, within

a penalty,
per
day, thatby heinformations
shall keep ofsuch|

house,

pene

“Peed
be, former enacted chat any peron
keeping such house, room oF apartment, for the
forth

purposes aforesaid.
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purposes, aforesaid, shall not, by himself or hhis:
servants,
1 advance any money
play,

‘or the purposes of

under penalty, by information,
of

shillings for every pound so advanced,
ன்

ட be it further: enacted, நிகம் வு
any tavern, coffee house or hotel,
accommodation for the purposes aforesaid,

£490,

neh
ces the moral co

to.
ST. f| the community.—In..
ish and to give the most extended
un- to the objects of the bill,J introduced
it

less he obtains a licence for the same, subject to the last session, when. it was printed and dis.

all the regulations aforesaid.

persed all oyer the-country. ‘The ayowed in-

er

_ And be it further enacted, that no action at tention of the bill was
to give to the tithe-owner
Jaw shall be பகம் for any OSS won. at the same security that is enjoyed in every other
any
game, or by any bet
or wager whatsoever.
species of property. It was to prevent, that
on ப ட.
that all monies. 16- extended and extending spirit
of litigation on
vied under this act shall be applied to the mainte- the subject-of tithes, so injurious to the best in.
nance of the police in the district wherein levied. terests of the church. By the papers before the
. Mr. Bazkes, conceiving that the bill would not house, it.-appears that 123 tithe causes have been
tend to suppress the vice of gaming; moved that decided in the last seven years, and that
an equal
it be read asecond time on that day six months.
or greater number are pending. When it is
Sir F. Flood said, that

so far from

putting

down gaming, this bill went to encourage it.|
This was evident from the title of the bill, for
it professed to have for its object“ to regulate
houses kept for the purposes of play:”? and relation was not suppression. He thought noட could be more injurious to property, repu-

considered that each of these causes may have

continued for these six or seven years,, producing, such feuds and animosities as to occasion

the church to be totally deserted—need we seek

fora stronger reason to account for the increase
of dissenters fromthe church? If I had no other
argument to urge on the score of individual hard.
tation, and life, than the vice of gaming.
It ship, this alone is sufficient to call on the legislahad brought many individuals to ruin, had pro- ture toamend the laws. The church, if itregards
duced great private misery, and deprived the its sacred functions, is above all others interested
country of many persons who might otherwise in promoting the measure J am about to propose.
have been useful and valuable members of so- From the moderation and liberality which geneciety. Upon these considerations, it ought to rally distinguish the great body of the church,
be suppressed; but this was a bill which pro- Lam satisfied they would disclaim the advantagt
fessed to regulate, and not to suppress. - He arising from the present practice and law rel
should, therefore, vote for the amendment.

Mr. Lockhart said, that a common gaminghouse is already at common law a nuisance, and
may be indicted as such. This bill was not cal-|
culated to effect the purposes for which the hon.
member had introduced it.
Mr. Ogle did not think that this bill would interfere with the common law of the land. But
if the hon. member (Mr. Bankes) thought that
the bill would not be useful in its present form,
he should wish to withdraw it.
Mr. Bankes said, that if the hon. gentleman
withdrew his bill, and thought proper to prosecute the subject, he might bring in another bill
at a future time, undera different title. The
question now before the house was, that this bil]
be read a second time on this day six months,

tive to tithes—they will be ready to disclam

the possessing
properties of

of facilities for the invasion of the
others.
God. forbid any attempt

sh ould be sanctioned for a moment
that aim
at invalidating the sacredness of vested rights of
any body. I need not disclaim it for myself,
much less on the part of that able judge to whom
Iam so much indebted. The jealousy of the

house with regard to all measures which respect

private property, is highly honourable to it. It
must be ignorance of this feeling that co!
induce any one to be so rash as to propound @
measure where the strictest regard to al parties
and rights was not attended to, I.contend for

nothing which has not the sanction of the

highest Jaw authorities,
modern times. I need
‘The question was repeated from the chair, and
house, that, primd facie,
carried without a division.
| the payment of tithes,
TitHe

Laws AMENDMENT.}

Mr. Curaven

rose, and spoke as follows :—“ Mr. Speaker,—

of ancient as well 2
scarcely observe to the
all lands are subject t
The grounds of excep”

tion are moduses, exemptions, prescriptionsy
Compositions; or discharges.

Moduses suppose”

a commencement prior to Richard the First
now my duty to submit to the house, I wish to | Forty years’ uninterrupted payment pre-suppose®
Previous to entering

on the subject which it is

explain and apologize for having embarked in |
business of such difficulty, and which would |
have come so much better from many other|
members. I haye been led into the undertaking
from the powerful assistance afforded me by
one of the ablest and most constitutional lawyers
of the day, my much esteemed friend Baron
Wood. I trust this will be considered as a full
R
on. for what might otherwise appear
7

a title impeachable in two ways: first, by shew~

its commencement to have been subsequen>
toing Richard
the, First; which may be done, by:

Proving it to be rank, from the sum exceeding)
what was the
yalue at that period. Exemptions

Prescriptions, compositions,
and discharges) car
not be proved by immemorial possession, bu! ம்
from the production of the orginal deed oF

Contract by which they were created. ExemP-’

1107௭ 0
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tions could be legally granted till the 1sth of
to discuss
Plsthahs Bresicastonty proceeding

these different branches, it may be expedient to

as it stood at the commence- | j
rt
to the law
adve

ment of this’ reign. The property of the crown

and the church were not barred by any length

acquiesced in by the clergy
forup
years; when’ bya fiction of law, unworthy
of

ing
. The arbitrary,
oppressive pro- that ectred ‘body, they மரன் த
of the crown occasionedthe legislature themselves to be debtors to the crown, (on acto pass the nullwm tempus act. This arose out count of payment of tenths) to commence their _
of the memorable contest between Sir James proceedings in the Court of Exchequer. Thus ”
Lowtherand the Duke of Portland; from the things proceeded till the case of Gardner v. Pole,

of
ceedings

embezzlement or destruction of a deed enrolled 1706, when Chief Baron Wood, and other Bain one of the public offices. The flagrant in- rons, held 12d. per acre for hay, a rank modus.
justice of that case carried conviction of the This decision was appealed against and reversed
necessity of preventing such occurrences in in the House of Lords, who held the modus a
future.

“Why it did not extend to the church,

done.

In the case of Sanson v. Shaw, in the

கண்ணன் Pleas, 1748, it was contended, that
The nullum tempus confines the claims of the 10d. for meadow or pasture was rank. Serjeant
crown to sixty years; after which period no Belfield said on that occasion, he was so old as
claims on the part of the subject can be urged. to remember almost the very beginning of
By this act the legislature has fully acknow- the name of rank modus; that Lord C. B.
ledged the principle; my wish is to apply it to Wood was the first who introduced it; that he
a great patron of the clergy, and carried
tithes.
The courts of law have decided in was
latter periods strongly in favour of possession. their rights a great way. Lord C. J. Willes
In strict Jegal pleadings in the courts of law, it says, “*1 am afraid truly there have been many
was necessary that the deeds should be lodged cases determined on rankness; the fewer the
in the court, that the opposing party might have better: and I am glad they are not in print, for
access to them. Forty-eight years ago, Lord then they might mislead more than they have
Kenyon in the case ofRead: y. Brookman, ruled, already: and he observes, “ that the consethat instead of the proferr it might be alleged, quence of these determinations is to deprive the
that the deed was destroyed by time or ecient
landholders of what they haye fairly purchased
and that time would prove the right. Lord and paid for.” Mr. Justice Barnet says, “My
Kenyon observed, ‘this is founded on necessity, brother Belfield-has given us the history of the
‘since no human prudence can render deeds exist- beginning of the doctrine of rank moduses, in
ing for ever.” I ask of the house to apply this Lord Chief Baron Wood’s time, and Thave had
po
to the case of the tithe-owner. It will another case given me by alearned judge, which
incumbent on those who oppose the truth shews the end of it; see the case of Gifford v.
and justice of the learned judge’s observation, Webb, in the Exchequer.” Unfortunately this
to shew how the case of tithes differs from did not prove to be true. The defence set up
Jam unable to offer any reasonable conjecture.

others ; and

in what

way these rights can be

preserved, if the Jaw is suffered to remain as it
be. I feel strongly borne out for the principle
Tam contending for, by the proceedings of the
Court of King’s Bench in Jater times—proceedings never questioned: on the contrary, approved by all sound lawyers, as indispensably requia for les ens of justice. It is for the general
~-urity of all property that the right of possesek Should be கன்டம் ரா) and ஸ் எல்ல
to

shee best beginning.

I shall now endeavour to

‘ aa what are the defects of the law ast relates
‘

tithes, and. what are the remedies

[ would

for courts of equity deciding on matters of fact,

is the ignorance and prejudice of juries, who
cannot
supposed to be conversant in ‘the
value of money in the time of Richard the First.
To rebut this I plead Magna Charta, and in support of it I have an authority of modern date,

that will weigh with the house, and, above all,

| with the hon. and learned gentleman the mem|ber for Oxford—I mean that of the present
| Lord Chancellor; who in the case of O’Con‘ner v. Cook, gives the true constitutional an| wer: “I cannot hold the language that has
been held as to sending this to the rae ee
tribunal o
ajury. A jury is the constitutional

அ
for their amendment. The ancient mode
to pee
~. Proceeding by the clergy for the recovery of the country, and I am not at liberty
es; was in their own ecclesiastical courts ; in that it will be guided by prejudice.’ Now, a
ke any matter of fact occurred, the Court of| of the integrity and ability of those who preside
had 's Bench stayed the proceedings till a jury in our courts of pee no one ஆண்! oe
|. jad'decided upon it. ‘Disputes having arisen higher opinion than f do; Dut
_
~tween the ecclesiastical and Jaw courts on the sible தவன் J would ask, is it potable for
that
sion
deci
pent of the latter'to interfere, the’same came to
establish any one Tule ofquality of land
ஆணவ argued before King James the First, them toi
2 Does not the
= adecided, with the unanimous approbation வவ வணர்! produce 2greatco material
D
Seite judges of the land, that the ancient
shilling an a
ப
e
quit
and
,
case
one
jn
Gece kingdom should be abided by ; Magna
ace ake nde Does not this form a
having provided, ‘that no man should the reverse in another.
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ery material fact for a jury to inquire into?— |v
‘There is in the practice
of the courts
have at different t
fairness|. judges
causes,/a decision; the
cee
at this doctrine,’ The
and justice of whichI cannot comprehend. In faction

“Chiek

“Lord Petre
of the Exchequeryin a
all cases where the rector prays an issue, the Baron
court grants it and sends the case; whatevermay lv. Blencow, 1799, (expressed. hi
areperhaps to be lament.
_ beits opinion, to’be tried by a jury. “Though “These determinations
the court was satisfied of the validityof amodus,. /ed I should have liked better to‘0 have found in
of decision
ajury is to pronounce
upon it.
Why the«de- regard.to tithes, the same»prinetple
fendant should not equally be entitled to havea which regulates the title to-any other fee If
ime
forme fo
trial by jury, is perfectly incomprehensible to. non-payment for any 16
me, and I own, savoursstrongly,.as I-view it, of presumption of a grant of tithes; then the k
rank injustice. Thenext point to whichI would of enjoyment; which in all other cases
call the attention of the house, is to composi- | best ‘possible ‘title, seems only to weak
tionsreal, which are compositions made between claim of exemption from tithes, as the difficulty
parson, patron, and ordinary, which might le- of tracing the origin is increased’? Lord
“ gally
have been done

till the restraining

act of the

isth of Eliz..ch. 10; many such no doubt were
made. In,a lapse of 240: years since these
agreements were: restricted, many deeds: must
have been destroyed or lost. At the period of
the. reformation, sist of Henry the
\ Eighth,
1539, nearly one-third of the whole property
of tithes passed into the hands

of the crown,

and were sold and. disposed of. » From this
moment anew
character was given to
tithes.

They

became

to all) intents and pur-

poses a temporal possession, and were par=
celled out and sold to individuals. Many who
were

purchasers

of their own or others’ tithes

never had the original deed. of conveyance in
their possession. Is not the law as it now
stands monstrous in ruling that possession is no
proof of title, no presumption

of an. original

grant? The deed and the deed only shall be
received as proof of any title. ‘This is a monstrous doctrine. What does Lord Ellesmere,
Lord-Chancellor, with the principal judges, say ?
For

tempus est edax rerum;

and records, and

letters-patent and other writings are either consumed, or are lost, or are embezzled;

and God

forbid that ancient grants and deeds should be
drawn

in’ question,

although

that

cannot

be

Loughborough, in the case of Rose vs Collond,
in Chancery, 1800, 8180 expressed his ‘dissatié-

faction’; and. the present Lord: Chancellor,
in

the case of Berney v. Harvey, in’ 1809,
says,
“1 do not’ think that I ought now to'disturb

this doctrine, which has prevailed so long, what-

ever I might have originally thought
of it?)
In
the case of Fenshaw v. Han, in the Bxchequer,
1748, Baron’ Clerk expressed. himself ‘on ‘this
point as follows : + I know no case that deserves

more consideration than this; for, though the
authorities against such a/prescription, (meaning

aprescription in non decimando,) are very great,

yet the objections to them grow weaker ever
day. Before the Reformation all tithes were

ecclesiastical, and a layman could have them by

discharge only, by the grant of parson, patrOD;
and ordinary. Since: that time there are many
other ways both of having tithes and being discharged from them. Since tithes have been 0
the hands-of lay impropriatorss many persons
have purchased discharges for their particular
lands; yet if these grants are lost in the com

mon fate of things, those persons must lose
benefit of their purchases, and that. must: often
happen though they be enrolled, or any othe?
way taken.to preserve them. Very few rec

shewn, which at first was necessary to the per- relating to the church are now extant andit
fection of the thing. Lord Hobart, in Slade v.
கற்ப very hard that time, which strengthens
Drape, says,)“¢ it is a strange anomaly

to be

thus differing from all other cases-of law, for
whereas prescription and antiquity of time justifies all other titles, and supposeth the best beginning the law can give them, in this case it
works clean contrary, and this in favorem eccle-

sia, lest laymen should despoil the church.’
Now admitting this to be the right of the church,

and necessary for-its protection, however con!
trary to justice and common sense, on what

all other rights, should weaken this.”

I sho

hope, Sir, so strong a case has been made ott
for the interference of the legislature, that

will, in the instances of uninterrupted possess!0?

of tithes purchased of the Jay impropriatohs °
even against the church, establish it a8 @ 8°

and sufficient title. Against the lay impr oni
tor there cannot be a shadow of argument Me
justify the withholding it..

To this } can scare’ y

anticipate an objection, From and after the @
principle or pretext has the lay impropriator of Eliz. 1570, agreements were made for co}
any claim to it? His property in tithes is veyances, exchanges, and compositions, ae
quite of a different nature; it is not fixed and tioned by decrees of Chancery. All inclosult
unalienable. The church has not a complete of wastes, drainages, &c. were carried into en:
freehold in its property. The lay impropniator by this mode, and held yalid till the decisio?
has every power attached to any other species by Lord Northington, 1765, in the case OF
of property. ‘There seems therefore no reason Attorney-general and Blow v. Chomley,
i
whatever for placing tithes so held on the same they were declared’ invalid. In the space'

footing as those in the hands of the church. In 196 years, many such agreements: were mater
© case of Bury y. Evans, 1785, the court and carried into effect between rectors and

ஜஜ].
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mationof a bill which might alter the relations
of landed

ee

proj

duction of the

|

and the provision for the

ee oppose the introbill, but he would 9;

-haste in such a measure. He particularand
ly | ge
seriously, requested the house to exercise
ம் to

deliberation, before they consented to invade

or

overturn a system consecrated by centuries,
and

which had

protect

ecclesiastics.

re

some

y

parts

bill, as he understood it, of which he

did not

erected by, the ablest, most altogether approve; but its object. generally
leamed, and virtuous of our lawyers and states- would tend to prevent injurious effects even in

men. (Hear.). The legislative எட்ட கற் once respect to the influence of Christianity,
by preenjoyed by the clergy, jointly with the houses venting quarrels and animosities.
bf
of parliament, had long been at an end. The
Mr. Lockhart conceived
there could be no
power of legislating
for themselyes had. gradu- reasonable objection to legislate upon this எம்.
ally been resigned by that body, or else wrested Ject, which had so often
be n the subject of
from their hands by
parliament, and he trusted legislation before. Lay Shree and pathat the house வடட
a just and generous nishioners were as justly entitled to protection
-use of their power in determining fairly upon as to their rights, as the clergy themselves. It
the interests of a body thus thrown upon it for was the duty of the house to uphold all rights
protection. ( Hear.)
f
‘
and properties, and the bill went merely to
‘Sir Samuel Romilly, said, that the bill pro- make regulations on a subject of property,
to
posed by his hon. friend, so far from seeking to which other species of property was liable.
put an end to tithes, sought to strengthen the | hi:is opinion, it was a most beneficial measure,In
system throughout, by adopting more equitable as it would tend to diminish that litigation which
and rational principles. ‘The motion had no re- had always been most injurious to the interests
lation whatever to the petitions which the right of the church.
oe
hon. and learned gentleman had adverted to.
Mr. Peel defended the learned judge, his right
He might as well have attributed the introduc- hon. friend, from the imputation of opposing
the
tion of the bill to the diffusion of the principles discussion of this question. All that
his right
of the Spenceans, or of the Hampden club.

The

house were told to take very particular cate and
caution with respect to touching the security of
property ;, but the object. of the bill was only to
put an end to the inconvenience and anomaly of
the present principle of tithe law.. In the case
of the Crown, an undisputed possession of sixt: y |
yeas put an end to its claims ; whilst a tenfold
fatitude was given to claims on the part of the

hon. friend contended for, in which he (Mr.

Peel) perfectly acquiesced, was, that the house

ought not to

le to a proposition, subvert-

ing the usage of so many centuries, without due
consideration. It would not be diffic
toult
shew,

that, however they might in appearance be
founded on equality, the application of the same

principle of

prescription to tithes as to other

Property would be unjust. In his opinion, the
adoption of the measure would be லன் to
which barred all inquiry on the part of the increase, rather than
clergy or impropriator, it must be shewn to have | th e clergy were fully to diminish litigation, unless
disposed to acquiesce in it.
had its existence prior to the time of Richard I.,
Mr. Smyth said,
a period of 600 years. He stated this, in order troduction of the te would not oppose the iabill, but he apprehended that
to remove the impression which
Church.

Jn fact, to give a title to a modus,

he felt was
likely to be made by the graye and solemn warning an by the learned judge of the admiralty,
to abstain from intermeddling with rights so
sacred and generally
டட
as those of the
"property of the clergy. It was too absurd a
proposition to be gravely entertained in that
house, that any thing in the tithe system mili.
tated against the interests of Christian morality,
except in the angry feelings which not unfre-

it would be attended with injurious consequences

He thought there were some difficulties on the

subject, which it might be impossible to ove!
come; but he would reserve his objections for
a future Opportunity.

Lord Castlereagh was of opinion, that om @
subject of so much importance, the legislature
ought to proceed with

the utmost caution. Thi

was the opinion of his right hon. friend, wh0

had by no means expressed any wish to
discussion of the question. ‘The property ட்ர்
the church was as ancient and as well-found
the subjects of litigation respecting tithe cases,
property of any other description, and any steP
By the present system, the older a man’s claim aswhich
seemed to have a tendency to invade th
toa
ட of modus or composition, the weaker Ought
to be taken with the greatest கட்
it was—contrary to the
general and well known
quently were the consequence of feuds and contentions between pastors and their flocks, upon

. Mr. Brougham said, he aed listened to
Two cennight hon. gentleman opposite with all the atte™
turies and a half had expired since the disablin
Statute of Elizabeth, which followed about thirty8 | ton which the profound respect that. he entel

principle of law in all other eases.

tained for him claimed, and he must ay»

after the dissolution of the monasteries by | hi
father. Lay impropriators still continued ca-

thought with his hon. and learned friend nea
although the right hon.
பனி
Pable of alienating, until the decision in the case
did not oppose the bringing in of the Bil, bet
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was

mil-

-EXcHEQUERBrits Bict.] The thirty

that it
read a third time,
lions cea eT el bal,
ஸ் ‘on the propertyof the church, and passed.
a bill
்
r
peculia
with
eyed
ore
and should i theref
Matt, &c. Duties Brit. This bill was
The state of the law relative to
ic
a third time, and passed. =
read
the
tithes ,was avowedly defective. Suppose
FOR PAPERS.] The Lord Chancellors
ORDERS
following age: the parishioners, at some re- in reference to the account respe:
places i
with
ition
compos
a
make
time,
mote period of
k
en alluded
al
to yesterday
had been
which
reversion,
in
jieu
of
tithes
;
to
the incumbent of the parish,
now in his place (Earl Groseffect which they agree to ive up a certain by a noble earl not
the journals, the
‘it to go forth to the co

rest tithe free, yenor), said, that on searching
—
been
money iin lien manner in which the former order had
of
sum
a
parson
then
the
grant
or
produced an account of —
had
which
executed,
of
in
cler,
the
of tithe. Ages subsequently,
places in reversion, appeared. Here his lordship
the parish finding that of common right he is read
that in
an entry, stating,
journals,
the m
fro
entitled to tithe, puts the party or parties upon
had been
1808, an account ofall offices
proof of their ett, by commencing a suit March,
that a return had been made. A
and
ordered,
who
parishioners,
or
ainst. the parishioner
order had been made in May of the
ind themselyes unable to produce that in- subsequent
which also produced a return. It
year,
same
existence
strument, upon the faith of whose
these returns that the orders had
from
appeared
they and their ancestors have successfully chalSecretary of State for the
lenged this exemption for centuries; and which been served on the who was at that time Lord
old piece of parchment they must produce le- Home Department,
on receiving the order, |
gible and entire. Such was the determination Hawkesbury: and that had
ater. all inferior |
of that celebrated and well-known case at Ox- the Secretary of State
make returns. In
to
offices
and
departments
But the worst of all is, that after the
ford.
suit is determined against those contending this way the account appeared to have been
e to pay made up.
for the composition, and they
tithe, they naturally enough demand back again
the land or the money which was paid for the
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
exemption by their ancestors; when the church
Friday; Feb. 20.
turns round upon the demandant, and says,
Civit
List.)
An account was presented (by
“ No, no, you cannot have back your land or
money; how can you prove the fact of its hay- command) shewing how the sums of 200,000/.
ing been given for this consideration?” The and $00,000/. making together §500,000/. voted
to enable his
natural consequence of this maxim, “ nullum in the last session o வணக
tempus occurrit ecclesiz,” is, that the parishioner Majesty to provide for such expenses of a civil
is compelled to pay the tithe, and cannot get nature as do not form a part of the ordinary
back his land or money. (Hear.) Under these charges of the civil list, have been applied, to
circumstances, no man would contend that the the sd of February, 1818—Ordered to lie on
law required no revision or correction, and he, the table, and to be printed.
An account was presented, (pursuant
Corn.]
for one, should vote that leave be given to bring
to an order of the 17th instant) of the averag
in the bill.
he
Mr. Curwen shortly replied, disclaiming all price of wheat, barley, and oats—Ordered to
wish for precipitation, and remonstrating against on the table—(See the Appendix.)
Mr. Canning presented a
Sart மாவ]
the டவ
made by the right hon. gentlebailiffs, and burgesses of
mayor,
the
of
petition
man of the bill to certain petitions, to which it
had no resemblance; a comparison, (he said) Liverpool, for the repeal of the duties on salt—
calculated to create the most unfounded preju- Ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed.
Tt set forth, “that the petitioners have been indices against the measure.
ப
kg tae the consi ம டத் ம
The question was then put from the chair,
the house,
and the bill was ordered to be brought in by salt wil speedily’be brought before
conceive that the agriculture,
Mr. Curwen, Sir Samuel Romilly, and Mr. and they ae
manufactories,
fisheries,
trade, commerce, and
Brougham,

portion of their land, to hold a

prosperity of the United Kingdom would be

HOUSE. OF LORDS.
Friday, Feb. 20.

Skcrer ComMITTEE.]

About one o’clock

and praying that the existing

duties upon

ia

may be repealed accordingly-

salt

ன டண்னப்ட்

் Tyg

Learuer TAX.)

Peerage teers Aceon
ரி!

Lord Sidmouth came down to the house: the petition of tanners and leather
counsel, who were at the bar on an appeal case,
ig ordered to withdraw, his lordship laid on was recerved of tanners and se

_ the table, by command of the Prince Regent, a Reading.
een bag, containing further papers relative to

_ the state of the country. On the motion of the

i

greatly benefited if these duties were

ani

ன்

டட

Seaton: |
ம்

்

3

i
ன்
and toto be printed. Tt'set forth,
table, ors
proved

Ke
con viscount, this bag (which was larger than” i
leather has
fe ee the two previously brought down) was te on ne doable tax upon
of this kingdom,
trade
leather
the
to
injurious
d to be referred to the secret committee.
itl

[naa
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by.greatl preventing the manufactu ing
ad onth. A creat, ideo,
ti

Election Ieaews 4

of con- [ri
by ope-| 1

prohibi
degree as a le
rating in a very considerab

tion to the tanning of one-fourth part of En;
hides, has very much reduced the value of tan

yards and other fixed capitals of the tanners, has

Sir We Burroughs
Tuined many engaged in the tanning trade, has
has
advanced the price of the coarser sort of shoes guard bya specific provision,
and other leather articles.so much, as greatly to which might arise from the
lessen their consumption by the labouring classes poll of 400 persons on the seco:
of society, and has thrown many thousands of apparent majority, in defiance of thi

of electors, might thus be obtained.
artificers out of employment}, that the tax was ject
of the ‘clause which he proposed was,
originally carried by a majority of eight members only, and is not productive as a measure of place of a poll of 400 voters, to adopt v

finance; that the revenue from leather, which.

was never doubled by the double tax, has annually diminished ever since the first year it was

imposed,.as appears by the official accounts laid
before parliament, which shew the revenue in

the year ending the 5th of January, 1814, to
haye amounted to 703,891/. 12s. 34d. and in the
year ending sth January, 1817, to haye amounted to only 565,343. 7s. 10d. and it is presumed
when the official accounts of the produce of
the tax, and of the import duties upon raw
hides of the last year are laid before parliament,
they will shew still further the necessity of repealing the additional duty; that the leather
trade has been thus decreasing, while the reve-

tendered to that amount.
Re
ae
‘On the question for bringing up the clause,
Mr. Wynn said, he thought that the hon, mem-—

ber was not entirely aware of what had been the’

state of the law on this subject, and the nature —
of the alterations madein
it. It had been possible for the returning
officer
to put off the கே.

cision on votes till
poll.

after the termination of the”

This opened a door to wrong practices: ~

There was no necessity for changes in some*
places, as in London, where 8,000 were polled
in seven days, and at Norwich 8,000 had been >
polled in a day, and in Westminster from 15~

to 17,000 had been polled within the proper—
time. A bond fide candidate would not be pre=
nue from the other manufactures has improved vented from keeping up a poll. He would not
and indicated their prosperity, and when, from enter into the question as to the practices of yotthe facility of procuring South American hides ing in Ireland. In England he considered, conby our more intimate connection with that coun- stitutionally, that the voters came up and tender=
try, a great increase of our leather manufactures ed their votes. He had heard certainly of a
(notwithstanding the consumption of the late fatal occasion in Wexford, in Ireland, where
war) might reasonably have been expected; the there was a question about striking off the votes
petitioners therefore most humbly pray, that the of persons who had come up to vote without
house will again take the nature and operation the consent of their landlords. (Hear, hear.)
of this tax into their serious consideration, In England he considered that the voters
which, as a revenue, is insignificant, compared brought up the candidates.
Lord Palmerston saw some force in what fell
with the many evils it brings upon the country,
and that the house will remove a burthen de- from the hon. baronet; but the objections startstructive to one of the oldest and most impor- ed to it were to him satisfactory. ‘The apptetant staple manufactures of the country, as it hension was that a fraud might be committ
respects the landed, agricultural, commercial, by a returning officer on a candidate, by gong
as well as manufacturing interests of Great on to make objections, so as to prevent the due
reception of yotes. He thought some arrangement
Britain.”
பெடி SWEEPERS’ REGULATION BILL.] A might be made, which might tend to obviate
petition was presented’ of
sweepers, and householders

master chimney
of London and

objections as to the danger of fictitious votes.
Might not the returning officer be empower

to

Westminster, against this bill.—Ordered
to lie consider the yotes objected to each day, and.
on the table.

A petition was

to determine at a given hour on the day suc-

|

received of inhabitants of ceeding ; and if a number of good votes, €XSunderland, in favour of the bill.
ceeding 400, were found, that then the poll
On the motion of Mr. Bennet, the bill was should continue ?
5
then read a third time, and passed.
The clause was put and negatived without
ELecrion Laws AMENDMENT Brix.) Mr. a division.
to the
Brogden brought up the report of this bill,
Mr. Lamb observed, that his objections
when, after some conversation between General pepo
provisions of the bill remained in f
Thornton, Mr. Wynn, and Sir William Bur- force, and he trusted thar they would receive
toughs, the amendments of the committee were பய் consideration before it finally passed into”
பக
ஆர்ப்
ed to, on'an understanding
that the main dislaw.
cussion would take place on the third reading,
_ The bill was then ordered to be read a third —
cM John Smith brought up a clause, to probe ~
vi » that in case. of questions arising as to the time on Monday the 2d of March, ES and to இழ

printed as amended.
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Report
of the Secret Committee.
it higly probable
that the same cayses which
ae that time
thwared.
the execution
of those

desperate designs, viz. the vigilance of the go-

்
Monday, Feb. 23.
Excurqurr Birts
Bo1—Matr,

vernment, the great activity and. in

“ace of

Dvu-

the magistrates, the ready assistance afforded

“ By the lords committees appointed a secret

stance a murder was committed. They compelled some persons to join them, and endeavoured to compel others by threats of violence,
and particularly by the terror of the murder
which had been committed; and they proposed
to reach Nottingham early in the morning of
the 10th of June, and to surprise the military in
their barracks; hoping thus to become masters
of the town, and to be joined: by considerable
numbers there, and by a party which they expected would be assembled in Nottingham
‘orest, and which actually did assemble at that

&c.

Tiss BLL.) The royal
assent was
given by under their orders by the regular troops and yeocommission to these bills. The commissioners manry, the prompt and efficient arrangements of
were, the Lord Chancellor, the Marquis of the officers intrusted with that service, the knowledge which had from time to time been obtained.
Winchester, and the Earl of Shaftesbury.
Habeas Corpus Suspension Actr.]~Lord of the plans of the disaffected, and the consequent
Holland presented a petition of the lord mayor, arrest and confinement of the leading agitators,
aldermen and commons of the city of London, would occasion a still further postponement of
praying for an immediate, impartial and rigid their atrocious plans.
inquiry into the conduct of ministers, in the exIt now appears that in the night of the oth of
ercise of the powers entrusted to them under June last,a rising took place in Derbyshire,
the suspension of the habeas corpus act.—Or- headed by a person who went for that purpose
dered to:lie upon the table.
from Nottingham, and was therefore called
REPORT OF THE SECRET COMMITTEE.] The | “the Nottingham Captain,”
The insurgents
Duke of Montrose brought up the report of the were not formidable for their numbers, but they
secret committee, appointed to examine into were actuated by an atrocious spirit. Several
the matter of the several papers, sealed up, pre- of them had fire-arms; others had pikes pre- sented to the house by command of the Prince viously prepared for the. purpose; and as
Regent.—It was read. by the reading clerk, at they advanced towards Nottingham they plunthe table, as follows :—

ப

committee to examine into the matter of the
papers presented to this house, in.a sealed bag,

by the command
Prince

Regent,

of his Royal

and

Highness

the

to report to the house as

they shall see cause: And to whom-were referted additional papers (sealed up,) also, presented
to the house by the command
of his Royal
Highness the Prince Regent:
Ordered to report,
That the committee haye proceeded
amine the papers so referred to them.

to ex-

dered

several

houses

of arms, and in one in-

In.execution of this duty they have proceed- place; as after stated. The
disposition to pluned, in the first place, to consider such of the der, the resistance
they met with, and other
said papers as contained information

»

an expected motion for reform

ns

as to the

state of those parts of England in which the circumstances. detailed in the two reports of the
former committees appear to have arisen.
In the last of those reports, presented to the
Ouse on the 12th of June last, it was represented that the period of a general rising, of
which the intention and object were stated in
the reports, appeared to have been fixed. for as
carlya day as possible after the
discussion of
in parliament ;

‘at Nottingham appeared to have been intend.
ed as the head-quarters, upon which a part of
© Insurgents were to march in the first instance; and that-they expected to be joined
there, and on their march towards London, by
Cther bodies, with such arms as they might
vevalready provided, or might procure by
ae from private houses, or from the
different
pots. or barracks, of which the attack was

Proposed,

_ That concurrent information, from

Many quarters, confirmed the expectation of a
neral, rising about the time above mentioned,
ut that it was subsequently. postponed to the
r loth of June, for which various reasons
i been assigned... The report added, that the

“st intelligence from those quarters had made

circumstances,

so

delayed

their

march,

that

they had not arrived near their place of destination at a late hour in the morning; and the
country
being alarmed, a military force was
assembled to oppose them.

‘The Ianguage used by many persons engaged
in this enterprise, and particularly by their
leaders, leaves no room to doubt that their objects were the overthrow of the established go-

vernment and laws; extravagant as those

jects were, when compared with the inadequate

means which they possessed. In the course of
their march, many of their body felt alarmed at
the atrocious projects in which they had enaged, which had actually led to a cruel and
ட் iberate murder5 they found that their confederates had not arrived to their support, as they

had. been led to expect;

and in

the அடல்

through which they passed, a strong InUSPOS!
tion being manifested towards their

ey ile

projects, some of them threw away theln pikes
and retired,, before the military force நடலாம்

and on the first show of that force the rest

dis~

persed, their leaders attempting 10 watnபட ட
மண
றாவ were taken’ prisoners, and many
ப்
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e
e
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proposed to take effect
June, as stated in the last of those reports. —
in the month of
At the assizes at Derby,

July

following, the

found bills of| back, to obtain

grand jury

ன

tedtcanent for fiphtecaeon

forty-six of the main body

intel
of the

the persons charged with having been engaged | was pretended that the

in this insurrection; and several of those per- |
sons having been taken, were arraigned upon
the indictment before a special commission |
issued for that purpose, which sat at Derby in|
the month of October following. Four of the |
rincipal offenders were separately
| and
ன்
three of them were exec
the capital punishment of the fourth
ted, on condition of transportation.
viction of these four induced nineteen of the

D

favourable to their designs;
Nottingham and its neighbourhood,
De by,
from the evidence given on the trials at
In the night of the 9th of June, some persons,
stated to be in number about one hundred,

other persons indicted, whose conduct had been

deemed in the next degree most criminal, to
withdraw

their pleas of Not

Guilty,

and

to

remained assembled
past two o’clock in
of death on these persons, was afterwards re- time they dispersed.
rent conditions. Against all the turbance in the town
mitted, on different

plead Guilty to the indictment, in hopes of thus
avoiding a capital punishment; and the sentence

on the rac
the morning, about
Some appearanct
of Nottingham early in tl

other persons indicted, who were in custody, | night of the oth, induced the magistrates to send
the law officers of the crown declined producing | for a military force from the barracks; and orrestored, the military returned
any evidence, and they were accordingly
ac- | der bein, coe
quitted.

racks, and were not again called out,
wele |

‘The rest of the persons included in| to their

the indictment, had fled from justice, and have until the morning of the 10th, when they
not yet been taken.
a
required to assist in dispersing the Di
The fact of this actual insurrection first proved insurgents, who were then on their march; —

Connected with these disturbances in De!
to the satisfaction of a most respectable
grand
jury of the county of Derby, who found the | shire and Nottinghamshire, a’ disposition 6
bill of indictment, and afterwards proved in| milar conduct was manifested in a part off the
open court,

to the

satisfaction of

the seyeral | West Riding

of Yorkshire.

On

the

oth of

juries, sworn on the four several trials of the | June a meeting of delegates was assembled at@
persons convicted ; proved also, by the acknow- | place called Thormhill Lees, near Huddersfield;
ledgment of the same
drew their pleas of
Guilty to the same
mitted themselves to

guilt by those who with: | and at this meeting it was understood, that the
/Not Guilty, and pleaded | time to be fixed for a general. risin; would
indictment, and ‘thus sub-|announced.
The persons assembled at that
the mercy of the crown, mecting were surprised by the magistrates, 2%

appear to the committee to have established, be- sisted by a military force, and some were taken
into custody. This arrest deranged the me
of the disaffected ; and the
greater
part of the
specting the plans of more extended insurrec- | districtsin that part of Yorksh hire; inin whicwhi
tion, which had previously been concerted, and | generalர் g had been proposed, remain

yond the possibility ofa doubt, the credit due to
ப
the information
mentioned in the last report, rerespecting the postponement of these

the oth or 10th of June.
But

this msurrection

plans to|

in Derbyshire was not

the only circumstance occurring since the
riod described in the last of the two reports

quiet:

But in the neighbourhood

of Hudders3

field, in the night of the sth of June, a consider,

able body assembled, some

with fire-arms, and

pe- others with scythes fixed on poles, and pr:
be- ceeded to various outrages, plundering houses

fore mentioned, which demonstrates the correctness of the information on which the com-

forarms, and firing on

ட. constable of Hud-

dersfield, and upon a person of the yeomanty
mittee who made that report proceeded, in re- caval:jalry, who went out of the town to lear?
presenting such a general rising to have been in- pte ௦ ட
Indictments were pee
as
tended,
ம and to }have been postponed; and that
t
‘or the felonies and the burglaries at the ass!
was the head-quarter
upon which
‘ Nottingham
nero Me
cee qué
வs ர்வல்
பரம் | at Yorkடன i

rst instance 5 and
that they were expected to| estab!
beBoe
joined there»byyy i insurgent
sents from1 diffeferent ae

Rarly in the same night on which the Derby-

the month of July.

The facts of the

es there committed appear to have!

beet

ished by the finding of the bills by oe
jury; but swflicient evidence was not pF

luced on the trial to bring the crimes home

any individuals,

ன்
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the evidence given atthe trials at Derby, have not been brought
that the Derbyshire’ insurgents had

these, seven

03].

onsiderable
reinforcement from this
hire, believing that a general rising

a place at the time
to be fixed for that
“purpose; and it/appearsilikewise, that in York-

shire, as well as in all the other districts கட

வ

அன்ப

எல மகர

From

subsequent warrant of detention. Against thirtyseven, warrants
of ¢
high treason, were

On
the

state; But one, who was

suspicion of
secretary of

ly committed, was

soon after réleased; another was soon discharged

reliance on account of illness; and a third died in priThe grounds upon which those warrants
powerful support and co-operation from Lon- were issued, have been severally examined by
don, however erroneous such an expectation the committee; on that examination it has ap‘these designs were carrying on, great

has

ட்டா

been placed upon the hope of son.

» may have been, with respect to the extent to
which it was supposed to have existed.

_ The committee have the satisfaction of delivering it as their decided opinion, that not only

peared fo the committee,

that all these

arrests

and detentions have been fully justified ‘by the
various circumstances under which they have
taken place;

and in no case does

any warrant

in the countryin general, but in those districts of detention appear to have been issued, except
where the designs of the disaffected were most im consequence of information upon oath.

actively and unremittingly pursued, the great
body of the people have remained untainted,
' even-during the periods of the greatest internal
difficulty and distress.

‘The arrests and trials which have taken place,

“It appears to the committee, that all the per-

sons’ who were so arrested and detained, and
who were not prosecuted, have been at different
times discharged, as the state of the country,

and

the

circumstances

attending

the several

and the development of the designs of the trials which had taken place, were judged to
leaders

of the disaffected, together

with

the

continued activity and vigilance of the magistrates and of the
mest must have had
the salutary effect of checking the progress of
disaffection, where it existed ; and the improved
state of the country, and the increased apy
ment

now

afforded to

the

labouring

classes,

1276 contributed to render those who were most
open to seduction, less disposed to embrace the
desperate measures which the pressure of distress might have led them to hazard.
Some of the persons engaged in these pro-,
. jects, particularly in London, are still active,
and appear determined to persevere, though
with decreasing numbers and resources. It ap-

permit.
The committee understand that, up to a certain period, expectations were entertained of

being able to bring to trial a large proportion of

the persons so arrested and détained; but that
these expectations have trom time to time been
unavoidably relinquished.
ச
On the whole therefore, it has appeared to
the committee, that the government, in the ex-

ecution of the powers vested in it, by the two

acts before mentioned, has acted with due dis-

cretion and moderation ; and as far as appears-

to the committee,

the magistrates in the several

pears, therefore, to the committee, that the con-

disturbed districts have, = their activity and
vigilance, contributed materially to the preserva-'
tion of the public peace.’”?
On the motion of the Duke of Moztrote, the

to empower

had been susBended on such slender evidence,

tinued vigilance of government, and of the magistrates in the several districts which haye-been |. report was ordered to lie’on the table, and to be
most disturbed, will be necessary.
printed.
Haying thus taken a view of the state of the
Earl.,Grosvenor observed, that this report
country in the disturbed districts, from the pé- affordelno new information to the house. It
riod described in the report made to the house was littlé more than a transcript of what had
towards the close of the last session of parlia- been stated by the former committees, and
ment, the committee have proceeded to examine what had passed on the trials at Derby.
~ such of the papers ல
to them, as relate to ‘There was nothing like any proof that the
the arrests of several petsons undef warrants state of the country required such measures
Issued by one of his Majesty’s principal secre- as had been adopted on the recommendation of
tariés of state, and the detention of several of ministers. He was mot now disposed to enter
€ persons so arrested under the authority of into a consideration of the report, but he must
two acts passed in the last session of parliament, express his regret that ‘the habeas corpus act
detain

. With respect to those,

indictment were found by

Their lordships had
mighty dangemthrough
against whom bills of but to enable the house
different grand juries, of ministers, it would

now a view of
்
which they had ட i
to judge of
ie
be necessary

and those who haye been brought to ttial or evidence should’be laid on the table.
e fled from justice, the committee conceive
at it is unnecessary for them to make an par-

Statement.

Warrants were issued by the

Secretary of state against ten persons, who have
eee takén.
Forty-four persons appear to
, (ave been arrested under warrants of the secre-

ட்

‘The Earl ofச் Lauderdale
thoughts as 99 மம்
d'to those of last session, it

oe)

of'this report 'Tefe
would

be p

ir lordships to have

Ce

பண

்

s

oar roe ered

es repens Co வதன் to the house b
that the two rpiteees of last session be printed.

Sry of state, on suspicion of high treason, who Ordered.

gee

his Majesty to secure and

Such persons as his Majesty shall suspect are
Sonspiring against his person and government.
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GRIGVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION: Act.)©
er
ul ,
"The Earl of Carnarvon presented a petitioninhabi. LEATHER TAX)
merchants, manufacturers, and others,
of tanners, curriers,4
tants of the towns of Manchester, Salford,as and
Tweed; also, of the
the
terms
same
the
in
the neighbourhood,
this tax.—Ordered to
petition presented by Mr. Philips to the House

Mr. Curaven pres
194.) |
of Commons on the 9th instant. (See page
oe
of thet
tables
onthe
tolie
ed
Order
Whitehaven,
Egremont, Wor:
1, Marypr
|
of
on
petiti
a
nted
prese
then
earl
‘The noble
and
Keswick,
against
the
tax.—Ordered
by
nted
prese
that
to
r
‘William Ogden, simila
eae
on the on the table, and to be printed,
Mr. Bennet to the House of Commons

13th instant.

(See pase 382.)

;

petition of James Sellers,
He next presented
ng gaol. It stated, that
Readi
late a prisoner in
tithe petitioner had not committed any unconsany
tutional act, and that he was ready to meet
‘That
charge that might be brought ue
argdisch
was
he
1817,
ber
Decem
of
4th
on the
in a
now
was
«and
ce,
nizan
ed on his own recog

Tt set forth the same allegations and
as the petition of the tanners and leather

A

ee

of the ancient town of Winchelsea, and its vici-

nity, which was presented to the house upon
Friday last.
்

Mr. Bennet presented’a petition of the tanners,
hcurtiers, and others, of Shrewsbury, against the
tax.—Ordered

he

and

their lordships to take his case into considera

printed. ae

to lie on

the table, and to be

:
It set forth the same allegations and
the
his wife procured to subsist upon being from ‘That
as the petition of the டடம leather Bon
nearly exhausted bounty of a few friends, Man- of the ancient town of Winchelsea, and its vicihe had followed the business of a cutler in
nity, which was presented to the house upon
chester, on his own account, for twelve years
Friday
last.
ed
arrest
being
of
e
quenc
conse
in’
last past; but,
Tirues LAw AMENDMENT BiLy.]
Mr
under the suspension act, he had lost both his
the Amend
tools and his business. He therefore prayed Curwen brought in his bill “ for

most wretched state; the little which

a

ment of the Law in respect to Tithes.”

Read

a first time, and க. to be printed—It was
as
follows:
ed
to
advert
nd
Holla
Lord
.|
Trave
_ Suave
‘Whereas all pleas and the cognizance of all
‘an address of the house to the throne, praying

tion.—Ofrdered to lie on the table.

that the colonial assemblies in. the West Indies pleas of prescriptions, customs, and manners of
might be eet to adopt such measures as might tithing, from time immemorial, have been matters
be most effectual for preventing any traffic in merely triable and determinable by the common
slaves, and wished to be informed, whether law; and in all such cases, the courts of com

‘ministers meant to bring the subject under con- sideration, by pres He acts of the colonial
legislatures relating to

ask this m any hostility

this subject? He did not

to mimisters, who, he

had no doubt, had done all in their power to urge
the colonial assemblies to adopt the requisite

mon law haye prohibited the ecclesiastical courts
from trying and determining such pleas, and
have put them in a course of trial by jury; 20
also real compositions and. exemptions and discharges from tithes, being of the same nature, are
properly triable and determinable in like mannet+
And whereas suits in equity are instituted ie

measures; nor did he doubt the disposition of
the latter. He knew, indeed, that in Jamaica account of tithes, in which such prescriptions
measures to the effect desired had been adopted

customs and manners of tithing, compositions
real, and exemptions and discharges, inciden

of Manchester) who presided there as governor,

come in question, and sometimes bills are

Jonial acts upon this subject had not been receiyed; and ministers had thought it most advisable

any prescription, custom or manner of tithing,
composition real, or exemption oF discharge

would move for leave to bring in a bill founded

grace and favour of the court:

under the auspices of the noble duke, (the Duke

ம
and whose conduct in that station was equally for establishing them :
And whereas by the course and practice of
honourable to the government here and advancourts of equity, a rector, upon his prayes
tageous to the interests of the island.
Earl Bathurst said, that the whole of the co- always allowed to have an issue, to try by. Uy.

not to bring the matter under consideration till upon praying the same; when, on the conti’
the person or persons defendin; under su
they had all come to hand.
The Earl of Liver- prescription, custom, manner of tithing, comp
_ Bu oF INDeMNITY.]
that the house do adjoum, sition real, or exemption or லட
pool, in movil
the special
Wednesday,a noble friend of his allowed to have such issue, but by
. ‘stated, that, on
ட

with

it would be more consistent W!
‘And whereas
‘onthe report just presented to the house, and that
.
Friday
the
true
principles
of the constitution, 28 We
on
ibe
moved
would
பரக
enon

டட

We es
HOUSE
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with the rules of impartial justice, if both Pat

had the same right or privilege of trial by in
in such cases, and more especially as 1 fa

Monday, Feb. 23.

cases ‘there are, and ever must be, many a

Sioners, the House went; and being returned,

be inquired into, which the judges cannot ட்.

i

. Ona message to attend the Lords Commis. circumstances and considerations மனம்

Pe

rectories, or any part thereof, or any tithes

as over any other ecclesiastical b
ae such conyeyance:
whereas many persons, owners of lands, tene- and agreements, at t
ments or hereditaments, have, in order to free them, and to their successo

emoluments belonging to the same,

other lands, tenements or hereditaments: And.

such lands, tenements or hereditaments from the

afterwards; but by a decision in the court ¢

payment of tithes, purchased of such ey rectors,
and

granted and conyeyed

had

them, the

to

discharges from tithes of their own

tithes or

time
assuwere
lost,

Jands, tenements or hereditaments, but by
and accident the deeds, conveyances and
rances by which such tithes orsiechale
so granted or conveyed, are destroyed or

by which they are disabled from making a title

to such tithes, in consequence whereof many
owners and occupiers are in ‘great danger, and

will be more so in progress of time, of losing the

tithes or discharges which they or those under
whom they claim have
yemedy whereof, Be it
forth where any right
charges from payment

chancery,in the year one ண
னாம்
and sixty-five, and other subsequent deci
such conveyances, exchanges, compositi
agreements, have been held to be invalid,
in consequence thereof, divers rectors,
,
and ecclesiastical bodies and persons, notwithstanding such conveyances, exchanges, compositions and agreements, so carried into ef e
haye, by filing bills in equity and otherwise,
succeeded in recovering tithes in kind, and lands
and tenements, and ayoiding such conveyances,

lawfully purchased ; For
enacted, that from henceor title to tithes or disof tithes shall be claimed

or set up against any lay impropniator or impro=

priators, it shall be sufficient to allege in

grant heretofore duly made, which by

that by
time

general,

ae

dart

is lost or destroyed and can-

not be’ produced, such tithes or discharges were
duly
granted to some former owner or owners
of such

lands, tenements or hereditaments;

and

if it shall be made appear to the court or jury,

exchanges, compositions and agreements,
and

have also retained and kept lands and tenements
allotted, conveyed or exchanged in lieu
of tithes,
and other lands and tenements, as from length

of time, the owners thereof cannot be discover

ed; which proceedings create great confusion
in landed property, and are highly unconscion-

able and unjust; For remedy whereof, Be it
enacted, that all such conyeyances,: exchanges,

compositions and agreements, so as. aforesaid

made prior to the year one thousand seven
hundred and sixty-six, which have been carried
into effect and execution, shall be deemed and

in proof, that such tithes or discharges have, as

taken to be valid and binding, according to the

-ed or enjoyed, and there is no sufficient proof,
in the judgment of such court or jury,
to inva-

be proved to the court or jury before whom

far back as living memory goes, been

held, retain-

true intent and meaning

thereof, unless it cal

such conveyances, exchanges, compositions07

110216 the same, the court or jury Shall presume agreements are brought into question, that they
“that such tithes or dischargés have been thereto- were originally fraudulently obtained, any law
fore duly granted, by some owner or owners of or statute to the contrary notwithstanding.
the impropriate rectory of some owner or ownProvided always, and be it further enacted
ers of the lands, tenements and hereditaments, that if any such conveyances, exchanges, 60M
~ in respect of which such tithes or discharges are positions or agreements shall be set aside on’ the
claimed, although no deeds or instruments of grounds aforesaid, not only the pecuniary pay"
such grant or Guechare be produced or proved ments and compositions in lieu of tithes 8
to have been executed.
cease, but any lands, tenements or hereditament’
And whereas, between the thirteenth year of assigned, conveyed or allotted in lieu thert'y
' the reign of Queen Elizabeth and the year one or received in exchange as aforesaid, shall i
thousand seven hundred and sixty-six, divers
conveyances, exchanges,compositions and agreements, have been made, for effecting inclosures
and drainages and other purposes, whereby lands
and tenements, as well as pecuniary payments
and other compensations, haye been allotted,
conveyed,
ம
and assigned, to rectors,

restored to the true owner or owners there0'y
if such owner or owners can be discovered, 87

vicars and other ecclesiastical bodies and persons,

and until such petition be preferred, and. notice

and their successors for ever, in lieu of Jands,

॥

shall prefer his, her or their petition in’ a ¢

of equity, for the restoration of such lands, tene
ments or hereditaments, within

be)

after such conveyances, exchanges, composition?
and agreements shall be so set aside as afore’

thereof duly served, such lands, tenements a
tithes, common rights, and other rights, divers hereditaments shall be and become
tee
arrangements and regulations haye been made overseer or overseers of the poor for the ட்
_with respect thereto, upon the faith and credit being, of the parish, township or place whe ate
_ of which, and upon supposition that they were such lands, tenements ‘and hereditaments #7
ing, not only against the parties to them, situate, for the use and benefit ofthe poor
but against the successors of such parsons, vicars, such parish, township or place, aud the 1 (ர்

ecclesiastical bodies and persons, divers inclo-

‘issues and profits thereof from time to tneaul

\

ஐபி...

8018 02 ௦010300115,

என்

:

‘

Habeas Corpus Suspension Act.

_ be applied and disposed of accordingly, by sich
overseer or overseers; and if no such
be preferred, and notice thereof duly

ன்

petition
served

as aforesaid, then such

lands, tenements and hereditaments shall be for
ever vested in such overseer or overseers for the
time being, for the use and. benefit of the poor
as aforesaid ; and no overseer or overseers shall
be answerable to any Owner or owners, of any
mesne rents, issues or profits of such lands or
tenements received by him, her or them for the
use of the poor, prior to the service of notice
of such pétition being preferred as aforesaid.
Provided always, and be it further enacted,
that it shall and may be lawful to and for the
court, upon a summary petition, either by the
Overseer/or overseers of the poor, or any person
or persons claiming the said lands, tenements

[522

fe entitled to the same,
shal
‘or the same, by, distress and sale,
charged with such moduses or compositions or
any part thereof, as in cases
of rent reserved

upon demises or leases of land.
=
Provided always, and be it enacted, that where

issues shall be prayed or directed

by

the court,

for the trial of any moduses, compositions ot
exemptions, which are informally pleaded or
set forth in any bill or answer,
the court shall
not be obliged to direct issues in the same terms

as laid in the bill or answer, but may direct them ~
in legal forms, and according to
the true sense,

meaning and intention of the party or parties
pleading the same, and as will best answer the
purposes of justice: and in order to prevent
parties from praying frivolous and vexatious
issues, the parties praying the same and failing
and hereditaments, to order such lands, tenements therein, shall be liable to pay
and hereditaments to be given up to such over- costs at law, as to such part or parts as he or
seer: or overseers, or persons claiming and prov- they shall fail in; if the judge before whom the
ing to such court their title to the same respec- same shall be tried, shall certify that they were
tively, asthe case may require; and in case frivolous and vexatious.
a
any difficulty should occur in ascertaining the
Haseas Corpus Suspension Act.] Mr.
boundaries or situations of such lands, tenements Sheriff Desanges appeared at the bar, and preor hereditaments, the court shall issue commis- sented a petition of the lord mayor, aldermen,
“sions for ascertaining and setting out the same, and commons of the'city of London, for an inOr assigning an equivalent in lieu thereof in quiry into the conduct of ministers with regard
other lands, tenements and hereditaments, be- to the execution
of this act.—Ordered to lie on
longing to the rectory, parsonage, vicarage, or the table and to be printed.
S
‘other ecclesiastical benefice, or ecclesiastical
It set forth, “ that the petitioners, holding in
bodies or persons, to which or whom such be- veneration the sacred principles of freedom upon
fore-mentioned lands, tenements or hereditaments

had been assigned, allotted, conveyed or ex-

changed.

ப்

Provided always, and be it enacted, that no
) Tector, parson, vicar or ecclesiastical body or

‘person, when

such

conveyances,

exchanges,

compositions and agreements shall be set aside

as aforesaid, shall recover or be entitled to an
account or compensation for tithes in kind; or
Tents, issues and profits of lands, but from the
time of his having given up the lands, tenements,

which the British constitution is founded, have

witnessed with the deepest concern the frequent
and dangerous innovations which, upon unfounded

alarms

and

pretences,

have

of

late

years been made thereon, more particularly by
the suspension of the habéas corpus act, and
other restrictions upon the hberty of the sub-

ject, during the last session of parliament ; the

petitioners remind the house that the habeas
corpus act was passed at a period remarkable
above all others for plots and alarms, that it
hereditaments and pecuniary payments and com- conferred no new right, but was intended as a
Pensation, allotted, conveyed, exchanged or barrier for the liberty of the subject in
conseassigned in lieu of such tithes or lands.
quence of the frequent arbitrary and illesal
ar_And whereas it frequently happens, by the rests and imprisonments, upon charges of sedidifferent inclosures, alterations and arrangement tion and treason, by the corrupt and tyrannical _
' OF land which have taken and must take place, ministers of those days; they submit to the
that the precise limits or boundaries of lands ‘house, that if this great bulwark of personal se_ Covered by pecuniary or other moduses or com- curity is to be suspended whenever the people
Positions cannot be precisely ascertained, where- labour under heavy
grievances, and the misconey such moduses and compositions are in danger duct of ministers Bs impelled them to lay
Of being lost; for remedy whereof, be it enacted, their complaints before parliament, or at the foot
that where pecuniary
or other moduses or com. of the throne, instead of inquiring into and rePositions

are

found-to

exist,

and it shall be

doubtful what lands are covered thereby, the
Court before which they shall come in question,
all not’on that account determine such moduses
r compositions ta be void, but shall issue com-

Missions to ascertain the lands covered’ thereby,
°F set out.other lands of the same owner suffi.
Clent to secure the same; and in all
cases where

“te'are pecuniary payments by way of modus
composition, the rector, parson, vicar or other

dressing them, this-boasted right is become a

dead letter, its whole efficacy is lost, and it had

better at once be struck out of the statute book

than be suffered to remain only as a sad and mor.

tifying ‘memorial of what Englishmen formerly

enjoyed; that the petitioners did, in the last
session of parliament, implore the house not to
assent to any proposition for depriving the peo.

ple of that essential part of the constitution, the

habeas corpus act, no precedent whatever exist-

G

vital interest were

ough

they complained then, and they
comy
that they were founded upon the reports
cret committees, upon which were some

பை the purposeof
stifling ‘se- | minis மடமை
laints-and protecting abuses
5 the petition.
ne

ministers of the crown, and upon ex-parte evidence alone, selected by those ministers, with-

out even further investigation after those reports
had been contradicted in some of their most
material parts, and had been offered to be'disproved at the bar of the house: that, since the
passing of the said act, the petitioners have

viewed with indignation and horror the vindictive cruelty with which ministers have exercised
the powers intrusted to them; numerous individuals have been torn from their wives and
families, dragged into distant prisons, where
they have been immured, heavily ironed, for
months together, and afterwards released with-

out being brought to trial, or even knowing the
charges against them, although repeatedly demanding to be brought before the legal tribunals
of the country; the petitioners cannot sufficiently express their abhorrence at the employment of infamous and abandoned wretches in
the capacity of spies and informers, the hired
agents of government, who it appears have been
traversing the country, and, wherever distress
and misery had engendered discontent and irri-

ers have looked with anxiety to the

்

ceedings of the house ;*the comm
parliament

has

been represented by

authorities as the great inquest
of the
to search into all the oppressions and.

kin
injus:

of the king’s ministers 5 it is long since the peti.
tioners have sven this important and necessary
fanction exercised, but they “entertained.
the
| most sanguine hopes that the house, after the
unexampled difficulties and privations
the peo. ”
ple hadendured, aggravated
as they have been”
by the arbitrary and oppressive acts of the

ters, would at length have instituted the mast
serious and rigid inquiry into the multiplied
oppressions and injustices of the king’s ministers; the petitioners cannot conceal from the
house that they look with no confidence to any
report that the committees of secrecy now sit-

ting may make, the said committees eo
to be composed for the greater partof placemen,

and

those very ministers whose conduct

is the subject of investigation; that a committee
thus formed is at variance with every establish
principle of civil or criminal jurisprudence,
and
tation, these inhuman wretches have, by the cannot satisfy the justice and expectation of the
basest artifices and falsehoods, endeavoured to country; the petitioners therefore mene
excite simple and deluded men into acts of out- the houSe to institute an immediate, impa
age and treason, and in the “instances where and rigid inquiry into the conduct of ministers,
convictions have taken place, the petitioners under the late suspension of the habeas corpus
feel convinced, from what has transpired, that act, and that the whole proceedings conne!
the
ட் and deluded individuals were the therewith may be referred to such committee#&
victims of these abandoned agents; that, not shall be composed of such members only of the
withstanding the solemnity with which the mag- house as hold neither places or pensions: un
nitude and atrocity of the treasons in Scotland the crown: and they further prays that the
‘were said to exist, the petitioners can find no re- house will not render the vaunted responsibility
cord.of any conyiction for the crimes alleged, of ministers a mere name, by passing a'bill of
although the most disgraceful tampering with a indemnity, and preclude those who have jee
Witness appears to have taken place in order to the victims of oppression and persecutio®
procure such conviction; that in the metropolis, from the means of appeal to the laws
the
after the greatest prejudice had been excited by country.””
‘
;
ministers against an individual, and after vindicGRIEVANCES UNDER THE SusPENSION ACT.
tively persisting in putting him on his trial the Mr. Bennet presented the following petition”
third time, not content with the previous acquit- George Bradbury, which was ordered to lie 0)
tal of two successive juries, during which trials
attempts were made to deprive him of the onl

means of defence by which be could
-

பிப்

his innocence, ministers experienced equal disgrace and discomfiture; and the petitioners can-

the table and to be printed.

«That the pet

tioner was “always a distinguished loyal many

and he never Jearnt that petitioning the house
was contrary to strict loyalty;

the ne

begs of the house to remark, that, for

not refrain from expressing £0 the house their exercising this lawful privilege, a wae
conviction that those prosecutions were not un- granted against him by lord Sidmouth, and ©
dertaken for the protection of religion, but for was persecuted from his home and business
பவ
objects, and that had’ the publications six weeks, and. then arrested, heavily 1one®
een in favour of ministers, or in ridicule of their: and conveyed to London like a/murderers 1°
Opponents, they would not have excited the atten- petitioner knew it could be proved that the
67
tion of the government, unless, as in other cases, racter of reform had attempted to be change’
.to reward the authors; that, while these acts. of into rebellion by police plots: on the petitions
Severity and oppression have been pursued with | fi st examination before lord Sidmouth,’
en

unrelenting rigour, although the sufferings of sired his lordship to send his warrants>

527].
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expedient; and they further pray to be heard.

ents,

is calculatedto remove
the evils

fm therefore earnestly |
at the bar of the house either by themselves or aa
its
Wi
lom take such: steps.
counsel,”
்
British MusruM.| Mr. Banges presented
a. most likely to obtain the much-desired objects,’
of ins.
petition of the trustees of the British Museum, | _Sir F. Burdett presented two petitions
for leave to present a petition for further aid. habitants of Warrington, praying
for réform of
The Prince Regent’s recommendation being sig- patliament.—A petition on the same. subject.
nified, leave was given, and the petition present- was then presented of inhabitants of Christ
ed accordingly,—It prayed, that the house would Church, Middlesex; also. two petitions
of in.
enable the trustees to purchase theyaluable library habitants of Bethnal Green; also seven petitions.
of the late learned and reverend Dr, Charles Bur- of inhabitants of Middlesex; also three peti.
ey, at. the public charge, for the purpose of tions of inhabitants of Westminster; also of
adding it to the Collection now existing in the inhabitants of Saint டபக் Saint John—
Ordered to Jie on the table.
‘
Museum.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he was
Corron Facrories Bix.) Sir R. “Peel, in
strongly disposed to promote the object of the moving the order of the day for the second»
petition; but, as the matter required considera- reading of this, bill; observed, that its princi
tion, he thought that a select committee should was exactly the same as that of the bill which
be appointed, to inquire into the value of the he introduced in 1815, and he hoped, for the
library.
sake of the unhappy children for whose protecThe petition was accordingly referred to a
committee, to examine the matter thereof, and

to report the same, with their observations thereupon, to the house.—The members
the committee were,—
Mr. Bankes

named on

Mr. Frederick Douglas

Mr. Chancellor of the Mr. F. Lewis
Exchequer
Mr. Canning

Mr. Long

Mr. D. Gilbert

Sir William Scott
Mr. Lushington

Sir James Macintosh
Lord Binning

Mr. Brougham
Mr. Fazakerley

Mr. Vesey Vitzgerald
Mr. Charles Grant, jan.

Finance CoMMITTEE.| Mr. Davies Gilbert
presented a report of the select committee appointed to inquire into the income and expenditure of the country.—It related to the army
estimates, and was ordered to lie on the table,
and to be printed.
PARLIAMENTARY ReEFoRM.] Mr. Bennet presented a petition of inhabitants of Nottingham.
—Ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed.
It set forth “ that the petitioners haye long seen

with deep regret the lavish expenditureof the pub-

lic money on useless placemen, pensioners, and
sinecurists, and also on a large standing army in
time of profound peace, while the methanic,

tion it was intended, that he should succeed in
his object. It had been said, that the bill interfered with free labour, but he was himself an advocate for free Jabour, and he could not tell how
little children, who had neither a will nora voice
of their own, could be deemed

free labourers,

These children were under either parente or
masters, who, of course, directed them in their
conduct. He was happy to find that the parents
had petitioned that house to take the children
under its protection, The bill embraced. such a
large and beneficent object, and included the interests of so many poor people, that the plan
could not possibly be carried into effect without an act of parliament. He.hoped that the
house, in the present instance, would allow the

same course to be taken that had been followed

three yearsago. ‘The bill might undergo a second reading, the blanks might be filled up, and

plenty of time might be allowed, in order that:
it should be known all over the country, and no

further proceedings might be adopted till after
the holydays.

(Hear.)

He did not wish-any

man to be taken by surprise, but he hoped the

house would allow no further time to be wasted
than could be avoided, before the determination
of a measure of such importance. The bill of
artisan, and labourer, are pining for want, their 1815 had proposed, that children under ten yee!
wages not being adequate to ts high price of should not be admitted to the manufactories
every neces:
of life ; the petitioners have be- He now proposed, that nine years should be is
held with poignant sorrow the suspension of time, and that the
powers of the act should en!
their dearest nghts, and the consequent eyils when children attained the age of sixteen
10%
arising therefrom, namely, the incarceration of till that time, they could not be said to be free
several innocent individuals, who, after being in- agents, or capable of judging for themselves

humanly treated for several months, are sent
home to their half-staryed families with the loss

of trade, employment, and character, and from

being confined in damp cells some of them haye
lost the most yaluable blessing in life, namely,

With these statements before them,’
he ங்

the house would understand the real intentiom

and suffer the bill to pass the second readings
that those who were interested might be ue

quainted with its provisions. ‘The time per
health ; the petitioners could name a Jong list of that the bill allowed was, eleven hours fon
Grievances, but will not exhaust the patience of

்

and an hour and a half for food.

0#Y”

And on eer

the house by the recital of them, being firmly Part of the subject he
remark, that tw?
persuaded that nothing short of a reform in the Intended, if possible, should
to prevent a misfortune|
சரக் embracing an extension of the elective which had recently occurred.
He alate
்
ranchise to all householders, and annual parlia(ர

the melancholy accident. of fourteen,children

)

ஷி
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Bill.

having been burnt in'a cotton factory during the
night. ‘There had been a bad practice of causing the children to work when their masters
were in bed (hear, hear), and he was ashamed
to own, that he had himself been concerned
where that proceeding had been suffered; ‘but he
hoped that the house would interfere, and prevent
itfor the future. It was his wish to have no nightwork at all in the factories, and he had introduceda clause to that effect—The hon. baronet
concluded

by

moving,

that the -bill

be now

read a second time.
\ Lord Lascelles said, he did not rise to oppose
the motion of the hon. baronet, because he had
stated that the bill might lie over, and thus the

could the house interfere with

*

[sso

free labour in cot-

ton factories, and not at the same time regulate
the age at which children could be employed in

weaving, and the number of hours which th
should work? To prove the unhealthy nature of

the employment in cotton factories, the matron

of the fever ward of the Manchester infirmary

had been examined,

who stated, that the num-

ber of persons employed in such factories,
brought to the ward, was much
greater than
of any other description of workmen. He
convinced when this evidence was delivered,

the statement was incorrect, and, having
ferred to the books of the infirmary, he

and
that
was
that

since rehad found

that the account was much overcharged. In July,
whole countr avout
be aware of what was 1817, the whole number of persons in the Mangoing forward.
In one part of the bill he chester infirmary amounted to 370 ; of that numagreed with the hon. baronet—ia that part ber, 55 only were from the cotton factories. Now,
which limited the age of the children employed the number 6f persons in Manchester, engaged in
in the manufactories. If there were any abuse the cotton factories, amounted to 24,000, while
with regard to ‘the age, it certainly called for the the population was between 90 and 100,000.
attention of the house. There was one thing There was, therefore, the most complete eviwhich ought tobe observed. In former times, a dence of the superior health of the persons engageat ‘part of the manufactories had been con- ed in the cotton factories to that of the other inப
streams of water ; but; lately, the in- habitants.—The hon. member then referred to a
troduction of steam had removed many of them report from the poorhouse
of Preston, from 1815
into remote parts of the country. Several manu- to 1816, to shew how little burthensome this
‘factories, however, were still upon streams. Now, class of manufactures was to the country. The
the bill was calculated to give a great superiority whole number-of persons in the workhouse
and advantage to those factories that were carried exceeded 600; and of these, there was not
on by steams They could, in fact, do as they one who had ever been employed in a cotton
liked: theycould work eleven, or twelve, orwhat- factory. With respect to the factory with
ever numberof hours they chose. But it was not which he was concerned, it hada sick fund
80 with those upon streams. There were many of of its own; but when the working people saw
those that could not work, except when the disease and misery around them, they, of their
water suited them (iear, hear), and if they were own accord, ‘and without the least excitement
limited to the hours prescribed by the bill, from others, contributed 24/. from their fund
they would be rendered useless, which was a to the Manchester infirmary, and 24/, to
a
very strong fact for the consideration of the fund for the poor of that town.. In
house. “The real grounds of the bill did not to the healthiness of the employment,regard
he
arise from’ the proceedings of the committee of would state the opinions of two Heel gentle1816, but from other evidence. On this point men at Manchester, of the first eminence, Dr.
must say, that, whatever evidence was Home and Dr. Henry.
The hon. gentleman
rought up in the pockets of persons from then read a letter from Dr. Henry. In that letcountry, when that evidence fell upon the ter Dr. Henry stated, that if any disease was
4

eters.

of

people not present, it was hard

more frequent than another in cotton factories,

a kind of underhand mode of proceeding. (Hear,

factories, were more subject to consumption than

the conduct of the hon. baronet;

the other hand, chronic rheumatism, a most se~

that they-could not be heard in their own de- it was pulmonary consumption; persons beAce.
‘That method of taking evidence was tween the ages of 15 and 45employed in such
ar.)

He by no means alluded to any part of persons i many other employments:
he was speak-

but on

ing of the impropriety of legislating on evidence vere disease, was much less common among perOf that nature,

As the hon. baronet, however, sons engaged in cotton factories, than among
professed his intention of giying ample time dyers, Bleachers, and weavers. He, Dr. Henry,
‘Or the consideration of the ய்] he would not thought, that the temperature of some of the
pPose it in the present stage.
:
rooms was higher than was consistent with
Mr. Philips, after having commented on the health ; but if Gs temperature could be reduced
Proceedings which had been resorted to in order to 65 or 60, there was no reason why a well reeet signatures to the petition which had. lately
gulated factory should not be as healthy as an orn présented.

‘ia

by the hon. baronet from the
‘sons employed in the cotton factories, enter“Into some.of the particulars of the evidence

dinary apartment.

had

not

Dr. Home declared, that he

the. slightest doubt

of

the superior

health of the
persons engaged in cotton facto.
by the committee, which went to prove ries, compared with
persons in other manufac.

ze cd persons were employed at an earlier age, tories.—If the house regulated labour in cotton ~
longer hours, in weaving, than in’ the factones, did they think that other manufactuton factories. On what principle, he asked,
rers would be quiet? In well conducted facto-

oe

ssi]
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ries few or no children were taken under nine
an employer would not wish’ to have them at an | toleave

earlier age. He wished gentlemen
to pause before they interfered with such an important by his hon. fi

_ manufacture.
They ought’to kriow, that the
-yarn spun in this country
was much more than

ho-had

just

sat_

any indiscreethaste.
of the
ste. ‘The effect
6

as
to

tion must depend on the
minimum
of the

in those
sufficient for our domestic use. On this subject the children that were employed
there was the greatest jealousy abroad; and ‘ies; and the number of hours during which

regul

they

facto.

ity
in the last. session petitions were presented for a were to work. In his view of the subject,
duty on. the exportation of cotton yarn. On very difficult to pronounce a
the continent, the hours of working were fully as merits of the bill, till the blanks
ion’
long and unlimited as inthis country. The up. He hoped, however, that nolanguage of the continental manufacturers was, would be made to the second reading, upon the
if your legislature will only limit the hours of promise of the author of the bill; that, after the:
labour, or lay a duty on. the exportation’ of blanks were filled up, no further proceedings
yarn, it is
we ask.
If your legislature should be taken at present. ‘As to the propriety
would limit your hours, while-ours are left un- of entertaining the subject, he must observe,
limited, and impose an export duty on yarn, a that not only on account of the age of the persons
greater effect would be produced by these mea- employed, but also on account of the nature
of sures in our fayour, than -by all
the measures the cotton factories, this could hardly be called
which our own governments could take.—The free labour. A child must either withhold himhon. baronet was less acquainted now with Lan- self from-all empldyment, or submit to the task
cashire than he had been. This measure had of working during a certain number of hours.
produced a great sensation in that quarter, and It was not for the house to determine what num
he (Mr. Philips) warned the house to consider ber of mills were well-conducted, but to legis
the consequences which might arise from enter- late in such a manner as should regulate the
taining its. Would not the spirit of Luddism ex- course of proceeding in all such'concerns.’ The
tend
throughout the whole country? ‘That spirit noble lord (Lascelles) had said, that he did not
was less active now, but was not extinct.

For

his own part, after all the consideration which
he had been able to bestow on the: subject, he
‘was cavainaly of opinion, that a proposal more
injurious in all its consequences, beth domestic

and foreign, could not possibly have been made.
Formerly, avery considerable portion of the

think this bill proceeded on’ the report of the

committee, but on some evidence that had been
subsequently obtained from the country. If this

were the fact, there was no difficulty
in stating
what the nature of that evidence was: he (Mr

Peel) then held it in his hand, and’ any

gentle

man might, if he wished, have'a copy of 1t- It
work in these factories was conducted by chil- proceeded from persons of great réspectability
dren alone ; but the case was now altered. The and experience, and who were capableof formaumber of children engaged in working had ing an accurate jud
ent of the consequences
been much reduced; and, with respect tonight- of labour on the health and constitution of chil
work, Mr, Arkwright, whose authority could dren. ‘The first of them, Mr. Simmons, 5
not
to have great weight with the house, surgeon of the Manchester dispensary; gave a=
had declared, that it was very rarely practised. opinion on the a gregate of cases which a
For these reasons, he felt it his duty to object to been presented to him, and was convinced, thit
the second reading of this bill.
the hours of labour in the cotton factories nee
Mr, Davenport said, that he was a member of too great for human endurance—that he shié
the committee who were appointed. to inquire
to think of their evil effects upon pe!
into this subject in the year 1816; and he dere
and he could not believe that the practice WO"
thought, that the legislature ought not to inter- have been continued, if the consequencesha a
fere without the most serious
டத
He
The vicar of St. John’s, Manchestels
did not wish to give any opinion on the ques- known.
another
gentleman, who inspected the
ae
tion in its present state;
but he trusted that the school which many of these children’ frequ' is
house would not proceed. with any indiscreet ed, had also stated, that from their observat0™?
hues Tf the bill was founded on the report of the long hours of labour and confinement W7
e committee, it might be desirable to hear the certainly prejudicial to the health of ர் aah
opinions of the different members who had at- dren. The hon. member (Mr. Philips)
tion
tended most closely to. the investigation of this seem to attach much importance to theLaas of
matter; if it was founded on the petition which which had been presented from the Pad not
had been recently presented, it might be proper these children; but he (Mr. Peel) cout
to inquire into the truth of its allegations, with help thinking that this arose from Ba mee)
@ view to ascertain whether the petitioners stance of the hon. member not being|
vente
might not have asked for the adoption of a by the same feelings which the petitioner
ht
Measure which would be more injurious than tained. Theyhad expressed a wish that Uy

beneficial to their interests. (Hear.)

legislature-should interfereர: that
for thetheyprotect
wore obit

ச Mr. Peel thought, that the best course of pro- | th
ir

as

children5 and

stae

ieee

would be, to suffer the bill to be read a ed to allow them to work for an w! limited
‘ime, and then.to go to,a committee
for or submit to the misfertune
of not haviné
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whom shall bea justice
of the peace, and the

other shall be a clergyman of ‘the established

church of England or Scotland,
to be visitors of
cotton mills or factories, shall be and the same is

offence, forfeit and pay any sum: not ‘exceeding
>
at the
aan os ood enacted, that the justices of twenty pounds, nor less than ten pounds,
the peace for every county, stewartry, riding, discretion of the justices before whom such «
division or ர கனிம any such cotton sail fender shall be convicted; one half whereo:
manufact
or building
ory shall be situated, shall, shall be paid to the informer, and the other half
id and Ireat any of the quarter sessions of the peace to be to the overseers of the poor in E
holden after the first day of September for such land, and to the ministers and elders in Scotcounty, stewartry, riding; division or place, upon land, of the parish or place where such offence
ட
lied
in aid
Teceiving complaint of offences against this act, shall be committed, to b
appoint the clerk of the peace, or his deputy, of the poor rate in England and Ireland, and for
in England or Ireland, or his deputies in Scot- the benefit of the poor in Scotland, of =
infor
land, or one or more persons duly qualified, and rish or place: provided always, that all
not interested in or in any way connected with mations for offences ‘against the said act, or this

hereby repealed.

cotton mills, manufactories or build-

act, shall be laid within: three calendar months

the said visitors, be verified, the said justices are

And be it further enacted, that so muchof

any such

ings, to visit and examine such cotton mills, after the offence committed, and not afterwards:
manufactories or buildings, against which the provided also, that all penalties inflicted by this
complaint is made
and in case the subject-mat- act shall be levied recovered and applied in man: .
ter of such complaints shall, by the report of ner directed by the said recited act.
hereby authonzed to appoint such visitor or the said act as directs the time during:which
apvisitors, who shall then have full power and prentices shall be employed. in -mills, manufac.
authority from time totime throughout the Year tories or buildings, shall be and the same
is herethen ensuing, to enter into and inspect any such by repealed, with respect to all persons who
mill, manufactory or building, and the persons shall be apprenticed to the owner of ae
employed therein, at any time of the day, or ton mill or factory after the first day of Sepduring the working:thereof, as they shall think tember one thousand eight hundred and eigh:
fit; and such visitor or visitors shall report at teen.
ச்
least once, in writing, to the quarter sessions of
Schedule to which this act refers. 7
the peace; the state and condition of such cotton
I, A. B. do hereby certify, thatI have im
mill, manufactory or building, and the persons quired or caused: inquiry to be made into the Te
employed in them, and whether the same are or spective ages of the children employed by m=
are not conducted and regulated according to the in my aay (manufactory or building,) and thit
directions of the said recited act and this act
no boy or girl has been so employed
invany co
yand such report shall be entered by the clerk of; ton mil or manufactory occupied by me dunt
the peace of every such county, stewartry, the preceding year, who was not, according%®
uiding, division or place, among the records of the best of my knowledge and belief, groun
sessionin
, a book to be kept for that pursuch inquiry, above nine — of ages nor
pose: provided always, that it shall and may be on
has any person, being under the age of sixteet
lawful to and for the justices of the peace at
years, being employed
more than eleven: houtt)
such sessions, to order and direct a full and ade- in any one
day, exclusive of an hour and @
quate compensation to be made to the said which were duly allowed for meals: 1 furthe
visitors, for their trouble and expenses, out of the certify, that the mill (or mills) in my possessi0!|
oe of the county, stewartry, riding, division has been ventilated and white-washed, in com
or place.
formity to an act made in the forty-second
And be it further enacted, that if any person of the reign of his present Majesty; »
|
or, வனக் shall oppose or molest any of the “an act for the preservation of
it
said visitors, in the execution of the powers en- morals of 4pprentices, and others employed
trusted to them by this act, every such person,| cotton and other mills, and cotton and
or ர
shall, for every such offence, forfeit factories.”?
ல
an pay any sum not exceeding twenty pounds,
nor Jess than ten pounds.
And be it turther enacted, that the master or

Mistresof
s e¥ery such cotton mill, manufactory
or building, shall cause printed or written copies

of the schedule hereunto annexed, to be hung
20 and affixed. in one or more conspicuous

Places in such mill, manufactory or buildings,
and shall cause the same to be constantly kept
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And

and accessible to-all persons visiting or
therein.
be it further enacted, that ever
y master
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Tuesday, Feb. 24.

The Chimney ved

from
ers’ Regulation Bill a brought up
commons by Mr. Bennet and other membet 3

and renewed, so that they may at all times be Tead fist time, and ordered tobe Prog se
aaa

a

§

Lord.

Holland

presented

a

peti

hat

tants of Bath, in favour of the bill. and pray”

that the same might pass into a law.

:

\
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‘HOUSE OF COMMONS,
Tuesday, Feb, 24,

Sream-Boats.]. Mr. Harvey moved for leave
to bringin the bill which he presented last year,
‘for securing the safety of passengers in vessels

srked by means of steam.” (See Vol. I. p.
1783.) Leave being given, the bill was brought

Grievances under the Suspension Act,
{538
out of their earnings, for the purpose of form-

ing a fund in aid of such increa
of their
se super=

Ordereட
d to lie lie onon the the table; tabl anAyto
dbe printe
pri d.ட்
Learuer Tax.]
General Gase
presented a petition of tanners of
Live!
ol. It
set forth that the ee eee
leave to

call the attention of

the house to the

late addi-

tional tax upon leather, which they still continue
to view as a most impolitic measure, being ruin-

in and read a first time.
Pews in Cuurcues.] Lord Milton moved ous to themselves,
for an account “ of all faculties for the enclosure tural and labouring and injurious to the agriculclasses of society; that the
and erection of pews in parochial and other number of bankruptcies
and assignments of those
churches and chapels, which have been granted engaged in the trade
has of late years been unin the ecclesiastical courts in the several dioceses precedentedly great, but
of England and Wales since the year 1790.”— nevertheless compelled to that the petitioners are
continue the business in
Ordered.
்
which they hayeeitherbeen brought upore
sy
Fexrs ror Parpons.) Mr. F. Douglas moved for a series of years, as the conver
oe
eir
for ‘¢an account ofall fees, taxes, and other dues, premises and
capital to other. pursuits would
paid upon a pardon granted under the great| necessarily be attend
ed with certain
seal; together with the names of the persons they were led to hope for some relief,loss; that
from the

to whom, and the fund into which, such fees,

taxes, and dues, are payable.”—Ordered.__

Curzers.] Lord Milton brought up the re: port on the petition of the Sheffield and Hallam| shire cutlers.—Ordered to lie on the table.
_. Rope Makers.)
Mr. Gurwen presented
the following petition of rope-makers of Woolwich, ‘That the petitioners, feeling themselyes most seriously aggrieved at the small
superannuation of fifteen ‘pounds per annum,
and, if strongly recommen

by

their officers,

general feeling manifested by the house, that
their case was one of peculiar hardship, and
from the recollection that the additio
duty
was carried by a very small majority; that the
petitioners have had the mortification to sce their

trade declining, whilst most other branches of
manufacture in the kingdom have been in a pro-

gressive state

of improvement

and extension ;

the petitioners therefore most earnestly, but re.
spectfully, pray, that they will without dela

take the nature and

operation of this additio
may obtain twenty pounds, es a servitude, duty into consideratio
n, and that they will, by
perhaps, some of thirty
years, and others con- an immediate repeal of the
said additional tax,
pty longer, after having devoted all their remove a burden
which is 30 injurious to one of
outhful
days in his Majesty’s service, most the oldest and
most important staple manufachumbly beg leave to solicit the house to take tures of the kingd
om.”
their case into their most serious consideration ;
On
the petitioners, as the superannuation now stands, table, the motion that the petition do lie on the
on being discharged after so long a period of etitio Mr. Benson adverted to the numerous
ns: for the repeal of this tax which had
‘service, worn out and exhausted therein, would
a presented to ihe house, urged their con‘be unable from advanced years to earn any thing
for their support in:addition to such superannua- sideration on the chancellor of the exchequer,
tion, and would, in all probability, from being and trusted, that when the right hon. gentleman
incapable to provide themselves with bread alone, brought forward his budget, he would make proobliged to end their days as paupers in the viston for the repeal of an impost, the existence
*Parish-honse (which above all things tl ey would of which was incompatible with that of the
wish to avoid), and in such case the parish offi- manufacture itself—The petition was then ordercers would make a claim of their superannuation ed to be printed.
GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION Act.}
Money in aid, as they pretend, for their mainpetition
tenance and support; the petitioners therefore Mr. Bennet presented the ர
Most humbly solicit the house to take their of Benjamin Whiteley, of Holmfirth, (York
distressed case into their most gracious conside- “ That the petitioner is by trade a drawer o}
tation, and by granting them an addition to the cloth in Holmfirth, was going to Horbury on
Friday the 6th of June last, and was surrounded
Present allowance of superannuation enable
them by armed men on the road near Thorohill Lees,
12 their old age to support themselyes without
and taken to the house of correctionat Wakeing obliged to apply to the parish for
*0ce; and the petitioners must humbly beg assist- field, where he remained three weeks ina damp
leave cell, and had liked to have died"of hunger, not
{0 state to the house, that, with a view
3௦ desirable an object as that of increasingto obtain being able to eat the food they presented him,
their and from the damps of the cell, no person being
| prec in old age (should the house, be pleased
fant them: such an increase), inorder to allowed to come to or seehim; in the mean time
some small provision towards defraying his friends attended from time to time with bail
for his appearance, if any thing
be laid to
ion to their superannuation,
ண்பன் his charge, but they were put offcould
from time to
Pitsirous of contributing two pence
per
week
time, until on the 27th day of June hewas liberatடு

they
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paying five shillings ; on the 4th day of well, but you will let me

Thomas Blythe and another person entered

a ae of pe
rawer, closet, and

ee
ae ee
cranny, and then told

he must go to London on a charge as

first ;? when the petition
Matthew Bradleyd

him and said he would blow

out; they then took

son; expostulation was in vain, he_was hurried ae ae own house, ¥
r
to Cold Bath Fields prison, where he remained to hiswife respectingh
four days, and was then carried before Lord came for that purpose, the sai d Bi dley said
Sidmouth, who told him he te to prison, petitioner must go immediately to Huddersfi
and be close confined; he requested to know his as they were ready and would not wait, and th
crime, and accuser, for he was not conscious of she, meaning the petitioner’s wife, ‘they ha
having done a wrong
thing; he answered, he the petitioner to Huddersfield if
they
might say what he plea ed, but he must go to thing to say together ;to which town
prison, and be close confined; he was then ged the petitioner, டல் bya twee
taken like a felon to Salisbury,where for nine days soldiers, and lodged him in a stinking dungeon
he suffered under every circumstance of distress without a bed or fire, although the Pa
the “petitioner’s 1
from situation and ill usage, his health declined wet through; that when
very fast, and he did not expect to live from night came afterwards to see the petitioner next day
to morning; he was on the tenth day removed at Huddersfield, at great charge and hazard,
to Worcester, where he remained twenty weeks

her situation;being then swell

wife, having

cancer, she was not allowed to see the petitioner

without being allowed to see’a single friend, his
travelled all that way, was denied,

eh a com)

in her breast, which was afterwards cut for

and obliged to return without event that gratifi- at all; that on the next morning, in this uncom
cation; at last, on the 5th of December he sign- fortable state of mind and body, ill at éase on
ed a recognizance, that although he knew him-

self not guilty of any crime he might not perish
in a loathsome prison ; the loss he has sustained

in his business, health, and circumstances, cannot be repaired, nevertheless, any relief which

nay be granted will be seasonable, and received

with thankfulness.” —Ordered to lie on the table,

and to be printed.
:
Mr. Bennet then presented a petition of
Richard Lee, of Holmfirth. The hon. member
said, that he could not youch for all the particulars; but he had taken pains to examine into
them. The petitioner appeared to him to be a
Quiet, peaceable kind of man. He stated, that
he was confined in York Castle for 20 weeks and

* two days, in irons, and that, for five days, he was

account of his family, he was brought some re-

freshment, but he could not eat; and about noon
he was taken before a magistrate, Mr. B.
Allen, who said that the petitioner was charged
with high treason, and must be hanged; where-

upon the petitioner said, ‘ you make my case
very black, it’s time to get prepared, It 012
he replied, * yes, it is;’ about the hour of seven

o’clock in the evening, the petitioner said,
it not dinner time ” to this Mr. Thomas

son, who was present, said,

Atkm-

தர shall have

your dinner in my room, and sleep init also;
the petitioner replied, that would be very ee
able, as he had no sleep the last night; but the

said Atkinson then said, ‘you must make a man
of yourself, and tell me all you know;’ to which

confined in the same room, and slept in the same | th e petitioner replied,.as the truth was, *I know
bed, with a man who was afterwards executed nothing 2 ;’ that the said B. H. Allen then calle
for murder; that he was, with another erson, the said Atkinson aside, and said, as the p oF
it into a room in which.a man tae Rile
tioner could hear, ‘we must towser Lee agains
killed himself. The room was stained a
so, about eight o’clock, the petitioner was
1
the blood of the suicide, and they were obliged manded to the dungeon again, and about
to clean it. Gentlemen acquainted with the o’clock they came and began’ searching fim)
county of York might take the trouble of writ- while he was fast asleep, owing to his fate
ing to inquire into the truth of this statement, and want of rest; but bemg awoke by the net My
He could not but observe, that, in the last session, the petitioner asked, © what are: you about! bat
when it was proposed to prevent the use of irons no answer was given to him, and
they ரவ.

in the operation of the act, it was objected to on to him a three-shilling piece they had take
pocket just பக awoke, and kept He

the ground that no such severity was to be ex- from his

ercised.—The petition was ordered to lie on the
table, and to be printed. It set forth, “ That

in this

hensive

dungeon five successive

ரு

and would not permit his wife to speak to
OT”
the petitioner is by trade a clothier, and hath during that time, nor was he allowed to see her

never committed any crimes against the laws of for three weeks afterwards; that the petito!
his country, being in every case a true subject of was afterwards put into an empty room
Wi"
his Majesty King George; that, on the isth he remained six days without any bed
or Ste
day of June 1817, 2 number
of men entered the saye only a handful
of straw to lie upon, DU Te
Petitioner’s house, with one Matthew

Bradl

‘covering of any sort whatsoever but his of

at their head, while the petitioner was at his clothes that he Nad on; that on the 16thof J}
Work; and the said M. Bradley said, in a very he was removed to York Castle like a felon?
Manner, to the
petitioner, ‘you must
g0 along with us;” nS petitioner replied, * very

|ironed, in which state he was keptdaring
| whole of his confinement, being twenty Wee
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tioner humbly submits that they ought not to
ண்ட பவனம்

of objection to conveyancers,

ட் connect le other business
that many of
the practice of conveyancing,
with
or calling

though it may reasonably be desired that no

படலத்தில்

அப்த

பது

| children to support, huml
afford him a protection of w
|be his just rights; and that, if in
‘the house shall deem it expedient 1
tany |
new regulations respecting the practice
of con.
veyancing, the same may, like the regula

future conveyancer, or attorney or solicitor, be
permitted to engage in any trade, business, or which have from time to time been enacted.
calling that may be degrading to the profession; specting attornies and solicitors, have only2
:
that the petitioner begs most humbly to repre- prospective operation?
sent to the house, that, with the business of a

The following petition of Attornies

n

conyeyancer, he unites that of a land agent, that, | in and near the metropolis, was also present
“when necessary, he values such land as is intrust- ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed,
ed to his care and management, and occasionally “That by the laws now in force no person
டம் to practise as an attorney
and
other lands, and is in that capacity styled a land can be
surveyor, and, in order that he may ‘legally re- solicitor unless he has duly serveda cler
ceive the rewards due to him for such services, of five years, and has paid stamp duties on his
the takes outa licence as an appraiser, but of articles of clerkship and on his admission,
which licence he makes no other use whatso- amounting together to upwards of 145/.5 that
ever; and the petitioner humbly submits that he these laws have been highly beneficial to the
ought not, on account of his having been, or public by increasing the respectability of ator
continuing to be, employed in those respectable pies and solicitors, and diminishing the evil
ns in occasioned by the errors and misconduct of
3900211008, to be prevented from
the practice of conveyancing, especially as they ignorant and needy practitioners; that conveyare so properly connected with such practice in ancing is a principal and the most reputable and
ator
the country; that, though there may have been" advantageous branch of the business of an
perhaps a few instances of improper persons ney and solicitor, it requires more extensivé and
_admitted members of inns of court, and become abstruse learning than any other branch of the
conveyancers, the petitioner submits that the law, and the practice of it by ignorant persons
whole body ought not therefore to be disquali- invalidates or renders insecure and. imperfect the
fied, particularly after having expended much titles to landed property, and is highly injuriots |
money in payment of all the duties imposed by to the public by creating-a multiplicity of suits
the legislature, and been recognized and sanc- and involving their property in litigation or i
ye
* tioned by several acts of parliament, under the security; that the stamp act of the 44th
faith of which the greatest part of them have of his present majesty, authorizes any
devoted much time and expense to the study of being a member of oné of the four inns of cout,
that branch of the law, and relinquished pros- to draw and prepare conveyances, without 1
pects of other pursuits in life; that the petitioner quiring him to keep any number of terms, or
~ ‘respectfully submits to the house, that it is evi- producing any testimonials of his haying had
_ dent that it always was the intention of the professional education to qualify him for 00
islature to permit all members of inns of| an undertaking; that the stamp duties and 8
court, on taking only a certificate for the purpose, penses of obtaining admission to an inn பன்
to practise as conveyancers, as appears by their qualifying a-person to practiseas a conveyance)
being particularly mentioned in the said acts’ of amount only to 28/. or thereabouts, and (190
parliament, and that the contrary is by no means

men and persons who have no connection with tb

also authorize proctors and notaries to practise

ட
of the Jaw, and who frequently come
rom distant parts of the country,
are
thot
to become members of an inn of court, wi
any inquiry into their characters, educatio

proved by the assertion that members of such
inns are presumed, upon their first admission, to
be in a state of pupilage, since the same acts
as conyeyancers, without requiring any other
walification from them: that the petitioner
umbly ‘submits to the house, that the public
will not in any respect be benefited by conyeyancers being deprived of their present honourable means of subsistence; the நட
havin;
been from an early period of life bred up an
instructed in the business of @ conveyancer, and
haying practised as such since his admission to
be a member of the honourable society of Gray’s
Tnn, for upwards of eleven years, and havin,
been employed by noblemen and others of great
respectability, and no instance having occurred

of any

ced! or instrument drawn or prepared

competency to become practising conveyant

that in consequence of the low stamp

eek

vy conyeyancers, together with the easy

of obtaining admission as members of aa ie
court, many ignorant and incompetent pe!

such as Imen-drapers, shopkeepers, 5
officers,annuity brokers, bankers’ clerks, auc
eers, schoolmasters, and inferior tradesme
almost every description, together with ©

ed writers

from attornies? offices, have beet

abled to get admitted members of an ©
court, and are now actually practising

a

parts of the kingdom ascertificated convey@

to the

great disgrace of ‘the profession@

by him haying been found defective or legally mate injury to the public; that ee
Questioned, and he being now above thirty-seven respec!

Years of age, and haying a wife and five young

f

tion of the

submit, it never co

டு to authorize persons

i
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ted
above description, merely by being admit
as con-

Gity Revenue.
had been very it
applied ;

[546
indeed,

they had been char;
ர ரான் by one
members of an inn of court, to practisean inn of of their most intelligent members (Mr. Waithof
er
memb
every
e
veyancers, becaus
court is presumed upon his first admission to be
in the commencement of a course of legal education, in order to qualify himself for future
practice; that the petitioners beg leave to submit, that the evils they complain of should be
remedied by legislative provisions, and that persons ought not to be permitted to practise as
conyeyancers without receiving 2 competent

கைக

legal education, and that upon

their admission

வடக க
LLU

உர த

From

jiture.

the information which he (Mr. Sumner)

had procured, he was enabled to state to the
house, in what manner the corporation had dis-

posed of their money. The expense
of an entertainment given by them to the liberators of
Europe was said to be 24,000/. On examina-

tion, he believed it would be found to be nearly
40,000/.

He understood that, during

the last 37

years, the corporation had expended, in improyas members of an inn of court, and upon their ing and widening the public streets 45,000/.;
stamp
ce,
practi
to
certificates or admissions
in gold boxes and swords to naval and miduties should be imposed similar to those which litary officers—( Hear, from Sir W. Curtis.) IE
are paid upon the articles of clerkship, and the’ the hon. baronet could shew that they
possessed
admission of attornies and solicitors; the peti- a surplus, then he was ready to
w thar
the
that
pray,
y
humbl
most
ore
tioners theref
these were proper objects of their munificence.
house will be pleased to take the subject com- But if they expended their money on these obwill
they
that
and
n,
plained of into consideratio
jects, and then came forward to ask for ‘public
grant such relief in the premises as to them shall aid for objects which they were bound to proteem meet.”
for out of their own funds, such an exMr. Holme Sumner rose to vide
City Revenue.)
penditure was most blameable. He was prose
purpo
the
for
house,
the
to
n
mbmit a motio
t ceeding to say, that the corporation had exof obtaining from the city of London an accoun | pended, in making
presents of swords, snuff31st
the
g
of their revenue for five years endin
of the city in gold
freedom
the
and
‘boxes,
which
of December, 1817. ‘The application
boxes, to Colonel Wardle and other public chaallowbe
to
made
lately
had
n
Londo
of
the city
| racters, (a ச்சர் ) and in erecting monuments to
ed to raise money on the credit of the orphans’ the King, Lord Chatham, and Mr. Pitt, 27,000/.;
tax
to
ed
allow
be
to
words,
fund, or in other

the neighbouring counties, to defray the addi-

டல

man),
with wasteful and improyi

in bounties to seamen,

voluntary contributions,

&c. 25,000/.; in charitable donations, $0,000/.
tional sum of $4,000/. required to complete their | (Hear, hear.) The whole of the sums expendnew prison, an object of the city of London ‘ed on these different objects, amounted to no
alone, justified him in calling on the corpora- less than 127,000/. Now, the sum required for
tion to lay an account of their affairs before| this gaol was 1390,000/.; and thus, if the
the house. The measure for which the city corporation had been just before they were’
members now came forward was of a very generous, the sums which they had so misapextraordinary nature. By the 52d of the king,
have been sufficien: to complete their
the city of London was authorized to bor- plied mightEvery particle of this 127,000/.so spent,
prison,
s’
orphan
the
of
credit
the
on
/.
98,000
row
n. Unfortunately, however,
fund, for the erection ofa new prison. No one was a misapplicatio
misapplication. (The hon.
first
the
not
was
this
d,
that
grante
was
sum
this
doubted, at the time
an account of the trans
into
went
then
gentleman
|
but
;
e
purpos
its
rfectly adequate to
3 it was not
of the duty, comgrant
the
to
led
which
‘actions
made
the city of London, either from having
He held in
choice of a situation for building too limited in | monly called the orphans’ fund,)
a brief statement of the accounts of
tpace, or from the prodigality with which they | his hands
annually distributed among the memhad gone to work, had spent this money with- the ety
corporation. In that statement, he
the
of
bers
now
they
and
object,
their
Out accomplishing
the lord mayor and aldermen of
that
observed,
|
addiin
34,000/.
fame forward to demand
tion to the former grant. The house ought | the city of London, were debtors to the amount
of which the were the
give their consent to this applica- | of 53,000/. to a fund
Rot to
for a
ted to
was
tion, until the city shewed the. manner in trustees, and whichThe Bridgehouse estate was
object.
specific
d.
expende
been
had
sum
former
the
Which
for the building and repairing
He regretted that the house had not called for vested in them
Of the funds of this
Bridge.
London
of
deoriginal
the
accounts of the city when
3 per cent. sto
25,000/.
eae
33,000/.
estate
not
could
Mand wag made for a grant; but he
ss,o00/. had beea
in
pose that they would be so neglectful of their now worth 20,000/.
the lord mayor and aldermen
uty onthe present occasion. The corporation, it appropriated by
the right of that house to other objects. So that, if one or two arches
&bpeared, had questioned
be swept
%0 call for a statement of their accounts; and, of London bridge should happen to
ன்
லட
20m what had occurred in the common council oak a thing very அ டக
ம
tot
jey must come again
days ago, it seemed that some of the mem-

gp ders ad expressed a determination not to prodice them. ‘This must have arisen from @ conn on theit part, that the funde.of
the city

்

ட்டர்

transaction, he scarcely knew
to it: to call it a misappli-

nope
ஸ்ட

. too lenient an expres-

தரி
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it nothing
Bion; it was, in fact, and he could call

~ else

than, an'embezzlement of that fund. But |

tenet
ccount
don, as
the

©. this was not the only instance in which they| the chamber of the
the sist of Decem!|
had misapplied the funds of that estate. By an | ending
ing them under the seyeral ட
ந ancient charter, the city of London had jurisdiction in part of the county of Surrey—the an Quit Rents, Market Tolls, |
borough of Southwark, whic! had lain dormant quests, Rents received of ‘BrolBroker
Refor many years, and was not revived till the| sold, Freedoms, Enrolments, 8
of
other day. But; for what purpose had it been ceipts, Sheriffs’ Fines, Sales and Alienation
ee
revived? Merely for ee dats of creating a Offices, Fines for Leases, Insurance of
‘place

for a decayed

al எமை.

(சீ teak)

Lives, Interest on Goyernment Securities, <

they Sale of Securities.””.
S
eee
ae
that, in the place where
Would they say,
Sir W. Curtis rose, and spoke as follows:—
had established this jurisdiction, there was any
want of a fair and impartial administration of “Sir, I have listened with erat attent
justice? ‘The gentleman who was appointed to I must add, with considerable pain, to |

fill this office was, Sir John Eamer, and they

had taken from. the Bridgehouse estate 1400/.
a year to defray the expenses of this establishment. He (Mr. Sumner) would not pass any

of the hon, member who has just'sat
down, Sir,

the hon. member, in the course of that sp

has thought proper to charge the city of Lom
don with having been guilty of gross embezzle-

ment: but he must excuse me, if I say, that this
isa gross and unwarrantable expressione The
bers, who had declared, that it was one of the city of London has done no such thing, as 1
most scandalous things that ever occurred. So am fully prepared to prove. “Fhe hon. member
far from having ‘assisted the administration of insists on the right of inspecting
their accounts;

judgment on this transaction; for he could not

pass any so strong

as.one of their own mem-

the law, it had occasioned considerable difficul-

ties:

At present, there were two quarter-ses-

sions, and two
grand juries; and the suitors
swere so much embarrassed, that they could not

tell to which court they aught to go. ‘With respect to the new prison, it was impossible that
any thing could be more inadequate to its purpose, or worse planned ; indeed, it.could not be
condemned in stronger terms than had been
employed by some members of the’court of the
eity of London.
Because they had fooled
away the 95,000/. already granted to them, were

they further to be trusted with 34,000/. to be
taken out of ‘the pockets of those who were already chargeable with heavy county rates for
their own objects? One of the-pleas of the corporation was, that they were bound to maintain
gaols for the county of Middlesex, as well as for
the city of London. But they generally told only
so much of the case as suited themselves. ‘They
did not tell the house, that, to this liability,
various privileges and immunities were attach-

ed, which theyhad always maintained with the
utmost jealousy. They elected their own sheriffs,

and they are willing to give an account—that is,

whenever it shall be right in their opinion. (4
laugh.) Sir, we haye maintained the

gaols of

London, not for ourselves alone, but fy the
country at large, and for the county of Middles

in an immense degree. If, then, we are supporting

prisons for other people—if we are providing for
prisoners after they haye been convicted—itfe.
lons-and criminals are sent to us from all partsand if, under such circumstances, our fuads ate

found inadequate, are we not entitled
to call
upon this house to
give us some assistance?
With respect to the bill which has been int

duced, we call on you now to fulfil and complet
what you thought proper to sanction

be

The hon. member, however, desires you not!

attend to our reasonable request ; and no 90003:
does he enter into the history of our.case, that
his blood begins to boil. (4 laugh.) Sis that

hon, member has சகன் a most dreadful ant

pathy to the city of London ; but, before 1 8 y
down, I hope to convince you, that0 blame

can attach to the corporate body. We W>
furnish the house with an account
of the 95,000
which was formerly granted; and when 1%
By nomi- this, permit me to add, that the city have nev!

and would not allow any of the magistrates of

Middlesex to examine their prisons.
nating to the office of sheriff persons ‘who; the Y | been backward in shewing their accounts. oe
knew, cwould not serye, they contrived to raise expense: of .erecting the new prison
for debts
from the fines a considerable revenue. In one has been greater than was foreseen;
out
year lately, they had raised in this way 9,200/. men don’t seem to know the value but
of g70cast
For the last four years, they had raised 20,000/,
on an ayerage 5,000/. a-year. It was proper

in the city of London. Why, Sit, Xn ல்
t an inch of ground without
»
that the house should know in what manner fone guineas ce it. (A laugh.) putting
We have ©
this money had been disposed of. With re- the best sang 3000
3
ee
gard:to the principle, that parliament had a right
ou, people» don’t li
see
me r
to demand the preduction of their accounts, he if God’s sake, they cry, ‘dont build
did not think that any objection. could
be raised

against it; but it was the duty of the house to
Scethat the fundsshad been 'propetly-applied,

இருக

ing,

Rear us. Well, then,-at last wee

ot .a large brewhouse, and began-our DN

As to prodigal expenditure, there
gality about it. This, Sir, is the.
“That there be laid before this house, a prison, Rich men may go to the

‘they listened to any application for anew.
He'should, therefore, conclude by moy-

OE

ground, we availed ourselves of the brealt!
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baronet, was altogether irrelevant

wae question. Not one word had been said sums, from which the cou:
| on that subject by the hon. gentleman who rived great benefits.
| brought forward the motion. As the hon. ba- | would bave it understood, that

for th
ronet had completely failed in his attempt to | had built Blackfriars-bridge
answer the hon. mover, he had a right to infer, that county, without considerin;

tl

The ho- great outlet for the city, and the dir
to Dover. As to the money w!
‘did not see on what ground they borrowed for the sewer in St. Geo i

that his statement was unanswerable.

of the city was implicated in: this affair.

nour

- He really

refuse information to the house, and he

could

should, therefore, vote for the motion,

is

was on good security, and would
be
Many other sums, issued from the same

Mr. Alderman Wood contended, that the city would, he deat, ae be

rune

the

fun

city

of Eondon had not embezzled any part of the were to apply in forma pauperis for moneyt
rane when Lond
டி
Bridge-house estate—in no one instance had maintain aii
they made gifts of any part of that property. was to be rebuilt; the house might ex;
‘With respect to the entertainment given to the lar application. The city now said,
liberators of Europe, he admitted, that a very con- ceived money already from the, orphans
siderable sum had been expended. ‘Two din- for the same purpose. It was the duty 0}
“ners were given by the city to those: illustrious hotse to see, that this was not 1௭10606882]
ersonages: one of them, to the Duke of Wel- creased. Ifit should appear, when tl
ington, cost 5000/.; and though he had oppos- were presented,that the a had fairly
ed the war, he had moved for that very dinner. their money—that they had been justto ee Tee
‘The hon. gentleman who brought forward the ditors as well as generous—it would be proper|
motion, and the hon. and teamed gentleman, relieve them ; but if the money had been squandid not seem to be aware, when they spoke of dered, they had no right to ask for an additional
misapplication of the proceeds of the Bridge- grant.
ர
house estate, that the county to which they beSir James Shaq said, that when the corporation
longed had borrowed money from that estate, for of London purchased from the crown the right of
the purpose of making a sewer in St. George’s appointing the sheriffs for Middlesex, theydi
Fields, an object of the greatest utility, for not become liable to support its gaols, Tn other
the completion of which; however, they, could counties, the King had the nomination of
‘not otherwise obtain funds. Another item of. but this did not subject his Majesty to m:
expense on that estate was, the erection of a the gaols. Why, then, should the sole b
justice-hall in Southwark, which was built at of maintaining the
gaols of Middlesex be thro’
the earnest request of the people of the borough, on the city*? He ho
, that the house, from
who complained, that small offences were not every
consideration of generosity and ji
prosecuted, on account of the distance of the would suffer the bill to pass, without callin
sessions at Guildford. ‘The expense of this the accounts,
Se
wae not 1200/.

bridge

It was to be recollected, that the

at Blackfriars was built out of the fund

Mr. B. Shaq conceived that the question wat

not, whether it was correct that the city of Lon-

had been said to have been applied solely

don should maintain the gaols for the county

i oe of that bridge, had increased its rental by
than 500,000/. The city of London, too,
more
paid 11,500/. yearly towards the Orphans’ Fund.

they would not haye taken the burthen 0002
them, if they had not received some adequate
remuneration. He did not think it fair, that the

which

to the benefit of the city of London. The adyan- of Middlesex.
They were sufficiently ac
pet derived by the county of Surrey from the quainted with that corporation to know, that
The city now asked for additional aid from this should receive money out
of a fund to which
fund; and, though they were not alarmed at a ibe home என்க around aed to
ப்ட்
écrutiny,
ranted

he did not think that such a request ware county of Surrey supported its gaols with
the house in calling for their accounts, The out callin of the ae oe Lado
and the city

prison to which this money was to be applied was of London ought to support its own gaols, W'

principally for Middlesex debtors.

now 400 pny

There were

in it who did not belong to

Out assistance from Surrey.

paige

Mr. Alderman Atéins entered into a0, expla:
nation of the orphans’ fund. It was originally
750,000/,. Blackfriars-bridge was built ! ‘ae
Newgate. It had been said, that, in return for that fund. But the city had contributed 1
theirgsupporting the gaols of the county of times 7.50;000/. to the objects of the fund eS

the city of London; and sooo/. a-year additional
expense was incurred by Temoving them from

those it was instituted. The money at
received fines from
ae
who declined the office of sheriff; but it was to sent was, for the purpose of giving 607
be remembered, that these fines were paid by citi- the recommendation of the house
zens only—no other persons in the county of
* It appears by the a¢counts.o
Middlesex were liable to serve that office, which

Middlesex, the city

occasioned an expense of 24007, (0 any one who
undertook it.

Middlesex,

which

ப்ப,

are annually

நர்சு

published 19

பழம்

to

ie

the expenditure of that county for its 649%1°"
Mr. Barclay said, the worthy alderman had | last
year, exceeded 31,0002,
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provement of gaols.

If the corporation had

[554

loan now required would be to prolong the duty

met their wishes, they had a right to assist- oncoas? Curtis replied, that the duty stood at
Sir W.
ance from them. He appealed to the hon. gentill 1837. He believed that the demand
tleman (Mr. Bennet) whose humanity had been present
would not prolong it for one half.
city
the
of
not
had
it
r
whethe
,
subject
this
on
s0 active
by the accounts for which
appeared,
It
ear.
imand
enlarge
to
ary
en indispensably necess
e had moved on a former day, that the ave!
prove the gaol in question?
years, for
he did

not see why

the

expense of the city, in the last two

said,
Newgate, the House of Correction, the New
county of Middlesex should not be Tated to Prison,
and the Sessions House, was ‘19,511/.
their
which
to
prisons
those
of
t
_ the suppor
the question to be,
Mr. S. Thornton
criminals were committed, but it would be
highly unjust to impose a tax on Surrey, which whether the city could complete the New Primaintained its own prisoners, for the building son without the aid of parliament. As he saw no
means of answering this question but by yiewing
or repairing of gaols in London. _
Mr. Calvert

Mr. Bennet said, that since allusion had been
made to him, he must declare, that the new prison

in Whitecross-street was one of the worst contrived, and most disgracefully conducted, he had
ever seen. The men in that prison were separated—the London debtors and the Middlesex deb‘tors; but the women were all mixed together.
‘As to the pledge which was said to have been
given, that the expense of enlarging and improving that prison should be made ee by
parliament, it was neither more nor less than
this: when the committee on gaols visited that
prison, they saw a wall which obstructed the cir-

the income and expenditure of the city, he
should support the motion.
Mr. H. Sumner replied. He observed, that
this tax was limited to 1837, but was to expire
so much sooner as the sums charged on it should

The grant now demanded would,

be paid.

therefore, prolong the duration of the tax. He
allowed that a rate on Middlesex for the maintenance of the city prisons, might be justifiable,
but he saw no reason for charging the other
neighbouring counties, which supported gaols
of their own. ‘The hon. baronet (Sir W. Curtis)
should prove that the corporation of London
culation of air, and the committee said, that if had clean hands before they came to parliathe wall were pulled down, and it were made to ment for aid. Elder brethren of theirs had

-

appear, that the money had been expended pro-

come to parliament with a similar object, whose

to
erly, they would support an Aegon
arliament for that‘sum. But it did not follow
‘from this, that he should not support the present motion for an inquiry into the manner
in which the city had expended their funds.
(கா To the questions which had been asked
respecting the disposal of their money, answer
had been given by an eulogium on their prisons.
_ His hon. friend near him (Mr. Alderman Wood)
“ ad stated, that the expense of serving the office
_ of sheriff was 2400/. ‘That did not seem to prove
any thing as to the question before the house:

hands were not clean. ‘They had given a bribe
of 1000/. to Mr. Speaker Trevor. In consequence, the Speaker was obliged to put the question of his own expulsion, and he walked out of

more bread or less was given to the prisoners.
. But as the hon. baronet (Sir W. Curtis) confessed
“that he had been mistaken in his statement on a

disbursed for the like period, and distinguished
under the several heads of rents and quit rents,
mansion house, orphans’ fund, extraordinary

_ neither was it material to the question, whether

former day, which was on nothing less than the

that house.

(Hear, hear.)

The question was then put “ that the words

proposed to be left out stand part of the question.”
The house divided,
AVES
a eile 2H

MNOES: cassie: ve. 22
‘The main question was then put and agreed
to, and the account ordered accordingly. Also,
accounts, ‘ how

works,

the said revenues

necessary

charges,

foreign

have been

chee’?

-Whole point at issue, the house might think it courts of conservancy, gifts and rewards, Aw
possible, that he had been mistaken in some of charges, fees, pensions and liveries, bequests,
his statements on the present occasion. With insurance paid, interest and annuities, purcaase
respect to

tleman who

the condition

of Newgate,

a gen-

had recently visited it was. of

opinion, that his:(Mr. Bennet’s) account of it

had not been over coloured.

His object was

of securities, royal entertainments,
expenses.”

prison

accounts ef
SOF the balances of the several
London, ‘on the

cash

kept in the chamber of

the same
to impréss on the house, that these prisons Sist af December in each year, for
riod.”
அல ம
should be made schools of reform, and not
schools of crime; that they should be habita- oe Of*the money received and paid. by the
tions of health and improvement, not the nur- chamberlain of London in pursuance Of an act
‘ie
of the King, for improving
year
series of disease, depravity, and every species of of the sath
from the passthe the river Thames, ae
ea
misery. (Hear, hear.) He trusted in God that navigation of

rt

gee
ae 5
ee
up to
London,
and of debts due by the city of

the day would soon come when those dreadful ing of the said act to the 29"%
rents

sway acquaint
in no
. . Mr. Grenfell said, he wa
oe
_ with the financial system of the

wished to be informed,
whether the effect
of the

« Of the arrears of

Christmas
last.
x
« Of the produce of certain estates called the

|
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est im
Bridge-house estates, ahd how the same have great, of the very
been
disposed of,, for the five years ending De- tain at what expense of human b
was supported. This would
be pretty
tear
cember 31, 1817, setting forth under what gra
certained by the accounts he should move for, ag
or other instrument the same came into the
session ‘of the city of London, and to what uses some’proportion must have existed between the
the said estates were vested.”
:
த் number of convictions and the number of accu.

““Of the monies received and paid by the

chamberlain of London, in pursuance of an act
of the 52d year of the King, for building a
debtors’ gaol in Whitecross-street ; distinguishing-the terms on which the money was raised
for the said work, the names of the persons to
whom bonds were issued, the expenses that have
been incurred either in purchase of lands and
buildings that were
premises, or in alteration of
constructed, and in the enlargement thereof in
consequence of deviation from the plans orginally submitted to this house; distinguishing
also the particulars of the solicitor’s or other
bills, whereby it may be seen in what manner

the sum of s000/. charged for parliamentary expenses, and a further sum of upwards of $000/.
for drawing and stamps on bonds, have been
:
incurred.”

sations.

The sole object of a

was t0-

relieve, and to amend mankind. This object ~
they professed to have in viewtm all their deliv

berations; yet, he feared, they were grossly in. -

consistent with themselves. While, by the states
lottery, and the suspension of cash payments,
they encouraged

and

promoted

desperate’ ad-

ventures, incurable depravity, and the most fatal

crimes, no exertion of benevolence could tum

the balance of account in their favour—He
therefore moved, that an address be presented
for an account “ of the number of persons pro-~
secuted for forging notes of the Bank of England, and for utteling or possessing such notes,

knowing them to be forged, from the Ist of Ja

nuary 1816, to the 25th of February 1818: dite
tinguishing the years, the number of such of
fences respectively, and the number who have

Sir James Mac-

suffered death, or other —punishment.”—Also,

there were only four convic-

with expressing his thanks to the hon. mover

FORGERIES ON THE BANK.|

intosh rose to make a motion respecting Forgeries on'the Bank of England. “There was‘a part

an account “ of the number of persons convicted
of forging notes of the Bank of England, and
ofhis intended motion, as to the expenses of for knowingly uttering or possessing such forged ~
Bank prosecutions, which he should postpone notes, who suffered death, for the 14 years
till a future day, as the Chancellor of the Ex- which preceded the suspension of cash paychequer was not now in his place. His object ments by the Bank in February 1797, distinyears: together with the like
‘was, to bring under the view of the house the guishing the
evil of the great increase of crimes, arising out account, from the said suspension to the 25th of
of the restriction of Bank payments. For this February 1$18.2’—Theré. was another part of
purpose, he should move for an account of the subject on which information was necessary. *
the number of trials, convictions, and execu- It might be supposed that, according to the mn-~
tions, for forgeries on the Bank of England, crease of forgeries on the Bank, there was an
for 14 years previously to 1797, and for all the abatement of forgeries on the coin of the realm.
time since that period. These numbers, since In order, therefore, to ascertain the real mcrease”
the year’ 1788, weré alréady in the hands or abatement of crime, he also moved, that an
of the house, but he was anxious to have the address be presented, for an‘ account “ of the
several periods fairly arranged, and submitted number of persons prosecuted by the officers of
That’ the convictions his Majesty’s mint for counterfeiting the current
to their consideration.
and executions were fewer in earlier years, gold or silver coin of the realm, or for uttering
would be admitted without argument. But he the same, for 14 years preceding the suspension could prove to the house a rapidity of increase of cash payments by the Bank ல் England, dise
which must surprise them. In 1812, when the sae
the years, the numbers ‘convicted;
question of continuing the Bank restriction was and those who have suffered death or other pudiscussed, it was argued, that prosecutions were nishment; together with the like account from
much more numerous since the restriction had February 1797 to the 25th of February 1818 been imposed. It was easily foreseen that the
Mr. Beanet suggested, that the motion sho
multiplication of small notes would afford faci- be for the numbers committed, or prosecuted, duBut if ring the several periods.
ரக
lity, and suggest temptations, to
்
4
in conseany man had said that forgeries would,
Sir James Macintosh acceded, and the wor
quence, be multiplied a hundred fold, he would “ committed’ was inserted accordingly.
s
have got no credit for bis statement. Yet the
Mr. Grenfell said, he should not enter nt
fact would be found to prove, that for 14 years the merits of the motion, but content hime:
preceding

1797,

from that

period

tions for forgery on the Bank of England;
to

1811,

there

were

448;

80 that the number was greathy increased, by the
Suspension of cash payments, and the profuse
issue of Bank-notes.

At this time, then,

when

it was to be deliberated whether the restriction
whould be longer continued, it was a question of

for his very humane and well-timed exertion®
He would only suggest, whether ‘he’ might oF
see the propriety of moving, ona future days னன்
the proportion of small notes on which pros
cutions had been instituted. It evidently Wa

importantto know what pr

ion of

crimes

and punishments arose from 1J. or 2/. notet

1)
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Almost:all who were convicted: of these forge-

ries were low persons, who could not: have an
opportanity
of committing the same crime as to
notes ofa higher amount.

_.

Mr. Lockhart hoped, that the conduct of the

hon. mover would not excite improper commiseration for criminals of this description. No
temptation ought to be considered

excuse for great crimes.

The

an adequate

great piofits

Finance Commirrer.] Mr. D. Gilbert, and
others, brought up a- message from the Com-

mons, requesting that Lord Viscount Melvi

might attend the finance committee, to be exa~
mined as a witness. The messengers having
withdrawn,

Lord

of the Bank ought to have disposed them to ‘intimated his.assent.

encourage artists and chymists to try their ingenuity in contriving paper and colours, which
could:be neither mistaken nor imitated. It was

a maxim allowed by all, that the
difficulty of preventing any crime,
should be its punishment.
Sir James

Macintosh

said,

he

greater the

the severer
should

Melville, who was:
‘The Lord Chane

present, then

ordered the members of the House of Commons
to be called in again, and informed them, that
the noble lord would attend.
_ Cuney-Swerrers.] Earl Fitzwilliam pre=
sented a petition of certain inhabitants of London and Westminster against the chimney-

not) sweepers’ regulation bill—Ordered to lie on the

Dow enter into any discussion on chymical co- table till the second reading of the bill.
lours: but he sould -say, that he was as unwill- | - On the motion of Lord Auckland, the report
ing, at least, as the hon. gentleman, to prevent of the committee of the house.of commons re=
injurious and improper commiseration, and as specting chimney-sweepers (sent up in conseanxious to bring forward nothing that might de- quence of a message moved by his lordship),
feat, or weaken, the just terrors of the law. -The was ordered to be printed.
question he wished to submit for consideration
Scorcu Burcus.) The Earl of Lauderdale’
was, whether the legislature had not, at the presented a’ petition of the burgesses of Wigtoun,
time of the suspension of cash payments, brought complaining of the present set or constitution of
home temptations of guilt to every bosom. It that burgh. His lordship stated, that, in presentwould then be very important, in the view of ing the petition, he did not pledge himself to
continuing the xestrictions, to consider whether any opinion upon the subject to which it rethe most desperate. persons, who had forfeited | ferred,
their fortunes and their characters, should be
The petition was ordered to lie on the table.
left-to this temptation. That no circumstances
GRIEVANCES. UNDER THE SUSPENSION ACT.]
of temptation were adequate excuse for great Earl Grosvenor said, he had a petition to preand dangerous crimes, wasa position which he sent of Thomas Evans, late a prisoner in Horse=
did not now need to be taught; but that those monger-lane gaol, one of. the persons who had
who supplied the temptation shared in the guilt, very properly resisted the measures taken to inwas a position which he would not renounce.
duce them to enter into recognizances. The
After a few words from Mr. Wharton and Ge- petition, which was read by the clerk, and laid
neral Thornton, in support of the motions, they on the table, was similar to that presented to
were severally agreed to.
the commons from the same individual. (See
2
08-௩௮.) On the motion of Sir E: Bry சீர page 377.)
am account was ordered “ of the number of folio,
Inpemnity Bitt.] The Duke of Montrose
quarto, octavo, and duodecimo volumes or pam- said, it was his duty to present to their lordships
phlets received from Stationers’ Hall by the Bri- a’ Bill, commonly called an Indemnity Bill.
tish Museum under the late copy-right act during | It was not necessary for him to say any thing
the last year, from 1st January

to gist December

1817, distinguishing the numbers of each size.’”

in its support in this stage. He should merely
propose, that it be now read a first time. On

CONSTABLES OF WESPMINSTER.]
Mr. Calcraft presented the report of the committee on

reading,

tinster, and the petty constables under him.

and object of the measure.

the petition of the high

constable of West-

‘The report stated, that the committee did not

think, from the evidence adduced, that the pe-

tittoners were entitled to any further remuneration for their attendance

on parliament.—Or-

Friday, when he intended to move the second
he

should

submit

to their lordships'

consideration some obseryations on the nature
‘The Earl of Lauderdale said, he should not
have troubled their lordships with any, remarks
on

the

noble

duke’s

proposition at the pre=

sent
moment, if he did not conceive that it in
| volved a question of great constitutional diffi
Thornton, seeing the culty and importance. This consideration ing

dered to lie on the table, and to be printed.

Ausenrees.]

General

chairman of the finance committee in his place,

took occasion to ask him, whether: the revenue.

Withdrawn from this country by British subjects

resident in foreign parts, had yet come under

the consideration of that committee ?

Mr. D. Giddy replied in the negative, adding,

duced him to oppose the measure even on the

first reading.

Jesty’s. mivisters for every ac
‘der the suspension.of the habeas

tat he was not aware of any intention to bring bill, ogee

hap subject vunder their consideration.

Aree

From the title ofthe bills! a8 lie

hadredheardto beit stated
by the nobleesduke,
it aphis Maa bill for ee
corpus. Theh

for au, he their lordships knew,

what was the
‘| might extend stillfarther. Now,

|{

ion in which their பல்க் were placed?
They knew,
by the journals of the other house
of parliament, that papers had been also sent tc
that house, and referred to a committee,
committee had not yet reported, and:

repo

might be such as to render any proceeding of | as, in partic ar,
the kind now proposed very improper t
ment of Ireland, a

adopted by their lordships.

It surely was not | course now taken.

re

pr
known to their lordships, that the report of the | Majesty’s servants for their
commons would acquit ministers.
It
might | the disturbances’ in Ireland

prove of a very different nature. Suppose it af-| House of Lords, and it ne
forded matter on which that house should think | there, tha it ought to be dela

fit to impeach ministers, their lordships would | be seen what
then have to sit as judges on a question which | came

they had previously determined.

to.

decision the

It was most

H

unreason.

He reminded | that their lordships ought to del

1

the house, that, on a former occasion, they had | which appeared to be the necessary result.

decided, in accordance with the opinion of a| report of their-committee, until the oth
noble and learned lord, that they would not en-| of parliament came to a decision, Their
tertain a certain medsure, because it might come | ships were not bound to regulate their pro
before them in their judicial capacity. On the| ings by that decision, of which, indeed, they .
same ground, this bill was‘not fit to be entertain- | could regularly know nothing, except ca. க
ed; for, if any regulating principle of their pro- | the medium. an the votes of the House of Com.
ceedings were more to be regarded than another, |'mons.. Upon the whole, then, the nobl
it was this—that the house ought never to give | had not stated any thing that should induc

an extrajudicial opinion.

This, then, wasa ques-|

the house

to stay the legislative measure Now

tion of great importance to the constitution, and, | proposed to them, Whatever objections that
on that ground, he trusted that their lordships | measure might be liable to, would come regu. _
would be induced to delay all further proceed- | larly under

ப்பட்.

_

on the second reading
of

ings, until they learned what measures might be | the bill, on Friday next.
¢
adopted by the house of commons. Iftheyap-|
Lord Holland said, he expected that the noble proved of the principle of the bill proposed by | duke would have stated more at length what was
the noble duke, and read it a second time on | the nature of the bill he had presented. He, _
Friday next, they might be placed in the situa-| however, did not mean to occupy their Tord-

tion of assembling
as judges, after they had pre- | ships’ time with any observations on that po
nie
the question on which they would be | He now rose merely to notice the answer whith

called to decide.

<|had been given to the objection of his noble

‘The Earl of Liverpool saw no possible ground |
for ‘delay in the objection stated by the noble |
lord. Were it good for any thing, it would be |
eal good against a measure which their lord- |
ships had already sanctioned, namely, the ap- |

friend, who had been, it appeared, in some measure, misunderstood, His noble friend had not
argued that the house could not entertain this
bill. His objection merely amounted to this——
that, in a constitutional point of view, it was 20t

been submitted to their consideration. ‘This, it |
‘was true, was done without any knowledge on |
the part of theirlordships as to what that com-|
mittee would decide: but the objection that the |

still to decide on the question of the conduct
ministers, and when there was before that house
a considerable number of petitions, complaining.
of highly improper and unconstitutional acts ~

pointment of a committee to inquire into the | proper, nor prudent, to proceed with such amea=
conduct of ministers on the papers which had | sure when the other house of parliament ற்

house ought not to proceed to a legislative ‘mea- | To the argument of the impropriety
of proceed=
sure'on the opinion of the committee, was equally | ing with the measure under such circumstances)

strong against referring the papers to that com. | the noble secretary of state had given no satis
mittee, in order that they might give an opinion | factory answer. He had referred to one preceto the house. The committee had examined | dent, which appeared to be that which occu!te

~

those papers with the utmost attention, and|in 1798, in the house of lords of Ireland: but
had come

to an opinion, which

their lordships’ table.

was now

on | that was the precedent of a measure which hi

In pursuance of that opi-

|/been condemned by the first lawyers in Irelands:

nion, his noble friend considered himself bound | and in this country, and which was the disgrace
to introduce the bill which he had presented. | of the parliament that passed it.

Whether that bill was warranted by the report,

was the question’to be argned on the second |
reading. The noble lord had-put the case, that |
the committee of the House of Commons might |
come to a different conclusion from that of|
their
lordships’ committee. That was doubtless
ட but the supposition afforded no reason |

‘The reference

|to such a precedent as that, afforded further

—

reagon for a vigilant observance of this bill, Jest ~
some of the enormous provisions of the Irish
act should be included in it. Without eve ~
waiting for the report of the cominittee
of the
commons, it was possible, that a member of |
that house might ere possessed of facts: |

ying the progress of the present mea-| Which would enable him to lay on th

|
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attidles of impeachment
Majesty’s ministers.

against some of his

If such a proceeding were

to take place, their lordships would be reading
asecond time’a bill for indemnifying those who
weré about to be accused at
their bar. The
noble secretary of state had reminded their lordships, that the-commons might reject the bill of
indemnity. Certainly they might; but then it
was to be recollected, that, besides that rejection,
they might also’come to the bar with a solemn
accusation

against those whom

had just declared innocent.

their lordships

If their lordships

wished, that their acquittal should be honourable
to those in whose favour it might be pronounced, they would adopt the course recommended
by his noble friend. Could the people of oe
land think an acquittal honourable and impartial,
when it would appear to them that the question
had been already prejudged? ‘To delay the progress of this bill was no denial of their lordships’
power to originate and pass it. All that was
proposed by his noble friend was, that the
should ‘suspend further proceedings
on it, until
after the report of the committee of the House of
Commons should be made, and that there should

be no reason to suppose that any articles of impeachment would be brought up from that house.
The Duke of Montrose said, that the bill was

of the same nature as the bille of indemnity

proposed in similar cases, and he saw no reason

|

Privately Stealing.
[562
j in silver late pay only the same licence;
thein
now ¢
| consequence 18,

watches, and, as hey rey only the
same licence:
duty for all kinds of
silver ERE eee ்
ers do for watch cases, they are |
to sell
watches at a cheaper rate, and have by that
means ei
ed the trade; the country
is now
nearly filled with watches, and the principal de~
mand for some time. past in Scotland has been
from labourers and farm servants, but owing to.
the pressure of the times, and parti
the circumstance of the wages of this descrip«

tion of persons being now reduced to about one
third part of what they were formerly, the demand has very much decreased, and it is a fact
that not one of the petitioners can now gain so
much from the-sale of watches in the course of

a year as would pay the annual licence of 4/.

12s. that this tax is unequal, and peculiarly.
oppressive on the petitioners and watchmakers
in general, must also appear from the circumstance that each of them is obliged to pay an
annual licence duty equal to what can be exacted from the most extensive silversmith and
dealer in plate in the city of London, and should,

this tax be persisted in, the petitioners must inevitably give up the selling, and confine themselves to the repairing of watches; as this tax
bears so hard on watchmakers, and particularly

on the petitioners, and as it yields a mere trifle
for delaying its progress on the possibility of to government, they trust
that the house, on
tome other ‘proceeding being instituted in the | taking
ing
the grievance into consideration, will see
commons. It was impossible to tell how long sufficient cause for repealing the act
granting the
they might have to wait for the decision of the plate licence duty in so far as it
affects watchsther house; and, upon the same principle, the makers; may it therefore please the house to
whole session might be allowed to pass awa
take the matter into consideration, and repeal
before the bill was read. He could not, on nicl the act allowing the plate licence duty in so far
க Consent to the house depriving itself of as it affects the petitioners and watchmakers in
¢ Opportunity of proceeding with a measure the kingdom.”
.
which they had an unquestionable right to instiMr. P. Moore then moved, that a select comtute, and the propriety of which appeared_to mittee be appointed
to consider of the laws
him equally undoubted.
relating to watchmakers, and to report their obட் Lord Holland moved, that instead of the word servations and opinion thereupon, and the mi“ now” tor the first reading, the words “ this nutes of the டட taken before them to the
y day se’nnight” be inserted.
house.””—The motion was agreed to, and Mr. P.
The question was put, that the word “ now”? Moore, Mr.. Butterworth, Sir W. Curtis, and
stand part of the question, which was carried several other gentlemen were named on the commn the affirmative.
mittee. The report presented to the honse on

‘The bill was then read a first time, ordered to the 11th of July 1817, was ordered to be referto be read a second time onFriday. red to them.

printed, and

HOUSE

OF

COMMONS.

Wednesday, Feb. 25.

|

of VATCHMAKERS. ]

The following petition

ord atchmakers in Aberdeen was presented,
W) {dered to lie on the table, and to be printed.

PRIVATELY STEALING.] Sir S. Romilly, after
haying moved that the act of the 10th and 1th
III, c. 93, intituled, “An

of William

the better

act for

apprehending, prosecuting, and pu-

nishing of felons that commit Burglary, Housebreaking, or Rol
in Shops, Warehouses,
Coach-houses, or Stables, or that steal பக்

. That the petitioners are under the neces. should be entered as read, stated, hat be wage
oe, Of complaining to the house of a grievance for the purpose of மக் for நடவ பாதை
ich they suffer in being subjected to the pay- a bill to repeal so. much
a8
takes away

Ment of

the’ plate licence duty of 4/. 195. per

eine, and the only article of

plate connected

ith their trade is the case of the watch, and
க
pays a duty to government on bei |
din London
it comes into
ஜி their possession, while silversmiths and dealers

the benefit
tealing

y ண:
of clergஉண்

Hodes ன் ee

i

பண்பா

¥

»»

Coach~

1,

€

ot would. not, be nec

e
for him. to, trouble the house
because their opinion on e
been strongly expressed.

ர் length,
க்

i

of Commons

f

es; twice
in the las

: மனன் it, and twice
in the

present, Onvthe

st occasion, the bill passed without any
fe
sition whatever ; he might therefore say, unanimously; yet it was in each instance rejected
ihe other house. In proposing an alteration
of the law, it would be proper to take a'y
of what the state of it really was, accordin;
_the mode in which it was at present administered. This might best appear from the returns of the number of criminals apprehended,
tried, convicted, and executed. In the course
of 12 years, from 1805 to 1817 inclusive, 655

persons had been indicted for the crime of
stealing privately in a shop property to the value of 58. Of these, 177 were acquitted; 113
were capitally convicted, and not one was executed. In
the remaining s65 cases, the jury,
either finding that the property was not of the
value of 5s., or that it was not stolen privately,
acquitted the prisoners of the capital part of the
charge, but found them guilty of simple larceny.

last forty years.

By the sth

of

‘c. 30., any bankrupt who =refuses « a .
| surrender
to his commission, or
or embezzles his effects
to the value of 20/5 is”

guilty of felony without benefitof clergy. ‘Tht
was a crime for which
it had been long

stood, that no mercy

was'to be expected from

thought, that thei
the crown. It had |
terests of trade required, that this law

be most rigorously enforced, and there was:

one instance of a person (of the name of

lock) convicted of it being pardoned, and.
under very peculiar circumstances. But the

consequence of this had been, that though the
crime

was

very common,

fenders were extremely rare.

convictions of of

ர

365

of 85 years, he believed there had been only
four instances of conviction for fraudulent bankruptcy. While the punishment: was so dread+

laid in the indictment,

of Forgery had/also greatly increased—perhapt

It was evident, therefore, either that these

persons had been improperly charged with, a ful, men were unwilling to prosecute. Credicapital offence; or that the juries, influenced tors were often defrauded, but they came to@
by feelings of humanity, had, in so many in- determination to leave their debtor to enjoy com
alvermative
stances, violated their oaths. It was true, there plete impunity, rather than take the
were high authorities in justification of this kind of proceedings which might lead to the shed
of pious perjury, as Mr. Justice Blackstone was ding of blood. (Hear.) But he was satisfied;
pleased to call it. That learned judge had that if the punishment were less severe, tht
stated, that the mercy of juries would
often number of those who committed such
make them straina point, and bring in larceny would be.considerably diminished. ‘The offence
to be under the value

when it was really of much greater value. In such

by the long: existence

of so much paper cule

rency, not merely of the Bank of England, but
diate alteration in the price or denomination of of other bodies, and the general augmentation
of the number of paper securities. a
money, the punishment of death is undoubted}:
a very rigorous law, and made Sir Henry Spel- tude of statutes, the greater part of which hod

practice, however, of acquitting criminals, with
a view to save them from the severity of the
law, had a most immoral tendency, ae he (Sir

of the crime.

prosecutions would

detected

On the contrary, the crime

greatly multiplied, and he was persuaded, thatits

frequent punishment by death, excited a song

Samuel Romilly) contended, that it was the duty feeling of compassion on the part of the
pub”
of the legislature to remove all temptations to it. towards the sufferers. Indeed, some recent
&
By the mode in which the law had been recent- amples of this punishment had made a ¢
ட்
ly administered, the crime of shop-lifting had pression on the public. ‘That day se’nnight
gone om increasing in a regular progression. women had been executed for forgery, 27°
The extraordinary severity of the law. often very morning two boys, one 16 and coll
peed persons, whose property was stolen, years of age, would have been executed. sya
m prosecuting; but, if the punishment of same crime,
rime, had iti not been
fo: rthe exertions
of hs
|
death were taken away, that unwillingness to worthy magistrate and an hon. fri
ree
prosecute would be removed, and, consequently, Alderman Wood, and Mr. Bennet) W:
multiply, and the sentence.

a conspiracy for the’ purpos

of the law be carried into force. In considerin, g| their. seduction, and who had succe
this subject, it was important to direct the atten. pressed a recommendation for
a su
்
tiomof the house to other branches of the cri- their punishment. Was it possible thet
inal
law,’ mi which it would be seen, that, unன் as these could have any
ae
® the operation of severe enactments, the
an to produce, not obedience to பத்

crease

Se

the present-reign, thisoo

a

been passed during

while was declared to be felony without benefit
value, clergy; and, in almost every case, the law at
conti-| bee! n carried into execution. ‘The severity.”
This the law had not, however, caused a diminutiot

a

money was

aan

man, (above a century since, when

at twice its present rate) complain, that
me
thing else was risen in its nominal
come dearer, the life of man had
nually grown cheaper. (Hear, hear.)

PS en

cases, (he adds) considering the great interme.

a to be checked'had greatly in- Compassion for those
who transgr

le
fie
to the offence of stealin;
sanction of the law was insufheient
to the amount of laded
forty shillings in. a dwellings the
crime,
it was calculated
to pr

it

evel

0
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eg.

learned,

to only four convictions unde:
laws.

The

instances of con

lently made
mumerable.

cx

6

in bankruptcy were,
As to the crime ௦

1

- Sir J. Neawport observed, that when a

had increased during the last
years ; and several persons were

take their trial for that offenc

neither the house; nor the cot intry at large, were

aware
“were
“-were
crime.

ee ee

man. Circumstances enabled
‘what he had said on some points,

of the numerous offences of this kind that
compromised and hushed up. Bankers
perpetually
liable to the
effects of this
They had, indeed, formed an association,

and appointed 4 solicitor for the prosecution of

accepted the Chiltern hundreds,
no
was required. Here it was notorious,
individual in question had accepted the
and had appointed adeputy.
|
~The Chancellor of the Exchequer
that this:was only surmise. Would|
member who moved forthe writ, take onh
to say, on his own knowledge, that Mr,
‘had’ performed any act in the execution:

_ offenders ; but they were very often moved by office of clerk of the parliaments?
Sir M. W. Ridley acknowledged that
pity, and acted contrary to the principles of}
not prepared to
take on himself thi
‘their society.
i
Sir John Neavport thought,-that no stronger
roof was necessary, to shew the solidity of his
hon. and learned friend’s views, than the state-

‘ment of such numbers of offences being hushed
* up. He hoped that his hon. and learned friend
would persevere in bringing such matters toa
conclusion; and he trusted, that noble and learned persons would

be induced

to pause, before

they rejected such important measures.
Leave was then given to bring in the bill.
_ Persons ARRESTED FOR TREASON.}_
Sir
William Burroughs moved an address, “For a
return of all persons arrested, committed, or

lity ; but he had been informed, o1

SSR

~

அக கை

~_ what had fallen from the hon. and

state

ies

ட

ret ee te

..

rity, that. Mr. Rose had appointed a.
!
Mr. Rose’s naine was in the patent for the rewl) ly
sion of the office in-question. © ©:
ரம
Lord. Mitton recollected, that when the presett §
Lord Lindsey was member for Staffordshire
new writ was moved for General Bertie,

had become Earl of Lindsey. A doubt,hy
ரஷ arising, whether he would actually
ceed to the title, the writ was supersede
no injury was done to the representation.

in the present case, the house was

actuahy'

prived. of the representative for ம்

stances which had been stated, he would recom

same are known; and a return of the different
prisons to which they were first committed and

was carried, that the debate should be asjo8™”

oso

sent parliament, for the borough of மோக

of state from those committed by justices of mend his hon. friend to allow the matter (06
peace; together with the names, additions, or over till Friday next, in order that it mig)
descriptions of the said persons, their occupa- ascertained, in the mean time, whether
tions, ages, and places of ‘abode respectively, at had accepted the office. (Hears hear: ்
the times of their being arrested, as far as the
The question was put from the chat dou

till Friday.
ane
afterwards removed, and of the authority or
Mr. Macdonald then moved,
orders by which such of the said persons as do issue his warrant to the clerk of ee ர
were not brought to trial were released from for anew wnit for a member 60 5806 0 7 hutch)

confinement: together with the respective dates

of their arrest and release; distinguishing such

as were required to enter, and did actually enter,
into recognizances before justices of peace for

their appearance after being released, and such

whose recognizances were afterwards vacated,
and the dates of their being so vacated, at the
desire or on the motion of his majesty’s attomey-

general.”’—Ordered.

-

CLERK

OF

THE PARLIAMENTS.]

Mr. Mac-

donald asked, why a new writ had not been

e

te pom
106160.

of the

late

George Roses ன்
2

pa

wer

Parpon of ConsprraTors.] A Member

that seeing a right hon. gentleman (Mr. - Bal
in his:place, he wished to inquire, WD:

was any truth in the informationWUC
lately received on visiting Newgates: a
that Brock, Power and Pelham,Lene
tally convicted, about a year and 8.
being accessories before the fact to c°

moved for Southampton, in the room of George been discharged
on a free pardon (hears
3 Rose, esq. who had accepted the office of| Iff this was thecase, he wished next #

rk of the parliaments, and who had actually tight hon, gentleman, whether he |
d a deputy to execute the office?
௫
Lord Castlereagh replied, that the fact of Mr. | jection to fiom
Judges on which a free pardon was 8)

aon

Py warrants issued by his majesty’s secretaries

our

detained on treasonable charges in the year 1817; who must be presumed to have accept
distinguishing such as were committed on charges office of clerk of the parliaments,as his. nam\
of high treason from those committed for suspi- inserted in the patent for the reversion 10"
cion of high treason or for treasonable practices ; office.
sobs
hae
and also distinguishing such as were committed
Mr. Abercromby said, that, under the circu

RE oo
a
ee வள

HOUSE
a

Mr. John Smith said, he did not wish to
any thing ey tient tale or
él

2 2 QS
ere ee

மி]
Sue

Brock,

Pelham,

argued before

to

at

the j

ower,

a ee

had

it was exactly ofa

‘Brock, Pelham aout Power, who set them to’! similar nature with the other, and it was deemed
rk, for the purpose’ of procuring their con-

EVERE

உ காதத ஜா உட

PAS

So CESS ER ES

PSUR

NSF FE

eR

கூட சகானா

yiction.

Brock, Pelham ஹேம் Power were then

tried, and convicted of being accessory to coin; before the fact. But he understood, that a
ioe had arisen in ‘the mind of some of the

jodges, on the trial of a police officer (Vaughan)

for 2 similar offence, whether, as the law stood,

advisable, that a pardon

to
a

them. The

should be extended

person whose case had been

fore the twelve ju

convicted
on a charge of a

had also been

different nature, of a

conspiracy to procure the commission of certain
crimes; but Brock, Power, and Pelham had only
been convicted
of the crime which he had already
mentioned. He had since applied his mind to

person could be convicted of being accessory
pre the fact to coining; and the point was the subject, but he found some difficulty in framaccordingly’ ‘reserved for the opinion of the ing-anact to reach such cases. The prosecutwelve judges. His only object now, was to ob- tion against Brock, Power, and Pelham, had

a

been carried on by the city of ‘London with
great assiduity; and, with respect to the law
officers of the crown, he could assure the house,
that ni
te existed a more serious ae
(hear, hear; hear.) bringing persons to justice.
(Hear,
Mr. Bathurst said, the hon. gentleman had ious desire of
tated the result in this case quite correctly. Tt hears hears hear.) But, when the.law came to be
that, as the discussed, and most ably and gravely it was dishad been found by the twelve judges,
law now stood, it was impossible to convict cussed, some very nice points arose, and the
those persons of the offence for which they were Jearned judges were of opinion, that judgment
The law officers of the érown, how could not be executed. The offence was enortied,
greatly soever they might wish such criminals mous, and could not fail of being held in the
atest abhorrence. ‘The persons, he admitted,
to suffer the execution of the law, had found
leserved to suffer the most condign punishment,
that they could not be ee to punishment.
He was glad that this matter had now been agi- but the law was defective; and, under such cir‘tated, as it was desirable that the public should cumstances, they were pardoned.
know: the ground on which those persons had
Lord Stanley was proceeding to offer some
been liberated. At the same time, he begged to observations, when
‘tate; that the law-officers had been desired to
Lord Castlereagh rose to order. ‘There. was
take into consideration the necessity of introduc- no motion, he said, before the house; and no
‘ing an ‘act for the amendment of the law in benefit could arise from prolonging the conyerthat particular. ‘With respect to the opinion of sation.
the judges, on which those men had received,
Mr. Brougham said, he was not satisfied with
as the explanation which had been given respecting
their, pardon, it did not exist in such a shape
to be Iaid before the house. This was all the this extraordinary case. It had been stated, that
explanation which he was enabled to give to the Brock, Power, and Pelham, had received a free
statement of the hon, member.
pardon ; but he wished to know, whether they
“Sir Francis Burdett conceived, that ina matter were not to be indicted for a conspiracy
to
of such consequence as the pardon of these seduce the poor Irishmen to commit a capil
“wretches, it was highly proper that the opinion offence ?
ப்
ல்
on which it was granted should be produced to
Mr. Bathurst said, it was not in his power te
the house. He apprehended, that, without an give any further explanation on the case of these
ர்க்க distinctly pronounced, persons,
Spinion’ of ‘the
ல
the ministers of the crown had no right to advise
Lord Milion wished to know, in what manner
2 free pardon. He trusted, therefore, that the this case had come before the twelve judges. He
Pardon in some’shape or‘other, and the opinion conceived this to be a most important point, an
Of the judges, would be laid before the house. it வல் to be distinctly stated.
the
, The Attorney-General begged to state the parThe Attorney-General observed, that on
ticlars ‘of! this case. . A’ police-officer of the trial of Vaughan, an objection had been bee
tain satisfactory information with respect to the

ground on which those blood-hounds had been
let loose on the public to commit similar crimes

Tameடத ட
of being

who was prosecuted for the ona point of law, and this point, the learn

accessory

‘to ‘coining

before the judge who presided on the trial, reserved fo

டன whether, opinion of the twelve judges. The
fact, having ben found pill
38'the law stood, a person could be so convicted, the twelve judges) after hearing: ன்
reserved

forthe

‘opinion

of the

twelve

point, was what he had already stated.

ட

ன்

னம்
de

indges, and, inthe meantime, certain otherper
Lord Milton asked,
whetherreserved
he was intotheundsr=
i
case
“ons, who stood in’a similar situation, were pro- stand that the point
அகத்து
ghd and found guilty. ‘The case of the first of these three persons? (No, fram th aes!
றட 678008) 8ம் 0௦6 (21 ௦4 87௦01), ஷர,
; Power, came to'be-argued before the twelve

ndges

in the exchequer chamber, and the judges

bench.)
‘Then he was to understand,of another
that »
had been reserved on the trial
nt
ர் , aad that the case
of these persons was

.

| sn)“:
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jo similar to that in which the twelve judges

tad iven their opinion, that his Majesty’s
| nisters, without any point bei
serve
‘case, had advised a free

ட்

them. ‘ft struck his mind that
Yather precipitately in this case.

to be

mene

The Attorney-General said, it was considered

that the first decision decided also the

second

case. Under these circumstances, it became
the
duty of those who were concerned for the

ld be presented this ey
Mr. Bathurst,
in ely, He

arisen late in the day, which ha

committee from coming to a.

crown to take care that the sentence of the law, thought it probable, however, 4

in the case of Brock, Pelham, and Power, should would
not be carried

into execution,

however

they house.

might abhor the crimes of which those persons
thad been convicted.
eras

~ Sir F. Burdett was about to offer his opinions

‘on thiscase,avhen

The
order.

Chancellor of the Exchequer
3

Sir F. Burdett said, the right hon.

rose

to

in reply, stated, that he had

_ given all the information in his power.
. Usury Laws.] Mr. Serjeant Onsloq gave nofice, that on the sth of April next, he should
submit a motion to the house, Tespecting the

laws which prohibit the taking

money, or limit the rate
Coroners’ கரக

டட
நமா.]

நந

of interest for
Mr.

Mellish

moved the second reading of this bill.

ல்

ட

Birra Day.) Ont

Dt

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, it wa
ordered, that the house should adjourn over to.
morrow, it being the dayappointed for the cele
bration of her Majesty’s birth,
-

gentleman

would not gain any thing by this mode
of proceeding; for, in a very few words, he could
Make a motion which would detain ‘the house
more than two hours. He wished to know why
those persons had not been indicted for a con.
Spiracy to take away men’s lives for money ?
Mr. Bathurst,

be presented. at the next sitting

~HOUSE OF LORDS. Friday, Feb. 27.

GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION
Earl Grosvenor presented a petition of
Bagguley, of Manchester, complaining:
treatment under the act for suspending
the habeas
corpus. It was to the same purportas that pre:

sented to the commons on the 16th instant, (Set

page 411.)

+4

மஹராக].
Lord Holland: present
ed a petition, purporting to be from the lord
mayor, aldermen, and livery of London,in com

mon hall assembled, praying that the bill of ime
demnity might not pass into a law. His

said, the petition was signed by the lod
Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Curwen, and Mr. Shaw ship
mayor, two aldermen, and twelve common-coul

Lefevre, contended, that an increase of allowance

Mr. Mellish argued, that the allowance
Coroners was at present very inadequate.
Mr. P. Moore

petfectly concurred

cilmen, which, he understood, was the numbe
requisite to constitute a common hall of the ety
“of London.
ல
த்
to
The Lord Chancellor observed, that ச

high!
aay

with

the

hon. gentlemen who had preceded him; and,
to prevent any further discussion, he moved,
that
the

bill be read
months,

a second time on this day six

General Thornton rose to second this motion.

‘Two years ago, he found that inquests
had been
holden without any occasion for them, and
that
the county of Middlesex had been subjected
to

- Very unnecessary

charges.

If this bill were suf-

fered to pass,
the same sort of practice would
be carried into other parts of the country.

The question was then called for, and stran.
gers were ordered to withdraw,
~ On a division the numbers were—
For the second reading . .
1s
ABADI: re ee
Seat
ngic a

“Majority... . a7

tion could only be received as the petition
those who had signed it.
;
an
‘The petition was read, and ordered to lie0
the table, merely as coming fromthe lord mayo

கை

to coroners was unnecessary,
and
objectionable. a

the two aldermen, and the twelve common-cou™

cilmen ‘who had signed it.

டட

The Duke of Montrose then said, that
in Hs!

to move the second reading of the bill of idem

nity, it appeared to him necessary, as a justi

tion of the measure, to refer to the circums!
which had caused it to be brought forward

it

doing this, he should have to trouble their tad

ships by recalling to their recolleetion what, st

been the situation of the country ப

session, and for some time previous to

கர்

1t8 ibe

mencement. He might, perhaps, by some
thought to deviate fara the object under

|

sideration, by the period to which heHe ad
posed to-trace back the circumstances whi பர

rendered the measures adopted in, the tat
Sion
necessary: but he could not ee ard
-Excnequer Bints.] An account was pre- teferring
to the alarming symptoms of 6 cout"
» ated «of all interest paid on exchequer bills
which had. prevailed
in some parts of oe
Inthree years, ending the sth of January 1817, try
for several years past. ‘Their lordship
mishing each year, with the avera
therege well aware
of the atrocious transactions
_ ‘The bill was thus lee

ர்

]
.]

பதர]
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கத்தத் disturbed districts of Leicester
~ and Nottingham, where the destruction

and

of frames

houses, and the perpetration
of murder, were
wer | sti
earried
on by a regular system, to the astonish_ mentand terror of the country. Many of the per- | the e

i

_ fons, who had suffered for these crimes, had e

ப

that an organized plan had existed for de- | would
் _ fessed,
rs of the bill had,
stroying frames and other property, and that even
_

was for what might befal

the
rtunate persons, to guard against whose miss
knowledged, that there was a plan for shooting conduct its provisions were framed. It was for .
the judge (Mr. Justice Graham) upon the circuit, the sake of those infatuated men, for the sake of
and that money
had actually been raised for carry- humanity alone, tNat the‘suspension of the habeas
corpus act had been proposed. And here he
ing that plan into effect. While these alarmin;
symptoms prevailed, clubs of various names ai
wonld ask their lordships,as a noble lord had

_ aprice was put upon men’s lives. Ithad been ac-

; descriptions,
ions,
and union societies, had been formed emphatically asked when the bill was in pro
_ in different parts of the country, under the pre- gress in that house;-whether they did not think
tence of seeking a reform in parliament. These it better to prevent ctimes than¢o punish them?
clubs communicated with each other, and with His noble friends were perfectly sensible, that,
associations of the same kind in London.

‘They.

even appointed delegates to assemble in the metropolis. at institution ன் Hee a was followed by public meetings held in different quar
ters of ee ante at which the most inflammatory and seditious language was used. Having
Teminded their lordships of the situation of the
country under this dreadful system, he now
came to that recent period which had been un-

fortunately

could have

of humanity, as well as for securing the peace

and tranquillity of the country. With a view appeared to them indispensably
necessary;and, in passing it, they must
have
ண்ட forward to the எட
a the
present bill, which was the natural consequence
of their agreeing
to suspend the habeas corpus.
act. The present bill was merely a corollary.
deduced from that which had preceded it.
Their lordships had hoped, thatthe first act for:
suspending the habeas corpus, which had beea
passed during the last session of parliament,
would have been sufficientto restore tranquillity

marked by the loss of trade, and the to tte objects, itsa

decline ee manufactures. ‘There was then no
regular employment for that useful class. of men,
the agricultural labourers. Many of the country
banks had stopped, the farmers had no sale for

their produce, and, consequently, were no longer

able to pay

in the ordinary state of the law, they

put down every disturbance which had taken
place. They could have easily employed force
enough for that purpose; but, then, it must have
been employed at the expense of thousands of
lives. Their lordships, therefore, passed the act
for suspending
the habeas corpus Onthe ground

their rents.

At that most extraor-

dinary an distressing period, meetings

of the

nature of those'to which he had
ட adverted took place in the metropolis, and various parts
of the country. Their lordships would recollect the two which had been held in Spa-fields. to the country; but, in this, they were disapThe second of these had led to robbery and pointed, and it had been found necessary
to reassassination,

if not

to

high

treason,

That

new it.

Public- meetings, af a seditious

inalarming disturbance was soon followed by the flammatory tendency, continued to be andheld;

atrocious insult and attack on the person of his
toyal highness the Prince Regent, which took
ce while he was in the act of proceeding
to
exercise his royal functions in that house. After
that transaction, their lordships and the other
house of parliament thought fit, in consequence
‘the general state of the country, to appoint

» @ Secret committee, to inquire into and report.on

and one, in particular, of-a very alarming description, took place at Mane.iester. At that
meeting, it was proposed to petition the Prince
Regent; but the petitions were not to be conveyed to the foot of the throne in the usual
manner: they were to be carried up to the metropolis by large
bodies, of persons, who evi-

dently intended

to

seek their object,

by
the evidence laid before them. The opinion: of prayer, but by alarm, or force. What not
would.
those committees had been solemnly recorded haye been the consequence, had those
men been
and sanctioned, and, upon their report, a bill.was permitted to proceed on their march from Manintroduced and passed for suspending some part chester? ‘They would, in all பப்ப
have
of the act of habeas corpus, namely, in
its committed numerous robberies and murders on
|» application.1 to the
the
apprehending
of persons their way; and. it was impossible to foresee,
ged with designs against his
ajesty’s per- what mischief might haye been the result of
fon and government. ‘That bill was opposed,
their project, had they been suffered| to come
and underwent much discussion. It-was assert. near the
metropolis. He did not wish to. rest
&d, that the existing laws posseséed- sufficient the introduc
tion of the present bill on precedent ;
» Strength and ற
protect the constitution; the ground on which -he proj sed it was, ne
and it was asked, why
resort to the measure then cessity. . Their lordships.could
not avoid
ட
4
கம்
oe when Heedisturb
uy ances.
nesehs complained of | iing it: for,,as the circumstances to. whic the
yee
ve
Suppresse
d
without it? His
red justified what had already beeu done,
“அஷ that-those who proposed the suspenanswer
sionof this measure must necessarily follaen

©

sis)“
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© Jordships were called upon to

it

6 minis

சப
ito say.

The

nt, | had used did not go to the extent to
-| noble marquis had interpreted’ th
Jordships had passed a

ing the necessity of proceeding further. If

,| lordships had not approved of the condi
ministers, they would not have i
with the same powers by a renewal
of that | bill,
Though the present measure was, according |

when it broke it; b

only be accomplished b
ii
by means, perhaps, of an enormous
human blood.

3
which had his view, a necessary consequence of those pas:
he was certain ed in the last session, it was not strictly so, u

From the papers

been laid before the committee,

that the magistrates had performed the duties
which wereimposed
‘upon them with the greatest prudence ant! humanity. (Hear, hear.) He
doubted whether all the persons who ought to

less the house approved of the conduct of mir
ters.

~

ச்

The Marquis of Lansdowne said, he believed

ஆச

that the expression of the noble duke was, that

have been apprehended had been taken into cus-

the bill was a corollary of those

வன ன்

with any further observations, conceiving that

not be represented to have said what he did not

tody, and
detained. (Hear, hear, hear.) Some ceded it. Certainly, it was not what he should
of their lordships might be surprised at this ob- call a corollary, nor did he understand how the
servation ; but, if they had examined the papers noble duke could go call it, if it was to depend
ae
ae
ae he had done, they would be of the same upon the conduct of ministers.
The Duke of Montrose begged that he might
opinion. He should not trouble their lordships
the circumstances which he ‘had recapitulated
sufficiently proved, that the proposed measure
was one which they were botind to sanction.
The Marquis of Lansdowne said, he did not
rise for the purpose of attempting to persuade
their lordships to reject this bill, but to call their
= attention to its character and extent, which were
eminently deserving of consideration. Affecting
as it did the-rights and properties
of the people,
it inflicted, in conjunction with the bills of last
session, a serious wound on the constitution, He

%

mean to say. He did not use the word cord
lary in the sense imputed by the noble marquis
all he meant to state’ was, that if the ministers
had acted upon'the"measure of the last session,

and acteds properly, that an act of indemnity
ought to be a necessary consequence.
து
The Marquis of Lansdowne resumed, obse
ing, that with respect to the definition:
of the
term corollary; he did not exactly agree with
the noble duke: he attached a’ different mean-

ing to it. He was ready to admit, that, if the
was, therefore, of opinion with the noble duke, measures of last session fied not been acted upon
that it was impossible to separate the’ consider-

ation of the present bill from those which

ட last session.

ad been

noble

But, notwithstanding

what| former,

sort from the

It would, however, still be necessary

for their lordships to inquire ito the state of the
intended to maintain that the country, both before and after those acts were

said, he could not believe that the

duke

there would have been no need of this bill, 808.

or corollary, of any
had 4 consequence,

passing of the present bill was a necessary passed, in order to ascertain how far it was prope’
Were

of those which had been passed in the course
of last session, it would then be no profitaole

employment of their lordships” time to consider

what fea

been done: under

those acts, which,

however, the noble duke had thought a fit subject of discussion. But, if it really were intend:
ed that the present bill should be a consequence
of the measures of last session, would it not
have been more candid and manly to haye said
30 when those measures were introduced? No!
such declaration had, however, been made.
On the contrary, their lordships, at that time,
heard nothing Poke ministers but repeated boasts:

of their responsibility. According to the noble
duke, however, nothing was more distant from |
minds, than that they should be responsible.
They
uke of Montrose rose hastily, upon

‘The grounds On

which the former bills had been passed welt

stated inthe reports. It was asserted, that a spirit
of sedition and insurrection prevailed throughout

the country, and that there existed plans in the
te |
metropolis, in the midland counties, and in Seats

land, for resisting the laws, and overturning a

constitution, by violence. Now he maintamel
that unless this intended violence was 101 only,
proved, but proved to have existed tosuch fae
tent that the ordinary laws of the country were

incapable of overcomting: it, all the pre

which had been alleged for suspending th
corpus act ville unsound and fallacious.”
respect to the state of theametropolis, the “id

recently laid before their lordships said ம் aL

though from what was said in it, as well ast

what had been said in former reports, 800127

rence bearing on the present measure Mg’
dr awn. He was willing to give his concurrence

that part of the report which stated, that Ge

were still some disaffected persons ¢

பபனிடல்

not think of supporting that proposition.

it possible to conceive that the present bill
could be regarded as a necessary consequence

to press the bill before them.

ON

suspension of the habeas

The" noble duke, surely, could

ee

act.

FN

consequence of the

corpus

those places, it could not have been puedown

wobld: not» have
with equal facility; if there
been found in each of the adjoining counties |
e, ,
rat
one magist
one captainy:
one serjeant
eighteen men, for.no more of each: had: been:
employed (sear, /iear,):to quell the whole force
2 But thenoble
ர
of the disaffected in

-duke had insisted, that the object of govern- even to those inits immediate vicinity.
had never been acted
ment was to prevent insurrection, rather than to land, where the suspension

கலன் scene of unbroken
put it down. Had the noble duke considered oe
eee ee with tranquillity. He s:
tranquillity ¥x) because:
the
the consequences- - arming
d:
had”
arbittary
powers, under the pretence of prevent~ trials: ed had. taken: place pete
ing cian? Had’ he reflected on the abuse of afforded no proof whatevet that. the tran

the

laws;

and

that

the

offenders

should

be

i

pire ‘had been evenn

வண்ணம
வின்ஸ்
sroof of tranquillity,
that, after டார்
al , the i ட

which had been adduced: of a. disaffec sted.

spint

prevailing there: after all: the representations of _

ர
brought to trial in the:regular administration of his Majesty’s ministers, and. the ee
justice. He had’ stated, on supposition, that if tions in the different-reports-. after all) that had ~
similar insurrections: had taken place im allithe been: stated. of Glasgow; Edinburgh, and. the:
districts,
his. Majesty’s law.
of ie”
counties, they would: have been put down:in'a manufacturing:
similar manner. But what did really: happen? cers, with’ al thein ingenuity,.could
bring only
It appeared, that some persons’ attached to the four persons to trial. The first was-an old”
left wing of the grand insurrectionary army in| cl lergyman, (the Reverend: Neil, Douglas) wha
Derbyshire, had:committed burglaries in’ York- was charged with having, used seditious.expres
shire—they had broken open houses at Hudders- sicns in the pulpit, which, of course, were-not
field, and stolen arms.

These formidable rebels

(laugh) were apprehended without any difficulty; they: were arrested without any exercise
of the ‘powers conferred: by the’ suspension: of
the habeas corpus, and were: afterwards tried

dificult of proof; because they were at

fore ‘a public assembly;

was “not proven.”?

and. yet the

‘T'wo:

verdict

other individuals

were tried for having used seditious expressions
at a public meeting; all of which,in the sent
but, in consequence of: the preva- ence of the court, amounted only to “indecorouss”

at York;
rication of an old woman,

they were allacquitted.

the

only witness;

But; according: to the

former reports, it was not from Yorkshire alone
that the deluded persons at Derby expected to

receive support; they expected it from Scotland
alsoy

eit expectations had certainly not

been frustrated by any exercise there of the ex.

traordinary powers conferred’ on ministers,
When’ those reports came: out, it. was’ stated;
' that all the manufacturing districts: of Scotland,
Glasgow, Edinburgh, and a variety of other

absurdyand!improper expressions.” ‘The only
remaining person tried in Scotland was
Anery

M‘Kinlay, who, (after conduct: on the part
|
the crown prosecutor to. which. he should not

now advert, but-which, he thought, loudlyde
manded a separate inquiry,) (hear, heary ear)

ர்க

was returned to his family, thejury having pier :
nounced a verdict of “not proven”? to

charges brought

against him. ‘These were the

only cases ins de ingenuity of the law-off |
cers of the: crown: in Scotland could. raket
towns, were equally implicated in the conspirac’ y | gether; andsit was evident from theses that n0t |

to overturn the laws

country.

and

government

of the

Ministers intended, that the suspen.

the slightest symptom appeared in’that come

of any insurrectionary:- movement.
S|
sited what was the situation of the county ©
Jordships were aware, that, in consequence of the time of the suspension of the habeas Compt 7.
the wording of those acts, such doubt existed he begged:to remind their lordships, that Be
sion acts should extend to Scotland, but theit

on the subject, that it was/not thought: proper

to apply them to that part of the kingdom
And what was the consequence? In Derbyshire,

set out with undertaking to dwell. only om

| statement which went to shew that there ly
existed any

real. danger to. the governme®

where they expected great clouds to come from the: ae ; because ட was unnecessarys 10
the north, no: movement took places till the sus. es: but that of
pension act had passed. In Scotland, which
was left to the course of its own-law, there was

0. suspension

——
e

ses

ட 0

on a former occasion: stated, chat

je

the

“BO movement at all! What were we to infer instead’
of inquiring for designs of violence
fromthis? In Scotland, where the remedy could searching: out for treasona
pasa

not
be applied, the cure had been most complete, quired, whether erroneous and! mischievo
Tnaurrections had taken place
in Derbyshire,

nions existed, and to what extent,

ee

rity of persons and of property, whichvalways
ensued? It was of the very essence of a free
- government, that offences shouldibe met only by

RSEs ha ah SS PEORIA
Sr emR ee weeew

imprisonment, the false information, the insecu-

- | from being deprived,under any’ hasty” an
of the benefit
of lawe an
many
inheritedby birhright, THe rtaining
was notthenoq
a
be a necessary a
whatம் வ 0 வன்ன might not fF the

or mistake? Let their lordships consider to
‘an extent such an indemnity would operate.
operate. ட் fhe,
a Oh
They knew not, indeed, nor could they know not to deprive men of their rights, notoneal
‘without inquiry, how many persons, who had| tinguish Fist hens of redress, gle to ¢
‘been outraged or injured, would be thus pre» without some inguiry more full a
cluded from obtaining redress by the laws of extensive than that which they had hither
their country, who would be thus shut out from been satisfied with. He entreated them to a

every.channel through which they could obtain. journ the question for one fortnight
; it
could
_the slightest remedy for the grievances they had
4. wee no ப
» a8 the an

sustained. “Measures which went to set aside

facto

law

y were

proceeding

to pass

mele, of the country, might, in the way pf கத்து all the interval, and it ould afford
edent, operate upon persons yet un
3 to deliberate on the claims of parties who

tnd it behoved them to take the won sedulous

been aggrieved.

woul

He therefore moved,

Care that gross injustice was not committed, in instead of the word
now” for the second
~order that it might notட் drawn into precedent, reading, the words “this day fortnight”
be
to operate,
8, Stl
ater injustice at a inserted.
a
வடக்.
e eater had done their
‘The Earl of Liverpool said, that as far
as the
duty, but the duty committed to them was onl 'y | speech of the noble marquis related tothe par0)
that of inspecting papers submitted to them by | ticular provisions of the
the Prince Regent. (Hear, hear.) He would proper time for discussingbill
f
ae
conepos
them, he should
ask their best
whether it was not due to pone what
had to ம்ம் in reply upon that
the interests of those who were affected, and to part of the hesubject
till the house should have
the honour of the house and the country, to in- gone
into a committee. He should then be
terpose such a delay as might afford time to the Prepared
to shew, that the provisions of the
parties interested, to be heard at the bar of the

bill did not go beyond those of other
house; to abstain from further Proceedings in present
acts passed under similar circumstances. ‘These
this measure,
if their complaints were worthy
of attention; and if not, to dismiss them with-

out retaining a cause for complaint. He begeed
to remind their lordships, that,
ing a bill of
indemnity iy fie time ௫ Wi
ம
parties who had been impris
ed were referred to a committee to inquire qsoninto
their merits, aud he could produce the names of

all the petitioners,

of ane
்

ட

Why

that course

should

and with some chan
from many noble lords, that he
were worthless. Certainly,

with respect to those he had heard of, he
not, even before the committee-sat,
think
iced him in

every individual,

bad

should be

law, was,

his character

than he who, smarting

proved,

any and what amendments were necessary,

question of this night was, whether the principle
of the suspension act, founded as it was wp0®
the report of a secret committee
of that hous;

sanctioned by theகடகம்

And, in

More interestin;
under obloquy,

upon the table, rendered it proper 60. Pe

indemnity bill of the

low

general nature of that pi

posed by his noble friend. And here he mv
to contend, or to say, that an a0

indemnity was a sort of corollary,

consequence of an act for

லபல ப

ட்

oT

His noble ease

inquiry

that

the report which vee a billD ofDeile
nity seemed to follow as a corollary to su 4)
vestigation and report (hear). How, சகி

to the tribunals of the country, to Justify his ihe
character.
Such a person,
however

report of anothit

Committee, and succeeded by the report

very} the argument of his noble friend, who}
never meant

might appear, was to be presumedii
until the con’

house shonld be enabled to consider whether

remark, that the noble marquis had,he wae
could unintentionally, mistaken and பப
tod

3 but the distin.

quiring Seeire

however, were matters of detail which could
not be satisfactorily examined, except when the

question stand?

It could ap

be oem

his
station in the community, however worthless hig of lat, for some time previous to the sus
the Habeas
reputation might be thought, was an object of alarm, whether Corps act, 2 feeling 0
well or ill founded, perv
iter interest than any one of their lotdships merous classes
of society. Many se
fi
sking in the sunshine of fortune ; and let it Sons
entertained a persuasion that great ©
be recollected, that, in this measure, was con_
cerned the fate, not only of many such indiyi- existed. Parliament thought it n
quire into the fact, and the result of that 108
duals, but also the hopes and happiness of man’
‘Was, a similar persuasion on their part.
who were

yet unborn.

(Hear, hear, hear.) 1
so foi
was the duty of the legislature to prevent men. er appeared to them
| Quire lat ministers should be

a oh po
me

585)
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to take up persons suspected of high treason,

dead then in custody in a manner not authorized by the ordinary law of the land. “Par-

iF

Tiament had deemed it necessary to adopt the

ane

சம்ஸ்.

subject
of expediency, but

same course in other cases, no matter '
r ment for myself, and, according
to n
oe ae » when the oe
was threatened
wit
er. In
those cases they
appoint- termine to
ee
0
Be
A
ed committees, and acted upon ie
reports. would not be a fair proceeding, even if 1
pension
The same course was pursued on the present
of மறக்க வின் at Was ct is
occasion. ‘Their lordships
பன் two com- Inade out to be a necessary
mittees, at several periods,
during the last session. The first committee recommended, that
extraordinary powers should be invested in his
majesty’s government, and the second commit-

tee recommended a further extension of those that had since ha
e noble Marqi
powers, under the circumstances then existing. had traced the internal state of the country, from
At the commencement of the present session, on London Sone ae different districts, and had

the first day of meeting, his majesty’s governBene case

that

down

to

the hour,

those powers were no

longer

and

stated,

Sere Lacie
id. J

necessary; arrested in London

number
extremely small,

that the causes which existed பக்த the last circumstance
Rot mean to dispute;
were
session happily existed no Jongers and they pro- did it follow from thence, that

ஞ்

in exeting decfectoat"He would

posed the immediate repeal of the measures under which they had acted for the protection of| not say thar ioe danse
anger waspoe
gi
in De Lo
the country, and which would have been in than in any other part; but he would beg t ei
ப்
force more than a month longer, had ey been lordships to recollect what
in the months of November and Depermitted to run to the limit prescribed by the metropolis

enactments.

(Hear.)

If any

1817, when the meetone in that state cember 1816, and January
ings were held in Spa-fields, The noble mar-

of things had moved for a bill of indemnity, it
would
have been as a corollary to such proceedings, and not to the mere act of suspension.
But that was not the course which ministers pursued. They were anxious to lay every information with respect to their conduct before
committees of the two houses of Parliament, in

order that they might know, how they had ex-

quis was not, he believed, in England at that

time, and was not, therefore, personally a witness to the eee rte
te nec
abe et

he (Lord Liverpool) was, not ex:

:

description of it, when he stated, Lek apprehension was visible in every face, till the alarm was
sounded in parliament. It was possible that mi-

ercised the powers entrusted to them, generall | nisters had reason
to be fully persuaded, that the
and partic
rly, and judge from them how ey disaffect:cted were gor
ty able and active
they were entitled to such an act as they now leaders, without possessing the means of bringapplied for. ‘They did not ask for it as a neces- ing them to justice. But the noble marquis
sary consequence of the suspension of the habeas Knew that some of them were
placed on their
corpus act, but on the ground of the belief expressed by the committee, that the powers in-

trial; and was it nothing that the peace of the
country

trusted by parliament to their discretion had 006 gene
been abused. ‘That was the ground
upon which idence
they now stood before parliament and

had been secured, that apprehensions
ட்டு. had been allayed, that con-

been every where restored? “He

the coun- would undertake to state, with reference to this
try. The noble marquis had observed, that it town in’particular, that the alarm which wasexwas impossible to detach the consideration of the cited among the di
sted.
by suspending the
present bill from that ot the habeas corpus sus- habeas corpus had materially checked their proநகம் act.

To

a certain extent, he was wil-

ceedings.

It had the effect of abashi

°

eir

ing to admit the truth of this: proposition ; but, boldest advocates, of defeating their schemes
im some respects, the two questions differed ma- both here and in the districts,
of forcing them
terially from each other. It was possible that an to distrust their cause, and, what was often of
individual might admit the existence of the dan- reater importance, to distrust each other (hear).
ger, but deny that the measures adopted in con- Such were the consequences which all the acSequence were a proper or defensible remedy. counts received from different parts of the counYet, according to his jud
t, such an indivi- try concurred in stating to have attended the

dual would be bound
to vote for a bill of indem- operation of the suspension-act,_ ex aor adTity, because the question. was not now upon vantage of the act was, that it furnished the
i =
dency ohare a powers, but means of securing the peace of the country by

or2 not
those} powers ; had the sacrifice of few. or no victims. (Hear, hear.)
நஸ்ர்fact, 6 whether
generby the persons to whom they were| "The state of London, and of the country
fntrusted (fear).
If parliament was of opinioi ally, at the close of the year 1816, and the comthat such Bowes ‘were necessary at the tite,
mencement of the following year, rendeted
pre-

Would not be fair to say to the executive govern- Cautionary measures indispensable, aadப்ரி crea~

-

ணி...
on

ஹம

நம,

‘discretionary powers, for a limitedpe:

3100 an ac

the most obvious policy,—.

e thought
it important oe
to declare, in
ho
ப

டட

ப டட

டன “so nearly affecti

liberty of the ‘subject, and
in ‘a

யு

prospective though, from adefect of கக்

ic

in finding a different:
:
it-neces- not feel warranted’
there‘had been other trials which had termi.
வர ஐ ஸாக் to the same expedient,
that But
Those trials not onl
he had never contended that the mere existence nated in convictions.
‘of a dangerous and nefarious conspiracy would brought to light the circumstances attending:
. gustify a suspension of the habeas ‘corpus act. insurrection in’ Derbyshire, under the Notti
place
When his noble friend (Lord Sidmouth) and ham captain, but shewed that a rising took
en
= oth of June, at N
himself were ‘connected a ள் former aa at ‘the
m, and alth«
the insurgents
were comnistration, a conspiracy’ of
the most malig- ti
few in
ie sae armed, and”
ent palace: been discovered—he alluded rca
to join each”
* to Colonel Despaid’s plot; but no bill of sus-. formed in military array, mar
pension Ss
because the conspira- other.» On the same day, a similar rising took
cy was regarded as an insulated act, not ex- place at’ Huddersfield. | These proceedings weie
tending to other places, or ramifying into other not caused by a scarcity of provisions, nor had
and no less dangerous designs against the safety for their object the destruction of any private
“of the
government. He was ready to adimit that monopoly, but were parts of a concerted planand
no local disturbance; or partial mischief, would system, organized throughout the: most popu. _
(
afford sufficient ground for the adoption of:so lous districts of the kingdom, with the view of
‘extraordinary a measure. It was upon this prin- overturning the established government. The
was
ciple that the secret committee which sat in noble marquis had said, that this conspiracy
3872, 60 inquire into the disorders and outrages not prevented ‘by the! suspension act, but he
committed in the midland counties; and into would ask, if the suspension had not taken place,
probable that the Derbyshire conspithe nature of the Luddite associations, although: ‘was it not
they recommended new legislative measures, did racy would have assumed a very different ‘chanot deem it necessary to suspend the habeas cor- racter,and terminated in a very different way?
jpus act. However wicked and mischievous the (Hear, hear.) The noble marquis had putit to
practices of those persons were, and however the house, whether they’ were in all cases of indisaffected many of them probably were'to the surrection to'suspend an act so importantto the
constitution of the country, theirplas were not preservation of our liberties? He (Lord Liver| Immediately directed to the overthrow of the pool) did not:mean to say so, and the cases he
government and laws.
But the conspiracy had mentioned (those of Despard and the Lud‘which had been proved to/exist during the last dites) shewed that it was not the system put
year, was not confined to London, or to the in- sued by his majesty’s government. It appeare
dividuals professing the Spencean principles, to him, that it must always be left to the wisdom
but Was a systematic and organized plot, carried of the legislature to decide, according to them
view, should future’emergencies

on simultaneously at London, at Manchester, at
Leicester, at Nottingham,
at Derby, and
-throughout the whole ‘of the West Riding of
Yorkshire.
The persons acting together in the
-prosecution of this common design, were avow-

-edly disaffected, and threatened: the subversion
of the constitution. He well knew that the dan-ger was materially increased by the peculiar circumstances of that period, and it was this con-sideration which rendered it an act of mercy to

ture of the existing evil, whether it could be re.
medied by due course of law, or required th

adoption of some strenuous exertion beyondit

ordinary powers. It must always be a questa
of degree; and, in the late instance, the 280
was of that extent and degree which j
parliament in the view they had originally
of it. A dangerous spirit had prevailed, notm™
one place or county, but spreading through
ny counties, though sometimes stronger 12 a

“protect unhappy individuals from that delusion, than in another, not confined
in point of time to
which their private distress rendered more than | d lay, or a week, orva. month; but continu
ordinarily powerful.
All these facts had been abated from: December 1816, to June and ee

proved, not only by the reports of the secret
. committees to which the evidence had been re.

in the following year. . With regard to பா

~from being disposed to reflect upon verdicts

say but little respecting the conduct © loved bY

tent of the conspiracy being caused b ee

.ferred—although
that, he conceived, must satis- conception under which one party. | பதி
-fy their lordships—but had been proved in ‘to the means and’ force of another; it weet
courts of justice, and according
to the esta- that the leaders should over-rate the
chan'
-blished laws of the country. The law of En- success, and make 'e:
ated தற்கா thelr
- gland would not be what it ‘savas, and what it every kind, in order to raise the hopes 0”
ought to be, if it did, not admit the possibilityof followers. This, he apprehended; was phates
4 conspiracy being fully proved, whilst the per- which those who were labouring to”
oe
son aceused of it was acquitted: He was far affection seldom fajled to pursue. ee er
of வலவ, nor was he willing, when a jury
= Country said not guilty to a prisoner, to

of (Oliver) Who had certainly been employe
bear government, and who, it was alleged

rd upon him in any comments which his case thised the conspirators
in the north support
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hat he had been deceived, was still பகன் ்

ction; but, altogether disre;
2 1020 20
pus act, or that those who either supported or’ were the noble secretary his own
brother,a
opposed that suspension were bound, in: their| twin of the same birth, he never would consent _
support. or opposition,
to the act of indemnity. to the passing of any act of indemnity, until he
What he had said was, that it became necessary had first read and examined the evidence. (Hear,
to,recur to.a full examination of the state of the | hear.) ‘Their lordships must remember, that
country,in order to ascertain how the powers when these proceedings were: first adverted to
swith which the goyernment had been entrusted in the present session of
ent, they were
were exercised ;and whether any difficulties sub-| asked to. refer the full examination to.a commit.
sequently existed which prevented such a dis-

closure

of evidence,
as in a court'of justice would

tee of the house, selected without any regard to _
party distinctions. Of the committee
at was =

appointed he was not disposed to speak with
feelings,ot disrespect. On questions of general
detention
of the persons imprisoned.
Lord Erskine said, the question immediately importance, unconnected -with any particular
to
before their lordshins..was, whether the bill; prepossessions, no men were better calculated
should be read a second time now, or be defer- | form amature and enlightened judgment. But
red, according to the suggestion of his. noble when the question was; wehether those entrusted friend, for a fortnight...The noble. earl (Liver- with dangerous authorities had abused or ex.
pool) had. endeavoured to establish, that the ceeded their trust ?. When.is was notorious, that’
Yisings and insurrections alluded to in the re- men were arrested and imprisoned for months,
rt were of a magnitude sufficient to justify, some St whom, without. trial, ae discharged
i. suspension of the habeas corpus act. ..Ad- _ upon
their own recognizanees—that many were
mitting, for a moment, that he had. been the victims of dark and. mischievous machina
successful, what influence could. it have on | tions—when such was the extent and character.
@ question wholly distinct—a question which | ofabe inane for which the cr
went to ascertain whether the powers entrust. | was selected, he must ask,
whether the. manner
ed to the noble secretary of state, under the ட் which that selection aa
was, under all.
provisions of that act, had been either abused or the circumstances, a proper mode, or was at

haye, been considered, sufficient to warrant the

(Hear, hear.) If such powers had
or exceeded, it would be most premaintain, that, because their lordimpteasion of danger to the public

security, passed a certain act, individuals who

had suffered in property, character, and person,
under the abuse of its provisions, were to be shut

out from that legal pietection which, from time

if he himself were upon his trial, he should like

to have for his judges such a majority of friends.

as his majesty’s
committee. . Such

government had on the secret
a construction of the com+

mittee might secure arelease from responsibilty,

it satisfy the demands of the country. W!
would the noble lords opposite say to the pi
position, if such had been made, of having the
prisoners at Derby tried. by the very trator

with whom they associated ? (Hear, hear.) An@
yet the. prisoners at Derby might have. விம்
with
as good grace as ministers, ‘ we will not
be tried by a jury:of our countrymen,—we ri
not allow any challenges to be made,—we
be tried by our fellow-traitors.’ ‘The house
state for the home department, might feel in his | would bear in mind, that, in 606-180 628900
own mind, that, so far as he was instrumental in

when his Majesty’s government submitted thes

unlimited power over the liberty of the subject

Tage the. constitutional correctives of the ன
Had they acted upon those suggestions "fe

carrying the law into effect, no abuse of autho. Testrietive laws to its consideration, he told hee
rity had taken place; but could his noble friend ‘to beware, of these intricate pursuits—he 8’
answer for those subordinate persons to whom | Jemnly urged them to oppose to temporary avi

was dele;

? Could he answer for the truth

of those informations which were given
by every

malicious and sanguinary spy? / Hears hear.)
For his noble friend he had long entertained the

sincerest regard.

would have secured the attachment of all te

sound and enlightened minds in the count!at

Were that noble lord now

upon his trial, he would be a most willing witness to his humanity and tenderness, although,

in his conscience,
he beli
him,eyed
in the recent | tain

மய

would never accede to such a proposition.
Were their lordships prepared—and if the:
passed the bill now before them, such.a result
must follow—to afford impunity to every false,
wicked and malicious informer, to shelter ever
dark and mercenary incendiary, by taking from
the persons aggrieved by such criminal
designs,
those remedies which the law of the realm had
proyided? His noble friend, the secretary. of |

ட

the birthright of the people but it neither established innocence, nor Would”

Their lor. ships,: he trusted,

oe

of this kingdom.

of the country for impartial. investigation?
(Hear.) For his pasty
he would only say, thaty

Ain

immemorial, was.

likely to satisty the expectations and solicitude.

Rs OR BIO

exceeded?
been. abused
posterous to
ships, on an
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He had never, argued that indemnity
was the
tuil result of the suspension
of the habeas .cor-
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Indemnity Bill,
[6
county
inthe deepest ich,
and for which,
like the children of one
com on parent, the

stitutional reform, because to the success of such | the
a cause there could be no greater obstruction
than outrage aiid turbulence—no greater enemies

than the abettors of such mischicfs—they would
have entitled themselves to the gratitude of those
who, on all exigencies of the state, look to parTiament for redr-ss; and, in obtaining such sup-

Sones

of our

oe.

dis-

tress and
commiseration. (Hear, hear.}—After
all that had been said of the great dar
னக்கு ்
threatened the town and country, he
should
like
port, they,.would have attached to: themselves a to hear, in what system of violence
the cause for
host of friends. By a vizorous administration
of the law, those insurrections would have been

all the alarm existed.

From the present report

he could glean nothing but the outrages in

effectually repressed, and a vigilant and spirited Derbyshire; and of their character, what said”
mazistracy would have stood
in no need of the report ? It said—*¢ this insurrection, of small
being confounded in a bill of indemnity with importance inits: If, is a subject of material con
wicked and malici: us incendiaries.
—He was glad sideration, as it was mani
in con:
to hear the noble eal (Liverpool) say, that he of measures detailed in the two former reports.
should abstain from any comments on the de- Thus it was, that one report was brought to
cisions of juries. “Phe expression of a regretted bolscer up a previous statement, but nothing inand enlightened friend of iis (the late Mr. trinsically dangerous in either could be traced
Windham) respecting the persons tried at the or established. But, surely, if discontent preOld Bailey, in 1794, appeared to him very re- vailed, such measures as those now before them
prehensibley
and had always given him pain. If bot not er hee Teena
os

those persons, wiio were acquitted: by a jury of}

to

adjourn

er

as propose:

their couniy, were to be culled “ acquitted
felons,” with equal propriety might it be said,
that the Derby traitors were convicted in-

by-his noble friend, and thus to shut out the
people, who had suffered, from legal remedies,”

in the acquittal of fellow-subjects arraigned for
grave crimes against the state. But, unless the
government puts itself in the wrong, such ac=|
juittals are received with sober feelings of grati-

the country that his conduct was justified by the
necessity, he made that responsibility double.
Were
lordships prepared, by yielding to

was the most certain mode of exciting, if nota

nocents. Other individuals, charged wich treareater
dis
tion, a greater unpopularity to
son, had been tried, but -he whol of them were
‘government. His noble friend, the secretary
acquitted, and the nation rejoiced in the verdicts of state for the home department, could not diof the juries. “ft is,’’ said his lordship, “ the yest himself of his responsibility; by the course *
character of the people of this country, and long now pursued he increased it; in not Bes
may it continue to be their character, to rejoice himself of the means of defence, and sa
ing”

foatickt If they ever degenerate into violence,
itis from some appearance of injustice that.ex-

the ‘motion of the noble duke, to lay it down

as a proposition to be hereafter maintained,
that oppressions and hardships, no matter how
cites disapprobation.”” . But it-was now unneces-' great, carried into effect
by the most wicked and
sary to enter into proofs. of the general loyalty malicious of men, were to pass with im unity,
of the people. The report of the secret com- because that house had agreed to suspend for a
mee கக்கன் a decided cameron of it. time the provisions of the habeas corpus act?
The lan
of that report,and he begged Did his Majesty’s ministers mean to avow such
their பபர் to attend to it, was as க்ஷ
a proposition? “ Did they think to establish such
4 116 0000041026 have the ‘satisfaction. of de- a principle, on the flimsy
pretext that the noble
livering it as their

SSS

only
tricts
most
reat

decided

Opinion, that not

secretaryhad made out a case toa jury of his own

in the country in general, but in’ those: dis- selection, or, in fact, to himself sitting in judgwhere the designs of the disaffected were ment’on himself? Hear.) If such principles
actively and unremittingly pursued, the as’ these were to be acted apon, he would con- :
body of the people have remained un- terid, that the measure of this night would entainted, even during the periods of the greatest tailia oe danger on future times than any
internal difficulty and distress.” What more we had yet experienced in the annals of our hisdecisive evidence of sound, unshaken LB tat tory. No words could faithfully express his re
could be exhibited in any country in the world?)
forthe dignity
of their lordships’ house. In
How. different was the state of public feel- the correct administration of justice, its characIng at the period of the French revolution, when | ter had never been aspersed. By an honest extheories o government were afloat in the minds ercise of that sacred function, it had secured
_ men; some of whom were little acquainted. the affection, and the ers ot the whole
with the: berate of the ‘monarchical part ௦4] eople. © Were they that night, pending an in-

the constitution -—But. he did: not rely on the ன் is by the other Ponies

ee.

into the

-of the secret committee alone for evidence | coclaet of those who were accused of oppresOf the untainted state of the public mind. He sion, to set the example of indemaifying
men

had amore powerful illustration of it, as appeal- who said they were innocent, but who might be

ed to in his royal highness the Prince Regent's| uilty ?
‘that guilt, or innocence, their lord.
Bee mal ,in-their judicial character,
be hereafter be called upon to decide, and should they

்
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heyto such’a bill’as
acceded
| not patie before:t
ed—
to'a great
went a
that

bill
now. propos
extent than any of a similar precedent—a bill,
protected ‘every | Was
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But that

Seadct oppieniel fod ee அக
very a
on,
“arbitrary power—that denied to the aggrieved
caused the greatest danger ie
the law—and thation,‘cancelled, | would have
of
pa
the.
“without a:full and rigorous examinat
all per-| constitution,| if parliament could not control

sonal actions, suits, indictments, and prosecu- | parliament; if what was then enacted could not,
enough

the motion of his noble friend, toexamine

all

the petitions which had been presented, as well
as those which would ‘still be presented, be-

fore they passed. a bill of indemnity.

If they

once passed the bill now before them, those pe-

titions could not be examined or taken into con- the ee
sideration.

What then, he would ask, were the

people of England to think of their lordships,
if they passed a bill of indemnity against charges,
the extent, proof, enormity and wantonness of
which they refused to inquire into? (Hear,

hear, hear.) No manin the British empire was
_™ore-devoted than himself to the constitution of
the country, but Jet them beware of venturing be-

reign, an

conus passed three vee
were

14

ctr

ae

asked,if |

that did not prove the suspension to:
have been
unnecessary? But he would ask his noble
triend—the friend of the people—whether
the
great body of the nation were not sound in thereign of William III? Yet the suspension
of
வன்
lowed

ee

to have been sound, and triumphantly

ee

to have more than once knowa this to be
Since the reign of Charles II. there we
of danger which proved the necessity
of occasional suspensions of the habeas corpus. - His
noble friend had read that part of the report
which represented the preat body of the people

Ww os

hereafter
to be recent and all judgments dere
upon obtained,
all proceedings whatsoever
against any person or persons, on account of
any matter,act, or thing, done or advised, directed, ordered, or commanded to be done since
the 1st of January 1817. He should most deeply
lament it, if theix Jordships should not accede'to

4

1

ao of ரண் ் ரகக் of er ity the
passed were in the same words as this bil , and
they referred in like manner
to individuals. ‘The individuals were, indeed, of a different deseription; but the principle was the same. Those

acts did not say, that an indemnity was 0810

lated to-prevent. inquiry into individual cases; f
yond the endurance of a free people. A free peo- ter did not deny, that there might be indie f
grounds of complaint; but they
admit
ple must be governed on free principles. (Hear.) dual

e POs

s,d. He wasold
be suspende
tions heretofore brought, or nowd lepending, or on occasion

SREP

"was:

ne

N

ed

an adjournment of that Tae were violations of law, and wentt

su

procrastinate, to retard, and, if possible, to pre-| sidered the principle of the suspension, they
. vent 2 measure which, in his conscience, he be- must be aware, that it went to give
pow®

th

to the preservation of our constitution, which
constitution few lords had reason to be more

away from individuals the right of complaint

el

ed lord who had just sat down.

of King William—the days of freedom and P

He would, therefore, ப்ட்

the subject—he would do

all in his power to justify and cover them.

If theit lordships
cot 1

lieved to militate against every principle of free-

65
th

which, without an act of suspension, wouldbk B co
dom and of justice. (Hear, hear, hear.)
unjust. Those who acted under it, therefor B
co
Sp
_ The Lord Chancellor said, he must take that injured individuals; but it was for the public
opportunity of giving his reasons for supporting safety, and from public necessity. Then, sw
tht
this measure. ‘The indemnity arose necessarily from the same-principle from which the suspe®
{°°
from the suspension act. The suspension went sion was necessary, it was necessary to 1M
the

or prosecuting for the exercise of it, But
pased
10. the 7
pleased with than himself and the noble and learn-| only were acts of indemnity
ment
now

Of the adjourn-

he should speak afterwards; he would

make

some

observations*in

reply

to the

arguments of the noble and learned lord. While

he did so, he hoped that his learned and noble

friend would receive whatever might drop from

pularity,—but also in 1715 and. 1746. In
180"
years; too, they were passed in the andet
fof the’ present bill.’. The proceedinம gs
‘ak

the different suspensions were justified ப

exigency of the juncture, and it was eid not
T

him with that indulgence which he was always right, that a peaceable, good subject, shou®

disposed to feel when his noble friend spoke. prevail’in an action for: unjust imprison
(Hear, hears from Lord Erskine.) Yt was
allow- where it was for the benefit of the 06!
றான்
ed on all hands, that there were cases which re- he should not prevail. Salus poptlls ofl
object
quired a suspension of the habeas corps, and Jex, the public safety, the —
cases which were entitled to an act of indem- was the salutary principle of such measure
pity. There had been many such cases. He had been said, that the London Correspot
said, at the time of passing the last bill of Society was not so
rous as the) report”
suspension, that an indemnity would follow it, represented
is the house’
it to be.

and he had used that as an

ent to. awaken

inquire into. When aஇண்

ram tong oh

i
their lordships to a proper view of its import- lower
ple
ance. That act of suspension was
a most im-|
sting of
portant measure; but it was a necessary mea- mons, could be dispensed:

1.
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:
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safety of the country.— With respect!
meee ee ofche bl upon which a:

lord had thought

proper to observe,

¢ Lord ‘Chaneellor) would

tha

express some|

ட நக் he could inform the noble lord. that his | t
calculation was erroneous. For while he ad-|
mea ihe ackofCaress as one esthe zane
able privileges

he was bee

of a great and

fre

tl

people;

“me

that this country could not

corollary,

0

wa

have so long continued great and free, if it had |

as he

‘not been for the disposition of its parliament
and | suspension act, then it would.

follow,

people, whenever occasion required,
to submit to | just exercise of the powers confel

be an excess;
sacrifice of their liberties, for the | latter must necessarily

a temporary
purpose of

of them.

cou

words, that an act of parliament

securing the permanent enjoyment

ப. | executed without being abused. (Peas, te)

(Hear, hear, hear-)

Lord Holland said, that the question under | This argument of the noble duke appeared:

consideration was, whether the. bill should be | him to cut double, and, therefore, was

as

dan-

‘read a second time this evening, or upon a fu-| gerous in his hands as
against him. Bal
h
ture day; but to this question it was not his | noble lords had defended the billon different
intention to confine himself, because so much | grounds, They said, it was necessary to proMatter connected with bills of this description | tect the government against suits or actions,
had been introduced
in the course of the discus- | instituted to recover damages, by those whom
sion, that it was difficult to speak upon it with-| they had oppressively. arrested and_ detained ;
out wandering into other topics. In the first | because, in
allowing legal
proceedings to go on
place, he should endeavour, in a calm, dispas-| against them, it would be necessary for ‘their
sionate manner, to point out the motives and | own justification to disclose the information on
character of the bill, and

the motives and in-|

which they acted.

‘What was this but stati

tentions of the report on which it was founded. | in other words, that the noble secretary of
The noble and learned lord on the woolsack | for the home department, who, in his zeal
for

had reposed with great satisfaction on his prece- | the protection of the constitution, or, in his
dents; but those precedents were at entire and|for

complete variance with this measure. None had |
:
t this bill; none had |
thought fit to characterize
clearly told their lordships what-it was. ‘The |
Jearned lord had contrived to embarras the|
subject, rather than to elucidate it, The noble

al n

the public safety, might have been led to

commit acts of individual hardship, which his
opinion of the ex igency might 1 to a certain extent
excuse, if not
ல்
ர் in no need of indemnity; but that his informers must be pre
inst the consequences of their falsehood

duke, when he introduced it on a former,night, | their calumnies, and their delinquencies ? (2
said, it was a bill, commonly called ற in-| Hear.) What was it but saying, that that!

demnity bill. It was commonly called an in-| rible miscreant Oliver must not suffer the re!
erapity al! ‘Before it was introduced into the | of his crimes; that the shield of power mutt

house, before it was fledged to carry itself into | held before that vile wretch; that, in clevat

execution,

the noble duke,

sedulously hatching
it, « The commonly

who had

been most | this shield for his

protection, the victims cof his

this portentous act, named | atrocious arts, and frightful iniquities, were a

called indemnity bill.”

A | left without redress, to pine under

ects’

Spanish monk had discussed. with much learn-| his machinations; and that all law and, justice
ing a subject which monks did not dislike to | were to be

$ சலக

The க் ane had treated the sub-| tributive force

ject in a very in

te manner
; it was more |

trampled under foot, lest theit.!™

should. extend to hi

punishment, or expose
him to

conde

ited

‘delicately stated: in an English work (‘Tristram | Lond cries of heat) But the noble and1 Its
Shandy.) ‘There it was argued, with much learn. | ed lord (Chancellor) had said, that he had

ing and gravity, how far 10 was lawful, and pro- | for the suspension act in 1795, which 15 a
per, to baptize a child before it was born) The’ ட் in 1797; and that, though the liberty
noble duke, without hesitation, thought it law‘Dg land was thus destroyed for two yea!® aol

ful and pees to baptize this bill aes
ead

ae

7( (2122ta
ne
the bill re) _Le
then, examine. |.” what

pores

itbore on the

x

the subject was left at the mercy of

theoat

was instituted 4 any ai
y called'| tive, no action
ல்
Se, pore

Karp

aid

்
ண்ட]

exercised under the act.

lord had then detailed oer pre

s by which it-was aup-| indemnity bill; but in his (Lord Hollands)

Vinnie
had only-done
suspension act; oer

their duty. under the peecater ein ioe Phileas
and had me
BO person | tioned, that that was a period when the 20°,

but upon oath
; if, in short,
ceeded their மகத்

they

ர

‘nder pretence of preserving the

had

not

awe,

ex-

accused
of wishing '

oo

ngs

ம

laws and con-| that a bill of indemnity
bad then

வர்ற
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thatட though the
it ought Hot to be forgotten,
் |
௦
x am of that
ler
he
fee
and just, he was surrounded by a party who, in

ட பமா சொன்ன 1, as a matter

thal aeal for the Onssze idles bad caeewled

a bil of indemnityalways fol

i William’s reign; when the’ whole country.
were actuated by sound principles. “The latter

could quote authorities in support of a —ர

of course, the exercise of Wisigels

their
. The
வச்ச ன் உமணர்

by

noble and learned lord had the suspension act, and that those
approv=
of the late suspension ed of the latter could never object
to the former.
act, when the great body of the people were | This statement was neither correct in principle,
rofessedly sound, that the same act had passed nor consistent with fact. He (Lord Holland)
doctrine.
The late Dr. Laurence, 2 man |
great talent, and political energy, had vigoi
supported the suspension acts of his time, ani
as vigorously (as he could do nothing without

part of his statement could not be admitted with-

out considerable limitations ; for though the ma-

jority of the nation was'in favour of government, there was a very powerful, and a very energy)}

opposed the bill of indemnity which

active party, who supported the rights, and were followed. At the period of 1800, he remem
zealous to restore the sway, of the abdicated mo- bered that the noble and learned Jord had sup.
narch. ‘The
periods of 1715 and 1745 were ported the dill of indemnity, on the ground,
equally dissi
from the present, and the pre- that the pesons who had given information
cedents taken from them equally inapplicable. might be in the power of the enemy, and, there=
At both those times there was a civil war in the fore, that thir names ought not to be disclosed.
country; great parties, headed by men of in- BS pretenceof this kind could be now advanced.
e informers under the late suspension act
fluence and distinction, were arrayed against

the existing

and learned

were in no langer from an enemy; they would
only be lef, as they ought, y a disclosure of

government; and if, as the noble

lord had said, the salus populi was

the suprema lex, it was necessaryto consult their namesand testimony, to the execrations of
that safety by seeped

(Hear.)

The’ noble and

the ordinary laws.

learned lord, in recur-

Ting to the enactment of the habeas corpus in
the time of Charles II., had not, he thought,
treated that great bulwark of our liberties with

their ௦00007, and the burthen of their own in-’
famy. In «ting precedents in their favour, one
of the nob lords opposite had alluded to the
bill of indmnity which passed the Irish parliae
ment in 17/83 and had said, that posterity would

judge of is necessity and justice. The judg
force the importance and necessity of the cir- ment of evry impartial man who was acquaintcumstances which would justify its suspension. ed with-thi circumstances had already decided
A royal writer, whose observations on the sub- against the iniquitous act. One of the greatest
ject were very objectionable and dangerous, lawyers arl ablest politicians that Ireland had
had, in a letter to his son, treated this invaluable ever prodeed had loudly declared against it.
Taw with great levity, and had eyen ventured The late Iird Avonmore, hese? known as Chief
"to say, that
the passing of it was a great mis- Baron Yelerton) had said from the bench, that
fortune to the nation,*
The noble and learned the opprefions suffered under the suspension act
sufficient reverence,

or

stated with sufficient

lord had not gone this length.

He had praised ought toiave been redressed.

the law itself; but he seemed, from his language,

to think, ‘that “it was

more honoured im

breach than in the observance.”

the without yoof of

The noble duke

After havin,

mangled he limbs of a man without trial, an
deny himedress,

guilt, it was a hornble crime to

by passing an act to protect his
2

* The writer here alluded to, is King James II.
At the end of the second yolume of the life of that
monarch (lately ‘published);)'there is a document
entitled, ‘The advice which James, II. bequeathed
to his son James, generally known by the name of
the Chevalier de St. George.””/\In that advice, the
Toyal writer says, ‘Twas a great misfortune to the
People as well as to the crown the passing the ha-

principaluthorsof The Rolliad, and of The Probationary O}s. Ata subsequent period he applied himself close to the study of the law. His professional
abilities ¢re universally acknowledged, and his practice, as civilian, was very extensive. In 1796, he
was retmed one of the representatives of Peterhoreagh In parliament he had no pretensions as

on with more security to themselves ‘their wicked
designs; "twas contrived and carried on by the Earl
of Shaftsbury to that intent.”
“
»
, t Dre French Laurence: was a man of yery con-

pate

an orar, but his speeches were characterized
beas corpus act, since it obliges the crown to keep
by goodsense.
He died in the year 1809.
The
Sreater force on foot than it needed otherwise
to prefollowin evlogium was pronounced by Mr. Whitverve the government, and encourag es disaffected, | bre
| the debate on the Orders in Council, on
turbulent, and unquiet spirits to contrive and carry
i ‘March.
“‘ Now Dr, Laurence is dead, I

siderable learning.

In.1782 and

1783, -he was, the

editor of a periodical paper called: The Jesuit,

Mr.

Burke,. (with whose friendship and. patronage
he was
honoure

‘am slrthere is no one in this house who will not do

memory.

Now, that party animosity

is silenjlet justice, let gratitude,
let a sense of our

diguit

a house, awaken, and let us acknowledge

with” 0} common

voice, that we have lost a man

whose fe we ‘shall not soon see again.

Would to

heavenhat his spirit only bad fallen amongst us! I
d, and which he procured by his merit and ‘|
Shouldt.then have feared, under its influence and
abilities alone,) recommended him to conduct it, and |
«he wi as the writer of the whole, from facts and bints. j

with which he was supplied. He was ‘also one of the
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ity Very decisive: terms upon this subject | kind

of the tial of an action’
Doyle,

the notorious
Sir T:

the words’ of of M

that respectable
judge in his charge
to the jury

thar you
ive, would be too great.
Much, gentlemen, has been her: spoken respecting loyalty; and, lest the clamours of pre-

detedloyalty should drown all

considerations

Ll

பல்பை ் ப
till the:

field riots had taken’ placey and till ‘an account
of the execution of the: plots could be

given,

instead of measures proposed to’ prevent them?
He did not wish to go throughrall the reports
of

all the secret committees; but he could’not help
"what loyalty is, and in what trueloyalty con= saying, let’ any one read the two firsty and then
sists, Loyalty
is another term for beality; and consider the state of the country as represented
he who acts with legality, acts istrict con- in the last, and Jay his hand upom his hearty —
ofjustice, it is incumbent on me tolinform you

formity tothe laws. That man, thefore, is to
be esteemed the most loyal, who is <steady and
faithfak adherent to his lawful princg and a stre=
nuous supporter of the established (onstitution,

by paying due obedience to the bws of his
country, respecting social order, anc preserving

the dangers were not |

and declare, whether

greatly

a

ministers said,

the

(Hear, hear.) Bat the

suspension

of

the

corpus’ was the cause of the re-establishment/of
tranquillity, and though:
allowed that it

2

PPB

OP

gave them no power to put down insurrection,
every member of the state in his justrights and except the right of detaining
a few wretched in810103.
=
dividuals, oe whom they had
es whi
“ You must find that the defendan acted ma- might have been prosecuted toc
jon, they
iciously, and’not with an intent of ppressing attributed the whole change to that measiiré,
the rebellion or saving the state, acording to
the words of this act, which places ‘a imsuperable bar between injury and redress, ind sets all
equity and justice at defiance.”
Sach was’ the language of a judgewho exe:
euted the law, though he bitterly lamnted that

Whether there was imsurrection or not, their

acts of power and oppression were declaredto
be useful andinecessary, The noble duke who

introduced the present bill, had: treated the

subject’ rather lightly, by saying, that the

oe

vernment, under#he suspension act, “had
it was necessary to be the instrumet of exe: abstracted: a few individuals from
ல்

euting it, and the defendant was, in cokequence,

மர

(ஊம் நாக் eee

you take mem:

their family, friends, and employnients'
yoo
mai of great immure them in dungeons; you doom them(0

refused the redress to which he wa entitled.

Lord Avonmore was not only a
talents, but of great independence andespectability, though reports to his prejudice!
ல்
abroad, respecting his conduct in regal to the
_ union. But the reason why he so
sti uously

supported that measure, was to be four in the

solitary confinement for months; you © ல்
their persons to every species of hardship,:

their characters to every

kind of suspicion, and

you call this < only

abstracting a

few mdtv!

duals from society.” ‘When he heard this from

conduct of that parliament which had pised the a nobleman of humane temper and mild disposacts which he so bitterly lamented, an| so se- tion, he could not but see the’danger of abi த
vérely condemned. A parliament that hd exe- trary power in blunting our feelings of right
aed. such atrocities, that had renderd itself and destroying our respect for law and liberty: —
the instrument of such iniquitous acts, lid not It was this which he wished particularly, to te

deserve his favour or respect; and thigh he

knew he was destroying the theatre in

had made so

i ay
would

rathe

ee

a figure, and that

earned his

gree’
to ts’

press on their lordships
when படக்க
tendency of measures like the present, 4m the
and
ilepen| operation
of thei
ம்
the country apr

ich he

greatest seine

றகர்

When
it washers ele ate nc

tion thn pro- | secretary of state

employed

4

such’a charact®

loug. its existence, after such 2 derelifon of| Oliver
whos ie aes rows that
he spoke
|h

principle and justice. If such were the ptives

im with respect, their lordships ought to
nay’

of that great man in consenting to the jss of to the effect that such conduct would

the magistrates.

Some

country படட

1

|

Mth

“the independent legislature of his native cintry,

C8 fella ona San
BEY

who had adv

1g of
parliament so’
ல
therefore; the acts of indemnity which have
to damages, meee till the mischief:
been cited to you had not =

what must
be the sentiments
of the people! Eng- little tyrant of his own domain, might
Lads when ney saw their liberties ப்
ட் secretary க்
and } imitate the example of the noble
ts
i, by similar acts?
HiLord | wouldsay, «I shall have my Oliver.
டட
a
i
i
of | T shall liecwise have ance spondent
ப as Wel

| as the secretaryof sate’ I shall employ spiet

oh eet

upon that occasion
:—
சக
;
toreis arr action b
“«-Phis, gentlemen,
cover damages from the defendant, Colonel
Pitzgerald, for an act admitted
to be
against law.

sor}

110880௩005,

cious effect which the example of denying them | tio
redress would have on

ity. Let the house | |

took upon the ruin i oat
and confinement
had thrown them.

sical
Ait

ification

ent with proprict
equal disclosure to the country

all
he might state what related to Oliver, 200 thத்
how

much the public were

mistaken in
பரவை
and condact, As to the Gi
re

i

1

சல

வல வதவுவைவ
டைய

ticle ‘that was not in their pease: he
i were consist

அதவ

houses of patllt
he (Lord Sid- ment; so full, thateeshe ofwasboth
not aware of 4

யவவட மட்ட

and ruined in circum- ‘former, hae
ef het, and’ ae
proposed to take from body which ad hitherto been u
to which
they had as He ad drawn a most di
்
of|
lordships had to their character of the Magistrates (no, no,icture
9
estates.. Suppose these persons instituted actions. Holland )—ot that useful body of men Pe
who
were
‘Then, it was said, the ncble secretary must dis- the main pillars of the internal
strength of the
close the infomation on which he acted. What ‘country, and without whose
1
would be the evil of this?) Was the existence,
ublic tranquillicy could not be 4
or the weljare, of those wretched and detest- Clear, hear, hear.)
These men did n
5
able persons who had become isfcrmers, and whe to be treated with that levity which
the noble
to support openly their evidence, neces- jord had employed against
he did not
sary to the existence of the state? If they sul accuse the noble lord of any thems
wish
fered by such disclosure; a little remuneration them, but his manner had certainl to degrade
would reward them for their infamy, and pa '¥ | dency. (No, 20, from Lord Holland y that tep.) On the
them sufficiently for that loss of character which subject of spies and informers, that noble
lord |
was of so little value. The wretch to whom he | had held such language
as.he was sure he
had alluded in Ireland, (Sir Judkin Fitgerald) could not have held Bad he
been placed in an
was so indemnified, and now bore his infamous official situation
At the same time he gave the J
honours.
On the broad principle of justice and noble lord perfect
right, he called upon the house to throw out the | saying this, he meantcredit for consistency, In |
no disrespect, (for admi«
present bill, and allow the injured men to seck Ting,
as all must, the talents of that noble Jord,
their redress. He would most decidedly give | and prizing, as
all did, his personal qualities,it
his vote against it, The house should do some- was impossi
ble for any administration not to re» thing for the dignity of its character. He was :gret
against the measure altogether, but would vote i hold that he should differ from them, and with- |
his sanction), yet he must say, that the nofor the motion of his noble friend.
| ble lord, and some of those who sat beside him,
Lord Sidmouth observed, that he was not a had
a claim to the character of consistency
on
person who could properly enter upon a discus- ; 006
sion, the object of which was to indemnify him ver cre at least, which was, that theyoe
had on any occasion supported any ன்
for the way in which he had performed the funchad
tions committed to him: but he had a motive | measure which the wisdom of parliament
for rising, quite distinct from any personal con- |thought necessary for the safety of the country.
|
siderations.
He must,in the first place Say, that Hear, hear.) As to the system of espionags
those who conceived that he asked for this bill; | he disdained it as much as any man: he
red with all his heart whatever tended to shake
in order to preclude himself from the necessit:
ity | the confidence of th private dwelling, or weake2
of disclosing the informatiion eee had come
the bonds of social intercourse between man
before him, completely mi istook
his purpose and and man ; but when he was placed
in a situation
his character. The individuals ல had trusted
which presented an opportunity, by means 0122 |
their names to his confidence might have
felt informer, of saving his country from oa
perfectly secure, even if this bill were not pass.
ed: for no consequence which might involve tion, could he as an upright minister, could
as an honest man, reject such information He
his own liberty, property, or. Teputation,
ever have induced him to betray them. would only wished that he couldconsistently with Bi
ட disclose what had been communi de
The noble lord who spoke last had (Hear.)
that the bill was not intended as an indemnity ழ் to him: above all, he wished he_ could 52
for the secretary
of state, but for an indivi- close what had passed between him and 6
dual upon whom that noble lord had, in a few ver. He had, indeed, made a full disclosure
| the secret committ

ing injured
in character,
stances, the present bill
them that just redress
good a
ti le
as their

1
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Jordships would ever have given their consentito i

-such
amact, had ministers avowed such an ob- ject. He would not now trouble the house any

constsquene

S85.

்
further: (hear, hear,hear he should havea bet~ knowing that similar evils are
ter opportunity when the details of the bill of Treland, approach the house to
should come before their lordships ; or'when its lamitous situation in which that
terrible principle should, as he hoped it would, | and to call upon the house to
be again discussed. But he would now. conclude that ruin into which all ran!
with obserying, that, on their conduct
in this business, dey
ied the character of their lordships,

sinking; the petitioners

்

ன

have to

want of sufficient encouragement
to |

the character of the ministers, nay the character ‘nufactures, the difficulties which stand
of the injured Oliver himself (a laugh, and loud way of agriculture, and the absence
ட whe
"cries of hear, hear); for, against him, as well as ty of the nobility and
the unfortunate complainants, whose petitions produce of the soil,and spendit i
presum
t
lay ‘scorned and unheeded upon their table, tries ;the petitioners shall not

of a

in

the

can b
would this bill of indemnity block up all the a- to the house in what way their sufferings
best alleviated; but, as they principally tra

yenues of legal redress. (Cries of hear.) He
would oppose the bill in every stage.
The question was then put “that the word
now stand part of the question ?””
Contents 56

| Non Contents 15

100

33

Proxies

44 | Proxies .... 18

Majority 67
‘The bill-was then read a second time.

Duke

Marqnis
Earl

LIST OF
PRESENT.
Sussex

THE

Devonshire

Lansdowne
Cowper
Carnarvon

:

Grosvenor
Rosslyn

Lord

Besboroygh
Lauderdale

Argyle

Downshire
Suffolk’

Fssex

Derby
Albemarle
Darlington
Thanet

Holland
King

Jersey
| Waldegrave

Foley
*
Grantley
Auckland
Erskine
Viscount

lord

the more profitable tillage of land, the construction and repairing of roads, and such
other
means

MINORITY.
PROXIES.
Duke
Bedford

| Marquis
Earl

them to want ofemployment
for their supe!
dant population, they would beg most humbly
suggest the propriety of some legislative enactment respecting the non-residence of the bie
lity and gentry, the encouragement necessary for
the increase of their manufactures, the formation
of canals, the working of mines and fisheries,

Grey
ichester
Kingston
Spencer
Anson

- Sondes
Alvanley.

means of extending the benefits of educationto

all classes of the community as the best cot

rective f human depravity, and the most effi
cient moral engine of state; the petitioners mos
fervently beseech the house to take the case
Ireland into their early consideration, and to Te
flect on the urgency of the circumstances॥

which the petitioners address them, disease ma

king rapid strides through all classes, and 10
prospect of its decrease, while so large 2 po
tion of the population are unemployed, and con
tinue

a consequent

state of

poverty

Sir N. Coulihurst bore testimony to the facts

5

_ Leatwer Tax.] Mr. Shaw presented oe
tition of the corporation of Tanners of 190940
this tax.—A similar petition was

Prest™

of Tanners and inhabitants of Morpet—

Ordered to lie on the table.

Friday, Feb. 27.
Fes on Parpons.] An account was present-

™°

stated in the petition, and, on his motion, it 2
ordered to be printed.
ee

ed

OF COMMONS.

in

wretchedness.””

ae
HOUSE

of employment as the house may think

proper to devise ; the petitioners would also earnestly solicit the ‘attention of the house to the

CHIMNEY-SWEEPERS.]

ai

Mr. Symonds presen

ed a petition of inhabitants of Hereford, ag 6
the employment of climbing boys.—Ordered | f

ed (pursuant to an order of the 24th instant) of lie on the table,

Bits.)

Mr. Arbuthnot present-

ending the sth of January 1818 3 கண்டத்

ed an account “of the Unfunded Debt in ex- each sort, ட ர
chequer bills outstanding on the 5th of January, country
exported.’?

part sent, and to

1818.”—Ordered to lie on the table, and to be ce OF all copper imported into Great se
printed. (See the Appendix.)
in the year ending the sth of January
Want or EMPLOYMENT,
&c.]_ General Lof- distingaishing each sort of copper, from
(22. :
fus presented the following petition of inhabi- country,
and into what port,
imp¢
ing the daily

« That the petitioners, Behold.

increase of poverty amon; ig

the in-

«Oo

reland

all copper imported bee

a
ae

te

tants of Cork.

பட

copper exported from Great Britain in the |

en

் .. நமம

=
eu)
Coprer.] On the motion of Mr. சாரர்
accounts were ordered “of the 020005

year ending the sth of January 19185 '

it et

Ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed.
. (See the Appendix.) ட்
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fees received on pardons under the great ete
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bill “ for the more effectual prevention of

offen:
{ no

| pe
. 669 connected with the unlawful destruction and
aS
ae
sale of game.”
"Mr. Grenfell expressed his ope, that the hon.|
gentleman would not name an early. day for the
second reading ofa measure on which so much
oe
ம
diversity of opinion existed.
Mr. G. Bankes said, he wished to fix a distant day for the second reading, in order that

ஸ்

that they have neither yoi

in the management oes
the community; and if
self-election is much longer

“syst
persisted i

ruin must oyertake every: burgh -

without entering
into unnecessary
those hon. gentlemen who aere under the netitioners
humby
crave
that in place
asand
sessions
quarter
the
ng
attendi
of
cessity

sizes, might be present at the discussion of the
ம்
Bie
ae
taeasure.
On Mr. Bankes’s motion, the bill was order-

and defective system, that resident|
ly be capable of electing and beingele
bers of the corporation, and that

system of self-election be speedi
in the burgh of Wigtoun, and

்
ட
printed.
be
to
and
of April,
d
On the motion of Mr. in Scotland: of the present.
TAx.]
நறை
electing
their
parliamentary
representatives
g
“shewin
Lushington, an account was ordered
the annual amount of the duties upon Leather in petitioners approve, but here their approbation
Great Britain, for the five years preceding the must rest, for of the system of self-election and
the peperiod when the additional tax was charged, non-resident magistrates and counsellors
the 2
and also; shewing the amount annually received titioners have and.ever will complain;
since that time; distinguishing each year ; and a tioners are not even admitted to an inspection
similar return of drawbacks for the same pe- and examination of the fnndaphpscomitiee
aod?
a.
far less consulted in the management |
3a
General Gascoigie took the opportunity of and, at this moment, the funds of the burgh;in
ed to be read a second time on Friday, the 10th

ee

the noble 1 who had. signified his in- place of being subjected to the controul of the

ntion of making some proposition on this sub- urgesses, are administered by persons, the
the
ct, whether he meant to propose that the pe- jority of whom never set their foot within,
titions against the tax should be referred to the royalty, except perhaps on the day of the anniconsideration of a committee, or to move at once al election, and in order to carry on the preseat
system; may it, therefore, please the house10
for leave to bring in a bill to repeal the tax ?
Lord Althorpe said, that he had not yet made take the case of the petitioners into consider
tion, and in their
great wisdom to grant them
up his mind as to the course he should pursue.
Scorcu Bureus.]

Lord

Archibald

Hamil-

such relief and

வு as they shall judge pio

அதத.
ton presented the following petition of resident per.’
‘The petition was ordered to lie on the #3!
ரட்ட in the royal burgh of Wigtoun.
gt
~ “His lordship observed, that he thought this’ pe- and to be printed.
‘CLERK OF THE PARLIAMENTS.] Sit
‘tition would shew, that the inhabitants of the
burghs were not so fully satisfied with their Ridley rose to ask, whether or not it was
situation ‘as some hon. members on the other tention of the hon. gentlemen opposite to mo'e
side had represented
—* That the peculiar cir- anew writ for Southampton? —
4
cumstances of the burgesses of the cities and
Mr. S. Bourne replied, that the present
burghs of Scotland, have repeatedly been submit- ber for that borough had neither been sw0@
“ted to both houses of parliament, and while into the office of clerk of the parliamen'®
ameliorations and redress of grievances have been had he appointed a deputy.
Mr. Brougham remarked, that w!
liberally conceded to almost every
class of society, ae etitioners and their predecessors have hon. gentleman had been sworn 1 |
been totally neglected for the last three or four quite wide of the present question; ¥
crimes
centuries; that the constitutions or sets of the had he accepted. the office?
burghs in Scotland are well known to the house,
Mr. S. Bourne said, that, unquestionably
and although the petitioners, as resident burges-

ses of Wigtoun, may be naturally supposed to
haye an interest and voice in the election of
their rulers and the administration of the funds
of the community, yet the fact is, they have
neither the
one or the other, and the present
members of Hs corporation continue from year

to year to re-elect themselves and their succes-

was entitled to it by reversion. He main!

however, that his hon. friends seat was 2°
cated, until he had actually taken poss"
of the office, which he had not yet done. =

Sir M. 17. Ridley observed, that the hones

tleman came into possession of the

diately on the death of the holders,
writ

ought to have been moved

oiice

that 2
for W!

short period of that event. Of such
a P'
of the corporation of Wigtoun are nineteen in ing several instances had occurred, He
number, being a provost, two bailies, and’six-. now, therefore, move the order of }

sors in defiance of the petitioners ; the members

teen counsellors, and of these only six.are known
to the petitioners, or reside within the burgh; the

-resuming the adjourned debate on the mo"
Mr. Speaker to issue. his. warrant

remainder consists of hanourables or right. ho~ ‘the crown; to make outa new WHE

Tg

|
|
டீ

॥
டீ
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‘itwas therefore the duty of the magistracy,
and of the government, not only to prepare|

the means of effectual resistance to open force;
but, where they had the opportunity, to defeat detained under the authority
the danger in its ‘origin, by apprehending the last session. They have ex:

leaders and instigators of conspiracy.

Your upon which the several dete
committee indulge the hope, that the hour of founded, and find them, in allin
delusion, among those who have been “misled stantiated by depositions on: oath.
into disaffection, may be passing awey; and
that some, even of the deluders themselves, may
have seen, and repented of their error. But
your

committee would

deceive

the

house,

if

they were not to state it as their opinion, that
it will still require all the vigilance of government, and of the magistracy, to maintain the

tranquillity, which¥has been restored.

mittee have no hesitation in declaring,
discretion thus intrusted
to his Maj
yernment, appears to them to have

rately and judiciously exercise

்

d that

the”

government would, in their opinion, have'failed™
in its duty, as guardian of the peace and trans”
quillity of the realm, if it had not exercised,

It will the extent which it has done, the

power:

3

no less require a firm determination: among the ed to it by the legislature. Of ie thirt
moral and reflecting members of the community, persons, which is the whole number of those
of whatever rank and station they may be, to who were finally committed, one was discharg-’
Jend the aid of their influence and example, to edon the 4th of July, one on the $ist on accounteract the effect of those licentious and in- count of illness, ten on the 12th of November:
flammatory publications, which are poured forth fourteen on the sd of December, one on the 22d
throughout the country, with a profusion here- of Decembér, six on the 29th of December, and’
tofore unexampled.
* Your committee have

7
applied their

three on the goth of January, and one died in’

prison. From the circumstances of the
கு ்
as laid before your committee, and as public
notorious during the period in which those im=
prisonments took place, your committee see 00’
observed, with concern, that a small number of reason to doubt that the detention of the several’
active and infatuated individuals have been un- prisoners, was governed by the same sound disremittingly engaged, in arranging plans of inன் which, as ee
னை already”
hitherto

robservations to the Jately disturbed districts in
the country. In adverting to the state of the
metropolis, during the same period, they have

surTection, in endeavouring to foment

disturb-

stated, appears to

have

been exerci:

in a)

ances that might lead to it, and in procuring the hendin Heber
The whole of the ree
means of active operations, with the ultimate duties confided to the executive government,
view of subverting all- the existing establish- appears to your committee to have been dis»
ments of the country, and substituting some charged with as much moderation and lenitys
#6
- form of revolutionary government in ther stead. was compatible with the paramount object
o
Your committee, however, have the satisfaction

general security.—27th February, 1818.”

and confidence of ‘the leaders, the proselytes
that have been gained to ‘their cause are not nu-

lig upon the table, and that itbe printed. 9 ~
Mr. Tierzey asked the noble lord, when
he
pfoposed that the report should’ be taken into
consideration, and what measure, if any, bem
tended to found upon it?
aa

to find, that, notwithstanding the desperation

merous.
“Zhe sensible improvement in the
comforts and employment of the labouring
part of the community, has tended to diminish
at once the motives of discontent, and -the

means of seduction.
The mischief does not
appear to have extended into any other rank of

_ Lord Castlereagh moved,

that the report do:

Lord Castlereagh sadthat it wae oe

tention to propose an
‘or considering |
report. rhe report ae abe fit to be taken be
iife, than that of the persons referred to in the consideration at present, Al] that he meant™®

first sport of the secret committee of last year,
nor.to baye received countenauce from any in-

' dividuals of ‘higher condition.
Eager as these agitators are, to avail themselves of any popular assemblage, still more, of
any occasion that might happen to arise of popular discontent, and capable as they appear, from
their own declatations, to be of any act of atro-

city,—your committee see no réason to apprehend that the vigilance of the police, and the|
_ unrelaxed superintendence of government, may
not, under the present circumstances of the
country, be sufficient to prevent them from
breaking out into any serious disturbance of the
public peace.

x

attention “of your committee has next

been directed to the documents, which have

do was, to move that it be printed.

ன்

Mr. Tierney professed himself very ouch paz

out the noble Jord’s reason 197
to find
zled that
ving
it be printed. The noble lord had de
ed, that the report was not fit to be taken int a
sideration by the house; and if so, why wee
worth while to printit passed reasonable rd
comprehension. (Hear, hear.) “The 70!
was quite right, perhaps, in his
of the report, for it was re ly nothin;

jumble of nonsense.

ப்

(Much confusion 0”

sides.) very syllable that had. been
had been verified; all the absurdities
had invented, as likely to form’ part |

| cious document, were here embodied
for the amusement
of the country.

“Who
was the author of this valuable

tne’.

ர

ப்
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| In'point
of fact, they had ceased to exist. (Hear, | tio
த
:
5

4 /otd anti

ee RO

rd Castlereagh then.moved, that the secret ்

“papers which had been submitted
to the com

mittee should be returned
to the office of the
secreta
of state for the home. department.— |
essengers and tw
டபக் வு தலமே
பதி onthe nightof the
Ordered.
petitione:

Norruery Circurr.] Mr. A Smith said, don, when he retired to r
he held in his handa petition from
Norwich, bed to two other fellow-prisoners
praying, that that cit

measure which the legi

: be'included inany

Lancashire ;) that on the

“might think pro- petitioner was taken to Lord

per to adopt for the better administration

cha

(Healey

ட Ap!

of}o at Whitehall, when Lord Sidm

‘The peti-

justice in the four northern counties.

the petitioner that he (the petiti
ed by virtue ofa warrant signed by t
Lord Sidmouth; that-afterwards the petiti
that subject, with an instruction to take the same was taken to the house of correction in.
into their consideration.— Ordered.
Bath Fields; that on or about the sth
. GRIEVANCES UNDER THE SUSPENSION AcT.] April, the petitioner was again exa
Mr. Bennet presented the following petition of| Lord Sidmouth, who repeatéd to him the:
Samuel Bamford, of Middleton, 1n the county said charge, and that the petitioner
palatine of Lancaster, which was ordered to lie fence affirmed, that no just
1d of suspicion

tion being brought up, the:hon. member moved,
that it be referred to the select committee on

in

that

tioner rejected with horror, and the petitioner,

considering the young man as an innocent dupe
to'some spy, urged him by every legal, humane,
and honourable consideration to have nothing
more to do with the business; that the youn,
man appearing affected, promised that he route
never more propose such a thing to any person,
and he shortly afterwards returned to Man.
chester, on his way to which place he told a
person who accompanied him a short distance,
that one Lomax, of Bank Top,

in Manchester,

was one of the persons who sent him to Mid.
dleton; that, notwithstanding the above demonstration of the petitioner’s reverence'to the laws
of his country, of his love to the principles
of

—

at one of which Se

rd

Sidmouth questioned him respecting
அ
ledge of a person named Lomax, whether the
petitioner was ever in company of said Lomax,
upon

what occasion the petitioner was in com

se of said Lomax, and what was the subject
of discourse during the time the petitioner
was
in said company, to all of which questions
the

petitioner answered simply and truly, whet

upon Lord Sidmouth observed, ‘ This cannot
be the man,’ or words to that effect, fort
petitioner

had

tioner’s, residing at Middleton; but when
petitioner in his prison

room

t

began’ to reflect

to

“upon every circumstance, he saw the impro=

rapine

௨கூ

of his abhorrence

வடட

understood Lord - Sidmouth 3

having alluded to a near neighbour of the ன்

lity of his former conjecture,
and was cont aa
‘and that Lord Sidmouth meant one
து
plunder, the petitioner was, on the moming
of resided at Bank Top at Manchester, and 129
Saturday the 29th day of March,
ee on after the arrests which took place at that our
suspicion of high treason, by authority
of a was
warrant signed by the secretary of state for the in therecognised by the whole country ae
of the police; the same Lomas
home department; that the petitioner was, by whose pay
instigation the young man, mentid ழு
the deputy constable of Manchester, handcuffed.
beginning of this petition, proposed 5
Jike a common thief, and by the said deputy inthe
the
petitioner
escorted by a party of the king’s dragoon guards, chester, which the burning and sacking
proposal was rej
conveyed to the New Bailey prison in Salford, petitioner as before
stated; that on the 29
where he was put into a common cell, in which of April the
was liberated from
were four other persons who were charged with confinement inpetitioner
Bath Fields
பிசு]
felony; that the —_* frequently requested was allowed 3/. toColdcarry
him home:
the governor and turnkeys to let him have a ton aforesaid; that from the foregoin
yom to shelter him from the intense cold, but stances, the petitioner yentures to-expl essico™ |
petitioner’s request was not attended | fid lence, that the house will perceive
the
humanity,

பெ

blanketeers confined

place; that the above proposal was by the peti-

வேவ

liberation of the

ew வைகு

of Manchester aforesaid, the storming

of the barracks and New Bailey prison, and the

and did then, as he still does, take credit
to |
himself for so being, but strenuously
having ever recommended violence in the
ac
complishment of a reform; that during
the
month of April the petitioner was frequel

“Matos that, on the following morning, the peti-|

*கர்திதச்சள்உகந்த ஐ னல

sacking

time acknowledged himself to bea reformer,

Di

tioner by doctor Joseph Healey at Middleton
aforesaid ; that the said young man stated himself to have been deputed by some persons in
Manchester to propose to the petitioner and the
rest of the Middleton reformers the burning and

ing done or encouraged to be done any thing
of
a treasonable nature, his conduct had always
been the reverse; the petitioner
at ‘the same

te

1817, a. young man was introduced to the peti-

could exist against him, for that instead of have

DO

“ That at dusk on the 11th day of March

கு ௬௮௯௮,

on the table, and to be printed.

enormities that’ have 12120 01806 பெர்த் 46 sus>

pension of its own laws 5 the: petitioner,

தல்

there-

fore, for the honour of the nation, the welfare

of society, the punishment of offenders,
and the.
redress of injured impocence; hopes the house
will possess: its.
ofiginal-dignity,.
in. honestly,
fully, and.

eOl

refusing to, pass 2'|

- bill that will indemnify v:
3
mitted notorious depredations:
~ . PARLIAMENTARY
REF
presented three p

|th

Mr. Grenfell said, he would now

take

liberty of makinga few observations,

6

sidered that he was‘entitled
to) address the house
onany subject connected with the suppl; «After

having called for the several papers

town of Nottin

யக

praying for annual parlia- Bank ofEngland had lately produced to
ments and பரனை
னள
11800. he thought
it due fr
himom
to take sc

the table.

சார்க்

of them, although he did not’mean
to su

_ Army Esrimares.) Lord) Palmerston rose specific ein

to submit 60 the house, whether, after the time: 14 in number.

which had been eceupiedwith the report of the

secret committee, they wished
ath the statement of the army
were appointed for discussion
was prepared: to go into the

‘him to proceed
estintates, which
this night. He
subject, but as

several members had retired, it might be more
desirable, perhaps, to defer the discussion till

Monday. Beyond that day, it ought not to be
delayed, on account of the necessity of passing
the mutiny bill. He should now’ move, that
the order of the day be read for granting a supply to his majesty, and either proceed with his
statement, or postpone it, as the house might

think most expedient.
‘Lord Folkestone wished to\ make one or two

remarks. He recollected that, about six years
agoshe complained of an order that was issued

the subject.

re

(See page 116.)

itany

ப ட

The

first class ௩

18160 to the amount oh Bank paper aoe
in 1817,

Now, it appeared, that the

permanent “amount

of Bank

notes

been outstanding from July

seven

months,

ஜு

which

last, a period of

exceeded, by miore

than

two

millions, the highest amount’
of
k notes
in circulation during any period of like dure

tion, from the time of the restriction act
up to the present moment.

பக்

When he coupled this fact with what was equal.

ly notorious, namely, the increase which had |

taken place, in the same period, in the amount
of country bank paper, it was unnecessary t0
assign any other cause for the increase
in the
price of the precious metals. The next clas

of papers related to the amount of public money

Mr. Grenfell wished to say a few
the subject of certain papers then upon
he hon. gentleman’ was கக்கல்
» when
Mr. Speaker stated

words on
the table.
with his
the ques-

country for his meritorious exertions 7,”
subjects, and -he trusted, that he w

severe jn

ing

the enormous7

from’ thesyeckipelyo6 eel.

J

அவல மொகம்

மாலு பவடய

notes in circulation, the directofashad no Gest
He assured the
noble lord, however, that whet he had stated to push the circulation beyond what was a
formerly on this subject was perfectly correct. sary to the country, and he did not believe tt”
any inconvenience had resulted from the am® ம
On the expiration of the act alluded to, all
the of notes outstanding.
2
“she Bark
officers who had commissions in the German
Sir J. Neawpo said, the directo of the B ம்
Jegion, ceased to belong to our service. A few a= not thinkrtthat their issues rs
had been
of those who were natural born subjects of this ried to
inconvenient extent, but an ip
country, after the ‘expiration of their service, might any
think» otherwise.
Con
al pie
received Commissions in the English. army.
creased issue of paper with the incre
le
Lord Folkestone hoped the noble lord would of the precio
metals, it was impos eT
us
inquire into the subject. He was convinced
uld doubt that. the increase ©
that the persons to whom he had alluded were | Iaanyitterman'co
was owing to the excess of cae
:
ot natural born subjects. His hon. friend ‘was intitled
to the than} he

இதி கற இலவ

Hames to which the noble lord alluded, he could

only réturn a general answer.

ee

would also disappear
from the list; but he now found-fifteen or six< happened accidentally to be much larger
teen general officers on the army list, entered they had been for some time previously 5
ac seldom exceeded four millions, whit pat
as from the German legion, (Hear, hear.
Lord Palmerston said, that not knowin the yernment had received three millions w! Bak
interest. ‘With respect to the amount of ற்

வெய்

by the Horse-Guards for giving general officers in the hands of the Bank. Last ice the amount
im the Gerthan legion permanent rank in the was nine millions. ‘They had made a loan of thre
Briush army. He was then answered, that they millions; but there still remained six millions
would have that rank only while serving in the in their hands. ‘The other papers stated the allow
or oe
German legion, and that the legion: must, by ances made by the public to the Bank;
ed by the Bank against the public. He
shot
the act under which it was taken into
our not; however, go into the subject a present a
service, be broken up six: months after the ‘conclusion of peace. It was natural to suppose, hoped that 'a committee above stairs would ்
therefore, that, after the dismissal of the German the charges which the Bank ought to nec
Mr. Manning
said, the balances at preset
legion, the general officers

ended the suspension:
act, and all whose houses

the lives and property:

his intention to bring forward”
remedy this evil; and to y
. water should be
t

_ed that its produci

t present, h
re.
neral notice of his intention, ‘without

pers of a more extensive nature had already
None of his Majesty’s ministers

particular time.
~ REWARDS
ON CONVICTION.] Mr.

‘were, however, present, and as he-did not know

whether the noble Secretary of State would be
disposed to grant this account in the state he
wished it, he should postpone his motion until
ள்

ப்

ஸ்

hoped that the noble and

learned lord on the woolsack would, by that
time, grant his writ, of habeas corpus to bring
“ap
a of his Majesty’s ministers. (4
laugh.
The Lord Chancellor said, they would be in

offences; and for
secuting persons
offences,”
‘The
. have wished that

their places to-morrow.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday, March 2.

for highway robbery: andan other

facilitating the
accused of felon
hon
ember
this subject had
and introduced,by so: me legal!
by professional. knowledge

would have been better qualified
,

but, having been“a member of the
t
pointed to inquire into the state of the}
the metropolis; and அவ்வ் பவர்
siderable portion of his time i

Lratuer Tax.) Petitions against this tax
‘were presented from Enniscorthy, Northamp- jects of rhis nature, and feelin; -, in comme
tonshire, Cornwall, Suffolk, Aberdeen, Elles- a great Aumber of individuals, that
mere, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Edinburgh, Dar- sure like that which he intended
;
ington, South Shields, Bolton, and Manchester. was indispensably necessary, he was
0
—They weré all ordered to lie on'the table. - trouble the house with a bill to speal certalt
“PARLIAMENTARY ReFoRM.}
Mr. Hart Da- parts of the law respecting rewards on conve
vis presented a petition from Bristol, signed by tion. The house were aware,
20 persons, vraying for a reform in the rée- encourage &e apprehending of ¢
resentation. He stated, that he had received a rewards and immunities are bestowec
etter by which he was requested to present it, bring them to justice, by divers acts of pall
The postscript to the letter mentioned, that se- ment. By the statute 4 & 5 William and May
yeral hundred
similar petitions were in prepara- |c. 8., it is enacted, that such “as appre
ட்ப
tion, and that it was expected, there would bea highwayman, and prosecute him வ
thousand of them, each signed by 20 persons. shall receive a’reward of 40/. from the
4
If these thousand petitions should arrive, he to be paid to them, (or, if killed int
could only say that he'did not think they would vour to take him, their executors)
by t
express the sense of his constituents; those of the county; besides the horse, forall

Mr. Protheroe presented a petition’ from Bris-

goods taken’

person of such robber; with a reservati
right of any person from whom th

கடவ

reform.—Ordered to lie on the table,

arms, money, and other

வை

whom he best knew had confidence in the wis-

dom of parliament, and were enemies to radical

have been stolen.—By the statute 6 an!

tol, signed by 20 persons, praying that all Ill. c. 17., such as apprehenda pers!
male persons (infants, insanes, and criminals ex- have counterfeited any of the eurrent ¢
cepted) might have the right of voting for mem- realm, or that for lucre or gain shall hav
bers of parliament.
He could not undertake to
say how many of the people of Bristol were of

ped, washed, filed, or in any way pee
the same, or shall bring or cause to

this opinion; but he thought the petition was into the kingdom, any clipt, false, or
short, clear, and perspicuous,
‘and expressed feit coin, and’ prosecute him to convic!
the ideas of the petitioners. He had himself receive a reward of 40/.—By statute }

always been a friend toa moderate parliamentary

reform, but could not be the advocate of so great

an alteration as was prayed for. Yet he thought
oe
a
should have a “ai
ortunity of expressin
ir opinions to
house-—Ordered io
ட the table.

6

William I1T.c. 23., any person appre
prosecuting to conviction a felon ts

lary; house-breaking, horse-stealtt
from :
larceny, to the value o!

மப் வய

நலம் Holland

a bi

ல் வ பய அவ் மெ வயம் மய

to-morrow.

to move for leave to bringin

ing such parts of several act
and other rewards on the con

:

ble, shall
warehouse, coachhouse,
a certificate, which
may be as signed ‘over

6

rec?

சல மானி ரு செம் ரக க தடம் அப

: pees granted:

சஜ... 8008.09-00000030%
it would be highly expedient to re- |
of
Sth
m and: Mary, as authorizes
and direct
ipt and payment of the the sum of 4o/., by | sent

much of the act
act

0

way of rewar

டஃப்!

ing. highwaymen ;—so. much of

the

act o

ae 7th of William II. as authorizes
and
‘directs the receipt and payment
of the sum of
Aol. by, way

னை

for apprehending
and
0 ead ட

convicting persons who shall have
1

-any, of the current coin, or that for lucre or

gain shall have, clipped, washed, filed, or any
ways diminished the same, or
ee to See

| wh
‘ing’ ~ or
ke the kingdom any clipt,

false,
or ‘counterfeit coin ;—so much of the act

of the 5th of Anne, as authorizes and. directs
ea
of the sum of 4o/. by
way of reward, for apprehending and convict-

o8)-20d CxDEHEEY
be put to in_pre-

the

48_also. such. sum of

ing burglars, or felonious house-breakers, in the money as to the court shall seem reasonable
day-time ;—so. much of the.act of the 14th of and sufficient to reimburse
such
பாகன்
~ George Il. explained by the act of the 15th of witnesses, and persons
-ernd a in the apr
George II. as authorizes and directs the receipt hension, for the
oer
and payment of the sum of 10/. for apprehend. in attending before the grand jury
ing and convicting such as steal, or kil with in- indictment, and in otherwise
car y
tent to steal, any sheep or other cattle specified prosecution, and also compensate.
in the last of the said acts ;—and also, so much cutor and witnesses, and persons
co
i
of the said act of the 18th of George Il. as the apprehension, for their loss. -time and
authorizes and directs the receipt and payment trouble therein, In furtherance
of
of the sum of 40/. by way of reward, for ap. the: bill would. contain two clauses:
one,
prehending. and conyicting persons who shall in case the court shall make any order
|
haye committed treason or felony relating to payment of any sum of money to
the
_ the coin, and the receipt and payment of the concerned in the apprehension of theo
sum of 10/. by way of reward, for apprehend. the same shall be paid by the sheriff of th
ing and convicting persons who shall have county in which. the offence shall haye beet
counterfeited any ofihe copper money therein committed, in the like manner, and at-the sam
Mentioned.—With respect to the act of the ported of time as the rewards. are directed t0

loth and 11th of William II.-which directs

that a

lficate, or, as it is now technical]

called,. a Tyburn ticket, to exempt from on

paid by the said acts of 4th and 5thof Wi

liam and Mary, the éth.of WilliamIl, 4

Georg
or ward offices, shall be given to any person sth of Anhe, and the 14th and 15th of
_ who shall apprehend and convict a felon guilty the Second :—the other, that every su ras
of burglary, nearness horse-stealing, or for costs and charges shall be made by
Clerk of Assize or Clerk of the Peaces
Pest
private larceny, to the
value of 55. from an
tively, upon being paid the sum of one shill
» Warehouse, coach-house

or stable—he did
- ROt mean to propose that that part of the
act

should be repealed5 but he thought it would be
நை to enact, that such certificate should not

and no more.— These were the sole

objects

the bill, which, he hoped, would meet withit

approbation of the house.

He should,

the?

conclude with moving, that leave
be a”
transferrable, or, in other words, that it fore,
to bring it in.
ப
foe
Should not exempt
be

or discharge from parish or

ward offices, any other person whomsoever
‘than the person to whom the same was origi-

nally granted.—And, with respect to so. much
of

the act of the 4th and sth of William

Mary, which

and

Leave was immediately given, and.

was ordered to be broughtin by
Mz
Sir Samuel Romilly, and Mr. Brougham
PRIVATELY, STEALING Bi.) 5

Romilly brought in his bill “ to repeal.

gives to the executors and ad- af an act passed in the
Leth ant 1123
the reign of King William the
Third,
be. killed, in endeavouring to apprehend,
or in “An es ட
better apprehending; #
Mministrators of

any person who shall hay pen to

making pursuit after, a robber, the reward

of

40/. besides the horse, furniture, arms, money,
and other goods taken upon the person of such

cuting and punishing
of Felons that $
Burglary, Housebreaking,or Robbery3®
Warehouses, Coachhouses,

oF Stable

robber—and also, with respect to so much of steal Horses,’ as takes away the’!
ithe act of Anne, which gives the reward. to the Clergy from. Persons paeeials ai
€xecutors or administrators of any watchman, in any Shop, Warebouse, Coachhouses
or any other person or persons who shall hap. and S + more

effectually

to be killed by any burglar or housefirst time, or
Preakeras wae his intention, that such parts of asRead.a
follows :— .
«

‘

ee

preventing|

be printeds 2"
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_- Lord Palmerston rose to submit the Army against the increase on the oth

Estimates. He observed, that the detail of these ed a balance of reduction
to the
accounts was so dry and uninteresting,
that he| stated, namely, 418,866/. 115. :

as little of the time of the com- was the trae measure of the reductions of mile

should occupy

mittee as possible. It was unnecessary, indeed,
to enter at ary length into the subject, as the}

tary establishment effected within the
- With respect to tHe numbers of men

to be

of the
finance committee, in the appendix to their re-| provided for, the result of a comparison
port (presented to the house on the esrd of two years was <s follows:
லத,
Februaiy) had given a very minute detail of the
First, the number (officers included,) voted ag
‘military expenditure in 1817, and 6f the esti- the permanent force for 1817 for Great Britain,

mates for the present year.

He should confine dreland, and the colonies,
but exclusive of France
and India, and exclusive of corps ordered
to be

himself, therefore, to a general statement of the
reduction of expense under this head of the
public service. The diminution of charge in
the vote for the ordinary services of the army
in this year, as compared with that of the last
year, amounted to 188.027/. 19s. sd; but the
total reduction of establishment, includiag all

reduceds was. 2
வம
+ 92,606
‘The corresponding number for 1818, *ப்
WaS

௨

»

வடி

ட்டி

டிப

உட

Leaving a diminution of

வப090,647

.

1,959

which was proposed to be made from the force
the heads of estimate, was no less than 418,266/. stationed in Ireland.
3,
The reason of this was, that as the expense of
Secondly, the number- of men, (officers inthe troops in France and India was not defrayed cluded) voted for 1817 for the United Kingdom
by this country, the reductions which: had been and the colonies, exclusive of France and India,
made in those forces, though they diminished but including the numbers’ intended to be reour military establishments, did not bear upon duced at various periods in the course of the
the charge to be voted by that house. The re- year lsh7, was. .8 S46 ட
வவ
1
duction

manner.

of

418,866/.

Upon

the

arose

in the

following

1st class or Jand forces,

there was a reduction of 58,664/. 2s. 1d.; upon

‘The corresponding number for 1818,
3985: 6-௮

a

எல்
இம் Saco eh

கக்

the ed class of troops in France and India, a re-

Leaving a diminution of — 13,344
which number was composed of the 1959 men
which included the halfpay and Chelsea pen- before mentioned, and of that part of the 15,585.
sions, there was an increase of 109,345/. 125. 114.5 men intended to have been reduced on the
upon the 4th class of troops ordered home from British establishment in the course of 1817, who
India, there wasa reduction of 92,952/. 102. 04.5 had been actually disbanded. Upon a more
upon the corps ordered to be reduced within the general view, however, of the whole of the

duction of 137,886/. 25. 5d.; upon the sd class

year, there was a diminution of 249,161/. 0s. Od.

and upon the troops and companies recruiting

for India, an increase of 3,451/. 9s. 11d. . Set

ting the diminution on some of these classes

military force stated in the estimates, the follow-

|i
ing
appeared to be the result of a comparison
of the two years.
=
:

1817.
Land Forces

.

Troops in Franc:
Troops in India .
Ditto ordered Home from India
scat
Corps in Great Britain, Ireland, and her colonies.

ordered to be reduced in the course of the year §

Troops and Companics recruiting for India .:..,.,

92,282

ளை

1818,
90,285

28,409
19.649
7,453
15,585

922,993
19,899
4,299
4,200

924

362

More in 1818
Less in 1818
Total of diminution

This number was the total amount of the reduc-

Difference.

1,997

5,496
250.
3,154
[11,885

.

——
Jess
in 1818,
less
|,
more
less
18%

89800௭

288

<A

21,972

ae

91,684

2

including

tions which had been actually effected in the| d,luction the deputies on foreign stations, # =
course of the, year 1817.—With respect to the 06,48 ge ட ely Inthe ணங்க ௧ மண்ய்
67. 76 007060800௨ 0ரப20ர-ற22

reduction of charge in the several departments, | had been
he

_
?

8-த000

discontinued, which had produced a!
had great satisfaction in stating, that con. Ving of 2,918/
. There would, howevetsaist ee
siderable savings had been made.
In the office
fet
of the commander in chief, there was a diminu- inthisdiscontinuance some little addition
the war-office, in consequence of the tran
tion of 1308/. In the office of paymaster-general, | of

the business of the former department10 8
bet
3
ial

—

ablishment
Engla
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211,000, It was well known, that, eyer since
the peace of Amiens, a large military force had
been employed to maintain. the public tranquillity in Ireland, and to act in aid of the
civil power. He agreed that Ireland had re‘mained tranquil during the winter, and was

impairing his security,. by resorting to the

‘happy to bear: testimony to the patience, forti-|
tude and resignation which the people of that |
country had exhibited during a season of ex-|
traordinary privation and distress. (Hear.) ‘The |

ம்
ing-fund.

Even in

the Sienna

RS

of these expedients, what course mu: st be pu
sued in the ‘event of a fresh war? Thep
to be, in.
posed establishment appeared to him
every point of view, enormous. The house

a yeo- “executive government had advanced a sum of | ought to be aware, that-there had been
$7,000/. to the different local subscriptions, | manry force in Ireland of 44,000 men, and yet
and, he believed, no money could haye been | great credit was taken for reducing 3,000 of
better applied, or received with a deeper senSome outrages had, in-|
timent of gratitude.

that number; at the same time that. a regular
army of 20,000. men .was. maintained to pree

deed, been committed in different parts of the | serve the public tranquillity, in a period of procountry, but they were of that nature which | found peace, and when not a whisper was —
might be expected from the present state of | heard of any probable: misunderstanding with
society in Ireland. ‘The civil power was, how- | foreign powers. The estimates for England,
ever, undergoing a gradual extension, and this | Guernsey, and Jersey, exhibited a reduction
of
was the cause of the reduction made in the mi-| only 279 men from a sum total of about $0,000,
an addition to the yeoIt also constituted the | whilst there appeared
litary establishment.
round upon» which the government had re-| manry of 2,968 men.—The hon. baronet concued to yield to the applications df many local | cluded by observing, that the. estimate of the
magistrates for a renewal of the insurrection act.| number of men necessary to supply Gibraltar
and the garrisons in the Mediterranean was
(Hear, hear.)
Sir 47. Burroughs contended, that the right considerably too large.
hon. gentleman was mistaken in his representaLord Palmerston stated, that
tion of the ordinary force maintained in Ireland draughting mer from one regiment to another
during former years, At one period of the having been abandoned, it had become. neces
| American war, when Ireland was threatened sary to change the entire regiment whenevet
with invasion, it did not exceed 5,000 ஐ,
relief was sent out. ~
3
and the consequence was, the arming-of the
Mr. Babingion expressed a hope, that some
volunteers. He was proud of the account which method would be adopted, to correct the evils
the house had. received that night from au- of the present mode of paying pensions at
thority, as to the fortitude and magnanimity of Chelsea: he trusted that some plan would,
the people of Ireland under unequalled suffer- devised, by which the families of the pension
ings. It ought to afford an instructive lesson ers might be benefited.
to the government. At afllictions uncontrollMr. Long professed his readiness 5 to listen
able by man, the Irish people never murmured3 to any suggestion which had for its, obj
but oppressions, springing from ill-treatment the improvement described by the hon. ge
and misrule, they eyer did, and, he hoped, ever tleman; but no beneficial change in the ple
would, resist. With regard to the present esti- sent system had hitherto appeared practica
mates, he could’ not avoid expressing his sur- | bl
prise at their amount.
He had heard with
Mr. Forbes wished that a list-of
astonishment and regret that the force proposed who received pensions for woun
to be kept up was only 2,000 less than that of laid on the table; and re;
the last year, upon an establishment which, spect. to pensions, the ot icers of0 the navy
exclusive of the armies in France and India, were not placed on an equal 400110
amounted to 90,600 men. ‘The question was, officers of the army.
ட
had we the means of maintaining such an estab- many-cases of abuse in the granting of pe
lishment? The accounts of the revenue tor
the last year shewed

a deficit of 14,000,000/.,

the income being 51,000,000/. and the expendi-

ture 65,000,000/., notwithstanding all the taxa-

tion and
Where,

the sufferings

then, was

this

which it occasioned.

system

to end?

The

_

Lord

Pabnerston

observed, that

1

the hon. gentleman, bi
it, he would make no objection to st

noble lord had not even held out to them the
consolatory hope of additional reductions inthe following year ;—a suggestion that it might
at some time hereafter be possible to lower the

however, that it wo!
tion ;_ observin,
a
long ‘titime to make
out, and could not
mitted to the house in time for the di

was all the

pensions.—Pensions
were gran!

establishment by the number of 4,200 men,
prospect afforded for

the future.

1

usual to lay on the table such a list 28%

on this subject. He denied that
partiality shewn

to the army wi!

_Thus the military establishment. alone cost the of each service by departments |
country six millions annually. It was obyious, nected with one another; 804

ஹர. 100ஸ.02000010:05,
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from 25th December 1817, to 24th December
Bee

Asum of

ee

$s. 6d. * fo) :

ing the charge of the pay of general officers m

his Majesty’s
land forces, not being colonels
of | 1
regiments,
n the establishment of Great!
Britain,” fon 25th December 1817, to 24th|
December 1818.
cs
]

௫

15. A sum of 1,263/. 9s. sd. net, “for ௨ | the a

fraying
the charge of the pay of

genral

in his Majesty’s land forces, not

்

niet, * oh

a

ae

:= A அ

the out-pensio

of

டவல
india
officers December 1817, to 24th Decemb181g,
er _

colonels, ட

of regiments, upon ‘the establishment of

Ire-

ககக

the charge

royal

டன

mi

ட.

5

asylum

at Che

land,” from 25th December 1817,
to 24th De-| sea,”’ from 25th வக்க
to 24th De. |
cember 1818.
ae
| cember 1818.
்
|
16. A sum of 26,239/. 135. 4d. for defray-|
30. A sum of 90,456, “ for defraying
ing the charge of his Majesty’s garrisons at
home and abroad on the establishment of Great |
Britain,’’ for the year 1818.
17. A sum a ey 6s. 1d. net, ‘ for defraymg the charge of
his,Majesty’s garrisons in
Ireland,” for the year 1818.
ae
்
1s. A sum of 129,112/. 9s. 9d. “ for defraying the charge of full pay for retired officers
and «unattached officers of his Majesty’s forces
upon the establishment of Great Britain,’
from 25th December 1817, to 24th December
1818.
19. A sum of 3,697/. net, ‘ for defrayi ig the

e of full pay for retired officers ofie

Ma-

oh 's land forces upon the establishment of Ireland,” from 25th December 1817, to 24th De-

charge of pensions
to be paid to க்ஸ்
cer
of s
the land forces and marines upon

establishment of Great Britai
from n,”
sth De- tq

cember 1817, to 24th December 1818.

31. Asum of ue V1s. 24.
ae
fraying
the chargeof pensions
to be paid to,
ற்ற of officers of the land forces and ma

im

rines upon the establishment
of Ireland,” from

25th December 1817, to 24th December 1818)|
82. A sum of 161,806/. 35. 7. « for defay- fey
ing the charge of allowances on the comput
sionate list, of allowances as of his Majes
royal bounty, and of pensions to officersfor
wounds,” from 25th December 181to7,
28}
December 1818,
ப்
33. A sum of 20,8057. “ for defraying
charge-of allowances to the reduced adjutant இ

cember 1818.
20. A sum of 601,7S0/., “ for defraying the of the'local militia in Great Britain,” from
26 இரா
charge of half pay to reduced officers of his December 1817, to 24th December 1818,
Majesty’s land forces upon the establishment of
84. A sum of 27,260/. 4s. 2d. “for |
Great Britain,” from 26th December 1817, to ing the charge of allowances, compensations
i)
24th December 1818.
emoluments, in the nature of superannuation®
21. A sum of 50,17S/. 1s. Gd. net, “ for dee

retired allowances, to persons belonging tose

oe the charge of half pay to reduced offi- ral public departments in Great Britain,9 ™
cers of his Majesty’s land forces upon the estab- spect of their haying held public’ offices0
lishment of Ireland,” from 25th December 1817, ployments of a civil nature,” from 25th Dect™
to 24th December 1818.
ber 1817, to 24th December 1818.

22. A sum of 28,506/. 175. 6d. “ for defray-

ing the ches

of military allowances to reduc-

ed officers of his
establishment of
cember 1817, to
23. A sum of
fraying the ae
duced

35. A-sum

of 7,111/. 185. $d. net,

feats the charge of allowances, ¢
and emoluments in the nature of super@

Majesty’s land forces upon the
Great Britain,” from 25th De- on retired allowances, to persons belongi#s
24th December 1818.
several public departments in Ireland, 19 ©
2,363/. 16s. 10d. net, “ for de- of their having held public offices oF
of military allowances to re- ments of a civ: sa
from 25th
D

officers of his Majesty's

land forces upon

the establishment of Ireland,” from 25th De-

1817, to 24th December 1818.

36. hou

of oso

vo

st

charge of fees expected to be J
24. A sum of 136,385/. “ for defraying the chequer on issues for army services for the
e
of half a
reduced allowances to tish establishment,” from 25th Dece!
cember 1817, to 24th December 1818.

the officers of disbanded foreign corps, of pen- to 24th December 1818.
fps
sions to wounded foreign
officers, and of the
87. A sum of 52,216), “ for
allowances tothe widows and children of de- charge of corps
ing on the Britis!

ceased foreign
1817, to

officers,” from 25th December

December 1818.

.

lea

25. A sum of 42,049/. 85. 9d. “ for defraying 1818.7

the charge of the in-pensioners of Chelsea Hos-

pital,” from 25th December -1817, to 24th December 1818,
a
See
Gs
vy

args
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38. A sum of 2,384/. net,

ம

«fo

a corps in Sreland,
|
d; prproposed

duced in the course
of the year 181
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$s. 6d. 2n ounce would now begiv
quantity 5 if so, and silver should

65. 8d., ee

ee

wo!

adual

i whole

ட

isappear. Of

in for any )
still

பி

many

mod

பாட் a Shea circulation, the best
~ Would be, to let the Bank establish a currency of every precaution, the toke
its own. The misfortune was, that in all these way into the ‘country banks,
measures, the house did not see

its way, and

could scarcely grope along. He had always
said, that if the new coinage were put into circulation with the Bank currency, we should lose

and

that the country bankers had a right to.

that government should bear the expense,
cially ds they had been so active, and.

esp,

ed such facilities in the distribution of

coinage.
tes
ப த
‘The Chancellor of the Exchequer said,
Hoped that its beauty and convenience would be
_some inducement to people to keep it. This ready to admit the merits aad skill of the coumB
was so far from being the case, that it had been try bankers, as well as of the Bank of Encl
found that the two currencies could not subsist in the issue of the silver coinage, and the objet
together : so that, if the tokens were called in, of the bill was to protect the country ba
we should lose both. He lamented the fatality from expense. He was not preparedfc
and darkness which seemed to attend all the servation of the hon. gentleman as tot
the price of silver, because, in many i
Measures on this subject.
it had fallen. “If it should
~ General Thornton thought, that if the Bank he believed
tokens were excluded from circulation, local siderably, he thought there might be some
silver tokens should be excluded also; but he culty; but he conceived, that the only
the former: but, when the comage appeared, he

thought it useful, that the local tokens should be

kept in circulation.
had been forged.

He never heard that any

Mr. J. Smith, though not eware that the price

of silver was ஐ high as had been represented,

preserve the mint currency was, to Tel
rival currency from circulation.

higher:

the loans at Paris

it might rise

would be, to continue the circulation of tokens
SuRGERY RucuLaTion BrLi.] The
without restraint, as no penalties were attached | ing petition of the prases, visitor and other
to the future circulation of them. They might bers of the faculty of physicians and
not only be received for rent, but be also imme- of Glasgow, against’ this bill, wee
diately put into use
again, unless a penalty were ordered to lie on the table, and to
வக்கம்
However, if it should be otherwise, “That a bill is presently dependim
and silyer should not rise, in what mode were house, intituled, ¢ a bill for regulating’

the tokens to be transmitted to London? It was

tice of surgery throughout
:
incumbent on government to bear this expense, | d om of Great Britain and
and not to thrust it on gentlemen.
It had been were this bill to pass into 2 laws,she
said, that goyernment was not concerned in the
petitioners would be hurt,1p 2
the issue en these tokens, and, therefore, ought but in a very essential manners by ப
not to defray the expense attending them. ie though the privileges of the petition
was of a very different opinion. He thought to be reserved, yet all medical peal
it the duty
ட்ட
ம் to assist in carrying expressly prohibited, unless those 50%)

‘The

‘Dia

௦
D
R,
a
B
wi
the
ne
to.
fp
wayt@ fan

‘anc

produced no inconvenience; but he. apprehetd the
ed, thatthe tokens might drive silver in
the
melting-pot, if a crisis should occur when

might materially

on the ordinary exchange of the country.

a
ME th

Hitherto ithalBing

a course might
prove to be profitable, Astot
receivers of taxes, it was not imperativeon
affect it, but he derived consolation from ano- or on country gentlemen, to receive the
ther point. He had, in commen with others, for but the bill” merely exempted them fio
Many years observed the conduct of the Bank penalty if they should continue to receive
of England, and he thou;sht, that that corpora- If the transaction cost no more
tion had the means, and used them, of influenc- fourth per cent., there were many trad
ing the state of the currency. He thought they who would be glad to receive them in pa
possessed those means now, and could’ protect on condition of forwarding them to
the public, by affording a check to the exporta- an expense of one per cent,
‘The bi
tion of bullion. He conceived that the present
டக். the penalties in certain cases ool
bill might be very useful to the country.
it was intended that the receivers sho!
Sir Mf. W. Ridley said, that if the receivers of the tokens to London.
ute
112
taxes remitted the Bank tokens directly to LonMr. Babington said, he anticipated ered
-don, considerable relief would be given to the convenience from withdrawing
the Bank
~ public: but if, after receiving tokens for taxes, from circulation. He, therefore, app/>'
they paid them in to the country banks, the re- the intended bill.
singe
Ogee
lief would fall short of the general expectation.
Leave was then given to bring in theb
He thought there was ground for considerable it was ordered to be brought in by வல்
alarm as to the state of the currency.
lor of the Exchequer, Mr. Wellesley 10
Mr. Grenfell thought the effect of the bill Mr. Frederick Robinson.
—_
thought that, under circumstances,

al

mas from the colleges of London, BO

ry

not the business of the petitioners
at present to
the propriety
of en-

The Earl of Liverpool said; it
ணைன கைவினை
to’bring the subject under the® c
as that of the petitioners’ to be injured by im= |
plication, or in any indirect manners and that parliament, with a view to some
to take place after all exis
the house will allow the impolicy and hardship: a
of a measure which, like the present, would: had ceased.
seas
‘The Marquis of Lansdowne, con
abridge the facilities of extending medical knowledge, and which would also tend.to reduce the the present subject had:reference
ancient university of the city of Glasgow to the tions of their lordships’ house;
ன்
level. of an ordinary academy, as it cannot be’ shes e means should! new
proceedit
doubted that students will flock to those semi- ships, prospectively;0!
naries alone where they can procure the most “were heels to come” under their con
efficient’ diplo:

in

short, the

had béenfixed for the comm
petitioners: Ar hour

y long discharged, as they: of public busine:
dit would
be highly 1
safely say
have done, their important ifn addition to that regulation, some
the’
நன் with increasing credit Ko themselves and: were taken’ of communicating
advantage to the lieges,
‘will receive that’ businessto betransacted. ©
The Earl’of Liverpool had: nO objec
encouragement “and protection from the British’
islature to which their ancient charter and’ act arrangement
ee the object«

hope, that havi

£ the Scots: parliament entitle them,

and-that

marquis:could be accomplished,
but he

these rights need only be stated, at once to| prepared’ to say whether the matter
satisfy: the house of the impropriety of granting present;'to be made the subject ofa
anundue preference over them to the other me-

tion:

dical establishments; the petitioners. therefore
The Lord Chancellor also inti
most: humbly pray, that the house will preserve position’ to concur in’ some வாரத்:
inviolate their privileges so long’ enjoyed, or, object which the noble marquis had
should: the bill pass, that they will amend: the]

ae ட்as
ight’

ome

upon the petitioners the’
iplomas'in surgery of equal

force wi வ லால்கை may be issued in terms of
the said billy the other colleges, and to-allow

the'petitioners'to be heard: at the bar, by their’

counsel; for their interest, if necessary, or
to» do: otherwise,
to’ the house shall seem

meets
NortHery Crecuit.]

The returns: order=|.

ed'(pursuant to an: address-of the sth of Febru-|

டட அவர் presented, and-ordered
to lie omthe| n
—

Saalorrroes.

‘dwell on this subject; as humbly trust that

the house
will at once see

எழு

17008 02 1௦௧௨.

out an

- Whereb

ofCardigan, where he remained

September then next following,
when the sai condly,,
state prevent the per:
plaintiff was
released. and discharged fro
;a}edon
the samecharge?
p th
thi
- imprisonment. To

son discharged
by
special demurrer, setting forth, that it« id.
appear in and by the said declaration, |that the: Nadetanton. ch

T’
the secretary,

bringing ana

|

plaintiff had ever.been tried for, or acquitted, or
t due course of law discharged of and from the
rant mentioned; and that it did. not appear,
therefore, that the commitment was without
cause.—The

declaration, in fact, must. state,

_.that the prosecution is at an.end; for a person.
eved cannot bring an action, without shewing that he has been discharged according to
due course of law, either by a grand jury throwing out a bill. of indictment preferred against.
him, by acquittal on trial, or by a nolle prosequi.
‘Their lordships would therefore perceive, hee

at

on grounds totally independent of the
fore them.*
ண
ராஸ்கல
The Lord Chancellor wishe

zl

a

ர்

to observe, that he did’ not consider

great an adept in the criminal 1.

1

¢

to bee

said supposed felony and charge in the said -war-

‘ways prepared to give their lordships
tory opinion upon every difficulty that.
started. In the present case he must:
fess, that he could not recollect the terms:
questions which the noble lord had pi
the extension of the bill to. cases of discharge ficient precision, to enable him to give
was, of itself, an indemnity to ministers. That swer, were he in other respects capable
this was the unavoidable consequence of the in- doing. With regard to what had been saidyai
troduction of that word into the bill, was evident , to this bill being founded on precedent
poi
from the judgment given in the case to which | provisions, he certainly had never so ar
#
he had alluded.—The counsel for

the plaintiff, ; He had on the contrary observed, that,

in arguing against the demurrer, admitted, that, habeas corpus was suspended in the
in actions for malicious prosecutions, it was ne-, King William, it was distinctly ackn

ஸி

௮
ன்

cessary to state in the declaration, that the pro- | in the bill of indemnity, that illegal

4

secution was at an end, but contended, that it | been committed; but it was at the same
‘Was 3 not necessa!
in.an action like the present, | declared, that those acts were so 060

=o

which was merely for a malicious commitment. | the safety of the country, and the
Mr. Justice Buller said ‘this declaration cannot ;of the constitution, that persons shoul
be supported.
The grounds of a malicious put to the expense of defending thei
prosecution are, 1st, that it was done maliciously; and, gndly, without probable cause. The

suits which might be brought for their

sion. The principle of the act of 1801;
want of probable cause is the gist of the action : different, was a just principle also. It
for it should have been shewn on the face of the —that. the names oe persons who had

formation should. not: be disclosed
ing that the plaintiff was ‘ discharged? is not suf- that principle was to be, bona fides»
ficient ; it is not equal to the word ‘ acquitted,’ cular instance maintained, depended 0

record, that the*prosecution was at an end. Say-

which has a definite meaning. Where the word
acquitted’ is used, it a
understood in the
legal sense, namely, by a jury on the trial, But

there are various ways by which a man may be

discharged from his imprisonment, without put-

ting an end to the suit,

If, indeed, it had been

shewn

the prosecution.

Nei-

commitment and a malicious prosecution.

The

whom the constitution had given the ®
deciding on such questions. What 1
ships’ decision on this point ought
would be for them to consider in the com!

but if that principle ought to be

there was another which “possessed @
oe
alleged, that he was discharged by the grand. less urgent upon. their Jordships’
jury’s not finding the bill, that would have meant the protection of the magistrate
a legal end

to

ther is there any distinction between a malicious
resent is more like the case of an action for maficiously holding to bail. than any other; in
which case it must be shewn that there is an end
to the suit.’

‘The

other judges were

of the

same opinion, and judgment was given for the

defendant,

* Tt may not be improper to observe, q
case of Morgan against Hughes, whic
lord cited, it was not held, that the P
without a remedy for the false imp
that, in such.a case, trespass, and not
tion on the case, was the proper remedy
neral distinction is this: where the 1!
of insprisonment proceeds from the def

After what he had_stated,-and, in action’ must be trespass, and te
particular, after having recited this decision
he thought it right consequence of information fr
of the court of King’s-Bench,
that their lordships should be informed on the ‘action upon the case is the proper ea
following points: first, whethera person dis- the injury is sustained in”
Sharged by the authority of the secretary, a ma-

ful aet of that-other. .

2
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own! atid “conjecttiral|
of meetingட anto aunkn
clause which might depi

the
Trish

people of their redress for ‘such

tend

“The remedy ought not

. evil, and the indemnity
the particular case in question,

‘The Earl of Liverpool did

cious and groundless information, that he suffers

eda long imprisonment, and was cutterly mined
in consequence. ‘This was tot an ete
in Ireland
It was necessary, therefore, for his ‘case. Tt was that of an individual
country.
of the name
protection, that Ireland should be introduced. who had been already alluded to,hortid. tortares|
into the provisions of the present bill. Thie of Doyle, on whom the most
Fitzgerald, against
clause, however, extended no indemnity to were inflicted by Mr. Judkin
but, in consequent!
action;
an
brought
he
whom
did
magistrates in Ireland, where the suspension
not operate, for any arrest which they might of a second act of indemnity (the first not bar
ing been found sufficiently operative), he wa}
have authorized for acts done there. ©
The Marquis of Lansdoaun said, that all this deleted, and cast in 750]. costs, which provel)
Conceiving that the wor
proved the necessity of making the clause spe- his utter ruin.
as much injustice |
conveyed
costs,’
«double
cial. There was no objection to grant indempity to the magistrate who apprehended Benbow; two words could import, he moved to omit
=
2
but if the clause stood 85 it was, it would intro- word © double.”
The Lord Chancellor observed, that the nes
duce many inconvermences, and might be taken
advantage of to protect other miagistiates from provision of the clause enacted, that
the consequences of their illegal arrests. The had commenced actions, bat who stayed
preamble of the act alladed to a conspiracy in ceedings, would not be fiable to any costs.
the kingdom generally, and except the clause double costs were to be imposed only

who, notwithstanding parliament had #
from them the ground of action, still proceeded
Lord Helland allowed that the ieee
The Earl of Liverpool said, that the first described by his noble and learne friend
clause had no reference tolreland. Itwwas never commendable ; but contended, that the prin
were limited,

so as to exclude

Ireland, the in.

demnity might be constried to extend to that
part of the empire.
hata
:

of inflicting double costs'in such cases WA
pretended that any conspitacy existed there.
“The Earl of Lauderdale concurred m the just in itself. In an act like that, under consi
amendment, and said, that Scotland ought like- ration, and which was extorted from pal
be caut
wise to be excluded from the indemnity bill, as, only by necessity, the should
secessityit was said, that the powers of the habeas cor- to go one tittle beyond that negative *
Lord King’s motion was
pus suspension had not been exercised in that
a
division.
oes
susmerely
session
Jast
of
act
country. The
then pro) sed his amr
The Lord Chancellor
pended the avrongous imprisonment act; but, 2s
the pay”
the law of treason was the samie in Scotland as ment, to exempt those from
ல ப்ப might have commenced their
in England, it could not operate in that part of
es
ay
efore the 27th February.
்
the united kingdom.
wished ta

Tati

conversation between Lord

- ‘The Earl of Carnarvon

After some
reach to the நம் ்
Redesdale, Lord Holland, and the Lord Chan- emiption should
‘he Lord Chancellor thought, 0
cellor, the latter of whom proposed that the
to let it extend tothe time
clause should extend to the cases of persons, ve ர
pes
:
apprehended in Ireland for acts done in Great the bill began to
rit
the amendment Jeaving out Ireland was
Brita,

_ passed, on the understandibg

that, on the bring-

தாள்
amendment was

ட

agreed 10>

கட்டம்
ei

|

ee

ee
UR nme

costs?
punished with the penalty of double
Suppose a person were apprehended ona mal

ee

was taken up in Ireland for acts done here, and
not for any acts performed there. ‘The magistrate who had executed the warrant in Treland
was liable to an action in the courts of that

vidvals who had been illegally treated, to be

PN

issued from this country for his airest; and he

double costs should be entirely withdrawn from

the bill. Why, in addition to the evil of a de:
privation. of ப, were the unfortunate indi

nL

y actionswhich |
had been commenced before the 27th February,
:
should not be liable to any costs.
Lord King was desirous that the ‘tictienna |

now cise

Treland to the special case in’ question.
ட
_ The h history of that case was as follows :—A
man of the name of Benbow, whose petition
had been laid on their lordships’ table, had fled
to Irland, with the hope of obtaining there the
means of being conveyed out of the country,
or of finally making his escape. A warrant was

பய்பயி

The Lord

operation of the act 28 it to propose that

இது
வு நதியை படி றட்டு ப வடைய lO Os

that would kmit the

the indemnity.

0...

aoa
of indemnity would
proadly as to include any
templated. He should, however, |
jection to an amendment, on the third reading,
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derly mannerassembled together, under

or for the purpose of

proceeding
to

such numbers as greatly to disturb andet
the public peace and tranquillity, and to
terror and intimidation in the minds of his Ma-

should

led in’ que:

sible for them to justify or

jesty’s loyal and peaceable subjects: and where- without an open disclosure of th
as, in order to secure the internal peace and

tranquillity of the country, and to counteract
such traitorous con
it has been deemed
“necessary,” &¢. he would beg to read as follows

(keeping in only the word whereas):
—“ Where-

given, and the means by which the
ous designs and unlawful purposes
covered ; and it is necessary, for the sai
protection of the pergons by whose inform
and means the same have been discovered,

as, on the gth of June last, a rising took place for the future prevention of similar practic
in Derbyshire, and the insurgents were not for- that such information and means should re
midable for their numbers (a Jaugh) ; and secret and undisclosed.” His lordship conte:
whereas it was ர
that the state of Not- ed, that this paragraph sanctioned a princij
tingham was favourable to their designs (a unknown to English law, and dangerous to the
Jaugh) ; and whereas some persons, about 100, constitution, to which secret tribunals had ever
were on that night assembled on the race-course been a stranger. He thought also, that if this
near Nottingham; and whereas some of them passage stood, something should
be added in
were armed with pikes or poles; and whereas order to make the object of the bill more distinct
they dispersed about 2 o’clock (a loud laugh ) ; and specific. At present, there was not a word
and whereas the Derbyshire insurgents proposed that clearly expressed the real intent of the mea:
to surprise the military in their barracks, and sure; or fairly met its origin and occasion.
\
to become masters of the town of Nottingham;
The Earl of Lauderdale followed, and ex ஜீ
but, in the course of their march, some threw pressed a similar opinion.
212
away their pikes, and retired before the military
The Lord Chancellor was ready to allow, that
force appeared; and on the first show of that it would be better to be more specific; and
force the rest dispersed, their leaders attempting

“in vain to rally them (௪ loud Jaugh); and whereas
a committee of inquiry having delivered it as
their decided opinion, that not only in the
country in general, but in those districts where
the designs of the disaffected were most actively and unremittingly pursued, the great
body of the people remained untainted even
during

the

periods

of the

greatest

distress,

(hear, hear,) it has been deemed necessary to

apprehend,
trial, &c.”

commit, imprison, detain without
(a laugh, and hear, hear.) Their

Jordships would perceive, that he had used no

words that were not in the report; and he, therefore, moved, that an amendment so constructed,
and in every syllable warranted by their own
secret committee, might be adopted, instead of
the unauthorized preamble now before them,
- ‘The amendment was negatived.

‘The Earl of Lauderdale rose again.

that the
not

very

reception

He said

of his last amendment was

encouraging,

but»

he

must

venture

‘another. Instead of the words “* whereas divers
ersons, &c. assembled in such numbers as greaty,to disturb and’endanger the public peace and

tranquillity, and to cause terror and intimidation,” &c¢. he would recommend that the passage should run thus: “ whereas divers persons
assembicd in such numbers as qou/d, unless the y-|
had been immediately
und easily dispersed, have
disturbed the public, and would, if they had not

த்

. instantly disappeared, have caused terror, &c.””
ட laugh.) Their lordships would see that this
languaye was more in conformity with the repost, ind with the events themselves, than the
Sentence as it at present stood.
This amendment was also negatived.
_ Lord Holland rose to protest against the prin-

the permission of their lordships he would sug-

gest a few words, which might be added after
the word
undisclosed2?
His addition, if
adopted, would be as follows -—“ And whereas
some of the said acts done may not have been
strictly justifiable in law,
ரட் done for
the preservation of the public peace and safety,

it is fit that the persons doing the same sh

be saved harmless in respect thereof?

|

Lord Holland said a few words on the incon.

-

sistency of adopting part, and rejecting palt, ©
the precedent of 1801.
்
The amendment of the Lord Chancellor was
then carried.
4
:
்

The Earl of Lauderdale rose once more 2.

propose what he thought right, but what ie ்
feared, would not be adopted. He should 10% ட
that, after the addition already made,

ee

ing words should be inserted : « Notwith i
ing, there were some instances of instigatorsW ன்

provoked and excited the mischief theywe™
about to reveal, &c.??

This‘amendment was rejected,
Lord Holland then brought up thi
clause, which was read and agreed to.

EA

Sas
© 2

be it further enacted, that all and every Pes?!
and persons discharged out of custody aga
said, although he shall not have been

according to law, shall be deemed and takenbp
have been legally

discharged out ofcustody:

‘The bill, with its. amendments, was thee 5.

dered to be reported to-morrow.
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Tuesday, March 3.
were presen
Re
Poor Laws.]
money levied throughou En

ciple involved in the following passage :—* And for the maintenance of the poor.

4
vale

sao]
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-

“Mr. D: Gilbert said, that, about three years

ago, he brought in a bill for the purpose of ob- | s ய

taining the information now presented, in the
hope of drawing the public attention to the most
important subject which ever, perhaps, came before either house of parliament. Unless some
limit could be set to the rapid progress of the
poor-rates, the ruin of the country was inevitable.
Since that period, a committee had been appoint-

ed to inquire into the sabject ; and he hoped, that
they would not confine themselves
to mere matters of regulation, but grapple with the main
question itself. As an opportunity would soon

be afforded for entering into this subject, he

should not occupy the time of the house at present, but merely move, that the papers be
printed.
ர
்
Sir Charles Monck said, the country would
not be satisfied, unless government came forward, and adopted some radical measure for

மஸ
௦!

but that

கண

டட

அட.

‘O against the statute of Elizabeth,
ரரி
endeavour to remedy the

abuses in the administration of the
Mr. F, Lewis deprecated all

Se
u

this subject, at the present moment, as Bree
ture, and stated, that he should not imitate the ©
conduct of the hon. gentleman, bj
ing into
the question, The subject was of Ge highest
importance, being neither more nor less than

the happiness or misery of a vast mass of the
population.
The committee had nothing so
much at heart as to conduct the investigation of
this matter in the most

dispassionate manner,

and. to ayoid coming to'a hasty determination.
Perhaps they would be blamed a their dilatory
manner of proceeding; but it was better that
they should err on the side of caution, than on

relieving the people from the intolerable evil of
the poor laws.
2
Mr. Galcraft was at a loss to know what gentlemen meant by some radical measure. If they
meant that government ought to come forward,
and propose the abolition of the poor-rates, he,
for one, would enter his protest ம் such a

the side of precipitation.

rates.

country would have been incomparably happier,

(Mr. Calcraft)

The hon.

gentleman

had asked, whether by setting

themselves against the system of the poor laws,
it was meant suddenly to withdraw from the
people that relief which they had derived from
the poor-rates? It was utterly impossible that
any man in his senses could entertain a wish to.
Governdoctrine. No such’ measure ought to be pro- ‘get rid of the poor-rates altogether.
posed, either by the government, or by any other ment, however, and the house, ought to set thembody of men in that house. The poor-rate selves against the existing system of the poor
was an evil, no doubt; and that evil was still laws. The poor-rates, if they were allowed to
‘0 on increasing as they had done, would gra-’
greatly increased by the manner in which the
poor awe were administered. But this great dually absorb all the rents and produce of the
evil arose chiefly out of taxation; and if the country. When he said, therefore, that they
hon. gentleman who moved the printing of the ought to set themselves against the system, he
papers, would but lend his aid to diminish the said, he hoped that they would take such steps
amount of taxation—to check the extravagance as would prevent this ruin, even to the paupers
He should not enter into the subof government, he would contribute more ef- themselves.
fectually, perhaps, than he possibly could do in ject at present; but, in the mean time, he had
any other way, to the reduction of the poor- no hesitation in saying, that the people of this
The mal-administration of the

4

which no man could more regret than he did, from the highest to the lowest, if the statute of
Was no argument against a legal provision for Elizabeth had never been enacted. When he
the poor. “But, had not the poor-rates been said this, he did not mean to give an opinion
gradually diminishing? From having seen them that relief to the poor ought to be discontinued.
80 high, and from’seeing them fall, te was con- With respect to what the hon. gentleman had
vinced that they would again be low. Gentle- said as to the country gentlemen wishing to
men would have their corn bill—they wanted have high prices for their corn, and low rates
to have a high price for corn, labour low, and for labour, he wished to assure that hon. gentle- a moderate poor-rate. All these things they man, that there was nothing they were less
could not possibly have at the same time. If anxious to see than high prices of corn and low
corn were high, hee could not be low, with- prices of labour. If there were any thing they
out there being heavy poor-rates. The labourers were more anxious to do than another, it was to

and their families must.eat.

no doubt, a great advan

Low labour was,

in agriculture and

effect such a connection

between the price of

food and the price of labour, as would enable

Manufactures; but’ it ought never to be so low the lower classes to maintain themselves without
as not to afford subsistence for the labourer and any assistance from the poor-rates. (Hearyhear.)
his family, in a style suitable to his condition in They had had but too many instances. before

life.

Whether his wages were 10s., 158., or 20s. them of the detestable system of paying the

a.week, he cared not, if it procured for him that

degree of comfort to which he was entitled. If
they wished to check the evils arising out of the
stem of the poor laws, no man could go farther than he was willing to go; but if it were
‘Intended to go against the principle of the act

wages of labour out of those rates. They had had
instances before them of farmers paying sixpence
g them ten
aday to their labourers, and 5

the rates; thus
shillings and upwards out of
the
taking from others nearly the whole of
s
wages of such labourers. A most mischievou
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ractice had prevailed among some person

in}

this country; he meant that of manufa
goods for exportation at a lower rate th
‘at which other persons could make them.
-Tl
was done by charging part of the wages of the most de
manufacturer on Re ae

which reaped no be-

any_connecti

nefit from a trade of which it paid the cost. He And having

would not have said a word of taxes, had it not
beena second_time urged, that the increase of
the poor-rates arose out of the increase of taxation. Nothing in his opinion was less satis-

| poor laws

at co:

sufficiently redeemed

his p

| hon. gentleman then , enter
(1606 almost as importa:
factorily made out than the position, that |tion. ‘The discovery which the
taxation influenced the number of paupers, | had made on this occasion, was

ன the amount of the sums

distributed

to self-evident as that which he had lat

them. (Hear, hear.) He denied that this position had ever been satisfactorily proved.
He had heard persons maintain, that the country was so impoverished by taxation, that it
was unable to pay for labour. But the effect of
taxation was only to take money, which already.

existed, from the pockets of one class of people, to put it into those of another. It merely

that the country banks issued paper.
| discovery, however, though not

was

ceftainly highly curious; 1

taxation had no effect whatever in i
the number of paupers, or the sum
to be distributed among them; that i
no ‘consequence whether 1000/, were laid

the employment of productive labour, or
whether
altered the channels of expenditure—it did not this 1000/. should be withdrawn from produc.
destroy the expenditure. ‘That which was taken tive labour, and given to a sinecure lord of the
from the producer, and went into the hands of admiralty, who did no work whatever. (Hear,
government, was laid out in the employment of and a laugh.) He had taken this instance, w
of
soldiers and sailors, of persons who manufac- might. serve as a specimen of the doctrines
tured gunpowder, or muskets, or other warlike the hon. gentleman on this subject. But he
stores. ‘Taxation merely changed the form and would keep to his promise, and not enter into
shape of the community.
If they traced the any discussion of
this subject. He begged,
Money raised in taxes through the different however, to protest, in the first instance—for
channels of society, they would find that go- this was the first time he had heardthis doctrine
yernment was as large an employer of labourers maintained in that house—against all and evely
as individuals would

haye

been,

if the sums

paid by them in taxes had never been with-

part

of it; and he should undertake to shew=

when the time came for entering into sucha
drawn from them. To take, for instance, the cussion—with respect to. what the hon. gentle.
27 millions annually paid into the hands of man seemed to consider a great and important
stockholders. There could be no doubt that discovery, though, by the bye, it was not anew
this interest of stock employed as much labour discovery, any more than that of the existence
as if it had not been Weve from the agri- of country bank paper—that there never was @
cultural and other classes. They had all wit- proposition more fallacious or more
ற்
nessed the distress which was felt throughout to the country; he should then shew, that
the country, Oy the want of a demand in many falsehood of this proposition was as demon:
branches of industry, when government ceased strable as the selRevident nature of his last ¢
to be a purchaser.

He said, then, it ought not

fo be taken for granted that taxation was the cause
of the great increase of the poor-rates. He did

» HOt mean to say, that there would have been so
_reat an increase in the rates altogether, if the

coyery.

Mn A Lewis explained.

ள்

He had nevi

meant to say, that taxation had

ன் ப்

increasing the poor-rates: what he
a
was, that the increase of paupers was HOt
casioned by taxation alone.
ard

‘present accumulation of taxes had not existed; but, that the mere accumulation of
Mr, Brougham said, he had never heat”
taxes was by no means the principal cause of said by any persons, except the Spen Ci
e iNcrease’

of

the

poor-rates.

Taxation

rather changed the description of Jabourers,
and the description of employers, than the

-amount ofemployment.

,

பத் pauperism was
lone.

occasioned
:

by 2295
பகற்

Mr. Calcraft said, the increaseof pate

might not be owing to taxation alone, ?Y

puis fit
_ Mr. Brougham said, the hon.
ர்க்க who ation was clearly an ingredient.
Mr. Curaven obseryed, that one twenty
had just sat down had deprecated all premature
~~
iscussion of a subject of such importance as the
art of the wages of eyery labourer Wa
poor laws, and promised to avoid imitating, in that| ora single பட்வால் of sale dito be pri
14
respect, the example of those who had. precedThe papers were then orc redi sri
ed

him.

In like manner he should begin: by de-

PARLIAMENTARY

Ri

ம

மலடி

Precating all premature discussion of this ques- | ley presented. the followin;
Hon, an pena
avoid entering into such inhabitants Bea cain eli

discussion, But

there wouldbe this difference petitioners cannot, w:

1
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_some

‘0 lie on the table, and to be pr
as
follows :—“ That the petitioner hat
time undertaken the sale o!
01:

view to enable him to support himse Rais
mily in a more comfortable way than |
as a servant would allow of; that, amongst

als

ae

books and pamphlets which he received from
his agent in the way of business, ‘was a quantity
of copies of a work styled ‘ The Political Litany;’ that, upon the publication of Lord Sid-

bed
was, for six weeks,

d

he was confined at Presto
whence “he was conveye:
o’clock on a very wet night, in
the quarter-sessions then holdi
mouth’s circular, Mr. Thomas Lyon, junior, in there he was confined two days
and
February, 1817, sent one Mary Scholefield to the time in irons, in a ditty room
க ae two copies of the litany from the pe- with prisoners, without anyconvenience
to
ர ioner, for the purpose, as it subsequently ap- themselves from the burthens of nature except
peared, of having the petitioner arrested for the an’ open
ny tub in a corner, and without
sale of this work; that Mr. Thomas Lyon, even straw to lie upon; on being brought into
junior, notwithstanding his pretended alarm for court, Mr. Peter’ Nicholson, the attorney~for
the interests of religion, instituted no proceed- the prosecution, said he had a writ of certi
ings until the quarter-séssions in April had to remoye the business to the King’s Be
ended; his motive for this delay was solely to the petitioner was then conveyed bac
tify his malice by subjecting his victim to a ton, handcuffed and ironed, along with’
longer period of imprisonment; as soon as the victs sentenced to transportation ; in about fou
sessions were over, he deputed Paul Caldwell, weeks more, he was, in consequence of a letter
the constable, to arrest the petitioner; when
taken into custody, the petitioner demanded to

see the warrant upon which he was apprehend-

from Mr. Nicholson to the Governor of 8
House of Correction, discharged on his own

recognizance to appear at the Court of King’s
Bench, in compliance with which, not having
and with them securing the hands of the peti- received any notice to the contrary, he went
tioner, replied they were his warrant: the con- to Londen at a considerable expense of time
stable took the petitioner to a public-house, and and money, and, having appeared in court, he
delivered him in charge to Mr. Thomas Lyon, was ordered to appear at Lancaster at the
junior, who was there waiting to know the suc- March assizes, 1818; the petitioner, uncom _
cess of his measures; the constable then re- scious of having infringed upon any existing:

.é€d; the constable produced a pair of handcuffs,

turned

to

the

petitioner’s

house;

which

he

law, has, by these cruel and illegal proceedii

searched, and carried away from thence about been imprisoned upwards of nineteen wecks,
seventy books and pamphlets ina sack, amongst been conveyed like a criminal seventy ™
which were Rollin’s Antient History, Wynne’s from Preston he had to return home, to
travel
General History of America, Law’s Serious Call

to a Devout

and Holy Life, the Evangelical

‘to: and

from

London

at great expense, whilst

his wife and family have been dependent on the
Magazine for two years, some Numbers of the scanty aids of parochial relief and the contribu
Liverpool Mercury, a few of Cobbett’s Regis- tions of the benevolent, and he has lost a situa
“ ters,and other miscellaneous publications; Law’s tion which, before his arrest, contributed mate
Serious Call, with some other books

thus for-

cibly carried off, have never been returned;
not one parody was found in the house, the
one sold to Scholefield was the last sold by

tially to his support 5° the petitioner humb 7.

prays that the house will take into their cons

deration the statement now submitted, and

thal

they will adopt measures best calculated to 8
petitioner, for, on learning that the Political cure the liberty of the subject, and to நர்
~ Litany was considered by his Majesty’s minis- a recurrence of the arbitrary, unjustifiable, and
the

ters to be blasphemous, he declined to sell any

more, although strongly urged

to do so by

persons, who, he has reason to believe, were
emissaries of Mr. Thomas Lyon, junior; soon

afterwards, the petitioner destroyed every copy

which remained: the petitioner was confined
all night in the Bridewell, a dirty loathsome

dungeon; he was then taken before the magistrates, Richard Gwyllym and Isaac Blackburne,
Esquires, and by them ordered to be confined
in the Workhouse, where he continued all night
chained by the leg toa sixty pounds weight,
without either bed or straw; the next day he
‘was again examined before the same magis-

severe sufferings enduredby the petitioner, 2 ம்

the magistracy, or any their inferior oMicel
and agents.”
:
sea

_ Mr. Bennet then presented the following PP
tition of Samuel Pilling, of Warrington’

“That on the 2sd of April, 1817, Paul Calds |
well, the deputy constable of Warrington; along

with other persons,

entered the pettto!

dwelling-house, and told him they were ©
to search for Cobbett’s books, and thought a

petitioner did not in the least resist thes

his drawers and boxes, but offered tonne

the key of one box which was locked,
the petitioner to

டப்.

ன

and himself in 100/,; the petitioner, not being which is the prison
of the town, @ da

ee

te

puty-constable ordered oe at eee
;
this
pets?

trates, who offered to liberate him on his pro- persons who accompanied
Curing two sureties in the penalty of 50/. each,

theta
:

:

மு
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wholesome place ; the petitioner was not thrust

|

brought against him, upon:

into this hole, but was permitted to sit on a over to
his appearance
next
jo
sofa by the kitchen fire, with a chain to be held at Lancaster, where he will have to

- To cked round his leg, to which was fastened a
6olbs. weight; in this situation the petitioner
was

kept

till the

following

day, and

he was

then taken before Richard Gwyllym and Isaac
Blackburne, esquires, two magistrates for the
county of Lancaster, before whom. he was

harged with selling to one John Scholefield,

on

oe

» 1817,

a seditious

and

blasphemous pamphlet called ‘ The Political

Litany ;?. John Scholefield not being present,

appear, a distance of about coe miles;°
that the petitioner, on his return’
: Preston,
found that Paul Caldwell, the deputy-constable,
on the day of his apprehension, had seized the
greatest part of his books and papers, many of
them not of a political nature, carrying them
off in a large basket belonging to the petitioner;
and although the petitioner has applied to Isaac
Blackourne, esquire, one of the aforesaid ma-

gistrates, who promised to speak to Mr. Peter
the petitioner was ordered back to the work- Nicholson, the solicitor who managed the prohouse, where he was chained to the 6olbs.. secution against the petitioner, to deliyer them

weight as before, and was taken the next day

before the aforesaid magistrates, where’ John
Scholetield’s wife deposed, that she bought the
Political Litany from the petitioner on the sth
of February, 1817; John Scholefield deposed,

that he receiyed the said pamphlet from his
wife, and deliyered it to Thomas Lyon, junior,
esquire; Thomas Lyon, junior, esquire, deposed,
that he received the pamphlet so putchased
from John Scholefield; on these depositions
the petitioner was committed to the House of
Correction at Preston, by the warrant of the
aforesaid magistrates, there to lie till delivered
by due course of law; that on the 26th of

April the petitioner was taken like a felon with

chains round his legs, fastened to the bottom of
a caravan,'!and conyeyed to the House of Correction at Preston, and was there put into con-

finement along with felons, and kept to hard
labour till the

quarter-sessions,

held

at Orm-

skirk on the ath of August; to that place, a

distance of

18

miles,

the

petitioner

was

re-

moved during the night in an open cart, ex-

poses to incessant rain, with chains on his legs,

ocked to persons charged with felonious acts;
when the petitioner arrived at Ormskirk he was

up, and although the petitioner has repeatedly
applied to the said Mr. Nicholson, and to Paul
Caldwell, the deputy-constable, they have not
been returned to him}; and the petitioner humbly conceives the first seizure of his books to be

illegal, as well as the present detention of them;
that the petitioner suffered very much from
anxiety a mind, on account of a wife and twa
helpless children, who were left in a great measure destitute by his imprisonment; and he
humbly prays the house will take into their se-

_

rious consideration the cruel, unjust, and illegal

treatment which he has received, and that they
will adopt such measures as they in their wisdom may judge the best calculated to secure
the liberty of the subject, and prevent a recurrence of the same cruel, unjust, and arbitrary

treatment, which has been received by the petitioner from the magistrates and their subordinate agents, in consequence of Lord Sidmouth’s
circular.”

On the question, that the petition do lie-on

the table,

Mr. Bennet rosé and asked, whether it was
the intention of the Attorney-General to bring
these men to trial, after the three acquittals of

Mr. Hone, the principal publisher of the parolocked to felons, and had nothing to lie on but dies; or, whether he did not feel it his duty to
the reom floor, though he was at that time in a discharge the recognizances under which
they
ut into a room, and was kept there three days,

bad state of health, and he was there informed, ‘were bound to appear at the next assizes ?
that a writ of certiorari was come from the
The Attorney-General apprehended there was
Court of King’s Bench, and that he was to be a mistake in the supposition that the recognitried at Lancaster, the Spring assizes; the peti- zances bound these men to appear at the next
tioner was remoyed from Ormskirk to the assizes. The recognizances, he believed, bound
-House of Correction at Preston, in the same them to await the judgment of the Court of
manner he had been conveyed thither, where he King’s Bench,
Unless they received notice of

was kept five weeks longer in prison, durin
which

time, being

unwell with

a stoppage

ol

urine, and not being able to go to ine daily
work, he was severely treated by one of the
turnkeys

named

Anderson,

who

threw

him

down, kicked him, and otherwise very much
abused him, giving him two black eyes, because forsooth he was unable to work

through

illness; after being detained a prisoner at Preston for nineteen weeks, the petitioner was libe-

Yated on his own recognizance to appear at the
. Court of King’s Bench, to be held at Westmin-

ster on the oh November, 1817; there he ap-

peared, and pleaded not guilty to the charges
ம

trfal, they would

not be bound to appear at

the assizes.

‘Mr. Bennet said, the hon. and learned gen-

5

tleman had not answered the question, whether
he did not feel it his duty to discharge the re-

cognizances?

He certainly had no night to

mn answer.

்

.

said, he had no hesita- _
Bone ee
tion in declaring, that, because a person had
itted for the publication of certain
pen ate not feel it therefore his duty to
| discharge the recognizances of persons ynder

ion

ம (க்கா

for publishing transcripts of those

Whether he should proceed
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ia the prosecution of these men would be deter- |
mined

a variety

of other consideration

but he did not feel it his duty to forego the | pr

ce

of what appeared to him to be a

bel,
flick becausea person

had been acquitted for|

1g a similar libelin another place. He| cases. Inquiries had been
Anew it had happened, that, in one place, a petitions which detailed’ circ
person had been acquitted of a libel on the pub-|

fication of a paper, which, at another time and

place, had been declared to bea libel by another jury, to the satisfaction of those who

true, reflected the greatest dishonour

ai

race upon the country, and the governi

ut which, if false, ought -as

son as pi

|

heard the trial, It was not for him to say.on
what
grounds the jury
acquitted Mr. Hone.

to be disproyed.- The hon. and learned
gen
tleman (the Attorney-General) might consider
whether, with all the hardships that had been |

extremely

he thought,

He wished to cast
no
reflection on that verdict it endured by the persons from whom the last”
awas right that the defendant should have the be- petitions had been presented, he would brung
nefit of it. But he would take leave to say, them to trial: but he agreed with him in 0
னது
that it did not satisfy him, that these publica- point—that ifthey should be tried; the
ions might be ever after circulated with impu- might happen to be given against
nity. here were many circumstances which though the cases were the same in out
might have weighed on
the mind of the jury in form as that of Mr. Hone. He had st
the case of Mr. Hone.” Mr. Hone had proved, opinion on that; but he might ae tha
that, after a certain time, when he found those effect of further prosecutions would, in
publications-were disapproved of by many per- mind, rather augment than abolish the e
sons, he ceased to sell them.
He thought it The great cause of Mr. Hone’s acquittal
likely that,

considering

this,

and

another and more important c

ப
ல் how, in former times, similar publi-- deration than had been mentioned. He 01]
cations had passed without reprehension, they, take the liberty of submitting,
whether the jumight haye acquitted Mr. Hone, though they ries might not have been indisposed towards |
thought his publications mischievous. But did any state prosecutions, on account of them
it follow that men vending this publication, sures under which the people had been smi
which, if not a libel, was literally poison, (hear) | ing (hear, hear,) and the manner in whichs
through the country, should be suffered to pro- | other state prosecutions ‘had been conducted
ceed—to circulate it at the corer of ever y | and it would be a question, how far such @ state”
street?

Did

it follow,

that the

law

officers

of mind might exist, when the bill of indemnt

should let this pass without animadversion? should be proposed to the house. (Hear, hear.
Since Mr. Hone had ceased to publish the paMr. Brougham: said, he thanked the hon
rodies, other persons had re-published them, member for Worcestershire (Mr. Lyttelton
nearly at the same place in which they were first an opportunity also of expressing “his op
wended. ‘They professed, that the ia a right on this subject. Notwithstanding the three
to do so, and desired, that the subject should dicts, he should express his unqualified
disap
be og before a court of justice; and so va- probation of those reprehensible, and, 1n every
fuable
did they conceive these publications to point of view, disgusting publications. 8 he
be; that they talked of bringing actions for the should not make any remark in disparage
wa
Whether, in these individual cases, of the verdict of the juries. Had he been
he
should think it his duty to prosecute, would those juries, considering the impunity
end upon other considerations than the ac- mer publications of the same nature, he sh
quittal’of Mr. Hone. The petitioner had been have felt himself bound im conscience to
at the Alston quarter-sessions, and he returned the same verdict. They were Justis’

had” thought fit to remove the cause to the
Court of King’s Bench, because, while the case

in the view they had taken of the case; ie)
might, and he dared to say they did, cor Acad

of Mr. Hone was depending before a superior
court, he did not think it fit to bring on a simi-

that the prosecution was the effect of Pe

Jar case before an inferior court.

times as much blasphemy, if ten times a8?
could be brought together in a yublication,

craft, and not of religious zeal;

that 0

Mr. Lyttelton said, he was
glad that an opportunity had been afforded him of expressing been published on the other side
of thi
his opinion on these detestable libels, for so, tion, they would not have been called |
notwithstanding’ the verdicts of the juries, he condemn the author as a libeller.
should call them.- He did not think that those that they would do their duty
verdicts, however conscientiously given, could,
ion more truly, by marki
or ought, to alter the opinion of any man in fied disapprobation, those
the country. If he had been enabled at an ear- secuted these performance:
tier period of the session to express that opinion, who as studiously avoided

he would have done it, not that he ey it than by making themselves
pai
of
HON oe that his opinion should be to use reliligion as a cloak for
on
declared,
but, because he looked upon it to be He spoke not lightly, when he sp
6

3

்

ரகா

2
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‘There ப்ட்
protest against the doctrine,
that the
been publications which appeared more jury 5 should travel out of the question before
ceful even than these; | the mM.
disgusting and more di
Be
parodies not merely of the liturgy, but of large
Mr. Brougham said, that the doctrine
portions of Scripture. He alluded to those the noble lord had imputed to him, was no
that,
which had been published when the noble lord, doctrine of his. His doctrine- had been,
and the bulk of-his present colleagues, entered under peculiar circumstances, a jury could not
of the same nature from another quarter.

had

into

office.

At

that time, Rares

were in

the course of publication, not by a few obscure

individuals, or by a few dozen Copies at a time,
but circulated in great numbers under the spe-

cial protection of those yery persons who had.
carried on these prosecutions. Had they pro-

secuted those patodies?
No. Because the
> were against their own political adversaries, an

to serve their own political ends. He would
say, that nothing could do.so much harm against

religion, as to make it a handle for political convenience, and that he was the worst enemy of

religion who made a show of dealing out justice
for its protection, and, in reality, acted on political grounds, and for political interests. But,
it seemed, a man might blaspheme, he might

send forth as much

ireligion as he thought

proper, as long as he meddled

not with

the

act otherwise than as he had stated. Wher
ey found that libels of the same description

as that they were trying had passed unpunished,
when

they

found, that there was

nothing to

distinguish the cases, except the different politics of the writers—they would not punish the
one, while the other was allowed to enjoy complete impunity.
Lord Castlereagh appealed to the house, whe-

ther the hon. and learned gentleman had not
directly re-stated the doctrine which he had
complained of.

்

Mr. Wilberforce was very glad that the hon.
member for Worcestershire, and the hon. member for Winchelsea, (Mr. Brougham) had so decidedly expressed their opinionsagainst parodies,
He was himself entirely ignorant of the libel of
which they had spoken. ‘There was certainly a
difference
een libels which were widely cir=

conduct of government—he might abuse the
ministers of religion unpunished, so long as he| culated, and those which were nof, He remem, refrained from speaking ill of the ministers of ered a case of prosecution, in which a noble lord
the king—he might say, or publish, what he| (Lord Erskine) had been particularly engaged.
chose, so long as he was of the right stamp—| In that case, the question of prosecution and
he might take what liberties he pleased in the| not prosecution was fully considered. It was,
affairs of the church, so long as he left tempo- on the second part of Paine’s Age of Reason ;
ral subjects unprofaned. He had a‘most compee dislike oe such publications themselves;

ut religion, he thought, for its own sake, ought

and, at that time, it was proved, that the circulation was such amongst all classes of. ene :

that at could not be brought into greater pub!

never to furnish means for the expression of city. The real question was, whether such
political displeasure. Was it to be wondered at publications had not a tendency to desecrate
that juries should condemn such a system, and, those things which a man ought to conceal in
declare by their verdicts, that the same measure his bosom, and yenerate in secret. And, if
of justice should be dealt out at all times, and to such were the conclusion, it might be recolall persons ?
lected, that it was the office of the law, it was
ம்
ட்
Lord Castlereagh protested strongly against a part of the law of the land, that religion
the doctrine which he had heard from the hon. should be defended. Sir Matthew Hale, a gre

and learned gentleman.

He had never heard. a and excellent lawyer, had established that principle, and he was very glad to see that it was
sanctioned, than this—that juries, acting on still maintained. He could not but feel grateful
doctrine which would be more fatal, if it were

their oaths, should trayel out of the question
before them, and erect themselves into a politi‘cal tribunal to judge of the motives of prosecu-

tions. ‘This would be fatal to every principle
of law and justice. The parallel which the

hon. and learned gentleman had mentioned,

of

publications of this kind, did not hold good.
Writings

of

this nature, and very

to his hon. friends that they had expressed such.
sentiments on the subject as he had heard from
them, and he could not but express it as |

opinion, that the officers of the crown would

not have done their duty,

if they had not exer-

cised the authority

of the law against the pabli-

cations which had

been mentioned.

-

Lord Gochrane said, that the origin of the
but gtievances complained of arose from political

reprehen-

sible ones, might have been published;
when they were not circulated among the lower motives, although those motives were not stated.
orders, for the purpose of deluding them, and The prosecutions were carried on under the
eradicating all feelings of religion—he did not pretext of protecting the interests of religion.
Know the publications to which the hon. and "This convenient handle was laid hold of, for
Jearned. (லன் referred, but they were not the purpose of oppressing individuals who atof his Majesty’s
‘Addressed to the lower orders of the country. tempted to expose the conduct
("Tn newspapers,” said Mr. Brougham.) But ministers, in the manner which: appeared to

there was not that systematic circulation of

them most effectual.

would ‘ot go into that subject5 he should now

petition laid upon their table; and

them,

in cheap publications.

However,

He hoped that the house

he would listen with attention to the prayer of the

if the

11008 ௦2 COMMONS.
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vances complained of were found to be true,
_and supported by eyidence, they would not | cil’

screen the guilty from punishment.
i
The petition was then ordered to be printed.

ScotcH Burcus.] Lord 4. Hamilton presented the following petition of the conyeener
of the trades, deacons of incorporations, burgesses and guild brethren of the royal burgh of
Ayr, “ That the petitioners address the house
with feelings of profound respect and confidence
in their inclination to restore to them their long‘dormant, but inherent rights and privileges, as
burgesses and guild brethren of the burghof Ayr;,

that the town of Ayr was erected by William

king of Scots, into a free burgh royal, with all
the accustomed privileges, and, for upwards of
three centuries, theburgesses and guild brethren

4

ட

8

a
ந
8

t
டி
றி
6

it
> te
detailed, and the unjustrestrictions unde!
the petitioners labour, and that they\

to the petitioners their ancient, inheret
yaluable right and privilege of electin,
their magistrates and town council,
by ற;
law enacting that the qu ‘brethren, m

tl
a
ற
௦.

of the incorporated trades, and inhabita

Ic

gesses, who reside in the burgh of Ayr,
ing non-resident burgesses, or town, servants,
shall assemble themselves at the o

tl
ff ©!
தி

enjoyed, in common with the burgesses of other
burghs, the invaluable right and privilege of for electing magistrates and town cout
electing yearly their magistrates and council by burgh of Ayr first happening after the
a majority of their votes, which right and privi- of the law, then and there to elect fit per
lege they were deprived of by an act passed dur- not exceeding nineteen in number, properly
ing the minority of James the third, in the year lified in terms of the set and usage of the
1469; which act, although framed with the best burgh, to be magistrates and town co
intentions, unfortunately gives a power which of the same, the election to be made in
“was not intended, but uniformly and tenaciously lowing manner; that is to say, the guildry:
to elect
exercised by the magistrates, of re-electing them- burgesses, who are not craftsmen,
selves, and their friends and relations, at plea- teen resident guild councillors, the guild
sure; and not being subject to control or re- large to choose one of the fourteen
guild cot
- Moval from office by any court of law at the cillors'to be dean of guild, who shall, ex aff
suit of their fellow burgesses, they have, without
the concurrence of the burgesses, assumed and
exercised the power of contracting debts, dis-

posing of the common revenues, and

alienating

almost the whole of the common property

and

common lands of the burgh, although these lands

* and revenues appear to haye been granted to the
burgesses at large by the express terms of the
charter 5 that, besides the serious grievance of

misapplication and mismanagement of the com-

mon property and revenues of the burgh of Ayr,
_and.the contraction of debts to a ர
extent, for which the petitioners are, in one

be a member of council, and also to choo:
members of the guildry to be his council; a

the nine deacons of the incorporated trades
meet and are then acting as such, and th

%

௦
ot

(|
ப]
a

by
dt
2
cal
oy

8

ba
x

who ("4

second deacons as at present established,
to

one of themselves to be deacon conveent
shall, ex வக்
be @ member of counc!

the whole
burgesses who are craftsmen, @
the incorporated trades, shall then elect,
among

the aforesaid deacons, other four t

councillors; the whole of which five tradesco!
cillors may be guild brethren being always
rative craftsmen, the persons electing them

shape or another, ultimately liable; the peti- ing no vote for the guild councillors 11 the
tioners haye also to complain to the house of election ; and the whole members of coun

other’ serious grievances, such as the want of a lelected as aforesaid, to choose the provost,

Superintending jurisdiction oyer the public accounts, and the establishment of juntos in the
councils, and the numerous instances of certain
individuals or families having continued in the
magistracy for a long tract of time, by which
means they obtain an undue influence and power
over their fellow citizens, and by which all the
evils now complained of are exercised, and will
be continued
in full force, to the utter destruc-

tion of the prosperity and well-being of the good
and Joyal burgh of Ayr, unless a remedy be applied by the house; that the petitioners feel
“deeply their total deprivation of any share in the
election of their magistrates and town council,
and they now respectfully and humbly express
to the house their firm conviction that the griey-

ances now complained of would be almost wholly
removed by

erent, ‘and

baillies, and treasurer, from

among the 9௫

councillors, and a trades baillie from amo!
trades councillors; and that the persons

be elected bya majority of the persons 210

shall continue, from the date of their el
magistrates and councillors,
till the o af
time for election in the following years 2

ther to enact, that, after the said

gen@

election, the set or constitution of the bu
aisha

in all time coming there:

follows: that the town council shall 600
nineteen persons, including in the salc

the provost, two baillies, trades நவி, ற்
guild, and treasurer, of which ப்பட்

shall be resident guild brethren, an? |
be

resident

craftsmen,

பணம்.

conveener for the time; that, at 206 57

தி

to them their ancient, in- be made at the Michaelmas next a 1
inyaluable right and privilege of said poll election, and at all future
ele”
‘restoring

\

2

|

with the plan ௦8 ரனீடாண் 86
ற!
‘The petitions
ordered to lie on the table.

“Loyd Cochrane

of petitions on
pon Bristol ;

then presented
2 great number

8
ty:

3

170.

‘om St. Margaret’s; twenty:

2

stal; five, from Manchester, Newcastle-tpon‘Tyne, Ladywell, Ashton-under-Lyne, and Newcastle-under-Lyne.— Ordered to lie on the table.
GRIEVANCES UNDER THE

SUSPENSION ACT.]

Lord Cochrane presented the following
of Robert

Thom,

of Camlachie,

petition

Glasgow.—

The noble Jord urged the necessity
of inquiry,
and dwelt on the inadequacy of any member’s
assertion to satisfy the country on these subjects.
“That the petitioner, actuated by a deep sense
of the lively interest which the house has uniformerly evinced in behalf of the unjustly oppressed, and that genuine sympathy for the distress
of the sufferers so -repeatedly displayed, in a
manner so characteristic of* this nation, approaches the house with sentiments of the’most

ce

ee

four
mendici

a

of eight:

the petitioner was

the attendance of the gaol surgeon perm

his constitution of course suffered severel;
‘subjected him to the disease”

his imprisonment
was the boop

eight pence'per day, from which,

pensable

after the

ர் for fuel and other

ries, theré remained

one |

pence weekly to support existen
petitioner’s humble situation precluded

profound reverence, to submiit a brief statement

sibility of his being in any respect a
the treasonable practices erroneously

the suspension of the habeas*corpus act, and re-

wanton oppressors in vindication of their

0

of those accumulated grievances to which the charge; there was not orfly no species a
petitioner has been subjected in consequence of dence adduced against the petitioner by
lies with confidence that the house will take the
peculiar hardship of his situation into considera-

» tion, and award that redress and indemnification

which may be deemed commensurate with the
injuries he has siistained; the petitioner begs
Jeave to state; that on the 22d day of February
last he was most unexpectedly arrested by cer-

tain sheriffs’ officers, and committed instanstaneously to prison, without the exhibition of any

ceedings, but he was eventually
d
15th day of April last in consequence

being found, but this recognizance
been acted on, or the petitioner called to

in court; from these circumstances, §
with calamity and distress to the p
perceives himself inyolved in ruin,

debilitated state of body rendered
to provide for the sustenance of his famil
warrant to that effect or any preceding examina- depend solely on his exertions to
tion; for a period of five days did the petitioner bees the ae sufferings ee chilling

remain ‘cooped up in a-close cell, without being
allowed any aliment, exposed to all the horrors

e

degrading

resource of precarious m

on chat philadthegisy and generosity of

of famine, and the most imminent danger, of which even the most inveterate foes of

they were clearly of opinion that this statute was not

in any degree affected by the Billof Rights.
With
all dué submission, it may be doubted, whether that
opinion be correct.
Mr. Dunning, (see New Annual

Reg. for 1781,) and the editors of Co. Litt. (p. 257.

n, 1.) are authorities on the other side; and it must

be observed, that if the Bill of Rights did not repeal
the 13 Car, IL. then it did nothing; for even that

against Lord Strafford was, that he issw
clamation and warrant of restraint, to
King’s subjects to come to the fountain, reign, to deliver their complaints of wron
pressions.

(See. Rushworth.)

Henry vu

subjects, when in arms against him in Ye
they ought not to have rebelled,

themselves to him by petition.
Ref. vol. i. p. 231.) It was said, e

்

of Star Chamber, “ This court hath
courage the meanest subject of

his Prince, for that were to disinl

statute allows, that, by the law of the land before, it

law, and the King of th intelligence’ ன்

of England, to apply themselves to the king, or to

Life of Bacon, p. 117.)

was the settled and undoubted right of the subjects

either or both houses of parliament, by petition, to

have their grievances redressed.

One of the articles

sion that might fall upon his people.” (
great trial of the

-bitthright
of the subject

Holloway,

seven bishop:

to pet!

Poe

13 Car.1L
Now, it is submitted, that the declaration contained in the Bill of Rights virtually repealed
the 13 Car. I.
Upon the trial of Lord George Gordon, Lord Mansfield and the court declared, that

மெய் வம் பட்ட

perishing from the extreme inclemency of the have been compelled to venerate as the
season, reduced, as he was, to solicit some relief attraction of a British senate, the p
to his sufferings by an attempt at repose on the poses with confidence an

ழி:
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haps, by 2 material sacrifice of the means of sub= |
sistence by both husband and wife. Would that
house, then, consent, upon the ground of such

j
an annuity, to exclude an officer’s widow from departments 0
applied
to the army.
Mr. Lyftelton said, thatas
have that effect. ‘The whole charge for widows?

her pension? Yet the circular alluded to would

pensions amounted to 90,000/. and, possibly,
the circular, if carried into execution, might
produce a saying of 20,000/. But would the.
house, for such an. object, acquiesce in an act
of obvious injustice? As to the point upon
which he had remarked, with respect to half
pay, the adoption of his view would not produce any saving at all, but would be consis-

He was among

the warm-

of retrenchment and

economy in

tent with justice.

€st adyocates

that house; but such retrenchment as that which
he had mentioned, respecting widows’ pensions,
was not the kind of economy for which he looked, or which the country desired.

On the con-

trary, he believed that the people would unanimously wish that the widows of their gallant
defenders should be liberally provided for.
Ministers

could not, therefore, calculate

upon

gratifying any class of the community by the
arrangement to which he objected: on the contrary, such an arrangement was likely to give
rise to invidious comparisons between the treatment of those poor widows, and the extraordinary gratuities bestowed on others who happened

reference to other services, hi

an aggravation of the princip!

objected, that it should be exten
and, as to the alleged antiquity o|

with respect to halfpay officers, h

admit that that antiquity afforded
for such practice.
Sane eee
The first resolution of the comm:

read ; viz. that the army for the pi

113,640 men.

ன்

Sir Wm. Burroughs insisted that

army

was: inconsistent with the pro

ministers, the expectations of the country,

and

the state of Europe. Our army was now
proposed to be 113,640 men, the third year
after
hostilities had ceased, and while we were at
peace with all the world. ‘This establishmen
was not only greater than the finances of #
country would support, but than its exigencies
required. It had been said, that the year 1792
was not a period at which a fair comparison
could be instituted of the force nectésary in 8.
time of peace, on account of the difference in
Now, in 179%,

the internal state of the country.

a revolutionary spirit was general; there wasndt
ற the poison oF
பறக்க
a state in வட
its principles. It had
pervaded every
part 0°
the inclination of the house, to interpose its
ரகம் அரி had excited actual வனிலை
authority upon such an occasion.
Ireland, The alarm was so deeply felt, tht:
'0
Lord Palmerston observed, that the affidavit his majesty’s ministers thought it necessary
mat:
was required by a section in the appropriation call parliament together in an extraordinary
act. He denied the justice of the hon. gentle- ner. France, too, at that time was menacing
man’s statement, that half-pay belonged to an with war; a rupture seemed unavoidable;
officer, as a matter of right: it was granted all. concurred in the propriety of making
merely for the subsistence of officers during the vision for it. France was now
ப்
cessation of their services, and as a retaining fee force, and impoverished in finance, whilst apa

to be nearer‘the source of favour, to the commissary-in-chief, for instance. (Hear, hear.)
He
felt that it was the duty, and, he hoped, it was

for their future services, whenever it should

be-

come necessary to call upon them for the defence
of the country.

It was felt, and justly felt, that

of her territory was occupied. by 20 எது

our

own, amounting

to

the armies of our allies.

22,000

men,

er

In the yeat பி

if officers were allowed to accept of civil appointments, it would be difficult to recal them

when our political situation presented such ?

to military duties, whenever occasion should require. There was, indeed, reason to believe,
that officers might become so much engaged in

cumstances

On those grounds, then, the affidavit objected
to by the hon. gentleman was deemed necessary.
But, after all, it was nothing more than persons

ing an excess of 29,270, or forming nO
double our peace establishment in 179?
in addition to this excess, we had at

civil pursuits as to be disqualified for, or indisposed to, the resumption of military habits.

connected with other departments of the public
service were called upon to make; for, those
who enjoyed superannuation, or retired pensions,
were obliged to make the same affidavit, namely,

that they had no other emolument under the
crown, It was also to be recollected, that the
requisition of this affidavit was.not an innovation,
lt was the old established system. As to the

contrast, in

point of security, with. the ¢

of the

present

year,

Ireland 12,000.

‘Thus the total force 10 1

amounted to no less than 56,270 :—tns chad

yeomanry force of 23,800 for Great

41,000 for Ireland.

‘Thus we had, in

©

gate, an excess of force, at present!

of 1792, amounting to no Jess than?
But it had been said, that as 1792 was
year of rather a long peace; 2

that period with the present 3
He would take, then, the next

the regulation to which it referred did not origi- .engaged. with France, and
3

wnt

was only 27,000, while, for the present yeals

gentleman, was the first year of the ae

. Circular letter alluded to by the hon.

the

force for Great Britain was 15,000 men,
and for

yé

ay

Bnie
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similarity,
or point of comparison, betw«

twoperiods.

The only cause

tale larger reductions was th

tem of reliefs; but against this, which

b

ted to be an advantage,it was but fair to:
operation of the recruiting service. Wit
எ
6.

think, howeyer, that the

to the increase of pay and allowanges, the| reduced beyond the scale

ge thus created was only an additional rea-

ed, and it was pleasing

son for scrutinizing the establishment, which
of opinion. T
could not be separated from the consideration
our finances.

mil

10:
He observed, too, that the security their conviction, that

a

sme

ce

னன் என
ட் ‘Mr. €
which we derived from the army of occupation in
knowledge of the country, a
France had not been adverted to,and yetheappre- no personal
hended that this force would gary

return,

other (Sir W. Burroughs) had

லக்:
(Hear; he

and that it could not be disbanded immediately it since his retarn from Inc

he
upon its return. Ireland was now completely Under these circumstances,
tranquil; but, in 1792, a large body of united der them to be competent ji
A
Trishmen were tn correspondence with the repeat what he had said on
French government. He had himself proposed that the force to be maintained in
reductions in a former year, which had not been pended on the opinion of the govern
assented to. In one instance, he recommend- that opinion had not been controverted
he could’ plac
ed a diminution of 3,000 men ona foreign sta- person on whose judgment
tion, and he was described as an ignorant, pre- reliance. (Hear, hear.)

Sir John Neavport said, that,
judiced, person, who entirely misconceived the
hon. gentleman
matter, ace
ashort time after, his counsel ‘did from the right

differing:

(Mr.P
tc
was adopted, and the reduction actually took many subjects relative
place. What he then urged, applied only to the affairs of Ireland, he thought!
bring that country
the service of the year; and he trusted, there- the highest praise for
fore, that similar recommendations

of retrench-

ment would be attended to. He was not one of
those who felt any despondency with respect to
the financial resources of the country, but he "put
it to the noble lord (Castlereagh), whether he and
his cabinet conclave of fourteen were not bound
to press down the expenditure to the lowest
point that was consistent with public security?
-When the house considered the great number
of battalions of infantry, and of regiments of dra: தரம் and dragoon guards, of which the esta-

as speedily as the nature of the case wou
to that system

which “had: been’ acted

England. He thought that some measures
be adopted with respect to

generally
would

siomt,

the distillation

speaking,
he was’ sure that the

of best by retracing

spect to that country.”

its steps”

hot
oe

QTC:

Mr. Marryat Gbocrvedd; with reference wiht

colonies, that they were not in®: “situation
atl a

‘contributing to ‘the maintenance of. the troops
with the exception’ of Jamaica: He
‘blishment consisted, it would be seen that the ட “that oe niet could be “votedச்fir

reduction proposed by his hon. friend, when ap~"
eir protection and safety. ©
sear
plied equally to the whole force, would occaMr. Brougham said, it became the Commo
sion but a small diminution of numbers in any of England—as many, at least, as were 000 |
i
particular corps. It should be recollected, that sembled there—to’ insist, ‘that “the0
our present system of finance was, as it were, | troops to be maintained, espegially inthis cot

was
it *
living from day to day; that the Chancellor of ‘try, should not exceed’ what
the Exchequer, the great stockjobber for the In 2 year of permanent peace, ’and when’
country, was, in the ordinary course of gam-

bling, taking advantage of every little variation
4n the interest of the paper which he was’ enabled to throw into the market. ‘That paper,
consisting of unfunded exchequer-bills, amount-

ed to 56,000,000/.; and although he did* not
wish to speak harshly of the transactions of the
Stock Exchange, they formed but an inglovious
pursuit for the government of a great country.
All the success, however, of which the right
hon. gentleman could boast.in his dealings, was
the'reduction of 3,000,000/. upon §00,000,000/.

ger of internal commotion was allowed

and not
ceased, it was for ministers,
who sat on his side of the house,

the force should be increased

ie

was at that period. The peopleo
‘a tight to be governed at’ the small

expense # and ifhe shewed that the

country did not require any
டன், on ள்
rca
step by step, the necessity oF 80
of the line;
battalion ae every troop

'now proposed to the house.

» of debt, a boast which, he apprehended, would Grae Gere et

»"The ™

es
oe

Eyre வவ வன்கை்

‘but little mitigate the pain thata right hon, gen- crease of population, 8
tleman who sat beside him (Mr. Huskisson) must
feel, after the solemn appeals which he had once did he mean to’say, tha becaus
made to him on the urgent neces ty of Bringing “was increased to the amount Of

the expenditure within the

incomes 7

to"S

| dred thousand; that thevarmy> my

a

;

13%

டர...
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amount of the force to be kept up, had already

~ been agreed to. He could, therefore, see
reason why the consideration of the other resolutions, which were comparatively of minor importance, should be postponed. . :

mo-|t

raw
Mr. Brougham consented to withdhis

tion, and the remaining resolutions were seve-|
=

rally read and agreed to.

:

A bill| “© for punishing mu-| hight:
tiny and desertion, and for better payment of} —
the army and their quarters,” was brought in, | 8
» Mutiny Bitt.}

of the Bank of England.”—Read a first time.

" LIST OF THE MINORITY.
- Althorp, Viscount
Brougham, Henry
Bankes, Henry
Babington, Thomas
Curwen, J. C.

* , Duncannon, Viscount
Douglas, Hon. F. S.
Fazakerley, Nicholas
Gordon, Robert
Grenfell, Pascoe

Lemon, Sir W.
Lyttelton, Hon. W,
Monck, Sir C.
Newport, Sir John
Ord, William

Sharp, R._

Smyth, J. H.

Smith, William

» Symonds, T. P.
Warre, S. A.

Hurst, Robert

்

Teriens.—Sir W, Burroughs, and John Calcraft.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Wednesday, March 4.
INDEMNITY Bitt.] This bill was reported,
and

the amendments made

yesterday were agreed to.

in the committee

The Lord Chancellor introduced a clause, to

obviate the objection made by the Marquis of
Lansdown, in the committee, to that part of
the bill which included Ireland. ‘This clause extended the indemnity for arrests in Ireland onl
to cases in which arrests had been made for offences charged to have been committed in Great
Britain. “This clause was agreed to, and the
-word ‘ Ireland’ was struck out of the former
part of the bill.
:
The bill was then ordered to be read a third

time to-morrow.

HOUSE
_

OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, March 4,

| this purpose.
Mr. Arbuthnot said, the house were in s
degree pledged to this expense,
the King, c. 80. The ciyiliz
ment of the Highlands had beer
moted by the communications w!
pened through them.—This si
agreed to.
:
த்
Mr. Arbuthnot moved a grant of
wards defraying the expense of
Penitentiary at Milbank.
ல
| Mr. Gordon observed, that very 12

+

and read a first time.
x
BANK Dotrars AND TOKENS.] ‘The Chanன் brought in his bill « to
cellor of the ன
amend an act of the last session of parliament,
for preventing the further circulation of dollars
and tokens issued by the governor and company

had been already expended on the Peni
House at Milbank.

But this house had

built that.it was necessary to have several
towers taken down and rebuilt.
Mr. Lockhart said, no less than
above the sum at which the expense of

ர

son was originally estimated, had alr

voted ; and, as a prison, it had total
produce the effect which the house had
namely, to. deter from the commission
of
It might, indeed, have produced the ame

of the criminal ; but that was of small imports

compared with the object of deterring
commission of crime. It might
be C!
to endeavour to reform these people,

them into the world in a more comfor
dition than they were in before.

however,

The

could dispense with them:

believed, the chasm

inசடம்

the removal of culprits, coulc always

filled up.
Notwithstanding all
pended by the country in prisons, and
ments of various descriptions, they fo

crimes were perpetually increasing,
decreasing. ‘There were other meansto

they ought to turn their attention.
police ought tobe established. Ther
ought to be divided into districts, anda
watch set over those individuals who y
tuated to crimes, and who were knov

tain their living by honest means. It w:

our prisons were nurseries of crime; that:
MisceLtanzous Estimates.) On the mo- paratively innocent, from associating
tion Of thé ‘Chancellor of the Exchequer, the ened criminals, returned to societ}
house resolved itself into a committee of supply. members
than when they entere
The right hon. gentleman then moved, that the

ee

Why, he would ask, in the pris

sum of 500,000/. be granted to his Majesty, to polis, should persons, whose gu
provide for such expenses of a civil nature in blished, be kept five or six week
Great Britain, as do not form’ part of the ordi- of hardened criminals? At present, ins!

criminals being punished, society '
nary charges of the civil list.
கய
23
- After ‘some observations from Mr. Tierney, ed; and society was punished
on the new practice of calling for
grants before ‘idle and inattentive to the subj
their necessity had been ascertained so that it! Mr, Long said, the objections to the

January to the sist day of December

~ A sum of 12,6051. * for defraying
the charge|

of the civil establishment
of New South Wales,

from the 1st day of January to the sist day of
December 1818.”> —

7

oN

2

A sum of 10,800/. “ for defraying the: charge |

of the civil establishment
of the province ofUpper
€anada in America, from the Ist day of

to the sist day of December 1818.”
. “for defraying
A sum of 6,757/.
ig the).
the

charge of the civil establishment of the province
of New Brunswick
in’ America, from the ist
day of January to the sist day of December contracted to support the
18182 i
190222
Fen fronti rs of Holland. Th

~A sum of 5,485/. “ for defraying the charge

of the civil establishment of the island of Newfoundland in America, from the 1st day of Ja,
nuary to the sist day of December 1818.”
|
~-A'sum of 3,760/. “ for defraying the charge
of the civil establishment
of the island of Saint
John (now called Prince Edward Island) in
America, from the

Ist day

of January to’ the

Sist day of December 1818.””
.
« Asum of 3,301/. 10s. for “defraying the charg

the important line he had mene

were furnished
by the engineers,

t

to the inspection of the Duke of 1

and it was.necéssary that they should h

approval. A great part of
the contri
settled to be applied to: the fortifica
been
applied to those works; and 1
hon. friend now proposed to the hous
be employed for the same purpose. In al

of the civil establishment of the Bahama Tala
in addition to the salaries now paid to the pub- the funds had been applied as fastas the
lic officers out of the duty fund, and the inci- furnished, but the whole 60,000,000 h
dental charges attending the same, from'the ist been applied, as they had. not’ been
day of January to the sist day of December The. stipulation ‘had been, that this.
tr
1818.”
்
was not to expend more than 2,000,000h1
~ A sum ௦8 9,1907, 4107 செர்ஷர்றத the charge the whole.
:
pate
of the civil establishment of the island of Cape
Mr. Warre thought, that in one art
Breton in America, from the 1st day of January the treaty there was a clause of very amb
to the sist day of December 1818.”
ourd
] meaning. ‘We there ‘expre:
& லார ௦4 6007, “ for defraying the charge of tion, and took upon. ourselves,to m
the civil establishment of the island of Dominica, King of the Netherlands upon his thron

from the ist day of January to the sist day of

ர்க

Orange,binding ourselves
to 3,

December 1818.”
Upon the whole, he wish
* A sum of 80,000/. “ to defray the amount ‘of were liable to be called upon for that thi
bills drawn or to be drawn
from New South
Lord Castlereagh said, the
Wales for the year 1818.
we were bound to -pay could n
_A sum of 1,099/. 145, 23d. * to pay off and

‘discharge exchequer bills issued per acts 7 and

T1 of Anne, remaining in the chests of the tellers
of the exchequer, together with the interest due

upon them outstanding and unprovided for.”

லா of 46551. 3s. 5d. “ being the amount

of the annuity granted to the trustees of her late
oer! Highness the Princess Charlotte Augusta
and his Serene Highness Leopold George Frederick Prince of Cobourg, which would have
accrued from the 10th-day of October 817 to
the 6th day of November following, the day of
her Royal Highness’s death.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved a

2,000,000/. for supporting the

appeared on the face of the treaty.
Mr. Warre said, he would read|
which ‘he alluded. (The hon. gentlen

read the clause, which declared;
bear “ such further ene

upon, towards

the final

as»might

and

satisiact

ment,” &¢. as he had stated, “ not
in the whole, the sum:of 9,000,000!

house had been told about #,000,000/.
there was evidently a sum of

confident, that the sum never was

ceed 2,000,000/.; but, from what the
sum of two millions to be applied by his’ Ma- man observed, he recollected ue
King of
defences
Conven1814.”

1815, there was to be set

millions of

provision respecting
a cession, 10% \
of 1,000,000/. ee stipulated.
article, which, as the ‘hon.
served, was not ve
Mr. Warre observed, that, by the treaty. of tion than had been’

aprt

60

livres, out of the 125 millions of livres which

:

tioned.
6
மன், விரக? பணர்
The Chancellor of the Exchequer
6

grant of 725,681/. 12s. Sd. * on account of the

jesty, in‘concert with his Majesty the
the Netherlands, towards ப டத் the
of the Low Countries, by virtueof the
tion concluded on the 18th of August,

ப

ப

%

| Income-Tax Returnse

ட

9,000,0007.

the fortifications,

(ree

of the Exchequer
had replied, that copies were
kept, but the names were lef —
ther re-

é

ஸ்
rre'said, the clause was certainly not spect, accurate copies were, preserved: but if
very perspicuous, for the million which the right |. an aceurate copy was kept, it was evident that
hon. gentleman Had mentioned wasa fourth mil- | any man who saw his
neighbour’s return, from
ந்
‘The first additional article “stipulated the ee
almost, that it
payment of 1,000,000/, sterling to Sweden, “ for was tl
A.B.
w A. B.’s

Satisfaction aforesaid.”

2,000,000. were then name at the head of it, or it was signed by him.

stipulated for tortifications; and the third clause,
which

was

not very clear, was the clause that

might bring the charge of a fourth million on the
country. The third clause of the’ additional
article was that Great Britain do bear equally
with Holland such further charges as may be necessary,” 8cc.; and it afterwards proceeded * for
maintaining the family of Orange-on the throne,
&c.”? not exceeding 3,000,000/. to be defrayed
by: Great Britain.
* Lord Castlereagh said,he could assure the hon.
er) that that part of the'tfeaty relative to‘the fortifications’ was fully understood, as well
as the other parts.
14
re
Mr. Fierney said, he supposed, that, besides
_ the 2,000,000/. for the fortifications, we were
bound to provide; as far as might be required,

What, then, was the necessity for keeping

copies

at all? Tt-wasy he believed, for checking returns

of another-kind in connexion with county ae

But would not one single sum, a age

ine,

shewing that the sum assessed upon some dis-

~

trict was so.and so, be sufficient; would it not

do to state the assessment upon the riding, or, if

not, upon the parish, and to allow all the particulars to be destroyed? The object would be

fulfilled as well by that mode as by any other.
If persons who had been written to had not complied with the letter of the-tax-office, it shewed
that that office had no power. ‘The mode which
he should propose for coming at the end he had
in-view, would be, to அமு

committee for the

purpose of seeing what steps had been taken.

He trusted that no objection would be niade to

this; indeed, the proposition was so reasonable in
The resolution was then agreed to; the house itself, that he could not think it would be objected
sesumed, and the report was ordered to be to. He could not think that the circular would
have its effect, judging as he might from the
brought up on Friday next.
4
Encome-Tax RetTurys.| Mr. Brougham rose slow manner in which all returns were made by
to: submit’ a proposal to the house for carrying a certain office to that house. He by no means
towards the 3,000,000/.

into effect.a

>

measure in which, he supposed,

intended to impute any thing to his hon. and

they would ‘not be unwilling to second him— learned friend at the head of it; but there was
the destruction of all that remained of that odious something apparently in the yery-nature of the
and inquisitorial impost, the property tax. He office that made them yery tardy in expediting
‘supposed that the house would so little: hesitate [any returns that might be ordered by the house.

upon the subject, that he should scarcely detain As far back as the sd:of February an account

them by saying one word in support of his motion. The right hon. gentleman (the Chancellor
of the Exchequer) had given assurances,’ that

had been moved for, which was veryimportant.
By the discontinuance of the property-tax many

‘steps should be taken for the destruction ofall the
-income-tax returns, which had been preserved,

nine

‘throughout 'the country. It appeared, however,
thatat
hishi instructions f 30 been so tardily complied with; that the returns were every where to
‘be found. ‘They were sold as waste
paper, and
50 widely dispersed, that aman could hardly go
‘into a shop in some parts of the country without
seeing his name

at full:

length,

-with:

an

ac-

டட

had become sinecure placemen,.

commissioners

had

received

Either

1,100/. per

annum, or eleven Commissioners 900/. per annum, he was

not certain which.

The

object

other places.

-For this information, it had been

of the motion was, to discover what pensions
those persons had, or what others had, connected with them, and whether they had any’

considered expedient by the hon. member for

Shrewsbury to move for returns on those particulars. ‘Notice had. been given for a particular

count-ofhis property, and al the detail of his
circumstances. » A circular letter had been writ-

day, but the motion was postponed.

‘ten from the tax-office, to’ direct all persons
who had’ the keeping
of those returns, before

return: was:ordered one calendar month:before

destroying them, which they were to do, to
take and preserve copies for the» purpose of
having them sent to, and kept in, the office in
London. © After the conimunications which had
‘been madé with’ the right hon. gentleman, no
Notice had» been taken“of

the business, till, on

application'from some friends, he was induced

“to ask whetherthe copies ‘were! preserved, or

whetherany returns*were yet in the hands of
Personsiin different parts of the country? It was
in that it. mattered ver
whether the
F
“ors
pals: wer
royed,,-provided

Sther copies were preserved.

-

On the:

sd of February, however, it came on, and the

the time he was speaking, and it had not yet

been laid before the house. If the motion had

been for returns from the treasury, they would
have: béen. made long ag0 5 indeed, in an ordi

naty way it might have

time.

be n made in half the

It was very much the order with the de-

of=
partment of taxes to dislike the interference
:
the house, as having a tendency to impede their

taxing operations; and the house were inno fayour with them any more than, they were two

years.
ago with thetreasury.

Ever since the dis-

continuance of the property-tax, they had been

‘Che Chancellor looked. on wath.a suspicious eye.

A house, or

_

ல்

:

#27)
\
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29)

of a house, had been taken, he believed, and.
if he understood rightly, was still in occupation them as a sort of
for the preservation of the returns which formed
the subject of his motion. There were no names,

it had been said, on them ; but a stroke or two | whi

of the pen drawn over the names, an attempt at
‘erasing them, would not prevent people who

had eyes half as sharp as those who were ac.

customed to such papers, from seeing whose
retums they really were. A person had not
Jong ago’ sent for some goods to a chandler’sshop, and they were transmitted to him, with

what he certainly did not expect, a return of
~ his neighbour's property. On mentioning that,
he was told, “Oh, if you will go to such a
place, you may have the return of every man’s
property in the neighbourhood: such a man is
dead—such a man was a bankrupt, and all his
waste-paper was sold:”” and the greater part of
that waste-paper happened to consist of propertytax returns, by which means exposures were
made of what certainly ought to have been concealed. The property-tax was done away; but
its destruction was evidently a matter of regret
in a cértain quarter, though nine in ten throughout the country had loudly declared against it,
and he believed that 99 out.of 100 were of the

en

complied

The Chancellor of the

that the learned gentlem:
upon referring to the vote
ception was incorrect.
:
Mr. Brougham said, he di

duty to refer to the vote office upor

this nature; there was
before the house.

no record in the

Mr. Grenfell said, he rose to expres
entire concurrence with the opinion of his
and learned friend as to the refractorine
ced by the different offices connected 1
department of faxes in complying wi
orders

of the house, but

with him in excepting the
of that department.

He

he could

not

gentleman atthe

knew, however,

no-blame could attach to the secretary,
conduct was, in every respect, highly cre
to himself—But he rose niore parti
express the satisfaction which he felt in
the declaration of the Chancellor of
He should therefore move “ that chequer, that the country was: not again,

same opinion.
a committee be appointed to inquire into the

his consent, to be afflicted with that odiol

the income-tax acts.”
‘The Chancellor of the

Upon this declaration, even as it was explains
by the right hon. gentleman, he was
i

steps which have been taken to destroy the re- position, the property-tax. (Not in tne)
turns of bodies corporate and individuals under peace, said the Chancellor of the Exchequel
Exchequer

said,

he

tation on the tax-office; the return to the mo-

congratulate the country.
2
Mr. GC. Galvert hoped, that some me
would be taken to guard against the vexal
which several persons had been recently

‘its general merits, as he had no intention to pro-

taxes. In the course of the last five)
survey had been made of the houses in hiss
bourhood, by which they were assessed a

fa

rent. Notwithstanding this, am assesso!
appeared, who thought propets without

discn
id gx

begged to add, that of 100 appeals fr

௨)

charges, only one had been repealed.

|)

ortec

Mr. Broughamin reply,said,that thesole
of the motion was, the appointment OF &
mittee to inquire what returns, OF papers

ach }
cop

doubted whether any benefit could possibly
arise from the appointment of such a committee.
‘The hon, gentleman was mistaken in his impu-

tion concerning inspectors of property-tax was
made on the roth of February. With respect to
the property-tax, he had no wish to enter into
pose to parliament to renew it, during the continuance of the peace:

It was one of those mea-

sures which, in time of war and danger, had been
found க.
and advantageous ; but which

would be highly objectionable, and, he hoped,

would be found unnecessary, during

the conti-

nuance of peace. (Hear.) The object of the
hon. and learned gentleman’s motion was, that all

papers of the description which he had alluded

to, should be destroyed indiscriminately; but this

could not be done, as some of them were abso-

lutely necessary for the recovery of certain arrears of the property-tax. Orders had been given

for the destruction

of every paper that was not

necessary for the recovery of arrears and the
detection of fraud. All returns of commercial

ed, under the system for collecting the

pew survey, to increase the assessment
100; some 80, some 70 per cent,

nected with the property-tax, had been
dss

ed, or could be Second without injuty

public service. The night hon. gent! order b
de
on a former occasion, stated, that a0

been issued from the proper office ee
மி
struction of such papers, and 188 11.

calculated to excite suspicion as to the: soo?
property, included in schedule B, were such as, of this order, to find the present 81002
from the circumstances of such property, ought solutely resisted? But there were °
certainly to be destroyed,

a8,
ora,

excepting such as stances connected with this motion

were necessary for the recovery of arrears. The felt it his duty to explain to the hous
returns of landed property ought to be pre* The Cadastre is a public register» gts
served. Two acts of parliament, passed in the in some provinces of France, and ee
purwhole of the kingdom, im which
year 1815, referred to those le for the
Pose of settling county rates an | assessments, and value of Janded property are ins
tax'
as the value of landed property would never be a serves-as a guide in the imposition of

மாறி
WON.

Nees |

3
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and ready, to resume cash payments.

‘Thése of

‘notices were held forth to the country, as‘a preparatory step—or rather, as a partial incipient | (

resumption. It was therefore due to the chaநி
racter of the Bank, as well as to the satisfaction. plan to pursue, was, to:
of the country, to explain not only the motive | ceed silently and cauti

and object of these notices, but also their practi-| its preparations. That it ha

cal effect—their tendency
to facilitate, or to acce- number of notes, and issued cash
ferate, the great end in view. Tt was now clear able amount,
in’ const
that there was no intention of resuming cash fe
by th

wa, at the
ee
existing act. A

period i pielbrbell by Ane eH
‘one aley shat
woul
7 bbe: | Was! aloo’ tudinpne
measure arising out of cer-

plea was advanced for post-

With உ எம் ம வலக ப ஏன்
tain négotiations for foreign loans; but this he be-| dissed
complete resumption of cash-payments,
Tieved to bea mere |
ce. It.was known that| Tespect to the circumstances which had
there was a great deal of cash afloat in this coun- occurred, or which were likely
to occu
poning that

ன்ஸ்

try about two years ago, but now, comparative- postpone that resumption, he was not then
dy, little was to be found in-circulation, notwith- posed to enter into them, but he would maintaiy,
standing the boasted issue of cash from the| that the Bank had, in the notices alluded to fj
Bank. ‘This issue was, however, he apprehend- the noble Jord, given a pledge of ita sir
ed, but'verytrifling ; but trifling or not, its disap- and preparation to resume cash-p;
i
pearance as fast as it was issued, evinced the a Bank, then, was intitled to confidence

mentable fact, that the existing legal coin, and rectitude of its conduct, and the candour
the existing legal paper could not circulate to- disposition, to comply with the wishesof

to step forward
as t

speech from any of the directorsof that

tution; of the votes of all of whom;

he was of course fully assured, espect:

any question connected with their’owa
shewn that some injury would result to the Bank ‘The right hon. gentleman had had tho
from its adoption. The noble lord concluded whenever he (Mr. G.) brought forward
with moying for a “copy of any notice given tion with respect to the Bank. Butth
by the Directors of the Bankto the public in the hon. gentleman was not ungrateful, a
year 1817, respecting any payment of their (Mr. G.) objected to the allowance
notes in specie ; together with an account of the
illion per annum to’ the Bank
for 0
amount of specie which in consequence of such the office of bankers for the public, 2m
Notice the company of the Bank became liable the grant of 300,000/., for mat
to pay, and the amount actually paid, to the la- a of the fos upon on

test period the same can be made

out.” |

- The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, the
noble lord might easily have anticipated his ob-

when

he

protested

such gorse

against

such

¥

grants, the Chancellor

Exchequer always stood forward as |

jections
to this motion, if he had recollected the contracting arties, urging that, swhate¥
grounds upon which he resisteda similar motion members of that Tome, or the ட
in the course of the last year. Those grounds
were, that nothing would be so unadvisable on
the part of that house, as to interfere with the

வலக
பப ய்ட்ட்,

, without the aid of a

country, thought of these grants,

dered such services to the public 48 ae:

ample compensatjon ;- but wit i a

conduct of the Bank in a case of this nature; were he had never accurately
that such interference was of all things most the motion of his noble friend,

det ch

the nee

வ

the

டட ட மவ

was always ready

pion of

ee Lt

not be, now, consistently resisted, unless it were

more interesting to. the cause of the Bank

tothat of the public; and, therefore, he wass
prised to find that no director had risen to.
upon it, especially as he had. lately seen 001
than four directors in the house. But
marked, that the Chancellor of the©:

ee

as were advanced by the Chancellor of the Exchequer towards the close of the last session. It
‘was then opposed as unnecessary, because the
Bank were about to resume payments at a fixed
and stated time—that time, it now appeared, was
again to be postponed, and, therefore, it could

which implied doubt as'to this institut
he felt it his duty to oppose the motion.
Mr. Grenfell observed,
that this motion

ee et nan

tion could not be resisted by any such arguments

He could not, therefore, sanction any mes

ee

This was the object ofhis motion, and that mo-

liament and the public, as soon as it sh ould |
deemed advisable to remoye the restr

a

gether ; and that the country had not much reason to rely upon the professions, or promises, of
either the Directors of the Bank or the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, as to the probability of the
remoyal of the restriction upon cash payments.
But it was for the Bank to shew whether any,
and what beneficial effect had arisen from the
steps it was reported to have taken to prepare
for the resumption of its payments in cash,

ம்

Becessary

Tuents,

for that final resumptionப of cash-pay-Y: similar motion in

which it was the wish of that house, and ‘country, as wellag

of

July last.

T°
கா் ்

PU

likely to derange the proceedings of that body, the Exchequer’s objections were
and to impede
those preparations so essentially'y | perceived, as those which he had. adv
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rather different at the present time. The Chancellor of the Exchequer observed in July, that

to

ee

to the motion சவ

[794

serve to

the cause
of his alarm. He felt that it would be
inconvenient to withdraw
- proportion of
notes suddenly from circulation, and Ee should

on the present

If, on the sth of July, the Bank should be oblig-

வ்

yirtu- deprecate, therefore, any sudden and extensive
ally resumed its payments in cash. But this was reduction in the quantity circulated. He was
a statement which the right hon. gentleman anxious not to be misunderstood on, this point.

ரட்

atify an idle curiosity, as

the

would hardly yenture to. make

occasion.

_ The motion of his noble friend,

against which the right hon, gentleman had ad-

vanced neither fact nor argument, was such as
the house ought
to adopt, especially witha view
to obtain such information as was peculiarly ne-

ed to withdraw one-half of their notes, in order

to resume cash-payments,

he should be very

sorrythat they should be obliged to withdraw so

much. But, to prevent the necessity of withdrawing
any large. quantity.of notes, it was reason-

cessary to guide its judgment
on the subject of ae to expect that they would gradually

the resumption of payments, on the sth of July

draw, that they would gradually narrow,

withtheir is-

mext.
- The house then divided.

sue of notes.

intend to enter at aie

from July to December Jast—they issued more

If, then, the intention of resum-

ing cash-payments were really entertained, some
கர் பல்கவறு
தவலல் எடப் dow
reduction in the issue must have taken place.
த தத்
டக கக ப்ப
How must the house be surprised to find, that
they had acted in a manner directly contrary to
Majority,
. . . . 28.
this natural expectation, and that, in six months
"Mr. Tierney then rose and said, he did not after parliament had been prorogued—that is,

|

into the grounds of the

motion, of which he had given notice, respecting the amount of Bank notes in circulation.
The house had already before them an account

of the outstanding notes to the sd of February

notes thao had previously existed for several '
months. .
This would appear by looking at the
issues for the last eighteen months, taking them
in three periods of six!months,
The issue

st; he meant now to move for a similar ac- Was,—
ன்
From July to Dec. 1816, 26,300,000/.From Dec. to July 1817, 27,400,000/.
From July to Dec. 1817, 29,256,000/.
He should refer. the points connected with the | He was happy that he had made this statement
general management of the Bank, and involy- in the presence of hon. directors, who would exing the whole question of the resumption of plain
this extraordinary increase of issue, when
cash-payments, to a future occasion, and a fuller a
ase Was so reasonably expected. There
house. But, unless gentlemen had made up was an increase of not less than 2,000,000/. in
their minds upon the subject, and were satisfied twelye months, and during the time that such
that cash-payments would not be resumed at the strong assurances of cash-payments were given.
period lea! by parliament, they must feel an How could they have acted more dexterously,
impatience to see whether, during the interesting if their object had been to prevent the resump~
period "between this and the 5th of July, the tion of cash-payments? Some gentlemen would
Bank would do all that was possible for the pur- explain this proceeding. ‘The Chancellor
of the
that nothing in the state
pose of resuming cash-payments. The Bank Exchequer had said,
might be collecting great quantities of gold. of the finances at home would prevent the reHe had no doubt that they were doing so, but sumption of cash-payments. Would he now
the great increase of notes might counteract their say that this incredsed issue was not of the
count for four weeks more, down to the 3d of
March.
His reason was, that he was anxious,
if possible, to see his way upon this subject.

efforts.

He believed most sincerely that many,

-Yery many, of the Bank directors were anxious
to Prepare for the resumption of cash-payments.
_ He
believed this to be particularly the desire of
the governor of the Bank (Mr. Harman), a genleman of great experience and
character,
a thorough bred English merchant of the old
achool,

who

State of the

knew

the value of a wholesome

circulation

to

the

commercial

World. It was.a most singular thing, that the
Tight hon. gentleman, too, in the month of June

last, had most peremptorily affirmed that there

te அமலம் உம வல் நல் அட்

102 cash-payments at the period
fixed,
and
that
it had
க் resumed them at that time.

Now,if the Bank were really to resume cashwee
it could not be doubted that a conable

reduction must be made in the number

of their notes in circulation, Two opinions
ould not exist.on that point,

That, then, was
e

greatest use possible to his plans of

finance?

‘tering statements he had

before the

Would he say, that it did not contribute most materially to enable him to make the Haters
ie
did not wish to use an invidious term)—the
flat-

brought

house? Would he say, that he‘could have. made

his arrangements respecting exchequer-bills, if
this increase had not taken place? The extraordinary issues of the Bank were either in accom-

modation to the government, or to the public,

or (a third purpose which he was eee
liberty to mention) to purchase
க

at
eu

They had accommodated government with ten
millions; but 19 millions of their issue in the
Jast six months still remained to be accounted
for. Was the
dation of the
the amount of
to 2,000,000/..

increase, then, for the accommopublic? It evidently was not; for
discounts was from 1,500,000/.
This was easily accounted for,

ag the cee interest at the Bank was so high

£

}
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s five per cent., while the rate of interest ce

கன்

- where was lowered by the immense

_ the Bank. _ This subject was not very
ing at that hour of the night, an
honse; he would, therefore, abstain.

into all the points connected with it
was one point which he
would
which he begged the house t

that it became very necessary
issues

‘They increased th ei

6

normously,.

ther to amass profit to themselves, or to accom.

modate the government. If they had entertained. any intention of resuming cash-payments,
some réduction would have been observed intheir late Mr. Henry Thornton, issues during the last four weeks, and would be _. Mr. Manning denied that the |
found in every period of four weeks till the 5th of| sought to shelter itself behind the|
July; for he would call for similar accounts at the Exchequer.. The directors y
the end of every four weeks, and if no reduction to justify every part of their proceedir
took place, he would bring the subject in a dif ene hon.
கரவை
had accused the
ferent form before parliament. The danger of| enlarging
their issues immediat
foreign loans was not the object of inquiry. His session of parliament,
as if the op:
object was to restore the circulation to a whole- funds, and the payment of the publi
‘some state.
If, during the restriction, notes in July last, did not sufficiently account
were issued with moderation, and as the state increased quantity of paper in
of the country warranted, he should have no that period, He could not at that mome!
objection to it. No man could be desirous of having expected to hear the
t hon,
hoarding guineas while there was no panic in the man’s statement, mention the
other circu
state. But restriction led inevitably to profusion ces which might have contributed to an
and ruin. He most confidently affirmed, that sion of their tssues; but he disclaimed,
the personal propetiy 2 this country was in the part of the Bank, any wish to extend th
greatest jeopardy. This was nota hasty opinion ; | that particular time. He had no intention
it was the resuléof much discussion, of mature oppose the motion, and had never, when
fil ng’
deliberation, and Jong time devoted to the in- the chair of the direction, been averse to af
wiry. He was fully convinced that some dread- the house all the information which,
in its
ful calamity was inevitable, if the present system lance or jealousy, it might require.
~ of finance were persisted in. He did not allude
Mr. Grenfell remarked, that the increa
to the extraordinary fluctuations of the funds, sues alluded to by his right hon. friend had
and other interesting sources of alarm which the place, not at one oct but had continued¢
country owed to Mr. Pitt. The whole question ring the whole half-year ending in De

and of the right hon. g

was, whether the notes circulated in this coun- of

try could eyer become conyertible into metallic
currency. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
had said, with a due quantity of parentheses,
that it would be no inconvenience to the government, if the Bank were to resume cash-pay-

last year,

The average circulation for t!

riod exceeded by a sum of between 2,0

and ,000,000/., the பக்
corresponding

circulation

six months of the yearprec

He would go further, and assert, that the ame

of circulating paper issued by the Bask of
ments. But letthe Bank, then, state to him, why land for the List six months, was greater,
they had increased their issue. If no explana- any former period of equal duration’:
tion were given; if the Bank remained in pro- year 1797. Hewished the house to upc!

found silence, sheltering themselyes under the that the extent to which gambling in the
right hon. gentleman’s majority of yotes, and was carried on at the present moment was
கட்டடப் to fight their battles, he must sus- out precedent or parallel. (Hear, hears

pect all that could be suspected. Just at the did not say that the right hon, gentlemao
moment when reductions. were expected, they desirous of producing such an effects
had increased their issue, and

thus created an

system on which he acted had an inevitab

insuperable bar to the resumption of cash-pay- dency to create and encourage the evil.
ments.

The

right hon. gentleman

concluded

in fact, caused a

greater degre

of fluc

by moving for “ amaccount of the total weekly the value of the funds than had ever bé
amount oe Bank notes and Bank post bills in| kn own; and it might be traced
in some
circulation from the 3d of February to the sd of to the uncertainty that existed on the
March 1818; distinguishing the Bank post bills, renewing the restriction act. Let
the amount of notes under the value of five nght hon, gentleman to put ap ene
ப்பது and stating the aggregate amount of the certainty
1 byorale

whole.

if the event depen

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he did what that contingency
NOt intend
tend to oppose the production of this ac- tice to the public, that

su

ஜி...
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prices of gold and silver of different detiomina‘tion
and thes,
rates of exchange at Hamburgh,
Lisbon, and Paris, from the Ist of Januar

1818, up to the latest time at which they coul
be furnished.—The noble earl then observed,
that there was a difference
in the price of Spa-|

nish க
ference in

and silver
tees
the quantity of alloy.

fப்
e eee

f

The quantity should be willing to admit the
bill, though he could not but regi
required to the eee 480.
வ
‘were 20 grains more of pure silver
in the ounce | small a portion of information
of standard silver than in dollars. It was very sin- had been laid before their lord:

gular, however, that, according to the accounts | with regard to the necessity
had
which had been presented to the house, the ar- of the magistrates, their lordships
ticle which had 20 grains less of pure silver before them but assumption.
The no
should be described as the highest in price. learned lord on the woolsack had, on
Prom the evidence which had been given by the mer night (see page 678.) suppose
fefiners, it appeared that the price, however of a magistrate,
dismissing a tumultu
small the difference might be, was inyariably sembl of 12,000 ersons; and had asked,
allow that magistrate
to be ex
regulated by the quantity of pure silver in the their lordships
ounce; but there was a very suspicious circum- posed to 12,000 actions ? Now, it so happened,
stance in the account which had been produced. that a magistrate in the situation sre
Geo.
Tt appeared that in all the accounts before the already indemnified by the 24th of
bullion committee, the word ‘ standard” had according to that act, no action can be maintained |
beeri added to silver; but in the account to against a magistrate, unless it be brought within|
after the arrest. If, then, therewert
which he alluded, the word * standard” had six months
been omitted.

There was, therefore, no know-

ing what degree of alloy the silver in question

any actions which had been commenced within
the time specified for such cases, it might|

smight contain, and, of course, no means of mak-

reasonable to call on their lordships to provide

the number of

grounds on which it had been ate
rt this bill. Their lordships had beent9

ing a comparison. He therefore moved, that | for them, but not for others. In fact, nothing)
there be laid before the house an account stating could be more absurd and inconsistent than th
grains of pure silver and alloy in

the ounce of bar silver and.in dollars.

‘The noble earl then moved that there be laid

yy the noble duke who introduced it, tae

1
amount
of bank-notes, and bank
post bills, in habeas corpus; but thisigo, even after alt
circulation during each half year,
from January explanations which had been given, appeat
1797 to January 1818, inclusive—The whole unintelligible. The defence seemedto re
of these accounts were ordered.
into this—that when, in consequence of the
NeravuL Waz.] The Lord Chancellor stated, pension of the habeas corpus,a number0
nstane
that he had received a letter from the marquis had been made by magistrates, the ¢i
of Hasting: _Bovernor-general and commander- of those magistrates having acted witha

before

the house

in-chief of

an

account

of the

avera:

his Majesty’s troops in India, dated

at Cawnpore, in September last, acknowledging
the receipt of the Lord Chancellor’s letter, communicating the thanks of the house for his con-.
duct
in India, (see vol. 1, p. 111), and
்

ing hishigh sense of மகக

ன்

upon
him.
Ordered to be entered upon the Journals.
InpeMniry

Bux.)

The

Earl of Liverpool

moved the third reaofdin
the indemni
g

- Lord Auckland said, that notwiths

ரி,

a necessary consequence of the suspension

the public good under the existing law,

்

it necessary that they should have an maen™
but, in the preamble of the bill, the
reference to the acts of the last session

any actions brought against பதக்
other ground of

ட்ட

the necessity

0.

closing information, was equally unst ‘he

to the real circumstances of the

case hel

ships had to look, in considering en

nisters had established any ground

or

the this bill. Now, what were the circum’
alterations which had been made in this bill, A committee of secrecy had been te
many of which he
ey to be im- under the pretence of inquiring into! va
pracy ன்
ன் not bring his mind to ac- the country, and the conduct of mist”
cede to
its
bjections
to it appeared to hi
the suspension of the habeas
ல் val i

insurmountable, ‘but he should endeavour ig with the sole view of stifling

comprise his statement of them in as few sen-

tences as

ல்

What did: the report of that committe,
contain

possible. At the same time he must What could it be expected to
observe,
that,
great as his objections
to the mea- it was brought forward, their “9F
sure were, he did not mean to propose a motion found it merely a sort of newspapr’
swhich should be a direct. negative
to it, What the proceedings at’ மட்
ம்
he should recommend was, that the bill be re.
cemmitted, with a view to its ard divided into
two bills in the committee.

Only one ground

ompous encomium on

ore

Testy
5 ministers, and the magistta
cared the habeas corp 5 euspensi

fi
ee

1
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ysts of those iniquitou:
ரசம். The country would soon.
- such wretches
as that
Judkin Fitz;

5730

their lordships had heard so. mu
nisters. were asking
for the powe

“put into their hands, they called upor
- ment to give it them upon their
but, after obtaining that
pow
it, they shrunk from their boasted res;

by refusing all inquiry.

they would, by the passing
of this bill,‘establish .
a most dangerous precedent, and the act of 1818
_ swould be quoted in support of future encroach_ments_on the law and constitution ; for it was formers, but

impossible that any. indemnity of a more exten-

sive and sweeping nature could ever be pro-

the dilemma >}

sons from whon

- posed.—The public had been disgusted within or being oblige
“these few days, with reports of persons em- remain without
ployed, by the police exciting individuals to
commit

crimes, in order that they might obtain

the blood-money consequent upon the disclosure
of those offences which they had themselves excited; and what was the difference between the that all cases of suspensions of
practices of persons of this description exciting pus had been followed by bills 0]
‘others to the commission of offences for the and those bills had been granted with
sake of obtaining a reward, and the practices of quiry, or without any appointment
mittee, on the notoriety that the po
individuals employed by the government,
who
-excited to acts of treason, in order that they, under the suspension had not been abuse
only exception to this practice w.
too, might obtain their reward? When Biel
Pelham, and Vaughan, and wretches of that ‘de- and the circumstances of that perio
scription, obtained a pardon, was it not to be different from those of the prese!
apprehended that the same crimes would be time there hac not been merely a sing
again excited for the sake of the rewards which sion, but a series of suspensions from
their prosecution produced, and if informers, year; and an inquiry bad then been
such as Oliver and: his associates, were to obtain to ascertain, whether the powers con!
impunity, would it not,be a consequence, that ing so long a period had been pro)
‘treason would again be excitéd, and that discon-| cised; and if it was found that no
tent would be increased? ‘The system of em-| bee: committed, a bill of indemnity
ploying spies had led to all the mischief on dered as the consequence of the, in
which this bill of indemnity was grounded : it the present occasion, the conduct
was that system which promoted the proceed- had been referred to the inquiry of a
ings that were made a pretext for suspending the committee had found, not merel
the habeas corpus. To grant an indemnity to abuses had been committed—the com!
such men, must strike at all confidence
in public not, as it had been asserted, conclude
|
justice, a confidence which greatly, if not mainly, with a few compliments
to mini
contributed toits support. ‘The suspension was no warrant had been made out ¢%
had recourse to last year ina period of profound mation onoath. That was
aute
peace; there was as much reason for its adop- language of the report of 1801. He
tion four years ago, when the Luddites were that this was the standard by whic
creating
disturbances.
The. only difference were to be tried, or the rule by wh
between the two periods was, that it was

serted last

as-

year, that the disaffected were con-

in future to guide themselvesin th
extraordinary powers: he had rease?

else to support the allegation. If, then, these
spies had promoted the measures#that led to the
suspension, and if they were afterwards the only
evidence on
whic
¢ suspension was so un-

for ministers to discharge th

least, to except them from the operation of the
present bill. He doubted not that his vee
ministers might be able to bear an inquiry; but
unless these informers were excepted from the
¢p-tation of the bill, it would look as if they

rors of anarchy. This afforded
t the powers C°
pismo,

by such means, It was not,
conceived the secretary
of state
by such a rule, but that, abid

necessarily continued, it became the house, at succeeded in saving the state 171

ad been well and properh

been objected, that theevident

But, after ‘the report of

ர ர ர ee

nected with clubs in the metropolis; but this that, in other times, those power shi A
rested only on the evidence of Oliver, and if his ‘cised on very different grounds, an
evidence were taken away, there was nothing might come again, when it woult

pe ae

_ hear.) His lordship:
ated; that
were heard and protectedin the’ ௦ த
_of law. Now, no person whatever came

ward with the hope of rewar
was always received .cu
true that informers’ w
of law, but they

|
for-

| house; but after the first report

eee of ee
r
y in his argument, thai
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son betrayed.
its. own

inf

௫ ber ae on afar ine, on? oath, thaniin | found to be defective ‘im one
his attempt to shew that the evidence aid thatof the existence of a club
before the house was not ex-parte. The which, it was said, all the minor
5:
-noble lord stated, that the: information had out the country kept up a oi len
orde |
all been on oath, and that this was not the case }alarm, however, was so.great, that a new
Orders
dn 1801. But -how did the house know that? of knights was created. With so many
Who had been examined to the faet?. Sup- already in existence—the Order ‘of the
posing that the information was all on oath; the Order of St. Patrick, the Oder
the Ord
_svas not that of itself ex-parte evidence?’ ‘There Bath, in all its ramifications,
of an_ Ord
“was no opposing testimony, no’ examination Thistle, and the prospect
half a’
-ayhatever of the other side of the question. He the Leek, which, Creo
had great pleasure in supporting the motion of man, he should not object to—with
th
chis noble friend, and he thought it afforded the: Orders in existence, the new Order of
_ Most intelligible way of discussing the merits of Knights of Brunswick was created, under
of state for the)
> “the bill, if it must be discussed at all. For him~ auspices of the noble secretary
of
-self, he had but one opinion—that of decided home department; andone of the t
-hostility to the whole measure, and he begged: their political creed was—that Hampden dieu
.to enter his solemn protest against it: He did traitor to his country. (Hear, hear, hear.)
so because he was satisfied that the measure,
connected wit all that had been done during
the lasttwelve months, struck most deeply into

he constitution and freedom of the country. It

great must have been the alarm, to stir

an order!

However: the alarm’ subsided,

ups

am

it was difficult to find matter forthe secondre

and ble
port. With regard tothe .seditions
so mu stres |

phemons publications, on-which
Their lordships must had been ‘laid, he would declare,
_ know the danger and the value of precedents: never heard or’ seen any thing of thi
this would be a precedent relied on, and taken trial of MreHone. ‘The jury by \
|
advantage of, in bad times—a precedent to justify acquitted; looked, probably on
the suspension of our liberties in times of pro- tions with the:same disgust that was, ளா
ud
found tranquillity. ‘In ninety-nine cases out of a wards them in thar house; but the thought
-cut them i

be scattered

yeot and branch, and left them to

by the wind.

hundred, precedents were relied on

more thai

would not be'difficult to conjecture the et)

-any argument; and the noble lords opposite upon which they had brought in their’
defended every measure by precedent. What,
The Lord Chancellor requested the
then, would be the case hereafter, if weak and to state them.
-wicked ministers should have recourse to a pre-

cedent like this, so fatal to the liberties of the

-country?

Jt was impossible to appreciate the

extent of the danger,

He was not prepared to

say that such a measure ought never to be adopt-

The jury, probably,
ப
படப் ஸ் a seed feeling,

recollected that similar publications
period of their lives, received the

ed. It might be necessary, after times of revo- some noble lords of ‘that house, and.
lution, as in the time of King William; or in if Mr. Hone’ should: fall, he ©
_the reigns of George I. and II.;
and in the year fall by the hands of ministers*
1801: but it was not necessary the present debuit ense -morix - Another 70920
time. Two grounds ought to be shewn for its assigned. ‘The jury had

necessity: first, that there was no yice or infir- dives of the importance of ம்
mity in the original bill of suspension; and, tion of the offending parties,
secondly, that a proper inquiry had been made this instance; and they thou
into the mode of exercising the powers granted

had no intention to Mm

.

but to ridicule his Majesty’s minis
had no such intention ‘was-evinced
the ratio justificativa of the suspension act was drawing the publication as 8098

by that bill.—The noble earl then proceeded to
take a view of the reports of last year. Although
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eon

ebjected. to, and before prosecution. _As no

~ Jaw. existed against applying sacred sul
to
‘secular purposes; it: was ee natural
_the
indecency of such a course should escape the

notice of Mr. Hone; and the more so, as the | promote the establishment
of d

h:

no case
best authority to be found»on such a subject | ment, and seeing that

(that of eminent diyines from. the earliest to the | out for the bill before the ie
in support.of the | supported the motion of his
latest period) was altogether

practice.

that, ina

noble

goyernmade

rdially

He (Earl G.) had been informed, | , The Bishop of Exeter expressed his surprise
certain county,. where the Magistrates at. the levity with which
the noble earl, who

took
pains to ட
the distributers, of
blasphemous tracts, the only person whom they
detected was a very das person, whose politics
were known to-accord with those of the noble
nobl
viscount/on the other side. T'wo letters were
transmitted to the secretary of state, mentioning:

was always considered a serious character, hadtreated the subject of those productions which
shad excited the isgust of every well-wisher
of
j the established church. It was not necessary
for
him to,
t what the noble earl had said re- |specting blasphemous publications, nor did it
this fact, but no answer was returned to either appear to be of any, importance to consider
of thems (Hear, hear.) With respect to. the whether they were intended to ridicule ministers
spies, he was ready to prove by the oath of /or not.. If other publications, possessing more
- persons ten. thousand times more respectable point and wit, were directed to a similar purpose,
than Oliver, that he and others had been. at would it be contended, that therefore the present
the bottem of all the mischief that took place. attempt to bring our sacred book, and our sacred
(Hear, lear, from Lord Sidmouth.) . Would liturgy, .into disrepute, was justifiable? It was
the noble lord deny that Bacon was acquainted a serious calamity that such publications should
with Oliver—Bacon, who was concerned :in be treated. with levity. They had already done
that transaction for which the unfortunate per- great mischief; but he hoped in God that the
sons suffered at Derby?
After all he had progress of that mischief was now arrested.
heard last year about the responsibility of
Earl Grosvenor, in explanation, said, that he
ministers, seeing the result to be a bill of in- had expressed his abhorrence of those publica~ .
demnity, he was persuaded (however respect-

tions, but he was still of opinién, that the most

able ministers might be) that their wishes were
of a most despotic nature. Alarm was excited,
and their lordships were told, that it was not
-from the proceedings-of the great, but of the
poor, that danger was to be_ apprehended.

likely mode of dispersing the parodies throughout the country was that which the ministers
had adopted with a view to suppress them, —_
The Bishop of Exeter declared, that, to his,

knowledge, many of the parodies had been dis‘Were the indemnities on former occasions ac- tributed in his own diocese.
corded from fear of the
poor? No!, it was the
Lord. Rolle assured. their lordships, that they
great and opulent, who, in every case, must join were also. distributed yery extensively in Deto cause: any danger to the government. A vonshire. With respect to the propriety of em“noble earl had alluded on a former night (see
loying spies, he could state, that.a plan was”
page 589) to the French reyolution, for the pur- a for the purpose of getting at the arms of
pose of shewing the miseries which the lower his regiment, which would probably have sucorders might bring upon a country; but did ceeded if it had not been for the intelligence of
the noble earl mean to say, that no great persons spies.. If some. strong measure had not been
were concerned in the French revolution? Did |adopted, greater eyils would. haye occurred:
he mean to deny that the duke of Orleans was and if the ministers were. answerable for any.
concerned in it? The French revolution was fault during the late transactions, it was, in his
not to be attributed to the violence and power judgment, the fault of too much mildness.
of the lower classes, but to the weakness.of a
. The Lord Chancellor said, he doubted whether
corrupt system of government. (Hear, hear.) the speech of the noble earl (Grosvenor) con‘Such would ever be the case when oppression tained a single argument that was applicable to
compelled society to redress itself. There was the
ணட
the house. He had himself in
‘not a despotic government in Germany which former periods of trouble endeavoured to dohis ~~
trampled on the little court of Saxe Weimar, duty to the country at Jarge, and he had no hesithat would not one day or other, if the same ae in stating ட noble carl, that there were
system were persevered in, share the same fate. some rich persons of whom he was mach more
‘They might flatter themselves that the day-star afraid than of the poor. Would the noble earl
of. bars ad set for ever, but it would reascend, contend, that blasphemous publications should
and shed its influence over the oppressed.
be permitted not only to disturb the minds of 1
and
» “ Fond impious man, think’st thon yon sanguine the well-disposed, but tothreaten the altar
. cloud,

.

~ Rais’d by thy. breath, bas quench’d'the orb of day ?
To-morrow he repairs his golden flood,

And warms the nations with redoubled ray.”

5

;

chance
the throne, merely because there was a effect
of
that their. prosecution would have the
disseminating them more extensively?

He-had

felt it his duty to say those few words, because
he had lived in times when he was under the ne~

Ithad been a most unfortunate thing for this
country to be so closely connected with those cessity of counteracting by prosecution,
not libel

|
i

i

~ <sider more minutely the conduct

law officer of the crown, wh
exemplary and faithful
scl
and 1 who, if : he hadal ostained from

the steps which he was known

wou

any

not have deserved tt

which had been followed last year, | th
and like that which was now before their lordHe would state the grounds of his opi-| fir
nion as briefly as possible, and without traveling into those subjectswhich had been introduced should not have escaped
into the discussion, but which he thought ex- | endangering government
itself, by
traneous fo the question. His noble friend to receive falsehoods, and unfounded rum
behind him (Lord Auckland) had stated the truths: in extending equal impunity
best and only mode of proceeding which the who abused its confidence, and those
house ought to follow ; and he begged to draw tributed to its safety, he held
back the discussion within the line which he between the true informer and unjust pers
had marked out. He was not then prepared to but between the false informer and the law
deny, that, after the measures which were pur- the country. He ought to remember,
th
sued last year; after the legislature, judging was thus allowing groundless aspers!
wi
from reports of its committees, that the public malignant calumnies to be propagated
safety was in danger from conspiracy and trea- punity—that he was shielding those who
son, had invested ministers with extraordinary trom the worst motives, as well as those:
jawers to prevent the mischiefs apprehended acted from the best. The danger of this |
foal those sources; a bill of indemnity, with ciple was so manifest, that it was foundit
certain limitations, and applying to certain cases, precedent before that of 1801. Jt embol
might not upon due inquir a investigation be informers, and made government itself
found proper and defensible, to protect them dupe. ‘Those who employed them could
from the consequences of haying executed their judge of their motives; and if the protecti
trust. He would not state it as a broad princi- a bill of indemnity was thrown over
ple, that no indemnity should in any case be secure their conduct from legal. im
granted, or that, in the present instance, facts there were no means left of detecting their
- might not be brought forward to warrant such a characters.
Hardened in their crimes,
proceeding. He allowed, that after such ex- could see their victims suffering unde
traordinary powers as last year were conferred malignant calumnies, without the mean!
by the legislature had been put into the hands of dress, or without a possibility of giving”
ministers, parliament should strictly watch the

manner in which they were exercised; should
follow the government, step by step, in the ex-

ecution of

them; and if it found that they had

not been abused—that no person had been arrested or imprisoned without a strict necessit’
that though illegal acts were committed, they
”" were necessary for the public safety—then it
should

grant

protection

to those who, in the

discharge of their duty, might have been led to
a brea of the law; but though he made this
admission, he was not obliged to go all the
lengths which the noble secretary of state opposite (Earl Bathurst), his noble friend, if
he would allow him to call him so, had pro-

publicity to the machinations of their ©
which was the greatest source of protec!
the injured honour of individuals: Th

this free country required that those
vanced charges should be ¢alled upon!
port them, and not to shrink from thi
without suffering the consequences ©
i
this a0 a
cret malice.
If protected agains! t ed
if secret.information was encourag'

upon, this country would become lik

and other states, which acted on @ dae
secret policy. The glory of the Bag
and fedian

entirely

pharasieg of கன்ட

disappear, and

no sec!

a

pected for fie administration of justices
of enjoyment of freedom. ‘Inconver

ceeded,
He could not go to. the extent
Stanting the noble secretary a shield to hold

89) not to cover one man, who, in doing his

in

particular

cases,

result from

system of publicity, but he was co

ததி
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ந.

entirely in that opinion... He fully believed that| other side. ‘Was thisa country whose con- |
_those conspiracies and: insurrections might ‘have| stitutional laws enabled the inhabitants
of great
been put down by the executiv
ம்
Dobe
without the extraordinary powers®¢i

But had the noble lords calcul
?
ண்ணு were collected,
was it
murder, bloodshed, and. devastation,வ க் If such an
it
that case have occurred? Had they considered gal? ‘Were the magistrates justified in’ putting
-how many brave soldiers might have fallen; or, |: lown? Such a meeting, it appeared, had been
did -not know
if that were of little importance, how many of called at Mancliester, and
‘the deluded individuals themselvesmight have whether or not it was-an
unlawful assembh
. perished on the scaffold?
It was mercy, and but he would suppose it to be unlawful. ©
wt
justice, and wisdom in the legislature to prevent then, there was an: unlawful assembly, which
- «such evils. Who could say to what extent the the magistrates had. put down: but, as far as remischief might have proceeded, even had it spected the indemnity which ministers now
“been டட. checked, if parliament had not | proposed, ‘their rdships ought to understand
~ -enabled the executive government to make the whether those magistrates had not exceeded
-exertions which it had made? But their lordships their powers, and whether they ought to-be pros
had been told, that all the disaffection which had tected, or punished for the excess:. He mainmanifested itself in the country was the work of tained, that the house had no information on
spies and informers. It happened rather un- this subject, and that they were notin a situation
‘luckily for this assertion, that Castle, one of the to proceed on the allegations of the bill. In
spersons alluded to, had no communication with the committee he endeavoured, when he thought
-the leaders of the party respecting ‘which he they might understand the motives of the bill,
had subsequently given information, until three such as they were represented to: be, to limit it

He

‘was very willing to allow, that a bill of indemnity was not a measure that followed of course
the act of last session. But it should be recolected, that when the legislature gave to the
-executive government extraordinary powers, it
-was the duty of that government
to exercise
them. It was the imperative duty of the secreAary of state, ifthe felt the exercise of the extraordinary powers vested in him to be necessary
‘to the security of the country, to put them into
execution. But would parliament invest anyman
-with power, and then leave him subject to prosecutions and persecutions for the remainder of
his life, for having exercised it ? Was it possible
to suppose that
the legislature of this country
would 18876 a servant ‘of the country in such a
-state? And if parliament were bound, under
such circumstances, to protect the secretary of

state, they were equally bound to protect the

‘magistrates, ahd to

protect those from whom

information of the designs of the disaffected
-had been obtained.
_ The Earl of Carnarwon said, the most extraor-

- Cinary propositions had been urged on

i

affidavit upon oath, that the public interest de-

manded

a concealment

of the information on

which the defendant had acted, or the warrant of
arrest was'issued.

As the bill now stood, with

thatnew proposition interlarded which ministers
seemed not to’have dreamed of before, he meant .
that which referred to illegal acts; it would be
vain for him to hope, by such-an amendment,¢

make'any sense of the clause. He had now only

one course to adopt, which was, to give his

negative to this bill.»

He considered it.as a pre-

cedent more dangerous to the liberties, the hap-

piness, and'the security of the nation; than ay)
of those disturbances would

have been, whicl

the noble lord said, if suppressed by the ordi-

nary operation of the law, would have deluged

அதனை

were honourable men, were rank traitors.

upon due notice being-given to him, returned an

the country with blood. In his conscience;

believed, that it was calculated to undermine
destroy the constitution of the country. What

eyer the noble lord: and his colleagues might 6
disposed to think of this measure, was it 20! J
telling the people, that, on all slight occasions
the constitution of England was inadequate 12
the protection of the country? This. was 8503
ject of grave consideration, and it behoved thet
lordships to weigh it seriously. In his view
the case, it would be

far better to™teach te

people to love and ‘to cherish that constitutio?
which had been the admiration ‘of the
wor™
and without which we could not hope to P™

Na ot வில்ல

country had been distinctly predicted long before he was taken into the service of
govern" Ment. Spies and informers had from the earliest
periods of anny ee the objects of popular
dislike. But he
believed, that no government
had ever existed by which they had not been
- used, and that hardly any conspiracy or treason
had ever been detected and punished without
their aid. He would not argue whether or not
the nation at large owed
gratitude to such persons, but this he knew, that many individuals
were ட... to them for opening their
_ eyes, and shewing them that those whom they
were protecting under the supposition that they

to this extent—that no plaintiff should. be barred

of his right of action, unless the secretary
of state,

tk

weeks after some of their most violent acts 3 and,
with respect to Oliver, what took place in the

a

serve our importance abroad, or to secure0
happiness at home. . When the measures
21"

which were said to have produced the susPe
sion of the habeas corpus, he was at a dist

from the country, and he heard with aps

and alarm of what was going on. But w!
of
it was, that, being removed
from the sts |

the apprehended danger, he was less al

ஸ்
on
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‘were naturally nut; and. who, ‘he, thoughtsjm
would feel himself satisfied by this explanation,
Mr. Brougham explained. . No injury could
be sustained: by the reverend gentleman when

1. நீம்$ 000006 must be so well known.
see why he should apply the case to himself.
Mr. #. Robinson

| the foll beds of
the nobili
clergy,
freeholders, and farmers
of th

said, that the circumstance

palatine of .Chester.

“ That the

ae

petitioners

‘of his holding the living called bis attention have learnt with great satisfaction that the
consideration of the salt duties is to be ree
to the subject.
5
Mr.-Peel wished to notice briefly the observations which the hon. and learned gentleman had

vived in the house in the course of the present
session of parliament; that the petitioners

schools of

Ireland...

ed upon. salt are very injurious
to the ag
ture, manufactures, trade, and fisheries of
this.
country, and are particularly oppressive on the

Mr. Howard.

He knew

“shade with regard to the» protestant Charter humbly submit that the excessive duties im)
The

observations

of the

hon, and learned. gentleman were probably made
in ignorance of the public documents respecti
those schools of a later date than the inquiry of
not whether

| occupiers of dairy farms, of which the county
he-was| -of Chester is principally composed,, and in

ce

ம

acquainted with the report of the commissioners|
that, from expethe| out the kingdom is.படக்க
of education. in. 1808. The. membersof
ற
board of education, and their secretary, had ex-_ riments already made, the use of salt for agriamined கக வக். state of the protest- cultural objects is likely to be attended with the
ant schools, which, up tothe time of the rebel-| most beneficial effects, but the allowance‘ of salt
lion, were ina very wretched) states, The con-' for those purposes granted in the last session of
trast which their present’ state afforded was parliament is charged with so heavya duty, and *
:
highly honourable to the masters At the time. clogged with so many perilous restrictions, that ர்
‘of the report in question, these schools had not

farmers cannot

ayail themselves

of the libeny

above 30,000/, a year from parliament, and, offered; that the butthen of the salt duties on
_ 9000/.'@ year from other.sources.. It was neces- the poor is so heavy as to take from the labourer
sary to State also, when a contrast was made be- a great proportion of his weekly earnings ; that
tweemthe numbers taught in the Charter schools a tax thirty times greater than the intrinsic
and thes schools of the Hibernian Society, that value of the article taxed, presents to the minds ்
the children in the Charter schools were cloth- of the poor and indigent irresistible temptations
ed, and entirely supported, as well as educated, to fraud and theft, and occasions the prevalence
and the average expense of each child was cal- of crimes to an alarming and increasing extent:
‘culated at 14/..a year. Thirty-nine establish- they therefore prayed, see the house would take
உப were maintained in different: parts of ‘Ire- their case into. serious consideration, and grant
such relief as to them should seem fit,”
ஆற். Brougham agreed, that the expense of
‘The hon. member implored the Chancellor
clothing the children made a great difference, of the Exchequer to take this subject into his
and that some improvements, had taken place, serious cOnsideration, and stated, that he could
but not to the extent that might have been ex- assure him of the truth of all the allegationsin
pected. . Neither did he think
the education so the petition from his. own local knowledge—
well managed as in the Hibernian Charityschools, Ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed:
The following petition of the Fish-curers a
.Mr. W. Smith thought there were many cases
among these schools in which the expenditure the port of Leith was also ordered 60 118 07
could not be equal.to the receipts. ‘The estates the table, and to be printed.‘ That the pete
of many of them had become much more pro- tioners have learnt with pleasure that the repé
ductive: He had heard of a school of which of the salt duties is again to come under
~ the trustees scarcely knew how to: apply their consideration of the house in the course of
present session; that the numerous provision’
fands.
4
Mr. Abercromby said, if a. commission. of and restrictions necessary to render any law et
inquiry were appointed, it ought to be autho- tual for levying a duty on salt, are utterly incomuse of 8
rized to inquire into the state. of charitable in- patible with that free and unrestrained
stitutions in general.
He believed that, upon which is indispensably requisite to the prosper"
due examination, the house would be astonished of the British fisheries; that the grievous prone
to find the. extent.of
waste, misapplication, and tions and exactions to which fish-curers are நில்?

mismanagement. . He hoped that some member for irregularities unayoidable in the course%
would moye for a general inquiry, if a commis- thsic Business நட்டம் வழக் in the
sion should be proposed.
i
; peopleof respectability from em! a 7 mer

General Thornton said, that care ought to be trades, that ie
taken to instruct female childrenin useful work. salulawey ume

ae
ee is, beyond
8 the வ தாட கத்த

‘The motion was then agreed to, and the com- less relief be speedily

-mittee appointed, with. power:to. send for. persons, papers and records, Five to be the quo* Tum and to sit notwithstanding any adjourn-

the min of hee

granted,

it must

eres

that the dot

ions to frau a
on salt, by holding out temptat
theft, is extremely injurious to the moralsof
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ipa ops oi a bonis she-enmeet

‘who

was saidto have

whure

been carried by Sir.

Byng in bis gig; but it now turned
out that be |
ad never been in am அக்கலை 4
that gallant officer. “The hon. member ட்

ட

evening
Byng

told them, from the mouth
of Sir John
himself, that
the story about Dewhurst

was-not till the 27th. ‘Then there were two other
and.a man of the name of ch
fact] sons, Mitchell,
was, thatno man of the name of Dewhurst was Mitchell pretended to give a short account0

was a complete fabrication, that there
a syllable of truth in it. (Hear.)

The

known to Sir John Byng,
or to the. government.
The hon, gentleman had then
story of a
person of the name of Lomax,
whom
he.called
ahired
spy. The whole of that story was un-

communication with Oliyer, and endeavoured to

impress, though he didnot distinctly. assert,
that what he
had done was at the instigation

of Oliver. He had. sunk. what. had happened
in Yorkshire; but that omission Mr. Scholes,
The hon. gentleman another petitioner, supplied; for he stated, that

true; see a fable; it.was.a falsehood’:

not a

word of it was correct.
new from Sir John Byng that Lomax had never
been a spy; and if he did not know it, he would

Oliver had been introduced
to him. by Mit

Lomax; he repeated, had never been a spy ::what-

petition was false, or Mitchell bad .culpably

chell, and that Mitchell and Oliver appointed
tell it him then. (Hear, hear, from the opposition.) meetings at his house. Now, either Scholes’
ever he had been guilty of—whatever schemes
he had arranged—whatever
projects he had

concealed the truth, to make a false impression, he cared not which, so no credit was

to their assertions.—They had already
hear
of Francis Ward, the religious. and pious. man;
there was another person who had present
thaton the 17th of March that man wrote to Lord a petition couched in the same_ style, and
Sidmouth, offering to give information, but his apparently written by the same hand. The

_ Were stated,

and, therefore, he thought

him-

was Haynes. (See p. 170.)

perjury.

he had

In

1816,

பட

been a witness at

கணியம்
ச
me
வய

and afterwards released; but, in that examination, the whole of the operations that had taken
place, and which were intended”
to take place,

name of that. man

He knew not what information might have been
derived from him, but he had been guilty of
the trial of two persons, Towle and Slater, for
shooting at a man, in a frame-breaking transaction...

Slater was acquitted on an a/ibi, as Haynes

self justified in declaring, that it was.as a con- and some others swore, that he was at the time
spirator, and not as a spy, that, Lomax had 17 miles from the place where the crime was
done whatever had been committedby him; a

spy he had never been.

committed.

Additional information was ob-

He thought dos after tained, and Slater was indicted for the minor

to have made,

_and informers had done mischief,
something else. The petitioners said,

‘coved
no

oe

be both tre, or could not both-contain the

whole truth—he hoped that the house would

ae

profe,

reject
the motion. . On this evidence only wa

it founded. (Hear, from. the opposition.) Tht

ed that the motion referred to the report of

was viewed with scorn and horror: but when secret committee, but it. added, “ taking.
he was so vieWed,it was very singular that they into consideration the allegations in. certain a
should not.denounce him.

The

very circum-

titions.”

He should not trespass

அன்

stance of his non-denunciation was an irrecon- ons of the houses Be believed, in nee
. cileable contradiction to the hon. gent tleman. and conscience,
that the
petitions were
Ja's™3"
The man, however, was. dead; he could not | he b
| the house re
ofa calumniated
answer; he could not be forthcoming; but, un- government, of a. umnted magistracy» amt
_ less they could prove something worse than they| in the sacred name:

hed done, it was needless that he should be Ject the motion
for

ஷு

" was nota spy. It was said, indeed, that Lomax

“

_ atrocities had been committed, or suggested, ex- whole of the motion was founded on, those P&
ceptby hired spies; but they admitted the con- titions. (No, no, ners But the petitions mutt
duct of Lomax, who, as he had already shewn, make the groundwork of the motion. He
al ows

s
Tee esas Peo

which the ae

But their petition, far from proying that spies

ஷு

down under them. They might contradict it, guilty, thus proving the perjury. of Haynes:
~ because, contradiction was very easy, when proof
6
உ
மிந்த முகற.
itional proof
was impossible. (Hear, and a Jaugh
anes the the nature of the character
of these
petitione
opposition.) He was convinced
ions wert
could | Thus,.as
the allegations of the
not disprove what he had said of the two. cases many of them totally false—as
stories Ie
which were the main support of the Manchesterபயக்க Dewhurst and Lomax. were false—#
. , petition, and, therefore, the whole fabric, would
allegations of Bamford could not be true—
_fall to the
ground, with the rigid investigation the peatione of, ‘Scholes and Mitchell could not

க்

_what he had stated, unless they could disprove crime of
frame-breaking,
at the same time
dt, the case of gentlemen opposite would break place, at the following sessions, and plead

eHow ad

{ever was not answered. On the 23th of March
e was arrested, with many others,and examined,
as every man must be, in a similar situation,

னை

set on foot—whatever he ied, done, had been
done by him in the character of a conspirator,
and not in the character of a spy. It, was true,
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presumed, an innocent part. of the combustibl
Matter of which the house had heard so
An attempt had been made to draw ¢
‘between

spies and informers.

Sir S. Romilly.) The

man

appeared to support

he was ready to admit his authority
but he would oppose to i
thorities, those of |
த

2

to be |

1
1 was equally. 02

chief justice Eyre, wh ha
hat
accomcre dit was to be judged of
hi ices, whilst their
1
i circumstances,
were often the best witnesses,

the mag

country, and it had not,been thought:

therefore; to, open again-a question, upon

and ought to be encouraged
by ali governments, the deliberation of the committee had
as otherwise the most heinous crimes, would go படபடப்பை
இத
வ
பட
unpunished. Suppose a man were to come to ~ Mr. H. Smith said, he should. not have. risen.
confess that he had gone a! had it not been for the challenge thrown.out om
certain way in the commission of treasonable the other side respecting
the. private character:

government, and

acts, but that he repented of the proceeding, and of Oliver... Only the day before
the report of the
was desiious of making atonement; Saat it be last secret committee was, presented,
eviden

the duty 6f government to dismiss him imme-

diately, instead of employing him as a means of|
detecting and defeating the schemes of the conspirators? In the yery first place he was an informer, and the next step turned him into a spy.
(Hear, hear.) Men, to whose care and yigilance
the preservation of the public peace was intrusted, had an anxious and difficult. duty to
discharge. As to the dark surmises of the ப

had been offered and produced to him which

charged that avowed agentof government with

acts of. great criminality ;, the testimony.was as.
credible as that of any gentleman
in payliament;

and it convinced him, that Oliver had been guilty

of a series of frauds upon his employers fora.
number of years. (Hear, hear.)

The witnesses:

who could prove this fact were readyto come for

ward, should an inquiry into the subject
be in~

gentleman, as far'as they respected the employ- stituted; and that their evidence might be takeny.
ment of Oliver, he was prepared to give them a was one principal reason why he should vote
full contradiction. Government knew, nothing for the appointment of a.committee: it would
of his private character previous to his journey’ distinctly establish, that Oliver was completely.
in company with Mitchell; but they had reason unworthy of the least credit, but that he. was'2
to believe that he had eyer since conducted person well calculated for the purpose for which.
himself as a respectable individual. He repre- he had been employed, being possessed of ta=)
sented to

ore

that he

had

fallen into

what he feared. was a dangerous society—
one formed or the purpose of secreting persons charged with treasonable practices. It
was deemed necessary to encourage him to .|
afford information, and

he was

sent down

to

lents. and plausibility, but

டப

destitute of

trath and principle. (Hear, hear.) With two of
the witnesses to substantiate this position
he had
long been acquainted, one being a.partner in ap
extensive commercial establishment, in which
an hon. baronet, a: member of the house, was:
also concerned, and the other an attorney of

the north with Mitchell, who was a principal
conspirator, and against whom a warrant had i high respectability. A third. witness was the
Been previously issued. Sir John Byng had employer of Oliver, whom he had defrauded;
borne testimony to the character of Oliver and who, in the year 1812, had see
in a public newspaper. The magistrate (Mr, ferred against him no less than four bills. of in
Fletcher):whom the hon.gentlemen had thought dictment in the county of Middlesex, whichs
proper to stigmatize, and mix with spies and however, were not ach because the prosecutory
informers,
exerted himself most zealously yielding his public duty to his private. interests
and merit6riously in preserving the public peace, thought that, by abandoning them, he-had @
and protecting the property of his neighbours. better chance of recovering the money of |
Let the hon. gentleman attack government with
as much vehemence as he pleased; but let him
not act unjustly in assailing the character of a

Oliver had criminally possessed himself. The»

name of this person was Restall, a carpenter OF

London; and the ‘matter being, referred to arble:
private individual, (Hear.) An inc iy. had taken tration, it was found that, during, the space of
place before Mr. Parker at Sheffield, at. which ten years, Oliver had defrauded his master of 3°
Oliver was. confront
Bradley, a person sum amounting to nearly yoo/, (Hear, heat)’ Iw
வல் by the
tes; and the result
was,
that the 4
proved
y tahay. i

ன்

ted to Oliver was
it
Mitchell,
for whom

addition to this, Oliver had sold for his own ade

vantage a large quantity.of
old
build me
tials. which belonged to Restall, and of whic

Oliver had be n mistaken. With respect to the he had not rendered any account
Jetter of Earl Fitz
am, it did not. atrive till pletely to blacken his character, he had
after the lords’ committee had broken up, nor
until a day or two before the rising of their own

state, that, during the arbitration, the

- Come

only 1

daugntst”

of Oliver was examined, and. she afterwards

sommitice, which had already decided upon the confessed, that what she had.
sworn,
was uotiles
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happily adapted
ae
pte

to suit either

n he lost the balance of
and tended a little to தத் ன

=

_| there

covered himself, and deviated
as uch in an opsite direction as would make
a
fair
is speech on both sides of the question.
(Continued cheers.) The speech of the hon. mover ‘among men not- always
த
ad been attacked because.he had confined him- ‘even in the rank in which the moved; and it was.

self merely to Manchester; and a complaint had impossible, therefore, that the evidence against,
made against another hon. gentleman that
he had spoken only of Yorkshire; but not. one

em should be in all respects unexceptionables

ie witnesses were, however,

to-

k to

facts _

capable of confirmation—namely,of the employment of spies and informers, not to check crime,
not rest upon argument merely, but upon the but to promote it—not to discover treason, but
reports of committees, and upon the petition ௦8 to-foment it. If one thing more than another
twenty-six inhabitants of Manchester, of irre- required the immediate investigation
of parlia.
பதிக character, against whom it had only ment, it was the rapid increase of spies of-all
os objected, that they were not the whole kinds in this country. (Hear, hear.) It was no
opulation of the place: the authority of the answer to say, that Lord Sidmouth was himself
tees
was not necessary to convince a man.of good character ; that the secretary for
the house that 26 individuals were not the whole the home department could not. in any way be
population of Manchester. Three spies were attacked, when the proposal-was, that an inquiry
principally referred to. The first was named prowl
ee பங்கப் into. 2 odious system,
Lomax, and all that the other side could state which ha
n growing up from year to
with regard to him was, that he could not have and had now arriyed.ata ககசன்ன் பா
been a spy, because he had been taken up with the character, and. injurious to. the constitution
the rest. But what could they say to his sin- \of the country. (Hear, hear.) Assessed “taxes
gular discharge, while the rest continued in were, perhaps, unavoidable in the present burcustody? Nothing; and the unavoidable infer- thened condition of the empire, but the very
ence was, that he was a spy, and that, as a spy, collection of the revenue promoted. the inhe received favour at the hands of
government. crease of spies and informers, who intruded them‘The next was named Dewhurst, and of him the selyes even into the private circles of domestic:
right hon. gentleman had stated, that he was a life: they insinuated themselves. among - the
nonentity—that no person of the name of Dew- servants, creeping into the confidence of the’
hurst was known. But what would he say
if it groom and the footman, hanging about livery=
were shewn that this Dewhurst was, in truth, no stables or mews, and. sneaking into halls and
* other than Michael Hall, who had passed under kitchens. To put a case, in illustration of the
an assumed name—had taken advantage of an subject under debate: suppose one of these aft=
alias to carry on his plot against the lives of in- ful informers persuaded a gentleman who kept:
of the adherents of ministers
had ventured to
touch the real merits of the motion, which did

Against all these evidence

of poor men, and not the pockets of rich medy

were concerned? (Hear, hear.) It was the duty
of the house to take some steps upon this
subindividuals tendering ity it was fair to presume ject; and if it were asked, as it had been, what
that the testimony was deserving of credit. But steps were to be taken for the punishment
was offered, and from the respectability of the

then it was said, that two men.of the names of

.

Oliver and his nefarious associates, the answe!

Mitchell and Scholes had presented petitions ;, was short and plain—that the committee welt
and that, as they were men of bad character, their merely to inquire into facts, and when the facts
evidence was incredible: those who

used this

argument seemed to forget that they had put
forward Mr. Castle, (not a gentleman of the
most irreproachable reputation), as a witness,

were ascertained,

it would

be early enough2.

arrange what criminal. proceedings ought 50. be
instituted. In Yorkshire, Oliver appeared t

have played the principal part; and it was

and had expected that, upon his testimony, five asserted on the other side, that government ga¥°

men should be deprived

of life.

Admitting,

therefore, that Mitchell was a man of bad cha-

racter, in fayour of Scholes

there was strong

ee

jured individual.’

ri

by his friends: he was left to his fate, and, on
that account, might, well be styled ‘a much in-

not only made the fact known to the commis+
sioners, but participated in the reward: if the
matter were brought before parliament, would not
every gentleman start from his seat, and demand
an immediate and a strict inquiry? Yet where
was the distinction, excepting that here the lives

ine

passed a considerable time on board one of his
Majesty’s hulks, (Hear, hear.) As to Waddington, the third spy, not a syllable had been urged

five horses, to return only tour, and afterward

him instructions only to send them informations
Yet, how did the case stand?It was pone”

that in the north great distress and

மனன்.

evidence, as a magistrate upon the spot, in a prevailed, and that a rising was conte
letter which he (Mr. Tierney) had seen, had by a few of the more hasty, as see ania

Spoken highly of the regularity and sobriety of were assured of the co-operation
of the

SURPRISE ai woo

nocent men? Yet such was the undoubted fact;
. and it was equally true, that this much injured
individual,’ had enjoyed the advantage ofhaying

795]
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:

ing,

was it not natural to expect,

oa
quiry into the effect

be solicitous for

could s

of proceedings which he

had so strongly reprobated

cive it

tleman and
his colleagues'to
2 Hig only reasond, | decided
a conviction on the subject,
ie

bel

Tf the hon. genth

ட

t. | in -able to produce 'satistactory proofof the

g

fie parties accused, - கடக Obaecieds th

0]

yn fora moment, he would easily. call to he had then heard representations

cases much more intricate,
and
difficult, in
which the house had, with great public benefit,
entered into inquiries, and completed them withina moderate time. His hon, friend, the member for Lancashire’ (Mr. Blackburne) had said,
that those who had signed the declaration at
Manchester, deprecating inquiry, were more
numerous than the petitioners from the same
place who had prayed for inquiry. He had no
doubt, that the assertion of his hon. friend on
that subject was perfectly correct. But there was

of the question.

He was not then

onlyon

one

inform

mischievous activity of the spies and
employed by the magistrates and the gove
ment. He was ignorant of the measures
pur.
sued by them to entice the poor people into the

amaterial difference between the two cases, which

he had பர் to cme The CS
for
inquiry
declared,
that they si
petition
டக் investigated Rita rae referred’ to,
and of which they
ன்னர் themselves to prove
the truth : while the persons
who were against inry
did not even pretend, that they had investiany facts whatever.—They merely offered
their tribute of praise to the conduct of the ma-

gistrates and municipal officers. It would be ex-

traordinary indeed, particularly in a town like
Manchester, where party prejudice was so violent,

if magistrates and municipal officers should not

commission

of crimes, and

to excite

p

alarm by sticcessive and obscure rumours
of
cret plots and conspitacies. The conduc!
those miscreants had since been fully exp!

'tohim.

Of the persons who had been accused,

4
by them, and whose guilt had been represented

|as admitting of no doubt, not one had been convicted, or even brought to trial, and all were.
pnow: liberated. W!
that the alleged: conspiracy
did not in
‘fac
exist, and that the magistrates were imposec
upon by hired spies and informers? He had :
heard with surprise the assertion of the !
hon.

gentleman (Mr. Robinson),

and which

a

noble lord (Lascelles) had since repeated, that
he had abandoned the case of the petitioners
for
inquiry from Manchester.’

He asserted, on the

contrary, that he had not abandoned
any one

part oft.

He had corrected
an immaterial

mis-

take respecting Sir John Byng, into which he had
on all occasions to panegyrise them, and to cast been led, not by the petitioners,
but by a commureflections on those who questioned the wisdom nication made to his hon. friend the member for
of their proceedings. His hon. friend had read Shrewsbury
(Mr. Bennet) by a person to whose
aletter from the gentlemen who officiated as testimony
he should not have referred,
. if cer
borough-reeve and constablesat the time of the tain facts had not been stated by him, with which
conspiracy. In that fetter they stated, he (Mr. Philips) had been previously acquainted.
that he (Mr, Philips) had sent them a message, The representations of the petitioners
ee
ing his intention to do them justice, when- selves had been found, in the main, to be
ever the subject of those disturbances should be perfectly correct.
The right hon.
é
brought before
parliament.—He had before man had not, indeed, been able to disprovt
done, and was
Teady to do justice to their any one of them. Though he began his spect
intentions, by declaring his persuasion that those with a loftiness of tone, and a vehemence0
gentlemen had made no representations but gesture, which promised an easy and triumphal
what they sincerely believed to be correct, and refutation of their case, there was by no m
that they were anxious to use the influence of as he proceeded, a corresponding. vigour in bh
their stations to preserve the public tranquillity. performance. The right hon. gentleman seemet
He did not hesitate to say, that his own mind to have expected, that he வப் repeat the fact
had, at the time referred to, beena good deal af- that had been stated to him by some
of the pe

have a number of friends and supporters ready

fected by the confident assurances made to him, titioners, and on which their case was founded;
particularly by one magistrate, of there being though he had detailed them at
great length
of

ன்
abundant
evidence to prove the existence of a presenting their petition. If he had a
traitorous, and widely extended conspiracy, and part, would not the house have had great cal ‘i
to convict several of the conspirators. The to complain of his tediousness and _presumpt0®

same gentleman, from whom he had
_ received

in occupying their time twice with the same

~The right hon. gentleman 4
very candid communications, was persuaded narrative?
that a special commission would be appointed said, that Lomax ~ was not a spy ae
to try the conspirators.
Though he (Mr. Phi- that he (Mr. P.) was aware of | உபர்
lips) saw no signs of such a conspiracy in his own because Sir John Byng had told [மம
ன்றன க
where the people were pests But how was he to know that Sir Ji
Byng might not himself have been 1
ae
pew privations with exemp!
patience ani
‘ortitude, and though he did not discover that the He could’ not be supposed to be acquit

~ Magistrate aes

|

any evidence ofthe fact, ed with

all the spies
and informers,
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manure, ‘or

for

cattle,

or

other

agricultural
ட்ட ப

urposes, and that little, if any, wi
sed,
eS although brine mixed with ashes and rock’
salt were, by an act of the last session of parliament, allowed to be used, yet only one app
tion has been made, which was abandoned, for
brine, and only two or three applications have
been made, as the petitioners believe, for rock

salt for cattle; that such of the petitioners as are
proprietors of ‘salt works have expended large
sums of money in the erection of such works,
and in making warehouses and buildings so as
to secure the duty to the revenue, which will

|

discussion,

it was plaii

sidering the questio

should be laid upon the|
tion should

take

place.

The

qu

‘whether they would make that reduc

would keep up the same establishment
which they were overrun so much last year,
what reduction they would make that
mi
diminish the burdens of the country. (
hear.)
In otder to meet the great d
ency, the only reduction was, in reality,

me

the
become in a great measure unnecessary and use- than 3000 nfen—so000 men, or less, was
by
go.
less if the duty on salt should be abolished, by- only reduction that had been proposed
which the property of the petitioners will be vernment. He did not mean to trouble ie
much deteriorated; that if the duty on salt house by entering into any of the details of the
should be wholly abolisbed, and foreign salt forces; to that, indeed, he felt himself unequal,
allowed to be imported without being liable to He did not possess any information on the quesany duty, the trade of the petitioners, the salt tion whether more or less might be necessary
proprietors, would be much injured, as foreign in any particular department. His hon. friend
salt may be imported into different parts of the
kingdom at a lower rate than the petitioners
could supply it; that the petitioners feel confident that the use of salt on land would be de-

structive to fences and exceedingly prejudicial
to timber, it being known to them that many
timber trees have been destroyed by cinders
from the salt works having been used in repairing roads; they therefore humble pray the
house to take these their humble representations
into their consideration, on any application
which may be made for taking off the duty on
salt, and rather permit the present duty to con-

the member

for Rochester,

had compared the

establishment of this year with that of 17925
he
thought that comparison perfectly just: being”
the last period of permanent peace, it was cel
tainly the best criterion to go by ; but the noble
lord ee
had objected
to that. He
should have not the least objection, however, to

allow the noble lord to choose any year
the American war and the war with France.
Hear, hear.) As this was the thitd year,
owever, after the present peace, he should take

the third year after the American war—the yeat
1786.

Before he entered on the comparison, It

tinue than substitute taxes which may be less was necessary that he should state what part of
equal and more burthensome.””
ச
the estimates of the year he would put entirely
Mouriyy Bar—Army Estimates.]
The out of the question. He should leave out of the
report of the mutiny bill’being brought up,
_ Lord Althorp
rose to move an amendment

comparison,

1. the colonies acquired since that

time; 2. Ireland, which, it was admitted by
in’ the preamble. He observed, that when the
ntlemen from that country, required a larg
‘ question’ of the amount of force to be main- ‘orce, though the responsibility for the conduct
tained was before agitated, the house was so which லத் about that necessity, was on the
thin, that he thought it his duty to bring it shoulders of the ministers, and especially of the
again before them. In the present condition of noble lord (Castlereagh), who consented 1
the country, when the finances were in so low compromise a measure which he had him:
@ state, when we were involved in so many dif- declared to be essential to its tranquillity; %
ficulties, he could not but think that the army the troops required under the new system of
was
Ee than it ought to be. There scarcely reliefs. The noble lord (Palmerston) had calctever had been a time when the country had been lated 12,000 men for the newly acquired colonies.
so distressed, Last year the income had been He should allow 13,620. Thus 24,000 remaine
51,000,000/. and the expenditure 65,000,000/.; for the colonies which we possessed in 1786
that was, there had been a deficiency in the Now, the difference between the estimates for the
income when compared with the expenditure of year 1786 and the present year was as follows:
. 14,000,000/. Without any: great knowledge of |In 1786, the numbers for Great Britain
3
finance, it might be obvious to every

man, that

it would be impossible to preserve the situation
which we had held, or to resist any aggression
that might be made upon us,unlessbysome means
our income and expenditure could be brought
nearly to an equality. (Hear.) Either the ex-

penditure should be lowered to the income, or
the income should be raised to the expenditure.
It would be obvious to every one, that, whether

the deficiency

should be supplied by loans or

were

ட ட ட பட்ட

for the,Colonies,

.

Irish regiments serving abroad,
Total

.

.

.

-

த

SE

பா

95588

அர

ee

In 1818, the numbers for Great Britain
> i qweresy
scelafives
for the Colonies,

acme
- -

4

sags a
- + 24,00"

ய
Total ய த
exchequer bills, it would be still money borrowed.
The outstanding exchequer bills 'The whole difference then, takin; the numbers#

Iculatior

ewards

to counterbalance the ¢
has been made anews ca

for

the ‘want

of a

ad- | 3
little more time, we could not get it quitegee
eS IsaacD
justed; for which reason, the above all
; | more
D lately by M.
are necessary. ‘This is its present si

the inequalities are so small, T will
_ rate of its gaining, on a mean,
day

for

the

voyage.

I would

Euler, ar

ciples, Mr. Mayer, professo

sec

one
not be

enabled to calculate 10021
under- /than any that had been

ttingen, Was

ly

long | Those tables, for whi
par!
Mayer was rewarded, by
time to bring those machines to perfection; sum
of 3,000/., were published
known to be« much harder
for. it is well
who, from observations
to beat out a new road, than it is to follow Dr. Maskelyne,found
that the erro
Greenwich,
at
time
the
During
that road when made.
at the most, and
stood, that it will

this

of

experiment,

always require

the

mean

so

height

of

the thermometer shall be each day carefully

்
ith

‘the

70,0

made
rce evr

seldom
exceeded one minute
amounted to twenty seconds; and, th

noted down, and certified, which I will lay be-

the uncertainty thence arising in the det

the Tartar, and proceeded to Portsmouth; and,

miles. In
that learned

On the 1sth of tion of the longitude, could scarcely exceed tehalf |
went, on board a degree, and generally would not exceed
on
Harris
February, 1764, Mr.
order to facilitate theirgeneral 85 |
fore the board at my return.”
on the

isth of July, he returned to England,

when it was found, that the whole gain in the
156 days was only 54s. allowing the sealed rate,
of one second per day, as a correction: and
if the allowances had been moreover made
for the state of the thermometer, as mentioned
in the declaration, the piece in that case would

astronomer

afterwards published

a nautical ephemeris, by the help of which the
calculations relating to the longitude, ப
before could not be performed by them
pert mathematician in less than four houts,
now be completed by an ordinary
maria

in half an hour.

He had now troubled the

house at some length, on a subject
whi
nt variance with mean time, and that in the might not be deemed very interestingby some |
In consequence of this} who had heard him, (hear, hear) but which cer
opposite extreme.

haye been found to have been about 15s. only

very satisfactory
trial, Mr. Harrison had another 5,000/. ordered him, with a promise, that

the residue of the parliamentary reward should
be given him when a proper person could be
found to execute his plan with equal success.
Mr.

Larcum

Kendal -undertook the task, and

finished a time-piece on the same construction, or at least on the same principles, which
was approved by Mr. Wales, in his voyage
in company with captam Cook, in the years

tainly was very important to the honour and in+
terests of the nation (hear, hear). He na
as concisely as'the nature of the subject wo
permit, the progress which had been madein
termining the longitude at sea, by the two 00
methods in use at present, the one by the mé
ofa chronometer, the other by the lunar me
thod, which had been gradually improved ம்
the labour of succeeding astronomers,

rom 0

time it was first suggested by the ‘immortal
He had shewn, that the calculations
1772, 1773, &c. and which performed even Newton.
better than Harrison’s, allowing for an accele- had been brought so near the truth, that the lor
ration in its rate. In consequence of this suc- gitude might be almost said to be discovered: }
cess, parliament ordered the residue of the re- It was possible, however, that some improve ’
ward to be paid; in addition to which, the East

ments ae be ye made in mechanical instft:

ments, and that
the lunar method might be ae
sum of money.—The hon. gentleman then ried still nearer to perfection. What had been#=
stated, that, in the reign of Geo. 2, an act ready done shewed the advantage of having
‘was passed (26 Geo. 2, c, 25.) for rendering efficient board of longitude, and the great unlit
By the act of Anne; 1,
more effectual the act of Anne; and, in the of offering rewards.
present reign, (in the year 1774) an act was sons holding certain public offices therein ணி
passed, offering separate rewards to any per- for the time being, and certain other eee
|
appor
son who should invent a practical method of therein mentioned by name, were

India company, and others, contributed a large

determining, within certain circumscribed limits,
the longitude of a ship at sea: for a time-keeper

the reward held forth to the public was 5,000/. for

determining the longitude to or within one degree;

7,500/. for determining the same to forty

commissioners for the discovery of the Jonge |
tude; but all the persons mention'
name 2

that act were long since dead, and, yr
of the residence at the Universities ot Tee

professors who, by that and subsequents and Df

were constituted members of the 00818,
a
geographical miles, and 10,000/. for a determi- there
not being a power of electin
a6 ute
nation at or within half of a degree. This act,
notwithstanding its abridged limits and dimi- board any persons but the said official ca ‘that
ened
nished பலபட produced several candidates, sioners and professors, it often pa

since Mr. Harrison, for parliamentary
remuneration, of whom Mudge, the two Arnolds, and Earn-

shaw, had had their Jabours crowned with par-

there were no
‘mathematics and

கன் pate
in
்
astronomy, Teste
object

don, belonging to the board. ‘The first

us
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of his bill, therefore, if the house should permit
him to bring it in, would be to repeal
all the
former acts that had been passed on

this subject,

and to appoint new commissioners for discoyer-

method pursued was this: the’

es

persons called computers,

ing

the longitude, and for rewarding persons made the obseryations—he fur
should

make

useful

discoveries and im-

who —

: provements in navigation. And, in order that operation imported by their name—an
the objects of the board might be constantly at- putations then லன் through the
this last
tended to, he should propose, that, besides cer- individual called a comparer. It was
tain
great officers of ‘state, and others, there person who ought to be responsible for whatever _
inoue be appointed, as commissioners, three
persons well
versed in mathematics, astro»

nomy, or navigation, who should be generally
resident in or near London, and capable of
attending at the board. ‘To each cf these
commissioners, he proposed, ‘should be paid

SSeS

oS

Resse

ண ணை

வு!)

the sum of 100/, per annum, for ‘their services

—his office was not legally
followed, that errors

known.

Hence it

டன் in what ought to

be especially, and above all other productions,
void of error.
It was absolutely necessary,
therefore, that a proper person should be select-

and exertions.—The next object of the bill ed to superintend, under the directions of the
would be, to enable the commissioners to pro- board of longitude in general, and the astronopose three scales of reward to persons who mer royal in particular, the due and correct pubshould make discoveries regarding the longi- lication of the nautical almanack, and that he
tude, and also to pay rewards
to persons who should be paid a moderate, but adequate salary
should make improvements in former inventions. for his trouble: And, inasmuch as it was necesAnd he should propose also, that the commis- sary to continue the appointment of a secretary
sioners might be allowed to expend a certain to the board of commissioners for discovering
sum annually in making experiments, and a like the longitude, he should propose, that the secresum in ascertaining the latitude and longitude of tary to be appointed should be the person to
places.—The next object would be, to make pro- supetintend the publication of the almanack.—
vision for constructing, printing, and publishing He came now to the only remaining object of
the Nautical Almanack. The Nautical Alma- his bill. It was known, that, for nearly a cennack, constructed by proper persons, was of great tury past, the discovery of a Northern Passage
importance to the safety of ships and lives, and between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, had
highly conducive to the general interests of been most anxiously desired by the scientific
commerce and navigation. It was, as he had be- world, and more particularly 4 commercial
fore observed, projected by the late astronomer men. It had been also considered a matter of
royal, Dr. Maskelyne, and during his life, it was great importance, both to commerce and science,
a most accurate and useful publication. He ‘that attempts should be made to approach the
was sorry
to say, that it had not of late Northern Pole. Both of those points had enmaintained that character. In the number for paged the attention of parliament. But the legisthe present year there were no less than nineture had been most inconsistent on this subteen grave errors, and in the number for 1819, ject; for, by one act, it had assigned a reward
for it was published in anticipation, no less than to the master or chief officer of any vessel, emforty—a circumstance highly discreditable to ple ed in the fisheries carried on in the Greenthe ‘scientific reputation of the country, and land seas and Dayis’s streights, which should
) Pregnant with the most dangerous consequences discover a communication between the Atlantic
to navigators. In fact, he should not discharge and Pacific oceans, or approach within one de-_
his duty, or act ina way becoming of himself,

gree of the northern pole: and, by a subsequent

if he did not state, that “ The Nautical Alma- act, ithad required, that’ captains of whalers
nack”” was now a by-word among the literati of should take an oath, that, in the progress of their

* Europe.

He would state a curious fact on this

voyages, they had not been actuated by any other

subject, which he had lately read in a daily motive, or prospect of advantage, than the aes
Paper. A captain of a vessel, bound to the ests of their owners, namely, the catching o
West Indies, resolyed, for the sake of curiosity, whales. ‘This enactment was obviously at variடட ம்
to try the tables on leaving Chatham. Ina short ance with the offer of a reward, and
shewn by from being pursued or claimed. Ona future day,
thought could not therefore: he should move for leave to bring in.a
act as

time he found himself in a Hones

the tables, which he certainly

bill, to repeal so much of the last mentioned
related to the oaths to be taken by the mas» it was only a typographical error, and cor- ters of such yessels.—But, with respect to the re-

true; fortunately he made Portsmouth, and

Went to’a vender of the almanacks, who told
Tected it by a stroke of his pen, sending

Quது Ts

imperfections might be found in the almanack.

But he was a person not recognised by the acts

him out

to the West Indies with the almanack and all

its other mistakes...

The

truth was, the errors

Were typographical, not scientific.

He men-

maining object of the bill, which, he now pro-

posed to introduce.

By the 18oe. Jl. Col re.

intituled
«an act for giving 2 public reward to
such person or persons, being his majesty’s sub-

Noned this to exculpate the literary men con- ject or subjects, as shall discover a north-west
Nected withthe work, They were professional’ passage
through Hudson’s streights to the west"

ki

vhich

ஜூ். 100880 0010100109.
exercise of that fundamental right of English-|
men, the

right of petition.”

circumstance,

the first case, the s
Ordered to lie upon the table.
சோரும் ரர்
On the motion of tations, and in the latter,
Lord Auckland, the chimney sweepers’ regula-| omitted. He still thought,
tion bill was ordered to be read a second time in the mutiny bill were a mere recital, the [
to-morrow, and the lords to be summoned.”

ன்

‘The Marquis of Lansdown presented a petition in favour of the bill, from Wakefield, in
Yorkshire.— Ordered to lie upon the table.
~

regular way to reduce’ the number of

trooy

would be, by rescinding the former vot

an address to the crown fora further redi

Lord Folkestone begged to ask the nol
whether he had made any inquiry respecting the
Foreign General Officers, whose names were still

HOUSE

keptinthe Army List?

OF COMMONS.

(See page 631.)

Lord Palmerston said, the names of all offi.
cers who had reached a certain rank were kept

Monday; March 9.

inthe army list, as a compliment, after they had

left the service. It would not, on that account,
be competent for his Majesty to employ‘
am
others, of Warrington; also of Halifax; also of officers in question.
Sir M. Ridley alluded to the intended ப
the town of Bedford; also of Peterborough;
also of Alnwick; also of the West of Scotland ; sure respecting widows’ pensions, and said, he
also of the town of Northampton ; also of Ma- had received ‘communications: respecting the
chynlleth; also of the borough of Carnarvon; hardships which would be suffered, if it wert
also of New Malton, against the leather tax.— carried into effect. Many lieutenants, and other
officers, had sunk a great part of their mcomes
Ordered to lie on the table.
Lunatic AsyLums (ScoTLAnp.)}
Mr. Bos- in insuring their lives, and it was extremely unavell presented a petition of the magistrates and just that ஸ் widows should lose the benefit of
council of the
ப burgh of Ayr, against the the pensions, because an income had’ thus been
Tunatic asylum bill.
ன்
purchased for them.
த்
‘i
LEATHER TAx.]

of

the

tanners,

Lord. Binning

Petitions were presented

curriers,

manufacturers,

said, that, in consequence of

the communication which he had had with
tlemen who

and

felt an interest respecting the

bill,

he should postpone the second reading, which

stood for the sist of March, to a later period.

He wished to allow ample time for the consideration of the subject. The object of the bill
Was, not to confine mere

idiots, but lunatics.

‘The word fatuous which had been introduced into
the bill,had given rise to the mistake, but he had

no objection to adopt any other form of words
that might ee

Mr. sei boty he understood that several

gen- officers who

what he meant, namely, that

had served in the German legion

were receiving half-pay from this country, while

they

were

receiving whole

pay

in Hanover.

‘This was an advantage which our own officels
were deprived of.

‘

ae

Lord Palmerston said, that, when

was disbanded, it was deemed necessary to have
an army in Hanover. ‘The officers who had

served in the legion were the one officersof
experience who could be procured: but thelr

half-pay from this country was

asylums should be erected for the reception of, their full pay would be in Hanover.
insane paupers, whose freedom was dangerous
to others, or mischievous to themselyes, and

the legion

greater that
It was

therefore, deemed ‘necessary to allow them 00.

retain their half-pay, to induce them to serve, —
who fh be restored by care and attention:
General Gascoigne said, the regulation Te
The bil was merely a municipal regulation: specting the widows’ pensions was most 1mp0it did not introduce the principle of com- litic, and if it were persisted in, he should bring”
pulsory charity.
forward a motion on the subject.
ர்
ம்
The bill was then read a third time and
The petition, was ordered to lie on the table.
British Museum.)
On the motion of Sir passed.
த
ர
E. Brydges a return was ordered “ of all sums
Mutiny Act Mistake Bux] This b
of money granted by parliament during the last was read a third time, and passed.
.
ten years in aid of the annual grant to the BriMarine Mutiny Brcz.]° This bill was ©
tish Museum, for the purpose of buying any ported, and ordered to be read a third time t0-

library of books, or collection of manuscripts ; morrow.
distinguishing the amount and date of each
Bank Tokens

separate grant, and the name of the library or

ported, and

Brex.]

‘
:
‘This’ Bill was rae

ordered to be read a third time

morrow.
:
:
“ae
Mutiny But.)
Lord Palmerston moved
Lonerrupe Bit.) “Mr. Croker broug! me
the third reading of this bill.
his bill “ for more effectually, discovering |
ததன்
Mr. Wynn said, he wished to take that op- longitude at sea, and encouraging:
ட்

for which each sum was granted.””

Portunity of correcting an error which he had

made on a former occasion.
1724, the difference between

Mentioned

in

In 1715,. and
the ai

the mutiny act, and those for.

find a northern passage between the ! . Nor=
ee eee = to approach ‘the
thern Pole.”—Read a first time. =
க்

‘SURGERY REGULATION BrLt.] ‘The seco"

|

ச:

1008%-07:0010710118.

the day, (seepage 805) and
of er
the-ord

_ wards moved the first reading of the indemnity |
,
bill.» He said, he had thought it advisablethi

previously to this discussion, the bill should be

printed, becau
the se,
more the bill itself, and the

events of the last fourteen months, and the

measures which parliament had deemed it ex- |
at
pedient: to take, were calmly considered, the| 8
3
more clearly the propriety, justice, and neces- same session, another bill was passed to: in
801
sity of this seats ea
appear. * In the first nify them for வி1 8008 0006 6௯/60. ௫௪
place, he would mention the occasions
on which April and the 25th of July. Thus it
red, that,'in
all cases, up to that period,
similar bills had been passed; not betause the
house were to be guided merely by precedent, ill of indemnity had followed a suspension of
but, in order to shew, that. in whatever cireum- the habeas corpus‘act. From that time, till the
1792, no’ act of suspension’
was passed;
stances those occasions differed from the pre- tie
ut’ there was'a bill to indemni
igistrates:
sent, the principle on «which those bills were
had
passed coincided in every respect with that on who; acting on their own responsibility,
which the méasure now before them was de- deemed it necessary to apprehend persons;
manded. It was a great mistake to suppose, -when. (in 1780) the petitions ‘presented to par«
- that the year 1801 was the first time that a bill liament, on a ‘subject’ then-depending, were ac
of indemnity had been passed subsequently to a companied by’ the . most ‘dangerous tum
suspension of the habeas corpus act. (See page From that time, till-the year 1801, no billof
427.)
It would be found that, in most in- indemnity was passed; bat, in that year, two
stances in which the legislature. had deemed it bills received the’ sanction of parliament: ‘one
pecessary to suspend the habeas corpus act—
indeed, in all instances, he believed, excepting

to indemnify. persons for having’ apprehended

of the habeas corpus act.

those» who

‘one, a bill of indemnity
the suspension of that’
instances also in which
been passed, when there

and: detained individuals suspected of treasons
had been passed after ‘the other, to indemnify magistrates for acts|
act. There had been done in the suppression of the rebellion in Ire
bills of indemnity had land.» On all those occasions; then, our preee it necessary to indemnify
had been'no suspension decessors
The fact was, that

both classes of bills had been passed at different

times since the Revolution, whenever existing

circumstances rendered them indispensable.
The same exigenoy that created the suspension
- of the habeas corpus act made it necessary that
bills of indemnity should be passed for the pro-

times:required:

acted as the: exigency of the
The question: now was, W

ther the exigency of the times had been sach

as to call for the passing ofa similar act ? Twice
in the last year parliament’had thought fit, after
the fullest ee
to
டல் habeas

corpus act, and to

give powers totheaoe

of ‘state and the pee council, which they:
well as for the protection of those who had fur= not possess in the ordinary exercise of the laws
nished them with information, on the authority In the execution of those powers, the secretary
of which they had found it necessary to adopt of state and the magistrates’had found it indi
to apprehend and detain cer
the measures that had been pursued. If gen- pensably necessary
tlemen would refer back to the time of the Re- tain individuals; it ‘woul have been agross de!
tection of the guardians of the public peace, as

reliction of duty if they had neglected to do #1 ¥

bil of rights, found it necessary

to

pass three several
bilis for the suspension of the
‘habeas corpus act; -and- when those -acts expired, they deemed it right and just to indemnify
all the persons who had

either informed against

or apprehended those who were பல் con:
spiracies against the reigning monarch. At a
subsequent period, a bill of indemnity was passed, which was not preceded by a suspension of
the habeas corpus act.~ It was the act of the
1st of George I. c. 39, (1715), when magistrates
and others were indemnified for the apprehension of persons who might have excited riots

=. disturbances. In =
1744)

parliament again

thought

ee of George I.

it necessary to

suspend. the habeas corpus act. ‘That case was

might be obliged, in order to defend

serve)

to disclose the names of those on:whose t
mony they had acted, and: thus might’
be ma

the means of marking out persons
as object
vengeance, and of violating the confidence
secrecy which: had been’ reposed’ in.

was’ impossible to deny, that, withia the

:

fourteen months, conspiracies had existee —#
the purpose-of overthrowing the lav gover
ment of the land. There were persons W""

advantage of the circumstances of the cone

under

ch many were deprived
of their 19%

employment: they

inflamed the passions

multitude by ascribing their distresses 2
with which they had no connexion.

ee

passed the

Men

had not abused any of the power

for the safety of the country, had bees
time’were devising plans for the preservation of repose’in them, and th were, therefore, fally
were i
our laws and liberties,—they would find, that entitled to indemnity. IF proceedings
those veryPace immediately after they had stituted against them in the courts'of laws

Hire EA

ing,.for so he would call-it, and who at that which;

Set oho

but they

DOO?

yolution, they would find, that those who were
the greatest supporters of that glorious proceed-

ஜப...

170029:02:00நா10115.

the inevitable
-and©anarchy would~be*
he

~ quences of: வமல்

ப

etitioners, hetho
it but justice to say,
எஸ honsand mae
» did not ‘make

a sufficient

ல் between those of. the } whom

petitioners, who were incitedby unworthy,
and
_ those,

persuaded) who
(many of them,
he was'persu
ர

were actuated.by pure and: patriotic «motives.
As he was-on his legs, he would: briefly state
the: grounds of the-vote which
he should that
evening «give. Thi
he had. yoted against
-the suspension‘of the habeas corpus, thinking
it
©an unwarrantable infringem vent on the liberties
ம
» of the: oe *yet;'as'a majority of parliament
and.had
confided
were of fa different opinion,
d
extraordinary powers in ‘the hands. of govern-

| j
| crown must stand or fall.

-house had entered-into:a 1

the-circumstances. on which: the

prop

|was founded. The evidence received.

|examination of the case-was of a 1

| c

}i
declare, that not: one of the documents :
anent, he thought, that; unless it could be shewn | mitted. tothe’ consideration;
of the committee
that:
டவ் not acted conscientiously: and ought tobe published.
றம்: what.was the
uprightly, parliament ought now to protect ‘opinion which-the committee had
have no hesitation in
declaring, )
~ them fromthe. necessity of disclosing such in-| “Your committee
formation as they had received, and on which that the discretion intrusted to his Majesty's) .
they -had-acted, but the publication of which, government, appears: to them. to have.
be n!
they might. consider, would be attended with tempeéfately and judiciously exercised, and,t
dangerous consequences... He was perfectly the government would, in their:opinion,
hare)
aware, that the preamble of the bill grounded failed in its duty, as
guardians of the peace:
and
-its expediency on another cause, in conjunction tranquillity of the Sale if it had not exercised,
with the danger of such disclosure, and; as that to the extent which it has done, the powers
é‘was a cause of which parliament did not know trusted to it by the legislature.” (See page620:}
any thing from its own investigation, he should- They must either believe this statement
of thei
certainly object: to its introduction, whenever committee; or not. If oy believed it, th
the preamble became the. immediate. subject of. ought, without hesitation, to accede to the:pity
discussion. *.
posed bill; if they did- not believe. it, they
. Mr. Stanhope was persuaded, thatithe-house பதம் to: impeach those es whom. an. atten
-would agree with him, that, if it appeared ‘that had been made to deceive
them. Unless,
there
ministers had acted firmly: .and’ judiciously, fore;. parliament saw good ground to dos
though, at the: same time,-temperately: and hu- they would not, by ae
bill, give? u
~manely, in the discharge of the extraordinary the well-disposed -part of:
nit) ட்
powers which had been reposed in them by the the most malignant... “Much had been sai
.act of last session, it-was the duty of parliament the persons. who-had furnished informatit
to save them, not from responsibility,—but from government of the conspiracies that had
ல்ல தடப் பட்ட
of those; whose maignant
designs
their~,prudence and. vigilance

had defeated.

If the suspension bill

ee

ed. in

the. country. . But were they

abandon such individuals. to those, who,
active persecution of them, would find

passed—if the seeds of discontent had, -in:consequence, budded, and ripened: into: open -rebel-

tion for the failure of their-own plots; “wl

‘government, to the irritation which so strong a

must be, in’ some shape or other; an!
or two of them, went somewhat beyond

if not victory,” to imitate the Satanic qu
of the hon. mover of the amendment,“W
ness of those,.who had neglected to provide
the | be yet revenge ?” - Let not gentlemen
proper means of counteracting the evil ? Again,
் | themselves on this subject. While govel
the suspension bill having passed;_ if, -neverthe- even of the best kind, existed, cons
-less, the disturbances had increased, until-they would be occasionally framed against them
burst forth with irresistible fury; would not that conspiracies had rarely been
event haye been attributed, by the opponents of
ப
of accomplices. ae

lion—what, would have been:said of the-supine-

measure had occasioned? «Certain it was, that,
at that period, when the sapere bill passed,

_the country. was not tranquil,.and that, at the

“present period, it was so.. Was

it to-be~said,

that because:
we were: well now; we had. never
been sick ?- : Ox;was the inefficacy of the reme-

dy to be “asserted, in. consequence of the:disap.

- pearance of the disorder? (Hear, hear.)

instructions, were ministers: to be

re

As well might a general officer be ca othe
count for an indiscretion of some
of the
alterns of his army. » He would not denys.”
some improprieties
might have been:
But was an apprehension of this kind
availin; itself of
to «the P blic safety.

The government

,

winch
bill:beforethe house had two objects
in view. ‘vantages.
‘The-one, the protection of the ministers; the. information. offered ? - In what-a situation
other, the protection
-of the 1
ates.
« He this, or any other country, be placed,
ser
si
‘WAB= pel
மண் to admit, that. no. rank, | government of that country to retut

5)

ன

a
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.
civili: it was absurd, therefore,
, that they afforded any justifi

measure before the house. And’
dent of 1801, the circumstances of th.
were very different from th

1801, the country had
an internal faction wa

with a foreign enemy
்
equality had signally triumphed in an
portion of the continent. In fact, ther
One point of resemblance between the two
periods—the habeas corpus act had been suspended in both. It was a melancholy reflection,
that the victory of Waterloo, the success of our

to the old principles of
allies, and the recurrence

legitimate government had produced, under the |
existing administration of Great Britain, the
same suspension of the habeas corpus that Mr.

as he did, that
the grounds o
sent bill was proposed had not be

Pitt felt himself compelled to resort to, after a torily established, he. was the
long war, with a desperate faction consuming its passing intova law, on account of the
the vitals of the country, with our allies defeat- dent which it would set to future times.
ed, and with the destructive principles of the was confident, that the present bill would
but for
French revolution triumphant. Whatever might have been required of the house;
bethe fate ofourconstitution—to whatever destiny of 18013 and there was thereforea great
itmight be reserved—whetherit was to fallbysap, to apprehend, that, some few years her
or by assault —whether it was to snirender at dis- of a similar description might be justified!
cretion to the open attack of Major Cartwright,
at the head of the apostles of reform, or (which

appeared more probable) to be gradually undeymined by the cormiption of government, and
the servility of that house—whether it was to
be scared into despotism, by the apprehension of the crimes and horrors of which
jacobinism had shewn itself to be so frovittul, or

reference to the present.

“Ihe necessary

sequence of passing such measures must
lessen the resject of the people at largefe
laws, by shewing them, that those laws di not
always distribute a commion measure of tice

and afford redress for injuries to all men indilie)
tently. (Hear, hear, hear.)
91 அறி

urged into revolution, by the obstinate perseve-

Mr. Brand said, that ona question of such high)
constitutional importance, he should feel great]

to retard the consummation of that calamity
which it might not be possible for him eventually

sure, it would be the speech of the hon. !
learned gentleman
(the
Attorney-General)

yance of a weak administration in measures of regret in giving a silent. vote, particularly as it
to avl
alternate violence and imbecility—still it was the was probable that he might not be able
|
day of every Englishman, whose breast glowed himself of the opportunity of ae
with the fire of genuine patriotism, to watch its bill in its future stages. If any thing could add
mei
convulsive struggles; and, at least, to endeavour to the anxiety which he felt to resist this
It was with the strong impression of whose reasoning, with respect to former pl ;
dents, constituted, he thought, a strong
5.
before they acquiesced in the measure now pro- ment against adding to their number. 19 ம
posed to them. They had not the excuse to opinion, those precedents were nOt app!
D>
plead, that they were legislating in the dark, to the circumstances of the present time;
for they were in full possession of all the occur- as that part of the subject had been 50
rences of last year, to aid their judgment in the argued by his hon. friend near him (Sir hi
decision—The hon, gentleman concluded, by Ridley), and, as another noble friend of
taking a short retrospective view of the disturb- (Lord Folkestone) had thrown down theg 3ம்
ances that had occurred last year. In Scotland, Tet on that subject, (see pages 427, 628)
respecting the state of which a learned lord would be unnecessary for him to offer any
The house
(the Lord Advocate) had attempted to excite so servations respecting it.
powerful an alarm, no act whatever of insurrection remember, that this was the first tim
had occurred. By the blanketeers, no violence ministers of the crown had called
had been perpetrated. In Derbyshire and Notting- sion of the habeas corpus, whilst the
்
hamshire, where the disgraceful system of was in a state of profound tranqt
Luddism had been so long allowed to. flourish, and no ‘danger from abroad menaced its:
and where, therefore, the people were prepared He never could consider the adoption,
to avert,

this feeling, that he intreated the house to pause,

for crime, about two hundred persons assembled,

measure as the suspension, under suc!
stances, justifiable.
But, if the: sus]

ham, without further danger to the state, on the

that Jaw was unadvised, —
could ministers now 0
nity? Should that |

and, after committing some serious outrages,
and a detestable murder, dispersed near Notting:

first appearance of a military force, and, indeed,

ப்
tu
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Jature-had acted. upon the most deliberate

ment; every consideration had
‘the measure before it. was p:
lieved that the people in gen
ledge, that they owed the

been.

given

liberties, to. that - proceeding.

' member

(Sir M. Ridl

perty
necessar
௦
ம்
He would oppose both history and
ous
rience to such a proposition, (Hear,
Another hon. gentleman, the member for
bridge, (Mr. Smyth) and, indeed, the hon.
ber

expehear.)
Cam.
mem-

cases,

for Hertfordshire also, (Mr. Brand) had said,

ters | W:
that this bill ought not to pass, because r
_and magistrates were charge dwith havingexceed- | fai
ple should
edtheir powers, and therefore, th
ht.1 to sue fo
not be deprived
of their Je
~ Brand,
iv
E
damages, which, they added, might be paid out
of the secret service
. Was
it possible to felt it his duty-to object to tl
believe that those’ gentlemen were serious? it deprived. the people of the:
Lord Nice said, he did not.
Did-they really mean 60 contend, that no dansupet
ger had existed, and that ministers had. acted question had-any thing to do with the
‘with improper severity? If they meant to say sion of the habeas corpus act.. He should n0b)
so, the riots in Spa-fields, the conspiracy that
had been detected at Manchester, Nottingham,
and-in Yorkshire, and, above.all, the open insur-

now enter into the. reasons which induc
to give his vote on that measure’ last

rection in Derbyshire, furnished a complete an-

pension

swer to the first point, and the report of the secret committee was a sufficient reply to the se-

their country, and eyen to ministers them

to institute a fuller investigation than was

he thought, that those who voted against

owed it to. themselves,
to the house,

those hon. gentlemen,’ then, ‘bodied in the report then on the table.
maintain, that money should be taken from the hear.) His hon. friend who spoke last
purse for persons who had been concern- quoted the opinion of a gentleman wh

cond,

1 in a

~Would

traitorous conspiracy
to subyert the con-

stitution? He well remembered, that a right
hon. friend of his, whose loss they. all regretted,
(the late Mr. Ponsonby) had gone into the
Secret committee of the last session rather indisposed to believe the. existence of the dangers

which then threatened the public security. He,
however, came out of the committee fully impressed with the nature and extent of the danger, and though he differed as to the means of

he believed, they both sincerely
meant the late Mr. Ponsonby...

It

tr

that. gentleman came out of the committee
pressed with the opinion that danger ext

but what did he say.on the motion for the i
reading of the suspension bill? He asse
“that the present conspiracy was not the

of natural wickedness, but of distress and

| of employment; and that a conspiracy
from such a source was no cause for sui
correcting it, yet he admitted, that ministers had the habeas corpus act.. If the principle
acted wisely in submitting the papers to the that night were to prevail, the act must
committee, and, moreover, acknowledged, that pended on every extensive, robbery|

measures: of a strong character. ought to -be
adopted.
The events which had.arisen since

hear.)

His reverence for the law pro)

be thus trifled with amounted almost to §
the suspension of the habeas corpus fully satis- stition;
it was the bulwark of
Engli ட
ய
fied him (Mr. F.), that that measure was wise,
just, and, he would add, merciful, because it had
prevented. much misery ‘and bloodshed. If |1
gentlemen
thought
that
ministers
had
abused the. powers which had been extended never be diminished; ai
to them, then, undoubtedly,
they were justified his consent., There was now. n0in withholding their assent, from this bill disputed. succession,. no open.
(hear, hear); but, he would. ask, where. was’ country: in whi
the proof of any abuse? The whole accusation had been formerly suspen'
iracy
of famine.
s which had been present-

in.

்

ch they had

rought discredit| was the very reason why
been discussed,. they had
brough
(Hear, hear,
upon the parties. (Hear, hear, from the opposition.) suspend
The principal charge rested on. the»petition’ the opinions of Mr. Poi
‘om. Manchester; but the whole of its state-. that if his right hon. fri
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the statement of the right hon.

ன

ட

govel

a

C
E
:
க்கட
dangerous
a
is
rience,
he
thought,
might
|
ees
It
the best security of a state.
aloni
how far the people can with- they rested th can ‘on numbers
speculation 6

turn a verdict on the conduct of his majesty’s

ask.”

(Hear, hear, from the ministerial b

hi

the man
ministers, and had no other evidence to guide After the division was declared,
was rec
te than the report which is now upon the table, which the account of the numbers
“Ishould lay my hand on my, heart, and most by the ministerial benches seemed to 8879”
conscientiously pronounce them guilty. (Hear, that. was just: what we expected.” It
hear.)
They have resorted to those measures much as ‘saying—“ We knew we were:
on the ministerial
side
which, if they were to be pursued, would render (Continued cheering
it no longer desirable to reside in this country. right as.to the merits: of the measure, tor
Tt is not the soil, or the atmosphere, that renders never condescended to tell you the reasous }
England dear to its inhabitants; no, it: is the we wereright.” (Hear; hears from the oppor
confidence which they feel that they shall be benches)... And the worthy alderman. (Sit¥
protected by the laws. But, if the odious and Curtis) who: seemed to enjoy. the: ‘triumph
Oppressive system of ministers were to be con- much, knew not why he was Tigh
tinued, public liberty would soon be gone, and merits of the bill;—but, though hi
the®
the strong-hold’of the people would be annihi- hewas right on the merits of the bill om
- lated2?

(Loud and continued cheering.

Mr. Poalett said, he was sotry to

those with whom he had

differ from

so often been happy

tion, “¢ Shall:we or “shall we not be sure of

votes without hearing any arguments
107
them,” he knew that he should:
be © te

to concur, but he felt it his duty to give his sup்
port to the present measure, —

that question, he was as sure as any.of

the bill be now read a first time.”
+
ண்டி
Ayes aw
Noes . 54 ஒர் வல்கள்

that they. knew they had

‘The house then divided on the question, “that

்
‘These

Majority

numbers

were received

with

ministers:

“What was it but

telling
the
eat

1

yotes, and, therefore, would
not discuss

190
64

326

were now triumphing,
and cheering hiem’

loud|

cheering from the ministerial benches.

tion? What was it but telling the’coun!
care nothing for all the arguments whi ட்
brought
against*us,” when’ they: deter

bring on the question to-morrowata Hn

it was physically impossible that 1!

there being four or five
‘The Attorney-General then moved; that the’ cussed,
.” ட ட
mn
tions which had <prece:
bill be read a second time to-morrow

Mr. Brougham rose, and said, surely ministers.
would not so far lay aside all regard to.app:

ances as to force on the second

i

vould norspive ole எதன் ள்?

pie dno aie ie

on the eloquenceof votes,
they
stand the artifices and machinations of wretches selva
th
who are seit to seduce them from their alle- all other eloquence superfluous—that
giance. Eyery gentleman must remember the who had been deprived of their liberty”
“corpus act;
story in Cervantes, of a husband who, sus- the suspension of the
pecting unjustly the fidelity of ‘his wife, em- to be deprived of all legalsredress, because
his:
ployed a friend to try her constancy.
‘The was the will and pleasure: of
friend betrayed his trust, and the virtue of the ministers; who did. not think ‘it even nec
lady, before untainted, yielded to his artifices. “to condescend to give any reasons
‘Who, in reading that story, ever pitied the of such a measure. He. did not say th
husband? The people in general have withstood was meant as an insult, but certainly ithad
thé insinuations of the spies who endeavoured appearance. of it. -When-ministers in this:
opponents with nq argument
to mislead them; but, if they had yielded, and ner met their
ண்ட any thing, put the qn
‘ministers had fallen victims to their own experi- without
ments, who could have pitied them? (Hear, once to the vote, this was as much ‘as to:
men,
hear.)
trust that I am not disposed to censure “ We know we have got 190-goou
rashly the conduct of any set of men; and, we do not care for your arguments—we dO
to give one reason
for
therefore, I say, that if, asa juryman, Thad to ye- think it necessary

ere Oo wie Bea eis bie ora Be

social compact between man and man which is

BES cis

acted on a system which tends to d

he eens

sakes,

ought not to ask for a bi
case they have the misf
6
in the public opinion
with tl
they have employed (Hear, hear

pet

own

or the

cae

‘
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Scudamore, Ry”

» Martin; Joho’
Martin, H.

ப

Monel, Sir G
lewman, R. W.

_Neyille, Hon. R.
Newport, SirJohn
North, Dudley
Nagent, Lord

Ord. Willian

க்கட...

that
TI

Symonds,T. P.
Tavistock, Marquis

mitted to a private |

| the lords who.had been.

©=-—S—*_—“‘Tierney, Rt. flon. G.-~
2 Walpole, Hor. Gens

Peirse, Henry

Warre, JA.

Bomilly, Sir S.
qf aie
Lambton, J. Gs.
%

ing the bill were ordered to be

பட

(6௦ be heard. by “themselves,

agents.

Wood, Alderman
*)TELDERB, உ.
7
Ridley, Sir M. W.-
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Pr
wen presented the following petition,of Jand.
owners of Stanwix, which, was ordered
on the table, and to be printed. ‘¢ That}

» Morpeth, Viscts
Figgott, Sir A.
Plumer, W.

Sefton, Earl of

titioners have

TiOUSE

ட

:
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PAINED OFF.

Markham, Admiral

referred

said committee, and the partiesto be all

Williams, Oven.

- Cavendish, Hon.
Latouche, John
Latouche; R. jun.

chairman.

the petitions which had. been presented.

« Webb, Edw.
Wilkins, Walter

Robart, We Ts

present

with power to choose their own

" “Waldegrave, Hon. W.

Philips, George
Pym, B.

ல

+

Smith, W.
Smyth, J. H.

OF LORDS.

Ser
Tuesday, March 10.
Mutiny-Briu.]
The Mutiny Bill, and_ the

heard with pleasure th:

last session of parliament a bill was ‘intr
into the house for amending the Jaws relatingt)

tithes, and that those laws are, in the present
session about to be submitted to their considei

Mutiny Act Mistake Bill, were brought up from
the House of Commons by Mr. Brogden, and

causes relating to tithes annually brought

other members, and read a first time.

the different courts of justice sufficiently

doubted, from the construction of some chim-

withholding of the accustomed tithes or

stable,

Kind for estates which had previously
fro

tion and

revision;

that the

great no

er of

before

shey

; கேமை Swespers.| Lord Rolie presented the present uncertainty, and absolute necessity
a petition of certain inhabitants of the parish of of a revision and alteration of the titheli WS;
St. George, Hanover-square, against the Chim- particularly when it is considered that thi
ney Sweepers’ Regulation Bill. His lordship gation almost invariably arises not fro
ot

of dues on the part of the landowners, but from
‘sweeping thém than by machinery might not attempts on the part of the clergy to en
endanger property to a considerable amount; claims of tithes never before ணத
ot
‘but, as it was understood that both sides were to which have from time immemorial
bee!
beheard in the committee, he should not oppose charged by pecuniary payments; that th
the second reading of the bill.
chasers of land are frequent! y_ subjected to |
The petition was oidered to lie upon the hardship, in being compelled. to. pay tit
3

nies, whether prohibiting.
any other mode

The Duke of Sussex presented a petition from

Stockton-upon-Tees, in the county of Durham,
in fayour of the bill.

His royal highness

ex-

pressed a hope that -a committee would be appointed, in order that the subject might. be
thoroughly Investigated.

‘The petition was ordered to lie upon the
table.”
~ Lord Auckland said, he had intended to sub-

immemorial been exempt by the payment!
small moduses and prescriptions, and on whi¢
account such purchasers have given
prices, although they have .no redress

the persons through whom they deny

title for the burthen occasioned by such moat

or prescriptions being set aside;
that the ut

certainty prevalent respecting moduses and Pr

scriptions in lieu of tithes is one great cause ™

mit some observations on the object of this bill

the litigation between

landowners and PP

time; but, understanding that it was the opinion

sions great expense and trouble to|

previously to moying that it be read a second ptietors of tithes, and thereby. not only oct
of several of their lordships, that there was not | bat
bi

vet sufficient information

on this subject be-

also promotes much raha

ween the parochial clergy and

fore the house to warrant the adoption of the ners, which cannot but be a
measure, and that the necessary information the interest of the established

would be obtained in the comfittee, he should
postpone what he had to say, on the principle of the’ measure until another stage. In the

ae

‘

] மன்
church s
ae eopeder it ப unreasoni
he rights and claims of proprietors, ©

and other ecclesiastical
ould
mean time, he hoped that the bill would come | arred by. the same
>|
_ Out of the committee with such alterations as fined by immem:
usage in. the. sam
3; and that
would: not only remove every objection}that as other civil.
might exist to it, but also relieve the unfortu-

nate chiss of persons for whose bent

At was,

dient that other disadvantages to

owners are at present subjected in th:

|
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che same individual to the Lords
by ark Gros- | tl
Orderedti

on the

:

ight

stated,

ED Abe

oc

_

oN

venor. (See page 829.)

table, and to be printed.

tha

parliaments
and unive

to oyerturn the constitution. |
11

a long penod of our
parliaments had, for

nat

:

demonstration, that |

his-|that the

vern

4]

aSas

It had been proved to

acco!

tory, been héld’ once a “year or oftener; there| laws which the pe ple might hay
were new writs, and lists of new names, for |‘ Leges quas vulgi elegerit.”* He
meaning of the word
sometimes two, sometimes three, |ed, that the
every session,
stances,

four sess

ur Taw Books
0
ப

within the | when use

‘year, for each of which there was a new elec- | cords, could not.

tion.

The statute, that a parliament should be

holden once a

year or oftener, implied, that a

new election டயம் take place every session.
And when the nature of parliamentary business
was considered, that they could not then: be
corrupted or bribed according to the fancy of
the crown, it was rational to suppose that the
members would be dismissed as soon as the
business for which they were sent was done.
Members did not then expect to mend or make

word had

an extensi

ca

and, ina

igni

e

of popular
when applied to the right

to imply uni
it’ could only be understood

suffrage. But this construction could not |
‘questioned when we considered the application
of the words “¢ magnates, barones, liberé tenentet, |
clues et burgenses, totius communitatis on1
Such words in our parliamentary record could’
have no other meaning than that of untvers
frage*. He argued,t herefore, that this do

OF
pai
* It is respectfally submitted, that universal suf-_ were, in more early times, constituent
There was no liament, was once disputed in England with
House of Commons before the 49th year of the reign acrimony; but such is the force of time and
of Henry ILf., ann. 1265, when the first writs were dence, that they can sometimes prevail even
const
issued for the election of knights, citizens, and bur- faction; and the question seems, by general
gesses.. The Great Councils holden before that time, and even. by their own, to be at Jast determ!|
were composed only of the military tenants of the against the ruling party. . It is agreed, that
exown, or those who held of the King in capite, or, in mons were no part of the Great Counci
other words, the Magnates, Barones, et Libere Tenentes, after the Conquest; and that the
suprem
- who, in our old records and by our historians are call- alone of the Crown composed that
‘ed the Communitas regni, Communttas Anglia, மோட gislative assembly.” The late George Rose;
s the Treasury. of
munitas populi, and, sometimes, the Universitas Anglia, (Keeper of the Recordin
or regnt.
Sir Henry Spelman, in his Glossary, after of the Receipt of Exchequer) in his Report i
giving an account of the famous Assembly at Salis- Select Committee, appointed by, order of the Hel i.
bury-Plain of:the Barons and Vicecomites, cum suis of Commons, to inquire into the state of the a
Records of the Kingdom, says,—“ I bave cet
Militibus, in pursuance of the summons of William
the: First, says, ‘¢ Zudunt qui Parliamenta nostra in not, been able to find in the Records s ere்
Frage never existed in this country.

his querunt.”
Mr. Selden, (Titles of Honour, part
Q.c. 5. s. 26.) and Mr. Prynne, (Animadversions on
_ the 4th Institute, p. 2 to 7.) haye completely over-

thrown the antiquity and anthority of a book which

Sir Edward Coke, when he was Speaker, (35th Eliz.
1592.) mentioned to the House, entitled ‘* Modus

zenendi Parliamentum,?

and which, he said, was a

precedent of a Parliament holden before the Conquest.. They have shewo that its highest antiquity

did not exceed the latter end of the reign of Richard

Tl.

It is somewhere obseryed, with no less truth

than pleasantry, that “‘ my Lord Coke, bow sage

soever otherwise, in Parliament-honse is no more
authority than Thomas Aquinas,” Dr. Brady, Keeper
of the
Petit,
mons
ment
point

Records, in bis answer to a book written by Mr,
in 1680, has most clearly proved, that theComdid not form one of the three estates in Parliabefore the 49th of Henry III.; and the sare
is established by- the last. learned. editor of

was any. oe
fonndation for an opinion that there
of the Commons earlier thi
of Representatives
49th

Hen. III. except

in the entry respectin!

borough of St. Albans, so often referre
ferent writers; as the three instances me
Whitelock in the reigns of Joho and Henry
ino
appear to'apply to such election; but,
1
a judgment may be formed of that,

the Records at the end of this Report.” (Se
Report of the Select. Committee, (folio)tr 4th
1800, p. 44.)

Those who will take the

perusing and. considering the Petition

gesses of St, Albans (which was prese
of Edw. II.) will be satisfied, thatt
cestors;
did not pretend that tt
Edw. I. and his

progenitors, had bee

டு பயம் mereli
send members
but as from a town that was held:
There were many boroughs in thos
the.
Sir Matthew Hale’s treatise on the Common Law, of called Burgi Dominici Regis:
England. Mr. Hume, (Appendix to the reign of in capite, and, in consequence,66. atte)

King John,) says, ‘f The question, whether the Com-

councils, which

Tons, ox the representatives of counfies and horoughs, all other seryices|

Bet

of

ட்

4

is

fal

‘were conspirators, they conspired

ஹெ.

Laws.|

Mr.

the select committee on 1

:

$ on account

0
d; that tion ofSat soe,
haying no knowledge of the facts, he could not
be responsible for the statements. contained in
the petition. But, ds'a great deal had been’said parish relief ;- this necessarily brow;
of fe petitions on the table, he thought it pro= them, on several occasions, together, and:
per to observe, that if those petitions were true,
dof February la
the parties complaining ought to be redressed ; | sons, of whom the pei
while,if they were false, the petitioners them- tavern, to consult about the conduct
selves were deserving of censure. If, however, | gress of the legal application; thus emp

any minor point ina petition should appear to
he shenift fiscal (Salmond) and constables
be unfounded or exaggerated, that would be no |tered the room, ai
reason for rejecting the ‘petition altogether, if it
were substantially true. But he svete not enter |
into the-merits of those petitions, as he would
not anticipate the discussion to which they must | where: the petitioner was confined tor
give birth; for it was impossible that the house hours in quite a dark cell on the flo of
could refuse to institute some inquiry
wi
prison, from which he was ta
tor-acell on
spect to the extraordinary acts o!
8
மறல flatt, a space of seven by six feet,
oppression which the petitioners had detailed. !became his future miserable abode;. for fo
Reverting to the- petition which he held in
days he got no yictuals but such as his starvi0g|
hand, the hon. and learned gentleman repeatedy | family could scantily supply,and
from the fifthhe
that he was not acquainted with the case, but he | was alowed eight
pence a oy out of which:
_ felt it his duty to present this, or any petition pee ne “pence a
foi coals, nearly251
submitted to him, provided it was couched in | for light, and was ol
to
supportn:
proper terms. ‘With respect to that part of the | |fefew remaining pence; his bed waa
tle
petition which detailed the examinations by Mr, a light Coverlet, and one pair of blankets
Salmond, the hon, and. learned gentleman said,

| petitioner, was four seyeral times examined:

it served to illustrate the probability of what | the sheriff and fiscal. upon matters of wh
Was attributed to Salmond in the case of Camp- was not only inneegnt and ignorant, but
bell, (page 288.) namely, that if the petitioner really appearedto-have.no foundation:

cified’ to the sheriffs,

in the writs.of summons,

the

particular qualities which the “representatives. were

t possess.

At one time, we find him (Edward IIL)

Horne.” This writ was directed to. the sherifl
Kent, and ‘similar
were addressed to Ae

sheriffs ‘of England.

telling all the sheriffs in England, that they must violatic
send persons who were not “ placitatores querelarum
a

manutentores ant ex hujesmodi questu viyentes.”

" At another time, to send “ Cives et Burgenses de

discretioribus’ et probioribus, et de elezantioribus per

5.

however; were

ie. right
x
3 for, by:
called Westminster the First,

expressly enadted “that elections shall b
which act is recited im the

preamble to the

IL e. 30..and Edward

Il , in-the 4th y!

soni” “Again,-we find the King (Edward: I.) telling reign, issued a writ to all the sheriffsof Engle!

the sheriffs to return the individuals who served in which the evil designs-of his late pe
the former parliament: ‘* Tibi precipimus-ynod ௫௨
“ nire facias duos'milités, ilos sideticet qui pro com=
monitate comitatus predicti ad parliamentum nostrum ultimo prieteritum per praceptum nostrum ve- de Hungerford-9i avoit les. parole:
neéraut: et etiam eosdem Cives et Burgenses.” Nay, @ Angleterre. . Rolls of Parl, 51 Eds
at another time, the King (Edward If.) proceeds so that Mr. Hame is mistaken, who
eveit to appoint by name the meinbers who were’ to de la Mare,.chosen in thiefirst’ parl
be retumed.

“© Tibi precipimus firmiter injangentes

‘quod Yenive facias Thomas Apulirefeld et E-dinundun

‘was the first Speaker of the Comm
aye:

a

pac

gt0)

‘

8 who

wer

some speci:
cular case

before it came

Br

ப்ப

உ

100

:

which ought to be disposed of before this sub

ject came to be discussed.”
Rar
ord Castlereagh tho
learned gentleman shoul:
tion, if he thought it necessary:
no

objection could be made to the:

ing of the bik =

®

Sai

STS

Sir W. Burroughs said, that if the house would
calmly consider the provisions of* the ‘bill
would

feel it impossible

to proceed thus hastily, | 0

or, indeed, without obtaining most necessary
information. ‘The bill comprehended: three
heads, on which inquiry was

absolutely essen-

tial, and on which the reports of the secret com: |
mittees were wholly silent, althou;
‘was supposed to emanate from their recomnien- | house, whether five gentlemen
that
dation.
‘These were, the seizure of arms by when the bill was introduced,
2
10
entering the houses of the King’s subjects, the ‘any such clauses.

“8ம் 0 Monck said, this was a-very
‘matter. If it had been proposed to give
| to-magistrates to search ‘hot
5
‘papers at their pleasure, the propositi
have’ been received with the utmost
yet, for the exercise of such power
unauthorizéd, indemnity was now

seizure of papers, and the seizure of persons
found in tumultuous assemblies. A. bill -demanding indemnity for such ‘proceedings, took
the house by surprise. No man, from reading
the reports of the secret committees, could have
been led to expect such provisions of indemnification: They were to include, not only magistrates and. constables, but even private persons
who might have entered the houses of people
without any-warrant or proper authority: This

Tt was not only allowable, but it was the
every man to have arms for the defence
atl , and’he might be call
A

wanting such a necessary means Ot
He put it, and for neglecting his duty to hims
the constitution of the
count
therefore,
to the candour of the noble lord (Cas- family, to
tlereagh)
ay, whether it was not due'to the to the laws. If this was always the ¢
. house'to obtain information before it was called was particularly necessary to have arms in
upon to pass provisions of that extraordinary blesome times. 16) therefore, arms were
character? No injury could arise.to any party ‘in houses, wete they to presume whi
‘was an abuse of power not contemplated in any

previous discussion “of the measure.

owners meant to make of them? |

fromthe delay, as the bill had a retrospective

operation, and no’ legal: process could be acted
upon before the next term.
்
Lord’ Castlereagh’ observed, that the arguhon,
baronet, though applicable to
mittee, did‘not bear upon the
le of the measure on the second réadin

Tierney denied that the subject could
50’

‘discussed at any other time.

nished, when the bill was brought to
to find ‘that it embraced indemnity.

had searched for arms.

They could

tend to enter any house for, the purp'
search, without a warrant (hear,

If the bill| sters had never brought this.point bef
own’ secret committee.
‘If they
formed so this manner, and with success,

was now read a second: time; there could be no

fature opportunity
ial a

fit.

of correcting what

B
noble lord was so little to ‘talk any more on the subject
Jast night, that he’ could not be a real proceeding, but 8 10)

le for any man to be right bat
d' argument; and

must all
Tajori

e way

discussion,

at once before his invincible

‘a laughs) ‘Tt was quite evident that

alf of“hee

hear.

house would surely pause: before they
be fied such:a flagrant and wanton abu:

* By the ancient laws of Ei
Edward the Confessor, the

jill was entirely new 60 the any kind ‘soeyer, entitled the

‘The house thought inquiry necessary |

8,6 the proceedings towards persons commit-| ja:

thew

10

னவ?

௫

ம்

sequenc
consequence

wed the

found
a

suspensi

h of th:

meas221801

found

here was on

misun

fF delusion
tion, by exxciti1

ம்.
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close prison was in a very hard case, for that a 1
இவக

wasa kind of hell’?

the individuals arrested had been

imp

eleven months; and, at the expiration
of tl
period, had been discharged
im a, mani

|

illegal as that in which they had been-appre+
hended ; and, after these transaction’; ministers’
came to the house and asked indemnity, for
themselves and for the magistrates, and ‘for all
persons concerned! In the case of Swindells,
_ to which he had before:alluded, ithwas true that:

the magistrates might say they were’not searching for libellous, but for treasonable papers, al+
though they did not find any. It appeared that,
arms or treasonable papers were never found.—

Adyerting
to the trials at Derby, (which proved
that there had been no necessity for suspending
the habeas corpus, as they proved that the ordiட

nary
powers of the
a would have been
sufficient for the punishment of the existing of

fences), the hon. baronet observed, that when
persons, were accused of high treason, there
ought always to be some ‘proportion perceived
. between the means and the end. Could any
thing be mere ridiculous than to suppose that
such aman as Brandreth, with a dozen er two
of followers, could hope to overturn the govern_ment.of this country, with such’ an army at its

beck ? But it might be:said, that however hopeless the attempt, it was still treasonable,

He

~ had) somewhere read an argument, that if, as
the King went along the street, a man. were to.
blow a feather at him out of a window, and say;
“There, that’s to kill the king,” it would be a
treasonable act. To the justice of this position
he could never assent; for, he repeated, there

|p
of Luddism and politics:

n

hr

was the pretended, and revolution the: real
ject—a union which, beginning by organic
plunder, threatened to terminate
in organized.

assassination.

On a statement.

of that. danger,

ministers asked the house for that proof of th
confidence which had been given. them by
great majority—a majority which shaved
sponsibility of the proceedings.

th ey had

ranted... Ithad not been arguedby his hon, and
learned friend the Solicitor-general, that the pre:
sent bill was a necessary consequence: of the:

2

suspension of the habeas corpus, but only that it

was intimately connected with it.

Every hon.

gentleman who had last session entertained the”

opinion, that the danger of the country
was such”

as to call for measures of extraordinary vigauls’
must now admit, that, the executive authority;

oughtalways to appear some proportion between
the means and the end. But whether or not

as well as the magistrates; and others acting un"
der it, ought to be borne harmless for the acts

yote against a. bill which was

son had been

there was any rational ground for imputing they had performed, unless a case of abuse were
treason, nothing could be more evident than made out
againstthem. That the act for suspendthat the ordinary law would have sufficed for ing the habeas corpus, had been administered
its punishment.
‘There was no pretence, there- with discretion and moderation, one or tw0’
fore, for’ the suspension of the habeas cor puss
appeared to him. sufficiently to establish’
~there was no reason to. believe that there was facts
In the first place, it was well known, that the
any just ground for the-arrest and detention of number of persons who had been apprehended
the: persons who had been apprehended under under it was small, which was some proot 0!
that suspension;" and he, 7for one, would moderation; and, in the second place, no pel

to indemnify

apprehended

und:

mipisters, and those connected with them, tor upon oath, and with the _adyi
acts) that, in his opinion, were utterly inde- law officers of the crown; which

fensible.. .

i

Mr. Laz said, that while he admitted that
the argument of the hon. and learned gentleman
who: opened the debate, was full of ingenuity
and ability, be must express his regret that he

_

but

Was

proof of discretion. For these two facts, there”

was the authority of the two committees.

doubt had been thrown on the opinion of those

committees, to the validity of which he cou
not bow.

The

house had been told to receive _

could see nothing of that kind in the speech of that opinion with distrust; because th
the hon, baronet. Jn that speech he could dis- Muittees had been appointed by ministe!
cover only that extraordinary and peculiar zeal had.a cause to support. Although. those
which appeared uniformly to animate the hon. mittees were certainly notcomposed (in the
only”
baronet’s effusions in that house. He begged, Way in which one hon.
‘seemed. 2
however, to observe -to the hon. baronet
when| thi ink they could have been fairly composed) Of
he accused ministers of wishing, by the introduetion of the suspension act, to stifle the voice| majority of opposition members, yet he would!
ee a3 many men. oe al
oe
es that ues not in the agitated state | ica
it, Of agas high o} fices
sin the state,
the
in
Be found
ot
O* the countty whic
that suspension
act,
eASlON
20 WAS| ‘Servants. of the country, could
intended to tranquillize, and which
Hey it had in a
‘benches of that house. Let the gentleme®

த
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sointed.out by the common law, and confirmed | were broken, and the arguments of

the statute of Philip and Marty. A magis- of that side, militatin

trate had no ‘right to discharge any man from| shewed most ‘clearly
85011
custody; he was to remain in custody till: dis- they came was nearly
charged by due course of law. ‘The secretary try owed every thing to his n
of state was subject to the same rule. Ministers

nisters; it was they who

appointed 6

had come to this house for extraordinary powers,
and, haying obtained them, the first thing they
did was to exceed them. For what reason were

of Wellington; and the ‘duke of Welli
had saved the country. (4 Jaugh.) Tt was not

‘thank God, notin this country. If the ministers
had not exceeded their powers, where was the
occasion for any indemnity at all? (Hear, hear,

two great majorities one of 190 to 64, the oth

from obligation or ostentation that he spoke,
for he stood where he was unplaced and un. |
pensioned. He wished the house would
obsery
~ of any attack having been made on a witness or of what nature the bill was before thes
juror? Such cases had occurred in Ireland, but, was a bill that had been already approved of
the informations on which persons had been
arrested to be concealed ? Had any person heard

from SirS. Romilly.)

On one day it was stated,

of 89 to.24; and yet, though the virtues of this.

bill had. been

thus

with opposition.

approved

of, it still met

If the bill had. any de

fects, they were curable in a committee. It was
to be remembered, that the bill did not originate
inquiry, because the persons who considered in that house—it came to them from the house
themselves aggrieved had their remedy in a of lords; having first been sanctioned ‘by the

‘and in this the hon. member from Bramber concurred, that it would be useless to go ito an

court of law. But, on another day, ministers lords spiritual and temporal of ‘this, realm, it
‘said, they would have a bill of indemnity, and, came here recommended by immense majorities
therefore, all remedy at law would be taken of the lords, by the highest authorities of the
from the complainants. If such proceedings country. He approved of the conduct of addid not add insult to injury, he was much mis- ministration, at the head of which was the noble
taken in his views. With respect to the seizure viscount, whom he was proud to call his countryof papers and the searching for arms, the hon. man, who had reconciled all the jarring,powers
and learned
gentleman had said, that the bill of the continent, and who had been received
was not for the purpose to which it had been with cheers by the house when he returned,
said to apply, but that indemnity would be ex- Of all persons on earth he had shewn himself

tended only to persons who had seized the
papers and arms of men accused of bigh-treason.

He wished to know whether such a proceedin
could be considered at all necessary? Surely it
required no law to render such a practice proper;
it was the mode which was pursued in all cases
of high-treason.. ‘There required no indemnity
for that. Again, the magistrates had no need
of indemnity for taking up persons concerned

in a tumultuous assembly. The being engaged
in one, was a misdemeanour at common law.

There

was no indemnity necessary either for

having dispersed such an assembly, or for hav-

the best friend to the country and the constitu:

tion, and he was, therefore, the fittest person to
be on the secret committee.
He was surprised

at the arguments of some hon. gentlemen, who

had said, that the habeas corpus ought not to

have been suspended. If they would look into
Blackstone, they would find, that that great
lawyer had said, that whenever the state was
apprehended to be in danger, a suspension act
was proper, which, instead of injuring the com

stitution, would preserve it for ever. (Hears
hear.)
He was one of the majority who had
voted Mr. Speaker into the chair; and, on this

ing assisted in so doing. He had no doubt that occasion,
he should feel great pleasure in vO
acts had been: committed which required inting
him
out
of it.
demnity, but, before the house consented to
Mr. Lamb said, it would have been much
grant it, they ought to inquire into the cases of
more agreeable to his own feelingsyif he coul
those who had laid their complaints before have passed
over in silence this question, 28 he
them.
His majesty’s ministers, however, had
lately passed over many others connecte
not only refused an inquiry, but had reftised to had
with it, in which he unfortunately differed from
postpone the further consideration of the bill so many gentlemen around him, whose persons
till an important return should be made. He he esteemed, and whose opinions he respected.

could not help designating the bill asa most

odious, and, indeed, audacious proceeding.

He

_ was unwilling to detain the house longer, though

But if his hon. friends found. it impossible
to pass Boe the subject in debate a
expressing

their

indignation—an

indigna

he had several other observations to submit to
which was certainly ம கப
on their parts,
them: and, therefore, he should sit down, de- and in which he should concur, if he viewe
claring his decided opinion against the bill,
the transactions against which it was expre
அம் PF. Flood said, he owed it to himself and
his country to make a few observations. He in the same light that they did—he hoped that
would bear with him while he stated what
‘F0se, not as belonging to either side of the | they
hi e considered to be due to himself, and t
louse, cebut be டு
he 6 felt it his*duty to say Opinions which he entertained—opinions Ww
ht of this measure.

Of the other ( டீ

‘The ranks

ட்ப டடு side of the house

}had induced him ‘last year to vote for the ae
pension of the habeas corpus, and. which |

Sa}:
‘
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tion of the three or four last. sente!

which he should presently make soi
‘tions) that had any reference to thepe
of indemnity;

and his hon. friend

ces

had been

of pi
Where was tin
any observations on the measure itself would be nesses, in the face of the count
made more properly on going into a committee in public and honourable
on the bill. In the last few sentences to which This had been done at all fc
he had before alluded, what said his hon. by bringing forward one witness, or upoi
friend? “That in the late situation of the occasion, but witness after witness, al

- aware of this; for he stated, that he Vous

country, persons had been called on to do acts

after time.

many other acts strictly legal, but the legality
of which they could not establish, from the

did the

(Hear, hear.)

It had bee

which were not in themselves strictly legal; even in this time, of which his hon
_ that if actions were commenced against them on seemed so much afraid. In 1812, the:
th
‘ounds, a verdict must be given for the’ the committee was as strong ai
same repo!
Pp
; though the defendant, who had in- districts as the present.
curred the risk of an illegal act for the general tioned the dangers that had been incurred
. good of the public, was entitled to the fullest persons who were called on as evidel
protection for the part he had so meritoriously the danger of magistrates themselves,if
taken. ‘That the same persons might have done the disaffected were brought to trial. But!
manner

goyernment act on that occasion

for which he gave them credit.

difficulty of bringing forward witnesses, for pout to trial all those against whom
“whose safety fears were entertained, if they could procure any information: numbers
tried, and numbers of witnesses were examin

ie pursued

were

proved

or admitted to be

essential to the public safety. It was possible
that such conduct might be at once illegal, and
Meritorious; its illegality might be extenuated

as threatened?

Yes, there was one;

and

parties were immediately brought to trial

@

the offence, when the trial failed only becal!

the wrong personhad been selected for proses
tion. Hecalled onthe house to determine wht
gistiate might have acted meritoriously, in ven- this was not a complete answer to the att
turing on such an occasion to overstep bounds
which his hon. friend had rested. He
sat his own risk. An indemnity granted to such on
a magistrate, and under such circumstances, himself been of counsel on that trial, and
hoped he might give evidence of what pe
would be no more than he would have a right
to ‘ed, without
being affected by the ste”
demand. But that was not the indemnity
now which it was attempted to attach on a
sought for: the present bill, or rather ¢] ie bill who stated facts contrary to the wishes of 7
which ministers hoped to introduce, held out
other side of the house. ‘The house would ®
an indemnity

man who had been shot; he gave his evi‘het
publicly, as did many others, and amo! ae
th he accomplices of the party who had fred

Pistol; all were brought forward
in the 18°"

ஸ்

phrasis, but who had been called byb the various
names of “ that loyal and wu might subject,”
“that miuch injured individu »? “that meri-|
torous agent of the police,’””—he meant that
Oliver: it confounded sucha magistrate with |

th le court. But, notwithstanding this, notte
any other such there could be—that is, itplacedif standing the disturbed state of the county”
the circumstance of their all having!
brow
Persons
“nis

man, or with any other such miscreant,

in the same attitude as the magis- forward in the box to swear away the life @
_ Mates; by holding out the same indemnity’ to individual,
one of the favoured conspl#

Hees
we

ட்

oS: SHER

to all who had been concerned in
that, at that time, a sort of Luda’)
any of the late transactions—to those who had collect,
prevailed in Yorkshire, such as had given™
overstepped the law with the best of motives
to the trials at Derby. On that occasion 8. ம்
and those who had transgressed it with the son was tried for calling and menacing the
worst. It confounded the magistrate, the man of another
in the dead of the night. Ape
of honesty and character, who had taken eve:
fice had of
precaution, and faithfully discharged his a fe
க at home, had afired a pistol,
©
prosecutor
in pane
the public tranquillity, with a| d lestroyed one of his eyes. He (Mr. Brow”
person whom he should describe withou it perisaw a person tried for this offence. He Saat

oe eee

ms

by the necessity that called for it, and the ma-

eo! 2 eee

Did he

understand the ground on which his and he would ask, what person was ever injute
friend’s argument rested? With one part on that account? what person was ever €X}
of ithe fully coincided, He agreed that, when to the slightest risk?
(Hear, hear.) “
in a crisis of real difficulty and danger, (not no,” it would be replied; “ but the evider
such a crisis as his hon. friend had described,) those persons did no harm to the conspi
.4 magistrate, who had been armed with extra- they were all friends and accomplices.” 3
ordinary powers for the preservation of public from this, those witnesses were the meani
tranquil ity, stepped beyond the bounds of what conyicting upwards of twenty of the prisoneh
was strictly
legal, without exceeding the limits of whom many suffered the sentence of the lai
necessary for effecting his purpose, such a ma- And what was the danger? Was one pels}
istrate deserved protection, if the measures among them hurt? Was one person so mit

2 be

gave evidence on such an occasion.”

~mightly
hon.

ly index
கிட
noble
|
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ம்
Se
a
anchor of the constitution, and the Lek
storm raged he held
by it th

means of வ

க்

it out.

=

(He:

“tre constitutional lawyer
wisdom enlightened, and
the, house, whenever an

tional right came before
this. pent
t 1

a

and the height
of impolicy
ண்ட்

an
onth

athe tes mone
prive themselves of that
was the best security

cons
again

was the bestsz
monarch,
lence of the multitude, (hear, hear, hear);

had

at

he now been present, his warning voice

one—it was plainly
for fine weather, to be gx

storm arose, and that the rights
(Mr. Lamb) to recall him to his forgotten Whig| of England were not to be hel
principles. (Hear.) His language always was, good behaviour, but at the goo:
ட preserve the constitution entire in all its ofthe servants of the crown.
(Hear;
parts, and in perfect vigour: then we can defy
Mr. Lamb rose to explain.—He
said
turbulence from without, the engines of corrup-| as little inclined to place a blind confi
* tion ‘within, and the most dangerous enemy of ministers as his. hon. and learned frie
Tf the| one part of his speech he had been mucl
all, the influence of the crown. ய் Hear.)
alarm last year had been really felt by the minis- | presented; he had:not said that three
“ters, and if, in consequence at that alarm, they of people in thé manufacturing distri
had committed conscientiously some illegal acts disaffected; what he had said was, that
to. prevent apprehended mischief, he (Mr. and a malignant spirit still prevailed amo
Brougham) should not have felt such a repug- tain individuals, which would requi
- would have rung in, the ears of his hon, friend

nance to

the

present measure ; but the suspen-

sion act, and

the other measures to which they

resorted, proceeded from.a sense of their own
tubopletys and a desire to preserve their

places, rather than from any
they believed to threaten the
the country. They saw, that,
duct. in maintaining a, large

danger which
tranquillity of
from their constanding army,

watched, but that the great body: of the p

were sound in their principles.
ui
|
Mr. Brougham said, if his hon. friend
guarded his expressions, he thought he could
so far have mistaken him. He was not the
member who was misled by the mannerinWi
his hon. friend had expressed himself. _
Mr. Canning rose, and spoke as fc

and opposin;
every recommendation for re- “Sir, were I to adhere to the doctrine
treichment,
their places were in jeopardy, and advanced on a former night, that it ig ual
thence originated their plots and conspiracies,
ry for ministers to take part in a di

க

and cries of alarm.

2

Had they been

before the

ginning of last session as secure in their
seats
hey found themselves in a short time to be,

ought themselves now—could they

ant

ated

the large majorities which

excited so much cheering in the late stages
bill—he might be wrong, but he believed ofin this
his
conscience, that the country would not have
suffered the infliction of the suspension’ act.
They thought a plot necessary for their power 5

they made a plot, and they resolved to maintain

their places, though they destroyed the libertie
of their country. It was now reckoned childishs
or romantic to profess any veneration for the
ancient laws of the country, or respect for popular

rights, His hon. and learned friend (Sir §. Romil-

which,

balance

without any arguments. of the
tumed

decidedly

in

their

fayol

might well abstain from troubling the hot

myself,

on the present occasion: but,

question under

consideration, in some

personally involves the members
of a
tion; it may be proper to obviate the’

which might be drawn from our silence,

shrink from a debate in which the ற]

of our conduct is implicated. It has been!
stated by an hon. gentleman’ (Mr. Lamb)
‘an indemnity bill “does. not necessarily
inevitably grow out of a bill for the sus
| of the habeas corpus; but it grows out of
same circumstances of the country, whic
stoned the suspension bill itself. ‘Thete

ly), who had soably opposed thepresentmeasure, || for qstance, be persons, who, exertin
g
had been taunted with romance for defending the | selves
ously and faithfully for the 17
, Senuine*principles of our recorded constitution safety, strenu
have, before the suspension, P'
Hewould say, thatifit was a romance, it was aro. overstepped
the strict limits of the
ட
mance that had made us greatand wealthy, advan- | not they
to be protected and ind
tageéswhichthose who knewnottheir ori
‘There are others, ‘who having, after th
not ரட் that it had made us the a
ion sion, acted comformably
.to that ae
nd envy

of our nei;

detelictions of at,

bours ; and that by frequent

ike the. present, we should

nevertheless, be unable to make their
or to offer their justification, without @

60 யென
heir

ம்

duty

un

et

oppos
us have

Chronicle)

ne had not
Oliver

while

impossible, howeve
> whole

story

dolt or
0
itement

he was,

hout the country

in

018116

onsequences

Inington, vou
Tangua
re

00216

9601110107

8211
vhat
Lviour ௦1
January,.
the

4th

of

he could

making|

others,

the

numb

others

‘vious

to
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the one-hand, and the ptoperty-tax.

He

too much confidence !

the house, to fear such.an issue,
right
~ Mr. Curwen sheugiithe

tleman must have felt:much

distrust

statements, since he had found it necessary

threaten the. hous

4

~ Great as his

sources of the other side;

but committees had

sideration
i
on leather. presented

before been appointed, and no benefit. had
resulted from them. With respect to. what the

right hon. gentleman had_ stated respecting the present session, to examir
abolition of sinecures, he contended, that no si- and report the same, togethe
necure had been abolished, excepting that of the vations thereupon,
to the hov
marquis Camden...

(Hear; hear.) -

Mr. Brougham

~ Mr. Benson said, that the
ions had
not been occasioned by any circular letter, but

si

he,

of the house.on the orginal.
do so on this ground—that

by the depression of the trade.

No man had two committees, had already tal
yet, had.the hardihood to deny. the nght of for six weeks, the other fora lon,
petitioning, although the utility was not very no benefit. had resulted.
from. either
apparent.
‘They knew what was meant, by Gentlemen on. the other side were ex«

referring petitions to a committee. ‘The distress
of the trade had been admitted even by. the

t hon. gentleman,

this tax.in

fond of appointing committees, when th
already

‘The revenue arising from

the last year

was,

fact,

but

only

sufficient evidence before”
they

obsti

when examinations and ing

8

170,000/, Let notthe
right hongentleman, there~ When they on his side
fore, hug himself, and allege the increase of on a:subject on which they.
the receipts as.a proof of the prosperity of
trade. _He was always ready to support minis- tion, the reply was, Don’t.
nothing, and you shall
learn.

ters.in. times of war and danger, but he should subject.”? When they knew
evel
yote for the repeal of this tax... When
the
ed to a
the,
additional dury was imposed, it was considered | C
quire.”
ட @8a war tax, and that it would be removed on
house Ce

ry,

i

When all the mi

the return of peace,
்
_ Lord Gastlereagh said, the statement of his
right hon, friend was so clear, that. it. was.unnecessary for him to say much on the Subject:|

with any other view than to
ject of the motion. Hi pring as |
was the same as it had bee

in pninciple, that he would offer aie

left

the question, however, was so very important,

was before them,a committee could be

The

when it was impo

டட

His majesty’s ministers would always feel anx.

little to be

said in. support

tions but he, could add to the s
ious to afford relief to persons who ‘complained
of real distress; but the house would agree, that | adduced by him, that
consumer
they ought to a ict with the utmost ‘caution, as| the
th his ground he should give
appeals might

be made to their feelings, which,
if effectual, would soon leave the country with.
out any revenue. The proposition of his
hon. friend to refer the subject to a commit
Was extremely fair and reasonable. This had
been done on a former session, and, the house

tax.

This, if possible, was «

ground than the intere
‘This was a tax upona nece:
one of those arithmetic

could not now proceed hand-over-head to re-| |

peal the tax, without a report of the State of the
trade since the former committee. The general} the

the greatest employer, it
tendency of large capitals was to drive. thos force
upon th
Thad ho capital into distress, and, finally,
theaoe trade » and this might have occasioned |
depression that had been complained of. Contracting, but the

wh
4
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ch the same should have been demise:

ny person should unlawfully enter வு
9) Al possession of any such

‘he lawl

any

or any of them, after

of possession as direct
houses, to exhibit

su

| should

for such churchwarder

ief

united parishes from whi

A ni

sought, was absent, from bome, or
more than six miles from the pla

a

ae
and that application
the complainants,
son in possession 0! 4
had been made to’the guardian,and_
th
should find
“tices, and if they
ju
for such
true, they should catise possession of such land refused, it should be lawful
before
appear
to
guardian
the
summon
overand
ardens
churchw
the
to
to be delivered
,
seers, or some of them, in the like manner as answer such complaint and.to procee
directed with regard to ‘parish houses.—The and make such order therein; as the c
பி
‘eighth object of the bill was, to empower justices require, in like manner as in cases
‘to order relief, in certain eases, out of sessions. cation had been made to the visitor, |
By the 43d of Elizabeth} c. 2. 87, it was enact- ner by the said act directed. —
gh that the father and grandfather, and the swould enable any two justices to take in y
‘mother and grandmother, and the children/of the examination on oath of any person!
-eyery poor, old, blind, lame and impotent per- a wife or child who should bea prisoner

‘ing of sufficient ability, should at their own
‘charges relieve and maintain every such poor

aol or house of correction, or who shot
inthe custody of any constable or other pea
officer, by virtue of any warrant of commit

person, in that manner and according to that
rate, as by the justices of the peace of that county

touching the place of his or her last|
ment;

sions, to justices in special sessions; and therefore, the bill would enact, that it should be lawful
* for any two or more justices for the county or |
‘ether jurisdiction in which any such sufficient
‘person should dwell, in any special session, to

of the bill was,

son, or other poor person not able to'work, be-

and

examination, signe

such

‘where such sufficient persons dwelt, or the justices taking the same, should be rece:
greater number of them, at their general quarter admitted in evidence as to such settle
session, should be assessed... Now, it was expe- fore any justices, and in any court of q
dient to extend the power which is by the said sessions, so long only as the person so ex:
act/given to justices in their general quarter ses- should continue a prisoner.—The tenth|
to authorize overseersto வி

OT

security for the repayment of money to
vanced for relief. It was the opinion
committee, that it was highly expedientt
courage that reliance upon the poor’s rate Wi

make such assessment and order for the relief frequently induced

oor person, as might by virtue of the said act

e made by the justices in their general quarter

jsessions; and that every such assessment and
order of two or more justices in any special
tession, should have the like force and effect, as
if கட்
were made by the justices in their
general
quarter session; and the disobedi

family. The bill would therefore enach &
whenever it should appear to the select ves!
in any parish, or to the justice or justices Dé

whom application should be made for any Pt!
person applying for relief during any tempol
necessity,

that such poor person

not bein

able to work, might, but for his pride, w
Ject or misconduct, have been able to.maln 1
himself and his family, such select vestiy 0

thereof should be punishable in like eee

justices might order relief to be advanced weet!
to such person, by way of loan, only taking =

previous application to the visitor. By the god
George Til. c. 85. s. $6, for the better relief and

vanced: and if on the cessation of such tem

The ninth object of the bill was, to provide that,
in certain cases, relief might be ordered without

or her receipt for the amount of money
rary necessity, such

poor

50 7)

person show

employment of the poor, it is enacted, with regard to parishes which have adopted the provi‘sions thereof, and for which a visitor shall have

again employed in work,

Many cases, however, by reason of the absence

ments or otherwise, the justices should m2

it might not be in the power of the complainant

ment of such part of it, in such manner ப்

or otherwise supp

‘tomake the application by the said act required;

4

with the means of defraying the whole oral
part of the debt so contracted within the

been appointed, that no guardian of the poor. of twelve months fom the date of the rece
shall be summoned to appear before any justice it should be lawful for any two justices,
of the peace, upon complaint or application to application of one or more of the churchs
such justice for the relief of any poor person. or overseers, to summon the person by ¥
unless application shall have been first made by. such receipt should have been given; and
the person so complaining to the guardian, and should appear that the party was able t
_ upon his refusal of redress, to the Visitor. In | th e whole or any part ee by week
of the visitor, or the distance of his residence,

Bor

or child (betag of sufficient ability) of every such

order under their hands and seals, for the

them should seem advisable, and enforce ©

ல ம் வகை கயம் அமைய

_ by the father, grandfather, mother, grandmother,

labourers and othe!
squander away earnings, which would oth
have afforded ample means for the sapport of

பல

or

other poor person not able to work, upon and

t

மெய்ப் அடம்

of every poor, old, blind, lame, impotent,
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ill
would enact, that all powers and aut
by-them within the limits of their

Pn

toes cea me

- jarisdictions, and not

elsewhi

‘they

sedition

s | their

of the assertiont
had been very busy|

had not
ம்

discovered’

The people

in

were peaceable
and loyal, and had he
ee

ed
the major
Sheree and

with indighation.—Ordered

on the table.

த
in townships, vills, and

ao

The Attorney-General
moved the or

day, that the house should resolve

places which have no churchwarden, the same committee on the bill.
Mr. Speaker put the question, that he
might be performed by the overseers, or the

major part of them; and that all the powers, then leave the chair.
2
4
‘provisions, and clauses which relate to vestries,
Sit W. Burroughs rose and said, that
or to the inhabitants of any parish in
ர் as> tended to submit an amendment to the ¢
d, should extend to all mectingsof the ration ofpe
ட்tt he ae defer it
iphabitants of any township, vill, or place report of the bill was brought
up.
having separate overseers, to be held after due

Lord. Castlereagh

Enea

that ‘the’ hon,

and legal notice for carrying into execution the baronet had. கடல் the mode of pros
po r, aé fully as if in If he declined moving his amendment in the’
of the
Jaws for the relief
every such provision and clause they were seve- committee, it could not be received on bringing|
vally repeated.—Provided always, that nothing up the report.
é
He

contained in the bill shall extend to take away

any of the powers or regulations of the ged
George III. c.. 83. in or with respect to such
» parishes, townships and places as have adopted,

Sir W. Burroughs said, he was not aware

that, but as he had communicated with 's
entlemen who had now left the house, an

em, that an amendment would be moved‘

or as shalladopt, and become subject to. the bringing up the report, he hoped the noble
provisions of that act; nor affect any of the would
not press going into a committee.
Powers

or provisions, for

the

maintenance,

relief or regulation of the poor, in any city,

town, hundred, district, parish or place, wi
in which

-

Mr. Speaker said, that the proceeding
the hon. and learned baronet bad mer

would be very inconsistent with the ற

the poor are maintained, relieved or
practice of the house. If the house wen!
Jegulated, under the authority of any special
a committee on a bill, and no amendment wa
actor acts. ‘These ‘were the several objects of
the chairman communicated that fact, ட
the bills which he intended to submit to the made,
house ; et leave mate, he should bring the Speaker, when he resumed the chair, aod it
was then moved that the bill should be read.
2eM
10,
to
have them
in| third time, and the time for the third reading)
‘order that andthey Moye
might be circulated im printed,
the
cease
was then named. It was obvious, a
try, and-enable
gentlm to come toa discussion| no amendment should be made in the
bil
~of the subject, with a full knowledge
of their
several
uses and provisions.—The right hon,| ‘before them, there could be no report. _
tleman concluded by moving, “that leave| { Sir W. Burroughs said, that one amendmt
which he intended to propose was, inthe d

ai

ட்

Se
the

ட்ore ma bill for the regulation
of | which went to indemnify those who had

poor.”
டல்

claus

a

பபப

‘given, be next | the papers of Seeoeahe had been in tum

Oe: leaye
be given to bring in a bill | ous assemblies. He understood lustai
BPS

ope

fos

Of the laws for the relief of the Solicitor-general, that it was not the intel
saqneation
-_ | ton a ae bill to indemnify a party ee
stn

Sees

8872

6 1

rs of such

persons,

60

=
vhen Pegulated the payment ௮
o badseized the papers of persone
sug est,
ey
Lord Castlereagh Said, that the most satisfac. pected of treason, He wished to
that a verbal amendment might be male

tory
way would be to have the bil printed,
Till that was done, the subject
could not be

discussed with any advan

Mr. Caleraft

fruits of

ன்ப

ன

தட the

t
to-night,
and then the report of the bill mgt

be broughtup to-morrow.
bape
General concede Ba
Soliton
‘The
stion of | baronet
#
his argument.

He was glad to
ae the |
committee were coming
ing forth
forth
; and

had

mistaken

that the panetsof a person ba
last aight
statedseized
who had published உடற்கு
been

from. what he bad ச்ம் he had -great hopes
to shew, that the
bel; and he endeayoured
be
|
dns
that coe
therefore,
and,
far,
so
go
not
1
system.—Leaye was
then
‘quite irrelevant. Such was the argument ce
bet
fhe hed adduced, and the.him,hon,it baronet
உ Bibi, Sir Re.
he thought

that
ould
benefici
~sflectsome
ed in very
the presental change

ma

in
Biot
Biteன்
penedல pletely misunderstood
பப
்ல
ு
போ
வ் சண்னிவ
Ho ம்
scolnshire,
= Aadpamedtie eur கத்னா

=

hon, baronet said,
laces
SP hat according to
ir WB
Were villages, but the petitions were those:
evpeeeably
explanation, it was meant to extend the indem®
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establishment of the year 1786, appeared a
litar'y force, there
proper period for making a comparison”
the present case:
the present,in estimating the force which oug!

to be'maintained.

That year was, like the pre-

sent, the third after the conclusion of a general
peace. It was impossible, therefore, to find a
more suitable point of comparison, though the’
result was very unfavourable to the views ofof |
ministers. In 1786, not one half of the force|

was allotted for the colonies: which it was now |

for the J
while the former was only iner
But, after all the disaffection whicl

of population had occasione

could’not but recollect that t

which had created:so great an

had been put down by a serjeant |
mand.

He might,

therefore,

(

fairly su

proposed to maintainin them, It had been said that a corporal and :hi8 file would be
er for the secu- to meet all the mischief which
that a
greater numb
was necessary
rity-of Canada; but
he could not see‘any force
in that argument, We were at peace with the

pected now.

He came next to notice;that

Why should more troops be now maintained in

of our force which composed a porti
100,000, men’. maintained on» the. frontiers:of|
France.. He had always disapproved of ॥
employment of our troops in this way.
oble earl (Liverpool) had indeed: said, that
army in France did not cost this country

Canada, than when it was surrounded with hostile Indians, and. war apprehended?
“Making

ling.

ing what was paid by treaty, there: were

which had been much dwelt on} there could
certainly be no good reason for appropriating

and other things which were borne by this cou
Eas
try. That part-of the question he, howere 9 fou

United States, there was no apprehension of an
attack on our colonies from any quarter, and he
could not, therefore, understand the necessity of
keeping
up a large force for their defence.

every allowance for the increase of the colonies,
to that service double the number of troops em=
loyed on it in: 1786. It ought to be recol-

He believed however, that: notwiths!

incidental expenses—such as eee

ந.

‘did not think it: worth while to discuss.It

bei

there were even pecuniary advantage
in ke
fp hac
lected; too, that at that period our debt was not our troops onthe French frontiers, he shoul 9 as}

equal-to one-fourth of its present amount.: At
present, such was the weight of the public debt,
that it was no longer possible to impose a tax
. on any article. ‘The revenue could not beaugmented, and there was no resource to which
theirlordships could resort to rescue thecountry

consider that profit greatly overbalanced
by
evil which must arise from placing them in
asituation.

Their contact with

the fj tha

suc

௮!

the troops”

despotic powers could not fail to infuse
them ideas to which military bodies were; from
their constitution, too prone, but which were

from its present embarrassment, but economy | 1 hostile to the principles of the British constitt- |
inthe expenditure, This. was a consideration tion. Great alarm had been expressed onithe
which ought to weigh on their lordships, and it

was one which almost precluded the possibility
of any comparison being made between the force
maintained in 1786 and that which ought to be
maintained now,

Last-year, when there was

an alarm, though an alarm created by ministers
themselves, there was some pretext for maintaining a considerable force in this country.

subject of emigration

from

this country, 80

some persons had gone so far as to. propose 21
absentee-tax. He, however, regarded thisala

as equally ous

with that which had |

made the foundation of the suspension of
habeas corpus act. Attachment to. Britis!

berty, and’ the constitution, was too: strongly
implanted even in the most humble of the natives: ¥

‘The noble lords opposite, had then something of this country, to suppose that foreign)
ட
in the shape’of argument on their side. That ments: could have any serious. effect. Eyent0
ground was now, however,.taken from under the poorest, .
sd Gh
Heir
2: SOE
them. » By their own confession, there-was no
“Dear is the shed to which his soul conforms,
pretence

for any alarm of plots and'conspiracies
“And dear the bill that lifts him to the ston
at the present moment. Another reason which
had been assigned for maintaining a greater He may find a finer climate and more ver
force than in 1786, was the increase in our po: plains ; but he has left at home some dear"
pulation, “This was a reason the force of which tive, some brother, to whom his heart
he could not admit. He thought too well of
urns with ceaseless pain, cca we

his countrymen: to believe ‘that the’ increase
of their numbers produced disaffection to the
On the contrary,
institutions of the country.

he believed that as they grew in numbers, so

If, doer

t each remove a lengtb’ning வ்கி
was wished to drivepeople out! ட்

the country, high and low, no better mode could

be adopted than that which ministers
sorted to-in the last/session of parliament.
grow. © He certainly did not understand attach- accomplish ‘such an object, it would: only
ment to the constitution and attachment to*mi- necessary to repeat the suspension of the hi

also-did

‘their attachment

to the constitution

|

ters to be one and the same thing. « He could corpus act, and to expose
them to all the mr
that when the chinations of spies’ and» informers. rom
sapree with those who supposed
people were disaffected tohis
Majesty’s ministers, view he had taken of the state of our forces:

<i ey Must also of necessity be di

Sastitution of the country.

sted to the

thought that a deduction of 19,000, might

Besides, if an in- made,

He should therefore move, thats

DF

ol

Offic

ever
ent

schars

ide void:
such act.

persons.

ied

custody,

6880]
130110
in custo

such

commission
uni
5

cont

tending, and affords
the means 0

tracting the litigation,

ட

* oppressor
in
hisinjustice. The
out any resources but such

ன்

oe பெறு விப்ர, while his
wath
ப
’s property
demands.

I have known several stances

நட னப

மபther

ir

ம்ம

f the inso
circumstances of the supp: ்
debtor, or of | th
there havi ‘been any actof bankruptcy com- }:
that
su commis.i
mitted; and I have k:
ப
sions haye in the end been superseded, and
persons who took them out haye been ordere
to pay all the costs of the proceeding: but I

jing they attend; an

tute, that it dec
shal
be
dis
the person against whom the commission had ‘who shall take a
been taken out, was not, notwithstanding his ever from acting as a commissioner
in any
is hor
ultimate success, completely and irretrievably mission, This positive injunction
the fee
tuned. Such proceedings as these sometimes every day disregarded;
oviginate in
malice; sometimes in indifference |lowed being a very inadequate c
to consequences which will only affect a man’s where a barrister (as is often the case
never knew an instance of ee

debtor ; and sometimes, and
quently, in a desire to create
which an attorney, who is
petitioning creditor, or who

kind in which

indeed most
law expenses,
either himself
has suggested

fre- travel a considerable distance to the ie
by pointed for the meeting,
in addition to th
the attendance which may be required of
the | The evils which I have noticed appear to

‘measure, is largely to profit. This, in my opinion, most urgently. calls for some remedyy
though Tam not prepared at the present moment to say what that remedy should be.—It
seems to have been the opinion of several-gei

|be those which require most to be correcte
the bankrupt

laws.

me!

There are other matter

| however,
which deserve attention in any a
that may be made to improve those laws;
-has been well pointed out by several of the
tlemen who were examined before the commiten who gave evidence before the forme
tee of last session, that it would be a great m- committee. ர் he expense attending 016
கேத்
|
ie ement in the administration
of the
rupt tion of commissions seems of late to have cong”
vs, if there were fixed and permanent lists of | Siderably increased; their meetings
to be
all multiplied ; and the custom of having ¢
commissions must be directed, as is the case in to attend them to have become oflate ext!
London, instead of leaving it to the person who commo)
‘or the inconyeniences which

ந

Commissioners in the country, to whom

takes out the commission to have it directed. to
what commissioners he pleases ; provided only
that two of them be barmisters: Iam not myself,
by any means, satisfied that this is desirable. It

may occasion,
it is certainly not very easy
|provide azemedy. In one instance, hoy
which it may be worth mentioning, there

to be meetings. af commissioners often
is true, that the duty of commissioners would which I
வ் are wholly unnecessary
‘paola
» under such a system, be somewhat mean the meetings which I understand
etter discharged than it is at present; butI sometimes called to authorize the laying out
doubt whether the good that would result from the assignees of money in their hands

this, would sufficiently compensate for the mischief of extending the patronage and influence

of the crown over the profession in every part

purchase.of exchequer bills,

hy

Not

the seventh section of the act of

which .was most inconsiderately added to

of the kingdom, by placing such a number of bill after it had been brought into the house §

new offices in the gift of the chancellor.

It has

always appeared to me to be of great importance to the public, to preserve as much as pos-

sible the independence of lawyers; and I know

of no more effectual mode of destroying that
independence, than by accusteming them to be

commons;

no such meetings can be necessity

The Jaying

out money in exchequt

5

the benefit of the creditors, and depo: ng a ்
in the hands of the bankers appointed wader!
commission, could not possibly subject the ath
signees to any penalties, and the sanction of th

commissioneis to such a measure mustbe dU,
appointment, not only lucrative in itself, but superiluous.—The necessity of expensive
looking up to the favour of the chancellor for an

which is a recommendation and an introduction Cations to the chancell:
to business. Lord Rosslyn, when chancellor, be avoided by exter
took upon himself to have such lists made out missioners; by en
units .
in several of the principal trading towns in En;

land; but this had not been done by any of

predecessors; and the present lord chancellor | (
rejected tliis patronage, and has always ex-

i

any
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jections which he formerly entertained tes
ing the eatin
, and he hoped that a
சர்வத கண்
அண்னன்

detriment to the public service.

|

guments for continuing six lords
of the admi.
benefits derived from the
|, a constitution ‘which
posite side, that the crown ought not to be de- had existed for a considerable time oe
prived of a‘portion of its fair patronage—that increase or alteration.
‘There was no impt

session, (see vol. i. p. 311.) he made a motion

for the reduction of two out of the six lords of ralty were, the ட
the admiralty, and it was then urged by the 2 constitution of thi
those two places gave the ministers an opportu-

nity of serving their friends, and that they wére
necessary as a school for the education of young
statesmen. «If he had not heard such arguments
gravely advanced in the house of commons, he

tation before the committee against the ae

economy of the government; they could

mot

therefore agree to the amendment ற!
au
Tt was upon solemn argument that the motion

to reduce the two junior lordsehad beenre

could not have believed it possible that such an jected. He could ‘not now argue the
expense to the public could be so defended. As tion in the same pleasant manner as the hon.
to the patronage of the crown, he thought it baronet, and, therefore, he would leave it to the
already too great, and therefore, that no sacs committee without further observation.
‘useless in itself, ought to be kept up. With reMr. Bankes said, that the finance com
80606 to the education of young statesmen, he had great reason to be satisfied with the
4
could not consent that 2000/. should be taken spirit of economy manifested by ministers, and
out of the pockets of the public for the education with the attention paid to the recommendations
of two young gentlemen, ambitious
of becoming of the committee and of the house. He should
Statesmen. (Hear, hear.) ‘The sum, it was true, be excused for mentioning, that the ordnance
was small, but he objected to it from the prin- accounts, for instance, had pee very satis
ciple ‘on which it was demanded. If there mast tory to the committee, and he hoped that they
be a school for young statesmen, they ought to would prove as satisfactory to the house, when
Py for their own education. What the pecu- they should be laid before them. It must be?
iar course of knowledge was in which those ‘subject of great satisfaction to the house to kaw,
ரள statesmen were trained at the admiralty, Plas ese
had been given to their re
1 was not informed enough correctly to describe.

He had seen; however, a very entertaining book,
called ** Stories for Children.”

corhmendations, and to those of the finance comAfter the

It was written,

ry Was cleared for a division,

he a
eam al the hon. gentleman opposite, and just as eae ‘were ட
count,
(Mr. Croker,)
and, he supposed, for the
Mr. Wilberforce entered at one of
dors,
of developing the whole system of eduction but immediately retreated. The tellers, bowCes:
4 for sal oe ee
(Much ever, having seen him, followed and brought
daughter.)
It might be very
adapted for him in; when he was asked by the chairman
of
that purpose, although he could not
ன் with the committee, (Mr. Brogden,) whether
he had

one assertion in it; for he did not believe that heard the question at 2 To which he

«Charles T. was-¢ither an excellent man or a

‘ood king.”

This was all the education which

those two junior lords were to acquire at the ex-

pense of ‘the public, so far as he could learn.

in

the negative. The

chaitman

and then asked him which way he voted? Mr.
Wilberforce replied, for the Ayes, but took his

Perhaps,Led might extend their scholastic ex- ‘seat among the Noes.
ercises a little farther, and read a periodical
Mr. Lyttelton then

்

obs
work, whose principles would considerably fa- member among the Noes, who

cilitate their promotion—he meant the Quarterl

Review; the most celebrated pages of whi
‘were ascribed to the same pen that had written
the **Stories for Children.” Gat)
Any
sntlemen, so disposed, might
certainly devote
their attention
to those works with the view of

oraere?

the question to be'tead to him, which was dott,

that he saw 9
had declared he

meant to vote with the Ayes; and contended,

that he ought not, therefore, to be told'in

present ‘situation; he meant the hon, member
for Bramber.
னல் ier’
Mr. Wilberforce admitted
‘moment 1
cd his duty; and coming
into

befoining accomplished statesmen, bit he would the house whien the committee was

on'the Pom

BE

SHRSEPESS

அறி
+
Be Sa
ae
The committee year'1818.”
Lord Castlereagh said, that the principal ate

would recollect, that in the course of the last

Ee

ring
allowed to the two junior lords, who, in his 17s. 3d. be granted to his Majesty, tor
opinion,
could be dispensed with, without any the ordinary establishment of the navy for the

mr:

any other item than that

mates eee

fot Mean to oppose

20 /.—T
‘which "related to the lords of the admiralty, toa substitute to the amount of
and in that, he thought, a reduction
of 2000/. baronet concluded by moving, as an |
should be made from the vote, being the sum ment, “ that a sum not Soe

>

valuable reports presented by committees of
that
ல்ல ன ரண்ண்ட ௨. dead letter. He did

ere

of

allowed,
like many

Stee

would not be

report|

aaa

not be unproductive

it

&

பக

ORDNANCE SERVICE.]

On the motion of Mr.

Ward; who stated that he should not be prepared to submit the whole of the ordnance

estimates to the consideration of the commit-

tee until

after

agreed; to, for

the holidays, a resolution was

granting the sum of 120,000/.

on account, for the ordnance service of the present year.
்
்
மகா இவரா
08 மகளை, ]
Mr.
Marsh rose to move, in the committee of supply,

that a sum of goo/. be granted to the high

of the act, and having br
action against one of the candidates,
amount, was nonsuited by-a rather’ nice
pretation of the language of the act;
,
ruled, that he who had not solicited to be elect.
ed, although he was elected, could not be

sidered a
ing to the
tion was
sued the

candidate: on whom alone, accord.
words of the act, the expense in ques.
to fall. The high bailiff afterwards
other candidate for a moiety of the

expense,

and the

defendant

having

‘suffered

bailiff judgment to go by default, the damages were
of Westminster, to remunerate him for losses assessed before the sheriff. One moiety, there.
which he had sustained, in consequence of the fore, of the expense had been recovered, but, in
election of a member to serve in parliament for respect tothe other moiety, the high bailiff we
that city, in the year 1812. He observed, that ak loser. He now appealed to the. co:

this was

a case of pure, unmixed justice ; and

that the claim came recommended by a com-

mittee, to which, four years ago, it had been referred. By their report, (presented on the soth

of June, 1814,) it டட

that the high bailiff

had suffered two specific losses; one, in the
contested election for Westminster in 1807, the
other in the election in 1812. In the former

"instance, he erected hustings, and provided pollclerks, without which,

the election could not

have been conducted to a-fair and legal return:
for it was evident that, in a place

like West-

minster, where the election was of a popular

mittee on behalf of that officer, and surely, in

common justice, he was entitled to be compensated for doing that which it was imperative on |
him by act of parliament to do. ‘The object
was small for the liberality of the house to accord, but the loss was large for the high bailiff
to sustain. It was impogsible for any individual
to come to the house with a more meritorious
title. It.was, as he had before observed, a case
of pure, unmixed justice, and he shouldbe sorry
to impute to the house so slow a sense of justice
as to imagine that they would refuse to ae to
his motion, which was, ‘ that the sum of 800/.

character, if those provisions were not made, be voted to the high bailiff of Westminster, to
scenes of riot and confusion would ensue, totally reimburse him for the expenses attendant on the
subyersive of the rights of the electors. The election for Westminster in 1812.”
ces
high bailiff afterwards applied to the candidates
Mr. Bankes protested against the irregularity
to repay him the money which he had expend- of this proposition.
Had the applicant the
ed, but his demand was resisted, and, on bring-g- smallest claim on parliament, which he denied,

ing an action against them, the Court of King’s

Bench decided in their fayour, leaving him a loser
to the amount of 1500/. For this, ane
he

it was quite irregular, ina committee of supply,

to propose any vote except in the form ofa
grant to his majesty. Another irregularity was

afterwards obtaineda compensation; and,inorder that it was totally inconsistent with the practice
that he might not suffer any loss in‘future, the of the house, for a member to rise up in a com
legislature passed an act, (51 Geo. III.)to assimi- mittee of supply, and propose a grant: for the
late elections in Westminster to those that took benefit of an individual, evemjin
the form of @
place in other cities*, and to throw the expense’ grant for the service of the
€rown, unless
of the necessary preparations on the candidate consent of the crown to such a proposition
or candidates; but, at the same time, making it been previously signified, Had his right’ hon
. imperative on the high bailiff (which it was not friend, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1
Beier) to cause the erection of hustings, and to ceived any application on the subject? And, if
provide poll-clerks, in the first instance, out of so, had he intimated the consent of the crown!
his own pocket. In their anxiety, however, to Without such an intimation, the motion of the
protect the high bailiff, parliament neglected to hon. .gentleman, even if its form were not i
provide for that anomalous and unforeseen case, other respects incorrect, would be perfectly unthe election of an “involuntary candidate.” In) constitutional. Nor was this practice in
the
consequence, the high bailiff, after the close of least calculated to give
an undue influence to the
* Westminster first sent members to parliament in

crown.

It has

crown.

It was

been the established

practice

from the time of queen Anne, that no applicathe reign of Edw. VI.
It became a city by express
tion to'parliament for a grant of public money
creation, and not. singly by making it the see of a should be made without the consent of the
bishop,

however

sufficient ‘Hat of itself might have

been; the letters patent, which erected the bishoptick, ordaining, quod fofa villa nostra Westmonasterit
extunc et deinceps in perpetuum sit civitas, ipsamque
‘ivitatem Westmonasterii vocari. See Hargr. Co. Litt.
109. b. and the Letters Patent in 1 Burn, Reform.

Page 246 of the Appendix,

a prudent

guard

hice

house had set up against its own prodigality:
inconsiderateness.

If once it were

allowed
t0

any hon. gentleman to stand up and ee
| any grant to which a feeling of compassion; ©
perhaps of levity, might prompt him, the pro-

Ree

exceeding 178,948/. be

expense of the'| «
granted
to bisMajesty ie foryearthe1818.7
transport service
—
execution
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That a sum not
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the places of p
i
be
established church. In Mancheste
lation was 79,459, and
10,950 on
accommodated.
In those two pl
and in the parish of St. Marylebon
were 208,809 persons, who could not obtain
access to their churches and chapels.
‘The
ce of populati
mae is sapé
the! {
laces of pul
worship, was
dom been less than

Bake
ed by

in London and Chester ; ‘But, it appear- number, on one oc
and fifty-six.”

the returns which were then upon the table,

that
it was'very great in some other dioceses, and
more especiallyin Winchester and York.

But

the excess’of population in different parishes,
above the capacity of the churches and chapels,| which he intended to submit to them. ©
was not the only evil. ‘There were many other posed that a grant, to the extent of o
teligious duties, besides the performance of sterling, should be raised by an issue
divine service, which a clergyman, however chequér bills, and applied, as occasion|
zealous and diligent, could not properly dis- require, in the erection of chur
and
charge, if he had a cure of 50,000 souls. How pels, under the direction of commissioners10
‘was it possible to administer the sacrament, to be appointed by the crown, in the same man:
perform the funeral rites, and celebrate baptisms ner as was adopted in the last session of
' and marriages, in a solemn and impressive man- fiament, for the encouragement of
‘Rer, in a cure so extensive? Where the duties works. ‘This plan, he conceived, would
‘were! so numerous, it was morally impossible the commissioners to carry the’ great
that they could be performed with that attention into execution with more certainty an
and investigation which they required. Imposi- than could be done by an annual grant;
tions might pass unnoticed, and thus the civil would also enable the people to ascertain
nights of individuals might be most materially extent of parliamentary aid to which they
affected. (Hear.)

To illustrate this part of his

- count of expected

marriages, the service was

look.

‘The grant might be exhausted in foura'y

|

argument, he would take the liberty of reading |'f ve years, or probably less; and he ee Pury
two short extracts from a valuable work recently that the sums raised in each year shoul Gems il
published by the rey. Richard Yates, chaplain
zood out ee aids of the succeeding year
|
to his Majesty’s fon Hospital, Chelsea. ‘That
e reign
of queen Anne, thirty-one commis};
gentleman
gave the following account of the per- donnie appointed by the crown: certall a
formance ‘ef a Sunday’s duty for a fiend :-—“T duties arising ae coals were vested in
i
attended at the church* at nine o’clock, on ac- hands, and, in the whole, they were en
112 asu

‘once performed; then the full morning service,

build and complete eleven churches.

“The YF

ட்

sent grant would enable the commissioners 1) 5.
build great number of churches, not in the me Wat
இ. and its ர ர only, but in
09777
in the country in which they mig) eae
4
|
wanted. In granting aid, they would be regt
ம்
seventeen children baptised; then seven funerals lated by a combined view of the extent and se
]
performed, the burial service read over seven pulation of the different parishes, the want Of &
times
:—concluding between seven and eight commodation in the existing churches,
o'clock in the evening; the whole of which, ex- ability of the district to bear the burde

the rector preaching the
parture of thecongregation,
ing
of women twice:
ul service, prayers, and

sermon: after the dethe service for churchperformed; afternoon,
sermon; after which,

cept the morning sermon,I performed as the duty
of the curate ; and this was understood to be no

more than the average Sunday

employment.”

In another part of that work

(page

355.) the

for supplying the deficiency. The publicm
cought only to be given in aid of a
on the part of the district: where the
sioners were

convinced of the it

ty

following statement was made by thé rev. Cecil districtto complete the undertaking ©}
H
Wray, of the duties perfornied in the parish would interfere ; but rather with a view £2
church

average,
கய

of Manchester.

‘ There are, upon an

than to ‘support the whole charge.

He

from forty
to fifty christenings every ‘ready observed, that, in many
parishes)
பண்டமாக
christenings on the pulation was too numerous, and the
great, for the pastoral care
of one

* The reverend ர

workis in the form

of a letter, (a second letter) addressed to the earl of

32
il. "The passage referred to occurs in page’
‘81: the name of the church is not mentioned,

wes desirable, therfore,
that, power
to the king in council, to’

வல்லம் மறன
க டல்

and other
Burnet.
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+ and morals of different places,
to say, that it was som
1016
of the popu:
- obtain a knowledge of them
ote
lation. He believed, that if the hon. baronet had
known the city of Norwich better, he would |
the tithe system at all times,
have spoken with more respect of its n
when
வப with the rij
Besides its numerous churches, it hada con
attempted, cannot fail to be a fruitful
derable number ‘of chapels, belonging to

senters, which were capable of containing a vexation, animosity, and of

larger proportion of people than those of any | between the clergy and their
to oppose an insuperable bar
“other city in the empire.
which might and ought to fl
The Chancellor of the |
and

church of Scotland had, in
* wants, equal claims to natio!
the forms of ecclesiastical

disg

functions of the christian

the weight and burthen of tithes are
in these times of g
in that: grievous and oppressive
ட்ப
gee வகு of loud and
different from those | eee) an
of the kingdom were so
part
throughoutthe nation; the petitic
of England, it would be impossible to ப்ட் complaint
therefore, earnestly pray the house will take
in the same act the provisions applicable to 880
country. His majesty’s government, however,

subject into their serious consideration, and |

they will devise the mosteffectual means to
i
would not lose sight of the application.
a patient, and a suffering peop!
Dr. Phillimore said, he perfectly agreed with lieve a loyal,
misery an
the right hon. gentleman as to the great im- from a burthen which entails only
portance of the subject. The plan of dividing vexation, which is the bane of r
arishes Was most material; it would give the and. good neighbourhood; and. wl
inhabitants of those places a better opportunity | discontent, ill-will, and strife”?
Mr. Curawen moved the second reading
‘of attending divine worship; and it would
afford them the advantage of the more immediate bill. In making that motion, he said it we
pastoral care of the see scenes Wate intention to trouble the house with mor
regard
to patronage;
the right hon. gentleman few words. Considerable misunderstan:
had pointed out fe only
ன் படட of its taken place with regard to the bill, wh
being regulated, and he most completely agreed hoped would not, exist, when
were well understood. ‘The question
with him.
The resolution was then agreed to, and the whether any thing was to be taken: fro
report was ordered to be brought up to-morrow. church, but whether it had a right to take
TitHELAws AMENDMENT BILL.]
The fol- never properly belonged to it?
lowing petition of ‘landowners, farmers, and intention to attempt in any wa’
ipjure
inhabitants‘of Grappenhall, was presented, and clergy, but it was his wish that justice, should
ordered to lie upon the table.
“ That the done to all parties. Haying stated thus muc
petitioners have long been subjected to the he would merely repeat, that he did not in
369009 burthen of the tithing system, which fe press the first part of the bill, relative to:
hey have patiently submitted to in the hope
uses.
za
௫
that the wisdom of the house. would devise
Sir William Scott took the bill in his hand,
the means of freeing the people of these realms
from a grievance so oppressive; that the peti-

objected to it clause by clause. He tho
provisions would seriously affect the interests 0

tioners are called upon at this time, with in- the clergy.

The most important part
of it!

creased promptitude and energy, to lay their said, had
be n given up as untenable, after
complaints before the house, inasmuch as the ‘y | pains that had been taken to prepare the
are now required by the rector of the parish of of the public for its reception. by elaboral

nd

Grappenhall, to pay annually, in kind, the full aun

which, it was now admitted, had t
ry failed of their intended purpose. Ho
vegetable production arising from the lands in he was not disposed to forget the cham
the said parish, in lieu of the moduses, compo- maxim of de mortuis nil
Bonum, and, thi
amount

of tithe for every species of animal and

sitions,

or other payments

which

have been

fore, should not fling

a single reflection UP

demanded and received for more than a century its grave. He
பட் only venture to express
past, and which are recognized in several ter- hope, that it might impress a lesson of caution
to complam,

that he was compelled to ordain many

persons who knew no language but that of their mo-

thers, and could scarcely read and write, because he

could procure no others, and the stipend of the cu-

rates. would not afford
parts of England, we
Greek of Cyril, have
The revenue of the

a superior education. In many
have clergy, who, with all the
not more than 100/. a year.—
church of England has been

in 1783, and Mr. Gove, in his work above men!
‘The learned prelate says, that

the whole inco!

the church does not exceed 1,500,0002. which Wo
not yield, if it were equally divided,

above

year to each clergyman.

1n¢0

It is

so

therefore, as not to admit of any

diminutio

he adds, that a somewhat better distribution
might be introduced, with much

advantage ©

and without the least injustice to any
stated by two writers—the late bishop Watson, in his state,
dual, (See also his Life, yol-ip- 159.)

* Letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury,” printed

¥

பு

_ virtue
of this clause, it will)
of any anterior evidence
K
ed its existence asa modus. Thi
terror; for the attempt has been rep
made to put this change of character upo
of discharge in courts of justice; but the en-

wn evidences, and that j

ightened vigilance
of those courts has always
‘upon the other party to
i
oe ee
and determined each |instance, the negative of a aeprove,
¢

plea by the rules that belong to its own original
and genuine:character,
the modus bythe evidence
of immemorial usage, and the real composition
by some evidence of the former existence of an

actual contract.—The

ல்

clatise appearsin

astill stronger degreeliable to the same objec

of its being an attempt to supersede the necessit
which the existing rules of law have established
"of producing some written evidence to support

Now what is proposéd in the present
the just security of church pro,
?
(00860 by these careful guardia
3
that, wherever it can be shewn th;
charges have been enjoyed, and rep

| lawfully ae

as far back as liv

can go, it shal
throw the onus on the othe
Is it possible to place such a matter upon

insecure foundation ?. It is within the

an exemption, Which must have had a written and single life to establish such
an exem ptt
formal foundation. The preamble states, ¢ that patron, the landed proprietor of a parish

whereas many lands, &c. ‘were parcels of the
possessions of the dissolved

monasteries,

and

residing in it, has nothing to do but to pr

an

subservient pastor (or two in successi
were granted away by the crown to be held put about a feport, which his tenantson)
will.
under‘the same discharges from tithes under readily receive and
propagate, that his.
which they were held by the monasteries, and ought not to pay
eae as having formerlbe.
y
whereas by the loss of deeds and muniments, longed
to some distant abbey; and it is a com
it is become difficult to deduce regular titles to plete recipe
under
this
clause
for a perpetual
ex
sthe descent of such lands from the privileged emption,
unless the clergyman (presented promonasteries, in consequence whereof (it is said) bably
on him:
such discharges are likely to be lost, and self by the same patron) will take
the burthen of giving it a most tro} eso
~ the clergy to acquire’ tithes which the church
most invidious, and a most expensi
0001]
never possessed. What is meant by this last’ adiction.
Strong nerves, a weighty purse, 4
‘assertion it is very difficult to discover, because
the tithes, before appropriation to the monaste- persevering habits of inquiry, “are, at least, ne
Ties, must haye belonged tothe parochial churches’ sary for such an undertaking; and the histo
of the church too often exhibits a lamentabk
from which they were taken, and even after the

Were appropriated to these religious houses, they'Y |
belonged to bodies which were as essential portions of the church establishment as the parochial

deficiency in these qualifications.

If this claus

passes, there can be little doubt that the lor
ease; and the fear of reproach and expense,
ட
execution.
churches themselves, and, in the notions of those carry it into vei
டட
does not affect the ch
times, much more essential ; the membersof these next clause
bodies being deemed and denominated, the Re/j- for it is levelled eh against _lay-impropri
gious, and the others, the mere Secular, clergy. who have better means of fighting er
In general, the, original descent of stich Hat battles, both in this house and out of it*.
from the religious houses is by no means so diffi- it introduces the new and dangerous all
த்
cult of proof as is insinuated in this preamble. into the law of tithes, of making mere
‘The transfers of property from the monasteries ‘Mmory a valid foundation of these perpet
charges; and there is too much reason to!
to the crown, and from the crown to the grantees
,
that such an alteration, so introduced ப
were executed in formal and authenticated pect
modes—by deeds registered in public offices the law, will not confine itself Jong within
still existing, where searches may be made, sphere of lay possessions of this kind;
though not, 1t may be said, without trouble and analogy willbe too tempting not to ex!
expense. But upon whom is that burthen of itself to ecclesiastical possessions.—The Be
clause purports to legalize all the illegal
trouble and expense to fall? Upon the party

tions of church property that have been matt

* “ At the dissolution of monasteries by statutes 97

Hen, Vill. c. 28. and $1 Hen. VIIL c. 13. the appropriations of the several parsonages, which belong-

ample; for the
ie was done in former
when the alien ibis (that is, such as were

ed to those respective

crown.

religious houses, (amounting

to more than one-third of all the: parishesin Eng-

by foreigners only) were dissolved and given 62
And from these two roots have sprung”
the Jay-appropriations or secular»parsonages,

land) would have been by therules-of the common we now see in the kingdo
m; they having beet
law disappropriated; had not a clause in those sta- wards granted out
time to time by th
tutes intervened, fo giye them to the king in as Sir H. Spelman says,from
these are now calle
ample a manner as the abbots, &c. formerly held the

same, at the time of their dissolution.

This, though

ethaps scarcely defensible, was not without ex-

tions, as being improperly in the hands

‘(See 1. Blackst: Comm. ற. 386.)

i]
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the attachment of theporopmtry 5
placemen, pensioners, and sinecurists in the have
done wrong, if they have oud the
‘ouse, contrary to the constitution and to the stitution, if they have insulted the sacred
right,
express letter of the act of settlement for the of their countrymen, if they have ee
|
Jimitation of the crown and better securing the
blood and shed it in indecent triumph, let ‘them
yights and liberties of the subject5 that the peti- |
the

constitution, but to

suspension

of the

habeas

be amenable to the still remaining laws, andy
ay \ -

not only to the British” well as the people, be answerable to G

the

legiumate end

of all

from
government, namely, to protect the people benewrong, and as depriving the subject of the
fit of those laws which are his rightful and most
gnvaluable inheritance, by which alone his: life,
liberty, and property, are protected; that the
setitioners have deeply to deplore the great
abuse of the power exercised by his majesty’s

man for their conduct.”—Ordered to lie
table, and to be printed.
:

Sir Francis Burdett presented a petition of

inhabitants of St. Matthew, Bethnal-Green; also,

two petitions of inhabitants of Newcastle-apon.
Tyne ; also, six petitions of inhabitants of Ash

ton-under-Line ; also, of inhabitants of Sheffield;
also, twenty-five petitions of inhabitants of Burs.

ministers during the late suspension of the con-

lem, in the Staffordshire Potteries5 also, ofin|
habitants of Marksbury; also, fifteen petitions
of inhabitants of the county of Middlesex;
praying for a reform of parliament.—They
were}

qneans whatever of redress; and the petitioners
therefore pray. that the house will be pleased to

ordered

by which many of his majesty’s subjects
stitution,
have suffered much wrong, பலத் injustice,
without even the ordinary forms of law, or any
summon to their bar all persons however high
in office, who may have been guilty of such
wanton abuse of power, ard of such

flagrant in-

to lie upon the table.

Ricur or visitiye Prisons.)

Lord Fuk.

stone observed, that, pursuant to notice, he roe

to moye for leave to bring in a bill to remore
certain doubts, supposed to eXist, as to the rig

justice and cruelty, that they may suffer the of magistrates to visit common or county ga0ls
punishment due to their enormous crimes5 that under the act of the 31st of the present king.
the petitioners know of no other remedy for the Whether it might be thought by some, thit

to secure these important purposes, the house

will without delay pass a law to this effect.”—
Ordered to lie on the table, and to be printed.
Mr. Alderman Wood presented a petition from
Rochdale, in the county of Lancaster, settin

such power should not exist, or whethertf
should exist in some cases, and not in others;

all, he should suppose, would agree as to the
propriety of having the law on the subject cleat
டட and no longer capable of doubttt
and.
As the object of his

ts Hon os Ries

than a full, fair, and free representation of the

people in parliament co-extensive at least with
direct taxation; they therefore pray, that in order

such a power should exist in the magistracy—

whether it might be thought, by others, the

expect any opposition. Certainly, the bill which

ae

complicated evils which the nation suffers, and

the wrongs to which theyare constantly exposed,

or forced interpretation.

motion was to settle the question, he could not
to introduce, wo
the county the right
But if the gentleme
afford that right 9!

forth, ‘ That the petitioners, deeply epee
with the evils that have resulted, and the ruin
that threatens to follow, fromthe injurious state
of the representation of the people, intreat an

he should, feel it his duty
give to the magistracy of
to visit common eal
opposite did not wish to

reform; a great proportion, perhaps a majority
of the house, so far from being the representa-

would be open to them in the committee to sub:

upon this injured country all the mischiefs at-

wished to visit the county gaol.

early attention to the question of parliamentary

wished to limit its exercise in certain cases!

Se

mit enactments to those purposes. ‘That doubts
tives of the people, are notonously known to now existed on the subject was undeniable,47
represent the interests of wealthy peers or trad- his great object was to put an end to them. Th
ing borough-holders, or to haye purchased seats house would recollect, that, on the a 18th
in the house for the express purpose of dispos- June, in the last session, he submitted moult
‘4
ing of them to the best advantage to the ministry to their consideration, relative to the
of the day ; such a state of pollution has entailed given to the magistrates of Berkshire, ¥"

tion, they ask from the wisdom of the house

those measures which can alone restore the confidence and secure the tranquillity of the nation;
the petitioners further entreat the house not to
suffer any bill of indemnity to pass by which

(See Vo டி

p- 1486.) ‘That motion having been refused
had preferred an indictment against the ga”
‘all
of Reading. - The verdict of a jury ha
‘The whole question depen!

acquitted him*.

on the construction of the act of the SIs

the

king,

which

was intituled, “.

thet

the better regulating of county gaols and oe
places of confinement.”

Some of the cla த்ரி

of this act, referred to houses of correction

penitentiaries;

but

the

fifth

section enac

“ that certain justices of the peace, appa
his majesty’s ministers may be screenedce, from
bethe legal consequences of their injusti
% See the Report of the Trial ia the note to
cause, if they have done right, let them face

inquiry, and depend upon

ies integrity and

= 2.

tendant upon a state of coiruption so gross; and
being firmly convinced: a radical. reform in the
representation, a recurrence to annual parliaments, and the adoption of universal suffrage,
are the only means of preventing a fatal revolu-

ee

regard

corpus hee ‘aoe

8 Ws

tioners

end of this debate:

uit]
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anciently been different, as was endeavoured
to |
ea
ished
by the production
of the warrant

- the statute of the 7th of William IT. c. s. wh
allowed the benefit of counsel to eae charged

with high treason, and provided free access for
them to the prisoners, had overthrown it. The

e wai

act of the sist of the king had violated that,

by extending the power of | who could contradict the assertion), who,
usage still further,
rates. ‘Ihe house the first moment of his appointment to the
access to. the visiting
whol
‘would recollect, that this act was the first of a | tion which he held, and dari
series of laws introduced at a time when the previous life, had borne the
attention of parliament was more directed, than | and who, in the exercise of the functio
it formerly had been, to the correction of abuses office, had never been. exceeded
in prisons. Should it now deprive the magis- predecessors in his claims to the ap)
trates of the right of inspecting gaols, they would his superiors, to the respect of his equal
become nurseries of crime aa

Oppression.

to the gratitude of the unfortunate indi

‘The

who were committed to his custody. So
however, was the learned judge from 1;
manifested any partiality towards the defé
or County Gaols, not being houses of Correc- in this case, that it he (the Attorney-ge ral
might presume to find any fault with
tion.”
"The Attorney-General expressed the astonish- duct, it was, that he had not stated
ment which he had felt at hearing the noble quite so strongly against the prosecution,
lord, in the House of Commons, accuse, in plain |.his humble Tene, would have been w:
terms, the learned judge who had tried the ed.—The house would suppose, from the state.
was,
catise in question, of partiality. It was impos- ment of the noble lord, that the question
sible that any man, exercising the functions of awhether or not the magistrates (visiting or 2
for.
that high office in the state, could have a more had the right of entering the gaol of Reading,
serious charge brought against him, for it im- the purpose of visiting it? No such thing, The
told
plied every thing that was base and unworthy. | noble lord himself had visited it ; and was
¥E an individual, who had sworn to administer that he might visit itagain. That, however, was)
the law with strict impartiality, lent himself to not his object. His object was, to see if he had|
any purpose, political or otherwise, he did that a tight to hold communication with the state)
which ought to subject him to universal repro- prisoners confined there. Although he (the At)
bation.
Although he (the Attorney-general) torney-general) admitted, that the statute of the
‘was not present at the trial, he had the most ac- gist of the King was in some respects strangely
urate information of all that had passed; of the constructed,
yet, in his humble opinion, thel®
patient and laborious attention, without any in- was not the aration doubt, that the clause @
terruption on the part of the judge, to the Jearn- question had nothing like the meaning attached
ed and ingenious, though fallacious statement to it by the noble lord; nor was such a constiuc
of the noble lord’s counsel, and to the evidence tion ever put upon it until the noble Jord’s

noble lord concluded with moving, “ That
Teave be given to bring in a bill for removing
_ doubts, whether Magistrates may visit Common

in

every point

of the noble lord himself,

as

time. If, indeed, it was actually liable to such&
construction, instead of opposing
the ne
which he gave to the statement on the part of lord’s motion, he should feel it his duty to move
the defendant.
And this last he supposed the for leave to bring in a bill to’ repeal
the ad

well as of the patient

and laborious attention

noble lord would not deny, that the leammed

What! was it possible to suppose, that th
gave to any and all the m
man was charged with a crime (whether by the trates the right Beas the King’s gaols, am
noble lord or any one else) who had (he spoke holding
communication, when and how 29)
it Eten ely) been punished already on ex- pleased, with the prisoners confined in |
parte evidence, by the magistrates of the county
அப் on charges of high treason? ie |
in which he was faithfully discharging the duties
ese common gaols were the King’s, for the P
of his station. If ever there was an individual nefit of the state, was established or rather 16"
entitled to call on a learned judge for protection pee (for the establishment was too re
from the prejudices excited against him, the de- to be traced) by the earliest statutes. பரி
fendant was assuredly the man. When, there- riffs having been for a time dispossessed of
fore, the noble lord vented a‘charge of partiality ward of these gaols, the statute of the 141”
againsta learned judge, let him not be quite Edward MI. c. 10. restored things to their am
sure that he himself, at two successive quarter cient footing. In the igth of Henryறம, 2
sessions, did not exhibit great bias, partiality and other statute of a similar description was
PT
prejudice ; more especially when he and the other ed, in which those gaols were expressly ter be
trates voted this person
guilty before he the “ King’s gaols.” ‘What evils might 20°)
ly ina sult from admitting the interpretation
i
giver
21
நத்தம் ied—a person placed undo
judge was bound more especially to do, when a any other statute

Situation

of the greatest embarrassment and diffiச்

the nobleIsed
: os iheataraee
: of the sieioh
SSS

டம்

4

Had omic
$ற question were excluded by the treaty.
and: costs eh
டம்
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பட்ஸ் ட of Admiralty.

over to the Spanish courts, there to establish oo

RO

5i

andoned
I

hope, and;che indeed
and anxious
tne; Te hum.SPY vreuch, ப் not | hie earuett
their claimeseecond
great blame appeal
ன்
=
be ழ் ஸல் pace

‘ease,

10 he courtsin this country, but to the noble டல் வர்க

tn os see oak

Sa |

வல் பக பட்ட

ஆனை

|

|

கெய்து Ne

ple claim for compensation? He ன.
th
it fair, after they had gone successfully

ee

ment
aye omtherefore,
மனகன
eqita |uication னக
thefor whole
claim
எ.of ac
a clear equita~
the sufferers,
had notwould
ம.
by
him

'
‘Spain.
டட Wynn said, he did not mean to deny that } “oe
‘the noble lord had correctly described the ex- Just

“tent of the sovereign authority; the only quesn-exercised.
Fe
as had not been

ne

, ere long, be completely

ee

swould have aright to proceed in the courts of

~~

ர

ட

len ர

Pee

ம்

in

8 லர் ன

தனு ன்
LEGG

it oe ie 6 a

்

வைவபகடரக,

aire eee
கன. interfered with the legal rights Bee oo aiy அணக
f individuals.
றிக்
a Lord
Castlereagh observed that, for all ves- ally by. the eae aa
=the a 4 oe oe ae)
eae
0)
ne
ட
‘sels captured before the treaty, the claimants | great ae

ac om

ber
a

|
9)

ன்

hat ignited Oe
ee ducrach chins [mentof the ‘Netherlands

He admit
suc!
t
t
ப்
:
பல்
adjudicated were a fit subject readiness to assent to the
‘for negotiation; but here were cases in which | treaties with Spain and Portugal; an ie
sentence had been pronounced, and an express | treaty to that effect was in a state of great for

Oe

Aue
act of parliament providing in such cases for | wardness. (Hear, hear, hear.)
the cases 4010
the sufferers. The claimaints had acted in re-}_ Mr. Wilberforce said, that
Niance upon this security, and had therefore, at | in _the present question could not be att
ished from those of the ordinary ou
Jeast, an equitable claim eee the government
ae
ர் oF the a பண் Ses
e core
ee
a
nes எள ae

Re

ey had recovered.
e precedent of
the} gentleman had dwelt on the losses
by
American treaty was qualified by a great variety | sustained by Spanish claimants, if theawarded
It was notorious, that, after | our courts were not carried into execution ; °°

Le

of circumstances.

BR

the ferment of the war, the courts of justice in | it was known, that the Spanish flag had oh
“that country were not to British subjects the | fraudulently used as a protection
for carrying
seats of equity.

In the present instance, the in-| the odious and inhuman traffic in aS re

terests of the claimants should be protected by | very solicitude now manifested to ©

te

fncurred, could it be Siig

து

a

damages

the captors really paid the

a

who"had
ர

the correspondence on அக வதன் ச that |
» that the parties
the answer of Spain wou

Rm

the claimants to the Spanish government; but

Be”
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yeconciled to it? The noble lord had referred | haepartics 1

ae

the decisions of the courts, and not transferred | ment from the British government, was 8500 ட்
h
ator
fe i truth of 7
where the parties must in- cone
to டல் Biba

fresh trouble and expense.

ர

ர அனகன்

uch

was the

eh opinion, that if the| which had been

disposition
to evade evel

லன் for putting a a

consent pine court of Spain to abolish the trade} the African slave-trade, that the wiley ல்
were the only result of the payment of 400,000/. | country along the banks of the Senegal was 2
The mish

It was also to be recollected that | misconduct in this matter; (see page aa

whole sum.
2°
the Spanish government recéived this money | he trusted that the French government,
its own engagements, as well as to theee
partly in consideration of their making
tights of humanity, would soon remove ன்
the losses sustained by their subjects by
id | obstacle to the complete accomplishment பன்
tures; to which, indeed, one-half of it
He trusted that, peat
probably be applicable. ‘The hon. and learned | desirable an object.
done so much, tate
had
ந
Po
and
Spain
govern-|
our
of
act
the‘
that
argued,
gentleman
their oe
follow
soon
d
l
u
o
w
America
and
that}
injustice
any
of
cause
the
not
was
Ment

might be apprehended ; for if no treaty had been | He hoped that thepresentFrench Monat
concluded, it would have been competent to | of humanity and religion himself, and who

Te.

the Spanish government to bar the claims of the | what it was to be unfortunate and 10 7 ay

net

continued scene of desolation.

a

‘it would be sufficient; but he:considered that the

“additional arrangement relative to the right of | was to be imputed to the French அ
el
‘search without which the abolition of the trade | that coast.. “The noble lord opposite h:
‘would be impossible, was of itself worth the that one governor had been already discharge
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have made a sweeping-deman 1 of all books
lished, whether reprints onl

original wo

\pub-| rai

m

childrei
and whether written for
andwithout any consideration wh

work was in their library or nots
particularly instance here the new edition

©

“Doctor Johnson’s Dictionary, with the addi. forth,
orth, ¢
of the reverend Henry
tions and improvements
iched in eleyen parts,| 54th Gi
is publish
John ‘Todd/wh

at the price of eleven guineas; although

Mr.

that,,

00ks

Todd, with a feeling which the petitioners’ நம 6001
n
could only applaud, presented a copy of the work | very,

himself to: நலல த library, yet the managers || pt
deof the said library, fter receiving this copy;
ட

Anglicanum,0
‘manded, and notwithstanding the petitioners’ sir William Dugdale,
knight,
yemonstrances, insisted on having another. copy ditions. oy the rev. Bulkeley
of the said work delivered to them in pursuance
the History of the Cathe
trom the peti- F.$.A.;
of the said act; thus compelling
‘Saint
Paul,
by the same author
though
work,
said
the
of
copy
second
tioners a
ப்
the full purpose of the said act had been in truth by Henry Ellis, Fs
previously fulfilled by the said voluntary gift persons of Great Britain,
‘of its reverend editor; the petitioners, by the Memoirs by E. Lodge, esq. F.S.A.;
permission of the house, state that the present of the County Palatine and City o
F.S.A.5 4
duty on the paper generally used in printing by George Ormerod, esq.
amounts nearly to went yalive per cent. which ‘Athenz Oxonienses, by Anthony W:
the petitioners pay on all the works they pub- larged by the reverend Philip Bliss;
lish, and which makes it a great object ee our
national finances, that the publisher of books

should not be by any cause discouraged; but
the English universities who print books have
not only the superior advantage of a perpetual
copyright, but have also a remission of the said
duty on paper for all the books they print ; this
exemption from duty enables them to undersell all the regular booksellers in the public market in the books they print, which others: also
have the power to publish ; the petitioners have
Jately, in conjunction with others of the trade,
printed an edition of Scapula’s Lexicon at a
ea
which had not been printed be-

fore in this country for one hundred and fifty

years; they are now informed that one of the

English universities is preparing

to oppose them

by publishing also an edition of

the same book,

b

tions of the gaid several works, all.

had been announced to be published

cally, were either actually published an

at the time the said act was passed, or
announced

to be in the press and neat]

for publication; that, in consequence 0
the provisions of the said act having
the delivery, upon demand, of eleven
one of the
the libraries therein mentioned,
paper, the said
‘to be upon the most costly
lic libraries have demanded and re
tions of edth of the said works,
are in effect equivalent in the loss
to
tioners of their being required to d
the parts published before the saida
that have appeared since the pas

act, because the delivery of these
parts has caused copies of each of the sal

which the said university, by its exemption to be rendered incomplete, which otht

petitioners would have had. entre
much cheaper than the petitioners can afford ; petitioners consider their grievance

from the duty on paper, will be enabled to sell

eleven copies of the petitioner’s edition of this

ject to amount toa total loss of the.

to take these facts into consideration, and to re-

their copyright in the said works fom

from the burthen of delivering the said eleyen

undertakings were a sufficient gual? tee
any danger to be apprehende from

book have also been demanded and. delivered; said eleven sets, from the high reque!
the petitioners believe that the continuance of the the said works are held by the publi
said delivery, eae will occasion a gra- the continued demand that still prevail
dual diminution in
the publication of many va- which demand, from the limitation of|
luable and important publications, and daily pro- bers printed, the petitioners, afterthe st
_ duce a heavy grievance to individual publishers ; of these eleven copies, are not able t0
they therefore most respectfully pray the house that the petitioners sought no prot
lieve the petitioners and publishers in general

copies without any remuneration, and they
humbly submit to the wisdom ofthe house, that

to require the said libraries to pay one third of

the published price of the books they demand

act, because the magnitude and @&

:

rating them; that the value of th
copies of the said works, and th
thereon to the petitioners, 18an
eleven copies of sir William Dus:

35 1

eS,
will be a great relief to the petitioners and to
ticon
and
History
of
Saint
Paul's
|
no
to
amount
will
and
general,
literature ‘in
dager sum than’ the said libraries may. easily copies of Portraits of illustrious °

no

ublication
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than that of six or twelve months,
e
the tenant
cases
Teer wher

rence,

which will be case
the owners will be ௦0

i

course to the tedious and e:

an ejectment, to recover posses:
1s 80 fallaciously supposed this
mea
perty; that the proposed
endeavour relieve, will ee agree ராஸ்
y; in the
pr
the owners of such
‘the p:
from loss, to raise ‘the| riven to have recourse ‘to it
to shield themse
rentals to considerably above the sum which the accumulation of rent, with the
might ultimately prove to be necessary to cover
the poor’s rate, arate in which the town of Man-

chester has varied within the last twenty years)

_ from twenty to fifty-two and a half per cent. on
the rentals;a variation so great as to leave to

perism, which ‘has’ so’ rapidly in
the lower orders, and y
to count
ட்ட a charge; that the pro- the objectof the legislature
cover so
posed measure would be dangerous to the public by the increased number of
will
compel
tranquillity, and particularly so to the personal proposed measure
safety of the owners ofthe property in question, to the poor’s rates,be more extens
d leave notices in that the petitioners are aware that it
as they would be compelle‘to
the dwellings of the entire of the poor of a| urged,sd, by those in favour of the pr
does: not
change
in
their rentals amounting to from a sure, that if the’ex]

the landlord no accurate means of defining what

addition ought to be made

fourth

to his rental to years among

to one half of the sums now paid, which

tah bet abandoned ad! te

would produce a general state of irritation, the remain dormant, or be repealed ; in
ca
the ‘petitioners’ reply
effects of which must be alarming to every con- this
siderate mind; that small houses are absolutely are well aware the experiment will not
necessary for the residence of the poor in large to succeed in practice, and that, like th
estric
manufacturing towns: and it is wal known that $1 Elizabeth, ¢. 7. for imposin;
some time ago, when in Manchester, and other the erection of cottages, it wil be
towns, owing to the want of cottage-houses, with a similar’ acknowledgment to
the poor were crowded together in the rooms tained’ in the bill for the repeal
_ of larger dwelling-houses, they suffered the alluded to, viz. that the said ‘statute
greatest misery from dirt and ‘infectious dis- the industrious poor under great ¢
orders, and thereby the public health was much procure habitations, and in divers other
endangered; it was also found that in such ‘was inconvenient to the labouring’
dwelling-houses, the promiscuous intercourse of nation’ at large yet the petitioners©
different families had a tendency to injure the the idea of attempting to try
morals of the younger part of them; that the can’ be made to pay the poors
Jaw as it at present stands, gives to the church-

wardens the power of rating the property in
question to the poor’s rate, to which measure
the petitioners offer no objection; and the law
also vests in the churchwardens powers for the
recovery of the same nearly as summary (and
- which by a slight alteration in the law might be

their medium, as a measure likely

to the landlord, more burthensome 10"
and more difficult in its abandonment
event of its failure, than the present
of trying the same experiment throus
per medium, the churchwardens an
of the parish ; that
ee be

made guite so) as those of the landlord fer the are in general persons who,|
10 addition
enforcement of his rent; the existing law has and inal saving of years,
also provided, that the churchwardens, who are money raised by mortgage of பன்
considered as disinterested ‘persons, should have when erected, have been enabled 10
the power of mitigating the burthen in every cottages, and that the effect of the
case when relief might
become necessary; but measure, if they cannot succeed ia
the proposed measure will have the effect of

destroying this fair system, and in compelling
the owners of the dwellings of the poor to pa’

rent of the premises, will be to

the reward of a life of frugality ©

and this without their having

‘

‘

பவட ண்னர்
as ij
the rate, will almost destroy the possibility ப்of crime, or the
relief, by preventing the exemption’ of any, than that it is stated to have been P
however distressed, from the burthen ; the situ- the house that some persons hav
of small dwe =
~ ation of the poor will thereby be rendered more profits by the erection

miserable; the owners

of the property, who

the petitioners submit is no Teal

have heretofore sactificed to the miseries of oer oe

dwellings
leprived of a
great
portion ©”
their tenants in the time of distress a considert
able part of their rental, by refraining to distrain| without its being proved tha

- அல்ல ஞ் வன வலயம் 21006 றாளே
020 மட
ர

duals, haye been guilty of 86 105...

Campbel

‘mpera

nend
poor,

and

ம்

the laws
16

000

nents which the petition

with

p

and ther
former tit
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Bill and Bankers? Notes Bill. [1250
Bank Restriction

were not only to continue the bank restric- obliged to bring it

n, but to effect a total change
in the circulaof the country, as far as all notes below 5/.

- concerned.

On this part of the plan he

should give no opinion at all. He did not know

yhether it was intended to sweep away the

foRPARZS He

great grief, but there was

tt be in
in the house

who had felt any disappointment at hearing his
proposition. The moment the ch
lor of
the exchequer said that he had great
doubts as
to the resumption of cash payments,
f

ni
circulation of all private paper, and to replace not a man in the country who had
it by that of the Bank of England, or greatly to doubts on the subject. (4 /augh.) ‘The moment
enlarge the issue of such paper. But one effect the doubts had got into his head, they had got
After all his
this prospective measure would be, that the out of the heads of all others.
acters of the country bankers would stand magnificent promises, hé brought in a bill for
tainted for the next two years. They were now the continuance of the restriction, and made
presented as unfit to be trusted for an hour, new promises, of which no one believed a single
but that it suited the conyenience of the chan- word. The restriction was to be continued
cellor of the exchequer to let-them do what for one year; but the words “no longer” had
would for two years. As to the securities been avoided, as they had formerly been brought
hich the bankers were required to deposit— into discredit. (4 Jaugh.) The chancellor of
man would choose to deposit stock. They the exchequer had ot that he was most sincere
required to deposit double the amount of in his wish to resume cash payments, and he
16 issues in stock. In order to issue 100/. in answered for it that the bank were equally
notes, they must have 200/. in stock; or, accord-

to the present price, 160/.

sue notes upon those terms.

No one would

How such a pro-

083] 6010 be made, he could not comprehend.

sincere. In this, he believed him. The
bank,
and the chancellor of the exchequer, were just

as sincere the one as the other.

The system of

finance on which the right hon. gentleman pro-

ceeded, was னவர் with the systemof cash
ive security in stock, they might deposit ex- payments—and as the bank lived on their profits,
equer bills, and that they might issue notes which they could not increase indefinitely if they
0 the full value of those bills. But what would were obliged to pay in cash, they thus agreed
this be but an issue of exchequer bills? (Hear.) together perfectly well. The chancellor of the
ith respect to notes of the value of 5/. and exchequer trembled at the very idea of resumove, they would be driven entirely out of cir- ing cash payments—he knew that he should not
ation; for no man would be such a fool as then be able to talk of an increase in the reveo take 5/. notes from a private banker, while nue, or of lowering the interest of the debt—and
e could get 1 and 2/. notes, the payment of of this the bank had availed themselves. It was
which was secured by stock or exchequer bills. said, that the bank had done every thing in their
jut the answer was, that if they did not like to

Hear.)

Was this

the well-digested measure

hich the chancellor of the exchequer had had
contemplation for some months? Would he

pretend that he had not a much more extensive

plan, if he had not been cqgyected by others?
Of

the debentures, however, which were not

issued, he should say nothing —de mortuis nil nisi
But the plan which was actually pro‘was deserving of a thorough investiga» Which it could not have in a discussion in
the house. - However clear the statement of the
chancellor of the exchequer, or the speeches of

power to prepare for the resumption

of cash

payments at the time provided by parliament.
Quite the contrary.
They had done every
thing in their power to avoid it, by increasing
the issue of their notes by two millions and a
half. “And did the bank think that people were
such dolts and idiots (to borrow an expression
of aright hon. gentleman opposite) as to suppose that they contemplated the resumption
of
their payments? He did not know, without inquiry, whether the bank could, by any possibility, resume cash payments in July. He believed that it would produce a violent revulsion,

those who might follow him, they could not be
Satisfactory to the mass of the country without a great change in both the domestic and foreign
pecuniary relations of the country. But, was.1t
a reference of the subject to a committee, b
Which the various speculative opinions woul
not 4 grave charge against the bank, that they
those preparations which they
be received, compared, and digested. But he had neglected
Would ask, why was the measure proposed two. should have made, and had increased their -

years before it was to take effect? Here was a issues?

But how

taken place?

had this increase of issues

By purchases of exchequer bills,

New principle, which, for some reason or other,
the « ancellor of the exchequer wished them

or by advances to government
on exchequer

y Pon.

had discounted—they had hardly any, as
bills could be discounted by others at so much

admit two

years before it was to be acted bills.

The nly reason which had been given

Was; that the bankers might have fair play—
Mat they might not issue notes which woul be
drawn in before they would be worn out.

But

Of ordinary, securities—bills which they

lower a rate. Here was ae mutual accommodation; the bank by

purchasing

government

se-

“iere would be no difficulty in having the old curites, raised ie price of them, and enabled _
8 stamped. As to the continuance of the the chancellor of the exehequer to make flouction, the chancellor of the exchequer pro- ohne speeches; and while he was making
ed'that he felt the utmost grief ip being floduiahine’
i“
speeches, they
டல் were making flourish்
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ing profits. The chancellor of the e3

having brought forward. this propositio
teeth of his solemn assurance, had

way of an argument, an account of t

ings twenty-seven years a}
ference to the present questi

have stated what had happenec in
the
king William. he only question now

educed it to its present state, he had
reason, that if the sinking fund went o

was,

of money,
What would happen if cash payments were re-| ing; it would lower the interest

sumed in July

“he chancellor
of the ex-

chequer had r
esolut
an
1795 and 1796, declaring, that that body would
be in great jeopardy if the Austrian loan of four
millions and a half were negotiated. But, if his
recollection were correct, the price of bullion

the object of all his plans was, to
|reduction of the rate of interest whic!

before dreaded as an evil. At the prese1
of our stocks, persons would embark mon
the French funds, in«which they

got an:

of seven per cent. which, if the sec
‘was not at all affected by the remittances for that not so.good, afforded an ample insurance.
A
theymust consider the different circum- tisk. Besides the 12,000 persons who w
௫
the times. Men did not then demand stantly abroad, there were many others.
g
nd it abroad, but to hoard it. A small were continually making remittances: of
interest,
bo
rench had shortly after contrived to capital for the sake of higher
throw themselves on the coast of Wales, and step which the chancellor of the excheq
many timid persons thought it safe to haye 100 promoted: this, When the ratetof intere
or 150 guineas by them, in the dread that the in proportion to the prosperity
of the co
bank would not be able to fulfilits engagements. it was to be welcomed as.a signal of t
The sums of money which were brought for- perity; but he deprecated the artiticial sys
ward at the conclusion of the war proyed this. of raising the funds by the exertion of th
Bus at this time, according to the chancellor of vernment. Since the 25th
of -June last,
the exchequer, there was a படபட abhorrence of exertion of the chancellor of the excheq
the precious metals, and if there existed one thing been directed to that end. He had bee!
which Englishmen dreaded more than another, rised to raise 300,000/. on the security
it was the sight of

gold.

The commerce of the

woods and forests, but, as he did not றா!

the exchequer, on the look out for arguments to
support the restriction, had produced lists
of the

Luckily, the speculation had sueceeded-

country was flourishing—but the chancellor
of
persons who had gone abroad.
ment of 90,000 persons who

dom was yery appalling.

His first state-

had left the king-

But he had happil

shewn them, that all but 12,000 had come bac

want the money, he had put it in th
q

a private individual, this would have been caly
stock jobbing. ‘There was the clause also!
augment the produce of the sinking fund
vember and December last. By these act
price of stock had. been raised, and the effic

again. ‘Those persons the chancellor of the ex- ‘of the sinking fund had been: consequentl
chequer had calculated drew two millions and minished. ‘The expectation of reducing
a half a year from the country. This seemed per cents. had, however, failed, and they
a high calculation, He himself had. been four remained just as they were, though, not!
times on the right hon, gentleman’s travelling ago, the chancellor of the exchequer
list, twice going and twice returning from France doubted that the interest of them could |
during the last two years, and the calculation of duced at least-to 4 per cent. The fluctu
the average expense was certainly above his which ‘had taken place in the funds had
- mark. (4 /augh.) The foreign loans had been nated in the doubt, whether or no cash
~also spoken of as a reason for the present mea- ments would be resumed. ‘That doubt had
sure; but, until they were negotiated, it could been settled. The evil-day was postpo!
not be said what effect they would have. ‘The cause the chancellor of the exchequer was
sums might be exaggerated by interested per- of facing it. There was reason to fear
sons. But, at any tate, it was necessary that it return. to the former system of the country
should be known
what
sums would go out of this be attended with. difteuley, and, some
country. If he
were allowed to examine the but this was a reason why it: should notbe P™*
proper persons, he had no doubt that he could poned, as by every delay the difficulty f
shew that the amount of the sums were so small, | danger were increased. Every ground on
and the manner in which they would be trans- the resumption of cash payments had
mitted so gradual, that they could not justify merly opposed was now entirely don

the continuance of the restriction even for a
- moment, He trusted, therefore, that a committee

would be appointed to inquire into the reasons for

the veneer of the restriction, which, at present,

Were so suspicious, that, it seemed, it had been
determined to continue it for ever.

The bank,

by thelr purchases of exchequer bills, were the

‘The pretext of the foreign

forward, and it was for

loans wasnow

ட

says WA

they would hold up teZuropéthe examp
paper circulation, merely because
other

tries took a different course.

‘The dratp ©

country by French loans would not be¢0
able. “There was much unemployed’ cap

Wo pol

of bullion in

> the observation of
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felt |
which he (the chancellor of the exchequer) felt
a strong objection,

namely, that of renderin;

such paper a legal tender.

‘This pamphlet of}

| had given notice, respecting the currency
value, and he was free to confess, that a partof| country. The business to which he
the plan which he had that night had the ho- was intimately connected with the subject
nour to submit to the committee, was taken from his motion, and was of the greatest importanc
it. He hoped that this plan would serve to pro- Two measures, he understood, had bee!
vide a remedy against the introduction of an in- posed: first, the continuing of the bank
secure currency into the general circulation of tion act; secondly, a regulation respectin;
bankers. Both were meas
the country. If it were said, as it had been notes of country
urged in the course of the discussion, that this which called for the serious consideratio
plan would leaye the larger nore of country their lordships; but the latter was, besides,
innovation on the
general
bankers comparatively insecure, he ‘should an- extraordinary
ewer, that that objection was of no importance, ciples on which banking establishment
as such notes were always liable to: be consi- hitherto been conducted, and one which,
of Mr. Weston’s was, however, of considerable

dered with more care, and received with more

caution.

்

Mr. Grenfell observed,

that it was somewhat

singular that a pamphlet published in 1800, and
so much applauded, should only now come to
be acted upon. He expressed his surprise, that

opinion, required the immediate attent
that house. Under these circumstances, he
resolyed not to postpone his motion, wl

would not be confined merely to the relatiy
state of the money issued from ‘the mint;
would have for its object the paper-currency,
well as the coinage, of the country. He shi
therefore bring it forward on Thursday
for which day he moyed that the lords be sum
moned.—Ordered.
is
a

although there were seven directors of the bank
present, not one of them had thought it worth
while to favour the house with a single observation upon a subject so materially
ம
the
FEES OF Courts oF JusTICE.J—The Mar
credit of the establishment with which they were
connected. With respect to the evidence of| quis of Lansdown rose to move an address!
Mr. Newland, which had been referred to b:
the crown, for copies of the reports of
the right hon. seen
he distinctly recol-| commissioners sported in 1814, to ing
lected the particulars of that evidence. Mr. New- into the fees paid to officers of the se
Jand was asked, whether the price of gold in courts of justice in the united kingdom.
1797 was not so high as four guineas, and he could not anticipate any opposition to this
answered in the affirmative. But this, he (Mr.G.) plication; at the same time, the discovertt)
could affirm, was not the market price of
gold, which the commissioners had made with respect}
as would appear from an examination of the to the practice of king fees, especially in one
tables. It was indeed true, that the bank paid | part of the united kin

lom, were
of

so ext

four guineas.an ounce for gold, but this expence |
was incurred upon gold imported in 1797 from|
Hamburgh through the house of Eliason and Co.
and this gold, when brought to the bank, cost |

dinary a nature, that, e apprehended, he mig)
be excused, if he called their lordships’ atte

four guineas an ounce;

been instituted, it certainly never was sup

that, however, was not|

the market price of the day.
The motion was then agreed to.
resumed,

and leave was given

The house]

tion to them by a few observations.

that any of the venerable persons at the
of the courts in the united kingdom had,

to bring in two | any way, sanctioned the abuses which had gr

bills: one, for farther continuing an act of the| up.
44th of his

present

When the

authority was given for the inquiries which

majesty, to continue the|

Accordingly, it was found upon inquily

what, indeed, no inquiry was necessary to est 4

restrictions contained in several acts of his pre-|blish, that their character'was unimpeachable
sent Majesty, on payments of cash by the Bank and that the more it was investigated, the mo
of England ;” the other “ to authorize bankers evident its purity would appear. It must, how:
in England and Jreland to issue and circulate ever be obvious to their lordships, that it 3
promissory notes secured upon a deposit of pub-| perfectly impossible for the heads of courts
lic funds, or other
government securities.””
superintend all the details of the practice '
Mr. Grenfell aa what was meant to be clerks and inferior officers, in which the inte
the charge upon the proposed deposits ?
of suitors were involved. It had, indeed, beet
- The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied, one-

eighth, or 2s. eae

found, that in one part of the United Kingdom: |

cere upon the original de- (Ireland) suitors had suffered most severe
exactions of ole
posit, and one shilling per cent. per annum from the unjust and illegal
during the continuance of such deposit.
holding situations in
the courts of Jaw. }
should briefly allude to some of those iniquitou)
;
extortions, and, in doing so, he must
‘HOUSE OF LORDS..
Friday, April 10.
_ STATE oF THE Currency.]
The

their lordships, that no
class of persons on
in so defenceless a situation as poor suitors, W"

Earl

of

Mir

were destitute of all means
of resisting the 5

8
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not |

election fora county? Had the noble lord res
on the free and independent interest,
(

not have referred to such’ matters.—There was question, he would be committe
the
no evidence whatever to implicate Lordpou: tody of the serjeant at arms. And if the

Jas in the conduct of Ferguson, and he thought ed

lord asked any of the gentlemen

that they ought not to agree to the motion. Of him—for, it seemed, he knew nothing |
the name of Ferguson he had never heard till
that day. He would admit, that they were bound

to proceed against that individual in some way

matter. himself—he would find, that what
had said was the oo
injustice, was not
not a new proceeding, but was, in fact, th

or other, if guilty. But he thought that it was
not desirable, that that individual should be

way they had of asserting their privileges,
man could refuse to answer the questions
House of Commons, or, if he did, he wo
committed for contempt: and he had
no

under the

against this house.”

brought to the bar, that he might be afterwards
prosecuted on his own statements,
Mr. Brougham said, that, among the old say- to say he would not answer, because h
ings, for which the right hon. gentleman oppo- not criminate himself.
He would be
site, (Mr. Dundas) seemed to have a strong pre- “whatever you confess here you do in
dilection, there was this—* there is nothing new safety, except
in so far as respects the
such

vileges of that house, from the learned lord, as

he
believed, was quite new to every member;
for every chapter of that code contained nothing
which any one had eyer heard any thing of before. He had heard from the learned lord, that
they ought not to call Ferguson to the bar, because the motion referred to the conduct of
Lord Douglas, and this motion was not consonant with the notice, and that the noble lord
was therefore precluded from taking up a question of privilege, which could not Be

without notice.

taken up

Now, he thought it had been

known to the whole house,

that, in a question

of privilege, all notice was superfluous; he should
have thought it was known to the learned lord
“himself, that every member had a right to brin

How did it happen,

wi

poor printers who had no peers to support
—who did not act under the authority of

—(in that case they would probably not be calle|

on; for that house was often a little selectin
this respect; and when printers, in theirat
tacks, were so fortunate as to be supported
noble lords, they were seldom brought there;
but if, without that support, they ventured
to
attack members, then those poor printers wert
sure to be before them)—how did it happen,
that no one ever ventured to object to their

being called to the bar of the house, and thatno
one ever attempted to say they ought not 1)
answer, because they might criminate them
selves? He had not been long in parliament,
but he had seen several instances where a mem |
ber only produced a letter or paper, and |
printer or writer was immediately ordered©

in a matter of privilege without notice; ate appear at the bar. He'believed the house were
that, on going up to the table of the house, and a little select with respect to their persons, |
producing the ‘letter, or other voucher, by such an inequality as that which was now pl
which it was evident that a breach of privilege posed was not only unknown in practice, butbi
had been committed, the house were bound to ‘had never been contemplated by any man ; fot
-entertain the motion. Had the noble lord, on the part of the house, it would be opetly

therefore, gone up to-the table without notice,

disgracing and vilifying itself in the eyes of he

and produced the letter, the house were bound to

whole country.

lots of four hundred pounds per annum, as may be
conyenient, conveys them to such as he can confide
in. To these, new charters are, upon application,
granted by the crown, so as to erect each of them
into a superiority, which privilege once obtained, the
land itself is reconveyed to the original grantor; and

lar choice, has long been done away. The clectia?
of members to serve in parliament is vested i a :

For what would it be saying!

. entertain the motion, and to give it precedency of It would be saying, that persons had only
all other orders or notices. But the novelty did attack those who were opposed to his Majesty's
not stop here. Ferguson, it seemed, ought not to ministers, and they would receive the supp?
be called to the bar of the house, because his of the agents of government, and that there
wa
noble friend having probably turned oyer in his nothing so atrocious which they might not
mind the questions which he should put to him, in such a case, not only with impunity, but
Ferguson might criminate himself, He supposed even without inquiry or inyestigation*, ~ Nev!

thus the representatives of the landed

interest in

Scotland may be chosen by those who have no real
or beneficial interest in the land.

“ Such is the situation in which the counties of

Scotland

are placed.

With

respect to the burghs,

every thing that bears even the semblance of popu-

மை

But, hotwithstanding

ie

sun.”

high authority, he would venture to say; that
he had heard that night such a code of the pri-

magistrates and town councils, who, having, bYif
rious innovations,

constituted themselves to ட்ட

elected bodies, instead of officers freely ee

the inhabitants at large, haye deprived the peo?
of all participation in that privilege, the free exer

of which affords the only security they can pos
for the protection of their liberties and

ட்ட

பப்ப

LOpereys |ன்

ப்ட்

haps, to be only a necessary consequence
of

vilege which the house claim of being the soleja

dee

|

02.

this an interference of a peer of the realm in t
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| of the questi
simple denial
fir.

‘dnance estimates were

R. Ward said, he would

long upon their attention.
rested exclusively with

that

va

lations and retrenchments had taker
6
within the Jast year in the department of the

d been attempted to rebut this charge by an
tion, that, at a former period of his life, he | master-general, and there was only a
்

single ad-

obj
i
influence, dition in one particular branch, The general
in fact, it had been exercised for him, outline of the establishment for the current year
:
ould reply, that he was not re- as compared with the peace establishment of —
an
augmentation
of only 47,000/. for the conduct of others, and that 1788, presented
0

had occurred fifteen or sixteen years which, considering the extended nature of the
id have been made matter of com- present service, was an extremely small addi-

tion, and at once shewed the pains that had
been taken to make every possible reduction.
till the
. however, a great distinction between the| He would reserve any cxolgation
acts. The mere personal request or soli- should be called for, as the estimates were read.
tation of an individual bore no resemblance He therefore moved, “ that a sum not exceed1s. 8d. be granted to his Majesty,
such’ an influence as that of which he now ing 596,469/.
pmplained, which was palpably corrupt, and | iinn full, for the charge ofthe office of Ordnance
lent to destroy the rights of the electors. The for Land Service in Great Britain for the year
ned lord had said, that he had not exer- 1818.
“any influence, because he had none to . Mr. Bennet wished to say a few words in
inder—this was certainly a very sufficient rea- behalf of a class of officers whom he could not
nm. He had also க
to the manner in but consider very hardly treated—he meant
ich electors were made in Scotland, but he those of the drivers’ corps. -After very long
the same time well knew, that there was no| service they had been put upon half pay,
ther mode of contesting a county election in out any chance of being eyer again called upo)
at country than by creating these paper or to act. There was a captain Humphries, 1
years’ in’
rchment votes ; fora man might have 20,000/.. had served for three and twenty
year in land, and yet not be entitled to vote— most meritorious way, and in different parts o!
e noble lord concluded by acceding to the the world. He was now reduced to 65. 8d. a
pea
which was accordingly put and day, while officers, not of three years’ stand.
ing, had retired upon full pay. There was
It was then proposed, that the committee this difference between the officers of the drivers?
hould sit and proceed on the matter of the corps and others, that the former could not be
restored to full pay by the commander-in-chief,
Bid complaint on Monday. ,
i
Mr. Tierney
suggested, that as no time should The same observation might be made with ree lost on such an inquiry, the committee ought spect to the Irish artillery. ‘The officers of one
of the Irish artillery corps had, after a long
service, been dismissed upon half pay, while
Mr. Wynn expressed the same opinion. ~
Mr. Bathurst said, he had no objection to those of another corps had their choice either
to continue in the army, or to retire upon full
his proposal.
8
He trusted that something would be
Lord 4. Hamilton wished to know, whether pay.
e should have the liberty of suggesting to the done to meliorate the condition of the gentle்
quence should be put to the men to whom he had alluded.
Mr. Benson concurred in the sentiments exed this question, as his name
pressed by his hon. friend. He hoped, that
Not stand on the committee
of privileges.
Mr. Bathurst observed, that although certain whatever might be required for those meritothe

time, instead of being now raked
other acts of impropriety. There

embers only were named on the committee,

It was open to all knights
ee of the long robe, and
Se.
Mr. Speaker admitted
appeared by the standing

rious officers, as a reward for their services,

of the shire, gen- would be granted with that liberality which
ண்
merchants of the had been always evinced.

| Mr. Ward said, that the corps of artillery

drivers had’ increased, during the late war to
7,000 men, who were divided, into twelve
1
Opening of the session (see p. 63); but it troops, with twelve captains and other officers.
ould be better, perhaps, that the name of the They had deserved well of their country, and
Pole lord should be
added to the committee.
distinguished themselves on every Occasion, as
.{his was accordingly done, and the com- far as the nature of their service allowed. It
:

this was the case,
orders moved on

€ were ordered to sit to-morrow: =
Pouce OF THE METROPOLIS.| Mr. Shaw

“este, Mr. Alderman Wood, Mr. Blair, Mr.

‘was not, therefore, for any fault of theirs that

they were reduced: they had experienced the
same fate as the army.

Eight troops had been

1275] | HOUSE OF COMMONS.
reduced out of the twelve, andput on half-p:
* When, after the campaign
of 1815, a fres!
or; nization of the wae
four troops ha
taken place, as they were s
d,
was given to the of
x
that arrangement there had
If captain Humphries was
ie of those four

“ That a sum, not e:
11d. be granted to his Mi
in the situation in which it was intended he of the office of ordnance for h
should be placed, andhe might not only claim year 1818.”
:
his full pay, but its arrears. But if he belonged
“© That a sum, not ex
to one of the eight troops which had been be. granted to his Majesty,
for |
reduced, he was not entitled to more than half- the office of ordnance for Great Bri
oe
ப
account of the allowances to supers
் Mr. Bennet and Mr. Benson again observed, retired, and half-pay officers,|
that the case of those officers, NED had ‘served good. services, and to wounded
~ 80. many
years, was yery hard. The latter. superannuated and disabled men;
al;
troops, and did not receive full pay, he was not

‘stated,

that a promise had been made, that they

should retire upon half pay.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that
there were a great number of situations in which
Ministers were placed, in which it was very
difficult and delicate to regulate their conduct.
In the present instance,
it was a matter of doubt
whether the officers in question should be f

sions

to widows

and. children’

officers late belonging
ing to.to.

the several

military corps, for the year 181
“That

a sum, not e:

eeding:

11,

3d. be granted to bis Majesty, for the

chi

of the office of ordnance in Ireland, on:

of the pay of retired officers of the la
artillery and engineers, and of pens
youred beyond the usual rule of the service. If widows of deceased officers of the samt,
the case, as had been stated, was one in which the year 1818.”
ட
As
a promise had been
« Thata sum, not exceeding 10,3947,

be granted to his Majesty,

for defray’

expense

to supera

of the

allowances

said to them. “ there is

done to the sea walls'at Portsmouth an

which, the following tesolutions were. seyerally

Put, and. carried,

5

The

‘i

Bank Bee

ஜனா வர
ஓவ
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discharged, and it was

an end of you,” Their case was an entire by the late violent storm.”
anomaly ; and unless the hon. gentleman. could
Bank Restriction Briw.]
produce an instance of officers retiring with- of the Exchequer brought in the
out a chance of returning to service, hé had Continuance. Bill-—It was read
adduced no case in point.
ordered to be read. a second
‘The resolution was then agreed to:. after next.

ஐ. ௬2.௦.

and half-pay officers, to superannuated
abled
men, and also for pensions to wi
ive the matter every consideration. that could? deceased
officers late belonging to the
be given to such affairs. He submitted, whether
it would not be better to allow the case, after ordnance military corps in Great Britain;
what had been stated, to be considered by the not provided for by parliament, in: the|
noble lord, and to leave him to decide on it as 36172?
4 1124 உலா, 00% 6280660102 29,7277.
tts merits demanded. It would still be equally
be granted to his Majesty, for the
open to be brought forward at any future
period
im the way of address, or in any other way allowances, compensations, and emolumt
the nature of superannuated or retired
that might appear proper,
ances, to persons late belonging to the of
Mr. Ward said, he was extremely anxious to
ordnance in Great Britain, in respect 0
do any thing he could on the subject ; but with having
held any public offices or emplo
Tespect to a promise, it was in his opinion imposof a civil nature, and. also for the chatge
sible that any could have been made, except widows’
pensions, for the year 1818.”
with regard to the four troops he had men“That
exceeding 4,164.
tioned. It was true that they could not return be granted a tosum,his notMajesty,
for the
்
to any other military service; but certainly, no allowances, compensations, and
emoluments:
promise hadbeen given tothem. If the reduc- the nature
of superannuated or reti
்
tion had been expected, and notified the usual ances to persons
late
to th
time before it took place, the officers alluded to ordnance in Ireland, inbelonging
respect of thei
suffered no more hardship than was suffered by held any public offices or employmet!
a great number every year.
civil:nature, and also for the charge of ¥
Mr, Bennet thought there was no reason wh y | pensions, for the year 1818.”
the officers of artillery drivers should not have
“That a sum, not exceeding 5,000
the advantages of other officers.. They were granted to his Majesty, for repairing
a

a first)

time 0?

Banxers’ Norzs Bitz.) The Chanel
the Exchequer brought im the

rf

கனை

made, that would, no doubt,
be fulfilled; but if the merits and gervices of
the persons concerned were the foundation of
their claim, he was sure the noble lord on
whom such cases depended for decision would

27]:
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ill.—Ie was read a first time, and ordered to

be reada second time on Monday the 2oth of
SurGeRY

RecuLation

Bitr.]

The

fol-

lowing petition of the Royal College of Surpeons in Ireland, was presented and read.
That the petitioners having seen the copy of|
p bill for regulating
the
practice of

Mhroughout
ain and

the Usited eae! of Great Bri

Treland, lately introduced into the

jouse, humbly beg leave to submit the follow-

ig statement; the petitioners are far from ob-

jecting to the principle of the bill, so far as it
s calculated to restrain persons from pracg surgery for lucre or profit, whose qualifications and fitness thereto have not been ascerained by a competent tribunal; and it is maniestly just and expedient that all regularly educated surgeons should be placed on an equal
footing in any and every part of his Majesty’s
dominions;

but the petitioners kumbly submit,

that the power of granting diplomas on the
mere test of an examination is liable to much

abuse, and it was upon the proof that such
abuses did actually exist, that his Majesty was

8

j prea
Wing date
certain

ore
to grant letters patent bearthe 11th of February 1784, constituting

persons therein named

a corporation,

by the title of the Royal College of Surgeons
numin Ireland, empowering the court of examiners
@y of the said college, to grant letters testimonial,
or diploma, but restraining them from admit-

qe
je

am

[§

cation of candidates,
4
to practise will always be s
be obtained at the least e:
bour, and’ money; if, on
should be deemed advisable so

ad, it
to alter the

charter of the Royal College of Surgeons in
Ireland, as to place all the colleges upon an
equality, in respect to the power of granting

diplomas, the petitioners humbly submit ‘that
such an arrangement would, by increasing
the
facilities of ee
a mere legal qualificat
to practise, eventually
give rise to a competition between the co leges, which would lower
the standard of professional attainment in the

empire; it has been stated, that the competency of the candidate can be ascertained by
the test of an examination, and that the skill
and integrity of the.examiners stand as a defence between the candidate and the public;_
but to this the petitioners humbly beg leave to
object, first, that as surgery

must be considered

in the. light of a phic
art, as well as of a
science, that oral examination can scarcely be
considered a test of professional competency;
secondly, that it is proved by experience, that
tests of this kind have a strong tendency to degenerate into matters of mere form, inasmuch as the
indolence, if not the good-nature of mankind, in:

affairs which do not touch their interests or their
passions, lead them insensibly to mitigate the

strictness of their scrutiny; thirdly, that, strong

as they feel in the rectitude of their owa moting toan examination for such diploma any tives, the petitioners would nevertheless decline
person who had not served an apprenticeship, being placed in a situation in which their infor the full term of five years, to a regularly- terests might too frequently be found in opposieducated surgeon ; although the petitioners have tion to their duty; and they feel themselves
every reason to be satisfied with the result of a strengthened in this decision from haying obtegulation, which, by obliging the student in served, that in another country, in which medisurgery to deyote a suitable portion of his time cal degrees have been conferred upon the mere
to the study of the various duties of his pro- test of an examination, that a competition among
fession, assures to him, at least, the oppor- the universities has produced the dangerous
tunity of acquiring knowledge, still they are abuse of granting diplomas fora certain consifar from affirming that this mode of surgical deration to persons residing in a distant country,
education is exclusively to be preferred; they and of whose professional qualifications the exobserve however with ‘pleasure, that the prin- aminers could have no knowledge; in proof
ciple of education by apprenticeship has been and illustration
of the ill consequences which
fully recognized by the other colleges, and has must result from equalizing the privileges anuni cunly been acted upon by those able sur- nexed to diplomas obtained upon unequal terms
§cons who administer the public hospitals of of service; the petitioners are prepared to: adLondon, and whose talents and acquirements duce evidence before the house, that there are
have illustrated the character of British surgery at this moment in Treland persons possessed of
i every quarter of the civilized world; the diplomas from the Royal College in London,
Petitioners humbly submit to the consideration who have obtained them within a period of
of the house, that the Royal Colleges of Sur- eighteen months from the commencement of
eons of London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, can- their professional education, and who haye never

not be considered as being placed upon a

foot- within the course of that time enjoyed the ad~
vantage of attending to the practice of a public
granting of diplomas, except hospital; should the proposed bill pass into a

ingof equality, so long as the Dublin college
18 restrained from

Upon a service of te years, while the colleges law, such persons would be eligible to the situ.
of London and Edinburgh have the power of ations of surgeons to county infirmaries 5 and itis
Sranting them at their discrétion; in such a well known that the appointment to such situa~
Site of things, it is obvious that the Royal tions is conferred
by persons who are, from their

Colleges of London and Edinburgh can atany

ame assure to themselves a monopoly, not only

the granting of diplomas, but in the edu-

situations in life, unable to appreciate the pro~

fessional attainments Of the candidates, and to
whom a legal qualification to practise must be

~
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considered as a sufficient title to their confi
the

I

petitioners therefore humbl:

shall be deemed expedient to oh

surgical profession in Ireland upon

diffe

footing from that in which it was pla

charter of incorporation of the year
the house will, in its wisdom, p
alifications necessary for bec

1784, that| Elizabeth, upon the subject |
the | not among those who
dep:
ல்
candi. of the laws which subjected to
ஆட் and the amount of the ee
paid
penalty those who set up partic
the diploma, shall be equalized in the Unit
without having served an apprent
Kingdom, and shall be regulated by law.” —
them: such laws were, in his opi
Mr.

6

sill to secure

to society persons fe)

persons to practise, since but a small proportion

skill in the mechanical professions,
recently become the fashion
to dep:
laws, and, therefore, they were re|

sent bill was adapted to obviate this danger.

ground of removing undue restricti

* That part of the act of the 5th of Elizabeth
which prevented persons from exercising certain

ment at which this statute passed;

the danger of suffering ignorant and unqualified

of the public could form a correct opinion of, four years ago*. Would it, then, beco
their talents and abilities. He thought the pre- ment, after acceding to that.
a

trades without having served an apprenticeship, was
repealed by the 54th Geo. III. c. 96, which, how-.

ever, contains a saving clause as to the city of Lon-

don.
The hon. baronet remarks, that it had recently

become the fashion to deprecate the statute of apPrentices,
With great submission, it may be observed, that the impolicy of that act was seen and
acknowledged above a century ago.
Sd Modern Reports, p. 317.—Judge Dolben said,
that “no encouragement was ever given to prosecutions upon the statute 5 Eliz. and that it would be

for the common good if it were repealed; for no
greater

punishment

could be to the seller, than to

expose to sale goods ill-wrought, for by such means
he would never sell more,””
‘

2 Salk, 613. The Queen y. Maddox.—It was held
by the court, “that upon indictments on the sta-

Queen went on horseback to open
ani

quently afterwards, on occasions of state,
hind the Earl of Leicester. Coaches were
in England till th
ப இமய of Elizabeth’s rei
Burn’s Justice.—
So detrimental was this
thought, that
15 Car. LI. all persons spim
making cloth of hemp or flax, or nets for fis!
storin or cordage, might exercise those trade:
out serving apprenticeships
—And so little
legislature, at subsequent periods, think that an
nefit was to be derived from the statute of 5 H
beth ; or that manufactures were made bet

improved by this restraint ;—and the minds of

being more liberal, that trade should, as m
possible, be flung open; it was enacted, bj
'
W. Ill. that any apprentice discovering two pers
guilty of coining, so as they are convicted, 8

deemed a freeman, and may exercise his trade’

tute of 5 Eliz. the following of a trade-for seven

he had served out his time.”
x
And, ia order still stronger to. shew how li
legislature thought that the seven years’ bindini

~ Rennard and Chase, Brewers, 1 Bur. Rep. p. 2.

Cap. 8. that
all officers, mariners, and soldie
have been employed in his Majesty’s service,
deserted, may exercise such trades as they a

years was sufficient without any binding; this beinga hard law.’—And so held in Lord Raymond,
738.

—tLord Mansfield. “It hath been well observed
that this act (viz. 5 Eliz. cap. 4.) is, 1. A penal law.

2, It isa restraint on natural right.

3. [tis contrary

to the general right given by the common law of this
Kingdom.
4. The policy upon which this act was
made, is from experience become doubtful.
Bad

and unskilful workmen are rarely prosecuted.

This

act was made early in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

when the great number of manufacturers, who took
refuge in England after the Duke of Alva’s persecution, had brought trade and commerce with them,
and enlarged our notions.
The restraint introduced
by this law has been thought unfavourable; and the
judges, by a liberal interpretation, have extended
the qualification for exercising the trade much beyond the letter of it, and confined the penalty and
prohibition to cases precisely within the express letter.”
Accordingly, it was held by the courts, that the 5th
of Eliz. did not affect a trade which was not in ex-

. istence at or prior to thattime, Ina gut tam action,
Pride v. Stubbs, (reported in the 2d vol. of Campbell’s cases at Nist Prius, p. 397.) Lord Ellenborough

said, that it did not extend to the trade of coachmaking,

as “the

trade ofa

coachmaker

exist in England in the 5th of Elizabeth,

did not

The

proved manufactures, it was enacted, by 3 G

for, in any town or place.”

So dangerous and fatal had been the evil of &

binations

and conspiracies

amongst

journl

that, in ‘particular instances, as in trades W
many hands were required and very little skill
dying, and such like, the legislature made ex?
laws to give relief to masters. The 1
cap, 33 ; enabled dyers, in Middlesi
and Kent, to employ journeymen who had not
apprenticeships.—And to such a pitch had this

chief, in the West Riding of Yorkshire incr

the conspiracies facilitated by the 5th of Eli

it went to the total annihilation of our staple|

factures, and every other trade, which ho]
success not only by the home, but from fo

sumption.—See the report from the comm
the House of Commons, on the woollen trad
manufacture of these kingdoms

1806.

j

்
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could be prohibited from working in any 7
trade ; for the law abhors idlene:
evil—Otium omnium vit

in young men, who o1

papers which
enable

im to’be necessary;ம to | |
appeared’
their dordships to understand the subject

when it should come before them.

He coi

மனன

cluded'by ‘moving, that there be laid before the

-house an account of the fees paid on suiag out a

-pardon granted under the Great Seal...

The Lord Chancellor said, he had. no objecAion to\ the ‘motion, but he wished the werds

“ distinguishing the parts of the fees payable to
different persons,” to be added thereto.

‘The Marquis

of Lansdowne

on that they will’be i
redress
the grievances of which
have'so
much reason to complain; in 6
allay all apprehension,

the possibility of misre

and

to do

ion,

tioners distinctly declare’ that, in seekit

consented to alteration in the set or charter
of th

this addition, and the motion was agreed to; as
-was.a subsequent motion of his lordship; for an

Lord Holland noticed, as somewhat connected pire; with that constitution they are p
with the present subject, the fees required from satisfied, and it is chiefly because the
setsons who pleaded not guilty. It would, local government acted upon in
the
perhaps, appear incredible to their lordships, other royal burghs of Scotland
that an oe ‘was.incurred by. a plea of not variance with every principle con
guilty; and that, in some cases, lawyers were constitution, and because it
in the habit of advising persons to plead guilty, prived them of many of its 1
இ
4n order to’ avoid the expense. ‘This was an vileges, that they now presume to address tht
cnormous abuse; and, if inquiries were to be house; the:p
‘
” instituted into the expenses occasioned by the universally reco;
d
proceedings of criminal courts, he shoped
that no dispute, that thespersons entrusted with:
this and other practices: would ibe strictly in- management of the pecuniary
ஊம்
4
westigated.
of any community, ought
elected by,
'| held responsible to, the individuals
» HOUSE OF COMMONS. Monday, April 13.
. Epucation. or THE) Poor Bm.)
Mr.
Brou:
» in moving the second reading of

_ thts bil, ebserved,

that it-was the epinion of

~ many for whom he had great respect, that the
different Scottish burghs havej
commissioners should, be instructed. to inquire the
to do with the election of a: president
into all chanties in the kingdom. _ If the present
bill should be agreed to, he hoped that, in-the
and tow
-next session, it would be extended to all charities inர Whithorn, the magistratesand
council!
.whatever; and then an addition might be made time being meet ‘each year at Michaelmas
to the number of commissioners, At present;
she wished the commencement of inquiry to be

vote out ‘one of their number, and elect’

councillor in his stead ; ‘notwithstanding,
set at work,. By adopting now the limited plan ever, that the petitioners, who comprise
for charities for education, time would be given
for

idering

its

general extension.

asate
a warning
hoped that it would oper

He also

all the burgesses and the other inbabitan!

burgh, ‘are:thus completely
and: ef
to. all விவக from all participation in that

<haritable institutions, of which the ட were and notwithstanding they can'exercise
smisused, and set them upon correcting the evils. trol whatsoever over ‘the proce

-Mr. Abercromby repeated his wish, that the members of the town-council, still,
porate capacity, they are bound by

. Measure should extend to; all charities, which

ச்

ஐ தல் ௨ 8.22. 2.0.5.

aware of the many inestimable bent
from the free constitution of the
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fi

examine
into the accurac

glk
anh ae wei ச்ச்

0

these and other reasons, which they will not occupy the time of the house by stating, to intreat
of them that they will be pleased to take such

measures as. to their wisdom may appear best

calculated to put an end to the absurd, uncon- friends, ( Hear.)

stitutional, ent baneful practice of self-election
in the royal burghs of Scotland; they are con-

fident that such a measure would be regarded

Z
3
Lord Castlereagh said, he was
)1 4
any thing had been done on the
subject

to that was at-all inconsistent

as a Si
boon by every burgess in that part practice.
ங்
ச
of the
kingdom, while, by admitting them to a
Mr. Protheroe said, that he had
* participation
in all the privileges of the consti- of rather a strange nature ; and. he mus
tution, and by doing away all degrading distinc- his opinion, that if those reportsw!
tions, the house would cordially unite all classes
in its defence; but, if the house entertains any

doubts as to the propriety

applicable to all the b

of a general measure

Was necessary that

the country

how their representatives acted; and,

consideration were not given, by

onl

of Scotland, the pe- discussion, he should feel it his duty to

titioners.trust there can be none as to. the pro- motion for a call of the house.
500
priety of introducing
a particular measure
Lord Castlereagh said, that in the course’
affect
» 4g the burgh of Whithorn
; the evils which the he proposed to ete he was only fol
petitioners suffer from the operation of the pre- axe
eee of parliamen
sent system. of burgh
government are clear, tana.royal
message into consider:
a
gible, and obvious,
they can neither be denied next day after it was presented. If a calli
nor
pal
3 and when such is the case, they house should be moved, he should not opP
_ entertain a confident expectation that the house , Mr. Brougham said, that whatever t
earnestly and in good faith set about the tice had been, there might be some jus!
adoption of tha
measure which can alone occa- now for departing from the strict line 0
sion their removal; may it, therefore, please the dent, particularly
if any advantage
house to take the premises into consideration, to result from it. . If the house set a

௮ம் to grant to the petitioners such relief as
eir superiol IK

pedient.””

WIS

‘may deem

proper

just
on their own character,
on the peace of the

and ex- try at large, and on the stability of the,

é
ye
they would take every stepio their
. Marriaces
or THE Roya. Duxes.] Lord | carry the voice of the
spe along

with

Regent respectin;

ன

க்கல் நனவா
of Clarence and os

a message fram, ie Prince

©. Marriages

idge,

ie Dukes

similar
to that

3

(Hear, hear.) He should be disposed,

to support the motion ment

ப

pre- member, to obtain the usual security for #
sented to oe House of Lords by the Earl of attendance of members, He also suggest
Liverpool. (See page 1294.)
இலவ
of having a correct statement
0”
_ The message
oe been read from the
ore they legislated on this message
the sums already granted to the royal.

Lord
ae Castlereagh .saic ட் that, 60] conformably ly tot: a
precedent in pee cases, he should move that

pa

22

they were now. in possessiom
+

ச

23

the message be referred to, a committee of the
Mr. Methuen agreed with what hi
‘whole house to-morrow, when he should be able. the hon. and learned gentleman, and sale
to state more fully the grounds on which it was he should move
பதம் க
Br
Sent tothe house. At present he should peel
received by the Dukes of Clarence>.
Propose, that an humble address be presen
berland, and Cambridge, arising from

08

210 10-|
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37008: 0001100115.

‘The sum of §,000/, for repairingthe

of Portsmouth, might, in his opinion,be

reduced to Tene ‘The e3

=

3

department
had increased, was
, and
“ought
to be diminished. He|
ved, the purpose of obtaining them. Of
that in England a ‘reduction of one half might an. eyil the instances, he must hope,
be effected,

and in Ireland of two-

had himself held the

thirteen.

few,

could

and no

general Jaw, it was,wel

eyer arrive at perfection, or

of commander-in-chief in that times guarded against
was, whether these were
ற் ie th then டதா
asec
winkas bile
i
tho
1
On¢ nature, in which it was
‘but Treland had now no less than rests of society, that the

general, and

ட
oa

rds. He

appointmentsof adjutant-

(Hear, hear.)

int out tiie public a

abuse, The

not cases of
necessary
zeal and ac

should be stimulated—case:
anxious to dividuals
a reduction could | it was necessary for them to leave

He was

ட் but he would leave the subject for
the present, however fully he was convinced of
the necessity
of speaking upon it.
;
Mr. R. Ward said, he would not now enter
upon a discussion which could be much more
satisfactorily entertained when the measure

he
.and expose themselves to situations perhi
considerable peril. His notion was, that it
incl
be injurious
to the interests of justice, in tl
sai
prehension of

i

to take awa

wards for conviction ae ll cases ; but

that for no apprehension ought ther to
should come in the shape of a regular bill before reward. His opinion was, that both

the distribution of it, an
the house. The noble lord who spoke last had of the reward,
certainly availed himself of a fair opportunity there ought to be any reward at all,
to the judges before whom th
for making his observations; but he must say, referred
in return, that the subject had been so amply
discussed, not only in that house, but by committees above stairs, that he felt it unnecess:

to offer any reply. If the noble lord would
st to him any practicable retrenchment,
he should most willingly accept the suggestion.

s

e the

str

wa

ith t

pugt

ought i reg:

was made, and the indictment tried.

mulus for the apprehension of criminals)

thus be left, while the inducements to cons}
would be removed. ‘When cases cai

the court, in which the prosecutor, they
or the officers, appeared to be actingfi
With regard to the vote of 5,000/. for the re- tives of interest, and not from a regard
to]
pair of the damage
done by the late storms to justice; when they appeared. not metiton
௦
Portsmouth, he admitted that, in point of regu- zealous for the punishment of crime,
larity, notice ought to haye been given of thi
posed.to make a trade of their services
e al
additional item in the estimates. The report, sonal benefit; then the judges
ay
however, on which the application to parliament the reward altogether.- If the contrary
urs)
was founded, represented. the immediate neces- case, they might award the whole 40/ ongyeiue,
ity of the repairs, and it was upon this con- any part, or distribute it among those wholmgpoke
sideration that the notice had been dispensed

, with.

If the house should be of opinion that

this form of proceeding was necessary, he would
withdraw the resolution for the present.

‘The resolutions were then agreed to.

REWARDS ON ConVICTION BiLL.].

exerted themselves for the apprehension of
criminal, according to their merits. He op

no

the second reading of the bill, therefore, novagpulc

cause it abolished fixed rewards, but. becattlgreh«
allowed no rewards at all, and thus to
=)

Mr. Ben- all inducements to exertion in the appr

net moved the second reading of this bill.

jem!

of criminals.

ல.

The Attorney-General. said, that he had no except to the family or executorso!
difficulty in admitting the propriety of some al- who was killed in the execution of
teration In the law as 1t now stood; but the pre- ‘This provision of the bill he would adopts’
sent measure went to the total abolition of all in another part of it too, that whi
1
rewards for the apprehension and conviction of the prohibition of transferring T-ybura-tt
offenders. Those rewards had been enacted by he entirely concurred. He would a
toa?
a great variety of statutes, passed at very diffe- rally, with the hon. author of the bill,
rent periods: and the inference was, that the all certainty of reward, either as to amon? 7
legislature had at each of those periods been terms on which it might be claimed,
or the 0
impressed with the necessity of stimulating the bution of it among
the different
parties
assiduity and exertions of the persons employed their exertions to apprehend crimina
a Be in ee
in performing this necessary service. Now, a could notcee
e evils
at prese
law passed for the more effectual punishment of altogether. He
offenders, must not be supposed to haye been Bei of
might be removed, conspiracy]
inefficacious, merely because offenders were still| vented, anda
the sal an of oo
found to exist. It was not possible for any man tained,by still continuing tc
L
to say how many had been deterred from crime
டை ட but. referring be ant
வால
by such regulations, nor, indeed, how many had the question whether any. se at
been brought to justice by their means, who granted, to the judges. In ther
த் ¢ மண்ட
would otherwise haye escaped. He certainly Tight be safely rested; with, them the po!

்

0]

secuting fa
id out ni

hension

ditor,

nd
eady dewith

ed with the noble | i
Jord;

wholly

appointment 0

unnecessary.

is committee
was
:
: | pr

The wool-growers

and

farmers, it seemed, syould never be contented:

no seasons, no weather, no price could please

them.

Although,

in 1816, a sheep of 60 Ibs.

produced only 34s. 6d. it was now selling for
56s.
Wool itself had risen enormously in
price, and he would ask any gentleman, conversant with the trade, whether it was not likely
to bear astill higher price. With respect to the

yote for the

denied, that
favourable opportunity_

and He conceived that1

called upon to appoint,
would venture to அடம்
that free exportation and importation were ad- question which had
be n
்
vantageous to trade, yet, with respect to the posed of by arguments so irreleyant an
staple of wool, it was directly the reverse. Corn ‘Was it to be maintaine
could be exported without any injury to the or non-appointment of th
labouring classes, but wool could not be ex- depend upon the price of wi

question of exportation, his opinion decidedly
was, that although it might be generally true,

ported without taking
who were employed

the bread from thousands
in the manufacture of it.

higher or lower
former
years?

at the
The

present

e

time th
would

He gave the hon. gentleman who moved’ fora other
ட் for its consideration.
aye to ascertain what degree of

committee, full credit for his intentions to promote the interests of agriculture, but it should

price the agricultural interest had been de

be remembered, that its prosperity depended on

of by the system which had been adopted,

the flourishing state of our trade and manufac-

policy of the

tures.

Mr. D. Gilbert said, he thought it would be

a great hardship if the house retused to institute
an inguiry into this subject: he should, there-

fore, vote for the motion, without pledging himselt to support any future measure.

Mr. Shiffzer also supported the motion for'a

committee.

Mr. H. Davis.said; he saw no reason what-

ever for going into a committee.

He had ob-

tained, during the present year, as an agricul-

turalist, 30 per cent. more for his woo] than
swhat he had been accustomed to receive. He

mercantile system

have a free export and import of
ties; and eyen a free export of corn,
first necessaries of life,

then, was the exportat
in all times,
and under

all

circumstances!

some trades there was but a single mon(
against them, but in the wool trade there
louble monopoly. The wool-growers we!

pelled to sell to none but the home man!

turers of wool, and to buy of none but

‘same manufacturers. Instead,
the privilege of sel

therefore,
a

alluded, the proceedings were hurried forward

possible, they were
ட்
பி
rowest limits. Was it
fair, to put one
individuals in so advantageous, and the
so disadvantageous,a situation? Jf
would allow the committee to be appolm
would hir
Pick
that

quence-of the hasty manner in which the busin.es was was conducted, they had not had an

those arguments the

believed,

that, at

adequately supplied.

present, the market was in-

Mr. Holme Sumner observed, that in. the
committee of 1816, to which the noble lord had

in the most summary manner. A, number of grounds upon which this poli
individuals had. complained to him that in conse- was founded in 1660, when th
opportunity of expressing
d, therefore, that

complete, were wholl

their sentiments. 11௨ of the measure could no
subject would be they amounted tc
Europe could’

ie
The

»| they ceased to be so, nothing ¢ould

டட
the
le
® 29 had Ses

perhaps, have felt no objection to the terms of
the hee
but for circumstances which had

ட்ப ப

ition: still, however, it was open to ob- the people but submission to power
jection, and the impression prodaced abroad by of redress. At the present moment, \
the inconsiderate statement in the first instance, load of taxes was so onerous, it surely y
would not be removed by the change that had too much for parliament to express i
been made, His lordship’ therefore proposed,
that, at the end of the address as moved, the
following sentence should: be inserted: ‘ But
this house must at the same time express its |
confident hope that such provisions
as are neto the
cessary may be made without creating the ne- the duty he owed
1
1
ity of any additional burdens upon the peo- he owed ‘to its subjects.
le?
4
; splendour of the crown was derived
ன ‘The Marquis of Buckingham said, he could love and approbation of the people.
not come to the consideration of this question therefore, that ministers had net been’
without considerable pain, not arising from the vised in'their original and extravagant s
that it was unnec
duty which he had to perform, but from the tion, and convinced
manner in which the house had been called resort to the nation at large for any
upon to take this subject under its view. The plies to make good these demands for’
branches of the royal family, he's
difficulty arose from the mode in which the ‘younger
4
matter had been brought forward. He should, vote for the amendment.
The Marquis of Lansdoqzte said, he'co

allow the question to go to'a

vote without

now become perfectly ‘notorious; he might ing a few remarks upon the address ite l
otherwise have felt that degree of confidence upon the’ particular moment at
in ministers as to believe that they would not ment was called upon to vote in its favour.
ed |
add, without imperious necessity, to the bur- the address, in its present
dens of the people. The facts, however, to
which he referred, and which had been referred

amended, as the noble ear) confessed, in

shut its eyes to the real object of
this proposition. It had now become matter of public

that the alliances of the various branches of

noble earl had stated the reasons why the sum

reasonable extent; for it was the duty of pate

royal family were

essentially

PO

quence of the imperious call of public’o
to by the noble earl at the head of the treasury, that the demand. should at least: be’ re
rendered it impossible that the house should he did not feel prepared to object. Head

i)

con!

notoriety and discussion what. the original sug- the prosperity of the country; and he was
gestion was intended to have been, and the ing, therefore, to acquiesce in a provision 1.
intended to have been required had been diminished.
If no new burdens were to be laid
upon the people under this re-considered arrangement, those burdens would have been neRad the proposal been made in its original form, and it was the duty of the house to
take care that even the more moderate demand
.was not enforced from those who were unable
to comply. ‘If, therefore, so large, so unreasonable a sum was to have been claimed in the first
instance, until it was

thought adyiseable, from

ment to

provide the means for ¢

alliances into effect.

In doing so,

people, because, upon

those

howeveht
ear

was idle to say that reference sho
had to the splendour of the crowD,
soft
gard to the feelings or to the opmions(”
nions, the royal

es

family were more 64)

than upon any revenues it
enjoy: a disregard of those

might at

feelings

nions had, in former times, put to”

stability of the throne itself,and
an atten”)

the general repugnance to the proposition, to them:

had hitherto cemented the es
tween the house of Brunswick and tho
lest even the smaller amount should not really whom it was appointed to governs
reduce it, it unavoidably induced some jealousy

be necessary for the purposes for which it was

required,

His lordship was as ready

man to allow that the splendour of

tachment of the people was at once be

as any splendour and the greatest security
of

the crown

and there was no’ na

ought to be maintained; it ought to be sup- join in the prayer

that

ported by every means compatible with the Jong டப்ப yen
Tesources of the country; and all he hoped was hear.)

(expres:

a

that hope by his vote in favour of

the amendment) that that splendour would not

i

int ee

எ

lay which had taken place had certainh
productive of an advantageous
alteration

me

of the ப ணக

t
to

en

Tenis

only

ee
that

mee

attachl”

7”

long deserved. a

His lordship:did not now wish’

ee

of eee

ple, while attention was

the’
a

oe oh a dis

பப்ப ட பப்ப
ட்ட

theseillu

_ would not that love and that respect

_ 1855],

HOUSE
fe

?

ம

௫.

supporting it, that the house could
not answer | it was
Be
lord opposite would not
to those propositions, the intention
of

tions, he would. say that
an ட for the amend
not understand

_ for

்

t |to make one remark on the

how a revenue was to

by the noble lord.

He was ofopi

rejection of that amendment mien

be voted without adding to the burdens
of the bad impression on the minds of

people. The noble lord near him stated, that
the sum of money at present voted for the sovereign might be
ட் the purposes for which
money was required; but it was. true, that if
that sum was applied to such a service, after

that application, it would surely be added to the
burdens of the people. If there was any expense Jaid on the country, it was certain ly the
duty of his noble friends so to exert themselves,

th
pledged them to-attend to the di tr
people. If, then, they should
who were anxious

that the house

shor

அகவன் அழிய

ணை

liate the affections of the country, and
also ப
sah

regard

and good

opinion of the people, were

not afraid
ean be looked on inno favo
light? While it was their duty to maintain
நற
படை of the crown, they ought fo |

that the country might be lightened of their
anxious to relieve the distresses ae the
coun |
burdens ; but why was that so urged at this try. Under all circumstances, he sho
precise period? Why had he not heard of mo- his hearty assent to. the amendment.
3
tions for the discontinuance of such expenses?
The amendment was then negatiyed without
If it was necessary that ‘they should be discon- a division, and the original motfor
ion
the adtinued, they should have heard of some pro- dress agreed to.
த
ve
position to that effect before that time. There
would of necessity be burdens upon the people.
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
It was impossible that parliament could yote a
revenue without additional burdens on the counWednesday, April 15.
try.

It was the wish of some noble lords, that

part of the money that was voted for the sovereign should be applied to the purposes of the
it to the princes; but he desired his noble
Besar who had particularly mentioned that, to
answer him one question,—would that appropriation be preserving the people from burdens? If the plan of those noble lords were
to be pursued, the people would be as much
taxed to pay allowances to the princes, as the:

would if taxes were laid on,

Till he could

understand that that was not the case, he could
not yote for the amendment.
Without that
were so, it would be impossible for the amend-

Copyricnt

Bmu.]

The

Lord Advocateof

Scotland presented a petition from the Curators
of the Library of the Faculty of Advocatesat
Edinburgh, setting forth, « That a bill is a

present

டட

in the house, to amend an

act passed in the 54th year of his present Ma

jesty,

intituled

Acts for
securing
Books to
Assigns;’

the
the
the
that

¢ An Act to amend the’ several

Encouragement of Learnings bi
Copies and Copyright of pri
Authors of such Books, or
the said bill, if passed im

law, will materially injure the rights which
the .
Faculty of Advocates have, through the

of parliament, and to the great
benefit of the
ment to meet his concurrence. It was impos- public, enjoyed for above
a century; that’
sible to vote a sum of money, without laying a use of the Library of the Faculty,
has never beet
burden’ on the people to
that extent. It was confined exclusivelto the members of the Fact
the duty of every member of parliament to do ty, but all their books y and manuscripts
have beet
every thing in his power to saye the people un- at all times accessible to every person
necessary expense. In laying on further charges, in literary or scientific pursuits ; it wouldengaged
have
it might be said, that it was necessary
to rouse been’ wholly impossible for the Faculty
wit
parliament to peculiar attention on ae subject their limite fade to have acquireda collection
that had been introduced. He did not think of books which would have been publicly ust
there was any need at all for their being so ful, without the aid which the Copyright
Acs
roused. If a new charge was submitted, they have afforded, and their acquisitions would
have
would be equally raising money from the peo- | bee: n. consequently confined in a
ple to bear that charge. For the reasons he had to the books required for themselves profes:
stated, he could not vote with the amendment.
Earl Grosvenor was rather surprised at the

manner in which the noble earl had stated his
reasons for not voting with the amendment. He
had heard it remarked, that there were persons

sionally ; that the petitioners humbly submit

that the object of the Copyright Acts, the en-

couragement of learning, hee been essentially
promoted by the establishment under the 237

who found a difficulty in perceiving that two

of the petitioners, and the public are certainly
indebted to it for many

in stating that, when

tioners cannot imagine that the house will ort

important works, whose
and two made four. He could not help sup- authors
could not have elsewhere pro‘ ட
posing that the noble lord had been Jabourin; ig | Tequisite materials and information;
under some such difficulty,
்

கடட

்

_ the possibility

a

ances, without imposing new
3 0
country, he remained deliberately.

that ministers had acted rightly i
royal highness as they had done. Butalth ugh
he was convinced of the prop
wh:
had proposed, he would
not pertinaciously

here to it; and as parliament
had manifested <

‘indisposition
to concur in the amount, he would
not press his intended sees upon them.
(Hear)

He did not surrender, however,

opinion on

the

which he acted, nor did he think

there was any thing in the extent of the pro-

posed provision which compromised the public
rinciple on which the administration rested the
stification of their conduct. (Hear.) He hoped
fore he sat down to be able to bring the feelings of the house, their regard to
the state of

the country, and their attachment to the interests
of the crown, to concur ina common purpose.
Before he proceeded farther he wished

to pro-

increase, their livings by me
they could not enter; and,
they could accept of many lu
ments, they should not be preclud
from the hopes of bettering their in
engaging in the performance
of such y
vices as they could execute consi
their title ana elevated rank.’
Parli
not with propriety graduate the sca
sion from any conside:
ofa
ture, because it might be
minutely into personal qualit
should not be repressed by bein;
the hopes of reaping its reward i
independent of parliamentary liberality.
theroyal family therefore exercised en

tect himself from the influence of some views
of the question of additional provisions for the
branches of the royal family, which arose out
of the peculiar situation in which some of those
illustrious persons were:placed.. ‘They had all at home or abroad, from which'the
of them some other sources of income, beside income which might be properly cons
the provision made by parliamentary
ts: 3| the fruits of their activity, or the re
and it might be thought that these additional their talent, they should not be treat
revenues should be taken into consideration, and liberally bythe house. He stated these com
deducted from the sum to be supplied by the tions, because he saw a disposition
in some me
liberality of parliament. ‘This appeared to him bers to consider the emoluments derived!
to be both an illiberal and unwise view of the office as a:deduction of parliamentary
subject. He submitted that, in making arrange- The case of the Duke of Cambrid,
ments for the ee
of the royal dukes, and particularly alluded to, and an
for their support in this new situation, their in- ber had wished for an account of
come, arising from civil or mili
employ- from foreign employments.~ The
ments, conferred: upon them
டட crown, not properly inquire into this si
should not be brought in diminution of the pro- mand the production of the acco
vision to be made for them by parliament, inde-

pendent of their own exertions.

‘There should

be a distinction between the members

of the

royal family in the married and unmarried state,
in consideration

of

the

additional

expenses

which they would find it necessary to incur in

the former; and if they were precluded from
enjoying any additional advantage, from en-

aging in active duties, by seeing that income

deducted from their parliamentary allowance,
they would be deprived of all motives for the
exertion of their talents, or for their zeal in pro-

much misrepresentation had gone abroad
did not regret that an opportunity
1788
him of-making an explanation w!
shew the unfounded nature of those
demonstrate, that neither the tenure 0

the royal duke held his situation, nor

nitude of the emoluments which he deri
it, laid him open: to the least mj
tended to disturb the scale of pro
ministers proposed to parliament for

of

family. Yn the first place, the situatiol
and military governor of Hanover was
moting the public service. - Parliament therefore porary nature ; and, without pledging ™
பண்ட் not sanction a principle which would duke as to any plans that he might ha
have the tendency to produce an aversion to the for the future course of his life, he ப்
active

duties.

of life, or the useful direction of

that he seemed to have sm

fortune, should still be allowed to better their
condition by their own. exertions. Though

his. domestic arrangements

ee

their abilities.
These distinguished persons, it-permanent. His roy
Be
though placed by their birth in an elevated rank the office at the ‘request of his bro
of society, and precluded from some employ- Prince Regent, and he might re
ments which to others are the road to fame and country in a short time, Wil
Placed at once beyond

the necessity, of active

retarn he had) refrained from

in Ens

still retained his house in this €ot

efforts, and. debarred by reasons of ‘state from for his reception. In the secon
Many employments. to which others could re- situation’ was not only
Sort, there were still duties which they might emoluments were very

e
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with

the misrepresentations

of:

had gone abroad. His income, as civ
d military
governor, did not. exceed five
jousand pounds a-year; and the whole extent.of
emoluments, from all contingencies, amount-

(222.

-would render, it impossible
to:
in the married state. Allow
ie

im

for his

royal highness the Duke of Clarence, from a

regard_to the closer proximity
the succession, it was proposed

of his issue to
that the provi-

only to about six thousand pounds. “An em- sion for the junior branches of thefamily should
yment Of this kind, temporary in its nature,

nd not. extravagant in its gains, he submitted
the house, should not deprive his royal higheither in his married or unmarried state,
bein;
ed on that scale of provision
thich the

other members

of the royal

family

re to enjoy. His royal highness the Duke of
larence was still less provided for by his emloyments. He had only 1,100/. a-year arising
om half-pay. The Duke of Kent enjoyed the
noluments of governor of Gibraltar, and had

kewise a regiment; but his revenue from these
0
es did not exceed 6,000/..a-year. He subhitted, therefore, that these sources of income

hould not be takéh into consideration, as a deluction from the intended provision. If the
ouse did so, they took away all motives to
xertion. The Duke of Kent received his proion ater in life by three years than some of
is brothers, and six years later than others.

be less. He would propose a resolution for
6000/. to the Duke of Kent, 6000/. to the
Duke of Cumberland, and 6000/. to the Duke
of Cambridge. (Hear.) ‘With respect to pinmoney to the royal duchesses, with whom these
royal persons had or might contract. marriage
alliances, that was a consideration to be settled
between husband and wife. The Duchess of

York, on her marriage, had received 4000/.
a-year as an allowance for pin-money. Allowing that the other royal duchesses were to
receive an allowance of s0oo/.; for this purpose, then, the additional income of the Duke
of Clarence, for his family establishment, would

amount only to 7000/.,

that of the Duke of

Kent to 3000/.5 that of the Duke

of Cumber-

land to s000/. and that of the Duke of Cambridge
to 000/, annually,

Hehad gone into the ex-

amination of what should be settled as the
‘minimum with painful feelings ; and, he thought,
he house should not say to him, or the rest of if any thing less than what he had mentioned
he royal family, we will grant you no provision, were to be granted, it would not answer the
ecause, by the bounty of the crown, you are purpose.
If any addition at all were to be
aplteady provided for, and whatever you earn allowed, less could not be stated. If the house
by the exertion of your own talents'shall be de- wished the marriages to take place, they should
lucted from the liberality of parliament. 8௦. not expose the branches of the royal family to
br from adopting that principle, the reverse of the necessity of contracting debts, or the royal
t ought to be acted upon. ‘The natural motives succession to discredit among foreign nations.
Oexertion which animated men in the other He had now opened every thing that he had in
alks of society, should be held out to’ the view ; he had explained and attempted to justify
uembers, of the royal family; and their merits, the first intentions of ministers, and submitted
which rendered them fit for employment, should to parliament the lowest scale on which the:
hot render them unworthy of liberal treatment. could, in the execution of their duty to the
He would leave out of view, then, the indepen- crown and the country, rest the proposed estabnt incomes of the Dukes of Cambridge and lishments. He had disguised no fact, and he
ent, and would proceed to the detail of the shrunk from no responsibility. Ministers had
Proposed provision. By the feelings manifested been anxious to place the direct branches of the
nthe house when the Prince Regent’s message royal family in no worse situation than the king’s
ஜு
submitted to it, ministers had
been induced nephew, while they had equally consulted the
0 examine the matter more minutely, to see if state of the country. They only proposed to
iny deduction could be made. (Hear.) They
idgone into the minutest calculations and the

do what parliament had done in 1767; when¢he
Duke of Gloucester, the king’s brother, received
test inquiries. They had not depended on an allowance of 24,000/,
If the Duke of
selves, but entered into a painful investiga- Gloucester, then, had 24,000/. and the present
of the details with those from whom they| duke 28,000/.,it was not too much to ask 24,000/,
uld expect the best information, and the most for the junior branches of the royal family, and
portant opinion.
The scale of a private 28,000/. for the Duke of Clarence. He had
Am
ie not one that could apply to that of proposed this low estimate with painful feelings,

€ ulustrious persons. With respect to the because he knew that he was running a risk of
vision necessary for the Duke of Clarence proposing a provision that might be found incular, they went into the most strict and | ad. lequate to the object, and which might not
tate inquiry, with a feeling that nothing

exempt their royal highnesses from the necessity

to stand in the way of an examination; of inyolving themselves in debt. He would
“at nothing ought to be withheld that was be- now leave the question ta, the judgment of the
Pung, and வட்ட given that was extravagant. committee, without trespassing farther upon its
The result of this examination was, that unless patience, The jointure proposedfor the Duchess
%,000/. a-year of additional allowance was of Clarence, in the event of the death of the
anted, the proposed establishment could not duke, was 7000/, a-year, and that of the other
பபர் Any grant to a less amount royal duchesses, 6000/._ He hoped the propo-
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which he had submitted to the h

‘combining
வம்

regard

to

as they
ப் es

றமல

that would

kB

ne

public economy, would

The sums

meet 1

=

that bad. fallen’

ight.- It was true, that

soon fall in,

of the grants; but it was also

‘The additional
Clarence bei

‘That for the Duke of Ke nb
For the Duke of Cumberland.
For the Duke of Cambridge
Would make inall

ws

.

Saas

tn

money proposed. to be so applied,

ல்ல;

saying to the country

.

ர்

| an

mean to propose
r
direct nega
அரக்க
ட.
duty to call upon
gentlemen to

28,000.

they agreed to that

Jn the event. of the Duke of Kent’s
he
“not marrying, the sum would be only 22,000.

ம

i

might be placed on the country into:

moved,

that

a
pause

ees and, wath

ர்

if

the farther con:

lord concluded ‘by moving the

following resolution: “That. his Majesty be
Mr. Brogden (the chairman) sug este
wenabled to grant an additional yearly sum of the hon, member intended to move an
money
out of the consolidated fund of the ment, the regular mode was, to m
united kingdom of Great Britain and ‘Ireland, Jeaye the chair.
cee
not exceeding the sum of 10,000/. to make a
:Mr. Barclay s d, he shotld ther
suitable provision for his royal highness the he leave the chair.
1
Duke of Clarence, upon his marriage.’
It was remarkedby another ஈாராம்ரூ॥
Mr. Barclay said, that before the committee
proceeded to make the proposed grants, the

regular amendment should be, that the

report progress and ask leaye to
state of the country ought to be taken inte con- | the question was so put accor
sideration. This was not a time to propose any
Mr. Parnell said, he was altogeth
new. expenditure, when it was: stated that, ina profusion at this crisis, yet, in justice
ae of peace, a loan’ of eleven millions must royal personages, and the scale of ex]
raised. for the public service. Let the com- consequent to their exalted situation,
mmttee consider the burthened state of the circumstances of a marriage, he felt it
country; let them consider that the distress to support the resolution.
:
was last year so great as to.induce his royal
Mr. Protheroe congratulated
the hoi
பலக the Prince Regent to sacrifice 50,0007. effect of the virtuous opposition wi
of his income for its relief; and then say, whether been made to this measure, in re
this was a. proper time to bring forward such a original sum
ட
to be called for.
motion as that which was now before them. just causes of grief for the death of the
When the allowance was made to the Duke of Charlotte of Cobourg, many persons had
York, our finances were in a flourishing condi- apprehensions of the failure of the 10)
tion: now thee
ey were in a state of the greatest Brunswick.
But a- cause pay was:
pressure. With regard to the Duke of Cumber- forced upon the public mind
had
tos he saw no reason for granting him now anticipated. Pensions and grants t0
what was refused him in 1815. The Duke of were called for, in consequence of tha
Clarence did not, in his opinion, stand in a ne event. To forei oe
ட்
_ situation that entitled him to a greater allowance objection, but he hope:
y were entele
than the junior branches cof of the roroyal family. without mercenary views, and that they)
Supposing that, after receiving this provision, be productive of happiness without DY
and entering into the marriage state, he had no the nation. In lo: ae he would
issue, there would be the same reasons for aug- man; but he held etoit to Be not ot
menting the revenue of his next junior brother. with loyalty, but essential
to its stability,
Was not his present income sufficient t, if freed the language of truth. Did ministers
from. incumbrances; and, with those incum- language of truth to theirheir 1a
Di161
brances, would it not be swallowed up or diverted

from its purpose? If there
Junior branches of the royal
he would more willingly
additional allowance, it would
of Kent; but if they all.

was one of the
family to whom
another grant an
be to the Duke}
took the same

method as he had adopted. for bringi

measure was first thou
tell him, that this was not the

the burthens of the people? He

tad(

many petitions
for a radical reform 0"

He had

told the petitioners, that the ¢

of granting their prayer would

their but, the consequence of increasing

expenditure within their income, no additional beyond the “possibility of supp?
, provision would be necessary. He would would be equally revolutionary.
have. no objection to grant provision to. the, ness of its suppofters was not less
- widows
of the royal dukes.. But, before an
crown than af
madness of thi
congratulated the house on theo}

additional

a

ட் க்கப்ப பன
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் of giving the lie to the charge so often
lus gee ey that the nee of the

lene weight with them than the in- sponsibility for the public; and although they’
the crown. We had been for three were வரலாம் to the hon. and learnedote

peace with all the world, yet our ex-

man in ingenuity, in dexterity, and. ina certain

s were beyond our resources ; and, in the parliamentary accomplishment, which, to use a

‘of this, we still went on increasing our
Rhens.
Some of the burthens now proposed

word found in the same

res|

ible yolume from

which the learned gentleman had taken the word

besides, such as would not at any time be click, he meant the Slang Dictionary, he

Bre,

“with

te of

satisfaction. If ever there was a call the “ gift of the gab;”” (much laughter and
fect unison with confusion) ; they were as justin their principles,

that house in

feeling, it was the vote which had reject- and.as independent in their conduct, as any set
application for an additional allowance of men that ever graced this country, He did
He but justice to the general sense of the people
Duke of Cumberland. (Hear hear.)
therefore vote against the proposed reso- when he said so. The object of such meeti
was to obtain their sentiments previously to Ae
the men
Mr. Gurney said, that the pease application ‘proposal of a measure, as they were
As
effects of the royal most conversant with the country at
the
tobed
st be ascri
jage act. By it all the descendants of ‘to the resolution moved by his noble friend, he
the duke of Clarence
orge II. other than the issue of princesses could not agree to bring
med into foreign families, were recluded into a situation which did not belong to him,
om intermarriage with the great families of that of- presumptive heirto the crown. (Hear.)
neland. ‘Theonly reason for such an enactment The duke of York, it was true, had been mars, the prevention of disputed claims to the ried for a considerable time; but-a certain cala»
‘Accession, and of consequent civil wars. It was mity might befall him, and then he might marry
again, when it would be pi
ed to make
ue, that this country had Jong been afflicted. the same
provision for him as had lately been
ith the worst calamities, by the civil wars of
the prince of Saxe-Cobourg. It was
rk and Lancaster. But such wars could not made for
present state Of so- impossible to concur in the advance of alapprehended in the
y. The civil wars of York and Lancaster lowance to such'an amount to the duke of Cla~
ere the wars of a barbarous age, when the rence. He would not object to an advance of
Mobility possessed whole provinces, and the 6000/. a year ‘upon his marriage, if information
“fommons were almost powerless*.
From this were previously given to prove that! this sum
iage act proceeded all the evils which now could be applied to the object of supporting the
animadversion and opposition.
The splendour of the crown. He must acquit his
உ
lastrious branches of the royal family, pre- noble friend of blinking or
iBlided from any alliance with the great dukes, subject, when he had said; that his royal highand barons of England, were forced into ness had 18,000/.a year as a parliamentary grant,
inces with weak and
poor German families. 2500/. from treasury warrants, and 1100/. as
he consequence of such alliances was, a'con- admiral of the fleet. In addition to these items,
int application to parliament for provision to he was ranger of Bushy-park, and had a charmupporta family in the highest rank, without ing residence, equal to not less than s000/. per
Pblic
the
#® the
buld

ny independent resources.

On the whole, he

Approved of the motion of the hon. member for
pouthwark, as it at least gave time for the reipt of those accounts which would be necesaety to
guide the house in any decision they
might ultimately come to.
,
Mr. Holme Sumner said, he should first advert
0 what had been said of the previous meeting

pn this subject. It was a meeting of gentlemen
Ee

from their character and station in the
, from their personal observation, and
e information derived from their constiits, were best acquainted with the sense of

he nation, and who, therefore, were the fittest

annum. As the object of the resolution was to bestow upon a younger brother a greater degree of
splendour thanwas necessary,he would oppose it,

till it should be proved that the proposed addition
would be available to any such object. (Hear.) He
understood that 4000/. would not pay the interest of the debts of the duke of Clarence, and
that demands existed against him for 50,000/. or
60,0007 : so far, at least, public report went.

Of what use, then, could the proposed grant be
a
ie ee of the hee 6peo
to the
stead
of elevating
it wot
ly. de;
» it
ணன: throwing away ie public
would be

money.

A royal duke (Kent) had, much to his

os for
ae divested oe of his
his debts. If in this purpaying
e purpose of
To
jose he were ental he should have no ob|jection to agrant of 6000/.to him upon +hismar=
jages Proper emoluments ought not to be withட family, and
held from any branch of the

consulted on any subject to be proposed
parliament. An hon. and learned
man
ised such meetings as chicks.

vt exist till the regular succession was by force in2h
and, in consequence, fictitious
titles toi the
net
mp.
G

in different
$0,000/. was not more than
‘circumstances, to be allowed; but while the op-

pression of the country by taxes deprived other

ர்
30878 69 [89 1110507௦00 இருளா... 196 110ஐ, பத
the language of 1
hool, had said, “ Cam-

Bridge bas

rst fault yet.”

When

the grant
to the dukeof Cumberland was formerly
‘stated to a meeting assembled for the purpose,
the numbers decreased rapidly from 37 to 30,

20, 18, &c.

At last, gentlemen came up from

“all parts of the country to oppose the grant. In
that case the marriage had indeéd been accom-|
plished, but there had been no message from the

crown.

The house had not been fairly treated

then, when

in those circumstances the subject

his duty too well to

text or a means for /umzb

hat

zeal

r the

Taugh.) Hamble
was brought before them; and the house was| & ‘orm, and must asbe he was, he had a dut
allowed to follow
not fairly treated now, in hooking him in among opinion. No
man honoured the king,
the other princes. (Loud and long continued cheer= } the constitut
ing). He could not at present make any motion peared to ion, better than himself.
him that ministers had
on the subject; but, if the amendment of the country
hon. member for Southwark should behegatived, brought ’safe through its greatest dangers
it into quiet seas. That trangul
he should feel it his duty to call for an account
would remain undisturbed und:
of the income and debts of the duke of Cla- thought,
care and wisdom of administration; buth
rence.
frankly declare, that the demand of such
Lord Castlereagh explained. As to Bushypark, it was rather a burden than otherwise. An- in the present condition of the country,
self'a measure calculated to prove inju
other topic alluded to he could not enter
upon
Tt seemed to him one of the
the house would perceive the delicate situation 5 oer
in which he ‘was placed. But he could assure judicious propositions that ever was. subi
the house that the representation given of the to parliament. He was perfectly dispo
vote some provision to the duke of Clarent
duke of Clarence’s debts was by no means
true situation. If the resolution were agreed his the ground of his intended. marriage, b
to, rest of the proposed plan he must give hi
the duke of Clarence, after relieving himself
cided negative.
i
from pressing demands, and making a provisi
on
Sir T. Acland said, there were so man
for the ultimate extinction of his Hee would
involved in this question, from which
havé 25,0007. a-year unincumbered.
views might be taken, that he was desif
Mr. Coke declared, that under the present
tresses and burdens of the country, he could dis- stating very shortly the principles by which!
reconcile it to his sense of duty, to consent not vote on the subject would be gover
to thought it the duty of the house, in
the arrangements proposed by the noble
lord, place, to lay altogether out of col ‘he
Ifat any future period,a stronger case should present itself, or the circumstances of the country every question, except that of the all
which it was fitting for parliament
‘wear a more favourable aspect, his objectio
ns the royal personages, with a view
to te
might be removed. With regard to the
offence ae
in contemplation. With the stb)
taken at the application of the word “click,
” by individual character, he conceived,
his hon. and learned friend (Mr. Brougha

m), he
entertained a very sincere respect for man
hon.
members on the other side of the house ; Gi he

had nothing to do; nor ought vee மய

friend fully entitled to his support.
He said this with a ie toact and speakin con-

‘The only question which they had t

nion, to direct their
ence to emoluments
must at the same time observe, that he consider- from
private sources,
ed the general principles and conduct of his hon,
public and honourable
and learned

proceedings by am
which might be
or might be the
service. (Hear, hears

sistency with those Whig sentiments which he was, what was the proper provision to BE
in the circumstances of the country,
a supported for the last forty years of his members
of the royal fami
asly
wele
fe.
enter on the டட
state. Looking at
- _ Sit W. Gurtis said, that some additional prople
question
in
all
the
views
in
a
vision was necessary when any of the royal family | be
‘be regarded, he was sorry that he cou
|. In this yiew, he thought that the mo- cur in the proposed resolution. He
8
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all on parliament for any augmentation
of
ort 4 sing from சன் ஸ்வரம் pressure

* the times on the people of E:
;
"Earl Gower observed, that
that the married state required some additional

provision.. He rose, however, chiefly for the}
uurpose of calling the recollection
of the house

Teams fact, i the duchess.
of Cumberland | were re-admitted.) If it were
had now resided three years in this country, vide for the succession to She
during which time she had acquired the esteem |
1 பண்ற of all who 0 knew ப்ளே, ஹஸ் 1௨1916.
and
to | of
confident that this esteem would continue
<
increase, For the whole of the period that she

ள்

as

had become a British princess, she had been indi

ing

for her support to the generosity of the
of Prussia, and he put it to the house,

ட்டா was worthy of the pride of Eng-

adios
D pi

| upon

t

Mr. Barclay signified his readiness to withdraw
his amendment; but there being’ some

(Loud laughter.) Bis

a division must take place.
‘The question was then loudly called for, and
strangers were ordered to withdraw. The house,

As a contractor of debt he did not stan
the house: his noble friend had told them
his royal highness had voluntarily, and|

howevet; did not divide.

rangements

such means as might enable him to sup

cries in the negative, the chairman decided that situation in the country with

During our absence,

becoming<

of his own, set apart a po

Mr. Sumner moved, that the grant be reduced his income for the payment of interest, and
from 10,000/. to 6000/.
believed, also for the insurance
of his Iife,
Mr. Lambton complained of the dilemma in the gradual liquidation of the principal. W
which he was placed. He observed, that he out this alliance he wanted not the aid of
parl)
‘Was against any’ grant;
if he voted ment, -and he contracted this alliance,
against the 6000/., he might occasion a majo- his own private gratification, (loud Jaugli
a in favour of the 10,000/., to which hé' was but because he had been advised to do 80
‘more averse.
the politic purpose of providing for the succes}
_ Sir Gilbert Heathcote thought that the present sion to the throne. (4 /augh.) If there
we
incomes of the junior branches of the royal thing ridiculous in this proposition,
family were ample. He, as an individual, was
obliged
to attend to his domestic concerns, and

he

thought they ought to do the same.
Mr. Calvert observed, that the difficulty arose
from the embarrassed circumstances of the country. He thought that the utmost economy
ought to be observed in the intended grants.
Mr. Brougham adverted to the difficulty complained of by Mr. Lambton, and recommended
him to vote in the first instance for the smaller
sum, which merely pledged the committee to
a grant not exceeding 6000/., after which he |
ight, in a subsequent stage,-vote for reducing
sum to an amount merely nominal. ;

broaght about by their own laws. . The
the country prevented

lay

the royal family.

entering into engagements of marriage at
they insisted that the branches of their 1
family should look abroad for wives; and¥
they came to do

this, as in the present

not from liking or affection, for that could
be supposed possible when the persons
even seen each other; if there were’
surdity in such an arrangement, it was

to the laws themselves,-and not to the
duals
uals
who were bound by those laws

thought the house could not refuse’ this ¢
10,000/. to the person who might

pro

Mr. Tierney understood that the noble lord | h eir to the crown, without exposing”

meant to propose something by way of dower,
to which he had no objection, and therefore
would not concur ‘in any yote that might break

up the
Mr.
order,
yoting
ate
nominal

embarrassment, and bringing exorbitant
on his establishment. ‘Ministers were CO}

pons no less a sum would’be eq

committee.
்
id not render the marriage impracti
Canning commented on the point of would at least endanger ier and
and stated, ie i. the ae were ல
pee In voting Ae
ee
ட
அமல
an
t at
al , they might stop
the pro- only
it one half of what was ©
e
ரட்ட
altogether, or qe a 1௦: ட spaces than that ministers
W"”
sum, which would answer the same not be responsible
> =
Ament
purpose. But he rose for the purpose of ex- aon ட்டம்
கம் the
pressing his approbation of the larger sum pro¢ hon. member for Surrey.
~
அலி
Bese |. When he compared the proceedings of
ற். 8 ந்த்
‘that. a. sufficient
night with the feeling that prevailed on the migh ப கன் from t] veo
Openi
ofng
the sessihe
was at a loss
to con- to answer al the purposes
on,
wanted.

eeive by what process the whole feeling then |' Sir WGuise spoke
to the same effects
7

:

ig
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a
of the Royal Dukes.

A
[1978

~ Lord Gastlereagh said, that no establishment Queen’s own establishment, It was a great
~ could be conducted with so much economy as error to suppose that the Windsor establishment
the Windsor establishment: there could be no|
reduction, except, perhaps, in the department
of the great officers of state. The whole of
the salaries, from those officers down to the
meanest servant, amounted 60 88,0002 Of this
sum 10,000/. only was applicable’ to offices of

that description, that could

admit of being re-

duced, If they took away from this sum the
allowance to those officers who were indispensably necessary, the whole sum, with respect to
which there could be any question as to reduction, came within

rangements

6000/.

The

had been adopted

Windsor

ar-

by parliament

after the fullest discussion, and he trusted, that

furnished any part of iG Gussh pheusehold.
Mr. Sumner said, he had stated, on rumour,

that the debts of the Duke of

nce amount-

ed to 50,000 or 60,000/. It was now said, that
the whole claims might be liquidated for 5000/.
a-year.
The question was not whether they
would grant such a sum as might be necessary
to the duke of Clarence, but whether, having
granted him such a sum, they would grant him
another 5000/. a year for that part of it, the fee
of which he had already consumed.
Mr. Lambion

a

said, that his objection to any

had not been obviated by any thing that

ad fallen from the other side, and he therefore

before they proceeded to reduce any part of the felt himself called on to record that objection,
establishment, the subject would be discussed in by moving that the chairman do now leave the
chair. No man could entertain a higher respect
.
a manner not less satisfactory.
_ Mr. Tierney insisted that the Windsor estab- than himself for the illustrious House of Brunslishment was far greater than was necessary for wick: bred up as he had been in the principles
the purposes of use or splendour to the vener- which placed that family on the throne, he
able monarch, or the branch of the family must be anxious for its happiness and honour;
resident with him. ‘There was 60,000/. for the| but, in the present burthened state of the counprivy purse, out of which no expense was paid try, when he saw the poor languishing in want,
except of the medical attendants: he would when he recollected that this evil had increased
estimate that, at the utmost, at 50/.aday. This to a degree no longer to be borne, when he saw
ட் part of the country, he could
would amount to no more than 18,250/. out of distress in
the 60,000/.: but then, in addition to this
sum, there was 10,000/. a-year from the duchy

of Lancaster.—Her

Majesty’s

establishment

amounted to 100,000). a-year ; but, besides this,

her Majesty was allowed for the Windsor estab-

not consent to

uurthen the people with one shil-

ling more. If circumstances had occurred to
render a great part of the Windsor establishment

away.

useless

or unnecessary,

let it be done

But that had nothing to do with the

58,000/. and an additional sum of present question. The question was, should
1900/. for what was called travelling expenses; they burthen the country with 6000/. a-year beand the income of the two resident princesses cause the duke of Clarence wished to marry?
was 26,000/. more, making the total of the Because he had extravagantly thrown away that
already
granted him,
Windsor establishment amount to no less a sum which parliament had
than 264,000/. per annum. ° (Hear, hear, hear. y were they to make good the effects of that exNow, what was done with all this money? trayagance? The house would ill discharge
‘Was it spent, or nearly spent? And if not, for their duty to their constituents, whom they
what purpose was it accumulated; and why must shortly meet again, if they did not resist
might it not be applied to such uses as outfitting so unconstitutional a measure in the beginning.
the different branches of the family on the oc- They would forfeit every claim to the respect of
casion of their marriages? A reduction should the country. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. Wynn said, that if the original proposi‘
be made of all superfluous expenses,
Lord Castlereagh replied, that the estimate tion had een adopted, it would haye gone farto
of the right hon. gentleman was not fairly taken. ther to shake the attachment of the ofcountry
°
peothe
confidence
the
and
family,
royal
the
to
came
year
last
attendance
medical
The
ple
in
parliament,
than
any
proposition
ever
great
that
known,
well
was
it
-$8,000/,: and
He would shortly
part of the privy purse was devoted to bene- submitted to that house.
to
volent purposes. It was not fair to reckon in state the reasons why he was still disposed
member
the incomie of the princesses ; and still less was agree with the amendment of thetohon.
it fair to count the income of the Queen, who, for Surrey. He could not accede the opinion.

lishment

family,
by act of parliament, was entitled to the full that the junior members of the royal
in their
“sam of 100,000/. as her jointure. ‘To this sum having already received a settlement
upon the
she would be entitled wherever she lived, and it unmartied state, were entitled to call

could not therefore be said to form any part of public for an additional grant on their marriage.
the
the Windsor establishment. If the right hon. He thought that the argument on which
was
Clarence
of
duke
the
to
grant
remainthere
larger
gentleman deducted these sums,
ed, for all the expenses of the’ Windsor estab- founded, namely, his relative situation in the
lishment, only 58,000/. and he would recollect, royal family, was, in fact, destructive of the pro‘that, whether the Queen lived at Windsor or position that the younger branches should also
not, the Windsor establishment must be kept 'be amply provided for with additional funds.
up.. The 100,000/.*was applicable to: the For what was the ட் of private life? “Was
f

ந்

~

worthy
not

of

will
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that,-although:

from pee

rechided by this circumstance}
the petitions of the wor

' spinners to the house, they have felt ioe

|” The ansy

lively interest in those. petitions, are deeply af the Hereditary Prince
fected by their contents, and anxious
to support reported as follows:
the prayer of them by an humble and respectful
address to the house; that the petitioners, not
resuming to trouble the house with a recapitu-

ae of what has been so fully submitted to it,

3

“ Gentlemen —We are much grz
proof of the attention and regard
of Commons ; and we return them :
for their congratulations.”
:
MARRIAGES OF THE RoyaL DuxKts,

as to the extremities
of labour and heat endured
’ by their children and relatives in the occupation Castlereagh rose to move the order of '
above-mentioned, aspeeled air, the hurried for a committee of the whole house on
repast, and unseasonable hours, and brief re- ther consideration of the Prince Regent’s
pose, which form the ‘sad distinctions of the sage. He said, that, before the house went
factory system; they would, more especially, a committee, it might perhaps be con’
t
and with all humanity, represent the habitual state the course which was meant to’ be 2
sorrows which are hence derived to themselves In consequence of the opinions exp
through the medium of their tender and afflicted the committee
last
night, he’ felt that he
charge; that it is on such grounds, and with not have pe
ned
‘his |
, if he had
such feelings, that the petitioners’ supplicate the formed his royal highness
the duke of:
mercy of the house in. behalf. of themselves as of what had passed. (Hear.)
royal!
the parents and relatives of children employed ness in receiving the communication, and
in
in the cotton factories; and they beg leave, in observations which he made upon the
their own yindication, to allege, that in sub- seemed to be impressed with sentiments
jecting their children to.an employment so ma- highest respect for the decision of the
nifestly ruinous to their health and comfort, But, as his acceptance of any provision
they are impelled by that necessity which hath might be voted for him would necessaril
no law, and by a poverty which leaves them no an obligation to maintain
an establishment’
election ; in the midst, therefore, of this great as route be required by his situation
in thi
and ainful eee
80. trying to their paren- try after his marriage, and as his royal hig!
tal feelings, so peculiar to their lot, the petitioners look up for commiseration and relief to
the known humanity of the house, and to the

was thoroughly convinced that he could no

dertake to maintain such an establishment
the sum proposed, without ,the: certainty
|
Measures now under its consideration for re- incurring
embarrassments from which he woul
stricting the time of actual labour in cotton face have no means
roya
tories, which they earnestly pray may be reduc- highness deemedof extticating himself, his
it லவ்வை; “upon him, 3
ed to ten hours anda. half ea
day, and that this stage of the
to’ authorize’ hi
it may-seem good to the house to pass a law for (Lord ‘Castléreagh) ee
to declare, with the asmost
that purpose, and for such other relief to their deference to the
children and relatives in the situation before= the whole house, opinion’ of the committee Of |
mentioned, as to the house may seem most ex- to decline availingthat he felt himself compelled
himself of the provision it
pedient.””
tended for him.’ (Hear.)
Mr. Hornby said, that if a bill on this subject

should pass into a law, the difficulties of the

labouring.

people would be

tly augmented.

They all knew how difficult it was for the

His Majesty's

ters felt warranted in saying, that the sum whi
they had proposed was the least which, under
the circumstancesy*could be offered; and they

_lower orders of the people to subsist at present,

therefore, after due considerationy th
the reason for the nen-acceptance
of

which he had come to, after an impartial exami-

into a committee.

table, and to be printed.
MakgkiaGe or THE PRINCESS EvizaBerH.]

to the marriage’

bt
theg

particularly in the manutacturing districts; and on the part of his “royal ea
ite
this bill would go to diminish still more their founded.—The noble lord conclud
ed by mov
means of subsistence. This was the opinion the order of the day for the house resolvin
g
்

7

nation of the condition of the ‘manufactories in
The house went into the committee,
்
that town (Preston); which he-had the honour Brogden, the chairman, read the Royal Mess
to represent. = «
y
Lord Castlerea! னல் dae the part
of
The petition was then ordered to lie on the me:
to which
he wished
to
cal
்

Lord John Thynne, at the bar, reported the an-

a of ‘the ‘committee, eat
° that hese

of his royal. highness tht

of Cambridge. After the discussion of

swer of her Majesty, to the message of cong
former evening, hedid not think it
tulation onthe marriage
of the Princess Elizas for him to open the view which
he
beth, as follows:
us
provision for this illustrious member of ‘the
“ Gentlemen—I receive with ‘satisfaction ‘the familily, and therefore
congratulations of the House of Commons on to himself the right

e marriage of my'daughter swith’the hereditary

Prince of Hesse Hombourg. 2 =)

>

EHS

or statement
in reply.

he should merely

ging

He now

ப

105

]
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snajesty be enabled to grant.an additional yearly:
“money out of the consolidated fund of
a
the united. kingdom
of Great Britain and IreJand, not exceeding the sum of 6000/. to: make
a ‘suitable
ப்பம் danas royabiainee? the
duke of Cambridge upon his marriage.”
-

th al
pe

believed
it was, that a

Ligss

succe: ee

should be found from some of

those

of the royal family. who had been
educated in England; and if the
could shew, that the income

1¢ throne

branches

of

Cambridge was so circumstanced, as t
:
to vote his
royal
அ.
ee and observed, that the ' it indispensably necessary
subject in the last debate had been. almost highness an annual addition, then he should
entirely confined to. the consideration of the | withdraw his objections. . But, if the principle
proposed grant to the. duke. of Clarence. It was applicable to all the princes, why pass on
duke,
would now appear, from the conduct
of the no- to the youngest, and leave out one royal
ble lord, that, because the house had thought fit whose character stood so eminent, whose pubto reduce. the proposed grant to that royal per- lic conduct was so excellent, and who had so
sonage to 6000/. a-year, therefore, the 6000/, particularly distinguished himself by the mea-

ஜோ

to the other members

of the royal. sures he had taken for relieving

himself from
believed, could
considered “as imputable to himself?
The duke of Kent: had already been

family. was to pass.as a matter of course. But for | thoseincumbrances, which, he

his,own part he would say, that, evenif he stood not
alone,..he:should: feel it to be his bounden duty,

be
(hear).

merits of each case; butin amass, ina kind of

luded, but that.they had

both as a representative of the people anda mentioned, His» private character was unimguardian. of the public interests, to make his peached, and his public conduct had entitled
protest against this principle. It was to:be re- him to the just esteem of all who knew him.
marked, that these. proposed grants were: not The recent measures which that royal duke had ©
brought forward, one by one, on the particular adopted, and to which he should not have allumping way, as if all the princes, of the royal

house were, of: course, to have, on entering into

the matrimonial state, splendid additions to their

yeyenues.

No

person in or out..of that house

could lament more than he did the afflicting calamity of the death of the princess Charlotte, an

been already men-

tioned, and which promised to liberate his income in a short time from the difficulties in
which by accidental circumstances it had been
involved, rendered him still more worthy of refa
The duke of Clarence had informed the
ouse, in terms of

great respect, that he could

not accept the proffered allowance.
A right
which, he might say,,was an irreparable loss to hon. gentleman (Mr. Canning) had told them,
_the country. Her death was a public calamity that in the proposed marriage, his Royal Highwhich, the longer it. was. thought. of, would ness would have made great sacrifices of prisink deeper and deeper into the public mind. vate. feeling—that he only felt what was res
If any, thing were wanting.to. shew. what a quired from him by his duty to the monarchy,
great loss had been sustainedby the public, it of which he formed’so distinguisheda part, and.
would be found in these லகு proposals of that he-had overcome all objections of a private
provisions for, other, branches. of the royal nature, That repugnance was now no ky
Hats It would certainly be a most, irksome to be got over; the insufficiency, in his’?
ரவி
and. dis:
able.task to make any observations Highness’s opinion, of the. parliamentary alon the
character or conduct of particular mem- lowance, added to his former objections, left no
bers of the royal: house, whose- situation and hope of his marriage. But why, all at once,
character were so eminently connected with the did the noble Jord, proceed to the youngest of
security. and the happiness of , the monarchy. the spiel ர
al family, except so the
He should, therefore, pass. oyer that subject purpose of establishing
the principle, that an
swiftly; but he could not avoid to add, that the addition of 6000/.
ம
ரபி be granted to
Propositions of the grants to their royal. high- each of those who chose to enter into the marnesses the dukes of Clarence and. Cumberland, tied state? In behalf of the duke of CumberMust tend to impress more on their. minds the land, it would, of course, be contended, that
lamented decease of the princess Charlotte, and it would be unjust to make an exception, and to
to strengthen their feelings and recollections. of refuse to the elder. what was
granted
the
‘the evils of her loss.. He was ready.to admit, younger brother. If the principle was to டன்
interruption in the line of the direct succession,

ப

that.a facility should. be afforded to the royal கலவ
> if it were:

shewn to, be.necessary,,

in

ஐ why,make any exceptions?

luke of Sussex’s character was, unl

The :

chable,

order
der to their contracting marriages, and for the and in his meritorious conduct he
had gone
object of continui
the succession
ngto the throne. farther than the duke of Kent, having given up
IE it could be proved.to him, that none of the nearly all his income
liquidate embarrassPtnces could enter. into marriage by reason of ments, while he had notto desea
den eee Ee

the want of income, and that it was absolutel

sessed by the other royal dukes.
e had
Kent. was governor of Gibraltar, an
தி
i
‘worth .1500/, a-years The duke of
under
ees he believed, had 2500/. a-year,
Ge, Possible, under, the present. circumstances a warrant of the privy-seal. The duke of Susf the country. If it was expedient, which he | sex had no allowance from any of these sources °
Necessary to add to. their. revenue, he wo
gree
to a proposition.
for increase, yet
ing
12 mew that the. addition should be the.smal

1987)
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—he had only his

parliamentary income, at one

time of re
and ofierwatle of 38,0007. pail ten from that
it
fonds were ample, Her Maje
year, and this allowance he had 2 es Jater it was
reported, had very
considerable
ye Wasa
thi
0௦ பய1௦6 of Cambridge,
நஹ
and he hoped it would not be deemed in

year older. ‘The duke o}

வோர் , in addi-a

- tion to this, previously to his mar
table kept for him in the கல்

had

‘was thus’

oie
e suggested that means
eee
ம்

of this ex
with aQ nish a part
al
hiiss allowance
ee te only
arrear of debt, as his royal brother was pee
நள
obliged to do. Much had been said of the private the usecourse of country
affairs of the duke of Cambridge, and viewing,
as he did, economy, not only as meritorious,
but asa virtue (and if not a virtue, the most
public distress, in
rigid moralist would allow it to be the parent of the

revented from’ coming to

ys
those
5 ee sense |
ing

when he

i

which

which

could |

hake by
ட்
தை!were
Highness the tribute of his admiration. But his exempted from all share in the public bi
had and as that storm was blown over, which
Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge
in
escap
practised it in circumstances which made:that as well as the people, were interested

many yirtues) he should offer to his aoe

income, and in Hanover he had an income whic!
had been stated at 6000/. a-year, besides a town
and country-house, a shooting seat, with the

ight now take an opportunity to:
they
lens of the nation, by
the
my
ten 69 of of etne
ee ake

abundance w!
was enjoyed by
those
were more favoured, or even more provident

He confessed, it was not the amouat

(hear!)

which chiefly arrested his attention.

He consi-

ட

virtue comparatively easy. He had his allowance |
earlier than his royal brother (the duke of Sussex), and had not come to it with that unayoidable arrear of debt. He had a large militar

a ee

use of the king’s stables and servants. Whether dered the principle more important still. |
or no he had a table kept up besides his income ‘was not so much whether 6000/. more shoul
be vo
of 6000/. a-year, or whether that expense was in- be yoted, as whether any thing should
eir respect and
cluded in it, he was uncertain. Thus, over and which was not necessary.
aoe
வ டக் ond
above his personal and household expenses, and delicac you

his military income, he had 18,000/. a-year from say childish, not only if 6ooo/. but if sixpentt
should be voted,
to accu- aie than was necessry
this country, which might be allowed

that the
he believed that, in fact, it did so It was highly deserving of reprobation
people should be incumbered with the payment
his Royal Highness in the funds of the country. of any thing not indispensably required tht
He, therefore, was justified in saying, that wae people so well known for their patience for al
the house would not hesitate to vote some al- their burdens cheerfully borne, and for an i
Jowance to those members of the royal family disposition to grumble at those burdens as long
‘wit “A it was desirable to see married, and who as they were not to be avoided. Let not that
wou.d not be enabled otherwise to contract people be told that they were clamorousyif ef
்
Marriages, so they were bound by their duty objected to pay what was then dema
to their constituents to refuse grants to those to they had paid millions withouta murmut, We
whom they were unnecessary. They were they felt it to be necessary. There was,
bound in consistency
to refuse them. In con- greater enemy to the ney no falser friend
mulate, and

ச்

In yoting, therefore, a sum

to that illustrious person, they were only squandering the money of the public to pay an idle,
but not on that account a less expensive compliment. If the noble lord, therefore, could
not assert, that without this allowance, his royal
highness’s private and public income would not
enable him to marry, he should give the motion
his negative altogether. Funds had been adverted to (the Windsor establishment), from
which these allowances might with propriety be

ment toput a negative upon, or not voluntary)

to comply with, the express sense of the P
ple. ‘The cry of economy had gone fort

006 end வவ

one

aa

kingdom to the other;

kind was more loudly

called for®

another, it was that connected with the

of the royal house.

PAT,

He spoke not 10

of any Mai} —
to the character
with regard
made no comparisons’as to personal consié
tions; where the subject before the house wa

git of money, he made comparisons ©

eae

e amount of means, but none as 12.
hat

been m

, 136 6

ப

னத

ie
0

other funds ; he meant it could refuse to afford a similar rovisionhy
the private funds of the heads of that illustrious the duke of Cumberland. Why, Were
19
house. On the malady of the king, commis-. make such a difference between the tW0
supplied. But there were

sioners were appointed to.manage the private
fortune of his Majesty, and it was once pro-

Se eae

duty to his constituents, would persuade Pale

duke of Cumberland was in want, the ¢Y+
Cambridge was in affluent circumstances

்

ete Bhi StL ripe
As Os eves

to be necessary?

| the royal family, than he who, abandoning)

த்னி வத சற.

ground that it was not absolutely necessary,
why should they
grant 6000/. a-year to the
duke of Cambridge, which was admitted not

@

வவ

sistency, he said, because, having refused to
give 10,000/. tothe duke of Clarence, on the

en oem

_ accumulate, and that large sums were vested by

3393)“ HOUSE OF COMMONS.
t those

arriages

சரட் கமத ல்க disrespectto the royal

[1894

family, contended, that more indignity was

oppose the உட

motion, he should still, in

of maintaining the splendour of the royal

he knew nothing of that revenue, and he thought

the event of the marriage,
"vote for a grant to
of 6000). a-year.
adviceof the noble lord, than they had suffered the royal consort of a dower
if it were admitted,
for centuries before. (Hear, hear.) It was easy - Mr. Wilberforce said, that
friends of the| and it could scarcely be denied, that some. adto discriminate who were the
royal family—those who would not allow the| ditional expense must be incurred in the estas
Meee ce royalty itself to suffer in the coun- blishment of any individual upon his marriage,
try by flattering individuals, or those who he could not but think the present as moderate
of
ம் diminish the public affection for royalty, a sum as could be required on the marriage
by pressing for an unnecessary augmentation of the illustrious person alluded to. As'to the rethe public burdens, under the specious pretence venue of the duke of Cambridge in Hanover,
‘thrown upon

| #

of the Royal Dukes.

of W'f
an income from
who opposed
the grants demand-| mained in possession
Hanover. “But- although ‘he felt it his duty to”

Those

who

the royal family by the-pernicious

family.

opposed the noble lord’s

pro-

that the house had: nothing to do with Hanpositions were accused of being lukewarm to over. It was never, indeed, the habit of parliathe succession to the throne, because they en- ment to meddle in the concerns of Hanover, and.
deayoured to diminish and pare down extrava- he believed that we should rather lose than gain
it sums required from resources already ex- by any connection with the affairs of that counee
The best mode, however, of perpe- try. He did not wish to enter furthen into this
tuating the succession to the throne was by pre- question, and, therefore, excluding it from his
serving the affections of the people, and by an- consideration, he thought that an addition of
xiously endeavouring to abstain from imposing 6000/. ought to be given to the
| duke upon
unnecessary burdens and unnece:
’duties. ‘his marriage. With regard to the comments
It was the promise of such a disposition that which had|
made upon the terms in which
had created so strong an affection for the late the proj
d marriages
had been spoken of b
Princess Charlotte, an affection which mani- his noble: friend a others, those terms Bad
fested itself unequivocally in the universal la- the natural effect of the act of George III.
mentation for her death, (Hear, hear, hear.) But which ‘restricted. the marriages of the royal
the language of ministers with’ respect to’ the family. That act he:did not think wise or saproposed marriages
of the royal dukes, was as ‘lutary. He could not conceive whya British
vunbecoming as their conduct im pressing for an prince could be rendered more politically effiunnecessary
increase of the public expenditure, cient ei being less morally free, or that com‘The noble lord and his colleague (Mr. Canning) pelling him to marry a foreign princess,
whom
had, indeed, talked of those
t
asif they
erhaps he never saw, was more wise than
‘were mere Dutch contracts. (Hear, hear, hear.) leaving him to selecta wife in
his native counWhat had occurred upon this occasion through try according to:
own inclinations.
He
the independence of several of the respectable | should rejoice to his
see-our princes married. to
members of that house, had, he was. glad to see, English women,
because
Operated very much to attach the people to their successor to the throne he wished to have the
always resident, and
aes but ministers deserved univer- educated in England, according
to English prinexecration (he could use no other word) for ciples and manners. As
to ihe allusion made
making the succession to the crown a grievance to the character
of the princes, he agreed that
to the people.
1
we had no right
Mr. Curawen said, that the burdens of the any man’s privateto-enter into the discussion of
But yet it was
country were so great, that nothing short of the impossible to suppresscharacter.
what we saw; and felt, and
utmost necessity could justify any addition to
thought, and we had had a signal cause of conthem. It was painful to find it necessary ex- trast
between the marriage of the heart, and an
fuse economy at the expense of the toroyal]
union according to the marriage act, he meant
ly, but such was the state of the country,
that a single shilling could not be spared. This in the union of the Princess Charlotte and Prince
was humiliating and distressing; but the dis- Leopold. (Hear, hear, hear.) There was another
case with respect to the duke and duchess of
pleasure of the house, of the country, and
the royal family, ought to fall upon the authorsof Glocester. (Hear, hear.) ‘The merits of the
dukes of Kent and Sussex were also universall
of this evil,—upon those who, by their wars, felt.
In adverting to the character
of those iltheir
waste,
and
their
ae
had ruined
| lustrious
}
thes
1s persons, he did not mean to make in§
ம
e
resources of the nation.
full experience | vidious
allusions
to
others,
merit, in- _
of the embarrassments of the country, economy | deed, he could not speak, asof hewhose
did
not
know
‘Was not practised. Up to this moment econo- them. But the conduct of the dukes of Kent
my had never been acted upon. The house
and Sussex in devoting their time, in rendering
ad in one instance shewn

பலக் to the situation of the country, and he hoped they would
~ Sontinue to shew
tha they were in earnest. He

could not see any necessity for giving

S900
to /.
the

their rank and influence

po spumpases

of charity and instruction, was such as: to con-

ciliate universal praise. It were to be wished

a sum of that other princes, oes on the continent,
would imitate such
illustrious examples. _ For

duke of Cambridge, while he re.

generally attendi
renial light, cheering to:

be coptbie other பஸ
' promoting
the happiness,

பு ae re

le

ணன

interes es

ட

ய ட 050 |

On the whole, he thought that ministers|

yn this

occasion. brought forward.
a:
very
which the neue
and. he,
country. could , 4 Satie ட Sh
moderate
கவனத்
demand,

could never deem it fair or politic to act _parsi-

-moniously towards members of the royal ன்
although he was not one of those who oo

>|

that,.in Aa
ae Ea: weir
of| 8
royalty were best. supported by splendid repat or expensive establishments. Still he
‘was of opinion, that the country would rather

gain than lose by a liberal allowance,
at the outset, to each of the princes,
ae
Mr. Brand thought the house was bound to

ascertain the state of our finances, before it assented to the present proposition. He: a;

grant

yate, would only affor

wal

tional means of oma

ட் a ம்

who was the sannesst

branch of the

(Hear, hear.) The noble lord had
i
with the noble lord, that it was not becoming proposed marriage of the duke
to any ee of
on our part to inquire into the external revenue had no view whatever
of any of our princes, but he could not think and he felt himself warranted to add,
the noble lord had made out a case to shew that royal highness did not press for \tha
|
‘the royal duke, to whom the motion referred, The noble lord was, in fact, much miore an
principle of making.
had not sufficient means from. his revenues in to establish the
this country to maintain the proper splendour grant to. each of the royal dukes, upo
of his station, without any addition to the bur- marriagé, than the duke of Cambridge jas for
adoption of the present motion, .
dens of the people, and therefore he felt him- the
self bound to vote for the amendment. He duke of Cambridge were to return from
would, however, support a proposition for grant- over, to reside in this country with his duc
. ing a jointure of 6000/. a-year to the duchess and to require this grant, he with others,
of Cambridge.
6 ‘be ready to vote for it. But his royal
Mr, Tierney declared, that if he were to in-

dulge his private feelings, he should promptly
vote in favour of the present proposition, for he
had the honour of knowing, and he most cordially
ம் the duke of Cambridge. But
he apprehended, that if he deserted his duty in
one

case, the house

would not trust him

in

others. He-had pledged himself on the side of
economy, and he must follow up that course.
In his opinion, the noble lord had failed to
make out the necessity of such a vote as that
he proposed, and the whole question depended
upon the necessity of the case. The noble lord

family, was very likely to reside many

Hanover; and he would ask the house,

under such circumstances, combined with
state of the country, it was willing to 10 ie
sum

of

money

not for

the

support of,

splendour of royalty in England, but to ena”

த

an individual to accumulate a private!
another country? (Hear, hear.) It wass!
to

be recollected,

that the present allo

to the duke of Cambridge—namely, 18
a-year was, in Hanover,

fully equivale?

30,000/. a-year in this country.

Upon
and others professed to think that 6000/, a-year ground, then, could it be argued that the
‘was a yery moderate sum, if not insignificant, should not, go into a consideration 0}
according to the state of our finances, Certainly things, before it consented to saddle any4

this sum was insignificant according to the rate tional burden upon the country? But, 200
of our expenditure, but how it was to be re- standing all that he had urged, if the,
த
garded with relation to our finances, we were would say that the
proposed marriage to,

yet to learn. What was the state of our finances not take place unless this grant were acc ae

we could not as yet precisely tell. But appear- egal immediately vote for it—it 00%
ances were by no means encol
ig, and it was felt that he must vote against it. He TEP”
for the house to decide this question, not accord- his disposition to yote, if required, for a ote
ing
to the alleged wants of the royal duke to the amount proposed, upon the see ன்
allnded to, but according
to those of the country. royal highness to England, and concluc Thad but

In speaking

thus of a prince, compared to the expressing his intention, as_the prince 8
a life interest in his revenue from the ee
the same game with regard to him, that he support the grant of an adequate jointure

people, he

hoped the noble iord would not play

. had done against his hon. and learned. friend,

He could not agree to the doctrine, that the

duchess.

Mr, Sharp animadyerted upon

et லு

ட்ப ்

s to the princes j
had given
advice Which minister
namely, to apply to the people
onthis occasion,

fora gant
tat
bate presetand Paiste
the necessity, whi
to keep

of money,

5

scription

bs

to the necessity of those who

sm

crease, and to the ability of th

upon to defray the expense. It was imcould alone justify that application, entirely and| called
possible for him, therefore, to agree with those
ae
p
8 ey et ee
ee who thought, that, in considering the present
Ee fence
~The Chancellor yf
‘time

(0!

occu:
the statements madeby his noble fiend. ‘The

cessary to

proposition, the house should throw out of its
consideration what the present situation and

emoluments of the illustrious

nage were.

If these
ts were p
more
to
enable the royal dukes to sustain the splendour

teans of giving information on the subject. He

of their station, in order to decide on the in-

crease necessary for that object, it was essential
to know what their present situation was. He
had felt it his duty to make those few oblaborious servations in support of the vote he should
duties annexed to it were of a
Mature, and entitled the individual who dis- give conscientiously, feeling that, in the pre .
charged them to the fall compensation that was sent exhausted state of the country, he ought
to not by agreeing to the proposition, to add to its
provided. The royal duke was now about

was, however, desirous of assuring

the house,

PP EOS

OS PIP

Tit

oS RSIS

PRR

Ss

Ss TS Se

that the appointment of the dukeo! டட
abroad ‘was any thing but a sinecure. TI!

contract a matrimonial alliance, not only with
the approbation of the crown, but with that of
the house and of the country. He could not
therefore imagine any occasion upon which the
Peay, be
liberality of parliament could more
exercised; and he was sure that it could not

se ee
Sorte

the exchequer had not, in his recommendation

of this vote, sufficiently adverted to those diffi-

culties of the country with which he must necessarily be well acquainted. He was far from
be ae eee of any ie member, that, in order being convinced by any thing that had fallen
int, a previous message from him, that it deserved the approbation of
€ propose
to ju:
ல்
should ட் sent from che Gown, announcing that the house.
Sir W. Burroughs called
upon the noble Jord
his royal highness had resigned the government
to state whether
or not the
alliance of
i
of Hanover.
Mr. Methuen could not help thinking that the between the duke of Cambridge and the inpresent case was brought forward, in the first| tended duchess, would depend on the grant?
சட்ட way to By that answer his vote would be regulated. —
Instance, with the view. of
Lord Castlereagh said, he could not be
supanother, upon the merits of which the house
with his royal high.
chad Jong since decided. He charged the noble posed to be so acquainted

lord who threw upon others the

ee of in-

ins
being the first on the p
withacy,
delic
ee ce eee en OBIT os
pe
i
mitted, o
was, however, he readi

ness’s

conduct, the private integrity, and the
ic worth of the duke of Gloucester and his
istrious consort.
்
Mt. Plunket observed, that in the vote he|
should give, he could not be supposed to treat
With disrespect theie
க்வி
that had

‘circumstances,

required.

as to

give the

answer

In the state of doubt in which the

hon. baronet confessedly stood, the safer course
would be to give his vote with him, in favour of

a tribute of justice to uit the house oF the the

it. (A
Faugh.
rhe bomanieenes
ivided.
For the resolution . .
Againstit “ .. 2.

.

177
95

Majority...
.
82
Lord Castlereagh
then moved, “ That a sum
communicated to
the house. It was quite of 6000/. per annum be settled upon her highunnecessary to enter into any protestations of ness the princess of Hesse, when she shall
attachment to the house of Brunswick, con- become duchess of Cambridge, in case her high-

Bected as that family
were with the principles

கடுக

6.

Mr. Protheroe thought, that the chancellor of

. of the Constitution, and the security of the protestant succession. But he could not, in his
Seales see on what
ids the proposition
நட grant could be supported. The country
ly conferred on the princes of the
a very liberal provision. He was not
eee say, that the mere circumstance of an
e
being
in contemplation

conse a
at ti devs the amount.
Such a principle
did not rest on any precedents

ness should survive ‘his royal

carried

nemine contradicente-

He did not

x

t
a proLord Castlereagh then rose to submi
Osition to the committee, with respect to which
he had never
re
ees ‘He was

™ our history,
and he felt confident it had no

“tpport either in justice
or reason.

highness the duke

and payable out of
of Cambridge, to be issuing
kingdom of
the consolidated fund-of the united
Great Britain and Ireland.”—This motion was ‘

Mean to say, that if the case of necessity was duke of C
ecalling to
ently made out, such provision might

at certain private considera-

HOUSE OF COMMONS...

_ had been formed with the consent,of the wes
although he was obliged to admit that
டவலை
not met with the approbation
of
the country. It was, howeyer, but common

(096

justice to observe, that eyer since her residence

in this country, not. the ட் reproach or he could say of his own knowledge,
imputation could be attached to the character of of the prevailing prejudices were w
the princess with whom
the marriage had been He had himself, in common with , all
contracted. But if, notwithstanding, the house Englishmen who had visited the court.of B
was, as it had certainly appeared to him to be, during her residence there, received the
as far as he had had an opportunity of judging, civilities and attention from her royal.
Lord Castlereagh said, it had. never t
-still disposed to abide by its former sentiments
_on this subject, and had not yet seen sufficient intention to pass over the requisite provision fy,
reason to withdraw its objections to a. grant in the duchess of Cumberland, and he held
பது
consideration of that marriage, much as he ‘solution to that effect in his hand.
Mr. Wrottesley contended, that if dower
wet
should regret it, he should feel it his duty to
ranted to the dpebestott would berea
defer to its opinion. He knew that it was the

it had

cognizance

of a

already decided.

Under these circumstances, he could not under-

take to

press the adoption of his motion, unless

che should perceive, in the course of the discus-sion which

might arise, that the sense of the

house was apparently in its favour.

At the

same time, he could not content himself without recording his. deliberate opinion, that. the

vote to which he ree them ட்டு பப்பி
upon every principle of
general expedienc
and justice.
The noble ford
வட
ட்.
moving “That his majesty be enabled to grant
an additional yearly sum of money out of the

consolidated fund of Great Britain and Ireland,
not Seer ae co, to commence from the

ட...
176 ஸ்௦யஜ்மீ லட உரல்ல ஏம் | - 6
wear a most harsh and. ungracious: appearance |) ut
to all parties. He recollected, that differen)
tit

entlemen had. formerly given different reason

‘or opposing the grant. Some, had objected |
it on the ground of the uncertainty which pie: |
vailed, whether the duke and duchess of Cum ௪
berland would reside in this country.
Othe

The was sorry to say, had made it a persoml

question, and opposed the grant on the
ground
of morality. The, conduct of these illustrious
individuals had proved, that their m
ப
one which eit not be censured by the
house
இல்பல beyace not see that they could

any

longer withhold

the

grant.

a

Mar. ‘Forbes declared, ie he felt much sur
ptise at the manner in which the noble lord had

Sth of April
last, towards providing for the brought forward this proposition. He had never
establishment of the duke and duchess of பன் a speech ee
the noble lord with
Cumberland.”
so much pain. . For his own part he would nob
Mr. Brougham observed, that from the man- if the grant to the duke. should be negatived,
‘ner in which the noble lord opened the measure, insult the duchess with. the offer, of dowe
it was evident that he did not feel the least ex- (A laugh.) He had. enjoyed. many பா
pectation of prevailing on the house to adopt nities of learning what the general வ்
it.. For my part (said Mr, Brougham)I shall the country was upon this subject, and he.chalr
§
oppose the grant to the duke of Cumberland lenged any hon. member to say, that the coun)
on the same
grounds precisely, and on no was disposed to insultan unprotected womily
others, on which I opposed it when it was for- உ... trusted to its
ல 6
He had.ndt

merly

under consideration.

lord should fail in carrying

But if the noble

land. (Hear, hear.)

the honour of knowing the duke of Cums

his proposition, I land, whom he had never. seen but once, 20)
revented from he stated his opinions on no other than gt)te

do hope that he will not
following it up by another
பன் granting
a dower of 6000/. to. the duchess of Cumber-

With that illustrious lady

T have not the honour to be acquainted.

In-

deed, it is unnecessary to enlarge on the propriety of her conduct since her arrival, after the
speech which the house heard from a noble
lord (earl Gower) last night. I shall, therefore,
Jeave the strength of that impression to produce
its due influence, believing, as I do, the conduct

of that distinguished lady to be altogether unexceptionable. What may be the nature of the

« objections to her in any quarter, and the pre.
possessions against which she has had to con-

rounds,

OB |

still to be made to the disadvantage of his 0

highness. Would they decide on thos
Sau
lous reports which, he believed, were
p
any foundation whatever, that had been a
gated against those illustrious, individy ae

was his determination to press this question

a diyision ; he cared not for alittle unpoP!
and should despise a seat. in that_ his ov

forced him to any. compromise with |
601501800௦.

3 ef

க்்

Ge

Lord Castlereagh professed. himself a

have incurred the hon. gentleman ® i andi

tend, I shall neither stop nor stoop to enquire. but. was

It would be oppressive, illiberal, ungenerous

He felt it his duty to call upon

louse to reconsider whether an exception

disposed to return

[fore Oy

eB

take

bye

on which

to

SHH

question

character,

DOP

its own

a

the,annuity
to the dukeof J} s

MOP

scarcely open to parliament, consistently with

act to refuse

ig

of many hon. members 1 that it was
ழ் |

i

feelin,

ம்

கச செய்க வைகள்
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pleasure’ the speech: ofthe

hon.

gentleman. and he

‘He felt strongly that the-hon. gentleman had

d of justice, and he did not
supporte
the cause
think that cause would suffer from his own

manner of introducing

means of calling’ oak

it, as it had been

the

the manly sentiments

led, g which the committee had just heard.

ha /

tian?

௬.

[1403

trusted that it woul@Gelfaitated by that

house.

5

7

S.

Wes epaha

Mr. Wrottesley tose to explain. He

com-

menced by observing, that, on the former occa- .

sion, when

this

question was

hon. baronet, whom

he then

vussed, an

saw in his place

At the had expressly stated, that one of the chief ob~
same time, he must express his hope, that if the jections to a grant to these illustrious perhouse should refuse the proposed grant to the soHages was, the uncertainty whether. they
duke of Cumberland, it would not withhold would continue to reside in this country. He
dower from the duchess. (Hear, hear.) He shad -made an extract from the speech of the
was quite sure that the object nearest the heart hon. baronet, which he then held in his hand.
of his royal highness was, to feel satisfied with The words which he had used were these—« If
respect to the future situation of his duchess. they continue to reside in this country.” (Gries
As to his own course of proceeding, in calling of order, orders) We fancied he hada right to
the attention of the house to’ this question, he

state the grounds on which objections had

just.»

‘The hon. gentleman attempted a third time, to:

been’.

expressed or formerly raised. (Gries of chair.)
The Chairman said, he believed the rule was,
division upon
left it to the that no reference could be made to a former.
inks
1
at the same debate.
‘ti |) time.declaring, that his own judgment coincided. _ Mr. Wrottesley, notwithstanding this obserya~
ig ‘to read the extract, when
om )) with the views of those who, like the hon. tion, was proc
(முரு gentleman, thought the grant reasonable and cries of “order”? and “ chair” were renewed.
|

must declare that he had never
shewn any reluctance to go to a
it. “He had fairly stated that he
nee |= unbiassed: opinion of the: house,

AD

ந ap
ஜூ

i

ட்

Sir Wm. Scott observed, that her royal

high-

ness the duchess of Cumberland had, during
herresideace in this country, discharged in the

மம்”
Most exemplary manner the duties of her station.
ous ) The question as to the settlement of a dower on
wa)
her royal highness would, therefore, he was
ney

றல

led, be unanimously

acceded to,

With

Tespect to the other part of the consideration,
it would certainly poison the pleasure which

லு
her royal highness might otherwise feel at such
had () 4 grant, if it were accompanied by any stigma
wer fue OD: her

aa

consort.

He,

for one, couldsee

ரம்)
20 rational ground. on which any honourable
aot; |) Man could refuse to vote the proposed allowed, } ance to his royal highness.. The only ground

read the extract, but the cries of “order”? and

“chair”? became so general, that he at last sat:

down.
Sir T. Acland warmly condemned those misjudging friends of the illustrious person in question, who appeared desirous of pressing’ the
question fo a division. He would refrain from. .
restating any of those unpleasant arguments
against the grant, to the repetition of which the
hon, gentleman had so duals invited him.
He fat it an imperious duty to resist the
ty,
and he agin expressed his regret that the house
‘were to
ட்ட, by the over-warmth of a»
few injudicious friends, from pursuing the excel-

lent path which had been previously. chalked,
ie.)
°0'which, on a former occasion, the house re- out for them.
tect
ட்
tht J) fused to make a provision for their royal highLord Stanley observed, that the noble lord
tof J) Nesses was, that the opinion of parliament had had called on those who voted on this question:

bal

ny

jan)’

10% 600 taken on the marriage, and that the on a former occasion, to state whether any change

&S character of her royal highness was unknown
t0 them.

not

Now,

however,

her character was

wn, and by- universal attestation approved.

ber Pp The house must, therefore, in his opinion, even

ant J) With a view to consistency, give that now which

eal J) they formerly withheld, as the cause which in-

the ff) duced them to withhold it had been removed.

ight

ம

Mr. Protheroe-did not think that their royal

highnesses were indebted to the hon. gentleman

adie உ CPPOsite for the course he had adopted. It was

rout
par
ale
at
dty

had taken. place in their opinions.

He was not+

in town at that time, and therefore did not votes

but if he had been able to attend the house, he:
should most certainly haye voted against the
Pane (Hear, hear.) He had not heard any
ing to make any alteration in his opinions.
respect to one of these illustrious person~;
Wit
ages, feeling as strongly as any man the respect
at was due to her character, from what had been stated to the house, he could not allow that

Ycty unfair to take advantage of the generous consideration to weigh on his mind, so as toinosition of the house towards an unprotected | di luce him to consent to the motion of the noble.
beegenets again to: Propose a grant which 180] lord.
1
‘
ப க்கக். It He tone retracted
Mr, F. Douglas said,the only ground on which,
YS

Aecision
to whic!

rmerly

came

on

could grant money now, was the
iftt (i this subject, they Mould ll the country with | |they
of the case; and they had been told by his noble
diseusts

ர

(Hear, hear, hear.) The arguyores! ig MettsSontempt.
whichyhad
been urged on the formerdie:
-of this question had been
unfairly

au |) Gated. There
had-been great consistency of
a very

cere

Me noble

‘and bring the character of parliament | friend
f;
(earl Gower) that there was an. absolute,

necessity, as the illustrious personages depended

|on: the charity of a foreign

| worthy of the

power.

Was. this.

high honour, and character
of the:

British nation ? (Cries,
of hear.) » As to the du-,

high quarter on this’ subject, chess, from every thing that had occurred since:

?

a
from the
ess, who stated that she could
not con-

» sent
to ——

Lord Castlereagh
spoke to order. He conceived that the coramunication which the hon.

was improper.

Mr. Hammersley
said, he should be sorry to
do any thing improper and contrary
to order,
but the characterof our princes
was of such
soe operas tothe ronety, Sat at ues
lesirable to remoye any unfavourable and ua-

founded impression that might exist on the | the c
subject.
Lord Casi

tleman had

hi

‘A observed,
that the hon. gen-

allowed
that he was not au-

thorised to make the statement which he had

wasa
மத்தத
ras ore
and there bein,

spoke
to order, | taking
of order,
the hon.

Mr. W. Elliott declared, that no man could:

wish more cordially
than he did—nay, he was
it was the APSE,
of, the

see.

suitably

provided

branch

royal

ழ்Pa
”’ he meant according to the
of the times. The house,
்

deep interest in the character and

jects, the:

famil:

for. ‘When he tacd the ened

i
hada

0]...
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on his judgment, He knew that none of the in- |
sinuations were proved, and he believed,
on
‘honour, that they were unfounded.
=
The committee then divided.
. For the grant “- = -

Auer

te

2
ர
eee tages

ees:
—_

_ Majority - 7
Loud cheering took place in the house, when
the result of the division was declared.
:
Lord Gastlereagh then moved, “ That a sum

of Gooo/. per annum be settled upon her royal | left
highness the

her royal

duchess of

டல

should

Cumberland, in case |:

survive his royal

aes the duke of Cumberland, to be issuing | sist
payable out of the consolidated fund of the
_ united kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.”
Mr. Forbes observed, that an hon. and learned
ntleman had, in his opinion, acted incon-

sistently in voting against the proposed allow- |i
ance to7 his ro’ al ous the ட்duke. பு
rega to.
In op- out of view all
posing the grant to the duke of Cambri
could make no distinct
that main learned gentleman hadp
1 cases; and as on public grounds
I

I vi
royal d

same

grounds

fe

dha resolution now before |

against any,

totally unconnected with either,.

cordial support. —
Mr. Croker said:—Sir, I certainly

under the same misapprehension of the

was expressed, or from the noise in the house,
he could not collect its force or import.

learned gentleman’s speech as the hon,

under the gallery, and therefore I
hon. and learned gentleman when he b

Mr. Forbes replied, that he understood the

hon. and learned gentleman to say, that’ inthe

event of the house agreeing to an additional
provision for the duke of Cambridge, he would
support a similar provision for the duke of
Cumberland.
Mr. Brougham said;—Sir, I cannot conceive

explain an apprehended inconsistency.

no personal allusion whatever,
and wo

acted in the same way by any other
That hon. and learned gentleman has,
accused me of an anxiety
to watch his

how the hon. gentleman, whose
டவல்
on other occasions is so sound and solid, shoul

and

to catch him

in an

M

thought it worth my while to watch

apprehension could have arisen. "In the latter votes and in the debates, not

case I added my vote to the sense of the house,
but I did not contradict by it the principle
which I laid down, as I voted against the allowances in both cases. (hear, from Mr. Croker.)
The hon. secretary to the admiralty, whose
understanding is as acute as that of the other

ஸ்லம்

hon. gentleman is solid (a Jaugh), cheers me on

answer them.

க pee ர

former occasions. If I
conduct in future, I might be equally,
ful. Bat he is much mistaken if he
I could undertake such a
course for the purpose 0! f pointing out ©
consistencies; viewing him as Ido, in 0°
of this houses
light than as a_mem|

conduct, except in so far as

this occasion, and joins the other hon. gentle-

is to me an object

of

ee

ற்று

therefore, that hon. and

sinuates that
1 have made attacks ot BN)

charges

assure the

unfounded.

inst him in. another quately,

house, that the

I am perfectly
at

68

man in the charge. He would
be glad to catch
me in an inconsistency,
and alate
ins to
triumph in the idea that he has suce
If
that hon. secretary has any charges against my
conduct,
I should be
glad that he would state
them openly and
in a way that I can

what the hon. gentleman alludes: 1 i

I entreat him to bring his accusa-

tions forward,
in a public and undisguised
man- ceive what he means by
ner, to meet me. face to face, and not to have no’ writing of mine, published
.

recourse to other. methods,
of attack, which I
have no opportunity of re
» (Hear, hear,
shear.) Instead of assailing ;
z

consistency jn

my

Or m

வலக பம் பணக பபப

7

ட

have so far misapprehended ‘my meaning as to an id பண்ணக்
ntleman’s conduct
draw from my speech an inconsistency with make it any object
to detect
his i
my vote. I can scarcely conceive how his mis- T have no doubt that I could do’so; > bat

sh
aoa

்

!

ம்
with

ல்க வசம்
1

eit
ம்

ணி

|

வ தாக வயப்

him, to support a similar grant to theduke of:
Cumberland.
=
oe
ல்ல
Mr, Brougham
begged
the hon. member
would restate the charge he had made against
‘him, as, from the indistinct manner in which it

the allowance to mene

i

வ
ன வக்

himself, in case the measure was carried against

abeteen

hi

$23]
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of par}n addition to one which, by another dactwith
the

Neopy right Bill.

ernment, upon very

[1274

advahtaseous terms, and”

fet from the புன்னாக claim of any national
to be deposite
is required
of his labour or ~
of the work ; that the compliance with institutions upon the profits
printer
most respecttherefore,
petitioners,
the
;
talent
occasioninstances
many
in
has
n
requisitio
‘such
the foregoing facts»
take
to
house
the
pray
fully
being,
,
petitioners
the
to
loss
‘positive
oe
and to grant
in the case of one work recently published by into their gracious consideration,
petitioners
the’
to
‘premises
the
in
elie
such
less
not
Italy,’
in
‘them, and entitled, ¢ Views
as to their wisdom
than the sum of 70/. and in the publication of and publishers in general,
if it should be deemed beneanother work, by Sir William Gell and J.P. shall seem fit; but,
ficial to the interests of literature that certain
‘Gandy, architects, to describe and illustrate the
institutions should be made depositaries of every
ins of Pompeii, amounting to the sum of 50, publication
of merit, the petitioners humbly suban-)
serious
very
a
whole,
the
upon
@,
an
nual draw back from'the fair profits of the peti- mit it to the consideration of the house, that it
be fair and
tioners’ trade; that the loss occasioned byby sstich would, in every point of view,
that such public bodies should be
‘compulsory supply must necessarily fall either reasonable
to pay a moiety of the price of those
‘upon the publisher or author of evel work 5 required
4n the former case it is an exclusive, and (as can books it may be desirable for them to possess,
which would be a considerable relief to the pe~
‘be proved) a very burthensome tax upon the titioners,
and others of the same trade, and but
of
branch
particular
“petitioners”
the
profits of
trade, in addition to those which they already a trifling object of expense to the respective.
ear in common with their fellow subjects, and

‘besides the tax upon paper and the duty on
advertisements, wherebyt

eir business is

greatly

institutions; it would, moreover, render them
more discriminate and less vexatious than they
haye been in their requisition of books, by limit-

merit or
affected, and upon which a very considerable ing their demand to such alone asandhadwould
prebut where it usefulness to recommend them,
revenue accrues to the con
dis- ,
falls upon the author of a work, it becomes a vent the abuse, destruction, and improper
fretoo
shewn
be
can
it
which
them,
of
posal
exintellectual
of
produce
the
severe tax upon
present sys‘ertion, and to the extent of its operation its ten- quently takes place under the
‘dency must be to restrain the advancement tem,”
On'the question that the petition do lie on
of literature and impede the es of know2
Jedge, in fact, such can be proved to have been the table,
Mr. Plunkett observed, that the petitioners had
already its ‘actual effects and consequences in
‘several instances, it having been the sole cause stated, that, by one work, they should lose 70/.
‘of preventing the publication of many interest- and by another 300/.; but the hotise should bear
ing and valuable works, that would have proved in mind, that though that might be the price at
‘beneficial to literature and honourable to our
age which the works were sold, yet it could not be
and country; that the petitioners have
ae supposed that they cost the publishers the same
agreed with Edward Dodwell, Esquire, for the sum. ‘The only loss in the case was that of the
purchase of drawings and designs, with obser- price of the paper on which the additional
‘vations and remarks, illustrating the antiquities eleven copies were printed. The booksellers
of Athens and Ancient Greece, which that gen- had only to print those eleven copies beyond
tleman has made and collected at a very great the umber necessary for the public de:
்
expense during a long residence in Turkey, and mand:
Mr. Lambton said, that when a publisher was
with the assistance of the most eminent artists’;
that the cost of purchasing and the expenses of called upon to give away eleven copies of each
publishing such a work are so great, that the work, he was certainly injured to the value of
eleven copies required by the act to be supplied those copies, be it 70/. or 300/. as he might have
will be an absolute charge upon the petitioners disposed of them in the usual course of trade.
Sir E. Brydges said, that the Joss could be
of aay 8007. fadepenient of such gratuitous
Suppose a bookseller inne
fiminishing the number of those who: exactl ரல்
to print 250 copies of a work for sale,
might reasonably be expected to become pur- tended
to print eleven copies more
chasers; the petitioners are in fact hesitating be- he would be obliged
tween the prudence of incurring such an ex- for the universities. Now, by a regulation of
pense, or the alternative. of publishing
these the trade, the printing of those eleven additional
splendid engravings unaccompanied
by the copies wonld cost as much as if 250 copies
a
2
letter-press
that should explain’ and illustrate more had been printed.
them; the petitioners will no further observe
Mr. Plunkett remarked, that this loss, if ay
upon the interest and importance of this work, was caused by an arbitrary law among the bookin a national point of view, than by remarking, gellers themselves, and if they consented to such
that such was the opinion of the French
‘govern- a law, they aught to abide by the loss it occa-

Ment as to its mefits and value, that the very

heayy duty legally payable thereon, upon its
_

€ntranee into their territory, was ordered to be
Temitted'to Mr. Dodwell, who was pressed to

sioned. It was for them to repeal this regula~
a
tion, and not to call upon the house to repéal

law of long standidg and useful operation.

Sir BE. பங்க் replied, that the publishers had

Publish
the same in Paris, under
the sanction of nothing to do with this rule; it belonged to the
222
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printers, and until the legislature adopted a rule
க
to control and alter the existing rates

the arrangement complained

on.
ரந

of must

aad
sent

வ்

_ Sit J. Newport said,
us iy Aes
it was no more a
petition was ordered tolie on the table, Union,

that previous
piratcl
act ton
books that had been printed in

Os in Ireland
vee
and to be printed.
than it would be in a
Sir E. Brydges then moved the order of the land,

i

had
ey for the second reading of the copy-right to reprint in England works
So
cil ae
i
Sir W. Scott obj
to the principle
Mr. Wynn recommended, that the subject
should be referred to a committee up statrs, bill, but gave his assent to a ele oath
Mr. Smyth thought, that the second
who could resort to all the practical information which some gentlemen appeared to should be postponed till the committee

made their report.
wish for.
:
Mr. Croker thought that this would be the |. Lord Castlereagh hoped, that the
ற
better course, and, upon thatunderstanding, the baronet would allow the second ean
bill might now be read a second time, pro oyer, as it seemed to be the wish of the house,
. Sir E. Brydges said, he could not consent
Sebi
3
Jorma. .
postpone the second reading, but he should|
Sir E. Brydges assented to this proposition.
Mr. Plunkett, as representing one of those happy to comply with the sense of the hot
bodies which were interested in the continuance by referring the subject to a committee up stal s,
1 wh
of the law as it stood, desired to enter his pro- He fully agreed with those hon. gent
against the bill.

test

Previous

to the Union,

had see, that the matter had never been suf

Treland was not affected by the act of Anne. ficiently understood; and he was convinced
Before that time, all the books which were pub- that the moment it was understood, the evil
lished in England might be reprinted in that would be admitted, and a remedy applied.
Sir S. Romilly could not conceive what obcountry; and so extensive was the trade of reprinting, that most of the literature of England jection there could be to the course proposed by
found its way to the United States from Ireland. the hon. baronet. Nothing was more common
In 1809; this valuable trade was given up, and than that a bill should be read a second time pro
all that Treland had obtained for it was, two forma, and for members to reserve their opinions
copies of each book for two public bodies in as to its principle till the question for the
Did the English booksellers, Speaker leaving the chair. . He approved of the
that country.
then, wish to revert to the former plan? He principle of the bill, considering the existing
ae
conceived that they knew their own interest system a heavy tax on literature,
better ; but if this bill was suffered to pass, the
Mr. J. P. Grant said, he disapproved of the
printers of Ireland ought to be placed ix statu bill, but he had no objection to a second reading
pro forma.
Be apts
qua.
Mr. Peel said, the second reading might
- Mr. Peel objected to the principle of the bill,
and expressed his determination to oppose it in take place now on a distinct understanding

every stage.

it should not be inferred that the principleof

He suggested, however, the pro-

of postponing the second reading fora
pee
ortnl ‘ht, to enable the committee up stairs to

e bill was agreed

Saban

ordered to be committed on the 27th of April

sit and report.
-Dr. Phillimore approyed of the appointment
பல்
of a committee.
Mr.

to.

The bill was then read a second time, and

Mr. Wynn gave notice, that, on Monday,

yous

ன for a select commitice to consider

copyright acts.

Wynn said, that, in point of form, the

PRrocrepines aT Carr Breton-]

proper time for haying a committee up stairs
would be between the second reading of the bill
and its committal in the house. With respect

= oe

.

"¢ |

tae

Mr. Bar

net said, he held in his hand a petition to whieh,

he begged to call the most serious ate
It was from Mr. Gibbons, cate
spectable
gentleman in the island of Cape
*F”

to what had fallen from his hon. and learned the house.

triend, the member for the படல
he begged

to observe, that when

Dublin,

ton, who had long filled the office of attorney”

the trade of

reprinting existed in Ireland, there were no general there. He complained ofmost impr
a= conduct on the part of the
டட
governor and that
gieater sufferers by it than the
governor of
this island Nae a
tives of that country who had contributed their justice.- The
portion to the literature of this side of the water. governor Ainslie of whom the house 2° &
If he recollected right, no persons had lost more ready heard so much, and who, after
by that privilege than Mr. Burke and Dr. Gold- atrocious conduct in the island of றும்
smith, and, therefore, he thought that Ireland had been placed by his Majesty’s ministers
he now
ae Breton
had gained as much as. England by the act of the situation which
Anne. He had no doubt that, when the subject Ainslie’s conduct in-the island of te ate oe
was duly considered, an equitable arrangement did “not equal his conduct in the 18120

Dominique—he had indeed been guilty. °-

might be made between the publishers and the

a small
part of the enormous acts ©!

universities,

%

‘
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in the first instance, before the proper-tribunal.
He had complained of certain duties imposed

by the local authorities, and those were subse-

quently declared invalid by the chief

justice,

ilty of those enormities, he had conducted
Fale in the most inhuman manner. He: did

who, in that instance, at least, shewed no dis-

led, and the example he set: to the people over

with whose

Ainslie, when natives of the island waited upon

«< That. the petitioner is possessed,

intention to say more than this, that in private

or his consent and concurrence having been ob-

astonished as he himself was at what he had just

those orders, affecting the rights, liberties, an

not speak of the indecent and immoral

|

ends, he ought to have Orble his complaint,

by him in Dominique—he had not decorated
the coast of Cape Breton with human heads
as he had done that of Dominique—(hear, hear;
hear!) But, notwithstanding he had not been

life he position to court the favour of the governor,
concurrence

the regulations’ were.

pas
whom he was placed; he wished to confine entered into.
The petition was read, ordered to lie on the
himself to his public conduct. It was a matter
of no uncommon occurrence for governor table, and to be printed. It was as follows :—
in fee simple,

him with a view of soliciting explanation re- of several tracts of land in the island of Cape
specting any public measure, to take them by Breton, some of which he holds in his own
and kick them. down stairs (hear, and some in right of his.wife, under grants
the collar
hear, and a laugh). ‘This indecent conduct he from the crown to the original grantees; that
had practised on more than one occasion. of the petitioner begs leaye most respectfilly. to
the conduct of the chief justice it was not his state to the house, that without previous notice,
he led the same life as the governor did, and tained, or the slightest indemnification offered,
that his public conduct was worthy of sucha he has been arbitrarily and illegally disseised of
governor. It was his intention to move. for pas of his said lands, in virtue of orders made
yy the colonial council of that island, who have
several papers connected with the transactions
in Cape Breton. He felt a conviction, from not only thus assumed the greatest legislative
the documents already laid before him, that pone, but have oppressively invaded the
these two persons, the. chief justice and the ‘highest and most sacred property of the subject,
governor, were utterly unfit for the situations and also, at the same time, as a concurrent consequence, have arvogated to themselves the
they held. Mr. Goulburn thought, that if any man had alarming judicial one of revoking, by their own
heard the question which the hon. gentleman put authority, the king’s grants, solemnly made unto him the other night, he would have been as der the great seal; that, at the-time of issuin
heard. ‘The hon. gentleman had asked, whether properties of the subject, that haye been sancgovernment had not an intention of establishing tioned and acted upon under major general
a separate legislature for the island of Cape Swayne, colonel Fitzherbert, and lieutenant gohad, what was the descrip-

yernor Ainslie, no legal colonial council பபபல

those papers

power could be exercised by the governor and

presented the petition, he had come down and

this authority, is not merely a violation of that
constitutional law, clearly defined and solemnly
declared on many occasions in the British courts,

Breton:

and

ட்

tion of that legislature, as he was anxious for existed, of the டக் and qualifications reinformation on that subject, on account of a quired by his Majesty’s commission and into the governor in chief of Cape Brepetition ‘connected with it, which had been structions
sent to him. He, therefore, put it to the house, ton, which explicitly and positively forbid the
whether, from the question of the hon. gentle- augmentation or diminution of that body, as
man with respect to a separate legislature, he specifically therein constituted; and, ee all
could have been prepared to expect a crimina- due deference, the petitioner is induced to betion ofthe governor and chief justice of Cape lieve the disobedience of that regulation has,
Breton? It was impossible for him, therefore, in a great degree, facilitated the exercise of
to answer the charges made by the hon. gentle- those acts of injustice, of which he complains ;
man, in any other than such a general manner that he most humbly conceives, that from the
as could neither be satisfactory to the house nor period when his Majesty was pleased to require
to himself. Another extraordinary circumstance a provincial general assembly to be conyened,
in the speech of the hon. gentleman was, that for the purpose of making local laws, statutes,
having announced his intention to 00076 for and ordinances, in that island, no, legislative
papers, being

ignorant whether

colonial council, unless assembled in general aswould be
ப or refused, and possessin;
no other information than that which he ha sembly, and the taxation of real and personal
that has been and is still inforced under
‘received from the individual from whom he property

madea charge of a most fearful nature against
‘two individuals in high situations.
He had

but is in. direct contravention of his Majesty’s
Rot aware that Mr. Gibbons had ever made any instructions to the governors of that colony;
‘complaint against governor Ainslie. He knew that the petitioner begs permission to add, that
of his complaints against his predecessors, but major general Swayne, while exercising the
heard
of Mr. Gibbons’s complaints, but he was

he knew. of none against. governor Ainslie.

that gentleman was

If|

desirous of attaining his

vernment in Cape Breton, by his own authority, directed what he was pleased to term a

ன்
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military. road to be opened through the most | act
yaluable part of the petitioner’s land: and with
such. arbi

yiolence was this

carri¢

that his aid-de-camp ordered the
into effect,
fences and inclosures thereon (if found in the

. way) to be thrown down, burnt, and destroyed 5 serious violation of

tity oo Ramisele ்
could he even for a moment have sup)
Swayne no previous intimation of his intended permission would not have been wi
invasion and seizure of his property, or offer of him, to have submitted to, and sanctio1
the smallest compensation; neither has the pe- tyrannical assumption of unauthorized
titioner, or any, other person having lawful. au- as.he humbly conceives the said chief
thority, directly or indirectly, given the most ‘had no option to refuse or grant this
distant sanction to this measure of unnecessary and immutable nght to the meanest
1221
and unjustifiable aggression ; that he has also
to the realm; andthe pa)
complain to the house of acts of similar vio- that it appearsto him this doctrine is
lence, supported and countenanced by Jieute- sive of the constitution, and against all
nant governor Ainslie, that haye been recently of forms, principles, practices, and rule
perpetrated on other lands belonging to the pe- equity, and justice, as rendering thet
the security of our persons, pro)
titioner, and on which he now resides; that he which
presumes respectfully to represent to the house, and reputations, are held, uncertain, a

that the petitioner received from major general

that he

should have sought redress

for those,

and many other injuries he has sustained in his
personal property and reputation, by an appeal
to the supreme and only court of judicature in
- Cape Breton, empowered to’ hear and determine such causes of action, but for the following
reasons, which he confidently trusts will be
deemed by the house conclusive and satisfactory: first, that the honourable Archibald Charles
Dodd, chiet justice and only judge in the supreme court, and president of the colonial coun-

cil, from partial and interested motives,

did,

. with very few exceptions, suggest, prepare, and

procure to be passed, all those orders that more
பவப் militate against the constitutional
laws of England, and the liberties and proper-

at the diseretion and capricious wil! and

sure of one man; that the petitioner
thi
prived of his birth-right, and stripped of
property and privileges as a British subje
pealed to lieutenant-governor Ainslie,
Jesty’s representative in that island, one
protection and support; but this he was plea

peremptorily to Pics, unless, as the lieutenant
governor informed the petitioner, lord Bathurst
to whom he had referred the petitioner's com

plaint, should determine that the petitioner might
be

permitted to enjoy and receiye the protec:

tion of the laws of his country;
and the pet

tioner humbly and respectfully implores that
the house will be pleased to direct that an eatly
inquiry be made, and restore and secure to bim

ties of the subject, as pledged and secured to

those rights, of which

of the provincial reyenue, against the son-in-law
of the said chief justice, for money due under

house shall seem meet.”

1816, adjudged this order (as being a tax) not
binding on the people, but soon discovering
this decision had given great dissatisfaction to
lieutenani-goyernor Ainslie, he shortly after advised the magistrates to enforce other ordinances, imposing a general tax upon the inha-

Cambridge,
ட்
Mr. Lambton said, he had intended tomake

to the royal dukes, but he would not press

to please, in March Term, 1817, went so far as

house

the colony by his Majesty; secondly, that al_ though in an action commenced by the collector

பன்

he has been sounjustly

and grant to him such furtherrelief in

the premises as to the wisdom and justice of the
As

MannrAces or THE Royal Duxes]

Hie

The

an ordinance he had very recently advised major- report of the committee on the Prince Regents
aris Swayne to revive (notwithstanding it message was brought up. On the motion
- had’ been previously yoted by the council un- the second reading of the resolution for an of
lawful and oppressive), he, 'in November Term, ditional grant of 6000/. a year to the duke
some observations on the subject of the hen

on he Route,
ae
The resolution was

1°"

ne
er

சம்

bitants by compulsive means, but refused himOn the second reading of the க் {or
self to comply when required by the proper granting 6000/. 4 year to the duchess ©
officer; however, a few days after that refusal, berland,
ன்
0
Earl Gower said, he had every.
ல்
he again, publicly in open court, announced the
legality of those orders, and in his ardent zeal believe that it would give satisfaction 0 1
to stigmatize those who doubted their validity
as evil disposed or disaffected persons ; thirdly,
that the said chief justice has assumed to himself the arbitrary, unconstitutional, partial, and

dangerous discretionary authority, of extra-judicially refusing to allow any person the necessary privilege of commencing
or instituting any

to know, that her royal பகன்

ie

duchess of Cumberland had determin had beet
cept the provision which the house 04 Heid
pleased to make for her. The first MPI ‘eat
on the mind of her ro’
ighness to feel
although it was impossible for her not to

rateful sense of the kindness of the house
tom delicacy she ought not ta accept, Oh
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" provision,
ision; lest, by concurring
in any measure of
} ‘nature, ‘she right ச
tae separatin;
interests

from those of her husbai

\
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on the subject would be@obt@h to occasion any
necessary remedy -without
the passing of the
bill.

(Hear.)

©

Nai

:

But,
. as it was the anxious
ions desire of his royal
highness the dake of Cumberland, that whatever might
to him her royal
highness
shouldighdee
erased for, she had none to

the house to the prayer of the petition, which
requested the house to pause, and defer their

of the house, hoped and trusted that she might

‘Mr. Pitt, in 1804, respecting the slave trade, in

nt; but she had yielded to the entreaties and

had been delivered which some one might think

Mr. Brougham wished to call the attention of

proceedings, after discussions on the subject
_ the wish ene dake a sacrifice of that feeling session after session, merely because some perto
to which he had alluded. Her royal highness, sons had drawn up a statement unfavourable
while she had the highest sense of the kindness the petitioners. A similar attempt
was made on
never become a burden on a people by whom
she had been treated with so much generosity.
‘Lord Castlereagh said, that her royal nee
ness had felt a repugnance to accepting

consequence of some publication of which he
could not say he approved; but Mr. Pitt said,
that it might as well ba requested that the house
should suspend its proceedings, because a speech

Judgment of her husband. If it had been any| it necessary to answer,
:
ae directly advantageous to herself, she
Lord Lascelles said, he happened to know
would
not, perhaps, have accepted it; but as it that this bill proceeded out of that evidence
‘Was with reference to an event which she hoped which had been Rasa ie circulated. The
would never occur, she had received it as a evidence taken in 1816 had lain dormant till”
mark of the respect of the house.
other evidence was circulated among members.
Mt. Wynn said, that according to the ancient If this system were to be permitted, of colpractice in cases of this kind, it would be pro- ecting
clandestine information for the purpose
ii that these grants should be charged on the of circulation, neither character nor property in
ereditary revenue of the crown, instead of the the country would be safe.
்
consolidated fund, as was intended.
Mr. W. Smith said, he did not know one
Lord Castlereagh satd, that a proper arrange- member who had been operated on by any other
ment would be made on that point.
evidence than that taken in the committee. He
Corron Factories Bivt.] Lord Stanley would forego every particle of evidence that
presented a petition from several cotton manu- was not taken by the committee, and contend,
facturers, complaining of calumnious statements that there was more than erfough to satisfy ever
in a pamphlet, which had been carefully kept member of the necessity for this bill. Wi
concealed from them, and had been put into the respect to the
persons accused of getting up surhands of such members only as were deemed reptitious evidence, it ought to be borne in
favourable to the bill, The petitioners were mind, that they could not have any interested
anxious that the hon. baronet, ‘by postponing motives, and
that those whom they opposed.
his measure for some time, might give them an were interested im their proceedings from beOpportunity of vindicating their character.
ginning to end.
ர
்
Sir R. Peel said, that if the persons who pub- | Mr. Phillips contended, that it was indecent
lished the pamphlet had erred, that had nothing for such a publication, containing such accusato do with his-bill, = ©”
tions, to be drawn up, and then circulated’ only»
Mr. Curwen thought that the publication had among certain members, for a particular object, .,
agood deal to do with the subject, as it occa- while it so grossly attacked individuals. “The
sioned a considerable impression on the minds Manchester gentlemen who had signed this peof some. The object now was, to know whe- tition could not at first get a sight of the pamther the hon. baronet would agree to postpone phlet: they applied to the printer at Mancheshis bill some time longer, or consent to the ap- ter fora copy of it, onthe 14th of April. The
pointment of a committee up stairs for farther persons who had been accused were the parties
examination. The petitioners said, they could who had been precluded from seeing thepamproduce the opinions of different medical men in phlet. The petitioners begged that gentlemen
their favour, in contradiction to the assertions would take sufficient time fo examine into the
made.

The measure proposed was one of great

Mmportance to manufacturers.

real state of the manufactories, before they legis-

fheir management. Let the house be
If the house le- lated on
Bislated respecting cotton manufacturers, they acquainted with all the facts, and not. procec
Must be called upon, time after time, to do so in the dark. (Hear)
ட்
ல்
with all other branches of trade. It was quite
Mr. F. Robinson expressed his wish that gen4 new principle to legislate in this manner be- tlemen could agree to postpone the discussion
tween parent and child. The whdle body of ௦8 the merits of the bill. The petition had
mannfacturers and labourers should have an given rise to a warmth of debate, however
It was

natural it might be, which was not favourable

might be too long (hear, hear); but that was

‘The petition was ordered to lie on tHe table:
The house then resolved itself into a com.

Opportunity

of giving their opinions,

Possible that, in some cases, the hours of labour
ioe
venture to

ae

ae
themselves,
that what had already

toa fair consideration.

He might
been said Mittee on the bill.

On

ல்

that clause being read.

.

“sal
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which limited: the hours of labour for children
under sixteen years of age, to twelve hours an
8

a half, including an hour and a half

Mr, Wilberforce said, he could not but admire

the sensibility and feeling which

hairman leave the«

bad done:so

Mr.

» much for these poor children, but as: he thor

that children of nine years of age were: unal
to’sustain labour as long as those
sixteen

years,

he

shouldbe two classes,
nine to ‘twelve, the oth
2
ஹே 2

Wynn seid,

tha’

y. to leaye the chair,

the bill altogether; but if
gress, and to ask leave |
ச
of discussin,
| affor rd an opportunity
of the bill afterwards, on the

ட்

rene 3

Sir R. Peel said, he was anxious to do what
the con- end to the bill, and, therefore, he adc
dition of these children, but he was afraid, that amendment, that th chairman report
to make greater alterations than he had done and ask leave to sit again.
-was. practicable towards ameliorating

would be very inconvenient to those that car-|

* yied on the trade, and might injure the trade
itself. He trusted, therefore, that the house

would allow the bill to. proceed with the clau
i
A
as it stood at present.
ke said, that he had, by a misconMr.
ception of the course of proceeding, abstained
from discussing the principle on the previous
stage of the bill. To that principle he objected,
but if it were sanctioned by the house, he should
‘propose amendments which would render the
details less objectionable. But, till that principle
were sanctioned, he would not bring forward
those amendments,

.

and he should therefore re-

serve himself for the-discussion on the report.

Lord Lascelles said, he believed the time for

considering the principle of the bill was passed.
It had, been expected that he would: oppose it,

and he certainly thought it due to himself to
state, that he had not

done what he should have

done. With regard to the bill itself, he did not
consider it at all_as it respected the interest of
the spinners.

The

most proper mode, in his

opinion, for coming fairly to a conclusion on

the bill, would

be to

give an opportunity for

those parties to be eee who had statements to
make on the subject. He did expect that that
svould be done, for he thought it only justice to

- Mr. Peel was unwilling to ac
posed delay, and: principally because |
being of a popular nature and affectin;
bouring classes, excited. much interest
doors. ~ It was not desirable to protra
sure of such a description for many reaso1

chiefly because, in the present instant
idea might be entertained of the cause
The objections to the bill were limited to
clause now read; for the objections
clauses had been withdrawn. Any
upon the principle might, therefore, tak

and

now on the reading of that clause. All

who had left the house might be presumt
be favourable to the bill. ~
4
Mr. W. Smith said, that as one of the
of the
ject
meht which would ensure a full
without compromising the object of the bi
to him that objection
itself. But it டட
the principle of the bill, im reality, there
none. On the ground of principle, it wa
much an interference with parental authom!
say children should not work under five 85
say they should not work under mine ye
age, yet to some regulation on this subj
one objected. He could not-see any reason

why the bill should not go through 4 com
all concerned. Every parent was the natural mittee, but, if the opposers of the il! thoug!
he had no 2
pase
his child. It was too much, per- they-thus lost any advantage,
டட ப ‘on another sta
aps, to take that guardianship out of the pa- tion to take the
Sir J. Newport thought the bill shoul
rent’s hands, by the interference of that house,
if a parent derived assistance to the amount of go through a committee, as he didப் not see W
eight shillings from his child’s labour, it might advantage the opposers of the bill wou's Mr
‘They might discuss the principle |
» seem cruel and unjust to deprive him of it. This forego.
- interference with. free labour appeared to him

any subsequent stage, and he thoughtit ie

the most objectionable circumstance connected dient that a bill which affected, and cont”
.
was, that quently agitated, a large portion of the co
with this measure; but his real wish
the parties accused should have an opportunity nity, should suffer as little delay ன் id
Mr. Blackburn wished that thebill sho!
of justifying themselves. (Hear, hear.) _
Mr. P, Robinson was sorry that the motion discussed in a full house, as it was 4
made by an hon. gentleman opposite had drop- great importance tothe communitys
ped, because there had yet been no, discussion on cially to the county of Lancasters
Mr. Huskisson yegretted that a bill s0
- the principle of this bill, although such a discussion was essential to the right understanding of portant had been allowed to pass thus dar ¥
to |
the measure. He knew not, in the present shape out discussion, ‘The objection
of the question, how to come to any decision. must be first disposed of, and if thi
of der
Many gentlemen had left the house with an un- | Were unsuccessful, then, it would be, 1191
a committee
derstanding that no discussion was to take place ance to alter th
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more acceptable to those interested in ‘to hear discussion upon
itke
ima

it. Itseemed, therefore, necessary to have the
‘bill recommitted. He Jamented the delay, be-

more he considered
‘it,

ghey

was for the discussion, and

eubj

¥ cause the bill ought to be cecal as soon ‘pected a fall discussion on the’ படர்
as possible ; but no. substantial progress could
hs
RA
sath
be made to-day.
Lord Stanley said, he

was

to the

no party

of the

delay of the discussion on the princip

to be
bill. He had understood the commitment
only proforma. His sole view had been to reMuch

fer the subjectto a committee up stairs.

ill, before it shouldgo through

by those whose information and

the
a committee,’

exp

abled them to ‘understand all the’
வ
question. “He thought it improper to make
amendments before the discussion
of the prin-'

—

ciple, because they would be made at random,
and withouta fixed object. The subject was

alteration was required in the:bill. ‘The limitaன் hours was extremely improper and exi
injurious.
10]
Pee! said, there could be nothing more
்
Mr.
futile than these discussions on the course of
proceeding. The hon, gentlenian had some
amendments to propose, by which he conceived
the bill would be improved. Why could he
not now propose those amendments, reserving to
himself the right of opposing the principle hereஇவ்ள?
த
3

itself of a very delicate and complicated nature,
and its consequences deserved much considera-

[harm than good.

into any details with regard to the various items’ _

tion.

He did not say any thing decisive on the

question; but it ought to’ be examined

with

great caution and coolness. ‘The bill had, somehow or other, slippéd from under them, with-

out-the neces:
discussion, and it must there-"
fore be brought
back again to them. ~
6
‘The bill was then reported, and recommitted
for Monday next.
' Intsu’ MiscetLanrous SERvicrs.]
On the
and
+ Mr. Philips objected to the bill, because it motion of Mr. Peel the house resolved itself into
ike
21
lay, J would really injure those whom it pretended to a committee of supply. ©"
Mr. Peel then rose and observed, that in subthe Wbenefit. The subject had occupied his mind
for twenty-five years, and he was convinced mitting the estimates for the Irish miscellaneous
her
ion
that legislative interference would do more service, he didnot think it necessary to enter,
lace

The management of manu-,

nds

factories was gradually improving without such’
[pinterference. He would offer no modification
of the bill till it was decided whether there
should be a bill at all. If there should bea bill,

bill

Sir T. Acland thought that any modifications

tos:
jto

gee
he would endeavour to make it as little mischievjon, § ous as possible.
DEES
nto)

Or improvements might be now

was

proposed, and

(the discussion on the principle could take place

g ay | onthe report.

“By this means the present dis-

to fp cussion would not be lost.

of which they were composed.
If any difference of opinion should be indicated upon any’
particular point, he should be willing to postpone for the present the grant to which it re=
ferred. It was not his intention to propose any

but the ordinary: votes, and of those there. was

but one case in which any addition was made.

He had stated last year, that ‘there was a re-

duction’ in the aggregate expenditure under
this head of the public service, as compared

He considered it a with former years, of 123,000/., and he had
now to state that’a farther decrease’ had
s of § cussions both on the principle and on the whole been effected’ to the amount: of 10,000/.. He
10
Merits of a measure should take place on the was not disposed to move for any additional
ison)
Presenting of petitions.
sum to the charitable institutions in Ireland, beom
Mr. Canning said that, besides the friends of cause he’ had seen reason to entertain consideright
the bill and'the opposers of the bill, there was able doubts: of their policy and utility. He
5 to |) great evil, and a

great-inconvenience, that dis-

ந

another class in the house, and he was one of

feared that, whilst they collected in a particular

>, _

}Ment.

ot
ssper

ltever he came to the house without prejudice
piCSPecting any subject, it was with»respect to
nis subject. The only prejudice he felt was,

now conclude by moving his first resolution,
that a sum not exceeding 38,3312. British cur-

| im:
withy

the conviction resulting from all speculations on
BPS
economy, in favour of non-interference

ction

(e°'STee, not of. prejudice, but of disinclination,

hem, who were very desirous indeed to hear a spot-a great mass‘of wretchedness, they had not .
pow | discussion: of this subject. He had hitherto| the'means of extending
relief to the mcreased’
what
heard nothing respecting this bill. This was number of applicants who crowded to them unthus
Pet from inattention, but from aversion to dis- der a false impression that there relief was
» on § CUSsions that arose on the presenting of peti- certainly to be found. (Hear, hear.) It would
xpe- J) 00s, a practice on which the hon. baronet had be seen, that upon some particular items a dimiynse- (JU8tly animadverted. Discussion consisted.
of nution had taken place, whilst a very small imu இஃ ஜயனார், and of the warmth excited by argu- comparative addition had been made. He should

ஜூ ப

ciple

port |
er 0)

The discussions on petitions contained

the warmth, and had no argument. (4

Sp" Contracts between man and man.

ee

But that

rency nett’be granted to his Majesty, for defraying the expense of supporting the Protestant
charter schools of Ireland, for one year, ending
the sth’of January, 1819.”
eRe ees
Sir J. Neqwportanimadverted upon the amount
of this sum, for the education of only 2430

children.

“Such a sum, well -applied,” would

ee by mere examination, he would not say, serve to educate a much-greater_number. But
“Nged, but become the ground of much desire of this sum, no less than 7000/, was allowed for

~

observations from

pee
the

of «

attention of the house to the subject.
Sir George Hill assured the hon. baronet that |
manyimprovements
had beenadopted,
and others

were in progress, in consequence of the recom-

1.
ட்

| ind i

mendations of the commissioners who were ap-

‘pointed to inquire into the subject.
There house, and of the collations which h
were 36 வட்ட in the whole, and to-each of in comparing it with the Aldine edition.
them the office of a catechist or examiner was manuscript of the rhetoricians is indeed¢
attached, the duties of that office being dis- the most important manuscripts ever |
charged by the curate of the parish. _
into this country; because it supplies,
mo
ther
Mr. Peel said, the committee should under- cung than any other manuscript;
stand, that ‘the sum in question was applicable

tained in it a portion of Iseus whi

the education, of the children,
Mr. Grattan said, that these charter schools,

of Lycurgus in existence, which

to the clothing and maintenance, as well as to been printed: there is only one pi

~

in their original construction, were bad. ‘Thesys_ tem, however, under the vigilance of public opinion, had been much improved. If the ques»tion was, whether protestant schools, under a
pace of proselytism, ought to be supported
yy parliament, he should object to it, but as it
‘was an old grant, improving in its operation,

and capable, by being watched, of being: rendered more beneficial, he should not oppose it.
The resolution was agreed to; after which
the other usual annual grants for Ireland were
put and carried, without discussion.
PARDONS UNDER THE GREAT SEAL BILL.’ }
‘Thisbill was read a second time and ordered to
British MusruM—Dnr. Burney’s Liprary.]

and
this manuscript completes it; there
an oration of Dinarchus which maj
pleted from this manuscript. Among
tie?
manuscripts in the collection, there ate.
beautiful copies of the Greek gospels.

tenth and. twelfth centuries. The Geog’!
Ptolemy is another of the finest|

with maps, which although not older
fifteenth century, yet, from the circums!
all the other known copies of this wou

original language being in the collecti
ferent public libraries os

the p

this copy is rendered particularly
| There is டட avaluable Latin mat
the comedies of Plautus, written 10
teenth century, containing twenty P.

is.a much larger number than the cop!

in tb museum, or மட் ஸி oa
which was ordered to lie on the table, and to be general
contain, most of which have
907
printed.— The committee to whom the peti- eight, and few, comparativel apse
tion of the trustees of the British Museum, sub- ‘than twelve plays. A beautiful and ee
Mr. Bankes

mitting

brought up the following report,

to the house the propriety of purchasing

nuscript of Callimachus of the fifteen!

the collection of the late Dr. Burney for the ayery fine copy of Pappus Alexa
use of the public,

was referred, have directed

“their attention, in the first place, to inquinn;
into the component parts or principal classes of
Titerature,

which

lection of Mathematical
date; and a manuscript
of th
Apuleius, an author of extreme

this library consists
;~ se- | al

so particular notice.

‘The whol

12

ம

ha

condly, into their value ; and thirdly, as to the manuscripts amounts to about 985, 57
importance of purchasing the whole at the pub- | abo: ve mentioned are the most.
ots
lic charge for the purpose of adding it to the valuable.—Exclusive of the ப் ்
> num ம்
r
collection now existing in the British Museum, noticed, there is

having ascertained that Dr. Burney’s executor randa and criticisms,
in Dr. Burney *
vas unwilling to separate one portion from the (exclusive of the Fragmenta Sceni

499]
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books with Dr. Burney’s own notes ;) three or
ur articles of which seem nearly prepared for

British Musewm—Dr. Burney’s Library. (1430.
stores of the கண் lexigggiaghers, Dr. Burney seems to

haye

directed

the

greatest portion

press. In this part of the collection, there Sof Bis industry, and to any future edition these
ral small lexicons of the Greek dialects,

with numerous remarks on ancient authors; the
jerit of which,
டல certainly considerable,
an only be thoroughly appreciated by patient

remarks and additions would prove
a most interesting acquisition. Another important portion
of this collection may be called the Varioram
Collection; this is, perhaps, one of the most re~

nvestigation.—There are also many original markable series of books in the whole library:
tters of Isaac Casaubon, who maintained an ex- in it, Dr. Burney has so brought together
tensive correspondence
with many of the learned | comments and notes of many celebrated-scholars

1en of his time, whose letters to Casaubon have upon several Greek, and particularly the draver

been published.— Among

ooks, the whole

number

the printed

matic writers, that at one view may be seen
is from almost all that has been said in illustration of
distinguished each author; it extends to about soo volumes

of which

13,000 to 14,000 volumes, the most

branch consists of the collection of Greek dramatic authors, which are arranged
so as to present every diversity of text and commentary at
one view; each play being bound up singly,
and in-so complete but expensive a manner, that
it has occasioned the sacrifice of two copies of
every edition, and in some instances of such editions as are very rare: the same arrangement
has also been adopted with regard to Harpocration, and some of the Greek grammarians;

and

in folio and quarto. One portion of this remarkable collection consists of a'regular series
of 170 volumes, entitled Fragmenta Scenica

Greca, which comprises all the remains of the
Greek dramatists, m number not less than 300,

wheresoever they could be traced.””—The great
copiousness of Dr. Burney’s library in Greek
literature, may be collected at once from the.

following

comparative statement of the editions

of seal authors, in that ‘collection and in the’

i
both the editions of and ‘annotations upon Te- library of the British Museum.
yentianus Maurus, are particularly copious and
AUTHORS,
BRITISH {DOCTOR
complete. It appears indeed that this collection
&e.
MUSEUM.|BURNEY,
contains the first edition of every Greek classic,

‘Wand several of the scarcest among the Latins,

Works entire or in part. | Editions. | Editions.

‘and that the series of ponte,
lexicoவல்ல பப்ப
graphers, and philological writers, in both lan- ZEschylus
.
mesa
17
is
unusually com lete.
oe are Anacreon
19
Tepresented to be
gen:
in good
though not Anthologia. . . . «|
4
in what may be sled brilliant condition ; the Apollonius Rhodius . .
2
i) whole having been collected by Dr. Burney him- Archimedes... . . .
heats
3
® self, from the different great libraries which have Aristenetus .
relict
23
been of late years brought to sale, beginning Aristophanes
. .
ais
6
fp) chiefly with
the Pinelli collection —To enable Athenzus
.
4
#@) the house to form an opinion upom this branch Athenagoras. . .
ட்
i Of the collection, your committee subjoin the Callimachus. . . . .
2
words of one of the witnesses, whom they Chrysoloras. . ௨.௨.
4
examined; who says, ‘The great feature of Demetrius Phalereus. .
.
ae
2
this eminent scholar’s library, is that part which Demophilus
18
telates to Greek literature, whether ancient or Demosthenes . . . .
. . . .
—
More recent. In this respect it is probably the Dion Niceus
5
most complete ever assembled by any man, as Etymologicum Magnum.
46
it comprises all the materials requisite for clas- Euripides .12 3. 35
TS terre ie ae oth
1
# ‘ical criticism. In Latin Classics, and in the MGOZA
6
<niticism connected with Roman literature, it is Gnomici Scriptores . .
1
Not so copious as in the Greek; but neverthe- Gregorius Corinthus' .
it containsa number

books, which would

of rare and valuable

considerably enrich the

Stores deposited in the museum.’—The ‘same
Witness, with reference to the collection of memoranda above alluded to, further says, ‘The

books with manuscript notes may be divided

into three

portions:

first, those which

have

their margins more or less crowded with re-

marks, collations, &c. in the hand-writing of
many very eminent scholars, viz. Bentley, Burmann, Casaubon, &c.; secondly, the books with

Gregorius Nazianzenus~.
Homer
பத்த
மப்

Tsocrates

.

.

BE

a

iftal

47
26

80.

12
5
6
74
10

eal

9
36.
16
10
க்
50
2
5

166
2

14
3

14
45

26
87

J

30

Sophocles
Saris ih
16
102...
Another and a very different branch of this
collection comprises a numerous and rare series
of Newspapers, from 1603 to the present time,
amounting in the whole to 700 volumes, which
is more ample than any other that is supposed
collection of between
to be extant. A large
300 and 400 volumes in quarto, containing ma-

ட்டம் notes by Dr. Burney. The greater terials for a History of the Stage, from 1660 to
Portion of the books thus enriched, are the Greek ‘the present time, and particulars relating to —
துயில and the ancient Greek sce eaten. the biography of actors, and persons connected
i
illustrate
the Greek drama, and toadd to the |with the stage, may be classed
after these daily

ject, comprising the
robably exists of thea
in the latter part of que
is the period of ou
traits, such as Geminie, Hogen!
and the three Passes,
sent time. The number

0)
of these

t

ayings is about 5000, many of

are

volumes; besides these,
ound together in
other engraved portraits,|
there are about 2000
commentators, and other
ally of authors,
4
Jearned persons.— With respect to the value of
the manuscripts, the Homer is rated by the dif-

01.

ன்
go in diminution 6
‘tish Museum; and also, that, in ௦

ferent witnesses at from 600/. to 800/. and one
costly an accession
of them supposed it might even reach so high a ‘of so ample and
price as 1000/.; the Greek Rhetoricians are ‘to the existing stock of books, it may
a time
estimated at from 340/. to 500/.; the larger copy to suspend or reduce, for fund,
of the Greek Gospels at 200/.; the பட்வட் grant of 1000/. to the book
of Ptolemy at 65/. and the copy of Plautus at ception of such parts
50]. One witness estimates the whole of the applied in_subscriptio
ancient manuscripts at upwards of 2500/.; and | progress of publicatioi
an eminent bookseller at 3000/ The set of ter, your committee yenture to re
whic
newspapers, from the year 1603 to the present the result of the best consideration
‘time, is valued at from 900 guineas to 1000,— haye bestowed both upon the importa
The books with manuscript notes, together with just value of the entire collection, |
Dr. Burney’s Variorum Compilation, including prietor, being ready to dispose of it for tl
the Fragmenta Scenica Greca, are estimated by of 18,600/, it will be a very material add
one at 1000/. and by another as high as 1840/.; the public stock of literature, and purchi
who likewise computes the: materials for the a price which cannot be deemed unreaso
History of the Stage at 140/.—The. Prints are
judged to be worth the sum of 450/.; and the
HOUSE OF LORDS.
“bookseller above referred to, who has examined
_ Monday, April 20.
the whole (except the engravings) for the purSrratinc But] 1 4
pose of enabling the present proprietor to set a
ry
Private
value upon them, estimates the printed books was brought up from the commons by
in the library at 9000/., some other books in his muel Romilly, and read a first ume.
study adjoining, and a great number of tracts, at
500/.; and the whole, exclusive of the prints,
at 14,500/.—A considerable expense would necessarily attend the selling of this, or any other
library by public auction, which usually amounts
either to 15 or 17} per cent. upon the gross
produce of the sale; but your committee haying

questioned the last witness alluded to, Mr.
Payne, found it to be his opinion that the net

STATE oF THE CuRnency.] The Bat

Lauderdale rose to move, that 4 ம்

appointed to. inquire intoHe thesaid,statehe 0! ceberia
rency of the country..
did not proceed to the task he had und

without a sense of the difficulties ee ships

in his way, in calling upon their lor

கம

consider this question, as it was ae rl

which many of their lordships ha =
money price of the library in question, after paid no particular attention, and on Wi

ப்ட் suppose he co
் deducting all expenses, might amount to 14,500/. might,
—The persons examined by your committee, make himself understood; and be
WDIT”
as being particularly competent to assist them also a subject, with respect to,
in forming their judgment, have been, Henry their lordships, having been disappo™ 5
Ellis, esq. the reverend Henry H. Baber, and results they expected, might think n0 fi
Mr. Smith, from the’ British Museum; Richard conclusion could be drawn; though, ன
Heber, esq. the reverend T. F. Dibdin, the reye- could assert, that there was no 80
‘rend

J. Cleaver

Banks,

Mr.

Payne,

and Mr.

Evans: the substance of whose testimony, your
committee have endeavoured

to put the house

in possession of.—The importance of acquiring
for the British Museum,

a library stored with

such literary treasures as have been enumerated,
is sufficiently apparent from what has been
already stated; but it is obvious, that in pur-

which more certainty could be obtain

was another difficulty arising from t
the subject itself, and which con?
2
minute
propriety of entering into some tion
ite
explana
full
a
to
view
the
swith
other hand, he was ae Be ee Be
த
atten!
possible to command

founded chiefonlya dry

chasing the entire collection, much more will be ‘a much

younger man

detailof Sigurt” a
than

bought than it wili be necessary to retain; and collected that the father of

0

State
of the Currency.
[1434
HOUSE OF LORDS.
interal
situation of the
Marquisof Lansdowne) had advised theonly reason was, the
es of
to avoid, as far as possible, resort- country, created as it
es when he addressed a public assem- ministers. But here he could not help asking
his own experience
since con- their lordships to consider in what situation
of the propriety of that advice. ‘It this country was placed when this great ques-«
him

3]
arhim (the
ha

, therefore, be his study to engage their tion—one of the most important whicha legis~
மற
dships’ attention as little asnone to details lature could be called upon to. deci
‘that sort. If he shouldfail in making any longer to be left to the judgment of parliament,

-of the subject sufficiently clear, he was
onfident that his noble friends who might folw him would amply supply the. deficiency.
Vhen he first gave notice of
the motion he was
pw about to submit to their lordships, it was
is intention to have

entered

at considerable

but was made to depend on the caprice of foreign powers ? Was it to be henceforth a Aa

that when the Emperor of Austria, the King of
Prussia, or the legislative assemblies of France
chose.to undertake certain financial operations,
the Bank of England must suspend payments

ngth into the state of the currency, with the in cash? Were this to be maintained, there would
w of demonstrating the necessity
of imme- be an end of the power of the British parliament
lately resorting to cash payments. In conse- with respect to one of the most important ob-

uence of the gold coin haying disappeared, he

‘meant to have in particular recalled their lordMi@hips’ attention to the state of the mint regula‘Mions, in order to shew, that though the Bank
d reduced the quantity of their notes in cirplation to the amount which circulated before
.

restriction took place, and that though the

Mountry banks had also limited their circulation

jects of legislation, and no hope could

be enter-

tained ofthe restoration of that solid system of’
currency on which the commerce and wealth
of the British empire had been founded, Fortunately, however, the proposition could not

be maintained, for it had no foundation in
truth, In the first place, he denied the fact

that foreign loans ever had or could have the

effect which had been attributed to them,
He knew. that endeavours had been made to
support the opinion he oppor
by reference
ve paid in specie. If he could haye had ay to the opinion expressed ‘by the Bank direcrespect to a proposed loan, in 1797,
pubt on this subject before, he must have felt tors, with
opinion confirmed by the proceedings of of 3,000,000/. to the Emperor. They expressed.
isters since notice of his motion had
been an apprehension of injurious consequences if
yen. He alluded to the declared intention of that loan were to be negotiated; but would
mewing
the Bank restriction act, and the the noble lord opposite venture to say that an
heme for making country bankers deposit stock loan had been the cause of the Bank restriction?
exchequer bills for the notes they might issue To be satisfied on this point, their lordships
der the value of 57. With the knowledge
of had only to lookat the evidence taken before
ese proceedings. before the house, itSaud be the committee appointed to inquire into the

eyen a lower scale than before that period,
fill, under the present regulations of the mint,
would have been impossible for the Bank to

hpossible for their lordships, if they did not

facts.

‘They would

find, from the examination

of the Bank directors, that the gold transmitted
to Austria, in consequence
of
the loan of 1795,
did not exceed 500,000/. Indeed, if their lordships took the trouble of examining the state of
‘cessary, in the ‘first place, to consider how the exchanges at that time, they would find
it was necessary that the Bank restriction that it was perfectly impossible that gold could
gt should be renewed and continued for another have been sent to Hamburgh without loss. This
far. He was prepared to shéw, that the rea- was clear from the evidence of Mr. Boyd. It
bns whichhad been assigned for its renewal could not be sent out without loss, when the
ere unfounded; that the Bank might have exchange was at 34 par. It might be sent at
ean to desert their duty to the public, to rekin from inquiring into the important subject
E now wished to eae immediately under their
0051187210. In doing this he should find it

ned to payments

in specie, were it not

2% usance, with the exchange

at 33.6; because

tthe departure which had been made from | th en, in consequence of the interest, there would
SMe.
ancient system on which the superiority of bea profit'on the transaction; but an examinaட Country
With respect to currency was for- tion of the tables would shew that this fayour# Me
; and that, though the Bank had able case for its exportation did not occur. Intep which might otherwise have deed, a report which was drawn up, he beFO Necessary, it would have been perfectly lieved, by the father of the noble lord opposite,
possible, under the present mint regulations, proved, that during the two years in which the
Tesume cash payments. With regard to the imperial loans had been negotiated, and large
not
eons assigned for continuing the restriction, subsidies were paid, the remittances
Was never more surprised than when he been made in cash, but in goods. It appeared
reign loans stated as the principal, or that,
in those years, the exports to Germany
almost the sole reason, coupled with the
on that there was nothing in the internal

ition of the country that rendered the mea-

Necessary. He should, however, shew that

amounted to 8,000,000/,, though usually they
did not exceed

1,900,000/.

It appeared also,

that those exports
equalled all those that
in the same time made to France, Flanders, and,

~

ஸம்போட்
hat
with
the measure. But if th
ips
Wi
to know what had been the real cause of the

vances made by the Bank to government had
. been repaid, there would have been no occasion
whatever to have resorted to that measure
‘Were

their lordships, then, to believe that the |,

கணக்கான வப மகள் bab

gold could only be temporary, a

cause was a different one from that which the impossible the country could be

afford a profit to the merchant.

a

‘Their ls

ships would perceive that, in the yeat 18}
he had fully discussed ‘the question 1
issue; and dhe conclusioni was eviden!
a
then found to be reduced to 4,278,000].; so country could not be drained of its coin W
that the Bank, in’ the expectation of being had commodities of its growth and prod
obliged to pay their notes in cash, had com_ export. Such a state
ofப். could only
pelled government, so early as the month of in consequence of issues
of papet Tals
October, 1797, to pay up about 7 millions. value of the gold. He believed he
Having said this much, he might safely stop proved, that the reason assigned for th
iaken

into

consideration. The advances to government
had amounted to 11,280,000/., but they were

here, and ask their lordships to reject any argument for’ the continuation of the restriction

founded on foreign
loans; but he wished to
State some considerations which would render
the matter still more convincing. And here he
would venture to state, as an indisputable proposition, that that man must be ignorant to a degree which would be disgraceful
who believed
_t_possible that this country would be drained
of its specie if the Bank paid its notes, though
all-the

powers in Europe were making loans,

tinuance of the Bank restriction was

unfounded.

‘The real reason was, the a¢

made by the Bank, and the increased ¢
lation of notes.

He found, from the

laid before the house, that there had

ac t

been an increase of 2,000,000/. 18

the Bank, and the discounts of the

not be estimated at less than 1,000.00,
average issues of the Bank வாம

whole

to 29,000,000/.

‘This

Ban*

state de

plainly shewed that the Bank had maa

and all these loans were negotiated in England. gress towards diminution, and that

He had stated this proposition in the broadest pa
ents in specie could not
் bei ©?)
manner, and nothing was ever more capable of What the sum total of the advanes®
proof. It was not in gold alone that remittances the Bank to government might ce ன்
were made by one country to another. In pretend to say, as the account Sy
every well regulated commercial countryit was with the view of ascertaining that
sum

i

at there வ
be are
Sones
of paper
and of specie; but the paper: ways

பட்ட வகா
and the
‘on just principles, “When a
try stood jn this situation

"currency, it was perfectly

refused.

The Bank held excheguet

other goyernment secutities, purc aa
coinage established market, to a
great €
3 but.
great
were
ee,
r trading coun- chases, he would m:
with respect to its|i in, to the act of William IH.
Tf.
impossible that it| Op ite might seem
ee a this

te en
Oe Le
ee

was

Joined to the state of the exchange, Ww

BRA

to government

A

the advances

A

There was a meetin,

at the Bank in October, in which the state o

bOI et

the event they expected.

அமல் பயம்

Bank directors at the time, who were acquainted that specie, which formed part of it
with all the circumstances, declared it to be? if its coinage
were well regulated. It
‘They certainly were best acquainted with the cult to conve:ey these doctrines in a
real cause. In 1797, the Bank’ directors ‘ap- he would ணன் state them from pi
peared to have imagined that the restriction act his lordship read a long extract fro
“would be allowed to expire, and that they which he published in 1812, andi
would have to return in the following year to principles stated in his speech were
payments in specie. The directors did: not then He shewed, that gold would never be
to make their operations depend upon of a country,.except when there was
foreign loans, but made proper arrangements for stich commodities, the exportation of

Bb

_

yestriction, they had only to look at the evi-| th
dence of ‘Mr. Giles and Mr. Bosanquet. Those] they woul
gentlemen distinctly stated, that if all the ad-

~
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was the fact, and by his refusal to grant the

information

State ofthe Currency.
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one pound were not to boditifated unless: the

demanded, and the continuance of bankers deposited a security with

government
த க
to | pose
to say, that this scheme wascontrary to the whole "spirit of the comm ah
of this
country: those laws required no other security
than the promise topays and the power
to dea
mand the fulfilment of that promise.
When,
however, he recollected that, on ம 6 டட
pledging the Bank to payin July, his preiction that no such payment would then take
place was treated with derision, could he or

the restriction, he screened the Bank in an ille- வ

gilpractice. Here his lordship referred to the
act of the sth William III., which, he contended,
the Bank violated in the purchase of exchequerpills, “The act provided,
that treble the value
‘of any advances made by anticipation on lands

7
ம்.

or revenues of the Crown should be forfeited.
Every advance made by the Bank, which was:
mot sanctioned by parliament, was, in conse-

quence of this act of William IIl,, illegal. In’
1798 ministers were aware of the
t of
this act ‘with respect to
ப bills, and a
clause was accordingly smuggled
into an act
passed at that time. “But exchequer bills were
precisely in the same situation. ‘The clause in
the act of-38 Geo. III. was framed expressly to

any other man suppose that

government would.

let the Bank pay next year? But he would contend, that the securities proposed were wholly
unnecessary, and that people wished for no
better securities than

bank-paper, payable

on

demand. Restore to them their ancient system,
authorize the Bank to hold these bills, which and they would have no occasion for this. He
were not especially charged upon any part of therefore thought, that the restriction would be
the public revenue. - This plainly evinced what continued for more than a year from the sth of
had-been the feeling both of the Bank directors July; but whether that should be so or not, the
and of the ministers onthe subject. This clearly proposition Sencar ey was, in itself, of
was
shewed that the clause in question extended to the most objectionable nature. This country
ually
இ 10808 on exchequer-bills; he was, therefore, the most opulent in Europe, and had
surprised at the appearance of doubt put on by risen through the whole of the last century to
the noble lord with regard to this subject, and its present state of prosperity by means of banks
ae ee any oe on the
at his. refusing, on principle, to shew what of credit. 2S
they would
tell you why monetary
securities on government
the Bank had. His subject, and
object. was to see whether the Bank issues banks of வக were not so good ae banks of .
were conducted in that salutary manner as credit, Our system was founded, and had
fo enable them at any time to be called in risen to eminence, entirely on credit; when
in six weeks.
But he believed that the honour, probity, and regularity were the founBank had not sufficient left in’ their coffers dation of credit, it was altogether inexhaustito effect such an operation. What with the ble; because, in proportion as extended com29,000,000/. of paper that had been issued and
was in circulation, what with the loans to go-

vernment in addition, was there any body who

did not think that: the coin requisite for resum-

ing-cash-payments must be more than double

the amount>of the 11,000,000/. that had been

merce created’
an extended demand, the state of

credit would increase along with it; and if commerce slackened, credit would decline pages
tionably; but under the system of banks of de. ©
posit, credit always failed most when there
was the greatest demand for it. His objections,

80 confidently stated as the sum? And yet, ac- therefore, went to the whole proposition of the
cording to
the noble lord, the Bank was per- noble lord. What was it but an arbitrary inter-.
fectly ready to pay! The government was ference of patliament, in order to favour eredianxious that payments should be resumed. But tors of a particular class? Did not the noble
@ onhis conscience he believed, that those pay- lord, in fact, say, that he wished to annihilate
ments were at a gfeater. distance than ever: the country notes under the value of 5/.? If so, this
whole busineas was a complete juggle between was to cast a stigma on those who uttered them,
the Bank and the government,
ட்ட country and nobody would trust a stigmatized man.
was completely their dupe. (Hear, hear, hear-) Credit depended on confidence; and if there
In fact, the Bank had the complete regulation was a stigma, how could there be any confiof the price of commodities. However, it was dence? The effect of the plan was onlyto make
is object merely to persuade their lordships, the country bankers a sacrifice to the Bank of
that foreign loans could not affect the question England, the favoured Bank of England! The
of the resumption of cash-payments, or that the scheme proposed was bad in theory; and equally
Bank was incapable of resuming them; but, at | b: ad in practice. He did not believe that bankers

least, that their lordships would not take these

or any other points for granted, without consider
it their duty to make a full inquiry
into all'the circumstances
of the case. He must
09 proceed to call their lordships’ attention
toa second device resorted to by government
for the support of this system, and a proposilon it was’ of a most extensive and important
ature, It eeemed, that country bank-notes of
ம

of any character would submit to this indignity;

especially as, under the

plan

roposed of issu-

ing stock-notes, any stockholder might, on pay-

ing 30/., dispose of his stock bills as a banker,
and make a double profit. Much as he had objected to the evils arising out of the paper
system, the remedies proposed were so suspicious, that he could not forbear laying them

he was
before their Jordships. ‘Their lordsbips,

நத...
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that

sure, could not give up

்

system of banks of

bad ் saised thiscountryto a
which
- Eile
6
of unexampled opulence, without making

pitch
a step6 [1 ould |
su‘such
inquiries as to what could render
to
man
any
for
impossible
was
It
necessary.
circulation was not
say that the state of our
such as to require investigation, when all notes

issued previous to 1817 were payable, and sold
of 2 percent. Their lordshi
at ‘a premium
could. not refuse the duty of inquiry. In the
payment of these notes, 2,000,000/. had been
paid away, which, as every man knew, had all
yanished from circulation, and every man knew
why. Nor was this the only evil. ‘The state
of the paper currency was such, that there was

>

disappearing so rapidly, it -

to ர் into it. What could
portance if the circulation of th
not? Indeed, all orders of the
concerned in it. If he stood|
tion of the noble earl, there was
whom he would not excite to inguir
a premium, subject. When he recalled to the
paper, bank pepe
to. be
deposit, and country of their lordships our paper of fourஏ
country paper without
pee secured by a deposit. The noble lord| our gold coin, our silver coin, with:
id agreed with him that it was a salutary state age of one value in England an
of circulation, that paper should go as far as it other yalue in Ireland, it was in vain
could towards supplying the currency of the lordship to say, that paper would m
cons
country, corrected, nevertheless, by the liability uniform value. Had the noble lord
to pay in cash; but it had never entered into the value of the sovereign? It passed for
the mind of the noble lord that there would be Jess than it was really worth. Sir Isaac N
four species of this paper in circulation at once had said, that if guineas would fetch 4d. only ®
—bank paper with and without a premium, and more than the sum they passed for,it must
country paper with and without a deposit. But soon drive them all out Of circulation :
|
to secure country paper in the way proposed lordships had all heard of the silver
was such an absurdity as could be dotnd with being melted down long ago, for a very #
‘the noble lord alone, and not any where else.

If this state of the paper circulation required inகவ வம (and there was nobody who would
say
that paper of four different species could
circulate oe, yet the state of the coin afforded a stil stronger ground for inquiry. There
existed a work which, respecting the noble author (the late Lord Liverpool) as he did, had
prety fully explained how erroneous the noble
lord’s Spintous On this subject were.

profit. He would state to the house thts
gentleman in Scotland, knowing him to be
Curious on the subject, had sent him @

many

persons were fond of the family, and kept
coins as memorials: they must have oe
for he (Lord Lauderdale) never saw the et
in circulation. But there was also a¢ Te

in the value of our silver in circulation t0 él

He (Lord

Lauderdale) had before told the noble lord that
his system was wrong. He had set up two
metals for his standard, which was a bad monetary system altogether, and the effect of it was
only to make both disappear. He had argued,
too, that silver ought to be the standard here.

crowns of the unfortunate James,

stated, as a conclusion, that in his country m:

an’ extent, that, while some was worth 7s

other silver was worth no more than 6s a

that the one was a legal tender, while the Bask

was no more than a mere.counter. If the cea
directors were serious, if the noble Jord

that they

should pay back all the a ae

attempt.

At that moment he hat befo

ன்
they had gained, it was impossible
a rich country required a rich standard, while a should pay in cash; they must stop 19 re hin
To this observation he had been answered, that

poor country might go on with a much cheaper
standard : this idea he had ridiculed at the time.

the papers of price and exchanges
down to the 1st of January 1818; the
exchange at Paris was 24 fr. 40 cents:

Tt was indeed as much as to say, that if a country manufactured a great deal of cloth, it ought
therefore to haye an.extended yard. The coin
of a country was

advantageous

to it in

he took as the vee

of his

டா

he might not fal into-any mi
a return of the number of
aa

two

points of view: it served asa measure of value,
and an equalizer of demand and supply; and

pure silyer contained in 20s. of the ve
coinage; they

the richer a country was, the more it ought to

amounted to பப்

be anxious for silver instead of gold. So far of troy, while the number of grains is
was tHere from being any difference between a in 20s. of the old oe cole amour”
rich and a poor country, that it was an ad- 1,718 44-62 grains of troy; 1
vantage to a rich country to have a circulation grains contained in. the soverelgP
silyer.

There was

no

writer on

18-11,214 troy.

political

ale

He had com)

the state. of the coinage in France 4

economy that had not stated, that as much of
the circulation of a country as possible ought to
be conducted in paper, that paper being limited
by the demand for payment at will. Now the

the result of. his inquiry WS” ae
posing the silyer- par-.of exchange
16 cents..in our pound, the sam a

*

ee

tall

t+

i
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addition
to the

inference
in favour of that metal, |

be stated
it
metals was
supportedb:

Bean

it was மட்டன் மபctuation.
The
ate | tha
~had said, that the two metals could not circulate
at and that, in consequence of the change |

red in the standard by law, our gold was
ported, and our coin melted Aown. He (Lord:
Liverpool) admitted the fact that our gold was
exported, but could not allow that its exportation was attributable to the cause assigned. The

noble lord, in stating

கடர
the opinion of Sir Isaac | public credit, and the
currency would be affected iY that of
then existed, and which now existed no longer, insecure. The system would thus be
and the omission strongly varied the reasoning. to convulsions, which ought to be
At that time both
gold and silver were equally both from a regard to the general
standards. You might go to the mint with a the country, the country banks, and|
» quantity of silver bullion, of standard fineness, Bank of England itself. All th

Newton, had overlooked one material fact which

Mi
li
eS
Ndi
aaa
pate
na
lil
ne in
A

quired some regulation for the currer
that which had
been proposed, he (Lor
pool) had heard objections strongly w
upon asking those who stated those ol
“Do not you think some check is nec
was manifest, however, that if gold was to be he never heard a dissenting yoice—he
exported, it would be exported in the state of an individual who did not answer that
bullion. The first object of the exporter would in the affirmative. By the law, as it now
be to find bullion, from the smaller risk run, and there was no restriction on the issue of
the less trouble incurred in exporting it. No bank notes of 1/. or 2/, to any amount, an
man would put himself to the trouble of melt- any security. When this law expire
ing the coin, if he could obtain a supply of the years after the removal of the restriction
metal without subjecting it to that process. The Bank of England, this pre eo
silver could not be-so easily melted ; butit might and their issues would be confined to n
be exported
in the shape of bullion, and then or above 5/. The question was, therefore,
the regulations of the mint would not affect its the law to be allowed to expire, oron
price. If the noble lord’s doctrine were true, be continued? With regard to the first |
that when the mint gave a higher price for gold he never heard but one opinion. Henever 26
than silver, silver would fall in value, and gold any body say, that, considering the habits
‘would be exported in preference, then it would necessities of the country,
ged as
follow that silver must fall in exchange. But been by the continuance of 25 years
this was not the case; silver had risen even trary system, we should recur to te ‘
‘more than gold d in forei \exchanges. This fact that then prevailed, and place the count
appeared to him conclusive, that the raising of under the restrictions by which they were
e standard of silver had given no advantage limited in their issues. Were wes பில்
to gold as'a subject of export. Gold coin was peal the act, and allow issues of one
tt
not melted for export because it was of most pound notes on any security, orwithoutau
value, but because
no price was put on gold as at all? Let the house consider the history 0!
of country banks for the last
‘coin above its bullion price.—He would proceed
to the important subject of the paper circulation, ie and the calamities that had arisen 1
which was more immediately connected with
nk
speculations.
the motion before the house. The noble lord that existed in 1814, 200 had now
(Lord Lauderdale) had divided this subject into away, to the ruin of individuals and
tricts, and to the general injury “of the
two parts, the paper circulation of the cou
tural and commercial interests. He be
generally, and how that circulation was aff
Batu
advances of the Bank of England to been of opinion, that, although ma
government. On each of these points he would difficultiesout of which
take a few observations. He would make some were to be traced
and demand the same weight in the silver coin of
the realm. You might do the same with gold.
Now the case was altered: you could carry a
quantity of gold to the mint,and receive the same
‘weight eae coin, but not so with silver. It

i

ent
security

having Jaid down the principles on which it
rested, the second part of the subject would be
better and more easily understo ood, Theh noble |i
lord had ‘alluded to a book which contained the
opinions of one for whom he (Lord Liverpool)

must always feel the highest veneration (the

ita
Leib oma

remarks on the general circulation ; first, because

there
lot one

=

jack

ase

ச

௪
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ve |

- Hons, that called for such a measure ) 6

the

pecuniary | toஐ
cumstances arising 8 from the et
were
transactions iof other countries which re

expedient. He knew, too, and he could 2

the house, that the Bank had made most ample
Sreparation to resume cash-payments,

they were ready to do so.

doubted this fact, and had

ee ob]

A

pad | quiry be Pie

result, than to bring fo

cheir inability, the advances they had made to the tions of two or three”
‘The Marquis ௦1.
government. He denied both the fact and the
to cash- question was, wheth
cause. ‘The Bank en ue ‘returned
war, during which several
payments last year, when all the advances Te
had made to government remained unpaid. 18, resorted to for
however, any thing had happened after this to | after that petiod
disturb public credit, the Bank would have said, which had been
wwe must draw in our advances. The govern- away,—whether,
iment was ready to pay up what it owed them, without inquiry,
to govern-

and, therefore, the advances made

ectsfrom:

tempo)
of transition

of
so much talked

under these

hi

without any assi

ciple, and as the mere effect of a

ment could no longer be an obstacle to the resumption of cash-payments. The noble lord

house was prepared to continue a

had said, that, in the

had told the house, that he was induced

spring of 1797, the govern-

ment owed upwards of 11,000,000/. to the Bank,
and, by October, reduced the debt to 4,000,000/.

‘The proportion was nearly the sane this year.

Goyernment owed

12,900,000/., and was ready

‘by many been th
peace, which
plicable even to a state of war. ‘Then

severe in what he admitted to be an unsafe
unsound system, because circumstances ¢
such as had never existed before: and the

to pay 9,000,000/. The house had no more right earl, in support of his view, had ref r
anioth
to inquire into the mode in which the Bank em- arguments which had been used in’
ployed its private funds, than they had to in- place, but which, if examined into, would not
vestigate the accounts of any

individual com-

mercial concern.—The noble lord had built one
of his arguments

on the course of exchange,

and had given, as the great reason of their un-

for a moment maintain his position; for as
the pecuniary transactions with other countries

he supposed that, whether those contracts ei
made

with

individuals

or governments, a

they mast be conducted on one and the 82
he had particularly insisted on the circumstance, principle: and whatever theory might be broach

favourable state, the inordinate issue of notes:

that during the last six months 2,000,000/. more
of Bank paper had been issued, than in the cor-

responding six months of the last year. He,
however, considered this as a perfectly inadequate cause of the state of the exchanges; and
this he was prepared to prove, independently of
the question whether the additional issue had

been wise or unwise.

For his own part,
he con-

sidered the condition of France as the great
cause of the unfavourable state of the ex-

changes.

ed by the noble earl, yet practice ‘alone mush
after all, decide the question, Now Pk aon
to ean’
had clearly shewn that no remittanc

country, howeyer extensive, or however 15

ed, was capable of preventing the
tg
country from enjoying its own ‘cireulati a
free and uninterrupted as before.
AS 40

stance, he might refer to the Italianstates, ba

ticularly to Genoa, which, though. not P
great deal so rich as this country, Was yo

In 1816, and during part of 1817, to supply the powers of Europe with Ioan ஸ்

the exchanges were in our favour; but when loan, without any impediment to its OWT
those great transactions began to take place rency.. Holland ps daring the Test om
n engaged
in frequent and extensive 7
which were necessary for the adjustment of the
claims of the different countries of Europe, autres and one house, that of பரக
then, and not till then, the exchanges began to Amsterdam, had alone lent enough to, to the

be unfavourable: the question, therefore, was,
wwhether—not with reference to any particular

the circulation of the country according © the

theory of the noble earl.

Yet, what

to Prussia—but with reference fact? The circulation had never ப ட்டன
up of the great concerns of and Holland had considered such tran
the opportunity for compelresume. cash-payments. For the present, indeed, in all cases, it ant be
ther
his own part, if he had been one of the most sidered a beneficial trade when‘the
strenuous opponents of the Bank-restriction, he try lent to the poorer. Again, what was
this COURT "hs
oftion
‘should not have thought the present a fit oppor- new in the present rela
tunity for removing it: because, anxious as he respect to France? In the early F of the
was for the resumption of cash-payments, he century, similar successes tO ie

Joan, such as that
to the winding
_Europe—this was
ling the Bank to

a trade highly beneficial to the state.

wwas on that yery account the more anxious that

the resumption should be safe, and that no mis-|
chief might accrue from the necessity ©:
recurting to a paper circulation. “Thes¢ were
\

set

ay

ns

sent day had attended the Englis

எர
மணி
நமக நரன

England

AM,

aT

this country and ot neigh

ES.
OF LORD
US
jus]: 1eHO
s were likely to affethect
banker,

t
haye much.
could not Pa

country | di

with
dow sal
wi

to

than he
notes, It would be large sums notes.
, be in large
it would
row
borand
would be accommodated. ‘The plan,

opinion, would have a tende
banks out of ‘the bands
- were for the most
resent 5
கறியின்

்

ther

wa

Tikely to result from it, than an “artificial rise ங்of
the funds—a rise, which was no more a proof
wealth, thana forced colour was an indication

of health. If it should be decided, that the
ought to be ,continued, he
* Bank restriction

should think it his duty

their lordships to the effect of the continuance
of the paper circulation on the morals of the
people, and on the criminal law of the country:
‘so that, if nothing

measures might

Lord Sidmouth wished to state a
டட ட
ட் ல onset

of
to call the attention

noble

but,

marquis;

place

inthe first

that it should eee

else were done, at least some

be adopted which should-render

(

his hearty concurrence to

on one side of the hor

the necessity of givin;
ingenuity to prevent

the
object more
and consequently diminish the temptation to a There was noa political
1
po
crime which was visited by such heavy punish- | moral and in
d on the subj
ment. He was perfectly convinced that some- ‘siderable mistakes prevaile
and executed
must be done: he did not mean to say, numbers of persons tried
thing
on the table it
return
a
By
tes.
bank-no
|
¢
scienti
any
with
d
acquainte
was
himself
that be
lan for that purpose: but he had reason to be- ed, that in 1806, no‘person was executed : four
eve that a remedy was practicable; and their were executed in 1807: two in 1808) twooin

the manufacture

of bank-notes more difficult,

lordships must feel how desirable it was, to re-

lieve the community from the dreadful operation of that criminal code from which judges and
juries now shrunk with equal pain. (Hear, hear.)
The Earl of Harrow)

contended, that no-

thing that had been urged in support of the motion could be sufficient to induce the house to
believe, in opposition to the clear and explicit
statement made

by his noble friend, that it was

the intention of government at any time to make
the restriction of cash payments by the Bank a

part of the permanent system of the country. It

might be convenient to support the measure for
another year, while the exchanges continued in
their present state, though it might be and would
‘be highly inexpedient to take any step that
would prevent a return to the ancient circulation,
The noble marquis had adverted to the injury
done to the morals of the country, as well as to
the melancholy loss of human lite, by the con-

tinuance of the restriction. He was ready to

seven it

noe

1809: five in 1810:

1812; two in 181
1815: four in 1816: and five in 18
who were executed for forgin;
only amounted to seven.’ In the:
vious to the bank restriction, th
sons prosecuted for forging bank:
but for forging the current coin
were tried. During the 21
ன்
ing of the bank restriction, thethe ni t “ilas
g
sons prosecuted for coining (includin
:
and tokens) was 3,099, and for ae
ion
prosecut
the
that
so
;
998
notes
h of the1
did not amount to vee
persons prosecuted for coining.”
்

nel
The marquis of Lansdoan asked,
those prosecutions included persons convict
of having forged notes in their possessit”y
well as for forging ?—The answer was 1P the a

firmative.

sh

—

1s

de!

alt

insisting
"The Earl of Lauderdale replied,
shewed

allow, that no expense ought ‘to be spared by all that had been advanced
the Bank to prevent, by ingenious expedients, decisively that inquiry was necessa
the forging of their notes 3 but it should be re-

collected, that if the prosecutions for imitating

Bank of England notes had

been more numerous

of late years, prosecutions for forging the cur-

yentcoin of the realm had also increased. Though

this was in itself a melancholy consideration,
yet, in the present state of things, it did not seem

easily avoidable; for to diminish the severity of

years ago, it was

ae eee
en

asked

solemnly

ட்

prom

n should notbe

for one.

year. mo)

ற்

for another, engaging that; when those
hac expired, cash payments should be
Now, however, the restriction was,
time, to be continued, and all the
in its favour would equa
had_been-u

July;
the punishment would muitiply the instances of| vail.on the sth of
the commission of the crime. With regard to pressed the necessi
|
es, and the
the continuance of the bank” restriction, there subject of exchang
their
thatng,
seemed to be some slight discordance between loans, contendi
exaggerated.
one part of the speech of the noble marquis and| much
anothers he admitzed, that it was not possible19

்

3

of th
~ consist P 27,000,000). by
which 3,000,000/. would be raised for the pubHe also proposed to fund exlic service...
chequer bills to the amount of 27,000,000/. In

accumulation of unfu

able on the same terms, was 13 per cent., calculating the 3 per cents. at 78. There was thus

might be said, that as an option wai

1785 funded 11,00

bills when stocks
whereas they were now as

improvement i
consideration of obtaining a transfer of 3 into intermediate
cumstances
of
the country,
asi:
to
was
cent.
per
11
of
premium
a
38 per cents.,
be paid as the price of the difference. The gressive operation of the sinki
actual difference, considered as an annuity sale- paved the way to this extraordinai
a bonus of 2 per cent. given to the purchaser
of the 33 per cents.

He had been encouraged

subscribers whether

to fund exchequer

or not they

bills, his plan w:

necessarily uncertain as to its effects.

to adopt this plan by its success in the Insh however, a perfect confidence in the
funds last year. The 3 per cents. were there because he thought it the most benefic
he
transferred ‘into 3} per cents: that is, 108/. the engagement, and because
Irish, were

transferred for 100/. English, one

seventh of the national rate of exchange
being
thus sacrificed. By this means not less than
half a million was raised in the course of last
autumn. This success had confirmed him in
his intention of proposing a similar transfer
here. He had no doubt, therefore, that this
plan would prove acceptable and agreeable, in
order to raise what money might be necessary
for providing for the supplies and for the reduction
of
the public debt. On the 14th of

known an instance in which

ibscribers f

clined to perform the optional pa
ment of this nature. It would be
by

the committee, that, a

ding

which ‘he had submitted in
sinking fund was, to a ce
applicabfe to the immediate sei
whenever circumstances should

such a measure expedient.

It was hi

if nothing” preferable should _
propose
that it should be so char
defi
April, it had been made known at the Bank, as to make good whatever
that a subscription would be opened for raising appear upon the fullest comparison
a part of the supply of the year, and that penditure with the revenue. In
the parties transferring their stock should have he recollected to have held out to the
the option of funding exchequer bills to double the country the prospect of realizin
the amount of the money to be paid as the 100,000,000/. He was happy 10 5
consideration for the exchange of the stock. that sum about 90,000,000/. had be
Upon this notice, not less than 6,000,000/. had of which 84,000,000/. were 8
been subscribed for transfer within the first three purposes of the act of 18
days, and he was happy to say, that nearly the however, in which he inten
with the
whole sum was now raised. The whole sum fund would not interfere
ப
which he intended to fund was 34,900,000/. the commissioners in thi
which, however, would only produce an aug- debt. But this part of his
mentation of the nominal capital of the public reserve for consideration on 8 20)
debt beyond the money actually raised to the should now rather choose to ¢:
amount of between four and five millions. The of the committee to the improv’
difference between the interest due upon the different branches of our revenu'
present $ per cents. and that of the 3} per cents. able vise in the amount of ex
would be 136,869/. 12s. 8}d. The total charge such, that the receipt of the last
i
upon the whole operation of converting the 3 per pared with that of the correspo
‘year, was improved more
into 3} per cents., and of funding exche51
fa
520/. 1s. 104d. The rate the increase having
th ம்க்
ibers, on exche- quarter, as co
wat
165. 9}d.3 on quarter of the foi rmer years the exci? wat
querbi
funded, ‘would
in

subscription of 11/. in money to convert $ per: proyement of 90,000/.

of such annuities be paid off, at any time before |

the sth day of April 1829.

0

©

e

ப்
" « That the commissioners for the reduction
required | ment
be authorized’and
debt.onal
of the nati

to purchase the ‘said annuities after the

m
in the
si. 10s. per centu

yi. per centum per annum on the’
sum
created, whenever the

of

fi

of ate

| of stock

00. in

subscribed to be trans

for
of the commissioners
‘be| count
of| the national debt; and that:

such annuities can be purchased for less than| shall, at the
‘
E
223
300 லன்ன

(90

50

_ That the annuities at the rate of 3/. 105.
. shall, under. the provisions’of an
in the 57th year of his present Maintituled, an act to permit the transfer):
jesty,
of capital from certain public stocks or funds in
Great Britain to certain

public stocks or funds

in Ireland,’ be transferrable into annuities at the

Wee ss 9
rate of 3/. 10s. per centum payable and transfer-| August.
or before the sd
on:
centum
ie
person
every
and
Ireland,
of
Bank
rable at the
se
such annuities gore at the Bank of | September.
transferring
th
207 per,centum on or before:
for every 100/. so}
England. shall be entitled
j
transferred to the principal sum of 108/. 6s..84. October.
the 816
jn annuities at the rate of $/. 10s. per centum| . 20/. per centum.on or before.

வடித்த
October...
payable at the Bank of Ireland.
the 26th
before
or
on
remainder
The
|
6012.
2௭௪
8111
௫4௦
ஐ080ற
வண
் & ர]௨

éd the transfer to the account of the commis-|
sioners for the reduction of the national debt of |
the whole of the 3/. per centum consolidated |
«annuities subscribed by him, shall be entitled to |

i
a
November:
And that whenever. the deposit shall,
made at the bankin money as aforesaid,
masters of exchequer bills shall, so soon

in exche
‘a dividend or interest at the rate of 15s. for | subscriber shall have brought
subscription
every principal sum of 100/. in such 3/. per cen-|
tum consolidated annuities which may have |
been so transferred, such dividend or interest}
to be paid at the Bank of England on the sth|
day of July next ensuing, provided the whole of |
the 3/, per centum consolidated annuities sub-|

to the whole amount of his
to such subscriber the amount of such dep)
ac ouml
or such deposit may be taken into
part payment of the subscription of suchs
ae ay
scribers.
‘¢’ That every person who: shall have

scribed by such person shall be transferred to | deposit at the Bank of England tothean

the said commissioners on or before the 2d day | 5/. per centum.on the exchequet bills su
ஸ்ஸ் shall receive from the paymasters &
~ of June, or on the sth day of January next en‘suing,provided the whole of the 3/. per centum | chequer bills a ‘certificate or centuice =
a receipt for the deposi madeat
consolidated: annuities subscribed by such per- which

son shall be. transferred to the said _commis-| of England shall be writtens and such
aioners after the ed day of June and before the| or such certificates, shall be carried tothe

day of November next5 and after payment | of the paymasters.of exchequer
27th
of the said dividend or interest, the whole of the | of making every future payment,

ane

the rel

Said consolidated and reduced annuities which |.vbich shall be written, thereon 20d.
‘may be transferred to the said commissioners | whole amount of exchequer tills
-be-cancelled, and the dividends on such | such certificate or certificates shall

annuities shall be no longer கவிப்
ஓ.

acknowledged. to have been received cerby eH

© That, towards raising the supply granted | masters of exchequer bills,. such.

to his Majesty, every person who oak on or | certificates being carried into the Bank
before the 24th dayof this instant April, have | land, and lodged with the goverpor
subscribed his name in the books of the governor | pany of the said bank, shall entitle
of the Bank of England for trans-| or persons holding the same, for
and comipany
thereifly
for | principal. money, cont i
account of the commissioners
the
to
ferring
the reduction of the national debt 3/. per centum | pital stock in the 3/. per cone

annuities for other annuities at the rate of 3/. 10s. | annuities, the interest whereon §°
isi
per centum, shall be at liberty to subscribe his | from the sth day ofbe January
made ut ai
name in the books of the said governor and com-| payment shall not

E

ie

pany on the gath or goth days of April, or the | January 18195 and to al. capita’.
‘od day of May next, for converting into 37 per| 3/. per centum reduced annustie’s
from. to.

‘centum consolidated and reduced annuities, upon | whereon shall: commence

and the first payne
‘the terms and conditions hereafter mentioned, | April 1818,
any exchequer bills already issued,or which |.on the 10th day of October next #

{| there

hancellor of the

was a -deficiency to be

Bexche

4,000,000/.
5 but it must. be
7 considerabl

es

(intelebt. Next
yeaty we might
that the amount ஸல் excheque
expect

0016

eral impression was, which the | not exceed 40,000,000/.

right hon. gentleman had pro-

ல்
ismind.
renfell stated that he should, on some
ர
occasion, enter at large into. the details
future
of the right hon. gentleman’s measure. The}
house was, at length, after a state of Jong and
anxious expectation, in possession of the minister’s plan of finance; and he must declare
that he looked with dismay at its probable results. He had already, more than once, comjnunicated privately to the right hon. gentleman
his opinion, that he was making a most extravaஜி bargain for the public. By this scheme,
the three millions of money to be raised would
cost the country an interest of 4} per cent.; for
the right hon. gentleman proposed to give an
annuity of 3/. for every 66/, which he borrowed.
The rate at which exchequer-bills were to be
funded, indicated the same extravagance. If
exchequer-bills could be funded at 79, why
might not a direct loan be negotiated on the

the hon. member
than 2,000,000/. The
man who first addressed. the.he
pressed an opinion, that the

feason to confide in the hope that no

| reduction would. be made in the stock

the subscribers would be gua

ears, and it was not likely that the
reduced after that time. He shot

entertain no fear on that

ர

As

head*. .

he
tion respecting the exchequer-bills,
to observe, that he neveremembere

d
in which subscribers had decline
the reason

,

an optional engagement; and
they had not. so declined was obvious
namely, because those engagements were
to them,
al an he
benefici
the
was,
'yvery.
advantage
same terms? The only
consider it
contingent and doubtful prospect of saving clined to think that they would nce,
600,000/., by inducing, at the end of 10
4 advantageous in the presentinsta
the holders of the 33 per cents. to
ட
டடக் Lewis observed, that, i
individuals could borrow:
their stock for 3 per cent. But if the 5 and 4
per cents. should be converted in the mean
time,

the

3} would evidently afford

no

ad-

vantage whatever to the public. In conclusion,
he would say one word respecting the ‘option
which the

night hon. gentleman fad

given to

the subscribers to fund exchequer-bills now, or
to wait until after
was decidedly of
rose by that period
would be disposed

the 2d of May. Now, he
opinion, that if the stocks
beyond 79, the subscribers
fund; but if they fell to
to

75, they would make their bow tothe nght hon.

ment igh

done the same. He did not con!
right hon. gentleman had. ade
on this occasion. He shoul Dee
the old mode of an open loan, 1!
present plan of a close loan. ஆட்ஸ்
millions, however, had been borrowed:

no doubt 1
per cent.; but he entertained

wed upon, teh
might have been borro
tageous to. By
derably more

advan

private life money could be borro’ Wene
gentlemao
cent. ‘The right hon.
this pi?
by
made
was
on
additi
hon.
right
no
the
that
that
believed
Mr. Maberly
addition
great
a
But
debt.
himself
the
of
congratulate
to
pital
gentleman had a right
bargain wHich he had negotiated. He to the interest of the
ntleman, and say, the
lo with him, or his exc

would have nothing to
:
equer-bills.

aught that the right hon. gentleman had made
a most advantageous bargain for the public, and

a disadvantageous one for the subscribers. That

part of the bargain

which gave an option to

was no subject for congratulat
spect to the reduction of the
no attempt could be made,
* The last time iu which 93 1]

a
was im
the subscribers of exchequer-bills, he considered
in this country
to fund or isted
io was able to Sav es
bad, as it might leave the subscriber
நயா,
ந.
Ney
the
taken
_ not, He would take the liberty of asking of € Unless you ‘consent topaid:
off
interest, you shall be
right hon. gentleman what was the amount
excepting to. the amount of 900,00
the deficiency of the consolidated fund for this
he
if
because,
ம
்

|
the
others ag! reed. to take: ee
this;
know
to
wished
year? He
on.
interest,
of}
interest
interest,
and that is e.reas Wi name>?
the
understood the fact correctly,
that
by
led
cent.
ois
consolithe
on
the national debt was charged

ம்
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carried, would,
in fact, A'etAsdto the clause,
with the single parish of Hollesley, it ifsince
it could never be ascertained, at least not
no means common in Suffolk, the
e had the honour to represent, which

‘was .q) ite equal to other counties in proper
ae tions.

. Brand remarked on the great evils of the

present system arising from paying labour out
of poor rates. . He rather differed in opinion

without endless discussions, whether the parent

had mismanaged the allowance from the poor-

rates so far as to render it proper to take his
children from his management.
3

Mr. Ly¢telton said, that the clause appeared

to him to militate against a very sound and use-

from a distinguished authority, who had stated,

fal principle, clearly established by Mr. Malthus,

labour, but according to his wants, in a proportion with the amount of the poor-rates. He

salutary principle, we were to retrace our steps,

that imprudent marriages should be by all means
discouraged. This clause tended
directly to
/promote
imprudent
marriages.
If,
however,
it
his
of
yalue
actual
the
to.
according
paid
not

that labour must. always find its level by competition. The fact was, that the labourer was

conceived, that the clause would
have a beneficial
tendency respecting the manners, habits, feel-

could be shewn that, by this departure from a

and to make a commencement in getting rid of
the enormous evil which at present existed, he

ings, and morality of the lower classes of society, should not oppose it.
The'clause was then agreed to, the house rewhich: were much endangered by the present sumed, and the chairman reported progress, and
system. It would tend to give the labourer a asked leaye to sit again.
x
better opinion of himself, and more regard to
Copyricut Acts,] On the motion of Mr.
his character. He entertamed a high opinion of
the

peasantry of படலம்

and was

sure they

woul be pleased with the means of improvement in their relative situations in life. He was
-convinced, that in the lower classes of society
there existed as

great, perhaps

greater concern

and affection for tee children, as in the superior,
and this was particularly evident in the feelings

and conduct of the mothers. He could not
suppose that when the parents were obliged to
receive allowances from the parish to maintain

their offspring, they

would hesitate at having

their children placed

out in decent situations to

learn trades to live by, and the sort of education suited to their natural condition in society.
‘The measure might greatly diminish the evils
of pauperism,
by indi
the parents to support
themselves without parochial aid.
:
Mr. Calcraft said, he had not completel
made up his mind on the subject, and

ould

defer giving his opinion decisively till after the
ort was received. But, at present, it appearமா that the clause, as it stood, did not

Wynn a select committee was appointed to ex-

amine the said acts, and to report whether any
and what alterations are requisite to be made
therein; together with their observations thereupon to the house.
Mr. Wynn
Mr. Bankes
Sir B. Brydges

Mr. D, Gilbert
Mr. W. Smith
Lord V. Althorp
Sir
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

J. Macintosh
Butterworth
Long
Plunkett

Sir W. Scott
Mr. Peel
Lord V. Palmerston

Mr, Smyth
Mr. H. Gurney
Mr. Marsh *

Mr. T, Courtney

Lord V. Morpeth
Mr. Dawson
Mr. Lambton.

Mr. W. Dundas
Fiye to be the quorum; power to send for

persons, papers, and records ; petitions
ing the Copyright Bill, and all returns

‘d=
from

Public Libraries, and from Stationers’ Hall, presented during the present session, referred to

promise to reduce the evils so much complained

the said committee,
ENCOURAGEMENT OF PARTNERSHIPS.| The
resolution on this subject was reported, and,

besides making, perhaps, a considerable additional charge. Notwithstandin € the eloquence

trade, and manufactures of Ireland, by regulat-

of.

The idea of provision, and some asylum with an amendment, agreed to; and a bill was
for their children, might induce those same ordered. to be brought in by Mr. Alderman
habits of thoughtlessness which now existed, Wood and Mr. Alderman Atkins, “ to pe
of his hon. friend (Mr. Brand)
convinced.

6 was not yet

Mr. Sturges Bourne said he must repeat, that

the object of the clause was to remedy

the evil

of the existing law, the operation of which was

against the best interests of the poor themselves.

Colonel Wood was high! in fayour of the
clause that went to prevent the paying of labour
Out of poor-rates,.and praised the character
Of the labourers in general.
Mr. C. Grant objected to the clause, because,
while it prevented parents from spendine the
Money granted to them for the support of their
_ children, it encouraged, in the latter, a fondness

for parochial assistance.
Mt. Huskisson contended that the amendment,

the employment of the poor in the

fisheries,

ing and encouraging partnerships in that part of
the United Kingdom.”—It was brought in and.

read a first time.

HOUSE
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Tuesday, April 21-

Incomes of THE RoyAL Duxes.] The Earl
of Liwerpool presented an account of the incomes

_
of the royal dukes.
‘The account was Jaid on the table, and after

some time had elapsed, during which the bills
on the table were read, and some other private
i
்
business transacted,
The Marquis of Downshire moyed that the
account be printed.
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"The Lord Chancellor thought there was no|
necessity for ordering the account to be
prin
Tt was Tia on the table, and any of el

ships who might வ் te examine it would have
1
ample opportunities for doing so.

The

ட்ட

be much more

ப் Romilly), if
cases of ne;

of Downshire believed it would the chan
satisfactory to many of their

lordships if the account were printed.

jations for lo

lor of the exchec

his present office, and the

of

he

at Glasgow, had

a similar

held, must be supposed to have yery coi
The Earl of Shaftesbury suggested, that the able means of judging of the effects
ap
noble marquis had better postpone his motion laws. But he could particularly
until to-morrow, as the noble earl who laid the cantile gentlemen, as to their knowledg
ill effects of these laws, in times of coi
account on the table had then left the house.
The Marquis of Downshire then
gave notice distress. The chamber of commere
that he would move the printing of the account mingham had resolyed in favour of
ciples of his bill. The chamber of
to-morrow.

affairs,

he had agreed to let his motion stand over,

in order to
of its படம

give time for a fuller consideration

le and consequences.

Those, how-

yolving

the interests of trade, commerce

manufactures.

an

In the last session, he had pre

sented a petition from the merchants, mamlx

facturers and traders

of those salutary laws under which

’ ever, who had any doubt upon the subject, people of these countries had arisen to an
could have that doubt removed by reading a nence unequalled, and their property
had
amphlet lately published by Mr. Cooke, ho such protection; they submitted,
that, in
had made an important addition to the weight estimation of the laws which had from ume
0
of authority against the usury laws. The accu- time been deemed necessary by the wisdom 1
rate, argumentative, and ingenious production the legislature for the protection of our mani:
of Mr. Cooke was, indeed, conclusiye upon the factures, commerce, and agriculture, none’
subject*. But the fact was, there was no high
authority in favour of those laws. Dr. Adam
Smith, who was the only individual of any great
reputation who had, in modern times, approved
of them, had changed his opinion and recommended their repeal. _ Both the landed and
commercial interests felt very sensibly
the
inconyenience of those Jaws, especially in
times of distress.
The former were compelled to mortgage their property, and, fre-

quently, to raise money upon annuities at an
enormous

rate.

It was a mistake to suppose

that the court of Chancery withheld the power

* This pamphlet is entitled “‘ Thoughts on the
Expediency of repealing the Usury Laws.”
-By
Edward Cooke, Esq. Middle Temple. Printed for
Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, Paternoster-row,

more deserving of

ee
tee
Ot

of the town of

who prayed, that the house would not san

the repeal

et

finances of the country, before any measure of

this description could be adopted beneficially. At
the suggestion of the noble secretary for foreign

டட

than those !

SH TPO

in

mt

Sergeant. Onsloa,

OL

Mr.

rising to move for a select committee, to con- ject, collected from yarious circumstances,
sider of the effects of the laws which regulate should have felt himself justified in moying
or restrain the interest of money, observed, that a bill to repeal the usury laws; but he:
the system of the usury laws which had so long so far bow to the opinions and doubts of
prevailed in this country, and had been so often as, instead of moving the repeal, to move
objected to, were, in their operation, injurious appointment of a select committee. He
to the interests of trade, commerce, and manu- yet know whether his proposition would
factures. Many gentlemen, who ள்
in opi- posed or acceded to; but he should not
nion on a former occasion, doubted whether the pass farther on the house than by nove
public could be easily brought to a change of a select committee be appointed to inquire
int
mind, as a prejudice existed from the length ௦8 the effects of these laws, and to report their
time the present practice had obtained. It was opinion thereupon to the house. also conceived, that it was necessary that some
General Michel said, that this question had
alteration should take place in the state of the been particularly considered in Ireland a

force against usurious transactions, the
rep#
which would, they conceived, increase theP

sent distresses of the empire, benefit the m

interest alone, and tend to the injury of

other class of society. (See Vol. 1, p. 1369

his own part, he saw no necessity for re
these laws, as money might now be ea

cured at 4/. per cent.

But he had never ie

of any difficulty in raising money at moder!

terest in the worst periods

of distress.

He

self had obtained it at 5 per'cent. during

war. For these reasons, he should opp9s
motion, and would moye the other ores

the day.
;
Mr. J. P. Grant observed, that he had
heard any person say that these laws 0s

to be repealed, although it had been

salty”

as
2 am

Laws.]

to

Pe err

Usury

come

(See Vol. I. pp. 1659, 1337.) He beli
deed, that the greater proportion of the. ie ள்
trading interest in the country were in favour
of |
the bill. Under all his own views of the s
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Window Tax (Ireland).
[1478
a peace that left this cot
ட்டம்தத பத
general expectation was
throughout the
empire, that every practicable relief,
rel consistent
essities of the state,
a period peculiarly inauspicious, while now that with the indispensable necessities
e distresses of the @ peothe interest was low, the repeal was also deemed would be granted to
leciinexpedient. But he trusted that the gooc ple. This house, too, passed a great ;
sense of the house would adopt the views of his sive step in immediately lessening the burdens
of the people in this country; and although,
:
friend.
hon. and
ரட
declared that he could not sup- perhaps, there never was a tax in favour of
were con- which more could be said, upon general prinhe ss
t the repeal of these laws, unle
ie propriety of that measure’ by the ciples at Jeast, than the property tax, still this
house felt themselves pledged to the people of
ம
report of the committee.

யரர]
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க எ ககக

this or that particular time would not be proper
for their repeal. If it were proposed when the
rate of interest was high, that Us

General Thornton expressed himself in favour

of the repeal, for he thought the establishment
of a maximum was unjust and injurious in
- all cases, and especially so with regard to
money.
General Michel said, that as the sense of the

England, and justified

their confidence, by re-

moying; at once, fourteen millions a year of the
public burdens. He mentioned these circum~
stances to shew the house how they contributed
to strengthen the confident expectations entertained by the citizens of Dublin, that, in the

work of general relief, Ireland would not be
the only part of the United Kingdom overlooked
Mr. Sergeant Onslow said, he had no reason by the imperial parliament, ae more especially,
to suppose that this measure would be unaccept- too, after she had sacrificed all the local “ae
able in Treland. Quite the contrary. He had vantages of a resident legislature to the general

house appeared to be against him, he had no
objection to withdraw his opposition.

received many letters from that country relating interests of the empire.

But, independently

of

to this question, and had found from no other any such general expectations, they had other,
quarter a greater desire for the measure. With and in his humble judgment, peculiarly strong
respect to the petition from Belfast, the house grounds for looking forward to the total repeal
would recollect, that, in the last session, he

of the window

tax, as soon as the war was

sites for trade and manufactures excepting ca-

part of the government, that it was intended

18 ® The hon. general had said, that he had never

only, provided the war should last so long.
Now, he hoped he should not be told that the

ஸு
ட்

இடு தக

கஜ

presented a petition from certain inhabitants of over, and to claim it not so much from the bount
that town, in which they expressed their con- as from the justice of parliament. The tax was alto the citizens of Dubviction that the arguments in favour of the re-| ways peculiarly obnoxious
reasons: its very unequal prespeal of the usu Bae rested on the basis of lin, for several
policy, and that those sure, the inquisitorial nature of its levy, and the
டட
equity and
which were urged on behalf of their continu- ruinous consequences resulting to the health of
ance were founded on contracted views, formed the city from the contrivances of all the poorer
under the influence and dace
of habit, and classes to evade it; and it was now more opat variance with those enlarged and liberal prin- pressive than ever from their total inability to pay
ciples of political economy, which had naturally it. On its imposition by the last parliament
generally
kept pace with an improving state of society. that ever sat in Ireland, it was very
the chancellor of the
the hon. gene- opposed, until Mr. coe
the J} (See Vol. I. p. 1364.) He
had all the requi- exchequer, repeatedly pledged himself on the
mi- J} ral to remember, that Ireland

ind J

ட

ப ப பட பபப

the tax
beit J} pital, and this defect was in a great degree occa- for a war tax ee and ee
three years
2 to & sioned by the operation of these pernicious laws. was proposed and enacted, for
experienced any difficulty in borrowing money.
‘The same could not be said by many persons
of the most unencumbered estates.
:
‘The motion was then agreed to, and a committee appointed.
Wixpow Tax

(IRELAND).]

Mr. R. Shaw

pledge of one minister was not binding on his
successor; for it was of the last importance,
that in all transactions between the people and
the government, the faith of government should
not only be pure, but aboye suspicion; and

Tose, pursuant to notice, to move that the peti- he entreated gentlemen seriously to consider,
tion presented
by him from the householders of whether resorting to such an argument might
the city of Dublin, for the repeal of the window not be received by the people of Ireland as an

tax, together with the other petitions from Ire- unworthy

pretence for breaking an engagement

land on the same subject, be referred to a com- which the legislature did not wish to keep. Mr.
had வளி himself and the government,
mittee. Tt was unnecessary forhim to remind the Corry
house how patiently the city of Dublin had, for of which he was in that instance “the accredited
the last five and twenty years, borne her share organ, that if the Irish house of commons would
rant that tax, their constituents should be reof the general pressure, and how cheerfully she
Contributed to the exigencies of the times, during fheved from it at the end of the war, The tax
a War as expensive
sanguinary in its pro- was voted, and had been levied ever since.
8ress as it had been glorious and decisive in its The people of Ireland had cheerfully fulfilled
Yesult, without ever making a complaint. As their part of this contract; and if the Irish parSoon, however, as hostilities had terminated in liament were now in beings was there a doubt
:
3B 2
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that this
ledge would have been redeemed on
the concpisces of the war? He was sure that|
he should not appeal in vain to the justice, te

cons

as igned. by

the honour of the house, to redeem that pl
which the Irish parliament, in he might almost preamble of the act, (1
say its last moments, gave to the citizens of chap. 10.) which abolished 1
Dublin. He was satisfied that the house would post, were these: “ Whereas his
take care, that, in this instance, his constituents ing informed that the revenue’ of h
should not suffer from the want of a resident was grievous to the people, was p!
legislature, He spoke of the inquisitorial man- eae message sent to the com!
ner in which the tax had been collected. ‘That
led in parliament, to signify his p!
to agree to a regulation of it,

)

favour to your people, not only by:

being

them happy and at ease, by taking aways
burthens as by law were fixed upon thems:
which your Majesty will erect a
]
ment of your goodness in every house 10

kingdom} ‘do most humbly beseech your
revenue ofBeas

|

house of commons, so long 4g.
pediency
of this tax, notwithstan ing

which

was still continued in Ireland*- He
a
one other topic, with which he woue
Ba
further on the house, and that was att
first importance, inasmuch as health 3 ‘for

had ad b

first of human blessings, and contagiot. |

time, perhaps, the most.

ல்

aay

Dee fe

i

lence of fever,
the last year
லுக்
the unanimous opinion esthe faculty, thal
the houses were more generally ven ee at

* Sir W. Blackstone observes, that ‘ as early as
the Conquest, mention is made in dom esday book of
fumage: or fuage, vulgarly called smoke fart! hings,

ear, empowered to view the inside of ey
i the ore, But, upon the Revolve ‘was |

veyor, appointed

house,

which were paid by custom to the king for evel
chimney in the house.
And we read that Edward
the black prince (soon after bis successes in France)

1 W. and ‘M. st, 1, c 10. hearth-mort igi

clared to be “not only a great OPP! nthe
:
poorer sort, but a badge of slavery ae
exposing every man’s house
people,
it
in imitation
of the English Cust
custom, imposed a tax of into, and searched at pleasure, by he
a florin upon every hearth in his French dominions, to him; and therefore, to erect@ ae nsei
But the first parliamentary establishment of it in of their Majesties’ goodness in every “taken 2
England was by statute 13 and 14 Car. II. c. 10, dom, the duty of hearth-money F goodnes 1
whereby an hereditary revenue of 9s. for every hearth abolished.” ‘This monument
டப் of
in all houses paying to church and poor, was grantthe. Pp
among us to this day; but
}
* ed to the king for ever. And, by subsequent sta- somewhat darkened, when, 12 ee
ஹ்
tutes for the more regular assessment of this tax,
statute 7 W. III. c. 18. 4
by
2
the constable and two other substantial inhabitants houses (except cottages) of 2s, per anne
of the parish, to be appointed yearly, (oritle suralso upon all windows, ifthey exceeded
by the

crown,

together

with

sach

“onstable or other public officer) were, once in every

varied.”

Which

rates have been

(1. Comm, 925.)

MO"

mA
NO

This was the’opinion Se

OD At

said

may be wholly taken away and. aboli

Bit

jesty, that the

வ வவல்

candour, that there was little apprehension of
any such abuses in a department under the superintendence of a gen leman whose talents and
assiduity, since he ecame chief commissioner
of excise, had been gratefully and universally
_ acknowledged ; still, , It was no answer to the
many objections a igainst the harsh provisions of
the act, that they were not as rigorously enforced as they might be. Tt was not to be forgotten that, harsh as they were, they were still
as much the law of the land as the the Bill of Rights,
and under them a collector, if any house were
unoccupied by the absence of the family in the
country, or for any other cause, might, after
the erapty formality of affixing a notice, break
open the all door under the warrant of any inspector of taxes,and seize andsell the furniture he
‘ound within. ‘That the scruples of the citizens
of Dublin were not new and affected, but recog-

vaded contrary to law, butin desiring to

வல

rigorously enforced ; and he must add, in

their rights and liberties which have be

கல

him would recoil at the idea of such an act

eR

be instances, in the case of sick persons of the
other sex, where every gentleman who heard

eR

lousy of the house, and, perhaps, was the efficient cause of the repeal of the property tax. If it mature deliberation, the said commons
were the boast of the humblest man in England, that the said revenue cannot be so r
that his house was his castle, he feared: that, that it will occasion many difficulties
under the operation of this act, the people of tions, and that it is in itself not.only
Treland would have no reason to be yery proud ! oppression to the poorer sort, but a
of their share of such a privilege. Were gen- slavery upon the whole people, expos!
tlemen aware that, under the present act, the man’s house to be entered into and se
collectors could demand an entrance into every pleasure, by persons unknown to hi
room in’ every house in Ireland, from eight in your Majesty’s most dutiful and loyal
the porns until sunset, and insist upon ad- the commons, being filled with a most
grat
mission, unde ta penalty of 20/.
There might sense of your Majesty’s unparalleled grace

வடட வலம

away, as should be thought mos
by the'said commons; and whereas,

ல ௮௫

wholly
nient

ஒல ஜ்ருலகு வவ

was, indeed, an objection which had always
been found to awaken the constitutional jea-

308 02 0010070705,
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Tiament pledged for its removal at the end of the ||
war.

Since that

period, the two exchequers

6

thad been consolidated, and no Irish member had | 1
at that time grounded any such claim as was now stand, and to grant relief only in the

made.

It was painful to say so, but the taxes

cases,

of Ireland were not equal to the interest of}: Mr. Plunkett was
the consolidated fund. Treland had brought to gentleman had not acc
this country a large addition to the national debt. | pressed. with so much moderatio:
At the consolidation of the two treasuries, her by his hon. friend. To prove
and her revenue was pledged on this subject, |
expenditure was 6,500,000/.,
a deficiency of the tax was first introduced
was
there
that
so
/.;
4,500,000
2,000;000/. and that deficiency she was bound

to make

good.

raised by fue

The supply for Ireland was

‘and

pledged asa security.

considerable

taxes were

of the kingIn this part

dom, 2,000,000/. were raised on additional taxts,
without touching that part of the revenue
pledged for the public service; and to this day,
_ the people of this country paid between 3 and

quoted the 40th

of the king,

chapter 52, to shew, that it
only qe

these could

the war.

He was ast

have escaped the researel

right hon. gentleman ; ‘but the error could

pass the limits of his mind to make any

sion on the house. It was to be pre
but for this unfortunate error, the
4,000,000/. of war taxes, under the head of ex- gentleman would have been in th
cise. This formed a manifest distinction be- sible hurry to repeal the tax. (4
tween the two countries as to the repeal of taxes. income-tax, he was going to say,
God forbid that Ireland should therefore be re- been repealed onoccasion of the peaceof.
fused relief when relief could be extended to her. but the fact, he found, was otherwise.
It would give him as much pleasure to afford if the Irish window tax was not repeale
relief to Ireland as to Yorkshire,

or any other

impres.|

it would be an extraordinary inference, that

part of the empire. The two kingdoms were cause the people paid the tax then, ihe oa
now consolidated. ‘Their interests and feelings to pay it now; that because they suffere .
were intimately and indissolubly united. (Hear, justice for a short period, their submission
hear, hear.) With respect, then, to the second the sacrifice was, now thattheireyes were’
pond on which the hon. member had founded to be converted into an argument for
is argument, he admitted that the assessed nuance of the severity. As to breaking faith
taxes, and especially the window tax, had ‘in- the public creditor, the right hon. gen!
deed pressed heavily on Ireland. They had in- completely abandoned that ground, by
creased with such rapidity as to be at once ren- posed reduction of 25 per cent. ; forit
(Hear, that he was thus ready to break one for
dered unproductive and oppressive.
hear.) Jn saying this, he laid no blame on his that faith. (4 laugh.) This tax they
predecessor in the office which he had now the pledged to repeal. Let the right hon. g'
honour to hold; he had been obliged to adopt find another, if that were necessary, for it was
the English scale of taxation in imposing the business. (Hear, hear, hear.) The more hed
Trish taxes ; and this had occasioned much inconyenience and distress. ‘The temporary dif-

sidered the subject, the more reason he saw fo)
the appointment of a committee. The propos

war, and the scarcity of provisions, had lately
increased this distress, and rendered the taxes

recommend

ficulties occasioned by the sudden termination of object was the repeal of the tax, but they

still more intolerable.

He therefore thought,

that it was proper to extend some degree of 16

lief from this tax.

He-had accordingly pre-

pared a scale of reduction, by which 25 per cent.
could be reduced on the whole produce of the

tax, and applied to the parts of it where its severity was most felt, The distress of Ireland

a modification if they thoug

The hon. and learned gentleman here en

into comparative statements of the produce
the tax, which shewed, that the increase of

duce was one-third less than the increas?
the tax ought to have produced. Trelan

not, since the Union, pay her cha
cause her burdens were beyond her 79

the:

and stren;
She now paid three eee
‘The prosperity of amount of taxes that she had paid at the ance!

was now coming to an end.

.the country was almost restored; the comforts
and conenmptions of the people were increased.
The exports were of greater value, according to
official report, than at any period on record.
The consumption of coffee, tea, wine, and sugar,
had greatly increased since the last year. ‘The
reduction he proposed would give relief much
more immediately than the proposed: committee.

and yet her debt was increased

that period.

HV

beyond

Her exertions hadiene

vt

her means ;, and now they came to si பண் |

ities, it was found that Ireland could not ©
eens
beyond her strength,and could
ond her meas.

Every part

ட

bound to bear public burdens according (©
from

‘The petitions were

means, and he would not shrink
eon

care, anid to be attended to, so far as the state of

satis Hon them. Seventeen millions dt

entitled to be heard with that oe ட் his eo
odious and
patient attention, to be investigated with great versally

the nation would admit. But when many appli- remitted to England.
ல

oppressive;

could
otbeen
=

Remission
10"

England, and but 400,000/

Treland. freland had never been subje
property-tax, and by the act of unio
her
country was enabled to raise a larger proportion |
of its supplies within the year. Ireland had paid
her contributions chiefly by loans; and the
whole of the debt thus created had been adopt- | app
ed by this country. He thought this proceeding
both wise and just, but it ought to be fairly}
stated. When he looked, therefore,
at all the
circumstances of this question, the urgent de- (Cork)
h
mands for the repeal of other taxes, and, above declaring
it to be the universal. a
all, the necessity still existing of raising the nion of the medical men in that
supplies by additional loans, he was reluctantly contagious fever had been’ in’
Jed to conclude, that no greater remission than occasioned by stopping up tl
that offered by his right hon, friend was. practi- avoid the tax.
:
cable during the present year.
Sir F. Flood said, he had not
Sit John, Neavport contended, that the remis- any objection would be made t
sion now asked for would operate to favour a a committee to inquire into this inte
very large proportion of the poorest classes in important subject. He had no hesitat
Sreland—he alluded to those who resided in ing, that the tax was intolerable—it
lodging-houses. The practice of stopping up ete for the medical men declared,
windows, in consequence of this tax, had been a dreds and thousands of lives had been
prevailing cause of the extended ravages of to it. No less than 3000 persons
contagion. In proof of this, the first medical fected with the fever in the capital
authorities might
be adduced, and among others, The fact was, that from their inab
that of Dr. Barry, of Cork, who had. stated,
that he found, in the same house, the distemper

the tax, many of ne poor

it. In 1808, her revenue was 4,417,000/.5 since
which time additional taxes had been imposed
to the estimated amount of 35500,000/., the

parliament of Ireland continued to

50,000/. It was thus evident, that if Ireland
had not paid more in taxation, it was not from
any indisposition to tax her, but from her utter
inability. In proportion, indeed, as the taxes in
Ireland had been increased, had the revenue

which the Irish parliament had been

city, by
sane

blocking
had

ee

upthe greater portion
0!
ட
their habitations

yaging in rooms without windows, whilst those
which had them were perfectly healthy. Could graves. Nothing could be more certain,
such a statement be repelled by saying, that a that in the parliament of Treland, inwhich
public order, ambiguously worded, had’ not tax was originally imposed, it was
been more operative? Ireland had been taxed to understood
that it was to be merely 2
the full extent of her capacity, and far beyond to be repealed on the return of peace
whole actual produce of which did not exceed

no doubt that they would have red na
pledge given on
that occasion, and he
that the parliament of the uni
would do so in their stead.

=

Mr. Grattan said, that every thing
heard from either mee of the oe

ina

strated the necessity of going in!
ep
The question was, whether parliament had

dim:
» The people of Ireland had been
told, that the union would cause a diminution

faith with ce in oF

poor, nor

tioners objected to all commutal

ia

of taxation, instead of which it had occasioned ing peace? This was a fit s
an augmentation. By this system the great டட
of a committee. Another
number of Irish absentees was kept up; the
ing into the committee was, the ae
gentlemen of Ireland being unable to enjoy in
ee to which the tax
gave mise ட
that country the comforts .of life. He would pal
ட்
ட்
தி
state one simple fact tothe house. It appeared
ernment having
is
ap
ட.
by the papers on the table, that there was in the Sun ihe
weeanother argument ்
neighbourhood of Coventry a piece of land, to into a committee. Objections |
eal
the extent of 450 acres, in the possession of a to the petitions praying for ae ae
noble lord, who had immense property in Ireland. tax, but the question was ne
iat i
For those 450 acres he paid 1000/.in poor rates, parts of the petitions
were right
"the!
while, on the reyenue of at least 40,000/. which any parts of them were பககம்
he derived from Ireland, he paid neither to the sideration of the house? It was.
to the state, one tenth of that sum.

He strongly recommended to parliament to ‘not follow that parliament coul

்
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for the. tax because the petitioners could consent to the ap ointmensoaf; ; committee
to
[none. He conceived that Ireland might be inquire into thane
cha =
. he
>
eved without injuring the empire. “ Ireland
Mr. W. Smith observed, |
inciple
was
Mr, Grattan) must be nursed; you must followed in collecting this tax in
ட which
it her like a child. You must not lay too he hoped would never prevail in this country.
vy.a burden on her, otherwise you Ww
de- An officer was allowed to enter every house,
py her future strength. You will find it your and. go into every room, to see whether it was
rest at present to encourage the trade of Ire- liable to be taxed or not. This was a most
; and by imposing
moderate taxes on her, unconstitutional mode of proceeding, and he
ted to her ability, you will produce present hoped that Ireland would not submit to it'any
fmony and future strength. By increasin; more than England. He trusted that the Chanir taxes, you will find that you will dimini:
cellor of the Exchequer would allow the tax to
revenue instead of augmenting it.” For be assessed in the same way as in England—by
e, he should vote for going into a committee; surveying the premises externally. This, he
he could not forget, that, even if the com-

tee should be Jost, the right hon. gentleman
Wiad professed his readiness to consent to a diinution of the tax; and he hoped that, at all
ents, some regulations would be devised for
_gggndering its operation Jess டத
|
். Parnell apprehended
that a pledge
had
een. given, sufficient to justify the public exctation, that, on the cessation of the war, the

kx would be repealed. He was sorry to hear
e right hon. gentleman urge, as a reason for
bt repealing the tax, that Ireland had failed to
bntribute her proportion to the taxation of the
eijempire; thus making her poverty a reason for
slaxation.

He

objected to the criterion which

¢onceived, would not only tend to diminish the
tax, but shew a respect for the feelings of the

people, to which they were entitled, and which
ought to be cherished and protected. If the
tax were given up, he hoped that the right
hon. gentleman would find a resource for it in
his economy.
Mr. P. Moore wished. to express his opinion
on this subject. The whole tax did not exceed

250,000/.. Now he thought, that the right hon.
gentleman ought to find resources of economy
equal to that amount. ‘The health and lives of
4,000,000 of people were of more importance
than double or treble the income which arose
from this tax.

He hoped, that the Chancellor -

id been assumed for judging of the wealth of of the Exchequer would allow the committee
eland—her exportation, so far from being an to be appointed.
idence of wealth, was an evidence of her Mr. Galva
said, the question before the
byerty. Look at the face of the country— house was,
that a committee should be apere Was not a two hundredth part of the
jointed to inquire into. the window tax of Ireealth to be seen which existed in this coun- land. He was not fully acquainted with the
ர. He was surprised that the Chancellor of state of that country, but he thought’ that this
ihe Exchequer should take her exportation as question stood on 60 narrow a ground that he
h evidence of her wealth. ‘The whole of the. was perfectly master of it. He thought that
sugorn exported went out to enable her to pa’ the question ought to go to a committee; but if
er taxes. One great advantage would result it were for a bil to repeal the tax, he should
om rescuing this tax from
the hands of the vote for it. How many individuals from that
dhancellor of the Exchequer—it would oblige part of the country had declared that the health
to economize. (Hear.) It was an extremely and lives of the people were affected by this
ppressive tax. Ireland had been taxed to ‘tax! Sufficient ground had been raised for an
ake up an imaginary proportion of the taxes inquiry at least. He was, indeed, so satisfied
the
ட பட ட fully persuaded, that if by the medical opinions which had been given
he right hon. gentleman would cast about in of the injurious consequences of this tax, that,
is mind, he would find some means of pro- if no other grounds were stated, he should be
iding a substitute. The citizens of Dublin induced to vote for the repeal. The house
ere not allowed to light their own streets, but out to get rid of this tax altogether. The
n expensive board was kept up for that pur€, Which ought, as a measure of economy,

be abolished. The hon. member concluded
y saying, that the state of Ireland was not
wing to its poverty, but to the present mode
governing that country.

right hon. gentleman had frequently granted
committees on much slighter grounds, and yet,
in this instance, he resisted a committee for inquiry. He could really go no farther into the
subject; but ifthe Chancellor of the Exchequer

thought fit on this occasion to resist the inMr. May said, he considered the tax to be quiry, he should’ feel it his duty hereafter to
“ry Oppressive. He attributed the dangerous come down and propose the
of this tax.
2p evalence of the fever to it, which, he thought,
Mr.
Shaw
briefly
replied.
He
thought,
that
eas evident from the relaxation of the governqqment. He concluded by voting in favour of sufficient grounds had been laid for the appointment of a committee; and, therefore, he should
l€ committee.
feel it his duty to take the sense of the house.
Mr. Carew said, it was notorious that the
ion was attributable to this tax.
He

ght that it ought to be repealed; but,
at all
nts, the Chancellor of the Exchequer should

‘The house then divided.

Ayes, 51—Noes, 67.

;

Majority against the motion, 16.

-
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LIST OF THE MINORITY.
~*~
Mr. Talbot
|
Mr, R. Gordon
_ Mr, Dickinson
Lord Althorp
General Michell
Mr. J. Martin
Sir F. Flood.
Mr. Bennet
Lord Folkstone
Mr. R. Smith

Mr. Ord

Sir C. Monck

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

ன் ‘Whether his em
{would not decide
An expense had fallen
never intended he shoul
tion was, whether he shi
against it. This question

Mr, Lamb

Mr. Fazakerley

4

Mr. Plunkett
_ Mr. H. Hamilton
Lord Compton
Sir W. Burroughs

Ponsonby —
J. Smyth .
F. Douglas
Grattan

from a demand for a higher
depended on the house to|

Mr. Lefevre

Mr. J. Latouche

there was no reason, the
into his present emolume
i
determine whether his claim sho

Mr. B. Shaw
Mr, Wm. Parnell

Mr. Babington
Mr. S. Cooper

question of an additional income, he

Mr. A, Chichester

Mr. P. Moore

Mr. W. Wilkins

Mr. Forbes

Lord Stanley
Sir J. Newport

Mr. Brougham

of the high bailiff, but. this
An unforeseen expense had been
him by the interpretation of an a
ment, and, therefore, the question
emoluments had nothing to do
of remuneration,
which was simp!
He knew nothing about the high
ally; but as he applied not for al
income but for indemnity for a lo:
see how the question of his present
oe
could arise upon his claim.

Mr. Carew
General Archdall
General Hart
Mr. W. Smith
Lord A. Hamilton
Lord Nugent

Hornby
Birch
Sharpe
Tierney

Mr. Curwen
Lord Sefton

called for the account of the pr

Mr. Calcraft

Mr.)J. P. Grant
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

or rejected.
oh
Mr. Tierney said, that if there had b

. R. Latouche

Sir J. Macintosh

PAIRED OFF.
Mr. Calvert
with
Mr, J. Blackburne
:

Mr. Lambton

‘Mr. D. North
Lord Duncannon
Mr. J. Abercromby

Lord Dufferin

Mr. Patter Bold

Mr. Robarts
Lord W, Fitzgerald

Lord Cranbourne
Mr. Wm. Peel

Sir R. Fergusson

Mr, Chute

‘THE FOLLOWING

Mr. Wellesley Pole
Colonel

Mr. Caleraft was sorry to differ

Mr. W. Bootle
Mr, Egerton
Mr. Buxton

MEMBERS

VOTED

right hon. friend, but he thought that
could not be called upon to inde

for losses ini offices which they ha

without making

inquiry into their ™

4 The house should deal with. this office
AGAINST

1T.

Mr. Dawson
Mr. M’Naughton

other offices, and as it had dealt by
of the blood. He saw nothing in th
the high bailiff that should exempt ™
iving

Sir G. F. Hill, Bart.

an account of his emolumentsno!

Hic BAWirr oF WESTMINSTER. Mr. Marsh fal ‘ormerly done. He had
rose, and moved that an order which had been these accounts; and 1
made by the house, for an account of the in- thought the relief praye

come of the high bailiff of Westminster should
be discharged. He observed, that the high
bailiff had not applied for a remuneration (see
page 1063.) on the ground that his profits were
inadequate : he merely stated to the house, that,
in consequence of an act of parliament, which

formerly

granted.

Mr. Tierney said, the case of the

entirely different. This was not 6.
for indedemnitys
new grant, but a demand the
motion.
Mr. Money supported

e expense was 106
ing the order.
nt, a
iame
parl
made it imperative on him to erect hustings, he the neglect of
applied to be indemnified for those profits which parliament was, therefore, @
he enjoyed when he took the office:

The high

bailiff, before this act, would have been released

~
not of fayour.
The Chancellor of the
shi
see why the high bailitt

from providing the hustings, unless he had obaccount of his profits,
tained the promise of the candidates.
t
a
ae
tae
Mr, Banfes wished to have an account of the ட் 348900. nFply with thei ort
profits, and how derived. In coming for a jouse to com
that if the
Sir J. Macintosh said,
nt of public money, the first question should
ff
baili
high
the
r,
orde
are
what
and
the
income,
. what is your present
it Ne
her
whet
was,
tion
asked
ques
was
‘the
question
your claims for more? This
ம்
it one
her
whet
and
r,
orde
not
did
the
with, regard to the princes, and he
°C
8
௬28
r
orde
‘The
d?
know why it should not be asked on the pre- rescinde
nt of his profi
sent occasion. In 1811, and 1814, reports were ducing the amou
of indemnity wi
ef
made by committees appointed to inquire into of a cli
incurred by the a
}
the claims of the high bailiff when an account of expenseparliament, which age
_his emoluments was produced. Why, then, act of
h the
possess the meaning whic
should it be withholden at present?
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were opposed, he must put a bad construction on

the business, and conclude, that a fair account

not been

~ had

It was not now a

rendered.

the

question with the ship-owners, whether

friend

ought

balances.’

to look
4 Ste

ahs

Mr. Marryat
thought that |
the act had not been
perfor

should go into the dock or not, though | y | pany. Last year they had lumped
oug!
complained, that they should be compelled to into their account, which they
ay 16s.a ton, while, at the out-ports, they could done, so that in the end the rates co
Ee the same service performed for 4s. a ton, lowered according to the account.
and in the port of London itself 102 85. ‘They duct on the balances was still more
believed that the act was compulsory on them, there was now 68,000/. unaccount
but they desired an account, that they might notice had been taken of this
_ see whether the charges could be reduced. He the ship-owners at large had not had
therefore moved, “ That the East India Dock in the trade till lately. The dock
Company be-required to return an account dis- large ships that could find no. other
dis- dation; but small ships required1
tinguishing the amount of the extraordinary
bursements incurred for improyements of, and sistance, and yet, they were compell
accommodations at, the East India Docks, not 14s, a ton, while at Liverpool they
provided for by the increased capital, which 2s. 6d., and would not pay more here,
are stated in the account presented to this house this monopoly.. These high charges dr
(on the 2d of March) to be included in the sum from the port of London to the outp
of 41,931/. 13s.2d.”—Also, “an account of the even to foreign ports ; and it was
appropriation of the several balances appearing no vessel could freight for London, «
by the accounts of the directors of the East higher price than to other places, He tru
India docks (presented to this house) to have

therefore, that if any alterations:

outward bound dock; and this rate of tonnage

the dock-charter, government would not 4
in the profits; for if so, the chatges 1
never fall. ‘The docks were in them
ee and pale hes ‘only been
e large
sums in
theirvery expensived
கனா
the view of வஸ் - their p

jection had’ been made to the mode of the com-

had clearly shewn, that trade must

per cent., for one year seven and a half, and last
year seyen, on a capital of 450,000/.. On an
average, the dividend was only six per cent.,

industry as Morocco, or the coast of
Bat
Being informed, however, that the Coe

been in hand at the end of different years between 1808 and 1816 inclusive.”
Mr. Astell opposed the motion. The charge
per ton was not 16s.: it was only 14;., with a
drawback of 2s. if a ship did not go into the

க /
was taken not on the real but on the chartered in the tolls: but when those
amount. ‘This was the first time that any ob- made, the. tolls ought to’be lowered.

pany’s accounts, which had been pursued since vested in exclusive companies. In |
1806. The sum of 13,000/. the real sum in the conduct of Elizabeth, in respectof
dispute, had been expended on improvements. matters, he had observed, that, “had she
The first dividend of the company was in 1807, on during a tract of years, at her om
five per cent.; for the five succeeding years six England, the seat of riches, and arts, am

and

though the balance this year was 7005/., it considered these monopolies as so many)
of the people’s privileges, she 8000

was not always in the company’s favour, but
frequently acne them: many charges had

not been included in the account, and
* The

following

is the

reply

which

the

his hon.
Queen

made to the members who were commissioned to
return her thanks.— Gentlemen, I owe you hearty
commendations for your singular good-will towards
me, not only in your hearts and thoughts, but which
you have openly expressed and declared, whereby

you have recalled me from an error proceeding from
my

ignorance,

not my will.

These things had un-

deservedly turned to my disgrace (to whom nothing
is more dear than the safety and love of my people),
had not such harpies and horse-leeches as these been
made known and discovered to me by you.
I had
rather my heart or hand should perish, than that

either my heart or hand should allow such privileges
to monopolists, as may be prejudicial to my people.

The splendour
of regal majesty hath not so blinded
mine eyes, that licentious power should prevail with
me

more than justice.

The

glory of the name

of

a king may deceive princes that know not how to
tule, as gilded pills may deceive a sick patient:

Jam

merce, would have contained at present?

but

none of those princes; for I know that the

her grants, and, upon that occasion, 2°

the thanks of the house*»

In the

commonwealth is to be governed: for
advantage of thése that are comm

myself to whom it is intrusted and ae
is one day to be given before ano! க்
I think myself most happy, that by G

gove! ல
l have hitherto so prosperously
a
monwealth in all respects ; and

wi ®
subjects, as for their good I would
both Kingdom and life also.” I

whatever
guilty of
puted to
entirely,

misdemeanors and ப்
by their false suggestions, ன
me: let the testimony of ac x
in all respects, excuse me. ன்

ignorant, that ‘princes’ servants
much set upon

their own EE

ன் ன்
ny

i
the trath is frequently concealed ao sity tl
they cannot themselves look narrow ly ன
upon whose shoulders lieth continu
ச
weight of the greatest’and most imp?
(See Rapin, sub-anno 1600.) India com
“On this occasion, the East

}
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the measure of suspension was resorted to. In| tributed to the lenity w@ht@hich the law was

the 14 years previous to the suspension, there administered, But, to return to the subject(
ry» that the sub.
had been only four prosecutions. In the 14 bank-notes. No man could
nat
years afterwards, there had been no Tess than ject now before the house
469. (Hear, hear.) In the 21 years previous to nected with the measure intro:
the suspension, there had been only six prose- since by the Chancellor of the
cutions ; while, in the 21 years after, they had notice, for diminishing the circ
atever wel
increased to the enormous sum of 850. The try bank-notes.
proportion was, therefore, as 6 to 8505 and he
would ask,whether the history of the criminal law
of this, or indeed of any other country, afforded

a parallel instance of such a sudden and per-

manent augmentation of crime? (Hear, hear.)
Here, indeed, he might almost close the case,
but for something that had been said regarding
prosecutions by the Mint. It had been at first
contended, that the increase of prosecutions by
the Bank had tended to diminish those by the
Mint, so as, upon the whole, to make a balance;
but, by the returns upon the table, it appeared,
that the contrary was the fact, for the Mint prosecutions had also augmented, though not in a
ratio so rapid as those of the Bank. Defeated
in this position, gentlemen on the other side
argued (in direct opposition to their first asser-

merits of that bill, the proper title of

to be “ a bill for the better promotion
of forgery ;” for it was intended to lessen the issue
of

those notes

which

were

seldom

or never

forged, and to increase the issue of those, for
the forging of which so many hundreds had
within a few years lost their lives. (Hear; lege

It was a bill for the erection and furnishing
of

gibbets; for it was not true, that forgeries of

Country notes were frequent, though seldom
prosecuted, lest the banker should expose and
injure his credit. ‘There was a double motive for
imitating the paper of the Bank of England, a
it could always be done with greater effect and
with more impunity.

It must

be admitted, that i

the machinery of the Bank was most perfect for”
the protection of its own interests; but while it

tion) that there had been a great increase in the had refused payment of 100,000 forged notes
Mint prosecutions, which shewed, that the fre- for its own benefit, nothing had been done to
quency of the crime of forgery only arose from guard the public against impositions. In fact,
same depravity that had occasioned the fre- nothing could be more clear, than that a direct
quency of the crime of coining. Here, again, tax of 25,000/. a-year was laid by the
however, they were answered by the returns, upon the lower orders of society, least capable of
which proved, that the increase of Mint prose- detecting the fraud, and of sustaining the loss,
cutions, from 1783, had been gradual and regu- If a tax to be so raised were proposed in patlar, not with those sudden and dreadful leaps so ‘Tiament, there was not a man in the house who
observable in the Bank prosecutions, from 4 to would not start from it with disgust and horror;
469: while the offences of imitating the coin of yet the effect upon the oor Was the same, and
the company of the Bank were the gainers. The
the realm had only doubled, those of forge
had increased nearly a hundred and twenty! id. crime of forgery was often attended with pecuWhat cause could be assigned for this singular liar aggravations. It had not unfrequently been
and melancholy change? What, but the enor- made the means of seducing the unwary into

constant increase of the circulation | guililt and its consequences,and women (from their

and
of the
of Bank of England notes, more especially of nature weak and dependent, and incapable
small notes, which, at first, had only been more arduous duties of life) were competent to
leasta5
issued to the extent of one million and a half, the commission of this offence, as far at
the
uttering
of
forged
notes
constituted
a pat
of
amount
the
to
ascended
now
but which had
was,
seven or eight millions. Upon this statement, of it. What made it particularly odious
involved ia
he would make only one single observation to that whole families were sometimeswere
not une
the admirers of capital punishments, an obser- the same crime; and instances
and childres,
vation which could not be too often repeated, known, where a father, his ofwife,
a court of justice
namely, that while the crime was ever visite d| en masse, stood at theforbarhaying commi ted it.
sentence
receive
to
been
not
had
they
severity,
with the utmost
‘The Bank had accepted the plea
able to repress it; but, on the contrary, the (Hear, hear.)of having
in their possession” from
more the promoters of capital punishments of “ guilty
have been tried for forgerys
cried, hang! hang! hang! the more the offence many who would
other parts of their conduct welt
was committed, and the more numerous were and this and
es of the plan they.
necessary
consequenc
the
On
hear.)
(Hear,
executed.
the offenders
number of execution’,
average
The
late
pursued.
of
had
which
obbery,
other hand, highway-r
Inone yeal> ப்
mous

met with greater lenity, had greatly diminished;

from

1805

to

1813, was 56.

executed for forgery on the Bank were
and though no doubt it was partly to be attri- persons one-fourth
of the whole number of ae
buted to the establishment of mails, (a sort of 18, or
constant guard upon the road), the
commons and wastes, the erection
houses, the improvement of the
other causes, yet it was impossible

enclosure of sons capitally executed. It had, indeed, at + 7
of turnpike- been found impossible to adhere to the ancien!
police, and rule, and nothing could more mark the ந
not to allow of forgery, than the relaxation it had produ

that a portion of the amelioration was to be at- in that unbending rule of the Jaw.

Forgeries
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had been pardoned—pardoned through necessity, or the slaughter of men, under the name
of justice, would have buried the crime and

punishment under common abhorrence. (Hear.)
It was necessary that some means should be re) \ sorted to for preventing such dreadful effects of
e system. It was incumbent on the Bank to
levise some plan for diminishing the calamities
consequent on a paper circulation. If some
such scheme were not found

out, all industry,

all integrity, all character, would be menaced.
Most of the ingenious persons whose projects
he had perused did not seem to be aware to
what perfection the Bank had brought their
machinery to protect their own interests. The
great difficulty to be contemplated in’such plans
was, that of

making such marks as would be

understood by the most ignorant persons, at the
same time that they were incapable of being
copied by the numerous body of people who
might unfortunately attempt to imitate them.
he thing would be very difficult to accomplish,
yt they were bound to endeavour to complete
“4x. Jt had been his intention to move for a

“Forgery
of Bank Notes.
[1202
ல ந்னு, 80௯. 16 99698 1812 to 10th

April 1818, distinguishing each year, and: also

distinguishing the number of notes of 14, of 2/.,

of 5/5 of 10/., of 20/., and aboye 20/. in-value :’”

—Also,
an account of the whole expense incurred by the Bank of England in prosecutions
for forging their notes, or for knowingly uttering or possessing such’ notes, from

ist March

1797 to 20th April 1818, distinguishing each
year.
;
Mr. Manning declared, that the Bank directors were most anxious to encourage evel
means of preventing forgery. He concurre
with the hon, and learned gentleman in most of

his details, but he een

to recollect that, since

the bank restriction
had been imposed, there
had been 8,099 cases of forgery of metallic cur=
rency, and only 998 of ae
on the Bank.

He had no objection to the first motion; but he
resisted the last, on the oo that an account
of any other part of
the expenditure of the
Bank might be required, as well as their ex=
penses in prosecutions for forgeries.

Sir C. Mordaunt stated, that all the respect-

committee with that object, as well as for other able inhabitants of Birmingham were so shocked
purposes connected with it. He did not, how- at the facilities and consequent encouragement
ever, mean to press it, till after the motion of to forgery which the present system afforded,

no objection to haye it made a secret committee.
His present object was, to be informed of the

that they intended to present a petition to
house, praying; that some measures might be
vised to prevent the progress of an evil
afflicting to humanity, and so injurious to
morals of the country.

deprived men of their innocence that they might
afterwards deprive them of their lives ; consider-

loudly for the interposition of the legislature?

his right hon. friend (Mr. Tierney); but if the
decision on that should render it necessary, he
should certainly bring it forward. He should have

the
deso
the

expenses of the Bank in consequence of forge- . Mr. Alderman Wood expressed his conviction
ties; and the best way to become acquainted that nine out of ten of the prosecutions for for~
with that was, to obtain the expense they had gery in London, originated with persons who_
been at in their prosecutions. And, considering were paid for exciting others to commit the
the enormous increase of those prosecutions; crime. This he was enabled to state from officonsidering thenumber of personsiemployed, who cial experience and authentic information. Was
ing the manyinstances of this kind, some of them

not

the present system,

then, such

as called

How came it, he would ask, that the brother of

tected and exposed by the intrepid and un- the unfortunate female who was sentenced to
36160 benevolence

of

the hon. member

for

Acshtewsbury, (hear, hear;) he thought it desirable
hat some of the particulars of the Bank prosecu-

die on Friday for forgery, was allowed to escape
by 2 police-officer, while his sister, whom that

brother had Jed into crime, was prosecuted and
tions should be Jaid before the public. The hon.| condenined to death ?
Mr. Grenfell, after
ன
the able and
and learned gentleman concluded with moving,
that there be laid before this house “ an account luminous speech of the hon. and learned mover,
the total nominal value of forged Bank notes asked, how it had happened that the Bank direcPresented to the Bank of England from 1st tors never acted upon’ the invention of Mr.
January 1816 to 10th April 1818, distinguish- Tilloch, which was submitted to them in 1797,
ing each year, and distinguishing the amount of accompanied by a certificate from the most dis-

those of which payment was refused, from that tinguished engravers in the empire, that that in-

vention was incapable of imitation ? He thought
“ an it was incumbent on the Bank not only to shew
Count of the number of persons prosecuted their anxiety, but to prove that they had someft \¥ forging notes of the Bank of England, or thing in hand on the subject. He trusted the
ee it
y j
knowingly uttering or possessing forged house would feel it its duty to do
Notes, from ist January 1816 to 10th April its power towards coming to a desirable conclui
1818, distinguishing each year, and distinguish- sion on that most important business.
\Wyof the notes which

were paid, and which after-

‘Wards proved to be forgeries :”—Also,

ing the number so prosecuted for forging, utter-

_

The Chancellor of the Exchequer conceived

that the production of the numbers of prosecufoo t02, «an account of the total number of tions aad convictions would answer every reaWoe Bank notes discovered by the Bank to sonable purpose, and that there would be no
10g, or possessing notes under the value of 5/. 2”

fave been forged, by presentation for payment hecessity for a statement ன் the expenses which
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crime,

the commission

of which

that officer

might have prevented,
But every agent in
prosecutions instituted by the Bank was rewarded, while every one: they prosecuted was
sure to be punished. The punishments were
so numerous and so severe as to defeat their own
object, for the feeling of the country revolted
against them. There had been several convictions for forgery lately, at the country assizes,
which were not followed by death. At Kingston, for instance, there was a conviction ie
forging seamen’s wills, but execution was’ not
the consequence. No;—there the Bank was
not the prosecutor; for where the Bank prosecuted, no mercy was to be expected, as appeared

King’s Bench for an assault, he received, as 4
compensation, two or three hundred pounds

from
The
‘quer,
shall

the funds of that corporation. (Hear; hear.)
Bank said to the chancellor of the exche*
“ Pay us what you owe us, and then we
consider what we will do.” To the pub-

lic they said, ** You may take these spurious
notes on our character, and we will not டி) இ

them, though we are the cause of their fabrici} *
tion and issue.” (Hear.)
Mr. Babington said, he knew a country bank

in which not one forged note in a year oceurreds
while the forged Bank of England notes 4Ppeared every week. The mischief long su

tained by the country by these forged a

from their rigour with regard to the unhappy had been stated at 25,000/. a-year. He
woman who was sentenced to death on Friday. lieved it might be estimated at double that su" es
great number of them never found their2
The Bank might think to persevere in its sys- ‘A

tem, buta change must take place; for how- to fre Bank. ‘After, circulation, they were னி
ever the Bank directors muah

be supported by

torn to pieces

or put into the fire; and

Be

>
the right hon, gentleman (the chancellor of the amounted to more than went to the
issued notety
would not much
longer. bank in his neighbourhood had London,
exchequer), the count
ட்
Lo
endure such horrible blood-shedding. (Hear, payable at their own office, or in
Agar !)
3
they became plagued with forgeries: but wae
6

os

ome
o.
mae
Or

been presented for payment, and that the வடி

them incapable of acts which ought to produce’ of England had committed great mistakes 00
such suspicions.: He must, therefore, beg the the subject. Lately a man was hanged at Yor!
hon. and learned gentleman to make some ex- and he heard his confession. He stated, that h
planation as to what had fallen from him, which had bought the notes’at Birmingham, as he hag).
seemed to ane, suspicions of that nature. He done previously. He(Mr. அடக் believed
thought also
that what the hon. and learned that he had a tolerable good knowledge of
gentleman had said respecting judicial pro- real or forged note, but he must confess that he
ceedings required explanation, and that it was had. great difficulty in ascertaining the note j)
more especially due from him, as he had occu- which that unfortunate man had. uttered. Thi
fact was, that at Birmingham there were manu:
pied a judicial situation himself.
Mr. Bennet animadyerted upon the system of factories of forged notes. Hear.) Devices off
both sides of a not
prosecution instituted by the Bank, and espe- different descriptions on
cially upon the conduct of the Bank solicitor, rendered the forging of them: more difficult
who had, it appeared, the discretion of selecting but the Bank of England notes were badlyj
such as should be victims, and such as should. executed, and the Roman candle figure ren
plead guilty. According to law, to compound dered them more easy of imitation,
Mr. Dickinson suggested, that the Bank
a felony was a penal act, but it appeared that
the Bank solicitor had in the system of those should pay their solicitor a stated salary, in
prosecutions a special immunity. (Hear, hear.) stead of paying him according to the number of
16 was an indisputable fact, that a reward of 15/. convictions. He had seen a letter from the
was paid to any person concerned in discoyer- Bank solicitor which shewed an eagerness for
ing (which too often meant creating) the crime prosecutions. Long ago, bishop Burnet te,
of forgery. No less than 30/. was paid to the marked, that the Bank were getting so m
police officer who arrested and prosecuted two power, that, in ashort time, they might not be
poor lads who were lately transported to Botany controlled by the country. If one of thei
Bay, after haying been sentenced to death for a clerks were now committed by the Court oj

௦

and from the bottom of his heart he believed

கணிய
ப

Mittee were said to
15 years on thi
subject. Country bankers h id issued notes with) |
impressions on ah sides, executed by good)»
artists, and they were very rarely fo) rged. He}
would appeal to the feelings of as directors off
sums of money for the treacherous practice of | the Bank, and ask them, whether, if there wag
inveigling individuals. (Hear.)
He believed, an increased issue of their notes, which was no
that such’ suspicions were wholly unfounded, as yery possible, there would not be more for;
' far as they related to so Sane and honour- ries? People in the country were. afraid of a
believed there wei
_able a ise as the directors of. the Bank. He Bank of England note. He
had the satisfaction of knowing many of them, many more forged ones in circulation than had

அட ௫.௪.

bungling

சு வரான்

any

ae Bale 5.

உதர

ce

பைல

sideration of the subject.
hon. and learned gentleman suspected that the
Bank had recourse to the abominable practice of employing spies and informers (hear) in
consequence of the supposed amount of their
expenses for prosecutions; and that they paid

ல் the Bankgf

such as

கூப்ட அண

ணமாக க

பலக

~ Mr.

| England notes were
It appeared that the engraver could imitat

பட லாவ

the Bank had. incurred
in the conduct of pro»
secutions, in the view of a just and moral con-

கரி ப
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tificates of exemption.”—Ordered
to lie on the'|

8
ie
nt
த்ர
_ConTEmpT or Court.] Mr. Bennet presented obtain correct information
of fever, there was
the following petition of persons confined in the| the extent

table.

ito be olobtained from the Ar ;

Fleet prison for contempt of the c

cery. “ That the petitioners have be

in the Fleet prison fora great length of
some sixteen years; and they

humbly

to shew, that they

ti

beg leave most

have done every

thing that their lawyers have directed them to
3 do to comply with ‘the
th terms of the ‘court of
chancery, the orders of which they have no intent whatever to oppose; and that they have
been the melancholy witnesses of the death
lately of six persons confined under similar cir-

cumstances to their own, one thirty-four

some

the fever hospitals, where those

instiutions,

|

which he felt proud that he had first called the -

attention of the house, existed. In seven months,
10,321 patients had been admitted into the
hospital

at Dublin.

fevr

In Cork, where the fey

had raged’ dreadfully, 10,040 had been admitted
into the hospital in the same time; and in ‘the

little town of
le 800 had been admitted in
five months; and in Waterford 1200. One'of
his objects was, to prevent the funds which had

from being diyears been bestowed on'fevérye
three; Tapidated or misapplied. He imagined the comand they have no hope of ever regaining the mittee, which he should move for, would find
confined, one eighteen, one four, and

one

blessings of liberty but through the interference
of the house, which they most humbly implore.”

Mr. Bennet said, it was with the persons who
held high legal situations that the remedy of this

evil rested. After the indifference that had been
shewn to these cases of grievous and disproportionate or unmerited sufferings,

he almost de-

that an efficient cause of fever was the want of

employment for productive labour. He wished

that the permanent causes of fever in Ireland
should be investigated, and that the means of
prevention should be considered. “The hon. baronet, after giving his testimony and thanks to

the Irish government for their exertions to arrest this evil, concluded by moving,

“That

a

spaired of a beneficial result; but he had the sa- select committee be appointed’ to inquire into
tisfaction to know that he had done his duty.
the state of Ireland, as to the prevalence of contagious fever in that part of the United KingThe petition was ordered to be printed.
EDUCATION OF THE Poor BiLt.] Mr. Broug- dom, and to investigate the causes, tempo!
ham, on moving that the committee on this bill
be deferred atl Monday, observed, that some

and permanent, which

have led to the inc!

progress of this destructive malady during the
last andthe present ‘year, and to report the same,

facts had come to his knowledge which proved
most strongly the necessity of strictly inquiring with their observations thereupon, to the house;
into the application of charitable funds, and the and also to report such measures, remedial and
inadequacy of any general demands for returns preventive, as may seem most efficacious to’arto parliament on this subject. The information rest its farther extension, to guard, as far as
was on the authority of a gentleman in Berk- human foresight can provide, against its recurshire, a barrister, who was not personally known rence, and to secure adequate means of support
to him, but who was well known to the mem- to the establishments destined for the relief of
bers connected with that county. ‘This géntle- the diseased.”’

Mr. Peel said, it the hon. bart. had not brought
mian stated, that the returns under the act of
4787-8, commonly called Mr. Gilbert’s Act, had forward this motion, he should have felt it his
not been faithfully made—that in Berkshire, duty to do so himself. Perhaps the house might

where he had made inquiries for a work which
he was about to publish, the comes of the charitable funds had been returned as 7000/. 4-year;
while their real income was 20,000/.
Of 25
public ‘benefactions in that county, no return
whatever had been made.

He stated also, that

of enormous balances in the hands of trustees,
no notice was taken,

nor of the balances’ due

by one set of trustees to another. This statement would shew more than any reasoning, the
futility of calling for returns, without a strict
local investigation.
.
ConTAGIOUS FEVER IN IRELAND.) Sir J. Neawport, in rising
to call the attention of the house
t0 the prevalence Of ‘contagious disease in Ireland, said, that the welfare of so large a portion
of the empire—a country containing 19 millions

éxpect from him some information, as he had

certainly an opportunity, officially, of receiving

more than many

others, both as to the extent

and progress of the contagion. He could not,
however, then enter into any minute particulars,

but would make a few observations generally,

from the different reports from1 places where the
disease had assumed peculiar eatures of maligBBP ‘The period at which this took place was

ear! ப in September, though the disease had existed in many places three or four months preie
viously... In fact, a low fever had prevailed
Ireland for three or four years past: but, im 04

ae of
arming.

ee T, it became peculiarly

He

then took

proper m1

ண்ண the opinions of skilful medical men»and
he had received reports from them, from a
of acrés, and at least six millions of people, four provinces of Ireland. ‘The fever.first dee

yailed in the province of Ulster. Al the} eS
terest. Warious causes had been assigned for dical men, in their reports, referred tts ae
the contagious malady, which now infected that thé same lamentable causes—the
could not fail to be an object of tue deepest in-

©

சர.
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_ Mn Bennet

agre d with the hon. baronet who,

had moved, ani with the right hon, gentleman }

=

had கலப் the motors He

16) not

for

theres | ¢

the purpose of saying any: thing on

|
that
part
of
the
subject,
but
in
order
fo
suggest
that the Fever-hospital in the metropolis should

likewise be recommended to the attenti
ofon
the

My. Wilberforce

with his |

as to the necessityof
apy) woul
and-hoped that a greater
sup ly would
and regret, that, in the metropolis of the British ed by
வை
He coul கரக

ப

committee. Tt was matter equally of surpri

empire, there. was no fever institution supported | hii
100.
by public contribution, This was a subject de- giving

servin,

ty upon inquiry,

suade

necessity.
of

a more: liberal. supply. would become

greatest attention. If patients of quite evident... Public. liberality. must
- be ex«
this description increased as they had done of tended with more. satisfaction, when. it was
late, the atmosphere breathed by the most -po- found that no institution was more successful
pulous parts of the metropolis would become or attended with less-inconyenience. He. repolluted, the disease would get firmly and in- membered. when the prejudice against such incurably established, misery and death would ex- stitutions was so
as to render any attempts
tend the most fearful ravages. (Hear, hear.) to extend their benefits ineffectual.
This pre-

The effect had often been already, that sick
nurses and medical students fell victims to the
disease. ‘The rapid increase of contagious fever
had some time since given rise to a smail institution for its cure. Within the Jast six months,
there were in this institution not less than 700
patients. The annual revenue was not more
than 400/. An appeal had lately been made to
public benevolence, and between 2 and 3000/,
were collected; but this was hardly sufficient
to. clear away the debts of the institution.
‘The government had recently given the magisurates 1000/, towards defraying the expenses
of this institution; but that was a very. inade-|
quate grant for the support of fever hospiin the metropolis of the country. It was
the uty of government, in his opinion, to support, if not to establish, an institution of this na-

Judice was now happily removed, and none.contributed more to remove it than the enlightened.

and humane Dr. Murray. Contagion was most
likely to be prevented.by the removal of patients from their own habitations to hospitals.
This subject, therefore, well deserved a committee for itself. (Hear, hear.)
Beneficence
was part of our national character. It was

the glory

of this country, a glory which the

most polished. states of; antiquity.could not
boast, that there was no form of misery for
which there was not an asylum, and relief in
some shape or other*.,.
The. higher orders
never suffered..an: appeal. to be made in vain
to their humanity; and among the most active promoters of ,every scheme of charity,
many members of the, royal. family could be
mentioned.
Parliament could not. surely. be
ture. There were many hospitals, with great backward in co-operating in these good works ;
funds, in this metropolis, but their regulation yet he believed this was the only country in
and conduct were much inferior to those upon which government did not defray the expenses
the continent. It could not be unknown to any of hospitals. (Hear, hear.)
;
one acquainted with the hospitals at Paris and
Mr. Brougham confirmed. the statement. of

* On examining the ancient history not only of who seemed to have nothing, had their receiyers
the Greeks but of other people, one is surprised to and stewards; insomuch that those of the first rank
find how little occurs with regard to establishments piqued themselves in taking care of their affairs.
for the sick. Anna Comnena gives us a long and By which means great purchases were made, and
elaborate description of a magnificent hospital erect- great benefactions continually given to carry on SO
ed by her father, the emperor Alexius, about the charitable 2 work, which she, the author of the Hisyear 1110, which seems to be one of the first en- tory, lived to 906 finished. But Alexius first made
80௯61 foundations of the kind among the Greeks, the establishment of it, assigned the revenues for it
She says, that Alexius builta mew town in aquadran- by land and sea, and ordered that one of the prime
gular form, near the mouth of the Euxine sea; and ministers should always have the inspection of it.
among the new erected buildings, there were Hos- Though there were soldiers, who had been disabled,

pitals, which he founded
aman infirmities, and for
of the maimed and the
there the blind and the

out of compassion for buthe comfortable subsistence
invalids.
One might see
lame, as formerly in Solo-

mon’s porch, whieh was filled with the diseased of
all kinds.

The building was double,

and raised two

stories high. Jt was of such a vast extent, that an
entire view of it could scarcely be taken in one day,
Though) the inhabitants of this town, and those
placed in this hospital, had neither lands nor possessions, and were reduced: to.a poverty equal to
that of Job, they never failed to receive from thé

liberal hand of this prince, every thing that was ne-

cessary for

their maintenance

what is more strange and

and

support.

And

surprising, the persons

and. old men incapable of any labour entertained
here, it was called the Hospital
of Orphans, because

generally there was a greater number of these than of
any others.

There were letters patent sealed by the

Golden Bull, to ascertain and secure the funds and

the annual income of it. The receivers were obliged
to keep an exact account, in order to justify Sk
selves, that they did not embezzle that money whic
was allotted for the poor.—Procopius tells us indeed,

that Justinian (who reigned in the year 527,) fo
ed several such hospitals;

account of ப்

but

gives no

e

he does of the other edifices

built by that emperor.—See Freind’s Hist:of Phys:
vid. p..282,

.

m
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the hon. member. ‘The hospitals on the: conti-

\ Slawesin the Colonies.
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nent were managed in’a

superior way;

[514

the surest mode’ of ameliORitafPthe condition

who were there. In vain'were the
but then, of the slaves

)
el (109defrayed by best internal regulati
of those hospitals'was
the expense
்
the government, which, of course, had an arbi- fresh slaves supplied the markets; and
trary control over them, while the hospitals of every attempt at gradual improvement. ‘The
this country were, for by far the ‘most part, morals, the: comforts, and the happiness of the
internal slaves were sure to be in some measure”
எவ்றண்டிப் UpsvelnierGcatnbudoty
. Mr. Philips stated, that the hospitals at Man- consulted, if their masters knew of no ‘other
chester were managed with considerable judg- supply. It was on this account that he had so
ment, and especially the establishment for the } strongly approved of the bill introduced by
cure
and prevention
of fever. But still he'con- an hon. and learned friend (Mr. Brougham)to
curred with the opinion, that government should whom the cause of the abolition was, on mam
interpose to establish hospitals throughout the 0009810109, so greatly indebted. ‘The act whic’
country for the purpose of guarding against the made the traffic in slaves felony, did great
good ; but more than this was required. Tt was
propagation of contagious diseases.
Sir S. Romilly expressed his regret to find, that necessary to make it so’clear, so. palpable, so
the Institution in London for the cure of Fevers undeniable, that fresh supplies’ of slaves were
the contribution not to be obtained ; that their masters must look
was so inadequately supportedby
of government, as ‘well as by public beneficence. upon it asia thing quite impossible. It was
The subject was of such importance, that he upon this principle that he had two years ago
hoped his hon. friend, the member for Shrews- proposed a bill of registration, a measure’ to
bury, who had so laudably called the attention of which it could not be supposed that he enter=
the house to it, would, in the course of the tained a bigoted attachment, or even a parental
evening, move for the appointment
of a distinct feeling, since it was not his own offspring; but
that of an hon. and learned friend. “He entreatcommittee of inquiry. “The fever which a
in London was, it appeared, very seldom fatal

to

ed the house, however, to consider whether an

other measure was likely to prove so effectual, and whether it was possible to accomplish’ the
end which all now professed to have in view;
without guarding in the’strictest manner
against
the propagation of contagion. He was sorry to every variety of evasion. Perhaps it might be
understand, that every effort to maintain the thought by some that he felt an unreasonable

the very poorer orders; but, when communicated
to those who were better fed, many instances of
mortality had occurred. It was obviously necessary to provide every possible guard against
Fever

Institution

by

public subscription

had

jealousy on this subject.

He was not much dis-

the duty of government to posed to controversy, but when he recollected
erect an establishment of this ‘nature, and he was what had always been the declared sentiments
confident that no objection would be expressed of those on the other side of the water, and that
or felt in that house or throughout the country, not only the general yoice in the West India
against any expense that might ‘be incurred n Islands, but the opinions of all’ their historians
the construction or support of such an establish- and legislators had uniformly been, that no arment. Government, he understood, contributed. rangement of naval search could prevent conti1000/. annually to the assistance of the Fever In- nued importations, he could not regard himself
stitution; but some years ago between 2 and as appearing singular in entertaining his present
s0oo/. were advanced at atime when the fever apprehensions. If he found this opinion now
changed in the West Indies, was it not, under
was by rio means so dangerous or prevalent,
‘The motion was agreed to, anda committee all the circumstances, a source of natural suspiappointed. And, on the motion of Mr. Bennet, cion? . With xeepect to the argument that the
a committee was also appointed “ to examine prosecution of the work had better be leftto the
into the state of contagious feyer in this me- colonial legislatures, he had not, when it was:
tropolis, and into. the. condition of the institu- brought forward, felt'so sanguine as many others

failed.

But it was

‘tion for the cure and prevention of the same,
and report the same, with «their observations
thereupon, to the house.”

in his expectations from that quarter.

He

notwithstanding, assented to the propriety of

leaving it to them to make the experiment, and
of waiting to see the result of their several endeayours.. The object of his motion now. was,
to obtain information as to what had been done
them, but he had not been able to proceed other- in confoimity with this arrangement. . Jt might
wise. He. was now only to move for certain be said, that these proceedings ou ht still to be

SLAVES IN THE CoLontes.] Mr. Wilberforce
said, he had to apologize to the house for having
delayed so long to bring this subject before

‘West India papers, which would lay the foundation of some farther steps. After the abolition of the direct slave trade, the next great object was, the alleviation of the miseries, and the
improvement of the condition, of the slaves
who had. been previously in the West Indies,

He could with confidence affirm, that the shutting out of all external supplies of slaves was

left to the olanianyzeelie to the efforts of
the affluent and. liberal members of the West-

India body; but it had ever been to him a subcontinued disappointof deep regret
ject
‘ment, to see that more enlightened portion of

cause with
the colonial interest making common
always
classes of a different description. He had
in his own mind, these separate
distinguished,

%
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that great’ society; he had always|
ofrs
orde
ascribed manyae abe aie மய்ய
absence of the larger proprietors; and had
thi
ர wished to see them acting and
of r
for themselves, in the introduction
gradual amelioration.

‘and

When, howe

g| volved, it was
it

known, that the recommendations of such
was
men as Mr. Ellis and Mr. Barham had failed to
make any impression on the colonial assemblies,
he could place no firm dependence; except on

விட், i

attention that was due to that part of 1
interests, but now that the fortunate change of
circumstances promised the most’ pros
results, he believed that’ the ‘day was note far
distant, when such a ees would take
place
in the condition of the black population of the

the legislation of the mother country, and could colonies, as would be most beneficial to’ them,
put his trust in no other guarantee than one and highly honourable to the character of this
பை உ
Haw
‘which should render the commission of the offence impracticable without detection and pu- ‘Mr. Marryat said, that circumstances were
to all the in.
This, he thought, would be. the now proving, that, in opposition
nishment.
of the last operation of an act for establishing a registry flammatory language, and calumnies
of slayes in our West India colonies by authority thirty years, the colonists were disposed to per=
of ‘parliament. ‘The house would see, when form every thing that the country could expect
of things, that
the’papers for which he intended to move were from them. -Ttwas in the nature
was cut off,
negroes
foreign
of
supply
the
when
hoped
he
and
done;
been
had
what
presented,
from interest as inclithey would remember, that it was their duty to the planters must, as
watch over the interests of a million'and a half nation, attend to the improvement of the conof beings who were at length recognized as dition of their slaves. :
Mr. W. Smith thought the hon. gentleman
their fellow-creatures.
Their condition and
their claims were entitled to the most serious might have spared his reproach, even if 1t were
consideration, and required the exereise of the well founded, at atime when all sides were disutmost attention to the question, whether it was posed to congratulate each other on the prospect
possible to prevent illicit importation by any of success in their endeavours on ‘this subject.
other means than the measure he had recom- | In reviewing the conduct of himself, and the
mended. He should conclude by suggesting, other abolitionists, who persevered to the acthat our own exertions in this cause, in our ne- complishment of that great measure, he never
jations with the other powers of Europe, would accept, or acknowledge, the imputation
imposed

upon us the additional task, with a

of having dealt in either inflammatory or calum-

i
view of completing the work in which we had nious language.
i
to.
80 meritoriously engaged, of preventing, in
The motion was then a
Mr. Wilberforce, before he proposed his next
future, a this improper intercourse between
Africa and the West Indies.—He then moved, motion, was anxious to) state, that he -felt as
that there be laid before this house, copies of strongly as his hon. friend (Mr. Goulbum), the
all laws passed in or for any British colonies beneficial effects of having allied to their cause
since the year 1812, and not already presented the good-will of the masters of theslaves. But
to this house, respecting the condition and he should not act honestly, if he did not declare
treatment of slaves, or the prevention

of the

illicit importation of slaves; and also respecting
the condition of the free coloured population.”
Mr.

Goulburn said,that

no

duty could

be

more gratifying to him, than to afford every

to those enactments of the legislature,
support
in the passing of which his hon. friend had

his jealousy on that point.

He was an old sol-

dier inthis warfare. His hon. friend was much
younger, and youth was the season of confidence. Tt was under the influence of experience also, that he received with indifference the

imputations of the hon. member, to which his

a part. Whenacted so humaneand enlightened

Indeed, when he
hon. friend had adverted.
heard such observations advanced in that quar-

of their own interest would induce them to look

with moying, « that there. be laid before

ter, he always attributed them to the situation
which the hon. gentleman held. He could not,
him, that the supply of
_ adapted to arrive at their common end. ‘To the however, agree with entirely
cut off in the West
was
negroes
bat
foreion
hostile,
not
was
he
ion
measure of a registrat
point out instances
heel
believed
He
Indies.
accombest
be
he believed the object could
It was never his opinion
plished by first conciliating the good disposition of recent importation.
trade
abolition of the slave
of the colonists to its introduction. It were that the simple’sufficient
remedy. Neither did
a
afford
less
would
measure
a
have
to
,
judgment
his
in
better,
importantam
perfect, with the acquiescence and cordial sup- he now think that the registration,
remove’
wholly
would
was,
it
as
thana
necessary
It,
execute
to
port of those who were
abuse. He knew that he had been¢
more -perfect measure, opposed by their pre- too
moderate by many.
Indeed, his deceased
possessions against it. He had ever thought
had os the lengt
that the abolition of the slave trade must be the friend, the late Mr. Dundas, all slaves born fa
first point from which an amelioration in the of proposing to emancipate
hon. member ners
condition of the slaves must flow. ‘The sense the year 1800.—The
ever he differed from him, it was not, he assured
him, as to the object, but as to the means best

_
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could be procured but by the interference of the |

British legislature, and by their imposinga duty
upon persons in the island, unconnected wit
the island, haying no local tie to it, and compa-

af they were not observed ? There was a general ratively without interest in it, to cause them to
concurrence in opinion in the West India islands, Maintain the laws. The only effective remedy,
that nothing was more improper than to inter- in his opinion, would be that which had been |
fere between master and slave :, it was thought recommended by Mr, Burke to Mr. Dundas,
to have a tendency to excite a disposition on the which was, to constitute the attorney-general ”
part of the slaves to revolt. ‘This, he believed, in eyery island guardian of the slaves, to make _
was the general impression; but he should be it an essential part of his duty to interpose
glad to find that he was mistaken. The object between the master and the slave when there
of his motion was, to confine the inquiry to the should be a necessity. By such a regulation, it
island of Dominica; and he was sure that such would become his duty to see that the slaves
an opinion prevailed there. In Dominica, there were properly treated—T
here was another thing
avas a species of punishment called
‘The Pub- which he thought necessary, though he did not
fic Chain” and, if any master thought that his say that it would be resorted to; he only thought
slaye had offended, he had a right to send him it i uty to mention it, and that was, the legis~
to that punishment. Men, boys, and even girls lation of this country for the colonies. The idea
of the most tender age, had been subjected to of that had excited
great discontent; it had
this mode of torture ; and the governor found been said, that this country had not properly
that he could not interfere. The ‘overnor, will- the power of legislating for her colonies, It.
sng to alleviate the sufferings of these wretched ‘was needless
ட்ட to state, that that had been
people, consulted the attorney-general, who already done in numerous instances. He might
gave an opinion, that he had no right to remit only mention, that it had
been done in the act
the punishment awarded by the master. It by which colonial property was made liable as
appeared that, in the island of St. Domingo, assets for debt. He might refer to that series of
the slaves were liable to be sent to the public
chain, and from a work which he then held in

his hand, the cruelties inflicted by this kind of
punishment were described as follows; « the
slave who has been found guilty of any misdemeanor shall be put into the workhouse, where
his labours are much

harder than in the usual

political controversy that had taken place during
the American war. It had been said, that Eng-

Jand could not legislate for her colonies ‘on the
very principles of her own constitution, and that
they ought to enjoy that constitution. ‘Taking
the matter, however, seriously into consideration, no man could for a moment imagine that

course of employment; he is employed to dig, the constitution could immediately apply to any
and to perform other difficult duties, with a chain of these colonies. The ‘constitution should be
fixed about his body, and attached to other cul- taken in every part; it should be taken as 4
prits, leaving him merely room to walk, whilst whole. It held, that all men stood in a state of
he is driven on to work by cattle whips, and equality; that all men stood
other modes of castigation.”” (Hear, hear.) If and that was talked of where
the evils that existed in the administration of the bly exist. The moment an
laws in the colonies could be remedied,it should foot upon the British shore,

equal by

it could

the law;

not possi-

individual set his

he became as free
be done without delay. If it were possible that as any other individual*, But what could be
any check could be given to grand juries and to more inconsistent than the conduct of those
* See Salk, 666 —Hence it may be said, that the
spirit of Jiberty is rooted in our very soil.- When an
attempt was made to introduce slavery, by statute
1 Edw.V1.c. 3. which ordained, thatall idlevagabonds
should be made slaves, and fed upon bread, water,
or small drink, and refuse meat;
should wear
a ring of iron round their necks, arms, or legs; and
should be compelled, by beating, chaining, or otherwise, to perform the work assigned them, were it

gross, or at large, that is, annexed to the person of
the

lord, and transferrable by deed from one owner

toanother.

They could not leave their Jord without

his permission ; but, if they ran away, or were purlomed from him, might be claimed and recovered by
action, like beasts or other chattels.—A villein, ae
short, was in much the same state with us as that0!

the boors in Denmark, and

the éraals or slaves 0

Sweden, which renders it probable that they mee
monuments of the Danish tyranny. In @ oe

neyer so vile ; the spirit of the nation could not brook
this condition, even in the most abandoned rogues; note (page 881,) it is observed, that the last ae
and, therefore, this statute was repealed in two years of villeinage which we find recorded in our CO Hee
afterwards.
;
was in the 15th of James I.; about which time Fit
Itis true, however, that a state of slavery formerly

existed in England.

The villeins, who resembled

he Spartan helots, were either regardent,

Aexed to the manor

or

land,

or elae

that isan-

they

were in

race of persons, who

were once

the objects oe 5

Was completely worn out by the continual and ene
operation of death and manumissiors.

It பட்

be added, that sir Thomas Smith, who was se

tat

4

He confessed that he |

EB

ப

was not able himself tos
any.
and he was disposed to thine pie

ee

' again, to what purpose were such Jaws enacted,

:

Ss

ய

An

agi
was
public sympathized|
with the master. (Hear, hear.) Tt was the duty
of the, government to protect the laws, and, |
‘without that protection, no security could be
afforded. He was disposed
to speak kindly of
the West-Indian legislatures 5 but he would ask

nn
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st the cruelties of his master. The slave] petty juries in Dominica, it should be
cruelly treated, and the
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who talked of establishing that principle in the’ come when there

“West India islands ? The constitution would be part of the world; b
then reversed and destroyed. What was recom- ட் ள் a instantaneously 5
stadual manumission,
mended would be, under the auspices of British

liberty, rendering slavery worse than under the

most arbitrary government. Arbitrary governments, indeed, did make laws for their colonies.
But that the principle, that no man could be
‘bound by laws to which he had not consented,
could be applied to islands so situated, no man
could imagine any thing more absurd.—He
of the house for a
should now call the attention
few moments to another subject—he meant to the
laws that had been passed in Dominica on the
subject of manumission, which had not been at-

tended to. A slave born on the island could not
obtain his liberty, without paying a tax of 167.
10s.; others, not born on it, were obliged to pay

35/. A man of colour, though a freeman of anoby law, a slave, if he did

er island, became,

not pay a tax on his arrival at Dominica. So
that, a slave once landed on the-British coast

became a freeman; but a free man of colour,
the instant he touched the soil of Demerara, be-

cameaslaye ! There was another law, by which
all men of colour found on the island were liable
to be taken up as runaways, and then, if they
were not claimed by their masters, which could

not be if they had no masters, they were sold
for the benefit of the public. Ifa man was not
claimed, it was nevertheless taken for granted
that he was a slave,
laws were certainly
principle. Since the
to be some measure

and he was sold. These
made upon an oppressive
abolition, there ought rather
in favour of manumission

ry could:

ald only |

religious
by alterations in the state of ;

by
improving the condition of the slaves. Th Bee:
eon

lition, he was sorry to say, had not had all

| effect that had been anticipated. It was

the

to be’made, and by laws to be enforce:

as made, that that object was to be attained.
There was very high authority to shew that,
with respect to many Jaws that had passed, it

had never been intended that they should be
executed.

He

the house to what

begged to call the attention of

had been stated by governor

Prevost, in a letter to lord Camden,
in 1805. He
said, “ that the act for encouraging the better government of slaves appeared to have been consi~
dered, from the day it was passed till this hour,
as a political measure, to avert the interference

of the mother-country
in the management of the
slaves.” He might
ask, whether there remained
a doubt that such had been the intention of those
laws? Tt was a duty which this country owed
to that part of her dominions; it was a duty of
government to take the affairs of Dominica seriously into consideration. It should be recolல்லி! that the slaves were subjects of the King;

they owed him allegiance, and would be as se-

verely punished as any other men, nay, more
so, if they were to violate that allegiance. The
King, then, was bound to afford protection to
them, as well as to other men;

they were as

much subjects as Englishmen were. He would
not take up the time of the house, but should

than a restraint upon it. There was no man
who did not entertain hopes that the time might

merely observe, shortly upon facts that had taken

to Edward Vi. says, that, in all his time he never
knew any villein in gross throughout the realm; and

the sovereign authority of this country as the sanctuary of liberty, the sacred temple consecrated to

teries, or other ecclesiastical corporations, in the pre-

sons of England worship freedom, they will turn
their faces toward you. The more they maltiply,

the few villeins regardgni that were then remaining
were such only as had belonged to bishops, monas~

ceding times of popery. (See his Commonw. b. 3. ¢. 10.)

The love which the people of England cherish for

the spirit of liberty, and the beneficial consequences
resulting from it, are eloquently described by Mr.
Burke in one of his speeches. After having observed,
that America would not be taxed to support eorruption, but that she would bear any useful or constitu‘tonal burthen to support the parent state.—‘ For

that service, for all service,” said Mr. Burke, “ whe-

ther of revenue, trade, or

empire,

my

her interest in the British Constitution.
fiom

kindred

Privileges,

equal protection.

our

common

faith,

wherever

the

chosen

race and

the more friends you will have; the more ardently
they love'liberty, the more perfect will be their obe-

dience.

Slavery they can have any where,

Itisa

weed that grows in every soil. They may have it
from Spain, they may have it from Prussia.
But
until you-become lost to ali feeling of your true in-

terest and your natural dignity, freedom they can
have from none but you. ‘This is the commodity of
price, of which you have the monopoly.

This is the

true act of navigation, which binds to you the comMy hold of merce of the colonies, and through them secures to
trust is in

the colonies is in the close affection which grows from

common names,

place on another island; and he should only

blood, from similar

you the wealth of the world.

Is it not the same vir-

tue which does every thing for us here in England?

These are ties

Do you imagine then, that it is the Jand-tax which

which, though light as air, are as strong as links of
iron. Let the colonies always keep the idea of their
civil rights associated with your government, they

the Committe of Supply, which gives you your

legiance.

their government, from
the sense of the deep. stake
glorious institution, which gives

and

will cling and grappleto you, and no force under
heaven will be of power to tear them from their al-

But let it be once understood, that your

government may be

one thing,

and

their

Privileges

another; that these two things may exist without any
Tutual relation; the cement is gone; the cohesion

is looséned ; and every thing hastens to decay and
alissolution, As long as you have the wisdom to keep

raises your

revenue?

that it is the annual

vole In

army? or that it is the Mutiny Bill which inspires
it with bravery and discipline? No! surely no! It

is the love of the people; it is their attachment to

they have in such a
you your army and your navy, and infuses intp both
that’ Jiberal obedience,

without which

your army

would be a base rabble, and your navy nothing but
rotten timber.”

த
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had been said, that cases

might

be

‘

cited.

enormity, and by that means பல்

ment, wl

‘Tewas by,| Joh

be thrown upon:a whole
கான்றyo
no means his intention to-estimate theBritish or

அண்டத்து

any other character from cases of particular
cru- | c
elty, but he should mention the case on which
he was about to enter, merely for the purpose
of shewing what was the general feeling
on such.
subjects. In that case, the same Mr. Huggins |

attorney-general
for the island of D:

to the presentment made by the ¢

the same island on the 4
1817, and

who had been formerly the subject of conyersa- ‘gtand

tion, was materially concerned; that

person was

to

any

ட

presentment

made

jury at Dominica
at any subsequent

which in any manner relate to the power
owners of slaves
in the same island to send
He had slayes to be kept to hard labour in thepi

still, he believed,
a man of considerable opulence

and influence
in the island of Neyis.

been before brought to trial for cruelty to slaves chain, and to the right மும், the
of his own, and there had been a general opi- may haye, by. virtue of the royal p
nion
aginst him, He had been lately brought gative, to remit the punishment of slaves
to trial for cruelty towards the slaves of another. condemned by their masters to be kept
A Mr. Cottle had appointed him his attorney
when he left the island. ‘The case was, that he

whipped two boys very severely who were
charged with theft; they were two very. young
Jads, who had been accused of receiving a pair
of stockings that had been stolen, They were
stated to be very young, and not to have suffered
any punishment before. Huggins ordered them
to have each 100 lashes, By-law, 39 lashes was
the utmost punishment of the kind that was permitted; but Huggins, as Mr. Cottle’s attorney,
by his own authority, sentenced the boys to receive 100 lashes each, and they did receive them.
He related the facts from notes taken on the trial,
on the accuracy of which, he-believed, he could

hard Jabour,.’? — Also “ Copi
or extrac?
from all despatches, letters, and papers,1

the office of his Majesty’s principal secret
of state for the colonial department,

any

manner

which

relate to the case of Edwa

Huggins the elder, tried in the island of Ney
in May last, for cruelty to certain slaves und
his charge.”
Mr. Goulburn said, that, as on the one hand)

it would not be supposed that he should giv
credit to accusations without complete evidei

so, on the other hand, he could not be expect
to stand up in his place to defend cases of

deep hue which the hon, and learned gent
had made the subject of his speech.

alt.)

ம

ம

11

depend. There were present at the infliction of not be expected by that house, or any individ
the punishment two female slaves; one was the in it, that he should
defend persons, either
sister of one of the boys, and the other a relarincipals in, or accessory to, acts such as h
tion who had been treated with great kindness ட
ee
All that he wished was, that
by Mr. Cottle. For no other offence than their in considering the subject, the house would
haying shed tears, he ordered them, the one so
d against forming any opinion till

lashes, and the other 20.

Huggins was brought

to trial by the senior king’s counsel, exercising
the duties of attorney-general; the facts were
established, he was acquitted, and it was thought
a most odious interposition on the part of the
attorney-general. If such a prejudice existed
ae interference between the master and the
slave, he thought it ought as soon as possible to
be destroyed. The opinion of the attorney-general, to which reference had been made on the
subject,-he should take the liberty of reading,
‘The hon. and Jearned gentleman then read the
opinion, the substance of which was, that the
oyernor could not pardon a slave who had

eard the other side of the question.

ut
ர்

He mig

appeal to the hon. and learned gentleman himself, whether, in the larger islands, there wert

not the most beneficial
ட் enactments
for the protection of slayes; and he might
ap peal to him on the subject of the pas and &,
temper.in their favour. He might appeal to the fj,
improvements that had been made
ம் in a icultures

which materially diminished their labour, and.
the improvements in the estates.

In the islands

to which he alluded, the principles there laid Brit

down were not intrenched upon, In Jamaica,
there were slaves possessed of considerable pro-

perty; there were, indeed, instances in which

they had bought their freedom ‘by the earnings
of their own industry. He appealed to the hon.

wh
4

he
efe

ne condemned to labour by bis master for any
offence, to be assured of which
it was only necessary to examine the definition of slavery.

member for Stockbridge (Mr. Barham), wh0| fo

that a slave could have no ciyil rights, but was

chaser of considerable property from ae

‘The opinion then defined slavery; and shewed

the exclusive property of his master, equally
transferrable with any other possession—The

had stated, that he himself had been. the Bes

and he had declared at the time that டம்

not the only instance of the kind he had bese
hon, gentleman concluded by moving, thatan In judging of the case before them, the 1!
hayhumble address be presented to hisRoyal High- could not come to any conclusion without
47
ness the Prince Regent, praying that he would

~ be pleased to order to be laid before the. house

“copies or extracts from all despatches, letters,

ing upon the table the whole of the open
Sy
With respect to the casein the islan

g 188
having been
; as,hin
he could say not

his
ft
he:
00

பம்

na
vhi

Do
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charges
of the hon. and learn

must say, without meaning an
r
his speech was conciliatory in its wor

sufficiently
shewe Gets
Be

. injuriousin its tendency. பட்ட

ing of certain practices
in

nica and Nevis, and th

{cause so great suffer
au
or were inflict

the 1

plied the’

‘drawn from those practices to Jamaica and all which was generally descril
Mr, 4. Broazne said, he acq
the West India islands. If such
a speech went
forth uncontradicted to the public, as, from the and learned mover of all intention to’
aplied
his t
interest attached to the subject, it certainl but he certainly had
to
itements,
would do, he ‘submitted to the house that it a colouring
might produce very wrong impressions regarding the character of the West India proprietors.
Its object

was

not

to

misrepresent,

but

its

tendency was. Heneed mention nothing further
to shew this tendency than the reference to the

ticularly to the case of Nevis, which
warranted.

With some parts of that

hon. and learned gentleman was totally
quainted. ‘The severity of which he cot
did not exist. Without, any evidence

state of St. Domingo, which persons ill informed,

him, either of the nature

confirm impressions so created,
the house, whenever punishment was mentioned, heard of the

was too well acquainted with the law, andifihe

‘or willing to be deceived, might apply to the
"state of society in the British possessions. ‘To
> ‘cart-whip, by which an idea of the severity and
cruelty of the treatment of slaves was meant
to be conveyed.

(Hear, hear, from

Sir Samuel

Romilly, who asked across the table, was the
instrument of punishment not a whip?) Most
undoubtedly it was a whip; but why use the
odious and invidious term of a cart-whip, implying a brutal infliction of severity, instead of
a necessary correction? In what
the hon. and
learned gentleman had said about public chains,
there was the same tendency to mislead. He
did not deny that forced labour in chains existed
in Jamaica. Runaway negroes were put into a
workhouse and chained for the purpose of security. Various species of punishments were re-

of the crime

extent of the punishment,
he had assu
much in describing the latter
as of unpara
severity. ‘The hon. and learned gentle
intimate with the rules of that professio
which he was so distinguished an ornam
haye been led into the observations w:

had made, ‘if his humanity had not pr

over his judgment. ‘The only evidence
hel
was the qerdiee of a grand jury, who deci
that the punishment was not severe, and
quitted the person against whom the ch
cruelty was brought.

Yet, notwithstan

the hon, and learned gentleman had a:
not only that great crue a existed in thi:
but that a similar spirit of harshness ands
extended over the whole of the West
islands. (No, xo, from

Sir S. Romilly.)

planters in Dominica or Nevis were

sorted to on the island, suited to the different

oppressive acts, let the odium

‘was transportation, and between the passing of
this sentence and its execution, the slaves were
confined in a workhouse, and compelled to
Jabour in chains. These chains, however, were

where such acts were not practised.

one of the islands, had stated truly that only 39

jury were wrong, he Would not be a

kinds of offences.

One of these punishments

fall upon’

selyes, and not extend to our other pos

The

and learned gentleman should remembel
with regard to the case of Huggins, the
of the grand jury who acquitted him w:

employed more for the purpose of preventing on oath, and there was not one tittle of e
“escape than inflicting punishment; and the work to prove that their verdict was wrong.
‘to which they were compelled was rather in- hon. and learned gentleman did not requ
tended to promote their health, than to gain any be told that the conduct of men who at
thing by their industry in this situation. They under the solemn obligation of an oath 0!
neither suffered in this case from their labour not to be arraigned except on vely
or their chains. The hon. and learned gentle- grounds. If the present motion should be
man, in speaking of the 100 lashes inflicted in to, and evidence obtained to prove that th
could be inflicted in Jamaica. This, he had
reason to believe, was not regarded by the slaves
themselves as a very severe punishment, and he

should be glad if circumstances would permit
its severity to be lessened. He had never seen
the punishment inflicted in
» but he could

judge of it from what he had seen.

ist, NOr Oppose

any

remedy

a

to prevent t

ண்ட் oe the aie of which they had

guilty. He had stated, that a colour had

given to the transactions in the island of 1
id
which did not belong to them. He wa).

acquainted with the facts till yesterday evelர

the

colony84 Vie,

He had when the respectable agent for the ௦
sometimes been applied to for a ticket similar ed upon him, and gave the account which;
to that to which he alluded, either for a remis- every claim for indulgence for the. ae
sion or a mitigation of punishment.
Slaves manner in which he should bring aa
only from memory, he 31!a
‘were sometimes sentenced
to be corrected by Hee
tail to the house. He was no apo
the stocks (similar to those used in this country)
நப்
~or by solitary confinement; and in such cases Mr. Huggins. He regretted that

- those who applied to him, if they had no pros- before

the country in a way that re!
6

e

்

1851].
of that epistle? Was it nece

wound

inindividual?

that had been inflicted

being so himself,

| the discussion.

‘Was it necessai

The

er?}man
had certainly quo’
the inh
ti to be very barbarous, butwe ha
of the West Indies, but he did not think their own statute book that were vi
cause or character would be seryed bya defence gentleman of Dominica had
which bore such a character of exaggerated plain the presentment made by the ¢
statement. As to the case of Dominica, he had and he had it there from thé foreman
he
one thing to observe. The hon. gentleman had jury. On reading the indictment,

stain from the name ப்
;
He had no feeling of hostility to

not adverted to the principal point; that point
was, not that the grand jury had in some cases|
found no’ bill, or that the petty jury had acquitted in others; they might both of them have
oo thus in ie ee of த்த வடட
nctions. The charge against the
j

the same impression as the hon. and

soe

and as every

at thejury had

one else would

acted illegally

fe@flogge

; but,

8780

planation,
this impression
had been
altered. It appeared, that the oe

made in a very different view

a lawful

ght, Bit மா

justify such conduct, or say, that there was so

much as the shadow of a pretence for it? The
hon, gentleman in omitting this altogether, had

observed the rule of an ancient writer—Que
desperat tractata nitescere posse, relinquit.
In

ess of the grand jury throwing out the
bill, directions were issued by the governor to
the attorney-general to prosecute on an ex-officio
information. That being done, the grand jury
which had attacked the right to present by in-

ae

from that

it: it ha
oyerstepping all right; for making the bill pre- been their intention to present all indict
sented to be found by the grand jury, a nuis- as a nuisance, but Only such as were pre!
ance; and by doing this, they had forfeited all without sufficient evidence to suppo
the character of a grand jury. Could any man ‘This appeared in the case of Mr. Birmin:
‘was, not for buns

would be supposed on

fl

There had been a mutiny amon
they had been indicted, but escaped on
(for there were flaws in indictments
well as here ம he was enraged at this,
slaves refused
to serve any longer

coloured freeman; he then had

a
the
an
under

them secumgs

and sent to the matket-place, where they wa

punished illegally.
that,

‘The pe

on an indictment

comp!

for this offence, .

was not any evidence brought forward;#

dictment as a nuisance, proceeded next to attack
the prerogative of the crown, to proceed by in-

clerk of the market, the only evidence,ரி

which says, null negabimus,nulli differemus, nulli

yal was reprimanded for not doing his
Another instance of the same sort had occ
and this sufficiently explained the nature

being produced, and the jury were ob!
formation ex-officio as a nuisance also. ‘They thus find no bill. The presentment allegin:
barred up all the ayenues to justice. They had bills unsupported by evidence to be a nut
put a negative upon the clause of Magna Charta, was so well understood, that the attorney-

vendemus, justitiam vel rectum. Not only was no

justice done, but it was deemed a nuisance and

public
if that
easy to
sented

offence to attempt the attainment of it.
were not their purpose, it was not very
conceive with what design they had prethe indictment as a nuisance. After all

presentment, to which he thought there co:
no objection on these principles, because no!

tended so much to discontent, as ideas amd
the negroes that white men were not convi
the feeling and heartfelt anxiety with which his for offences. There was not the same pre!
hon. and learned friend had
brought forward in language in that country as here, or
this motion, (a feeling that was infinitely more legal learning as the hon. mover possess:
creditable to him than the mere professional where a body was concerned in the fr.
talent on the score of which the hon. gentleman an instrument, eyery man would put
had thought fit to compliment him,) it was to| word, and it was generally drawn up
to be hoped that some notice would be taken of rectly in the end. The printed papers
conduct which it was intended not merely to the house did not give all the evidence that we
complain of, but to shew to have been inconsis-

necessary.

It seemed

as

if juries were

It was willing to convict white men; but the

tent with all law and justice whatever.

UP

had heard of a contempt of all jury had very lately convicted a white m
the murder of a negro: a Mr. Stranacl
held, and of outrages against humanity; and it shot at a female slave in the act of rum!
clear that they

authority, of

the scorn in which laws had been

“was on those grounds that his hon. and Jeamed

friend thought it his duty to inform himself
of

the state of the island, in order to restore or give

away; and at such a distance that he co
overtake her. As to the
presentment

ex-officio information;

he

had never ae

to it that blessing of equal Jaw which was the heard of it; and he was equally பட

best part of

good: government,

which our Bolttcal

valuable.

and that for circumstances of the trials that.ba

ட

institutions were chiefly But he should be sorry if ex-officio infor
்

‘were substituted for
ly hinte
set aside trials oY

Mr. Marryat thought it unfornmate that there had been

Was no one in the house immediately acquainted

i
2.

Pp

டி
்

’
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known, the governor himself did not disdain
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Friday, April 94,
_ Sir S. Romilly replied; observing, that he
_ Orricers Winows? Pa ONS.
not intended to cast any imputation
quis of Lansdowne rose to
h
whole of the West Indies, or to in
conduct of the white inhabitants of two of th
laid before the house a copy of 1
gu
Fel
smaller islands, that the white population of the the war-office, of the 17th
rest deserved equal reprobation. He said, that,
from the trial, the story of the masquerade must
be incorrect.

One of

the witnesses, a driver, de-

posed, that, six days after, there were marks of

ade this motion for the
fore observed. The girls who were punished, ing under consideration a conten, whi
ம் objectionable.
it was distinctly stated on the trial, did not peared to him
scream; they coyered their faces, and shed would not be necessary for him to use ma
tears. An hon. gentleman had been offended at words, nor to make strong appeals to the
the word “cart-whip,” but this was the phrase ings of their lordships, in order to con’
which was used on the trial, and, as it thence ap- them of the impropriety, and, he might say,
injustice of this regulation. The
reduction cont},.n,
peared, the common word in the island.
‘The motion was then agreed to, and the house templated by the regulation applet t&a descripthe
tion ofpersons, and a scale of pensions, wh
adjourned till the 24th instant.
* The following are extracts from the latest official ought, in fairness, as well as in liberality, to
severity on the negroes, such as he had never be-

returns of colonial population, ordered to be printed
by the House of Commons, July 12, 1815.

Governor

Baines of Dominica reports, that on the

19th of February 1811, there were on the island,
Slaves...
+. 24,728 | Free personsof
|.”

Whites. .
Governor

oo

O25

0010722225

502,87)

In

2,980

Bentinck of Demerara states the population of this settlement to be,
.-71,180 | Free coloured. ... 2,980

க

the island of New Providence, one of the Bahama Islands, the population was, Dec. 15, 1810,

Whites. .

.. 1,720 | Coloured

Free Blac!

.

Free Coloure:

-

Slaves...

146

568 | Foreigners........

100

509

poe

Black Slaves.,.... 3,044
Total.,..... 6,084
St. Vincent island contains,
Whites.....
«827 |’ Slaves... ../o.
12 22,020

Free Coleured....

ம

646

The Grenadines contain,
226 | Slaves.........3. 2,000

Free Coloured....

76

Free Coloured and

Slaves. . ........51,997

Whites. ....- «++. 2,781 | Slaves Coloured...

690

Free Coloured.... 2,161 | Slaves Black. .... 5,336
ட
Free Blacks. ..... 1,872
Grenada contains,

Slaves, . ..«++--29,381 | Free Coloured....1,120
Whites. ..
ரம
Martinique contains,
77,577 | Free Coloured... .8,630

. 9,206

‘The births in this island in 1810 were,
.

Whites. .
Slaves...

1 | Free Coloured....

80

்
லப,
Berbice contains,

..

purposes.

it, and applied

to other,

In justice, therefore, this sum ougit)

to be repaid before any deduction was made
from the pensions. The widows of officers wer

at least entitled to their pensions on the usuul
scale to the full. extent of that sum, so far ast

might go.

The sum allowed to widows waij

for those of superior officers 120/., for wi

of captains about 50/., and for ensigns’ wi
about 3o/, Now, he would ask their lordsh
whether the circumstance of a colonel dyin
and leaving

property to the amount of 200/

ear, aout be considered a reason for dep)

is widow of her pension? If a captain left only
100/, a-year, the case was still harder, as ac!

otherwise have been entitled. It was worthy 0
remark, too, that very little could be saved bj
this measure of severity, for it appeared, that ய்
would not require more than 90,000/. to pay the
pensions Of the persons who came within the
scope of the
tion. It appeared to him)
that, whether their lordships looked to the or
gin of the fund, to the justice of the claims upon
great inconvenience of instituting 4
it, to the
strict inquisition into the property of the claim: jh

ants, or to the temptation to fraud which that0- |

quisition would create, it would be impossible
for them to consider this regulation as one which

was fit to be persevered in.
happy

ks,.
++ 222,169 the By
0. +++
550 | Blac

240
Coloured,.
The slave population of Barbadoes exceeds 69,000;
that of Jamaica, 319,912; and of Antigua, in 1810,
30,568,

was taken away from

oes

- 3,075

‘Curacoa contains,

Slaves2)...

ported by the army itself, It commencedமி
the reign of queen Anne: and in the year 178
the fund had so far accumulated, that 200,000).

w+ 4,794 | Whites......0.4,755 deprived of the small pension to which she woul

Surinam contains,
Whites. .....++.. 2,029
Black.

Whites.

§

sup:

cording to this regulation, his widow: would bg

Bermuda contains,

Slaves.....

main untouched.
‘The fund from whic!
pensions were derived, was founded and

He was, howevély

to hear that it had been resolved to

ma

lations undergo somemodification,which

|

would'be,in a certain degree, satisfactory, thous
they would not altogether remove his objection’)
He concluded by moving for a
மம் தத்
lation, and also for an account

te

Lunatic Aiylums (Scotland) Bill. (1538
OF LORDS.
officers’ widows whose pensions would be re- widows were of right enf@4¢8 the pension of
: their rank, had ensured their lives to enable them
ர
duced by enforcing it.
The Earl of Liverpool did not mean to object to make a further provision for their families,
‘0 the production of the papers, but wished to and had, perhaps, undergone considerable priexplain what had been the view of his Majesty’s vations in order to accomplish that object. He
ernment. It was perfectly clear that these was therefore of opinion, that the regulation
nsions, from whatever source they originated, ought to be modified so far as to prevent it from.
re never considered as a matter of right. It having any retrospective effect with regard to
rd to the cases of this description. But as a prospective
ad been the practice, both with
my and the navy, to make provision by pen- measure, he considered it highly proper, because
ns for the widows of officers : but those pen- it placed the two services on an equality. The
ions were always granted on a memorial being words which were formerlyadmitted as sufficient
presented, stating the individual to be in ne- in the memorials for pensions to widows of miliIn the navy, the ay officers, were far too loose and indefinite,
essitous circumstances.
nature and amount of these pensions were and it was proper to introduce the precise form
trictly defined, anda person applying had to of the naval affidavits. At-the same time it had
make an affidavit, stating that she had not been been thought advisable to make another altera= ~
ft property to the annual amount of double the tion, leaving to the widows both of nayal and
pension for which she applied. With regard to military officers the power of receiving the penhe army, a different rule had prevailed. No sion if they had not an income qual to four
um was defined, and the memorialist merely times its amount. He trusted this modification
HOUSE
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tated, that she had

go-

of the regulation would be found to be dictated

of the warrant, that the

officers. If, however, an officer died without
selling his commission, or was killed in battle,

no pension from the

vernment, and no property left by her late by that liberality which was due towards the inhusband, capable of affording her a reasonable dividuals who were its objects, while it would
maintenance. ‘The statement being thus quite at the same time perfectly assimilate the two
indefinite, the practice with regard to pensions services with regard to widows’ pensions.
The Earl of Rosslyn was happy to hear the
became liable to considerable abuse. It was true,
s the noble marquis had stated, thata fund had statement which thenoble earl had made. ‘The
been established for widows’ pensions at a very modification he had mentioned would remove
arly period. It was first created out of the ap- ‘many of the objections to which the regulation
pointments of two troops of horse which were was liable. But, notwithstanding all that had.
educed. After the institution of that fund, the been said by the noble earl, he still considered
ords respecting necessitous ciréumstances of the pensions to officers’ widows a matter of right.
he parties had, by neglect, been omitted in the He considered that the purchase of commissions
arrants granting pensions; but they were re- placed the right of officers of the army on a
oe footing than those of the navy. The
ored in 1770, and. after that date all warrants
tated the grant to be made in tonsequence of sale of commissions was a saving to the governthe death of the husband and the distressed cir- ment : for they were first permitted to be sold
mstances of the widow. It was evident, there- asa means of providing for old and disabled
ore, from the very form

ircumstances of the widow were always under‘ood to be taken into consideration in granting

he pension.

No definite sum, however, being

entioned, a practice had prevailed of granting

he pension without a strict reference to the cirumstances of the claimant, and it was the ob-

ct of the regulation to €orrect this abuse. The
guments urged by the noble marquig on this
W@uestion must apply to the navy with as much
stice as to the army, if he found the right to
€ pension money withdrawn from the pay of
fhe officer. A rate is paid on the pay, half-pay,
of naval officers towardsthewidows’
4 Bnd pensions

id, and yet the pensions for the widows of

ese officers were regulated by a scale similar
that Jaid down

in the regulation of the war-

fice. It was certainly desirable that the two
ervices should be placed on the same footing,
ind this was the sole object of the regulation
lomplained of. It had been thought right to
emove all doubts with respect to the army, by

dopting a regulation similar to that which

go-

emed the pensions for the widows of naval

E@flicers.
we

Tt had, however, been represented to

Aim, that many individuals, conceiving that their

the whole money he had laid out in the purchase of rank was lost to his family. Nothing”

then remained for his widow but the pension,
which she ought, therefore, to be considered as

of right entitled to, whatever might be her circumstances.
Lord Exmouth approved of the arrangement
roposed by the noble earl, which heconsidered
‘air and liberal towards the navy-

The Marquis of Lansdowne expressed his

satisfaction at the explanation which the noble
secretary of state had given; and the question

being put, the motion was agreed to.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
April 24,

Friday,

Hornby
PARLIAMENTARY RaxorM.]itants Mr.
of Preston,

presented 26 petitions of inhab
raying for reform and universal suffrage, signed
a 20 persons each.—Ordered to lie on the
table.
Lunatic Asyiums (SCOTLAND) Bixt.] Lord
A. Hamilton presented 5 petition of Commis-

3
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sioners of Supply, and others, of the county of
Argyll, against this bill. Also, a petition of
noblemen, freeholders, and others, of the county

of Lanark.—Ordered to lie on the table.
BREACH OF PRivitecr.}]

Mr. Wynn brought

up the Report of the Committee of Privileges
respecting the complaint of the letter written
to a voter of the county of Lanark, to influence
his vote in the’election of a member to serve in

parliament, by Thomas Ferguson, in breach of

the privileges of this house, as follows :—« That

‘Thomas Ferguson hath admitted himself to be |

the author and writer of the said letter, and that
it was addressed to William Dykes, a freeholder of the county of Lanark, with the intention of influencing his vote for the said county, but that he hath also expressly stated that
his assertions therein contained “ that he had
communicated Mr. Dykes’s application for a
situation under government in behalf of a friend
to the lord Douglas,

and that his lordship had

authorized the offer contained in the said letter,”

- were perfectly

false and groundless, and that he

Poor Laws Pyenginent Bi ill.

Gascoyne, Gen.

5

Graham, Sir J.

ட

Heron, SirR.

Is:

am

:

Hornby, Ed.
Keene, Sir

J.

Lambton, J. G.
Lloyd, Sir Edw.

Sefton, Earl of

Latouche, John
Latouche, Robert

Wilkins, Walte

Methuen, Paul
Walpole, Hon.
North, Dudley
Wood, Alderman
Newport, Rt. Hon, Sir J. White, M.
*
Osborne, Lord F.

TELLERS.

_Curwen, J.C,

Sebright, Sir J.

PARDONS UNDER THE GREAT Spar Bir!
On the motion of Mr. F. Douglas the hols
bill, at
on
resolved itself into a committee

the report was ordered to be brought up ¢
+
2
Monday next.
Poor Laws AMENDMENT Bivz..] The hows
went into a committee

on this bill, whichw

had never had any communication with the lord read clause by clause.
&
Douglas on the subject.—The house then reMr. D. Gilbert proposed an amendme:
solved, “that the said letter is a corrupt at- that clause which enabled parishes to exp
tempt to subvert the freedom and independence greater sum in one year than one shilling
of election, and a high breach of the privileges pound would raise, in purchasing land, orere
of the house ;? and Thomas Ferguson was | 1ing!
buildings, for the employment of the pot
ordered to be taken into the custody of the The clause, as originally framed, (seep: ் 90]
sergeant at arms.
=
British Museum—Dr. BurNey’sLIBRARY.]

enacted, that in every case where the inh:
greater sum than
should consent that a

Mr. Bankes moved, “That
specting the purchase of the late Reverend Dr.

dens

On the order of the day being read’ for going
into a committee of supply,

shilling in the pound should be expended!
one year, for
or any of such purposes!
the report re- objects, it should be lawful for the church-W

Charles Burney’s library of faanuscripts and
printed books, be referred to the committee,”
Mr. Bennet asked, whether the proposed
grant had the consent of the crown?
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, it had.
Mr. Bennet said, he wished

and

overseers, with the consent of

majority as aforesaid, of the inhabitants,
To these words the hon. member proposed

add the following: * And also with the ons
of two-thirds in value of the persons possess

the freehold, copyhold, or leasehold interest

the said parish, such leasehold interest
point, as that consent had been refused to a being inferior to a term of 15 years unexpilt
claim of justice, which was now given to a grant or for a longer term, determinable on the
dé

Ayes, 79—Noes, 35.

LIST OF THE MINORITY.
Brand, Hon. T,

Bennet, Hon. H. G.

Brougham, H.
Colthurst, Sir N.

Calcraft, J,

Duncannon, Visct.

Fergusson, Sir R. C.

Fitzroy, Lord J.
Folkestone, Visct.

Guise, Sir W.

manner herembefore directed?

Mr. Sturges Bourne said, that he individ

ae

well acquainted with such matters, and he }
no doubt that he had drawn it up conforma
to all former bills of the same kind.
Bes
_ Sir Charles Monck thought it wrong in ட்
ciple, and dangerous in its consequences, t0

den posterity for the benefit of the presents

neration. This was to impose permanent
dens on real property, for the accommo¢

of those whose property was Jess station
Mr. Sturges Bourne replied, that a

| of workhouses, according to the act

was liable to the same objections. Workna
| were not for one generation. Yet,if such ¢

பெ

agreed with the hon. member, but the bil

been drawn up, not by him, but by a gentlem

ee

vote away such sums.—The house divided.

of consenting, to be given and signed in!

அடம் em

reason, opposed former plans. Whatever might
be the actual value of this collection, it could
only be expected to be useful toa few. They
ia
lately refused grants to the royal family;
and, in the present circumstances of the coun.
try, they ought to pause before they agreed to

rate, whether aggregate or sole, trustee:
dians, and incapacitated persons, being

கு

the committee, he should feel it his duty to
divide the house upon it. He had, for the same

of one or more lives, bodies politic and

1 அட

‘

1

-

Mr. Curaven said, that if the hon. member
pressed the motion for referring the report to

௯

of munificence.

to ascertain this
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tions were made, of which posterity were to
have the advantage as well as the existing generation, why should not posterity bear part of
the expense? Much advantage had been experienced in many parishes, by applying money
% secured upon the poor-tates to the purchase of
டி small portions of Jand upon which industrious
paupers a t be employed, He thought it
right, therefore, that மர எரா
should be reserved to them.
Lord Compton suggested, that if the land
were purchased out of the parish funds, it might
be sold under the same authority; at least he
did not perceive any provision in the bill to

prevent it.

.

Sir C. Monck thought the poor Jaws the last
of all public taxes or impositions that ought to
be left subject to mortgage. It was money
raised expressly for present uses, and could not
be diverted to other purposes, without an abanறு § donment, pro tanto, of their original principle.
Mr. D. Gilbert defended the clause as analogous to the proceeding usually adopted in assessing the county rate. The evil,
inst
which they had to provide, could not be redressed at one effort, and the only course left
them to pursue, was one of gradual experiment.
Sip C. Monck

observed,

The next clause was, that the owners of an’

house or houses, apartments or dwellings, whic
should respectively be let to the occupiers therei
Of at any rent or rate not exceeding 20/., nor
இ Jess than 4/. by the year, for any less term than
One year, or on any agreement by which the
rent should be reserved or made payable at or
within any shorter period than three months,
should be assessed to the rates for the relief of
the poor, for or in respect of such houses, apart-

ments, or dwellings, and the outhouses and curtilages thereof, instead of the actual occupiers.
Sir Charles Mordaunt said, that he had introduced a bill in the last session, on the same
Principle, at the request. of the inhabitants of
the house.

i
&

dm
ட
vide

For the clause 54,
ees
a

The following clause was then proposed and
agreed to.“ And be it further enacted, that in
any parish, not having a workhouse for the
poor thereof, or where the workhouse shall be

found

insuflicient

or inconyenient, it shall be

lawful for the churchwardens and overseers
of
the poor, by the direction of the inhabitants
in
yestry assembled, to erect and build in such
parish a suitable workhouse, and to purchase or
take on Jease, any ground within the parish, for
the purpose of such building; or such churchwardens and overseers may, and they are hereby
authorized, to add to and enlar,
any such insufficient workhouse, as the aera: the

parish in vestry shall think fit and direct.”
The following clause was then proposed and
carried.
courage

‘ And whereas it is expedient to dis.
that reliance upon the poor’s Tates

which frequently induces artisans, labourers and
others, to squander away earnings, which would
with suitable care have afforded syfficient means

for the support of their families; be it further
enacted, that whenever it shall appear to the justices, or tothe general or select yestry, or to the
overseers of the poor, to whom application shall

that the allusion of be made for relief for any poor person, that he
might, but for his extravagance, neglect, or wilful misconduct, have been able to maintain himself, or to support his family, (as the case may

the hon. member to the mode of raising countymoney for particular purposes, was incorrect.
In all ordinary cases, provision was made for
the increased expense by an augmentation of
the rate; and if the object in view related to the
erection of new bridges, or works of a public
and permanent nature, application was always
made for a special act of parliament.
‘The amendment was then put and carried.

Birmingham.

it. The committee divic
Against it 0.
(a

(1542

That bill was not approyed by

be,) it shall Be lawful for the overseers of the
poor, (by the direction of the justices, or of the

general or select vestry, where application shall
have beén made to them respectively,) to advance money weekly or otherwise, as ‘may be
requisite to the person so applying, by way of
Joan only; and to take his receipt for, and enagement to repay every sum to be so advanced,
(or which no stamp duty shall be required ;)
and it shall be lawful for any two justices, upon
the application (within one year after any such
loan or loans) of one or more of the overseers
of the poor
for the time being of the parish,
to summon the person to whom any money shall
have been so advanced; and if upon examination by such justices into his circumstances, it
shall appear

to them that such person is able,

by weekly instalments or otherwise, to repaythe whole or any part of the money so advanced
to him, and for which he shall have
given any

such receipt and engagement; it shall be lawful

for such justices to make an order under their

When the committee on the poor hands and seals, for the repayment of the whole
of such money, at such time and
laws was re-appointed, the inhabitants of Bir- or of any
Mingham requested him to bring forward the times, ee in such proportions and manner as
Subject again, but he informed them, that it they shall see fit; and upon every default of
would be more advisable to state the case to the payment, by their warrant to commit such per~
committee. They acceded to that proposition, son to the common gaol or house of correction,
and,“in consequence of the information which| for any time not exceeding three calendar
they had furnished, the present clause was in- months, unless the-sum and sums which shall
Serted in the bill. The hon. baronet thought | be due and payable by virtue of such order,
that it
ae
shall be’sooner paid.”
ee
6
- 707777077 -00009
The following clause with respect to pensions
‘elause, and
«
csired
to take the senseof the committee upon was next agreed to. “ And be it further enactsD2
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that when any pensioner, or other person
entitled to or in receipt of any such pension or
other allowance as aforesaid,’ shall leave his wife

or family chargeable, or suffer them to become

chargeable, to any parish, it shall be lawful for
two or more justices, upon complaint thereof

to them made, by any one or more of the churchwardens and overseers of the poor of such parish, and verified on oath, by order under their
hands and seals, to direct that the next payment,

islands.

voyage or trip (not being his Majesty's

shall, during his absence on such employ

become chargeable to an’

ish,i

lawful for two. justices, upon complaint

to them made by any one or more
churchwardens

of

the’

and overseers of the poor of

such parish, and verified on oath, by order
der their hands and seals, to direct the
owner

or owners,

ship’s husband, or agent of

ட shi opel in which such seaman shall
which shall become due, of such pension or
employed,
to pay, out of the wages which
other allowance, shall be made to the churchwardens and overseers of the poor of the parish
to which such wife or family shall have become
chargeable; and any one or more of such
churchwardens and overseers of the poor shall
transmit such order to the aforesaid commissioners for the affairs of the royal hospitals at
Chelsea or Greenwich, or the secretary of the
board of ordnance respectively, in like manner
as any assignment is heretofore directed to be|
transmitted to the paymaster-general of his
Majesty’s forces, and the paymaster of pensions

shall become

due

to such

onan

the

so much as shall

have been

churchwardens and overseers of the poor of the
parish to which his wife or family shall haye

become chargeable,

by such parish necessarily expended for their
maintenance

or: relief (the

amount, in case of

any dispute, to be ascertained by two justices,
whose determination jthereon shall be final);
and, upon the production of any such order, the|
owner, ship’s husband, or agent, by whom the

at Greenwich, and the secretary of the board of

wages of the seaman therein to be named shall
be payable, shall pay to such one or more of
the churchwardens and oyerseers of the poor of
the parish for whose indemnity such order shall)

proof being given that the person whose pension
oy other
allowance shall be directed to be paid,

wages then due shall amount unto ; and the pay-

ordnance, as the case may be; which said paymaster-general, or paymaster of pensions at have been made, as shall demand the same, the}
. Greenwich, or the treasurer of the board of sum and sums to be therein specified and diordnance, shall thereupon, and upon sufficient rected to be paid, or so much thereof as the
shall have been living when the same shall have
become payable, and would hayé been entitled
to receive the same if no such order had been

made, cause the said payment to be made to the

churchwardens and overseers of the poor of the
parish for whose security such order shall have

‘been made; and the churchwardens and overseers of the poor receiving any such pension or
other allowance, by virtue o} any such order,
shall retain and apply the same, or so much

thereof as shall have been actually expended for
the purposes aforesaid, for the use and indemnity of the parish, and shall pay the overplus (if
any there shall be) to the pensioner or person

ment to and receipt of any such churchwarden|
or overseer, shall be a good discharge. for 60
much of such wages as shall be paid to them ot

him by. virtue se any such order; and if any)
such owner,

ship’s husband,

or agent, shall
re

fuse or neglect to pay to the charchwarden ot
overseer, producing any such order, the mont

thereby directed to be paid, or so much ther
as be actually due for the wages of the seamal
to be therein named, the same may be levied and
recovered, and the payment thereof enforce
against the owner or owners, ship’s husband, 0

agent, by whom the same shall be payable, it
such and the like manner as poor’s rates if
| arrear may be levied and recovered, and
entitled thereto; and upon the receipt of any payment thereof enforced against the parties
such order as aforesaid, by which the pension, and persons chargeable and charged therewith.’
or other allowance to be mentioned therein,
The house then resumed, and the report wa
shall be directed to be paid to such church- received, and ordered to be taken into further
wardens and oversérs as aforesaid, the payment consideration on Tuesday next.
thereof shall be suspended, until sufficient proof
shall have been given to entitle the churchwardens and overseers of the poor of the parish,
HOUSE OF LORDS..
in such‘ order

thereby

named, .to receive

directed to be paid to them.”

the money

Monday,

April 27.

்

No public business of any importance, 0
to order payment of seamen’s wages, for the in- curred.
demnity of parishes. ‘ And whereas in many
instances the wives and families of seamen em_ HOUSE OF COMMONS.
ployed in the merchants’ service become chargeA

es

was then added, to empower justices

able to parishes, while their hasbands and fathers
are absent on such service, and it is expedient

. Monday, April 27.

ஆ

OzsTRUCTION OF JUSTICE—IONIAN Teganes

to provide for the indemnity of such parishes,
Mr. Bennet rose to present a petition Of
by and out of the wages of such seamen; be it Cladan, of Cephalonia, in the Lonran ay ‘he
therefore further enacted, that where the wife | The hon:.member observed, that. whettst
or family of any seaman employed in any charges contained in the petition were We 140!
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petitioner offered to prove them, and it was to
to be recollected, that he was a person of high

tence, and other
ணக பபபல to make a
representation against such excessive violence ;_
and for the compliance of the secretary, General.

Campbell deprived hi

is employments un-

He complained of the conduct of General Camp-

der the local government,

although some of

ed or not, hecould not undertake to say. But the
rank, considerable ability, and poe

character.

years in

them had been purchased, according to custom,
sending him a prisoner to the eae of Cepha-

the Ionian islands, where he could not expect

lonia, and mulcting him of a sum of money; 4th,
that General Campbell,.
by his decree, without
form of law, deprived Count de la Decima, of

bell, and stated, that he had been three

endeayouring to obtain justice and had failed.
His Majesty’s government had referred him to

justice—where no tribunal was competent to try
his case, because no tribunal in those islands
could take cognizance of the conduct of one of
his Majesty’s officers who was actually resident
in this country. For what control could any
Tonian court exercise over General Campbell in

Cephalonia, of his feudatory property, which.

the petitioner considers

to be a proceedi

forming a precedent deeply injurious to his interests as a feudator; 5th, that General Campbell, by decree, obliged Constantine

Corafan to

On one Occasion, accounts respect-

pay to his sister-in-law four times the amount
of her demand on him, though this demand had

approve of his manner of treating the petitioner
in his official communication. He had spoken

so despotic as not to be equalled; by decree

England?

ing this case had been sent for, and a very voluminous collection of papers had been trans- been rejected by the tribunals, and directed the
possession of his
mitted by Sir Thomas Maitland. He respected local government to take
Sir ‘T. Maitland very much, but he could not houses and property of ten times the value of
of him as a person styling himself Count Cladan,
when he ought to have known well that he was
in fact Count Cladan. He was a member of the
senate, a councillor of state, and had been sent
as ambassador to the court of Russia, as the

He now

representative of the Ionian islands.

came before the house as a person seeking re-

dress for injuries sustained.
‘The petition was then brought up and read,
~ Yt-set forth, “ that three years have nearly expired since the arrival of the petitioner in London, to claim justice from his Majesty’s government against the proceedings of Lieutenantneral Campbell, late commanding officer of
is Majesty’s forces, and commissioner of the

her demand,

and put him under arrest, an act

14th February 1814, contrary to law, he anoul-

led the fidei commissum, to which this property
was subject, and ordered it for sale, but no

pur-

chaser appearing, he directed her to be paid by
the பர அன் ‘of Cephalonia, and to reimburse
itself by the produce of the property; 6th, that,
contrary to public faith and law, General Camp
bell did by decree deprive Spiridion Baratta of
the collection of certain duties legally acquired
at a public sale made

by the

government of

Zaote; 7th, that General Campbell introduced |
many thousand pieces of foreign coin, obliging
the inhabitants to receive them at-a certain rate,
enormously exceeding what they passed for in
the islands, impressing them with the figures of

of the

their current amount, and serious consequences
have resulted from this arbitrary act; sth, that,

island of Cephalonia; the petitioner’s remonstrance is proved partly by documents, by the

of Zante, General Campbell, by decree, caused

liberated Tonian islands, against Lieutenant-colonel

Schummelketel,

late commandant

signatures of the above-mentioned

officers, and

can be testified by more than one hundred and
fifty witnesses, many English gentlemen, some
of his Majesty’s officers, natives of distinction,

and by the ten tribunals, exhibiting measures at
once partial and oppressive to the petitioner and
other persons: ist, that by a decree 2ist April
1g13, General Campbell refused the execution
of a law by which the tribunal ruled, assuming

thereby a despotic authority and a dispensing
power

superior to the laws, and in opposition

to the faith pledged by the British nation that
be governed by its own laws;
the island should
edly, that the said General Campbell

caused to be

hanged, 1sth April 1gi3, Andrea Mingarde, of
Cephalonia, although only sentenced to impri* gonment by the legitimate tril
of appeal, who
tried him, preventing the judgment of the definitive tribunal, to which the sentence had been re-

ferred; which the petitioner considers to be a proceeding forming a precedent
ly injurious to
him as amemberof the said tribunal; sd.
petitioner,
president of the said tribunal,
e secretary2 copy of the senobtained from

contrary to law and the sentence of the tribunal
to be sold by auction, the brig Pauline, as may
be seen by the redress sought from the colonial
department nearly three years ago by Vincenzo
Acquilina, the merchant, who was ruined by
that decree; oth, that General Campbell caused.

to be erected at Zante a pillory, horrible to the
inhabitants, previously unknown in the islands,
on which he exposed an inhabitant contrary to

law, then ordering him to be mounted on an

ass, conducted round the ah and to be flogged at certain distances; 10th, thata legal com.
mission having been appointed to give judgment

on the proofs of the fo ry of theh name of the
petitioner’s father in ties Lost will, also on two
false oaths, and the falsification and violation of
the seals of government, with other crimes, theto
ant
verification of which being highly importrespect
ance
the petitioner, and to take cognizproper
ty, and
ing the petitioner’s feudatory
che: important questions connected with the
criminal
judgment to be given in the aforesaid 21st
Des
decree
by
ll,
Campbe
l
Genera
point,
subto
sion
commis
the
d
ordere
cember 1814,

mit to him a plan of their sentence, without

27]...
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Jaw, or permitting the said crimes to be tried,
_ deciding judgment without a hearing, although
remonstranced by the petitioner that the pro-|
ceedings were prejudicial to him; 11th, ல
a secohd decree 18th February 1814, Gener
Campbell notified, that no appeal should be admitted on the subject ; 12th, that the petitioner,

thus injured in the grossest manner by these
proceedings, did present to General Campbell
a memorial on the subject, addressed to his
royal highness the Prince Regent, requesting he
would transmit the same to London,

and to be

allowed copies of the necessary documents to
verilythis memorial, which were deposited in the

office of the secretary of government at Zante,

but these requests

were

refused,

and the me-

morial returned; 13th, that on the petitioner’s
return

to Cephalonia,

Colonel

reyented his departure
ட

Schummelketel

for four months

to

likewise refusing the authentication of

the documents obtained by the petitioner of
cause in Cephalonia, although customary,
which he readily granted to others: the
rading treatment the petitioner received

his
and
dewas

Eke to a person outlawed for his crimes, and
the doors of justice shut against him; 14th, that
General Campbell, by an abuse of his power,

vernment... Count Clac

that he could prove the ti

but, if he even could, that:

place to try the case. There were
tribunal
take cognizance of such charges as Count
dan preferred, and to those tribunals it was ¢
to him to make his appeal. The cone

stated, that he hada number. of witnesses

substantiate his charges; he had, indeed, gi
ina list of above 100. But all those win
were resident in the Tonian islands, and

Count Cladan was told that he ought to tr

case.

As

to

the

animadversions

upon Si

Thomas Maitland, the character of that officer
stood too high to require any defence from him, |
especially against the bare
allegation of the pe-|
titioner.
But he thought it proper to state,|
that General Maitland ப
expressed a r
diness to fe

into the petitioner’s case, and to

have it fully investigated before the proper tri-|
bunals in the Ionian islands, where the petitioner |

would have all the means of legal redress. As —
to the conduct of government, he could not see|
what any government could do in such a case;
for it was not within its province to institute in
quiry,

or to inflict punishment, upon an affair

did take possession of the country-honse and of this nature. It was but very lately that Count
premises of the noble Spiridion Chessari of Cladan objected to the trial of his case in the
Corti, and prevented his access to them by ten Jonian islands. He had expressed his appremili
guards, and also hindered him from hension of some interdict to prevent his proceed. ”
collecting the products of the adjoining lands ;
the injured proprictor supplicated General

ing; but he was

told, that if there were any

be immediately re-_
Campbell, praying that his property should be moved, and that he should be at full liberty to
restored, or an equitable rent allowed him; but proceed.
bos
.
in

disregard to his petition, General Campbell,
in abuse of his power, did continue to occupy

such interdict, it should
Sir @. Monck

expressed

his

surprise,

that

the said houses and land, and at length leaving

while the hon. gentleman observed that General
Campbell was in England, he should still refer

or

islands for the trial of his charges. against that

the said island, without restoring the premises,
im any

way

remunerating

the

unfortunate

proprictor; and the petitioner prays the house
- that they will be pleased to direct such inquiries
» into his complaints, as may to their wisdom
seem meet, and that the laws of the empire may

the

petitioner

to

the

tribunals

officer,

of the Ionian

=

Mr. Goulburn explained, that he only refer. .

red the petitioner to the tribunals of the Ionian

islands for the trial of that part of his case which _
referred to questions of property; but as to his
charges respecting General
Campbell, it was
table Mr. Goulburn rose and observed, that, open to him to institute proceedings against that
whatever might be the merits of the case re- officer before the proper tribunal in this country.
ferred to in the petition, he submitted that that
Sir C. Monck thought the appeal of Count _
house was not the proper place for inquiring Cladan to that house extremely proper.
He»
into or deciding upon it. ‘The petitioner attri. had applied in vain to government for redress—
buted several criminal acts to.General Campbell, he felt it absurd to look for justice, in such 2
be put in force, so that he may obtain justice.”
On the motion, that the petition do lie on the

and, among others, the murder of an individual.

if those charges were founded, he appealed to

case, to the tribunals of the Ionian islands, and

being without the means of supporting a lawsuit against General Campbell, where else wee
to try the accused? He had not himself the he to look for any remedy but to that house*
honour of knowing General Campbell, and there- The house had heard the most extraordinary
fore his opinion upon the case could not be in-| | language from the hon. gentleman, according
fluenced by any considerations of private friend- to which, it would seem, that the British goship. But he could not allow himself to decide yernment was not responsible for the conduct of
against the character of that officer upon the its officers.
ald
various charges preferred against him by the
Sir J. Neauport said, that as no remedy Mes
the house, whether that was the proper tribunal

petitioner; for what the house had heard from’

the hon. mover and from the petition did not

be had in the courts of the Tonian islands | OE

the grievances complained

of, justice 1n

form a fiftieth part of the charges inserted in country should not be refused or delayed»
௭:
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buthe would not hold himself
-proposing hereafter such alterati
pear to him necessary in the co:
or duration of the proposed
com
attention
of0
the
Lord Folkestone was glad
1
house was called to the bil
present stage,

subjects, which, whenever
K
it was impossible too often to press up
tention of the house, and to hold up toi

He meant his noble example in_putti

observations before

commissioners of the admiralty, he beinga
time himself the first lord. (Hear.) The 1

earl said, “ let the commissioners come in!
office, and examine all papers, andall pel
in the office, in all departments, from the
the bottom.”?

‘That was the practice
of |

venerable earl, and the inquiries into the

offices were not the less successful by the exam:

which the noble earl had set. He readily a

at

yery head and front of the inquiry into
abuses in public offices, the offices of

Es cod

it went into the committee. He must object to
the exceptions in the bill in favour of Oxford,
Cambridge, Westminster, ana Winchester. In
consequence of those exceptions, he understood
that farther exceptions would be proposed. It
seemed strange, that any persons should wish
for exemption from inquiry in such matters.
One would rather suppose they would think it
a kind of insult to them if they were so exempted. He should have expected that the members
for the universities would have stood up and desired inquiry, as leaving them out might seem
to throw an imputation on their conduct. He
happened to know a gentleman, in a county not

RRS

as he wished to make some

thei

St. Vincent, had afforded

வ
கூவ வைவ்

“not propose any alteration in

two post-captains, two lawyers,and two laym«

to go into the admiralty and search for in!
mation, and thus effected one of the most im+
far off, who had.-been able to discover, by his in- portant reforms in the management of publi
quiries, extraordinary abuses of charitable funds offices that had taken place since the time of
in that county. Itappeared, that only one-fourth revolution. He began, in fact, the system 0
of the amount of the funds had been returned, closely inquiring into the uses made of the pub-|
and that the returns thirty yearsago were. 2000/. lic money in the offices, which had never be
or 3000/. a-year more than lately. He hoped well set about until he procured the appomtgentlemen were sincere in their object; and he ment of his committee. That was a model for
thought, that if a commission were appointed, a commission of inquiry. The merits of the
it would be proper to put the gentleman he had present measure might certainly be more advans
tageously discussed ona future occasion. An
alluded to into it.
Mr. Bathurst conceived that the bill went instance of the good effects of inquiry was to be
mvch farther than was originally contemplated. found in the investigation which two years - Was it intended that the commission should had taken place into some alleged abuses in the
have the inquisitorial power of examining’ into administration of the Charter House, when it
the funds of the universities ? Would the house turned out that the allegation was almost, if not
2 ea
say, that this should be done, when no objection entirely, groundless.
Sir John Neavport observed, that similar obwas stated against their management? He might
also speak of the Charter-house, Harrow-school, jections to those urged against the present mea~
and other institutions.

It was possible, that, by

lapse of time, and some inattention, abuses might
occur; but that was not an argument why the

foundations of the universities were to be put
into the hands of a committee, when no imputation existed against them. If Westminster and
Winchester

were

excluded,

why

should

the

Charter-house be included in the commission?
He hoped the hon.and learned gentleman would
give them his own
Mr. Brougham

view of the subject.
said that, undoubtedly, the

right hon, gentleman (Mr. Canning) was not
committed, byagreeing toa committee pro formd,
to agree to either the principle of the bill or to
its arrangements. ‘The opportunity would be
னம் perfectly open to him to oppose the

‘There had appeared a

bill in its further stages.

general understanding in favour of excepting the
universities : and without stating that exception,
the bill would have extended to them. His noble
friend had complained of this exception ; and
he agreed with him, that if no abuses existed,

sure, had been adduced,

when he moved for an|

inquiry into the fees demanded in courts of |

justice.

‘The prosecution of that inquiry, how-

ever, had produced none of the inconveniences|
which were apprehended. It had supported all

his previous statements, and ver

considerable

advantage had attended the publication of th
reports of the commissioners.
்
‘Mr. Peel was of opinion that the hon. baron

|

of an”
had not been very felicitous in his choice

of inquiry 1”
illustration ; for the commission
i
which he alluded bad been appointed: by the
crown, in consequence of an address of that |
house. His hon. friend’s objection was not to”

inquiry, but to the proposed mode of it. He |
in taking
thought the right hon. baronet justified
credit to himself for his exertions inprevailing.

on the house to-take that measure, but the form —
of the proceeding was as he had described it.

|

Tt did not appear to him that the hon. and learnet—
gentleman was much more fortunate 10 his ee |
gument on this question, since he had foun
|
the universities could haye no apprehension or necessary to declare, that the susp தட்
fear from an inquiry. But he thought, that tained against the public schools now un ler con~
those -great bodies would more

உ

truly consult

sideration were without foundation. Was ceery
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any ground for extending those suspicions to the
universities, or did any one ever surmise that

ti

12

s

[ise

Of a former occa-

r to interfere with

there was any ground for believing that the free Jabour; but the house

children in a situation in whi
protected against excessive
dical men,
the clergymen, in fact,
cable to all the great free schools of the country. ersons who were not engaged in this
Mr. Brougham observed, that the report of ine of business, had petitioned th
the committee distinctly proved that the funds, protect these poor little children from the
both of the Charter-house, and of Christ’s Hos- rious consequences of exhausting their stre
pital, which were created to provide for the and, as it was a matter of such serious imporeducation of the poor, were how directed to the tance, he trusted that the house would go into
education of the rich. The zeal and activity of a committee, to see if any thing could be done
‘Mr. Waithman had been eminently exerted
in to afford them any relief. He therefore moved,
bringing to light abuses of this nature in the| that the house should resolve itself into a comlatter establishment. When the committee first mittee on this bill.
‘The question having been put from the chair,
commenced their inquiries, the conductors deLord Stanley rose and said, it was true that
nied that they had any thing to do with the education of the
poor; but being called upon to several petitions had been presented by medical
funds of those corporations were misapplied?
Tt certainly was his own wish to see the inquiry
rendered more comprehensive, and made appli-

produce their

charter, the first

three lines shewed

that the charity was originally instituted for the
benefit of the lower orders, or poorer classes of
society. It was the committee, and not those
gentlemen, who had a right to complain of what
passed on that occasion. They had begun by
demurring to the authority of the house, and in-

men, and other respectable persons, but those
petitions, ought not to be deemed conclusive.
This was a case that involved a very material

question, and it deserved the most serious consideration of the house. Abuses had certainly

existed in the cotton-manufactories, and, with a
view to remove them, the hon. baronet had inquiring, whether the committee were aware of troduced his former bill. But the bill now before _
the names and rank of the governors, who were them stated, that that act had become insufficient
many of them members of the house of peers. for its purposes. In what, he would ask, was
The committee replied that they were, and it it so defective? In what way had it proved to
was on that account they called upon them as be so ineffectual? Had this bill been confined to

stewards to give that information which they
had no means of compelling noble lords to com-

the regulation of apprentices,

have had any

he should not

objection to it; but, as it went to’

interfere with free labour, he objected to it most
strongly. He knew of no precedent in the laws ,
of this country for the adoption of any such
measure. He considered the principle of free
Corron Factories Bit1.] Sir Robert Peel, labour to be inviolable by the laws; but still he
on moying that this bill be now committed, ob- did not mean to say that the legislature had not
served, that the proper opportunity for those power to make such provisions as it might deem
an |) who had an interest
in opposing its further pro- most expedient for the regulation of a trade
of ¥ gress, had passed by, but that it was not his de- which was found to be injurious to health, But
y- @ Site to take any advantage of this omission. this was not a new trade; it had been exercised
great length of time; and it would reThe former bill which he introduced related for a
only to apprentices : the present was of a more quire the most satisfactory evidence to shew,
extensive nature: it was brought in to protect that it affected the morals, or undermined the
municate.

The result was,

that the committee

were perfectly satisfied with the nature and extent of the information which they received.
The bill was then committed pro forma.

ஒரு
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children of very tender years, who had no pro-

tectors, and, therefore, it was to be hoped that
those children would be protected
by that

) house. (Hear.) The hours of labour during which
those poor children were employed were not less
than fourteen hours in a day: this was more

constitution, of those who were engaged in it.

The minimum of age would have little effect, as
the manufacturers did not wish to employ persons of such tender years.

But if these children’

were not employed, their parents could derive
no benefit from their labour, and, consequently,

their means of providing for their families must
wish to afford them some relief. A variety of be considerably diminished. As to the general
petitions had been presented to the house, repre- Opinion, that the cotton-trade was not so benesenting the hardships under which those chil- ficial to health as many other occupations—for
than their strength could endure, and it was his

dren laboured. There had been petitions from
the town of Manchester, signed by 30 medical
persons of
great eminence in their profession,

and by 21 clergymen. The persons who signed
those petitions had no other interests than the
iterests of humanity;

ee

no other object

an to protect the children from excessive
labour, He believed that the ‘master-spinners

instance,

that

of agriculture—those

who

ad--

vanced that proposition ought to shew, that it

was

not only prejudicial, but he would say

poisonous, in its nature, in order to make this
bill the object of their experiment. This bil,

which its framers intended to secure such im~

portant advantages to children, would, he conceived, be very injurious to their parents. It

hemselyes thought the hours of labour much: Went directly to take awaya considerable por.
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of their profits. It would have the ci

ட ee en Gia ர மம நகர் மணி

"crease the difficulties under which the country

quantity of n
:
Jaboured in manufactures compared with other would be increased. ‘T!
countries. Mills worked by steam would have rious doctrine, thoagh Mr. Owen :;
a
great advantage over those worked by water. have experienced the fact at Lanark.
If
There were many instances in which it would be. ‘wished to do justice, they should re!
the ruin of labour, and it would offer a premium ‘bill to a committee to inquire into the
to those establishments that were situated in of the facts. He had no manner of int
large towns. Underall circumstances, he should the business, either directly or otherwis
moye, as an amendment, “ that the house do he wished to see the bill proceed upona pri

resolve itself into the said committee on this day foundation, and not upon ex-parte evidence.

four months.”

:

Mr. Peel said, that before he proceed
consider the main arguments of the noble
with respect to the principle of the bill. It he hoped he might be permitted to notice’
ought to be considered, whether the house were facts, by which he had endeavoured to
justified in regulating every branch of wade in rather an unfair impression against the bill.
the country, and ordering what degree of labour first of them was, that he had objected to
‘was to be endured by people in different trades. bill, because it was supposed to have origin:
If it were not for that view of the question, he with a gentleman who inculcated certain spet
might say, that any man who stood up to op- lative opinions on subjects of political econo:
pose mere questions of humanity, as such, Whether Mr. Owen was connected with
thes
would be run down; but he would say to the bill or not, was a matter of indifference to him,
house, * be cautious how you proceed in such a and he called upon the house not to reject a ji
business.” If that measure should be passed, dicious “measure because it might have the mi
those who were peculiarly interested were bound fortune to be supported by an indiscreet advoto look to what was to come afterwards. It might cate. The noble lord had then said, that he ob-}
be to discharge from those factories children jected to this bill being passed on ex-parte €
under 16 years of age, and then they would be dence, and he therefore wished the subject
thrown upon their parents, and from their pa- be referred to a committee above stairs. No
rents upon the parishes. In that case, it would he (Mr. Peel) would limit his defence of it to
not be bettering the condition of either the chil- ex-parte evidence—to that evidence furnished
dren or the parents. It was nonsense, he begged by the opponents of the bill themselves (hear
pardon of the house for the expression, but it hear), and from that evidence he thought 1
was really nonsense to say, that the children would not be difficult to convince the house0
would be improving themselves in the hours the necessity of applying a remedy
to the exist
when they were not employed; the event would ing evil. With respect to the principle of im
not be so, The time பம் be principally spent terference, to say that it was without a prett:
in idleness. If the children under 16 were dis- dent was contrary to fact: it had been constantly
charged, it might be asked would that be a be- acted on where peculiar exceptions from thi)
neficial effect of the bill ? The advantage would
neral rule called for a particular mode of 1
be thrown into the populous towns. And what, fief. Now, in his opinion, there were
pecil|
it might be asked, would be the effect on those arities in the cotton trade which called loudlj
factories out of the reach of population, where for their interference; and if the same pecill#
it was possible, that it they were obli
to arities existed in other trades, a remedy o
submit to all the regulations imposed by the bill, also in such cases to be applied. One pecu
they might not be able to carry them on at all? in the cotton trade was, that it was carried
Many mills were obliged to wait for water till in Jarge buildings, in many of which more th
other mills had used it, which would not agree at 1000 children were kept at work 12, 14, 208)
all with the regulations of the bill. Out of 16 fac- sometimes 15 hours. day—children of the mos

Lord Lascelles begged to say a few words

tories in a small district of the county of York,

15 were worked upon water. The mode of
conducting the business, it had been said, dete-

delicate form, and the most sickly constitutlo%}

working uniformly the same number of hous

with the others. It frequently happened, 100
riorated the population, and people’s limbs were that, from accidental occurrences, which stopped
lost a few hours, which they we
distorted by being occupied in such concerns, the mill,
so that they were not fit either for the army or afterwards bined to'fetch up by “extraie
the navy. ‘If, however, the limbs of persons Another peculiarity was, that the business ¥°)
were distorted, the whole nature of the business carried on ina heated atmosphere. In sora 7
b
should be altered, and one hour was not suffi- the finer branches it was necessary that oe
cient. He did not look upon the bill as pro- should be in such a temperature, that the!
ceeding entirely from the hon.-baronet; but the would adhere tothe fingers. In many
mie
share which he had had in it did him
t cre- atmosphere was polluted by small pieces6" ©.
dit. He believed, that it originated with a man ton done about. In a majority of mi ao
ணை...
who was well known from the public prints, temperature was exceedingly ae =
b prejue
Mr, Owen, who had wished to establish a new the opinion of medical men would

:
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ial to health, The numbers employed inthis
ade was another of its peculiarities. It had
been ‘said that, de minimis

non curat lex; but

dence of one of the opponents of the bill, in

which subjected them to earn their daily bread

உ

twelv hoursa

by the sweat of their brow; but necessary as

protected by this bill than in the case of apprenices. In the case of an apprentice, if he overorked it, he had to maintain it for seven years;

when asked what was the state of the school,
answered, “ the children of the cotton facto-

11,600

children

were

this was in the state and condition of society,
it
his bill, that it was an interference between pa- was incumbent on the legislature to sce that
ent and child, and affected free labour. But tasks were not imposed on them which must inevery parent told them, that he could not exer- evitably impair their health, weaken their frames,
ise a free discretion—that the only alternative and paralyse their future exertions. (Hear,
e had, if he did not choose that his child should hear.) paper had been produced by Mr. Sandwork the usual number of hours, was to remove ford, which was intended as conclusive evidence
at altogether, which he could not afford to do. against the bill, This was a return of the numihe noble lord (Stanley) had approved of the ber of children connected with the cotton trade,
@pprentice bill; but the master was much less who attended a Sunday school. No part of the
terested in protecting those who were to be evidence had more disgusted him, The masters

lyos@nother

(Hear, hear).

Mr. Lee, the partner

ர

51 an hon.
gentleman opposite (Mr. Philips),
bbserved in his evidence, that this bill would
bear more hardly on the manufacturer in the
ountry, than on him who resided in Manches-

it

opie? because

the Jatter was near the market of

she tbour—that is, if the child, should be overjeanvorked, the master had an opportunity of goin;
att

ன்ட் worked

He knew that it was impossible toexempt-

em-

alone

but here where the terms of the engagement
க were either daily or weekly, when the strength
nis! a child began to fail, it could be replaced by
ob.
ஸ்

நூ?

From the evi- them from the necessity of their condition,

ployed in cotton factories.—It was objected to

ted.

in Manchester at 11,600. Now, what must be
the effects in one town alone where 12,000 chil-

fsப ட

fanchester

ate
the

[sss

that maxim did not apply in this case ; ‘for the
number of children for whose sake this measure

was intended. was very great.

dy
wo)
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calculated the whole chil@Q4?89 cotton factories

fo this ன் market of = labour (hear,
hear, hear),
anc
2
்

je ofp procuring a substitute forhim. Tt was said, that
the consequence of this bill would be to dispenst
With the labour of children. But if the supply
bf labour was so much greater than the demand,
that proved to him that the interest of the mas-

fer alone was not a sufficient security against the
bverworking of the child.

It was said, thatin

ries are in as good héalth as the other children,
though they do not look as well.”
(Hear;
hear.)

%t was

also said, that “ the children

from the factories come to school as early as
the other children, except in some of the eyenings of the winter months.’

He was not insen-

sible to the blessings of education; but after
children had undergone 13 or 15 hours of bodily
exertion, after excessive labour had drained from

them every spring

of action from which intellect

or capacity could
arise, was it not. enough to
fill the mind with disgust, to see them transferred

to a writing master, to close the day? Education,
which was intended to be the greatest of blessings, was thus cgnverted into a curse. (Hear,
hear.j—It was also to be considered, that if a

child were employed fifteen hours in a factory,
this was not the whole of its labour. None of
them resided in the mill, but all lived at a greater
or less distance from it; and they must add,

Fotton mills great improvements had lately taken therefore, to the hours of. labour, the time taken
place; this was an admission that greater abuses | ini
going to and coming from it, in all weathers
had formerly existed. If this bill were thrown and in all seasans. He called on the house to
but, what security had they that things would admit—for he required no evidence to prove—
of
‘ot return to their former state (hear)? Among that it could not be requisite to the prosperity
the opponents of the bill was a gentleman of the this country, that such excessive labour should
ate of Sandford. He had addressed a circular be exacted of 12,000 children in one town. Aw
gentleman smiled when he said that he reetter to the masters of the different manufacto- hon.
les in Manchester,.to

ascertain the number of

hours of employment in each.

This letter had

Produced returns from 44 factories.

In one fac-

ory, the average number of hours was 12} per

Hay; in another 12 hours 50 minutes; in ano-|
er 18 hours; in another 12.5; in another 19
ours, But this return assumed another colour,
when they took the ek
number of hours|
iny manufacturer employed his people. Out of
hese factories 28 stated, that the greatest numer of hours their people were employed was
4. One company, Charles Richards and Co.,

mployed them 15 hours. A manufactory which
“ployed 600 people, of whom 246 were above

«ga® and 374 under i8 years of age, kept them,

yen an average, 12 hours at work. Mr. Sandford

quired no evidence. But could no evidence be
produced? Was there no evidence before the

house? If evidence were required, he had only

to refer to the petition which hehad himself had

the honour to present, signed by 30 medical

gentlemen and 21 clergymen.

The only an-

swer that had been given to that evidence was,
that one of the individuals was a most respecta—
ble person, but so guileless and good-natured,

that he would sign any ee that was offered to
him. But was ee man really misled by exces=
ae a ப
sive kindness, who could thinkat
jurious to employ 12,000 young childrea tor
oe every ty (Hear, hear.) But the noble
lord had taken his principal stand on the impo-

licy of interfering with free labour, as it was
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-ealled, He had admitted, indeed, that, during
‘this session, the house had in one instance interfered with free labour. ‘They had abolished
the practice of employing chides in chimneyBy that interference the
sweeping. (Hear.)
the principle of this
house had, in fact, ட
bill. It had declared, that neither the interests
of trade, nor the humanity of masters, were a
sufficient security fpr the proper treatment of

times as great as that 991281 ௦3% heal
of the kingdom. This was the sortof evi
which had been brought to disprove
t
dence of disinterested persons, of m¢
and even of persons who had.an interest
to the measure before the house.

The 1

cotton spinners of Ashton-under-Lyne,at
neral meeting, had declared that
it wat

necessar
regulated, though they preferred twelve’
ht
to con
is the difference. ‘he one bill abolished, the a day; they said, they were willing
other only regulates. But surely, if it were fit themselves to that number of hours, but
to abolish in one case what was insufferable and others would not do it; and therefore they
it was ft in another to regulate what be subjected to unfair disadvantages.
pernicious,
was excessive and injurious. (Hear, hear.) Evi- ton spinners of Halifax had come to th
dence had been adduced to prove, that long resolution. “With all this evidence, and
of the nature of the case,
continued labour in cotton-mills was most salu- knowle
t
tary according to that evidence, cotton-mills persuaded that the house would accede
principle
of
confining
the
hours
of
labo
face
the
on
spots
favoured
most
the
among
were
of the globe. (A laugh.) He should expect cotton-factories to. eleven and a half. (.
அடி
24
from the hon. members who gave this fascinatin; hear.)
Mr. Philips said, he felt much difficulty
description of the health of children employe
in‘cotton factories, an application td parliament contending against the humane and beneyol
to establish cotton-mills for the purpose of more feelings of members, especially as the
effectually providing for the health of his Ma- raised to an unusual ardour by the speech off
jesty’s subjects.
(Hear, hear.)
Amongst the right hon. gentleman, and by the means
instances which
had beens produced of the merly used to excite and inflame prejudice
as ts
healthiness of cotton-mills, was that of a mill the subject. If cotton mills were such
belonging to an hon. gentleman opposite. It were represented, he should at on
was giyen in evidence, that, in this mill, 873 « Sweep them away altogether.” He dis
children were employed in 1811, 871 in 1812, ed any personal views or interested motives
and 91 in i813. Among the 873, there were this question. (Hear, hear-) Great pains}
only g deaths; among the 871, 2 deaths; among been taken to excite prejudice, and out of do
the 891, 2 deaths; being in the proportion of suspicion was at work on this subject.
1 death in 445 persons. When this statement
was shewn to sir Gilbert Blane, he expressed
his surprise, and observed, that if the fact were
not stated by respectable persons, he should not
believe it; and being asked why he distrusted
it, he said, that the: average number of deaths
in England and Wales was one.in fifty (in 1801

there
had been 1 in 44.) ‘There were favoured
spots certainly, Cardigan, in which the deaths
in 74; Monmouth,

in which

they

manufacturers of cotton were objects of

lity to the manufacturers of piece-goods,)
were desirous of reducing the productive pi)
ine
of cotton manufactories, in order to
Amongst cotton-spll
their own exports.
themselves, too, there were jealousies and@

sions. Some employed children, others7
ployed apprentices; among the latter, the?
baronet, who brought forward the bill,had
self been.

‘Those who

employed

appretts

were as 1
p!
were 1 in 68; Cornwall, 1 in 62; and Glou- were under the regulation of an act of
cester, 1 in 61; yet in the cotton factories they ment; and they, conceiving that they were”
were stated to be as 1in 445! That elegant poet, disadvantageously situated, in comparison!| ்
wished
Mr. Thomas Wharton, had addressed. an Ode to those who employed free labour,
*7)
condition.
own
their
to
latter
the
duce
:—
lines
these
with
Health. It began
was
an
impression
created,
cell,
craggy
© Within what mountain’s
parliament would reduce the hours ©
« Delights the goddess Health to dwell 2
without
reducing wages.
in
spots
different
the
described
having
‘After

which it might be supposed she would be found—

«the tufted rocks” and “ fringed declivities”
of Matlock—the springs of Bath or Buxton—
among woods and streams—or on the sea shore
—he is at last unable to discover ‘her, and anxii
ously inquires,
“ Tp what dim and dark retreat,
«The coy Nymph fix’d her fay’rite seat 4

Now, what would have been the surprise of
the poet, if he had been informed, that this dim
retreat was the cotton-mill of Messrs. Finlay and
Co.at Glasgow?

(Much laughier and cheering.)

‘The salubrity of this mill appeared to ‘be six

mention these facts, to account

which had been presented in favour of the |
and when it was also taken into accounh 52
easy it was to procure signaturesto any
which purported to be for an increase ©
and a reduction in the hours of Tabou

ன்

easy it was to procure signatures by priva®
parte representations, the petitions
@ matter of surprise.

The

advocates

bill dealt in general assertions which it vt"
ficult to disprove, but which had been
11 4
disproved when they had been founded

gible statements.

It was said thatcchildres

ஒவ

டவ
க ம

பஷ கட்கு Phe

oe

Ow ch

Qh! but, said the noble lord, here

கூடவே

children.
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ford’s evidence’ hac
“cotton mills were inferior to other children—1.
in education ; 2.in morals; $.in health. It had
been proved in opposition to this, that the number of children employed in mills, who attended
to that
Sunday schools at Manchester, was equal
‘of other children; that their morals were as
good, and it would have been strange if habits of
order, industry and regularity had produced immorality. As to their health, if the house, instead of looking to opinions without any facts
stated in support of them, looked to the facts
themselves, and to opinions founded on an ex-

omitted, viz. that when

a Sunday school had club!

their support in case of sicknes

out in the year by those employe
0
mills was 2s. o}d. the sum drawn out by
others, 3s. 1d. for each.

In one large factory,

only 5/, had been received for poor-rates for the

whole year; and in 1816, a year of the greatest
distress, one factory had contributed 24/. to a
soup society. The right hon. gentleman had.
that the children were worse off
amination of them, they would find that the complained,
the control of their masters
statements respecting their health were as de- and more under but that was not the case;
as those respecting their educa- than apprentices;

yoid of truth,
now go home, and be attended to by
tion and morals. Dr. Henry, Dr. Broadsworth, they could
an advantage which the proposed
parents,
their
in
that
e,
evidenc
borne
had
s,
and Dr. Symond
would destroy. ‘Taking children

hospitals there was
‘factories. Even in
only 1in 12. Mr.
‘stated, that cases
formity were much

not 1 in 12 from the manuthe female wards there was
Ranson, an eminent surgeon,
of white swelling an demore common to weavers

regulations

from their parents, and placing them under the

control of others, had excited a great outcry in

the discussion on the poor laws: it was equally
impolitic in the present instance to attempt what
never could and never ought to be effected. In
"* than cotton-spinners, the latter being less exa country like this, it was dangerous to violate
,
Morris
Mr.
ature.
temper
of
s
posed to change
the most perfect freedom of arrangement bein
that,
d
declare
had
‘another eminent surgeon,
tween wages and labour. It was not eno' ch to
were
es
factori
the infirmary, cases from cotton
under the impulse of humane feelings alone.
act
The
less numerous than from other trades.
many things were essential, beright hon. gentleman’s representations were To real charity which, when indulged indisalmsgiving,
sides
fact.
on
d
founde
them
of
all
being
from
very far
provoked the very evils it wished,
The surgeon of the Manchester workhouse had criminately, and caused nothing but idleness and ,
alleviate,
to
intertive
legisla
of
fayour
in
declared himself
In the exchange between wages
ference before he had examined into facts; but discontent. interference must have a most pers
labour,
and
his
sed
confes
he had after a minute examination
‘The effect of interfering on
error, and had proclaimed the balance to be in nicious tendency.
to
Those who behalf of the Spitalfields weavers had been In
favour of. the cotton-factories.
manufacture in Cheshire.
that
establish
to
was
it
t
difficul
how
knew
ster,
Manche
knew
now petitioning for the
get the medical men there to agree in the same Cheshire they wereand the result would be, to
interference,
same
proverwas
there
eement
Opinion. ‘Their disagr
drive the manufacture from Cheshire also, The
bial. (A laugh.) When he had mentioned to labour
of cotton-factories was nothing compared
was,
opinion, the reply
a friend Dr.Hear
of other employments, and yet
« You know that if Dr. Henry thinks one way, with the labour
every exertion, were hardly able
Dr. —— is sure to think another.”’ (Hear, hear.) the others, with
Suppose in those
Many medical men, who had put their names fo procure a subsistence.
say, “ Take care of your
to
were
one
any
cases
so
done
had’
they
ed
that
regrett
ns,
petitio
.to
since they had made an

certificates,

that

accurate

inspection:

the factories enjoyed good

health, and were well ventilated, were signed by

Drs. Henry and Hamilton, who had originally
signed petitions for legislative interference.
through all the
Medical men were now going

health; you will hurt your constitution;

will bring on disease.’
of labour were fixed in
quence would be, that
starved into rebellion.
we had been able to sell

you

Suppose a maximum
other cases, the consethe workmen ‘would be
The low rate at which
our manufactures on the

in consequence

of the low rate of

continent,
depressed the continental macunvarying to shew, that the condition of the labour here, had. raised the English much more
and
nufactures,
any
in
than
better
es
was
people in cotton-factori
could do ; and if the legisOther: this assertion was made on the most than any interference

factories in Manchester, and all authorities were

conscientious

conviction.

In

other factories,

lature interfered now, they would

repress the

e8 5
man
the work and wages were irregular; in the cot- English, and raise the continental
to sell on the con‘ton-factories both were uniform, and all were but if our produce continued
must afford more
compelled to admit that the Jabour was light ; tinent, the increased demand
higher wages for our workmen
they were therefore better clothed and better eA employment and
hours of work now were
than others. The right hon. gentleman had ex- there. The general
from
twelve
to
twelve
and a half. The tention
propor
small
very
the
at
lity
‘pressed incredu
would be, first, ‘to in‘of deaths in the factory at Glasgow; but the dency of interference
less and
crease wages—workmen would do
persons employed there were in the. most receive
would
population
of
increase
an
m¢
y period of, life, and, therefore, there was
‘health
e case, and the increasnothing incredible in the statement. Mr. Sand- follow on this comparativ

—

9...
es
, 001233,
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n Factories Bill.
ed competition for labour must in the end lower as well as the existence of
‘wages; while the temporary increase of price, oe ruinous to ow!
n
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consequent

on

a temporary increase of wages,

would give the continental manufactories a start,|
by enabling them to sell at a lower ‘price than
ourselves, and thus by lessening our sale, letsen
the demand for labour, while the demand for
loyment was increasing. Messrs. Lee and
Holdsworth had reduced
the hours of labour m
their factories, and the people, instead of being

of false honour-was

created

whic

difficult to cope with : the present
a temptation to all such combinations by

ing petitions, and promising little work and
wages. But the house ought to know that t)
petitions were obtained by disorderly wor!

Meeting at public-houses, and forming
selves into central committees.

‘The pur

better off, had been much worse off, and.more those who petitioned for the bill was to
discontented, and had withdrawn their subscrip- the hours in order to increase the wag
tion from the sick-fund. Here, then, the very Tabour. This, certainly, would be the.
experiment had been made which the house ‘its effects. But he besought the house to
wished to attempt. An hon. baronet had said, sider where they would stop if they inte
that there were no petitions against the proceed- in the present instance. Every other cla:
ings of 1802. But the factories of Manchester manufacturers would come forward with th
‘were as improved at that period as at the present demands, and the regulation introduced
in
day. Rea this improvement was not confined case could not be refused in others. The
to one, but was common to all. Mr. Birley’s ciple now introduced would extend to 8
factory was very well conducted, whatever ‘There was no peculiarity in the case of the
might have been said of it, and none could be cotton-spinners that did not extend to other
found in which disease was prevalent.’ There manufactories. ‘The linen and the woollen mi
was also a strong fact to shew that the factories nufactories would require a similar regulation
of Lancashire were not inferior to any others. He had been in some woollen manufactories)
By the returns to the committee on the poor and he found no other difference between them
Jaws, the number per cent. who received relief and those now under consideration, except thi
in Lancashire was less than in any other county, in the former a greater quantity of oil was used)
except Cumberland ;. the number was five: for and of course there was a much worse smell
Cumberland, and five anda half for Lancashire. ‘With regard to the linen manufactories, ther
in Buckinghamshire thirteen, in Wales seven, could be no reason why they should not be ௫
&c. The amount too of relief per head was less gulated as well as the cotton, except that in tht
in Lancashire than in any other county except latter case the yarn was exported, and in tht
. Cumberland, 10s. in Lancashire, 95. 9¢.in Cum- former not, a distinction which might soot
berland; and 20s. or 26s. in some other coun- cease by such a violent interference with labotl
ties. ‘These facts were incontrovertible, and the as the present bill would in principle authoriz#)
inference was, that the cotton spinners were Any person who considered the subject woul
well off. If the present principle of interference see that the same abuses, if abuses existed, welt
‘were to be applied, there was no manufacture or

employment to which objections might not be
made: the farmer was exposed to the inclem» ency of the seasons, and subject to’chronic complaints. Mines were of all places the most notoriously unhealthy, especially lead mines. Potteries were far from being salubrious ; and the
Speaker himself, sitting in that chair, went
through more labour, in a

single session, calcu-

to be found in all our manufactories, and, ther

fore, that they ought all to be regulated on thi

principle which would admit an interferent
with one.
=
ட

Mr. W. Bootle wished to say only a few words:

His attention had been long turned to the sub:
ject before the house, and he zealously 80000
the bill. The petitioners for its passing

great weight with him, and வ் have greet

lated to impair his health, than the people in a influence on the house. Among them wee
well regulated factory endured for a whole year. found not only clergymen and physicians, bit
Confinement,

he would

effect upon the

house.

allow,

complexion—it

must

haye an

had in that

magistrates.

‘The statements against the bill

came from people whose interests were oppos¢

They had not within their walls the to it, while those who supported it by the!

ruddy complexion of the husbandman, except
in a few instances. ‘The temperature of factories, whatever had been said, need not in general
be above 63.

Some

fine spinning, indeed, re-

petitions and representations from withouh
could have no other interest to serve than a
of humanity. The hon. gentleman spoke ‘

the effect that the Bao

might have in

quired 74; but not more than 700 people in the creasing population, and creating paupers- 37
whole kingdom were employed
at that tempera- was an er not 2 ப ட. on fe ட்ட
ture. However, nothing could be done by inter- to be compensat
€ ZOO!
21 1
்
ference but mischief, and it was most dangerous produce. YT he ரட்ட who supported
to manufactures, by producing combinations it were so disinterested as to give it their 20)
oH
among workmen. (Hear, hear.) Gentlemen currence, though it might subject them,
pees
might cry hear! but he should conceive it his| a8 to the ‘views of the hon. gentler
duty on all occasions to speak against combina-

tions so destructive to the happiness and morals,
6

additional rate for the poor.

Maelo

said about the danger of interfering with

’
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she proved nothin9@4 24 favour;
he had
as a general principle; but ‘the house had al- nately,
்
ready during this session interfered with labour probably sound
‘ould not reside in the
in
the case of the chimney-sweepers’ bill; factory with which the right eee
which had passed, as it were, by acclamation; “had been connected. He contended, that it was
and therefore it OUR bea

consistency, to sacri

wholly

inexpedient to legislate on

டப்

of

disfice the objections which were brought from this this kind—the remedy was worse than the
ease, for it would drive people from a healthy
source.
2
He regretted
Mr. W. Smith said, that he did not wish to to an unhealthy employment.
drive men to combinatiohs, by refusing them a that the hours of labour were so long; ‘but if
fair reward for their labour, and as great a re-| they were shortened, as Mr. Owen had done,
duction
of that labour as was consistent with the superiority of British manufactures on the
continent would be at an end. He cautioned
the house against being run away: with by a
த of humanity, of which the
attached to our cotton-manufactures, but did not mistaken
think that he was right in his apprehensions of statute-book
afforded too many instances. In a
the due interest of the master.

He agreed with

his hon. friend in the great importance he

w/a

great many cases the bill would compel the
master-spinners to dismiss all persons between
the ages of 9 and 16 years, and those poor
children would be thrown upon the world without means of support, for no poor-rate could be
He insisted,
the age at which persons might enter the cotton- competent to their maintenance.
factories, and the number of hours which they that children employed in cotton-factories were
should work each day. Into the consideration| more healthy than in many other nate cae
1
of what was the proper or the exact number of | and referred to the evidence to shew
hours he would not now enter. He would put was the uniform opinion of practical men:
it generally, ought persons under the age of 12 theoretical speculations were comparatively of
to be employed from 18 hours and a
to 15 little value, He putit to the house, whether,
hours a day in a cotton-factory; and was it not with the contradictory testimony before it, it
injurious to their health and growth to be so | was prepared to legislate upon the subject—to
employed? He did not object to the employ- regulate free labour, and to interpose between
ment of children; but was it fitting that they father and child? He believed that the hon.
should be confined to labour in a close manufac- | baronet, the author of the bill, meant very well,
(இ. tory, longer than adults in agricultural labour but that he executed very ill; he found no fault
or in other healthy employments? His hon. with his motives, but Bae his measure; he had
friend had said, that the eare of their children never heard of a bill so full of inhumanity and.
ought to be left to parents, who would not allow mischief, and should give it-his utmost opposi்
them to work longer than it was conducive to tion.
Mr. J. Smith supported the measure, referring
their welfare; but, in using such an argument,
he had
டன் that the parents confessed their to the abolition of the slave trade, which, at
inability of themselyes to limit the labour, by first, by the planters, was called a measure of
applying to the house in their petitions for the inhumanity and mischief, and yet was now adpassing
of the present bill. Much had been mitted to be one of the greatest blessings that
said of the means employed to procure these had ever flowed from parliament. He contended,
petitions, and of-the representations put forth that the important allegation in the petition of
to influence the decisions of the house. But the workmen of Mr. Owen had not been conit ought to be recollected, that if representations tradicted, namely, that in the shorter time of
were made on the one side, they were likewise work they were able to spin quite as much cotton
the injury which the present bill would produce
with regard to them. He concurred with him,
eral 'y, on the impropriety of interfering with
labour on indefinite grounds; but here was
something tangible and definite, in regulating

ERS ER LEER!

made on the other, and that, too, by persons

as when

they laboured a

ter number of hours

who had more weight than those unprotected in the day. (Hear, hear.) In supporting the
individuals, and an apparently
greater interest bill, he acted merely from motives of conscience
ட் the opinions of many
to stimulate their zeal. The evidence of physi- and conviction,
cians and others, who having no personal interest most respectable individuals to whom he was
to serve, could not be supposed to have a wrong under great obligations, and who had made
bias, was in favour of legislative interference, many powerful representations to him. |
All the members of the faculty, from Machaon
Mtr, Robinson admitted that the question was
down to doctor Solomon, would be found to surrounded with difficulties. Although, gene-

declare, that children of the age alluded to rally, it was impolitic for the house to interfere
could Hot, without injury to their health, work in regulating matters of manufacture and comso long in factories as children meant to be protected by the bill now did.
ன்
Mr. Finlay protested against the introduction

of fresh evidence after the inquiry
committee had closed.

merce; yet there were cases which set all general
rules at defiance. This was, perhaps, one of

‘those cases, and the first doubt

he had felt upon

before the the subject was, whether it would not be neces-

The Toh hee. gentle-

man had brought forward a most extraordinary
witness—the goddess of health; but, unfortu-

sary to carry the measure into other manufactures; but, upon this subject, the publications

circulated with so much industry appeared —

}

....
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_

he _ Mr. Grenfell was anxious to obtain some ins
fair formation from the right hon. gentleman on.
the another topic relative to the loan, upon which
uncertainty at present prevailed, The
his | great
gr
factories few men time was at hand for paying in 15 per cent. on

fallacious. Before he made up his mind,
_ waited for this debate, and after a full and
discussion he was decidedly in favour of
bill. (Hear.) One main fact o perating upon
mind was, that in the cotton
-were found much beyond 4@

years old, which

shewed distinctly that the employment was such
as to be injurious to health and longevity.
‘The house then divided :
d

Ayes, 91—Noes, 26.
ட் ‘The house accordingly went intoa committee,
ut

the new stock, and he understood that the Bank
refused to those who wished to transfer from

the 3 per cents, the favour of so doing
in their own names. Now, it was well
that many eminent merchants,

unless
known,

and other indi-

viduals, had large sums yested in the name of
their bankers, and it was obvious, therefore, that

்

Mr. Finlay protested against any farther proceeding upon the bill this night, after haying
been occupied in the discussion for so many
hours, and expressed his resolution to avail him-

this regulation on the part of the Bank, must be
productive of much inconvenience. .What he
was desirous

of ascertaining

was, whether the

right hon.
gentleman intended to support the
self of the forms of the house to give the bill Bank in their adherence to this regulation ?
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that a
every obstruction in his power.
Mr. Lambton observed, that the objection as complaint of this nature had reached him shortly
to the discussion for a few hours, came with a before he entered the house. The rule adopted
very ill grace from those who were so indifferent by the Bank was, to require either the actual
about the laborious occupation of children for signature of the proprietor, or a letter of atso many hours each day. (Hear, hear, hear.)— torney, to the exclusion of a mere representaAfter some desultory conversation, it was agreed tion of a third party. It appeared to him that
that the chairman should report progress and this principle was quite regular, as the subject
now presented itself, but it might be expedient
ask leave to sit again.
Loan Bit.] The Chancellor of the Exchequer in the committee to frame some provision with
moyed the second reading of this bill.
. a view of meeting this difficulty.
The bill was then read a second time.
Mr. Grenfell observed, that as he understood
an agreement had been entered into between the
right hon. gentleman and the Bank, by which
the Bank were to receive 800/supon each million
HOUSE OF LORDS.
of money deposited by the subscribers to the
loan of 3,000,000/. and 400/. upon each million

of exchequer-bills, he wished to give notice, if
this information

was

correct,

that he should

oppose this arrangement as an extravagant grant,
without any
foundation in justice or equity,
when the bill should come into the committee.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed that
the committee was the proper stage for entertaining thatmotion.
It relatedto a distinct clause,

aed might, if it should be the pleasure of the
house, be struck out, without prejudicing the
other parts of the enactment.
Mr.,Grenfell now wished to put a question to
the right hon. gentleman on a point, with re-

spect to which a great deal of doubt and some
agitation had lately prevailed. It was desirable
that it should be clearly understood, whether

~ the subscribers to the loan would be at liberty
to fund any part of their respective portions
according to their own convenience or discre-

tion, or whether no option was left but that of
ம
funding the whole, or none.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer admitted

Tuesday, April 28.

Water

Compantes.]

chester presented

The Bishop of Chi-

a petition

of

several of the

vestrymen of the parishes of Saint Giles in the
Fields and

Saint George,

Bloomsbury,

in the

county of Middlesex, setting forth, “ That
having long experienced the evils of a monopoly in the supply of water, the vestry and
many

other inhabitants of those parishes, did,

in February, 1810, by petitions to the legislature, and otherwise, render all the assistance in
their power towards establishing in their neighbourhood a competition in the supply of that
necessary article ; and that by an act of parliament soon afterwards passed, the company of
proprietors of the West Middlesex Waterworks were authorized to extend their works
so as to supply those parishes with water from
the river Thames; that with the view of protecting the inhabitants of those parishes and
the public from another monopoly and its injurious consequences, a clause was inserted in the
said act, whereby the said company
were restrain-

privileges
that the question put to him by the hon. gentle- ed from selling or disposing of the
or
powers
thereby
vested
in
them,
and were
and
intelligible;
and
clear
man was perfectly
should
_he felt happy, therefore, in being enabled to only to take and demand such sums asunder
the
give him an immediate explanation. ‘The pro- be reasonable for the water supplied
Visions of the bill were certainly intended to provisions of the act; that, for the greater Prosecure to every subscriber the option offunding tection against fire, a clause was inserted in the
said act, whereby the company are required to
either the whole or a part of the proportion
amount of exchequer-bills limited by the terms place upon every main-pipe in every squares

of the original contract.

street, and place, a fire-plug, and to deliver 4

5
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nd.
of

egular,
ei

tribunals:
rtunity:

ying

the defect

“hours
| loudly complained
of o ee
i.
land circuits
daly one
a judge
eaon’
de
circuits, viz.ofFshaving
having only

. “ At Lancaster,
toa most
heavy calendar, are the Spring circuit to Pe a the ——
௮
ne
wel
mt
added in general not less than 180 causes, in- criminal trials.”
volving
in them, as may naturally be imagined
Rippon WeAvers,] A farther reportof mifrom the site and population
of the palatinate, nutes. of evidence, taken by the committee
of
questions of the highest importance, as well on ribbon weavers, was presented, laid on'the table,
commercial as on other points.
and ordered to be printed.
ட்
a
Looking, therefore,
to all the circumstances
. Orricers Wipows’ Pensions: ] Mr. Lyttelwhich accompany this view of the subject, and ton, in rising to submit his promised motion on
considering it just, that these counties should this subject, observed, that he felt himself to:be
not be deprived of those advantages which are in a situation of considerable difficulty, in conpossessed by all the counties within the United
Empire,

your committee beg leave’ to recom:

mend,, that

such measures

should

be taken as

would divide the present northern circuit into
two separate circuits, the one comprehendin
the counties

of Westmoreland,

Lancaster, an

sequence of a late order containing a modification of the regulation which it was-his object to

have recalled; but he felt still, that the question.
stood not merely on grounds of generosity,
but
of strict justice to the army. He had, therefore,
not thought it right to waive his intention of sub-

Cumberland, and the other including those of mitting a motion, If a system of rigid economy
York, Northumberland, and Durham. No-ob- were proved to be necessary in all branches, he,
jection could

arise, under this arrangement, as

to the attendance of an enlightened

for one, was yery ready to agree to it; but if

bar, for, it went to. shock the common feelings of the

with the proposed alteration, there would still country, then, what was not absolutely necesremain to each

of these divisions, as much, if sary,

Was

unjust.

It was

not

the question,

not a larger extent of business, than is gene- whether they were to be generous to the army,
rally transacted upon every other circuit in but whether government ought to keep faith with
England.
த
it, After 50 or 60 years, or perhaps: near a
“To carry this plan into its full execution, and century’s practice, ought the terms with the
to give it that weight and authority, which in- army to be altered.in a way most galling to the
terests of such moment. demand, your com- feelings of individuals? Was it not highly
Mittee are of opinion, that the duties which
ட்ட that good faith should be kept? By
belong to it, should only be intrusted to the warrant which had been issued on this
established judges of the land: whether the ject, it appeared, that any officer’s wife who
pert limited number of that highly respected had become a widow since the 25th of Decemly will permit such an addition of labour, ber last, was not to receive the pension allowed
to her husband’s rank, if she posmust be left to the further deliberation of the her according
house; that head of examination not falling, sessed any annuity from government, or any
as your committee apprehended, within the other income equal to double the amount of
precise limits of their instructions, they did not such pension. A second order had been lately
~ proceed to any regular course of inquiry which issued, confining the operation of the rule to
might embrace it, but in Jooking to the state of cases where the income might be quadruple to
the new trials before the Courtof King’s Bench, the pension, and exempting from it the widows
as connected with the northern counties, it of all officersat present married. But this modicould not escape their observation, that those fication was by no means satisfactory,
The
who now administer the justice of the country total amount of. widows’ pensions, including
have difficulties imposed upon them, which,
with all their zeal and activity, they are in some

instances unable to surmount.
“ Your committee,

_

in adverting to the sub-

stance of a petition from the city of Norwich,
which was referred to them by order of the
house, are called upon to observe, that the in-

Ireland, did not exceed

98,000/, and the sum

allowed to each: individual was comparatively
insignificant. The widow of a general officer
received

120/. a-~year—the

widow of a.

nel

90/.—of a lieutenant-colonel .so/—of a major
70/.—of a captain 50/.—of a first lieutenant 40/.
—and of a second lieutenant or ensign 36/. Thus
convenience there sustained, from the delay of the widow of a general officer, if her income from
the trial of prisoners, appears to have been so other sources amounted to 480/. was to have
great, that it would be highly expedient, for the the pension of 120/. denied her! It was n0tosake of public justice, that some remedy should rious, in the present state of, society, that the
be applied to the evil; and that if it is the condition of a gentlewoman could not be mainpleasure of the house to recommend, in what- டம
on so small a sum. It ae with the Be
ever way they shall think best, an augmentation
to the present number of the judges, such addi-

tional judges might be most usefully and bene-

ச

lord

(Palmerston),

unquestionably, to of

ட as he ப
¢ think he
fit,
termsட் of service in future,
n
whether handsomely ‘ar unhandsomely, to.
:

2
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sucha circumstance would have led to his re-

signation. ‘The pretence of econ
a bad appearance, when it

other respect was public
and that no retrenchments

they were most loudly calle

W

‘but

and

்

that, likewise, in m:

‘| been raised, by subscriptions

He felt con- thereof, for the purpose of securing

to

wi-

fident, that not only the feelings of the army, dows of the officers of such corps certain small
but the sense of the public was opposed to the annuities, the benefit of which life-insurances
regulation ; with regard to which, therefore, he

should accept no compromise, but move for its
total and unconditional revocation. (Hear, hear.)
He concluded with moying, * that an humble
address be presented to his royal highness the
Prince Regent,
டம் forth, that this
house, being informed that his royal highness
thas been advised to issue the following warrant,

viz.—* George P. R.—By his royal highness

the Prince Regent, in the name and on the behalf of his Majesty: whereas we have deemed
it expedient to revise the rules and regulations
under which pensions are now granted to the
widows of commissioned officers of our land
forces, and to confine such pensions to those
applicants who shall appear, from the state of
their pecuniary circumstances, to be proper ob-

jects of our royal bounty; it is our will and
pleasure, and we do hereby

order and direct, in

the name and on the behalFof his Majesty, that
no pension shall be hereafter granted to the
“widow of any commissioned officer of the land
forces dying subsequently to the 25th of De.cember last, who shall have any other pension

and annuities will in many instances be
‘oly
lost to the said widows ihe warrant shall'ta
effect:—And that this house, though deeply
sensible of the necessity of curtailing the na+
tional expenses at the present
is yet humbly of opinion, that -unless all other means of

retrenchment are totally exhausted, it is no less

irreconcileable with the justice, than unworthy
of the generosity and humanity of the state, to

restrict,by any conditions whatever, grants of

such small
amount, to persons -peculiarly
less, which grants have been nobly and dearly
earned by the valour and conduct of the leaders
of his Mae intrepid and victorious troops:
—That this house, therefore, doth humbly intreat his royal highness to cause the said warrant to be‘forthwith entirely revoked, cancelled,
and annulled.”
:
General Dalrymple seconded the motion, and
traced the’ history of the bounty to officers’
widows to the reign of Charles TI. At that
period s000/. was devoted to that laudable purpose. He had conversed with officers who had
been half a century in the service, and who de-

government, or whose annual income clared that they had always understood the libeotherwise atising shall amount to double the rality of the country to extend to a provision for
Tate of pension assigned to the rank of her de- their widows. (Hear, hear.) Tt was for the
ceased husband. Given at our court at Carlton house to judge whether so small a saving was
House, this 17th day of February 1818, in the worth the loss of those grateful feelings which
fifty-eighth year of his Majesty’s reign. By com- the soldier was accustomed to entertain towards
mand of his royal highness the Prince Regent, the country in whose service he was engaged.
in the name and on the behalf of his Majesty. It should be recollected that officers of the army
(Signed) Palmerston:”—* This house doth were obliged to pay large sums for their com-

from

hambly represent to his royal highness, that missions, and in discharge of various necessary
the pensions heretofore
ட்ட ட. to the
widows of the officers of his Majesty’s land

forces, have never, within the memory of the
oldest officer in his Majesty’s service, been

expenses; and that thes commissions on their
death became again the property of the public.
The first regulation for interposing conditions
to the receipt of widows’

pensions was issued

in the said warrant, and have been

by a warrant of the crown during the reign of
Queen Anne, in the year 1708. By that warrant, the applicants were required to make oath,
that they had not a competency without them.

_ Yiages have been contracted, and settlements

bably the victory of Blenheim, and the general

practically subject to anysuch conditions as those
express

relied upon accordinglyby the said officers as
a certain and unconditional
provision for their
widows ; in consequence of which, many marmade, in which the said pensions were calcuJated upon by all the parties’ concerned, which
parties will be irremediably wronged, and seveஸ் the operaral of them grievously டக
tion of the said warrant:—That the sale of
commissions being officially permitted in the

டயல்
‘army, such transactions have been
numerous, in all of\ which the unconditional
pensions have been taken into account, and itis

morally impossible that the purchasers should
ever be indemnified for the loss they will have

Sustained on the difference between the price
Given for their commissions, and their. yalue as

This, however, was never acted upon, and prosuccess of our arms, had inculcated a sentiment

not very favourable to its strict enforcement.

A subsequent warrant, somewhat more
liberal 11
its tenour, was issued under George I. in the

year 1717.

Tt ordered, that the widows of

officers should have no other provision but their
pension in England or Ireland, but made no

mention of a provision from their husbands. In
point of fact, it had remained a dead letter, 20
widow having ever been called upon to give 2?
account of her circumstances.

It was not surp!-

sing, therefore, that the officers of the army
should have relied on the continuance oF theroys!

மோ
scribers to the new stock, for w
receipts, which receipts they afte

The inquiry had been delayed only in

quence of certain cane with
gress of which it would have interfered. “He
They. could not consider the objections of the hon,

050

ed into the books of the new stock.
~ also took the trouble of calculating the discount, gentleman, with respect to the clause in question, '
,
on early payments, and this was the whole of ‘well founded, or justly applicable to ac
’ the seryice rendered to the public, for which, which had been: uniformly made almost from

‘they were to be recompensed
by a fee amounting

to 800/, on every million of money subscrib-

: wean

funded.

400/. on every million of exchequer-bills
Now,

when the committee

adverted

the period of the revolution.

Allowances had|

been always paid for the management of ‘public

loans; and had‘ been larger when they were
}conducted by the South Sea Company. The

to the enormous peeks derived by the Bank
from the public balances deposited in their
hands, and recollected the very high rate at
which they were paid for managing the public
debt, he thought they would agree with him,
that the Bank might have been reasonably expected to perform this service for nothing. He
held in his hand a statement of the amount of

Bank did not merély act as receivers for the

public, but as judges of the accuracy of the
whole transaction. He
the amendment, on the

usage, and as not

objected, therefore, to
ground of immemorial

டட

quiry or recommendation.

by any formal in-

It was true, in ordi-

nary cases, that no allowance

had been: paid

on exchequer-bills, because they were always
fees received by them, upon the different loans carried to the exchequer-bill office for the purcontracted:
for during the last 17 years of the pose of being funded, and the Bank had no_
‘war, and the committee would be astonished to concern in the transaction. The present plan
learn that it was no less than $24,000). paid out consisted of a complicated system for the creaof the national purse for this trifling and insig- tion of a new stock, by means of funding exnificant service. (Hear.) He stated this in the chequer-bills. ‘The trouble and responsibility
far of an hon. director, who would correct on the part of the Bank were much inor
im if he should be mistaken in his representa- by the nature of this operation. In addition to |
tion. One observation or two he must now all the care required in the management of an
of
make with regard to the wording of this clause. ordinary loan, they had to keep the accounts
‘The fee in

question, he had reason to believe,

was originally given to the chief clerk or accountant, as a compensation for his private
trouble. -This, however, was when loans were

copay, small ; for,as they began to swell

in amount,
the Bank seemed to think it was
better to-put it into their own
pockets. He
must on this occasion repeat what Hie had before

the new stock, imposing upon them a consider-

able immediate and
ing

annual expense in the open-_

of a new office, and the employment of an

கம்பரசம் number of gles Tas இலக
yy applying the same
might have been enl.
Hone to the Aloe the new stock, bat to
this he had objected, and the sum

payable on

exchequer-bills was only one half of what was

frequently stated, that the only advantageous or payable on the loan of 3,000,000/.
Sir J. Neavport complained, thatthe effect of ~
effectual mode of investigating the transactions
between the public and the Bank, was by direct- this complicated arrahgement was to prevent
ing the inquiries of the finance committee to competition, and to throw the whole.transaction,
this subject.- He had always understood that into the hands of jobbers. The right hon...
by an open
tleman, he was convinced,ania
the object of பப
that committee was the
examination of every branch of the public ex- foe haye made a much better bargain for the
penditure. (Hear, hear.) What had fallen from country. As it had been conducted, he had
different members of
that committee had also been obliged to alter and modify his terms,
justified him in expecting that their attention according to the dictation of the Stock-Ex2
்
would have been directed to that now under change.
consideration.

He should, therefore, onan early |

The Chancellor of the Exchequer observed,

that whether a more open loan would have been
better or not in some respects, the charge 1”
that case for management would have been cop=

day, endeavour to persuade the house to appoint
another committee for this specific purpose.
The total amount of the charge for managing
the present loan was 13,200/. a part of which,
as he had already stated, applied to the deposit
of exchequer-bills, this being the very first time
that any charge of this nature had been made,
What was the motive or the ground for now
making it he could not conceive, but he thought

hon. baronet’s observations on the subjectoF

entire clause.

hear.)

it his duty to. move for the omission of the

Ooh RES

this: the Bank received the

2

TS

acquaintin;

siderably greater. With regard to the ugh.

the jobbers of the Stock-Exchange, and the neoF 5
fluence exercised by them on the conditions
the loan, he could fairly state that there never was
an operation of this nature effected more come

pletely in defiance of their endeavours.(

He ‘did not wish tospeak injuxiouslys

at

amendment, by

“exact nature o! the econ
tion was to be granted.

uni
, Lhe Chancellor of t

that he had already annoui
is inter
எக கரன் similar measure,
at a

peri

a

siete

__Mr. Tierney wished distinctly to und

yhether the measure was postponed,

different prisonins Scotland during three years froma consideration of time, and because it

preceding the sist December 1817, for

debts| could not be thoroughly discussed during

not exceeding one pound. 2. Of persons. so
imprisoned for debts exceeding one pound and

present
session. in ‘The
house hadthebeen. 5put ina
ee
ee
ன

and not exceeding five pounds; distinguishin
the number in each class so confined for a

taken place at his house, between himself’faa

under three pounds,

also above three pounds

வைத.

and
wisdom of learn
gentlemen
might arriye at
the desired object. He should conclade by
moving for the following accounts. 1. Shewing the number of persons imprisoned in the

gen

§

pian;

but another

meeting

the
|

those immediately interested in it, it was
with.
period exceeding one month, three months, an
drawn, for no better reason that he could con
six months, respectively. 3. Shewing when the ceive; than that it would offend many, and pre-|
prisoners became entitled to their Jegal aliment,| judice a
cause, at the next general
ன் with the amount thereof in thehighest election. (Hear, lar hears)
்
ன்ன:
and lowest cases.””
Lord Castlereagh deprecated the practice of
Mr. M. A. Taylor said, that some years back

a similar inconvenience existed in this country.
Persons imprisoned under decrees of courts of
conscience had remained in confinement. for
™many months.

Having turned his attention to

that subject, he had the honour to propose an
act to the house, which was afterwards passed,
to afford relief} and he begged to recommend
its proyisions to the notice of the hon. member.
Mr.

W. Smith hoped that gentlemen would

turn their attention to subjects. of this nature,

Tf there was any
of our laws, he

general ee

saenng motes, according
to the fancy of any

honourable member, upon the introduction or
postponement of important public measures. He
could not admit the propriety of such observa.

tions, ad ae ள்
oe
or fairnessof
utting
the least charitable construction on every
ன்

of the

government.

If the right

hon. gentleman really thought such a practice,
calculated to produce an effect, it would be wise

in him not to exercise it so frequently,

Mr. Brougham trusted that the country ban-

in the system kers won பயா understand how their interests
were affected by the present ‘situation of this

thought it would appear to exist

ina kind of exclusive regard to property, rather
than to life and liberty. He wished a latter
to be more fully considered.
‘The accounts were ordered,
Country BANK-Nores Bitz.] The Ghancellor of the Exchequer rose for the purpose of

question. _It had been distinctly acknowledged
that the principle of the measure was not aban

doned, but was to be again brought forward in

a shape somewhat different.

He entertained not

the smallest doubt that a similar measure would
be intreduced after the next election, and whea

a
the attention of the house to the subject circumstances would be more favourable to its
of a notice which stood at present for Monday success.
:
next, As it was not his intention to carry that
Sir J. Graham was glad to hear that the mea
notice into effect, it might be most convenient sure was to be postponed, although his satisto move at once that the order be discharged. faction was much diminished by the probability
He alluded to, the order for the first reading of | of its revival the next session. He believed its
the bill for better regulating the circulation of tendency to be very injurious to credit, and to
country bank-notes.

(Hear, hear, from the op-

position.) He was the more desirous ofmaking
i
a timely
intimation of the intentions of government to postpone this measure, as he had already
laid ite the house the views and opinions
which had indnced them toentertain it. It was
proper at the same
abandoned for the

some modifications
apprehension that

the means of securing the regular payment of

taxes. He had conversed with many eo!
tened persons on this subject, and he had
not

met with one who did not express his disap-

probation of it. It had already materially
shaker
confidence in the country, and caused a cons!
time to state, that it was only derable run on several banks. He had no ™present, from a belief that terest ini any country bank, but he entertain ed
were necessary, and in the a most
unfavourable opinion of the ப்
the discussions to which it and wished to hear that it was entirely

might give rise could not be brought to a close
during the present session.
(Hear.

quished.

்

:

The Chancellor of the Exchequer observed,

Sir M. W. Ridley congratulated the house on that he should not

fail to take the earliest op

the determination of his Majesty’s ministers to portunity of informing the house what were’
relinquish this measure for the present. He ultimate
ன்ட்
ல் is Majesty’s
govel
entreated the right hon. gentleman, however, if in reference
to
this subject.
os Se

Mr. Caleraft said, he understood that ட

_he valued the tranquillity of the country, not to
-leave the smallest ground for raising an expee-

tation that a.similar measure would be brought
forward at any other period. It’ was ‘of the

country
ர

bankers Ba meetin; pe
had

fairly s

5

ரர்

ர்

tions were to the principle of the bill, and that

வள

difficulties in the way
But the knowledge

வ

ted that there were
complete ee
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

I leased without paying bs.
was
to trespass op the time f the He
ho sey aad

அவைது

1991]

- Builaingof NRA.
oa ost beneficial regulation o the subject
சட் the present reign. . He had often viewed
it.as the greatest cruelty to an
unfortunate pau]

to be removed, on account ofa es

[20

‘| the increase
of p population, Bat the population

was increased in Ireland
too, and,
therefore, he
hoped, that the benefit of this measure would be
extended tothat country.
9 |
The Chancellor of the Exchequer assured the

ness,
to. a place where he would
be surrounded hon, baronet, that parliament and. the English
-with strangers, and where,
if he
vered, no. people were sensible of the merits of their Irish”
fellow-subjects ; and if more accommodation
of re- were necessary for the congregations in Ireland,
moyal was great,
and the ultimate burden to the which he was happy to Tearn were upon the

தடாரி Often much

increased by this crael increase, the house,

he had

+ ~He would take another opportunity of provide it most cheerfully:

no doubt, would

He begged to ob~

‘considering the: details of the measure, but he| serve, however, that this was not’ to be a grant

§
00% now avoid saying that உன்னப் it, from the consolidated fund, and that the exபணத்
:
improvement that.could.
pos ibly be chequers of both countries were now conMr, Lockhart stated instances
of the increase | _ The house then resolved itself into a com>
litigation which he had. lately remarked at mittee.

of

two; quarter-sessions..

In. one instance, the in-|

Sir 77% Scott objected to the clause which en-

crease was from 1 to 20; in another from 1 to abled twelve well-disposed persons to build a

3, He also mentioned instances of fraud and chapel, and appoint a minister with the consent

Amposition:by paupers having apprentices, and. of the bishop, as tending to disturb the tranby பதக்க ரகுமான் ம one parish and

-Moying to another parish,
taking houses,
rented so low as to. come under the law of settle-

quillity of the church by the introduction of
ical sectaries, and by infringing on the
hts.of patrons.

It was unworthy, too, in the

ment. These evils. required correction, and-he |< urch, to. depend on private funds for
hoped that this. measure would be rendered ‘crease or support. He objected also
language
of the clause; the expression
‘
ni
effectual.
disposed” was loose in the extreme,
Leave was given to bring in the bill.
்

its into the
“ well
and no

Loan: Bit
Mr. Brogden brought up the
-report of this. bill.

certain con

:

the parish might join with them; saat | the

~ Mr. J. Martinasked the right

hon. gentleman

ite, whether the subscribers of exchequer-

tion could be putupon it. Their

being householders of the parish was no protection; for strangers who did not belong to

his consent, he would06 exail s were allowed to pay-up
in full, whether any bishop refused
_ discount. were to be allowed ‘to them, and when posed to a degree of odium which he might be
very unwilling to encounter. A clause of this
the.
k was to be delivered to them?
. The. Chancellor of the Exchequer said, as to nature could not fail to encounter opposition in
the question whether the subscribers were allow- another place, and might endanger the success
ed to pay up in full, they certainly were allowed. of the bill altogether. He, therefore, moved its
3
்
No-discount was given, that being contrary to rejection,
The Chancellor of the Exchequer defended
the practice
cting exchequer-bills. As to
the third question, w
stock should be de- the clause, and thought that the church should
livered,it would be delivered as soon as the avail itself of all sources of assistance from priforms of the Bank would allow. He felt con- yate liberality. He could state, in answer to an
fident of the speedy consummation of that apprehension that had fallen from his right hon.
measure, having received offers from most re- friend, that this clause would not endanger the

bill in- another place. Those who were most
quarters.
clauses and amendments were then interested had been consulted, and had expressed
the bill, on the motion of the Chan- their acquiescence in it, ‘The clause would not.
rs t6 introduce sectarians ; it menthe Exchequer, and it was ordered to enable st
tioned only that twelve well-disposed “ housebe read a'third time to-morrow.
்
“BUILDING
or CHURCHES’ BiLL.] The Chan- holders”of the parish, and others, m1 ht build,
cellor of the Exchequer moved that the house re- and haye two presentations. As the law stood
already, nothing could prevent parties from
_ Solve itself into a. committee on this bill.

spectable:
Several
added to
cellof of

_ Sir F, Flood observed, that. one million of building, and preaching as long as

-fund.. for building churches in England.

Was (யார்,

i

to those7o
With respect to patrons, the clause

money, was. to be taken from the consolidated |doctrines the most opposite

nothing tobe done for Ireland? The fund was did not interfere with their right of presenta~
the
“the co
of both countries. Ireland con. ition; and as to its being unworthy of the
church to profit by private munificence,

right hon. gentleman must be aware, that a great

sroportion of the eburches at present existing
d been founded by

private. patrons.

He

‘could not, therefore, consent to abandon the
clause.

ர்

skeo

|

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

. Wrottesley opposed the cake ak key 4
the rights “of the | be

fo make a serious
i inroad on

established church. He hoped it:
Apes or brought forward in a separate |:

Mr. Bathurst was willing to give the clause| imself’ mig!

his support, because he did not wish ‘to endan-

ger the success of the bill, but-he would con-|sent to it only with some modification, It allow- |

object to

ed twelve persons, who might provide the ne

cessary funds for the building of a chapel, to

apply to the bishop for that purpose, and having:

பி
his consent to proceed in the erection
The subscribers were then | er
of the chapel.
to appoint life trustees, who might nominate
clergymen

for the first two

turns, the subse-

quent nominations to be in the incumbent of
the church

of the

parish,

|

might devolve.
or extra-parochial | presentation

plies in which such chapel should be built, un-

10

his" entire’
“Mr. Peel expressed’

jess in case of such chapel being made a district with every observation which fell from ‘his right”

church, in which case such nomination should hon: aad learned’ friend (Sir-W-.‘Scott). ‘The
be in the patron of the church of the original objectionable’ clause: did not ‘seem 160065
parish. Now it might so happen, that the |.connected with the est of the bill, and mig
part of the funds might be raised without: easily be detached fromit, ‘to be’
ல ட
ject of a separate discussi
the parish, and of course that the nominati
might rest with people not belonging to i vought to be introduced in a’
‘To the clause, as it thus

stood, he could not

determined on its own groun

t to
agree. He could not consent to the nomina- might be voted by itself ; if -wron 1 itigeal Hehe
was
tion being placed in the hands of extra-parochial be rejected without injuryto what
subscribers. He would therefore propose, when The consent of the house ought not to be|
i
‘the proper time came, some modification, making chased to an objectionable measure: hd
‘regulait necessary-for the majority of the subscribers with what was desirable, nor ought
4
tobe resident parishioners. No person uncon- tion of the latter to be hazarded by”
nected: with the parish could have a personal coupled ‘with the former. The bishop was0!
interest in appointing a christian instructor. allowed to judge by the bill of the source from
ட « well-dis78
. General subscribers: should not therefore be whence the funds: a
the necessary
to raise
persons””
allowed to exercise the right of presentation. posed.
He did not wish to check the liberality of indi- funds, ee வன்க ணர் to him and have his .
viduals which came in aid of the liberality of consent to the erection of a:place of worship,
நத்தை to promote so laudable an object as to which ‘the trustees elected by the majori
resided, would
erection of places of worship, but he did subscribers wherever they
not see how

the limitation he proposed could

the right of presenting twice. This description

of persois appeared
to him’ to be ‘as indefinite
as the result of their operations might be injuwithout any condition, and had evel gone be- rious to'the rights of the church. What

have that effect. The society which had been
formed for promoting this object had subscribed
fore parliament in

ப

ப்ட் for thePuno

laid down by the legis‘As no plan had been
Jature on which to proceed, and as no faith had
been pledged, there could be no faith broken
with them under whateyer regulations they:
were allowed to expend their subscriptions. In
the aid of
the case of parishes which received
parliament, that aid could be extended on any
conditions parliament chose : and one: of those
conditions ought to be, to limit the right of presentation, which might be given once or twice
as an inducement to co-operate to a majority of
௫
resident subscribers.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that

meant by: well-disposed persons,” when

the

term was introduced into an act of ‘parliament ?

Crime was defined by law, but he

heard of a definition of morality in a 81
How were we to measure good dispositions;

t

fe
OF:

ascertain the character of well-dis
675005)
‘by an act of parliament? He was confi
in
'his objections to this clause of the bill
the’

very concessions that had already been maces,
and the amendments introduced. In the

[dinal proposal of the measure, the

lwere to have the nght of
f
His right ‘hon. friend, the Chancellor of
\chequer, had now reduced this
வர் and ae r
there was not such a difference between: himself ie ன்
(Mr. Bathurst) spoke of one._
and his right hon, friend as might at first sight friend
appear. Faas be supposed that the majo- right? Tn the bill there was
rity of subscribers would be resident ‘parish--

the onal, proposiion. abandoned

subscribers,

So

ioners, and a-discretion was allowed to the the kind of fabrics to“be raised,
bishop to grant or withhold his consent, ashe} sion-made for their: repairs. . They

without

¢

ive a

certain 6

Those who pppoe, his plat

yerted,to the number of failures that had

place among country bankers. ‘They had | tended m
said, that out of 700 banks, 200 had given way. | cilation”

might
:
Tt was true that in 1816, a considerable number | government
thers, why fot 711101
bankers had failed; but when the} sia
of count
096 01 intere:
great number of bankrupts was referred to, it b Why be at the
when we can issue notes of our own withou
no means followed that there had been a tot:
Joss to those who held their paper. ‘Then it ‘assistance ofthe Bank of Pagend?» ட்
‘Was said, that a great number of licenses had ‘hon. gentleman had formed a pl n for
‘been withdrawn. “But what was the inference? stock debentures. “T! right” on.
‘The house might imagine any place in which shook his head; but 0
‘Did
agreat bank wasestablished. It was the object shaking the head, - Cr hai
yf such houses, on ee

days, to send a

clerk
to attend the inferior market towns in their
“vicinity, and he could not transact business
a license. There might, then, be a great

nom
f licenses issued, “all for one bank,
“Suppose
lve were originally issued, a dimi-

that he had ‘never contemplated’ that

that he was now disposed ‘to’ reli
because he found that it would not*s
‘Hear, hear.)—There ‘was another

considered!” According’ to this’ bill)

amount of notes might be Se
0/. for the ‘license, and’ that would

nution of business might induce the house to
withdraw five of them. He knew one concern !as a matter of course. “Any man
such a mahner ;
in which this had occurred. It was evident, 1/. and 2/, notines
therefore, that the

inference

which the sup-

means of circulation were so g

porters of the bill had drawn from the diminu- could say what might be the
on
‘of paper:
tion of licenses, must fall to the ground. “The such’ an inundati
whole ‘number of country bankers’ who had
true
“failed since 1814, amounted only to 60, and he'| tion. It was very

subjects that required the mo

ee

rd, that the London bankers who had|

“failed within the same period, had failed for a’

as large as that in which all the’
suinat least
‘bankers who had failed were deficient. | perly

t hon. gentleman had two objects in
்
one was 606 6011002006 04 17. 8ம்:
whether the Bank paid in specie or
9}. notes,
not: the other was, to pave the way for the
“Gssue of goyernment paper. The right hon.

‘Tt had been said, that -con:

evailed, in consequence of the

The Bank would pay in sp oe He

that’ alarm ‘had existed toa certain’
he was sure that it was much moreé'lin
gentleman hac confidently declared, that the had’ been generally imagined.” H
ck
metallic currency could not be kept up without lieve that any violent%

the assistance

லன

1. and 22. notes. | This’ the Bank proceedéd

கட

கவ்வ

ர்க

வலயக்
eee ‘was contrary to all experience, ex- prepare for the
cept for the last 21 years, in this country, and |
to the’ practice of every country in Would result to the cotin ty
anticipate:
Europe. How conld it not be kept up: what | so much the fashion’to

was the reason that it could not be, when the eect

ட. should be appointe

any means could ‘be
metallic currency, of France was kept up, without whether
any notes at all? ‘This was, however, a subject
that ought to be seriously inquired into. ~ It was settle’ some limit respecting

“Totsurely to” be taken upon the mere assump-

devisee”

the resumption couldbe bronght.th <b0ub
Hop, without
tiop; 6028 69 facilitate the resumpti

i

|
d

ture; but it was founded
on
‘which circumstances could
hon. gentleman had:

i

spoken at som:

the bill which he had

‘This was not

the

postponed

properly connecte

‘the pr

sent subject: but ie must. contend that patlia,

ment had a ight to call for security from those,
| a currency to represent the metallic
‘who

the country—a
power,
in effect,ts eS
ம
Y
that of coining, which, belonged:to

curr
ies

the sovereign.

If any man were

allowed

coin money to any extent, in what astate would | conti
the country soon
be? The first principle of the | had
re;
Measure was, to limit the circulation of 1/. and |

21. notes, at least without a.security, in’ order
that the poor might not suffer by their circula- of peace. They had.
tion. A second principle was, that the issue of
paper on government security was preferable to
any issue On private security.—He had been
asked whether he had not once entertained the

on their part, as, mast.
y 82
| those who wished.well to, rer tthat.ab c
this. —The grounds, then,
on
h

to continue the Bank restriction
for anot
idea of issuing stock debentures? He never had | wer si
entertained that idea fora moment. The proposition had been made to him, but he declared

at பட் inexpedient.

The right hon.

gentle-

man had imputed blame to government for the
Tise in the funds. Some individuals might have

specie at this moment. The attempt:
artially made in October last, and
consequence ?—two sions apie hi
The: the

felt inconvenience from this rise, but how many
thousands had been

oe

eee

ற

at

fitted

by

it?

in industry, the diffusion the

ce

the revival of the pros-

eres said ee “be. unfavourable but.

perity of the country, the increase of capital much must have been issued to turn the se;
employed in commerce, and the consequent
increase of confidence, all arose from the rise
of the funds.—He should now say one word
upon a subject on which the nght hon. gentle-

-man had touched.
_ were made by the
be reduced? He
stating, that the

He had ule phat advances
Bank, and how they were. to
had now the satisfaction of
reduction of those advances

our fayour in a loan

of 30,000,000/.? Onitie

e
one side then, there were evils of a most fo:
able nature to be apprehended. But whatihy ~
r side could arisef
convenience on theo
continuing the restriction ? It was only thei!
ing for one year |
convenience of:
ப்ட்
ர
a state of things under w. ich Hey equa
enjoyed the highest prospenty, but a
things which could not
rmanently (
ronal
tinued, because it might occasion

currency reduced.—It had been said, that the apprehensions.

On. these grounds,

character of the country was at stake on this Oppose the motion

subject.

eR

could be carried as far as was necessary for the
uublic interest, and even beyond what the Bank
ind thought fit to require. Sixteen millions had sudden alarm, On the one. side,
been reduced, and so much was thus withdrawn were great dangers and certain inconyt
from the unfunded debt, or so far was the paper- on the other, no inconveniences <

for the appointment

Whether the character of the country committee.

had suffered from its paper-currency, he would
leave to any

gentleman

who

‘was acquainted

Lord. Althorp thought it most extrao

that, on such a highly important a

with the continent, to determine. The constant plicated question, resistance
increase of paper circulation in England had

been known for many years.

to inquiry. (Hear, hear.) , OF the two
the restrictionshad |

Had it not been on which

increasing during the war, when we were marching our troops over the continent, when we

stood so high at the congress of Vienna, and
when the peace was concluded at Paris? Since

most

shquld. be

imposed,
not one was now

al eged t

a very extraordinary reason, was ai
were told that the restrictions must be ¢0P
on account of the foreign loans,
T0N8
first time that such a groun
alleged for
a meast

the peace, there was no country in Europe
whose finances had so much improved. In no
other country had the national debt been re- a question
+. In this country our debt had been| | dependence on’circums!

le

It

ircumstances.

‘committed itself to’ as much as it
‘It pledged ‘itself to take e

srwarding

Ments in cash
stances. ‘Two
restrain it, and
been unwise to
ments. Either

the desirable result of pa:

according to contingent ci
things mi; ht
in either of th
i
have fulfilled its alleged engagethe Bank might not be prepared

to resume payments in cash, or the circum-

stances of the country might be such as to
Tender it ne
that it should do so, |
though in a full state of preparation. Parliament, by its pledge, could only engage to promote these two objects—to warn the Bank to
prepare, and to take measures, so far as it could,
lacing the circumstances of the country in
such a state as to render the preparation of the
Bank available to the end in view. With regard
to the first, it had redeemed
its pee
The
Bank was,now po
to fulfi
its engagements, ட ம்
nent could not rome

determine

the situation of the country.

g

Boyd,

affected the

man had stated that in

exchange with Hambur,

August had fallen to $1.—
sent Objects was, to|
Bank issues,
thi

but

The

eed that these issues
they did not p:

connection

நம hon. gentleman had alluded to the report
the bullion committee, and had expressed a
suspicion that the பவட there established
were not very popular. He (Mr. Grant) agreed
in the justness of those principles, and only

with

state of the curren
the power of the’
than without it; but still, even '

striction were

doubted about the propriety of their applica-

drawn, and

to

tion to present circumstances. No general
rinciples could be/followed without a regard
fo particular cases.

We

had

now for twenty

Soules going on with a currency of no i

insic value (hear, fear); and might it not be in-

ration, and

expedient to make arapid transition to a metallic

currency? Nothing was so likely as such a of it who still remaine

precipitate recurrence to payments in specie. to
produce a pressure op the country. A. rapid

had not
A
transition might be calculated to create distress, sions,
the circulation, and thus defeat various perturbing causes
by டல்

ite object of establi ing a permanenth i sound | another so ra} 0101
system, It was not in the power of parliament

“to command all periods—to create such as would
be the most favourable for carrying into execuwas. certainly intion the best measures ; but it
| 60
nt with its duty to select
select
| the worst.
ப
gentleman seemed inconsistent
he had used respecting
the Bank.

auf cgok

had said, that it was

otal

ments

ee

ம

and p
to
all its engagements;
oF
was oui restrained by government from doing
so: At another time, ae it looked only to its stated this, they: left
ue

E

De

cor
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8 not.a yote for the absolute sum. of
13,500/, Independ
of the deduction
to be
le, in consideration of it, from the annual
sum yoted to the museum, the sale ot duplicates, stood upon very
which the accession of the late Dr. Bumey’s therefore, that the house, as
collection would render advisable, was expected would. feel a. warm interest:
to produce 3,000/.... This collection embraced. a valuable. library entire?
ச
* It is much to be regretted, that no‘collection of

the Roman newspapers, the Diurna Vopuli Romani,
has come:down to us, . Mr.

Murphy,

(in a-note on

the 4th section of the 5th book-of the Annals of Ta-.
citus) observes ‘that Julius Cesar ordered. acts of vocate for arbitrary power,> was so'well’ >

the senate, as well as of the people, to, be committed
to writing, and published} which bad never .been
, done before his time.
Augustus, a more timid, and,

by consequence, a darker politician, ordered the proceedings of the senate to be kept secret. Tiberius
followed the same rule, but, as it seems, had the
caution to appoint a:senator to execute the office.
Dio says, that he also directed what should be inserted or omitted... These records were, in the modern phrase, the Journats or tHe Howse:
Ia the

early periods of the commonwealth, before the uge

this,

conv!

that, in his Leviathan; he says, *« noth

be more prejudicial
ing of such

ட

publican teriters of Greece and Ri
4
i
acquaintance with those
ers inspired him

After that time the mno-

fathers,..occasioned a multiplicity of business;

and,

of course, the ancient simple form was fonnd insufficient. Under the emperors, four different records
grew into use: namely, the acts of the prince; |
secondly, the proceedings of the senate; thirdly, the
public transactions of the people;

and fourthly,

the

games, spectacles, births, marriages, deaths, and writers, that classical
daily occurrences of the city, called the Diurnu, The ledge of words.”
‘ast were sent into the provinces, and were there re author observes) bu'
pre:
ceived as the Roman Gazerre,”
¥
i whose notions can be better
In the 16th book of his Annals, sett, 22. Tacitus | those of the
m
ec

introduces to our notice Cossutianus Capito, who, in| reign of freedom,’
spoke
and thought without restraint
whom Nero was then seeking to destroy,
is made to|.of the Bishops
of , Rome betrayed

On

Seevola, A. U. C. 672.

SS

cius

tions in, the senate, the debates, and resolutions of the

eR Pep
ee Ss.

love of civil liberty, but it did not render bi
of letters was generally known, the. years.were re- to the form of government under whic!
gistered by a number of nails driven into the gate of the contrary, it produced
in his mind
a greater v
the temple of Jupiter.
But even in that rude age, tion for those wise institutions of our
the chief pontiff comiiited to writing the transac- have made in this country. the.
ர
tions of each year, and kept the record at his house well-mixed state, Hague of his let
for the inspection of the people. “This mode of keep» ing the reeords’continued in use'ti!i the death of Mu-

say, “the journals of the Roman people were never | |

read by the provinces and the armies with so much

avidity,

as in the present juncture; and the reason

is, the history of the times is the history of Thrasea’s } di
-contumacy.”—It' is unfortunate that these records|
have not been preserved,
settee
+ Ina former note (page 1553,) the Editor took

ய்

eee

a speech levelled against that great patriot Thrasea, | thought,
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surprised thar it she
Jnore
from Bd of design, as having
‘ledge

Igin
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of ihe state. He

istin,
less claims on to move

for the discharge of Thomas Ferguson,
been committed
to
Newgate,by order

admired the

marbles with as much fervour as his know- | of 1
of the art enabled him
to feel; but why | fe
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“were the remains of ancient sculpture to survive |:
‘the productions of ancient orators and poets?
Why was the statuary who restored the one, to individual, it was

‘take a

sible for him not
higher seat in public’ favour than the that the grossest. injustice had: been committed

when he called
to mind. what had been the prothe noble lord’op“trated the other? (Hear, hear.) The present
sys- ceedings. of the house when.
had been found guilty
‘tem of education could not be properly judged
of posite (Lord Castlereagh)
‘without a reference to its க்கல்
on (௦8 greater corruption, and. yet was sufferedto
-the minds and morals of society, which, in his escape unpunished, | All. persons should |
‘opinion, were most favourably influenced ‘by treated with. the utmost. impartiality) by. that

‘Bentleys, the Porsons, or the Burneys, who illus-

that seeing ot enthusiasm for ancient writers, house. . It was their duty to. shew the’ country
and eyen the

that the laws of England held one: even tenout,
and that, the poor or humble could not be
punished when the rich or high were allowed
to commit the same acts with impunity. Un
questionably this person had committed :
was
ட்டன by. the law asa very her
nous offence—he
had attempted to influences
vote; but when he considered that the noble

disposition to idolize their works,

which it tended to inspire.

He had only to

add, that the literary honour of the country
"was an object of no inconsiderable magnitude in
his eyes; and that, with regard to the rules and
regulations prescribed by
the guardians of our
“national repository on the admission of sree

‘he had reason to believe they were framed)

and

applied in such a manner as to afford every fa- lord opposite had done all in his power to. o>
tain for an individual.a seat in that house,
mode of corruption the most objectionable;

with as free an access to

the public in general as was practically con-

when he considered that, for that purpose, the
noble lord offered to barter the patronage whi
he
possessed; when he considered. that it was

sistent with the objects of the institution. (Hear,
hear.

“tbe question was then put, and carried without a division.
_ Rewakps on Conviction BiLu.} On the
motion
“mitted.

of Mr.

Benner, this bill was
்

at

that time the peculiar duty of:the noble lord; /

as President of the Board of Control, to prevest
any corrupt use of India patronage 5 when!
ணர் that the:person in whose. fayour te
noble lord made the attempt was himself a mem

recom-

‘The Aitoriey-General objected to the entire

ber of the Board of Control ; when he. conside-

“abolition of rewards, considering that some be-

ed, that, in order to effect the noble Jord’s ob

_proposed to add the following words to the
clause which empowered the court to order
payment of the expenses of the prosecution.—
And also such sum and sums of money as to
‘the said court shall seem reasonable and sufficient to reimburse’ the person or persons con-

ject, it became

“nefit was obtained from them,

He therefore

some conversation, was

SLAVE

TRADE

to.

TREATY BILL.]

This bill was read a third time, and passed.
ஸ்ட லு

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Tuesday, May 5-

to. induce) another

he did not take an oath, at least made a solem?

asseveration. that he could not convert ‘his Pe
tronage into the means of facilitating pre

cerned in such apprehension for their loss of
time and trouble.”
‘This amendment, after

‘Spanish.

necessary,

violation of duty, on the part of one of ef
directors of the East India Company, who

such as that in question5 and, moreover, W's

he considered that the noble lord: was: then™

minister, it appeared to him, as it had appe! ued

at that time, that the noble lord had been gulf

" | of an offence of a most aggravated nattires
with which the case of Ferguson could not be
compared. When the questi - respecting te
பட்

of the noble lord in ‘that, transaction

Loan Bix.) This bill was brought. from was brought before the house, he did பலி press}
the commons, and read a first time.
} {for any severity.of punishment5 ‘ne felts

Seeder euoverdsamees se

cility to studious men,

தட்டல்
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2 to vote,in right of a mill
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jelection was

On.

et i

1101 he had ‘directed all

‘heneyer any meeting took place

_ in the metropolis, at which the

hon, baronet

thought that he had lost some of his popularity,

he immediately
came down to the house, and
_ Started some question, in the hope that he should

regain it. (Hear, hear.)
This was the object;
_and the only*object of the present motion ; and
having stated this, he must leave the discussion

of Ferguson’s case to those gentlemen who were
better acquainted with it.
Mr. Wynn did not understand how any one
could argue that, because the house of com“mons omitted to do its duty nine years ago, it
“Was not to discharge it now. ‘To that vote he
‘was no party; he was, indeed, in favour of fur-

ther proceedings, It was a precedent that stood
“upon their journals, but whether to be followed

“Or not, was a fit subject for consideration. It
would be a melancho! ly circumstance, if because

election for in hs eat.

10%

Tonet was a candidate, whe

the

that had been resorted to at the former ele
were exposed and brought to light,
result was, that whilst the present mel
Middlesex had .s000 yotes, the hon,
had only g00.. Such was the history |
elections for. Middlesex. The hon.
bs
might haye forgotten those transaction:
‘electors had not ; and were the hon. baronet
start a fourth time, he would experience

same result,
Mr.

Brand

ead

regretted that any “personalities

had taken place. The hon. baronet had alluded.as slightly as possible to the persons whom
he had
been obliged to mention.
‘The hon
entlemen might | வம, but that had certainly
Pe the case. Had he not said, that, he rath
wished the offence to be visited with a light
punishment, since it had become of such
genet

down, and without any’ previous notice, desired

“them to rescind their deliberate resolution. The
hon. baronet had laid no
ground whatever for
“his motion. What took Hee in another parliament, in 1809, was no ground. Besides, it
“was not correct to say that the noble lord escaped.
‘without censure; although certainly he (Mr.
“Wynn) thought the censure too mild. The
next year ட் passed an act which de-

ன

one parliament omitted to do its duty, future
parliaments should neglect what the law and
the constitution of the country required them
‘to do. The hon. baronet did not think it ne“cessary to attend in his place when the case of notoriety. He had not pressed what he &
seein was brought forward; but now, a in such a manner as to be offensive either to, th
“week after it ad een disposed of, he came noble lord or to.any of his colleagues.
His)
reason for now rising was, to say that thoyghhe

agreed with the hon. baronet in many of. mg

ments, he found it impossible to yote with him *

onthe present occasion.

If the motion should

be agreed to, the house would be bound to pas |
over all infringements of privileges for the #
to. come. He should therefore oppose the mo
7
tion, though
he confessed he was at a los
107
understand how those hon. members
who 1
clared, that acts similar to that with which the Jected the former resolutions with respect to the
noble lord had been charged were penal offences. noble lord could reject his hon. friend’s மம்
“He (Mr. Wynn) was no party to the decision sition, It was for them to determine and
on. the case of 1810, but he remembered that for him,
i
oa Si den he
the ground of it was, that parliament hayi
Mr. Curqwen obseryed, that, the bill which.
“Just passed the act to which he had alluded, it introduced several years ago would have er
would not be fair to make its operation retro- far to remedy such evils as the present ind
}
spective. To accede to the motion of the hon, not. been deprived ofall efficacy. on that ae
“baronet, would be equivalent to a declaration by the amendments which were engl”
றிது
;
that the bribery of electors was no offence, and it.
to annul all
the practices of our forefathers
Sir F. Burdett, in reply, observed, that

from the earliest periods of the

ம் of par-

noble lord had said so little on the 40

மனம், When the case came regularly before before them, he did not oe
_ the house, on the
petition of
the individual take any notice of what
had f one bad

suffering under its displeasure, it would
be a fit ‘With respect to what the hon, co!

aE Ee tintie ace

1

his effort

declared yoid.

EN ae SAS

built; that the sheriffs were sent to.
ase | for gross partiality to the hon, baronet,a
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feng ae

but, as appeared by
nisa பக்கம ம

several|
many
places. The

which entitled persons to vote had been

one half, namely from 100/, to 50/. and from|
50], to 25). (see page
984) and it was farther

provided, that no inhabitant should be entitled
le
to give more than six votes, He trusted the

|

house would let the bill come before them agai
in its

would

present state, and that the hon. member

withdraw his amendment, otherwise he

must feel it right to take the sense of the house

upon it.

"i

lity, and most dangerous to tl

Mr. D. Gilbert said, that though the subjgct

Sir George Hill seconded the n
was of importance, he would not press the house
Mr. Denis Browne had no obj
to a division.
7
troduction of the bill, but desired
_ The report was then agreed to, and the bill that the grand juries were not char
was ordered to be read a third time to-morrow. (மிட defect in the present system.
‘The
Poor Laws’ AMENDMENT BiLL.]On the
டர் by them was
alied not _merel)
motion of Mr. S. Bourne, the report of this bill தகம் of roads antர
S the building of
was taken into further consideration.
| but in paying constables, supporting gac
General Thornton moved that the. clause | a-variety of other local objects.
னல
ஆ
~ obliging landlords to pay rates for houses: let at
Sit H. Parnell approved. of the motions but
any rent not exceeding 20/., nor less than 4/. by wished உல்ல
= be made
to carry inte
the year, for any less term than one year; or on execution the system of county surveyors."
any agreement by which the rent should be reMr. Peel ea eee he ted) been last yeat
: syed or made payable at or within any shorter friendly to the appointment
of county surveyo
period than $ months—be expunged.
but, on mature consideration, he had seenrea
ime Speaker—Does any one second the mo- son to change his opinion. There had been
tion?
்
fair trial, and the commissioners reported,
tha
None having seconded this motion, it dropped they could not find any person sufficiently
of course.
:
lified for the office,
jough ninety-five:
The report was then agreed to, and the bill had_ applied for it. Every certificate 1
10
was ordered to'be read a third time to-morrow. கல்லல் bore —
of it the most:
Lord Castlereagh observed, that, considering

qualifications, but it was not 60)

BY

the interest that had been taken in the different subsequent examinations.
புத்தி
provisions of this bill, it might be expedient to - Leave was then given to bring im ரசா].
send it as early as possible to the other house,
Coroners Erection Bit.) This bill
_ with a view to which he should postpone the consideredin a committee, and ordered to bt
second

reading

of

the

alien-bill

se’nnight,’
BuLLpinc or CHURCHES-BILL.]

til

reported to-morrow,

Friday

i $i

ஐ 0 கோக நாற].

ஆழ்த்த ke

நக. சேறு

Bankes having moved. the second reading

The Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer moved the further con-| this bill,

_Mr: Gurwen said, he did not’ think வ த
discussion
of a bill of such importance
should
be brought on in so thin’
a house. 176
760

_ sideration of the re]
os this ight h
ர்
On the motion of the same rij
ion. gentle-

man, the bill was then க றம்கர and several
yerbal amendments introduced.

Dr. சதபத

~_

mended to the lion.

-

second reading till theré

proposed a clause to vent

gentleman to postpon

shouldbe a faller:

the opening of any graye, cemetery,
or
church- tendance,
yard. i a interment of dead bodies, within
Mr. G. Bankes objected to
twenty feet of the site of every new church res- the second reading any, tones
pectively, unless such grave, &c. be enclosed the discussion too often,

the

mendation of hon. members.

by an arched stone or brick vault, under the pe-

ச

It

a

the

726

was:

nalty of 50/.
.
ssary
‘reading. should
~ ‘The clause was adopted, and the report pa
place: before the
-holi
ர if it
agreed to, the bill was ordered to be read a third |place at all. He had reconsidered oe ee
time to-morrow,

Graxp

BILL.]

Jury

PRESENTMENTS (IRELAND)|

Mr. Vesey Fitzgerald moyed for leave to.

et

now proposed,
and ‘saw no
ண்ட be had.

sc

reas

;

ரன்

He!

it the bl
then
pancipé that every Ba “a

1001

on
alluded

ness
he stated, wi

and

aid

ined on
decided it.

part refused. | of
eh ae 6

not thin

pably.

more valuable’

thar

இ
வகரம் குகை
chase by two surveyors
upon oath
ane

aa

who had witnessed
the

proceedings

in a

Jaw, on subjects connected with the

value of property, would know how to appre-| 2
perty.at 10 years’ purchase, while’
25, 30.and even 80
” purchase wel
forward on the other, to ed? As to Kendal, his argument was, why could |

not the crown have done ‘what the purchaser

from that sworn to by

e former. It was
a mockery, therefore, to had since done, by way of enfranchisement.and
the
oc upants ©
talk of the opinion of two surveyors, asa test otherwise? He had. enfranchised.

or eight years ago, Lord Lonsdale obtained the

of Kendal for 14,000/., although it

on

would

ஜ்.

the money
thus "|
of the value of landed
property—the best test at a certain rate each, pocketed
wasto let various bidders come
forward, Sevenப்ட் and still reserved the honours to him- |
Sir J. Graham repeated that Lord Lonsdale»
er, and, there«

have brought four times that sum by had not receiyed 1000/, alt

public auction. A wealthy individual had since fore, all these clamours and misrepresentations

said, that he would haye given three times that were totally unfounded.
seat Sa ees
amount
for it; and he (Mr. Brougham) under- Leave was then given to bring in the bill,
ALIEN BiLL.] Mr. Lambton rose to
cal the
stood, that, since the purchase, the noble Jord
of the
bill
= gained more than the sum which he gave, attention of the house to the subject
which the noble secretary of state for foreign
y enfranchisements.

Mr. Huskisson observed, that he was favour- affairs had introduced ona former night respect- —

‘able to the mode of public auction, where it was ing aliens. He,understood that the noble lord 4

convenient. He had himself, in most cases, had stated the necessity of co-operating «with °
காலவ
ines
of protect=
taken care to have the sale of the property பகர
advertised, But the fact was, that eer
bulk of what had been sold consisted
of
fee-farm rents, which would hardly have borne astonish

the expense of an auction,

With

State against

the conspiracies of indivi-’)

அன்ப டணன் வனின்
வல வதரி
him,

when
he recollected,

en

respect to| bill was not introduced with a view to foreign |

the hon. powers, but for the protection of British interests. “|
ntleman had alluded, as none of He wished, however, to have more information
discuss-|
while Be
are connected on the subject before the bill was ay
Avith
that
department,
d not
give any ed; and, therefore,’he thought itas
¥ tos
of ee 4
precise answer to them; but if the ie and move, first, for “¢ copies or extracts
belearned gentleman, instead of throwing out) tespondence since the goth of Nov..1815,
the

particular transactions to which

and teased
— ~

Joose allegations,
would bring forward. specific tween any of his Majesty’s principal secretaries ©
or his Majesty’s ministers abroad, and —
statements, he was persuaded
there would appear | of state,
relating toaliens;” |
very
ample and
ry 168005 for the the ministersof foreign states
‘course

which the treasury had adopted.

secondly, for ‘ copies or extracts of all carres-/

Js Graham begged to trouble the house’ pondence since the goth of November, lans-bera

witha few words on this subject. And first, tween his Majesty’s
with respect to the barony of Kendal,
he must |
state, that it had been in the possession of the in the Netherlands,

principal secretary
of state ”

ப ண்றந்க
வ கனனா்ன்
to. passports பை வலத
gran

GEE
ing, re 4
Lonsdale family, as lessees of the crown, for or refused ie aad
Ot
nat
த் coming fiom the Nether!
a
more than 150 years. It.consisted of எ
1
-|4
of the United Kingdom, or of the
டப்ப
of small rents;
the expense of collecting whi
at as the amount of them.) tl
or
e
eS
was almost as
Lord Lonsdale himself bad not set on foot the pendencies.” He did not know 3 psn
; but he
contract for the purchase; it was proposed. to! ‘noble lord would object to this motion
being in. begged to say, that if his Majesty’s ministers —
him by the crown, the possession then
him.

shewing
ers,
so far from
The commission

any fayour to him, "had valued the property at a|
pur
years’ எல்ல
40 டக
lessthan வல்
‘no
வக
emi
வப் கள
‘the rents amounted to ele more than

300/.
a year. And then, with respect to the

should find any- difficulty in giving the names,
they might leave blanks for them in the returns:
Loud Gastlneigh

avy

ee Hist ட

argument
in favour 0

citation of the Netherlands.

e

சனை

bi

|

vee a)

He hadonly ©

attempted to shew the advantages. that 10

|

ரணகள
if it should
[12 counsel and evidence:

"The Earl of Lauderdale said; aaa

| lord wished the house to decide on'e

| the able, which none oftheir
“Phe cormmisstoners Wi ரப்

கசன் கவட

the Earl of Shaftesbury, and Lord Redesdale,

- BuLbING’ oF CabRonEs Biz.) This bill
was brought up from the commons by'the Chatt=
cellor of the Exchequer, and read a

eens

anny

first time.

Panis Vestrirs
Bitz.) This bill was!
brought
up from the commons by Mr. S. Bourne, selves the trouble of i
ane

a first time.

it

Pook Laws AxminpMENT Brit.} - This bill day ae pee aco கட்
was brought up’ from the ¢orimons by Mr. S.
The Earl of Harrowby.
‘Bowne, and reada first time.

4 Lae

ம

1 16 proper

"| observe, lest the noble early. or any.

ee noble

Corron Factories Bret.) TheEarlof Lau- lord, should
go away with the impres ion
that
derdalé presented @ petition from certain cotton evidence mist necessarily be hes ரன the
spitinefs in’ Manchestet, praying to be heatd by
-counsel against this bill. The noble earl ob-

bill in the committee, that the ordér which

against the principle’ of a bill was the'second

brought against the bill, unless the noble

been made impliéd no such thing. He, for|
seived, that the: proper time for hearing counsel part, could seé no’ evidence which could be
reading; but the noble’ lord (Kenyon) had inti- mea to say that he would prove that childit
hated his intention of mee
that si
to- compelled to'labour 16 hours a-day, were 1

night.

The petitioners would

counsel: and evidence by
by Monday

eth.

If the noble lord woul

with’ | Over-worked, which was

ற்கும்.

அரி

vennight, the
The Earl of Lauderdale said, he aoe
se to post-|, pared fo state what would be the:
Hticulars

pone the conitiiittee to that day, the petitioners
might then’ be heard against the States to which
they more particularly objected.
_ _ Of the motion of Lord Kenyon, the bil? was:
read! a second tine.
» ‘Phe Eat! of Lauderdale ther said, that the

a
rm

ECB Eo) te
eae sino
mer
ம்
and repatation wow

| prove’ that the ier

the

| were as healthy a3 chil
| néver Heard: of their
day, nor did he கனை

oe
a

petitioners wished to bring up medical’ mien who | fac tories of the petiGonersj! but’ He ‘thast2
ebald give evidence not oily to’ the
serve, that! the’ observations’ did not(
நம்
of the factories; but to the state of health
‘of each child GR oe cic On that poitit, he
was dsstired,
they could brin:
ang forward a: complete weof cildence:
(petitioners proposed.
‘to prove fhe injurious consequences

upon the time, but upon the’

be a greater’ hardship’ to: make some’

works$0}
or 10 hours; than
it would be’ to 1
கான

Which would fesalt from this bill t6 the’ cotton fixing a:

trade; for while this restriction:
was' threatened.
f6 be impose on the cott6n factories, the labour

ரம்லத்

strength of those who were to labour, Tet

ee aa of oe ‘bill was;
to
éXercise of labotr,

was mich ஸ்ட சரிக as’
if ore’ sizece

‘Were ordered to’ be a forig
everywa
only rational’ courséof proceedi

was left perfectly free in the worsted and other
ப factories:
labour free, and then the time’of

Lord Kenyon had hoped that the ee Of be properly மறன between’ ee ea
the bill’
would ‘have been more rapid than’ that and i emplé:
“4 va

்

ம

3

Which ‘must follow from the delay insisted’ on

The Earl ௦ ie
௦7 concur!
in
the noble earl: He wished it first to be con- servation: Which” Wad eae made
ered, டம் after thee ig
that’ had frienid> ( ord’ Hatiowby.) Even’ afPike

beeit heard by the committee of the other house,

thé niintites
of which were now before’ their
lordships, any farther investigation’ could’ be | po:

necessary.

If, after ee

that eden

7Te

கல்ப

their lordships should be of ‘opinion thai tt they. sable

Ought to have more information on’ wi

cg Ms one
fr

16 had

stated

taken

of”

ti

subject, ‘dence received
ed fom i

எங்

ject:

evidencethe nature

“house: Of eu

j

1)

4

soot ree

aan
May-seem. to அவனால்
persed, I cannot for days and for nights,. stolen fi
explode waht observing, tha many abuses.
ear
out blame being imput
any one.
t ee
may, be handed down ;
were from ol பல் பக்கல்
“to son, uniil the right course of a

is forgotten. A person
may hold funds

- ed from their proper object,

1 many years

tion, which alone gave themselves
the power to pies her fellow-1

the

this picture with inexpressible pleasure, an
rather because it is a glory peculiar
to En

She has the more cause to be proud of i

the existence of the misappropriation may have

[
unsuspected, Trusts are everywhere it is the legitimate fruit of her free consti
்
found defeated by their originally. imperfect Where tyrants bear sway, palaces may arise to.

Construction; most commonly by defective
owe
f appointment where vacancies arise.
And cases have come before the committee,
where those who were bound to make payments could find nobody entitled to receive, so

lodge the poor, and hospitals may be the most
magnificent ornaments
of the seat of power,

But shough fair to the eye, and useful to some

classes, their foundations are laid in the sufferஅத்து
orted, not by prithat they were obliged to keep the money in vate beneficence, which renders a pleasure to,

their own hands. My decided opinion is, that
a
great majority of
abuses discoyered will
be found to consist of these classes, and to reflect no blame on any one, except perhaps the
original founders of the charity, who may have

ing of others.

the giver as well as.a comfort to him who re-

ceives;

but by. the hard-won

earnings

of the.

poor, wrung from their wants, and

frequently

have so long

if I have

by the preposterous imposts levied upon their,
vices. While the rulers of any people withhold
been negligent, or their immediate successors, from them the enjoyment of their most sacred.
who may haye begun the abuses that time has rights,—a voice in the management of their
both perpetuated and made innocent by con- own affairs—they must continue strangers to
cealing their origin.—It is impossible for me to those noble sentiments—that honest
elevation
close these remarks without expressing the ex- of purpose, which distinguishes freemen, teaches
traordinary gratification which I feel, in ob-| them to look beyond the sphere of personal
serving how amply the poor of this country interest, makes their hearts beat high, and
have in all ages been endowed by the pious stretches out their arms for the glory and the
munificence of individuals. It is with unspeak- advantage of their country. ‘There is no more
able delight that I contemplate the rich gifts degrading effect of despotism than that it blunts
that have been bestowed—the honest zeal dis- the charitable feelings of our nature, ren
A
layed by private persons for the benefit of their men suspicious and selfish, and forgetful that
‘How-creatures. When we inquire from whence they have a country*. Happily for England,
proceeded these magnificent endowments, we she has still a people capable of higher things.
nerally find that it is not from the public po- But I have been Jed away from my purpose,
icy, nor the bounty of those who in their day which was only to express my admiration of
possessing மப் revenues, were anxious to those humane individuals, whose conduct I
devotea portion of them for the benefit of mankind—not from those, who, having amassed

vast fortunes by public employment, were desirous to repay in charity a little of what
they had thus levied upon the state. It is, far |
more frequently some obscure personage—some
tradesman of humble birth—who, grateful for

witnessed—of whom

spoken very warmly, it is because I feel much
more for them than I can describe—and whose

deserts are indeed far, far above any praise that
can bestow. (Hear, hear, hear.) ._
la inguage
Lord Castlereagh said, that after the speech;
so interesting aed so full of information, which
the education which had enabled him to acquire the house had heard from the hon. and learned
his wealth through honest industry, turned a gentleman, he should not long occupy their atportion of it from the claims of nearer connec- tention. His speech had been-in the first place
tions to enable other helpless creatures in cir- directed to national education, and, secondly; to”

cumstances like his own, to meet the struggles

he himself had undergone. In the history of
this country, public or domestic, I know of no
feature more touching than this, unless, perhaps, it be the yet more affecting sight of those
who every day
before our eyes are seen devoting their

fortunes, their time, their labour, their

health, to offices of benevolence

and

mercy.

How many persons do I myself know, to whom

it is only necessary to say—there are men with-

out employment—children uneducated —sufferers in prison—victims of disease—wretches
pining in want—and straightway they will
lon all other pursuits, as ifiP

themselves

had not large families to provide for, and toil

what was the particular object of the bill. The .
latter subject was that to which attention was.

drawn, because it was rather their business at}
present to consider the state of charitable funds
than to enter on any other part of the question.

Notwithstanding the statute of Elizabeth, there

* The poet Gray observes, that ‘‘ To a native of
free’and happy governments his country is always
dear :
** He loves his old bereditary trees.”

He
(Conley)

While the subject of a tyrant has no country; BE
therefore selfish and base-minded; he has no oie.
no posterity, no desice of fame; or, if he வ
by
that turns not on its proper object.”—Works,’
Mason, v. 2. p. 62.

Jed, and ordered to be read a

matterof boast on the other side, and it

urged that on this account Ireland ought to sus-

day next.

tain additional deprivations. Admitting,
for amo-

©

HOUSE OF

ment only, that she ought, the thing was impos-

sible 5- Ireland could bear no more, and it would

have been. impracticable to collect more there
- than in this country
at the time the income-tax
wasrepealed. Each
was equally overlaid ; and
before: this. tax were continued to the destruc-

3

LORD:

- Thursday, May 14.

Corton Factories Bri1.] © The
Lauderdale rose, in pursuance of the prayer of

the petition which he had submitted to their

tion of the.population, Ireland had a right to

lordships some days ago, to move that several
persons be ordered to attend on Tuesday next,

tility to this tax, and, .in its’ place, recommend-

Archer,

call upon ministers to make all possible retrench- to give evidence before the committee
on the
ments, by the abolition
of sinecures, and the re- bill. Four of the persons he’ proposed
to call
duction of the. needless emoluments of office. to the bar were petitioners in favour of the
bil ,
The repeal of the tax would be most import One was the clergyman of the parishs and
antly beneficial in all views—it would augment another, one of the first surgeons
in Manchester.
the population, render the natives contented As their lordships had agreed to hear counsel,
and happy, and diminish the necessity for so it was proper that witnesses should be in attend.
Jarge a standing army.
ance, to be ready if called upon. He therefore
Lord Garhampton expressed his decided hos- moved, that the Rey. Dr. Black, Mr. Samuel
Mr.

W.

Simmons,

surgeon,

&c.’ be

ed’an extension of the hearth duty.
ordered to attend to give evidence on Tuesday
Lord Castlereagh said, that nothing would be next.
et
more gratifying to him than to adopt any meaLord Kenyon did not conceive that any further
sure conciliatory towards Ireland, after the many evidence was necessary. The house had before
ண்பன் she had recently endured in a manner them the evidence taken in the committee
of
that well merited the gratitude of the rest of the the commons, and he did not suppose that any
empire. It was easy, however, to rail, as the thing could occur to-alter the opinion which he
hon. baronet had done, against sinecures and a haa already formed respecting this measure”
standing
already

army; but each of those questions had
been decided by the house, and such

topics were not likely to sooth feelings already
too much irritated. The point urged by the

The

Earl of Lauderdale said, he could ‘not

suppose that the house would determine notto
hear evidencs in despite of whatever might be

stated in the case of the petitioners, for nothing
hon. baronet, that the feyer was to be attributed could be more repugnant to justice than sucha
to the windowetax, was only one of those pic- decision.
்
e

tures which he was rather too fond of painting
to the house, in which a‘visitation of Providence

was charged as the consequence of the misconduct of ministers. The fever had not broken
out till last year, though the tax shad long existed ; and it even pressed upon Scotland more
severely than upon Ireland, for no house of Jess

than seven windows was subject to it: so that
to state that disease and death were promoted
by it among the poor was both a perversion of
reason and of fact. It was impossible, however, to exempt Ireland without burthenin
other parts of the empire, or other classes 0
subjects ; for the hon. baronet would find few
to agree with him in the ‘opinion,

that the ex.

, igency of public affairs did not require the colTection of the present amount

of revenue.

He

was, therefore, quite ready to sustain his share
of the unpopularity that would attend voting
against this unjust and unnecessary relaxation.

Lord Kenyon observed, that the house had
made an order for hearing counsel, but he must
repeat, that unless something were stated whidlt
should induce him to alter his opinion, whieh
he was far from expecting would be the casey
he should resist the examination of witnesses

The Earl of Lauderdale said, he had rel

with great attention all the evidence in thet
port on which the noble lord placed so mu
reliance, and could shew that it abounded
wi

inconsistencies and absurdities —The* m
was then agreed to.
f
vie
CHIMNEY-SWEEPERS REGULATION |
Lord Auckland rose, to move that this bill’? a
read: athird time this day six months. Lo

Bae)

pot at first expect that any thing could

occurred to have induced him to postpone
measure, the object of which was to put am
toa most severe labour so unnaturally
impos

be ்

on children of a tender age; but the investige

Sir George Hil/ expressed his approbation of tion which had taken place in’ the க ண்
the course taken by ministers, and was willing proved the necessity of a delay to which
ன்
to share in the unpopulantty of voting with them reluctantly bound to accede. pare mie
‘on'this question.
wees
ட
13
tigation which. had taken place, it hae
The றனர் நிஜ செரர்சேம்: : ச
asserted, that there were in this trade many

For the original motion s8—Against it iss.

The ievereplaceed were then agreed to.

cei

sed: persons who treated with humanity

they employed ; but it was at the 5°

ote a eor ree RSet

L.) 11

this burthen upon England had been made

ome bore

io debt ; it had nearly all been incur:
_ that calamitous event; yet'the pretenceof takin;

HES Gor
ae Bee

ig

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
to agree to the Union, she had

PorAn

lied

நகர]

HOUSE OF LORDS.

not exist for sending aliens out of the

- which the common

law did not affo:

it gaye the right without those

fa

-must look at the state of Europe; and

this was not the time for entering on that question; but he had no difficulty in stating (without disputing the authorities quoted, or their applicability to other times,) that, for the interest

revolution; but, even now, there was no coun-

try where the people were more attached to
their sovereign. They had the advantage of
enjoying their own laws and privileges, and a
free constitution, he would say, materially improved. It had unquestionably been the policy of
Holland and this country to receive oppressed
persons from whatever country, and much of our
prosperity in commerce and manufactures was
ன ட்ட
to this system. He hoped that such
would always be our policy. But did it follow
that we were to open our doors to the worst
and most desperate characters? Were we to be
precluded from sending out men tainted with

He should be ready,

to prove, when the time came, all the ill

effect

of this measure; and that honest men were ex:
posed under it to the same inconyenienc €.
persons of the most abandoned principles. welt:
The question was then put, and negatived|
without a division.
HOUSE
Woot

OF COMMONS.

Thursday, May 4.

Trape.]

A

petition

was

received)

from certain Wool growers, praying the house

to repeal those laws which prohibit the oun
tation of wool.—Ordered to lie on the table*,
CopryricuT Bitx.]
A petition was. received

of the Senatus Academicus of the Universit
and King’s College of Aberdeen against this

bill.—Referred to the select committee on copy:
right acts.
்
sae
Lunatic AsyLums (ScoTLaND) BILL.
petition was received of commissioners|

ply, justices of the peace, and others,

county of Dumbarton, against this
dered to lie on the table.

ச

PETITION OF WILLIAM COBBETT.
Cochrane said, he held in his hand. a_p:
from an individual who had been indu

leave this country in consequence of thi
We were not to Brent acts of spies and informers, by which!
open our doors to foreigners, except under conlegislature had been excited to suspend the ம்
dition of admitting thieves and villains of every stitution. ‘This petition
red to two ail
description.. The power of excluding such per- vits, sworn before the
or of Philadelphi
sons had been admitted in every system of in- whose hand-writing was attested by the ae
ternational law, and by treaties stipulating to consul. One of those affidavits was signed bj
give up offenders, and call municipal regulations William Stevens, the other by Charles Pendit!s
in_aid of such stipulations. Whether such a both of them persons who were implicate
system, and such treaties, were wise or not, he the various transactions which had induced pa
every species of crime !—for to that extent did

the noble lord’s reasoning go.

ould not now inquire, but he adduced this as

an argument to shew that the principle had
been acted on. The noble lord, he conceived,
had not made out a case to justity his motion,

and he must therefore refuse his concurrence.
The

Earl of Carnarvon

supported

the mo-

tion, because he wanted to know on what
grounds the alien bill was to be again obtruded
on the house. He could not agree that it was a
necessary consequence of present circumstances,
that other nations who had an alien act should
send their offal here; but if they should, was
this the danger that we were to apprehend—
that persons of this description would inundate
the country, and make an attack on our own

constitution? If so, what was the consequence?

ea eee

persons in other countries.

of Holland, the Netherlands, and Europe, no

arrangement could have been more wise. The
attachment of the people to their sovereign
had
not been weakened by the measure; we all knew
what that attachment was before the French

ae

seek

jection to annexing the Netherlands to Holland,

ni

Lord Holland, in reply, said, thatth
of his motion was merely to shew the
objec
the alien bill, and the effect it would have

வப

As to the ob-

were now called for.

©

மம வெப்பு

ercise of their legitimate powers.

that those communications should be|

Sabie elites
aS
etn கட aaa:

neyer interfered with any other in the fair ex-

sure now in progress; but, in o
whether they did exist or not, it was

EE

7

* Itwill be seen (page 1325.) that Mr. Wall

Burrell’s motion, for a select committee to inquir?
into the state of the Wool trade, was negatived by *

majority of 85 to 80. The following observation
have since appeared in a foreign journal.“ xe

the Grand Duke Michael visited Leeds, 34.

the most respectable of the manufacturers oft
place, told him ‘ that he preferred wool fro

not only to the finest Spanish, but even to the: ha
which had hitherto been considered by far the

A

for making fine cloth.’—Upon

ofai

this the Petersburg

Gaxetle remarks, that the removal of every18

pressure from the proprietors of the establishmer

for rearing sheep; and in particular the freedering

the woollen trade; had greatly contributed to 9!
the wool to its present state of perfection சள
Paper.

Se

கில்

ae STP EEE Se RM

existed an alien act in other countri

all persons of the worst character into thi
‘try, was it fitting that this government should
not have the power to send them out? He certainly thought it most fit, on British principles,
that it chou haye this power. He should not
_enter into the detail that the noble lord had|
given of the former policy of the Netherlands;
but he would assert that this government had

i
ட
8

ர்

சர்ச்ச 2

Petition of Williams Cobbett.
to suspend the act

[1720

industry, under the protection
of a fiee‘country-

affidavits clearly The petitioner ther
0
actions were attributable would retrace its’ st
40 the machinations and efforts of spies and in- origin of the eventd

ed, that the house
inquire into the

w!

Jed Brandreth and.

formers, and particularly of Oliver.
‘They his companions to the block,
—
‘described, indeed, such practices on the part of
Lord Cochrane moved that the petition do ‘lie
“that
person, that he was persuaded the house on the table.
அ
swould feel it incumbent on them to institute an
Mr. Bathurst observed, that this petition
«© |) inquiry into the subject.—He would add, that could not be received. a object of the petiition} the petition was exceedingly respectful, It tioner was not to state a complaint respecting at
‘toll sated various matters, and, among others, the particular evil’ suffered by himself; on
oe
£08
“conviction of the petitioner that ministers in- trary, he took up and dwelt on subjects which
2a0yF “tended to establish a censorship over the press, had been already considered im parliament. The

fects

ee

something like that existing in France.

‘prayed the house to take into
impartial consideration the
annexed.
Mr. Speaker observed, that
taining the affidavits, could

It then

their serious and
public documents
;
the appendix connot be received.

(See page 1212, mote.) It would be for the noble

wed
ous’)

Ort

lord to consider how far the petition itself
_ would be intelligible without the affidavits,
Lord Cockrane replied, that he would not say
that the word « annexed”. occurred in the peti-

whole spirit and substance of the petition were,
in fact, founded on- what was contained in’the
documents annexed to it, and to which it con-

tantly

referred.

‘The opinion of the petitioner

rested on the affidavits of two persons, who had
left their country for reasons best known to

themselves. One had gone away long before
the suspension of the habeas corpus act. But,
however, in America they were, and they went
to a magistrate there, and swore to depositions
which, in several respects, might affect the cha-

“tion, although it certainly referred to the affida- racter of the general administration of justice

Heap

Testo which he had alluded.

ஙி

here.

The petition was an improper

and li-

The petition was brought up, and read by the bellous attack on the conduct of Mr. Cross, who

டi
clerk.
Tt purported to come from William so ably defended his clients; and on Colonel
a
Cobbett, of Botley, Hants, now residing at Fletcher, a most respectable magistrate in the
PS} “ North Hampstead, in the State of New York, county of Lancaster. There was no particular
1 and was dated March 7, 1818. Heé stated his prayer relating to the petitioner himself. He comஇ
feelings of veneration for the numerqus acts of plained generally of errors in justice on the
theft
Ustice and liberality performed by the honour- authority of documents annexed to the petition.
ந
8016 10086
. 20 prayed, with all humility, to Without those affidavits the object of the petiல்
approach the sanctuary of the laws. He prayed tioner could not be made out, as the whole of
ளி
t their consideration of the effects resulting the matter could not be before the house; but
on
rom the artifices of spies, informers, and de- those documents could not be received.
Lord Cochrane said, that he considered the
ito
ட் men, and prostituted lawyers; and Jaற
Mented the consequence of the house deferring petition as being very respectfully worded, and
ம்
their conscientious consideration of the im- that the matter it contained was of
high important matters about which the documents portance. He had, therefore, thought it his duty
ட ae
ive some communication. He had met to present it, that the circumstances to which it
i at of his coun! trymen in Philadelphia, who had adverted might be again brought under their
ated much of the practices of Oliver, the spy- consideration. He had, however, no objection
[by
sey had drawn up their statements voluntarily, to withdraw the petition on account of the word
id
on authenticated them upon oath before the * annexed” being used in it as applying to the
dnp
4"Y°r of Philadelphia. ‘These statements they documents; but: which he had not before
vered to the pedtioner, who now presumed noticed. He would do so, not from any certo submit them to the house, and to p! ace them tainty that another petition would be presented
in their un defiled hands for proper examination. by the petitioner, but to give the earliest intimao
ள் serena, made some strong remarks on the tion to the two persons who had made the
a
ak ‘uct and language of Mr. Cross, on. the affidavits, that their way of proceeding had been
Theo
Pletehe Derby, and on the notorious Colonel irregular, so that they might adopt a preferable
Jot
is ler, who attended ameeting at Manchester. mode. For himself, he thought that if the

that
ட

that j

'e execution of Brandreth, he observed government valued their own character at home,

இம்

stated in two ministerial prints, that

or in the eyes of all the world, they would

ப்பு
இனா ப Was an intention on the part of government
a tak
ot SOD, the publication and circulation
Lane to, certain. description of writings. He had

embrace

tof:

Mr. Speaker said, it would be merely stated,
that such a petition had been: brought up and

en)

Be

ளட

try,

ot

any opportunity

clearing away scandal.

of

investigation for

பக்கது

Mr. Wynn asked, whether the petition itself

tt his duty to. the house and the coun- would be entered on the journals ?

aa fe submit this

up vol tot,

petition: with the documents

especially'as the latter were drawn

வடட
பவற. ‘Phe persons who signed them read, and that, with the leave of the house, it
what the at present in ‘want of subsistence; was withdrawn.
:
ம
“9
required they could obtain by their “Mr. Wynn said, he was glad to hear that, as
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take examples still more horrible and strikin
As a judge, it was his province to administer
the Jaw, and, however painful and horrible, he’

in existence, and he hoped that. the noble lord
would consider that a sufficient answer to his

month, representing, that the number of

motion.
்
‘The motion was negatived.

ForcGery or BANK Nores.]
Sir James
Macintosh rose, agreeably to notice, to moye

that a committee be appointed to inquire into
the means of more effectually preventing the
ey of notes of the Bank of England. He

said,
that in calling’ the attention of the house
ence more to this subject, he wished to spare

both their time and their patience: to dwell on
the magnitude of the evil was unnecessary. He
would only recal to their recollection, that, for

twelve years before the suspension of cash payments, there had been only one capital execution

for

forgery

of

bank-notes.

It was

the

rarest of all criminal cases. In twelve years,
only one person had suffered death for that
crime; but, in the last seven years, not less than
101

persons

had suffered.

(Hear, hear, hear.)

‘The crime which had been so rare and unfrequent, had become the most frequent and the
most fatal. (Hear, hear.) There was another
point of view in which this evil appeared still
more striking and horrible—not less than 44
persons had
been executed in London and Middlesex, for this crime, in the last seven years.
(Hear, hear.) \n the account of those crimes

which terminated in capital punishment, forgery
was at the head of the list—before murder, and
still more, before

the next crime

which

was

visited with death—burglary. ‘The expenses of
rosecutions for forgery on the part of the Bank
last year were 30,000/.; in the present year, in
which
prosecutions had made such gigantic
strides, in the three months in which returns
been made, the expense was within a few

hundreds of 20,000/. The a'
vidual prosecuted was 265/.

must perform his duty; but, by these words,

unless some other means were devised,”
he
seemed to implore ministers and the legislature
to interpose. A petition from Liverpool had
been presented to the house on the 7th of this
cap

punishments for forgery affected the national

eRe

land, or by any one of them, to the Secretary of means were devised, it would be necessary to

State for the Home Department, relative to the
inexpediency of filling up any office in the
Commissary Courts: also, a copy or the sub-|
stance-of any similar communication that may
have been made to the Secretary of State for the
Home Department, from any of the commissaries, or commissary clerks, of the said courts.”
Mr, Bathurst said, there were no such papers

eee

communication that may have been made

by the commissioners for inquiring into the
duties and emoluments of the officers, clerks, Chief Baron, whom he named only to testif
and ministers of justice, of the courts of Scot- his respect for him, said, that unless some other

character abroad, impaired the humanity and

generosity of our laws, and made the victims of
punishment objects of commiseration. It stated,

that the nation was not generally conyinced that
every means of préventing forgery had
used;

been

and, as the public had a right to be satis=

fied that no means of effecting’ this most de

sirable object were neglected, (hear, hear;) the
petitioners prayed, that inquiry should be made
by the great council of the nation; and they
added, what deserved the attention of
gentlemen opposite and of’ the Bank of England, that,
otherwise a regard to the credit and’ security of
mercantile transactions, as well as to public
morals, would oblige them to encourage, @®
much

as possible,

the introdiaction

and circu

lation of the notes of private bankers, it
found that the forgeries of private bank
were very few in number, when compared
those of the Bank of England notes.”

town of Liverpool, it would

beilig
notes
with
The

be recollected,
wat

the second mercantile town in the
ee
‘This petition had been unanimously agreet
at a public meeting of all parties in’ politi
He appealed to the right hon. gentleman (Mr.
Canning), for whom many present at the meeting
had voted, that the opinion of such a meett
on such a subject was of the highest moment:
Bat he must further remark, that this meet,
was held in the county of Lancaster,
whe oe
unfortunatel

at

experience

had

beet 2

t0©
forded of the effects of the system; where
prejudice
had been strong against private
and in favour of the Bank of Englan
ever

since the unfortunate failures in 1793.

cireumstance

which could give

| BYE.

a tHE”

பக் ர்!
for each authority to such an application
This called prayer of the petitioners, when they
ர

னைக

of any

death upon several persons for forgery, in the

unfortunate county of Lancaster, lamented{
the frequent capital punishments had not ட
minished the crime.
On this occasion, the

னை

Regent, that he will be graciously pleased to
ive directions that there be laid before this
0096, 8 copy of any letter, or thé substance

he

could now fortify the statement by the authority
of a learned judge, whe, in passing sentence of

உவன்

Highness
the Prince

அ

A. Hamilton moved, “that an humble address

be presented to his Royal

the’ severity
nishment had produced no sensible effect,
he had
தனன 3 and if he hac
so from o} servation and from’ experience,

வைப வல்வை

brought

ப்ப்ப்ப்ப

journals, whilst the person who

them forward was residing out of the country.
‘The petition was then withdrawn
ம்
_ Commissary Courts (ScoTLanp).] “Lord

கல்வ

those contained in the petition, toappear on

their

மறு
ees Be eee
ei eS! 0் a

352

he should have objected most ப்பட்ட 2
டட அபய individuals, of the nature

பம்மி

மடி

15s]
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of Bank Notes =

by the great council of the nation. The

se of Commons—he
[ioeleference—the
House
ees a
an inquiry.

proposition for inquiry

(1784

9042@% And here he

would sayit with due must express his hope tia the understanding of

of Commons could not, the house would not again be insulted by the
of the Bank of Engரட் ம. assertion, that the -affairs
ழு

(Hear, -hear.)

Yt appeared,

by the

land being those

of a private

company, were

ணத ணில் ர்க,
=
at the home office, of the
க of beyond the reach and
dings were
crimes, that from the year 1805 to the year
yea | No private company, whose
1g11, the number of capital punishments was

so deeply implicated with the interests of public

acause for this change, he should not name any
moral or political cause, but ascribe it to what

culous as if the same
a the officers of the
did not mean to say,
Bank had not adopted

doctrine should be set up
Mint. (Hear, hear.) He
that the directors of the
abundant precautions for

and flows in the means of sustenance, from the

their own security ; but they had entirely overlooked that of the unfortunate people of Eng-

changes in the currency of the country.

land; in consequence

of which

From 1811 to 1818, it was 580, which justice, could maintain such a principle: but in
was in the proportion of one to eight of the the relation which the Bank of England bore to
whole number of crimes. If he were to assign the government of the country, it was as ridi90.

might be called the economical condition of the
people.

It proceeded from the prodigious ebbs

various wages of; labour, and from the perpetual

ஒன்
ல்ல

Such

oversight, the

liability of the public to be plundered and hathey were the sport of some malignant demon; yassed remained the same as in the year 1797.
and from this, probably, they put on a despe- Had not the public, then, a right to call upon
rate and gambling character. By the complete that house to inquire in its own capacity,
change occasioned by sudden peace, by the whether the continuance of this evil might have
deep-rooted evils of a war of unprecedented been prevented, or was owing to an inevitable
length, by the greatest of all scourges,an incon- necessity ? pas was essential to the acvertible paper currency, which no nation had quittal of the Bank directors, and for the purever yet experienced and escaped from ruin, we pose of removing jealousy and suspicion from
had come into this dreadful and alarming the public mind. In addition, it might be well
state, The number of lives actually taken away worthy their attention to consider, whether
by the severity of the laws, was not, indeed, a some mode of punishment might not be des
full criterion’ of the evil. ‘They could not fail vised, that should prevent the repetition of those
to compare the number thus taken away with scenes of carnage which shocked and afflicted
the number af ordinary deaths, and to find that every mind. He hoped it was not to impute.
it formed a very small proportion. But this improper conduct to the Bank directors'to say,
Was not the fair view of it. Death was not that they were fot exceptions to the general
variations might make

the ignorant think, that

Death in the performance of character of human nature; that like other cor-

itself. an evil.

Bae was the happiest consummation

of life. porate bodies, they

ta life of misery and of crime, terminated

blished routine of

adhered firmly to an estaforms, and felt 4 great re-

a father in luctance to enter on the consideration of new
a struggling to support his children by the projects. But, it ought to be recollected, that
perate expedients which distress and crime inew projects, in the present case, did not go to

HORS அளவு ளைக்

கக கலு

வக

அ ஓ

a death of suffering and shame:

Suggested; and leaying by his death an example

ef trate

ன்

ட்

nae

lasting infamy,

evil which could befal men,

was

He

increase or put to hazard

a certain good, but

aimed exclusively at the suppression Of a monstrous evil. (Hear, hear.) Since the last dis-

cussion of this subject in the house, he had seen
although they were very great. many ingenious artists’ and scientific persons,
to
‘on. baronet (Sir J. Graham) had stated, and was induced, from their representations,

‘ould say nothing:
ie
ட்

a

of the losses arising from the

ent System,

one half of the bank-notes circulated in

வயம் counties were forged.

a eset to the consideration of
eee Principal sufferers in point of
Were to be found in the class
ef Won
a description of persons
of ae to the protection of the laws.

He might

the house,
pecuniai
of s
eminently
Instances

believe that, although the evil could not be suppressed whilst the circulation of small notes
continued, it might be considerably mitigated,

In the United States of America, already an example of national happiness, and likely soon’ te

he had
become one of wise legislation also,existed
to
been informed that a paper currency

America
might, therefore, be fairly stated to be the60se-௨ :
cond country in the world with respect

ees destruction of forged notes must be nu- the amount of 20,000,000). stetling.

would 2

because,

to many, the positive loss

putat, appear a much smaller evil, than the im-

to which they might be subjected by paper circulation, a8 she undoubtedly was in the
comeuuing them in their possession. ‘The class of character of a shipping and commercial
was, however,

eee

“Pe to whom he had just alluded, were, in a monwealth,

under

degree,

afraid of defending

oe Sircumstances, because

themselves

they felt that

tated eee might prove their ruin.
ட

Us much, he now

Having

came to consider

"© inmediately the grounds upon which his

Her paper currency

convertible anid TORY,

ட க கவன்.

the crime was of rare occurtal offence, and
jrcumstances of America might
nce.
the commission of on
ae t
ee

nevertheless remarkable
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hat the banks in that country, ‘not|
assistance of the gibbet to depend on,
ployed the utmost see in the

)
gery
equalle
u
of their notes. He was informed on the other 0
the years
1750,
hand by a very ingenious ar
at any boy number of persons1749,
execute 7
who had been six months with coe
் London and Middlesex, was 1:
might imitate, so well as to make the
difern
the last four years, the number
imperceptible, the notes of the Bank of Englar . | places was only 18. He was obli fo
He did not mean to say that the Bank itsel this comparison, to speak of forgeries

could be déceived, (they took good care to provide against that,) but the poor and helpless part
of the community, on whose behalf he now
implored the interference of the house. He had
reason to believe that\a lower degree of art
could not exist than was displayed in the preparation of the Bank of England notes, and
that the principle on which the Bank acted was
like some ‘of the compendious adages received
from

grandmothers,

that, “ if you

cannot en-

trely remove an evil, it is useless to attempt any
reduction of it.” Undoubtedly, it would be
found impossible so to manufacture a note, as
to set at defiance all the efforts of a skilful
imitator; but the smallest abatement of that
guilt and bloodshed which at present constituted
so alarming an evil in society, appeared to him
in the highest degree worthy of the attention of
the legislature. The increased number of such
offences must prove the fruitful cause of other
crimes, and tend to multiply in horrible progression the effects of a contagious depravity.
It was worthy of consideration, that this parti-

‘
“those

temptation
who were

extended its toils amongst
not: subject. to the motives

which led to the perpetration of other offences.

It spread its snares for the feeble, for old men,
for women, for children, for persons of education. It was equally tempting to all; and,
therefore, he. would ask the house, whether,

after they had proceeded to the extent
. they had gone in the consideration of
Ject, they would now declare all they
to be useless, refuse to put the seal to
resolutions, and transfer the duty of

In the three years ending 1813, the ex
for forgery throughout 4] e kingdom, amour
to 112. In the last three years, they amoi

to 90, exhibaiting
diminution of 22. But¢

crimes had increased in the same

period y

considerably, The whole number of o

of all kinds, for the former. three years, ce,
17,087, for the latter, 19,841, ‘These compara;

tive results were, he thought, sufficiento
t prove.
the inefficacy
of the hon, and learned. gentle.
man’s grand
panacea, namely, the resum ation,

of cash payments. Itaj peared that the offence.
of coining had increased in a much greater proportion
than the forgery of bank-notes,
number of convictions for the three years end
1813, being 392, and for the last three years,
694, ‘The fact was, that it kept pace with the
increase of other crimes, and could not be pre=
vented by

a reduction

of our paper currency,

Forgery was a crime which had always a
in a commercial and enlightened country, where
education was generally diffused, and the: க “a
of committing the offence were always athan
In the earlier annals of the country, the crimes
committed against society required strength and
violence; fraud and craft were the qualities

which distinguished a modern criminal. ‘This,

however, Cay wenden it the more imperiously
necessary ae the house to pay attention{0
every means of discouraging
the
growth of the evil. With

and preventing
this impressi

to which
this sub.
had done
their past
investica-

he
ante move, to leave out from the ian
“ That” to the end of the
tion, in order,to

or becoming to pursue, he should con-

pointment of commissioners to-consider of the

add the words

“an

humble

Address be pres

sented to his Royal Highness the Prince Regenly
tion to the care of others? In the belief
that that he will be graciously pleased to issue@
this was not the course which they could think commission under the
great seal, for the ap

it: right

clude by moving ‘that a committee be appointed
to inquire into the means of more effectually
preventing the forgery of notes of the Bank of
England, and to report their opinion thereupon
to the house.” (Hear, hear.)
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he perfectly concurred with the hon. and learned gentleman, as to the propriety and necessity of
some inquiry upon this subject. It appeared to
him, however, that it would be more expedient,
with a view to the production of a complete
Teport,and the discovery of an adequate remedy,
to address the crown dor the appointment of a
commission which should be charged with this
inquiry. The hon. and learned gentleman had
stated, that the crime of forgery was compara-

tively unknown before the restriction of cash
Payments by the Bank.

This, he conceived,

best means of preventing the forgery of pro:

missory notes, issued by the Bank of England

and other bankers, and other negotiable seci=
tities.”
a
ரம
Sir C. Morgan declared his preference of the
mode of inquiry proposed by the hon. and learm=
ed gentleman. He did not think the right hon»:

gentleman was aware of the alarm which existe®
in the country on this subject, or of the degree:

to which the expectations of the
ee
the house would-take some proceeding

regard to it, had been raised.
ன் ட் ‘the:
Mr. Bennet congratulated the count

triumph which his hon. and learned

fri

afew days since achieved over the tig!
gentleman and the Bank directors.
1505.) He begged at the same
that within the last three months,

he

|

that the Bank of B
he would not sa
as

435

in

tute those inquisi

182 It was 67;

to that branch of the
legi
period வ பல்வகை
‘ough
inguiry wor
Dugatory. He
what course the
ல்க தல்

‘was 975 in 1814 it was 63; in 1815 it w
in 1816 it was 123; In 1817 it was 16:
for the last three months amounted to

்

but to-

In former times ascertain the éxtent of the evil, of ght
convi
conviction
was fol lowed by execution; but the existed no doubt, and to recommend to thee

than 112. (Hear, hear, hear.)

Bank had lately assumed to itselt a dispensing Crown to institute a commission to ascertain by
power, by omitting
the capital part of the ee artists, or others, the best mode of checking
and bringing individuals to plead palsy to tl
the crime of forgery. It was not, ‘therefore,
smaller offence.. During a period of three years, because he was not, sensible of all the incon-

200 persons had been

induced to plead guilt

to having forged notes in their possession,

ofwhom would have been executed at the period

veniences which the hon. and Jearned gentleman
had so eloquently described, that he should

support the motion of his right hon. friend. He

when the right hon. gentleman commenced his thought it necessary, indeed, that some measures
comparison. ‘The number of executions was, should be immediately adopted: for although
therefore, a fallacious criterion of the prevalence the Bank, and those who issued their notes,

of the crime, which, he had no doubt, would

be more effectually repressed by laws which

would not terrify the injured from becoming
tors, and

be

more

congenial

to

the

wmane spirit of a civilized age—The hon.
gentleman then commented with much severity
n the conduct

of the

Bank

in the cases

could ascertain whether
were good or not,
it was not in the power of the holder of a note
to say whether it was genuine or not, nor could
he compel another to receive it in payment,
if
he conceived it not to be
genuine. ‘This was
not the case with the coinne the realm. (Hear,

of hear.)

He was surprised, however, to hear the

several individuals convicted of, or under prose- observations of the hon. member who spoke
cation for, this offence. ‘The ordinary of New- last but one. The result of his speech appeared

gate had told the committee, of which he was

a member, that when the sacrament was about
tobe administered to those who were in confinement, the persons who had been convicted of
ry on the Bank felt s’indignant against
cir prosecutors, that he did not think them in
Mat

state of peace towards mankind that would

Jistity him in administering it to them.

to be, to. bring

only the Jaws

into odium and disrepute, not

themselves, but the judges who

administered those laws.

He (Mr. H.) wished

that the house should take some steps to check
the growth, and arrest the progress of the crime

of forgéry; but he could not admit, that any

improper selection had been made of particular

At the cases.
‘
ச
இ
was
Sir 3. Romilly said, it was a great inducement

time of execution, the utmost compassion

felt by ‘the spectators for the wretched

suf

to him to vote for the motion of his hon. and

to suffer; but,

there existed any disposition on the part of the

yand the greatest indignation against the’ learned. friend, because he did not know that

lew which had doomed them

ove all, an indignation against the selection right hon. gentleman opposite to institute such
Which had been made of their particular cases. an
inquiry. His hon,
friend, the member for

Mr. 8. Thornton said, that with respect to the| Shrewsbury, had not attacked the character of
உ
which the hon. gentleman had com- the judges, nor the mode in which they admiPained, it was always made on a due considera- nistered the laws: he had merely observed, that
tlon of 1 the circumstances of the case, and great discontent was excited in the minds of
ja ut@ wish not to stretch the law to its utmost the people from a selection of cases for execuம் ts. ‘The Bank had uniformly endeavoured tion. He (Sir S. R.) also thought that it was a
Goce the utmost lenity. And, with resort of discretion that’ was most mischievous:
et a the prosecution of particular cases, he | it created that feeling in the public which made
் ff
ore the hon. gentleman and the house,| it impossible to consider the crime of forge:
Lie Solicitor of the Bank
not allowed in the way that it was formerly considered. He
®Xercise his own discretion, was
but always acted did not mean to say that it was to be considered
of hi the directions and on the responsibility asa light offence; but it was a prevailing opinion,
Vised <mPloyers. If any means could be de- that it was an. offence for which men ought not

forgery, 9, or to
Tender to it prevent ட்the crime of JOTEETY
Bank
More difficult, the directors of the
would feel the most cordial satisfaction.

tae Huskisson said, that a committee of the

the f Of commons did not seem to him to be

athevt Mode of carrying on such an inquiry

to suffer death.

So strong was this feeling, that

men frequently suffered cesta
rather than
press the execution of the laws to that extent. —
He thought that the system now acted upon Jed
to all those mischievous consequences which

his hon. friend had pointed out.

In every case

Jon 00: andand iene
learned Mover) inin hi his very blable, ' of selection the people criticised the distinction, ©
loguent,
enone
eae speach, had been in- and thought that great injustice had been come
ன Propose. If a were any suspicion mitted, (Hear, hear-)
ee THe
2

the punishment of

H

yather leaned the other way, that:persons

(con- and York. This multiplication
of offe

victed of forgery ought not to suffer death, — eae ரத
- General Gascoyne observed, that the

அ

>tim

necessity

e

gone out

at another time of interfering too much to pro-

‘prompted

men to forgery

as

of inquiry was admitted on both sides, and the bie
He admitted the எனை
only question was, which would be the’ better evils which resulted ‘from the facilities
o
of the housore a com- | ing bank-notes; and he was sure: that:
mode, by a committee
mission? To-him it appeared, that a committee of men lamented its existence more, 0 ne
mode, as it had been found | withth greater anxiety to the discove
in almost every instance of inquiry. “The hon. rentedy, than the Bank directors. ©
and learned moyer was too much interested in ment,
by the appointment of
a c
e
the subject to suffer any delay to occur..
inqor
uir
if the y,
crown, by any means |
» Mr. Manning said, he could assure the house, within its power, should find out a plan’by
that the Bank would be happy to concur in such which oe
could be either diminished ot
Teasures as might be deemed
most practicable entirely cl
; they would confer not onlya
for preventing the forgery of their notes; but great obligation on the country, but a‘favour
of|
it would be perfectly idle to adopt any project the Bank that would be eravehllD
» that might be submitted to them from day to that corporation, who now not onlyTeceiyed
incurred
day, and which might be copied by their en- heavy expense in prosecution to protect:
the
ver in three or four days. He had witnessed ‘public, but were, on'account
of
their
very
anxiety
ticks atient attention to the subject, and he to do their duty, held up as persons who dewould add, that they would spare no expense lighted in bringing men to
tri and punishment,
‘whatever to adopt such a plan as might be found Nay, in the eagerness of crimination, they were
most effectual for checking the evil.
The exposed to charges the most inconsistent
and
reason why they detained the notes, after the destructive of each other, being accused at
one
word “ forged” had been stamped upon them, time of prosecuting with too much severity,and

woubeldthe be

‘was, that in cases

8 ith

in which they

had

again, that word had been
மை by achymical
process. At the same time, the Bank always
gave an undertaking to produce the notes in any
part of England that might be required, for the
purposes of justice*. With respect to a selec
tion of cases, the solicitor of the Bank had no

authority
direction

of that kind; he acted under the

of

his

employers:

and

as to

the

directors, they judged of every case with the
utmost solicitude. ‘They were governed in their

proceedings, not by a regard for their own interest and safety,
but for the protection of the

cure a mitigation of punishment.

He was

to hear it said, that it was left to the solicitor o

sort)

the Bank, however respectable that individaa
might be, to determine on the objects of eapitd!

prosecution. No such discretion was intrus
to him. He received his instructions: from the
direction, like any other law agent in a simi
situation with regard to individuals; and it’
his duty to follow those instructions, laying
prosecution which he was directed to institute
before the proper court. The directors them
selves examined the circumstances of each pat
ticular case, and proceeded according to the
views which such an investigation suggested:

public: the expenses were paid out of the funds
of the a
and for the express purpose
“of saving
less those who had been imposed When in doubt or difficulty, they asked te
-apon by forged notes, and who were unable to pinion of counsel,
though in such: cases‘
‘bear the expenses. It was not the practice of did not apply to their regular
counsel*, a
the Bank to interfere after judgment: but in the were guided by the legal
advice
télcase of the woman who lately suffered death, It did not appear fair; therefore, to they:recei
make charges
he believed it would be found that it was totally of this kind against the directors.
Did ay
impossible from thegwhole course of her life, hon. member wish that no prosecutions
forthe executive government to have selected a forgery should be instituted? Then let him come
| forward and move for a: repeal of the lawyit
_ More proper object for punishment.
Sir A.’ Piggott observed, that the whole of stead of allowing the law to remain as it’ vat
the evil of forgery had been ascribed to the re- and making the execution of it a grou d
striction on cash payments, but he thought, most accusation against men who did their ae
unjustly. It was true that there had been an in- to execute it with wisdom and leniency: 7
crease of the offence since 1797, but the increase directors were not only blamed for carrying ©
been gradual from that period up to 1817, law into execution in ‘some cases, but for 4
and could not be attributed to the restriction executing it in others. Was it, then, எட
alone. There had been an increase of other be asserted, that every offence that mig! a
ண்
* Since the case of Brookes v. Warwick, which prosecuted capitally, ought to be so pr
was tried before Lord Ellenborough at the sittings for ‘The motto of the Bank would then in aE al 4
Middlesex,

June 22, 1818, the Bank have returned

‘the forged note to the holder, after having See
the word ‘* forged” upon it. .
7

“hang; hang, hang.” (See page 1499.
ச

* Sir Arthur Piggott.
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were to: pursue 5

ants
‘€ proper

{not lead to sucha
line
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| mission, which wouldம

be

sufer

ey
ae oe
nointerruption by

of the business
of parliament.
out for them 5 Jet no discretion be allow i; let ‘the termination:
them be told, when a capital prosecution was ‘He was persuaded that-a remedy to a certain

sd we veut!
thane
mpunity, or ndto when
suffer.a
m
பட
்களன் ர்
directed charges against: வனம்

extent might be found, but it would
the skill with which the

stin

plate was forméd, and

>

the greater difficulty of its imitation, from the
of its execution. A: coarse piece o
and justice, and accus-| art might be imitated with little ability ; buta
mon jopolize'all humanity
‘B edthe-directors of delighting
only in prosecu- picture of Raphael, or the poems Be Virgil,
* tion and punishment, பரன் கப்பன் did not could not be imitated with any prospect of impossess the qualities which they arrogated, and posing on the most unskilful. “He did not wish
which they refused to others. “Many projects to diminish the evil which all acknowledged
duct of the Bank,

while they pretended to | delicacy

had been already examined by the directors, and
others would be attended to}; but when it was

with regard to forgeries, but he would
not hesitate to say that, on this night, and more parti-- _
considered that many experiments which had cularly in the debates of a former night, there
There had
-been tried had ended in failure, he thought it had been great exaggerations.
was not asking too much from ‘the opponents been a lamentable increase of all crimes, and of ~
of the Bank to allow two things—first, that the forgeries in proportion. He felt that he hada -

directors had not been idle or negligent; and, right to complain: of the manner-in which the
secondly, thata remedy was not so easy a thing character of the Bank directors had been treated

assome people seemed to think,
=<
5
in the debate, and likewise of the suspicion
~ Mr. W. Smith said, he did not think that which had. been attempted to be excited against
strict justice had been done on either side in this the conduct of the advisers of the crown in
debate, His hon. friends near him did not wish counselling the exercise of the prerogative of .
to monopolize all the humanity of the house, mercy. ‘The character of the Bank directors _
as they had been charged with a’ desire of do- had been ably defended by an hon. and learned

ing; nor did the Bank and the opponents of the gentleman, and it ‘was unnecessary for him to
‘Motion appear so averse to a remedy: for an saya word more on that subject ; but he could

not allow the opportunity to pass without entering his protest against the manner in which the
exercise of the royal clemency had been treated.
Would’ confess that every thing had not been fo call that a selection of persons for punishட்ட. which might have been done. The ment which was really a selection for mercy,
Rank ae
‘to him to have acted wrong, in was unjust to those who: had conscientiously
Vo ding from the public that criterion by discharged their duty; and to advance reacknowledged evil as had been insinuated. All
must acknowledge that the prevention of forgeHes was a difficult undertaking, though most

hich they themselves were enabled’ to deter- proaches such as had

a a forgery. ‘The Bank inspectors and clerks
a marks by which they distinguished between

ms oe note and a true one, but they kept those
arks from the: public, and thus deprived them

i ie
of detecting imp@sition. In America,
i வ
he believe ன் successful ee
:
ie to prevent
the fo
of paper
dollars, In Scotland, too,
ட்டர்
ட

been insinuated, would

render the prerogative of pardon, which was _
one of the most amiable panies of the கதம்
a cause of anxiety an a curse, iinstead oj a
glory and a pleasure. (See the note, page 1191.
Sir J. Macintosh rose to reply. He regret!
that his hon. and learned friend for whom, he
professed the highest respect, had made this 2
question not of measures

but of character.

It

டக் though the circulation of that country was upon the violent transition from a state

small notes as well as in this. This must
sehen muted to the nature of the notes themes, eee
last 20 years no ன
க்

when scarcely any forgefies were committed, to
a state when they had become almost innumerable, that he founded his motion.

Instead of

as _—
having
பகடு notes,
“The Heuecaatey with one charged by the right hon. gentleman who spoke ,
by documents every
Aisi
| had agreed to take some method to in- last, Ate was ready to a
advanced. The chief objechad
le
subject;
and
the
only
question
|
he
assertion
‘Was,
wee the method proposed in the motion
ins Whether
tion urged against a committee was, that, its
ர்க் € வற 001200 389 the best. He was of operations would nee be ம்க். சலட் b
Sete,
ee acommittee could best sift the sub- it was no great compliment to parliament to say,
and im would bring sufficient skill, diligence,
க் பண could not be found in
ரன
Pied eee
to th ‘examination of any pro- it who-would not betray what was intrusted to
of
them, more especially, when it was a matter
le to prevent forgeries of Bank

of

been guilty of any exaggeration,

» Canning said, that he should vote for the such high importance. Tt was next argued, that
He did the ‘inquiry would occupy time ;_ but that was
mean to deny that the committee, if carried, not a well-founded நி ‘becausé, where

amendment of his right hen. friend.

ifficulty
of permitting
the house t6 sit (no

r even a month longer; for thepi
isfying the public mind upon
subject? If a royal commission were appointed, |

the

‘were. Dow. Intro

Exchequer w;

no report could be made’ before January or |anxious not to

Febrnary, and in the mean time the whole evil
would be continued.
It had been said, “ And

give the si
1
the Bank» of England. (Hear,

வலை பண்ப்டன் the directors
wretches hang that jurymen may dine 5” but it plain that their old friend had de:
was

now for the first time urged, that human

m

Or, to use a yulgar phrase, had throws

ப

beings ought to be executed, in order that gen= the bridge, oe appointing ‘even a commission
te

|

inquire into their private concerns. To. soften,
He could not agree thatmen of science their displeasure,
he wished to make it ap

tlemen might a little sooner reach their country

houses.

best judges upon a question‘of| that: he: thought others. as bad: as. themselves,
“They might be the ‘best witnésses, and, therefore
he now came forward. with this,

would be the

this kind,

but it was for men of’ sense and education to! motion.» But if such powers were given, the,
decide, uninfluenced by the power of the crown, inquity:would do more harm than good. The.

and fearless of displeasing ministers.

mission
jealousy
on the
cluded

A com-

right hon, gentleman might as well.abandon
his

would not in any respect: remove the| proposition at once, and have secourse. to, his,
and distrust existing in the public mind ; old expedient, and say, it was.a mistake. ,
contrary, it would fe immediately con- laugh.)
©
pink
F
ஜ்
that there was collusion between the
Mr. Lyttelton said; there were some cases in |

directors and

ministers,

and

that: the

mere

which

it was. advisable to. move

an. adjoum-

tools of the latter had: been appointed for the ment of the house; and_in order that further,
purpose of gratifying the former. It was the consideration might be given to so important a
duty of the house to be firm upon this subject; subject, he should make a motion to that effect.

it was

its duty to oppose itself as a proud bar-

rier for ‘the defence of the people against the
directors of the Bank

and ministers, unless it

The

hon.

gentleman

then moyed,

house do now adjourn?

பழ

“that the

அல

அத்தி

it by many out of doors.
்
Mr. Lyttelton begged. leaye to. withdraw. tty
‘The question was then'put;** That the words until the house should have expressed thei,
proposed to be left out stand part of the ques- sense of his noble. friend’s amendment to the.
tion.”
motion of the right hon. gentleman,
age
The house then divided.
Mr. Protherce said, there was no, complaint)
Ayes, 62—Noes, 106. relative to the notes of -country bankers... He)
The Chancellor of the Exchequer then moved, had yoted for the
ட்ட
he objected.
“ That the words, an humble address be pre- to its extension in the manner proposed.
௮
sented to his royal highness the Prince Regent,
Mr. Gipps asked, whether, if the commission,
that he will be graciously pleased to issue a com- should be appointed according to the motion«
mission under the great seal for the appointment the right hon. gentleman, country bankers would.
of commissioners to consider of the best means be compelled. to. have their. notes engraved in:
of preventing the forgery of promissory notes the same expensive manner as those of the Bank
issued by the Bank of England and other of England?
,
்
ot
‘bankers, and other negotiable securities’, be
‘The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied, that
added instead thereof.”
nothing compulsory was contemplated. by thé
Lord Compton proposed an amendment, to measure.
4
ன்
leave out from the words “ Bank of England”,
Mr. W. Smith said, that as the whole of
to the end of the question.
discussion had. turned upon the notes of t
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that he Bank of England, he should oppose. the motiom™
wished the investigation to be general, and not of the right hon. gentleman,
pitts
directed merely against the notes of the Bank
The house then divided on. that motion.
of England.
i
8
_ Ayes, 87—Noes,
7.5.
sania
Mr. J. Smith said, he was in fayour of the
The motion ieee thus carried, Mn, Lyételton
commission, but he saw no pretence for em- rose.and moved, “ that the house do now a>
powering the commissioners to “enter into the journ.’?
ca
meat
houses of bankers inthe country; upon whom)
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said,.. th
rather than haye the business of the house 1°
no forgeries had been committed.
Lord Castlereagh said, that if the measure terrupted, he would withdraw his motion, ant
were confined to the Bank of England, it would நவ் the commission to the Bank of Engseem

like holding

them up invidiously as the

and,

ஃ

only banking company whose notes were liable
Mr. Speaker said, that the house had alrea
to forgery.
4
i
agreed to the motion, and, therefore, the ne
_, Mr. Tierney observed, that the whole of the
ing..ri
the difficultywould | eal

debate had arisen on the evil arising from the
forgery Of Bank of England notes, and of those

a new one.

6

question, and 60. propos?
ள்
ர
அதர

பவ வக அட்சய.

Mr. Speaker was about to put the question
of
wished to confirm the ill opinion entertained of, adjournment, when
+
a
ME

4765)

Treatment
of Coups;8a4 Gasas.

"HOUSE OF COMMONS.

and
After afew. words’ from Mr. Wynn, this re~ the governor,

[1766

detained for many months

‘ith the circumstances
commendation was adopted. f against his inclina
டன் e Chancellor of the Exchequer then propos- of his coming from St. Helena he had nothing
to do; that was not a subject of his inquiry,
ed,after the word’ That,”
to add the
though he believed there was some suspicion re-,
«an humble’address be presented. to his
highness
the Prince Regent, that he: will be specting the. transmission of letters from the
giaciously pleased to issue a commission under island, Whatever was the ground of his being’sent
the great:seal,
for the appointment
of commis- out, it was certain that no improper correspondsioners ல a
the sab eh es ence was traced to him. He-had been detained
amongst the savages in the interior of the country
venti
of promissory
notes issue
5 the Bark of Helen
டன் bearer on des at the Cape, and was trans-shipped from thence to
England, ina vessel which he had been told was
mand.”
BH feb
ik
a
He'was brought to the
-Mr, Tierney said, he could have no objection scarcely sea-worthy.
to this proposition, if the» majority had no ob- mouth of the Thames within the operation of
jection toit. (Hear, hear.) What pleased him the alien act. When he arrived in the Thames,
most was, the unhappy situation of the Bank thatvery night a despatch was sent from the aliendirectors ; for, according to the doctrine of the office, an officer was tent on board to him, and
noble lord, they would, by this motion of the his papers were taken from him, by what authoright hon. gentleman, be inyidiously held up as rity he knew not. . He was then sent to Ostend,
the only persons against whom it was necessary where he was taken by two officers, who treat=
edhim as a prisoner.. He was next delivered to
to take precautions. (4 laugh.)
i
Lord Castlereagh said,
that this remark was the Prussians, and by them treated as a prisoner,
unreasonable and vexatious.
‘The fact was and conveyed to Frankfort,-where, he டட
simply this: his right hon. friend: had consent- he was still detained under the surveillance of
ed to withdraw his proposition, to which no the police—The hon. and learned gentleman
very great importance was attached, rather than concluded, by moving an address to his royal
have the pie business which stood for that highness the Prince Regent, praying that he.
would be pleased. to give directions
that there
evening impeded.
“Mr. W. Smith considered it much better to should be laid before the house “ copies of
Tetract an error than to persist in it, and thought, all correspondence with his Majesty’s princithat the right hon.
gentleman had shewn abun- pal secretary of state for the home department,
dant good sense and good temper on this occa- relative to.the transportation of the Count Las
sion. He hoped that the majority who voted with Casas from the Cape of Good Hope to Great
the right hom. gentleman had also had the good Britain, and thence to the continent of Europe,
‘ortune
to convince themselves of the unimport- together with copies of all orders ‘which have
anee of the proposition in support of which they been given relative thereto, by the said secretary
divided 5 and, if so, he begged leavesto con- of - state.’
nee
Lord Castlereagh ‘considered the motion as
giatulate them on their facility. (Hear, hear.)
calculated to throw great odium on government,
which, it would be Dina, they did not deserve.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he was

very ready to acknowledge that he had been’ in

a0 error.

"He was sure that those members who

Contested

a point,

‘

The fact was, that Count Las Casas had. been
detected in endeavouring to establish a correspondence between the prisoner in St. Helena
and certain persons in Europe. He had not
been delivered to the government at Ostend.
He was conveyed in the ‘common_packet-boat,
and there was no communication in order that
he might be detained when he was there landed.
With regard to his papers, when they were

him the honour to vote with him for the adTess, would feel that the error was in having
which,

after

Worth contending for.
eee

question,

as

all, was

amended,

not

was then

ப கமரா Or CouNT LAS CASAS.] Mr.
ae Grant said, that in consequence of the
இட வயம் that business should ‘proceed, he

taken, his own

seal had been put upon them, _

and they had been sent after him to Ostend. It
had. been expected that they would reach him

obliged to bring forward his motion on the

k hadi nt of Count Las Casas. That person
fees taken from St. Helena under the autho- there} but though they did not, they were after-

"Y

conferred on

ee

wards received by him; and a letter had been

and conveyed

transmitted from him in return, that he had re- te
ce sent up the country by the authority of ceived them just as they were when he had put

Cape of

A

mee ee

ai

Hope.

Go

He had been

a

has been since issued

under

Joseph ah directed to the following persons.

Courtetis ‘anks,

Sir William

Congreve,

Ce
Mr.

une contended,
ded,
Tierney

that it was very eX=

traordinary hae Ee persons should by accident
Sir
The
be waiting to receive Las Casas at Onin

the

William fact
a stro}
resumption of conce)
=.
and that of the Netherர் ரர
liam Hyde Worn? =84- Governor of the Bank, Wil“ade Wollaston, M. D., and ‘Charles Hatchett, lands. Could the noble lord deny thata comhes ats first sitting took plage on Tuesday, July munication had been made to the ministers of
that country, to prepare ier to seize the Count

Jetemian fh Esq. M. P., Davies Gilbert, Esq. M.P.,

.

51/2

ரன - HOUSE OF LORDS.
‘as soon as he arrived? For the credit
of the] in all its d
2 Alien bill, he hoped'the noble lord would.
»sent to the production of these p:

« Mr. Goulburn said, the noble lord

-tinctly denied that any communication

‘had taken

8

measure which was the

x

tigations,ns, and of the deliberations

whatever he thoughtit his duty to'consult, had

place relative to Count
Las Casas. In

:

from the other house, and was now

con

sho country was so much liberality shewn to aliens cided on by their lordships. He shoul
-as in this. If the account o the arrest came explain the grounds on which the measure
- from the ‘count, he should doubt the accuracy
of | beenen proposed, referring to the returns on
it. That person was in the habit of stating table of the house in support of his’s
facts in a manner to bear two meanings. His In considering the important subject of
account of his treatment at the Cape was an in- ficiency of churches, the first thing th
2
stance of this. He had been there in the goverted itself to many persons”
ர்க் 14
nor’s country house. Madame Las Casas had the evil was of so great a magnitude that no
been consulted at Paris as to the place where complete remedy could be applied. Butif
this
she would meet her husband; she replied, “ In were true to the extent to which it had been,
London; but if that wefe refused, any other stated, or true in'any considerable oe
st
port was indifferent to her;”” and Ostend was it would be possible
to do a great deal of good,
selected as the nearest place out of France. Con- and there could be no reason for not attem
sidering the offence of the count, he had been

treated very mildly.
5
Mr. F. Douglas, adverting to the sudden

arrest of the count at Ostend, pressed to know,

whether any communication direct or indirect
‘was made to the ministers of any foreign government in this country, of the port to which
the count was to be conveyed.

Lord Castlereagh denied any such communication.
Mr. J. P. Grant replied,

that if this were so,

there could be no ground for refusing the papers,
He should be glad to find that the fact had been
80; but ho af that a clause would be introduced in the alien bill, to enable aliens, whom

the

government wished to send out of this country,
to fix the place

could procure

of their destination, if they

shipping within

a

reasonable

time. (Hear, hear.)

‘The question was then put, and negatived.
Granp

JuRY

PRESENTMENTS

bill was read a second time.
MARRIAGE

OF THE DUKE

BILL.]

oF Kent.]

This
On

the motion of Lord Castlereagh, the consideration of the Prince Regent’s message was deferred till to-morrow.

all the good which could possibly be done. He
was, however, happy to say that the measure

now before their lordships, if it did not come
up to the wishes of every man, would at least

substantially effect what had been so long de.

sited.

It would, in its results, have the mott

beneficial effects on the religion, morality, and
general instruction of the country. He had
said, that the evil appeared to many so great2s
to be past all remedy: but those who thought
so had taken an erroneous view of the question;
they had, like a most respectable indiy ual

(The rev. Isaac Yates—see page 1075.) who

published a work some time ago on the subject,
considered the proportion betweén the whol
population and the churches, and estimated the
number of that whole which the churches would
hot contain. A* very slight considerasion
was
sufficient to shew the fallacy of this calculation.

In considering

what

accommodation wouldb

necessary, it was proper to deduct, in the first
place, all those who were ina state of infancy;
indeed, the deduction might perhaps be 8
tended, at an average,
to all children under
seven or eight years of age ; next should bededucted, all persons who were too old and infirm

to attend

public worship.

These two. classes

would be found to forma very considerable pi

HOUSE

OF

portion of the population, and in the estimate

LORDS.

Friday, May 15.
STEAM Boats Brxt.] This bill was brought
wp from the commons, and read a first time.

Burcpinc or CHURCHES Britt.) The Earl of
Liverpool said, that in moving the second reading of this bill, he felt he was proposing the
most important measure he had ever submitted
to the consideration of that house. It had been
his intention to bring forward a measure of this
nature long ago, but various circumstances in
the situation of the country had caused delay;
and it was, besides, his

most’ anxious

desire

that the subject should not be proposed without
the most thorough
deliberation. It was necesSary not only to look at the measure as a whole,

but to consider how far it might be' practicable

of the latter ought to be included all those detained at home by sickness or accidents.
A thi!
qualification of the estimate of the whole poptlation, compared with the churches, consis

in the necessity of persons being left at home
‘to take care of the houses.

In no parish w!

ever did he believe it possible that the houses

could be left without at least one’ individual
charge of each. If, therefore, a sufficient ee
num
ber of churches to contain the கட்

tion were built, a part could not attend divine
service.

‘There was still-a fourth qualificae™

founded on considerations

connected with

sent; but, as the object of the measure

remove dissent, he did not wish to pauses
weight to this
id of deduction than

be thought

a

ere

ட் due to it. In all populout

்

“HOUSE OF LORDS:
‘however,

was.

fo

"Buildingof Churches Bill.

{1770

ertain that some al- aid of the subscriy

ne.

fr61886 to 200 church
்
The re- would be built.
ம் ட
றை
the feelings in which,
every
person who heard
| him. participated, Spices
i
Was.

A
ம ation, in duty paramount to every other to
a ches,.of one in every three, or one in every Bion, and, in particular, that establish
the best consideration that he was which, without disparagement to any ot
four. From
1
capable of giving to the subject, it appeared to believed to be the most pure. With this feeling,
him that a provision, in the proportionof one it would be unnecessary for him to point ont

to every three, would not be more than suffi- many considerations, which, in a political

point

‘cient. It was thought, however, by many, that of yiew, would alone.be calculated to induce

in parishes of a population of 4,000. and up- their lordships to approve of this measure. ‘The
wards, the proportion of one to four would be considerations to which he alluded were princiall that was requisite. These facts and views pally
to be found inthe vast increase of the po-

“considerably qualified the evil, which he was far

from wishing to undervalue. If their lordships
dooked at the returns on the table relative to the
state of the manufacturing towns, they would

pulation of the country within these 20 years.

That increase had takenapiece chiefly in great
manufacturing towns; and, with all the adyantages the country had derived from the extraor-

find in them the most utgent motives for taking dinary extension of its manufactures, it was imthis subject into their earnest consideration. To
supply accommodation for the metropolis, it was
proposedto build additional churches in different
parishes—in Mary-le-bone 5; ip. Pancras 4; in

possible for their lordships to conceal from themselves this fact—that great masses of human

beings could not be brought together in the man-

|ner in which they were situated

in these towns,

St. Leonard’s Shoreditch 4; in. St. Matthew’s, without being exposed to vicious habits, and to
Bethnal-green 4; in Lambeth 3: other parishes, corrupting influences, dangerous to the public
which he need not enumerate,

would have cor-

responding additions. In the country, the supply would be in a similar proportion to the present deficiency, Manchester, it was thought,
would require an addition of 7 churches; Sheffidd 45 Stockport $; Birmingham $ or 4, and
80. 00. The measure brought from the comMons which was to authorize this provision
embraced three specific objects. ‘The first was
Agrant of 1,000,000/. towards the expense of

security as well as to private morality.

In the

manufacturing districts a great want was felt of

churches, which their lordships were most imperiously called upon to supply. The disadvantages with which the church
had in other
respects to contend in those districts of, increasing population was another circumstance which

deserved the serious consideration of their lord-

ships. He should be sorry to say any thing that
might be construed into-a disregard to the tolebuilding churches; its secoad object was, to ration laws; but it was impossible to look fairly
authorize subscriptions in aid of the grant; and at this measure without considering what was
the third, to appoint commissioners for carrying the situation of those persons who dissented
the act into execution. The sum proposed
to from the. establishment, ‘Their lordships must
Voted by parliament, he* was convinced, be aware that dissenters had in their power to
would, with due care and attention, do a great build places of worship in any number, to any

deal towards the accomplishment of the object

athe bill. It was estimated that it would
ford the means of building about 100 churches,
‘without any aid from subscriptions. But that
e addition to be derived from the latter source
Would be very considerable he could not doubt,

when he recollected what had been

|
|

done by

_ “lverpool, where no less than 6 churches had
en built by subscription. ‘That town, which

HS Very inconsiderable at the commencement
ட் the Present reign, now possesseda popula-

On of 100,000, and had 14 churches. With

e addition of two more, sufficient accommo‘Hane would be afforded for its population.

extent, and without any

limitation.

It was evi-

dent, then, that the
அட் laboured under
a disadvantage in this respect; for in buildin
places of worship for the church of England,
reference must be had to the rights of property
and to the discipline of the church. Perhaps
he might be of opinion that these restrictions
were carried too far; but they existed, and could
not be overlooked by their lordships in consider~
ing this measure; for if the dissenters possessed
such decided advantages, it was the duty of their
the established church the
lordships to afford

means of balancing them.

‘The measures lately

adopted for the benefit of the poor ought 218010.
ர me this example of Liverpool before his be taken into consideration, When the systems
en 8 00110 not doubt but that much would of education to which he alluded were first inCone by private subscription to aid the liberal troduced, some persons had entertained doubts
ee, Of parliament, and
that public spirited in- of their adequacy and propriety. Tho: doubts
viduals would eagerly come forward in ev:
had, however, been removed. For his part, he
ea
aad had
a warterer of ooff th the count
to promote
so desirable
always been of, opinion, that the benefits of
of
ae
From
oe of the provisions of instruction ought to be extended to all classes
id._the judicious exercise of. the au- his Majesty’s subjects, and he had viewed with
» not
thority: vested in ¢] commissioners, it might| satisfaction the subscriptions entered into and
unreasonably be expected that, with the
neagures adopted'for that object: but then their

-

ராடு...
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lo ships must perceive in thisan additional ine | s

ducement to direct the education which was thus all the topics
which he h:
diffused into a proper course. It was their duty to insist on the importance
* to take care that those who received the. benefits | in the present state of the coi
of education should not be obliged ¢o resort to a measure which went to dispo:
i
dissenting places of worship by finding the doors money, was a measure of importance,

of the church shut against them. By building was little other than a truism. B
additional churches, the establishment and the noble earl by a flourish of rhetoric, call

dissenters would be placed ona fair and equal
footing. Their lordships were acquainted with
the nature of the measure which was adopted in
the reign of Queen Anne. It was then the opinion of parliament, that 50 additional churches
~should be built for the metropolis. At that time
the population of the kingdom was not aboye
one half of its present amount, and that of the
Metropolis stood in the same proportion, The
recollection of that proposition was important,
as it shewed what feelings had actuated parliament on this subject a century ago; and he was
sure that corresponding feelings would be evinced
by their lordships on the present occasion. _ It
was proposed that commissioners should be appointed for carrying the act into effect; but
under its provision dey would interfere as little
as possible with rights and property, either pub-

Most important that could engage the
of the house, he certainly did wonder
minister, who had restrained the prero;
the heir to the crown, who had call
country to grant sums unprecedented in am

who had suspended the liberties of the peo)

he did wonder that a minister who had|
அபய

such transactions, should esteem

building of a few churches ‘a measure of

suc

the

paramount importance,
He agreed, however,
that it was a measure of importance. But he

thought that a church so rich in endowment as
the church of England, ought to contribute to
its own support and increase. The noble earl
had said, that one district of the kingdom, Lie
yerpool, (and he had hey panegyrized that
town for the part it had acted,)had accomplished
the objects that were now deemed so desirable,
lic or private. The bill, however, described no without any assistance from parliament. Satispositive manner in which it should be carried factory as it must be to the people of Liverpool
into effect. Its operation would vary according to receive these panegyrics from the noble ear},
to circumstances. Some parishes it might be it could. not be very satisfactory to them to say,
found proper to divide; in others, the provision “Now, gentlemen, haying built churches for
for additional services would in many. cases ac- yourselves, and at your own expense, we must
complish the object so much desired, where no take more from you to build churches for others;”,
church was to be built. He could not anticipate that was in effect what this measure would do,
any objection to the vote of 1,000,000/. for so

important a purpose. It was certainly a satisfaction to him, that at a time when a spirit of
economy had been manifested in the strongest
manner, anda call had been made for reduc-

as all would in reality contribute to its comple

tion. He did notymean to follow the noble earl,
for it was unnecessary to contend with truisms.
Tt was certainly impossible that all the pop!

tion of the country could attend divine service,
tions carried to an extent which, in some in- if there were accommodation for only one-fourth
stances, he confessed he could not approve, no of it. It was true that, after all, dissent would

~ individual had
opposed this grant. It was
in his opinion
highly creditable to those who,
in another place, had considered it their duty,
after a long war, to diminish as much as pos-

exist; undoubtedly it would, and he thought

that this was no evil, and he hoped he should
Never see it extinguished; for it was impossible
that difference of opinion should not exist, and

sible the public burthens, that they were, notwithstanding, willing to concur in an expense
called for by the best interests of religion and
morality, and, therefore, conducive to the true
prosperity of the country.
Lord Holland thought it necessary to state the
principle on which he acceded to the second

by the unjustifiable hand of power. The noble
lord had insisted much on the advantages that
the dissenters enjoyed, and the restrictions thal
were imposed on building church of Englan
places of worship. He (Lord Holland) thought

“agreed, As far as it had been contended that
the state ought to lend its assistance in the ac-

unintelligible were the statutes on this subjects
that he feared, after all, he was not lawye!

the expression of it could not be repressed ‘but

those réstrictions too many,

and

he had

that

reading of this bill, As far as it had been stated morning taken considerable pains to learn
that a necessity existed for more churches, he nature and extent of them; ‘but so confused 404

complishment

of such

a measure,

he agreed.

But he should be dealing disingenuously with
the house, he should be
guilty of omission in
the discharge of a duty which, however unpaJatable, he considered a necessary one, if he
did not state, that to this grant, as to a bill with“Out any modification, he didnot agree; nor
could he agree to many things that had been

Jaid down

by the noble earl.

enough to explain the nature of them to ie

lordships. He believed, however, that unthe
the conventicle act of the 22d of Charles
He
| Second, (an act which was a disgrace to the Je-

gislature of that and of the present day,

which almost superseded the whole effectof the
toleration act), ‘under that conventicle act,pee

sons conforming to the liturgy and dct

“It-was not neces- the church of England, even the parson

sure was
only ; the merit’o}
t| the amount of the sum

not to the principle of the mea
The Earl of Harrowby

॥ Chee
force ed,
the most cruel of an

he meant

I
the most oppressive, and
(hear, hear, hear,) but

that, in this instance

at least, she

should follow the example of a church which,

however corrupt, and he thought it the most

attend divine worship. As to the source, it was
not expected that parliament alone should defray
the whole expense, ‘but that it should be made
up partly b parliament, partly by rates,'and
Bary
பர்வ
3 and to this he could

—

comupt of any, had acted wisely and justly in see no objections. But the noble lord had inthis matter—he meant the church of Rome. By sisted, that the revenues of the church ought

to supply the charges of a measure of this nature. Surely the noble lord did not think that
was made’a habit and custom to-suspend digni- this measure was intended for the advantage of
ties that were not very essential to the cure of the church, considered with a view to its clergy.
souls, in order to make a fund for the rebuilding Undoubtedly it was not, but for the advantage
at
and repairing of churches ; he did not mean that of religion in general and the community
tc ached the emoluments of any living dig- large ; and there was no more reason for ௦ ling
they
itary, but suspended the profits of the benefice on the revenues of the church than on those of
between the death of one incumbent and the ap- any class of society. With respect to the merit
pointment of another. In Spain there was not that was due to the first proposer of this mea-

that church, even in countries where she was
most powerful, and insolent he might ‘say, it

- acathedral, where four or fiye canons or preben-

daries were not suspended from time to time to
provide for the exigencies of the church; and
he did not sce why deans and prebendaries
should not be suspended with the same view in
England. The noble earl had insisted that the
church shouldbe put on an equal footing with
‘the dissenters, and a pretty manner the present

was of putting her on an equal footing. It was

no.other than saying, “ You, gentlemen, who
ae yourselves, who pay for your own chapels and your own clergy, in addition to paying

tithes to ours, shall also contribute to the erec-

sure, and the claim made for that merit in ano-

ther quarter, he thought that every parliament,
since that disgraceful business in Queen Anne’s
time—(he

calcd it disgraceful, not on account

of the sum voted, but because 11 only of the 50
churches ordered were ever built)—that every
parliament had to reproach itself with its neglect
on this subject ; and the consequence was, that
dissenters of every species had the advantage of
the established church, by being enabled to open
places of worship. If, then, the advantages now
proposed were not afforded the church, the geneval education of children that was taking place
would have no other-effect than that of turning

tion of those churches in which you have no
Interest whatever.” He (Lord Holland) did not them into dissenters.—To return, however, to
Say that they ought not to contribute, but he the question of merit on this subject, he must
in the midst of the mothought it most invidious in the noble earl to beg leave to state, that
Jaafi, under all these circumstances, that they mentous events of the late war, a dear and
his—a friend with whom his
fnjoyed advantages beyond the established mented friend of had
been much connected,—
Church, He agreed, however, that the situa- fortune and fate

Hon of the country called for a bill of this nature, and thought the noble earl correct in mak-

ig an apology for its tardy
More so, as a noble friend of

Aad

appearance; the to underrate the importance. Other measures
might be of great importance at the time, orfor

his (he might name

as he was not present), Earl

had

aes

turned his attention seriously to this subject ;°a
subject of which the noble lord seemed to him

Grosvenor,

proposed a measure of the same: kind fiye

“

any transient period: this was a measure that
was not limited in its effects to the present mo-

interests, but concerned all
0. But he was not then listened to; nor ment, or to passing
ages and the interests of immortality. All this
of his dear |
Opposite, that this was the most important had been ‘under the consideration s, before

a itthen admitted or contended by the noble

ae

Pr all possible measures that could come before

fi Marvelf calls this act “ the price of money,”
ap Ber the king told some eminent citizens, who

ae tohim against it, That they must address

fps aS to the houses; that he must not disof the | is friends; and if it had been in the power

te

ee ‘he had gone without money.”

and lamented friend, who was desirou

be pre+
worship of Protestants (at which there shall
iate
sent more than 20 persons. besides the immedhouse
family and ‘servants of the person in: whose
,

g, congregation
or upon whose premises such meetin
allowor assembly shall be had) shall be permitted or g shall
of such meetin
ed, unless and until the place

quarter
led by 1s act, as far as relates to disseriters, was re~ be certified and registered at the general or
=
் ட. the 52 Geo. Ill. c. 155. By the last act, sessions of the peace.
RO congregation or assembly for seligious

*
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Ag

Melville m rh
certain resolutions on fe of |
church Were sanctioned by parliament; amongட ட்whic? ்
of Scotland, or the people of Ireland, to con- resolutions
one ted that to pursue schemes of
tribute to this measure; he was interested
diture was’ designed to benefit: he therefore felt

a difficulty in calling on the ee

for
Treland personally, though not for Scotland ; conquest, and extension of dominion 10 1
was repugnant to the wish, to the honour and
but he thought it ie duty to state these difficul- policy
of the British nation, and that it

sR
Otee
Oe
Te

ல்

sb

solidated; and he did not see how that

could be relieved without admitting கிடக்க
side for sus ending prebendaries'and canonries, ple,: that
the charge ought in all platoces
be ens
that noble lord knew very little, if he thought: trely local.
that the measure could be effected ‘by any such different, as theIn Scotland indeed, the case was
union was not so intimate in all
» means; they would, indeed, be slow and in- respects.
It might be hard that places should
efficient, even if resorted to; for the noble earl contrib
ute
who had first spoken had said, that.the present operation which did not stand in need of the:
grant, large as it was, with additional. supplies | case with of the measure, but this would be the
many counties of England.
9
from other quarters, would scarcely suffice. He
The bill was then read a second time.
chan
one mode: that had been suggested to
3
supply the deficiency of churches would be at
tended with considerable difficulty—he meant
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
அத
that of multiplying the numberof services, In
அசத 8912...
a
that case, the services would appreach so near
Wetcu Jupicaturr.] Mr. Jones brought in’
to each other, that he feared confusion would
be his bill.
to alter and correct the practice
created, and the plan be found impossible. These,
of the’
several courts of great sessions in Wales, and to
however, were things for future considerat
ion
;
amend
the
laws
relating to the same.”—It was”
and he congratulated the country, that the
sure had met with no Opposition in pointmea- tead a first time.
்
வட
of
Manrtace Acr.] Dr. Phillimore brought in’கன்
principle in either house.
his bill “ to amend certain provisions of the act
The Marquis of Lansdowne thought the
sure most indispensable. While the state mea- of the 26 Geo. II., for the better preventing of
served an established religion, it was their pre- clandestine marriages.”—Read a first time.
duty
SteaM-BoAts Bict.] On the motion of Mr
to hold out to all the means of perfor
the Harvey; this bill was read-a third
duties of that religion. With respect to ming.
time, and
the
mode
passed.
in which it was proposed to defray the expen
iS
SAVING-Banxs (ScOTLAND) Brix:] Sir G
of this measure, he did not vote for it because
se
Clerk
observed
that
this bill had excited a good
there was any thing in the circumstances
of the deal of interest in Scotland ; but that
country that rendered it easy to defray
that ex- reading stood for an advanced period the second
of the ses
pense now, but because he should have
ported it at any time whatever: he thoug sup- sion. (the 25th instant.) He, therefore, wishet
HoweVer, such an additional burthen should ht, to know from the hon. member who had brought
not it in, whether he had any objection to discharge
be created, except for an object of paramo
unt
importance. He did not understand that the the order, and to let the bill stand over till the:
NeXt session.
measure was to enable the commissioners to
a
exMr. W. Douglas assented to the hon. baronet’s
tend its objects to Scotland, though it was very
Suggestion
,
and
moved
that
the
bill be att
necessary there, as there:were many extensive
parishes without a church. The same was the second time on that day three months; whic
was
agreed
to.
ae
case in Ireland. But, oe
amount.
Wak IN INDIA.] Mr. Howorth rose to move
of the protestant population in Ireland, pethaps
the measure was not necessary for that count 5 for certain papers relative to the recent ப்ட்.
tions in the-East Indies. He said, the
டு
and if so, he thought the :burthen ought to
Ject which he had in view was, to obtainsoleaed
borne by that richer country
which the expen- mation. In 1783, the
late Lord

MOM

it must be remembered that Ireland and Great

| Britain were united, and their exchequers. con. |

A

try. He believed that the same necessity existed,
there, and that the executive would makea Bia!
milar propositio
for
n that country
As to the»
hardship of diawin“ing contributions tfrom Ireland,|

NS

Kis possession a letter from the distinguished
in=
dividual (Mr. Perceval) to whom the noble earl
had alluded, saying, that in five days he should
have in his’ hands all the details which would
enable him to take some active step ; but, before
those five days had elapsed, he was assassinated.
As for the project of a noble lord on the other

ne

Scotland as:to

that of this c
theunited kingdom,
| sure was
ப
sed, not for the cl
The Archbishop of Canterbury congratulated land alone,propo
the general cause of
ne
the country, that a contest should have arisen | Scotland hadbuta fair
claim to her
ortilos ப
on both sides/of the house as to which should assistance from
the general revenue.of the coun. |
claim the merits of this measure. He had in

1

had, in 1810, procured an address fora return
of the number of churches and parishioners in

SLL SRSA SSR:

deficiencies of the church; and

to aid him in that view, he (Lor

awa

(ae waren

:

1775]

he

yin)
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Marriage
of the Duke of Kent. (1778

to. declare war, or to comfal either

mence hostilities, without
the express command.

ofthe Directors or Secret Committe, by the au-

ag

etween the Bri-

since the year 1804.”

that
an to the fst ques:

deserving of inquiry howit had happened, that

to concur in the motion of the hon. membe:

ever since found, themselves under the necessity

formation as to

the governments, of India, in succession, had but he was not yet in possession of official
the

causes of hostilities

w:

of violating the spirit of this act. With respect the Rajah of Berar.

As to the war wi
i
to the frequency
of wars, one might look to the Peishwa, he flattered himself that he could
north, south, east, and west of India for confir- proye, that the British government, instead of
uation of the fact. Let any member look at- பயன் acted harshly towards him, had in realit
laced too confident a reliance on his go
tentively at the map of India, and compare our
ith. With regard to the motion respecting
possessions when that act was,passed:with what
they were at present, and he would see how the Pindarries, he believed that the question
the system had increased. The alteration of was not very well understood in this country,
circumstances was surprising. The war at pre- It was not then the time for him to go into
sent raging was called a Pindarrie war, a term | any
an details upon it; but whenever the house
not much understood in this country. On the should think fit to make it a subject of discus.
decline and fall of the Mahommedan empire, a sion, he should be ready to enter into partinumber of chieftains, under various appellations, culars. He must, however, observe, that the

set up for themselves, and robbed their neigh- Pindarries had for the last two years been

bours and rivals as much as they could. A making incursions on the territories of the Bri. number of these were called Pindarries, which. tish East India Company, carrying with them
was synonimous with plunderers; and with these fire and sword, and committing every species
people the northern parts of India still abound-

ed. Their system was, to meet in large numbers at the conclusion of the rainy season; they
then branched out in various directions, to carry
on their predatory operations, committing every
species of plunder and devastation. When senously attacked, they dispersed, but afterwards
‘they reunited, to renew their inroads and aggressions. He was desirous of knowing why,
ona Pindarrie war as it was called, so great an

7

SOT

(fet

Canning said,
resolution was embodied in a bill, which was tion,Mr.relative
to the Peishwa,
he was disposed.
now an act of parliament. It must appear to be

eS

அதுவா

ககா

thority. of the Board of Control.. In 1793, that

ep

tish government in In dia and the native powers

of atrocity

and

desolation.

When

the facts

were before the house, they must see the pro-

priety of attempting to extirpate so fatal a pest,
not only to the neighbouring nations of the natives, but to the subjects of the British empire

in India.

As to the fourth motion, he had not

the slightest objection to it,

There was no

man more ready than himself to agree, that a

pacific and forbearing policy was best suited to
our interests and our character in India. But,
army was collected in the centre. of India, to unfortunately, however much we might bear
attack people of this description. The Mar- and forbear, the circumstances of that country
quis of Hastings had declared his intention to had occasioned peculiar causes leading to hostilities, which no prudence could anticipate, no
» to put down these Pindarries.. But the
moderation could prevent. The state of our
were the only enemy we had not fallen in. wit
and beaten, though we had overcome the power in India had arrived to such 2 height,
Peishwa of the Mabrattas, and the Rajah of and attained such a position, that, without going
Berar, and had conquered every power which into’an inquiry, as to how it rose to its present
We professed
to attack. The goyernor-general extent and ele1 ation, it became necessary to
ive it a full protection. But when he said this,
ot India was now in the field with a vast army,
amounting

to.

nearly. 100,000

men,

and

was

fe did not mean to say that

Cea

or am-

distance of 1000. miles from the capital bitious wars should be entered upon, but only

also.at a

of Bengal. Probably,he had now gained posses
Sion of the capitals of Holkar and Scindiah; but
it appeared that the war was most extensive,

such as were necessary for general security.
The first motion was then agreed to; and,

Mr. Howorth having, with the leave of the

and that the Mahrattas were allin arms. Surely house, withdrawn the second, the third and
It was right that. the house should inquire into fourth were. severally put and carried.
MAarrIAGE OF THE DUKE OF Kent.]. The
the causes which had led to such a war. He

tevstore moved, ‘that there be laid. before
ப ar

1st, Copies or extracts of all advices

ceived from the government of India, relative

whi © origin and. progress. of the. discussions
Which terminated in hostilities with the Peishwa,
cy Copies or extracts of all advices received

othe

government of India, relative to the

house having resolved itself into a committee்
ட
on the Prince Regent’s message,

Lord Castlereagh rose and said, that it atwould
any
not be necessary for him to trouble them
as all the topics relative to the subject
length,
had been so recently discussed. ‘The present
was -certainly, in a consi

rable degree,

question
At
in the view of the house on former votes.
பம் hostilities with the Rajah of Berar, that time he was not authorized to communicate
Sn es or extracts. of all adyices received the intended marriage of the Duke of Kent,

eee, and progress of the discussions which

fe several governments of India, respect- but he had felt it his duty to open to them, that

௦7 ௦01018.
23

in North America—Under :

collected, that there was no disposition on the
part of the house to take into consideration, in

their estimate of the proper

n such an occasion, the casual

grant to be made

might be to himself, he felt it his dat

pose the grant. ° He knew of no admitted|

ciple by which he could be pledged. to make

income which: provisio for every branch of the royal fam
such branch of the royal family might derive whena nmarriage
was about to take place.
from any military situation, whether conferred royal duke had declined
upon him at home for his past services, or there were xeports, that the 6000/.. a-year,
he would marry
roa asa mark of honorary distinction. On withstanding. He
did not agree with the Opie
these principles the house had voted an addi- nion that emoluments enjoyed
from military
itaryoror
tion of 6000/. a-year to the Duke of Cambridge, other situations by members
of the royal family
with a similar dower to the princess to whom were not to be taken into consider
‘The
ation.
he was betrothed, in the event of her surviving
d grant could not be necessary, when
him. He proposed now, in the case of the propose
appeared that the Duke of Kent had 25,000)
Duke of Kent, to follow the precedent strictly,
a-year; ‘particularl when he considered the
both as to the income and the dower. He did burthened state
of the country. He thought
not mean to propose any outfit, as he under- 25,000/, a-year sufficien
no
t. But were. there
stood that, under all circumstances, his royal sources from which
his royal பல் might be
highness did not wish for it. He had only one relieved from certain difficult
ies ? Had. not the
ortwo further observations to make relative to illustrio
us duke parents? Why could. not het
this marriage.
He apprehended that there Majesty out of a privy purse of 50,000] 2
could exist only one feeling as to its suitable. relieve her
son onthe point of marriage from
ness, as the connexion wi
Saxony was not
new, and part of the family was so decidedly his embarrassments? In that case, an applica:
a
recommended to the good wishes of the couin- tion to parliament, to impose fresh
the people would be unnecessary> He was
try. (Hear.) Tn justice to the illustrious princess that
parliament had at length awaked to a.sense
with whom his royal highness was about to ally
of its duty, and had told the:royal family, that,

himself, he might state, as a very favourable
feature in-her character, that although, when

the treaty of marriage
was in progress, she felt
it her duty not to relinquish the ‘personal guardianship of her children, by her former marriage, she did not extend that disposition to the
pecuniary advantages of her widowhood; but

that her marriage would deprive her of an inz

ட

if they chose to contract debts, and
not
discharge them, parliament could not con-

scientiously assist: them.. (Hear, hear.) What
he had _ said -might certainly not be personally
agreeable, but he felt it his duty to say.it; and
to oppose the grant in toto; though

tained in common
for the characte

with others, a

he entel

igh respect

r of the illustrious duke..
i
come of 3000/. a-year on that ground, and of
Sir R. Heron said, he felt-a net respect for
other pecuniary advantages arising from her the character of the exalted in
vidual .in quesguardianship, amounting, in the whole, to about tion; but, in the present overburthened
state 0

5000/. a-year; so that the provision of a dower
for her was but an act of bare justice. It was

due also to his royal highness to
was desirous that 2000/. a-year of
income should be: settled on his
" by way of pin money. His royal

the

country, if it were

deemed

necessary oy

make any addition to his royal highness’s 105
come, it ought to be made from some of thost

state, that he
the proposed enormous establishments which had of late year
royal consort been. much increased for purposes of parade
highness had and patronage, and in which diminutions might
for some years been under the pressure of con- easily be effected. For himself, he should ae

‘siderable incumbrances,

to provide for the dis-

opposed the grant to the Duke of Cambridge

charge of which he had assigned a large pro- on similar principles; and particularly on. ac
portion of his revenue. It was not to be ex- count of the great emoluments he derived from
ம்
pected, therefore, that, immediately after his Hanover. If it were urged that those emow
marriage, he would live altogether in that splen-

ments were temporary; it would be time enous!

ployed abroad.

princess he had no objection.

ட் do. Those when they should cease to come to the house
style which he would
did
incumbrances had been incurred at an ‘early for an additional burthen on the people © f this
a
period of his life, and when he had been em- country.. ‘To the proposal for the dower to “©

‘Until his royal highness was

இன இ ணு உல் இண ட

ட்

பவ த ணு லாக

into a matrimonial alliance,

ee

|. Possessions

by the | circumstances
he should move, ‘ hat his.
’ crown and sanctioned by parliament, the house Jesty be enable
d to granat 3
sum.
was disposed to vote such a decent and proper out of the consolidated
fund of the
additional income as ought to be granted to a dom of Great Britain
Ireland, not
member of the royal family under such circum- ing in the whole the and
of 6000/. to
stances, and not to expect that he could meet suitable provision for sum
his royal highness
* his expenses with the same means when married- Duke of Kent upon his marriage,?
as when single. He thought it might also be | “Mr. Curaen said, that’
however *

Re

~ the general character of .the late discussions,
that when a branch of the royal family entered

OR

- ௦0

a treaty Of marriage would ere lo
be ng
concluded. Jt might, he thou;
be collected from | from

வவ

ஈரா]

nel} - HOUSE OF COMMONS.
that ifthe merits of
Brougham observed,
“Mri
of considera‘his the Duke of Kent were | e subject

Marriage
of the Duke of Kent.

(116

|did not now ask for any thing relativehis to’em-it.
for liquidating

| By the aan

barrassments, he had. appropriated 17,000/. or
|
19,0007.
a-year out of his 26,000/.. (17,000/.
disposed
easily
‘be
might
question
the”
acter,
fi. of, No man in an exalted rank had set a a-year was mentioned across த் 2182. Well,
ந மற, and if the vote depended on

cha-

ட

a-year,
r\ brighter €xample of public virtue, or used more then, here was a deduction of 17,000/,
vely and beneficially, his'endeavours in be- which must continue for some yer ksereegiae
for the addi| half of institutions for the protection, the edu- On these grounds he should vote
tional
allowance;
and,
in
adopting
that line of
apit
But
poor.
t
h
e
of
relief
the
and
28 cationy
நீ neared to him, that those views must be entirely | conduct, he desired to observe, that.as he was
kid aside in considering the present question. not influenced by any other feeling than that of
‘A marriage
contract had
ben entered into, with propriety, so he would not be deterred by poee from acceding to what he felt to
the desirable view of continuing the succession ular
right.

tothe throne in the house of Brunswick, with

marriage genethe full consent of the cro:
rilly allowed to deserve the sanction o parliament. It was also understood, thatthe pecuHiary affairs of the Duke of Kent were so: situated, as to render it necessary to apply for
patliamentary aid, in order to enable his royal
ப
to enter suitably upon this permitted
and’ expected alliance. ““With respect to the
character of those illustrious indiviperson:

duals, the royal dukes, the’ house knew no-

thingof their merits or demerits; it was enough
to know, that they were part of that family in
whom it was desirable to secure the succession
to'the'throne. ‘The questions were, was the
match calculated to obtain that object? Had it
received the approbation of the crown? Did it

ச்

ச

3

:

்

Mr. Methuen said, he must protest against
the grant, though he did it with every feeling of
respect towards his Royal Highness. He could
not, however, in the: present circumstances of

the country, agree to the motion.
f
Lord Aithorp agreed with his hon. and learned

friend in many of the opinions he had ex-

pressed, and perfectly agreed with his conduct
when similar grants had
be n under discussion.
He agreed with him that it was perfectly de-

sirable that the succession should be kept up in —

the house of Brunswick, and for that purpose
he was willing that every reasonable provision
should be made. It had-been stated, that the
of the Duke of Clarence could not
marriage
take ice? if the 10,000/. a-year should be re-

deserve the sanction of parliament? If these fused, the noble lord not thinking 6000/. a suffi-

points’ were established, as they
present case,,and in the cases of

were

in the

the Dukes

of

Clarence and Cambridge, then came. the last
question—is the assistance of parliament neces-

sary to enable the miatch to be concluded?

To

18 question an affirmative was given in the
case of the Duke of Clarence, on’ which account

he voted for an allowance of 6000/. a-year to

his royal highness; a negative was given to it
in the case of the Duke ehcanbrdes; on which
account he vated against an allowance to his

cient sum. It-was’ now rumoured, however,
that the marriage was to take place. For his
part, it did not appear to him that theHeber
of all the branches of the Royal Family could be considered as any great publit advantage. It
might be desirable that some of them should
‘marry, but it was not desirable that the country
should be called on to enable all of them to
marry. (Hear; hear.) Vt seemed to beimplied,
on his side of the house, that the marriage of
the Duke of Kent depended on the vote of

Yoyal highness. ‘This was the only true con- that night. T! ‘he nobleford, however, had never
stitutional ground on which the noble lord’s even hinted that, supposing the grant should not
Proposition ought to be acceded

to, and

not

be carried, the marriage

could

not take place.

a Tespect which every man must feel for the On that ground, there was a line of distinction
aracter of the Duke of Kent. With respect to be drawn between the case of the Duke of
to the incambrances of his royal highness, he Kent and that of the Duke.of Clarence. He
0௭௦௦௧ that they had arisen entirely from agreed with his hon. and learned friend ‘on the
he delay in providing a separate income for subject of the royal duke’s general benevolence;
wat He had received only 5000/. a-year till he but felt hiniself called upon, in duty to the
is 32, whereas his royal brothers. received country, to vote against the motion of the noble
ம
h rar a yeat at the age of 24. The offices lord.
ர் lad held abroad were not mere sinecures.
Mr. Brougham wished to sa a few words,
fallen from his
a had been’ éxposed to unhealthy’ climates, in consequence of what had
ட எ believed

also, to the chances
of war.

Gib a been employed in the West Indies, at
>) uta; in Nova Scotia, and in Canada for
14 years, having no income adequate to
fai
Hy eee
He had sustained great losses in
of aggage, which, in the case of an ordinary
atc? would haye found their oy into the
had>ota0rdinaries'; but his royal highness
Teceived nothing on this acoount, and he

noble

friend

respecting

the

marriage

of the

Duke of Clarence. All of them knew that the
‘noble lord opposite had assigned as the ground
toa
on'which he called on the house to consent
vote of 10,0007. a-yeat to the Duke of Clarence,impos
that, unless they voted that sum, it was

notsible his Royal Highness could marry. But
not mean
withstanding that threat—he did
in an improper sense—after that

the word

1788) _

HOUSE

argument,

he might say, his Royal
6000/. een

OF COMMONS.

-

Highnes

even with
ric
ல் possible
proceedinthe marnage,
்
. Lord Castlereagh ‘said, he had
10,000/. as the sum which
appeared
- jesty’s government most pr
vestigation they could giv
Ro
Highness. Considerin,
6
d
live in England, and live as a
was entitled

7,000/. for the payment
debts,
years, he believed, would
discharge 4]
A mistake ‘had been made with regard
present amount of his income; for,
7000/.. remained, 1000/. and more chad
long paid to certain widows of soldi
to live, who was a member of theRoyal Family, officers, who
they had thought it was impossible to advise a in former days,had been his ‘companions in amy
and he had no. doubt that sum
marriage on a smaller allowance. ‘They did not would
mean to express any opinion on what his Royal Highnessbe continued to be paid by his Roy!
Highness’s own feelings or sense of honour noble lord» He voted for ae Motion. of |
principle. alone, and he ha
might dictate with regard to the marriage; but seldom givenupon
his
vote
with greater satisfaction
he would’
appeal to the house, if that marria,
Sir C. Monck wished to shew the 2008190800),
still took place*, whether it would be en
of the
“to their feelings that the sum necessary to ena- the grantvotehadwhich he intended to give. Whe
been
of
ble his
ன படப் to support himself in a Clarence as a membe proposed to ¢ e Duke
r of the Royal Family,he
married state, should be derived from any source was ready
to accede to any grant of money!
than the bounty of parliament.
that might secure to his Royal Highness a pro.
Mr. Protheroe said, that having opposed the per estab
toethe
grants to the other branches of the Royal Family, 10,000 lishment. He had Sea Fig vot
on the ground of the distressed state of the cumst /., thinking it not too large under all cir
ances. But he could not. agree with
country, he could not vote in fayour of the prenoble lord, when he proceeded, he thought, in
sent motion. _
the most
Mr. J. Smith considered that the statements the crown improper course which a ministerof
ta
of his hon, and learned friend had been correct. take that could adopt; when he proposed
‘There were some circumstances in addition, the motiv course which was calculated to record
e
for
which that 10,000/, had beet
however, which ought to be known to the reduc
house. He believed that his Royal Highness end ofed,the When he selected from the a
Royal Family, if he might so spea
had received some small sum of mone > OD ac=
a man who stood so high in the public o inion
count of losses he had sustained. ‘T
house,
however, were not perhaps aware of the exact as the Duke of Kent, he thought the noble lord
state of his affairs. For many years his Royal went far to display an opinion that had been
of that former gran}.
Highness had not had a Jarger income than the entertained on the proposal
eldest sons of many gentlemen in that house. While the marriage of his Royal Highness the
Me had incurred a large debt, a considerable Duke of Clarence was in course, he thoughtit
portion of which had been discharged from the Was not proper that any other member of tht
appropriation of part of the droits of the Ad- Royal Family should come to the house andask
miralty, When it was considered that he had for an additional allowance for the same pul
not had the parliamentary grant till he was 39 pose. That should not, he conceived, be don
years of age, there did appear a sort of want of till all hopes of increase had ceased from the
liberality in the house towards him. It was marriage then pending.
The committee ee divided.
scarcely necessary to mention what was geneAyes, 205—Noes, 51.
rally known—the great benevolence, and the
a and generous conduct of his Royal Highness, of which no man could be ignorant. He
~
LIST OF THE MINORITY. |
had watched the progress of his Royal Highness; he had known what he had done for nu- Althorp, Vis.
Folkestone, Vis.
Fergusson Sir 8, 02
merous charities, and his constant exertions to

Bennet, Hon. H. G.

,

.advance the interests of many _ institutions, Brand, Hon. T.
Byng, G.
Those things would be enough
to influence him Burrell, Hon. ந. ற,
in his vote. But he thought it hard that it Calvert, C.
should be stgted asa reason why he had not had Calvert, N.
the parliamentary grant till he was 82 years of Caleraft, J.
ர

Guise, Sir W.

Heron, Sir Ry
Hornby, 8.

Hurst, R.

Latouche, 8.

Lambton, J. G.
Lefevre, C. S._

age, that he had been in foreign service, ex- Campbell, Hon. J.

posing himself to the yellow fever, and to.all
the hardships of the West Indian climate. So far

Carter, J.

* His Royal Highness the Duke of Clarence was
married at Kew palace, on the 11th of July, 1818,

Coke, T.
Dowdeswell, E. «
Dundas, €.

to

her

Serene

Saxe-Meiningen.

Highness

the

Princess

-

Adelaide of

Lloyd, Sir E.

Carhampton, Earl of

‘Lyttelton, Hon. W.

Cranbourne, Vis.

Elliot, Rt, Hon. W,
Fanes Jos pany

Maddock’, WA
-

Martin, Jobn
Monck, Sir C.
Moore, P.

Methuen, Py
Newman, R..W-
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‘TVhat,health, that strength, that bloom of civil life.”

the

of honour and. of justice, and so ;
able to despotsas he believed. in

science the present bill to be? He
that they did not repent
of having shewn

lence ona recent occasion, and
tha
Such was this country in 1745, when the poet in
of|
wrote, but the scene was now changed. The they would now feel it their duty, in a case
greater importance, to protect the hot
noble Jord had denied that the renewal of the much
alien bill was connected with the policy of and liberties of their country.—He ஷ்
foreign
states. If the noble lord asserted that, therefore move, “ that the bill be read a second
2
ey
he called on him and the government to pledge time'this day six. months.”
Mr. Protherce said, he saw nothing dangerous
themselves that it would not be put in execution
against one class of persons—against those un- in this bill. (Hear, hear, from the Chancellor
on
fortunate men who had been outlawed by the of the Exchequer.) From the returns laid
king of France. When the valour of our arms the table, it appeared, that the powers Mr
ae placed the Bourbons a second time on the ministers under this law, had been exercised’
throne, little more than a fortnight had elapsed with the greatest moderation. He should there:
at
before an edict was issued in direct opposi- fore vote in support of the motion. _
A pause having ensued, and a division being
tion to the principles before recognized, by
ப for,
ல்
seat
which the persons to whom he alluded were
Mr. Lyttelton rose and. said, that it appeared’
banished, in a measure proscribed and placed
gentlemen on the other
sid®
under what was called surveillance ; proceedings to be the wish of
that violated and trampled on the charter wlohe that this question should not be much discussed.
the monarch had sworn to observe. Whether He was surprised that they had nothing to say
such proceedings had been. instituted under the in defence of their measures, especially as what,
idea of any conspiracy that had been supposed his hon. friend had stated against this bill de
to exist, he was unable to say. The French go- served their utmost attention. He fele much
yernment, however, finding that they could not reluctance in rising to offer any thing ona subestablish any fact on which evento ground asuspi- ject of the greatest magnitude and ipo
cion, pretended, that to persist ரவ ட those considering that it was. regarded in that house
persons to trial would endanger the public tran- with such indifference. (Hear.) But he felt it
quillity, and demanded.a proscription, a sentence his duty to state a case which had come to his”
of banishment, of outlawry against them, with- knowledge, and which shewed the consequences
out trial, and without any investigation whatever.. Eyen those men who supported the mo-

narchical power with all their might,

of this measure on the unhappy victims.

He

had in 1816 stated the case of M. Befort. ‘Thit

who man had been sent out of the country in நி
or to although he had been established here, and ae
sacri- property to the value of 40,000/. He returne™
when in 1814, and though he had stated, through the”
the necessity of making some
‘They proper channel,
sae he was ae
at length granted a power of acting towards arrangements respecting his
those men as the king might think expedient, sent away in less than 24 hours. He had kep
and the very next day he banished them all. a shop in town, and sold what. was supposed
looked upon afy act tending to injure it,
bring it into contempt, as little less than
lege, even those ultra-royalists hesitated
such a proposition was laid before them.

Three years had elapsed, and not one of them

had. been allowed to return.

But this was not

enough—all nations were Jeagued aginst them

—they were treated like felons—and if any one
of them happened to complain, he was. an-

to be an effectual cure for the
name of Eau

integrity of this country to contribute to sup-

medicinale.

It

gout, under

this gout een

HeA

this seller of drug-water, conspired against hot

peace and stability of “England: (a Jaugh) aes

noble lord and the secretary forthe home coal

swered by the treaty of Paris—the holy alliance partment might

—and was hurried off to the town allotted to
him in Austria, Prussia, or elsewhere, to be
watched by spies. Such, then, being the system, was it consistent with the honour or the

உ

‘sanction a measure so subversive
of

தாதா எக

And dedicated long to Liberty.

wa

து:

Ina recess from the contagious world,

the house of commons

essential part, and professedly the rep:
|
tives of the people. Would that house, then,

Ao

ut off from the continent, that world of slaves:
‘That temple built by heaven’s peculiar care,

ment, of which

BOR

they reached the shores of England.
3
_ * ‘That sacred isle! —

of foreign sate

OER

sumed the vengac

ந 52%
௨௧ ௩

்
portion
of the worl
ண்ணா வளங்களை aed thegovernment wih sich 00
whether they were not
‘of the destitute, the refuge of the
oppressed. and consider
It had been the boast மில்லை,
of
மே: when
once the foot of a slave touched British ground,
he was free. However slavery and: tyranny | character of. த்ர வயல் be deeply |
might degrade and oppress individuals in other | by this measure. It was known abroad thi
countries, they were safe from the moment the laws of this country emanated from

ee

Alien Bille

it it? He implored abesh@use before they

ee

110088: 0601100115.

be justified; but they ought of

shew, that he could be reasonably suspected 0,
any such conspiracy.

If not, the house

Wor

consider that they exposed individuals கி

able habits and considerable ee

sent away from the country of

their choice,

a

Ce

7873)

அடி. HOUSE
OF COMMONS.
and
general
, and theவக தவ
gallery ிர
was ர்ச்orderedம.to be |
“Heed whens
ஏவ
Lord Folkestone rose.and said, that he could | or

30% 908 60085 1915 astoni
2860] shment

தட 4
ments should be advanced by ministers, or
or | ற

ய்

measure $0 contrary
country, and so hostil

quillity.

the law officers of the crown, in defence of a

ancient laws of the
e boast of Englishshould be anworth ty
fortune, if, descended
who had taken refuge
to exercise their faith

nde

ட்

ர

» but fo;

He had said, that forei

this country, excite war against France, Frg
| would embroil Europe, and we must
in the general war. But, if this were| takepat
should not the measure be
6 tual
should not a law be passe
claring
it hig
with impunity, he did not protest in the strongest treason to attempt
terms against refusing an asylum to persecuted Another argument to excite war against Fr
foreigners and shutting the door of ospitality dangerous. as it was had been “used, the mor
very plausible, that it wa
upon them.
(Hear, hear.)* It had been the better
to have recourse to prevention than to
olicy of England, from the time of Edward III. punishment. This
might be true in morals,
lown to the
year 1816, to encourage foreigners to a certain extent, in politics.
In the cased
to settle in this country, and this policy had forgery, for instance,
greatly benefitted the commerce, the manufac- temptation to commit it was right to remov h
the crime; but when th
tures, and the literature of the country.
But supposed evil was to arise from feelingso
this policy was not confined to those ad- human nature, which
laws could not adequately
vantages ; it established a character and name in control, then the principle,
which was goodin
the world for England, as a place of refuge for equity, became
inapplicable to the laws of a free
those who were suffering under the tyranny of state. Men should
not be intrusted withtn
their own government. She had thus acquired a limited power.
station which neither her territory nor her popu- would not abuse They might say that they
it=they might even cor
lation could sustain, but which was sustained by scientiously
believe that they would not abuy
her name and character among all who were it—but they could not
ly know what they
attached to religious and aut liberty. This might be induced to do. reall
‘The security of aft
pride, this glory of the island, “that sacred isle’? people did
not consist in their belief, howevtt
as it had been truly called, was now to be
taken away. That temple “ dedicated long to firm, that the executive power would not attemp!
Liberty” was now to be demolished. That great to invade their rights, but in the consciousies
that any such attempt would be wholly ineffecbulwark of security
a fair
, and Open trial by law,
;
was to be superseded by this measure, and a door tual. (Hear, hear.)
C. Grant, jun. said, that the prerogative
was to be opened to all the machinations of of Mr.
the crown extended to the prohibition and the
secret spies and informers. (Hear, hear.) After
removal
of foreigners. The gentlemen opp:
what oe had

men. (Hear, he

‘He

of his descent, and of his
as he was from ancestors
in this country, in order

dy de

heard at the end of the last seasion, and
at the beginning of this session, of
those respectable, and; as it now appea
red,

had declared, that the treaty of Paris, and

fending themselves. An hon. member had said,
in the face of this, that there had been no abuse.

ciated with those events, he could not conceit?
how it could be denied that there was ea

Each of the three cases in the return might be a

mischief, so many conspirators by professi0

[

holy alliance, had sown the seeds of disorderit

much esteemed characters, they could not have Europe. But, did they really believe that
a doubt as to the mode in which this bill would danger was to be apprehended from therestles
be carried into effect. His hon. friend had disturbers of Europe? Had they not heard #
their attempts at assassination? When 1615
stated the case of M. Befort.
It: strikingly collected the
of the last 26 yeals
-shewed how this measure encouraged secret in- the causes ofconvulsions
those convulsions, the ரல்
formation and private malice, while it put the throw of principles,
the avowed contempt 0
unhappy victims beyond the possibility of de- every thing sacred,
the military
grandeur 49s
How

did he know that there was no abuse?

case of great abuse,

Inpay other cases, mea-

Europe never contained so many instruments ம

sures of coercion might have been so successfully

‘The measure was not directed a inst foresee

* Lawrence des Bouveries, a native of Sainghin,

volved ‘to his brother Jacob. In 1747, sir Jet

near Lisle, in Flanders, fied to England’on account of
his'religion, and'settled at Canterbury, in 1568. His

son Edward was father of sir Edward des Bouveries,
knight, born:in 1621, who became ati eminent Turkey

Merchant,

received

the honour of knighthood from

James II. and died in 1694,

His eldest son sir

William des Bouveries, was created a baronet, 1714,

by queen

Son,

Anne.

He

was

succeeded

by his eldest

Edward, who died unmarried, when‘the title de-

generally, but against those turbulent an
Bonverie was created a peer by the titles ot
Longford and viscount

Folkestone.

His a ட்

ah

William-Pleydell-Bouverie was cuales ae ail
nor, in 1765, and was succeeded by மடவ

Jacob, the present earl, father of lord Folkeste

1776.

்

The motto of the family is—Patria cara, cad

libertas.
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=a

of their country. (Hear.)
My
great surprise, says, thatthere is

unha
dour, says, that the cireumstances
of the present. position in this country to unite with these
time, and. ct the time when the bill was first in. conspirators. It is impossible that-a
troduced, are certainly not similar in all their can be more unfounded
than this. Our situat
| our constitution, our character, our
parts.—But are there any two of them alike
En,
of
‘Ybe war of 1798, when this bill was: first
| guage itself, renders the people
troduced, was a war unparalleled
in the. history. exposed than any other people of: Eur
of the world—it was a war of principles, not the arts. of foreign seduction. This fact.
on mere observation
of th
of men—it was a deadly contest for the uni- not depend
but it. is fortified
versal establishment of opinions, which, at the dissimilarity. of character,
time, found able and numerousabettors in every the most incontestible proof. When last
state in Europe. At such a moment, the external:

all the elements
of internal commotion were

danger was mighty, and the internal co-opera-. work in parts of this country, did there occur tl
_ tion not unimportant.
Strong evils require slightest appearance of any disturbance being:
strong measures, and they were then applied. on foot, participated in, or in any way ret
௦
But has the noble lord
opposite the face -mendéd by; the influence or chance
was not tl
to say, that there is at present any thing in. aid or foreign'advantages? There
the external dangers of the continent. which slightest proof that any attempt had been
is likely to act on the internal system of Great by the emissaties, of any government but
Britain? My hon. friend has expatiated. on the own, to excite the public to commotion. (~
lingering
spirit of jacobinism. If, by jaco- cries of “ hear2?) The noble lord thinks
binism;, "43 means the discontent. felt by. certain hard that he should: be obliged to refuse-th
individuals at the existing order of things in -consent of England: alone to the united deci«
their respective countries, and their practices sions of the congress. But were that noble 1௦
where they have the power to. change it, then, not only the representative of England, b
indeed, can we never hope to be without this were he properly imbued. with those maxims)
law;

but if, by

still remains

jacobinism,

of Buonaparte’s

he

means

followers,

what

this

which have constituted the glory

of England

former times,

her security

and’ must form)

in’

danger must indeed be visionary here, when it the future, he would have thought that Eng!
is so little felt in France, the great ‘hot-bed of and he himself as her minister, could nevi
its activity, that many of the prime agents sume. so noble. a character in theeyes: 0
and colleagues in office of Buonaparté him- rope, as when he should answer such a pr
self, have a ministerial share in the administra- sition by simply stating that the. constitution 0
tion of the Bourbon government. (Hear, hear, his country would not allowit ; that it mightbe
hear.) “Then, as to the danger to be appre- inconvenient; but it. was an inconven'
hended

from

Frenchmen

in the Netherlands.

which our ancestors foresaw,

when they wi

1s there judged it better to. submit to any disadvan
really any danger to be apprehended from the in our foreign policy, than to endanger fora
machinations of the miserable outcasts and li- moment the security of our internal night
(Hear, from

the Treasury benches.)

bellers that have found refuge in that part of

Europe?

Has England. for twenty-five years

shed

best blood, and. defeated the com-

her

When

great

I speak

of our

ancestors, I allude

names and venerated. authorities, 19

never expected to be represented by a ministel

bined efforts of whole nations opposed to her,

who, would drag this country, almost against

general peace, and avow her apprehension at a

vortex

merely to sit down at the first moment of a the arrangement of Providence itself, into
handful of miscreants in a. corner of Europe?
(Hear.) In the Netherlands, it is said, was
hatched+the

plan

(and

none,

I, admit,

could

of continental

politics,

th

or force

sturdy and uncompromising constitution to
and truckle to all the fluctuations of the Eu

pean system.

(Hear.)

The

be more horrible) to assassinate the Duke of moved too close with foreign’

noble:I

lord has

ntates +N

Wellington. (Hear.) What proof is there, connexion. with them, and their conjoint 803 ஐ
that the plot. was hatched there? Is it not glorious triamphs in the last year of the bee ]

more likely that it was arranged in, the bo- have dazzled. him; he is too anxious to partt
som of France herself? (Hear.) U was sur- cipate in their splendour, and to enjoy” thet
ie
rised to hear the noble lord talk of the Nether- | applause, to. imbibe. that proper. Je
lands in a strain of regret that these French- have that steady selfpossessi
men should have found: refuge there. ,As an: |station and his country’s policy:
Englishman he onght rather to have boasted, representative ought? to. have
that though a émal) power, and under the shade foreign congress. (Hears /

of France, she clung to that good old policy. are. those who have: little.‘
eo

hey did,0

avour

him with.

he had be
hind him,
had

heir

general

spirit

provisions,
ciple

not
from
might

that
< months
016068! 777002

j thought

it 1

mun
tend

“HOUSE OF
1e system of Bell;
n
ducated for that sum,
| the gc
In Dorsetshire, there was a houseat
for a school-master, and an estate
| termshe
if
or 800/. a-year to maintaina school,
n0| think that members of pa
school was kept.
In Devon,
there was an be excluded, although among

estate worth 1000/. a-year, and which was now
Jet for 650/.; but the w

‘ul corporation

mentioned was one

able members of that house, ye
allowed 4/. only for the purposes of the trust. hope to have the refusal. He felt most
(Hear.) In another place, the heirs of a noble and, from the bottom of his heart anx’
person, who were trustees, had turned over the the success’
of this inquiry; and he was
business of the trust to the steward, the steward

fore willing, for the sake of the security which

ther:

to an inferior agent, the agent to a person of his personal exertions would give, to make
2 _
they had heard a good deal on another temporary retreat from other business. He felt
பண்ட. meant the game-keeper. Scholars this a very delicate subject; but he could: not,
ought to have been sent to Cambridge from this in duty to the investigation
he had originated,
institution; but none had been sent for more refrain from saying what he had said. (Much
than 100 years.
In Leicestershire, an estate cheering.)
We again expressed his hope that
worth 100/. a-year was now actually offered for the measure would find no interested oppo.
sale; the trustees had paid 20/. a-year for the nents elsewhere.
In that house there were
purposes of the trust, and pocketed the re- none of the wrong doers whose conduct it would.
mainder. In Nottinghamshire, very ample funds be one object of the commission to bring into |
were stated by the reverend reporter to have view; and, in the other house, he looked con- |
been “ sold or alienated in a shameful way.”
fidently for the strenuous support cf the heads
A respectable solicitor had given ‘information of the Christian religion in this country. The
respecting the same estates, and it was believed Gospel was emphatically styled the’ ae
that they had been let ata peppercorn rent for the poor. Surely, then, the heads of our great’
999 years. In Worcestershire, there was one establishment for teaching the Gospel would not
of King Edward’s schools, where the principal fail to exert all their power in providing that
master received 150/. a-year, with a house and the poor should not be robbed. (Hear.)
a
garden, the second nsaster 90/. with a house
‘The bill then went through the committee. —
and garden also. The rents of the estates would
Bank Restriction மரற] ‘The Chancellor
educate 3 af 4000 scholars, but, at present, of the Exchequer moved that thé report of this
not a'single boy was -taught. (Hear, hear.) bill be taken into further consideration. ’
a
‘There were many more cases, but he would
Mr. F. Lewis regretted that the subject ha
not weary the house with them. They were not been referred to a committee up stai
only repetitions of the same gross abuses. In Nothing, however, was now left to the hou
consequence of the instances which had been but to amend, the bill as best they might. The
brought to light, he was persuaded that the tight hon. gentleman on a former night, had
whom

house would pass the present bill, and he was

mentioned

four causes for the

continuance of

most anxious that it should not be crippled by the restrictions: 1. The expense of the army 0
any further restrictions, If any restrictions, re- occupation—2. The bad harvest—s, The exstraints, Or exceptions,

were attached to it else-

where, let others have the glory of them; that
house

would,

in tenderness

to the objects

of

their interposition, intrust the commissioners
with the same inquisitorial powers which they
themselves possessed. He implored the right
hon. gentlemen opposite, to consider that
every thing would depend on the personal
characters of thosé¢ appointed. (Hear.)
He
hoped there would be no jobbing in the selection. Some of the commissioners were to ren

penditure of English travellers abroad—and 4.

The loans to France.

The

three first circume

stances were altogether inapplicable, for the expense of the army was paid by France; the
harvest might again occur, and might be made
a perpetual reason for restriction; and as to the”

expenditure of travellers, it had been foreseen
two years ago. ‘The loans to France were thus
the only ground on which the measure rested;

but he considered those loans as mere bugb

and the alarm to which: they had given nse as

no salary. The appointment conferred wholly without foundation. ‘The fact was, that”
no patronage. Of some of the persons who he the rise in the price of gold and the fall of the”
had heard would be named, he could say nothing exchange, was solely to be attributed to the:
but what was respectful. But as nothing was enormous issue of Bank paper, and nothing
to be received by the appointment but labour, could serve to remedy the evil but our return”
he begged leave to address himself to ministers, to a sound state of currency. ‘The system
and. to express his own willingness to under- upon which the Bank now acted must inevit
take the part of a commissioner. (Hear.)
‘The bly lead to the continuance of the restrictt
committee had taken the point into considera~ from time to time; for the maintenance0!
‘
tion, and thought it fair that he should offer isgues, at their present amount, would never”
himself, from the share he had already had in’ |all low the act to expire. He could not help”
this business, and the interest he felt for the looking forward to a great increase of cireur”
ceive

டட

]

ட்

iS

the Bank restri

‘but

the great landed proprietors in this house to,

-revert to that calamitous period, and they will
‘see that the only class who remained aninjured, tmany years, it will ben
were the monied capitalists. I must now come coinage to the value of th
back to the right hon. the Chancellor of the in the mags of outstanding
Exchequer.

He had Jost the property tax.

Tt ‘that any

‘was perfectly obvious in the then state of things, |

variation in the

that the taxes on articles of consumption must
fall off greatly. New impositions were out of | b

the question; and he did, perhaps, the only

thing he could do.

He did not circulate fifty quently, that, supposing

nei

4
millions of the old debt : but he made the capi- ‘0 On increasing, there S no
depreciation will take:
tal of the new debt—the winding up of the war that any
xpenditure—stand for money. He threw fifty postponing the opening the Bank
to another year. Thirdly, ai
millions of exchequer bills on the money mar- payments

ket; and ina year, in which it is clear there that the species of paper which
could be no increase of real riches—on the con- and directly bears, by its great
‘trary, bya
end of perhaps the only year, in prices of all things, is the issue
which the actual consumption of the country government,—which represents
had been

greater than its actual produce, he had

‘mo:

amount,

of the paj
nothing;

exigencies and deficiencies of the state,—

©

of the year’
succeeded in making moneya drug—and money, is not taken up in the receipts
in the beginning of 1816, not having been to be ation,—but which falls dead on the market,
borrowed at any interest—by January 1817, he and with a view to bring the ர் ce of g
had brought down the rate of interest to four near to the level of the pound of acco
per cent. Stocks rose in price—all things rose England as may be, it will be necessa
im price. But in what were they measured? abridge, as much as shall be possible, the
6
Certainly not in a standard altered Ly the Bank ing debt. Sir, I have to apologis
issues, for they had kept steady; or, indeed, for the Jength of statement into which 1
were rather reduced—but by the undiseuised insensibly been drawn, and shall éonelu
and undisguisable issues of the capital of the inerely repeating, that for the reasons I hav
ண ர shall yote fof retainin
debt. Sir, from that time the industry of the fore

country has gradually

been bringing

it round

again. The Chancellor of the
கரன் has
lately been funding some of his exchequer
bills. It may
hoped that he may not see it
necessary to keep up this forced an unnatural
state of things, but allow them to subside, after
these violent fluctuations, into their fair channel ;
for then, and then only, shall we be able to as-

certain what the pound of account of England
really is, as. measured against gold. But do

what you will, one thing iscertain—yout pound

preamble of the Chancellor of the
quer, and against the amendment ‘of

gentleman.”
5
Mr. Bankes said, he most sincerely
that the house had acceded to a moti
made some weeks ago, to inquire into 6

ter (hear, hear); and he trusted that th
hon. gentleman (the Chancellor of the
quer) would consent to an investigation

the Tene

gravely
and
of account is not the pound of account of the mies. Head
days of William the Third; and, under a debt
of 240 millions, you can no more force back
your prices to the prices of former times, without ruin to all pate than you can make the

5

when

seriously
been

Bien

iy

considered.
I
டா he should:

asked the right hon. gentleman on what¢
he conceived that the Bank would be

at the end of one
Was this likely to

year, to resume its pa)
be the last year dur

shadow go back upon the dial. There appears the suspension would be continued
to me to be still one more reason why it would own part, he thought, that from time
be mote conyenient to suspend the resumption there would be some cause, either fo!
of specie payments for another year; namely, unforeseen, to prevent the resumption
that it is not only the finances.of this country ments in specie. (Hear.) It would be
which have been in a state of great fluctuation point to come back to a sound state
and uticertainty during the war, but the mone- rency, and the country had a right i to
tary system of almost all the countries of it. (Hear.
thedue
The ribet a put, “ That
Europe; and until they, as well as we, have become more settled in the transactions of peace, the Amendinent miade by the Cominitt4 ™
it would seem to me to be almost impossible to posed to be left out, stand part of the
ascertain and adjust our standatd. ‘To recapitu- The house divided.
Ayes, 88—Noes, 21
late. It shews the wonderful powers of this’
Mr. J, P. Grdut then moved, that
country, that, under a debt so enormous, the
difference is not greater than it is. Yet I still the words “sth day of July, 1!

HOUSE OF LORDS.
்
Tesuming cash
at so early a

pe-

od as six weeks after the meeting of parlianent.
:

i) Mr. Tierney’ said, thatif the right hon. gentleரவ
cairy on a sort on gle a the
Bank, he did not act so fairly and
manfully as
he hon. member under the alee (Mr, Gurney)
iid,

when he said openly, that he held the pay-

of paper in specie, as an abominable heresy.
« the

)

He should therefore move, to leave

5th of July,” in order to substitute

WB the 2sth day of March.”

Mt. J. P. Grant said, he should withdraw his

apse to make room for that of his right

Chis Senegalpena

of a similar offence
in th
notwithstanding, he had

ced
be

lottery did not, said, that the latter was a national crime, encouraging immorality at large,
and not exciting reprobation like a private vice,

There was no ground for defending this, which
would not go also to defend any other crime,

and he hoped to seé the end of a system so injurious and destructive of industry.
Mr. B. Howard contended that ‘the system
18106
00 0ய: market could not be expected to suspended the law of the land. ‘There were
hi
‘by the goth of March.
statutes which declared all lotteries public nuisSty ‘The question being put, “ That the words of ances, and subversive of the common good.
th=fhe Amendment made by the Committee, proMr. W. Smith said, that to erect saving-banks
ald
d to be left out, stand part thereof.” The with one hand and lotteries with the other, was
se divided,
a political solecism; it was urging the honest
t
Ayes, s8—Noes, 27,
man to spend his little savings in mischievous
Lorrery.] The house having resolved itself and ruinous adventure.
nto & committee of ways and means, the ChanThe committee divided.
lor of the Exchequer moved a resolution for
For the resolution...
. . 75
fe ifPsing the sum of 250,000/. by way of lottery.
A BARNS Mo
a a ene
8D
ப்பி Mr. Lyttelton opposed the motion.
The sysCoroners Exection But.] This bill was
m of lotteries, he observed, went to increase read a third time and passed.
e patronage of the crown, to train up a race
‘informers, and to subyert the morals of the
HOUSE OF LORDS.
eople, Perhaps those who were so earnest in
Tuesday, May 19.
ing the new churches, thought by so doing
ந 3008 for the’ mischief they thus created.
Recency Act AMENDMENT Bity.]
The
iE
Was utterly inconsistent to be anxious Lord Chancellor presented a bill to alter and
pu out the edueation of the people, and the im- amend the act of the 51 Geo. III. relative to the
நட இம் of morality on one side, if all that custody of his Majesty’s person during the
done'were defeated by the lottery on the Regency. One object of the bill was, to vest in
~ The right hon. gentleman seemed to be the Queen the power of appointing additional
iy Mr. C. Grant, jun. opposed the amendment.
‘Ge observed, that the operation of the foreign

Si

em

batteries against his own measures, but it

aoe more candid and simple to abandon

The, ‘once,

er pe ancellor of the Eschequer did not conSone Sele called upon to give additional

்

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that if
an office-keeper in London had been guilty of
such an offence, his license would not have been
renewed.
=
Taig
Sw J. Neavport observed, that the right hon.
gentleman was chancellor of the exchequer for
Ireland as well as for England. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. Wilberforce, in answer to the argument
that unauthorized gambling would exist, if the

members of the council, to assist her Majesty

in the execution of the high trust reposed in her
with regard to the care of the king’s person;
the other object was, to provide for the meeting
of parliament, within:a certain time, in the pos=

na im favour of a méasure in proposing sible sues @ cessation ee ena
of her ma«hue had only followed all his predecessors. jesty, to have the care of the
king.
gentleman had advanced no new arguEarl Grey said, that, until he entered the
ieee
there would always be a certain house, he had not been aware of the intention
Mischio, co Sembling, lotteries were not more of the noble and learned lord to introduce
. Aes lan unauthorized play.
this measure. He was not prepared to give a
es W. Ridley remarked, that nothin
decided opinion uponit, and, therefore, he
e ri as iconsistent than the conduct of should reserve himself for further deliberation.
(ibeae
one gentleman on this subject. On
The Lord Chancellor said, that on the question
thes? be encouraged saving banks, and, on of the second reading, he proposed to enter at
Goings;
ured the people to venture their large into the consideration of the measure.
| ப a lottery. tae hear.)
‘The bill was then read a firsttime.
பன் ge as related an anecdote of one of
Linen Law.) Lord Erskine said that, for
் wee Dublin, who was a lotrery-office
he now
ty
reasons which he had already explained,
alty cd
been lately
cohvict
in
the
ed
introduce a. bill for d leclaring the
to
oF 50),hadforillegal
pees
insurances, Six other
law with respect to the power of justices of the

x

amble of the bill stated, that’
on the law had arisen, and ‘
to ‘declare, that’ the

bill went on |

magistra

iad no such

(Lauderdale) had 8

spect

power. He moved, that it be now read a first ous effect of this measure on tra
it would have no such efte
time.
oe
Hons
The Lord Chancellor said, that in putting the that was a question for consi
question on the first reading of this bill, 3௨ grounds. Trade could not be
wishedit not to be understood
that heentertained overworking man or child.
The Earl of Lauderda,
any doubt whatever as to the law upon the
were regulated at all, r
p
subject.
ப
t
ச
the personal strength of each indi
» ‘The bill-was then read a first time.
Corron Facrorizs Brey.) The house went general rule could be relied on. 10
into a committee on this bill, when Mr. Wairen was the person most likely to be acquai
was heard as counsel for the petitioners against the different degrees of strength
1
0
the bill. “The question was then put, that Mr. his workmen, and most Ii

Harrison should also be heard.

rating them, with a view to his own ad

« Lord Kenyon expressed his opinion that neither counsel. nor evidence should be farther
heard. He conceived, that the evidence taken
before the committee of the House of Commons was quite sufficient.
‘The Earl of Eauderdale stated, that the noble
Jord had determined, before he came to the
house; not to hear counsel, and read a letter from

his lordship to that effect.

The noble earl then

argued, from: the impolicy of the measure, and
the mischievous effects it would have on trade,

that the petitioners ought to be heard. He
proved that the evidence already before the
house was contradictory and inconsistent, if not
false in the highest degree, and thence urged
the necessity of admitting evidence on oath.
Earl Manvers was-in favour of hearing both
counsel and evidence in support of the petiti-

_ oners against the bill.

The Bishop of Chester opposed the hearing
of counsel, on the ground that the simple question was, whether parliament would protect
those who could not protect themselves, and
whether children: should be permitted to work
more than 12 hours. He had seen the misery
of the factories himself, and was astonished to

hear the employment called “ free trade.?”

‘The inconsistency
of the evidence already

duced shewed the necessity
of hearing the

tioners.

The Marquis of Lansdowne agreed
great evil existed in the excessive labo
children, and that it would be proper to
duce some measure on the subject: but
the more convinced that the petitioners’

and evidence ought to be heard, and that i

house should not legislate in the dark.

not, however,

Hi

feel any apprehension on

0)

ground of the mischief which it was allege
measure would produce on trade, tho
might alter the course of the manufactin
this rendered it the more necessary to he:

dence on the subject.

a

dts

‘The question was put and carried.
then agreed that further evidence shi
heard ina committee up-stairs to-morrow.
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
்
Tuesday, May 19CopyriGuT BILL.)
Mr. Finlay pres

petition of the Senatus Academicus of
versity of Glasrow, against this bill.—O!
to lie on the table.
Bank RESTRICTION

BiLu.]

On the or

the day for the third reading of thi
law-of the land already sanctioned a degree of Finlay said, he was afraid trom what
interference between employers and their work- that it was not the intention of governm
men, as in the instance of master and appren- to place our currency on its former foottt
tice, and that parents might be compelled on was absurd to think that he Bank AG
application to a magistrate to treat their chilear, or in any future year, be more al
dren properly, contended, that it was but fair to ing to
ட்ட
ட
than they
The Lord Chancellor, after observing that the

admit farther evidence,

ments of counsel.

and to hear the argu-

The evidence taken Wer

the committee of the commons was most contradictory, and

he: did

not

think

it would

be

at present.

The resumption might be

with some inconvenience ; but the house
to meet the evil in a manly and fair mani
once, and not allow themselves to be a

longer with the farce which had been p
safe to legislate upon it.
_
+The Earl of Liverpool admitted, that the evi- upon them.
haute aie
Mr. Hammersley said,
tha the
ous
dence then before their lordships was contradict0 ©
tory, but’ he contended, that where opinion was always been desirous of returning
mixed up with matter of fact, as in the case of ments; but, at’ this time, agents.from
the chimney-sweepers, it was always so. He foreign houses were inthe metropolis, 2
therefore thought

it would

be

inexpedient to

enter into an investigation that might lead to
endless discussion. “He considered that their

restriction were, not continued, 2 gI©
th
the loans would be supplied’ from
gold from the’ Bank.

ae

;

forsaken by one of

ablest. supporters, who: afterwards: became its
bitterest enemy, Not long aftera war arose,
which threw the nations of Europe’ centuries:
back in the career of improvement and reform.
The people had then,
to-use:a:
i phrase |
of the noble lord opposite, “ turned their backs
onthemselves.” Rights:were taken from them
which they
had never abused, under the pretence of

had. ட been,
of plots was,

plots, which,

if they existed

all,

ly5 exaggerated. The machinery |
ஸ்ம
kept among the Aone

of the treasury ; but he trusted that the bottom

of the green-bag would now be found so much
damaged, that it would: never produce an. explosion again. On the’ several occasions on
which reform had been stron py urged, proof of
its necessity was offered to be produced at the
bar, but the house had never shewn any desire
to enter into the case. The Grenville act had’
procl: laimed'to the country, thac the members of
that house were so corrupt, that they were not
to be trusted with the trial of their own elec.
tions. Oaths were accordingly prescribed’ in
order to prevent corruption, if possible, in those
who, without an oath, were
ட் by: every
consideration of duty, conscience, and character,

to decide honestly.

avd Lord

Mr. Rigby, Mr. Dyson,

North, persons who

ee

themselves

been: most conversant with corruption, had ad=
mitted the necessity of reform. ‘The Grenville
act had effected some improvements:in the trial

of contested elections; but the enormous ex=
pense of petitions. almost’ amounted toa denial
. Of justice. That act, indeed, was an avowal

of a defective practice—it was a strong argu-

ment for reform, because it would not be necessary if other abuses: were corrected. When any

thing-in the shape of’ reform was proposed on

his side of the house, it was-met by gentlemen

on the other with various objections. The most
frequent objection was, that the time was not
proper. When we were: in’ prosperity, it was

said that reform was: unnecessary;

when we:

were in distress, it was said to be dangerous,

Another objection was, that the reformers could

* The wretched state to which the people of France.
had been reduced for along time prior to the revola~
tion, is exhibited in a tract published by John Hamp:
den, esq, in 1692, and cited in the note to: Kennett’s |
Hist. of Charles I]. p. 397. Mr, Hampden says,
“ That discoursing about 10 years» before, at Pari
with the famous historian Mezeiay, about the:d:
ference of the government of France, and England,

tution

shops,

from Plato

ued
down

to

Siéyes, had arisen trom’ accidents, and:
worked itself into a fully: poised and
balanced

system.

But the most suce

Jection to every: kind of reform was the
revolution—he: meant the con:

revolution.

If gentlemen would on!

a

the causes of those events, they would fi
they were quite inapplicable to any questi
reform in’ this country. ‘The first cause

the total unfitness of

the French nation at

cond was, thata weak

and vacillati

time for any thing like public liberty.

clined towards every thing benevolent, bat
his purpose in nothing. The third was,
unbounded extravagance of the French
which no minister could supply, and yet,
out yielding to the wishes of the court,

nister could long’ hold his place.

Th

but not the least cause was, the condu

character of the late ‘Duke’ of Orleans, wha

been properly styled, the monster Egalité.

still, all the attacks of himself and his partizal

upon the king’s government would have
ineffectual, had the monarch attended
wishes and entreaties of his people. In 1'
M. Neckar published a book on the French
volution, in which he delivered’ his opinion,
‘if the king of France had acceded in tim
revolution would not have taken place;

French court refused making popular rel
until it was too late*.”?

It was obvious,

that all arguments to be drawn fiom the

sent—our- kings were subject to the rites of ae
reason.—But now, alas!

we are miserable, andன் ia

lost ! I think nothing'too dear to maintain these Pr

cious advantages; and if ever there be மண்டி
Yenture your life, your estate, and all’ a

rather than’ submit. to: the miserable conditiv
which you see us reduced.”—The followin}

anecdo

told bythe Dake de St. Simon, and,wh
Mezeray broke out into these expressions wi th trans he had from M. de Marechal, srgeon to Louis )7™
port, O fortunatos nimitm, sva si bona. nérint, An- confirms the truth of Mezeray’s obsel
gligene! We had once in France the same happi- | the year 1710, when lores sums were want
ness, and the same'privileges, whieh-you hayve—our carrying onthe war, and the people of Fi ance
laws wore made by representatives
of ovir-owon: choosing extremely oppressed by the burthens they already
our money was not taken fromus but by ourown'con- ‘boured: under, the’ ministers”

re BS con

mj

|

1Sth ga

its,

Bishop Bu

285 bafgain

‘only

tiously < but it did.
n| pen, that gentlemen,
whi
period of elections, yoted
theif usual practice. (Hear.)

ட்

T=

cumstances he inferred, that the most beneficial -

er of the people ha

ww had the* power of le latter
ented? “It had arisen from a the
ed cation, a cause from which he
hend the least possible danger.
no doubt, were more enlightened

increased. “J effects would result from shortening the duration
been aug- of parliament ; and, therefore, he concluded with
ogress of| moving, that leave be given to bring in the bill.

could not (Hear, hear, hear.)
34
‘The peoLord Folkestone seconded the motion.
and better
After a considerable pause, strangers were orcated than in former times, and, in a cor- dered to withdraw, and the gallery was almost
responding degree, they were better subjects and ¢éleared, when
i:
ன்
(Hear, hear, hear.) 1 had been found
Sir Samuel Romilly rose and said, that the
#oin the countries where education was most motion had. his most cordial support. It was
peneral—in Switzerland and in Scotland.” But quite free from all those inconveniences supfrom popular principles that the only dan- posed to be connected with a more extensive
ger was apprehended? If they refused reform,| reform, It might do good, and there was no
might not a powerful “oligarchy control the possibility of any danger from it. He would
throne, and render the sovereign a mere pageant? take notice of only one argument that had been
He was not afraid of this; but as little was he often advanced against triennial parliaments; it
afraid of the people becoming too
powerful. was used by Mr, Burke: namely, that those
When just chastisement was’ rnflictecl as ina candidates who were supported & the crown
late instance for improper interference in elec- would derive an advantage over those who were
tions, while greater offences were not even independent of it. If that were true, why should
checked, and were openly avowed, it was ob- a triennial act be always opposed by the minivious that some alteration should be introduced. sters of the crown? In the present reign, duAt present, it was ignorance

and

inexperience

only, which did not-practise corruption in the
usual parliamentary mode, that called down
er vengeance. But the greatest offence that
ever committed in elections was the
septennial act. By that act the house of comMons had robbed the people of their right,
and it now became them to restore what they

ring which

வ் had been maintained and

extended

beyond

had been

11 parliaments, of which

all precedent, (sear) there
eight had

been suffered to last six years; and they were
then terminated only because it was thought inconvenient to let the seven years elapse, when
no choiée or alternative would remain as to a
general election. This clearly proved that the.
id taken away.
If there had been a tempo- crown could derive no advantage from frequent
aoe
for prolonging
the duration of elections. "How different were the votes of
Parliament,
the act ought
கா been tempo- members at the commencement of a parliament
Tary. A permanent act ought not to have been from what they were as it approached its terPassed for a temporary object. But they had mination? In the present session let them reWanted to strengthen the power of the crown, collect the aversion to the measure respecting
and they ர
themselves
of the alarm of the country bankers; the refusal to increase the
People to accomplish what they could not other- burthens of the people, and the reduction of
Wise have done. During the last two sessions taxes, they must see at once that the ap‘had seen strong instances of the benefit to be proach of a general election had great effect.
;XPected from short parliaments. It had often (Hear.) He had stated in the last session, (See
1 his lot to be sent into the lobby when the| vol. i. p. 1220.) that he hoped a proposal would

mouse divided. There he had often seen, par- be soon brought forward for the repeal of the
By during this session, faces that were quite | septennial act, and he felt persuaded, thatif the

roe

him.

“He had been so astonished, that

“Sometimes feared he had committed a mis-

bo

On the 25th of March 1681 (39 Char. I.) the
ommons
toe

voted thanks for electing their

charge.

ne order stands in wee

eing represented

a tmembers,

to this house by se-

ஸ் பவர் céunties, cities, and bo-

is, have freely, without charge, elected many of
Tobers in this present parliament, according to

resent, motion were agreed to, the nation at

Tree would derive the most essential advantages

from it.
4.
Mr. W7. Smith said, be was desirous of expressing his entire concurrence in all the obserservations of his hon. and Jearned friend,’ and in
nearly all which had fallen from the hon. mover.
There was, however, another reason, which was
alone sufficient to induce him ட

ive his ae

the present motion, and
that was, the
ம் afforded of marking his dis.
ரணம்
வ் theatliament ; wherefore this house doth give
thanks to such counties, éfties, and boroughs, approbation of one of the most flagitious abuses
Said‘elections,?
ல் a public trust that ட் had been committed.

Sncient constitution of elections of members to

்

$=.
>

>
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_ Seoretary of state for the home department.
ands.

1063)

was against tyranny

It was not his business to pa’

qments to any man, and therefore he

he thought these powers in verybad

(Hear.)

< ்

t

hands.

He respected the private character

noble lord, he was ready to acknowled;

is integrity and worth as a private

individual

SALT

ee

;

but the noble lord now stood before them as a

one sme cosine Bete a es

public man, and in that character he could not
give him any approbation, He had never seen
in_him an
ard for liberty; he had never | fron
witnessed
ரு i noble lord anyர veneration or
respect for the good, sound, principles of our
tecorded constitution. When he considered
-the manner in which the noble lord had suspended the habeas corpus act; when he reflected on

his refusal to hear the ‘petitions of the unfortu-

fate persons who had. been imprisoned under
that suspension; when he remembered, that,
after all, he had sought to coyer the acts of
therefo:

«

too, remember, that his Majesty’s ministers had A similar power was exercised in the reign
on all occasions refused an inquiry
into the Elizabeth; it was exercised by. that sovel
manner in which those powers had ‘been exer- in 1571, at the time of Norfolk’s conspirac

cised.—This was a most fatal blow to the and again in 1574 and 1575. These
wee,
character of this country; and he could not matters of fact, proved. against
assertion on
but reflect, that when
we should have lost all
our liberties, we should not even haye the com-

other side of the house, Aliens were liable to
be sent home, whenever the king saw occasion;
passion of any nation in the world, because it (hear hear, from
S. Romilly 3) but, at al,
. would be said, that a people who were so re- events, the power Sir
of sending them home wa |
gardless of the liberties of others did not de- ‘vested in the legislatur
e. (Hear, hear.)
serve to enjoy their own.

(Loud cheering.

_ Mr. Serjeant Copley considered the subject as
diyided into two questions—the policy. of the
measure, and its foundation upon the law of the

alien bill was not introduced for the purpo:

vesting the crown with any new authority.
safe conduct were required—if license 0!

dencewere demanded—it belonged

to the cen
country. If the bill were not to be passed, a to grant it. By analogy, then,
the power ot
door would be opened to all persons who might sending aliens out of the country
be exiled from the continent—there would be vested in the same hands. ‘This ought to be |
bill, he cots |
an influx into this country of men who were tended, merely went
a power alread
known for the political criminality as well as possessed ; it enabledto regulate
the king to
a
the practical infamy of their conduct; who had effect-with greater speed what he carry
might
been brought up in all the principles of the without it, by the mode of indictment, and by.
French revolution, and who would not fail to a more circuitous system which it was adyis:
disseminate their pernicious doctrines amon;
able to avoid. ‘The king had the power of sent
the people of England. He was not one of those ing away aliens before, but it was of necesstt Bs
hazardous politicians who would giye their con-

sent to put such a calamity to the trial. He
was not willing to make
the experiment as to
what quantity of poison we-could inhale with.
out endangering the stability of our constitution,

He would not agree to allow this country to. become the seat of intrigue, which might destroy

other governments, and finally bring destruction
on our own.

with

other

Much had been said-of connexion

nations in

the

enactment

of this

measure; but who would say that this country
‘was not dependent for security. on the systems
and arrangements of other states? It had been

to be by indictment.

He could’ not but te

sider the bill necessary for a limited period. .

was not satisfied with the arguments against!

unless, indeed, they ought to open the door#0
every man who might choose to enter &

|

country for the purpose of carrying on any| ம் |
signs of his own, either with a yiew of imp‘os it
ing our own security, or of throwing
i
nations into disorder, and through th ides
டி
igering ourselves.
i

ட

Sir J. Macintosh said, he must «enter r his 08

solemn protest against the principles

trines promulgated
‘oy the hon. and

|

ee Qs

powers of the alien bill. (Hear.) Let the house,

ment on that point could not,

In the time of Henry IV.a proclamation
issued to the keepers of the passage,
were called, commanding them not to all
landing of aliens in this country, until examin

See

only

t

௪ ஜல தவத

by themselves, and furnished

with such evidence as they chose to adduce,
there was no man in whose hands he should be
more unwilling to intrust the exercise of the

policy of that monarch not

அட ஓ னவ அவது

tee named

good

though the power was vested in him; ai

eo

nity, founded on the report of a secret commit-

காணாத my

himself and his colleagues by a bill of indem-

sions
to th

the

house, (hear, hear,)

and

ha

of holding the same principles in 179:

_ were the

fact,
it was no wonder that

But it was not the fact, for there wa:
one gentleman present who had
~ house at the time when the alien bil
cussed in.1793. At the same time he could as-|
sure the hon.: and learned gentleman, that he,

wh:

for one, should never be ahead to adopt the

principles, or revere the memory, of those who
opposed the alien bill at that time. Whatever
posterity might think of the various events of
that period, and of the present day, he was sure | 1
they would not say that too much had been
done in the way of resistance to the power of] §
the crown—that the prerogative of the crown
was too small, or that it had been weakened by
what had passed in the course of the last 25

years. He was perfectly at a loss to know, to
-what events the hon. and Jearned gentleman alJuded,

some future period, some horrible

continent should require us to

viduals who had sought an

gi

asylum,

amc

as having occurred since 1816, and as from his barbarity? It
might be the intere
having falsified the predictions of those who op- England to keep at peace with such
a person
ose the bill of that day? What danger or alarm ae yet how. couldie answer him?
Wo
had since arisen from aliens ? Whathad occurred Not urge that, in 1818, an 81
to induce us again to suspend that asylum which
ude three newspap
» ought always to exist interthangeably amon
(Hear, hear.) Suppose that, in Soti
the nations of Europe for a vanquished politica the reign of imbecile and superstitious tyn
party? He could not conceive a more dangerous should be restored, which he fy no m
plinciple than that set up as a ground for this wished to be the case, and many of the lea
bill. In future, before we received foreigners, persons engaged in the struggle in that count
‘we must examine into their moral character and should take refuge in England; might not Spai
conduct. The consequence would be, that when say, that we shewed a spirit of animosity aga
we received exiles from a foreign country, we her, if we refused to pass an alien bill.
should, in the approbation of their morality, in- expulsion of those individuals?
What,
4
volve a condemnation of their own government, leaders of the first Cortes should: cape from
Mr. Gibbon had said, that’ there was no prin- those dungeons in which they had been confined |
ciple so good as that of preserving an asylum in for the last two years, and fly to this count
all the states of Europe for political 0 ‘enders, would not Spain consider England as herenem
who were; as he had before observed, generally if she refused to surrender those excellent}
*

sons to the imprisonment which they had elua'

ware
m
the full and free possession and enjoyment of their religion, rights, and liberties,’ but innovations on
the |

Jt was extraordinary to reflect, thats
in the yet”

of the crown, honestly says, that “the Bill of
Rights was only declaratory of the old constitutional
Jaws.”
(4 Comm. p- S78.)

avoid

1811, the Cortes was recognized by Russia

ancient constitution, in favour of the people. (See the constitutional government of Spain A
his Speech, 3d June, 1782, in the 8th yol. of
that, if the members of that body were to:
Debiett’s Parl. Reg. p. 334.)
Blackstone, however,
who was by ne means disposed to lessen the power from. their dungeons, they would. obtain oe

Lord Mansfield was certainly a great lawyer, but,

asylum in Russia, which England,
a quarrel with

Spain,

«in order i

might refuse

give them. Thus it appeared, that Mascot
was at the head of liberality and justi

if he had continued to sit a few’ years longer in
Westminster Hall, he would have gone far to con-

England at that of prejudice and intolera
—The hon. and learne ணட
ட் ded?

mon law,

Opposition to the bill.

vert the court of King’s Bench, from a court of cominto a court

of equity.

Lord

Redesdale

has very truly observed, that ‘* he (Lord Mansfield)
had on-his mind prejudices derived from his familiarity

with

the

laws

equity are administered

of Scotland, where

law and

in the same courts,

and

where the distinction between them which subsists:
with us is not known, and there are many thinzs in

his. decisions which shew that his mind had received
a tinge on that subject not quite consistent with the
constitution of England and Ireland ia the adminis-

tation of justice.”

by declaring his principles to. be in deci
_ The, Attorney-General

contended,

ciple disputed, as even magna charta
nized the right of the. king over aliens
acting that Fen merchants mi ht

kingdom without molestation
(Shannon and. Bradstreet, 1 Juerint, a phrase which plain!

Scho, and Lefroy, p, 66.)

:

fo

ஸ்ஸ்

the common law, the king possessed the po
of sending individuals out of the county.”
proclamation.’ He wondered to hear this pat

isi Ni ea
x
d

might be prevented from entering

ட
that

he kings

ட்
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persist in that kind of criminality

fF
p- 1786.)

When

lom, it belonged
‘to

the

Barham, JF.
Barnett, James _

Burroughs, Sir Ws .
Byng,. G.
Campbell, Gen.

Macint
Ni

Carter, John

Philips, G.

power which
was proposed to be given Caulfield, Hon, H,
this bill. He was obliged to ‘follow the more Duncannon, ‘Vise.
Douglas, Hon. F.S.
‘f circuitous plan of-issuing a proclamation, and
‘N.
swere not obeyed, to prosecute the persons Fazakerley,
Folkestone, Visc.
:
neglected: it, for
sched eka, _ The hon, Fergusson, Sir R. C.
if gentlemen who opposed this bill had misrepre- Grant, J. P.
sented its nature, ‘by calling it an act directed Gordon, R..

ch; F against foreigners, and intended to render their

residence here Jess secure; it’ enacted nothing

against aliens ; it conferred nothing on the crown

ர

Rancliff, Lord
Ridley, Sir M. We

Romilly, Sir. S.Sharp, R.

Smith, John

ae;

:

ee

=

Tavistock,» Marquis
Wilson, Thomas
Wood, Alderman

Hamilton, Lord A.

ல்

Howorth, W.

. TExLeRs,

Heron, Sir Re

மினா, நர, ந. மே...

Lyttelton, Hon. W.
.
but ‘the proper exercise of its acknowledged Jervoise, G. Pe
prerogative. ‘The question was, therefore, reThe house then went into a committee, when
duced to one of expediency; and he would ask, Mr. Barham moved, that the blank
பாத
would it besafe, would it be politic, after the the duration of the bill be filled up with one
} events ofithe last 25 years, to return immediately year instead of two.
a
:
| tothe state of law on this subject which existed.

before'1798 ? The house had heard much from

:

“The committee divided:

For two years, 90

anho, aid learned gentleman on the debates
st it,
24
:
which took, place when the alien bill of that
The house then resumed, and it was ordered
period was discussed; but, in opposition to the that the report should be received to-morrow.
tendency of his argument, he would say, that ‘ Fever Hospirats (IRELAND) Biwt.]
Sir
theiopponents of the measure at! that time did J. Newport brought in a bill “ to establish Fever
notlike its opponents now, deny the king’s Hospitals, and to make other regulations for the
it by proclamation to order foreigners to de- relief of the suffering poor, and for preventing
patt:the realm. ‘The game line of reasoning the increase of contagious Fevers in Ireland.”
‘was: then followed as on the present occasion It was read a first time.
With regard to the expediency or the policy of
ENCOURAGEMENT OF PARTNERSHIPS (IREthe bill, but all concurred in the principle oh the LAND) BILL.) This bill was read a second
prerogative on which it was founded. time.
hese even who had then opposed the act on
“only proper ground—its expediency and

HOUSE OF LORDS.

Recessity—he was sure, on an impartial view of

subsequent events, would now acknowledge
‘that; however inconsistent it had appeared with
ir views or principles at the time, it had after's proved itself to be one of the wisest and

‘Most beneficial acts which had ever passed the
Seislature, by saving

us from thoserevolutionary

07078 to which other nations had been subject.
we powers then granted had been exercised
a Impartiality, and had not, as had been stat-

Wednesday, May 20.
EDUCATION OF THE Poor Brtt.] This bill
was brought from the Commons, and read
a first
time.
REWARDS ON Conviction Bitx.]
This bill
was brought from the Commons,
and read a
time.

BurLpinc

or

Cuurcues

Bu.)

On

the

+ yan hon. and learned gentleman on a former motion of the Earl of Liverpool, the house reTight, been directed more against one class of solved itself into a committee on this bill. On .
Nchmen than another. ‘The bill now before the first clause being read,
'
210086 would be used with the same imparLord Holland rose, and observed, that when
of ae agit was justified on the same grounds he stated his objections to a grant of the public
of} ‘pediency. It violated’ no principle of law, money, under the present circumstances of the

Sspitality, or of humanity.

ae mewed

ia

Pa

It could not country,

with an hostile eye by foreigners as

d, Our character would not be raised, while

© question

being put, 4 That Mr. Speaker

the house divided :
leave the-chairy”
iit’) now
Ayes, 99 ;—Noés, 32.
Behe
om

for the purpose of this bill, he had in.

his opinion that the funds required for

to their rights. It was merely in- carrying the bill into effect ought to be supplied
he

a for self-protection; and if it were not

|)| Gt
humanity
might be despised
lespised and andour policy
by Sraenne®
irided
li
Vl

timated.
by

the church itself. When

he stated this,

in
was mot aware that, in the present reign, and
he
practice
the
for
precedent
a
his own time,

There
recommended had been established.
was, however, an act of the 37th Geo. 117. by
which the emoluments of two prebends of Lich-

field were sequestered for the purpose of repair-

ling the cathedral.

Now, though the act to

2

HOUSE OF LORDS,

14g]ich

ய

ight be

gardeed as a private |

ch heal nde one the regarded ae pera

not be adopted in the present measure, and ap-|
ப் to the to
the ae
e Archbishop of Ganterbury

the noblelord

whic

©

mi

esorted to

said,

for the advantage’of |

dual a

had}

i

different case from a measure which
Ww. me

Th

1 CO)

th

reported and:
it would

which the sequest

prebends. had been made.

|

doubtless

of them, that the churches should|

n view ed in a way which should be: char:

urches the established religion of the cow
~ Lord Holland said, he was far from’
by building new ones.
renee Bhs ace
The Earl of Liverpool thought it must be enemy to ornamental architecture. Hi
in churches
evident, that’a measure of the kind proposed by it might be displayed
but, under the]
the noble earl would produce a mere mite in the other: public edifices;
of this bill, he should
expense required for the measure now under circumstances
consideration. The precedent he recommend- any dt eek which might create an
ed could not be adopted to an extent which for calling for further sacrifices from the|
the supplying of a general deficiency 0]

wauld be in any way useful, without its operating to injure the interests of the church. ~
ord Grenville could not admit the ae
of the precedent referred to by his noble friend.

Whatever fairness there might bein the sequestration of prebends for the repair of @ church,
it did not apply to the building of new churches.
It was besides objectionable on account of the
‘great extent to which the principle must be

rm

render it useful; for the object of the
e accomplished without a sacrifice
ious nature than that which would

oned by the pee in this bill.

it’ was a principle, that acts of parliament
be interpreted by the fair construction

words they contained, and not by aT

ee

oft

of what had been*the intention of those
passed them: and he confessed that, for hi
part, he liked the literal meaning of the worl)
of the present clause much better than theet
planation of them which the two noble!
had attempted to give. _ Such expla
might afford the commissioners a

extravagant expenditure, on the ground
they had followed what oy under
be the intention of the legislature.

their lordships stood in a ~ particular stl
which he had quoted did not exactly ap- tion with respect to a bill of this kind. Hov

{Holland said, he was aware that the pre-

they know but that’ the other. hous tf
ly.; but when the country was called upon, un- | did
worded the clause inthe manner in waleh))

Her the pressure of so many difficulties, to make

stood, precisely for the purpose of ‘prevent
opinion, that a church so'richly endowed as the its being understood in the sense which thes

so large’ a sacrifice as that required, he was of

by his noble friend, but there was notwithstanding some gnal

‘between

the case which he

had “mentioned, and the object of the present

The Earl of Harroawby observed, tha
ment would have the opportunity of co

35

planations of the noble lord would give

v

ட

church of England was, ought to be expected
to supply from its own bosom some of the
means to carry the bill into effect. He acknow2 ட
the justice of the distinction pointed out

the proceedings of the commissione!®y. a
checking either too great economy 00 thet i
hand, or profusion on'the other.
ei ॥

"The Archbisho} of Canterbury

the Be

served, that the
churty
bill. At any rate, the sequestration of those of Landaft serch
Ee
nds was a complete answer to the assertion should bé such as became the established rig

்
்
‘that the whole church establishment was not of the country.
more than the good of the country required.
‘The bill then went through the committe

If that were the case, how could this sequestra-

~

tion have been

agre d to in 1796?

Burt

“On the clause being read which directed, that
the churches and chapels'to be built under this

HOUSE
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May 20- »
act, should be constructed so as to hold the ConraciousWednesday,
Fryer my Lonpon: COM
Jargest number of persons, at the least possible
ன |
TEE.] Ms. Bennet, in pee ee
expense,
;
ட்
this
committee,
stated,
that
during
the
it
Lord Grenville expressed his hope; hat this
the cases of fever in the metropolis had incl” |
clause would pot be so understood
by
the
com.
the ‘construction of
nearly seven times their former er
missioners
the
‘co
இல்லப் as28 05to lead
12 to
8 proper for the celebration of worship

according

to #

church ofEngland. "He wish-

ed to
There was only one hospital
of fever patients solely; it
1802, aad | had grown to
7
blishment, but still it was by no ean
the wants of the metro olig.—The com! shown

agance or superfiuity,
0
serfluit but that
which was suited to the object
decent ornai
for which the buildings were destined. ‘Fhe
moe
éted to warrant the erec- therefore, recommende: that government
clauseI might be interpreted
thesa”
to
addition
in
2000.
of
thought
sum
he
a
and
grant
churches,
tion of barns yather than

ed for no 6

a
‘sor
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ling the law. . The great city of Aberdeen

6] tee

படலம்

and “Elinburghy

the

ear diae «

capital of Scotland, was likely to be disfran-| (

Lord |
pean said, 1
to the desuetude of acts of par- to call on the judges to. give

chised, and to be without representatives in par-

௦)
liament, owing
Yiament, and the doctrine, that long-continued chambers; which: they might a!
on!
Secret | from in their judicial capacity,
right.
abuses constitutea
Lord Binning said, that the first part of the sel and witnesses... The informati
motion was

unnecessary,

as the facts could be

obtained
by a committee of that house,

the commission appointed by the. crow:
ascertained without troubling the ae
return to the second part was impossible; for proceeding in either way would

at this late period:
of the session.
He
may ove கட்
cole So
Sir J. Neawport said, thatif nothing were
heard counsel and evidence on each particular
posed on this subject. by his eye
ease.
oa
sore
ot
the judges could not state what acts they would

|
pr

until they had

-_ Mr. J. P. Grant said, that the doctrine of desuetude was established by all the writers on the

ters at an early period of the next sessio
should feel it ட் duty to submit a. distinct
i

the courts. ‘This, however, inferred no legislative authority in the court of session. . It was
indeed extremely inconsistent with. the English
administration of justice, and with the vigilance
that was now exercised oyer courts of law.

The previous question was then carried,
SLAves In Domrnica.] Sir S. Romillyn

-

அல்

அலது
Fe a

law of Scotland, as well as by the decisions of tion to thehouse.

an address for ‘A Copy of the Opinion

But it was borrowed from the law of Rome,
‘when Rome was in the highest splendour of its

yernor

immediately called for, if the law were, as it
had been said to be, a trap, and not a guide for

verely

of the

Island, upon

வந.

Attorney-General of the island of Dom
given in the month of March, 1817, to the
the power 0

the people. If the judges could not tell what
Jaws were in desyetude, till counsel were heard
as to each particular law, how could the people

flogged, and Huggins was

punishment, as were
one the

also two

prese!

female

sister, the other a near relatiye ©!

of the culprits. ‘Those poor women she
and for that heinous crime, Me
ட்

ம.

know what the law of the land was? It was ing it fit that. they also should be flog!
fiom want of attention to the progress of so- dered them to receive, one 25 and the of
cat
ciety that laws came ‘to be in such a situation. lashes, which were inflicted witha
Some of the laws were, at the same time, most They were thus punished for what 31
abominably tyrannical. Lord Thurlow had appeared meritorious in any other pals

decided, in the case of the church livings in
‘Scotland, that long usage, which implied the
-consent of the people, had set aside the statute
law. He congratulated the people of Scotland
on the inquiry now originated. He hoped it
would lead to the appointment of a commission,
and that the result would be an act of parliafrom the Court1 of Session
ment, taking
awa’

ol

liberty. It was a principle in the Roman law, Masters to work in.chains on the Public W
that all laws derived their authority from the and a Copy of the Case or Letter upon wilt
people; the popular consent was either tacit or such opinion was given.”—Ordered.
SLAVES IN Nevis.]
Sir S. Romilly m
expressed: as tacit consent constituted Jaw, so
tacit consent was held to abrogate law. It was, 4 That a Select Committee be appointed to
however, a state of the law deserving attention, into consideration certain Papers laid before!
Some legislative measure should be applied to house on the soth day of April last, relating
this subject in the present day, when so much the Treatment of Slaves, in the island of Nevii
attention was bestowed upon the administration and to report their observations ‘thereupon.
of law, and the state of courts of justice. The the house.’—The hon. and learned ள் P
sever: fs
motion of his right hon. friend, whose able and said, that he had before stated
unwearied attention to matters of this kind, did stances which took place in Nevis, an
himself so much honour, and his country so called for legislative interference. Am
much service, went only to obtain the state of the others, he had mentioned the conduct0)
fact, in order'to lay a proper foundation for Huggins, (see pp. 1523, 1535,) who h
left manager of an estate belonging 0
future deliberations.
Mr. Bosaell thought that some remedy was Cottle. Two young men, slaves, were M0

ere

Governor to pardon Slaves condemned by

Cie Se

to be in desuetude,

ட

consider

civilized world—punished for displaying!
:
finer feelings, of which they were olen
Ee

sented as being destitute. When Mr. ¥
had caused the

young men to be fone

10

sal@) 2)
turned to one of i attendants, anid,

bring out the ladies ;? and while they,
tendedion the ground, and recewibe

punishment, he.was heard frequently ©
any. act in desuetude. them, ‘now cry,” as if மபர்wHicn ர|
the possession a those feelings
aS
(Hear, hear.)
He
ornament to the highest class of
motion.
the
of
approved
Wynn
Mr.
any country. (Héar, hear.) 102
that
course
of
matter
a
much
as
thought it quite
the house should inquire into: the laws of Scot- | Mr. Huggins was indicted, he was trie

the power of
a dec beatae

ம்

6»

ட்

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
jury, and although the facts were clearly those rights, «

ee

Hi

j, and. though no defence had been made, unjustly deprive
aye an allegation of riot, which was also dis- that the dominion of
opini
fact, that opinion; and if that
nroved by evidence, it was a singular
r. Huggins was. acquitted. The legislative the order of society in the West
and the governor had expressed their be subverted, and the rights
(
this verdict; but, in the former, would be buried along with the
veel had several relations and friends, pects, and anticipated improve

e table of the governor he was a con- slaves,

The slavery

complained

guest, from his convivial ‘qualities. Such work of the British government, and coni
‘the state of affairs in that island, he felt it under British laws; and if the rights of the c
faty to make

this motion, not merely on

lonial proprietors, acquired under such guaran-

of the conduct of Mr. Huggins, but tees, were to be interfered with, the parties
in this case, as in others, to be indemni6 purpose of pointing out the es which ane
‘The African Institution had told the
isted, and of obtaininga remedy for them. fied.
world, and told it justly, that if you want to
Hear, hear.)
4
்
்
off the
“Mr. Goulburn said, he had no objection to the abolish slavery ultimately, you must cut
motion, provided the investigations’ of the com- supply of slaves. ‘This had been done, and a
of the state and prospects,
gradual amelioration
mittee were properly limited:
ce
to be & ie : COnSe=
‘Mr. Wilberforce declared, that justice was not of the slaves might be expected
lly administered in the West Indies. ‘The quence. As improyement advanced, and as the
fortunate slaves, it must be remembered, had Jabour of slaves became of more yalue, from
Bes
id representatives in that house ; a circumstance an increased demand for it, their condition
‘that should induce it to take a more lively con- would be altered. When at last the price

tem in their welfare.

When he heard of the

iven for the labour of slaves, would purchase

‘purity of West Indian justice, it brought to, that of free labourers, slavery would abolish
is tecollection the descriptions he had formerly itself. Looking to this view of the case, and

heard of the delights of the passage from Africa the prospects thus held out, he could not but

‘tothe West Indies; descriptions which would

deprecate discussions of this kind, which might

‘ave induced those who put any faith in their rather retard than promote the purposes in view,
with
‘Correctness, to regard it as a kind of Elysium, and disturb, by unseasonable interferencecourse

although it had been subsequently proved’ to be the conduct of the planters, the natural
‘@ concentration of misery, such as never was of events. He. concluded by saying that he
before crowded into an equal space—He had saw no reason for the inquiry, and should there- ட்
er
‘Dever seen a set of papers relating to any trial fore oppose the motion.
Mr. Gordon said, that. as an individual conthat seemed to him to call for more serious innected with the West

Yestigation. .

Indies, he was anxious

opinions expressed.
Marryat said, that if any cruelty had not to be mixed up with the
| ae
a
been exercised in this case,’ he would: not be its by the last speaker, on the inexpediency of

இக
but he:did not think that any good public inquiry into matters connectedHewith
thought,
of slaves in the colonies.
pets be ‘accomplished’ by the perpetual agita. treatment dominion
of the whites would be best
tha

of such questions.

He

was not one of

hose who denied the right of the mother coun-

that the
by kindness to the slaves. A stronger
maintained

that how before the house had, in
Ree interfere with the administration of jus- case than never
been brought forward.
ae ee angen all occasions, or to watch. opinion,
a vigilant eye,

i)

so as to preyent or to cor-

Mr. Barham

his

concurred in the propriety of

subject connected. with our coloi abuses, when the local authorities neglected bringing every house,
where the evil in question
the
ட்ட.
ae do; but he would always’ contend for the
local governremedied
be
not.
_doitey of exercising that interference prudently, could The presént'case bywas thecertainly
one of
cuPetceptibly, and silently, taking care that no |ments.
there was only one
nature; but
»Broundless clamour was-excited, and no senti- avery flagrant
of the small islands, where the
one
in
and
case,
and
order
of
to the subversion
tending

Abo

de rdination countenanced or inculcated.

He

In
laws might be overpowered by individuals.
of the slaves,

4 brecated, particularly, doctrines that had a the larger islands, the ofcondition
slayery) was in general
eNcy to excite insurrection among the (abstracting the name
ர்க் or to convince them that they were
te
ட்டு cruelty or injustice, by being kept
்

ட்

of servitude.

‘The phrases used, that

Colour of a man’s skin should make no dif-

ய் a in his situation, and the eulogies lavished
aes

ம் publications on the black emperor of,

ee 7piuspired them with the idea that they

of the peabetter than that of a large portion
to

country,

He had no objection

santry in this
the motion, and-admired the humane disposiwho
tion of the hon. and. learned gentleman,
7
:
ards
i
erted

it ass
eee surprised to hear
oe
slaves in some of the
that the condition of the
ie portion of

that ofa
“equal, Heated, in being debarred from an islands was superiorthisto coun
try. Pe most faof
y
antr
peas
“forex youth the whites,
afid had a tendency ‘the
a situationequally fain
not
was
e
slav
them’ to. revolt, for the recovery of |youred

tunate perso

that the African

on

bers.

a

a

துட

ALIEN BiLi.] “The report of his bill

occasions, buf the accounts that had brought 2

inder

and the punishment of the

laws.

_ Sir $. Romilly briefly replied.

_

“Tt

shd

்

He could not,

* The following excerpts from a very int
3
work, entitled, “ Notes on a Journey in América,
frowir the coast of Virginia to the Territory of the
Iifinois, by Mortis Birkbeck,” Loridon; 1818; will
se€ this mattérin its proper lights
»

the control of

and
powers

Has been confidently alleged, that thé condi

tice ; but the

at all, in a case
ப்

“* A few weeks ago, in the streets 0

friend’ Of mine saw ai white boy’
quicklime
in

the face

of a négro man.

aly
—

tient of slaves in Virginia, under the mild treatment | shook the lime from his jackét, and some cof ita
they are said to.experience, is preferable to that of cidentally reached the
eyes. of the young Dil
our English labourers.
I know and lament the de- | TI is casual rétaliation excited the resentme!
grading state of dependent poverty, to which the brother of the boy, who
complaine
6 4
latter have been gradually reduced, by the operation இழிந்த
him punished with fh ட
of laws originally designed for their comfort ahd pro- lashes. This would not have happéned to afi£1
tection. I Know also, that many slaves pass their | peasant.
lives in comparative ease, 800 seeii to be uncon- |
T mist; however, a this justia
501005 0 தட்
oa ee host Bretched of master of Virginia: It was not front him th
obr paupers might chvy the allotinent
of tie fas
ward a defence of slavery ; some extenuatio
‘Thi8'i8 not, however, institating a fairfan
ன
score
ரண்
ity; is the utmost
parison, to bring the opposite extremes of the two: | now taken by that description of reasoneis;, who.

classes into competition.

Let us take a view of some

;
particulars which operate generally,
, “In England, exertion is not the result of personal fear; in Virginia, it is the prevailing stimulus.

‘“ The slave is punished for mere indolence, at
discrétion of ain overseér:—The peasahtis only
nished by the law when guilty of a criine.
Trt England, the labourer and kis employer
ial in the eye of thé law. Here, the law affords

th
pu=

| former times, Would have attempted to suppot
le as well as the

erhaps it is in
Ser

practice.

batthe de

fil seem,
are |
delible
the |. “All-America is now suffering im morals
VE no protection, utiles a white mdn ‘gives testi: [the baneful influence of negro slavery; Pt

tolerated,
ஐ. 21
aie
ceive a blow from his employer, might and would

mony in his fayour.
js
“Here, any white man may insult a. black with
impunity : whilst the English peasant, should he re:

return it with interest, and afterwards have his reமு y at law for thé ageressioy

6 கவறு 6

is

ஸ்ர weighs aS Intch as"

௮௫௪22

icestors, and it 18 expedient
that the exercise of those

ஒத்தி கற்நல்

Mr.

டட

ofhér cases de-

எத் ு:

ed to them in al

தற தை தைட

A

ived

உ புனை

One or two

|

motion
ol

ould

dermai

for

refi

;

MENT FOR

LIBEL].

Tose to call the attention of the house to

transactions which had arisen out of the cir
letter of Lord Sidmouth. (See Vol. I. p. 1608.
In the month of February, 1817, that celebrated
letter had been written. In the same month of

the same year two persons were imprisoned |
upon a charge of selling libellous publications:
they were, Jonathan Buckley Mellor and Sa.|
muel Pilling, of Warrington. There never was
a more ilega
transaction than the search of their
houses and persons by the officers, in order, to
find libellous writings, The house would recollect, that the solemn decision of a court of

Jaw had declared, that the searching of houses
for libellous papers was illegal. In the present
Anstance, from the houses so searched, several
books, such as, Rollin’s Ancient History, and
Wynne’s History of America, were carried
away by the officers in a sack. The occupiers
‘were arrested,

and

bail was

demanded

from |

them, which they could not give, and they were
‘accordingly committed to prison—not to the
county prison, the only legal prison—but to the
‘house of correction. They were ironed—they
‘Were sent to associate with felons, and were
condemned to hard labour, such as convicted

tha

1

argument, that imprisonment before. cor
was

not intended for

any other pi

safe custody. If any thing were. sy
if the ep
irons, or-subj
any speciesof punishment,,it was not o}
So
but. disgraceful. to the
BY
we lived—a
2
were born. He begg
for having detained th.
cases. (See the petiti
Pp- 694696.) He would now proceed to
th ird case, that.of Rob
dells,.
of

clesfield; (See his petition, page 1016.

with respect to the statement. which he
about to make, he Could assure them, tha
tertained no doubt. of its. being: correct
had employed. a professional. person to

vour to ascertain the. strict, truth, and

felons were sentenced to perform. The libels the reason why he had delayed so lon,
which these persons were accused of selling the subject of these petitions before
were the Political Litanies. respecting which he| (Hear.) He had also the affidavit of
would say, that he held all publications of that dells himself. It, appeared, then, that on
kind in
abhorrence, whether written by.a broken loth of March, 1817, about
down bookseller, or by a minister of state. night, when Mr. Swindells
anc
(Hear, hear.) But to be apprehended for selling was far advanced in pre;
such publications, and treated as those men they were disturbed by a
Ing at
were, was an illegal and unjust proceeding, Mr. Swindells looked out, of the windoy
which every feeling of morality and religion must saw some persons, who desired him to
condemn. “He imputed no blame to the gaoler; down and open the door, or they would
i
it belonged entirely to the magistrates. “These it. Alarmed by this threat, he came down
two men, who it seemed were to be treated opened the door, when they rushed in and
with the same ப்பம்
yernment had manifested

spirit which the goin the case of Mr.

for persons who, they supposed, lodged in &
house.

A strict search was made in evel

Hone, were removed in an open cart, handcuffed but no persons were discoyered. The
together, and, in the sage
of seyeral others, tore open all the trunks, took. sever re
were taken 18 miles to trial. Any gentleman out of them, and stripped Mr. Swindell ர

in the habit of yisiting prisons must’ know, that little property that belonged to him. Thi
those who were imprisoned simply for misde- and terror of the wife were so great on this
meanours might haye been guilty of great of- casion, that she never recovered from 1
fences; might be, in fact, the most abandoned fects. On the 26th of April she was
characters; yet, in this instance, it was not of a child, and on the gath she died

thought improper to send a bookseller in the

‘same cart with Poa

mitted felony.

who might haye com-

When they arrived at the gaol,

31st of May the child, deprived of the

support of its mother, expired.
was then arrested and co

(

they were a huddled’ together, ‘and lodged ‘in castle, where he was confined for upw' art
oné room.

It ‘was then moved by the solicitor

of the persons in question, that they should be
immediately brought to trial. But the answer

five weeks, and was then liberated without’,

and without receiving any thing to carly

home, a distance of 40 miles. (Hear
was, that he indictment had been removed by Here, then, was another instance of
certiorari into the court of King’s Bench, and mercies of his Majesty’s government, @)
: that they would be liberated if
they could give example of persons taken’ up. withou! yithoul

bail, They were unable to give bail, and were committed any crime, and discharge:
therefore sent back to

tons where they re-| any opportunity. ef.

provi

5 their.

mained till the month of September, when they Such ees of injustice could nat fail

்

asket)

wn, to Cor
ection. The hon. gen
another proposition, wh

C

ney they earn, and when

‘the latter place, much confusion
‘it

of

eS

by:

One thousand

the

pi

was said, that some persons had

state what the work was to which they were
set; but he (the Attorney-general) knew what
it was. They were ordered to pick two pounds
of cotton; he did not know whether two pounds
per day, but this was the work. (Hear, hear.)
‘With respect to the case of Swindells—he was
now speaking to that part of the case which related to the prosecution—no man could be prosecuted with less severity than he was. ‘In this
‘case there was no arrest by a magistrate at all.|
Swindells having repeatedly circulated these
publications, he (the Attorney-general) filed an
information ex officio against him. ‘There was,
howeyer, no warrant issued by a judge, none:
no warrant issued by a
டப
none. He
was merely served with a subpcena, which is a

fe

d, they are entitled to one house of Swindells. ‘The magist
itute applied to persons not him, ‘and’ he denied that any
Now, these men did not

Goes

they are
dik
half of it.
committed for|

8

Macclesfield.

gistrates, however, ale acted ம wrong in law,
house, considering the situation of affai
time, would not be disposed to blam
what they had done. With respec
Swindells, she had been ill for some
tim
but on-the next day, she went to’
the manufactory,
and neither she ni

sho

is to be kept

intended to proceed

band ever complained
that she had:

thing fromthe house being entered.

had stated, that he could not: get am
advice. Now he (the Attorney-Gel
seen’

an

affidavit of a/surgeon,

anes

to hard Jabour, may be
supported at the e:
work, however

wlio!

that after he had attended the wife
told hina that he did not’
which he referred to as placing him under the days, Swindells

notice to appear, and that was the document

,
If aman does not appear to him any longer, as his’ wife had got ip
firmary. “From that moment to the tum
tachment for a contempt of court. The day death, ‘she’ never made any*comp! டி 00
of appearance having gone by, thirteen’ days ‘tributed her illness to the causes whit
after an attachment was issued out of the crown- dells had mentioned.
When Swind
office for the apprehension of Swindells. He committed to gaol he lived as well as any
then apple to the magistrates, who told him, debtors in ‘confinement; he had.
they had nothing at al to do with it; that it sugar, bread, and meat,» and lived 1)
‘was a process issued by the sheriff, and they respect as well as they did. (Hear, hear
had no more power to interfere than in a case of had now stated the facts of these eas
debt; that he was bound to file an appearance, house, and repeating, as he felt him
and the moment he had filed an appearance, he to do, that no -severity had been exe
was entitled to his discharge. The defendant, the officers of the crown, but, on the cl

Smee

did not apply to these
n
i c, 24. has this claus
he house of correction,

penalty of 100/.

formation

gratis, and be discharged.”

He ap-

that ‘the utmost Jenity had beensh
should sit down with giving his dissent
motion,

Sir S. Romilly said, that his hon.an!

friend had: not touched upon the mo:
points of the question. ‘INotwiths!
disregard with which he had see

subjects of this kind treated.during the's

he’could not have thought it po
Majesty’s ministers would have seat
motion toa division without some

if

eared, ae pleaded, and he was discharged, and
te was under no recognizance whatever. (Hear, (No, no, from the Treasury bench.)
hear.) Now, he contended, that if any prose- sure that strangers had been orderred
at all, he had re- draw, and that the gallery was al
cution were to be instituted

Jaxed every one of the rules of law, except
that of giving up the prosecution. He declared
most solemnly,

that

when

he received the ac-

count of Swindells circulating ‘these publica-

tions, when

he filed the information

ex-officio

against him, he neyer knew that his house had

before his hon. and learned

friendhi ad

did notdeny that, as far as his hon.
friend was concerned, these men” evel

treated with lenity. He did not, howl tg
well see why the proceedings had be

by certioraris such cases ought1

yd

2s
fa

however, did not appear, and,in consequence of

his remaining in gaol, he (the Attorney-general)
caused this notice to be given to him, and if he
had not haye given this notice, he might have
Jain in gaol to this hour. He said to him, « If
you will appear, if you can’t come to London;
or can’t afford to pay an attorney, order the’Solicitor of the Treasury
to enter an appearance
for you, and you shall haye a copy of the in-

SS

this notice, the common law process'is, an at-

HOUSE OF 1 ORDS.
nd
io} a

Jegal

‘Mr,

fF the crown:

steps to repress them.

So s

Hone, the author of some of thes

of their immoral-and irreligiov
i
though acquitted by a jury,
them from circulation,a
did him great credit. (Sée pa
torney-General had only performed hi
and he would not support the motion

grounds of crimination against him: but the
86 04 17008 to confine men accused of pubjishing libels, “or of committing other offences

under
the name of misdemeanors, demanded
்
nO:
investigation and correction, and on that ground her to supply
su
a
1
he would vote for the proposed inquiry into the even the wale of the members
0]
cases adduced.
pointed by parliament. In thi
:
்
Mr. Bennet shortly replied. He observed, Ject, it was thought, that there cou!
that the main facts of the case had not been de- no objection to her ME jesty namin,
nied, and trusted that, should the motion be number of members
which
parliament
negatived, the country would bear in mind, that under the present circumstances, think
one of the last acts of the present House of able to add to her council, ‘The mai
‘Commons was, to refuse inquiry into cases of however, of this first part of the bill
‘gross oppression.
there should be an increase:; and if th:
‘The house divided.
ciple were agreed to, it might be a m
a
Ayes, 17—WNoes, 73.
future consideration how
the increase
NABOB OF THE CARNATIC.]
Mr. Marsh, be effected, whether by her Majesty,
after detailing a variety of circumstances rela- liament. With respect to the other obj
tive to the debts of the Nabob of the Carnatic, bill, their lordships would perceive, that
moved, that the petitions of certain of his credi- to effect a very necessary amendment
tors (Messrs, Chase, Chinnery, and Co.,~Mesers. of the 51st of the king.
a
Abbott and Maitland, and Mr. Parry of Madras) if her Majesty should cease'to hav
be referred to a select committee of the house,

to report their observations thereon.
. Mr. Canning said, he would agree to the mo-

of his Majesty’s person

during

a pr

parliament should assemble forthwith
a dissolution, that the old parliament s
tion, not because he thought the claims of the reassembled. . Now, if such an event
petitioners well founded, but because the com- occur during a dissolution, after the
mittee would come at the truth, which, in his issued, or any. day previous to writs
Opinion, would defeat them.
tunable, the greatest inconvenience would
The motion was agreed to,, and a committee occasioned; forall the expense which
* appointed. ,
duals might be put to in the elections woul
:
SAVING BAnxks(ENGLAND) BILL.] ‘This bill lost, as the returns to the new parliament
‘was read a third time, and passed.
infact, be abrogated. The act had made l
PurcHASE OF GAME BiLL.] This bill was same provision for the case of her Majesty ce
reported, and ordered to be read a third time ing to have the custody of the king’s pel
to-morrow.
:
for the demise of the king ; but though
CituRcHES IN SCOTLAND BILL.] ‘This bill be very proper. to put the case of the demise
‘was read a second time.
the regent on the same footing as th
king, fice could be no reason for 8

sions in the case of her Majesty. The
ment which was thus proposed wo

HOUSE OF LORDS.
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SAvine BANKs (ENGLAND) BiLy.]
was brought from the Commons,
and

much difficulty and inconvenience wl
and it therefore appeared to hith

This bill arise:

read a first

no

objection.

படப்

Earl Grey said, that to the first clause
Recency Act AMENDMENT BrLL.]
On the bill he did ‘not feel any considerable vv
0
order of the day being moved for the second At the same time he could not help ob'

time.

reading of this

>

bill,

:

The Lord Chancellor rose and said, that the
bill, as he had stated on its introduction, had

that the noble and learned Jord o1
shewn that there was not now a sufficier
ber of members of the Queen’s councl's

Majesty’s council.

evel, it really appeared, that the di

two objects. The first was, to authorize an in- pendently of those who held official
crease of the number of persons composing her to perform the duties of their trust.

“The state of her Majesty’s

ன

» Regency Ac Ameninent Bll.
strong, case |

agree to so import

again ask, if there
ere

With pe

the mode of

:

I

[1865

| their lordships to
ion. But he must

were any reason for this mea.| sure, why was it not discovered before
long years had passed away since tl

tion, unless some strong reason for
the contrar
were assigned, he thought it would be betterie
f
the example of the first formation of the
t
|. ‘The present measure stood on a ver
different ground from that of the occasional sup-|
ing of vacancies. The authority given to
Majesty to appoint a member when a va‘cy arose, could not form a precedent for the
ercise of the same authority whena substanaddition was to be made to the original’

under discussion, and during that time.

oun.

try had been, oy the noble and learned lord and

his colleagues, left exposed to all those dangers
and inconveniences which they now so strongly
apprehended. When parliament had already
provided generally for the event to which human
nature was always exposed, What reason could

there be for any particular provision now? It
never could haye entered the minds of the persons who so long ago framed. this clause, that

number. This was, however, a matter of infe- it should be repealed when the event it was infor importance compared with the other part of tended to meet was apprehended to be near-at
the bill, which made a material alteration in the hand. If the present measure were necessary,
‘regency act. The noble and learned lord had the delay which had taken place was unaccoun“(pstated, that great inconvenience would arise if table, and the bringing it forward now was
Ij her Majesty should cease to have the custody of neither consistent with delicacy nor duty. The
') the king’s person during a dissolution of parlia- object of the law as it stood was, that parliafe ment, particularly if that event should happen ment should, with the least possible delay, proafter the issuing of the writs for a new election, vide for the proper care of the King’s person, in
mf)
aod previously to the assembling of the new case the Queen should ceaseto exercise that trust.
‘parliament, or on any day beforefe writs were The act was so framed, that the trust should rereturnable. In such a case it appeared that the main in the council for as short a time as con'} individuals engaged in elections would be put to venience would permit. But it was now progreat unnecessary

expense,

as there would be

12 total abrogation of al the proceedings for the
formation of a new parliament. How did it hapny fp Pen, that the noble and learned lord had not forefen this consequence before? This clause existed in the first regency bill. It was introduced

posed

that an addition should be made to the

council, not bythe parliament, but by the Queen.
‘The effect would be to commit the trust vestedin the council to persons of whom their lordships knew nothing, and for a time depending

on

the

pleasure of

his Majesty’s

ministers—

in the act of 1811; and the attention of the noble

namely, until they should think fit to call another parliament. © Thus the custody of his Ma-

abe

just, it ‘dd not follow that her Majesty ought to

and learned lord, as well as of parliament, was
again called to the subject in the following year, jesty’s person would be intrusted to individuals
when, in consequence of the unfortunate malady over whom parliament had no control, whose
Which afflicted his Majesty, it was found neces- very names were unknown, and fora time altosary to remove the restrictions imposed oh the gether indefinite. He had complained that no
rounds had been laid for the introduction of
egent. Under these circumstances it was imPossible to suppose that the clause could have the measure, and he had also to complain that_
und its way into the act without tave and no good reasons were stated in the preamble.
It
sufficient reasons. ‘The noble and learned lord was set forth in the preamble that her Majesty’s
Stated, that the cases of the demise of the health might occasionally require her absence
fi Ng or the Prince Regent stood ona very dif- from Windsor, and it was inferred that an addiwee ground from that which the present bill tional number of her council would therefore be
vine to meet. But there were circumstances necessary ; but, if that inference should be féund
might make

the demise of the Queena

have the nomination of the new members of that
body. After the clause respecting the council,
aoe s'8 person was one of so sacred a nature came the clause for repealing that of the regency
i, batliament only could properly provide for act, which authorized the reassembling of the
there
execution. It appeared to have been old parliament ; but to this clause there was not
Ore thought, that though, during the in- the slightest reference whatever in the preamble,
ing of tween the Queen’s demise and the meet- This was a mode of proceeding contrary to all
ம் Sr parliament, the care of the King’s person parliamentary usage. No grounds for the mea‘ould devolve on the council, it was proper to sure were laid in the preamble; none. of any
Provision that the interval should be of consequence had been stated by the noble and
ட 201069 possible duration; and, therefore, Jearned lord; and he trusted that parliament
the view uh parliament should reassemble with would require very strong reasons before they
Was wher culating that important trust, This consented to pass this uncalled-for bill, A
the ex it was to.be inferred from the clause in prorogation was expected soon to take place,
the, nob} DB act, and he therefore must consider perhaps in a fortnight, or less. That prorogaand learned lord bound to make out a tion, it was understood, would be followed by
ர் “ect fit for the provision in the original act.

Be

Must haye been considered,

that the trust of

or any other
or the lapse of
sary in the regency
parts of that act w!
alteration,

i

jects

hy,

1
act. 1]
in hi
it it would

‘of parliament ought to be parti
Wat

the Windsor

Amon,
the

be

arly dir.
establishment, (hear,

“which was far from contributing in any

the comfort of him for whose sake it was pretended to be maintained, and served only, un-

necessarily to increase the heavy burthens of the
country.

Another important object would be to

provide for the case of the demise of the Prince | {
Regent,a case which, in the present

circum-

stances of the country, more imperatively called
for provisions than the demise of the King or
Queen, as it involved in it a complete suspension
of the royal authority. ‘The next object which

tiament, -with
1
enable her Majesty.to fi
provision for the assumption of the royal au- might occur.—With respi
thority, by the person who was to succeed the of the bill, the noble earl had «
Prince Regent. That illustrious person, who prise at the introduction
“of right would so succeed, would doubtless be’ out ay reason having been gi
vested with the royal authority without restric- preamblé, or in the ary
nti
‘tions. On this point he apprehended there could noble and learned lord on
not be two opinions, either in or out of parlia- the”only question was, whether t
ment. When these cases were provided for, inconyenience ‘were such as to call
parliament might next turn its attention to the sure, Undoubtedly it was a questic
present subject, which was certainly one of in- but with respect to the question
ferior importance, and consider whether any gency, unless parliament thou
new. provision might be desirable in the case of vide for another, the clause
. the demise of the Queen. He had no hesitation expediency, but of absolute neces:
to state, that, in his opinion, the right course the old and established law of the ¢
_, would be to vest the custody of the King’s per- parliament should meet on the demis
son in the Prince Regent. He thought that, crown, asd there were many c
‘whatever the establishment at Windsor might rendered it necessary—the civil list,
be, it was proper that the executive government the commissions held under the er
should possess all the influence connected with
uestion for the house now to 0
4t. This he stated on general principles, with- the demise of the crown, but the
out regard to the persons who might compose that might arise on the demise of t
that government. Upon all these grounds, he personage to whom the custody of
saw many and strong reasons for opposing the was chiefly confided. When the nob]
would fal to be considered,

would’be

to make

bill, and could see none to induce him to support it. As, however, he was far from consi-

dering the present régency act suitable to the
circumstances of the country, he should not
give the motion for the second reading a direct
negative, but would move the previous question,
with the view of hereafter moying, not in this,

that no necessity existed for the

parliament, he must admit that tha
would exist in another year;
wh

the difficulty in passing

that now,

at all events be passed in another
the accusation of a want of

forward this measure, he
lordships, that the illustri
into consideration the provisions of the regency the bill partly referred h
act; in order that such alterations might be made
robation of the
but in the next session, for a committee to take

as lapse of time and a change
of circumstances
by the nece:
had rendered necessary, » ‘The noble earl con- convenience
eluded by moving the previous question.
|lected to pa:
The Earl of Liverpool said, that the noble
The Ei Earl of Carna

eat) had made no objection in principle to the willingly assent to any

82:01
180!

RAR WERE AE a eS

‘were not applied strictly,

to the medical attendants at
_ Mr, Bennet

said, it was

insular war, the tro
nothing to claimi
But that

Tf

nothing

were done on this subject by the war

department, he should bring forward the subject

again in the next session.

_ Poor Laws.] Mr. Brougham begged to call
the attention of the house to the subject of the
"Poor Laws. He understood that the Committee
had now introduced all the measures which they
Meant to propose, namely, the Select Vestries
bill, the Poor Laws Amendment bill, and the
Parish Settlement bill.

The last was to be post-

poned till the next session. He was surprised
and disappointed that they had not taken a more
extensive view of this great and important subject. At the same time he by no means under-

s of the
c
ry char
6.—43,500/. for further maki

ficiencies of the fe

7.—26,000/. fore
for furthe

SES

who remained at Brussels for that purpose, after
the battle of Waterloo, had arightto their share.

leirayi

gent expenses and messengers’ Till,
partments of the treasury, three secret
state, and lord chamberlain: ~
Lae

Ss RTE

in the
:
‘
he thought that the medical men

_ 8.—65,500/. for further defraying the

to the officers,
and expenses
of the court
andre
ceipt of
esis
ic
லi
ர
» 9.—11,500/. for
er defraying the expenstt
of the houses of lords and

en

oe

staff remaining
wounded; and

a ag

10.—28,500/, for further defraying ‘the

ries and allowances to the officers of th
of lords and’ commons.

11.—37,000/. towards further defraying

SoCRO

Douro.

¢

expenses of works and repairs of public |
்
which they had drawn up; he ackiowiedged ings.
their diligence and sagacity, and thought the
12.—10,000/, for the expense of mal
house was indebted to them for the foundations riations in the road between Bangor an
they had laid for farther proceedings.
But, |
13.—8,663/. 16s. 8d. to be applied
seeing that their efforts were limited to these the expenses to be incurred in the managemett
three measures, he wished to give notice, that, of the British Museum.
5
1 98
early in the next session—if he should then have
14--9,6207. 8s. towards ‘completing thei
» the honour of a seat in the house—he should provements in Westminster.
(மிதி
endeavour to lay before the house the result of ட் 15.—20,000/. towards bale apeo. if
the consideration which he had given to this the Menai Strait, near
Bangor Ferry.
a
subject. His first plan would have for its object,
16.—1,000/. towards defraying
1.
‘to limit the progress of the existing
burthen. the Veterinary College.
His second plan would be, to gradually narrow
17.—78,058/. 11s. 3d. to complete the!
or the excellent

report

fowarde delaying

those limits.

His third plan would have for its

not be thrown on the land-owner only,

the charge

pense of building the Royal Military Colleet#

» object, to equalize the burthen, so as that it Sandhurst.
might

ee

18.—100,000/, for the augmentation

but might affect, in something like an equal de- maintenance of the poor clergy.
oe
i
gree, the other classes of society.
19.—10,000/.: for the augmentation O° |
Mr. Huskisson said, the committee were aware maintenance of the poorer clergy of ee ol
—
that other measures would be necessary, besides
20.—13,685/.
15s. 4d. to makece upee thea¢
the three bills which they had introduced, to sum charged “upon the fees arising.
correct the evils of the present system. The chequer.
ee
21.—259,686/. 19s. 101d. to make goo"
subject, however, was one of great difficulty,
and the hon. and learned gentleman would ren- deficiency of the grants for the yeat 18
der an important service to the country, if he
22.—18,000,000/. to pay off and |
could devise any means by which, in time, the

same extension of relief as existed at present
would be no longer necessary. (Hear, hear.)
ComMiTTEE or SuppLy—MIScELLANKOUS
EstiMATES.]

The

house

went into

a com-

mittee of supply, when the following sums were

voted.

the exchequer bills issued by virtue of an

the last session of

parliament, for a

sum of eighteen
ப்படி by exchequer
the service of the year 1817, outs!
unprovided for.
;
=
23.—850/. for the purchase of'a lot

adjoining the branch of the Royal

2.—15,000/,

for

the

purchase-of

eal

i

1.—14,246/. 125. for sundry works proposed

to be done at Holyhead.

Sb ee eb

labours,

Littn

their

me பட.

valued

lum at Southampton, for the purposes ©”
‘ exercise,
oda fi
land on
Frencw INpemnrries.) Theh

Hounslow Heath for the exercise of cavalry.
resumed, it was thoved ‘that the Tepe
்
4,—~50;0001. towards defraying ‘the expense committee be brought up.”

oft)

wis] “ HOOF
US
commE
ons.

| expenses of the war,

that the sum of 125,000,000of francs

money, useful as far as
cable to any purpose.

*
ய
©} was stipulated to be paid to this country in: the of general policy,
Bd it should|
if} nature of an indemnity forthe

expenses we had | thatit we had eceled-a cénsilerddan he 011601
aoe
incurred in the prosecution of the war. This ‘pense by: the
cession of the Dutch colonies.
sum, as far asit had been paid, he had expected With
d to
claims, about three milto.see brought in aid of the revenue for the do- Hotei a half private
had Lea.
mestic service of the year, and that this country
would have been relieved to that extent, France

had eng:
to pay a certain sum for the maintenance of the British army of occupation. He

recollected that copies of this treaty had been

no sooner received, than a noble friend of his

had declared in’ another place, that the sum was

inadequate to its object; and it now appeared.
that a very considerable sum in addition had.
been employed as a donatiye to the British
army, since the second occupation
of Paris. Of
the 125,000,000 of francs, about 61,000,000 had
n received, and it was remarkable what had

-beenits application. Above 14,000;000 had been
paid into the military chest of France, towards
expenses of the army of occupation; and

-8,000,000 had_been applied in the same way in
the form of prize-money. With respect to this,
a
no objection to urge; but when he saw
that amuch,larger sum,amounting to 1,400,000/.
sterling, had been

remitted to this country, he

to entertain hopes that we had gained
‘something for the service of the year; but he
‘soon discovered: that it had. been all sent back
to France, and there expended for the

theamy.

use of

On looking at the whole amount of

«the. money received from the French gover
n-

ment, it would be seen that it was very consi©. We had agreed to relinquish our demand

and. applied

to their liquidation; but as man‘ r still remained

unsatisfied, and, being of a doubtful nature,
were likely to be litigated, it had been judged
most advisable to compromise them by accep!
around sum at once in lieu of them. He
ண்கள்

this arrangement was

sati

to the British

creditors; and, with respect to the claims for
prisoners of war, it should be remembered, that
there were counter-claims on the part of ‘France,

which considerably diminished the balance due

to this country.
Mr. Tierney complained, that the house had

no knowledge of the manner in which the sums
aid by France had been expended,

Al] they

le was, that a very exorbitant proportion of
them had been applied to the service of the
army, and that nothing was applicable to the
necessities of this country at home. Where we
expected to receive, all the consolation afforded
by the noble lord for the disappointment was—
that we had nothing to pay. Such was the result of the noble lord’s. diplomatic skill, after
the shoutings with which he was hailed on his
entrance into the house, after concluding the
treaty! All the boastings, it now appeared, ~
ended in nothing. He
d the house to recollect, that the general civil claims of the coun
had
been compromised for one half of their
amount. © (Hears hear.)

ம்

for prisoners oy war, which amounted to
The report was ordered to be received to*%,000,000 sterling, for a sum of 250,000,000 of morrow.
>
sacs. But now it appeared, that instead of
CoMMITTEE OF WAYS AND MEANS.] On the
‘obtaining any thing in aid of the
revenue, the motion of Mr. Lushington, the house resolved
Whole sum which had been-received on account
itself into a committee of ways and means.
“of the public had been applied in the prosecuThe hon. member then rose and moved, 1.
‘Hoa of objects abroad.
That towards ee fone supply எம்
க

5) 1010 Castlereagh observed, that the sums re- Majesty, there be appli
ie sum of 250,000/.
eres tom France had enabled us to accomplish arisen ben the sale of old naval and victualling
al the objects. recognized by parliament as ex- stores.
:
ae went, with a view to our present policy on
2. That the sum. of 800,000/. be raised by
“fe frontiers of the French territory, without treasury
bills, for the service of Ireland.
ப
cneneitS
8. That the sum of 11,600,000/. be raised
“Rew line anyof charge upon this country. The
fortresses, the expense of which by. exchequer bills, for the service of Gréat
“Tad
been estimated at 2,000,000/., had thus Buitai
tain.
ட்ப no incumbrance upon our resources. If
lutions bein;
tos.
“+ the hon, member had
examined the former ac-| ue cidedye TOSC, Se
some observa-

caren

he would have seen that it never had
calculated that the French contributions
sufficicient to disch
otWould
the beBret
i arge all the
army of occupation,

tions respecting the delay in furnishing the house
with the finance accounts for the year. He

expenses trusted that, in future, they would
be laid upon
se

pay

the table early in the session, in order that mem-

305 congiderably greater
opportunitofy perusing and
than bi
ight have an
~ those ௦) 240065
any of the allied forces, ‘The money ணு
them, before the respective branches
emitted here
partly defrayed extraordinary of the public services came to be discussed,

-

x
1 as the accounts from
“not
arrived. In another year,
i
> some ்
new regulations would be adopted, in order that
fan

ட

' the accounts of both countries might be
pre‘to Botany
sented at the earliest possible |
(a laugh
to PE
- The resolutions were corde
to be reported
would subject
-fO-morrow.
©
the a
~ Auren Biz.) Lord Castlere: : oes that

this bill
be read a third time,

cordingly,

9

It

Bay,

instead

eer

i

being read ac-

ican

> Mr. Brow, மற்ற rose and proposed the following clause :—“ Provided always, and be it Paix? (L
further enacted; that every such alien, before opportunity he:
being sent out of the country, shall receive 004 bability,
be the last he shor
tice the space of at least one month before he ing his sentiments on this subject,
shall be so sent, and in case, during

the

said

space of one month, any vessel shall sail to any
kingdom, country, or place, where such alien
=

desire to be carried, shall have liberty to

sired to enter his protest against

the

the measure—to express his disappro
to say his abhorrence, of it.’ With
save the time of the house, he would

embark himself on board of such vessel, any
thing in this act, or in the said recited act, to
the contrary
notwithstanding; provided always,
‘that it shal
and may be lawful to keep such
alien in custody during the aforesaid space of
‘one month, and until he shall have embarked
on board of such vessel.”
- Lord Gastlereagh opposed the clause. He
‘said; that it would be very injurious to the objects of the bill; and as no grounds had been
Jaid to shew that his Majesty’s ministers had
“abused the powers with which they had been

nothing more than a mockery, a mer
‘or verbal check, to provide that the ali
self, ignorant. perhaps of the language,
be heard. The noble lord, on a forme

‘sides, it would throw a considerable expense on

versant with the laws of the country.

entrusted, he saw no

-the

emment,

occasion for it; and, be-

which,

in such cases, they

-could not be expected to bear.
Lord ட
observed, that this and every
country had a right to send foreigners away,
“but they had no net to send them wherever
the
government pleased. (Hear, hear.) He
should therefore give his support ‘to. the clause.

He voted for it, not from any suspicion that his

" Majesty’s ministers would abuse their powers,
‘but it should

not be forgotten, that it was the

nature of all power to be abused.

Laws were

not made to guard against what men would do,

pose another clause; and they might be
together.

‘This clause was, to enable

be heard by their counsel or agents,
by themselves, before the

sion, had

as

privy council.

said, that the alien might
be

panied by an interpreter; but it was not
terpretation of languages that was wanted

was the habitus practicus interpretandi legesy’
that could be performed. only by a person’

mented that this measure had been so tle
noticed by the public. Whenever a new
was proposed, or an old one was sought to ber
pealed, the people rose from one end Sf the
country to the other; but, on a point tha ®
vitally affected the liberties of the constitut?

and which would cast such a stain on

racter in the eyes of Europe, they

were

indifferent, cold, and silent. It had been
that the bill was for the guilty, and not fort

innocent; but if such a power were

they might as well at once give the

but to protect the people against what they
might do, (Hear, ean)
2
/
. Mr. Clive objected to the clause. He con-

of justice to the crown, and let the ¢
the vizier, or whoever he might be, exer

construction’ on- this clause as they had done,

such grounds—if they were to procee¢ "|

power of trying

and transporting indr

tended, that government ought not to be at the his pleasure. If the law were directed as
expense
of sending foreigners to any part of the to be the intention, instead of
ப
| world to which they might be inclined to trans- they might alter the word, an
port themselves.
subjects. It was, in fact, neither more DO!
Mr. Brougham’ expressed his astonishment than a suspension
of the consti
that the noble secretary of state, and the hon. were, indeed, in a sad condition, if
gentleman who spoke last, should put sucha to pass a measure of such vital importa?
- They had, it seemed, discovered a new mode

had before done, upon reports w!
of interpreting acts of parliament, and he con- swollen and exaggerated ‘till th
gratulated the hon. eonelonian in having attained| poisoned the easy Be
;

this knowledge so soon after his appointment.
(4 laugh.) They argued that the alien must be

‘conveyed to any place—to Botany Bay, for in-

» stance, (a Jangh)—at the expense of the govern-

our?

Hear,

ae

hear,

and coi

jon)

of Lord Sidmouth ; but

were due to the héuse for the

He

89

ri

made it was much more due to the n°

grat

a

i

have long been the cry
the unhappy people had lon

rending jaws and talons of
wolves. (Cheers.)
The hon.

na
baron

that the laws of this co!
own natives, were sufhi
to
duct of foreigners, and to punish

>

i
their mal.

practices ; அப் consequently, that the object ௦)
is bill, like many others, was
in the hands of the crown,

i
t
as. enough. (Hear,
‘The right hon. gentleman | 1 he right hon. gentleman never thought
had asserted that, during the French revolution, fying the cour
if he
1511
this country had been the refuge of all that was ‘More was neces:
Joyal and respectable; but these were mere France could not

it might be abused.

words, and he had offered no proofs; indeed,
it would be much more correct to state, that it
had become the lurking-place of all that was

degraded and despotic—of those who fled from

the revenge of an injured and oppressed’people,

2

struggling to regain their liberties. The real ob-

Ject of this alien bil was, to aid that European
conspiracy in which the noble lord opposite
had taken so active a part, and the effect of it
would be to destroy that character for generosity
and hospitality by which the people of England
had been hitherto distin, ished. Another effect would be to drive al the talent and industry of Europe to that now only free country in
the world, America. The right hon. gentleman
had objected to what he called making the mea- |
sure’ judicial, and for the plain reason, that it
established some control over the conduct of
ministers. It would compel them to be less

ternally, without suc

upon England that she must neces:
broiled in the contest. Surely,

alarming intelligence in the present stati
finances, and coming from such a qua
was much to be

dreaded that, should:

quillity of France at any future period

turbed, the people of
called upon to bear new
gO new privations for
terest which ministers

(Hear.)

The

Great Britain wi
burthens, and to
the support of tha
thought fit to esp

right hon. gentleman hac

proached his hon. and learned friend wit
Consistency in opposing these injurious
Constitutional measures.
Doubtless,
fr om. the conduct of the right hon, gen
he held it a disgrace to. adhere to the:
opinions or to the same friends. (Hear;

He enjoyed all the adyantages of inconsiste
arbitrary and despotic, because" they might be and those who resisted this measure cou
brought before another tribunal—the usual pre- ago have partaken of those honours, if
tence

of ministerial responsibility, by which the
house had been so frequently juggled, though
the
nay
ool. not quite so easily be deceiyed. That responsibility had been used and
abused with regard to our-own’ subjects, who
had been tyrannically and unconstitutionally imprisoned, and was it to be supposed, that it
would be more respected when the defenceless
subjects of other states were concerned? Re-

would have consented fo the same mental
gradation to procure them. (Loud cheers.)
only danger pointed out by the right hon.
tleman, arose from

a few disconten

duals in the Netherlands, who sought a
for their engine of destruction; but itw

gular that, as this was the only danger

been broached that night for the

hear.) ,
sponsibility in the first instance was usually con- (Hear,
Mr. Canning explained.

yerted into indemnity

in the last, as was proved

fact, ministers were

no more controlled by this

in the case of the hal

corpus suspension ; in

ன்ஸ்
He did not
state, that if France were disturbed by:
commotions, this country must necessatil

involved in war: he had only referred to

stalking-horse responsibility, than they had been foreigners, who were attempting to en
by the natural feelings of humanity and the dic- two nations in new hostilities. _
tates of conscience, (Hear.)
| Mr. Barham opposed the bill. He
Sir S. Romilly was anxious to embrace this was grounded on mere possibilities

last opportunity of resisting the progress of this and was eluates, 1. make us றக
9
bill. It was urged, that its operation would be transactions
between foreign: governmen
confined to criminal foreigners, and yet, with their subjects. It was wholly gratuitous
பகல் inconsistency, the nght hon, gentleman uncalled for, and was inconsistent with
objected to the clause which gave the party of ourlaws.
=~
ட்
accused an opportunity of stating bis own case,
Mr. W. Smith opposed'the bill, a8 64?!
and being heard by counsel; so that, in fact, best principles of the constitution,
that measure which was to be directed against no advantage whatever.
criminal foreigners, was to be so framed that no
Sir J. மலா் content

means were

ed.to ascertain whether they

of this bill, the blood

்

:
that,

ட

de
Romil]

to the lord,

bu

ர பத - HOUSE OF LORDS.
missioners were, the Lord Chancellor, the Earl
_ of Winchilsea, and the Earl of Shaftesbury.

SPANISH SLAVE Traps TREATY BLL.) This | st

“Bill was read a third time and passed.

cline to act; or if ம் amy

a

ise oceur, he

ee

ie power which she

| the present act of filling up the
n proposed the following names,

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
‘Saturday, May 23.

which the question was put, and carried

without opposition:
Granp Jury Presentments Bit.] This affirmative
Macclesfield; William, lord bishor

bill was read a third time and passed.

CommiTTEE
OF SupPLy.] ‘The resolutions Alleyne, Lord St. Helens; Morton,
of this committee were reported, and agreed to| ley, of Ireland, =
On the first clause of the bill being
:
“
~
bythe honse.
Lord Holland rose’and observed,
“Ways anD Muans.]. The resolutions of
this committee were reported, and bills, founded house ought not to proceed with the en
of this bill, without a strict examinatic
upon them, ordered to be brought in.
necessity. ‘There was nothing stated
amble which in any way accounted
clauses that followed. From the natu
HOUSE OF LORDS.
clauses in the bill it was: to be inferred.

ட் Monday, May 25.
Trish

Majesty’s recovery was no longer anev

GRAND JURY PRESENTMENTS

BILL.)

This bill was brought from the Commons, and
read a first time.
:
Irish Fever

Hospyrars

Bii1.]

This

bill

anticipated,

But if they were now, for

time since the passing of the regencyat)|
legislate on the principle that his M
h
covery was not probable, the measure

was brought from the Commons, and read a first be preceded by an inquiry into that

that probability no longer existed, why

time.

Recency Act AMENDMENT ‘ BiLL.] The
house haying resolved itself into a committee
on this bill,
The Lord Chancellor rose and said, that in
consequence of the objections made by some
noble lords to the mode of increasing the queen’s
council as originally provided in the bill, he had
already intimated his willingness to agree to the
nomination being made by parliament, as was
the case with respect to the first council appointed under the regency act. He should,
therefore, now mention the names

‘he intended

to propose for insertion in the bill, subject to the
approval of their lordships. ‘To the present
number of the queen’s council, which consisted

a bill merely to remedy the inconvenience
it was the object of this bill to remo

there were so many circumstances which

ed the revision of the whole regency act
sary? That act was passed with a
ory
of his Majesty’s recovery:
then adopted, on the suggestion 0”
measure

noble lords opposite and their friends, ha
ference to that event. ‘Their lordships wet!
as an excuse for the expense of the
establishment, that it was proper his
should, on his recovery, find againal

that state to which he had been act

But if the probability of recovery hit

céased, ought not their lordships to p!

“of eight persons, he proposed the addition of a reconsideration of the whole subject
tom also -of several nations, who have not the same

regard to the Roman law that we have, and has probably been derived to us from’a less remote source.
Except in cases of treason, the forfeiture of property
on eapital conviction, has never, at any period of our
practice, extended to the real or heritable estate;
_which, in England, at this day, seems to fall as escheat,
to the lord of the fee, in all cases of petty treason
or felony.

In

this respect also, our custom is less

rigorous than that of England, as we have never admitted that fictitious corruption of blood, consequent
with

them

on attainder of felony ; whereby all de-

scent of property to the felon’s kindred is obstructed, wherever they have to connecta title of inheritance through him to any of their predecessors.”
Buchanan (Rerum Scotic. |. 4.) says, that Mogaldus (the 29d king of Scotland, A.D. 138.) was the
author of that unjust and barbarous law which declares, that all the goods and chattels of condemned
criminals

shall be forfeited to the

crown,

excluding

their wives and children from any part of them.

His

_ words are these : “‘ Mogaldus, avite gloria oblitus, in
vilia preceps abiit: ac preter: alia facinora fada, et
publice pernictosa, legem iniquissimam condidit, ut dam=
+

6

உ

natorum bona fisco addicerentur, nullam m

oa

©

ra

Fam legem elst ae
ris et umoribus admissis.
quam, et inhumanam et tum intelligerent, abn

telligant, tamen di fisci procuratortbus, gut (ரா
‘4
ditatibus lenacinantur, hac etiam etate de
Innocent children ought not to be pu

the crimes which their parents commit

lamentable to reflect on the prejudices won
eyen in this country, and in, this enlighté eset
but let

those

who

may

chance

to their com"

from parents who violated the laws of the)
or transgressed the rules of civil. souielys a
themselves with this advice of the poet?
n
Ne perge queri, casusque prio
4
nepoti
culpa
Nec
bit
தச்
pa
Tu modo dissimilis, rebus mereare ரரி
a
ee
Excusare tuos,
se
your
to
nor
Lament no more,

The Cine or Treads of a forme

Our parents’ guilt but to themsel he
‘Taints not the blood, mor to oe

own worth you blot ou

By. your
‘And raise the faded lustre of your

;
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. He, therefore, could
not agree to:the

ட

மன

tobe fol
thie billyuunlees:itewere:

many

other provisi

Se inectioaines

3 which were | -

ன்ப.

வ

:

ட.

» The Earl of Liverpool reminded their: lordwhich: the |
underces
shij of the circumstan

act had been passed. There had been
regency

then
great differences of opinion
on the question that:in sucha case the
would arise which migh
of limitations, and: one of the grounds on which ed ;, yet doubts perhaps

those: limitations were defended, certainly:was

create

c

siderable embarrassment to the return-

the probability of his ‘Majesty’s recovery. After
ayear had elapsed, and the state of that proba-

ing officer. He therefore proposed that,
in case
of the demise of the Prince Regent after a dissolution of parliament, the writs issued fora
new election should cease and determine. —

in’enact-

report, which, he observed, was drawn up by
the queen’s council, and was never made without taking into consideration the opinion of the
physicians on the probability of his Majesty’s
recovery. ‘These reports were laid before the
privy council, and might be called for by parliament.—The noble and learned
lord then proposed clauses, with a view to the possible event of
the queen’s demise, after the day appointed for
the meeting of a new parliament, and to obviate
the difficulty stated by the noble earl, with re-

bility was to a certain degree altered, the limitations were removed. He should be sorry to say,
at any time, that the probability of his Majesty’s
recovery had ceased; but parliament,

must
ing any measures relative to the oe
necessarily legislate on the greater or less degree of that probability. With regard to ascer-

taining the nature of the probability, there could

The Lord Chancellor adverted to the quarterly

‘be no necessity for any measure; for their lordthat a quarterly report of
ships must be aware,
the state of his Majesty’s health was regularly
made by the attending physicians. Wouldit be
advisable, then, to subject the country to the
chance of the inconvenience which this bill was
of the
calculated to prevent, in order to an inquiry for gard to the possible event of the demise
Prince Regent, his opinion being, that the king’s
which there was'no necessity whatever?
Earl Grey, in reply to what had fallen from | writ would not in that case be vacated.
These amendments were agreed to, and the
the noble earl on the subject: of the limitations in the regency, observed, that the whole -house resumed.
Poor Laws AMENDMENT Brit.] The Earl
‘of the regal powers were given for the public benefit, and that they should, therefore, be of Hardwicke moved the commitment of this
several clanses,
filly and. entirely. vested in the person who bill. His lordship went overwasthe not to be conwas placed at the head of the executive govern- and observed, that the bill
measure, but as part of a
‘Ment. With regard to the present measure, in sidered.as a solitary
‘what case did their lordships find themselves? system intended for the reform of the poor

a
They knew: of no difference in the situation of | la WS.
red
bis
e
decla
down
Lans
of
uis
Marq
The
Majesty since the passing of the act, except
essentially at
by a longer continuance of his malady. But opinion;. that the measure was
tant principles of

the noble earl had said, that no report was
‘wanted, because a quarterly report was made

by the அட்டன்

Their ford tae had, how-

ever, no information.on the important question
of the probability of his Majesty’s recovery.
Why had it never before been proposed to alter
the ட்டன act? The noble earl was of opinion,

variance with the most impor
public economy and private morals.

commended

Tt came re-

by the committee of the other

ட்
house on the poor laws; but he must say,
out any disrespect to that committee, that the
public were far more benefited by theprinciples
they had laid down in their report, than by

the

founded upon it. In legisthat the country might sustain much inconve- bills which theypoorhadlaws,
one principle ought to
the
on.
lating
agreed to; but the
Bience if this bill were not
lordships could not
their
if
view:
in
be kept

inconvenience,
‘Country had been exposed to
inundation
தளன் it Wasyever since the ee of the venture to cut off the springs of that
overspread the land, they
had
h
whic
evil
of
the
for
provided
which
act,
former act. ‘That
to take care not to legislate on
Teassembling of the old parliament, on the de- ought at least
principle, the force of which
us
vicio
same
the
age of the queen, was passed with a view to
the duration of the system.
with
ased
incre
the security of his Majesty’s person : but if that had
described in the report
better
was
m
important provision were now repealed, it must That syste
than it could be by
ons
Comm
admitted that the measure proceeded on the of the House of
passage 10 the report
The
his.
of
words
any
state
a
in
now
that his Majesty was

Saud,

ன ich required ina less degree
xxiety of parliament.

If

the care and

they legislated on

Bree eae it was obvious that the provisions

Gene e bill ought to be far more large and ex்் dee There were many things to be pro-

for, but he should at present mention only

One. Inthe case of the

king’s death, after a

to which he alluded, stat

the infallible effect

maintenance
of compulsory contributions for theof those exerment
abate
the
be
to
poor,
of the
ring classes,
tions and that industry in- the labou depended,
on which the happiness of mankindnatural affecof
and the checking of the impulse and
truly stated
ably
so”
iple,
princ
‘This
tion.

-
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ort, ‘was totally irreconcileable

- the provision’
in the bill, whic!
for overseers to take the chil
from their parents, and consi;

leit [2

care of a workhouse. This provision,
y |
improvidence so.
held out to the inconsiderate that their children |
-were to be taken fron) them and maintained at | only true remedy fo) ம்]
the public expense, might lead’ to that effect| the lower classes with
‘which an eminent writer.on political economy | depend on their own.

able

‘had pointed out'as the consequence of infanti- port.—Another clause (
cide being permitted by the Jaws of China, and| objection was, that whi
dled pa
-which was the great cause of the misery to-which to buy land for the purpose of empl
‘a vast portion of the overloaded population of who could not find work. If the
that country was reduced *. This bill created | poor; it could only be cultivated
the certainty of getting rid of the burthen of a] th € poor-rates must be increased to the
numerous family, and
therefore removed all that of that loss; if the land were rich,the o
prospect of பவட which ought to be taken tion of it with parish fands would be an.
into consideration in’ contracting marriage. Its to those who laboured for their own
effect would be to foster new generations of ‘The whole enactment was the result of
‘paupers, who would look to the workhouse as fortunate principle that held it out as 4
‘their inheritance, and who would rely on the to create a demand for iabour, whatever
public, not on their own industry, for their cumstances of the country, or the state of
maintenance. The expense of this mode of factures and commerce, might be—a pri
providing for the children ought also to be con- so absurd that it was at once subversive(
sidered. A child could not be ‘maintained by Tf this principle were not abandoned,
-the parish for less than 20/.; but it was needless must be brought to the lowest limit
to observe, that amuch smailer sum ae

for the

relief of the family to which the child belonged

human misery could endure.
ee

In fact;

at. Birmingham had on this p

What, too, would be the
lowered the wages of the nailers, and told
moral effect of the separation? Any system of that they must make up the difference
wi
education which was not founded on
the inter- out of the poor-rates.
He, therefore,

would be sufficient.

change of the domestic affections was vicious.
God and nature had rendered the’cherishing of
these afféctions'as necessary to the strengthening
of moral character as healthy exercise was to

the physical constitution of children.—This bill

then went to establish a° system which would
counteract what had been hitherto with pride

regarded as the distinctive character of Englishmen.

the house to consider-whether the p
in this system would not plunge the comm!

into an wretrievable danger, which could

end in a convulsion.
ர
The house then went into the committees!

which the clause for taking children from

the)

parents was withdrawn, without a division.
The Marquis of Lansdowne, the Earl of
rowby, and Earl Grosvenor, having made

At 12 years of age, the children which
been separated from their parents were to observations on other clauses of the bill,
~be returned to them. But would the parents, several yerbal alterations having been
agit
whose affections the law had thus endeavoured the house divided on the clause for rating
to extinguish, receive them? And if theyrefused, landlords of houses let at a rent above4
what would the parliament do with them? He under 20/.
4
‘was aware it ought to be said, on the other hand,
Contents, 17—Not Contents, 7* About 9000 children

are said to be annually

exposed in the city of Pekin, and the same number
in the rest of the empire——Among the Hindoos,

children are hung up on trees in baskets, and devoured by birds of prey; and female infants among
the Rajpoot Hindoos are destroyed by starving. See
Buchanan's Mem. on India, App. pp. 94 and§
Nothing could be more pitiable than the state o'
fancy in some of the most celebrated nations of an=
tiquity. Lycurgus not only permitted, but enjoined

extended

death by the pater-familias, without appeal

Christian emperor, in order to prevent the

the murder of sickly or deformed infants. (Plut. in
Lyc.)—And Aristotle (Pol. 1. 7. c. 16.) and Plato

murdgr of infants, and it does not

yailed.

appear that this

practice was forbidden by any subsequent law. Some
think it was confirmed by the twelve tables, (Vide
Dion. Halic. Rom. Antiq. 1.2.) The Roman law

considered children not as persons but-as things ; it

to the adult.

other tribunal. The father could compel
daughter to repudiate a husband whom she
loved, and whom he himself had approved.
des Loix, T. iii. Liv. 26. c. 3. ற. 192): ea
tion of
at that
should
able to

(de Rep. 1, 5.) both give a decided opinion in favour
of this execrable practice. Romulus allowed the

its severity even

could be sold only once, a son three times
might be imprisoned, scourged, exiled, 0

grown children by their father eu
time too frequent) ordained, that
a
maintain the children of those oe
provide for them. (Taylor’s Civ!

406.)—The exposure of infants, ON

ne

This he also restrained by an

year 931; and under the emperors de
Valens, and Gratian, this crime was mace

offence,

(Ibid. p, 406.)
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produced a very

ஸா:

‘nour exchanges. That, however,
"been easily got over, had it not been.

with the prospect of other: financial “measures,

which were in contemplation for the present
year. Their lordshipsface that the engage-

2

்

| | present bill, o1 expose the country: to.
which would arise from i
Wer

risk much less than he thought

tainly, for one, would not be b Ic ete
|
were| allHow the act to expire without subm
partly financial, partly political. Under these டை their lordships a proposition for its re
gagements an arrangemhad
ent
lately been made He knew it had been stated, that his a1
between the French government and the allied on this subject was fallacious. 18 was
powers for p: ent of the contributions fixed:| that the remittances occasioned:
by aay|
im 1815, and the discharge of the claims of pri- made in: this country would always
paid in
vate individuals in foreign countries. The ob- goods. He would not enter into anybe
argument.
ject which the French government had in view on this point.» The remittances ‘would
doubt.
by this arrangement was, to pay off the whole of less be made in the way most
the claims in the course of three years, instead the interest of the individuals consistent with:
concerned. (Hear,
of five, the time originally fixed—that is to say, hear.) Goods would be exported-when
the exto anticipate the payments of the 4th and 5t
changes were favourable: but
years: In consequence of the stipulations enter- limited extent that this could itbewas only toa
expected
to
ed into under this arrangement, the government take place under such extraordinary
circum.
of France would find it necessary to raise more stances. It was certain that a great
than 30,000,000 sterling within a very limited drain could not be made’ ona country artificial
without
period. Now, when their lordships recollected its injurious influence being felt. It was there- }
the effect which had been produced on the ex- fore quite unnecessary to discuss this topic. Itchanges last year, by a far more inconsiderable had also been asserted, that the difficulty exOperation, what must they expect to be the con- perienced in the resumption of cash-payments
sequence of so large a demand as this? It was was owing to the great advances made by the
ments into which

France had entered

certainly desirable that the exchanges should

be favourable at the moment the Bank resumed
payments in cash ; and, though in an ordinary
state of things it was not difficult to restore the
exchanges to. an advantageous state, it would
not be advisable that the act should expire just
at the moment when they happened to be un-

favourable.

Bank to

the government.

‘The same thing had

been stated to have been the case of the original~

suspension. ‘There had been considerableautho-

rities for that opinion, but the idea was unfounded. ‘The advances made to government had
not, he was

convinced, occasioned the first

suspension ; and he was equally confident that

But if the icles existed, that the the present advances were not the cause of the |
esumption of cash-payments would be impro- continuance of the measure. But, if it were
per at such a time, how much more strongly true -that the Bank was in an unfavourable situaought it to be felt when‘the unfavourable state tion in that respect, that would be a reason for
of the exchanges did not arise out of any cir- giving farther time, and would afford: an, addicumstancés connected with the ordinary
trans- tional argument for the present bill. Governactions of commerce, but out of a financial ment were in the course of paying up the |
operation of the nature and magnitude of that advances ; and they were already repaid to?
to which he had referred? A noble marquis
reater extent than they had been in 1797. Jh
opposite had on a former occasion asserted that
க any persons really come ‘that the
foreign loans never could form a ground for whole difficulty lay in advances made to
ஸ்
such a measure as the present; and instanced ment by the Bank, they ought to support this
the effect of the loans made in Holland and in bill, in order to give time to government
t0
this country. With what the noble marquis complete the measures which had been
had stated on the subject of these loans, he was for reducing them. His lordship concluded by
ready on general principles to agree; and if the. moving that the house resolve itself into 2 tomcircum- mittee on the bill:
present measure applied to ordinary
tes
stances, would give him the full benefit of his
Lord Grenville expressed: the greatest coat
argument. But had the transaction which he
ointment at the statement, he had: justhe ள்
had described, growing out of an arrangement
‘om the noble earl. He was one of Peres
for the payment of military contributions to the had given entire credit to the grounds on whi
powers which had occupied France, and claims it had before been proposed to continue He
of individuals on the government of that country,

Bank

restriction

for two

க் ட

ட்

oy

arising during a revolution of twenty-seven should be trespassing too much o:
ie
years, the nature and character of an ordinary ships? a
were to tread tone: ‘at
loan? Could such an uncommon and extensive history
of
that* unfortunate. transaction.
‘
financial. operation be compared to any loans ese commencement of the last பகனக
ever made by foreign powers, either in London thought it a matter of
gre ச்ஸ்impolicy
or Amsterdam? The question for their lordships not a facility of su
to consider was, whether, acquainted a8 they
were with the existence of that operation, and to which its resources could not be
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Bank Restriction Bill.

as he was then,
‘the greatest sacrifices, Satisfied

and confirmed as hewas now, that there never had| their feelings, but destructive:

ere

{isos
credit

ed of
by the opinion entertain
was only
that it ability
their creof ms
to. satisfy the clai
cash-payof
their
suspension
the
of
continuing
and
ments, he looked with the greatest anxiety to | ditors, that they had risen to the degree of opu-

‘been amore fatal ‘measure
than the commencing

the time when we should be again free from that
clog. He had: always been far from thinkin
டான்,
that the six months which had been
of the war,
or that one year after the conclusion

lence which they at present enjoyed; that to
their
destroy their responsibility wince
solvency, and alter the very essence of their
commercial establishments? But in. whatever

would be'too longa period for the resumption

light the Bank

of England

might view these

But if-he felt or stated transactions, whether as a restraint to which
ents.
of those :
ee of they were willing to submit, or, as was some- ~
the
— objectionspore
years was proposed, it times insinuated, as measures ‘in which they
restrictions for two"
unwillingly acquiesced, the great interest to
was because he ர்கலங்க் பொன் ணன.
edge,
which parliament was bound to look, was that
sacred_pl
a
country
the
given
ment had
which nothing butthe most urgent necessity, of the country, and looking at that, he never
Bank at least, could be induced to give his consent to such
achee nk
=
pledge which a measure, even for the shortest period, on
relinquish—a
tempt them to
‘
as those which the
hedeemedso inviolable, that nothing but insuper- reasons so problematical At
the commenceurged.
had
earl
noble
the
renew
to
them
induce
should
s
able difficultie
told that the
been
had
we
system
this
of
ment
public,
the
of
account
sestriction. Not onlyon
upon its
depended
country
the
of
high
existence
was
it
‘but on account of the Bank itself,
was then admitted that
‘time that the trath: should be known. It was adoption, thoughof itcash-paym
ents would be an
not fitting to go-on with what was called restric- the resumption
It was now condelicacy.
great
of
truth
operation
in
were
restraint
that
if
t,
restrain
tion and
period for such a
the
not
was
this
that
tended,
Bank
the
to
granted
e
‘no other than indulgenc
that we ought to look to a
(dear) for the purpose of paying their creditors resumption, and
be more convenient. This,
might
it
when
im depreciated paper. (Hear.) That, in effect, time
not a question of convenience
owas the privilege that was given to the Bank; however, was could
be justified only by im-and when the noble earl talked of danger to the the measure
agreed, whether pracAllmen
necessity.
perious
tion
considera
some
have
‘Bank, he should also
currency was
metallic
a
that
scientific,
or
tical
dicthe
and
for the ends'of distributive justice,
With this
.
circulation
of
basis
proper
only
the
‘tates: of common honesty, and consider what
upon
called
now
were
they
admitted,
was due to creditors whose debts were paid in principle
in its place, knowing that
paper
substitute
to
it
that
value
the
below
cent.
per
paper sunk five
the willor
ssed a measure paper must continually vary at
represented, Before the house
according to their
and
Bank,
the
of
caprice
know
clearly
‘of that importance, they should
e required to give
How the matter stood—whether® it were an in- views of profit. They-wer
over the procontrol
absolute
an
body
dulgence to: the Bank proprietors, under the to that every man in the kingdom. Was this
of
mame of a restraint, or a measure affecting them perty theory,
or did they exercise the power as
against their wishes, and calculated for the public mere
it? ‘They issued paper at one
described
had
he
the
to
given
was
name
Welfare alone. Whatever
depreciated to the extent of
was
it
until
period
disanot
~ #ransaction, it wasadmitted that it was
the currency it represented ;
below
cent.
per
toithe Bank in the first instance, though 25
்
his rent without sufferreceived
man
no
doubts were now thrown out, that that body did so that
or more. At that
cent.
per
25
of
ot anylonger acquiesce: in it. It was neces- ing a loss
of being
felt the mockery
landlords
when
period
great
a
in
whether,
‘sary, therefore; to inquire,
on the amount of their
only
cent.
per
75
paid
exist
could
one-fourth of,
commercial: nation like this there
defeat rent, when the state creditor lost
any grounds for:compelling the Bank to it were this dividend, and creditors as smouch of their
of its creditors. However, if
the claims
government meet the calamity
how did
really trae that this measure was against the debt,
classes of society? By enacta
affected
which
‘wishes of the Bank, we should have something
that depreciated currency
made
a law, which
More than a mere negative. If a proposal 0! ing
thereby the worst conimitating
tender,
feel
a
nt
governme
by
the:same description were made
t that had ever disgovernmen
worst
the
of
duct
Lonin
on behalf of the great banking-houses
might be seen the
this
In
country.
the
graced
»dons if it were: stated that’ the house of Hope, ‘error
nt of our
manageme
the
ing
surrender
of
‘of Drummond,or of Child were likely to be disa class of men, who adaptedthantheir
to
currency
and
creditors,
their
pay
to
to
ting
வடு,
“-tressed insattemp
law Jgsues rather to promote their own Thatsuch was
that'therefore it was: expedient to pass a from
country.
the
supply the wants of
be restrained’
a
enacting. that: they should.
from |
case was clear,
‘doing: soy wasithere one of them that would not the
the issues of the
on,
deprectati
this
all’
of
face
to
as
‘come forward.and remonstrate, not only
trebled, in amount.

if not
respect to Bank had hedoubled;
the Bank.
‘the injustice-of euch a measureionwith
meant no-imputationcomonpan
with regard to” Ti all this
y were
their:creditors, but itsop]
of the =
not say; that to-com22. Wouldithey

The objects:
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. ட ly misunderstood, when it was said that | of
ey were to consider the interests of the public. | t

‘They were no other than the directors of a mer-

cantile concern, who were bound to do as well
as they could for themselves and that concern,

sumption

of cash-payments ‘wat

importance.

Besides»
and it was for parliament to take care ne quid having Jed to an inundatthis; 0
ion
‘detrimenti capiat respublica. But this duty beta that had happened, which had.of count
happeni
been shifted trom parliament to the directors of countries where paper
was made alega
the Bank. The history of this transaction was —the prices of all commoditwere
ies rais
one of the grossest breaches of trust that ever value of all property
had disgraced the history of a nation, and had lation was carried towas disturbed, and sp
inordinate height,
placed us in asituation of unparalleled difficulty ‘These had been the conseqan-uences
of
and. danger.
After making every allowance sippi scheme, of the South Sea bubble,-of
the
for the enormous expense of the last year of plantation paper-money, and/of
the French ay
the war (120,000,000/.), for the distress and signats. The Bank con
its issues
ued
till the
dearth that attended the first year of peace, for country bankers failed on tin
all
sides
for
sums in
the extent to which the exchances were affected ழ் which they never could
have been: debtors
ex
-and all other operating causes, he was confident cept through’ the medium
of that papercurrency
that the principal cause, the sine gud non of all that was forced on the country
_ our late calamities, arose from the extensive in this manner to the ruin of the: they had failed
poor
issue of Bank paper, and the ruin consequent on trious, of the great commercial speculaand indus
tor, and
the depreciation of that issue. To that, more of the agriculture of the countr
y: all of these
than to any other cause, must thousands in every had been unable to meet the
demand for making
rank of life, in the highest circles of commercial good their engagements, through
the convulsion
and agricultural enterprise, and the lowest attending ai bankai system. The
next step
sphere of laborious earnings, attribute the suffer- was that which could not be wonder
at. Other
ed
ings they had so grievously experienced. ‘The country bankers were
to control their
principal cause of all this, he repeated, was the issues and narrow theirobliged
accommodation; they
‘suspension of cash-payments, -the oyer-issue were obliged to call in
payment
for which the
of Bank paper, and the depreciation conse-| di emand came wholly unexpe s, ; «and una
cted
quent on that oyer-issue. When the circu- voidabl failures ensued. At this time the Bank
lation of this country was in a healthy state, it called ein its paper, thereby reducin the amount
consisted of coin, of Bank paper, and of country of country paper, and. causing ‘calamit which
y
paper.
It was an inevitable consequence that
no other country could have endured without
the over-issue of Bank paper should cause an entire
destruct
This was the state of things
over-issue of country paper; and it was in evi- produced by ion.
the system he had described, and
dence before the committee that made inquiries after which, as the noble earl had informed
on this subject; that whenever the Bank paper the
house (a melancholy truth indeed), the Bank
increased as one, the country paper increased as
might have safely resumed payment in’ the
three. When the Bank paper became a legal
course of last year. If there were any who félt
tender, the country bankers could not be called like him (Lord Grenvill
e), how. must: theybe
on to pay in coin, becausesthere was none to be disappo
at being told, that the very level of
had, but they paid in Bank of England paper, exchanginted
es, so much required by the other side
and if that had been confined within any limits, of the hoyse, did then exist: and there wasin0
it would haye been some restraint on the in- cirentmstance of deeper regret than. that the
creased circulation of the country banks.
But Bank did not ayail itself of ‘that crisis: he
the former haying increased to an enormous said the Bank, because, though it was incumbent
amount, there was nothing that could affix any on the government to provide for the necessibounds to the circulation of paper money, and

ties of the country, yet, for two years, the த0-

than

nicious system, that they were not allowed ன்
examine what measure the Bank had ணர்
ஜமா6 நி0 ரஷேறுவற ௦ ௦8 ஷாபி
0

ட
|

|

the ruinovs extension of credit. Out of this vernment had abdicated that power, andinithe .
arose also the enormous losses sustained in con- very preamble of the former bill, said, that they
sequence of forgery, which, though not so great gave the Bank those two years to take'such ae
6n the country banks, had caused an unprece- sures as they might deem advisable for the
dented amount of loss and crime in the case of public advantage, to prepare for the resumption
the Bank of England. The forgeries, indeed, of cash-payments. But were their ப
on the Bank be England had increased to a the regult satisfied with the exercise of this 018trightful degree; and even if the bill before the cretion? It was greatly to be regretted, ae
house could produce a hundredfold more benefit they were again called’ on to renew this’ ei
the noble earl anticipated from it, if the

actual dangers were a hundred times greater
than he apprehended, those benefits and those
dangers would be light and trivial, compared
with the mass of misery occasioned by the circulation of paper which entrapped thousands.
into the commission of crime. It was the duty

if he were to trust to ae or oop ih int

ed, instead of preparing for payment, to EN”

such difficulties inthe way of மா

deter it from proposing any such

measure."

|
|

|

|

319801000௨,

the control of the Bank of England. It was | si
worthy of remark also, that as the measureW:
would take’ th
now framed, and as it had existed since 179
even if the directors should themselves
(a| interested, and that, although
supposition certainly not very probable) to put eae ce
an end to this injurious system, they had not not fo)
those’
the power

to do

so.

There was, besides, no

clause to prevent an excessive issue of paper,
which might soon involve the labouring and industrious classes in the same min and distress
which the had experienced about two. years |
ago.—He hhad thus endeavoured to shew the
consequences of persevering in this paper cur-

oe
the

ப கர்வ பைவி
எர
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ர

c

ளு tee entered into a கன்

a

and figures,
in ordér to shew that
friend had been mistaken and mis
the noble baron.

| amount of gold in circulation in 1797
to the statements of the late earl of

rency: on the one hand, he could discover no | there was no reason for asserting that |

~ benefit that would arise from it; and, on the
other, he saw nothing but mischief and ultimate

destructionto
’ the finances of the country.

tity of paper
lating me

now forming a part of the
was excessive: and with1

The |to the advance in price of various commo

evils were somany, that he would not enumerate |it was not fair to contend that it was ow
them; and so great, that his Majesty’s ministers entirely to the Bank restriction, when
did not dare to look them in the
face. (Hear,
hear.)
The Earl of Harrowby contended, that his

noble friend had begged the question in the most
material points to which he had adyerted in the
course of his speech. In the first place, he had
asserted that the act of restriction of 1797 was one
of the most fatal measures that had ever been

adopted by the legislature: he had founded a
great part of his argument upon this point, which
he had taken for granted, forgetting that the matter had frequently come under discussion in the
house, and that it

ane

had been decided over and over

to be a measure that it was not only right to
lopt in 1797, but which it had been wise to
renew at several periods since. He (Lord Harrowby) was one of a great majority who held, that
without the Bank restriction this country could
never haye attained the eminence it had acquired;

many concurrent causes might be shewn,

among them thé great increase in the<
of taxation.

The noble baron had co:

1

that neither in the bill of 1797, norin any sil

sequent enactments, had any provision’ been in

troduced to limit the amount of banknotesin
circulation: but surely public opinion, and the
control of parliament, if called for, were sufficient for that purpose; and by those the circt- |

lation was not only

beneficially limited

more effectually, but more

than by the interposition of

legislative authority.—It was not correct
to as

sert, that the B
had persevered in its is
sues, in defiance of public opinion; a few able
speeches might have been pronounced in parla

ment, a few learned pamphlets might have been
published, but those speeches and those

be

lets were not public opinion : they were the opi-

nions of a few individuals, but they were far
from being the sense of the great body of the
fe
of mercantile prosperity which had made nation, ‘Fo those who urged that cash-p%
it the envy of the world; nor could it have effec- ments should be immediately resumed, he woul
tually resisted the attempts of the great despoiler observe, that the inconveniences of delay wert
of nations, Although the proposition in 1797 was much less than the inconveniences that’
owithout

it, it never

could

have

reached

that

received with Some astonishment, not to say dis-

may, that feeling soon abated ; and, afterwards,
experience conyinced eyen those who had been
most alarmed, that without its aid Great Britain
could not have maintained her rank among nations for a single year. Another point which
the noble baron had taken for granted was, that

the bill now before the house was introduced at
the

instance, if not at the solicitation

of the

Bank; the contrary was the fact; the Bank had

result from a sudden and violent change: th
precise
a matter

moment must be chosen, and that was
of no slight difficulty or danger. If at

too early a date an artificial circulation were
abandoned, the consequence might be, thatit

would be found necessary to return to it,
and the result of such a proceeding must. be

highly injurious. Tn the oo
Hea ss
standing what had been thrown out, there co
be no doubt of the solvency of the Bank, ae

‘to four times the amount of its issues.
ai
the monied part of the nation were united in constitution itself was not more firm
on land.—T?
their opinjon as to its necessity, yet the Bank than the credit of a
grea
ben
forgeries
directors had made no representations to minis- largument respecting
interfered in no way regarding it, and although

ட் the last fifteen years the
the subject. - Of course he did not faverchatbert i
mean to say that they at all objected to a mea- average number of executions had not irae = an
the sam ன்.
sure that woald be for the benefit of those whom thirteen in each year. D

ters. upon

they represented ; but they had taken no part’
in the affair, and had naturally shewn some reluctance to stand forward to be subjected to the
calumnies, not to call it abuse, to which now|

they were daily exposed,

of crime had iner
every other species

more; some three-fold, four-fold, five-fold,

aa

் 4

1 €0F ey
some even six-fold. It was, therefore,
| to say that human misery had been increased ்

It was not his buf ஞ்ச மவன்

of eath-payments.

.e the samme

|
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the amountof prosecutions, Prosecutions had

ot

inereased:
to such an extent, as to alarm the | mittee,
country, and to alarm the
government
so mu
that the Bank had not resol lution to prosecut
al cases to conviction. The solicitor of the

should
expire in six
Bank was left to determine whether they should festriction
commencement of the next sc
prosecute for the major or for the minor offence. ment. —
ட
_ While no fixed standard was assigned to regu‘The committee divided ;
Jate our currency, the whole financial

system

Contents, 9—Not Contents

‘was at the mercy of the Bank. It had been said
that the directors were not desirous of this

‘The bill then went through
PROTEST AGAINST THE
measure; but they had not petitioned against it, ‘ing protest was entered BILr,
on the jour
and since they had profited by the restriction, Earl of Lauderdale, against
the secon
he could not believe that its continuance was dis- of the bill: _
ன்
ees
ஸ்
agreeable to them.
‘
“ Dissentient, _
Sa
» Earl Bathurst said, that if the Bank were now
1. Because this bill for continuing the.
‘to resume cash-payments and issue gold, it must tion of payments in cash
on demand, fo
diminish its issue of paper in proportion. The ther year, has been introduced
and supported
consequence would be, that the gold would be on the
ground, that the raising of
டு
taken out of the country and the paper circula- would ean this country of its
tion contracted at the same time. Such a state founded on gross misconceptioncoin} an opinion,
and ignoran
of things must produce the most serious injw
of the subject ; for the metallic carey of 0
to. commerce. He should not delay their lord- country can be exhausted, except
by the
sub.
ships longer, but give his support to the mea- stitution of a paper currency,
not payable,in
sure, from a conviction that the opposite line of cash on demand, which is unfortunatel:
the very:
policy, would be attended with the greatest in- system it is the object of this bill, at least fora
conyeniencies.
time, to establish.
sare
‘The Earl of Lauderdale urged several arguTo such a degree does the ignorance of those
ments against the bill (See the Protest of the
noble earl at the end of the debate), and con-

cluded with observing that he should, in the
committee, propose a clause to limit the restriction to six weeks after the next meeting of parliament.
Lord King declared, that he was decidedly
hostile to the measure. He did not believe that
a foreign loan would injure the Bank, if cash
payments were resumed. The Bank had formerly regulated their issues by the price of gold,
and afterwards by the demand for discounts ;
but now no rule existed by which they were
governed. He wished to bring them back to the
first rule he had mentioned. If this bill were
suffered to pass, he was

afraid that arguments

would never be wanting to prolong the restriction ad infinitum.
5
The Earl of Liverpool, in reply, stated, that

the continuance of the restriction was not an.
indulgence claimed by the Bank. They had
Jong ago declared, that they were ready to resume their. payments in specie. He was convinced, that the restriction had not checked

commerce or

agriculture, and

that, without it,

we-could not
have made such immense efforts
in the war. « But, nevertheless, he was anxious
to put. anend to the restriction as speedily as
possible, and for this reason—the tendency of
an inconvertible paper currency was to create
fictitious wealth, bubbles which, by their bursting, produced great. inconvenience and loss to
the people. He admitted, that the report of

the bullion committee was a valuable document;
but it had stated, that the country paper was
regulated by the circulation of the Bank, which

was not the case,

:

who

have

argued the necessity of this bill, on,

the probability of great foreign remittances,
ap-,
pear to me to extend, that it seems to haye es

caped their observation, that capital may

be

conveyed from one country to another in the
shape of goods as well as of bullion; and that
the former is the mode in which the great
bulk- |

of foreign remittances must

be made; for the

moment the exchange becomes unfayourable
the forced exportation of a small quanti
coin, it must give such encouragement to|

|

by. |

exportation of commodities, and such discou-.
ragement to the importation of them, that

ப்

it is impossible, consistent with th

terest of the merchant, to import commodit
equivalent to the goods exported, it must be
interest to make eyery necessary remittan
goods rather than in coin.

It is, in truth, folly to imagine, that the

portation of coin or bullion, as a means‘
restoring the balance of payments, when di

ex+.

ranged by a foreign loan, or any other source:

of necessary remittance, can be Jong perse}

in, either by this or any other country : for,

the supposition that those who haye en;
make remittances will consult their own inte-.
rests, the quantity of coin that can at any 1me
be withdrawn from the circulation of a அமன்
to effect this object is small indeed; as must Pe.

obvious to those who reflect, thatas soon ane
portion of the gold or silver coin is expo wert

the value of that which remains must increas.
or, in other words, the yalue of all the வணர் ்
dities must diminish; which, of oul
ம் eh
present to the contractor fora foreign
டத்
state of things that. renders the exportatic

goods a more advantageous means of. fulfuling

In that country; the:

| divided into: two
sent and the Bank;

A

government

art
anda

ha

irt_established. with the happiest

tre:

, of the commissioners

for

taxes, re-

few bystanders, but in a full court, before afl

and 1 |
and enlightened bar, at stated. periods,
the view of the public at large. The const
© PRIVILEGE OF PARLIAMENT.]
Mr. Ba- tution regarded the judges but. as mens and
~ thursd; im pursuance of the notice which he had the best control over them was, the publ
given yesterday, rose and moved the following of their opiniony and. decisions. (Hear, ie
yesolutions > 1. That all witnesses examined be- hear.) It might be matter of conside
of King’
foré this house, or any committee thereof, are whether any of the judges of the court
clr
additional
the
for
spared
be
could
Bench
rein
house,
this
of
entitled to the protection
add
to
necessary
be
might
it
whether
or
cuit,
in
them
by
spect of any thing that may be said
their evidence:” 2.‘ That no clerk or officer of to their number. If two additionalsupe the
‘this house, or short-hand writer employed to sioners were appointed, he should
-gafding the land tax assessment, within the last
three moriths.”

necessity of clothing them with the judicial
nity in all its circumstances; for although
employed in|
where in'respect of any proceedings or exami- geants, who were frequently
might be, and pronation had at the bar or before any committee charging am arrear of cases,
competent tothe tah
of this house without the special leave of the bably always were; fully
with the sem
received
not
were
decisions
their
house.”
take minutes of evidence before this house, or
committee thereof, do give evidence else-

‘These resolutions

eontradicente.

were

agteed to,

nemine

—

satisfaction as'those of men who had not omy"
higher rank and station to give them authority:
from

G

SEeeS2 BRS

mer circuit was approaching.
It was well
not be com }
up a Statement of the measures which known that the term business could
pice
had been taken for the destruction’of Books and pleted in due form; and thatthe judges were
bya
Papers ordered on the 10th March.—it was or- obliged to sit at Serjeants’-inn, where, which
court
court—a
a
constituted
they
fiction,
printed.
be
to
“dered to lie on the table and
For his own
Lanp-T Ax AssEssMENT.] On the motion of heard, bat could not determine.
with this mode of ad+
Mr. Brougham, an account was ordered forth- part, he was not satisfied
adminiv’
அர்ஸ். கட any Orders which have been issued ministering justice. It ought a tothinbe bar anda
before
correr,
a
in
not
tered,
Majesty’s
his’
of
by the Lords Commissioners

அடங்க

‘time be ata loss how to proceed; and the sum: |

Mr. Lushington

He a oe oat

6;000,000/.
3
ச
PropertTy-Tax RETURNS.)

prvi

iséues of the Bank being that a remedy should be applied
it was idle to talk of the
or the restriction upon cash-payments tive system of their courts? The.
lessened,
that, withrall their dilige
V
pos ever taken off,
The Chancellor of the Exchequer explained, to get through the business assigned
that with regard tothe 3,000;000/,, an arrange- The court of King’s Bench had not bee
the last term; to hear all:
ment was actually in progress; and that, upon during
the other partof the subject, he had already new trials fromthe northern circuit,
‘rmment had rhade its arrange- sat on the last day until twelve o’clock at 6
stated. that
to a gradual payment of the The parties in those cases must in the.
view
a
with
ments

8288 3395582222

of England less:
paid the 6,000,000/. before the end of the year, ‘Had the peoplé

abstracted
Mr. M. A. Taylor but who were known to be
Norruers Cmcvit.]
which might create 4
interests
or
feelings
party
select
the
of
report
the
that
moved,
rose and
their -minds. Let the house com
committee; appointed to inquire into the admi- prejudice m-what was the attendanceWw
now
sider
circuit,
“pistration of justice upon the northern
gave at the Old Bailey, where ey
be read. (See page 1569.) ‘This being done, judges the
F
ap
capital felonies, and. எ
the hon. member observed, that no man\ was most of
15\days- : pect
14or
frequently
lasted
sions
of
excellence
the
of
more thoroughly convinced
ae
would secure confidence or res)
our laws than himself, when they were ad- pointments
com
new
the
place
not
should
which
mitistered; but that administration, however
equality of rank and dignity W!
pure, could not be effectual, unless the judges சஹ judges. A barrister might Bee Me!
the
lof
their
of
execution
the
in
assistanice
received some
crown should think proper to XC” of
arduous duties. He hadi had communication if the
ments |
One
of gaol delive
;
/commission
subject
this
eg.
with: several’ of the judges upon
1
u
0
P
bis
would
but
Prius;
Nisi
or
and! Mr. Baron’ Wood, who had'authorized him assize

206 use his ndmeéy declared that he had been

command respects, or be listened

chequer

ரஜா

மர] 7௨

ர்ச்!

moved the third edie of this

ie. Lyttchon wld, that ubdeterted

want of success which his opposition to this

measure had experienced, he now rose to state,

that his objection to it remained wholly un-

changed. He was ashamed of it in every respect; it was a most shabby and dishonourable

plan for cheating the people out of their money.
He was really surprised, when he considered

the acts in which the right hon. gentleman (the
Chancellor of the Ex
‘was often engaged, that he should not only give his support to, but insist on the adoption of a system
so base and disgraceful.
What! could the
right hon. gentleman, who, on one day, was
the builder of churches; on another, was a
friend to the education of the poor; on a third,
recommending the distribution of bibles’; and,

on a fourth, supporting

the plan of

saving

banks; could he be the patron of a system

which went to undermine the morals of the
people? He lamented to say that this was the

tem was calculated to produce, he y
that there was no impost that could
be
posed which the people of England would
prefer to it.
Se eG
Pa

Mr. Alderman Wood was of opinion, that!

fault could be found with the keepers of regula |
offices. Many frauds and inrpositions, hot
ever, were practised, and great and extensité

nay ome from the ee
offices

belonging to the

—

latter

Some

ன்னா
iptio

persons had wae entered, and the books taken

away, by which it appeared, on inspection; th

fact. But if the right hon. gentlemen were dis- clerks in banking-houses, clerks in the

- posed to sacrifice public morals for the paltry
gain of 200,000/., he was not inclined to agree
‘with him, He abhorred and detested such dishonourable and fraudulent practices, and he
would continue to oppose them as long as he
had a seat in that house. ‘With that view he
should move, “ that the bill be read a third time

this day three months.”

customs,
and in other ர் departments, had’
their names as insurers from 17, to 10/.” In es
posing

such

evils tothe

house, he ‘would not

hesitate to mention names. One of the officés
to which he alluded, was discovered in Newgate-street, and another in Covent-gatden

where he entered and found all that he bat
stated. In one of those places, a gentlemi

Mr. Parnell said, that nothing had given him who held a high office in the Long-room in the
so much pain during the short time he had sat Custom-house was the person who took the
in that house, as to see how much great ques- insurances. The hon. member concluded with
tions of morality and policy had been sacrificed saying, he hoped the right hon. gentlemat
to profit. (Hear.) But the present sacrifice was would at last find, that such an immoral syste!
of a more degrading character, as it surrendered as this would not be tolerated by the peoples»
those great principles to a paltry financial proMr. Lyttelton, after what had fallen from tle
fit of 250,000/. Future ages, recording faith- worthy alderman, begged to trouble the house
fully the events of the present day, would place with a very few words: “As the worthy
lot
such actions in a proper light. When the right man had spoken in praise of the licensed
hon. gentleman, yielding to the fate that awaits tery-office keepers, he must now say a wo te
us all; should sink into the silent tomb, this epi- their dispraise. In doing so, he acted from #
taph, if not engraven on his monument, would very best information on the subject, and 1
form a most appropriate inscription for it.— unbiassed conviction of his mind. He ‘ts
Here lies the Right Hon. Nicholas Vansittart,
Once Chancellor of the Exchequer:
“ The Patron of Bible Societies ;
The Builder of Churches:

A Friend to the Education of the Poor,
An Encourager of Saving Banks,
Aud @ Supporter of Loiteries!

Mr. Morland expressed a strong disapprobation of the measure.

If his Majesty’s ministers

say, then, that they
next to

country,
whom

he

would

were the last people im as

hangmen and informers
bestow any

panegyt

ald
considered them to be fraudulent and
men, and he would add, that no persons out 1

earn their money in amore dirty manner. te
hear.) They practised the most sbamell eeம்
disgraceful frauds on the public by theirs

and puffs, by which they hoped to entrap

Jury, to
upon the» Grand
(August 1818,) Mr. Justice Bayley was obliged to deputation should wait
izes oF 3
ass
the
that
,
opinion
their
sJeave Carlisle, with several causes untried, in order | express to them
pro- to be held in that county twice a-year. “A eer
to proceed to Appleby, in Westmorland. He
ப்
nd. sae
tion accordingly waited upon the Gya
posed to Mr. Scarlett, and several other gentlemen
d
ering the subject, unanimous'y, e
ate
of the bar, to return to Carlisle from Lancaster ; but after consid
favour of a spring assiZe-—— டம்
on
that, they said, was out of the question—they could a resoluti inthumberland and Durham, ன 2
do no such thing.—A meeting of solicitors took place Juries of Norin those counties, came 10 அ.
at the Bush-inn, in Carlisle, at which were present assizes s.held
௩
:
நரக.
several residing in that city, and nearly all from the solution
other parts of the county. It was agreed, that a

could:

continue

chasing gold:at the price it would i

-TALO

oly

of

pure

hold

in the market, when measured by our silver-coin, | point.

and paying
it away at the rate of sf. 175..10}¢.

per ounce, to persons who: could alone realize

the profit which its comparative intrinsic value

secures by exporting
it; for that act provides,

under severe penalties, that “no person shall
‘by any mean,” device, shift, “or contrivanceC |
whatsoever, receive or pay for any gold coin the poor laws was surroun
lawfully current, within the united kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, any more or less in
value; benefit, profit,:or advantage, than the true
Jawful value which such gold coin doth ob shall
by its denomination import; nor shall-utter'or
receive any piece or pieces of gold coin of this

that.so
much had been done.
|"
he Lord Ghancellor thought
objectionable. part of the clause

at any less or lower rate or walue, than the same

way, either to pay

amended. As tothe absence of thi

realm at any greater or higher rate or value, nor | pected. that

stewards would

be inth

Sdly.

** Because,
as I cannot

help

re

i

வலக
made: in the canna ci oes debate on this subject, that every thing had been
done on the part of the government and of the
Bank to qualify it to resume payments in cash:
on demand, as tending to deceive parliament,
whilst the séth of the king, cap. 68, remains in

was worded, those who

made the rate wold

haye it in their power to charge some,
exempt others, as they pleased, which mi
to much injustice.

The clause would also

a very serious effect on the cottages

ha

of the

‘country, as it applied to houses the r of
which was from 47, to-20/. The rent of 4)

wer
force ; so, I cannot concur in passing an act for swould’ include most cottages, and as'they
the resumption of cash payments on the sth of at present maintained by the owners of land,
definite period, without any view to profit, the operation
uly, 1819, or at any
Seon reference to the alteration or repeal of clause would either cause their destruction;o
that law; for I should feel myself by-such:con- make them fall into the hands of ப்பார்
ducta party toa gross deceit, which parliament would raise the rents.’ It had been said it
will practise on the people of this country, by.| ‘committee, that much inconvenience was
bem
passing an act which seems to assume-the pos- perienced at Birmingham, by the ratesnot
i
sibility that the Bank may,, without: min to the recoverable, in consequence of the
establishment, resume and. continue its ancient Jetting
out low. rented houses. It was therefore
salutary practice of paying in cash on
and, thought advisable to make the owners:
to the
அதனக
occupiers. J i
_ whilst the provisions of that act are in force.””

(Signed)

LAUDERDALE.

Birming!

Liamapeeee eee ees

2
2
eee
a
shall’ be current for in payment, according to against it.
Lord: Redesdale considered:
the clause: tery? \
the rates and values declared: and: set upon
them
pace to law.”
nea
ding -objectionable. From the manner in whic it)”

er any other place, were 1

The Earl ‘situation, let a bill oO proposed. applicable12.
ன் Shaftesbury brought. up the report: of: this the particular case. This would be the prov
Poor Laws AMENDMENT Bitt.}]»

course, and not that/now proposed; which wi

The Earl of Carnarvon suggested, that the hostile to good policy and the general spitit |
|
clause which related to the meeting of select our legislation. Nothing could: bene
vestries should be so amended 2s:to compel their chievous than any measure tending either to
destruction. of cottages, or to raise thetr ரண்:
meeting once
a fortnight.
;
Earl Groswenor objected to the-clause which A foreign gentleman, a native of நங்கள்
enabled the parish to rate the owners of certain had assured him, that the. disturbances W ae

houses instead of the occupiers.

He disap- some years ago i

that countrys ¥!

owing to.a
change of
system,’ முள
proved altogether of the. principle on: which entirely
this clause proceeded. The evil complained of, tere aeelongeraemamed in totes
were naturally ed
and which had given: rise to the intreduction:of the land-owners;, who
of # ae
and confined. toபண்னி to pay consideration to the comfort
the clause, was partial
but had ‘becomes bY
towns,
ரன then, legislate for the
le ple on their estatess:
country, with

a view

to correct

an Inconve-

சனங்கள்

pach

mre

eae

of this bill; for owners who might be
execution

se

charge.

Het

i

கமனம் எனக்

string: them. 3
that ee ooteaeeog il
thig bill passed,
if
afvaide
England would:soon be: in» the same

nience experienced onlyin particular spots? In a lar
many cases much injustice would arise fron: the

ப

Tn towns,
the operation .
tended: with another evil, ,
appt
3
ணன that the noble and learned ready alludeds, for asthe 2
of

‘The provisions

been found wholly inefficient
52d of Geo. III.c. 101. though well meant,
opin
had only enabled parties to attempt redress by every gentleman at the
commencing a chancery suit; and to say nothin,
any way concerned, the
of the unavoidable delay and expenses of such | but desist. Where, a
2 piceeding, who was there that, with no hope
of reward, or even of indemnity, would enter

was the trustee, and

there was no great

ba

wh

ey
on such a course for the sake of the poor PA obliged to agree that they were unable
commission then, armed with the requisite| any thing under the limited powers of
|
powers by parliament, was the only mode by where the parties concei
coul
|
which any check could be imposed on the ex- clearly ascertained+. He thought the
Istence and increase of these abuses. When he measure, however, objectionable «
considered that, within the last 50 years, the grounds,
If the legislature did not prot
poor-rates had increased from 700,000/.to nearly the utmost all honorary trustees, in |
8,000,000/., he thought it highly proper that tion of their trusts—if they were to be
an inquiry into the state of ae charitable funds to suspicious and vexatious inquiries into
for the relief of the poor should be made at the details of their duty—not one honourable man
same time. ‘Those charities were the property would be found in the kingdom to take upon
of the public; and it was too absurd to say, himself the responsibility ae a charitable trust.
that any private interests could be affected or There were in this country numerous and
AGE
considered in their examination. His splendid charities, founded by. munificent donors,
lordship then detailed the chief provisions of with which courts of justice ought to have n0the bill. They were for the appointment of 14 thing to do,—cujus est dare ejus est disponere;
commissioners,
six of whom were to have no

salaries, and all of them to be appointed by the

and such charittes ought only to be under tl

domesticum forum of the yisitors nomin:
he hoped, in a case of the founders,
Unless it were proved that the
such importance, use due discretion in making visitors abused their trust, he would resistto
the appointment. The. commission was to be the utmost all legislative interference with their
crown, which would,

armed with power to examine

call for papers,

on oath, and to

persons, and records.

ship then concluded

by

moving,

His lord-

that the bill

should be read a second time.
After the general
approbation with which the measure had been

received, and the expectations

it had excited,

duties.

He should be glad to know where was

the power of parliament to interpose between

the negligent schoolmasters and their scholars, |

even supposing they were negligent; but the |
fact was, that a foolish fashion prevailed of send: |
ing boys, by dozens, to private seminaries,
9 |
that the endowed
grammar-schools in count)

he thought that any opposition to it could not
but be discreditable, and attract ill-will on their towns were deserted, and the deficiency of pup!
lordships’ house.
was unfairly attributed to the misconduct
The bill was read a second time. On the masters. One great difficulty he felt we
motion, that it be committed,
gard to the bill was, that although it provid
The Lord-Chancellor said, that with as strong that reports were to be laid before both houses
a sense of the existence of abuses as any man of parliament, and eyen before the throne, it did
could entertain, and he hoped with as much re- not give the. most distant hint what future steps
probation of them*, he could not help thinkin
ought to be taken, or how the trustees of any
that this bill would be much more detrimental charitable institution who misconducted them- |
to the interests of charities than any mode of selves were to be brought
to justice. The 4000) |
roceeding that could be devised, and therefore set apart in the bill would not pay the expenses |
felt bound to give it his decided negative. With of one-fortieth part of the inquiries that must
respect to the 52d of the ‘ing, an act which be instituted; for there was scarcely,a. parish ப்
was certainly well meant, it gave

a summary

the kingdom that had not some charitable estab-

application to the Court of Chancery, by way lishment or other. The important trusts were
of petition. He begged to state, that the late generally gratuitously discharged, andif ane
master of the rolls, (Sir William Grant) and temperate measure than this were not provide it

himself, had applied themselves in every way
to redress the evils that were pointed out to
them, as far a8 was consistent with the rules of
“*

In 13 Ves. 580, the Lord Chancellor is reported

to have

said,

“It

is absolutely

necessary,

that it

no man would in future take upon himself such
arduous and hazardous duties. ‘The ம்
tion of the city of London, and all the com
|
of any other neglect or misconduct on te pa of
the trustees. (See 2 Ves. and Beames, 19!ர் .) பப்
even of cases of direct breach of trust, it ine .

should be perfectly understood, that Charity Estates
all over the Kingdom are dealt with in a manner most inadequate means of inquiry; and ote ்
ரு
most grossly improvident; amounting to the most disclosed inthe note, page 1115, respecting
direct Breach of Trust.”
i
officers of Yeovil, are quite sufficient to es
SCs”
+ The Court of Chancery. will not interfere with person from entering into that, court from. &
the management of Charities except in cases of direct public duty, re
breach of trust. It will take no cognizance whatever
3
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ted ofof the
they had
been ) pagec
pted
the trust,
trust, ifvey
tee

}a measure as this. «7
oi]
tended
fo all institutions excepting those whi
‘were excepted, If Jews were excepted, why

not Roman Catholics—why not Quakers? The
bankrupt
laws, and his determi
charitable lady: (Mrs. Fry—see rote, p. 549.) repress re practices. On this sul
who was employed in reforming prisoners in lordship observed with warmth, that
Newgate, was not excepted from the inquiries of the
ee is a disprace
to the
of the commission to be appointed. If such a and it would be
better at Once to repeal2
bill passed, trustées would consist only of per- statutes than AA fer them to be app ied to
sons of great zeal and of little discretion. On
those grounds he should give his negative to

going into the committee.
The. Earl of Carnarvon

ee
said, that if their

lordships Were prepared to resist all preliminary
inguiry, because they did not then ae
what
might be the results of that inquiry, and to say,
that they would receive only specific bills for
every abuse which could somehow or other be
proved to them, this bill must, of course, be. re-

jected. But, unless they were prepared to go
so far, he could conceive no reason, and he had
heard no

feason, why

the bill should not be

committed.
‘The house then divided :
Contents 10—Not-contents 8.
‘The bill was accordingly committed.
HOUSE

OF

to

call the attention of the house to the subject of
the bankrupt laws.

to their duty as ministers of the court, for
are so, commissions

they

of bankruptcy are treated

as matters of traffic; A. taking up the commi
sion, B. and C. act as commissioners.
Th
are considered as stock in trades and calcula.

tions are made how many, commissions can 06...
brought into the partnership; and. unless
court holds a strong hand over Jee

The opinion so expressed by the _

Lord Chancellor in the year 1801, must, he con

Mixes AssrssMENTS BILL.] The committee
on this bill was postponed for three months.
J. Smith rose,

in trade for the commissioners, the assi
and solicitor; instead of the solicitors attendin

of its laws.”

COMMONS.

Mr.

are frequently conduc

in the country, they are little more than stock

self accessary to as great a nuisance as any known
in the land, and known to pass under the forms

read a second time, and committed.
Laws.]

commission. As they

particularly as administered in the country,
it is t-

Wednesday, May 27.
Rock Sarr Duties Bit.]
This bill was

BanxrurT

00868$ there is no mercy to the estates no-

ieee ee thought of that the dhe of

t the last session, a peti-

ceived, have been very much strengthened

the different cases which had been submitted
his. consideration during the long period if

which he had presided in the court of chancery:

—He should now state to the house. the leading

joints in which amendments of the ba
la were proposed by the committee. 713

first question was, as to the description of pt
sons who should be included within those laws.

tion had been presented from a large body of
persons engaged in commerce, who complained
of the grievances arising out of the present
system. ‘The committee which the house had
appointed on that subject had had the benefit of
the opinions of some gentlemen of the first rank

‘At present, this was not regulated by any.general

that house,

out of the house, he then might be a trader, 8!
it was by facts of this sort that 0011001980
issued against innkeepers, who clearly bane

tule ; and Lord Mansfield, in the case of Wy!

v. Wilkes, in Douglas, 519, had said, “ It 1s@
pity. that the legislature should be silent, ant:
force the courts, in order to attain the ends

justice, to invent legal subtleties which do not
in their profession, and of several persons of come up to the common tude ne of man:
most respectable character. An hin. and learn- kind.”
An innkeeper as such could not be
ed gentleman, (Sir $. Romilly) a member of made a bankrupt, but if he sold a pint of liquor
and

also

a member

of the com-

mittee, had favoured them with his views
of the present system, and of the necessity
of revising it; (see page 1043.) and the committee had also heard the opinions of Mr,
Cooke, Mr. Cullen, and Mr. Montagu, who had
been commissioners of bankrupts for a great

many years.

and sold to a very large amount. An extret)

case upon this subject was ex parte Magennis

in Mr. Rose’s Reports, in which an issue was

directed, where the innkeeper sold. only4

The house would perceive, by Jor two of liquor out of

ட

Persons who

examining the report of the committee, that the undertook the erection of buildings, and he ்
greatest abuses prevailed under the present laws, carpenters, as they were called,
who ha
Mr. Montagu had stated, in the fourth examina- sion for very
great sums of money, ane |
tion before the committee, that it was scarcely ‘obtained very extensive credit, were not ee ்
poet to say more in a few words than had unless they_ saute a made பட 5
en said by the present Lord Chancellor when cumstance of their selling some moveable’les, such
©.
first he took his seat upon the bench; he at as bricks, or a carpenter making tables,of W/ hich
that time, from having-been concerned as counsel” there was a very. recent instance in a con)
in almost every bankrupt petition, well knowing commission,by a person who built the.
nature of the existing evils, In the first at the end of
Portland Place, who. rea

1996] | HOUSE OF COMMONS.
commission, and 3

having made sone

tomers.

unda trader solely by”
for one or two cus-

at

The workers of minés, coal mines,| real of a fictitious editor ha
and other ntines, although they dealt to the ex- than walking to Guildhall in
tent of many hundred thousand pounds, were master extraordinary in the:

;

country, வரமா

not traders; but if they sold
a bushel of loose a deposition or an affidavit of his debt. Here~
materials at the pit’s mouth, they were traders. was no expense, no plunging into a suit,
no deThere was another description of persons whose clarations, no pleadings, no tria
no l,
witnesses,

dealings were very extensive, who in conse-| no verdicts, no judzments, no executions og

quence of gaining their subsistence as it was the benefit of all these at once, by his own oath
said substantially by labour, were not liable 85] only! This too often occurred before assignees

traders, such a8 dyers, calenderers, and other were chosen, or there being any person who

persons of that description. Again, there was had any knowledge of or means of opposing ~
a case lately, in which a gentleman who kept a the-claim.
The“ great press of creditors,
pack of hounds, and was in the habit of buying that appeared before assignees were chosen, was
dead horses to feed them, and who happened not for the choice only, ut to get proofs upon
tosell the skins of the carcases, was declared the proceedings without investigation. From
tobe atrader. _The committee, therefore, re- this practice, Guildhall,
on a busy day, could
commended, that the bankrupt laws should be be compared to nothing but a cock-fight; it wae
extended to all whose dealings required that difficult to conceive a scene of லம் confusion.
credit should be obtained by bills of exchange The committee recommended, therefore, that
or otherwise; atid that persons who were not the particulars of any debt intended to be provட் so engaged, should not be subject to ed should be delivered in to the commissioners
2 laws, in respect of occasional or casual four days prior to the day appointed forproof,
acts of buying and selling.—The next regulation They also proposed to empower the commis1988) as to acts of bankruptcy. In the: first sioners to strike out debts which had been implace, the committee had thought it desirable, properly proved ; for, at present, if a debt were
that traders, believing themselves to be insolvent, admitted, though it was discovered two minutes
or not having’ the present means of paying their after to be bad, the commissioners had no power
debts, shouldbe permitted to subseribe and ledge to expunge it, but the assignees must petition the”
with the secretary of bankrupts a declaration Lord Chancellor for that purpose—a remed
thereof which should bepublishedin the Gazette, often worse than the diséase.—The next brane!
and thenceforth deemed an act of bankruptcy. of the subject related to the nomination of asThis provision, he conceived, would be ex- signees. In Scotland, the provisions of the law
tremely beneficial both ‘to the debtor and his respecting the sequestration of a bankrupt’s
creditors. As to’ making a man a bankrupt effects; were perfection itself, compared with
against his inclination, the committee thought, the law in this country. Two or three assigthe following additions should be made ees -were now appointed by the majority ‘of
to the acts of bankruptcy now established by creditors, and they were often placed in a
law: 1. A general stoppage of payment for most unpleasant situation. As many bankruptSeven successive days. 2. Being absent from cies were concerted, the bankyupt might turn
home” ன
days, without making provision. round on the assigiees and prove the invalifor bills o exchange, promissory notes, or dity of the commission. The assignees were _
ordinary payments becoming due. 3. If after then liable to be called on to refund all the sums
three notices in writing had been left at the which they had received and expended, and
louse of a trader, allowing a period of seven also open to actions for interfering with the
days
between each, informing him of a writ bankrupt’s property. A man in this situation,
ving been issued, he did not enter an ap- not ten days ago, had been cast in an action in
Pearance, or put in bail, in the regular way 500/. denies and an வல aad been put
e commit= nt.
house un the ju
within nine days after the last notice ; provided into his
ee officer should
suchitrader were within the kingdom at the time tee therefore proposed,
the first notice was left. 4. If a trader remained be appointed, called an agent, (similar to the

abroad to defeat or delay his creditors,although trustee in Scotland) to be chosen by the creditors,
he might not have gone abroad with that inten- subject to the approbation of the commissioners,
tion. "5. If'a'trader remained in_prison upon and who should give security for good conduct,
civil process for fourteen days. Other regula- and be remunerated for his trouble. Sucha protions would be necessary, with respect to. war- yision would be very benelicial*.—The next

Tants of attorney and deeds of trust, but he
Would not then trouble the house with them.—

Che next object of the committee wasyto proMore effectually for the security of the

tects, books, and papers of the bankrupt, by

nakitig the messengers independent of the soli-

Citors.—Then cation பண்கள் consideTation, namely, as to the means of preventing

* This provision appears to be called for, not
merely to protect persons in the character of as
signees, but also for the benefit of the bankrupts
estate. ‘There aré many bad motives by which individuals may be indaced to offer themselves as can~
didates for the officeof assignees: for instance, they
may wish to serve a solicitor with whom they are
connected, or a banker with whom they keep money:

808
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"point, and’ that of the

Poe Sel, ee

greatest importance,

tained their certificates, and the absence of dis-

மதல்

the case,

ope

no case the

allowance sh

crimination between the culpable and the unThis might
to some pei
fortunate. Persons had been known’ to prove much, but byappear
those who were ac
debts to a great amount, that they snug
join in the number and nature of bankruptei
granting a certificate, and it was often more Much depended upon the zeal an
easy for a fraudulent than an honest bankrupt bankrupts
ர
in the recovery of debts,
to obtain it. To elucidate what the law was, would be deemed comparatiyel; im
he would state a:case in which a bankrupt had. Another object of the inquiries oe the
been known to possess 17,000/. a short time be- | had bee!
een to provide for the better re
fore; being asked to explain how he had spent the commissioners. At present, the bu
it, he answered very truly, that he had expended was very ill managed. Thishe said.
it in different sorts of profligacy and debauchery, to London; but in the country the s:
“which he detailed. And yet he obtained his grossly defective; for, while in the
forn
certificate, and, by law, he was entitled to it. commissioners were appointedby 4 judge
To guard against such immorality and injustice, petent to decide upon their qualifications, i
the committee proposed, that every certificate latter they were selected by the solicitor ¢
should be signed by four-fifths of the creditors, commission, that solicitor being. prol
in number and value, and that it should be made fluenced in his selection by a calculati Bad
apart of the duty of the commissioners to in- those who might have an opportunityafter
quire into the previous conduct of the bankrupt wards of appointing him to an officeo
in contracting his debts*.—Another point on same nature. The latter system was |
which the committee had bestowed great atten- such objections, that Lord Rosslyn, when
Chantion, was, the capital punishment denounced cellor, made out lists of those 1
gentlemen
against bankrupts in certain cases. After what from whom eligible persons might be selected
had been so ably urged, particularly by an hon. as commissioners in several of the principal
and learned
gentleman (Sir S. Romilly) against trading towns in England. But this had
that part of the system, he should only say, the been done by any of his predecessors; and not
the

ease was fully made out, that no good effects

present Lord Chancellor had disapproved40
much of this measure, that he had not, in a sin~
gle instance, added to these lists, or even filled.

(Hear, hear.)—(See page 1043.)—With regard

by death.

could result from a principle of such severity,
and that its only operation at present was to
prevent the punishment of fraud altogether.

up the vacancies in them, which had been caused

(See page 1055.)

The committee

to the allowance which ought to be made to
bankrupts, the committee were of opinion, that
it ought, generally speaking, to be liberal. This

| of bankruptcy in the country should be put

the recovery of debts. ‘The committee thought
that the ordinary measure should be 5 per cent.

arrangement

further per centage as the commissioners should,

much less expense and greater justice —The® |
were the general views of the committee, whi

would encourage
on

them to assist their assignees in

the total amount of the dividends, or such

they

may wish

their own

verse
tupt:
rupt’s
are of
find it
perty:

claims,

assignees;
they may
customers,
the same
convenient
they

may

to conceal transactions respecting
which

would

be

detested by ad-

they may wish to serve the bankbe anxious to obtain the bankwhich often happens when they
trade as the bankrupt: they may
to trade with the bankrapt’s procontrive

to

purchase

the

bank-

rupt’s estate, either directly or in collusion with the
bankrupt = they may calculate on retaining unclaimed dividends, which, in commissions where the

final dividend has not been made till many years
after the bankruptcy, frequently amount to a considerable sum.

It is netorious, that the interests of

creditors are often materially injured by the maladministration of the bankrupt’s estate. Mr. Montagu, in his examination before the committee, says,

““T have endeavoured to ascertain the annual loss
arising from the mal-administration of bankrupts?
estates; and taking any fixed sum, say one hundred
pounds on the ayerage under each commission, and
if there are upon an average about nine hundred
commissions in a year, it will appear that a very

large sum is lost, about ninety thousand pounds,

therefore proposed,

that the trial of commissions’

end to altogether, and that such trials shou!

take place exclusively in London.
might be thought

Suchat

inconventenb

but, on the whole, it would be productive

An instance proving the necessity. of some more Vl
lance

than at present

exists,

occurred

to me

the last week; from very great experience in!
ruptcy,

and an endeavour as well as

I am

a ial

discharge my duty as a commissioner, I certain'y

am not more likely to be imposed upon thanmY

brother commissioners; I passed an assignees ‘at
counts within ten days from this time, and rae

feetly satisfied with the statement;

ர

it so நமல்

that at the meeting for the dividend, an adverse

bis

ditor applied to prove his debt, and stated, பட
express purpose for so doing was to eranine ள் he இ
signee and

his

accounts;

his proof was admit, ன்

the assignee the day after applied to me நம்
and stated that he had made an error in his Res he
and wished to charge hiinself with three }¥
pounds more.

It is impossible for me to stat ae

this discovery was

Or,

made by him ia consequel abl

the application of the creditor, but such ie my

cion; it was the last finden

should have heardany

ent

eerie

more of it-

* On the ட.

்

ஜான்

்

y id

tons”

certificates, see the opinion”

of Sir S, Romilly, p. 1047,
«

்

fete

yi

=
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mission had already cost the co
21,000/
while the Irish commission,
ற்குள் சன
its duty so muchemore

effectually, cost only

16,000/.;. and the Scotch commission only
10,0007.
He therefore moved, “ That the
committee of finance having, in their tenth report, brought under the view of the house the
appointment of two masters in Chancery as
commissioners to examine into the English
courts of justice; and having adverted to the
considerable expense incurred, andthe tendency
to prolong their duration, in commissions‘of this
nature;

—

i

had argued, that the latter had not done
enough,
He, on the contrary, declared, that the English
commissioners had employed as much time, be.
stowed as much labour, and produced as man:
materials as the other commissioners, He coul:

not help thinking that the motion was intended

to imply
an imputation on the conduct of those
commissioners; but he put it to the house to

ay. whether any case hae been made out against

them.

:

:

க்க

ப்

Sir C. Saxton contended that the Irish com:

missioners had devoted the utmost attention to
the objects of inquiry, and had investigated every

46 The house does entirely agree with their
committee in the opinions there expressed, that fee that came under their notice.
no unnecessary delay should be allowed to take
‘The Attorney-General said, that the
gentleplace, that frequent returns of the progress of men appointed under the English commission,
those commissions should be submitted to the were persons of great legal knowledge, and had
house, and that an expeditious and diligent ex- discharged their duties in a manner that entitled
ecution of such important examinations can them to the highest praise; but it appeared fiom
hardly be supposed where any of the commis- the statement of the hon. baronet, that they had’
“sioners have other official duties to perform.” been guilty of the crying sin of overlooking the
Mr. Bathurst defended the conduct of the | fe e, in the act of Geo. II. relative to the adEnglish commissioners. He thought that mas- mission of solicitors. The learned individuals
ters in Chancery were highly

proper persons

to

be in such a commission; for although they
were unable to devote their time exclusively to
the object of the commission, yet their experience atoned for that inconvenience.
‘They
had sat more days, and had laid before the house

a larger mass of information than on any former
inquiry of a similar description.
Upon the
whole he did not conceive that sufficient grounds
had been laid for the motion of the hon. baronet,
and therefore he should moye the previous question.
Mr. Courtenay observed, that the hon, baronet had not contented himself with throwing
out general insinuations against the two masters
in Chancery, but had actually thrown out that
they were peculiarly ill-fitted on account of the
fees which they received. The fee in question
was a fee of 1/. which was paid by solicitors on
their admission. ‘The instrument of admission
was prepared for the Master of the Rolls by the
clerk of the public office, and the fee on that
occasion was one in which the masters had not

the slightest interest. He was persuaded that
the duties of the commissioners had been most
anxiously and faithfully performed ; and with
respect to that individual fee, he conceived that
the statement was calculated to make an erroneous impression.
i
Mr. Webber entered into a defence of the Irish
commissioners,

and contended,

that they had

in question, if they were neither too much em-

ployed

in their other duties, nor accessible to

any improper bias, were the fittest persons to
inquire into the practice-and fees of the court to

which they belonged. The masters in Chancery could thus assist with their peculiar knowledge the other members of the commission,
who without their assistance’ must, by a more
circuitous

obtain

the information

commissioners

seemed

well selected

Mr. Bathurst said, he did not intend to make

for their

complish its object.
Mr. Lockhart thought, that such a passage a8
that in the act in question, might escape the w+

gilance of any man.

So far from being liable to

censure, he conceived that the commiissionels
were entitled to great praise for their exertions.
Sir J. Neawport, in reply, said, that. he
from the beginning objected to the appointment.
of masters in Chancery to inquire into abuses 12
their own offices. He meant no offence to those
learned persons; he did not even know them
and was willing to allow them all the prawes

which their friends had bestowed upon thems
but still he persisted in his former opinion,

6

they ought not to have been in the commission:
The

previous

question

‘Mock Avcrions Brot.)

business committed to their charge,

which

duty, and the commission well calculated
to ac-

been most laborious in the investigation of the agreed to,

any invidious
brought before
commissioners
eared to him

way,

they could supply. They could best tell what
were the fees of their own office, whether suffi
cient or not, whether warranted by law, or growing out of abuse and other circumstances. “The

was

then

put

am

உடலு
‘Mr. Alderman’ Ae

fins obtained leave to withdraw this bill, and

comparison; but the question moved for leave to bringin another bill, the ob
the house was, that the English i of ந ட் e ee to be, to impose8
on every
lot sold
at auctions.
had been very negligent. It apthat they had done as:much as
ne the
ம் of Mr. Speaker, 1020 147

any other commissioners.
The Solicitor-General remarked,

2
that the hon.

net, in drawing a comparison between the

‘not probable such a bill could pass through 1

different stages, in bdth houses, during this se
ts
sion, the hon, alderman withdrew

;

௪

‘
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was read a third:time,
and passed.
much
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inh al
occurrence,

productiveof 1

oo

mbart:

ek.

:

8. That the present _— when the ma
| ket rate of interest is below
legal rate, af
Royat Assent.]
The royal: assent: was. fords an opportunity peculiarly
for thie
அ ண்ட் commission to the
கலை. repeal of the said awe
Sis ம
வி ன
and the Spanish slave-trade bill...
wie ae
ordered to be ¥
and
_The commissioners were, the Lord Arch-| “Mr.
that, early in
loay gave notice,
Serjeant
bishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor, and the next session, he would bring in a bill to re-.
the Earl of Shaftesbury.
‘peal the Usury Laws.
~CHURCHES
IN ScoTLAND Bint.) This bill:
PorTUGAL SLAVE TRADE TREATY BILL.
was brought fromthe Commons, and read a first Lord: Castlereagh moved the third reading o
ume,
x
this bill.
2
்
SN
_ CLANDESTINE MARRIAGES Bit. This bill}. நிர. Phillimore said, that this was the first
was brought from the Commons, and reada first time that the
legislature had interfered for the
time.
ட்
'| purpose of justifying officers in detaining. ships
Parise Vesrrizs மம] This bill was read. oe
to the subjects of a foreign state. He

a

Thursday, May 2

athird time, and passed.

Savine Banxs Bitx.]

௦

This bill was read a

third time; and passed.

2

_Fever Hospirars (IkeLAND) Bru.].
bill was read a third time, and -passed*.

This

conceived

such an enactment to be at least su-

perfluous, as the authority for the object specified emanated from the prerogative of the
crown, and the act of the crown was

the act

of the nation. Should Portuguese ships be
_Their lordships then adjourned till Saturday | brought into this country by virtue of an embargo laid on by the executive government, and
ரேட்,
should the transaction afterwards terminate amicably, would any enactment be necessary for
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
the officers who had detained
| the justification
Thursday, May 28.
the ships in consequence of the embargo ?—He
Cuurcues IN ScorLaND BiL1.] This bill was also saw with regret an article in the treaty for
the appointment of commissary judges, and
read a third, time, and passeds
:
Usury Laws.)
Mr. Serjeant Ons/ow pre- commissioners of arbitration, for the adjustment
sented: the following Report’ from the Select of disputed claims. By this enactment, a ground
Committee appointed to consider of the laws Frode: be laid for neutral nations to renew the
which regulate or restrain the interest of Money. claim of having contested tights tried by the
1. That the laws regulating or restraining the tribunals of the country from whose subjects
rate of interest have been. extensively evaded, the ppt had been captured. Though the
and have failed of the effect of imposing a principle had been departed from in the case of
would have
maximum on such rate; and that of late years, Spain, he had hoped that Portugal
from the constant excess of the market rate of had faith enough in the justice of Great Britain,
interest above the rate limited by law, they to have abided by the decision of her ordinary
ஆ
have added to the expense incurred by bor- tribunals of international law.
Lord Castlereagh said, that the convention
Towers on real security, and that sach borrowers
have been. compelled to resort to the mode of had reference to the particular ease of the deon_board, and
annuities on lives, a mode which has tention of ships having slaves
அட
It did
en made a cover for obtaining higher interest made no alteration in the law of nations. .crown,
of the
than the rate limited by law, and has farther not proceed from the prerogative
of making war and peace, and
subjected the borrowers to enormous charges, and the right would
not derive its justification
consequently
very disadvantageous

orsforced them to make

the appointment of
from that prerogative—By
sales of their estates.
of the cause
decision
final
a
tribunal,
2. That the construction of such laws, as ap- a mixed
would not be the case
which
found,
be
would
at
as
commerce
of
transactions
the
Plicable to
The
should it be sent to the ordinary tribunals.
a general
account is case was one of special policy, and

~* Ina former note (page 1511) some
given of the origin of hospitals among the Greeks.
FaTt may be now added, that among the Romans,
an hos-

biola was the first person who

sick.

ever

erected

were then very great—entirely

and afflicted.

i

or

might

அ

arise.

அகக்

.

said, that without the

might
During her lifetime, she gave enactment in the bill, an action of trespass
detaining &

pital for the
estates
every thing she possessed—and to herthe family
relief of the

ae

enactment was necessary to cover all the ques-

Sbe was a லவ் ப

‘aximatis Verrucosus, the great opponent

ண்ட்

anni-

bal, but lived many ages after his timé,—See the
life of Fabiola, written by St Jerome,

be brought
Portuguese

against a British officer

‘ip, as had happened’ in'the case

‘of an American vessel detained for a supposed
case of

breach of the Navigation act. In the

prizes alone could the prerogative of the crown

-

=
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2
1808-00: 00நாமா0115, .
‘or
at th
‘captor, a8 with prizes the courts’
of shainefulialarm

Jaw hada nothing to1 do. Courts of prizes were) dies which the bill
established by nations for adjudication’ ia times’ ordinary subtilty.

of war—We should. certainly not choose that
a Portuguese tribunal should judge
of matters |
_ respecting our vessels taken by them. A mixed’
jurisdiction had therefore appeared the most
satisfactory and proper.
Dr. Phillimore, in reply, observed,
at he

‘was not able, from any thing which had been

“said, to distinguish the seizure of vessels under

this treaty, from the case of an embargo.’
The bil was then read a third time,
passed.
்

and

Poor Laws.] Mr. S. Bourne moved to refera

most yaluable communication from the General
Assenibly of the Church of Scotland on the subject of a provision for the poor, to the committee on the poor laws.. The document to|
_which he alluded, contained a variety of suggestions of the utmost importance, and reflected
the highest credit on the talents and industry of
-that body from which it emanated. He -was
sorry that he happened not to be in the house
when an hon. and learned gentleman (Mr.
Brougham) had given notice of his intention to
bring forward some propositions upon the subject of the poor laws, as he was naturally
anxious to know what plan he had in view, and
he regretted, that the hon. and learned gentleman
had been unable, from the variety of his
avocations, to give his assistance to the com-

mittee in the progress of their labours.
Mr. Brougham concurred with the right hon.
gentleman, that no communication respecting

த்த படல ட்

provid

men’s
Tt was hardly credible that those
should haye been
made by the leamed

in whose

hand-writing, and at whose s

tion, all the material alterations and proj
had been introduced, and adopted:fc
‘press purpose, if any thing less than a
could effect it, of removing and settling his
‘doubts. (Hear, hear.) ‘The bill, hihowever, 5 it
now: appeared, was-to be cut down and

culated, and its whole: virtue withdra
‘was then to be called a bill for promoting effectual inquiry. If such a billswere to be sent back’
to them, filled with modifications which
ha

been triumphantly rejected when brought’

ward in that house, he trusted that they:would
_know how to consult their own dignity, and he

instead of taking any steps respecting it, should:
direct his attention to the preparation of some.
other measure. He trusted that a committee of

that house would fearlessly purgue its object in”

spite of all the difficulties with which the timid
sceptical legislator, the weak and panic-struck
alarmist, the mere—but

he would refrain from

giving full expression to his thoughts—might
attempt to impede its course. He was confident that the house would vindicate its own incontestible rights and privileges, that its committees would not shrink from the performance
of their duties, however laborious, and even
costly, as compared with the proceedings of 2
commission, and would ultimately submit a pro-

——

position suitable tothe exigencies of the: case;
the poor laws could come from any quarter with ‘and satisfactory to the universal and loudly-exgreater authority than from the General Assem- pressed sense of men of all ranks in the commu:
bly of the Church ef Scotland ; in which coun- nity. Communications poured in upon him from
expressive of one
try, although there were no poor laws, the poor every part of the ட
were not unprovided for; and He joined in the common sentiment, that the proceedings of the
expression of gratitude, due for a production committee involved the most important interests
க்
equal to any expectations that could have been of the people; (ear, hear) and he now at
formed from the learning and abilities of its notice, that, on Tuesday next, he would subauthors. With regard to his own views on the mit a motion to the house upon the subject 10 _
fk
subject of the poor laws, he declined to submit which his observations referred.
them to the house, until they could be accomThe house then adjourned till Saturday Bees ae:

panied by all the details necessary for their illustration, and he had not yet had time to digest

them,

in consequence,

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Saturday, May 30.

particularly, of his em-

ployment in the committee upon the subject of
‘The royal assent +735 —
charitable institutions.
When he mentioned
RoyaL Assenr.]
the continued sitting of that committee, it given by commission to the Duke of உ
might appear somewhat sprprising to those who Annuity bill, the Saving Banks bill, the ey ன்
merely understood that a bill for appointing a Hospitals (Ireland) bill, and the: Building ட்
—
commission of inquiry by the crown was now Churches bill*. ‘Phe commissioners were"
in progress. If he thought, indeed, that the bill
g was held, at
* On Tuesday, Jnly 28, a meetin
were likely to pass in the form which had rea
purpose of oe ening
forithe
l
office,
Counci
Privy
the
ceiyed the approbation of that house, he should
instituted for the erection O” Apes
sion
commis
the
see no reason for the production of any further
ae
es. The following is the, list of the
report; but he was sorry to say, that objec- church
to eae
guished persons who have been appointed
:
tions had been raised in a quarter whence they and superintend the execution of the act”
were not expected,

objections which could not

liament :—

be ascribed to any fellow-feeling with the authors Archbishop ofGanterbury
of the abuses in, question—any participation: in ‘Archbishop of York
an interest in their continuance—any unfounded Bishop of London

ET

Bishop of ne
பயம் Liteh!
_ Coyentry

}

1987]
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Lord Chancellor,
the Earl of Shaftesbury, ஊம் வரு:
இறை

ராம் PRESENTMENTS Bity.]. This

i கப்பன் exceeding so,
for holding th
Rock Satyr Duties Bu.) This bill was suitable buildng
brought from. the Commons, and read a first yate meetings of the: Commission
for the transaction
of a
time.
இரவும்
பரு
் rupts, and
bill was read a third time, and passed.

| Bankruptey.””

HOUSE

BANKRUPT Meerines But.)

OF COMMONS.

Saturday, May 30. Rock SAL? Duties But.] This bill was
read a third time, and: passed.

tesley

Mr. Wrot

moved for and obtained leave to b

a bill «« to repeal so: much of the Bankrupt

அடக்

Laws

as requires creditors to meet for the city of Lon-

don, and all places within the bills of mortality,

CoMMISSIONERS OF BANKRUPTS.]
On’ the at the Guildhall of the said city.”.—The bill was
motion of Mr. J. Sith, the house resolved it- brought in; and read a first time.
Mr. Lushington
_Lanp-Tax AssessMentT.]
self into a committee on the salaries payable to
‘Commissioners of Bankrupts, when the follow- presented a copy of correspondence between
ing resolutions were agreed to, and ordered to the tax-office and the assessors of land-tax in
wine
bexeported on Monday next :—1. “ That pro- Westmorland.
Mr. Brougham wished to call the attention of
vision be made out of the consolidated fund of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire- the house to this correspondence, particularly
, Jand, for defraying the Salaries of the Commis- to the letter of Mr. Johnson to the commissioners of Bankrupts, in lieu of fees.”*—2. That sioners of-taxes, in which he described himself
the Lords Commissioners of his Majesty’s Trea- as being the secretary-to the committee for maBishop ofLincoln
Bishop of Chester
Rey. Dr. Ireland, (Dean
of Westminster)
Rev. Dr. Pott, (Archdeacon of London)
Rev. G. O. Cambridge,
(Archdeacon of Middlesex)
.
Rev. B. J. H. Wollaston,
(Archdeacon of Essex)
Rev. J. Eyre, (Archdea-

con of Nottingham)
Rev. E, Outram, (Arch-

Rey. John Headlam
The Lord Chancellor
The Earl of Harrowby
Earl of Liverpool
Earl of Hardwicke
Viscount Sidmouth
Lord Grenville
Lord Kenyon
Lord Colchester
Right Hon.
Sutton

C. Manners

Right Hon. N. Vansittart
Right. Hon. C. Bathurst
Right Hon. Sir W. Scott

commissioners, it appears to me, that gentlemen of
attainment

and

in

considerable

practice

who are

commissioners, are, in proportion to their value,
necessarily at different places attendant upon the
discharge of different duties, instead of being con-

fined to the discharge of the duty of commissioners5

and as to their permanent continuance,

it is obvious

that the appointment of commissioners is very frequently more as a passage to other situations, than
as a permanent situation. I could, if it were necessary, mention many striking instances where, whatever advantages the community may have obtained

by the appointment of the gentlemen to different situ-

ations, we have to lament

the loss of them as com~-

missioners of bankrupt. It appears to me also, that
deacon of Derby)
the mode of payment of commissioners is deserving of
Right
Hon.
W.
Huskisson
Rey. Dr. Mant
consideration. At present, in the finding of a bankFrancis Burton, Esq.
Rev. Dr. Wordsworth
the commissioners have_ always an interest
ruptey,
B.
C.
Stephenson,
EsqRev. T. D. Whitaker,
that the person is a bankrupt; and itis
declaring
jn
Joshua
Watson,
Esq.
LEED.
a pri{to be remembered that this declaration is etex-part
e.
dings are
* This appears to be one of the most salutary vate meeting, when all the procee
say that this motive warps the
to
mean
not
do
J
administeriag
of
system
present
‘alterations of the
sioners, but
minds of gentlemen who act as commis
r
the bankrapt laws. Mr. Montagu, in his examinabe, deserving consideration, whethe
Right Hon. Sir J. Nicholl

tion before the Committee, says,—‘‘ With respect
to the appointment of commissioners, it appeatssmallto
Mme to be deserving consideration,

whether the

emoluments attendant upon the office are sufficient
the
tu secure centlemen sufficiently acquainted with exlaw, tprevent that loss of time and consequent

Petise to the creditors attendant upon longthe explanagentletions, which would be unnecessary were

law. In my attendmen fully acquainted with theof commissioners
, I see
auce upon the different lists

@ constant alteration, so that I am now occasionally
questions
to argue to new commissioners
board, and which
which were settled by the previous
for some
before that previous board, [ ased to argue
upon petitions to|
-Years ago; litigation, is attendant
a consequence of this. It
the Lord Chancellor,
in my view of this, that
right
Lam
if
appears to me,
it is unavoidable in the present system, from the in-

obliged

it to

I submit
to be placed
the legislature should suffer any judge
he may be so
jn a situation where, by possibility,
pay=
It appears to me also, that the
jnfluenced.
appearing to be
ment is objectionable, from its
to the judge, as if
wrong; it is by payment in court
seen, what I
edly
repeat
Ihave
.”
counsel
he were a
by whom
tions
alterca
,
painful
very
be
to
have fell
sioners; and a
commis
the
to
paid
be
should
the fees
refuse to proceed until
once heard commissioners
s to me to be of so
appear
It
paid.
were
their fees
stration of justice,
admini
the
in
ance
import
much
ought to be done, but
right
is
what
that
only
not
be proper also, that I

thatthe appearance should

these facts. But it is not
think it right to mention only,
for it may be really
e
ionabl
object
ntly
appare
லட் exng ப
injurious, sometimes by” creati be avoided; and
pense in meetings, which* might
just ber
‘declining to do what-is of injusthe undivided sometimes by theit
insure
to
ance,
appear
emoluments
the
the
avoid
of
to
Sufficiency
tween the parties,
sed,
attention, or the permanent continuance of zentie- tice,
which-I have yccasionally, witnes
of
men of ability, As to the individual -attention

atl
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the electi
of the present
on members for death were not

estmorland.

‘The writer went on to ask for} hon. ge

certain returns of land-tax, in which return, he | leave
a
told the commissioners of taxes’ that Lord parts-of
54th of
‘Thanet’s property need not be included. Now
racts relating
this was the letter of an electioneering agent to| authorize the imposingvoid
and s:
levyingof pe?
the commissioners of taxes, a person who never] Town Lands and ee
an erg of to
ought to have been allowed to approach the
Sir G. Hill opposed the motion. He said.
tax-office; yet to this letter, Mr. Winter, the| the fines on town lands:
were: enacted: by
501
கட board of taxes, the next day | Irish parliament in 1783,
and were See
a most courteous answer, recognizing the parliament of the
him in his character of secretary to the com-| In-1810, Mr. WellesleyUnited Kingdom in 1998,
Pole, at that time Che,
mittee for managing the election of the present | cellor of the Exche
quer for Ireland, prevailed
~ members, and informing him, that the returns] on parliam
ent
suspend their operation for two: |
+ for which he asked, would be furnished to him | years, and in to
the
by the assessors of the several districts. If,| The immediate year 1812, they were repealed,
however, any should be wanting there, the tax-| the gabls were consequence was, that though |
crowded with people who had |
office would furnish them.
This was a most| been connected with illicit lice latin
the prac.
flagrant breach of the privileges of the house, tice increased
to-a very great extent. In 1818, |
and if notice were not taken of it by the proper | petitions, signed by
the most respectable
gentle. |
quarter, he should move to bring

implicated to the bar of the house.
The

Chancellor

of the Exchequer

the parties| men and merchants, were presenti frets aya |
heda, Belfast, Londonderry, and Tyrone, praysaid, the ing for the re-ena

ctment of those laws. A com:
whole of this correspondence was new to-him,| mittee was appoin
of
and he wished to have time to make inquiry | members for Ireland ted, composed entirely:
, and they reported, thatit
before he gave any opinion upon it.
would be highly expedient and beneficial
to re
Mr. Brougham said, it appeared to him that] store the former system.
This report was pthere was a system of electioneering policy esta-| proved of by the house,
and a bill conformab
blished in favour of the present members for] to it was passed. In 1816,
another committee ~
‘Westmorland, and that the commissioners of| was appointed, and they
again reported in fa
taxes were parties to it. This was one of the|vour of the town
grossest attacks upon the freedom of election, therefore, that the Jand fines, He contended,
that he had ever witnessed; and he trusted that | the existing Jaws house ought not to abrogate’
on this subject; they should
the house would not pass it over without shew- | hold the principle
of
ing theif sense of it by calling its authors to the country, as severity was town Jand fines over the
bar. The letter to which he had on a former | licit distillation, a practiceessential to abolis ile
baneful in’ its
night alluded, namely, that of Mr. ‘Thompson, | effects. Since the Jaws hadmostbeen
re-enacted;
had turned out to be a real document, and not a smuggling
had
greatly decreased, and he felt
fabrication.
persuaded that,if
were continued, it would
Lord Lowther declared himself ignorant of| be at last annihilatethey
d.
the whole transaction.
Lord Compton pressed upon the gallant gene
ILLiciT DistiLLATION (IRELAND).] General | ral the propriety of
withdrawing the motion.
Hart rose to call the attention of the house to
Mr.
said, that if the proper powels ©
the several acts relating to distillation of spirits | had beenChichester
exercised, the practice of illicit distil:
in Ireland.
He said that, it was impossible for | lation would have
been put down, and
it
1000.
him to enumerate all the instances which had | not have been necessar
y to resort to this uncod”
occurred, of the severity with which the law | stitutional measure. » At
least it should not have"
had been administered. ‘That severity certainly been resorted to till all other
‘been
means had bet
had been great; and the expenses attending the | tried in vain.
Pade had been very considerable. In 1814,
Mr. Peel said, the first question was; had the’
expenses incurred in rewards alone, under | measure been efficacions? If not, there ன்,
the present system of preventing illicit distilla- ground for repeal. It might be efficacious
tion, was 8864/., while 71,000/. had been paid yet unjust, and then there was no reason ao#mby
to lawyers. - Returns had been produced, stating | it should not be repealed. It might, பன்
what had been the exact diminution or increase | have failed in one district; and have ee

cious in the rest
petition against
Donegal.
On
been presented,
as successful as

ra

ra

of Ireland. ‘There wast
6
it, except from the county) ௮
the contrary, documents”
pe the system to have»,
could ave
hay been antic ad
a

punishment fell, in fact, on the township. There | he compared the number of fines,8 te said
in the world where a] decrease with the system, சமயம் வதில் vars
similar
system prevaileied, and there was hardly | to be successful. _If he examined tne ad ther
ம்

was no civilized country

any country where similar practices did not to the civil and militaryrom and: owas
ef

occur; in ‘some parts, indeed, the pains of| diminish, then it might’ be said that
6
்

ந்

of illicit distillation ; and it was proved to have |
increased since the late severe penalties with |
which it had been visited. In former times, it
had been sufficient to confiscate the property of |
the distiller, and to punish him; but now the |

——————
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cacious.. The
ti y. of illicit spirits in- would finally prove effectual
Tete in onspst te
creasing, rendered ‘the demand
for
legal’spirits discontinuance would
‘be the greatest injury
less; but if the latter increased, then he might
that the system was successful. In five

en great alterations had taken’ place among
he fines. In Lent assizes, 1814, there had been

thoee' who லர் மர கின வத் எக ப ப
Mr. Parnell

said, that
the measure was most

vexatious. It was not only opetative
still was found any where, but if a’y

when2
any

no means justified the strong

ions

1,327 still fines ; in 1815, 1,506; in 1816, 1,058; part of a still were found; and it was
and in 1818, the amount had diminished
to 368. ‘that, if any quarrel or disagreement existed, a
‘The two last years had diminish
by one-fourt
edh. man had nothing to do but to go and put 2
Of rewards in 1815, the sum paid to the mili- sill on the person's ground with whom he had
ந்
tary and to the civil power had amounted to q
acre
21,000/.;-in 1815it was 15,000/.; and last
Mr. 7;
Fiteg
said, that the measureby

7,000/. Last
> therefore,
it Wain cna
of the sum paid inm1813. With regard to legal
spirits, in three years in the county of Derry
there had been consumed 18,000 ales before
the operation of this measure, but in the last

th

had been used against it. He deprecated the
mode in which’the gallant general had come for-

ward at such a period

of the session, without

making a single statement
in suppo
of his
rt
mo-

three years the consumyption had been 111,000 tion. If in Donegal
the measure ‘had “not
gallons, six times the amount ofthe former. In operated, the rule
id not be ex uno disce
Strabane, the last: three
years? consumption had. omnes.
been 90,000, six times
the amount of the quanMr. Knox said, that if the question cams to

. tity for three years before.

In Ulster, the con- a division, he should vote for the repeal.
ணன
த
General Hart replied. It had been said; that
19540,000 gallons, a quantity greater
what he had no grounds for his motion. His grounds
had been consumed: in three years before the were—to prevent cruelty and oppression; his
measure-was in operation. In 1817, the fines arguments—that
the law provided
punishment
on the whole-of Ireland, except Donegal, were enough
in fine, imprisonment, and transporta$93,,and in that county 619 more than in all tion. He defended
the conduct of the gentleIreland besides. For the last five yearsin Kil- men of Donegal, and after giving notice of
kenny there had. been 18 fines, in Cork 12, in ‘some further proceeding in the next session, Wicklow 5, in Waterford 8, and in Kerry not concluded by expressing his willingness to withone.. For these 33, there had been’ in Donegal draw the motion.
8,400 ; that is, for every one in these parts there
The motion was then put, and negatived
hadbeen 100 in the county of Donegal. ‘The without a division*.
்
question then arose, why could ‘not things be
Managed differently in that county? ‘There
Were various causes to be assigned. It was a
HOUSE OF LORDS.

sumption for the three last

fact, that, in that county, the tithes amounted
i the worst and most remote parts, to 12s. per
acre. A memorial had been presented by Mr.
tt Young to the Board of Excise, in which

| he had éxpressed his surprise that he should
have suffered more than thosewho had emplo:

Stream

Monday, June 1.
Boats ReGuLATion Brey.)

Lord

Melville moved the order of the day for reading
this bill, with the view of postponing it. He
observed, that there were in this bill provisions

Dea Bic eam binion tape
their exertions to support illicit distillation,
though it had been his constant endeavour to sanction of parliament.

oneh aionasior beara

The order being read,

Suppress it. By the evidence of a revenue offi- it was, on his lordship’s motion, postponed. —
REWARDS ON Convicrion Britt.) This bill
cer, which Hae not been contradicted, Mr. Lu“lus-Carey had actually imported man-traps, with was comraitted, and the report received. * >
PRIVATELY
STEALING (IRELAND) Bi.)
the avowed intention of catching any revenue
that might come near them. There This bill was read a third time, and passed. _
Stave Trape) The Earl of Liverpool laid
oe be a particular fondness for ae spi. 2
Donegal, which,
perhaps, oper:
as on the tablea copy of the Treaty between his

Majesty and his Majesty the king of
‘The gallant ge- Britannic
ae had the, Netherlands, for preventing: their Subjects
engaging
in any Traffic in Slaves.” Signed
a
what sort of whiskey was most from
at the Hague, May 4th, 1818.
Sought after; to which he had replied, “If the PARLIAMENTARY RerorM,] Lord King pre- த்
|, People could get any other,
would not
ackind of
மோலி.

ன

ட

for ட்

examination, on

parliament whiskey.” He was asked whe-

ther -be gave his hay-makers
what he called par-

vet

5

liament
(meaningnot legal
plied,whiskey
௪ he would
give spirit);
them thatto ifwhichhe

sented a petition from certain inhabitants

of

* The Rev, Edw. Chichester, a beneficed clergy-

man, and a magistrate, resident near Enishowen, in
the county of Donegal, has written

to. pamphlets

get any other.” Many of the inferences to expose the grievances arising. out of the laws on
had. been drawn on this: subject were to- this subject, He presents a mass of abuses and cp=
essions, intolerable if they really exist, and abso-

Ne Golthurse thought that the system
ச

frightiut to contemplate,

pees

‘Westminster, praying for a Reform of Barlia-)

t.- It referred. to-an opinion stated to have |
been given from high authority, that parliament

-could alter the constitution; and asked, if that

were the case, might not it be altered to the they were,
‘despotic constitution of Ferdinand VII: or of the act of
the Dey of Algiers? It described lawyers as very severe
‘men of narrow minds, prayed for universal suf penalties if
frage and annual parliaments, and called upon not land at
their lordships

to define what was the constitu-

in fact, of a.

1793, aliens.

license from

w

regulations,
they violated:
any porti

tk ர

the government.

tion. It was signed by Major Cartwright, their residence was fixed, and they ¢
<Messrs. Walker, Maclaren, Place, and several travel to a distance of more than 10 mi
other inhabitant householders of the city and ‘it without a special license obtainedf
pose.
There were no such
isions
in
liberties of Westminster.
1
bill, which merely proposed to provid
The Lord Chancellor observed, that as the piste
petition stated great lawyers to be men of nar- for the regular exercise of an autho

he must contend, belonged to the executi

vernment. It was true that this auth
the extent to which it had been. laid do
questioned by some; but even those who mos
objected to the doctrine,’ admitted thata

he trusted that a descendant of Lord Chancellor

_ King would not consider it one which their lord_ships ought to receive.

Lord Holland did not see why the absurdity

of the prayer or the language of a petition
should form an argument for not laying it on

the table.

only to give effect to the prerogative,

however, ready to

டவ்

measure ought not to be adopted

He was,

that such @

neces

without

sity; but the existence of such a neces

ட

at the present. moment unquestionable, At a
time when all the governments of Europe

That it was unintelligible might be a deemed.it necessary to expel from their territo-

very good reason for not reading it; but as it ries, or place under particular regulations, ட்
had been presented and read, he thought it noxious foreigners, was it to be contended th ்
this country ought to form an exception
‘should be received.
The petition’ was rejected.

Auren Buu.] Lord Sidmouth moved that
this bill be committed. He observed, that when
the events and circumstances of the French Revolution were considered, it was not surprisin:
that the effect of that great convulsion ரில்
not yet have subsided. It was true, that many
of the persons who had been concerned in the
overthrow of the French government, and in
the attempt to overthrow the governments of
other countries, were

dead, but the spirit still

existed in many parts of Europe. It was with
the view of counteracting the effects which this
revolutionary spirit might have in this country
that the first alien law had been enacted, and for:
the same object it was now proposed to continue it for two years longer. It was necessary
to keep out, as well as to send out, of this
‘country those persons who should avail them-

policy? Were we to cherish the reve eae
spirit, and. to allow all factious individuals

find an asylum in this country? He wol a ae
whether the evils of such a course of proc he

ட்

would not be infinitely greater than apy

could possibly arise from this bill? Le

moyed the commitment of the bill, he si ie
sh
briefly state the nature of a clausewhee ர்
w!
tended to propose, the necessity of which

appear from the circumstances he was a0"ட்
state. vAn act of the Scotch parliament

in 1685, for the establishment of ‘he

1

Re
Scotland, contained a clause by whi
reigners holding .shares 10 that bent 4, ant
thereby naturalized subjects, of Sco jects

according to the act of Union, all oh ர

inves
Scotland were naturalized 18. Englands)
ப்

peared, therefore, that any foreigne!> : bua
oFof FoScot,
ing a small sum of money in the Bank
ie
li
ura
selves of the vicinity of France to foster a spirit land, might become paia nsnatwhich
Hons foe
menacing to the security of this and the other Great Britain. All the
din
en in framing regulator

He was aware it my ht be
governments of Europe.
said, that the situation of things was verydifferent

now, and at the time when the alien law was

first enacted; that the year 1818, with the country at-peace, was not at all like 1793, and the
“country at war: butit their tordships compared

had hitherto tak

turalization,

and all the

recaulore

ha
passing naturalization bil s, ms.A¢ht ©
perseded by the short proces 000
‘At the expense of a very 100

any, foreigner, might, become. a subject:
௩

een st

வை

either under proclamation or under a legislative
when the absurdity of this petition, and the lan- enactment. ‘The present bill merely provided
guage in which it was couched, was considered, for its prompt exercise, and, in fact, tent ed

வ

was one of the prerogatives of the crown, and
it must be exercised in some way or otnel,

அ Ro

ஜி

da

ger, ought to be lodged somewhere. That power

கவ்வ

for the removal of foreigners, in periods of

2 அ

tioners should have chosen the son of one of
those narrow-minded persons to present their
remonstrance to their lordships. The ancestor
of the noble lord who had. presented. the petition was a warm advocate of the liberties of his
country; and he hoped that a descendant of a
Lord Chancellor would always be found ready
to bring under the consideration of their lordships the just complaints of the people; but

2 ப

row minds, it was singular enough that the peti-
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ஷ்ஷ்

alien bills would

‘had been calledto

§cotch parliament
8]
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of no avail. His attention

theeffect of this act of the

only within these few days.

;
Had the discovery been made at a more early to determine, but there
|
should have i shee
period of the session, he should have proposed
would not, | he
a short bill to meet the case. ‘There

த்
nae

eg

now, be time for discussing aproposition forthe | of the laws of this country. “It

:

RES,
ason

na
why

was right that

of the power of ministers should
‘yepeal of this act, but he would recommend to a நன்றா
their lordships the suspension of its operation exist, and he for one could not help strongly.e
ther
oe the period in which the present bill cons that jealousy, when he found:

should

guilty of such acts, and the more.

continue in force.

Earl Fitzcvilliam said, he had given his assent

to this measure when it was originally proposed,
because there then appeared to. be a reasonable

round for giving such a power to the execu-

tive government; and he had not objected to its
renewal when the subject was last under consideration, because he believed that the act would
have been allowed to expire at the period to
which it was limited; but he could not, without
pain, see his Majesty’s ministers again calling on

‘their lordships to pass a bill of this kind. It
was demanding the continuance of a system of
arbitrary authority, for which no reason existed.

and which they ought not to be permitted to

possess.

He

should

therefore

give his vote

especially

when he heard it asserted that this measure was
|necessary. for the tranquillity of other countries. It was proper to pass laws for the tranquillity of England ; but to invest ministers with
arbitrary power, under the pretence of maintaining the tranquillity of other countries, was
against. He also
what he would always protest
particularly objected to the language of the preamble of the bill, which,

contrary to. fact, ap-

peared to ground the expediency of the measure on circumstances which had taken place
«
since the last act'was passed...
Lord Holland regarded the measure as most.
unjust and impolitic. The grounds on which,
it had been attempted to induce their lordships

to agree to this bill—namely, that few persons
against this measure.
been sent out of the country under the for-,
had
the
‘The Duke of Sussex said, he had opposed
who were sent were performer bill on this subject, and he conscien- mer act, and that those
characters—were either
tiously felt it to be his duty to oppose the present sons of notoriously bad.
The. argument
untrue.
or
inconsistent
totally
the
felt
not
had
he
though
measure. But, even
effect in remost
the
believed,
he
had,
which
the
of
principle
strongest objections to the
was.
measure,
tothis
mind
public
the
conciling
in
measure, oceurrences which had taken place
of
number
small
onthe
founded
was
which
the course of the last year, and which proved that
enforced.
the improper manner in which the power riven persons against whom it had been
be n ‘The objection, however, was not merely to the
to ministers had been executed, eel id have
| number of persons sent out of the country, but
ith
Wit
it.
sufficient to have induced him to oppose
to the cruelty with which the act operated on
against
the case of an individual (Baron Eden)
to remain init. The
whom the alien act had been enforced his name those who were ofallowed
State had. begged the quesry
Secreta
noble
all
despised
sincerely
he
but
had been connected;
persons who
that those
the insinuations that had been made on that sub- tion, when he inferredmust necessarily be of bad
country
this
to
came
had
which
facts
the
ject and he would now state
said, “Would you make
come to his knowledge to their lordships.. An character. He receptacle for all the persons of.
a
y
countr
this
- Officer, who held a commission in the British
governments may
pre- bad character whom other
service, had been tried in Portugal for a trial,
dominions »
their
from
expel
to
think proper
tended
conspiracy. Jn consequence of that
்
ever a time when the govern-.
there
was
But,
his
by
list,
army
the
of
out
his name was struck
whichshe alluded did not possess, the
Majesty’s government. But this was not all: ments to sending any person they pleased out
of
power
outthe
of
having escaped, he arrived at, oneupon which, of their territories? This, however, med one
ports in a ship from Lisbon;
the measure. The
ex- of the principal objections to
e government immediately ordered the
just spoken had
had
who
person
penses of his passage to bepaid, and sent him on illustrious
the fallacy of,
shewed
whieh
case
board of another vessel to be conve’ ed out of pointed out a
by forei
als
individu
of
ry believed taking the exclusion
id
the country. As to the trial, he
a criterion of character. Co! e,
as
ts
vernmen
of
innocent
that this gentleman wasஐ!
any relianc
place
to
induced
be
ps
Jordshi
Hine
the charges ‘brought against him; but for his
of foreign courts of jus-,
at the either on the decisions
part he had no communication with him years tice, or the acts of foreign governments, 10 such
ever Te‘ period
of that trial, nor for five or six
ze
Were such. decisions or acts or-any Preceding it, when he knew him in the Fay cases?
XIV.
Louis
?
>
rs
led by their ancesto
elf, he 8 t
culty
no
- Of an illustrious frie] 0: For hims
other despot of former times, found
that he stood clear of all imputation on the subindividuals whom
nate
unfortu
the
that
saying,
in
nathe
ject; but if their lordships knew what
drove into exile, were perwas, he appre- they persecuted, and : but that did not prevent
4 i _ ture of a state trial in Portu;
r
characte
bad
of
~hended that pce not regard the circum- sons from obtaining an asylum in England.,
‘Stance’ of this o! icerhaving been condemned as them lordships could not, therefore, refer to ex2 point ‘of much ‘consideration, The Portuguese ‘Their
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ec ote

pews in

ters had not been unduly exercised,

Ny

power of that nature which could not be exer-

Sy

cised without abuse. But it was not merely on.
account of the cruel situation in which this bill
placed foreigners, by cutting them off from

every

refuge, it was the

:

Pitt,
a man of all

principle of the bill make any ungenerous

ieee that excited the most decided hostility. At the commencement
The noble viscount had contended that this bill] man waitéd on Mr. Pitt,
did not deny protection to aliens in general ; fact of importance to cornu

>

but it did, in effect, deny them all right and all to speak without witnesses ; but Mr. Pittiu:
protection; and when he said that the bill had ed on haying witnesses. The man then sta
only desperate and abandoned characters for its that the government of France had hired a
object, he forgot that the innocent as well as the son to assassinate him, and added so m;
த் were equally subject to its operation ; he cumstances of the notes by which the a
forgot the prejudice it must excite against every was to be paid having been transmitted
thi

alien who

came into the country, and how en-

Ghent, Bruges, and a variety of other toy
Mr. Pitt was, in the end, induced to believe |

tirely dependent it must render tin on the will that
of every man with whom he had to deal. The the
noble viscount, too, had laid great stress on the and
argument, that no abuse had yet been commit- then

account. He wrote to foreign minis
they, under the operation of an alie

existing in Flanders, traced the individ a
ted. Let their lordships look ito this boasted connected with these notes in the establishments.
assettion a little. He (Lord Holland) held, that of the Flemish bankers. Two individuals were|
there was no arbitrary power that was onattend- there thrown into prison, where they raat
ed with abuse. “The persons invested with such for five years, to the ruin of themselves and
power might have the clemency of Titus or families. (Hear, Hear.)
At the peace
॥
Vespasian; they might be endued with the discovered, that these unfortunate int ividual ப
deepest penetration, and the highest qualities of so unluckily connected with the notes in ques.
intellectual wisdom, and still the knowledge tion, were coming to England to பல்ப் |
‘that they were in possession of arbitrary power private debt with the money in question, and to |
might enable others to abuse it. Did not the recovera demand which they had against Mr.
noble viscount know, that to whatever indivi-| Pitt’s informant.
‘These were circunistances,
dual he might shew countenance or favour, that these were facts, that called on their Tordships
individual was immediately enabled to take un- to pause before they subjected aliens to the effect |
due advantage over any unfortunate alien with of a mere insinuation made against them._ a

whom he might be engaged in any transaction? did not blame Mr. Pitt; but
Would the noble viscount say that he was not
himself liable to be deceived?’ Suppose, while

he was oe

home that night, he should meet

or speak kindly to any individual who owed an

alien money, that very circumstance might, per-

He mentioned on

fact, to shew the mischiefs unavoidable in the
exercise of arbitrary power. He knew that
the

present bill contained a proyision enabling aliens
to appeal to the privy council: but how could

a man appeal after he was sent out of the coun,
haps, afford a ground forill usage. Such an in- try ?—His lordship then referred to the case ன்
dividual, relying perhaps on the noble viscount’s Las Casas; who, whether he had offen
good opinion of him, might whisper insinuations against the regulations of St. Helena or not,
to the prejudice of the alien. If there were no unnecessarily deprived of his papers when
alien act, the foreigner might set such wicked- arrived in this country. ‘The alien act gave
DY.

ம்

ness at defiance.

powers for the seizure of papers, and he( த
grity, he might boldly meet his debtor, and rely Holland) believed such seizure illegal. நன்னி
Conscious

on the laws of the country.

of his own

inte-

yr

But, at present,

papers were afterwards restored ; but the Jo: Saige

|

]

insinuations of the slightest nature might intimi- them for six or seven months might be run 4
date the alien to submit to any injustice. When toa literary man, whose subsistence mig) cas

it was urged that these were imaginary cases, he pend on the observance of hisengagement
did not like to mention names, but he knew that

such things had happened.
‘The late M. De
Boffe had expended Jarge sums on an importation of foreign books; one of them was con-

sidered’to contain matters not exactly agreeable

to certain persons in this country. A hint was
given to M. De Boffe, that he should take care

a bookseller.

‘There was no intention,

to injure the man, but if he was ill u

was impossible.

a ட்

as tad

As to the prerogative sity that.

been so much insisted on, and the neces ப

there must be a power somewhere oe

aliens out of the country, there must 0° ier
power to hang, but the ree
Min
the

what works he sold. This alarmed him so discretionary
power should
Sr ae நன்
much, that he sent back the whole parcel, and ministers of the crown. He thought soles af
great loss by the undertaking. Now,

ative did not exist, the general pring

customs so well,
was put to all this loss and in-

shewa sufficiently the spirit with whichBe

suffered a

wk

ee

if he‘ohio Rad resided so long in this country, Babies of our
who had friends and legal advisers, and knew its arbitrary
power;

டல்
but the

ண்டர் க்
nob:
HEV

Spain received
an a

3 had exi

ye Uae

(who.
set himself

ow to legislate
]

were

a te ae

Don Diego

had

sanc~ English : it turned out; however, that this was

to teach mankind

not true, and that a mistake

been made in

the name; but the result
of this mistike was the

of alk the unfortunate omy
on new and sweeping principles Hoss

Ses Stee dees ceo
se or inconvenience arisingout of them. It t|

‘This shewed how any

te a
secretary
of state might, -

with the best intentions, be entirely mi
always been the policy of this country to But the greatest objection was the gross impo-

4

Bacourage foreigners, and to reap the benefit of
of the measure. We, whose
objectPheit skill and capital ; and the best way to effect
always been to prevent
ளகக வ
id been found to be the extension to such nS Row most phan penaromnaleesa ;
ns of the advantages
of the British constiasystem. It was not an imaginary bat
ion. Next to Holland, whom we had now real evil, Geral mechete
race
ompelled to follow the same narrow course 88. one will; and if, instead of one, we had. five or
urselves, this ue
always been the most six, all
ig together, the effect
of this oli+
\ Bistinguished for a liberal and generous policy.
ப்ர பகவ
© cage
icin:
Bhe had always been the subjectof panegynic same. Russia would proscribe one man, France
n this account, and her very geographical posi- another, Austria a third, and no where would any
on considered as having something providen~ refuge be found from the power of a despot.
The effect of such a system, under the Roman
empire, had been well pointed out by Gibbon:
g'() Sritain! thy land by Heaven was élite design’d
— The division of Europe into a number of in«
* To be the common refuge of mankind,”
dependent states, connected however with each
religi
re the words of Waller, the founder
of our other, by the general resemblance of
mentary eloquence, and a man well versed language, and manners, is productive of the
knowledge of our best interests. He, it most beneficial consequences to the liberty of
eemed, was in a mistake, and this coutitry. was mankind. A modern tyrant, wpe should find
னா in his own
or in his
longer
a refuge for the oppressed, but what no

/(Bibbon called one of the cells of the great state

people,

would

soon experience a gentle restraint

from the example of his equals, the dread of
“prisons of Europe, and nae,
been ac+ present censure, the advice of his allies, and the
other states. What was it that
‘of
of his enemies. The object of his
iomplished by all the measures and system of apprehension
fhe war which the noble viscount so highly ex- displeasure escaping from the narrow limits of
as | his dominions, would easily obtain in a happier
‘PPlled? If that system had been so succes

|

represented it, where was the

T, OF the

climate a secure

e, a new fortune adequate

and perthe freedom of complaint,
இரோம் for an alien bill? The noble viscount to his merit,
hust either
say, that after all the efforts of this haps the means of revenge. But the empire of
‘unted system, after all the blood and treasure the Romans filled the world and when the

had been expended, things remained just empire fell into the hands of a single person,
ப்ரி
his
enemies,
The
slave
of
i
i
a
l
despot
down
put
had
he
that
or,
to;
‘Pll be returned
to drag his gilded
at

here tey were, and the same measures must, the world became a safe and

he was condemned
)]!! the revolutionary spirit of Europe, but was whether
chain in Rome and the senate,

or to wear outa
so fond of power that he could not part
on the barren rock of Seriphus, or
life of exile
‘Ppithit. Tt was not to abuses that might be com~ the
of the Danube, expected his
frozen banks
Pitted against foreigners, that the unconstitu-

cry
iblஎப
e to ge f‘Oe
lys
every se btw
வல்லம் with
கோஷ்
ew
கால் extent a

of this measure was confined; the
ional nature
of arbitrary power was not confined to it was i
fect
enc

* 10௦௫ whom, but extended to those by
ந
Whom it was exercised. Was there any man

at «
he could never hope to traverse
which
and restored to his
being discovered, seized,

he
whose digposition remained the same after
master. Beyond the frontier his anxiad been accustomed to the exercise of arbitrary irritated
view
6
such faci
withens
out ali
் could discover nothing but the ocean,
eae | ous
ower? Afterer sending sending 0!
i fty, the noble viscount could not hel
"fhe convenience of the same power whenever he
‘as thwarted, with whatever justice, in any
Quarter. ‘The constitutional doctrine was,
sider the evils arising out of arbitrary

in general, rather than instancesof special

*s. He should allude to the case of the

(ர

patiards who had escaped into Gibraltar, and
who (as _he hoped by mistake) were sent back

[Mo Spain, where two of them were Condemned

| ae

‘one to twelve years im the gallies.

he gallant officer who had veturned them into

1951].
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time wasit that we took on ourselves to become
police officers to the rest of Europe? When it| ti
was clear from the state of things, that there
must be shortly alterations and convulsions in
the state of Spain, and were we to espouse the
cause of either party? When it was avowed

tertained a degree of jealousy amountir
pugnance. It was on a connection of:

surdity and injustice of the proceedit
convulsions in ing that no special case was made o1
]
France, how were we to say to the king of that it was called for by any circumstances pe,
Spain that we would not do as much for him? culiar to the present times, that he should
op.)
that this bill was to prevent

He would reply, ‘ then you espouse the cause pose the-motion..
=
4
:
of my enemies, you support the standard of re- - The Earl of Harroqwby said, he was
volt against a legitimate sovereign.” It was by to admit most of the general proposit
laws and policy counteracted by the. present noble marquis, because they did not
bill, that England arrived at the pre-eminence the particular circumstances of the presen
she une now அண்டப் en si oe mat yclets He argued, that the bill did not give new p
that
policy or trample
on those laws. ‘The ope- unknown to the constitution, but merely
ees oe present bill would effect a sacrifice facilities to the exercise of an undoubted
of all the advantages we had enjoyed. It would He put it to the house, whether any honest aliey
involve us in perpetual. difficulties with forei;
who wished to reside here for the fair exerci

» states, and, in a constitutional view, be highly

dangerous to the liberties of the country. For
these reasons,he never voted against any bill with
so much determinate hostility as against this.
The Earl of Westmorland said, that the bill
should be considered in two points of view:
first, as it regarded our internal peace, and secondly, as it enabled us to preserve -the relations of amity with foreign states. . He thought
it perfectly conformable with the soth chapter
of Magna Charta. In the existing state of Europe, it was impossible to maintain the relations
of peace and. war, without an act like the present. Was there any reason for opposing it
from the abuse of the powers granted under similar acts? Were. the powers
granted by former alien acts misused? No:
ட the last
two years, only four persons were sent out of
the country onder the powers conferred upon
ministers. This, surely: was a proof that foreigners were not harshly treated, and an argument against those dangers which the noble lord
- opposite apprehended from this measure.
The Marquis of Lansdowne said, he was decidedly hostile to the principle of the

bill, and

of his art or industry, would be for a mom
deterred by the provisions of this measur
Could any gases of the kind be brought fe

ward ?
:
Lord Holland said, across the table, that suth
cases existed within hisknowledge.
The Marquis of Lansdoqwne made the sami
Statement.

ot

,

The Earl of Harrowby continued. Th

noble lords had the misfortune to be acqu
with persons of a more nervous tempeél
than ordii

men. He contended
that

forei

might be ரர
to reside here, not merely
overturn the happy constitution .of this country

but for the purpose of wounding France throught
the sides of England, by availing themselveso

her free

press and her immediate vicinity, The

"power 0: ட் றே மத வ்ரே வருஷ 1மமீ எண்
power, was exposed to 8005௦ நபம் 10௦ மய2200இ
was, whether, looking at the whole case இ.
were not better to incur

the present,

cs

pose ourselves to other and greater
evil /s
The house divided:
i
1 8
Contents, 34—Not Contents, 15-4

The house then went into a committees

the
grounds on which it had been supported. It lord Sidmouth. proposed his clause 1 bank of
had been said, that government had never abused aliens who had bought shares in the ban ்
the powers conferred by former bills ; but was Scotland, pursuant to the Scotch act of ae a
it not an abuse that persons were prevented from
The Earl of Lauderdale moved that na hd
coming into this country with their property be read, and the clerk read the title; fhe a
and other advantages ? The. principle avowed English statute-book did not contain”
by the noble lords on the other side was “ pena itself,
த்
f
of

Lord Melville said, that he had a
ad paucos, metus ad omnes,’ but what worse
principle could a statesman act upon? How was | the act in his possession, and he offered 1!
the secretary of state to determine as to the cha- house.
71

racter of foreigners? With. all the information
which he was able to procure at home with respect to domestic

offenders, it was. sometimes

The Earl of Lauderdale and Lord nee
urged, that it ought to. be brought roduced
house in a Teena manner, and not Prov"

se
proved upon trial, that he had been mistaken, from the pocket of any peer.
The Duke of Sussex professed pines
And ‘could it be expected that, with regard to

quit

றி a

foreign countries, he was more likely to obtain in the dark as to this statutes the ho ded to 4
accurate information? There appeared in all the to have: information before it procee®®”
arguments on the other side a disposition to vote.
«4 that
the
origi”
ற
undervalue the laws of the country, which were | The Earl of Lauderdale said, that

%

competent to punish guilt whereverit was found,

He never pond believe that a constitution which

acti was in the Record-office at Edinburg

ought to be Jaid on the table.

=~

a
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question
ee

clause.

then put, that the words

akg of Apt” stand part of this
‘Their lordships divided:

Contents, 42—Not-Contents, 20.
Lord Gage then proposed a clause, similar to
that proposed by Mr. Brougham in the ComMonday, June \.
mons, to enable aliens to be conveyed to any
part, if a ship should be ready to sail to that
BANKRUPT Laws AMENDMENT
place, within one month after they received no- resolutions passed in the committe
;
tice to leave the country. On this clause their Jast being reported, and agreed to by the
,
lordships divided—
an instruction was given to the
gentlemen ap.
Contents, 20—Not-contents, 42.
pointed to bring in the Bankrupt Laws / oe
Lord Sidmouth then gaye notice, that he ment Bill to Bae: provision for the same.—Mr,
should move to-morrow, that the standing J. Smith then brought in a bill “to alter
order, No. 26, be taken into consideration, amend the Laws relating to Bankrupts.”—It was
in order that the report of the committee read a first time.
:
ச
அன
- should be received, and the bill be read a third
PARLIAMENTARY REFORM.] Mr. Alderman

time.

_ Lord Holland, the Marquis of Lansdoaune, the
Earl of Lauderdale,

and

the Earl

of Rosslyn

protested against that course of pee

It

Wood presented the following Petition
and Re. .

monstrance of the inhabitant householders in
the City and Liberties of Westminster,
in public meeting assembled, on the 28d day of March,

be to suspend the standing orders for no 1818.—“ That ae house, as appears to the
reason than to afford personal accommo- petitioners, there doubly rests a legal, constitato ministers.
tional, and moral obligation, promptly to redress
the other side, the Earl of Liverpool and the wrongs of the people whenever they are
Viscount Sidmouth maintained, that the standing aggrieved, and make their application ; inasmuch
orders had been often dispensed with upon occa- as it is a house which holds the office of a nasions by no means so pressing; and that, from the tional representative, and which also claims to
late period of the session, it was necessary to ac- be, in respect to certain electoral and legiscelerate the progress of this measure, which had latorial rights of the commons, a court of judibeen already long enough’ before the house to cature haying exclusive jurisdiction ; in the first
afford noble lords an opportunity of understand- place, the very nature of representation requires
ing it.
that the house shall do for the people in all
EDUCATION OF THE Pook BILL.]
On the ways, but more especially for redress of
motion of the Earl of Rosslyn, their lordships grievances, whatever they, if ees
perproceeded to take into consideration the report sonally, would, for self-preservation,
do for
on this bill, when several amendments were made. themselves; and, in the second place, if the
On the question being put, that the bill be read house be an English court of judicature, it must
a third time,
well know that every such court hath of necesThe Lord Chancellor rose and said, that this sity its attributes and its duties, its power and
bill had been very much improved since it came its responsibility; if such a court do not watup here. With respect to the part which he tonly abandon its functions, it decides causes
had taken in it, he felt very strong objections to coming within its jurisdiction, whenever by bill,
would
other
dation
On

make any allusion, because, in the first place, it

was the duty of every member there, and par-

ticularly of the person who

held the situation

which he filled, not to observe on any thing that

Suit, OF petition, regularly brought before it; to

try or not to try an issue, it hath no option; t0
do or not to do its duty, it hath no choice, nelther hath

it any discretion whereby it can dis-

passed in another place; and, secondly, be- pense with affording redress ; for, in the English
cause it was. often extremely difficult to ascer- constitution, as in’ the code of nature and reatain what really had passed: but if what he had son, it is an eternal principle of equity, empl
read as having passed was correct, he felt him- tically reiterated in the maxims of our lawe@
self bound to observe to their lordships that his shines the brightest gem in Magna Charta, ae
conduct had not’ been treated with justice or justice shall neither be denied nor delay’ fie
propriety. He left it to the judgment of those wherefore, when suitors apply to such a court for
who had known him long, both as a judge and redressiof intolerable wrongs committed byte
as a member of that

house, whether

to have been treated in that manner.
hear.)

he ought

(Hear,

He would now merely add, that what-

own members,
it cannot be competent
to says

ம்

your way for this time, when we have @ ii ட்
conyenient season we will send for ye;”” 10S!ie ia

ever effect might have been intended to be touching the house, one of whose ofS
produced, it should never operate as a check to impeach unjust judges, it is impossible ite
on his mind-to diminish the respect, civility, enumerate among its privileges, that © “Bites,
and attention, with which he had always itself an unjust judge; or, among its attribute”
treated every member of parliament, every that of an authority toட்
equity, de
Eeert satan
தக
a shocking im அம்ர் கம்
gentleman, and particularly every gentleman mock at justice,
of his own profession. (Hear, hear, hear.)
offenstye to God, and disgus
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to dispense with and to susdeny justice, were

encts
their subjefrom

lands, for pi

law, treasons for whicha king was ex- gaging in any
pelled from the throne, and such a denial by a observed, that

this

??The noble lord

differed. in

only two

concluded with»
ட் aties
_court that had monopolized all the powers of or tres pons
ட
ர
poi
first
The
pain and Portu:
redress, were an aggravation of the guilt
beyond
ee
ன்
oF
all power of language
to express;
the house are: the reciprocal

இ ட requested to observe, that by the law to the Mediterranean, the North Seas, or the
of this land it appears, that whenever by peti- Channel.—The next point was, that the number

tion of right even a private man empleads the of ships authorized to search, should be limited
ing
himself, for that his majesty wrongfully on each side, and that each of the contracti
holds an inheritance belonging to that man, the parties should give notice to the other, what
king, as mere matter of official duty, invariably were the ships so authorized.
Mr. W. Smith congratulated the house on the’
says, in writing, “Let right be done to the
party,” when a commission as invariably issues completion of this treaty. He was fully assured
to that end; but when last year more, as it is that the Slave Trade was so likely to be short
believed, than a million of aggrieved people, lived, that the exemption of the Mediterranean
speaking as it is believed, the sense
of many from the operation of the right of search was a
millions, empleaded by their petitions of right, matter of no consequence.
Spanisu Patriots.) Lord Morpeth said, he
those members of the house who wrongfully
withhold from the whole nation the most va- held in his hand a petition from Don Diego
Juable and most sacred inheritance, constitu- Correa, one of the two Spaniards who were so
tional representation, the empleaders instead of improperly surrendered to the Spanish governbeing answered that right should be done, ex- ment by the governor of Gibraltar, in 1814, in
perienced on the contrary a perversion of equity consequence of a communication from the Briand a mocking of justice, mixed with insult tish Consul at Cadiz. ‘The companion of Capand calumny ; and their oppressors had influence tain Correa had the good fortune to escape, but
enough not only to ‘cause their petitions to be he himself was tried by the Spanish authorities.
trampled upon, ‘but to procure a suspension of The case was however brought into discussion
now
all laws of protection ; in consequence of which, in that house by a distinguished individual,
in consequence
virtuous parliamentary reformers were inhuman- no more (Mr. Whitbreaof eee
his Majesty’s governly hunted by the blood-hounds of false accusa- of the interposition
liberated, and sent to
was
Correa
Captain
ment,
and
dungeon,
chains,
‘tion into ruin and misery,
to this country. In
came
he
whence
Gibraltar,
mainin
exile ; the petitioners feel. warranted
ill health and inability to subtaining, tHat neither an English assembly of re- consequence of he had recently applied to the
presentative legislators, nor an English court of sist in England,
consul for a passport to return to Spain 5
judicature, can be privileged to substitute its Spanish application
was rejected, on the ground
his
but
capricious
own
its
law,
will for
own arbi
by the British governclaimed
been
having
that
law,
pleasure for the constitution; discretionary
Spanish protection.
to
title
no
had
he
ment,
characteristie of despotism, hath ever been peappealed to the justice
culiarly abhorrent to the free mind of England, ‘The petitioner therefore
for the means of
nor can discretionary law, which may for any and liberality of parliament,
countrythis
in
stay
his
during
subsistence
to
appears
1t
as
which,
and
length of time deny,
not inthe power
was
it
said,
Castlereagh
Lord
of
contempt
a
the petitioners, hath, in fact, by
of |
government to restrain the conduct
their petitions of right for five and thirty years, of this with respect
Captain
subjects.
own
its
to
Spain
denied political liberty to the people of Engtrom
furnished with a passage
Correa was
land, be reconciled with that divine principle of Gibraltar to this country, but was expressly told
very
the
which
of
virtue
by
her constitution,
could not make any provision
touch of her soil gives freedom to the slave; ue government
for
him.
house
the
a
wherefore the petitioners pray that
Sir J- Macintosh conceived that there was
will, as speedily as may with due considerationto grievance stated in this petition which was expass a bill for effectually securing
consist,
‘The British goself-evident tremely worthy of attention.
in point of
obliged,
the people in all time to come, the
itself
thought
had
ac- yernment
of the
release
the
right of universal freedom fairly distributed
obtain
to’
lation, with annual elections, honour and daty,
cording to
then came to this
Correa
Captain
petitioner.
bala
of
protection
and in those elections the
on account
country; and now he was told that,
lot.”—Ordered to lie on the table, and to be of the interference of the British government,
printed. ‘The
ivested of his national ண
Lonpon, &c. Prisons CoMMITTEE-] Mr. interference of this government for his rotec=
of this
Alderman ‘Wood presented theto lieReport
head by the officers of
on the table, aoe ee visited ea he
It was ordered
Committee.
now said, that he bewas
it
:
his own country
and:to be printed.
was the subject of no.
he
country,
no
longed to
Stave Traps.) Lord Castlereagh presented state. They declared that he was divested of
-

the: Prince
belonging to the character of a
Britannic Ma- all privileges
aud belong to that
Regent, the « Treaty between his the Nether- Spaniard, if any preg
’
sR
2
jesty.and his Majesty. the King of
to the house by the command.

ல்

ஆ
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1959]. | HOUSE OF COMMONS. character ‘now.’ (Hears hear.) He had} there-|
fore,a good right to claim redress from the go-| its being recived, |
yernment which had placed him in this pre- | pecuniary relief,
which
கேஸ்...
~
:
Cee
ciara m out. the consent
of thé crow
é
- Lord Castlereagh said, that this was nota
cans பணக contended- that
fair construction of what had been. done to ought
60 116 upon the tables He observed 5 th
Correa... Depriving him of his passport was not that ungrateful
monarch, Ferdinand, oe
stripping him of his national character, The] abl je to
persecute Correa in his, own Country,»
inconvenience he now suffered was the result of had handed
the views which his own government took of It was quite him over to his Majesty’s ministers,
certain, that those ministers would
his conduct.
a2
never give any
Mr. Brougham wished to ayail himself of this them. . He had relief to those who differed §
heard, however, that this parlias
" . Opportunity
to ask’ a question of the noble lord. ment, happily for
the public, was about to ex.
He should be glad to be informed, whether any pire,
and
ryemonstrance had been made by this govern- the case of hethesehoped that in, another parliament
sufferi Spanish patriots would
ment to the court of Madrid, in behalf of those be taken into
due congas ல
> hating
unhappy persons—those
gallant persons, he
The petition was then withdrawn.
is
should say—who, after having fought the battles
LAND-Tax AssEssMENT.]_. Mrv Brougham
of Ferdinand, were consigned to a loathsome rose
to
dungeon, nearly opposite our own garrison at subject call the attention of the house to the
which
Gibraltar. If any remonstrance had been made, them, relative he. had. lately- brought before
to the assessment: of Ape Jand tax
as the noble lord had formerly promised the in the
county
of Westmorland. He now held
house that there should, he wished to know in in his
hand
what manner it had been received by the liberal of the land a paper signed by two commissioners
tax, by which it appeared, that in
and enlightened policy of the grateful Ferdi- stead of holding
a first meeting on or before the
nand, (Hear; hear.)
soth of April, and a second on the 23d of May,
Lord Castlereagh said, that some representa- they had
an order that the assessment
tions had been made to the Spanish goyern- should not issued
be made till the 27th of June. Now
ment, but it was a most delicate subject, and the house
would observe, that until the
there was no-particular intelligence. which he were assessed,
could not redeem: his lai
could lay before the house, He feared, how- tax. This orderhe was
signed byChristopher
ever, that the observations which had been made Wilson,
of Kendal, and. John Hudson; the mion the other side of the house, relative to the nister of
policy of the Spanish monarch, had tended respectablethat place. The former. was avery
person, and he thought it very likely
rather to retard than promote the interests of that the latter
might have been misled on this
the individuals in question.
occasion. He had been.informed that Mr. WilMr. Brougham said, that he perfectly under- son was
the chairman
stood the explanation 6f the noblelord. It was committee» in that partof the principal election
of the county; for
obvious that all our remonstrances to Ferdinand
that party whose interests were ta be benefited
had been ineffectuals and, therefore, it was a by.a delay
the assessments, and that Mr.
bitter satire to talk of the policy of that prince. Wilson was ina member
of the same committee.
்
(Hear, hear, hear.)
Having taken notice of this subject in the way
Mr. Bennet said, that with respect to what the that he had: done,-and
the house haying exnoble Jord had stated concerning thé observa- pressed their opinion
upon it, and feeling conlitions that had occasionally fallen from his side dent that the gentlemen
would now adhere to
of the house, he was fully convinced that if the statutory provisions of
the Jaw, he should
those observations had not been made, not the trust to the effect that might -be producedion
smallest interference would have taken place on

them, and on their colleagues in that.part of the

petition

noble lord opposite, or any of his colleagues, of

behalf of those unhappy individuals. (Hear.)
Mr. Speaker then put the question, that this
be brought

ap.

country, without pissing for any further proceedings. He was very far from suspecting the

He wished, however,

to. state to the house, that it appeared to him to
pray for pecuniary relief, and it was not con-|
aistent with the practice
-of the house
to receiye
such petitions,

without

the

previous

having participated in this business. It ae
h Owever, a very weak measure, and:he ascribe:

it to the officious zeal of inferior agents, eh

recom-

conduct, seldom did

mendation of the crown.. If any: other construction coyld be put on the phraseology of
the’prayer, then the housé would not, perhaps,
reject ake petition: but if no other construction
could be put upon it, then they might think it

so far.

much good when carie

At present he thought itunnecessary t0

take any further notice of
this matter. .
Lord Lozuther.observed, that several Dee
‘
had lately applied to be taxed, and he thoug! A fe

avery noyel case for persons

to apply for ' al
proper to adhere to their rules.. At all events,
ட்
he thougbt it his duty. to call. the attention of ‘purpose. The commissioners had:
meetings, and it.had occupied ௨. cone

the house to this point.
3
. The petition was then read,—On the ques-

time to digest the seyeral acts; butyconsi¢ ath

tion that it do lie on the table,.

ச

the extent of the district, they had acted Jord
great vigilance and. activityx—The noble
.

—
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there was an immense

number of lunatics in

for; but he could not

give any

Scotland, and that they ought to be provided| of him:
pledge

that he

would bring forward ட
வ
ses- General Campbell had
acted
sion. He certainly never could contemplate the Count Cladan had. stat
carrying of sucha measure by a majority in that in this country in which Gene;
house against the opposition expressed by the could be called to account. He kne
country against it.
2
per
case which had occurred since he filled h
- ‘The second reading of the bill was then put sent situation, in which the courts
“OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE—IONIAN ISLANDS.]

tained the cause, and did justice
gneved party, He did not wish to pront

house to the petition of Count Cladan, of Ce-

this he could say, that, in the opinion

sented on the 27th of April

subject .of this accusation since it was last be- |
fore the house, Count Cladan did ‘not stand on

off for three months,

Mr. Bennet begged to call the attention of the any opinion with respect to Count Cladan

phalonia in the Ionian islands, which he pre- those persons whom he had consulted on the
1544.)—The

hon. member

last.

(See page

said, that he

had

carefully examined the contents of the petition,
and he was satisfied that a primd facie was made
out by Count Cladan, for the interference of go-

the same ground as General Campbell did, with
respect to the credit and estimation to which he

was entitled.

The hon. member then stated,

vernment to afford him redress; and if they re- that many of the most» material papers for
fused, for parliament to compel them to do jus- which the hon: gentleman had moved, had been

ticetohim. ‘The first part of the petition was transmitted by government to the Jonian islands,
strictly the complaint of the count, with respect and concluded with giving his negative to the
்
:
to the injustice and ill-treatment which he had motion.
Mr. F. Douglas said, that the house of com+
himself suffered. The second part related to
the wrongs and injustice suffered by the inha- mons ought to be open to complaints of this bitants of the Ionian islands, to whom we were nature, even though another tribunal should be
bound to‘afford protection.—It had been said, open. He thought that his hon. friend had
that the count must seek redress in our courts of made outa complete prima facie case, and he
justice; but the only case which bore any ana- implored the house to consider the effect which
logy to the present was, the action brought by a refusal to inquire into the facts would have
பட்ட
a native of Minorca, against General on the inhabitants of all those settlements
Mostyn,
1772.
In that case, however, Fa- which were in the same situation as the Tonian
2
ன்
brigas was considered to be the king’s subject, islands.
as Minorca belonged to Great Britain at the
Lord Castlereagh said, he must protest against
time the transactions, the subject of prosecution, the practice so often adopted, as almost to have _
took place; but Count Cladan could not enter grown into a system in that house, of stating
any of our courts, as the Jonian islands were calumnies under the form of petitions against the
not possessions of Great Britain, but merely characters of individuals in responsible situations
placed under her protection. Supposing, how- abroad; a practice not more injurious to those
ever, that the count were entitled to sue in this individuals than it was delusive to the parties
He regretted the
country, the expense would amount to an abso- preferring the complaints.
lute denial of justice. The witnesses were 101 course pursued by the hon. member, because it
in number, and were in the Ionian islands. Who
appeared to him quite impossible that the house
was to bring them oyer, and maintain them here could interfere effectually for the purposes of

during all the delays of atrial?

In the case of justice.

General. Mostyn, the proceedings lasted three
years, and Fabrigas obtained 3000 guineas. But
any man who knew the expense at which those
proceedings had been carried on, knew that the

damages were inadequate to defray it. There
could be no question, that to obtain redress
against so powerful an individual as General
Campbell, for acts committed in the Lonian
islands, and which required a number of witnesses from those distant parts, was beyond the
means of any private fortune in those islands.—
For thesé reasons, therefore, and in order that

the ends of public justice might not be defeated,
he moyed, “ that there be laid before this house
a

copy

of all correspondence

place between

that has taken

his Majesty’s Secretary of State

The only result therefore which could

follow the introduction of this subject was the

leaving an ex-parte statement to operate on a

public mind, to the prejudice of an honourable
officer whose case at present could not be fully
understood.
‘fi

Mr. Barham agreed with the noble lord, that
nothing could be more improper than to bring
under the consideration of that house, cases
which might be readidly decided before a பது

petent tribunal in the colony or place

ee

they arose. But from what he understood a
the present question, it appeared that the offic a

to whose conduct it referred, had taken ap

himself the authority of revising judicial is

crees, and of interfering with the ordin rie ம்
ministration of the law. He had thus set TG

for the Colonial Department and Count Cladan,

self above the reach of those tribunals. bel “aly

Campbell.”

cognizable,

relative to the conduct of Lieutenant General

which

the

matters in, dispute were

Ue must declare, that he thou

ன்
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Seta
ich,

poor and acquittethed | unn:

when eq)

implicated in criminality.

He had taken up this bill as he found it va

table, and he was of opinion that it had come
from the Commons in ashape which did not.
' promise that it would prove very effective in its)
or
The state of the game laws was’
to: gether objectionable; but, bad as the system| men
had no manorial rig!
was, it became the duty of their lordships to do
wealth
which gave them the
what they could to improve it, and render it
could desire for
consistent, when their attention was seriously thing they
called to it, as it now was, by the bill before what they, desired they
ed, in spite of
~ them. It was the wish, he understood, of his | suppli
be enacted, In
ce of th
noble friend (Lord Lauderdale), that game Jreland
should become the property of those on whose country,.many great landed proprietors ௦
டக in this, especially-durin
Jands it was found, and that the sale of it should sitting
be legalized ; but in the committee of the house necess of parliament, and they must also
ary to purchase
a
-of commons, though great attention had been suppos
paid to the subject, it had hitherto been found | vented e that men of great fortune could
by laws from obtaining any of th
impossible to carry that principle into effect. ries
of
life.
sted
To make game property Was @ proposition en- bill, he shouldIf his noble friend
perhaps feel it his duty, at:
vironed with numerous difficulties. In order to subsequ
ent. stage, to move for the Lord Stews
give it the protection of law, evidence of owner- ard’s
accounts, by which their lordships would
ship would then be necessary, and upon what then see
ie Sovereign
kind of proof that should be decided was not an served withthat the table
purchased
game. An: attempt|
€asy matter to determine. He had considered amend the
game laws bya measure like the prethe subject much, and conversed with prosent, was, in his opinion, perfectly contemprietors of land
‘but had never

in different parts of the country,

been able to come

to any satis-

factery conclusion.

The question now before

He was against every
subject, because he

sort of tampering with the
knew that it was Ampossible

tibl
5 but
e as at this period of the session it Was

impossible to go into the general consideration ~
of so important a question, he thaught the bill
ought to be withdrawn, in order that the sub-

their Jordships was, however, one ofa practical
ature. Jt was merely whether they would ject might be taken up on more enlarge and:
d
allow a Jaw to remain in force, by which the
principles, in the course of the next‘session.
poor-man suffered the infliction cf severe penal- justEarl
Grosve
reminded their lordships th
ties, while the rich man was exempt from all the questio nor
n had been very fully discussed
punishment.
the other house of parliament, and that it hi
The Earl of Lauderdale thought there'was no not been found practicable to bring forward any
‘person acquainted with the situation of the gaols other measur at present
e
. He had strong obthroughout the country, crowded as they were Jection to the existin game laws.
Amo
g
with persons committed for ofences against the other sthings, he considered
it a great’ hardship
game laws, who would not oppose this bill. that the lives of
gamekeepers should be exposed
for their lordships to go at this time into a consideration of the general system of the game
laws; and unless the question were taken up
on

that large

scale, no

good could ‘be done,

His noble friend had inferred that the 581187 ர்
game must be a-poor man, and had truly stated
that it was‘hard to punish the poor and let the
rich escape; but the measure ‘he supported
would have another operation, which he com-

pletely lost sight of

‘The bill was

so framed,

as to render it impossible that any evidence of
the commission of the offence should be obtained,- How could there be any evidence of the
offence, if the buyer and seller were both equally
guilty in the eye of the law? But why were
the gaols filed with unfortunate men,
arged
with offences against the game Jaws? Precisely

in the mannerfee

daily were, by the imper ~~

fect state of those laws.

whole

system

should

He wished that the ~

be taken into considera:

tion; but when the question was, whether he

would in the interim agree to the bill, he mu

say, yes.

This answer he was bound to give,

on the maxim that the receiver was as bad fe

the thief; but in this case there was the ad
tional consideration, that the person PEO ee
to be punished was not only the receiver ie
stolen goods, but the encourager of th ர “i
The Earl of Limerick felt it impossible for
him

to add any thing to the unansweral

guments of the noble earl who had வ

so able,ar opinion against the bill.

his degided opposition... Indeed, it appe

2

ha ட்

ல் பர

ell

him that it mast be perfectly nugatorys a8 wé
on account
of the deficiency of evidence hich
to-b; the. noblesail as of athe panes Wet i
for the same reason that
the public was shocked | would ibe
resorted go in selling
27%
with so mapy executions for forgery. “An arti- their lordshi
ps not aware that a turkey might
ficial ‘system of paper had been introduced,
be sold for four times its value, and game-given
which boned a temptation to the commission in.as.apresent along with it ? Was there re 2471

4 the crime of forgery.

In the same way, the

to prevent this?

He thought it very ha

agzij
apposition
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that nobody
in Great

Scr ote
neh tey gen

Britan c

to, legislate
ee
been attended to,
| tament

ex-post-facto law, they prayed that the clause

might not pass, and that they might
be heard | ea

‘by counsel against it—The noble earl mov
that the petitioners be heard by counsel.
|
Lord Sidmouth submitted to their lordships,
whether, after the:discussion which the clause
in question had. undergone, it could be consi-|
of the

necessary to hear council on the part
petitioners.

He

saw

ected, that when the aueston of the

‘was agitated, one of the objections

abolition was,
the effect tanta
rests vested by act of parliament.
ogee, in the weight of those objecti
admitted that, ifa Case of injury were
ought to be made: |

no ground for compensation

such a proceeding, and should oppose the moton.

bi

iple he had stated. He yer

5

there was a question
that stood upon unans
able grounds of

public

policy,
it was aise

rer.

res

Earl Grey was astonished
to hear the noble measure of the alien bil ,
(ear, hear, from noble
Secretary of State, without assigning any good lords),
it was வரதம் icy pursued by this country,
reason, Or giving any statement of the grounds with respect to foreigners; and what was that

of his opinion, recommend it to their lordships

been made

policy? Henever heard the greatest latitudi

All that he had offered

rian contend, on the subject of qualification,
that any man could become.a naturalized subject

In this situation, they complained of the

said thatno one should ¢hereafter
be naturalized

to pay no attention to the application which had

to them.

was an assertion that the clause had already been except by taking the oath of allegiance;
discussed. But what was the real state of the now to contend, that the investment of so
case? A certain number of individuals who, a sum as g0/. in a banking company should
under the sanction of the laws and constitution fer that high privilege, was a most ட் 5
of the country, had acquired rights and pro- assumption. Indeed, the clause in the act reperty, prayed to be heard by counsel against a ane
a
of Suge had been yirtumeasure which proposed to deprive them of the
ly repealed
by. several
subsequent acts.
advantages they had fairly and justly acquired. the 14th of the king it was declared, ae
be naturalized unless he
They had stated, that they were merchants, and person should thereafter
most of them the parents of natural-born sub- conformed with various requisites. The clause —
jects.

violation of a public right, and asked to be heard

in defence of their property and the rights which
belonged to it. Could their lordships be prevailed on to refuse to hearthem? ‘Their petition
was respectfully expressed ; no objection could
be made to receiving it; and yet the noble Secretary of State expected their lordships to reJect its prayer, though he had used no argument
to induce them to adopt so extraordinary
and
80 unjust a course.

Their lordships

would

re-

which expression repealed the clause in the
Bank act, by implication ; and yet, because that
clause had never been expressly repealed, the
noble earl would. infer that it wasstill in forces

and it bad now been conjured up for a particular
purpose to be enforced in violation of all the sacred principles of the constitution, of
a
principles of allegiance to the crown and the
government. A proposition so monstrous, 80
unheard of, he believed had

never before been

collect that they were judges onall
questions of made in that house ; and if their lordships acproperty in the Gt resort, and that it was ina ceded to it, they would render of no effect,.4
peculiar manner their duty to
d against the bill, which after all that had been said, he deemed

violation of those rights on which the security

of the most vital expediency to the interests and

of property depended. ‘The liberal principles
of government which had hitherto
prevailed in

existence of Great Britain.

power and glory; and, if their lordships ,permitted all the rights derived from these prin-

said, that the question turned on the repeal of,

Lord Holland complained that the noble eat!
this country had formed. the foundation of its had not stated the question fairly... He had

ciples to be taken away, it was not

reasonable

the Scotch

act, and

the-alien act.

the public

‘

expediency of

‘The question, was not, how-

to expect that power and glory ‘could continue.

ever, whether the Scotch act should be repeal-

and for public. objects, and in such a case the

without any regard to

the interests OF Heel

claims of individuals must yield to the public rights of individuals. However, a8 the noo!
good, though, perhaps, they might be heard earl had dwelt so much, and with such vé
1aWs,
sterous,
with
a yiew to compensation. Whether those: mence, on this alleged
who. claimed redress under. the measure were! could not help giles that he had fallenநதி
4
entitled to it or not, he would not. say ; but he a mistake from the hurry with which this,
It. was,
could produce many precedents, where, in cases) had. been brought forward.
of state necessity, it had been the duty of pal but natural, that any one should bet

ல்

The Earl of Liverpool trusted that he felt as ed, but, whether their lordships would heat,
sacred a regard for the principles of the consti- at their bar, parties who complained that. thei!
tution as any other person could do, but he did persons and property were affected by. te
not think
the noble lord could state any’ operation of a retrospective law ; and w ein
‘ound against the introduction of the clause. that. law, which seemed to make the nobleuf
Phat clause was introduced on public grounds: so impatient, should be repealed in a single dayy
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sion in his Abridgment, than which

be no better Le authority, under the
heads
“ Peace and Surety of Peace,”’and False Imprisonment.” At the distance of 90
years, lord

d cases, that he und

to commit before indict

fined to actual breaches
o!
authority was that of Chie!
wards Lord Macclesfield,

Coke referred to this case, and said, he held
in |
the resolution of the court to be law. (4 Inst. Queen against Dy (மல்
An e,
pp. 177-8.) Lord Hale, in his Pleas of the Reports, p. 140.)
In that case,
Judge
Crown, (Vol. II. p. 108.) had laid down a proasked, “ whether justices h
position which, at first sight, might appear to to commit in cases of felony 2”?
support a power of arrest, before indictment by question, he could not have suppos
justices in a/J cases within the jurisdiction of possess that power in cases of bel
sessions; but, in three pages afterwards, he de- not breaches of the peace. . Then ca
‘clared, that this was “ doubtful””—nay, not cision of Lord Camden, in the celebrated case
merely doubtful—for he said, “ these things
make against it: Ist, because some acts of par-

of Mr. Wilkes. (2 Wilson’s Reports, p. 151.) Th
that case it was laid down by the court, thata

if it had been otherwise lawful; edly, because,

was absurd to require surety of the peace
in the case of a libeller. The last authority was

lament do particularly and expressly authorize
them to it, which they would not have done

libel was not a breach of the peace, and that

it

that of Mr. Justice Blackstone ; and from what
in most cases of this nature, though the part
were indicted, or an information were preferred, he had written on this’ subject, it was ey
yet the capias was not the first process, but a that the power of justices to commit before
venire facias and distringas ; and, “in cases of dictment found, was confined to treasons,
(
information, no process of outlawry at all nies, and breaches of the peace, and such of
(8 Hen. VI. 9 B.), until the statute of 21 Jac. I. fences as_ they haye power to punish by statiite,
Cap. 4. gave process of outlawry in actions po- (Comm. Vol. TV. p. 290.}—Having thus shewa
pular, as in actions of trespass vi et armis.? that, anciently, justices had not power to comLord Hale, then, merely meant, that, since the mit, even in cases of felony, before indictment
time of lord Coke, justices might, by universal found ; and that the law on that point was after
practice, arrest for felony, and in all misde- wards altered, not by any express enactment,
meanors against the peace ;—he did not mean, not by any decision of the courts, but by conthat they could commit or hold to bail, in cases stant and universal practice *; the noble lord
of libel, because, as lord Camden had decided proceeded to shew, that the power of justices
in Wilkes’s case, a libel was not an actual breach to commit, or hold to bail, for libel, before inof the peace, aiid in no case whatever, except dictment found, was not supported by such
that of the Seven Bishops, which was not law, practice. Jt appeared, by the return which had
had a libeller been bound to find surety for the been made’to his motion of the 23d of May,
peace.

(Hear,

hear.)

The

next

writer

was,

in thé

last session, that,

since the year 1640,

Mr. Justice Hawkins; and the same. construc- there had been many instances of arrests by
tion must be put upon what he had said (Pleas justices, and also by secretaries of state, t
of the Crown, B. I. p. 84.) in treating of fe- answer ex-officio informations, (which were aftelJony, as had been applied to the work of Lord wards filed) in the reigns of Queen Anne,
Hale.
Hawkins said, that “ constant and uni-| George I. and George I. ; but the power of the
versal practice, since the time of Lord Coke, secretary of state had been exercised only three
had altered the law as to the power of justices times in the thfee first years of his presen
in felonies and misdemeanors against the peace; Majesty, and not again until the 43d year, and
and that “ the practice of justices had now also only thrice afterwards. It appeared also,
became Jaw, in granting a warrant for the (ap- the whole of these cases of arrest for libel
prehension of any person, upon strong grounds by the justices and by the secretaries, wer
of suspicion, for a felony, or other misdemeanor, fined to London and Westminster. (Hear, he
before indictment cline? By the words “ other Could this be called a constant and un’
misdemeanors,” he meant. misdemeanors against practice? Had it prevailed at all times?
Hat
the peace; and, even as to those he said, « yet it extended to all parts of the country ? A usage,
asjustices of the peace claim this power rather to grow into a law, ought to be a eneral usages
by connivance than any express warrant of the communiter usitata et approbata : but it was eV
law, and since the execution of it may prove dent that that was not the case here. It was not
highly prejudicial to the reputation as well as such a usage as would supersede and repeal the
“the ம
of the party, a justice of peace can- ancient law of the land. (Hear, hear.)
—IE jus- ,
not well be too tender in his proceedings of this
* Tt will be’seen that the arguments of eee:
kind? (hear, hear,) Then came the authority
ae
of Lord Chief Justice Holt, in the case of Roe, Tord on this branch of the subject, aud the aul
ties which

he

quotes

in

support of them; %

Kendall, and others, (7th Wm. UI. Modern
bis
the same as those stated by Earl Grey, in ee
Reports, Vol. V. p. 80.), and also in the speech
on the 12th May, 1817. . (See ee a
case of the Quéen against Tracy, (sd of Queen |ports, vol. i. +1004.) ‘The, authorities, |
i
°
jh
was. not
Anne, Modern Rep. Vol. VI. p. 179.) It was evi-

dent from what that excellent judge said in those

are adduced in chronological order, which நல
done by the noble earl,

Bae
a
1979)
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and: all those
Englishmen. |
istrates. to |
‘power of —
commit for felony, and for
| of the
peace, could not be denied; but he had formerly
contended, and would still contend, that offences

tending to a breach of the

under that character.

could not come

‘The 198 instances of

ணை

வயு

e
committal’mentioned by the noble and learned
ho
it, have declared
lord on the woolsack had occurred in the metro- Void, and discharged the prisoner,
ex
polis, and there had been: no returns from-other still
it is insisted, that there has been
submission,
parts of the country, which convinced him that
and no action brought.
there were no such instances recorded. Even
in the metropolis, there had: been no: committals,|

right. I answer, there has beena submissionof

guilt and poverty to power and the terror
of

since the American
war. But he would
even go punishment. But it would be strange doctrine
farther, and say, that although the practice had to assert, that all the people of this land are
been
|, that was no argument that it was
legal.” General warrants had continued for a
long time; and yet, upon examination, they
were found to be contrary
to law. He would
again quote to their lordships,
on this point, the
judgment of Lord Camden, in the case of Entick
dinst Carrington, not only to shew the opinion of that great judge as to the sort of usage
which would be required to establish a practice
of this nature, but to rebut the inference, which
might be drawn from the acquiescence of the
courts in such cases.
I come now to the
practice since the Revolution, which had been

bound to ackne

which a few criminal

t to be universal |
ers have been

afri

to dispute.” When a magistate committed in
other crimes, there was always a corpus delicti
but, in cases of libel, the corpus delicti was the
ee thing to be tried. The noble and learned
lord had said, ‘that the publications prosecuted
in the last year were the worst he had ever seen,
being against the Christian religion; but three

successive

juries

had

declared

the

contrary.

Happily for the country, and to their own im-

mortal honour, they came to this decision be-

cause an attempt was made by government to

strongly urged, with the emphatical addition,

give a character to the publications which they
to them. Had

the best ages of the Constitution,

must neces-

same verdict.

The object of the publications

pretence can have no place in the question
made by this plea, because no such practice
is there alleged; yet 1 will permit the defendant, for the present, to borrow a fact from the
special verdict, for the sake of giving it an}
answer. If the practice began then, it began

religion; and

the publisher, (Mr. Hone) as he

that an usage, tolerated from the era of liberty, were not warranted in attributing
and continued downwards to this time, through he been on the jury, he would
sarily have a legal commencement.

have

given the

Now that was, to serve a political purpose, not to degrade

contended in his ingenious and able defence,

had shewn instances in which ministers themselves had written parodies on religion to answer
their own political purposes. (Hear, hear hears)
For

all these

reasons, he should

vote for the

second reading of the bill of his noble and
ancient, the Revolution is not to answer for it ; learned friend, by which the unconstitutional
much too late to be ‘law now.

If it was more’

and I could have wished, that, upon

this occa-

sion, the Revolution had not been considered

power now
moved.

exercised by justices would be re

The Earl of Liverpool said, that in the caseof
as the only basis of our liberty. The Revolution restored this Constitution to its first prin-. the libel bill, the opinion of the judges was prociples: it did no more.
It did not enlarge nounced before parliament thought fit to pass
the liberty
of the subject; but gave it a better declaratory law; and although that opinion was
security.
It neither widened nor contracted different from that which parliament thought

the foundation; but repaired, and perhaps
added a buttress or two to the fabric: and if

any ministers of state have since deviated from

the principles

at that time recognised, all that

to adopt, yet the discussion carried on

‘ore lawyers had greatly assisted parliament 12

coming to a decision.

He thought aggre

not

too much to: ask, that their lordships should

adopt the same course, and avail themselves!
the same advantage, ina’ case of so much im
no portance as the present. ‘The only question

I can say 1s, that, so far from being sanctioned,

they are condemned by the Revolution.

மை

With

to the practice itself, if it goes
higher, every lawyer will tell you, it ts much

was, whether cases of libel should not

too modern to be evidence of the common law3 precisely on the same footing as other offences
and if it should be added, that these warrants
ought to acquire some strength by the silence
of the courts, which have heard
them read so
often upon returns, without censure or animadversion, I am able to borrow my answer from

the Court of King’s Bench, which

lately

and be putin a course of inquiry by magistrates

in the same manner as any

other mile

There could be no hardship in the party¢ ள்
ed upon oath being called upon to provide se ன

rity to answer for the pilates

de- Lords Erskine and Grey».

eat

stres

ee se n ட

0+
clared, with great unanimity, in the case of ge~ [444.௦ the decition of three j juries in Londo”
neral warrants, that as no objection was taken to

but were there not decisions elsewhere which

°
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ry view of the proposed measure he
give it ‘his. decide Opposition. Tt was:
“that other libels had been published with”
nity.

So அ

was ready to admit

டட

nt we

the fact. He knew

screed
le ace exercised.
Rosie© It’ was notbd
uniformly

or

Gibbon’s Decline and Fall
of the Roman

pire, it would not be difficult
to finda blasphem- not

‘ous libel. But, was there no difference between constant and ரன்ன practice—
லன்
an invidious attack on the Christian religion, in to the metropolis—it was exerci ised with m
a work,
ம் speaking, accessible only to and long interruptions—and, therefore, en

literary men, and

in a pamphlet circulated

for not such a practice as could supersede
and re-

6900-0006 $ and the style of which was adapt- peal the ancient law,
உண்ஷித்
ed to the most ordinary understanding >? He
The house then divided on the question’ of
thought that justices ought to have"the jarisdic- the second reading,
்

tion of committing for libel, and he should
therefore oppose the bill.

Contents, 1s—Not-Contents, 51.

which the noble earl could refer, was one in

of Scotland, since the gsth of April, should

அறா நற] ரந order of the day being
Lord Holland said, that he had never heard of read for the consideration of this bill,
ayerdict of a jury against the parodies which
The Lord Chancellor moved a clause, that
Mr, Hone had published; the only case ‘to aliens who had purchased stock in the Bank
which judgment was allowed to go by default. be considered as aliens, notwit
ing any for(The case of James Williams—see the note, p. mer act tothe contrary.
*
~
29.) If Mr. Hone’s parodies had been directed
‘This clause, with a slight amendment, pro-

against any other body than his Majesty’s minis- posed by Lord Lauderdale, confining it to the
ters—if they had been written against reformers, duration of the act, was agreed to.

or even
against the character of that house—
their lordships would not have had the benefit
of the Attorney-general’s eloquence, of the
moving appeal of the noble and learned lord on
the woolsack, or of the pious horror which had
issued from a member of the right reverend
bench opposite, (the bishop of Exeter—see page
759) against their blasphemy and pats

The

third reading

was then moved, which

being opposed, Lord Sidmouth moved that the
standing order, No. 26. should be oe

The

Marquis of Lansdowne and the Earl of

Rosslyn opposed it: the latter moved that the
house do adjourn.

A division ensued » for the adjournment,

Contents, present

113;

Proxies

12-—23

Not-Contents, present

13;

Proxies, 12—26

Not-Contents, present $1; Proxies 27—58
Lord Sidmouth then moved, that the question
but never before had they been encountered by for suspending the standing orders be put:
Contents, present.
31; Proxies, 25—56
so much devout and forensic’ eloquence.—He
could not enter into the refined legislative sys- Not-Contents, present 18; Proxies, 12—25
‘The noble viscount then moved, that the standtem of the noble earl, as to the distinction to be
a
்
drawn between the influence of works like Gib- ing orders be suspended.
Contents, present
29; Proxies, 27-56
bon’s, and that of cheaper and more popular
(Hear, hear.)
Parodies had
published, north and south,

been
east

previously
and west,

publications.
He could not see why a law
should be made for cheap publications, which

did not ‘equally apply to those of~a higher

Price.—In every view he was decidedly in'favour

of this bill.

Why should the lower magistrates

The’ standing orders were accordingly suspended, and the bill was read a third time, and
assed.

e PROTESTS AGAINST THE ALIEN But) The

Possess the power of deciding in cases of libel, following protests were entered on the Journals.
iste Because the bill is cruel, for even when
when Mr. Fox’s act declared, that such power
should not belong to the judges of the land, not perverted to any improper purposes, 1t may,
but ‘be,sommitted to the judgment of twelve deter the victims of civil or religious persecuSworn men? In the case of the Bishop of St. tion abroad from seeking refuge under'the laws

Asaph, it was truly asserted by his: noble and of a free country.

i

CE

Bemus ela is unjust.
leamed friend (Lord Erskine), respecting the adly.
It exposes all resident aliens (such even
Petition of the Seven Bishops, that *¢ if the
of
King’s judges could have decided the petition may have settled here in consequence
to actual punis
to be a libel, the Stuarts might yet have been law existing at the time)
the
Upon the throne ;” and he (Lord Holland) would without trial, and it condemns even
unsuspected
among
them
to
an
evil
வ
Say; that if the jurisdiction in question were. suffered to remain in the hands of the justices, most punishments—a
there was no security for the liberty of the press, trary will of one man.

dependence on

as
ee

1
of strangers to this kingai unusual resort
for the bill, as he thought it merely declared the being
real or prensa dy
Present law: and if the present law were not as dom, and no’ apprehension, either
possess the
gners
forei
idual
indiv
that
it declared, it ought-to be altered.

and the freedom of the subject.—He would vote

ச

ary,
Because the bill is unnecess

1938]:
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means or harbour the design of. disturbing
our

j,

. 4thly.- Because the bill is unconstit
constitutional.

It}

internal tranquillity.

: வவ ஆலம்

creates a power liable to abuse, and unknown
to.our laws ;. and arbitrary-authority
has alway
ந

been: thought to degrade those who are the Bs

jects of it, and to corrupt those
who possess i

and. thereby to lead 60 tyrannical maxims, and

practices incompatible with the safety of a free
people. ,
8
+ Because the bill is impolitic.

_It discourages the employment of foreign ca-

pital, and the exercise of foreign ingenuity, in

our country, and obviously tends to embroil us ment, so were

with other courts of Europe, by

rendering. the

residence of any obnoxious individuals among

us, an act of the state, and no longer a conseae of the hospitable spirit of our municipal

laws.

N-ASSALL HOLLAND,

ROSSEXN,

AvGUSTUS FREDERICK,

PONSONBY,
GREYs)
shane

LEINSTER,

Kine,

.

அ

ILcHESTER.
For the 1st, 2d, and 5th reasons.

Lanspown..

For the 1st.and 2d reasons.

the

tution of Englanc
subject, and #
est

security

of the throne—those principles w

imperfectly acted upon) had given:
whatever of advan
she ]
nations of hs continel
ள்
most part despotism unhappily pre:

acknowledged

ட்ட

These

படத் les he

ha

embodied
in a series of resolutions, which th
jhe feared they might be considered
of the

longest, would he hoped, be considered in n

lessa degree the most important ever submitted

‘Gace. - _ | to the attention of the house, and of the country:
» Because, by this.bill, the Secretary of State and.in the minds of gentlemen, whose imaginais authorized to மயான an alien to any foreign tions pfesented to them nothing under the head
் port, and thus to deliver such alien into tl
of reform, but confused notions of wild and
hands of his.mortal enemies—to subject him to visionary projects tending to anarchy and tumult,
நற

imprisonment—to corporal

Ment—to torture—or to death.»
AUGUSTUS FREDERICK,
Gace,
VASsALL HOLLAND,

punish-

க

RossL¥n,
LEINSTER,
Gey.

he hoped it would produce no less conviction
than surprise, to find that the whole tenor of
| what he had to propose, was in ‘strict unison
with principles not only professed by our ablest

constitutional writers, but recognized

even from

| the throne by every king of England, that had

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Tuesday, June 2.

sat upon the throne for the last two hundred

years, with the exceptions of Charles I. and

James II.:.how unfortunate the exceptions !
themselves and the country was but too obREGENCY AcT AMENDMENT Bitz.] Th
bill was committed and reported, read a third| vious !—His resolutions commenced by advancing the fundamental position, that the only ade-

time, and passed.

- Bankrupr Laws AMENDMENT

Bit.) ‘This

quate security for

government consisted

bill was read a second time, and committed; in, and was proportioned to, the community of
interest between the governors and governed.
considered in a committee and reported.
Mr. J. Smith then said, thatas it was his wish
ive ample time for considering
this important
subject he should, move, that
the farther. pro:
ceedings on the bill be put off for three months.

This community of interest was pointedly acknowledged in a long series of speeches from

the throne, from the time of James I, to the

reign, and during
ச Another ounce

the reign of the present king.

recognized by the same hig!
Ordered.
Insolvent Acr.]
©The, Attorney-General authority, and for the same length of time, Wass
of ingave notice, that, in the next session, he would that if on any occasion this community
that either
move to make some alterations in the law rela- terest ceased to have place, insomuch,
ட்
tive to Insolvent Debtors. ‘The present act was one or the other must give way, the
i
made to continue until November next, and which ought to give way was 001 1121 01 1

thence until the end of the then next session of
pd eal
and no longer. If that act should
renewed,it would be necessary to make con_ siderable alterations in it for the protection of
creditors.
2

many, but that
t

‘incontrovertible,

acknowledge,

in itse
F the few, a propositionpa
ப்
honourable to the

and (sanctioned

and_shielde

authority) Sec

by

Hig’

that

ny

from

ossible imputation of temerity, disloyalty, Jac”
ப்

inism, or treason.

‘The preference thus

» Sir S: Romilly said, he thought that the act
|
might be improved, but he: was decidedly a to the interests of the peo) Je, thus
friend to the principles en which it was found-. recognized, necassarily. imp! lied 19]
ed. He considered that the system of a ccssio the means requisite to secure 80

ட

௩

jem.

st learned and enlightened
men in the

dom. To protect, however, those who
maintained this principle ரண படர
of being
wild, visionary, and. dangerous, he not only
relied.on

the clear

ieee
and) satisfactory. reasoni ing

by, which it was. supported, but had thought
it necessary
to trace back the ancient practice
of the constitution to remote periods; so
remote indeed, that some. of those he was
addressing might possibly think it not necessary,
or.eyen releyant to the question. He felt, however, that it was necessary
in advocating so

gre:

ose

standing his oath to.maint them,
of
sufficiently, she
கthe .
f the

he preservation

317

தகவ்
ever

produce

only |
them that order and. ‘was,
satisfa
ar 5

a measure to anticipate and guard against, as far
as he was able, every possible, as wellas pro-| th
bable objection. . For although ancient custom

ion

்
oecfreedor )Teeue
rrin,

ம்.

of

to time to first, princi
and practice did not in the eyes of philosophers, time
adv
of the
ice
most .eminent ,
who weighed eyery thing in the scale of reason, |
Subsequent tothe time of William
and. formedia judgment-after

accurate investi- Sabsauent ote tine

gation and: reflection;. although antiquity and
custom did not offer to such persons any satis-|
factory proof of the merit of any question in dis-|

pute, yet as the bulk of mankind
in.

their. opinions.

B

Wil

cal.

I.sthere

ன்

13

ent

were not philo- |

sophers, they were forthe most part much in-|
fluenced

curr

ந; considerations |

the testimony of

the. regular series

drawn from such sources; and oe always been |
extant, was also:evidenced by, the
looked upon 88 & great accession of strength toa | thing
itself =, for. what was
0
popular cause, cn popular rights, to be able| parliaments.
e,conyened.?,-what
bu
to deduce from remote antiquity, the principles|
purpose of nahn,
acquainte
and practices upon which. they were founded. | views
, feelings, wisheட் Be i
8,0F
He did not affirm that. because a_ practice was| ple in every
eee

ancient it was therefore desirable, but was willing | power was intrus
ted to the crown
on the contrary, to admit, that it could not be’

desirable; except inasmuch as, it, was..consis-|
tent with the actual state of the country; yet,|
af the people claimed rights anciently possessed|
by their ancestors, and exercised without any ill
“consequences having been proved to have re-|
sulted from their enjoyment ; and if, onthe con-|

th
oe:

fo
of the subject: without a parliament,
a
பு.
and frequentl y elected parliament, their-interests
could not be secured, nor could, the: king -be.
made acquainted with the wishes and the grievances of the

long continued

people. Had parliament’ been’a

or permanent ee i

and its uses would entirely have

| object

ceased: and a8
trary, great mischief had always ensued from) seats in parliament were not in those’
time’
their haying been neglected or trampled on; if] jects of profit or emolument,
but,
of any| trary, both burthensome
such had been the uniform consequence
and dan
infringement of the right of suffrage, the claim | exposed those who held them
ised. preto that right on. the) part of the, people ,was: rogative of the crown, for the, purpose

of nt
strengthened by the result of| reason and expe-| midating the. members, whom there wereothen
no fands to corrupt—as
it was of no advantage

rience; and however the question, as to the ex-

pediency of re-adopting such practice and such’ to the member to be long: continued inethat
easures as formerly prevailed with beneficial situation, nor’ to those'who ‘sent’ him, that “he
effect, might be determined upon a fair discus-| should so'continue, the reason of the thing, and
no objection |
sion and after mature deliberation,

could be raised against them

as being

new,

visionary, and wild.—The more, remote the Te-,

the interest of all parties,

the duration of நயன்

concurred|

்

* In discussing this question,
it is quite iitimater
search into our history, the more plainly, were inSaxons were
D‘his
dicated the evidences of our free constitution. whether the Witlenagemote of the
or whether William the Conqueror Kept ne
That elections ought to be free was part of the’ annually,
oath with'the people.’ ‘Therd
waé no Hi ase of oo
commonJaw: that they-were also frequent ap- tions
before the 49th ‘year of “Henry 111, (02 72%,
peared from the ancient law, which ordained, that’ p- 879.) and theréfore, itisuseless to arr as :
two parliaments were to be held every year, or: gitiries b ட thal period:
i ‘i
oftener, if need were; and this was ‘ de more,’
t, Itis ‘certain’ that,»
or common law. William the First, vulgarly institution of th
கற்க

ரு.
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‘equally.summoned and equally
Te
oe then could the vor

duly. summoned:
88 chen ata

plied? If not to all the inhabitants
of the |

county, he did not pretend to know; an
:
it appeared, that under this act every

bitant of the county had a right to vote, and| selves in so ‘exemplary.
this act he conceived. to be ‘declaratory of a| honourable
to themselves than it was
‘common law right*. The first restrictive statute, to the friends of rational reform,
the first infringement upon thi
useful as an example to-the country.
act of Henry VI, restraining the
t of voting| simple points upon which, as upon p'
to freeholders offorty shillings a-year, probably thing respecting
liberty turned,
were
equal, if. the difference of the value of money person and’ security of property.
was considered,
to forty pounds a-year of the both was the common
law and in
present day. The pretences for this
great in- of the people of England. That no
;
fringement and violation of the rights of the son should ‘be touched without due proc
நமக were upon the-face of them evidently law ;—that no man should undergo ae

‘alse: without alleging any fact of mischief without legal trial, or haye the fruit
of his honest
haying ever taken place, the act stated, that a industry taken from him without his own congreat and outrageous concourse of people had sent, were such rational, equitable, and
moderate
attended to give their voice at elections, and that claims, that no man of common’ sense°o
persons of no property pretended to have a mon honesty would be found to deny their jusvoice equal to the most worthy knights and tice. In proportion as they had
ben regarded,
esquires, and that tumults, manslaughters, riots,
and batteries, might very likely arise and be;
and, on this flimsy and false pretence, it disfranchised all who had not freeholds to the amount
of forty shillings a-year. The statute did not
state that any manslaughters or riots had actually
arisen; but it asserted, what could not be con-

the country had பதச் een
prosperous. Unfortunately, however, there had

been some kings who ‘had

-resisted them, and

misfortune invariably followed.

Among

ம

kings was’ Charles 1, who, haying violated

all

just principles of government, broken down the
bartiers of

property and personal safety, and

tradicted, that such things might probably arise wrested the laws by means of venal lawyers to
and be.

Nor

did

he

see, unless the construc-

tion he put upon the law were correct, how any
such outrageous concourse of persons, and persons of no property, as was complained of,
could have taken place. If this was a reason
for distranchising any part of the people, it
would be a-reason for putting an end to all elec.
tions. If the fear of riots, before any had ever

purposes of oppression, filled the cup of national calamity to the brim, and was himself at -

length compelled to drink it to the very dregs.
Charles II, not deterred by the example
of his
father, nor by the calamities of his country, nor

by gratitude

for*his

restoration, pursued the

same unconstitutional “career,

and

thereby the downfal of his house.

-prepared

After the

arisen, wasia cause for disfranchising so large a

expulsion of James Il., we came to. anew con-

system, which was all riot, ‘confusion,

of the rights and liberties of the people of Eng-

portion of the people of England, what would
be said to the presént state-of elections, to that
turbance?

Elections

were

and dis-

now for the most

part scenes of drunkenness,

perjury, and

very.

had

Proceedings

which

no

kna-

existence

stitutional era, that of the making of a new

Magna Charta—a new declaratory act—the bill

land.

“At that period the security to which t

people were acknowledged to be entitled.
ht
to have been established—but for want of thal

_ when the extended right of suffrage was exer- which could alone give effect to the declaration
cised, were now witnessed at every election with

the almost sole exception of one place where
elections were conducted on a very extended
scale of suffrage, and which he had the honor
to represent.
Here indeed the people ‘had
managed their own elections without riot, disturbance, perjury, drunkenness, or any of the
mal-practices before-mentioned, and which shallow-minded persons were apt to consider as
necessarily attendant upon popular elections,
The citizens of Westminster, when left to them* selves, had elected their representatives a8 peace-

of popular rights, that bill, together with all the
பாகா and unayailing declaratory
ட்ட.
acts with which the people have been so repeat
edly deluded, failed upon trial: “The necessity

of a fair, full, and free representation ன்
eople in parliament, was set
forth in king
(eine declaration, upon which
ought in honesty to haye been

Wil

2

மடம் ப negpan otherimporta
lected to be enacted, or purposely
omitu
numerous, indeed, were the sins of ee
ட்ட
upon that occasion, that Mr.

wi

ably and as quietly asa parish vestry elected a mourously observed, that the pore at ce ee
parish officer; and this was an experiment that lution, got a good bill of fare but no creas
went to prove the safety

with which

the people

thight be trusted with tha exercise of their own

rights.

‘That the citizens of Westminster had

* Sve Mr, Brougham’s speech, post, page 2016,

Though the pretence was held out at ther

lution, that the steps then takenwere !
retrospective but prospective,
not onl
of evil men, éyil counsellors,
evil kings:
rupt judges, but to°prevent such cou!
க

i
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Pari
F
“that the present ‘state of the representation | [tained’with additional
was inadequate to the object, and a departure| philos
ical accuracy.
suracy
from the first principles of the constitution.”|
It might be said that Mr. Fox’s opinion was dif- they might be redu
ferent, and that he only signed his name as | If any anti-reformer
co
ர்
chairman of the committee. But this could not | arguments, he
be acceded to, for though an official chairman [5௦ reformers andwould do more effic:
anti-reformers, than could.
of a public body must sign whatever is brought be effected by. dealing
out false imputati

before him, merely to authenticate it: and unsubstantiated slander,
these being;
though a volunteer chairman might sign his name /portion of misrepresentation
to matters of regulation, in conformity with the the only intellectual ‘weapons and
hitherto: 1
principles he adopted, yet no man could be jus- by the enemies against
the
friends
of re
tified “in signing his name to principles he be- Mr. Pitt had declared
the present system to bed
lieved false, and opinions he thought. erroneous. both the offspring
and the parent of corry
pr
Besides, it was the opinion of Mr. Fox, in 1797, under which no minister could
act
according:
that the people had a right to be well governed the interest of the country,
nor any honest man’
~—a right to form a constituent part of govern- continue minister—but,
tempora mutantur—Mr.?
ment, and that the best plan of representation Pitt himself became minister,
was that which brought forward the greatest the truth of his own doctrine. and exemplified?
Mr. Burke also?
number of independent yoters. Mr. Fox was had expressed his abhorrenc
e
of
corrupti
therefore for the most comprehensive system of this house—with a masterly the
hand depicted
of suffrage which could be combined with free- its character, and lamented its
unnatoral want off

dom of suffrage*.

Annual parliaments and the

most extensive mode of suffrage had been ad-

vocated by the late Duke of Richmond, in his

famous

letter

to

Colonel

Sharman,

with

strength of argument quite Sone eth
same principles had been investigated and

.

The

a

main-

* With great submission the Editor begs to remark that Mr. Fox was decidedly hostile to universal
suffrage. In his speech on Mr. Grey’s motion for a
Teform in parliament,

May

26,

17977, he expressed

himself as follows: —** I have a.ways deprecated universal suffrage, not so much on account of the confusion to which it would Jead, but because J think
that we should in reality lose the very object which
we desire to obtain; because I think it would in its
nature embarrass and preyent the deliberative voice
of the country from being heard. Ido not think that
you augment and multiply the deliberative body of

the people by counting all the heads, but that in
truth you confer on individuals, by this means, the

sympathy with the people’: ‘he’ had* declared

that 1t would, among public misfortunes, be more?
natural and tolerable that the House
mons should be infected with every
phrenzy of the people, as this'wo

some consanguinity, some sympath

the uninformed individuals
of th
0

west cl

(3

to.whom the advocates
of universal suffrage
‘woti
extend it; and yet, why hasit never been imagined

that the right of election should be-extended to wo~”

men?

Why,

but because by: the law of nations,*

and perhaps also by the Jaw of nature, that sex iso

dependent on ours; and because, therefore;
voices would be governed by the relation
h
they stand in society, Therefore, it is,
hat.
with the exceptions of companies, in Which the right
of voting merely affects property, it has never beet,

in the contemplation of the most absurd theorists'to

extend the elective franchise to the other sex. The”
desideratum to be obtained, is independent voters, and
power of drawing forth numbers, who, without deli- that, I say, would be பக் ன
ட wlio
beration, would implicitly act upon their wilh My
bring to the poll regiments of soldiers, of servgntsy:and2
opinion is, that the best plan of representation is that of, Aes hee re condition necessarily க கண்மிக
which will bring into activity the greatest number of independence of their mind, ‘That then L take. tobe},
independent yoters, and that that is defective which the most perfect system which shall include
would bring forth those whose situation and condi- greatest quantity of independent electors,
tion takes from them power of deliberation. I can clude the greatest number of those who
have no conception of that being a good plan of election sarily by their condition dependent. “1 ti
which should enable individuals to bring regiments to the plan of my hon: friend (to extend the
right ம்
the poll. I hope gentlemen will not smile if I en- voting to householders) draws this Tine a8 discreetly
deavour to illustrate my position by referring to the as it can be drawn, and it by no ‘means approaches”?
example of the other sex. In all the theories and to universal suffrage;
°9 0)
13
Mai
Gack

projects of the most absurd specielation, it has never been

suggested that it would he advisable to extend the elective suffrage to the female sex; and yet, justly re-

+ In. his speech om Mr. Grey’s motion, “May:
1797, Mr. Sheridan said,’ that Hibe paiventeeeaes

some meetings

signing his name,with
the.
Fy
of universal suffrage and 2 none

Specting, as we must do, the mental powers, the ac- Richmond
ever
quirements, the discrimination, and the talents of the parliaments,
The.

expediency of such@ plan’w

women of England, in the present improved state of matter for discussion and: deliberation 5 vif any athens:
society—knowing the opportunities which they have plan were better, there was-no reason, why-it sh Paes
for acquiring knowledge—that they have interests as not be preferred: he thought: this ar (taventand tbe
dear and as important as’our own, it must be the tight of voting: to, householders)» «better oney he ~
genuine feeling of every gentleman who hears me, thought-also that the’ mass of the peopl
that all the superior classes of the female sex of satisfied with it?) 1)
ப
England, must be more capable of exercising the
fective suffrage with deliberation and propriety, than

oof See thenate, post, page 1999

3999].
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discussed, For his own parthe c
thoug it unnecessary ; for wh

was no good for which torstrive, 20

grow up
from faction,
it
was clear
that annual elections would offer no
inducement
to persons to become candidates for so
t

lived a power, sufficient to. make them

to incur any mighty expense.
The hon
f withheld. Mr, Bentham had,
by incontro
the station ete scarcely be more than a re- ble argument,demonstrated,
that
no danger
compense for the trouble. The numbers would: ever would arise from. the most extensive
be too great to corrupt, and the benefit to be. frage that could be established*, “What
soyt.
derived would be too small; so that if any one power was it that was conferred by
could be supposed to have the will, he would voting, if power it was to be called, on.
not have the power;, and if he could be sup- of the people? that every man shou!
posed to have the power, he would not haye fraction, which fraction was a
four-thousa
the will ; and there being neither will nor power, part of a voice in the appointment of a fraction
nor motive of any kind, it might seem super- which itself was a six hundred and fift -eighth.
fluous to guard against actions which, under the part of a voice in the house of
commons;
so,’
supposed circumstances, there would be no /that every man, be his fortune what it might,
temptation to commit—As to the extent of should have the power of saying who he thoag
suffrage, it was evident, that in practice, some was the best character amongst his neighbours,
line must be drawn; and he had go hesitation in to whom. he, would most willingly entrust thesaying, that many were the points at which the | guardianship of his rights and liberty; now how *
* Mr. Bentham is the advocate of universal sufJfrage, and, in order to prove its good effects, he refers

to the United States of America, where, he says, the
suffrage is universal. Now it is notorious, that, in
many of the States, slavery exists by law; in Virginia none but freeholders are entitled to vote; and
in the four New England: States, the elector must
possess 10(0/. in real, or personal, property. So far,
then, from being incontrovertible, Mr. Bentham?s
argument

of experience,

in favour

of universal suf-

frage, is protestatio contra faclum.
The Editor apprehends that it will
difficult to answer the arguments
Tooke against universal suffrage.
Lord Ashburton, written on the 10th
three days subsequent to Mr, Pitt’s
the House of Commons for a reform
Mr. Tooke, after noticing the debate

may be so small, as to be little or not at. all worth”
defending or caring for. Jbit.e0 qui. zonam perdidit.
But a large all can never be recovered; it has been

amassing and accumulating for many generations;
or it has been the product of a long life of industry» |
and talents ; or the consequence of some circum= ©
stance'which will never retarn. But I am sure
I
need not dwell wpon this, without placing the ex- —
tremes of fortune in array against. each other; every

—

‘man whose all has varied at different periods of his ”
Jife can speak for himself, and say, whetlier
the dear~

ness in which he held these different alls was equal. ”
The lowest order. of men consume their alls daily,
as fast as they acquire it,
ப
“My Lord, justice and policy require that bent
and burden, that the share of power and the share
of contribution to that power, should be as nearly.
proportioned as possible. If aristocracy will haveall 3
and making some pointed remarks thereon, proceeds the power, they are tyrants and unjust to the peoto investigate the opinion of his friend Major Cart-| ple, because aristocracy alone docs not bear the
whole burden. “If the smallest individual of the wright, whom he describes as friendly to universal
representation, and as a gentleman who asserts, that people contends to be. equal in. power with the
“« No man can be free who has nota voice in framing greatest individual, he, too, in his.tary, is unjush in”
be much more
of Mr. Horne
In a letter to
of May, 1782,
first. motion in
in parliament,
on that motion,

those laws by which he is to be governed.

He who

is not represented has not this voice; therefore,
every man has an equal right to representation, or
to a share in the government.
His final conclusion

his

demands;

for

his burden, and contribution are

not equal.
cit
“ Hitherto, my Lord, Thave only argued against

the equality ; [shall now venture ta speak against
is, that every man has a right to an equal share in the universality of representation, or of a share
the government; for the terms amount to the s
representation.”
Upon which opinion Mr. Tooke
“Freedom and security ought surely to be 60081
makes the following remarks :—‘ Now, my Lord, I’

conceive the error to lie chiefly in the conclusion ; and universal; but, my Lord, I am not atall backof a/sofor there is very great differenee between having an ward to contend, that some of the members
equal right to a share, and aaight to an equal share, ciety may be free and secure, without having ashare
An estate inay be devised by will amongst many in the government. . The. happiness, and freedom,
persons, in different proportions ; to one 5/., to ano- and security of the whole, may eyen be advanced by;
ther 500L, &c.; each person will have an equal the exclusion of some, not from நிறம் and securight,to his share, but not a right to an equal share,
rity, but from a share in the government.
“This principle is farther attempted to, be enforced. a My Lord, extreme misery, extreme dependence,
by an agsertion, that ‘the all of one man is as dear extreme ignorance, extreme selfistness, (I mean thal
to him,

as the all of another man is to that other,’

mistaken selfishness which excludes a/l public sense)»

But, my Lord, this maxim will not hold by any. all these are just. and proper causes of eee
means; for a small all isnot, for very good reasons, from a share in the government, as well as or ue
so dear as a great all. A small all may be lost and criminality, which is admitted to exclude ;-for thitl
easily regained; it may very often, and with great they all tend, and there they frequently finish.”
wisdom, he risked for the chance of a greater; it

—
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the universal’ tenor’of history boreu

testim
mene
as”

வ

people

hac

Meena

TO)

any share
in the

ment, in that proportion ath all ae
peaceable, prosperous, and i happy.

govern

goes
On: the | God

contrary, wherever monarchy, aristocracy, and,”

still more, oligarchy prevailed, in an equal de-

had those ‘countries been miserable, discontented, and poor. As the people of Eng-

Jand were anciently and ought of nght now to
be free—as freedom and frequency of election

goth Oct. 1704, her said maj

were parts of our constitution, and ’ prevailed a certain measure of government as. being. h
without inconvenience in ancient practice—and’
In upon, was pleased to say, “ I look’
as security for property, liberty, and life, de- ‘this good beginning to be a sure pledge’
of yout’)
pended solely in this country on-a constitution- affections for my service, and for our common’)
ally constituted House of Commons, partakin;
interest ?? and, 9th, Ina speech’ delivered ‘on
the interests, sympathizing in the feelings, an ‘the 9th April, 1713, her said majesty was வ]

by

the

kings

of this: realm

ன

ட

only

King Charles I., and King James II.) from. the
accession of King JamesI., down to the present
reign, both inclusive; and that im particular,
1st, In’a speech delivered by King James‘I., on
the oth of Nov. 1605, hismajesty after speakin;
of the **-weal”? of the king of this country, an
the weal of the country itself, was pleased to

isth' January, 1792, his majesty King
ட்
‘II: was pleased to say, out safety is mutualyo
interests are inseparable+” and, 11th, On the”

King George’ \ ¢

inseparable :”> and, 12th, On the 17th October,”
1754, his said majesty King George I
pleased to say, “* the interest of me and my peo»,

\ple is alavays the same,” and therefore he adds;

“© in this common interest Tet us all unite 2” 0s,
isth, In aspeech delivered On the’)
after spe:
1772, his present ay

oie
val:

ranks 1 his faithful subjects, was’ pk
1 ஷூ * let it be your constant care to

|
ய்

them that I consider their interests as i
rably connected with my own ;?’ and, 14th, A
the 10th June, 1791, 08
add, “ ahose weals cannot be separated :”’ and, a speech delivered on
2d, In a speech delivered on the 14th February, present Majesty after the gracious. assuraiice®
த்
these words, ‘viz. “my
1670, his majesty King Charles II., after speak- expressed in
ing of a supply which was then demanded by endeavours ‘will be directed to the ‘pur: uit of 4
i
him, was ன் to say, ‘consider this seri- such measures as may appear to me best
ously and speedily; it is yours and the king- lated to promote the interests and haj ines ts
interest as well as mine 2’ and, 3d, Ina

speech delivered on the 18th June, 1678, his
said majesty

ace

Il. after declaring his

intention to open his heart freely to his parliament, on some points declared by him to be
such as “nearest concern,” says he, “ both you
and me,’” was pleased to add, “and I hope
you will consider them so, because I am’ sure
our interests ought not to be divided ; and forme

a,

my people,” was pleased to add, * which

inseparable from my own.”
ஃ
2. That on any occasion upon |

community of interést fails to be entire
terest of the few, or of the one,

way to the interest of the many}

—

truth se டம் உ

8
es from the throne by
from
realm,
ண of every family from

௪.

dom’s

ought

to

es

and that ‘ta

the’

ere

டி

if

the ea a

they never. shall’:”? and, 4th, In a speech delivered on the 21st March, 1681, his said ma-

King James I. down to'thepresent: re!
inclusive; and that in particular, ist,

is as much my interest, and it shall be as much
my care as yours to preserve the liberty of the
on
subject: and, 5th, In a’ speech: delivered

declare, “ whenI have done all. that I can
“Yam! ean!
you, I do nothing’ bit'that) which

jesty King Charles IT. was pleased to say, * it

the 4th ‘Nov. 1692; his majesty King

William

Til., speaking to ‘his parliament, and through
his parliament to his’ people, was pleased ‘to
say, “I am sure’I can have no interest but what’
for T/have'no aim’ but to
is yours; adding,
make you a -happy’ people:’” and, 6th, In an
answer given to an address of this house on the

delivered'on the 19th March, 1603; age
to acknowledge :
King James I., was pleased

i

to God for the COP,
to do, and-am accountable

trary; for’I do acknowledgé that fle
difference that 18
land greatest pointiof
ary னி ‘king afid an usurping Sere

that whereas ‘the proud! and ‘ambitious
'doth’ think his kingdont and 3 rope a
dained for eatisfa

So

aaa

f

Det

spec

பதக்க.
ree

Oe

16th April; 1784, his‘said majesty.

II., speaking of
sovereign ard “subject,” was”
pleased''to’ say, “their interest #1 mutual an

Hore

of interest be-

the®

ere

to, a community.

tween
governors and governed; and ‘that the
truth ot ihe principle has been unequivocally
recognized in speeches delivered from the throne

their!

ill ends ?? and, 10th, In a speech deliv

Re

in proportion

attain

eae

refuted, either as mistaken in principle or

mischievous in practice.—The hon, baronet then
moyed the following resolutions.
1. That no adequate security for good government can have place, but by means of; and

separating
our interests will never

Ll

he trusted
that the resolutions which embodied
those ee
would not be rejected without

being

ர்

i would make ர் a
பம் the wishes-of the people, ed to say, Ro * those who

faithfully.

d prospe~
whole people as ‘one body and mass, |
5... for the body, and |e
for the head,
so must a. righteous
imself to. be ordained for his people,

‘people
for him: and 2d, In a speech | tive

9

the powers
so

‘on the sd December, 1697, his ma-| by them-are constitutionally exercised. —

ing

William IIL, was pleased
to say,|

5. That it is only in so far as the members

பவம்
rmostdeliahtJe’si affection
மரம் உன ‘time
[எர்த்removeable
மணன்
வனை, வா் மண்னை
the proofs of my
by. the free suffrages of‘the

people, that there can be-any adequate assur-

prince can desire; and I take thi

a

SSS

fp give, them the most solemn assurance,
ance, that the acts.done by them, Fe in confor- .
never had, so I never will nor can have any | | mity to the sense-and wishes of the peoples’.
interest separate from theirs :” and 3d, On the: and, therefore, that they can'in trath, and with-aist Noy, 1747, his majestyKing GeorgeI. out abuse of words, be styled; or declared to be
‘
:
ட்ட
representatives of the peoples:
speaking of certain endeavours, aoe
t of this:house can, otherno member
an.,occasion.
then -mentioned, was pleased to . | 6. Tha

ous
sayy ff It, vane interest that my endeayours ‘wise than-by a notori
fiction, be
styled
people,
it is your interest, and there- presentative of any part of the
should take e!
iv
i
‘such
of
dr

a.re-./

than of the part compose

foreI think. it mines” and, .4th, On the 156

January, 1780,,his majesty. King George I. as have or might have voted on his election.
was pleased to say,.‘ I desire that the affections| And that, bythe general-appellation of repre-of,my people may be the. strength of my go- sentatives of the people, is, and ought to be unvernment, as their interest has always been the. | derstood, representatives of the whole body of:
>
rileof my actions and. the object of my, wishess” the people.
and, 5th,. Qn the sd April, 1744, his. said ma- . |. That the sense-of the whole body a the
by

எனவவ

jesty King George II. was pleased
to say, ‘1
hay
‘interest at heart but yours ;” and thereadd, “and in that common interest let |
ite :”?.gnd, 6th, On the 25th June, 1751, |
180

fore to

hig .sa

people cannot be adequately ‘conformed to,
க் in so-far as the
their represeatatives,
suffrage of each person in the choice of his rehas a force-and effect, as equal as
presentative

of every other
‘majesty King George II. was pleased ‘may be, to that of the suffrage.
equality of force and

such:
Lhave, nothing to desire of you but to person. And. that place,
except in so far’as in’
iness and interest: effect cannot haye:
sult your oun.true hh
of each representative,: the number of
case
the
oy.
1763;
his
present
15th
the
and, ‘7th; On
persons possessing the right of voting on his.
Majesty was pleased to says “as the Heat
dite,
election, is (as far as local circumstances will
of
objects
sole
the
are
people
d prosperity of my
of every other.the same-as in the case
permit)
you
that
*y-care, 1 have ah ae -now
பவம் a repreof
occasion
the
on
That.
8.
ம் I pursue such measures as are conducive to
people, no man’s suffrage can
the
of
sentative
:””
unanimity
and
despatch
with
ose objects
truth be said to be free, except in so far
and, sth, Onthe sth Noy. 1770, his present, with
the delivery of it, he stands unexposed to
asin
interest,
no
Ihave
“
majesty was pleased to, say,
|, or the fear of eventual
of eventual
hope
the
people”
my
"can have none, distinct from
the
evil to himself and his connexions, from

majesty
and, oth; -On the:gth. May, 1771, his objects
4
I have no other
d to say,
Wag,

on
power or influence of every other individual

20. 4
fe
in. the account of his suffrage.
can.have no other interest than to-reign’ thereof comtnecessity.
and
e
advantag
the
That
9.
and
;”
people
happy
of a free.and
and free suffrage, has been .re“the support of our excellent ‘prehensive equal
ON | to.
speeches from the throne; and»
divers
in
d
cognize
Constitution. is pur; common duty, and interest a
delivered on

a speech
in particular, 18, is Inmajesty
and, "toch, On the 24th.March,. 1784, his ma- that sth
James Ly
April, 1634, his’ I'desire King
to. meet with:
ம் the powers entrusted to him| the

நவன

plese
een
: object but to

to, say, “1.can have no
end
ன

employ them forthe

iog:g, but thatrwe:
an younothnothin
rem when eeI might ask
” was pleased to

freely,’
my Paks confer together
ut,of every corner
r.o
hea
may
I
and
«
nd)
of subjects 5
my
int
pla
kingdom; the com
d der the government of this coun- my
deliver you eh yadyice: and |
l
wil
TY»:00 such. community.
of interest,
can have
hose | and we will consult only de
Pp ‘ace, but.in
ie
‘the.
the worlds :
§. the administration, of J
lic ,
| and this will-breed andthe contrary.amongst
vested, are subje
gst honest mens nthe. oth “March, 16305.
contador ebook of she representati (108 ட்
O tae ee ite
2” and,ed,
ds On
Ty alter,
hich. they. were ‘ged; the

go d

People auch representatxessoneaking
and act
ethe peoples
of
the séne
pg Jn conformitoty.

‘his said‘majesty King.James
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£.certain abuses.in the. shape!
of monopoly, of » not}

tee

knew not till discovered

rarliament, was-pleased.to add, ‘nor could:

well be discovered. otherwise inrepresentative. body,
from: all parts. of
the country

rega
i

1gth February, 1623; his s ad majesty
i
‘Kin ‘No inconvenience can be appreh:
James I,was, pleased
to say,: I hope to: G ‘election at the least taking place
shall clearly, see that, you are’ the. true repre- |and

ontinued’ practice in obedience the

aI
BIBI
அவல beta UIE

delivered on the 14th April, 1640, by the Lord: _, 18, That the sense of the people, considered]
Keeper, by the command. and in. the presence: as the standard to which the sense of the
of his majesty. King Charles. 1., his.said majesty ought to conform, is, not the sense entertain
was pleased to: say, “* By you as.a select choice by the people in. any past period of time,
and abstract, the qhole kingdom is presented to which: may have undergone subsequent c

his. majesty’s royal view; ail of you, not only- but on the contrary, is the sense of the ‘peo

the prelates, nobles, and grandees; but in your
persons: that. are- of the house of commons,
every One, even the meanest of. his majesty’s
subjects are
graciously allowed to participate.
and share in fe honour of those counsels, that:
concern the great and: weighty affairs of the
king and kingdom: you come all armed: with

taken in its freshest state; and that this uth

has been repeatedly recognized in speech
livered from: the. throne, by his late. m:

King George Il., and by hig present majesty}
and particularly, ist, Ina speech delivered0»

the 21st April,.1741,,his said:late majesty, after

ER

sentative body of my, subjects:; therefore:be-you:

true. glasses, and. mirrors of their faces, and be the
|'
principle ofat least annual elections
sure you yield the true reflections, and, represen+ formable to theancient laws and practic
tations. you ought to,do; and’this doing, I hope: realm; it is therefore expedient th
ou. shal
not only.find the- blessing of God, but: should be enabled to. remoye their rep
shall also, by these actions, procure the thanks tives, and, if ‘Recessary; repair the misfortun 6.
and love of my whole people, for being such; having madean- improper choice, at least 0
true and faithful glasses :”” and,,4th,,In
a speech. in.every years.
‘

to say, “1 do with entire confidence rely on: people, in which I haye-so intire a confid
the good disposition of my faithful subjects, in; that, it is with: great. satisfaction I see this opthe choice of their representatives: ட் I make portunity put into their hands of pure me,

no doubt but that they will thereby demonstrate fresh proofs of it, in the choice of their replt
the: sincerity. of their assurances, which have: ‘sentatives: and, 2d, On the 129th of Novem!
been so, cordially and universally giyen me in 1747, his,late, majesty was pleased to say, “ Ont
the Joyal, affectionate, and unanimous addresses of my principal views in calling this patliam
of my people,”
was, thatiI: might receive the most clear aid
10., That. the sense. of the people. car never: ‘certain information of the sense of my peoples
ட்ட
a ட் Te
be truly represented and conformed. to, by their: and, sd, On the
representatives, otherwise than in so far.as those sent majesty was pleased to say, “I am g!
of receiving the truest
1:
representatives are dependent upon: the wishes) Haye ட்
of their constituents: for, their. continuance in: formation of the sense of my peoble bya On
their situation as: representatives,
such wishes choice oftheir representatives.:”” and, AB ட
of the constituents being expressed.
by their suf- the sth November, 1768, his: majesty was Pit

frages freely delivered as above..
11., That though to

greatest, perfection of

ed to say, “The opportunity which

give this dependence the: general election gives me of knowing from

which, without regard) to.| representatives, in parliament, the: mei

eH

x

ர ்

other objects,
it might-be: susceptible, would re- | diate sense. of my people,.makes me
quire that at all,times it shouldbe in the. power 80227 and, sth, On the 1st November, neon

to say, “It is with m
of every electoral body to remove:its represen: majesty, was pleased
tativesin the same manner thatit isin the power, than ordinary satisfaction: that I meet 1
of eyery indiyidual, who hasigrantedito: another, parliament at atime when the /ate ©

a,power.
of attorney, to revoke: the: same; yet: may afford me an opportunity of rece!
forasmuch,as in such a state of things, the peo- | most certain information of the dis
ple, instead of deputing representatives
to. ma-. the wishes of my people,to which 1 a
nage their public concerns, would. be in their:
own persons engaged 10 the superintendence or

inclined to pay the utmost. ae

த

gard:’? and,.6th, On. the. 24th ie Pe cone
கிறத
management thereof, to the prejudice of the: bu- after mentioning the then situation 07
‘che coun’
siness of private life; hence it: becomes neces- try,:his, majesty was pleased oe
and to tie ©
sary that. Be same> power: ofiremoval should| duty Lowe to the: constitution

பயப்

்

en

and, 5th, In a speech delivered on the 19th add, “ there is not any thing that J set so
March, 1761, his present majesty was pleased: ‘a value upon 89 the love and ‘affection.

mete

saying, “ I will accordingly give the neces
the; yotes and suffrages of the eyhole nation :? orders for a new. parliament,” was please

ம்

hare had 0

stad

பணக் ப

patie ara

presented’ i
end, this house does hereby declare
I. That it is expedient and’

to a participation in’ the” weave

G5 a

கன்றை உற
hc ale
of
and of sound mind, ae a
a deter-

்

100
ட

minate time antecedent to’ th wes of election,

i

have been resident €éither as householders or in- acts were contraty 17011
to iaee
tates, within the district or place in which they | li
5
Bue
ee
poe
aah
are

ட

called upon to vote.
of the Jandholders
etd 4
If. That the territory of Great Britain’ and to those members ‘who’resent—
Ireland taken together, ought
to be divided into merce, and ask hie? whi 6
=
658 election’ districts, ‘as nearly equal to’ each legislative body
had not been waht ;
other’ in population as consistently with local
in the’ country
ரி 12 10 வி!
Convenience they may be;' and, that each such
the late eae conlda
election district ought to return one representa- fore
a property in the cou
h
tive, and no more:
pendent’
ஸ் அகப்
கற்ன்
Til. ‘That for the prevention ச unnecessary which they’ could’ neither’ compreher
> vexation,

and expense,

as well

as

fraud, violence, disorder, ‘and aoe eae
the election iin each district, ought to be begui

and ended
on the same day,aவல்ல

of! sist.

“The resolutions now propo
i
would ‘yet ‘sayé the fie. One of
happiness of the people.
One of ihe

day aah he men who had’ ever sat in that house,

to be the same for all the distri icts; and
for this purpose, ‘not only the “proof of ttl,
‘but also every operation re
ig more time |
than is necessary for the ident of the'vote, |
ought to be accomplished on some day or
days, antecedent to the (ஸ் of ‘election, “and |

Chatham, the father of Mr. Pitt, had’s
if that house were not reformed ftom’
would be reformed with a vengeance
out. - It had not been’ ‘reformed |
and he now oe
ae
it never would be reformed-

tricts, for the reception of votes,in such’ number adopted to soften’ the wer log
and situations as local convenience maey require. { vailed’in the country ; “unlless some t
௫. That for securing the freedom of election | taken'to restore security and t
‘the ணட voting ought to be by ballot*.
| people,
sntlemen posites
VI- ‘That ‘for more’ effectually securing the bight be quite
பக
தகர says,
that, “by theJex tabellaria, intro- proposed by an oe மாவு? அண்டி
ஸ் bb
duced at a iatemenod efile
blic, and equivalent | 340.) says,. ye that a new, method, .of as

to what we call election by ballot, a skulking shelter | abolished the influence of fear and;shame,,
the
was provided for corrupt transactions, over which } and interest; and dhe abuse. of Sreedom-accelera 8.

the sense of shame ee ‘haye no check; and he Progress of anarchy, and de
de potism.””

asserts, that, in tio instance: was’ thifs mneéastire ever

|”

.

இக

~ IV. That for the more effectual securing | justice, and praying” for reform,
the attainment of the above objects, the election| taken into serious considerati \
districts ‘ought to be’ subdivided into sub-dis- | firm’ persuasion, that’nnless, some 7

௨.௨ பண)

be plate ne vote should ‘be the same for | appealed to’ all’ the members
every elector, and so simple as not to be subject ‘who were only 100, whether any ‘pi then
to dispute.
| the people complaining of oppres:

ன

acomes

oe any ee
member
of ae
‘tha
eto any ay tie
Ete apo te many quests
en
yy

60

‘of

~ shewn his

session. ‘Mr. Windham had | 4

opinion of such compositions,
when

Be ereeteanee
‘eT yerily believe that'that

gentleman,”
much
could

ad Kine a)speech
jon: |
ல கம்ஸ!je? His “hon
oe étidéavoured'to° ¢hew ‘that’ annual |

parliaments “and universal “sufftage ‘were’ the

_ ancient law of

parliament. “But even if he had

wed this, still'the return
to theiii now
mig
“one of the nee
கன் which
could enter into the brains of a ‘projector. Sup:

vrettirn to annual ‘new

they-ev r existed;
‘and, ‘after
te
an

, that although
the ‘prac

ஹிறய்விஏ,
16 ஏலி 00 66 1௨0 ஊம் மல

pose he should move, ‘that they should return nothing to மாம்

‘to'the savage state;'which'
wis sll more-ancient:
‘Suppose he should move a return’'td ‘domestic
slavery, to villainage, to that state in which two

patliz
த

n

sitting: more than

n

86 ‘disposed.— But,
universal suffra;

thirds, if not
one half, of the peoples were the mofe préssed for
slaves, the chattels of their several ‘owners.

and steril, as'were

This would have no novelty in -it, although it his hon. friend:
ments
ee
would be'contrary to sense and justice. But with respect: to
e ancient laws bey)
it would be as much sanctioned by ‘aiicient| Trot Jess to his purpose
in supp:
ch ote pant
a
practice as what some visionatiés*now contend- had quoted
க் F the | ae
ed-for. *His hon. friend had ‘always been fond fin
ம்
IV. “all
“are present
|

of quotit Magna Charta, but he was rather whe|
அ sal bitte விவர வலக
formunate in’
the ‘chapter from ‘which he’ had| மரவ
ப் a
made his quotation on this occasion. | ‘The first| others,” cotild
ன்னonly
பர்ஸை
அணிக
persons whatever.
is’ was 0 viel
சவணி
word was much to his purpose, but his triump
could be but very short-lived, for the secon
word was decidedly against his eo
Wullus |
tiber homeit was not nullus home, that would |
have been'to his purpose; but the second word, |
liber, proved; thatthe rights there:obtained
were |
limited to:a class of men who held: the ‘rest of |

ர|

the people
‘in ‘dotnestic slavery, If they went |
back to those pure times of the ‘consttition, |
when the monarchy

‘was in all its splendour,

respected abroad as it was united at home,.
having ‘recently, emerged, ‘by-the-by, from
seven-fold division—if they went back to thos

days when there “were ‘no rotten: borough

lectioris; ‘no circumscribed «se

no corrapt
frages,

no

long parliaments,

but

sometin

more than ‘two .of ‘them im one “yearn
of the ¢onstitution (unless
that golden:
it swas impaired

69 the period of Magna Ghaitd) it

tarchy

who

மற,

were rich enough

(Hear, fear.) He

only to ‘shew, that it was fio

3

Iya

ned.

1

was the opinion of Blackston ஈஸ்வர்
t, though wnfortunately mode”
respecequal
‘tlils least
க A
weight avith the”
had-at

யா் a
the «royal speeches quoted by his
nd. ர்கள் was right;for the courts feeட்

as. a maxim, that when‘in any

it down
there was a particular description fo a
retation should 10
only allowed to. ‘a genefal term, the interpterm,
oriin BOD:
but accord
; according to the getieral
‘tohave prop
HM tye
ar description
mentioned this ‘the previons
ன்
e
Lang
ori
the
to
went
thea
friend
reason for agree“2
ன்
ee
the
of
and
oath
ation
and éven detest- ‘coron
்
d the
innovation: and. because he there foun

in its progress from the Hep-

appeared, hat Tiberty was

‘holders who -

to an absurd, visionary,
‘ieagure, that it was not an
for a very ingenious man, a real

patriot,

சரளா
wtlgus, communitas, in Latin, and

A
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of voting were extended to the payers of direet1

taxes, or to householders only, or to the voters ஸ்
ositions, of |
proposed by Mr, Grey in 1797, a line would be perceptions, and whi
101
drawn.and a distinction made; but the hon, pervert the benefits of an
educat
baronet.seemed to think that no line should be | extended to them, and like many'ther
drawn, as it would have anappearance
of incon- to judge tashly on matters of which’
sistency.

But why, then, did the hon. baronet

little—could
not be declared ‘unfit for

exclude all persons under the age of 21 years? | tive franchise in the state of which th
If all persons—tradesmen, journeymen and la- every respect the ornament, and in one sense |

bourers—ought to vote, why notall infants also?

prop—he meant females. But, in favour

of the»

Many great things had been done by individuals political rights of the-other sex,
on
before they attained the age of 91. Many ex- hon. baronet, he had
to quote the» authority
cellent speeches had been delivered in that Mr. Bentham. When’he mentioned tha
house by minors. A noble friend of his (Lord: it was with the most sincere respect for his lo
Milton) made an admirable speech on the Slave useful, laborious, and disinterested life—a life “|
‘Trade before he had reached that age. Sir Isaac withdrawn from those pursuits
of power and’)
Newton had before that period ao his life per- gain, in which he must have succeeded, and:
formed wonders in mathematics; and Mr. Fox spent in the most. important. researches with’
himself had in that house signalized his powers which the human. intellect ‘could: 66 busied:"|
—powers not falling into sudden decay, as too Without, however, suspecting him of defective!”
often happened after a premature disclosure, but judgment or information, he might be allowed
sustaining by their ripeness all the brilliant .pro- to say, that his mind was extremely speculative, a
miise of their first expansion—before he arrived and: that his knowledge was rather of books!
at the age of 21. He might produce from the than of men. He might repeat, as” his own|!
military and naval services the most shining ex- sentiment, the observation of the hon. member’
amples of yalour and devotion afforded at an for Arundel, in the last session—an hon. mem- ©
early stage of the professional career; but the ber (Sir S. Romilly) who respected Mr. Bent
cases which served to establish the truth of his tham as much as himself—that he was sorry he
observation were so various, that he felt himself

entitled to complain of the cruel injustice with
which the hon, baronet had treated the infants
of the nation. If they did not contribute their
property, they contributed their abilities and
their blood to the service of the state; and, as
he could not conceive that they ought to be deprived of the most sacred of all nghts, under
such circumstances, he must recommend these

interesting and interested persons to the hon.
baronet’s candid consideration. (A laugh.) By
limiting the right of suffrage to persons above
the age of 21, an

enable

injustice would be

done to all the infants of the nation*.—It appeared, however, that his hon. friend would exviduals, whose wills

may

be supposed

independent,

more thoroughly upon a level with each, other.”
(Comm, yol. I. p. 171.) The same doctrine has
been uniformly maintained by Mr. Fox, Mr. Burke,
Sir W. Jones, aud other illustrions characters.
* According to the doctrine that every individual
should have a.share in making those laws which he
is bound to obey, children of the age of 14 years
ought to have a vote

at elections; for, at that age,

they may be capitally punishéd for any capital offence,
Nay, at a much earlier age, an infant, if he
can discern between good and evil, may be convicted

of an offence and undergo judgment and execution
of death. Mr. Justice Foster gives us a recent in-

had published his work on ‘parliamentary 1é-"”
ஸ்
form. (See Vol. I.:p. 1217.) But, Mr.Ben
whether right or

wrong, was

at least a m

sturdy and consistent reformer than the”
baronet, for he was at once for letting in’

women

to the

he “tossed

elective franchise;

away’ every scale, he overstepped: every limite
and fairly proclaimed, * let in all men; Tet in all”
women.” (A laugh.) He did not even sanction the exception which the hon. baronet seem= _
ed inclined to admit with ‘respect to personsof
an unsound mind.—On the contrary, he was)
patron of the ballot, and his doctrine was,
all who could ballot might enjoy the electi
franchise. ‘The moment a person ofeither sex.
had strength enough to drop a pellet into a boxy
sufra AO
he was qualified to partake of universal

He agreed, indeed, that idiots and lunatics might"
not be of much use on such occasions, but
had such an invincible objection to lines’ of‘eve!

description, that he could not admit of

although drawn at the gates
of Bedlam:
them all yote, therefore,”” said he,

will do no harm.” (A laugh.) It
cessary for him to, controyert

(Poster, 72.)

years old, who,

At 14, however,

haying

been

as visionary,

doctrines of th

without being ‘consistent.

an infant is at years

of diseretiony and-may make his testament of his personal estate.
Why, then, should not all the children
பட
age in the kingdom enjoy the elective fran(111867

saying

of the

ter meeting

late Mr.

already all

ae

r

hon rt oe (so, well known was: tt|

ay

itt

he gt
i ;

nature, but. they. were. certainly, consistent W!
did. not think himeelt
each other, ப டட
charitable in. saying, that some of the pring PT
promulgated in that house to-night were’) Se

hear.)—He had omitted to mentio
guilty of murder, was held a proper subject for capiof Mr, Fox on thi
tal punishment, by the opinion of all the judges. to the authority
stance of a boy of 10

be”

12 1
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reformer, and thought some good’ might) be at-

tained by prudent measures, which could nat be
expected from one which excited so much opposition, as that now before the house.
Mr. €anning observed, that although: he differed in some points from the. hon. and learned
gentleman, he felt much gratified at finding so.
powerful an ally in general principles of the first
importance in this question.
-He wished -to:
know when it was that parliament was differently constructed, or acted more effectually for
the benefit of the whole community. What
order of men was there now which was. not

|:
|:

a tangible shape ; for now that
the
produced, a judgment could be formed

them, and they wouno
longer
peck
ld.
conjecture. Some peril might certainly: arg
from the dissemination of these doce
world would have an opportunity o:

and judging of their merits. ~The cor

as-established might receive a slight
its effects would be only temporary, fo
virtually represented, and whose interests were sound heads and warm: hearts would
ni
not defended when brought in question, with long in: deciding whether the existing con
as much skill and ability in that house, as tion or that proposed ought to be preferred.
could be collected by any form of election?

If

his own pait, he was willing to rest'satisfied unde

measures of government, he answered, that

go-

sufficient to secure internal tranquillity andex-

For

- the hon. baronet meant that the will of the peo- the shelter of the constitution as establisheda
ple had not a sufficiently direct operation on the the Revolution, which had been found hitherto
yernment was not a matter of will, and that
it was made for the purpose of restraining|
will, in whatever member of the state it might
“inhere. He was grateful to the hon. baronet for
having fairly stated his views; he apprehended
no danger fron the disclosure of any specific
~ plan; that danger could only arise from vague
declamations,

and

he would not move that a direct negatibe
ve put
}upon the resolutions, but that the house should
proceed to the other orders of the day.
Mr. Lamb

supported

the amendment. He

contended, that universal suffrage never existed

idle references to periods of in this country; there was no ‘more evidenceof
all males ever having voted, than of all females,

history which afforded no points of comparison
with the state of things in more modern times.
Tt was said’ that the people were not fully represented; and if this only meant that the
whole force and authority of the nation was
not vested in and exercised by that house, he
admitted
tify it.

ternal glory... The hon. baronet had acted quite)
openly and fairly by the house, and, in courtesy,

the fact, and trusted he could jusThe constitution was a. monarchy,

In the counties,

the right of voting was con

fined to freeholders, and, im the boroughs, it be

longed to the particular description of persons
designated in the charters. As to.annual p
ments, he was of opinion, that parliaments,
al-

nually holden, never were in practice in the con-

stitution of this country. “He admitted that, by
controlled by two houses of parliament; but if virtue of the statute 4 Edward III. c. 14, they
every 4000 men in the country had a delegate or ought to have been so; but that statute was soo!
minister acting under their immediate control disregarded. But, with respect to parliaments
in the

House of Commons,

what room would

annually chosen,

he contended,

vain. ‘These were not the deductions of mere
theory, but were proved to demonstration by

the Revolution,

believe

year 1648, when the Commons yoted the House

fered themselves to be misled on this
su

tution that. Were afterwards introduced,

of government might

that they wel

there be for any other power in the state? never dreamt of in those days
; nor did those
Against the national will thus exercised all re- who lived in the reign of Charles I, who
sistance by the Crown or the Lords would be framed the Triennial’ Act, nor our ancestoras
that the people were

entitled to annual elections¥.—He lamented that
that portion of our own eyentful history, the so large a portion of the community ha
what strug-

gles did it occasion, and whata load of prejudices
was it necessary to clear away ?——Eyery Revolution
must be
consider

ina
how

degree imperfect; and if we do but
much discussion the most reasonable

proposals for new laws @ccasion, even at the present
day, in parliament, we sfall cease to wonder that
more was not effected at the Revolution. Amidst
the contest of parties, and where prejudices and passions of all kinds were on tip-toe, it may safely be
pronounced, that it was utterly impossible to do more

yi
be settled as preliminaries}

பி
fore they should proceed to the nomination of
person, that their security might be complete, we
|"
how little was done at this auspicious moment>
the supposed omission in the Bill of Rights, sup
plied?

~By no means.”

* Tt is remarkable,

வ

however, that the Dee,

MoxmourH, when he rose in 1689 Peat a
ney
James, professed his intention, amongst ote

“ to have'a parliament annually ehosen and

ம the

not prorogued, dissolved, or ‘discontinued wi! ae
for the people than was then done; to have attempt- year, before petitions be first answered and grievant
pul
(See Declaration of James
ed more would have hazarded the accomplishment of redressed ;”
the Revolution.”—‘* When in a subsequent year, Monmouth, &c.) a strong proof this of the ae it
1700, the Act of Settlement was brought forward, opinion in these matters at that period. The ¢ iy es
is
another opportunity was afforded for amending the is true, does not say that the people we
constitution, and accordingly Mr. Harley, (after- entitled to those parliaments;
wards Earl of Oxford) moved, that some conditions

ல

க்...

|e rd

கவனம் el
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en a ue

சண்டை
செல்மா கோ
ம் வை பரம ம procedng height hn eo
மன் of
being accused of “ elaborate blun-| tleman, the open and avowed enemy of reform,
y. and. practh

ene constitution, -Theve-| and

the majority

of

the.

SEM

hp:

eS

ders,”. had published a letter to prove. that| nothing could be more disingenuous and unfair,

Prynne was an advocate
for annual parli

than the course pursued by the les

gentle-

_ and, to establish
that fact, he had cited the title |man (Mr. Brougham), the professed
of Prynne’s book on Parliamentary. Writs, Bre-| reform, whose eloquence might i friend of
via Parliamentaria Rediviva, as signifying— amusing, but was certainly very far from’
_ § Short Parliaments Revived.’* (Loud,
|: convincing. His speech was a sort of salma«He

had no doubt that the hon. baronet

Sundi of sarcasm, panegyric, and verbosity, of

lieved that his scheme of universal suffrage was | exaggeration and misrepresentation, in which
_practicable, and that it would be for the ad-| the words were more abundant than the ideas,
vantage of the country; but, for his own part, | the irony more conspicuous than the argument,
he considered
it to be no Jess absurd in theory, Tt was a great mistake in the learned gentleman,
than it would be dangerous and fatal in prac- to suppose that he (Sir F.) hadeverbeen othertice.

4

wise than a-defender of the principle of the

_Mr. W. Smith said, he was a decided enemy to. most extended suffrage. It was true, that he
_ the plan of reform proposed, but he vindicated had proposed and defended a more limited sufthe intentions of the radical reformers, whom.
he believed to be conscientious and honest men. |
He observed, that. the reasoning of the right
hon.
gentleman (Mr. Canning) would haye precladed all reform, moral, religious, or பப்
and referred to the petition presented by Mr.
Grey in 1792, as indisputably proving the necessity of areform.

He was glad that this subject

had been again brought forward, because every
mew discussion was One more step to the attainment of reform; not, indeed, the reform pro» posed by the hon. baronet, but rational and discreet reform.
‘

frage
than he now offered to the consideration
of the house. Convinced as he was, that a prin-

ciple unyielding and unbending, that would hear
no reason, or take into account the feelings of
others, became thereby impracticable, however

correct in argument, he .had always been
willing, as he still was, to stop short of the ut-

most extent to which the principle might be carried, but he was no new convert to the trath of

the principle itself. The learned gentleman had
great pains to misrepresent the in
also taken
ferences,

which

were drawn from the kings

speeches, which formed part of the resolutions

Sir Francis, Burdett, in reply, complimented then underconsideration. He had been either
the right honourable gentleman (Mr. Canning) so dull in apprehension, or so expert in mis-

upon the openness and candour with which he statement, as to infer that the kings’ speeches
The right hon. gentle- were employed as legal authorities; whereas
man had indeed been peculiarly unfortunate in த ்மனளய்- be more plain, than that they _
referring, for historical illustration, to. the early were introduced as confessions of a supposed
croceedings of the long parliament of Charles adverse party, not likely to make too great conThe
1, and seemed to haye forgotten, that the arbi- cessions to the principles maintained.
of
trary measures then adopted, were owing to the learned gentleman in disputing the sincerity
ane
abandonment of the system which was now re- speeches from the throne, had represented
as knaves or fools I
commended. If parliaments had then been an- kings. of England either
insincere, he would rebe
to
out
them
made
he
have
never
would
_@ual, the Long Parliament
themselves, but not
kings
the
on
discredit
flect
existed, nor perhaps would any of the unhappy
and Jee
they
which
principles
the
on
Consequences have resulted, which the
right
+ and the cm
hon.
gentleman, «equally with himself,
de- thought it their interest to avow
that it was ம்
aware
be
to
ought
5 placed, However, the course taken by the ed gentleman
and not the sincerity (2
night hon, gentleman was fair and open 5 he said truth of the principles,
that no.-evil existed, and of course no remedy
ம
ntleman hat
had met the question.

te Kes hh

and they might have been better suited to the state

ள்

ப

Ea

க் Nullus liber homo”

in

aoe

இட a oF
country at that time, than they would be at Charta, ahd hadwas
i
there,டுthe டக
jiber””
that to hav
and
Present.—This nobleman took up arms professedly in word {J in
question;
this
and
" Support of the religion and liberties of bis country,
ee arguments the words ought
his cause and pretensions were nearly equal to those pinata
to have been “ nullus homo2?. In fact to டப்
efforts
successless
his
but
Orange;
of
of the Prince
vil+ since at this time there. were no
Were paid for by his life, and a sanguinary persecunot vengentleman would Tiber
tion of his adherents.
‘
3 har
eins,iaani .d the learned
any man gee
ie
is addressed Lord Halla ப்
oe This letter
gentleman appeare:
i vorantJearned
with being ignorant of the authors who. tre
ஆ
mo.” Bese
what the state of
lenage
Lordship,
His
Prynne.
as
ce
of dicen
much
was
the
accused
yillein
before
had
The
parliament,
in
in his place
ee this country.
writer of «* elaborate blunders”

- learned gentleman seemed to imagine; he was

po

ete th
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nearer to the state of “ Jiber homo” than the important of all

ham,s the lea tedneas
of Bentte—hi
teres

disin
he coy
intitled to the protection of law; he had his ar-, dispu
ticle in Magna Charta; and nothing could be —his benevolence he could not |
sent copyholder was his successor; and between
the property of a copyholder and that of a freeholder, there was little more than a technical
difference. But, be this as it might, the leaned
gentleman

would

not contend,

that at present

fou

niet ol

and his unremiti

the condition of a West Indian slave; the pre- respect, and not to

conyiction of sucha mind,

tigation, overcoming preconc
could not be represented as th
and visionary speculation: and
honest adherents of the cause of

ees

more idle than to represent him’ to have been in

பய்

there were any persons in the state of villenage; be well contented to rest the que
and therefore, if in ancient times every man, foundations, broad and deep, upon whi
not a villein, was intitled to suffrage, it was not tham had placed it. The learned ge:
too much to say that every man now was. The therefore, unless he found himself comp
* learned gentleman in his new zeal for Whiggism least to attempt to answer the reasons of Ber
had bestowed great praise upon the Revolution. tham, ought, for his own sake, to be more cau. |
He forgot, that all that was obtained at the Revo- tious how he endeavoured to misrepresent those |
lution was a declaration, which had proved alto- reasons, or to effect, by mis-statement, what|
gether as inefficient as Magna Charta, and the he was unable to accomplish by argument. .
subsequent act, for better securing the rights and ‘was in yain to reason with the hon. gentleman
liberties of the subject. The Act of Settlement ‘who spoke last but one (Mr. Lamb,) as his imahad provided, that England should be engaged in gination seemed. to conjure up dangers’ as unno war for foreign dominions; that all
ம் substantial as those of children frightened at
properly cognizable in the Privy Council, should their own ideas of ghosts and hobgoblins; but
be transacted there, and that all resolutions taken as to the statement which the hon. gentleman
thereupon, should be signed by the persons who had made, that parliaments had never been
consented to the same—that no foreigner should nually elected and held, it was altogether eri
hold an office civil or military—and that no neous, it being a fact proved by writs, returns
placeman or pensioner should have a seat in and records, still extant, that parliaments were
this house. In spite of all this, we were now elected and held annually, or more eae
ol
loaded with hundreds of millions of debt, in- from the 22d year of Edward I., to the time
curred in contending not only for the foreign the civil wars between the houses of York and i
dominions of the king, but for the dominions of Lancaster, with few exceptions, which might
foreign kings—the business which was cogniza- nerally-be accounted for from temporary circu!
ble, and ought to be transacted in the Privy stances, Notwithstanding occasional proroga- \
Council, which the constitution had provided tions (which indeed were not denied, and. did: not
for the security of the subject, was carried on affect the question)no parliament lasted so long as
covertly and irresponsibly by a junto, in an un- a year, till the 23d year of Henry VI; it was not
ர
constitutional new-fangled cabinet, made on the unusual to have two or three new parliament
model first framed by the atrocious contrivers of one and the same year, and there were insta
the sanguinary scenes of St. Bartholomew’s day of a still greater number ; and, therefore,
in France—Germans had had the command of vote of this night depended on the fact of 2
English districts—and the House of Commons nual or more frequent parliaments having eyet
was notoriously crowded with placemen and been the practice of the English government
' pensioners. Tn short, all the wholesome pro- he should rest perfectly satisfied, and be con
visions which had been made for the protec- fident of obtaining the yote by that criteon.
tion of the people, had been violated, set at ‘The hon. gentleman, whilst he arrogated to
naught, and buried in the corruption of a House himself superior knowledge: of , history, ha
of Commons, neglecting the voice, and not only. shewn how little he was acquainted wi
regarding the interests of the people. — The it, and, whilst he betrayed his little acquaintance
learned gentleman, whilst he professed him- with a subject so material.to_the questiot,
self, friendly to reform, had, at the same time, had attempted to undervalue the labours of ட்
attempted

to render

ridiculous the ablest ad-

vocate which reform had ever found—the illustrious and unrivalled’ Bentham.
It was in
vain, however, for the learned gentleman to
attempt, by stale jokes and misapplied sarcasm,
to undervalue the efforts of a mind the most
comprehensive,

informed,

accurate, acute, and

philosophical, that had perhaps in any time or
in any country been applied to the subject of
legislation, and which, fortunately for mankind,

had been brought to bear upon reform, the most

(Sir Fs) worthy friend, Major Cartwrights. bs
cause, forsooth, he had misconstrued three'wordl

of law Latin—a language which the worthy
major,

having

been bred to

the

ரன் a

never pretended to haye learned; and whic’
ட்ட
(whether he knew it or not) was quite
rial to the question. In fact, however» this ae

parent disparagement was a compliment i wel

the major by the hon. gentleman, who | ர்க்
his.eagerness to cayil at,a.trifle, the ற
தி
thor
guments not being, easily controverted,,

:
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and_1807,
the number of persons convicted

amounted to 9,865.

In 1815, 1816, and 1817,"

the numb: er of that class was, 19,736... This was | * ‘

a most appalling statement, and one which he’
was confident their lordships would agree with |

him could not be allowed to remain on-record,|
without parliament) or. go

an inquiry into the meansof applyin;
to so dangerous aneyil. The

ituti

Howard was the first
who introduced.a.
y.| the classification
of prisoners:accordin

statement was of | offences.

.A prison: was built on his

a nature which other governments might have | Bedfordshire,
and other counties soon followed:
thought. right to. conceal, but it was, happily, the example, with more or less success. “Still;
the policy of this, country to submit to the mone however, the public prisons were in.
les |
every thing connected with its situation. . In|

lorable state.

In calling the-attention of their:

consequence
of this policy, eyils soon became| Nowlin to the situation
of these places of con- |
the subject of serious consideration, and re- finement,it would be sufficient
to refer them-to!

medies were applied before they became incura-| the statements
in some excellent works onthe: |
ble. In the meantime, it was not to:any remote subject lately published, and, im particular,
to)
speculation on the cause of this evil, that he the works ae Mr, Neild and: Mr. Buxton,
. In. |
meant to direct the attention of the house. the former they would find an account of they,
. Whether it were to the late war, and the poverty prison-of Bristol, which merited their conside-.
and distress which followed it—to-the increase ration. But it-was not merely:
to the state-of!
of population,.as some asserted—to the paper- ‘the gaols in distant towns, or the provinces, that
currency, as was maintained by others—or to their lordships would see reason to direct their
all those causes combined, were questions which inquiries; they would learn that practices, whic
he should not then discuss. Whatever might were the very reverse of what was calculated
to.
be the remote cause of the progressive increase promote reform, were continued in the gaols
of crimes, the evil was one which could not be and about the metropolis. He wished their
indifferent to their lordships, and to which it lordships to read Mr, Buxton’s description of.
must be their desireto apply, as speedily as pos- the state of the Borough prison ; a-prison, whose
sible, a practical remedy. As>to the more im- jurisdiction, as he observed, extended over five !
mediate causes, it appeared from the statement parishes.
“On. entrance, you come to ther!
to which he had referred, that a very: obvious male-felons’ ward and yard, in which are bothy
one was to be found in the present state of the the tried and the untried—those in chains, and:
prisons, in which persons charged with all kinds those without them—boys and men—persons:
and degrees of offences were indiscriminately: for petty offences, and for the .most atrocious:
huddled together.
In some country prisons felonies—tor simple assault—for being disor
persons charged with robbery and every
de- derly—for small thefts—for issuing bad notes"
scription of felony, with manslaughter, offences for forgery, and for robbery,
The were %
against the game laws, against the laws for pro- ployed in some kind of gaming, an they sat re
tecting the woollen and cotton manufactures, they had nothing else to do.”.. After this com=
profane swearing, breach of contract, assault, mencement, it could not surprise their lordships”
&c. were confined in such_a. manner, that they to find the author concluding his account
of the
must necessarily communicate togethers. The Borough Compter with this “observation ‘=
oe variety of offences to which he had re- “ The gaoler told me, that in an experience
erred, was in consequence of the state of society nine years he had never known an instance 0»
ற
in a wealthy and highly civilized country, and reformation ; he thought the prisoners
that variety of offences had been provided worse ; and he was sure, if you took the aa :
bf ம்
_ against by a gradation of punishments.» But boy you met with in the streets and plac
the effect of this state of things was, that accord

in

his prison, by the end of the month he wo! he j

Tn what a state of degradation must they under
the present system ‘return to the duties, or, he

fluence and exertions; produced in:a 8) ee

“2.
ing to the present state of gaols a great multi- be as bad as the rest.” This description,
tude of persons, whose degrees of criminality was afraid, would answer but with too ட ்
were very different, must, be confined in the truth to many other prisons of the ms i
same place, with all the facilities of a commu- To the principal prison it was impossible, fr ல
டு
nication which could not fail to be attended with the manner in which it was constantly cro
சபி
pernicious results. It appeared, from the infor- to apply any general system of re
to place several ன்
mation now before their lordships, that a popu- ‘There it was necessary
lation amounting: to no less than 14,000 persons in the same cell, and persons guilty © ia
was annually consigned to these mansions, so different descriptions of offences were Le ae
unfit for the purpose to which they were destin- together, The consequences were such ee a
bade
ed. Out of that number, it was probable that be expected, notwithstanding all the ¢
fe
not less than 13,000 were permitted to return that meritorious individual (Mrs. Ee
to society, either by being acquitted, or-after come like the genius of good into this sc a
haying undergone the sentence of imprisonment. misery and vice, and had, by her pot
a most extraordinary reform among

HOUSE, OF. COMMONS.
He mentioned the circum+
to commit ime.
tance, because it had been said, that the execu-}b
tion of the laws in this country was a system|

of, அபபா

yengeance ;_at least this language

had been held in a publication which, on many

of the

jury was,

b

God.” One of the driyers

other accounts, he held in high estimation. for the murder, and Creo)
‘When we saw, however, that these were the chained to the deceased whe

effects of the fear of punishment being diminish-

ed, it became necessary either to render punish-

ments so certain and effectual as to produce a
wholesome fear of their infliction, or to prevent
the increase of crime by improving the system

of managing our prisons; by
cating, and employing. the

ing, edu-

prisoners, so as to

duced to swear that the 1

aT

was

sent when the last punishment had beer
ed. Yet this slave afterwards contradict
self, and being also contradicted by others,
proved the orders for flogging’to have
issued by the manager, the prisoner

quitted. “ Rawlins himself was then brought’

_ prevent the necessity of executing the laws in trial for murder, and notwithstanding the
ர
their utmost rigour. He thanked the noble est evidence, the jury found him gully of |
t of the
marquis for bringing this subject under the slaughter only. He prayed the
notice of the house. He had no doubt that
when the returns were made, their lordships
would esteem it their duty to recommend the
அக்கன்
of a committee, who should consider those returns, examine the subject in detail,
and make a report to the house. On that report
being laid on their table, he had no doubt that
the system would

be improved,

and

he cor-

dially concurred in the motion that had been

made,
The motion was then agreed to nem. diss.

and their lordships adjourned till Friday.

|

Auten Bitx.]

fine of 200/. current money.

Now, if the

dence were true, Rawlins must have been

of murder; if it were false, he ought to

Have

been acquitted. Earl Bathurst had written. to
Governor Probyn on the subject, who had sent |
home the evidence on the two trials for mur
der, but had not transmitted the evidence befor
the coroner, and, therefore, the house_ ought to
pursue the inquiry in the manner which, justice

demanded.

This bill was brought from the
which

prisonment in the common gaol, and to p:

This was not a loose and exagge-

rated charge against the treatment of slaves,

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Wednesday, June 3.
House of Lords with amendments,

statute, and was sentenced to three months im.

were

the administration of justice in the West In
but a case which deserved to be thoroughly 1 1
ப் து
்
vestigated.
Mr. Marryat said, he was free to admit that
there was enough in this case to entitle it fo in-

ordered to be printed, and to be considered on quiry, and he could certainly have no objection
Friday.
to the motion.
ன்
ee
Pusric BREWERIES.) Mr. Lockhart brought
Mr. 4. Grant stated, that the circumstances
up the report of the committee on Public Brew- of this case had excited the most marked dis
eres, which was ordered to lie on the table, and approbation on the spot; and that if the charge
to be printed.
of murder could have been brought home to
SLAVES IN Sr. CHRISTOPHER’s.]
Sir S. Rawlins, he would have received no mercy.
Romilly rose to move for ‘a copy of the depo- Even his relatives had, since the affair, cease
sitions taken before the coroner’s inquest which to speak to him, and representations had beea
sat upon the body of a slave belonging to Hut- sent to the bishop of London, for the purpose
chinson’s estate, in the island of St. Christo- of haying him deprived of his gown. As
pher, of the name of Congo Jack.” The facts the cart-whip, it might be used in the smaller
of the case, he said, were simply these. Congo islands, but he had never heard of it in Jamaicl
Jack deserted from an estate, of which the rev.
Mr. W. Smith said, that the cart-whip
William Henry Rawlins was manager, and of was a common expression in all accounts
which his brother, Mr. Henry Rawlins, resi- verity received from the West Indies.
dent at Nevis, was proprietor. The slave de- seule produce one of those instruments, பதி
serted on the Tuesday, and, being retaken on had been actually used, and which, if Cay ற
ie
Wednesday, was immediately flogged, with a could not fail to move the feelings of that
ட்
long cart-whip, by order'of the manager. After in the highest degree. If every act of
being so flogged, he was chained to another and injustice, of which authentic Peet

slaye, who had

been also flogged.

next day both were ordered

Upon the was received through private channels, Nk a

out to work in

be exposed, many who

held

their heads vy

to
their chains; but Congo Jack was unable to high in the colonies, would be driven
from the ல்
Huggins,
and
by
Rawlins
flogged
like
severely
then
them,
he was

work, and
two drivers, until he actually died.

same night he was buried.

On

the

The affair, how-

ever, got abroad, and some time afterwards the

famy and execration whic
would attach '
ழ்
their names.
்
a case, ¢ EG
Mr. Wilberforce observed, that

body was taken up and submitted to a coroner's most atrocious description,
inguest, Several marks of violence were visi- occasion, probably engage
:

é

Com

wo

would, on 4

the attention of

i

ள்
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the invitation of these commissioners
most.cases be met.

That experience

stricted was to be effectual,

. The committee

wo

is

unter evidence; and on the manner in

would prove how little likely an inquiry so

quired,
t
1
re- without alleging any just cau

suc

And as that house would, on

ext!

a
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was Te-appoint its committee, it would be
always found, that wherever their attention
directed, was it toa, college, a school, or an supply the deficiency which the alterationin
fore them. uni- the present bill occasioned,
hospital, the. parties pair
by empowering that
formly commenced with expressing the greatest

committee to call those persons before

the

deference for the character of that house—their (Hear, hear.) By these means, notwithstand

anxious desire to aid the endeavours of the com"mittee; and, indeed, their sincere thankfulness to
parliament for haying directed its attention to
such inquiries. These were uniformly the sentiments with which these persons set out, no doubt
with an equal claim to. sincerity, as was possessed by the West. India proprietors. in the
progress of another great question, but Certainly
not more important than the present one, the
abolition of the slaye trade, when they express-

ed their heartfelt desire for investigation.

all the attempts
house would

enabled to restore sufficient

tue and, வரன், thismeasure, and

t vir. |

டு

it at
something li é wh
was in its pristine state ்

ca cheering.)—He now came to another
ead of the subject. It was not alone to fun,

damental alterations that the changes which had
been made in the bill were limited; theyaf.
fected-even

the division

which

the house
of |

commons had made of the commissioners. The |

But, bill had

like other objects of anxious desire, no sooner
was this qualification possessed, than. satiet:
was felt, and its ‘appetite began to pall; and,
accordingly, when the second or third question

and the subtilty of others,t

originally

appointed eight commis-

was put to them, all the affection for the be-

sioners, making four boards, each as a check—a
rival to the other. ‘This principle was retained
at present, but the mode of its operation: was
altered. ‘The superior nature of the minds, who
laughing to scorn the rashness of the orginal

quainted with the terms in which the oath was

state.—Bat that was not all:—very far from 1.

loved object was forgotten—the anxiety to af- projectors, had perfected, ன their aout
ford information altogether disappeared. . It berations, the present model of
slation,
Was so in the case of the Winchester School, thought that the figure s was a better divisor of
« Produce,” said the committee,‘ your balance 8-than 2, and
ஸைrded a larger quotient of
sheet of last year, and a copy.of your statutes.” boards (hear, hear;:hear.) Now; as the crude
—“ No;” was the answer, “ we beg leave to scheme of the house of commons was framed,
put in a declaration that we have taken an oath there were 4 boards of 2 each, calculated
to
not to divulge our statutes.”—So that just as proceed in their labours. with expedition and
the parties were almost in possession, of the emulation. As the bill stood originally amended,
very object which they professed to hold so as was the phrase, there were2 boards of 3 each;
dear, they declared themselves precluded by.an with 2 useless members over. So much for the
oath from divulging their secrets., (Hear, hear.) arithmetic. of those elevated legislators, who
‘The committee expressed a desire to be ac- scouted the original bill in its rash and imperfect
worded, and it appeared that it was to the effect

In the original bill the two universities and four
eat,
ட schools were excepted. When
except for useful purposes, of which utility the the bill was first discussed, one member a
that none

of their statutes should be divulged,

fellows themselves were to be the judges. It and moved to. except Rugby ; another propos a
also that those statutes were produce- to.except Shrewsbury; another Norwich; ands
தவ
able in a court of law, and the result was, that in fact, every member rose to propose an
ae
the committee obtained a view of them. Similar tion for the school that was situated in the di
would be the obstructions with which these re- trict which he represented. This would ee
stricted commissioners would haye to contend in

their endeayours.to elicit information from their

rendered the measure perfectly nugatory,

‘al

being so felt by the house, they rejected

4

those propositions. In order, however, லட்
to look, as’a.security for baving their object them a salutary reprimand, the upper oak
carried into operation? They had it in them- had. inserted, by way of exemption, not oD'Y
yolunteer evidence. To what, then, had the house

Harrow andRugby, but all charities that me
special visitors.” (Hear, hears on both sitabe
so mangled—that all the powers of the commis- | Now, he would candidly ask the house,
sioners had. been. altered, that as the bill now ther any abuses could-be found in the w
thing was left to the good will of circle of charities equal to those that a
stood, every
had an interest at variance with the where. special visitors had been app0 ன்
those who
spirit of the inquiry—he had the fullest. confi- (Hear hear, hear.) The,visitor, im many ©?
nce that the powers which the house possessed. lived at a great distance :"he was oftenட் ர்
would be exercised. (Hear, hear.) To thatsecu
rested party: he was, perhaps, the ற ல்

selves, even where the difficulty hitched; and
seeing as they did, that the original measure was

rity he looked as his only hope. ‘The commis- the school (hear, hear, hears). haga
sioners had only to proceed, and cal upon.wit- law, or the kinsman of the-founder: he
nesses to attend.

They should report occasionie

ought

it more convenientto pocket. the funds thay

th’

10.

50 l t vistor. Many pete had pase ‘
specia
-were0 inquiries
for more than twenty தக்கார் che

until the abuse was found to be mostrank

Tipe, they never once. thought of putting the
-yisitatorial. power into execution. Here then,
again, was an example of the vigour, the wisdom, and
larged and disinterested view

that was taken of this subject in another-place.

“the

effects of applying

to:

(Hear, hear.) But let not the house be disap- in casesof casein te evidence that
edee two days
pointed in this way. Let them rely on the ap- had been produc
to the committ
pointment of another committee next ©
year. ago would have furnished satisfactory proof of

| (Hear, hear.)

Let that committee reportalee:

fusals to appear, or to answer to questions; let
them report all demurrers and exceptions iz
imine, and then the house-would turn their attention’ anew to the subject: they would break
through the obstacle which was now opposed to
them, and enter upon the visitatorial functions

themselves.

(Loud cheering.)

which had been made to
that it gaye no hint of an

them

; for a more touching’scene than was then

exhibited, perhaps, had never been before wit-

nessed.,—(Here

‘hon. and learned member

detailed the evidence given by the churchwar=
dens of the parish of Yeovil, 1௦ Somersetshire.

See the note, p. 1715.) Sir G. Paul,a manof the

‘most estimable character, who had devoted a

t
of all
One objection long and useful life to the advancemen

the present bill was,
other measure by

which it was to be followed. He had beard various objections made to many bills. One ob-

that was calculated+o benefit the poor, had, on
the discovery of an abuse.in a charity. of 50/.or
60/. per atinum, betaken himself to the same _
cheap and expeditious remedy. ‘The house had

of such steps,
jection that he himself had to the present bill, already heard the general resultlittle
of the me-

as it came from the other house, was, that it he would. now shew. them a:
ss
had no penalty clause; another, that it had too chanism-by which a man’s health and happine
Def
month-o
the
In
ruined.
were
fortune
and
ever
clauses; but who had
. Many oe
to be
before heard it objected to a bill that it con- cember, the cause was put in the paper phrase
tained no ஆணம் பாரன், clause stating what heard,’ but was’ ordered to stand over—a
Chancery.
was to come
r it (hear !)? Who had ever very well-understood-in the courttheof paper,
and .
in
put
was
it
Again
laugh.)
(A
- before heard it objected to a bill that it was one
three
for
over
stand
to
ordered
was
it
again
Measure and not twenty? The objection was,
on, but the
that the bill was a whole and rounded measure days. On the 2st, itwas called
not make
would
it
that
mind.
its
up
(a description that’ he was sure would not apply court: made On'the 9th of April, wher a demind.
its
up
to some of the bills that originated in the place
the court with its
in which that objection was made), that it was cree was to be pronounced, that it would not
ned
determi
tude
prompti
usual
«confined to actual enactment, and did not con‘The cause was then postponed til
template any prospective proceeding; that it determine.of May, when the court expressed its
that was to come at the 13th
had no view to any thing
a certain lease was void, but rethe end; that it did not contain an appendix to opinion itsthat
nt on other points. To elujudgme
served
come
to
was
work
what
him
telling
the reader,
the court took home the’ _
points
those
cidate
had-sufbill
the
next. Was it not enough that
more was heard of the cause for
no
and
papers,
fered in itself, that it had been’ laughed at and many months, ‘This was 4 kind of respite from
torn to tatters, but it was first to be tortured,
parties from farding which relieved the
both
and then: destroyed, if it did not contain what procee
counsel
6
0
1
time.
forthe
:
ther expense
Was to come next in the course of legislation in
f and for the defendant then es

-the Ensuing session? ‘The novelty of this objec- for the plaintif nt; but jt was postponed
plied for judgme
tion was such, that he really did not know how the goth of Januarys-0n see dayட் ரணம் ட்
afterward:
to deal with it, and should, therefore, make no pronoun
decided
er remark upon it. OF this he was satisfied, occurrencece tookகல place. tt was then
until another day,
that_ notwithstanding all that had been done to
d
ide
e
dec
b
not
uld
sho
diminish the ‘efficiency of the measure, the that it other day it was ag decided that it
ch
another day, on
knowledge that such an inquiry was goIng ons ‘on whi
should not be decided un postp ed. a judg-

and. that a half yearly report of its progress Ws

r day the court

which: othe
e month, per
to be made to the house of commons, would do men
t till the 29th, which ere was n0 29th.
gteat good in checking. abuses, and in holding hap
in
February,
February, the
Out a warning to, those who were implicated in| (Heas,rs,forhear
-) On the 25th ofrt. “This word
cou
d
the
toe
them, even though the doors of parliament
in-that
r» hear) in
any farther proceeding.
aJight and airy word

Should் be, shut against

, Many of the objections. cat had. fecal

கணம்" was

—

2025.
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it was
house, biit in| the Court of Chancery’
s, fees
agent
to
fees
el,
couns
to
fees
with
ed
tend
2
“1
to short-hand writers—in short, a

tims
proceeding that could befal'a suitor. Some days |
had mis-} Sw
dged
that it
after, the court acknowle

‘which so many months before it} Hynynhmn, that his father had

laid the

and

had taken home to f

brief (attended with considerable

ட

SS

desired that a | rui

ane

)might| cery suit, with full costs, not«

௦

but a stricth பன்னல வய
. Having dwelt at’such length’

ட் left with the இ டன் ம் Jalen
length it|
-on, and at
e cause was agait

ணாக

ககக

not up to | ofto thesay subject,
was not decided, for decided it was
in as
the
to ed

few words as possible. He 1

it was’ referr
the present moment—but

of this suit, convinced that the time was at hand-when
Master. (Hear; hear.) ‘The history
ina court unanimous sense of the country would be’ de: fw
e
proceeding
ens
of
exp
the
that
proved
‘of equity was much greater than could: be in- clared.on this subject, and when the most anxsinfm:
curred under a commission—that, in fact, it | ious wish would be generally expressed fora! Ja
and honest investigation
of
8
often absorbed the-entire funds of a chanty. full, —
notorious
and
shocking
abuses.
~
It
belonged:
court
expensive
one
of
out
sent
was
cause
‘The
into another expensive court—out of the Court that house, and to that house alone, to conf

of Chancery into the Master’s office.

Not to such a benefit on the community. aint 1810]
supinely, and’ sent out commissioners without’

the present moment had a day been appointed
for judgment. It would have to run the gauntlet
of all the proceedings in the office; exceptions
would then be taken to the report; those exceptions would be most ably, and leamedly,
and. elaborately argued a counsel, but, he ap-

taking effective steps to render the: labours’ of}
those commissioners effective; their proceedings°
would be a mockery, and nota real advantage.
்
pri
ae
ம்
=
ea
might shew
might hold their sittings,
they
y | a good will in the cause, they met invite per- nd
prehended, not so concisely and cheapl
as they
would be by the commissioners. It would then sons to attend, they might frame ‘questions to’”
be sent ane to the Master for revision, &c. &c. be put to those persons, they might expect an- |
swers, but they would solicit them in vain ualess 1
“ And find no end, in wand’ring mazes lost.”
they were backed by the house, unless it were’
The conclusion from all this, in his mind, was,

that the Court of Chancery might be excellent

for many purposes, but that to those who applied to it for redress it was ruinous. It might
be an ornament

to the state, but. it destroyed

those who were so unfortunate as to have any
thing to do with it. And here he begged to

guard

He

himself

unequivocally

against being . misunderstood.

universally
that the

known, and that night recognized, “
house was resolved ‘to do its a

opened;

they were steadily fixed onthe object;

(Hear, hear,
occasion the
exasperation
the country

hear.) Unless it did this, it
utmost irritation, inflammation and’
in every parish from ‘one end of
to the other. ‘The eyes of all were

and, in proportion to its ma;

ance was the intensity

itude and import-

of the interest excited.

disavowed the intention of There was no part of the country so remotes
imputation
on the inte- there was no district so trifling in wealth or m
i

throwing theeget

and unprecedented learning of the noble and

ber of inhabitants, there was no sphere~so cit sia
within it some

when English law and equity were separated to
the present time, there never had been any indi-

a local, aswell as a general feelings
we bit
strongly entertained, “Both from th
the rich,
were immediately interested, and:from

grity, on the

nts, or on the incomparable

learned Jord at the head of the Court of Chancery.,. He sincerely believed, that from the day

vidual in: that. situation more anxious to do jusies. He believed he might say
tice to all
that that apa . வல்
with ் a hse
led sagacity and subtlety
lord’s
earned.
were unanimously acknowledged by the whole
நமக்க

and. that he was by far. the greatest

cumscribed as not to comprehend
bequest for charitable purposes.

Every’

where

who, if the poor were deprived of their 11270.

would be compelled to’ maintain them, the!cry

"

1 «tort 76
was gone forth; and wih all)
the evil!
redressing
house for the means of
was the duty,-and he trasted it'would அத

pleasure of that house to answer the call) a oe

ன்
institute the required investigation.
by:
was
so—it
doing
of
of
way:
one
but
expression
the
merely
not
courts. This was
reverence and admiration. of re-appoint the committee 10. the next!
his On ல்ண க ப
alt
ities. by which. that noble and parliament—to’ constitute it of the same: ad
the great
wyer that. had for ages appeared in any of our

Powers Uj).
learned Jord was distinguished—he knew that} duals—to confer on it the sameadopted,
a hail

he spoke the sentiments of the whole profession
from one end.of Westminster Hall to the other.
He must add, that a, more kindly disposed
judge.to all the professional men who practised

But notin his. court. never, perhaps, existed.

present. Let that measure be

cared not for the mutilations which the Td:

ப

phy

er

i

the

a

“The அ

encies which those

rt be found. to. occasions

mut!

Jeanna 8

ம்
sil

able institutions
of the country, but:

| education
of the lower orders; and
vtelated to ‘objects. beyond that
which they were appoirited to investigate, the
fmamely, to-protect from the operation
of time,

nd:from the injuries of interested malversation,
hose monuments of piety and beneficence which
onstitute the. genuine: eer
our ancestors.
‘hosé: monuments « celebrate “triumphs of far
10010 0114006 60 1
ity—triumphs which
aused no sorrow, and shed no blood, in their

ணம்

கம nd even that pierre

introduced a provision:to authorize the a

| ment of a commission to continue the ie
He could not conceive
any hope more illusory

்

than that held out by the hon. and learned
gentleman, that the commission would be:
od
or without
| to execute its task in a short time,
|Fachievement—the triumphs of virtue over igno- occasioning those evils, the existence
of which
the hon. and learned
“Pance,
the worst enemy of the human species,and in the Court of Chancery

“[we

ice, her detestable progeny. «By doingtere gentleman had described with so much exagshall render a greater service
to the public, geration. Could that house stand the criterion

we shall contribute More to raise the name and which the hon. and learned gentleman had apfame'of this country than’by: all other acts, in plied to the Court of Chancery? Were the
perpetuation of triumphs,
which aவ ரப na- Order book taken, and the‘various delays which
business might occasion in any +
sure
ap gould perforin
Whatever may be attempt- the presof
to-impede: the attainment’ of this desirable particular motion to be noticed, it might, by _

'} cbject,-T trust that, in the next session, we:shall

such a partial view of the subject, be

80 vigilantly protect the commissioners in the alleged, that the House of Commons postpo!

€xecution of their duty; as to prove to’ all per- for months very wise and important measures.
ae that any efforts to frustrate the views of this To agree to the address proposed would be to
‘Ouse, and to defeat the hopes of the country, deprive the other house of parliament of the
a vain.,I trusty that’ all who ‘have hitherto fair exercise of its functions. The hon. and
: itructed, or who may ‘yet endeavour to thwart learned gentleman contemplated the’ probability
of a renewal, next session, of the committee.

hee

whether from an interested fear, lest
16
eir.own malyersations should be detected, or In that event, were the present: motion legis
oF ‘a base. fellow-feeling for the: malversations there would be two commissions—the one of the
other royal, and a committee
F others, or from a silly and groundless timi- lative, the Commons,
all inquiring into the same
of
770096
Si
ver grounds, hold
\f dity—that
all i who, on w!
in his opinion, would,
course,
best
‘The
subject.
ue a: protecting hand to corruption; ‘from the
ares
jfreditary or mitred. patronof abuse, down to be, to let the ceenot proceed
so great.as the -hon.

the meanest:

‘olator in it, may learn that the powers, which;'

gentleman wished, and intended to
by when’ the poor could be robbed and learned
great. At an early

them, were yet very
105...
with dmpunity,” | (Loud cheerings) ‘The hon. make
2
use '
the ந௦0261/0யம்
ae learned’
then moved—“ That an’ period of the next session,
from that commission, which
report
some
ceive
humble-address be-presented. to his royal highmeas gone

பட ப பப

ee the.Prince Regent, prayiag that he would
,
ope
their
to
pleased ito issue a commission'to farther range
be graciously
wer deemed advisable.
i
t
if
proposed
hone into the! state of education:
of the poor

could
f oughout'
England and-Wales,
and to: report aim fis opinion,
the house to
Tom time to) time
to: his royal highness, and to course for recom:
ed on them'to
nen
this house thereupon: isaenend baste
nea had been
ப

tlereagh

saids that he went

tie the hon.cotcake 7

along

in thinking

t the subject
was one of those to which, now

at the blessings of peace had been

ry. res

pored> parliament. ought tou:turn’ its: attention:
was disposed-also:to admit, that the inquiry
not only to remedy .the abuses in
Was calculated

மிஸ்டு
to excite additional interest for
charities, respecting which it was institut- |

|
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Te cee
up-to the other

hey

There were cleven thousand parishes in England
ed

|

ee

issent

tO. the whole

and Wales, and there could not
tween forty and fifty.thousand
tutions included in the bill as it 6
He thought tha

in the t

OF

it

க
6
stood. |

table Insti.

there was sufficient to ௦ ccupy the
foe
ee
mitted. to the house,2, thata case was.

modified,
ussioners
commissio

sub-| ¢

not made

out, either ப டவலை or _prudenc
ட தபல in doing that. by themselves,
3. to the crown, which. could not. be. ob-| di
tained

delay might be resorted
to in

this session in:the shape .of a legislative

measure. . The speech of the hon. and learned

gentleman to-night,

with

arned.

t: to exist in any court. » His
friend
, had -conceived those

of delay to -belong necessarily’

had disclosed sentiments

to.a

equity5 but it was his opinion, thata gi

d to the Court. of Chancery, which

were calonlared to degrade it-in the eyes of the

of the abuses in the Court of
ப
060120, (0
sary» heary)-and mi

பல் but he trusted that the hon. and
Iearned, gentleman
. opposite (Sir S, Romilly),

remedied . without. any: legislative-in

whose.abilities were so well known and appre- (Hear, hears hears) He. considered: himselfa)
ciated inthat court, would resent the attack, and present as giving evidence
with «respect ‘to the
that he yvould inform the house, whether abuses Court. of Chancery; and:he thad-no hesitation
of charitable trusts could not be effectually re-

dressed be

@ court of equity.—The noble lord.

concluded with moying the previous question.
Sir Samuel Romilly said, that having-been so

in

,j

hee

that if gentlemen went to: vote wih

an idea that a: remedy for abusespains
might be found in that court, they: rould

by

voting under an erroneous impression. — uw
. Mr. Bathurst
believed,
that, the: maxing dp
i
1

directly called on by the noble lord.
to state his
opinion as to the chance there was of obtaining other charitable intitutions with those fon ர.
any. remedy in cases of abuse of charitable cation, had not occurred to the hon..and leamei}}’
trusts through the Court of Chancery,
he felt he gentleman
should be acting: improperly towards the house, sure.
if he did not answer.that call.. He most. sin-

eerely

thought that, in such a case, the remedy

which the Court of Chancery was ¢apable ofPe

himself till a late stage of the

Mr. Brow

house when

‘vee

am said,

ety

he had stated6 tothe

he first brought in the bill, that!

had so drawn it up that this addition: migtt}

fording was not an adequate remedy, and, that easily be made if the house thought fit,. though

it was impossible, பக் that court, to obtain the committee’ could not include other: chat |
redress for the abuses‘of charitable institutions. ties in it, as they had not been: instr
10.
Hear, hear, hear.) . There were expedients of do so. »
ன்
lay peculiar to that court, which, if resorted . Mr. Bathurst proceeded to observe; thattht }
_ to, as they naturally would be in such a-case, great question was, what were the funds for the

would throw such obstacles in the way of ob- education of the.
ining

redress as few would be disposed to en-

tained, they ட

poor?

Till that were astel

have no knowledge
of whit

And when he considered that an in- supplementary measures might be necessaly
formation in the Court of Chancery would be for rendering the education of the poor: mot
ae
filed by some stranger, who had not, likea |complete, and the commission
suitor in Chancery, an interest in the result of them to ascertain that. As to the powe!
counter,

the decision, it could not be expected that such | committal, it had been: thought that it 1

a person would be disposed to put himself to, have the effect-of deterring persons from
the
great expense which this would occasion, tering. on the discharge ofa laboriousind
for

the public benefit.

The

delay might. oc-

ho:

nourable duty, if they conceived that they” ‘aid

able to be committed to:Bridewell,if they 5
_ casion him to lie out of a great expense for | liabl
a number of years. «If a person hearing of not give such an answer to any question put ™
any abuse, should think of haying
an infor- them, respecting a trust, as might சண்
mation filed, he must make up. his mind to dis- please two commissioners. With respect 19 1.
burse a considerable sum, with
the chance: of inquiry into the general manner: 10 ce
recovering, if he gained the suit after a great poor were .educated—whether, 802 40. shat
number of years, strictly taxed costs. (Hear, Bell’s or Lancaster’s were the better mode—

t would be difficult to find a man so. was a wide field of “inquiry, and quite of a0
Y gid not
Ge sum of mo- ferent nature from what was’
ney to carry on a cause in whichhe had.no per- stood to be proposed. » Undoubted: nee?
anit
நட
ஞு
to
sonal interest, imputing gross misconduct to a | see any objectionSa
eo ‘another
1
ighbour, with a chance of recoyering part of | the cuentas nes
Hr
after so great
a lapse of time. Two | into their own
hear.)

public-spirited as to advance a

t

‘disclo-

any man toshut |
Hecendlty Rie
ofinstituting
ieee.| je:

his'eyes to the imperious
a strict and effectual inquiry into the

tration of all charitable funds, © Wii
an indisposition

dertake that offic

part of trustees to.

this bill were'to pass, h
was quite sate th it was at least not a gene!
feeling. ‘The bill
mpted the schools of
Qua-| !
kers, and yet he was: authorized ‘to say
fron ்
im
commission:
that respectable body of men, that they had ended in baffled iniquiry and increasede
not only no objection
to the examination of their | But he thought that the measure which
few charitable schools, but that they should re- and learned 'gentleman had prosecut

joice at finding them made the subject of par- | much zeal and ability should receive ¢
liamentary inquiry. (Hear, hear.) \ Whoever tion which was necessary
to render it €
knew them, knew that they could have no ap-

prehensions of such an investigation, nor could

he conceive how any honest man could entertain

The hon. and learned’ mover had’
‘loose facts, but serious abuses: —

no

the condition of the Court of ¢

any apprehensions. He was sure that inquiry made it doubtful whether that’ Court were not’
would not be much longer deferred, as'many itself an abuse. To-delay justice was'to deny!
highly’ respectable persons felt themselves re- it, to make it expensive was to sell it. Yet the!
flected upon in their character of trustees, and unclaimed: property in that court
‘were earnest in their wishes for the present in- ‘millions, and those who gained their
quiry.
often ruined by the justice of theircause,
"Se F. Burdett said, he could not help think- king’s ‘oath; at»his coronation,
ணன வள
ing that the objections made to this measure-in gabimus, nulli differemus,
nulli vendemus
just?
another place, and by an authority however ciam velrectum;’? the answer
of the subject W ர்.
high, proceeded upon reasons such as an honest “ negatur, differtur, venditur,?
not soldin’one" |
mind could scarcely suggest to itself, When sense—bribes were not given
to the. judges;
bit” |
he considered that

the Ga Hea

Or, a8 some

called him, the incomparably learned man who
ம
னா
த அன்கிள் விடி ன
ஸ் head’ iu
ighest court of equity, and
the
[
ian
oft those who had tye lance natur: ம்ப
_ he should have imagined ‘that his great abilities
would have been freely and voluntarily exerted
to defend the poor from pillage, ae preserve
those funds which the piety and beneficence of
our ancestors had devoted to the most sacred
objects.
The noble lord (Castlereagh) had
spoken with disapprobation of the tone of the

what mattered it'to the individual, whether!
he” |
| were ruined by giving ‘bribes ‘

| any other unnecessary

expense?

As

i

sister arts, so there were’sister abuses, and’ this’

abuse was closely connected with the misapple
cation of charitable funds. » Whether this
abuse”
wba pen ae
ர
ee jor!
rom the incomparably

learned

ju

as he ¥

called) who sat cheren he'could not say—buvie!

was an abuse worthy of serious’ attention,
one which, he hoped; would ‘be taken up?

an hon. and) learned gentleman whom!
saw below him (Sir Samuel Romil
nothing in that speech which could have drawn| was best qualified to sug est
‘the’
aes
down the noble lord’s dissatisfaction, unless it reforming it. ‘The abuses immediately
in yy
speech of the learned mover. He could discover

were

the tone of commiseration

with the un-

protected—the tone of indignation
at scandalous

tion’ appeared. to. him'to. be! sso shameful st

even impious, that he ‘should consider
learned
gentleman’ who had so" distinguish

malversation—the tone of indignation at plunder
of the worst description—the plunder of the ed himielf in bringing’ them to igh
poor and defenceless, and at the violation of ing, if he succeeded in’ overthrowing

Of

property consecrated by the best of feelings to performed one-of the greatest acl
It appeared that the cha- and conferred as great a benefit’as hada?!
rities in this country, for the support of the aged bestowed on the community. Much 10 ait
apd the young, and for the instruction of the said in praise of ‘honourable trustees
bit tga
the best of purposes.

sort of trustees they were = ae

ப

ignorant, exceeded in amount what those who
had not inquired into the subject could have
conceived. It appeared also, that the abuses

inquiry;

‘Was it possible to deny, that it was the peculiar

it, than. by. sitting” quiet hile ebesesabii

the country

would judge

at

ihe iy had
en
The nce
ee
by which they were diverted from their proper 90% ‘take more effectual means to answer
purposes kept pace with the efforts of charity. ends of those who: were “disposed அ

duty of the house’ to inquire inte those abuses, | existed, and. refusing to give efficacy to-thit

i
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as any of the noble Earl St. Vincent’s nayal
victories, and they had been

made the model

of the present measure. He denied that he had | Frat
been actuated by any wish to create a differenc

between. the.two houses of parliament. His
188010, 8. 1...
conduct had been throughout most conciliatory, பப்ப.
and he had even taken the pains
to communi- Langton, W..G.
>>
cate with noble lords in another place, in order Lefevre, 0. S.
to learn what were their wishes on the subject,

Macdonald, J...

much more conciliatory than if, in the next

Macintosh, Sir J.
Martin, Je
Martin, H.

He argued, that what he proposed would not
set the two houses at variance, but would be
session, he persisted in renewing a measure
which, in this session, the lords had rejected by their amendments.
A delay of six

months was a serious evil in an inquiry of this

kind ; and when, in the next session, he should

propose a bill, the right hon. gentleman, if he
forgot kis argument of to-night, which was not

impossible, might fairly urge, that he was en_ deayouring to produce a rupture between the
two branches
of the legislature. “After referring
to the Reversion bill, which was rejected. by

the lords, and upon which the house had after-

௬
ly, Sir Sy

Wood, Alderman
~

STRLLER

Mr. Brougham then moved,
‘That an hum.
ble address
bepresented to his royal highness »
the Prince Regent, that he wouldbe graciously

மணன் to instruct any: commissioners who may.
je appointed under -a_ bill, intituled, ¢ an act
for appointing commissioners to inquire of the
charities in England and Wales, and of the

education of the poor, to inquire into the abuses.
of charities not connected with education?”
Whereupon the previous question, “ that the

question be now put,’ was moved, and ne-

wards voted an address to the crown, as a-pre- gatived.
Back
3
ட
cedent in his favour, he concluded by reading
Mr, Brougham. then ‘said, that. before -he
an extract from the report of the committee moyed that the house do concur in’ the amendon this subject, as a warrant for the motion ments ‘of the lords, he -wished. to give notice,
with which he had troubled the house,
that, early in‘the next session, he should moye
The house then divided:
for leave to bring ina bill to.appoint, if possible,
For Mr. Brougham’s motion, 29
the same commissioners;
to inquire. into. all
Against it,
.
ents
eds
abuses of charities by which the property of the

poor had been dilapidated and. plundered
sby
those who met with the sanction. of some, the

LIST OF THE MAJORITY.
Allan, G.
Arbuthnot, Rt. Hon. C.

fellow-feeling’ of others, and: the. protection
of

Harvey, C.
Hodson, J.

Arkwright, R.

Leigh, J.B.

Bankes, H.

Long,

Bankes, G.
Bathurst, Rt. Hon. B.

many, as was obvious from the vote of this night.

‘That vote would, no doubt; give great satisfaction'to persons high in the state, and to many

Rf. Hoa. C.

Lowther, Lord
Lowther, fon. C.

members

Binning, Lord

Marryat,

Bradshaw, R. H.
Calvert, John
Campbell, ACanning, Rt. Hon. G.
Cayning, G.
Castlereagh, Lord
Clive, H.

Macknaughten, S.
Michel, General
Mitford, W.
Neville, R,
Perring, Sir J.
Protheroe, E.
Robinson, Rt. Hon. F.

Collett, E.
Courtenay, ‘T. P.
Davis, R. H.

80016, 5109.
Shaw, Bi
Smith,

Ednyonstoue, Sir C.
Fane, J.
Findlay, K,

Giffurd, Sir R.
Gipps, G.

Vyse, WH.

Ward, Robert

»

வியார, 17.
Grant, A.C.

Gurney, H.

LIST OF THE
Hon. J.

Aubrey, Sir Juin
baring, Sir T,

tived;

he would

not» support. an address.to

the throne, that the great object might beat

“Mr. Canning spoke-to order..«There was 20
question before'the house; though the honsand

i

MINORITY.

Bolland, John |
Brougham,
He

Burdett, Sir F.
/

॥

the hon. and learned a
He apprehended:that

Cy»

He

Wilbraham,
V. B.
Yarmouth, Earl of

members to imagine

that he would have» concluded’ with a motion

Warrender, Sir Gco.

ச

put it to the candour .of the right hon. gentleman (Mr. Bathurst) whether, after what had
passed, should the lords’ amendment: be neg?

vectives,’ had led: some

Vansittart, Rt. Hon. N..

Forbes, C.

houses; who: were: unwilling

|Jearned. gentleman, in-order to introduce his 10-

« Trefasis, Hen..W.

Fitzharris, Viscount

Abereromby,

J.

Shepherd, Sir Sam.
‘Thornton, Gen.
‘Tomline, W.. E.

Farquhar, J.

of both

that these abuses: should :be inyestigated. »He

tleman had no right to: dictate, either to sf
ee or to any hon, member, what course
‘ought to-pursue.
Beat
sw SH

DY

Mr. R. Ward said, that the hon. and, learned

itleman: had “slandered»and defamed aly
on. members,"in his expression respecting’ 1"

votes which they had

given.

மிலி

Mr. Robinson and others here rose to.order.

Mr. Brougham denied that he entertained ,

swish to dictate to, or to~slander, the
த்
be?
பய sues that such had
ப
é
his intentions: He would not allow: any:
men of the Ordnance, or of the Boardof "Prades
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relief, (It was in eubsta
the sameae
nce
that றாக | pa
~ sented in the Commonson
Monda
ணரா.
ie The noble lord, in moving that the petition

Jaid on the table, adverted to de ancient policy
of Great Britain in protecting foreigners, and

encouraging them to seek refuge

in this country

against oppression.
This policy he was now
sorry to see completely abandoned. In support

i

gard to what might be called usel

காண்ப did nore

nomination those which

porting the

che
nec

splendour and dignity

ae
nee
‘the Lor io
rd’ Steward, or even the Lords ofnthe ie
of his opinion respecting the practice and_feel- chamber,
Bed:
though, perhaps, there t
ht be tie
‘ings of former times, he quoted the preamble of many of them.
too’
offices
to
which
any kind’
the act of parliament for the encouragement of of public
utility could be attributed, Re
re
es, which had been
drawn up by the great ‘most willingly maintain.
Lord
Somers.
The preamble stated, that offices connected with the But there were
courts of lay
whereas many Protestants in France might wish, were completely
useless. He did not
mea
on account of our free constitution, to settle in say, however,
that even those should be abolish.
this country, it was right to induce them to do ed, without
taking into consideration the
ன்
$0.—The petition was laid on the table.
ments derived from them by பம் மனம
Orricrs IN REveERsiIoN.]
Earl Grosvenor courts. A fair compensation ought to be
given
Tose, and said, he felt a considerable de;

of

embarrassment in being obliged to trouble their
lordships by bringing forward this subject; for,
after what had passed in the last session of parliament, he had thought it would have been unnecessary to call their attention to it again. As,

for those emoliiments. The noble earl
at the
head of the treasury had, in the beginning’
of the

session,

pledged himself to introducea measure

for regulating the office of clerk of the
ments, which was one certainly executed

patli
byde-

but as yet nothing had been done towards
‘however, nothing had been_done by his Ma- puty,
that
object—T
he office of clerk of the pleas in
- jesty’s ministers to reform the abuses which had Treland,
been a subject of litigation for'a
been the subject of so much complaint, he con- time ; but,had
sidered himself bound to propose some resolu- in ப் court though the question had been decided
of law, nothing
had been done. on the
tions relative to

places in reversion, and all sine- subject by ministers. ‘The question
respectin; y
Cures or useless places of every description.
ன Lord Justice General of Scotland
it had been said, that nothing farther was the
in the same state. Instead of abolishnecessary to be done, because certain places, after remained
ing
it
Bester
a bill had been brought into’
long consideration, had been abolished; but what
another place, for giving the emoluments to the
had eee done in that way was far from being
sufficient, There were still several uselessplaces Lord President of the Court of Session’; but the
in England, Ireland, Scotland, and the colo- proposition met with so much disapprobation,
the authors of the measure had thought fit
nies, the abolition of which, and of those places that
to withdraw it. The office of third secretary
of
which were entirely or chiefly executed by deits
state was still maintained, notwithstanding
puty, might bé effected. When their lordships inutility
had been demonstrated; and, in fact,
‘ound, upon inquiry, that there was a
great number of offices, for the maintaining of which no nothing but the voice of parliament, decisively
d, would induce ministers to consent
good reason could be assigned, and that many topronounce
an effectual abolition of sinecures and useless
' which had now become perfect sinecures had
offices. During the whole of the session they
anciently been efficient offices, they surely could had not given a hint of any plan of economy;
not hesitate in agreeing to a resolution, declarand, as they opposed all reductions, he ee

ing, that such a state of things ought” no longer pated that, in the next
they would’proto exist.. The first resolution which he should pose the renewal of thatsession,
odious impost, the
move, was

confined to places in reversion; and, come-tax ; for, as they adopted no measures
as an illustration of its necessity, he should men- economy, they could only cover the
ண்
tion the rangership of Bagshot-park, the rever- ture by making new demands on the pocl
sion of which had been granted to the Duchess the people. When he, on a former occasion,
of Gloucester. If it were fit that such a system referred to our army in France as an unnecessat)
should be permitted to exist, this grant could burthen, the noble lord at the head of the a
not be censured ; but it was precisely in propor- sury asserted, that it did not cost - conn he
tion to the popularity which might
attached | fz farthing, ee
a
ae On
to the individuals to whom such grants were believes itwas maintained out of the five millions
made that he objected to them. They payed paid to this country by France, which would

the way for others of a different nature, and, by

little and little, the eyil grew to a most mischie~

vous height,

of course be applicable to other objects, tone

Not so ingot

of.

‘These five are

bat hal

His second-object was, the aboli- tuted our indemnity for the
tion of sinecures and useless places. Last ses- | been one of the objects of the Tong and rainots
sion he had been called upon to define what a war in which the country had been engi
sinecure was. The task would not have been As to the other great object—secrtity
he
difficult, but it was rather singular that it should future—he supposed it was to be foun: aad HE
have been required of kim, when a bill had restoration of the House of
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தலம் ஏதம் anid, the: choulds oppedetie’

motion. The foes of the (case were known,|

and, therefore, it was unnecessary to enter into
an investigation. The petitioners had taken a
short cut—they had obtained their rights by a | —the act of the
fraud on the law. (Hear, hear.) He repeated,

ee capital to.

isth and 14th of Geo. II. respecting the natu-

cular, except so far as the same

that they had obtained them by fraud of an act the 17th
section of that act,it. was «
of ee
for the old law had been vir-| 'that the act of the Scotch -parlia
tually repealed by the act of Geo. I. and the should remain in full force as to. ey
ralization of foreigners.

Would

the legislature by

suffer itself to be defeated in its object by an
obsolete act of the parliament of Scotland, by

which all purchasers of stock took themselves

of

the act then passed, and that the
the act of

ered

provisions.

1695 should operate with

gard to the new stock, as it had operated

regard to the old;—in other words,

re~

wit

tha

out of the class of aliens, and, of course, freed purchasers of the new stock of the Bank.
themselves from the operation of the bill? The | Scotland, as of the old stock, should b
retrospective nature of the clause had been com- naturalized subjects. In the sad. Geo, Il. ano-,
plained of. But this was a quality
by no means ther act was passed, farther increasing the |
uncommen in acts of parliament. When the capital of the Bank of Scotland,
and in the
bill for regulating the residence of the clergy Geo. III. another; both declaring, that the :
was passed, it had a retrospective effect: and of 1695 should remain in full force in the parti-,
there were various other precedents of the de- culars which he had mentioned. And yet,.in)
termination of parliament, when it thought any the teeth of these repeated acts of parliament,’
particular object desirable, not to be arrested the noble lord had asserted, that the individuals.
by any consideration that a retrospective opera- in question had obtained their rights by fraud:
tion in a bill was unfitting. As to the Scotch of an act of parliament. A monstrous asseract, he was not prepared to say what the govern- tion! Did the- noble lord—a minister of the.:
ment might eventually recommend respecting Crown, high in the confidence of the Prince,

it: its final

fate was not at issue: what the house

had to determine was, whether or not it should

Regent—mean
to assert, that it was not perfectly,

justifiable in those persons to purchase the st

௦

be suspended during the continuance of the in question, in order. to become. naturalized?
Alien bill.
2
4
Why, it was.the advantage held out in order
Sir S. Romilly said, he could not conceive it to induce. aliens to become proprietors of,

possible that the house, if it had the least regard Bank of Scotland stock.

When tlie Bank of

to principle, would refuse, to appoint a com- Scotland was established, which was_a year be~
mittee for the investigation of this subject. Since fore the establishment by charter of the Bank
he had had the honour of a seat in that house, of England, it wasa boon offered to aliens to
_he had never seen a petition of greater import- tempt them to become proprietors. . This boon
ance, considering the nature of it in itself, the individuals in question had accepted, and:
and considering the extraordinary doctrines now the noble lord called that acceptance 4
which had been just advanced by the noble fraud on an act of parliament ! To take it away?
secretary of state. The noble lord had said, would be a fraud on the part of paliamenty
that there was no occasion to refer the petition (Hear, hears hear.) «Parliament had offered:
to a committee, because the house knew all the
facts of the case. The house did not know the

facts of the case. The noble lord himself did
not know the facts of the case. The noble lord
had asserted, that if an alien bought and held

certain’conditions to aliens; and when, relying”

on the faith of parliament, they accepted them,
parliament withdrew its part of the considera
tion, and put the alien purchaser in the situation
of being compelled

stock of the Bank of Scotland for 24 hours, he had: purchased fora

became entitled to all the Tpileges of a natural
born subject. How did the noble lord know

that? Had the noble Jord the act? If he had it,

it was a trick upon the house not to declare so,
but be was quite mistaken, if he thought the
” yepeal of only one act necessary. It would be

to sell. the stock which be

particular purpose, at the:

reduced price to which it must necessarily be
lowered. ‘The noble lord had appealed to preces

dents and to past times.

Did the house rae

lect what was done in the reign of Queen Anne’

In the 7th of Anne, it was enacted, that all:Pro-

testants were on landing in this country to ts
necessary
to repeal no Jess than five acts of par- come naturalized. (Hear !’ from: Lord on rat
of the noble ae
ட் It ப a mistake to suppose that the reagh.) He knew the meaning
1)
individuals in question were entitled to their cheer, ‘The act. of the 7th of Annewas thoug!
claims by the Scotch act
க
They were Convenient, and so it was repealed. Sula
entitled to them by acts passed by the English it repealed ? Did the statesmen
of பண்ன றான்
oF
the privileges which
parliament. By an act of the Scotch parliament to. take away
in 1695, the Bank of Scotland was created with already conferred? No.. The
a capital of 100,000/.. The exact terms of that. pective in its enactments. Its opera of the
act it was net in his power to state, for it was not to commence uptil after the passing?
impossible, such was the haste of the advocates act. ‘Three months were allowed to foreis*

|
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period of profound peace,

Let us

recol- } they

Bet tinge tee the contac oalemen Ween
intrusted his Majesty’s ministers with
thority emanating

reece

ahc

au-

from that suspension, in ex- |

pectation that when it was no longer wanted,

they would call parliament togehr

to surrender

it into their hands—which those ministers did
not do, although they subs quently acknowdged
that the necessity of retair
rE
r
Jong ceased to exist. Let us recollect, that
we are the same parliament which consented to

might, by

the

ase ௦

Bank of Sealand 80001, 600]

|In the seven
years ? war an
8
passed to naturalize aliehs who

ன்
had serv

years on board his Majesty’s ships,

cial proclamation from the king wasn

indemnify his Majesty’s ministers for those
abuses and violations ‘of the Jaw of which they

for

into the grievances stated in the numerous peti-

see the acknowledgment

ary

that purpose. Even the statute of

Queen

had been guilty, in the exercise of the authority Anne required ‘certain qualifications. Let the
vested inthem. Let us recollect, that we are house look at the preamble
of the statute
the same parliament which refused to inquire which that act-was repealed, and they would
tions under which our table groaned—that we
turned

a deaf ear to the complaints
of the op-

pressed—that we even amused ourselves with

their sufferings. (Hear, hear, hear.) Let us re' collect, that we are the same parliament which
sanctioned the employment of spies and in-

formers by the British government,—debasin

that government,

once

so celebrated

of the mistake into

which the legislature found they had been betrayed by their liberality. a 1¢ 7thof
Anne,
0 5. it was enacted, that 2 forpeneree te
certain oaths should be deemed’ natural bor:
subjects, they consenting to receive the
sacr
ment. of the Protestant: chur¢h. In.so short
period .as three years after, another act was

passed, repealing the act of the 7th of Am

for goo

faith and honour, into a condition lower in character than that of the ancient French police.
Let, us recollect, that we are the same parliament
which sanctioned the issuing of .a circular letter

to the magistrates of the country, by a secretary

of state, wging them to hold persons to bail
for libel, before indictment found. Let us recollect, that we are the same parliament which
sanctioned the sending out of the opinions of the
king’s ௮
Te and the king’s solicitor-

the preamble of which recited
the mischiefs

inconyeniences of the latter.

It was true that

this repealing act was not retrospective, noris

it to operateimmediately on the passing: of the
bill. But why? Because the 7th of Anne was
an invitation to certain persons to. come

tc this

country, who, in consequence, had immediately

come, and. taken advantage of the act, (Hear,

hear.) Did the gentlemen opposite mean to
say, that any thing like this was the case in the
eral, as the Jaw of the land. Let us recol- resent instance? The Scotch act was abso
lutely found out for the purpose of making that
lect, that we are the same parliament which
sanctioned the shutting of the ports of this once use of it which had been made. From the pe-

hospitable nation to unfortunate foreigners flying riod of passing the first alien bill in 1793, down,
gentle.
from persecution in their own country. This, to the present time, he would ask those
Sir, is what we haye done; and we are about to men, whether they ever heard of this Scotch act
crown the whole by the present most violent Nobody would state that it was ever thoughtof

and unjustifiable act.

Who our successors may

be, I know not; but God grant that this counmay never see another parliament as regardless of the liberties and rights of the people,
and of the principles of general justice, as this

parliament Es been. (Loud and continued cheering.)

She Attorney-General said, he denied the

sition of the hon. and

learned gentleman,

till now—it was almost obsolete. There was
nothing, therefore, in the present case similar to
that cited by the hon. and learned gentleman,19

the reign of Queen Anne. Why shouldthe

petition be referred to a committee? The f
which were stated were not controyerted...W/ a

would the committee have to inquire into? A
po- to the merit of the clause, that was a different
that

because the capital of the Bank of Scotland had

question,

on which he had formed his

ட்

but with which he would forbear troubling tae

at various times been increased by acts
of the

house at that time, Baer ng RED

uestion from the English acts, and not from
the Scotch act. With respect’to the law itself,
the Scotch act.of 1695 was. contrary to the
general principle of all naturalization bills
adopted in this country5 for it was without any
restriction with reference either to religion, or to

brought

British parliament, aliens derived the rights in casion sehen

that point.

before them...

for the Ad

should be. distinct
“aE

etewiggogenee

Mr. W. Smith apprehended, that the princi

argument against. the injustice of. thee
,
rested. on its. ex past facto natures. ‘There wast

doubt that the petitioners had.angie

vileges held out'to'them by the acts’ * erie

ன்
other circumstance.
The vilege empowered them to import
கரலி கிர் acts for aliens serving for certain this country at a lower rate than in
periods in our fleets and armies, residing in our character of aliens. ‘To deprive ther:
bea
infant colonies, &c. required, first, that those right appeared on, the face of it
aliens should be Protestants; aecondly, that violation of justice) and an equi

:

country, or to any

ல்

1

93.
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of the privileges of that house in
sion
matters. Such an act could be justified oye
the 49
that எகர
proved
be ld
necessity. IF it cou
the க்
persons in question were

ine

thewereworld,
and that the rights they had gained |
calculated to produce inconvenience 80 86foie; that it wou ம் be better to டன

vileges of that house, and the dictates of com-

mon justice, than to allow them to retain those
ne ee be so ; but the committee
was the | tion to

only placeto se in which
soe

instances quoted by |

the inquiry could be carried learned friend, Herold tent

“The Chancellor of the

E:

er

டது Occurred in 1807, when an

ee
se

று ced 6

said, he did

whic

i

Houseof Lords, merely to aioe ae ie
not
perceive that the introduction of the clause tholic
officer from the penalties of the Test
by
the House of Lords was any infringement of Act, which attached to him in this country
the privileges of the House of Commons, with although they did nod attach éo him in Tela
reference to money matters. He wished the was rejected by the House of Commons, as an
hon. and Jearned gentleman would point out encroachment on their privileges. Were there

what were the alien duties which, in his opinion,|
gave to the clause that character.

no other objections than these, it would appear

to him astonishing
that the house could enter~
Sir S. Romilly said, that the right hon. gen- tain the clause sent downto them. But shat
tleman had imposed ‘on him
a very
singular task, was the bill? He hadae
er seena bil
and one which he had not the means of per- purporting to repeal an act

forming. The-right hon. gentleman himself,
from the situation which he filled, should be
able to furnish an answer to his own question.
Would the right hon, gentleman say, that there

of

liament,

i

which மககள ஏம oncided wi teped tad oe
been stated. ‘The alien bill had existed for

twenty-five years, during which time no inconyenience
had resulted from the point in question. —
were no alien duties in existence? Could any The House of Lords had now thought proper
doubt be entertained, that if any of these aliens to make this alteration; but, in their ப்

த்
ett f
had purchased land, they would be consider- ந்த அன் they ‘were 80
e x holding it merely for the ctown? (Hear, x
not
they were ignorant, that they didwhich
or two acts
ar.

்

a

aes

ee

எக்க

one a
a wan

“The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he they wished to repeal. (Hear.)

Now let the
house see what this clause was. “ And be it
there Were no alien duties. (Loud cries of hear.) further enacted, that such persons as may have

would not take upon himself to assert, that

What he had said ‘was, that he was not aware been naturalized, or who may have claimed to

of the existence
of any.

(Hear, hear.)

be naturalized, (two very diferent postions b

d to make one observa- the way,) since the 2sth of April last, &c.
tion. It appeared, between his hon. and learned Now we the 28th of April?’ Righteous and
friend and the right hon. gentleman, to be per- proper as this clause might be, but unrighteous
to him, why not fix on
fectly uncertain whether there were alien duties and gross as it aa or the
25th, or any other
or not. In this uncertainty, how could the the 27th of April,
House of Lords
louse conclude against the motion forinquiry? day? Why the 28th? The
to that house
thing)
any
communicated
not
had
depoint
this
that
said,
Sir 4. Piggott
; there was
period
this
adopting
for
reason
a
as
the
Would
Served the most serious attention.
act recited.
any
of
effect
the
nor
recited,
act
no
Tight hon. gentleman undertake to affirm that
in utter ignosuch things as alien duties did not exist? He ‘What right had he, sitting there
de. Mr. F. Douglas eae

nat
him

ground for the proceeding, to
ere were some hon. gentlemen near rance of any
they
rive any persons of property, tO which
who were perfectly ready to

(Sir A.P.)

claim as he’ had to his own?
pets that they did. Would his hon. and learned Bad as good a The learned Attorney-General
hear.)
‘Hear,
frend opposite (the Attorney-General) dem that
many instances of alien acts,
there were alien duties in the city of London?* Hhad stated a great cases,
the legislature had prothose
Would he deny, that if an alien purchased land but, in all

They knew
could not holdit+ ? ‘When.they were acting ceededtheyuponwerecom doing. grounds.
be the
would
Where
what
Tetrospectiyely, it became them well to’ pause,
* Aliens used to pay a larger proportion of custhaw natural:

subjects, which

was what was

Senerally understood by: the alien's duty’; to be ex-

கமகம் from whieh was one principal cause for the

“fequent applications to parliament for acts of natu-

Talization,

இய the 24 Geo. ILL. sess, 2 ¢, 16. re-

ட் led this alien duty, saving to the city of London

the duties of scavage and packing, which had been
Sranted to them by charter. (Scavage, scevage, or

ev ostendere,
from’ the Saxon scheawian, to2.sale.)
age,
sed
n
expo
ew
sone for wares shor
hase lands, or se ஞே
+ Analien born may. purc for the king is there=
tates: but not for his own use;
Litt. 2-) But an alien
upon entitledto them. (Cox goods, money. and other
in
may acquire a property
a house for his habitasonal estate, Or may hire also bring an action
may
He
ton (7 Rep. 17.)
, and may make a will,
coneerning personal propertyestate. (Lutw. 34.)
onal
pers
and dispose of his
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mighty imconvenience of sufferin:
to stand oyer for farther discussion?

1)

‘was no conspiracy in existence, no ground whi

ever of danger or apprehensions
the legislature
to be called upon t
persons of their rights? 337

ey 2
1

from

86 duties,

an

e pevialty in the way of foi

of the English parliament
subscribers the same privile

ears, then, that the amendments

‘subjects, the parliament had done
the
. thing as. if they had enumerated all
1
996 ௫ the act. This did not stand
on the

ise’ may, in this way, be

i with

what is the pecaliar

<

consider

pri

there is one point’:

in my
mind, and that is,
- Scotch act alone; it stood on the act of Union
Hous
also, by which
all these privileges were con- turalization originatei
firmed to those who subscribed to the Bank of and, so far, they may be considered as gi
Scotland.
They stood secured by all those relief from penalties, and a remission of
‘acts of parliament ; and would the house consent feiture. At the same time, I do not state this
iments on
to pass this extraordinary clause merely on as sufficient to counterbalance the
sidé.
d
have to say, that, but for this
account of the present
riod of parliament? ?| the other
bills of 1
the
If it were onlyfor that clause, he should object difficulty respecting

most decidedly to this bill, but he objected to amendment of thi

falls within the

‘it altogether. The house would however re. rule, and is, therefore, liable to objection.
Mr. Wynn observed, that an act of natur:
member, that they had the power in their own |
hands of rejecting this clause: it was, as it tion enabled a person to acquire real property
this country;
but, by the amendment introduced
seemed to him, an interference with the ee

16905 of that house in money matters, and

there- by the Lords,

persons who had acquired such

- fore he must protest against it, and propose to | property would be deprived of it. It appearedto
him, that the clause was of such a nature as fell
- the house to reject this amendment. (Hear.

|

Mr. Canning said, he did not intend to follow within the description of cases in which the’

the hon. and Jearned gentleman through the house would not suffer any interference by the
- whole of his speech. It appeared to him that, | Lords.
In the latter part of it, he had stated a proposi- | . Lord Castlereagh said, that, on considering
tion, which, if true, would entirely settle the the opinion which had been pronounced by the
_ question at is:
If the clause which the other Chair, and the information given by the hon.
house of parliament had introduced into the and learned member who spoke last, he felt thete

bill would expose those

to higher pen-

_ alties than were intended, then
it would

the privileges of this house.

affect

was but one course for him to pursue, namely,

not to press the amendment introduced by the

He had recently Lords into the bill. (Hear, hear.)

_ taken a part in a debate in which he had endea-

-_-youred to justify the proceedings of the other
_ house, but he would neyer lose sight of the wo
vileges of the house of which he had the

Mr. Brougham said, that ‘nothing could be

more
gratifying to the house, than to hear the
படலம் state his sentiments so candidly on
this subject.

if

Sir J. Macintosh suggested to his right hon.
friend to withdraw his motion.
5
lare, that there were privilegese of that | Mr. Tierney then withdrew’ the motion, and
should
Lord Castlereagh moved, that the Lords’
house with which the other house ought not to
interfere, but which had been interfered with on amendments to the Alien bill be taken into conpe
_ the present occasion, he should concur in opi- sideration.
nion that this house ought not to agree to the _ Sir S. Romilly said, that the Lords had imtroclause. He wished, therefore, before the debate duced a clause into the bill, which, it appeal
proceeded. any farther, to hear the opinionof to him, the House would feel themselves bo andnour to be a member. He should, therefore,
now
ee to the chair: and if the Speaker

the Chair.

:

to reject.

Mr. Speaker said, “ I take the unquestionable

He believed that, in all. caseg wher

the House of Lords had introduced a a

‘rule of this House to have been, not only not to

into a money bill, it had been the practice of t

in imposing duties or taxes, or in enacting pen-

attention to this point in the course of the une

permit any interference of the other House either

house to throw out the bill. He had paid som

alties or forfeitures, but also not to permit it to ing, and had found several cases to this ன bes
He quoted three precedents. The ae ட்

meddle in any other way than in correcting ver-

bal or literal mistakes, with the bills on these sub- clause added to a corn bill, on the 3d of

_ jects, sent up to it by this House*.
* And even

these the House

As far as I

of Commons

direct

17723 the யங்க க் the

vided ina

game bill, on the same

third, கனாக் that a gaol should be

பககக

ei

e

von

ae.

ர்

same means ச which other¢ aes

to be entered specially in their journals, that the pair by the
on
nature of the amendments may appear; and that gaols were repaired,
were
provisiong
These
no argument, prejudicial to their privileges, may be
“That theன் : re
hereafter drawn from their having agreed to such | rule,
TU

ப

a)

ee ப்

- |rates
or taxes upon

the 4th of May A the

so directly agunt
should ohnotthatimpose
Y
upon the

4
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authority, considering the interests
of their ௦002)

stituents in’ the question—interests which, for}

many reasons; and-one of considerable force at sae cass
e
ட
this time, which he would not mention, more}
rd Palmerston expressed b
that he
particularly on this occasion, they would pay Hees pee oc
te “hon. ai
aed.
gentleattention to. ‘The authority of the 4 memtheir judg- | The report was ordered to be printed, cae would have great weight w!
ment could be impartially exercised, but, in the
Easr Inpra. Dock னல்
ட

=e

present case, it could not be so. The resolutions min Shaw brought up the report
of this
__were, in a technical and parliamentary sense, the

mittee.

It was ordered to be printed,

resolutions of the committee. Their weight and
American LoyAuists.] Mr:
_ authority must depend on the reasons which tae
a
of putting a
supported them. Neither their justice nor their right hon. gentleman opposite,

psaidy<

oe | to: thes:

with: respect to’

merits could be decided by the numbers who

the old. and

their own merits.

had not, therefore, made any motion on the subject. ‘The claimants were so worn out by sus-.!
pense, that it were better for them'to be depriv--

long contested claims fae

had dissented from them.. Their fate would be rican loyalists. He was aware of the financial
_ determined in the House of Commons upon difficulties of the right hon. gentleman, and he

:

:

Lord Palmerston and Mr. Peel hastily rose
at once to reply, which occasioned a laugh.
The latter gentleman gave way, and the former
_ said, he treated the insinuation that he had not|

acted haa caatony Ls fairness cin the shi

ed altogether not only of their ‘claims but of
existence.
Four or five suicides had. been

‘tempt which every charge upon the candour an: differed from them ‘in their political opinions,
்
ality of members deseryed. The reso- pes he considered that they had a claim on the »
ionshad certainly been carried
by very small
ith. of the country. He wished to be informed
whether any thing would-be done for them
Peel said, he must express his sentiments, the next session.
ம்
f
\
ding the laugh occasioned by his
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he felt.
risen at the same time with the noble the force of the
observations of the hon. gen-”

He was ன ரக the representatives of tleman, but he could not hold out any hopes as >
and respectable
places should be laughed to the claims in question.
i
02 ae
130

what they conceived to be the

அடல் துவ படடஇட ஸ்ப

‘conception existed.

ved,

ee the Universities had acted with
ae
berality,
and that those very authors
who had
_ complained of the act as a grievance, had de-
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:
ao

A message from the House of

Commons intimated the wish of that House to «
hold a conference with their lordships on the»
_ rived the greatest benefit from
it.
_ Mr. Wynn said, he had not expected any dis- subject of the alien bill. Their lordships hay- »
_
gussion on this subject, and he hoped it would ing expressed their intention to send an answer |
- not be persisted in. A very
வளரக் by messengers
of their own, the deputation from
e committee had been decidedlyin favour of | the House of Commons retired.

e resolutions, but many members had been

The Marquis of Lansdowne, the Duke of)

ayoidably absent. ‘The resolution
for restrict- Montrose, Earl Grey, the Earl of Jae pay

g theright to five particular bodies had been Lord Redesdale, Lord Manners, and Lord»,

to attend the
ried-with only one dissenting voice.
| Leinster, were then appoi
was sent by thei
Sir J. Macintosh in explanation, said, that his conference; and a message
க்
ழ்
observations had been greatly mistaken, if he usher of the blackroe ட்
| been) understood to impute improper mo- mons, announci
ir lordships’
0:19:
in the painted chamber
_ tives to any one. As to the remark made bya attend the mone

noble lord, that he treated his insinuations with

_ the contempt they deserved, he

leave

‘After the conference
was concluded, the noble:

lords returned to the House, and the vee

“to say, that he did not consider any member of Lansdoavne.teported, that the ee
who applied such language on such an occa- |the Lords had attended the managers
ion, as qualified to give him lessons as to Commons, and that Lord Binning, on the part!
managers of the Costipons het delivered
his
கடம in the nets or கனம் கதிம் of the
to them the alien bill, and had stated ci
le
impntet stone wr geno
;
கல்கி
and which the right same time, that the Commons disagreed t0
n,

ras

gentleman

(Mr.

Peel)

had

contended

amendment made

by a Jordships ஸ்ஸ்

reason 17)
any
giving
He went far- The Commons declt
that he considered partialities, that disagreement, except hae they considered «

his right to exercise.

and said,
counteracted by opposite partialities, as the | the amendment of their Lordships to be
cause of that-happy collision of opinions which pedient. Upon this report being ready:
.
ay

i

i

e Bark of Liverpo
Beso,
|
House do not insist upon
ion,
quest
the
put
g
havin
ellor
Chanc
‘The Lord-

Earl Grey roses and: expressed his surpriseat

natural-born
ight
in which the = which had just A
the manner
ques- would bean end ofall their labours for a century
ll
been read had been received. ‘The biin
sethe
tion had beenisent down from that Houto
be different opinions respecting the policy
had
Houseof Commons; with a clause which
been introduced; with an express allegation that |to be adopted in the admission of foreigners to.
it was indispensable: to give effect. to the bill,
and their lordships were called upon; so important was the clause considered, to dispense with|
their usual forms, in order that it might be pass-

ed with the greater celerity.

Notwithstanding

the rights of natural-born subjects, Some mi
be for excluding them altogether a

etree

த under regulations more or less

rigid; athird opinion might be, that th

this proceeding, however, now that the com-

should

be admitted without any limitation. Gre was
not then going to. discuss which of those opi-

nions was the most proper for a country to
adopt; for, whatever course might be thought
n,
natio
they were called upon, ‘without any expla
militated en- preferable with respect to aliens, all would agree
to subscribe to a resolution which
them ought to be
against their former opinions. For his. that the legislation respecting
tirely:
law ought not to be
one
that
and
consistent,
much
was
bill
the
that
ht
own part, he thoug
ive
to counteract all the le
improved by: the omission of this clauses for | allowedadopte
ization,
natural
of
subject
the
on
d
,
tions
he could! not help coming. to the conclusion
regulathose
that
fit
t
though
was
it
that-it was not only impo! tic, but unjust. He so long as be continued. Indeed, when the
should
tions
went
which
thing
every
thought, in’ fact, that
discussed by their lordships, no one
to'render the bill inefficient would be productive clause wasto it as a prospective measure 5 it ‘was
ed
object
reof oe advantage. (Hear.) But when he
its ‘retrospective operation that had caused
y be=
collected that a majority of that house: had aonly
difference of opinion. He could scarcel
agreed to the bill in its amended form, he conwho would say, that
existed
ual
individ
any
y,
lieve
dignit
their
on
of
rvati

mons had thought

proper to reject the clause,

sidered. that the prese
in force, by
a Jaw should be suffered to remain
asa branch of the legislature, demanded some which
e and rancohostil
r
howeve
er,
foreign
any
other course than that which had been: taken.
might, at
y,
countr
this
s
toward
ed
of a
The House of Commons had not condescended rously dispos
rights
the
all
obtain
80/,
the expense of
of
oath
the
to give any reason for the rejection of their
taking
t
withou
natural born subject,
© the
amendment *, and yet; they were called upon,— allegia
any
to
ting
submit
or
nce,
without explanation, to abandon it altogether
ne thought proper ta
.it had been tions which the bills of naturalization. This
to abandon that, without; which be
totally in- adopt in passing was not known until April
strongly urged that the bill would
act
aordi
s, ieee
effective. ‘The noble ear] then proceeded to com- extr
ask their Lordship
ld
wou
He
Fert
ment upon. the impropriety of coming to this
tence of ameasure
exis
the
osed
supp
them
of
any
who had

had purchased stock
determination in the ‘absence of those
by which a foreigner who
rted the amendment, ‘and who, to ‘main- to the extent of 80/ 006 oa might sell it the”
him also, and
tain their own consistency, ought, at least, to next to another, and nat
ds
groun
rali
the
natu
ning
of
explai
of
ess
y
roc
tunit
oppor
have'an
ke the’ rapid
He was too well'conupon which they might be inclined to accede to
n?
to
ea
Sn
t
s
hou
dee
wit
on
gs, an d | go
sm nf
is new proposition, With these feelinthe
of the loyalty and patreioti
s ab- | vinced
that
d take
pos
sup
to
t
men
lia
par
with’a view that the house rshoul
he} house of
Ject' deliberately into thei consideration, on’
ra
ap ly a remedy to such
4t
that th
ed to move, as an amendment to the moti - iced Assi, ப் at the conference,
b
z
era
sid
con
her
fart
the
t
commons considered
which
of the noble lord, «be Tha
t,
ion
nex
osit
day
supp
Mon
to
the
ed
deferr
ort
ட
tion of this replord
ர inexpedient, wararantedeee teட்
s be summoned.”
ழ்
e:
and that thé
mad
had
he
this
n
wpo
e opini
.
question having been SEAputTS
ட்
(8 8000௦:
_ameThe
same
to accomplish the that
ndment,
on
ecti
no
the
ave
not
t
was
doub
he
no
that
;
said
had
ool
erp
He
Liv
way.
‘The Earl of
ee:
of the opinion he in another
‘commons: did innot
on ட் ared to retract oneim word nce6 (of this clause.’ jection ofstathe
its
to
but
the
t, that
se sub ntially» ieHe therefore thougheo
au
cl
pig Siven upon’ pol
ider
cons
he
ice,
‘If.
thisi partici ular bi
‘oth in’ point of icy and just

* Wheng

ny 3 mendment,
s object toa
the Commonileg
es, they eas inform the

cut, and

do not take this
If, however, the Lords inent
, then the|

as affectin mr priv
the: ‘amendinent inexpe=
di nls, that. they consider
ine offering farther
decl
"that they

Teasons.”.

'
their amend
insist upon
but are
a‘onimon
obliged to explain their meaning more |
s
‘clearly, (3 Hats. 192.)
®
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he should have been ‘disposed
to (

_ sider the whole proceedings relative tothe
in question rather as a2 subject’ for mirth and |
pleasantry, than for serious consideration. “The
whole tendency of the noble eafl’s ar;

oe eeling

10,

which
he had

express

that the clause
could nc
ன to ari infraction
|

ரகா

se
;

“property; that the law being long unknown
dormant, the repeal of
could produce no
acted most preposterously, had they not adopted injury to individtals. This, however, was all
‘Was
to prove

have | and
that their lordships would hav
Ee

this clause, and that the”

ons had done

gratuitous assumption! Tt had never been p

wrong in refusing to agree 40 it; and yet he
concluded with proposing, that it should now

ed that the law was unknown; but, admitting
this assertion to be true, that was not a sufficient
reason for the clause which their lordships had

inferred had acted very absurdly, would, notwithstanding, adopt what their lordships were

and he did not understand whylegislators, who

had retracted no opinion, he had the singular
modesty to ask their lordships to retract theirs.
He said, “ You must now alter the opinions

for depriving other men of their rights. (Hear,
hear.) "The'aliens who had றக்க
shares

be rejected.
The word “inexpedient,” it
appeared, had damped his courage, and he been induced to adopt. Ignorance of the law
affected to believe that the Commons, who, he did not protect unfortunate men for breaking it,
did not know the law which it was their duty
desired to reject. After boasting that he himself to know, sHould make theiriznorance an excuse

you have solemnly

given on the subject, because

the Commons, who have just given a proof of
their disapprobation of your opinions, will be
sure to take them up as soon as you yourselves
reject them.” ‘This was a strange sort of reasoning, and full of deep humiliation ; but it was in
the criminality more than in the inconsistency
of the proceeding, that the humiliation was to
be found. A gross violation of the rights of
property was contained in the clause which the
Commons had rejected. The noble earl had
more than once spoken of the trick and device
by which, he asserted, certain aliens had attempt-

in the Bank of Scotland, held that property by
the same title that their lordships held their

estates, namely, the sanction of law. © The
measure which the noble earl had supported
rendered foreigners mere trustees at the will of
the crown,

was, if acted upon, to give the rights of fieeout an obligation to perform any of the duties
of a subject.

parliament, to procure their naturalization; but
they had only ayailed themselves of an existing

peal, not only

‘w 3; whereas

the Scotch

liable to forfeit any land which

born subjects to any foreigners, without being
compelled to take an oath of allegiance, orwith

act of

ed, since April last, under

and

they might have purchased. When the noble
to adopt
earl was formerly urging their lordships
the clause, he declared he was quite impatient
under the existence of a law, the effect of which

He was aa

anxious for

ரு

prospectively, but retrespectively5

த பப satisfy him short of the disof all the individuals who had

and

the noble earl, in contradiction| franchisement

to all the principles of law and justice, proposed
to deprive them of their property and rights.
But let not their lordships “ lay the flattering
unction to their soul,” that this was merely an

act of the Scotch parliament. It was no such
thing, though, as an act of the Scotch parliament
recognized by the Union, it was the law of the
United Kingdom. It originated with the Scotch
parliament, but it was re-enacted by the British
parliament, in the year 1774. ‘The noble earl
had called upon any person to say, whether he
knew of the existence of this act before the

month of April last? Why

should the noble

earl ask that question, or why suppose that the
act was unknown? Was it
because the noble
earl himself was ignorant of it, that it should
be unknown to every other person? ( Hear.)

But if it were true that nobody knew any thing

obtained legal rights under the Scotch act, since
the 28th of April. Now, however, he was

more moderate, he was content to mix a litte
water with his wine. (4 /augh.) The ட
spective part of the clause, which he now spoxe

of as a little matter by the bye, was to be omtt-

ted.

In fact, the only consistent part of the

noble earl’s conduct was, his precipitation ane
impatience. He had been all impatience t0 f
the clause passed, and he was now 1m an a

hurry to get it rejected.

If howevel,

lordehips must stand in a white

nis

sheet on it

occasion (a Jaugh), he thought it becoming

a

therefore support his noble friend’smee
the farther consideration of the subject

a

they should go through the work of
with due deliberation and solemnity.
Monday.

ரி id
He Mer

aed

ம் of Lansdoawne said, a பி ry
The
ing the noble earl’s motion, but for entering a former occasion, he admitted that the ட்] i
act of the F
into an inquiry on that point, previously to a allowed to foreigners by-this
to exis .
allowed
be
not
should
parliament
full consideration of the whole subject.
He
of the act, that would be a reason, not for adopt-

knew not by what fatality it happened, but, was. still of the same,.opinion; pu

bene.

fortunately, violence and injustice generally de- thought that, in justice, the repeal of 18 ouldbe :
feated’ their own purpose,, and, in this case, be prospective, not retrospective. it ர்க a
them- a great injustice, a complete spoliation

ministers had most completely defeated

selyes.

He wished not to be understood as ac-

fusing their lordships of either violence or in-

justice, but the whole

transaction

was

of such}

to deprive foreigners of those advantngy by the
they enjoyed under an act பணக் “they had

British parliament, and under whic
©

-gst]
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Bil

acquired;
property. Boreigners became possessed of rights under thistact, in the same way
were obtained
—by law.
as all other ம் க justify
ch
ae It}
was attempted

to. jus’

e repeal

of this act,

upon the ground that it had fallen into dune.

Rous

a A பல்க

<a

how they were to hit. ] te

yent

2

the house

ae eR

eo

ts
: the noble lord on the bench

beand was quite unknown. Such was not the case. side him, For his part,
ot su
that
‘The existence of the law was well known, and the British parliament had. so far
neglected its
though persons not immediately interested
in it duty as to pass the act of 1774, without
taking
might not-have been aware of its existence,it into consideration the Scotch act,
which was
was

familiar to. many, as well to those who

thereby confirmed.

The object of ministers
in

had. acquired property under it as to others. the retrospective clause was nothing more nor
The best mode, in his opinion, would be, to ad- Jess than to pass an act of pains ae Poe alties
journ the consideration of this question to a | without any.
dete or even the
allegation

farther period.

By that means, they would

of any criminality, against the individuals who

give time for the introduction of a new bill, were to be affected by that unjust measure. .

which
stages

might be carried regularly through all its
Earl of Lauderdale said, that he should
ட houses. What had occurred
on not The
have troubled their lordships with any ob-

this occasion was an addition to the many proofs servations, were it not for some ideas that were
that the privileges
of the two houses a patlia- thrown out, which he could not allow to pass
ment tended greatly to public utility, though in silence, The noble earl (Liverpool) had detheir exercise might occasionally be attended fied any person to say, that he knew
this to be
with some inconvenience.
‘i
the law of the land in April last. He could

The Earl of Harroqdy, (who had entered assure that noble earl, that he was well aware of

the house while Lord Holland was speaking) the existence of such a law. A noble lord, a’
supported the motion of his noble friend (the friend of his, knew that he had stated to him
Earl of Lverpaols)
He saw no injustice in the many months back that such was the law. There
measure which had been adopted by the house. was not a single director of the Bank of ScotA law allowing such facilities to foreigners as land, or an eminent lawyer connected with that
the Scotch act of parliament did, should

allowed to exist.

not be

Bank, who was not aware of it.

It was not a

It was nothing more than a mere dormant act, or one merely emanating

from the parliament of Scotland. It was recoga local object. Tt was now brought under the nized and confirmed by various acts of | the Britis!
notice of their lordships for a particular purpose, parliament. It was so recognized in the 14th,
haying for a long time remained forgotten, the 2gth, and s4th of the king. It was said to
and almost
படர் unknown. He did not be a private act : it was no such thing. “It had.
blame those who had discovered the acts upon Ibeen long acted upon. Aenea had
i of it, and it
ட் the objection to the amendment of their purchased
property upon upo! the faith
lordships was founded: but the conduct of the would be most unjust to deprive them retro_ Bdble lord opposite was most singular; for, spectively of its benefits. Tt was as public as
after resisting the clause proposed, he now ob- any act upon the statute-book, but, like many
jected to their lordships rescinding it. The noble others in which persons were not immediately
lord hadcommented on theword “inexpedient,” interested, it had.not been adverted to. The
in the answer of the Commons, to which his noble earl should not conclude, from his own
noble friend had alluded; but, in fact, that was ignorance of it, that others were in theane
ue commen expression employed on such occa- predicament, For his own part, he was ay
Pivate act, passed more than 120 years ago for

existed, but he
Sions; it was therefore very extraordinary that aware that a Jaw of the kindupon
to eomianalats
the noble lord should think fit to found any not consider himself called
een onthat word. With regard to what the circumstance, and he was not sorry. that ae
had been said on the subject of the act of 1794, had given an opportunity for peasethe o =

he was persuaded that when that act passed, the

tendency of the act of the Scotch parliament

Must have escaped observation. _
* Lotd Holland said, he perceived

that the

noble lord who spoke last wished to charge him

with inconsistency, while his only object was
to rescue the proceedings
of the house from
that charge. The noble ted ought also to be

informed, that he had founded no argument on
8 word

“ inexpedient.”

‘The noble lord

Said that was the common expression used on
Such occasions; if it were so, it was the more

extraordinary

that the noble lord at the head of

the treasury should have quoted that expression,

in order to induce their lordships to beheve that
‘¢ Commons had no objection to another mea-

Sure, distinct from the alien bill.

If the noble

டிப

oe

which was rejected by

Earl Grey’s
House then divided upon
91—Not-Contents 32ae
carried.

then
‘The original motion was
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A. committee of managers was appointed, and,
on their return from the conference, Lord Bin-

originate in that house.
ensued,j
which Mr. Canning treated
SS fe
ning, on the part of the managers, stated, that started, asabsurd5 tnumphantly id confidently
the managers on the part of the Lords had been declaring, that he Sand be content to put th
informed, that the Commons considered the question to the Speaker, and to be decided |
amendment by their lordships to be inexpedient,

and that they declined offering any farther rea-

sons,

Lea

Mr. Canning rose to call the attention of the

‘him (being, as he aie

ee

of the Commons’ rights), whether the present

was a money transaction at all, within the: pur-

view of that law which makes it necessary to
house to the circumstance of a misrepresentation, originate
|
all such in the Commons. There is
which he might say was unprecedented since he such a thing as ‘ reckoning without your host;
had had the honour of a seatin parliament, and and here it appears that Mr. Canning did so
probably soin the recollection of most members reckon; for the Speaker, thus appealed to, dewho heard him. This misrepresentation ௦ | clared his opinion that the clause in question
curred in a statement) purporting to be an ac- was of such a nature as to render its origination
count of what took place in the house last night, in the Lords irregular and illegal”? Now, Sir,
in that part of the debate on the consideration (said the right hon. gentleman,) what passed on
of the lords’ amendments to the alien bill, where, the occasion alluded to, passed in.a house
as full
after an hon. and learned gentleman (Sir A. Pig- as at present, and I can confidently and triumph.
gott) had objectedtothose amendments, as affect- antly put it to your recollection, and to that of
ing the privileges of the house, he (Mr. Canning) the members who then attended, whether the
appealed to the Chair for an opinion on the ques- manner in which I stated my sentiments, the extion. In anewspaper of this morning there was pressions which I used, and the tone in which
not only a report of what then occurred, but a I made the appeal, were not the very reverse of
comment of a nature which, as it affected a those here described; and whether any. man
particular member, or the privileges of the who heard me could, without doing it falsely,
house in general, was most offensive, far ex- perversely and malignantly, convey to the ee
ceeded the usual latitude allowed in such cases, ic the representation which
I have read. I can
and could never be tolerated. It would be in not only rest the matter on the impression of
the recollection of the house, that when this the house, but I can appeal to you whether,
point of form arose, he, after making a from previous communication on the point at
few cbservations, put a question to the Chair, issue, I had not good reason, at the time when saying, he was willing to rest the issue on I put the question, for believing what was your
its decision; and it was in the description of opinion; and whether, so far from eptertaining
the tone and manner in which he was said to a confident hope of eliciting from the Chair an
have delivered his sentiments on that occasion, answer contrary to what was given, I had not
and made this appeal, that he thought the house perfect anticipation of what
that answer would
implicated, and he, individually, had reason to be. It is not my intention to found any farther
complain, In the report itself there was no un- proceeding on this subject. I think it enough
fairness or misrepresentation.
It stated the to have pointed out the misrepresentation, m
_ substance of what he said, and gave the order to induce greater caution in future. I
view that he took, as correctly as such reports am of opinion, that great good must and
are generally given; but nothing
could be does result from the publication of the promore unfair than the comment which followed, ceedings of this house; but it is not 100
and which described him as treating the objec- much to require in those who communicate
tion of the hon. and learned gentleman as ab- them to the public, a respect for truth, and
surd, and confidently and triumphantly appeal- an attention to correctness; and it is not to
ing to the Chair fora confirmation es his opi- be tolerated, that they should impute manger
nion, and, in expectation of a different answer| represent conduct without the least shadow 0!
from that which he received. The words to fact for their statements.
which he alluded, and of which he complained,
Mr. Speaker said, that though he could not, .
were these:— It will be recollected that a without great delicacy, touch on any thipg Ee
concerned, he owed i
clause was introduced into it by the Lords, inva- which he was டட
" lidating the effect of a law derived தமனர் to the house and to the right hon. gentleman on
from Scotland, whereby it was first enacte > this appeal, to confirm every thing w!
=
that the purchasers of stock in the Bank of that had stated. When a question arose abou
country should be deemed naturalized; and the forms of the house, on which, con
afterwards, by the act of Union, the naturalized situation, he might be supposed to del mr
subjects of one country were in future to be ad- his opinion, he thought it due from him to Eo
mitted to equal rights in the other. This law, municate his impressions either to the a
we say, was, by an express clause in the Alien or to any individual member of either a me
bill, to be set aside : but it was last night disco- might make the appeal to him.” Hebe eae
vered and argued in'the Commons, that such a dingly, on being asked by the right hun
2
clause, haying relation to money-concerns—to tleman his opinion, mentioned it to him cee

the money-concerns of the subject—could only

viously to its being stated to the house5 a”
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Sandie ide:
ae
ச dutiful’ congratulations
other
would haye done so to
ர்வ
தம்!
convinced that, by
ம் his i fase Royal Highness,
on the happy nuptials of His

on matters of form from any

Royal. Hightess the’ Duke of பண்ரது with

member, he

betarnewier yal healer Saniditigi nea
tesy, or ri

+

of Hesse, youngest daughter of the

grave Frederick, and niece of the Elector
r asked the name of the newspaper of Hesse;
and to assure
His Royal Highness of

A oe

பஸ் ன

ae

(Hear, hear.)

the sincere and heartfelt satisfaction
which this
house derives from a circumstance
that must add.

said, “ The Times,”

Brougham concurred in the statem

so much

domestic happiness to

family.”

that nothing could be more distant from a tne

ee

His

Maj

eer

tepresentation of what~had occurred than the
This motion was agreed to, memine contradicomment which had been read. He had a per- cente.
fect recollection of the circumstances, and could
The noble lord then moved, “ That this house
say, that the tone in which the right hon.
gen- do congratulate Her Majesty on the happy nup-

tleman delivered his sentiments on the fae

tials of His Royal Highness the Duke of Cam-

bill, and in the appeal to the Chair, was in- bridge
with the Princess of Hesse, youngest
correctly stated. He was glad to hear from the daughter of the Landgrave Frederick, and niece
right hon. gentleman, a liberal admission of the of the Elector of Hesse.”

benefit to be derived from free discussion and

This motion was

to, nem. con.

and

the unrestrained publication of what occurred in Mr. Disbroave was ordered to attend HerMajesty
னர
5 வ் comments of the sort alluded to, with this congratulation, :
ccurate, were very much to be reproThe noble lord. next moved, “ That a Mesbated. He himself had en to be கப்ரி sage be sent from this house to டட their
with similar comments on what he had said, Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of
ree he always felt reluctant to complain. On Cambridge, on their happy nuptials.”
@ late occasion, he was said to have made an
This motion wasalso agreed to, nem. con. and

attack ona great law officer, and then to have Lord Edavard Somerset, Lord John Thynne,

oe a
lection of
attack and
things, and

whereas, it would be in the recolthe house, that what were called the
the retractation referred to different
that neither the one nor the other

existed; he, speaking of the court in the one

case, and of the character of the individual at!
the head of it in the other.
=

Sir Edward Stopford, Mr. Littleton, Lord Viscount Clive, the Marquis of Worcester, the Earl
of March, and Lord Viscount Valletort, were
ordered to attend the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge with the said message.

Here the conversation ended.
eee Tierney said, the house had now been
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Monday, June 8.
Lord Sidmouth rose
OrpeERs.]

for some minutes without any business before
La He wished to know from the noble lord
os any measure was to be brought forward
h ‘ay, which required so full an attendance, or
ees they had been conyened on a Saturday
01 ee have the pleasure of sitting to look at

SrawpInc
to give notice, that he would to-morrow move
to suspend the Standing Order No. 104. Iftheir
Jordships agreed to that motion, 1t would then
be in their power to suspend any other Standing
prevent them
each other. If the noble lord had any measure Order which would otherwise
under their
come.
might
which
bill
any
ee he would perhaps state the nature passing
one day.
in
stages
its
all
ல
OF at now, that the house might be prepared for consideration
be necessary for
it whenever it was brought forward.
| Lord Holland said, it would
far the
lordships well to consider how itshould
. Lord Castlereagh said, it appeared to his Ma-| their lord’s
them, if
lead
might
motion
noble
Jesty’s government that it was not fit the law]
The suspending of the Order No.to
ould remain in the state in which it was now, be104,adopted.
any person to-morrow
enable
would
with respect to continuing the privilege of naall the Standing Orders.
suspensionof
the
procure
|
stock
of
purchase
ப
this
turalization, on the

in the Bank of Scotland; he should therefore,

was

aware that, when

Lord Sidmouth
noble lord,
Order should be suspended, any
sub-|
this
on
bill
a
introduce
next,
on Monday
Ject: it would be a short bill, to suspend the|
Sole objectto
peration of the Scotch act in favour of aliens q ing Orders;
1]
positon. ற. ‘heirThe lordships
bot prop’ 081110.

mi on

hr li

urchasing such etock till the next session. The to hisdecide notice onwasthat, to enable
would have no retrospective provisions, and |
before them
l which might come
2 oe not think it would lead to much discus- i. ன vil through its several stages of the
h

னக

க பட்டப்

, after apologizing

to

| to-morrow,

same

(0098

1
for not. having brought fomward earlier the mo-

tions with which he meant to conclude, moved,
hat an humble address be present ed to His | made.

Royal Highness the Prince Regent, to offer the

©

day, if such

be
a proceeding should

20871]
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ships to suspend all the remaining Standing Or-| Lord Edqward Somerset reported the answer
ders. It was very extraordinary
that such a = the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, as folnotice as that given by the noble lord should lows :—
னை
அல்கி டத

have come from him at the present time. The
“ We return the House of
ons
our
suspension of the Standing Order was never pro- thanks for their very obliging attention
on this
posed except when there was before their lord- occasion.””
toate

ships some legislative proceeding, with a view to
EpucATION COMMITTEE.] Mr. Brougham
facilitate which the proposition was made. At brought up a Report of the Committee appoint-

present there was no appearance of any ground
for the motion of which the noble opt had
given notice.
த
The Earl of Liverpool acknowledged that it
was the general practice, in respect to propositions on the nature of that of which his noble
friend had given notice, to make

view to a particular bill.

them with a

He believed, how-

ever, that there were some precedents of motions
which, like the present notice, did not go to

suspend the Standing Orders for forwarding any

particular bill, but this particular Order, No.
104, which said, that no Standing Order should
be suspended without a day’s notice of the motion to that effect being given. It was true, as
the noble lord had said, that it would, after the
suspension of that Order, be in the power of any
individual to propose the suspension of all the
other Orders : but he had a better opinion of the
house than to suppose that such a course would
be adopted ; as he knew that their lordships
would be guided on that, as on every other
question, by a view to the public interest.
Lord Holland said, he did not mean to throw

any

impediment

in the way of the measure

which the noble lord had in view, but he thought

it would be better if the notice of the noble
lord expressed not merely the suspension of the
Standing Order No. 104,but the object for which
that suspension was proposed.
The Earl of Lauderdale recommended, that
the suspension of the Standing Orders which
were framed with the view of preventing any bill
from passing through more than one stage on
the same day, should be specified in the notice.
After some farther conversation, it was agreed
that the notice should be given for the suspension of the three Standing Orders Nos. 26, 104,
and 125.
The Jords were then ordered to be summoned

to-morrow.

ed to inquire into the Abuses of Charitable’ Institutions for the Education of the Poor. On

moving that it be printed,
he begged to men-

tion a case, which had come to the knowledge

of the committee since he made his statement

on a former occasion. “It was the case of an
abuse in the county of Huntingdon. In the
reign of Edward Il. land had been bequeathed
for the use of a school. It was then of the esti-

mated value 08857.

It consisted of 145 acres,

in the neighbourhood of a Jarge and populous
town. Its present rent was only 160/., although
its value, according to the lowest estimate, was

within a trifle of 800/. a-year. Who were the
lessors of this estate? The mayor and twelve
aldermen of the borough. Who were the trustees? ‘The mayor and twelve aldermen. Who
were the lessees, who’ derived the benefit of
possessing the land at a rent so diminished?

The mayor and twelve aldermen of the borough.

These gentlemen were the lessors, the trustees,
and the lessees of this estate, all in one. ‘In

this borough the right of voting was in the burgesses.
‘The burgesses were chosen by the
mayor and aldermen. Now, under whatever
circumstances a burgess might be chosen, whea

he became a burgess he remained so. “* Once a
burgess, always a burgess.”

expected,

It could not be

that these

therefore,

voters would

always vote the right way, unless there were
them in order, ‘Those means
means of keeping

were very simple. It was necessary for the
convenience of these voters, that they should

be in possession of some of the lands, and the
mayor and aldermen gave to each of them su
a portion as was deemed expedient. Of courses

there was never such a thing as a conteste
election in the borough.—Such was the
of this charity ; and it was marvellous that

the grossest of all the cases of

த
ன்

ட் the poo

which had come to the knowledge ௦:

ப

mittee, was exempted from the control of

the

commission appointed. by the bill, in ae
ES
quence of that most fatal clause which Lee
Monday, June 8.
introduced, exempting from the visit a ce
ன்
MARRIAGE OF THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE.} commission all charities which had speci
in
Mr. Dishroqwe appeared at the bar, and reported tors. It really seemed as if that case
ன்
the answer of her Majesty to the Message of sent to the committee to fill up every
Congratulation of the 6th instant, as follows :— his arguments against the alterations in the ‘
“ T receive with satisfaction the congratulations Who were the visitors in this case? The ட
of the House of Commons on the marriage of and aldermen themselves, the trustees, tobe
my son the Duke of Cambridge with the Prin- and lessees, who had abused the trust, an ail
cess of Hesse, youngest daughter of the Land- bed the poor for their own interest. He oe
any ae
grave Frederick, and niece of the Elector of ask, 2 after this statement,
that whether
the bill, if not a
Hesse.
{ could pretend to doubt,
னி
.* This fresh proof of their attachment is together, had been almost entity
HOUSE

OF COMMONS.

highly grateful to my feelings.”

away and destroyed by the alterations

6
'
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been made?

All that he could say was,

they ought not to sit and slumber, jigs a

th:

ae

ply the great deficiencies which those alterations

had occasioned, and he hoped that/a bill would
be passed, early in the next session, for that pur: | h
pose. (Hear, hear.)

_ The report was ordered to be-printed*,

house would consent to

all its stages that day. No
aelanttcie
sau
ALIENS AND Denizens BuLL.] ‘Lord Castle- from aes proc ன் Soham
cluded
with
moying,
«that
leave
be
ee
reagh rose and said, that the house had that
evening received a வன பம the house of bring in a bill, to prevent aliens, fora time to
ம் naturalized, or from
lords, stating, that their
lordships did not insist Dede from

on'their amendments to the alien bill.

As the

objections to the clause which had been added
by the lords were not founded on any hostility to
the general scope of the measure, but on its being

‘ing

made,

or

becoming

denizens,

except i

nt =
ae
.
ட cases.”
~ Sir Ji Macintosh said, he should not oppose
the motion of the noble lord. The principle

an invasion of the privileges of the house of com-

of the measure that had been before proposed,

the subject had not been one which required a

removal

mons, and on its containing a provision of a re- was an outrage on the constitution, and -calcutrospective nature, he now felt 1t his duty to pro- lated to violate all principles of justice; it was
pose a bill to alter the Jaw which allowed foreign- equally subversive of public credit, injurious to
௭9 to obtain all the privileges of naturalization, private property, and fatal to every right that was
merely by the purchase of the stock of a bank- dear to this country. But, as that ணம்
ing company. He was persuaded that the house and abominable part of the measure had been
would agree with him, that this was a state of the withdrawn, he was ready to acknowledge that
lawwhich ought not to be suffered to exist in this santana ought to be done on this subject.
country. It would certainly have been his duty He was far from saying that the mode of nato propose a permanent arrangement of this turalization in question ought to exist. He
- dangerous and anomalous state of the law, if thought it an unreasonable and unconstitutional
tion, and should have no objection to its
the session had not been so near a close, and if

‘ood deal of consideration.
sides

the privileges

It appeared, that,

conferred

on the alien

purchasers of Bank of England. stock, there
were some corporations in the united kingdom

which had the faculty, not of absolutely natural-

izing foreigners who. became members of them,

but of making them denizens, without the consent of the crown. The legislature never could
have intended that foreigners, by the payment
of a small sum to these bodies, and without any
other qualification, should be admitted into the
constitution ; and therefore he apprehended,

as an absurd enactment.

But, though

he had no objections to a deliberate measure,
he should be very scrupulous in adopting any
hasty step, especially after the gross blundering
and mistakes that had been committed by ministers. during the last fourteen days. He did
not intend to waste much of the time of the
house, but he could not help calling to mind
the liberality and friendly policy which had
been used towards’ foreigners formerly, compared with what was the practice of the present government. He hoped the house would
not pass the act in the vague and general ney

which it at present stood. He submitted,
that it would be necessary to take up the sub- inwhether it would not be proper to allowthe
Ject at an early period of the next session, and
allusion had

the companies to which

names of
in the bill Why
by means been made to be inserted
ashigh privileges from*being obtained ‘The
nothing but a generat
have
house
the
should
bill
them.
wholly incommensurate to
such companies existed? Why

to adopt measures which would prevent such

that
which he now proposed to introduce was so sertion they have words so sweeping, which
should
oppoany
anticipate
the
not
could
he
that
framed,
be | seemed to Jead to no conclusion but one—that
sition to it, He conceived that it would
* Tt appears

by the Report

. thats the charity here alluded

of the Committee,
to by the hon. and

s Hospital, in
er is that of OnSte theJohn’
lear
the ned
town memb
of Huntingdon.
Sth of June, Mr.
a solicitor at Huntingdon, was exaWells
Samu
e , the committee, and he states, that the
minedel befor

Il. by
hospital was founded in the reign of Edw. sitio
n
end, by-en inqui
David, earl of Huntingdon,

taken in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, it was found,

ofa
that the hospital was endowed for the purpose on—
school for the town of Huntingd
free grammar
he
Edwards is the schoolmaster, but
The rev,
hospital:
the
of
on
dati
foun
the
upon
boys
no
teaches
and the trustees have
eis a burgess and a: voter,
ding school; he

a large boar
suffered himhe tohasbuild
nothing tg do but.to teach Latin,
contends

oe

and he charges the scl holars for other
hospital.—
are the special visitors ofthe
ion
the corporation and bur-

ணை that
She wellsthea
,
ence of Lord Sandwich
comgesses are all under the influ
in Jand near the town

whose interest consists
filed an information
Iv 1810, this gentleman
mon.
burgesses, at ப்ப
and
men,
alder
: ie
against the mayor,
பட
and
Esq.
tt,
Allnu
relation of Thomas
a tl oe ee
them.
st
again
is still proceeding
you foun
he is asked, Have
Court of
of his examination,
of the proceedings in thehe replies,
To this
be very great 2”
்
100015 and, ip கப
s Yes, enormous; above
to make ae வடக்க

made
the attempts they have
very-uncom:
they have rendered my life
gs:
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Allens and Deniens Bill

?

a9,

noble lord was so uninformed that he was afraid were agreat protection to the aubject, and ought

of attempting to enumerate the companies or
corporations, lest he should not describe all the
cases which it was desirable to comprehend in
the bill ?—In the committee he should certainly
propose an amendment, to remove from the sta-

tute-book the disgrace of employing those vague
and unsatisfactory terms, for no other reason

than that the authors of the bill were not able
to furnish the particulars.
~The Attorney-General said, that the acquisition of the privilege of denizenship by aliens,
‘was not confined to the purchase of the stock
of certain corporate bodies. Certain acts of the
parliament of Ireland gave rights almost as extensive as those given by the Scotch act. The
question for the house to determine was, as there
would not be time in the present session to look
through the various statutes, whetherit would not
be wise to pass a law suspending the operation of
these rights for a limited time, and to leave it
fora future parliament to consider, whether they
should be altered or revoked.
Mr..W. Smith said, he had decidedly repro-

bated the clause introduced into the alien bill
by the house of lords ; but the present measure
had his entire concurrence.
Mr. Wynn said, he had also objected to the
clause, not only because it was an encroach.
ment on the privileges of the house of commons, but also because it was a measure of con-

fiscation repugnant to every principle of law
and justice. To the-present proposition he had
ho objection whatever. If such powers existed
as those to which it referred, it was proper that
they should be suspended until parliament could
at leisure consider them.

not to be wavedion

General Mitchell

said,

it grounds,

he had been in the

ty.

that day, and had: heard orders given within

the last two hours by aliens at the Bank of
England, for the purchase of stock in the Bank
of Scotland; nodoubt with a view of defeating

the present bill.
Pedy
ட
The bill was brought in, and read a first time.
On the motion for tee second reading,

Lord Castlereagh said; that it the House were .
to adopt the suggestion of the hon. and learned

gentleman,

a

great number of most obnoxious

individuals, who ought not to be allowed the

privileges of British subjects, would, in the interval, obtain the object they had in view, and
be placed beyond the reach of parliament. The
period, after which no

orders for purchase of

stock should be considered as bond fide, ought

at least to be carried back to Saturday, when he~

ave notice of his intention to introduce this

ill. But he would contend, that the proposing
of the clause in the other house was a complete
notice to all parties who wished to purchase

stock, that if they did so, they would

do itat

their peril.
Mr. Brougham protested againstthenoble 1௦748

doctrine

க்கல்

What was the notice of the

noble lord more than the notice of any other

member in the house? It was true, that the retrospective operation

of the measure did not ex-

tend to a whole month, as formerly, but only
to

48 hours; but the one was as dangerous in prin-

cipletas the other. The noble lord had said,
that ‘from the moment the attention of parliament was

called

to a measure, from

that mo-

ment the rights of individuals might be affected
Sir W. Burroughs said, he should not op- by the acts of the legislature. If that doctrine
by
the house, there would be
pose the present measure; he considered it rea- were sanctioned
sonable and expedient.
no security for property. If the rights of indiMr. Brougham expressed his approbation of viduals were to be taken away, they ought, at
the bill. He begged, however, to suggest one least, to be taken away by a prospective operar
alteration which the noble lord would, he hoped, tion.
agree to. It was understood that the measure
Mr. Canning said, it was not contended ட
was to be strictly prospective. In order, then, his noble friend thata notice of a motion shoul
to make it clearly a prospective measure, he be considered as binding on the subjects of this
thought that, instead of “ from and after the country; but when the object of that motion
passing of this act,” it would be advisable to was one respecting which there was and co A
say, “ from and after Thursday,” or ‘¢ Friday.”” be no difference of opinion—no person cou
It should be recollected, that the place where conceive that the measure respecting whic
the purchases of stock were to be made was 400 such notice was given would not be adopted by
miles from this metropolis. Suppose on Wed- the house. Let
e individuals who might ¢onnesday morning next, an alien in Edinburgh, sider they had suffered from the present measule
who could not by possibility have heard what come forward in the next session and state
were the provisions of the'bill, should purchase case to the house, and, after hearing their stateன்ற
stock. He would be 4 naturalized subject. Sup- ment, parliament would determine
pose he then
purchased a landed estate—the compensation should be made for the injury ¢ ear
consequence oh enacting that the operation of to them in carrying into effect a great nation
this bill should commence immediately after the | object.

passing of the act, would be, that, ட் the
Lord Folkestone said, that the conduct of Bae
Fill did not profess to be retrospective, but only nisters exhibited on this occasion the தட்
prospective, the alien would incur the forfeiture consistency which had marked it
ட.
of his land. If the alteration which he had the whole of the Jast and present sessions te

suggested were made,

he should not object to

the suspension of the standing orders, which

of them had lately argued, that, this mess

ought to have a retsospective effect,
8

«

bu
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it without that
they came down and proposed l it.
How could |
was said to be essentiato
which
the house and the country confide in those who

committed such gross blunders and mistakes as
to
the gentlemen opposite had been compelled
acknowledge?
General

Thornton

>

3

said; that if purchasing

Bank of Scotland stock gave foreignersa right the Commons.

்
Loyd
Sidmouth
moved
ministers
that
to sit-im that house, he hoped:
read a first time.—The noble vi
‘stated,
would make the measure so far retrospective as that the object of the bill was, to prevent any
க
todeprive them of that right.
alien, under the Scotch act of 1695
ட்
‘The bill was then read a second time, .com- blishing the Bank of Scotland, or under acts
mitted, reported, read a third time, and passed*,
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STATE OF THE CURRENCY.] The Earl of Lau-

derdale said,he thoughtit necessary at this period

of the session to remind the noble lords opposite
of the state of the currency. He had already
more than once alluded to the injurious conse-

relative to other corporations, from becoming
denizens in virtue of such acts previously to the
sth of March next. The bill would merel

suspend the operation of those statutes, ani

afford an opportunity next session for the due
consideration of any proposition for the repeal
of the Scotch act of 1695, and other acts of a
similar nature,—In order that the bill might pass
through. the subsequent stages, he moyed the

suspension of the Standing Orders, agreeably to
the notice he had given.

7

Lord Holland said, he thought that the noble
quences of the disparity in the value of goldand
the precedents for suspendin;
silver established by the late coinage; and it lord had raised Orders
too far when he applic
Standing
the
of
ication
pul
regular
the
from
now appeared,

the prices, that at the present price of gold, 15

percent. could be. gained by the exchange of

silver for that metal.

The gold coin was con=

sequently driven out of circulation, and it was
* In the course of the debates om this subject,

of time
them to the present measure. Shortness
was not'a sufficient reason for such a proceeding;
it could be justified only by some urgent necessity. (Here the noble ford desired the clerk to

is said,
the responsibility of keeping the Jaws? It cases
that the ordinary mode of proceeding in such strantoo circuitous with respect to
ting foreigners would be why
observations on the right of prohibithis
so? Is greater danger to be appreBut
ers.
f| 8
country.
from coming to, and remaining in,
stranger than from a natural-born
a
‘from
hended
rehis
of
he might venture now. to state the result
power is liable to great abuse,
ary
Arbitr
t?
subjec
,
searches and reflections on. this important questionto and is always to be suspected. Nor ought any man
he would observe, that this right does not belong
at the suspicion which it creates, Noit.
, (see note, P. to be offended ake to say that he will not abuse
the king, but, as Lord Coke declares
undert
can
man
con1786) to the legislature—It bas been alwaysty 15, —Lord Digby, in his speech (Jan. 19, 1640), on
chief duties of humani
Tnconvenience happening
sidered, that one of theshould
afford an asylum to the Bill for preventing of Parliaments, said, “ It
that every country
ission
jnterm
long
the
by
their
of
out
strangers who are driven by violence
the wisest legislators,
hath been a maxim among
note (p. 1838), the Editor has that whosoever means’ to settle good laws, must proown. In a former
IV.
Henry
of
on of all mankind,
cited the divine law, and the practice
ceed in them with a sinister opini
fc
, it is for
of France, and of Queen Elizabeth. The opinions and suppose, that whosoever is not wi icked rtun
ity
ly worthy
is that oppo
extreme
It
are
point
ity~
this
on
rtun
oppo
ancients
the
of
and Stranger want only of the we ‘must take away, if ever we mean
of consideration. Homer says, the Poor
suppliant of being il, that
the
again,
and
Joye;
of
care
2
are the
1815, a general
Lucian (de Dea tobe
the Editor has taken the liberty of making a few

In
Stranger cravesa brother's loye._ brought
Deucalion’s
yria) amongst the crimes which it mentioned, “ that
upon the world, we find

,
ல்க Vith of September
ம
Bank,
the proprietors of the
meeting was held of
ns of the charter, for the

bade the Macedonians
Humani—as it
called, eecrabilis, velut desertio theJuris
law of hurnan 187
_Were a detestable desertion of
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ntion of the Director
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full
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ced
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he
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flood
In Livy (1. 41, c. conformably
rly dividend, and
they did not receive Strangers.” by which they for- purpose of declaring the half-yea
as might be depend-to
ness
busi
such
ing
+ 24.) Yhe decree of the Acheans,
transact
anxious
rved, that he was
to enter their territories, 1s of

that
ture.—At the same time it must be admitted,hed goStrangers are bound to submit to the establis

2.¢+ 2 8. 16.)
Yernment, and, as Grofius (lib. observe,
they must

honour aud humanity of withdrawing from cireul a
dence, the propriety two pound notes, with & ae ௦.
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tions. —Now, in this country
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subject,
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nish crimes committed
ed by a stran- existe
the Bank directors that such
was
same laws will puuish crimes committ
tained

10.)
Puffendorf (lib. 3. ¢, 3. s.

e and decency,
behave themselves with such prudenc
factions and sedia8 to administer no occasion to
laws to pi-

strangers be suffered

Set. ‘Why, then, should not to reside in it, under
~to-edme to this country, amb

amend
not inat
ed oror was enter
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read the OrderNo.
, 24. in order to confirm|

his statement.

This being done, he proceeded| sev

to comment on the bill.) ‘Though he did not
mean to oppose the measure itself, he could

not help remarking on the extraordinary con-|:
duct of ministers respecting it. They had declared themselves otal aerate important law, and had presumed, that every indi-

most objected to.

That objectio:

vidual in parliament had been equally ignorant to find, was now in a great measure rem
of it. But if they shewed ignorance at the though even as the bill now stood, it appeai
outset, they manifested still more in the progress to cast “ a longing lingering look
behind?

of the measure. They began to apprehend, that
there were possibly other acts besides that which
had at first alarmed them, which it would be

necessary for them to suspend.

Those laws,

however, they could not point out; but, without
specifying them, it was proposed, contrary to
every principle of legislation and justice, that
they also should be taken away. Another instance of their ignorance was, the assertion, that
under the Scotch act of parliament, any alien|
who purchased stock would thereby be enabled

to sit in parliament, contrary to the act by which
foreigners were excluded.
being

of

This was

far from

the fact: for, by an act of parliament, not

that private and local description which this

Scotch act had been described to be, but one of

the most public and important nature—he meant
the act of the 6th of Queen Anne, cap. 7,—it
was provided, that every person disabled from
sitting in the parliament of Ireland should be
rendered incapable of sitting in the parliament
of Great Britain. This he did not urge as an
argument against the bill, but to shew. their
lordships how. cautious they ought to be in
adopting legislative proceedings, on the recommendation of ministers, who proved themselves
so completely ignorant of every thing connected
with the subject on which they proposed to Jegislate. What had occurred on this occasion
reminded him of the advice once given him by
an eminent person, a relatiye of his, whose memory he regarded with affection and yeneration.
That person observed to him, equally wisely and
truly, that, “ when politically in the dark, the

wards the old injustice. He could not se that
persons who purchased: stock for the express
purpose of naturalization, under a law auth
rizing that object, were less entitled to the rights”
so acquired, than those who had purchasedit
without

that view, and found themselves acci-

dentally naturalized. He, therefore, did not
approve of the clause which fixed the commencement of the operation of the bill now, °
rather than. at three or four days afterit had
passed. There was another objection which

might be urged against this bill; but so little

time was
டக
for considering its bearing,
that he could not venture to speak positively on -

the effect of any of its provisions,

a mere

ceived it

misapprehension

It might
be

in him, but he con- |

ட்ட? from the preamble
of the bill,

that it might trench on some of the prerogatives”

ம

of the crown with respect“to aliens. But no
part of the prerogative, their lordships knew,
could be taken away without a recommendation .
from the crown.

It would, however, complete ;

the climax of ignorance on the part of ministers, if, after proving themselves ignorant of the
Scotch act of 1695, of the practice of parliament relative to amendments of several Irish”
and English acts, they should finally manifest”
their ignorance of the prerogatives of the crow).
He

ached

their lordships

the effects of this bill.

proper to do something

to see at present all

He agreed, that it was

lex

19)
of

lo
of

in the state in which

the law stood, but he could not come
to the

conclusion thet this was the measure whic
ought to be adopted. ‘Their-lordships had wit-

1
an

1

best thing that could be done was to stand still.” nessed the lamentable ignorance of ministers a
Contrary to this prudent maxim, it was the prac- this subject; and it must therefore be diffic ai

tice of ministers, whenever they were in the
dark, to run straight forward, not caring against
what they might run their heads, or whom they
might overturn. It was difficult to say what
might be the consequences of this blindly

adopted measure. It might be a question, whether it would not take away the rights of English

for them to place reliance on persons who had,
within a few days, so often changed their op!nions on this subject, He, in general, ce
roved of the course of proceedings which

ன்

Bee adopted, but as the retrospective clause ue if

removed from the bill he should not object

its passing,

ர

ஹி

.

children born betweenthis and the 25th of
The
ன் Orders were suspended, லஸ்
March, who would otherwise be natural born read a second time, and the motion for com,
subjects, and whether it did not take away the mitting it negatived. It was then read a
a
rights of the descendants of the princess ee time.—On the question that it do7passy
ie
of Hanover.
He did-not say that it had
those
Earl Grey said, he could not permit
த
effects, and he thought it had not; but still ceeding fraught with such dangerous ் me
there appeared much doubt and obscurity on the quences to take place, without entering பட்
1206 0 te measure, and, if time were allowed, test against its being made aprecedents: es 102

many errors in framing
Tt was now discovered

it might be corrected. ters, கா aware, had placed themse'v™™ 7
that there were certain situation of difficulty. He alluded to the eer oh

Jaws in Sreland by which foreigners were ad-

belief of the speedy
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He was-aware that, at such.atime
e

delay might

அ்தததகான் களன்,

| explain மன்ன

லை

[தேசா

pin the | ofa bi ர ig brough
ee
country was making preparations for the new other house of parlia வ ர்
bill had his concurrence, as it was to relieve’
elections: but, notwithstanding that inconveof the
nience, he should have been disposed rather to persons who differed from the doctrine

Booed

a Panitiesoond aw

:
severe penalties,
meet it, than to run the risk of establ1.ishing an y | church of England from certain

the:
precedent of this kind. The Standing Orders that the noble and learned lord on
Fought only to be «suspended on questions of
all penalties under acts of parliagreat Sable importance, and not ae for the }its 1
were not specified. Now, this
sake-of expedition. The principle on which ment which
he made to
they were to be suspended was, that the mea- was precisely the objection which
sure was of such urgency that delay would be the present ill. It was for the house to deterattended with injury to the public interest. Now, mine whether they would now establish a prethis could not be said to be the case with respect | cedent for thus rashly repealing acts of parliato the present bill ; for no danger to the public pment. ‘The rights of foreign seamen. serving in
protestants settled in the
could arise, whether it were passed this day, or |the navy, of foreign
aweek hence. It could not be said to be amea- colonies, and of foreign protestants serving in
tothe
sure of such necessity as to require so extraor- troops in the colonies, were, according
dinary a departure from the usual course of their bill, saved; but were these the only rights that
proceedings. Ministers had acted most, impro- might be affected? ‘There were several acts of
perly on this occasion, in not proposing the | parliament inviting foreigners tosettle in Ireland,
measure to parliament at a time when it might with-a view to the political interests of that counhave received full consideration; and nothing try. Were their lordships certain that those
of faith? could be more disgraceful than the ignorance acts could be repealed. அம்ப abreach
that they
them,
of
some
in
provided
was
Tt
whole
e
h
t
throughout
which they had displayed
proceeding. They had nowreached the last stage should take effect under the licence of the Lord

ee

of the bill, when

the noble and learned lord on

inate ee

Lieutenant, but those acts were not saved’ by

conthe woolsack had only to put the question that any exception inthis bill. It wasa serious
rights were
whose
persons
the
that
sideration,
the
proposed
had
who
those
yet,
and
itdopass,
measure had not, and: could not explain what suspended, might, before the gsth of March,of
it repealed, and what be sent out of the country on the information enacts of the பதக
Tight of the subject it took away. When the some of those miscreants whom ministers he’
former bill was before the house, the noble and couraged and associated with—a practice,
unconlearned lord on the woolsack bad proposed to thought, no less disgraceful, than beit was
placed in a
thus
might
stitutional*.—They.
word the clause so as to do away all modes of
their
naturalization, except by act of parliament. He situation never to be able to prosecute
whole=
the
which
in
case
a
was
rights. ‘This
had objected to this; and the noble and learned
for the security of the ri hts
lord did him the honour to allow the full weight some rules framed

had
noble of individuals and the public interest
of his objection. He would now askandthebearing
to satisfy his contherefore,
and,
aside;
set
lords, whether they knew the extent
not permit the bill to pass
of their own measure? Was there ever an in- science, he could:
of the

stance in that house of a measure of such imbrought f
d, of the extent
ed |
ல
and beari
which the ministers who propos
ofநக
not
it appeai
to be ignorant, or, at least, wo ld

Portance being

the course by.which
testing against
becoming a precedent.

that in bis time, all
praised in his government, than
pleased, and every man
men might think what they he had no better way of
speak what he thought, and his wicked predecessors,
distinguishing himself from
the Spies and Infermers whom
ர
«
the
of
le
sensib
fully
are
we
as
Anne R.—Where
“ any country must
fidelity and loyalty of John Ker, of Kersland, Esq.
‘Mr. Wilberforce says, thethatemployment, than by
our
and of the services he hath performed to us andleave
s more by
time
ten
er
suff
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our royal
By the use of such instrume
ee ramen 5 we therefore grant him
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॥ ith த such
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more
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is muc
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Winds
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Our reign the
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The policy of one of the best
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very
a
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rs
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rors Mr, (afterwards Lord Chancellor) Somers, in maintain its
ள் ure.
eu os San
liberties, our rights,
» | such allies. Our
law ant the is i
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ise the aid or the coun
an excellent prince,uent
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336—397.)
eloq
s
most
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the
(See
yet
ues,
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ha h all heroical
ing more to be base associat

5 * The following curious Copy. of a Licence to a
ae is taken from a book published in the beginning
of the last century, entitled “ Memoirs of Jobn Ker,
of Kersland :?
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without expressing his disapprobationand prorashness with which it was framed,
it‘i was passed

d noth
tS, and his best friends, foun

20997.

Mr. Speaker's Speech to

110908 OFCOMMONS.

‘The Earl of
Liverpool said, there were nume- || like Goliah’s sword, only to’
rous instances in which the Standing Orders:had on urgent occasions. 1
been suspended, merely for the sake of expedi- days ago that the noble earl
tion, without any reference
to the importance of the utmost pertinacity, that it

the
oe:

The Standing Orders, however, | | cessary for the safety of Br
could not be epee
as revious | of Europe, that thebill sh
notice, and in this their lordships - ன் a suffi- tive effect. Since that period,
cient security against-surprise. When it was noble lord had been able to Jay his
agreed that the Gilets
னர்கள்
pillow, without suffering much from fe
withouta day’s notice,
their lordships expressed| ‘terrible effects that must followif th
an opinion that they might
be suspended
at any tive operaof
the bill should be en
tion
time, without reference to the importance of the
. He, therefore,
4
measure. But he was not disposed
to rest the in the soundnes
or sincerit
sy o!
guestion on this ground only.’ Independently which the noble
of any: expectation
of a dissolution of parlia- of necessity. Ast
ment, if it could have been calculated that the earl had urged from th
house might sit a month on this bill, it would, | of a dissolution, he
:
|
in that case, have been necessary ‘either to sus- ‘years sin
a ce,
dissolution had been hurriedto’ '
the measure.

pend the Standing Orders, and pass the bill with
the same rapidity as now, or to give it a retro-

spective effect. If it should have been neglected

to do one or other of these things, there would
soon have been no alien in the country to be affected by the bill. They would all have been
naturalized under the act relative to the Scotch

bank.

save the establishment from the danger of an

act that was impending; and yet, that very

which was thought so dangerous in 1808, '

act,

passed sud silentio some years afterwards.
thought, therefore, that the noble lord’s ideas
of necessity might vary
of four or five
days, and

again in the cou se
that, by that time, he

He, therefore, maintained, thatif there might feel no apprehension though 49, or 69, or |

ever was a case of necessity, though he did not
agree that necessity must always be made out in
order to warrant the suspension of the Standing
Orders, this was one. As to the objection, that
the acts affected by the bill were not specified,
that would be very worthy of consideration, if
there were time for inquiry.

agreed on
tion taken
and yet, it
‘The noble

Jt was,

however,

all hands, that the mode of naturalizaaway by the bill ought not'to exist,
was not repealed, but only suspended.
lord had asked what rights the mea-

sure took away; in fact it affected none.

It

89 aliens more should become naturalized

buying

a share in the Bank of Scotland.

Uj

the whole, he though
one that covered aril shame the
rai

(

‘country, both from their ignorance of the|
and their contempt of the rights of the nat
‘The bill was then passed.

it
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PROTEST AGAINST SUSPENDING THE STAND the’
8
182 மெரி] 1116 8011௦: wing Protest was enter.
ed on the Journals.
்
a
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“ Because to suspend the Standing Orders

only suspended fora time the capacity of ac- this House is, at all times, a proceeding liable to
quiring rights. Their lordships would agree grave objections, and only to be justitied.
with him, that it was not fit persons should ac- some urgent necessity ; but, to suspend them
quire the rights of naturalization, except in a the purpose of hurrying through all its stage®, | -ல் and definite manner ; and, to prevent the in one day, a bill, which must haye the effe
ட al
infringement of that principle, was the sole ob- suspending various acts of parliament, which ji

ject of

this measure.

Earl Spencer said, he must join with his noble
friend in protesting against this unjustifiable
measure.
He complained of the manner in
which it had been introduced, by a clause tacked

to the end of a bill, and huried through the

house without any previous discussion whatever.
When he saw all the errors’ that had been com-

mitted through excessive haste, when he saw
the present bill proposed

in so precipitate a

manner, he thought it-constituted a precedent

have not been named, and which the House has)

not had an opportunity of considering, seems! J
us to defeat the purposes for which
th
on | subs
devised, and to set at naught the reasons Upo? Jy)
which they are founded.”
| ous

(Signed) Grey,
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Lord Holland, alluding to the plea
க் that had been so strongly insisted
noble earl (Liverpool), advised him to
More chary in the use of it, and to
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Tuesday, June9e
that ought on no account to be established. If
The
House
met,
and Forty members ne
it had been retrospective, it would have been
still more objectionable; and he still thought, present at four o’clock, Mr. Speaker adjourn
ர
A e
that no evil whatever could arise from its post- the House.
jonement, even under the present qualified
orm.
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Th the house, at two o’clock, with the usual

te, and took his seat upon the throne,

Sir

;omas Tyrwhitt,
the Gentleman
Usher of the
ck Rod, was sent to command
the attendance
urn
‘the House of Commons.

Shortly afterwards, Mr. Speaker, accompanied
jy came
to the} |
a great number of

. Mr. Speaker then delivered the following|

bpe ch :—
:
« May it please your Royal
“ We, his Majesty’s faithful

“T continue to receive from foreign covers
'
the strongest assurances of their friendly dispo.
aoe
sition towards this country, and of their desire
Highness, ~
Commons of the to maintain the general tranquillity.
a

nited Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
Scary q
ee of the ;
jon wits
tend your Royal Highness with our last bill of you have paid
to
the many important
obj

Which haye been brought before you,

pty.

oS

“I derive peculiar satisfaction from the

Te In obedience, Sir, to your Royal Highness’s
mmendation, we have not failed to apply our

mea-

sure which pice Vaoreedes in மறக்
௨ இர?ப006 80ம் 040124 86620(101 to the state of my Tecommendation, for augmenting the nume public income and expenditure,—and heavy, ber of places of public worship. belon ; ன்
$ unquestionably the weight and pressure still | the established church; and I confid
ain upon our finances, we have the satisfac- that this measure will be productive of che se
ion to observe that the revenue, in its most im- beneficial effects on the religion and moral habits
vas
cui?
He jporant branches, is gradually and progressively of the people.
. | Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
eas: fimproying.
“J thank you for the Supplies which you:
“ Among the various duties, Sir, in which we
‘{have been.
engaged, there is none, perhaps, that have granted to me for the service of the present
ear; andI highly approve of the steps you
{ould have de lyed upon us, more interestin
“finitself, or more in

ave taken with a view to the reduction of the

unison, we are persuaded,

'|with the sincere and unfeigned sentiments of all

)ficlasses of his Majesty’s subjects, than the க
of adopting

the necessary measures for the ful

filment of those engagements which your Royal
Highness was
graciously pleased to communi-

unfunded debt.

‘J am happy to be able to inform you, that
the revenue is in |g course of continued improvement.

«“ My Lords and Gentlemen,
« On closing this session, I think it proper to
courts of Spain and Portugal, on the subject of inform you, that it is my intention forthwith to
dissolve the present, and to give directions for
the Slave Trade.
making this com“Nor, Sir, have we been Jess attentive to calling a new parliament. In from
adverting to
another object of great public importance, ear- munication, I cannot refrain
nestly recommended by your Royal Highness the important change which has occurred in the

cate to us, as

having been concluded with the

to our early and pace

situation of this country, and of Europe, since

ர்கள்

vy
I first met you in this
« At that period, the dominion of the common enemy had been so widely extended over
established church. To the remedy of this de- the
Continent, that resistance to his power was
lar
a
afforded
ficiency, we have most readily
deemed to be hopeless; and in the exmany
by
ae liberal assistance, well convinced, that the
Europe alone was such resistance
of
‘tremities
Ist and dearest interests of this country—its
a4
4
truest happiness—its soundest prosperity—its effectually maintained.
the unexampled exertions which you
« By
Sirest independence—its proudest and most
to make, in aid of countries nobl
{ibstantial National glory, are all involved and enabled me fe
ee te ட்ப
lended intimately and inseparably in the religi- contending
ciency which has so long existed in the numof places of public
ல்லா belonging to the

kindled

Sus and moral habits of its people.

h

The bill, Sir, which it is now my duty

-

in so many nations,

which was
most
tinent was at length delivered from the
which it
tyranny under

ling and oppressive
lumbly to present to your Royal Highness, is
"ad ever laboured; and I had the happiness,
[entitled
to termi‘ An Act forapplying certain monies therein by the blessing of Divine Providence,
Allies,
Majesty's
his
with
conjunction
in
nate,
“mentioned for the service of the year one

a thousand eight hundred and eighteen.”

_

the most eventful and sanguinary

contest 1n

a engaged,
had forcae
i ‘To which, with all humility, we pray his which Europe leled
4
glory.
success and
i
so
oe
‘Yesty’s Royal Assent.?”
contest
a
such
of
prosecution
On the conclusion of this speech the Lord ee The
ee
particularly the
Ghancellor received the Bill from Mr. Speaker,
nich, with the Aliens Regulation bill, the

ere sand Denizens bill, the Election of Coron-

many years, and more
close

which

marked the

of it, have been

follow-

ed within our own country, assoe Rehfelt

oe
consid
cs bill, and the Education of the Poor bill, re- out the rest of Europes by~ Buty-ceep'y
and_
difficulties
sty’s
Maje
tied the Royal Assent.
pressure upon his:
Tue Prince RecEnr’s SPESCH.] His Royal for the immediate

2103] | HOUSE OF COMMONS..
people,
I nevertheless looked forward without | ‘been passed
with prop) of
ee having always the fullest confidence
in | sion, in anticipation
the solidity of the resources of the British em- favourable opportunity«

4 per cent. annuities. —

pire, and in the relief which might be expected
from a continuance of peace, and from the
patience, public spirit, and energy of the nation.

SLAVE TRADE.]

could depend, that

“ These expectations
have not been disap-

pointed.
eit
Sep
“The improvement in the internal circumstances of the country is happily manifest, and
promises to be steadily progressive; and I feel
a perfect assurance that the continued loyalty

and exertions of all classes of his Majesty’s

subjects will confirm these growing indications
of national prosperity, by promoting obedience

to the laws and attachment to the constitution,

that this inhuman practice was

circumstances
of peculiar atrocity,

practicable, the real facts of the case,he shou

move, “ That an humble address be presented)
to his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, pray.)

Then the Lord Chancellor, by the command
of his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, said—

ing that he would be graciously pleased to orde,

“ My Lords and Gentlemen,

“Tt is the will and pleasure of his Royal

that there be laid ee this House a copy 0
any communication regarding the renewal of

Highness the Prince Regent, acting in the name
ae on the behalf of his Majesty, that this parliament be now dissolved ; and this parliament

the slave trade on the North
West coast of
ey
i
அன்னர்
Lord Castlereagh said, he was not. at all su:
prised at the vigilance of his hon. friend on pis
this interesting subject. He could assure hin,
that every disposition was manifested by the
French government to put an end to the slave

is dissolved accordingly.”

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Wednesday, June 10.
General

Thornton,

trade; but he must be aware how difficil

it was to cause a trade of that kind suddenly fj;
and entirely to cease in any colony, more espe
cially when that colony had but recently passed
into the possession of the power by which!

seeing the

Chancellor of the Exchequer in his place, rose
and said, he was desirous of acquiring some information with regard to the five and four per
cent, annuities——He had understood the right
hon. gentleman to haye said, on moving tor

was held.

It must be highly satisfactory to hs

hon. friend, and all the advocates of humanity,
to reflect, that, in the late session of the Frent
Chambers, the law for the abolition of the slave
trade passed the chamber of deputies, and thit
of peers, by very large majorities, consisting

leaye to bring in a bill to establish the new 3%
per cent. annuities, that such a measure would,

டட
other advantages, facilitate the redemption of the 5and 4 per cents. He was not aware,

however,

mur

ing been committed
by. wholesale in its p,
tion. As it was extremely desirable to.
the possibility of any effectual revival
By,
detestable ees and, as one great means of do.
ing so would be to ascertain, as far as

from which all our blessings have been derived.”

Frvance.}]

the slave trade | a8 Op

carrying on, to a great extent, in 1
colonies on the North West coast of Afri

0

he believed, of nine-tenths of the members

that, by that or any former act, the

both; and this was the more gratifying, a8 bis
hon, friend must be well aware, from his expe
|
ing state of our finances, he did not think it rience in the country, how difficult itpa
improbable that the funds might rise so consi- cases where the property of individuals a
derably before the next session of parliament as implicated to a great extent, to carry into oe
to render it expedient to pay off those annuities; measures by which that property was diminis! ‘ :
and it would be much to be lamented if such a in value. Although he was apprehensives Ya
fayourable opportunity should be lost, in conse- his hon. friend, that considerable mischief i
right hon. gentleman had the power of paying
them off during the recess. From the flourish-

quence of no authority having been given by a occurred in the quarter alluded to, yet it was 4
legislative measure before parliament should no means to the extent reported. With roan
to his hon. friend’s motion, as the info

separate. It was certainly of importance that
no delay should take place ifa saving of between

he wished for was not in such a shape as W hom
a
produced, and as his

be effect- allow of its being
ed, while, at the sanie time, faith would be pre- friend had, by calling the attention of the நற்

two and three millions annually could

served with the public creditor.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, he con-

to

effected in some ne

the subject,

ட was desirous
object he ட
we
wil
motion shou

ceived that whenever such a measure should be‘come expedient, the preservation of faith with
the legislature; and, therefore,

meet.

it could not be

into effect until parliament should again

He did not think that an act could haye

=

Mr. Wilberforce assented to this sugars

the public creditor would require arrangements at the same time observing, that he ho
to be made which must receive the sanction of British government would persevere 19.

carried

the

forts,

a, that they would soon be crownc®

success,

ir cf
ith

7 one circum

Lord Castlereagh begged to addons cies

j

ட்

81௦.

ட்
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since in corroboration of what
he had stated | Parliament.—Mr,
apith regard to the disposition of the
ich: | had consulted 1
oyernment. It was known to his hon.
friend case where there wasno
the governor of the Island of Bourbon had poe ‘x oe னல்
recalled by the French government, on ord
Parliament, in the
ount

of his

conduct

on

precedent,

பட
sinceofthet
of the Ox.
(

on the om
ios.) The dificlty didnadepend

ae - -slaye-trade.

nother governor of a French colony had re~ bers present being no Jonger a House of Parliaatly experienced the same treatment, under ment. That circumstance equally existed in
diimilar circumstances*. His hon. friend and the case ofa prorogation. But the peculiar
he country might be assured, that no exertions difficulty
of this case consisted in his being no
war-hould be wanting on the part of his Majesty’s longer a Speaker-—Lord Castlereagh be
‘that
fninisters, to effect the complete abolition of this the gentlemen present might incur a premunire,

nbletestable traffic.
thi] ‘The motion was then withdrawn.

if they appeared to deliberate as a House of

்

Commons.—It was remarked that there could
9} Soon after two o’clock, the Usher of the Black be no harm in a conversation between Mr. M.
WwasRod required the attendance of the House in the Sutton and his friends round the table—The
House of Lords. Mr. Speaker and the members
ee not read, and the gentlemen separat-

ted fore ent aoc

ee the Lords.) |

வரி When the mem rs_returned to’ their House |
ம் after the dissolution, divested of their legislative
al character, Mr. Manners Sutton, the late Speaker,
. offered to read the Prince Regent’s speech, at the

In the course of the afternoon, Proclamations
lable, as is usual after a prorogation.
3 were issued for calling a New Parliament, and
Mr. Tierney objected to any such proceeding, for electing and summoning the Sixteen Peers
‘(vimplying some approbation of this mode of of Scotland.—The writs were returnable on
dissolution, which he considered as an insult to Tuesday, the 4th day of August, on which day
*® Tn addition to these facts, see what is stated in
the note, page

1153.

-

”

+ Some gentlemen thought, that the dissolution

of Parliament by the Prince Regent in person was
Ungracious, and

that

it was

intended as a mark of

dissatisfaction.
It certainly appears that, in former times, a dissolution in person was considered
ற் offensive act in the Sovereign, On the 10th of
March, 1628, the day to which both Houses were
adjourned, King Charles I. came to the House of
xls, and, without sending for the Commons, spoke
as follows: ** My Lords—I never came here upon
‘0 unpleasant an occasion, it being the dissolution of
+ Parliament ; therefore men may have some cause
‘0 wonder why I should rather not choose to do this
தி
|

் commission; it being rather a general maxim with
ae to leave harsh commands to their Ministers,
் mseives only executing pleasing things”
And

en, after some farther
Ret

i
{

to dissolve

words,

directed the lord

the parliament.

The entry, on

lords) Journal is—Ipse DOMINUS REX hoc
ம

Parliamentum dissolvit.—On the 28th of

aoe

1681, King Charles If. suddenly dissolved

ie

‘arliament then sitting at’ Oxford.

(ரிய ie follows: “My

His speech

Lords and Gentlemen—That

fe world may see to what a point we are come,
ய் is We are not like to have a good end, when the
ae at the beginning are such: therefore, my
he (Chancellor, do as I have commanded you.”

en the Lord

Chancellor ‘said, ‘‘ My Lords and

T nilemen, his Majesty has commanded me to say,
he

itis his royal pleasure and will, that this par-

mons, and dissolved the Parliament; and went with
such haste to Windsor, that it looked as if he was
afraid of the crowds that this meeting had brought

to Oxford.”
‘In these two instances, the dissolution in person
was thought indecent and offensive. It is trae that

Convention Parlia-

the Parliament of 1660—the

ment, which restored King Charles I[—was dissolved

by the King in person, but then, his Majesty had
sent a message to the House of Lords some days before, to signify his intention, which message was
communicated by them to the Commons, and a conference was olden upon it, The message was as
follows :—‘ His Majesty hath, expected, ever since
Thursday morning, to be informed, that his two
houses of parliament had been ready to present such
Bills to him as they had prepared for his royal assent,
and hath continued ever since in the same expecta~

have finishtion, and hoped that he might, this day,
to his
ed the work, and dissolved them according
there are yet
signification; but, being informed that
few Bills of great
depending in both houses some

importance to his and
not yet ready to be
desirous to part with
who have deserved so
that they

may

the public service, which are
presented to him ; and being
his two houses of parliament,
well of him, in such a ee

not be obliged

to

use

more

ex)

di-

to the வ
tion, in the ரலி, than is agreeable is graciously
which are to be despatched, his Majesty
be ready topes
pleased to declare; That he,will
of time, mae
point
in
necessary,
such Bills as are
6
then, tha
passed, on Monday morning; and

ae

Thursday, 50 aa er
ed ment be dissolved ; and this parliament is dissolv- houses adjourn till
i ee
4399.) ,pabop Burnet (Hist. of Own Times, V. 1. p- that day and Friday
the
Bills which are not yet finished 5 sae dis.
ublic
gives
the
following
account
of
this
dissolution.
|
P
(இம்
en Seat
aS
Kind the steps which the Commons bad taken, the Majesty will on Hip nee
a es both
ப்
be presen
Very Saw what might be expected from them; s0, 99th of this month,
of
pennes
vt
ரி
Mae
the யர
and not very decently, he came to solve the parliamenttime,ee
ன்
to lay. asi
houses, against that
+. p couse of Lords, the crown being carried between

to finish all ‘public

Bills.

cernment
has been always
is feet, in a sedan: and he put on his robes in haste, | 0 i
the ‘Revolution, Parliament
Be
Mithout
Comthe
up
cajled
and
any previous notice,
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hing
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real

ritain, rwerYears ud
sth
d also, theTotal Pro.

oe
om

~ Jan.5,
#

Customs

.

Excis€

.

2:

.

4...

ப

Stamps .".
Post Office.

ஒத

.

1816.

1...

1.

Assessed Taxes
and Taxes...

4,394,639 |
பவ அத்த தகடு

+

726,909
133,227

Miscellaneous...
‘
Unappropriated War Duties is
Unappropriated Property Tax .

.

.

பதக
வத்த

Pensions ccerss-.

co

Total Annual Duties

tak

.

.

ப

WAR TAXES.

Excise

ப.

. .

ம.

Property (Approptiated)

OOS,
7,624.

524,694
90,732

.

4,487,447" |
365,000

1817.

1817.

1,317,381

4,979,154

1,461,894 |
330,000

x

56,085
Sees
374,006

_

5,960,701
1,426,000

5,783,322
1,127,929,

241,199
Bae
e
374,006

9,224,975 | 10,545,852 | 37,773,329

958,540
98,641

870,827 | 2,393,201
337,097
534,124

ds

Suenos

ARS,

4,016

4,016

46,797

615,493

1,057,181

1,211,940

2,931,341

்

௮. சரி

1,067,266 |

-

4,861,027 |

490,151

1,354,616 |

31

595

1,259,533

ட்

1,008,366

780,659 | 4,462,074

2,071,776 |

2,960,576 |

1,294,205 | 11,185,584

4,220,140 |

2,073,389 | 16,656,024

Total War Taxes.

. . .

. 6,445,952 | 3,916,543 |

Total Net Revenue

. ...

. 15,044,300 | 13,982,917 _| 14,502,296 _| 18,831,181
_| 57,860,694 _

2
்
April 5.

Tai? ;

பே
Excise
ரப

.

Post Office.

2
. .
4

.

.

2

ட
.

.

1...

Assessed Taxes
Tand Taxes
2

. .
28.)

Miscellaneous.

.

ye

2°.

QUARTERS
July 5.

ending
Oct. 10.

851,853
| 3,831,360 |
1,589,615+}

1,880,180
4,025,209
1,688,663

1817.

யக ரத்
. 38,819,211
Oe 09.61

842,000

. . .
se

868,104 |
154,550

323,000

2,216,806
464,664.

Jan. 5,

4817.

354,000

1818.

782,602 |
190,502

Ape)
a

98,595

62,160

76,799

255,318

30,225,
993,493

20,031
ease in

12,124
Mile ence

6,200
Sas eens

9,518,103 |

9,339,489

Annual Duties to

Customs.
PROC

Hin.

.

pay off Bills:

. Bee

PENSIONER
CGO

.

Enea
wy

Total Annual Duties
i

+ +

«192,982

13,279

. .

i

.

WAR

Excise.

லட

206,261

Permanentand Annual Duties

Customs.

83,727

961,487 |

டக
ப

os
993;

* 9,010,079 | 11,914,373 | 39,782,044

877,760 | 41,241,770

ae ern Geass

1818.

319,000

2,260,017
353,604

5

.

YEAR
ending
Jan. 5,

2,458,628
6,889,975”
4,695,074 || 16,370,854
1,566,532
6,337 421

Unappropriated War Duties .
Unappropriated Property Tax

Total Consolidated Fund

558,993

124,684

ப

2

ல்க

1,366,454

36,444

வ அறி

ah ©

ட்

258,

sas ee

595,434 | 3,129,636
an

9,724,364 i 10,300,976 | 10,376,533 -| 12,509,807

ட்ட

TAXES,
.

.

Mae

Property (Appropriated)

Total War Taxes.

+

mae

தக

. . . .

Total
Net Revenue . .

ர

4,484,440 | 17,871,998

714,270 Biel: 9,134, 484
180,067
"388,139

41,848
hagas
re
அ) ௮.
es,

ending
வகு

8,598,348 | 10,066,374 | 10,282,156 | 11,757,792 | 40,704,670

. .

.

70,554.
அவா
வதக்க

9,450,951

Piola

Permanent and Annual Duties

பட
உவ

8,551,551

தவற
பன

wage

2,207 ,659
496,503.

72,712
te ca
. . .

Annual Duties to bay off Bills:

Customs. >.
இதய பகவ
அல்கல்

|)

1,520,536 |) 1,500,414 |
«878,000
353,000

nae

Total Consolidated Fund

767,846
4,124,975 ..

|

VE AR

ர்

809,565
கப

ne

4

779,647

472,338

தவ

டபக்

739,943

407,072

809,565 | 1,251,985 | 4,147,015

Pu

Aegan

768,157

389,048

| eae,
4,157,005

en

oe
1252 ப்

70)
4,985,770

. . 10,533,929 | (452,061 | 11,503,548 | 13,667,012 | 47,¢77,450.

|

216

:

No. Bs eae ப் 7c ee
்

of cnet

eG

ril 1817 and 5th
April isis;
disting
of the Consolidated Fund, the Annual Duti

*

2

Excise

.

. . . «- .

:

.

«

.

‘Stamps...

«

.

«

+

. ௨.௨.

Post Office.
eos
Assessed Taxes
டவ்
மறிவு.
22:
Miscellaneous . . +

>

Total Consolidated Fund

767,846

| 1,490,988 |

Total Annual Duties

. .

.

1,317,381 | 1,719,314 |
4,484,440°

WAR TAXES.

wanes

1,461,394 |

1,499,611 |

5,941,796

365,000
- 711270480,067
44,848

330,000
2,134,484
388,132
56,085

342,000
868,104 |
154,550
98,595

1,390,000
5,924,517
1,149,252
267,082

oe
2 Te

oleate
ese
374,006

30,225,
30,225
993,493 | » 1,367,499

உ

eS
ae.

9,224,975 | 10,545,852

¥
958,540
98,644

Sees

of

615,423 |

vas

9,518,103

ites

Total WarTaxes

்

.

+

...

| 38,739,881

vay
192,982 | 2,547,040
13,979
539,749

870,897
337,097
4010-2

1,057,181 |

ns
2290158
. 1,354,616 |

Property (Appropriated)

5,303,820

3,8197211 | 17,365,681

த

1,211,940

31
1,959,533

9,724,364 | 41,830,686

i

த
780,659 |

2,071,776

2,960,576

1,292,205

3,916,543

4,220,140

2,073,389

4,016

206,261 | 3,090,805

Pernianent and Annual Duties 10,066,374 | 10,982,156 | 11,757,792 |
Oustoms:. 15. A
Excise . .

- 1817,

1,487,447 |

தல்
COUR

;

1817,

அங்தக,

00,404 |

கடம
. . .

»

4816.

|

13,000
5629.
56,505.
70,554

Annual Duties
to pay off Bills:
Gustonis., லல
உட ட அட
PCIE
ta
aS ee es
«

the Tot
;
ehProtice

கறத.

>

9,450,951

.

the Years ending

ட

00.10.

1816.

.

Pensions, &c....

.

and als

4194,975 |: 4,937,055 ~|

sa
அண தி
௨ ௮

Unappropriated War Duties.
Unappropriated PropertyTax

‘tain, in

QUARTERS en
~ July 5,”

“Customs.

:

careers
809,565 |
fy

lleaciane

490,707
4,204,373
6,324,557

809,565 | 11,019,637

Total
Net Revenue . . . . 13,982,917 | 14,502,296 | 13,831,181 | 10,533,929 | 52,850,328
ன்

QUARTERS
Oct. 10,
1817.

uly 5,
1817.
ர்க...

Excise

Stamps

.

.

.

Post Office .

¢

அ

.

.

ல

=

டோ.

ட

3,831,360 |

2

323,000)

57-7...

Assessed Taxes

.

.

.

.

௮00௮.

«
-

Land Taxes
, .-.
. +
Miscellaneous .
்
Unappropriatea War Duties Total Consolidated Fund

. -.

Annual Duties to pay off Bills:
ரத.
ok 2-௮.
.
தரக்.
2-ல்
ne
180004)
தச

திக்

் Total Annual Duties

2,458,628

1,991,718

7,162,379

1,688,663

1,566,532

1,588,759

6,433,569

917,414

6,176,899

4,695,074

oye

9,339,489 |

2,260,017

353,604
955,318 |
6,200

Meee

வட

WAR

ட

TAXES.

1,241,770
124,684
வ

|

கல டட

—

;

௮

779,647
472,388
=

ட

ibis genta

739,943
407,072

11,946
6,520

கபர

Fah

1,332,000

1,187,065
467,547
39,068

வடு

வக

39,598,192
்
2,690,469
251,372—

னயல்

ees
(படடeae வனம்,
18,466 | 2,941,844
aera

595,434

|

தமர

95334251

558,993
36,441

அபதல

961,497. | 1,366,454

Excise | |
: ;
Property (Appropriated). .

178,295
738,270
713

வத்

Permanent
and Annual Duties 10,300,976 | 10,376,533. | 12,509,807
ப

~ 336,000

9,010,079 | 11,914,373

7
877,760
83,727
வன்

4,248,082 | 16,799,725

319,000 |

190,502
76,799
“12,124

ரட்

க

1,880,180

782,602

464,664
62,160
20,031

அ

ending
April 5,
1818.

354,000

2,916,806

Unappropriated Property Tax

April 5,
1818.

4,025,209

122072

YEAR

ending
Jan. 5,
1818.

9,352,717 | 42,540,035

oe

௮ அந்தக்

768,157
389,048

897,203
954,190 |

—t.

0

5,184,950
1,522,641

ee

Total War Taxes. . . . . 1,254,985 | 1,147,015 | 1,157,205 | 1,151,393 ட4,707,598
அதக
~ TotalNet Revenue , . . . 11,552,961 | 11,528,548 | 13,667,012 | 10,504,110 | 47,247,634

2115

-

oos15

%
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~ No. X. An Account of the Total Amount of the National Debt in each. year from the
“the Amount of Debt redeemed, and also Total Amount of unredeemed Debt ineach.
GREAT
fotal

amount. Debt

of debt.
Go; 1.

~

BRITAIN.

contracted
each year.

imj

Debt re- |Total uure|deemed in|deemed debt

Co, 2.

leach

year.|

Co. 4

652 3

a
238,931,248). .

In this and following years. the debt)
is shewn,

after

deducting

the

1805

5(

1806)

per cents. 1797, paid off in each(
நூ.
ட உக
ப பப்பி +++)

1807
1808

ச் Includes Loan 1811, raised ட!!!
Ireland, chargeable
Britains sion தகக

on
Great
71812
ட லது “3 Saye

2

Great

Britain and

Ireland

Consolidated by 56 Geo.

டடத 2 22 re 5

1814
~ 1815
1816,
1817

(at 5 Jan. 1813

938,251,248)
238,231,248
238,231,248)
938,231,248]
938,231,248
938,931,248].
238,231,248]...
244,481,248!
260,157,773
311,863,471 _
368,809,040
394,159,040
429,783,290)
451,658,290)
480,703,290)
536,657,603
567,008,978
583,008,978
603,925,792
640,752,103
669,652,847
687,689,958
701,299,515
192,446,770
742,239,101
771,370,296
812,013,135
905.549.502!
930,184,109
1,000,986,526
1,003,768. 6941

vee ee +1238,231,248
662,750/237,568 498

ப
6,250,000
15,675,525

1,456,900}236, 111,598
1,506,9501294,605,948
1,558,850|233,046,398
1,587,5001251 458,898
.. 1,507,100229,951,798
«+| 1,962,650}227,989, 148
2,174,405|232,064,743
2,804,945|244,956,323

51,705,698

3.083,455|293,558,566,

56,945,569
25,350,000 35,624,250
21,875,000
29,045,000
55,954,513
30,351,375
16,000,000
20,916,814
36,826,311
28,900,744
18,037,111
13,539,557
21,917,255
19,792,331
¥99,191,295
40,642,739

4 390,6701346,113,469
6,695,585|364, 767.880
7,779, 807/392, 612,923
120,211,571|394,275,752
110,281,776|413,038.977
~ | 9,995,759|459,067,551
8,846,450/480,572,476
19;409,854)484, 162,622
11,951,711/493,127,726
12,673,475 |51'7,280,561
13,105,7611533,075,045«
14,336,628 [536,776,026
14,574,551 955,741,052
15,000,454|541,957,854
16,087,487|545,662, 028
$8,509, 1774/556,284,819 21,716, 165|5715,21 1,392

93,556,367

'124,.579,590/644, 168,169

70,802,417

120,561,137) 699,315,516

19,798,540|649,074,299

24,034,607.

19,328,369) 632,769,314

2,782,168

1 06,759,615 § 5 per cents 1797 2|18,470,398 748,201,091
U paid off 41,8292. §

ழ்

The sums in columns 3 and 7 have been redeemed and transferred as follows=
By the Sinking Fund.
Land-taXere se 0% en ds,

Life Annuities purchased...
Stock, the dividends due upon whic!

ke

$28,274,369

95,389,239

4,323,589

ave remained unclaimed 10 7.

years and upwards,...... Biel sive
a எல

Purchased with unclaimed dividends... ++

298,037 *
348,600
te
358,557,624
க்கட

¥% The above

debt of Ireland,

National

Debt-office, Feb. 15.

column

5, is exclusive

By 57 Geo. II. cap. 48, the Sinking
England.
year, instead of Ist February as heretofore.

An Account of the Amount of the Unfunded

Fund

of 1,900,0002.

5/

Trish

Accounts terminate on

in
each
the 5th January in
per

cen' ts. payable

s. HIGHAM,
Debt of Great Britain,

, Secretary:

on the Ist of Bebruary in cr

1807, 94,548,3912. 10s, Seth
1815,
4}d. + 1805, 91,515,481. Bs. 4d. ; 1806, 94,196,5002, 13s, 108.5
17s. 11d.5 1814 56,749,184 25-5
thd;

9s. Qd.

1812, 50,454,166/. 15s,

8d.;

1813,

54,055,652

©

x

2122.

ட்

No. XIV.

ம்

’

ன்
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APPENDIX.

ன

An Account of the Total Number of Forged Bank Notes, discovere Lb

Bank to have been Forged, by presentation for Payment,
or otherwise, from Ist Janu
ary 1812 to 10th April 1818; distinguishing each year, and also distinguishing the)
Number of Notes of 1/., of 2/., of 5/. of 10/., of 20/., and above 20/., in Value,
Number

Number |. Number | Number

of Notes | of Notes |

Years.

Number

Number

of |

of

£5.

220.

வக

‘oh

of Notes | of Notes | of Notes] of Notes|

of

_ of

bls)

£2

In 1812..|

19,255

4,261

1,125

—1813..}

11,347

9,097.

827

—1gi4..|-

10,342

9,920

1,011

1815...

14,085

2,829

806

AL

9

—-1816..|

21,860

2,141

195

த

கு

1911.

98,412

1,839

875

BORA

Nord

—1818)|
8,987
to 10 April §}__

800.

387

21

107,256.

17,787

5,826

419

|.

of

of

Bes

£10 |

இடத

Number |

Total

mee 20;

(1.

௮

10

பஜ

ன்

5

1165

24

லை

1

15,315

Lay
ve

en

2 |

31,180

வல்ல
2௮ அனி
i

அறு

95 | 181,861

oa

2

H. HASE,

Bank of England, 13th May, 1818.

Chief Cashier.

ச்

*

The total nominal value of the 131,361 notes reported abeve, excluding thosé above 20/., of which no
individual retum is made, was 1'7'7,249/.
An account has been returned to Parliament of the various sums paid by the public to the Bank of
England, as a remuneration for receiving the deposits or contributions on loans raised for the public service from the year 179%, to the year 1816, inclusive: from which it appears that the total sum paid by
the public on this account, amounts to no less than 397,086/. "s. 3d.
ms

According to Returns made to Parliament of the various Public Balances in the hands

of the Bank on the Ist and 15th

days of each

month,

between the Ist of January

and the 15th of December 1817, inclusive, it appears :—
Ist. That the total Balance belonging to the different departments of Government,
ances of the Accountant-General of the
average was £ 2,174,975.

Court of Chancery,
்

amounted

to

including the ப

£ 66,599,421;

of which
ப்

2nd. That the total Balance resulting from Payments under the head of Customs, and of allo!
branches of the Public Reyenue, amounted to £10,785,259; of which the average was £449,385.
ed
3d. That the total Balance resulting from the Postmaster-General’s Account with the Bank, ao
ட்

to £680,916;

of which the average was £28,371.

“ன

the tat of

‘The total of all Public Balances not particularly specified in the three preceding accounts, on
Jan. 1818, was £337,564,

th

RL
The Total amount of Unclaimed Dividends, and Lottery Prizes, in the hands of the Bank, on the
and 15th days of every month in the year 1817, was as follows:

Average

Unclaimed Dividends.

Lottery Prizes.

24) 43,491,985

35,987:

1,809,666

14,891

hands
ined
ட in theட்

ரம்பம் பதட்ட கக அ
24) 19,695,897

820,662

¢

|

| above | Number,

5 | 77,885

Baas

GB Sal cocking,

|

of Notes

4

1s it

2124
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No. XVI. An Account of the Amount of Gold and Silver cOMé@'at his M.
Mint for the Two Years preceding Ist January 1818, distinguishing each

also distinguishing the Amount coined fro
4

:

7

=)

Be

e s ரம்பம் coined,
‘(including for the Pix.)

e

TSVG

Oia Gold and Silver Coin.

iGOLDEs.

rece sls ee ௮

ie

2

:
3817] 22௫௮௮௪ 2௨௨ நக உ எசில்குக்

te ts

Nils pwns

:

த

.|

Amount
:
Coined froin Old Gold Coin,
Note:The

Gold

~

imported

into the Mint by the Bank, for

Coinage, is received in Ingots,
without reference. to the Coin
froin which it is produced.

£A4,268,330

Totals .ic00.£

த

£ 4,268,330

“SILVER.
Amount coined,

(including for the Pix.)
£:

181023 அழல லல 2௮

Sap

180681

்

Amount

Coined from Old Silver Coin.

de

0

6

Nites

“9,499,095 18

0

* 1,516,098

‘4,263,076 18 6

£ 1,516,038

3

4

3 4

: ச்Nore
Then remains ee to coin about Half
a Million Sterling of the Old Silver Coin.

பக்

JAS. W. MORRISON, Dep. Master and Wr

10th February 1818,

No. XVI An Account of the total Amount of Gold coined in each Year, from

April 6th, 1818, |

ப்

2,967,504
449,961

15
15

DOA

ஐ

௦௮௨௮௮ஐ௮

2

5

189,937

450,242

596,444
718,396
54,668
405,105
371,744
298,946
316,935
312,263

4,275,337 10
ட
Total £| 71,659,214 6

8.

௨௨௨௨௧௨௨௨௮௮

2ல.
எலிய

464,680

da.

| ௨௮௨௨௨1!

௮௨௮௨௮௮௨௫௨௯

. மலை

Mint Office,

5

1,107,983 10
| 2,849,056 17
3,664,174 10
1,530,711 0

கள உய

876,794 12
698,074 7
227,083 21
| . 629,126 4

ர

முலு

350,437 10
| 1,696,117 10

2,488,106

“லி

17

0

497,018

அடட்டம்-

4,685,623. 11

4,901,218

1,171,863

2,000,997
இடு

ஒடு

10

0.

உல

ர லல.ஸ.ய

843,853

1,317,645

9,747,450 0
9,558,894 12
493,416 0

௮2

ல

22 ய

518,040

லல,

08815

Ls
2,660,521 10
2,456,566 17

இல

tom

|

s.

௮௨௦.

“1

£..

111,925 10

வைனை

3

760 |,

SaAanooosoa®

the Commencement
of the present Reign to the Ist January, 1818, inclusive.

0

ன்
9%

«

JAMES W. MORRISON, Deputy Master and W:

' JOHN BARTON, Comptroller.

2126
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An Account of the Average Price ‘of Wheat, Barley; and Oats,

Jand and Wales ; and also in the Twelve Maritime Districts ; in each
Quarter,

5th January 1815 to 5th January 1818. ,
ENGLAND

QUARTERS |
ended
1815:

Wheat: |
Sees
gas

Barley:
Ss.

ம

64. . 2.
69.
11,
66.
7.

29,
50,
32...

56.
54.
68.
80.

6.
6.
7.
4.

Donen
24.
26.
3»

97.
102.
106.
90.

10.
7.
3.
9.

25th March..|
24th June,...}
29th Sept....|

1816:
5th January..)
25th March..|
24th June....|
29th Sept....|
1817:
5th Jan.....|
25th March...)
24th June.
29th Sept....|
1818:
5th Jan......)}

AND WALES:

London,
20th February,

80.

7. |

SE

;

pines

Ge

THE 12 MARITIME DISTRICTS,

Oats:
5
ee
adie

Wheat:

9,
14,
4.

92.
24,
20

62...
இ
66.

&
0
3.

ee
6.
174.
:10.

21.
18.
20.
24,

56.
Doha
0.
81.

8.
200220)
௮97
de
தரர்
ல
ம
922202
விலை.
0.
B8aie
36.1885)
10;

47,
10.
50.4:
52.
ர
47,
3.

30.
80.
540
|+ 34.

Barley: |

$d.

62),
11.
12

So)
292
29.
30.

ம்

43.

8.

9s ae

-|

81.

ஞ்

1818.

Oats:
்
—.
அம்சம்!

இ
9.1
10.|

தரை
2,
0
25.
0.

இச.
46
அ
100,
6
50
OL)
104,
4,
Olean
9021
132-246):
19

த.

mn

ee

10.

49.

8
எது
2293408
34, 11,
94
8.

Os |

8622

Wm. DOWDING,
Receiver of Corn Returns.

1

_ No. XXI. An Account ofthe Value of all Imports into, and all Exronrts from, Great

Brirain, during each of the Four Years ending the 5th January 1818 (calculated at
the Official Rates of Valuation, and stated inclusive and exclusive of the Trade

with InELAnp); distinguishing the Amount of the Produce and Manufactures of
the United Kingdom Exported, from the Value of Foreign and Colonial Merchandise Exported :—also,

stating the Amount

United Kingdom Exported from Great
clared Value thereof,

of the Produce'and

Brirarn,

Manufactures of the

according to the Real and Deன்

Officialial ValValue of f Th Importsts.
Years.

Official value | Produce and
2
இர
Manufactures

Kingdom.
1815 ...0+6+ |

&.

36,559,788
35,989,650.
30,105,565

33,971,025
32,620,770

:

|

Declared
VaIneof
Pro:

x
and ManufacForeign and
s of the
Colonial Mer- | Total Exports. Tied Kine

பெடி,

ze

[80030

£

a

eee

த

36,120,733
44,048,701
36,697,610

20,503,496
16,929,608,
414,545,964

56,624,229
60,978,309
51,243,574 |
53,125,132

43,614;
ந்த்

33,200,580

19,157,818

52,358,398

oe

10,269,271

49,504,668

41,590,516

31,822,053
26,874,920

41,742,002
34,774,520

29,916,320

39,235,397

11,534,616

15,708,434 | . 57,420,436
13,444 665
48,216,185

Aa
ee
42, ae

டன
Ao பட்
2
\
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Dal

No. XXIL. An Account of theValue of all Imeorrs into, and all Ex:

during each of the Four Years ending the 5th Fe
ta
Official Rates of Valuation, and stated inclusive and exclusive of the Trade with

distinguishing the Amount of the Produce and Manufactures of

Gaeat Brirarn)

the United Kingdom exported, from the Value of Foreign and Colonial Merchandise

exported ;—also, stating the Amount *% the Produce and Manufactures of the United Kingdom exported from InzLANp, according to the Value thereof, as computed
‘
at the average Prices Current.

Declared Value ef

Official Value of Exports.
Years:

Officialof Value |p,Produce and Ma}

2 and
Foreign

Total

Prodnce
res andof the
\Manufactu

nufactures of the
(United Kingdom.

Colonial
Merchandise.

பட்டன்
ons

United Kingdom
exported.

Imports.
fe

.

1815 16,687,732

2

s.

16
4

£e

d.

ds

03)

475,370

13| 6,360,184
6 | 6,042,253

8
15

6
93]

170,676
165,869

1816
1817

|5,637,117
[4,693,745

1815
1816
1817

1 10% 1,006,672 19 10
|1,134,493
310}
1,165,342 17 10 } 1,163,994
0 103
932,488
5
[1,050,618 19

188 [5,644,175 16

1818 | 89'335 14

2 | 150,562

53| 6,412,892 10

951,548

2}|

9|

5

eee

ee

fi ee said

AS

ப

8.

9}|6,114,878 14

9 11} | 6,590,249
16
4

4
0

8
53}

1,214,835 19
7%
1
QE | 1,204,412
7
974,862
4

53}
03)
23|

2 |
8

6,530,861
6,208,123

gas

Be

4 0 | 19,620,695 13

6
4

41,391,559
8,510,977

8 Ot

7 103 | 6,963,454 18 05 10,596,325

908,162 19
40,117 17
6
42,374

23,41974 103]

லத் மத்தம் கனல

674,961 10 கழ]

ல அ ததை கவன

24
95
5

9,046,846 0 2
1,949,782 18 Ag
6 4
1,328,933

9 11

1,411,897

அதன பத

டா

their TonNAGE, ்
er of Vussexs, with the Amount of
No. XXIII. An Account of the Numb
(including their
same
the
ng
gati
Navi
in
oyed
and the Number of Men and Boys emplrps, and cleared Ourwarps, at the several
Inwa
repeated Voyages), that entered
d (exclusive of the
from and to all parts of the Worl
Ports of the United Kingdom,
), during
AIN and IRELAND respectively
BRIT
T
GREA
intercourse between

each

1818the Four Years ending 5th January,

INWARDS.
BRITISH

AND

Vessels. | ‘Tons. | Men.

Years ending

FOREIGN.

IRISH.

Vessels.

டாக
5

Yessels.|

|e tal a Tea
கம ஐ

4,961 |1,889,935/1 21,168
5,189/115,404
gf 08
12,860ப்0 |1,795)188}115,
1621070129 124,

|

|

SS

ட்

4818]

ட் Bas ps

ges} 13,242 [1,874,995 118,928
lea
|e aeieae
1623 |1,729497110:177
223 451] 11,623
்
| | 202205,
2279
|1,998)
19,618
95370
440,088
2902

டட
;,
க
86,651]
|17340,277]
பப்
Sous
sat
107713 [1,558,336] 97,362]

உட்பட் endin:

ean

Men.

பகம்

i

ay அததBs 95°345]
o
10 Oe
8:
3 tel | SBR
S116
57
445,011 poet
B18] orrad [i415,723.90419]
|
3,896
12695,121197,273]
tein] 11,255
ச.
த.
மாதக்.
1816]

Tons. |

3Z

of

2198
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No. XXIV. An Account of the Number of Sures, with the Amount of their Torna

which have entered Inwarps and cleared Ourwarps at the several Ports of Great

Briraty, to and from the East Indies, for Ten Years, ending the 5th January, 1818;
்
distinguishing each Year and Each Port.
INWARDS.

OUTWARDS,

Ships. | Tonnage. |
In the Year 1814...

யம
- Bristol...
«+-Liverpool.
seceeeeeeeeroeceees ses bPlymouth,,

டட...

97
ae
கன்
.

3
3
.

Totalin 1814....

In the Year 1815.
a eeisiale

seeeeses

97

pense

52

395141

117

"78,431

512

ம்

seen
521.

2
on

~759
see

95

69,836

121

79,980

409

81,326

138

87,866

:

:

++ -London..

ns

i

Gi

3,365

oe

see

eee

ae

++ ..Greenock.

ல்

Total in 1817....]"

362
800

16

145

A

ப

Cees
see

4,061

379 -

6

2,959

ம்

589

3

1
26

319

74,498

189

—>

85,172

al

sat
6,426

775

960

98,521,

ப ல

2

2
15

2

589

2

17,297

-

514

1

102

|

7,014

1.
162

க

-Whitby...
- Liverpool.

‘416

1
2

84,691

ச

790.

1

| Pf

oe

-Portsmouth,

2

116

i

aa

71,028

68,803

ன்

;
a

37,353
874
Sele,
405-

1

யி...
Sandwich,

2

.

2
ம்
a

93.

cs

*

48

-Liverpoo!

ப
ஒட

ன்

71,028
ase
seas
wees

-London..

Total in 1815....

In the Year 1816.

Ships. | Tonnage,

A

2,122

468
10,876

*

1,702

104,628

Note :..The whole of the Books of Accounts belonging to this Office, haying been destroyed in the
Fire

at the late Custom-House,

the information required cannot be furnished prior to the Year

1814,

:

Custom House, London, Office of the Register 2
General of Shipping, 1 May, 1818,
1

1, ந, WILLOUGHBY.
©

tn the Year ending 5th January 1817, an American Vessel, burthen 399 Tons, touched a or
bound to Canton in China; which was the only Vessel that entered Inwards or cleared OE any

af ie several Ports of Ireland, from or to the East Indies, for the Ten Years ending 5th
1

>

>
°

SS

Custom House, Dublin, 7th May, 1818,

H. B. HAUTENVILLE,

Comptroller of Tonnage and Light-Money-

:

டப.
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:

5. The total of the Money expended for the Maintenance of the Poor, on the aye

years, appears to have been £6,132,719

6. The Amount of Money

AVETASES

4s. தடக்

ட £6 10s. 6 Ha. for each

cue

expended in Suits of Law, Removals, and Expenses of Parish Officer

soso ese e senescence
cess eer

ererecereten
sense se LILT STD or ye

Ditto..........ditto....,...for Militia purposes...

part of the Money raised,

100

180,057 or is ++»

Ditto..........ditto........for all other purposes ..1,655,162 or 4 more than... Ditto .....,
Total expenditure independent
of the maintenance of the poor £2,162,799

or 2

.......... Ditto

7. The Number of Persons belonging to Frisnpry Socreries appears to be, for the last three years,
nearly $4 in the 100 of the resident Population.
ம்
8. The Area of England and Wales according to the latest Authorities, appears to, be 57.960 square!
statute miles,

or 37,094,400 statute acres;

wherefore, the Number

of Inhabitants

in each

Square Mile,

containing 640 Acres, averages 175 Persons.
த
9. The greater proportion of the Population of England and Wales appears to be employed in Trade
and Manufactures, there being 770,199 Families returned employed in Agriculture, and 959,632 in Trade,
Mannfactures, and Handicraft; besides 413,516 other Families.

No. XXVII.
Number of Persons charged with Criminal Offences, committed to the
different Gaols in England and Wales, for trial at the Assizes and Sessions held
for the several Counties, Cities, Towns, and Liberties therein,
Seven Years; distinguishing the Number in each Year, &c.

during the last
‘

2

Total

‘Committed
Yeu. for Trial in the: |
Viz.

1811 | 1812 | 1815 | 1814 |

Males ........|
Females ......|

Death

Transportation for life..|

—————
————

(for va-

Whipping,
and fine....|
Acquitted...+1..+-+e+ee++|
INo

Bill

found,

and

not

ர பலனைக்,
Total....|

Offences

(according

Convictions,

in the 7
Year)

44,150
12,158

| 56,508:

4
-|

14 years..
7 years..|'~

Imprisonment
பம ப.

11,758 |
5,174 |

5337 | 6576 | 7164 | 6990 | 17818 | 9091 | 13,932

to

...

1817

3859
|.4891 | 5433 | 4896 | 6036 | 7347
1478 | 1685 | 1731 | 1564 | 1782 | 1744

Total....|
(Convicted and sentenced

1815 | 1816

*404 | *532 | #713 | #558 | #553 | ¥890 |

29

25

50

53

34
500

67
588

95
622

78
625

38 |

94
826

60

133
861

ல்

2049 | 2506 | 2759 | 2574 | 3218 | 3663

147 |

195]

183 |

197|

154]

190

3163 | 3913 | 4492 | 4095 | 4883 | 5797 |
1254 | 1494 | 1451 | 1973 | 1648 | 1684]

940 | 1169 | 1291 | 992 | 1287 | 1410]

*1,302 |

103

"Of whom were executed.,|

698
5,496,

7

5,700 | 22,469

320 |

1,926

9,056 | 35,259
9,67 | 11762

9,287

9,198 |

5337 | 6576 | 7164 | 6390 | 7818 | 9091 | 13,952 | 56,308
F

Indictments,

Total....|

358

157
1,474

to the

and Commitments.)
Capital. ..ssssceese
Not Capital......

*4,952

872 | 1050]

:

1282 | 1018 | 1086 |. 1584}

2,950}

9,142

|

4465 | 5526 | 5882 | 5372 | 6792 | 7507 |

11,682 |

47,166|,

5337 | 6576 | 7164 | 6390 | 7818 |

9091

13,932

56,308

895

கரத

8284.

*45 |

*82 | #120 |

810)

|

|Montgom
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_ No. XXVIII. An Account of all Sums received by Great Britain, since the 20th N
vember 1815, as Portions of the Indemnity to be paid by France, by the Treat
that date ; specifying the mode

in which such Sums have been applied, and wha

;

part of them has been paid into the Exchequer.

~ Under the Convention, concluded in conformity to the 4th article of the principal
Treaty, France was to pay Great Britain 125,000,000 franes, at the periods hereafter
specified, viz.—
Fr.
6
1817.
1818.

—=

1௮2090,000

௨

In the year 1816

+ 27,500,000: —
sees 27,500,000 —

1819.
1820.

seee
Ridges aie

é

27,500,000
27,500,000

—
—

——_—_——
In pursuance of this conyrution, the following sums haye been actually paid, viz.
12%

1815 Dec, 22
1816 Jan.
2 #

a eeeeees
eee

8

April

1

+.

14
21

28
May 5

++

12
02
26

1,666,666

66

9,166,666
458,000

66
—

June

2

Oct.

20

«

524,000 —
824,000 —
524.000
524,000
524,000

—
—
—

+ 4,583,666

66

4,583,666

68

« 9,166,666

66

«

+

457,000 —

4,583,000 —

BOM ce

—————__

Dire) «

1818 Mar. 26 .

+ 9,166,666 66

An agreement was subsequently made with France, for postponing the payment of
one half the quadremetre becoming due from the Ist of April to the 31st of July, 1817,
20th

—

of

.

524,000 —
524,000 —

o2

Nov. 10.

to the

15,000,000

615.000
—
749,000 —

++ 8,333,333 34

Nov. 28
April 7

—
—

—

3,636,000 —

8

Aug.

1817

-

4

125,000,000

October,

1817;

and

for

postponing

the whole

of the

é

217,500,000 —

ம்

18,333,333 39

quadremetre

becoming due from the Ist of August to the 30th of November, 1817, to the 10th and
50th of November, 1817; and interest was charged to France for such postponement,
amounting to 135,106f.52c.; and which was paid as follows, yiz:—
A
6
1817 Oct.
Noy.
Dec,

27...
13.
28.

+» 67,106
44,000
~+ 22,000

52
—
—
199,106

38

60,966,439

84

வடட

Making the total received from France to the Ist of May, 1818,..
This sum has been applied a8 follows :—
Retained by the British Commissioners, on account of the expenses of this estab~
1100 க
ன அ
22
Phone ore cele lait weve
Paid into the Military Chest in France towards the expenses of the Army of Occupation, over and above tha sumis received from France on accountof that போது.

உ

Paid to his Grace the Duke of Wellington, in Paris, towards the sum of 25,000,000franes, granted by Parliament as prize-money to the troops under his Grace’s command
Remitted to England, and which produced the sum of 1,406,916/, 11s. 11d.
Sterling see opps nee படப்பு

.

555,666

60

14,534,957 29
8,000,000 —
31,886,893 34
Se

Remaining in the Indemnity Chest in Paris, in mandats,
Ist May and 1st AUgUSt ssesecsunestssvtsssnseee

Total applied. becoming due between the

54,976,777 99
5,989,662 ae

60,966,499
8

Total amount received from France. «
‘

“

ச

\

|

‘
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Purchasers’ Names,
Purchaser? Names.
‘Stock Purchased. |
—— Charles Trumpler, of St. Helen’:
St. Mary-axe, London, merchant ....
த
250 0 0
place, London, lerch. ia
May 11. Frederic Joly, _
May 2. Henry My! us, of Winchester166 13 4
needle-street, London | Gehan eS
street, London, merchant ....
——— Maurice Jacob Hertz, of St.
— Benjamin ‘Prosper Caumont, of
Old Broad street, London, merPlace, London, mer
Chant உவ பவல் வல வவட
ககக ௬௧
Samuel
Dezoete, Old Broad-

——-

street, London, merchant ....
May 5. Thomas Lothian, surgeon in
Edinburgh
2-2 222222௨௨௨௬
——

250

——

—=

chant ......0.
Mare Macaire, of

ரட்ட

lane,Tower-street,

London, mer-

yard, London, merchant....-.
John “Frederick Amy, of Idol-

in the county

of Middlesex,

merchant. ...+sceseceeseeee
—— Peter Ambrose Schutz, of Bury-.
court, St. Mary-:
d
merchant
— Rudolph Groning,
buildings, London, merchant. .
May 12. John Henry Schroder, of St.
_Helen’s-place, London, merchant ..
.
May 13. Alexander
ry.
ry, of
Mark-lane,
London,
foreign

750

Miss Helen Lothian, daughter of

Dr. William Lothian, late Minister of Canongate.........
May 4. John Francis Maubert, of he
Stock-Exchange, London, and
of Stamford-hill, in the county
of Middlesex ......
Charles Henry Moring, of Hampstead-heath, in the sone of
Middlesex ........++-Reinhard Castendieck, of le ewrystreet, Aldgate, London, mer-

ick Gruning, of
South-street, Finsbury-square,

0

250

416
250

250
250

இதன் oes seen eres seseeenee
James Adamson, writer in Edin-

——

ask, and Mrs. Janet Anderson,
his spouse
aes
we ebeeeee

+ — Frederick Henry John, of Adam’scourt, Broad-street, London,
David,

பவை

பபப

ப்ப sone

John

250

—

street, London, merchant ....
Charles Filica, Cateaton street,

London, merchant .........-

250

May 6. John James Romer, of Southstreet, Finsburyesquare, in the

county of Middlesex, merchant

May 5.

May 16. John George Henry Burmester, of New Broad-street, London, merchant
—
George Oppenheimer,

Broad-street, London, Pe

250

—

166

—

Christopher Ulric Riethmuller,
of Great St. Helen’s, London,
merchant

Ferdinand Jordan, of Euston-

square, in the county of Middlesex, merchant.......--+
May 6. Auguste Chas. Joseph,Compte
‘Mercer de Flahault, de 1௨ Bil-

George

Wycombe,

in

the

county “of

Buckingham .
Ernest Emile Rosset, of Old
South Sea-house, London, merப்பை

Henry Nicholas Quirin Rosset, of
Old South Sea-houst, London,
——
——

merchant...

83
——
250
230

Henry Schaaf, Angel-court, in
the city of London, merchant. .
May 9. John Henry ‘Jutting, of Bury7
court, St. Mary-axe,in the city
of London, merchant.»

Tea’ St.

The Right
Countess
the Earl
Joseph de

Hon. Anne Charlotte,
of Thanet, spouse of
of Thanet ....++++-*
Yrigosi, Old
Broad-

street, London, merchant ...+
Solomon Rheinhold, of Manchester, merchant ..

John Anthony Fructuoso, of London, merchant

..-.

6

0

166 13

166 13
166 13
83

6

*

166 19
166

13

“166 19

166 13
250 0
250. 0
950 0
- 166

13

o the
All the following persons purchased only«t

amount of 831. 6s. 8d. each :—
s:
Hans Stephen Kleinwort, of * Fenchurch-building
London, merchant.

250

William Ferdinand Marche, 5, Feneburch-build-

ings, London, merchant.

Jobn Louis Prevost, of Georgestreet, Mansion-house, London,
merchant.

o'

Helen’s, London, merchant...

——

larderie, in France, and of Aldie,
in the county of Perth, North

Britain; now residing at Meikleour, in the said county of
POPU o.0idniei-aieaeisimiesiyid
oe >
ay 8. Christopher Aubin, of High

Meyer,

83

250 0

ன்

James Raymond Jonston, of Alva

of Threadneedle-

0

250

street, London, merchant ....

416

—

250

583 6
416 13

burgh ..
2
ose
Jobn Brown, writer in Edinburgh
May 14. John Stirling, accountant of
the Royal Bank...........—— G. Laing, of the Accountant’s
Office, Royal Bank...

0

166 13
166 13

May 15. John Nicholas Sibeth, of
Lime-street, London, merchant
— Charles Widder, of Austin-friars,
London, merchant ....+.+-++
—— Bernard Theodore Suse, of Lime-_

May 5. Alexander Anderson, of King-

பி

250

83
250

‘Antoine Fontaine, tailor, in Edinburgh,
yhant.
James Patry, of Mark- Jane, London, mere
“of Londod,
Augustus Frederick William Hoffman,

gentleman,

Hyppolyto Joseph Da Costa,

of No”, Phillie

| place, Kensington, ip the county of Sridlese ன்
250

tleman.

—
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person in whose custody he shall be, forthwith upon its being signi
is alledged by such alien, make known the same to the said sec: ti
f
ய்
notification, or in any case in which he shall be informed that any such
excuse or reaso
on behalf of any alien under Proclamation or Order to quit the
realm,
tion of such Proclamation or Order until the matter can be determine shall forthwith suspend the exec
d by the'said Lords of bis Majesty
said Privy Council, and such alien, if in custody under any such
warrant, shall remain in such custody until
the said Lords shall have signified their determination thereon, unless
shall consent to, or the said Lords shall make order for the release in the mean time the said secretay
of such alien, either with or without
security.
2
ம்
a
IV. Masters of vessels shall, on their arrival, declare in writing
the inspector of aliens or officer of
the customs, the number of aliens on board, specifying their namesto and
descriptio
ee
V. Masters neglecting to make such declaration, shall forfeit 10/. for each alienns.
he shall have had on
Doard.
VI. Act not to extend to mariners certified to be employed in the navigation of the ship.
்
VII. Every alien, immediately after his or her arriyal, shall declare
aliens, or officer of the customs, the name of the ship or yessel in which in writing, to the inspector of
he or she shall haye come to_
this country ; and every alien who shall so arrive, and also eyery alien who
sball depart from the realm
shall, immediately after such arrival or before such departure respectively,
declare in
officer, his or her name and rank, occupation or description, or if a domestic seryant, like manner to such
then also the name,
rank, and description of his or her master or mistress, or shall verbally make to such
officer as aforesaid
such declaration, to be by him reduced to writing, and shall also in like manner declare
the country or
place from whence he or she shall then have come, and the place to which he or she is then
going, his or
her profession or occupation, and the name and place of abode of the person to whom (if
any) he or she
is known; and every such alien coming into this realm, who shall neglect to make declaration
of the
aforesaid particulars, or who shall wilfully make any false declaration thereof, may for every
such offence,
on legal conviction thereof, be imprisoned for any time not exceeding three months,
or may be adjudged
to depart ont of this realm, and all other his Majesty’s dominions, within a time to be
limited
judgment ; and if he or she shall be found therein after such time in such judgment so limited, in such
without
lawful cause, he or she shall, being duly convicted thereof, be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding
twelve months.
VII. The inspector of aliens or officer of the customs, to whom such declaration shall be
or
particulars delivered, shall immediately register tht same in a book to be kept for that purpose; made,
in which
book, certificates shall be printed in blank, and counterparts thereof; and one part containing
all the —
particulars, excepting such as shall be in the column of remarks, shall be delivered to the
alien, without
fee, or other charge.

TX. Every alien arriving in this realm, except-such domestic servants as aforesaid, shall within one

week after his or her arriving at the place which shall be expressed in the certificate,

deliyered to

him or
her as aforesaid, as the place to which he or she Proposes to go, produce such certificate,
the Aliens’ Office, in Crown Street, Westminster, or to the chief magistrate of any other if in Landon, at
town or place in
which he or she shall be; and if there be no chief magistrate in such town or place,
then to some justice
of
the peace in

and for the county, city, town, or district in which such alien shall be, or to such
person ~
as shall be authorized to that effect by such chief magistrate or justicc, by warrant under hand
and
5
or in case such certificate shall be lost, shall deliver a full and true account of all the particularsseal
that
shall have been contained in such certificate 3 and every alien who shall neglect or refuse to produce
such _
certificate, or deliver such account, or who shall wilfully deliver any false account, on conviction thereof
before any two justices for the county, city, town, or district in which such alien shall
be, may be adjudged,
at the discretion of such justices, for the first offence to suffer imprisonment for any
time not exceeding
one
month.

ர

X. Tt shall be lawful for the Lord Mayor
cities of London and Dublin, and for any

and

Mayors, or any one or more

of the Aldermen of the

one ormore Justices of the Peace, being specially authorized by

one of his Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State, or by the Secretary of the Lord Lieutenant of Treland,
by warrant under his band and seal, or generally authorized by Order of his Majesty in Council,
or any
mayor or chief magistrate,

or other magistrate or magistrates of any city, borough, or town corporate, ee

authorized, to cause any alien whom he or they shall have cause to suspect to he a dangerous person, to be
taken into custody and exarnined, and either to discharge or detain such alien in custody as shall appear
advisable; and if it shall appear fit to detain such alien in custody, it shall be Jawful for such ப்ட்
alderman, or chief maigstrate, or other magistrate or magistrates, or such justice or
justices, by warran
under his or their hand and seal, to order such alien to be detained in custody until his Majesty’s Plea’

shall be known, there to remain without bail or mainprize: Provided nevertheless, in every such the
every such mayor,
alderman, chief magistrate, or justice, shall forthwith transmit an seco
ea
or their proceedings touching,such alien, and of the reasons for which he shall have thought
fit to ட்ட A
such alien, to one of his Majesty’s principal Secretaries of State, or Secretary of the Lord es

Ireland, in order that his Majesty, or such Lord Lieutenant, may determine what may be fit to aes:

thereon; and it shall be lawful for bis Majesty, by warrant under his sign manual, or for such Lord ப்
tenant, by order under his hand, or by warrant under the hand and seal of any one of his ந
Secretaries of State, or the Secretary of such Lord Lieutenant, either to direct that such alien sl
discharged, or ordered out of the kingdom.
்
ம
shall be lost, mislaid, or destroyed, and such alien aoe 0XL 3 any certificate issued to ea
duce to one of his Majesty’s justices of the peace, from the officers of the customs, at the pe 1 or
from
alien shall have arrived, or from the office of one of bis Majesty’s principal Secretaries of i ae ale
the office of the chief Secretary of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, a copy of such certifica ர் dithat the
ட
make it appear to the satisfaction of such justice, that he or she is the person named Sere

same has been lost, mislaid, or destroyed, without his or her wilful neglect or default, such J
grant
a fresh certificate,

«

In framing this List, the Editor has arranged the Acts under
the subject

to which they relate. By this means,
tute he may want with greater facility.
of that Act in the Statute Book. The whole num! ber
of Public General Acts
Passed during the ce
amounted to 101; in addition to whi ich there were also
passed 86 Local and Personal
lic, and to be judicially noticed ; 39 Private Acts, print
declared Pub
ed by the King’s Printer, and Acts,
whereof the printed
Copies may be given in evidence 5 and 66 Private
Acts, not printed.
The following are the heads under which the Publi
c General Acts are here arranged: —
Aliens.
Longitude and Northern Pole.
Army and Navy.
Magistrates.
Assault and Battery.
Marriages.
Banks of England and Ireland.
National Debt.
Churches,
Negotiable Securities.
Clergy.
Packets. (See Rivers.)
Colonies.
்
Pardons.
Coroners.
:
Parish Vestries,
Court Houses.
Poor.
Education. (See Poor.)
Preservation of the Peace.
East Indies (See Marriages.)
Regency.
East India Company.
Revenue.
Entailed Estates.
Rewards on Conviction.
Executors,
Rivers, Roads, and Harbours.
Fisheries.
f
Royal Dukes.
Game.
«
Saving Banks,
Grand Juries.
Slave Trade.
Hospitals.
Smuggling.
Indemnity.
Trade and Commerce.
Landlord and Tenant.
Treason.
Larceny from the Person.
Workmen.

SS
—_——
——]}. es
ALIENS.

in respect

AND

NAVY.

.

உந்த

தத

and th eir
ale அல்லக்கை? அன்டி எதிரி

Cor
tay
pre
tai

Pa

the
of

vel
str
lar

inj

of Prize

Money

or

June, 1819,

the Charge of the Pay and Closing

the Militia of freland; and for, making Alo
in certain cases to Subaltern Officers of the said a
litia during Peace .
கவல றக கத தத்கல்
டா for regulating the Payment‘of ந
10.
mental Debts, and the Distribution of the a ne

3. An Act to rectify a Mistake in an Act,
passed
in the 59th year of the reign of His present
Majesty,
for punishing Mutiny and Desertion, and
to indemnify certain Persons in relation thereto
யம் Officers and Soldiers dying in Service, and
the 15
4, An Act for punishing Mutiny and Desert
ion a ceipt of Sums due to Soldiers . .
ம் ‘of Payand for the better payment of the Army

quarters

0)

of the said Hospital as shall be guilty of any Fraud

Pensions, or of any
1. An Act to continue, for the term
of Two years, other gross misconduct
Bae
and until the end of the Session of
மி
Parlia
7. An Act to continue the laws now in force rela
which that Term shall expire, if Parliament ment in
shall
be
ting
to
Yeomanr
y
Corps
in
Ireland
then sitting, an act of the 56th of
.
உரி
His present Ma8. An Act to defray the Charge of the Pay;
Jjesty, for establishing Regulations
respecting Aliens Clothing, and Contingent Expenses
of the Disemboarriving in or resident in this Kingdom,
in certain died Militia in Great Britain; and for granting
Al
ஜின் lowances in certain cases to Subaltern Officers,
Al2. An Act to prevent Aliens, until the
25
th day of; jutants, Quarter-masters, Surgeons, Surgeons’
March, 1819, from becoming r
naturalized, or being and Serjeant Majors of Militia, until the 25th uae,
6
made or becoming Denize is, except
in certain
விவ்
அன்
ட
பட
cases
at
97
9. An Act for defraying, until the 25th day. ர்

ARMY

ந்)

ct

1].

An

Act

for the

further Regulation

«

©

Se

Si

Ss

8

vi
tl
it
it

0) blish-

ments of Pensions to Soldiers upon thé Estal ith
to be ments of Chelsea and Kilmainham
* she Provi:
sol12. An Act to consolidate and amend the 4 aad
௮௮
sions of several Acts, passed in the 51st * ட்
Hos- years respectively of the reign of His
ப
pital of King Charles IJ. for ancient and
maimed Jesty, for enabling Wives and Families of
90
Officers and Soldiers of the Army of Ireland,
(usually return to their homes ,
ல்
சடார்
called the Royal Hospital at Kilmainbam
,) to sus=
13. An Act for tJ the regulating of His Mee
pend or take away: the Pensions of such Pensio
ners Royal Marine டர while on Shore -

5. An Act for fixing the Rates of Subsistence
paid to Innkeepers and others on quartering
digrs
Bee
a
eter ieee pears” வட
6. An Act to authorize the Governors of the

5

1

Nova Scoti
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“such Persons in’ Great Britain
as have omitted to

-make and file Affidavits of the Execution of Inden- | 1

ex

> Powers and

Autho

to:the said Commissioners by any Act or Acts
and file the same on or before the 1st Day of Hilary UPALLiaUeOR
பன கக அன்டன் அகவதர
அதத்
ட்ட
Term, 1819; and to allow Persons to make and file
tures of Clerks to Attornies and Solicitors,

to make

NEGOTIABLE SECURITIES.

such Affidavits, although the Persons whom they
served shall have neglected to take out their Annual
Wertificrces 05
aa
ie ae Pe
ce)
36.
An Act for Indemnifying Persons who, since
the 26th Day of January, 1817, have acted in ap-

prehending, imprisoning, or detaining in Custody,
Persons suspected of High Treason or Treasonable
Practices, and in the Suppression of tumultuous and
unlawful Assemblies.

0.

2.

kw

ww.

37. An Act to Indemnify all Persons who
been concerned in advising, issuing, or carrying
Execution any Order or Orders for permitting
Importation and Exportation of certain Goods
Commodities

in Foreign’ Bottoms,

into and out

certain of His Majesty’s West India Islands
LANDLORD

AND

OG

have
into
the
and

of

.

7

FROM

THE

PERSON. *

AND

4

PARISH

NORTHERN

VESTRIES,

47, An Act for the Regulation of Parish Vi
மரதத
வள்ள
வழ
tisம்
het cue eat
O


48. An Act for appointing Commissioners to in.
quire concerning Charities in England for the Eda.
cation of the’ Poor
vee.
ல மர
49. An Act to amend Two Acts, made in the las!
Session of Parliament, for authorizing the issue of
Exchequer Bills. and the Advance of Money fo
carrying on Public Works and Fisheries, and Em.
ployment of the Poor;

and more effectually to pre-

vent the Crime of Larceny from the Person
LONGITUDE

46. An Act for regulating the Payment of Fe
for Pardons under the Great Sel...
1. 9

POOR.

59. An Act to repeal so much of an Act passed
in Ireland in the Ninth Year of the reign of Queen
Anne, intituled “ An Act for taking away the Benefit
of Clergy in certain cases; and for taking away the
Book in all cases; and for repealing Part of the
Statute for transporting Felons ;” as takes away the
Benefit of Clergy from Persons stealing privily from
the Person of another;

PARDONS.

TENANT.

38. An Act to explain and amend an Act passed
in the 56th Year of the reign of His present Majesty,
for amending the Law of Ireland respecting the recovery of Tenements from absconding, overholding,
and defaulting Tenants, and for the Protection of the
Tenant from undue Distress
- . . . . . 39
LARCENY

_45. -An Act to afford Relief to the Lond fi

Holders of Negotiable Securities, without Notice th
they were given for a Usurious Consideration , 9

.

68

and to extend the Powers 0!

the Commissioners appointed for carrying”the sai
Acts into Executionin Ireland.
. . . . . 88
PRESERVATION

OF THE

PEACE.

50. An Act to continue, until the 20th day of
June, 1820, an Act of the 52d year of his present
Majesty, for the more effectual Preservation of the

Peace, by enforcing the*duties of Watching and
பவத்
சொல லக்ன
பலம லட வல் வலக் இல்

POLE.

REGENCY.

40. An Act for more effectually discovering the
Longitude at Sea, and encouraging Attempts to find

51. An Act to’ alter and amend certain of the
Provisions of an Act passed in the 51st year of his
a Northern Passage between the Atlantic and Pacific Majesty’s reign, intituled, “* An Act to provide for 7
Oceans, ‘and to approach the Northern Pole
20 the Administration of the Royal Authority, and for the §)
41. An Act to amend an Act made in the 26th care of his Majesty’s Royal Person, during the conYear of His present Majesty, for the Encouragement
tinuance of his Majesty’s Illness; and ‘for the Reof the Fisheries carried on in the Greenland Seas sumption of the Exercise of the Royal Authority by
and Davis’s Streights, so far as relates to the Oaths iis. Majesty.
ieee eee
அல 90
thereby required to betaken
»- . 2. . . . 15
REVENUE.

MAGISTRATES.
42.

An Act to repeal so much

of an Act passed

in the 43d Year of His present Majesty,

as requires

the Attendance of Magistrates on board Vessels
carrying Passengers frem the United Kingdom to
His Majesty’s Plantations, or to Foreign Parts . 89
MARRIAGES.
* 43. An Act to remove Doubts as to the Validity
of certain Marriages had and solemnized within the
British Territories in India.
. . . 84
(See also Executors.)

NATIONAL DEBT.
44,

An Act

to empower

any Three or more of

52. An Act for raising the sum of Thirty Millions,
by Exchequer Bills, for the service of¢the. ப்

ததத

த பவ நவ்ற
அவக

58. An Act for raising the sum of Three Millions,
by the Transfer of certain Three pounds per centum
Annuities into other Annuities, at the rate of Three
Pounds Ten Shillings per centum; and for granting
Annuities to discharge certain Exchequer Bills.
54. An Act for continuing to his Majesty cee i
Daties on Malt, Sugar, Tobacco, and Snuff, 2
Great Britain; and on Pensions, Offices, and ge
sonal Estates, in England, for the service of the y' 3
1818
55.

ததடி
க வற கனத
தலாவ
ப
வோட
An Act to make further provision for வ

ter securing the Collection of the Duties on © Tee:
and to amend the Laws relating to Brewers!" 7,

land.

.

s

Did covtimemn panei
௩

es

ae

“PUBLIC (GENERAL) ACTS.

56, An Act for granting to his Majesty a sum of

money to be raised by Lotteries
57, An

Act

.

to further continue,

.

. .-.

171

until the

5th

day of July, 1818, Two Acts of the 54th year of
his presentsMajesty for repealing the Duties of Customs on Madder imported into Great Britain, and
for granting other Duties in lieu thereof . . .
9
58. An Act to continue until the 5th day of July,
1819, Two Acts of the 54th year of his present Majesty, for repealing the Duties of Customs on Madder imported into Great Britain, and for granting
other Duties in lieu thereof
. .-. . 2. 5h
59. An Act for charging Duties on Licences for
retailing Aqua Vite in Scotland . . .. . 13

001538
த்
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Majesty, to improve the Land Revenue of the Crown
so far as relates
to the Great Forest of Brecknock,
in the county of Brecknock; and for vesting in his
Majesty certain parts of the said Forest, and for inclosing the said Forest . . . . 9. . 2.
99
74, An Act for vesting in his Majesty certain parts
of the Hayes of Birkland and Bilhagh, and of certain
Commonabdle Lands and Open Uninclosed Grounds
in the Township of Edwinstowe,

REWARDS

60. An Act to continue, until the 5th day of

April, 1819, and amend an Act of the 56th year of
his present Majesty, for reducing the Duties payable on Horses used for the purposes therein menநிலம்
2 - உல
wen
ye Se oC a
16
61. An Act for charging certain Duties on Fourwheeled

Carriages

constructed-and

drawn

in

the

manner therein described
. . » . 2. - . 14
62. An Act to charge an additional Daty on Corks
ready-made, imported into Ireland . . . . 18
63.

An Act to revive and continue,

day of July,

#819,

until the 5th

several Laws relating to the

Duties on Glass made in Great Britain ; and to pro-

hibit the making of Smalts within a certain distance
of any other Glass Honse, or by the Maker of any
other kind of Glass.
. . .
21
64, An Act to grant certain Rates, Duties, and
Taxes in Ireland, in respect to Fire Hearths, Windows, Male Servants, Horses, Carriages, and Dogs,

in lieu of former Rates, Duties,
and to provide for the payment
lectors of Excise, and for the
counting forthesame
. .

and Taxes thereon;
thereof to the Colmore effectual ac..
. ..
- Sk

65. An Act to amend an Act of the 55th year of

his present Majesty, forgranting Duties of Excise
in Ireland upon

certain

Licenses,

and

for securing

the payment of said Duties, and the regulating the
issuing of such Licenses . . . . + - - + ST
66. An Act for repealing the Duties of Excise on
Verjuice and Vinegar,

ON

CONVICTION.

76. An Act.for repealing such parts of seyeral
Acts as allow pecuniary and other Rewards on the
Conviction of Persons for Highway Robbery, and
other Crimes and Offences; and for facilitating the
means of prosecuting Persons accused of Felony and
110
எல் பரக தத ல
ட
other Offences. <p.
ச்
ல
RIVERS, ROADS, AND HARBOURS.
7, An Act to provide for the maintaining of the
Royal Canal from the River Liffey to the River
Shannon in Ireland
. 2 2 2.
ew
. S55
718. An Act to alter the application of part of the
sum of Fifty Thousand Pounds granted by an Act

passed in the 56th year of the reign of his present

Majesty, intituled, “ An Act for improving the
Road from the city of Glasgow to the city of Car11121 எல
அன்ன let tere
ete Reet Se
ak
79, An Act for the better accommodation of his
Majesty’s Packets within the Harbour on the North

side of the Hill of Howth, and for the better Regulation of the Shipping therein. . . - . . 61
80. An Act for improving. and enmpleting the
Harbour

of Dunmore,

Packets

ட

in the county of Waterford,

and rendering it a fit situation for his Majesty’s
12
ROYAL

DUKES.

and granting other Duties in

lieu thereof ; and for more effectually securing the
Daties of Excise on Vinegar or Acetous Acid

.

65

_ 67. An Act to repeal the Duty upon Rock Salt delivered

within the Forest of

Sherwood, in the county of Nottingham .. “+> 100
5. An Act for applying certain Monies therein
mentioned for the Service of the year 1818
. 101

for feeding or mixing with the Food of Cat-

81. An Act for enabling his Majesty to make further provision for his Royal Highness the Duke of
Cambridge, and to settle an Annuity on the Princess of Hesse, in case she shall survive his said

௨ பெய ட
வல
வவ இக
tle, and imposing another Duty, and making other Royal Highness
82. An Act for enabling his Majesty to settle an
Provisions in lieu thereof . . . . . . . "1
68. An Act to amend an Act of the 54th year Annuity on her Royal Highness the Duchess of
of his present Majesty’s reign, for granting Duties Cumberland, in case of her surviving his Royal

QiAuctionsin Ireland

.

2...

++

+

79

69. An Act to amend an Act passed in the 57th year
of his present Majesty, for permitting the Transfer
. ofCapital from certain Public Stocks or Funds in
. Great,Britain to certain Public Stocks or Funds in
ஹிம் பத
ப
பதக
லப
ட
அத்த படி
70. An Act for raising the sum of Eleven Millions Six Hundred Thousand Pounds by Exchequer
Bills, for the service of the year 1818 . . + 86
71. An Act for raising the sam of Eight Hundred
Thousand Pounds British currency, by Treasury
Bills, in Treland, for the service of the year 1818

87

72. An Act for enabling the Trustee of certain
mises at Great Yarmouth,

in the county of Nor-

folk, held in trust for his Majesty, to execute a conVeyance of the same toa purchaser thereof . 42
73. An Act for altering and amending an Act
-™ade in the 55th year of his present Majesty, to
amend an Act made in the 48th year of his present

oe

ட

்

. + . + 25
Highness the Duke of Cumberland
83. An Act for enabling his Majesty to make fur-

ther provision for his Royal Highness the Duke of
Kent, and to settle an Annuity on the Princess of
Leiningen, in case she shall survive his said Royal
53

Highness.

SAVING

BANKS.

84. An-Act to amend an Act, passed in the Tast
session of Parliament, to encourage the Establish-

ment of Banks for Savings, in England

.

.

. 48

SLAVE TRADE.
85, An Actto carry into execution a Treaty made ;
between his Majesty and the king of Spain, for the
36
preventing Traflicin Slaves + + - + + + +
ion
Conyent
a
n
executio
into
carry
to
Act
An
86.

8142.

PUBLIC (GENERAL) ACTS.

7
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made between his Majesty and the King of Portu- year of his present Majesty, to repeal the Duties
gal, for the preventing Traffic in Slaves . . . 85 payable in Scotland upon Wash ‘and Spirits, and

87. An Act to explain Three Acts, passed in the | Distillers’ Licences; to grant other Duties
in fiew
46th, 47th, and 51st years of his Majesty’s Reign,
Rei | thereof ; and to establish further Regulations for the
respectively, for the Abolition of the Slave Trade 49 Distillation of Spirits from Corn, for Home Con88. An Act to explain and amend an Act, passed sumption, in Scotland
Cette
வ
வல் உனது
in the 51st. year of bis Majesty’s Reign, for render- | 95. An Act to make perpetual an Act of the 46th
ing more effectual an Act made in the 47th year of year of his present Majesty for granting an addihis Majesty’s Reign, for the Abolition of the Slave tional Bounty on the Exportation of the Silk ManuTrade .
த்
98 factures of Great Britain
. . . 2...
56
| 96. An Act.to-continue, until the tst day of AnSMUGGLING.
gust, 1819, Two Acts of his present Majesty, allowing the bringing of Coals, Culm, and Cinders to
89. An Act to subject Foreigners to Arrest and London and Westminster
aera
62
Detention for Smuggling within certain Distances of
97. An Act to revive and continue, until the 25th
any of the Dominions of his Majesty ; for regulating day of March, 1819, an Act made in the 49th year
rewards to the Seizing Officers, according
to the Ton- of his present Majesty, to permit the Importation
nage of Vessels or Boats seized and condemned; and of Tobacco from any place whatever.
. . . 63
for the further prevention of the Importation of Tea
98.. An Act to prevent Frauds in the Sale of Grain
without making due Entry thereof with the Officers imTreland
Seniesvery eel eh, Ok படவி
.
of Customs.and Excise
76
99. An Act to repeal an Act made in the 56th
TRADE AND COMMERCE.

year of his present Majesty’s Reign, for establishing

the Use of an Hydrometer, called Sikes’s Hydrometer, in ascertaining the Strength of Spirits, instead
90. An Act to continue, until the 5th day of| of Clarke’s Hydrometer; and for making other ProJuly, 1819, two Acts made in the 54th and 56th visions in lieu thereof ,
38
ae
years of his present Majesty’s. Reign, for regulating
(See also Colonies—Revenue,)
the: Trade in Spirits between Great Britain and Ireland reciprocally, and toamend thesame
. . 26
“TREASON.
91. An Act to alter the Allowance for broken
Plate Glass, and to exempt Manufacturers of certhin
100. An Act to repeal an Act made in the last
Glass Wares from Penalties for not being licensed 33 Session of Parliament, intituled “ An Act td conti92.. An Act to repeal the several Bounties on the nue an Act toempower his Majesty to secure and de-~
Exportation of refined Sugar from any part of the tain such Persons as his Majesty shall suspect are
United Kingdom, and to allow other Bounties in lieu conspiring against his Person and Government”.
1
thereof, until the 5th day of July, 1820, and for reducing the Size of the Packages in: which refined SuWORKMEN.
ட
garmaybeexported .
1... 1...
~ 34
93. An Act to amend an Act made in the 56th
101. An Act to amend certain Acts passed in the
year of his present Majesty, for regulating and se- 4th year of King Edward IV., 1st and 10th yearsof
¢uring the Collection of the Duties on Paper in Ire- Queen Anne; Ist, 12th, and [3th years of King
land, and to allow a Drawback of the Duty on Paper George I.; 13th, 22d, and 29th years of King George
used in printing certain Books at the Press of Trinity Il.; and 13th and 57th years of King George III.;
College, Dublin
Sine Pee
enema prohibiting the Payment of the Wages of Work94. An Act to amend and continue, until the 10th men in certain Trades otherwise than in the lawful
day of November, 1820, an Act passed in the 56th Coin or Money of this Realm
« oe
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MIL ADDENDA.

Treaty between His Britannic Majesty and His Majesty the King of the
Netherlands, for preventing Their Subjects from engaging in any Traffic in

Slaves.

Signed at the Hague, May 4th, 1818.

In the Name of the Most Holy Trinity.
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the
of the Netherlands, animated with a mutual desire to adopt the most effectual measures for putting a
to the carrying on of the Slave Trade by their respective subjects, and for preventing their respective
from being made use of as a protection to this nefarious traffic, by the people of other countries who

King
stop
flags
may

engage therein; Their said Majesties have accordingly resolved to proceed to the arrangement of a Conad hoc,
yention for the attainment of their objects, and have therefore named as Plenipotentiarics,

His Majesty,the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, the Right Honourable
Richard Earl of Clancarty, Viscount Dunlo, Baron Kilconnel, Baron Trench of Garbally, in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, one of His Majesty’s Most Honourable Prwy Council in Great

Britain

and also- in Ireland, Member of the Committee of the first for

the affairs of Commerce and

Co-

lonies, Colonel of the Regiment of Militia of the County of Galway, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Honourable Order of the Bath, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of His said Majesty. to
His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, Grand Duke of Luxemburg; and His Majesty the King of the
Netherlands, Anne, William Charles
Province of Guelderland, Knight Grand
Third, Chamberlain and Minister of
Felix van Maanen, Commander of the

Baron
Cross
State,
Order

de Nagell d’Ampsen, Member of the
of the Order of the Belgic Lion and
holding the department of Foreign
of the Belgie Lion, and Minister of

Body of Nobles of the
of that of Charles the
Affairs; and Cornelius
State, holding the de-

partment of Justice ; who, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due
on the folldwing Articles:
ARTICLE

form, have agreed

I.

it already bighly penal for the
The laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland rendering
in Trade in Slaves, His Maengaged
way
any
in
be
to
or
on,
carry
to
Majesty
subjects of His Britannic
. entered into with His
Convention
the
of
Article
8th
the
to
referring
s,
Netherland
Jesty the King of the
eight months from
Britannic Majesty on the 13th August 1814, engages in pursuance thereof, and within
if possible,

to prohibit all his

subjects, in the most effectual

presents, or sooner
the Trade of Slaves5
manner, and especially by penal law the most formal, to take any part whatever inbe taken by that of the

the Ratification of these

t, and to
and in the event of the measures already taken by the British Governmen
Contracting Parties mutually engage to
Netherlands, being found ineffectual or insufficient, the High
appear
provision or otherwise, as may from time to time
adopt such further measures, whether by legal
all their respective subjects from taking any

to be best calculated, in the most effectual manner, to prevent
share whatever in this nefarious traffic.

ARTICLE 1.
Contractingi
The two High
i

Parties,
i

for the

more

of றான
ர
i ent of the object
complete attainm

iting all

of their Royal
respective subjects, mutually consent that the ships
traffie in Slaves, on the nae of their
as hereinafter mentioned, may
purpose,
this
for
ns
instructio
special
with
provided
be
Navies, which shall
upon reasonable grounds, of pe
* visit sich merchant vessels of the two nations, as may be suspected,
only of their finding such Slaves on bay i may
Slaves on board for an illicit traffic; and in the event
be brought to trial, before the tribunals யடி
detain and bring away such vessels, in order that they may
blished for this purpose, as shall hereinafter be specified.
ARTICLE

Tn the intention
Ist. That such
Sea, or within the
the பன பவ
§itude twenty
2d, That

IJ.

»
e Article it is agreed:
of explaining the mode of execution of the precedin} exercised within the Mediterranean
be
_not
shall
tion
reciprocal rig! ht of visit and deten
which lie to the northward of
w! ithout the Straits of Gibraltar, and
Seas in Europe lying
d of the meridian of loneastwar
e
th
to
and
,
within
also
parallel of north latitude, and

ச
t of Greenwich.
degre
and the
with such instructions, the foree of each,
ன்ட் the several vessels furnished
'
4
ர
ம.

2144

;
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names of their several Commanders shall be, from time to time, immediately upon their issue, communicated by the Power issuing the same to the other High Contracting Party.
ae
ai
Reis
3d. That the bumber of ships of each of the Royal Navies authorized to make such visit as aforesaid.

shall not exceed the uuniber of twelve, belonging

to either of the High Contracting Parties, without ‘the

special consent of the other High Contracting Party being first had and obtained.
~ 4th. That if at any time it should be deemed expedient

that any ship of thé

©

Royal

Navy

of either of

the two High Contracting Parties authorized to make such visit as aforesaid, should நக் to visit any
merchant ship or ships uuder the flag, and proceeding under the convoy of any vessel or vessels of the
Royal Navy of the other High Contracting Party, that the Commanding Officer of the ship duly authorized and instructed to make such visit, shall proceed to effect the same in communication with the
Commanding Officer of the Convoy, who, it is hereby agreed, shall give every facility to such visit, and
to the eventual detainer of the merchant ship or ships so visited, and in all things assist to the utmost of

his power in the due execution of the present Convention, according to the trae intent aud meaning
thereof.

-

=

STRESS

5th. Itis further mutually agreed, that the Commanders of the ships of the two Royal Navies, who:
shall -be employed on this service, shall adhere strictly to the exaet tenor of the instructions which they

shall receive for this purpose.

்

ARTICLE IV.

5

:

As the two preceding Articles are entirely reciprocal, the Two High Contracting Parties engage mutually to make good any losses which their respective subjects may incur unjustly, by the arbitrary and

illegal detention of their vessels; it being understood that this indemnity shall mvariably be borne by the

Government whose cruizer shall have been guilty of the arbitrary detention; and that the visit and detens
tion of ships specified in this Article shall only be effected by those British or Netherland vessels which”

may form part of the two Royal
‘ies, and by those only of such yessels which are proyided with the
special Instructions annexed to the present Treaty, in pursuance of the provisions thereof. .
=¢

ARTICLE

V.

No British or Netherland cru‘zer shall detain any ship whatever not having Slaves actually on board;
and in order to render lawful tlie detention of anytship, whetber British or Netherland, the Slaves found on
_ board such vessel must have been brought there for the express purpose of the traffic.

ARTICLE YI.
All ships of the Royal Navies of the two nations, which shall hereafter be destined to prevent the traffic
in Slaves, shall be furnished by their respective Governments with a copy of the Instructions annexed to

the present Treaty, and which shall be conSidered as an integral part thereof.

ள்

Thes
Instructions shall be written in the Dutch and -Fnglish languages, and signed for the vessels of
each of the two Powers, by the Minister of their respective Marine.
+
The two High Contracting Parties reserve the faculty of altering the said Instructions, in whole or in

part, according to cireumstances;

it being, bowever, well understood, that the said alterations cannot take

_ place but by the common agreement, and by the consent of the two High Contracting Parties.
ARTICLE

நாரா.

In order to bring to adjudication, with the least delay and inconvenience, the vessels which may be dein a traffic of Slaves, according to the tenor of the Fifth Article of this
of a yearat furthest from the exchange of the Ratifi‘Preaty, there shall be established, within the space
Justice, formed of an equal number of individuals of
of
Courts
mixed
two
Treaty,
éations of the present
tained for having been engaged

et
;
by their respective Soverei
the two nations, named for this purpose
in a possession Delonte to His Britannic Majesty, the other within the
‘These Courts shall reside—one

‘territories

exchange

of His

the King of the Netherlands;
Majesty

and the

two Governments,

at the period of the

of the present Treaty, shall declare, each for its own dominions, in ee
of the Ratifications

places the Courts shall respectively reside. Bach of the two High Contracting Parties reserving to itself
ம் 3
the right of changing, at its pleasure, the place of residence of the Court held within its own

provided, however, that one of the two Conrts shall always be held upon the Coast of Africa, and the other

in one of the colonial possessions of His Majesty the King of the Netherlands.
These Courts shall judge the causes submitted to them according to the terms of the Pee
without appeal, and accogding to the regulations and instructions annexed to the present ‘Treaty,
they shall be considered
as an integral part.
x
ARTICLE

ட்ட
or

VIL

ao oe
in case the Commanding Officer of any of the ships of the Royal/ Navies of Great Britain,
under the second Article of this Treaty, shall deviate in any pales டண
ee oe
dispositions of the said Treaty, and shall not be enabled to justify himself, either by the
பங்கு
Treaty, or of the Instructions annexed to it; the Government which shall conceive itself பட
பவர்
such conduct, shall be entitled to demand reparation, and in such case the ப டகர ae
Netherlands, commissioned

eaptor may belong, binds itself 0 cause inquiry to be made into the subject ௦8 the comp fee ட [5971 அதள
tou
it, a punishment பக

flict upon the captor, if he be found to have deserved
which may haye been committed.

ARTICLE IX.

:

“The acts or instruments annexed to this Treaty, and which form an integral
ae

aves.
B.

Instructions

for the

Regulation for the

ships of the Royal Nayies of both nations,
mixed Courts
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ADDENDA,

part thereof, are as fe Mowe:

destined to prevent

the free
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of Justice, which are to hold their sittings on

and in one of the colonial possessions of His Majesty the King of the பக்
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ARTICLE X.
The present Treaty, consisting of ten Articles, shall be ratified, and the Ratifications exchanged within,
the space of one month from this date ; or sooner, if possible.
a 8 witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and thereunto affixed the Seak
f their aris.
ம
Done at the Hague, this fourth day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighteen.

(Signed)

| CLANCARTY. _
A. W. C. DE

_ VAN MAANEN.

NAGELL.

as)

(L.S.)

(L. 8.)

ANNEXES.
Instructions for the Ships of the British and Netherland Royal Navies, employed to prevent the ‘Traffic in Slaves.
ARTICLE

1.

shall in
Every ship of the Royal British or Netherland Navy, which, furnished with these Instructions,
ships of
merchant
the
visit
to
right
a
have
date,
this
of
Treaty
the
of
Article
second
the
eonforinity with
Slave Trade, may, except in
either of the two Powers actually engaged, or suspected to be engaged in thevisit,
and should any Slaves be
such
to
proceed
Treaty,
said
the
of
Article
third
the
by
exempted
the'seas
of the said ship of
Commander
the
traffic,
the
‘of
purposes:
express
the
found on board, brought there for
as soon as possible for

he is to bring them
the Royal Navy may detain them, and haying detained them,
appointed by the seventh Article of the Treaty
judgment, before that of the two mixed Courts of Justice,
ship shall, upon bis
°f this date, which shall be the nearest, or which the Commander of the capturing

the ship shall have been detained. own responsibility, think he can soonest reach from. the spot where
purposes of traffic, shall not be detained
Ships, on board of whicli no Slaves shall be found, intended for
4
pretence whatever.
®nany account or
case be deemed a
that may be fountl on board the said vessels cannot in any
Negro servants Ge
sufficient cause for detention.
,
ன்னாள்
a ship
Whenever

it shall be done

of the Royal Navy,

ane mildest nace

searched,
so commissioned, shall meet a merchantman Tiable to be

and with every attention which is due between, allied and படக

be made by an Officer holding a rank inferior to. that
nations ; and in no case shall the search
the Netherlands.
of
and
Britain
Great
of
Navies
the
in
tenant
ARTICLE

ட்

Hl.
merchant ship, in pursuance of

issioned, which may detain any
Thé ships of the Royal Navies so
as well as the Master, 08apart
on board all the cargo, up
the tenor of the present Instructions, eae Teave the
in writing an authentic
draw
shall
r
capto
atleast of the crew of the above-mentioned ship?
the detained ship, ad the Shaeபடட may

in-which he found of the detained ship, a signed
ration, which shall exbibit the statedelive
r to the Master
have taken place in it. He shall
on board
vessel, as well as of the number of Slaves found

Peper

seized on board the said

ம்
டப்
Negroes shall not be disembarked till fe: oe
ட
one

place where

the

legality

erent of their வக்க

of the capture is to be trie

judged legal

moment

வ்
ட
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prize, the loss of the proprietors may ட்
| த
from the length of the voyage, the state

» in oF

provided that the necessity be
self the responsibility of suchosdisembarkation, ர.
Proper form,

sta

ue

ony epee
ee

however urgent motives, deduced
barked entirely or in part, before Bog
‘other causes, required that they, should be disem
A
Commander of the captain a

~at the place of residence of one of the said Courts, the
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Regulations for the Mixed Courts of Justice, which are to reside on the Coast

ள்

நவநத

in a Colonial Possession
of His Majesty the King of the

etherlands.

்

ARTICLE

iy

பனகல்

ககம லவ படக்க

I.

The mixed Courts of Justice, to be established by the Treaty of this date, upon thé Coast of Africa and
in a Colonial Possession of His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, are appointed to decide upon the
legality of the detention of such vessels as the cruizers of both Nations shall detain in pursuance of this
same Treaty.
ம
5
a
‘The பட
அப்பட Conrts. shall judge definitively and without appeal, according to the present
2
.
‘Treaty.
The proceeding shall take place as summarily as possible: the Courts are required to decide (as far as
they shall find it practicable), within the space of twenty days, to be dated from that on which every detained vessel shall have been brought into the port where they shall reside;—First, upon the legality of
the capture ;—Secondly, in the cases in which the captured vessel shall have been liberated, as to the indemnification which the said vessel is to receive.
And it is hereby provided, that in all cases the final sentence 81811 not be delayed on account
of the
absence of witnesses, or for want of other proofs, beyond the period of two months, except upon the ap-

plication of any of the parties interested, when, upon their giving satisfactory security to charge them-

selves with the expense and risks of the delay, the Courts may at their discretion grant an additional delay
not exceeding four months.

ARTICLE IL.

Each

்

7

of the above-mentioned mixed Courts, which are to reside on the

Coast of Africa, and in a Co-

lonial Possession
of His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, shall be composed in the following manner:

two High Contracting Parties shall each of them name a Jude and an Arbitrator, who shall be
authorised to hear and to decide without appeal all cases of capture of vessels which, in pursuance of the

stipulations of the Treaty of this date, shall be Wrought beforethem.

All the essential parts of the pro-

ceedings carried on before these mixed Courts shall be written down in the legal language of the country

the

Court may reside,

oe oa
Arbitrators shall make oath before the principal Magistrate of the place in which
the Courts may reside,
to judge
fairly and faithfully, to have no preference either for the claimants or
of the Treaty of this date.
the captors, and to act in all their decisions, in pursuance of the stipulations

_ The Judges and the

|

‘There shall be attached to each Court a Secretary
or Registrar, appointed by the Sovereign of the

- eountry in which the Court may reside, who sball register all its acts, and who, previous to‘ bis taking
charge of bis post, shall make oath before the Court to conduct himself with respect for their authority,
and to act with fidelity in all the affairs which may belong to bis charge.
ARTICLE

Ilr.

‘The form of the process shall be as follows:
he J

12836

s of the two nations shall, in the first place, proceed to the examination of the papers of the

d to receive the depositions of thy Captain and of two or three at least of the principal indi-

viduals on board of the detained vessel, as well as the declaration on oath of the captor, should it appear

necessary, in order to be able to judge and to pronounce whether the said vessel has been justly detained
or not, according to the stipulations of the present Treaty, and in order that according to this judgment
of the two Judges not agreeing in the sentence they
liberated. And in the event
it may be condemned or
ought to pronounce, whether as to the legality of the detention, or the indemnification to be allowed, or
any other question which might result from the stipulations of the present Treaty, they

shall draw by lot

the name of one of the two Arbitrators, who, after having considered the docaments of the process, shall

above-mentioned Judges on the case in question, and the final sentence shall be pro-

௦

bly to the opinion of the majority of the above-mentioned Judges, and of the above-

4

ARTICLE IV.

In the authenticated declaration, which the captor shall make before the Court, as well as in Cee
time
ficate of the papers seized, which shall be delivered to the Captain of the captured vessel, at thevessel,
a8
of his
the detention the above-mentioned captor shall be bound to declare his name, the name

as the latitude and longitude of the place where the detention shall have taken place, and the number
well

‘of Slaves found on board of the ship at the time of the detention.
*

த

ARTICLE

V,

shall have been pronounced, the detained vessel, if liberated, and the cargo,

oa

As soon as sentence
who represen My i
state in which it shall then be found, shall be restored to the Master, or the person
‘
ie
who may, before the same Court, claim a valuation of the damages, which they may bere
the abo 16
for
demand: the captor himself, and, in his default, his Government, shall remain responsible
mentioned damages.
்
aa

உட

ரத
்
அறத்,
‘The two High Contracting Parties. bind the

1 ஆ
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ithi

ரண

the senteee,
the cont aul damages which may be ranted hy the alee eee Core
that these costs and damages shall be at the expense of the Power of which

stood

,

subject.

:

ARTICLE

In case of 106
the 00
cond:mnation of9 a vessel, she shall be declared lawful prize. as

whatever description it may be, with the exception of the Slaves who

2147
fe of

ae ate of
Ea

the captor shall

5

VI.

ய

6 well

may ie பந்

as.
க

ட்

merce; and the said vessel, as well as her cargo, shall be sold by public sale, for the profit
of the two
Governments ; and as to the Slaves, they shall receive from the mixed Court a certificate ofemancipation, and shall be delivered over to the Government on whose territory the Court which shall have so
judged them shall be established, to be employed as servants or free labourers.
்
Each of the two Governments binds itself to guarantee the liberty of such portion of these individuals
as shall be respectively consigned to it.

ARTICLE

VII.

The mixed Courts shall also takecognizance and decide according to the third Article of this reeulation
onall claims

for compensation, on account of losses occasioned to, vessels detained under suspicion of hav:'

Courts;

in all cases wherein

ing been engaged in the Slave Trade, but which shall not have been condemned as legal prize by the said
and

restitution shall

be decreed,

the Court shall award to the claimant

or

claimants, his or their lawful attorney or attornies, for his or their use, a just and complete indemnification for all costs of suit, and for all losses and damages which the claimant or claimants may have actually
sustained

by such capture and ‘detention ; that is to say, first, in case of total loss, the claimant or claim~

ants shall be indemnified :
A. For the ship, her tackle, apparel and stores.

B.
C.
upon
D.

For
For
the
For

all
the
sale
all

frcights due and payable.
value of the cargo of merchandize, if any; deducting for all charges and expenses payable
of such cargoes, including commission of sale.
3
other regular charges, in such cases of total loss; and,

Secondly, in all other cases not of total loss, the claimant or claimants shall be indemnified:

A, For all special damages and expenses occasioned
when due or payable.

to the ship by the detention, and for loss of freight,

B, A demurrage when due, according to the Schedule annexed to the present Article.

C. For any deterioration of cargo.

.

of five per cent. on the amount of the capital employed in the purchase of cargo, for
D. An allowance

the period of delay occasioned by the detention;

and

4

£. For all premium of insurance on additional risks.

i

The claimant or claimants shall in all cases be entitled to interest, at the rate of five per cent. per
annum on the sum awarded, until paid by the Government to which the capturing ship belongs: the

whole amotint of such indemnifications being calculated in the money of the Country to which the captured
ship belongs, and to be liquidated at the exchange current at the time of the award.
as much as possible, every species of fraud
The two High Contracting Parties, wishing however to avoid,
in the execution of the Treaty of this date, have agreed, that if it should be proved, in a manner evident
of an
to the conviction of the Judges of the two Nations, and without having recourse to the decision
Arbitrator, and the captor has been led into error by a voluntary aud reprehensible fault on the part of
of receiving,
the captain of the detained ship; in that case only, the detained ship shall not have the right
during the days of her detention, the demurrage stipulated by the present Article.

Schedule of Demurrage or Daily Allowance for a Vessel of
தீத்

100 tons to 120 inelusive,

6

121 ditto— 150 ditto,

151 ditto— 170 ae

ditto,

171 ditto— 200

பஷ

201 ditto— 220 ditto,

sen

221 ditto— 250 ditto,

251 ditto— 270 ditto,

mya

27} ditto— 300 ditto,

and so oa in proportion,
ARTICLE

VII,

to deof the mi: xed Court, shall be permitted
Neither the Judges nor the Arbitrators, nor the Secretary
they shall pronounce, any
which
sentences
the
in
concerned’
mand, or receive from any of’ the parties:
duties which are imposed upon
ட்டன under any pretext whatsoever, for the performance of the
AGREES

3 m by the present regulation.
egulation,

ous Sr

Ms

i

டக்க

or ee

% chment of
of the deat th or legal impea
Partiei s have agreed that ini the event
above mentioned mixed Courts, their posts shal!

i

i6

- The' ்

interim,

eae ‘Arbitrators

lowing

i

ர்க கன்
a

ட்ட

manner :

ரபர்

the

1

கதி

a

in the Court, which
the vacancies shall be filled successively

2148
‘shall sit Within the possessions of his Britannic Majesty, by the Governor or Lieutenant:
in that Colony5 by the principal Magistrate of the same, and by the Secretary; and

sit within the possessions of his Majesty the King of the Netherlands, it is agteed that
of the British Judge

3
which

sha

e of the death

|
or Arbitrator there, the surviving individuals of the said Court shall proceed
to the judgment of such ships as may be brought before them, and to the execution of their sentence.equally
On the part of the Netherlands, the vacancies shall be supplied, in the possessions of his Majesty
the
King of the Netherlands, successively by the Governor or Lieutenant-Goyvernor, theprincipal Magistrate
and
Secretary of Government; and upon the Coast of Africa, in case of the death of any Netherland Judge
or
Arbitrator, the surviving members of the Court shall proceed to judgment in the same manner as
above
specified for the Court Resident, in the possession of his Majesty the King of the Netherlands, m the event
of the death of the British Judge or Arbitrator.
Ny
i
The High Contracting Parties have further agreed, that the Governor or Lientenant-Governor of the
Settlement, wherein either of the mixed Courts shall sit, in the event of a vacancy arising, either of the.
Judge or Arbitrator
of the other High Contracting Party, shall forthwith give notice of the same to the
Governor or Lieutenant-Governor of the nearest Settlement of such High Contracting Party, in order that
the loss may be supplied at the earliest possible periods and each of the High Contracting Parties agrees
to supply definitively, as soon as possible, the vacancies that may arise in the above-mentioned Courts,
from death or any other cause whatever.

்
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Report rrom tHe Serecr Commrrrer
on THE Epucarion or rue Lowsx
:
4
Orpers,
;

Tue Serecr Comaurrex appointed to inquire into the Epucation oF THE

Lower Orprns, and to report their Observations thereupon, together

with the Minures or raz Evipence taken before them from time to
time, to The House; and* who were instructed to extend their Inquiries

to Scotland ;—Havx considered the matters to them referred, and agreed
:
upon the following Regorr:
Your Committee rejoice in being to able state, that since their first appointment in
when the
exainined the state of the Metropolis, there is every reason to believe, hat the exertions 1816,
of charitable oe

viduals and public bodies have increased, notwithstanding the severe pressure of the times; and that a
pe augmentation
‘has taken place in the means provided for the instruction of the Poor in that quarter.

ey are pe

urged in the

ate able to add, that the discussion excited by the first Report, and the arguments

Committee

‘to various patrons

of

charities who

were

examined as witnesses, have had the

salutary effect of improving the administration of those institutions and inculcating the importance of
rather bestowing their funds in merely educating a larger number, than in giving both instruction and
other assistance
to a more confined ufimber of children.

As the management of those excellent establish-

ments is necessarily placed beyond the control of the Legislature, it is only by the effects of such candid
discussions that improvements in them can be effected.
Since the inquiries of Your Committee have been extended to the whole Island, they have had reason to
conclude, that tlie means of educating the Poor are steadily increasing
in all considerable towns as well as
A circular Letter has been addressed to all the clergy in England, Scotland and Wales,
in the Metropolis.
requiring Answers to Queries, of which a copy will be found in the Appendix.
It is impossible to bestow
too much commendation upon the alacrity shewn by those reverend persons in complying with this requisition, and the honest zeal which they displayed to promote the great object of universal Education, is
traly worthy of the pastors of the people, and the teachers of that gospel which was preached to the poor.
Your Committee have lost no time in directing and superintending the work of digesting the valuable

information contained in the Returns, according to a convenient plan, which will put the House in possession of all this information ina tabular form. They have received important assistance in this and the

other objects of their inquiry, from two learned Barristers, Mr.. Parry, and Mr. Koe of the Court of elon
cery, who have devoted much of their time to the subject.
i
e
zs well as from other sources, that a very great deficiency exists a
It appears clearly from tke Returns,
of educating the Poor, wherever the population isthin and scattered over country districts. 7
the means
4
efforts of individuals combined in societies are almost wholly confined to populous places.
ர்க்
Another point to which it is material to direct the attention of Parliament, regards the two
principles of founding schools for children of all sorts, and for those only who belong to the ney ee
Where the means exist of erecting two schools, one upon each principle, education Is not i 6 of
church,
by the exclusive plan being adopted in one of them, because the other may comprehend the chil ne a

sectaries, In places where only one school can be supported, it is manifest that any regulations w!
exclude dissenters, deprive the Poor of that body of all means of education,
ane

Your Committee, however, have the greatest satisfaction in observing, that in many, scbools wher’

fo

national system is adopted, an increasing degree of liberality prevails, and (hatthe church a
only taught, and attendance at the established place of public worship only required, of
a ere a
ர
‘parents belong to the establishment ; due assurance being obtained that the chi(dyen of sectaries
.

orter has

immediately shipped the

ich was not discovered till opened, and no

hout a remedy :—That

himself.

while these.d.

Your Committee consider these sales afford encouragement to

es of almost every description, and are ruinous, for the reasons before

tradesman, creating a competition for lowness of price, in preference
he best workmen are injured and thrown out of employ.
information of daring combinations, by a set of men who attend real
‘Tespectable purchasers away, purchase at their own price, and afterefa form of public auction, termed, ‘* Knock-out Sales.”
-adverted to the substance of the evidence they have received; but
Touse
to make some alterations, in the

present

Session,

which

may

of these frauds and impositions on the public ; and therefore resolve
commer
isn
of the Auction Laws, and at as early a period as may be practicable.
~
Your Committee therefore recommend to the House, that a Bill be immediately brought in, to increase
the annual license from 12s. 10 20/. on every auctioneer or person selli
by auction within 10 miles of the
Royal Exchange, the first year, and for every future year the sum of 5/.; and every auctioneer without

the space

of 10

miles, the

sum

of 5/. the first year, and

the sum of 40s. for every future year;

and

any person directly or indirectly making any sale by auction, not veing licensed, to forfeit for every
offence 1002.
That no gooils be sold, under a heavy penalty, without being previously exposed to view, at least
twenty-four hours, nor without a catalogue previously printed, and sold in the order of the said catalogue;

and that the real name and address of the auctioneer be printed on the first page;

and that a penalty of

100/. be inflicted on every person using any fictitious name ; and that the sales be confined to the hours
from ten in the morning to six in the afternoon ; except book sales, and produce usually sold by the candle.

That all auction rooms for the public sales of goods by auction, such as linen drapery, woollen drapery,
hosiery, haberdashery, mercery, stationary, jewellery, hardware, books and prints, be licensed from time
to time for one year, and security taken from the auctioneers and others, that these regulations and former
Acts should be complied with.
.
ட
That a Duty of 1s. per lot be deposited at the Excise Office upon delivery of the catalogue ; and that
the sum of Is. per lot be allowed to be deducted from the duty on every lot which shall exceed 20s—

26 May 1818.

Report or THE CoMMITTEE ON PuBLic BREWERIES.

Tue Commitree to whom the Petition of several Inhabitants of Loxpon and its
vicinity, complaining of the high price and inferior quality of Breer, was referred
» to examine the matter thereof, and report the same, with their Observations
' thereupon, to The House; and to whom the Evidence taken by the Committee on
the Police of the Metropolis in the years 1816 and 1817, and in the present year,

so far as it regards the licensing of Public Houses, was referred, Have examined the matters to them referred, and agreed upon the following RrrorT:

Youn Committee have, in pursuance of the directions of the House, inquired into the matter of the Petition referred to them, and have endeavoured to reduce the observations occurring to them on the Evidence
which they have heard, under the distinct heads of complaint as set forth by the, Petitioners.
=
The first object to which the attention of Your Committee was drawn, is that allegation of the Petition,
stating the’ Petitioners to be aggrieved by the high price and inferior quality ofBeer, and which they —
4s obtruded upon them, in consequence of the sale of it being confined to particular persons ate places
which they call privileged, meaning to refer to the system of licensing public houses.

Your

Cc a

would feel great difficulty in ascertaining the exact remunerating price of any manufactured artic eran
More especially of a commodity, the composition of which consists of substances whose prices ட்not onay:
Perpetually fluctuating, but also differing, in the course of very short periods of time, in oe ம
Ree oe
Sree; unless, indeed, such prices were clearly proved to be excessive, either by comparison “i
paid for the component ingredients, or with lower prices paid in other parts of the country 5 ey
a
cannot but hesitate in pronotincing a distinct opinion as to the precisely fair and adequate price oe

Beer either has been sold at of late years within the Metropolis, or at which it can Ea or oug! vo

*upplicd to the Public.

‘They think it, however, their duty to state generally, that they
ப்

have 16061

b

ith which the

free part of

the

Your Committee cannot reprobate in to
ig
ter
_ The next and the most material head of c mplaint presented
terious ingredients with Beer, as now made.
Your Comm ittee has
subject to the six years preceding the date of the petition, froma ci
well enable them to enter into a fair examination
‘its allegations, ai
to any practice which it might be supposed to be the objecto
which in any manner could, at the present moment, affect tl

ter

upon the various officers of Excise, for their returns of convi ions, their
|
be sold to or used by brewers; the officers who have made such seizures or det
from this evidence it does not appear that any deleterious ingredients have
great breweries, within the above period; and it further appears,
trary to law have been proved to be used by any one of the

eleven

except in the instance of Messrs. Thomas Meux’s house, who in 1812,ஐ had

empl
of Wheeler (who was examined before Your Committee)
to prepare a soluti

an acidity which had at that time taken place ir? what he termeg the you
be perfectly innocent in itself, and’ to Possess no pernicious qualities,
nor to be |
the health of the consumer.
For this breach of the law Messrs, Meuxs’s and Co.
conviction paid a penalty of 100/., with forfeiture also of their dray and h
Stated, that that establishment has since passed into other hands. The absenc vi
1
against the eleven great breweries on this head, together with the
induce
for disclosure and etecti
held out, by the very heavy penalties annexed to this species of offence,ments
viz. (500/., half
rich
given to the informer) induce them to believe that this charge, so far as
it was
against the eleven great breweries, is, with the above single exception, unfounded ; intended t
been, and as now brewed, is composed of malt and hops, legal colouring and finings
_ But your Committee must, in justice to the petitioners, state, that they do find, bot
cise returns and from the seizing officers, that drugs of a very nauseous, and some of a veryom the expel
“quality, are still vended by persons as a-trade, and bought by the lesser brewers and
by the
s;
by both of them infused into their yats, and mixed in their barrels respectively, and in that statepublican
retailed
to the public. That this practice is not confined to the metropolis, bnt
extends into the country ; and
that travellers from London houses have been known to possess and offer cards,
contain a list of articles,
together with instructions adapted to the adulteration of beer. It is evident that the ing
use of such articles,
-by the lesser brewers and publicans, as have been exhibited before your Commi
practice'of both, in many instances, (as proved by the excise returps) of
beer, must havea tendency to bring the general beverage
of 0
of discredit ; to excite a distrust in the minds of the publie, and si
complaints before the Megislature, without being able to, point out distinctly the real authors of theiri
grievance.
fa
}
Be
t
ஆதன்,
Your Committee have also received the most conclusive and satisfactory evidence from four of லthe principal brewers, who, having expressed themselvés most w
to submit to
00
examination
which your Committee might think proper to adopt, did, in the most unequivoca
andl dist!
the use of any deleterious or unlawful ingredients in their respective breweries, or any
of such practices in any other of the eleven great breweries,
அத்த அன்ன
Your Commit

tee cannot suggest any other particular mod
eve
the u: of deleterious or Mur
lawful ingredients, than the following, viz. the strict execution ofthe 56th Ge
, with regard to

acting the fullest penalties and forfeitures
on those who thus endanger the health of the consumer 5 and
_ the publication
of every conviction (when the articles used shall have been } rovedto have been
fous)
within the parish wherein any person guilty of such an offence shall carry on his t
this, a vigilant exercise of the sound diserction reposed in magistrates, to be exerci
ry
licences to every victualler who shall have been convicted of any such

practices.

The last head of complaint of the petitioners, in which is indeed included others of a co ete eee
is, the allegation of the existence of a monopoly in various parts of the Kingdom, and par icularly im Ne
metropolis, by the eleven great breweries, and to which either the supposed unfairness of pri ve, the
்
unlawful ingredie
thents,
alleged inferior quality of beer, and a combi
ப
டயறி
ibed. Your Committee, on this head of the petition, feel themselves cal

vestmient of very large capitalsin the purchase oflicensed houses by

brewers,

25, and that a competition in quality is more effectual than any combut an absorption of all ora greater proportion of
fre hous
it trades to use ‘their power in a manner which the trade now @
e to their inclinations and

intentions.

Your Committee,

object
of anxious consideration to the brewers to preve
their general meetings; and the same has been evinced in one
‘ittee are bound to observe,) in which a pecuniary consideration was
late period of the session, were not enabled to examine, at any great
ies in the country, but, from the inquiries they did make, it does apsystem is in progress there, and producing still more injurious effects
‘adduced, as effecting the metropolis. In the small town of Chertsey
e inhabitants, and, but for the exertions of a noble lord, a magistrate
of THEE
ho gave his evidence to the committee, would have remained without any correction whatever. A partial correction
was however effected by the establishment of one free house, and
the competition of that free house, together with a coffee-house, did, in a degree, produce a supply of
better beer to the community.
It is worthy of notice, that the full establishment of that free house did
not take place until some of the principal nobility, and gentry appeared on the I®ensing day, and supported the grant of the licence. It further appears to your Committee, that, in some districts, not only
brewers become the purchasers of licensed houses, but maltsters and spirit merchants also ; that the brewers
bind their proprietory houses to the s
merchant, Who, in return, performs the same service for the
brewers ; that the liquor then becomes inferior; private familiessupply themselves from their own breweries ;
smaller societies brew from molasses in tea-kettles; but the poor who have none of these resources, must
be content with such liquor as is retailed at the licensed houses, whatever may be the quality, the price,
by two of the prinor the measure. This system of purchasing licensed houses, appears to be condemned
as against the
cipal brewers, who must be supposed best to know its evil tendency and effects, not only
Public, but as against the prosperity of their own trade. Mr, Barclay expressly condemns it, and states,
that it is now increasing; and that.a brewery supported by purchased public-houses, must deteriorate the
க
3
7
quality of their beer; Mr. Martineau is of the same opinion,
Your Committee, on the difficult question of applying a proper and temperate remedy to this evil, and
avoiding as much as possible proposing any measure by whieh that species of property which the Legislamagniture has, by its attention not having been called to the subject, permitted to arrive at its present
tude, beg leave to suggest,

that it may be

fit to enact some prospective law, which, at a given period of

time, shall direct the magistrates to refuse licences to such houses as shall, on due inquiry, appear to them,
to have become in substance the property of a brewer; and
by any new contract, purchase or mortgage,
- until some regulation of this nature shall be adopted, they beg leave to submit to the House, that they
entirely concur in that part of the Report of the Police Committee, which earnestly calls on “the magistrates in the country, to lend their aid to break down a confederacy, which is so injarious to the interests
of the poor and middling classes of the community.”—3d June, 1818.

Report oF THE COMMITTEE ON COPYRIGHT Acts.
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from individuals unconnected with it.
Soon after the Restoration in the year 1662, was passed2 thé t “ Ac’
seditious,
treasonable, and unlicensed books and pamphlets, and

nt

for
ting of ர
Presses ;” by which, for the first time, it was enacted,
That every printer should reserve
best

{
and largest paper of every book new printed, or reprinted
by him with additic
to him; one whereof shall be delivered to the keeper of his Majesty’s
Jibrary, and
to the Vice Chancellor of the two Universities respectively,
to the use of the ற)
Universities. This act was originally introduced for two years,
but was continued
by ம
parliament till 1679, when it expired.¥
It was, however, revived in the Ist year of J;
expired in 1695.
‘
It has been stated by Mr. Gaisford, one of the curators of the Bodleian
library, “ that there a1
books entered in its register, as sent from the Stationers’ Company
subseque
nt to th expiratic
act ;” but it is probable that this delivery was by no means
general, as there are
a
tioners’ Hall, and as Hearne, in the preface to the “ Reliquia
Bodleian
z,” printed in |
ப
benefactions to that library as peculiarly desirable, “ since the
act of parliament for sen ing
books, printed by the London booksellers, is expired, and there
are divers wanting for several y«
Daring

S past.”

this period, the claim of authors and publishers to the perpetual copyrigh

t of their publications,
rested upon what was afterwards determined to have been the
common law, by a majority of nine to three

of the judges, on the cases of Millar and Taylor in 1769, and
Donaldso
estates had been vested in copyrights ; these Copyrights had been assigned n and Becket ‘in 1774, பதக
from hand to hand, had been
the subject of family settlements}, and in some instances larger prices had
been
of them (relation being had to the comparative value of money) than at any time given for the purchase
subsequent’ to the act
of the 8th of Queen Anne.
By this act, which in the last of these two cases, has since been determine
d
to have destroyed the former perpetual Copyright, and to have substituted
one for a more limited period,
but protected by additional penalties on those who should infringe it, it
is directed,
book that shall be printed or published, or reprinted and published with additions that nine copies of each
, shall, by the printer, be
delivered to the warehouse-keeper of the Company of Stationers, before
use of the royal library, the libraries of the Ursversities of Oxford and such publication made, for the
Cambridge, the libraries of the
four Universities of Scotland, the library of Sion College in London, and the
library belonging to the faculty
of Advocates at Edinburgh.
From the passing of this act until the decision of the cases of Beckford and ் Hood in :
1798, and of the
University of Cambridge and Bryer, in 1819, it was universally understoo
of copyright, nor the obligation to deliver the eleven copies attached to d, that neither the protection
the publication of any book,
unless it was registered at Stationers? Hallt, an act which was considered as
purely
sary, where it was intended to abandon the claim for copyright; and in conformi optional and unnecesty to this construction,
the act of 41 Geo. III, expressly entitled the libraries of Trinity College,
and the King’s Inn, Dublin, to
copies of such books only as should be entered at Stationers’
Hall.
it
4n Beckford versus Hood, the court of King’s Bench decided, that the omission
of the entry only prevented a prosecution for the penalties inflicted by the statutes, but it did not in any
degree impede the
recovery of a satisfaction for the violation of the copyright.
The same court farther determined, in the
case of the University of Cambridge against Bryer in 1812, that the eleven copies were equally
claimable by the public libraries, where books had not been entered at Stationers’ Hall as where they
had.
The burthen of the delivery, which by the latter decision was for the first time establish
ed to be obligatory upon publishers, produced in the following year a great variety of petitions to
the House of
mons for redress, which were referred to a committee, whose report will be found in the Appendix No.Com,
2;

and in 1814

the last act

on

this subject was pas-ed, which

directed

the

indiscriminate

delivery of

one
darge paper copy of every book which should be published (at the time of its being entered at Stationers
’
Hall) to the British Museum, but limited the claim of the other ten libraries to such books
as
demand in writing within twelve months after publication; and directed that a copy of the they should
list of books
entered at Stationers’ Hall should be transmitted to the librarians once in three months, if
not required
oftener.
It appears, so far as your Committee have been enabled to procure information, that there isட no otter
country in which a demand of this nature is carried to a similar extent.

In America, Prussia, Soames

Bavaria, one copy only is required to be deposited; in France and Austria two, andin the Neale
three; but in several of these countries this is not necessary, unless copyright is intended to be
ண்பன்
The Committee

having

directeda statement to be prepared

bookseller, of the retail price of one copy of every book
July 1814 and the 1st of April 1817, find that it amounts
an average of 532/ 4s. per annum; but the price of the
Library from July 1814 to June 1817, amounts to 1,1457.
annum.
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* Upon reference to the continuing act of 17 Ch. 77, ௦, 4, the clauses respecting
the ப ப
three

copies appear to be perpetual, yet it should seem that they were not so considered, not being

to in the act of Anne.
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In the course of the inquiry committed to them, the Committee have proceeded to examine a variety.

of evidence, which, as it is already laid before the House, they think it ‘unnecessary here to recapitulate 5
| but upon a full consideration of the subject, they have come to the following resolutions =
ன்
- 1. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that it is desirable that so much of the Copyright Act as
| requires the gratuitous delivery of eleven copies should be repealed, except in so far as relates to the
| British Museum, and that it is desirable that a fixed allowance should be granted, in lieu thereof, to such

| of the other public libraries, as may be thought expedient.

|
|
|
|
|

2. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that if it should not be thought expedient by the House
to comply with the above recommendation, it is desirable that the number of libraries, entitled to claim
such delivery should be restricted to the British Museum, and the libraries of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh and Dublin universities.
3. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that all books of prints, wherein the letter-press shall not
exceed a certain very small proportion to each plate, shall be exempted from delivery, except to the
Museum, with an exception of all books of mathematics.
4. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that all books in respect of which claim to copyright shall
‘
be expressly and effectually abandoned, be also exempted.
5. That it is the opinion of this Committee, that the obligation imposed on printers to retain one copy
of each work printed by them, shall cease, and the copy of the Museum be made evidence in lieu of it.—
ம்

June 5, 1818.

Appendix, No. I.
=

Books and Music entered at Stationers’ Hall from the passing
of the Act 8th Anne, 1710

April 1710 to April 1720
ae
ர்

ப

to 1818.

2

a

+.

Very little, if any, music was entered at Stationers’ Hall till 1776-7, when some

872
492
343
618
417

legal dispute arose re-

specting the Copyright of Music ; and single songs do not appear to have been entered till April 1783 =
since that period, music, particularly single songs, has formed a considerable portion of the articles
entered.—(Signed) Geo. Greennict, Warehouse-keeper of the Company of Stationers.—Stationers’
Hall,
June 3d, 1818.
t
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Report from the Committee

:

of Printed Books.

Committee appointed to examine several

(in June 1813) on the Copyright

அ

Acts passed in the 8th year of Queen Anne,

and in the

15th and 41st years of his present Majesty, for the encouragement of learning, by vesting the copies of
Printed books in the authors or purchasers of such copies, and for other purposes therein mentioned ; and

to report, whether any and what alterations are requisite to be made therein, together with their observa-

tions thereon, to the House ;—have, pursuant to the order of the House, proceeded to consider the said
acts; and have received various statements, and examined several persons connected with the printing,

the publishing, or with the sale of books; and, after much attention bestowed on the subject, they beg
ர
1S
=
Taine
great changes have taken place in the literary systems of this country, since the first of
the faws referred to them was enacted, on which the others depend ; yet they conceive that the substance

‘of those laws is proper to be retained ; and in particular that, continuing the delivery of all new works,
and in certain cases of subsequent editions, to the libraries now entitled to receive them, will tend to the

advancement of learning, and to the diffusion of knowledge, without imposing any considerable burthen
on the authors, printers, or publishers of such works. But that it will be expedient to modify some of the
existing provisions,—as to the quality of the paper, which may fairly be reduced from the finest sort and
largest size, to that used in the greater part of an edition ;—by substituting a delivery on demand, ase
due and proper notice has been given of thepoblication, toa eben i the first instance as
by
=
in certain cases,
ive with respect to subsequent editions
affordi

suggest oe exception to these rules, in favour of the British Museum ல
ee
டம
eke oe,
this national establishment, augmenting every day in utility and importance, ought, in the erento

your Committee,
form.

to be furnished with every publication that issues froin the press, in its most splendi

« Having presumed
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to advise certain regulations with the view of lightening as much as possible the pres-
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sate, whatever may be its amount,
on all those connected with the publication of books,

would be wanting in the discharge’of their duty, were they not to recommend a
obligations, as for useful purposes remains to be discharged : by annexing suit
of performing them ; and perhaps in some cases by adding the forfeiture of copyright,

:
1

The attention of your Committee has naturally
directed to the late decision
in.
Bench, ascertaining the true interpretation of the statute of Queen Anne; and they find,

of
that, ;

ously to that decision, an universal misapprehension existed as to the real State of the law
a
works were undertaken, and contracts made on the faith of long established usage. Your Committee are
fully aware, that, in expounding the law, no attention.can be paid by Courts of Justice to the hardships
that may incidentally be produced ; but it will deserve the serious deliberation of parliament, whetherail
retrospective effect should not be taken away from a construction, which might be thought to bear hardly
on those who have acted on a different understanding of the law.
i
Lastly; your Committee have taken into their consideration, the subject of copy-right; which extends
at present to fourteen years certain, and then to a second period of equal duration, provided the aut
happens to survive the first.
They are inclined to think, that no adequate reason can be given
contingent reversion, and that a fixed term should be assigned beyond the existing period of fourteen

years.—17 June 1813.
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VI. List of the Minority on Mr. Tierney’s Motion for a Committee on the State of the
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England. (May 1.)
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Webb, E.

List of the Minority on the Bank Restriction Continuance Act. (May 18.)
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©
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Marryat, Joseph, 294, 462. 642.

716. 857. 982. 1173. 1184. 1496.
1516. 1531. 1849. 2036.
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Phillimore, Dr.; 435. 189. 316.
362. 463. 1083. 1145.
1415. 1609. 1667. 1796.

Marsh, Charles, 1063. 1491. 1863.
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1776.

Piggott, Sir Arthtr,1759. 2069.

Martin, Jobn, 1605.
» May, J. 1169, 4489.

Mellish, William, 297. 571. 1357,

Methuen, Paul, 1184. 1300. 1304.

Plunkett, Right Hon. W.C. 1303.
1897. 1414, 1415. 1464.

Pole, Right Hon, Wellesley, 664.
Powlet, Hon. Wm. 863.

1305. 1397. 1731, 1782.

"Michel, General, 1476. 1477.) Protheroe, Edward, 363. 635.
2092.

645. 850. 1167. 1300,
. 1869. 1898. 1401. 3409.
1764. 1783. 1788.
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Stanley, Lord, 407. 570.780. 116
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Sumner, George Holme, 226.
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Shiffner, George, 1397.

Smith,

William,

118, 120. 192.

126. 233. 318, 401,419. 490.
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1094. 1032. 1082. 1163. 1171.
1309, 1376, 1492.
1494, 1490,
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1583.

1591.

1761,

1814,

1681.

1690,

1457,

1160,

1213,

1956.

1315.

1477. 1505. 1541. 1649. 1667.
1681. 1965. 2093. 2103.
|‘Thornton, Samuel, 229. 554.
1639. 1757. 1817.

Tierney, Right Hon: George,

1105. 1854.

ir, Henry, 94. 124, 125.
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| Thymne, Lord John, 70. 1383.
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1049. 1091. 1155. 1296. 1304.
1533, 1334. 1416. 1513. 1517.
1497. 1504,
1535. 1584. 1604, 1644. 1659. Thornton, General, 557. 571.
663. 1758. 1801. 1826. 1852.
633..644. 665. 763. 1080. 1130.
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, William, 814.
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Taylor, Michael Angelo,
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. 1848. 1851. 1860,
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98, 105. 119. 133.17

1591. 1593. 1609. 1724. 1813.
1854.
Sutton, Right Hon. C. M. (See
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Right Hon. Frederick,
Speaker. >
16,166. sie 664.762. 763. 770. Symonds, Thomas P., 612.
3499, 1429, 1424, 1566. 1723.

_ 2056. 2057.

Morgan, Sir
orland, 8. B. 191
Morp:

Speaker, Mr. (RightHon Ch

73.

295 96. 98. 114. 128. 129. 447.
105. 178. 175, 178. 355: 585,411.
090. 719. 725. 755. 757. 762.
89L. 1034, 1068. 1912. 1248.

1273.

1300. 1303.

1305. $331.

1875. 1577. 1395. 1409. 1492.
1592. 1610. 1626. 4641. 1662.
1763. 1766, 1813. 1817. 1874.
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2085,
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973. 1001."
பு Mutiny Act Mistake Bill, 0B195%97.

21762:

Game, Purchase of, Bill, 1966, 2030. 2057.

1104,

Gas Compunies, 1159,
ப்
Gibbon, his observations on Despotism cited, 1950.
His work might be deemed blasphemous, 1981.
Gloucester, Duke of. Amount of his Income, 1340.

ee

Mutiny Bill, 871. 897. 973. 1002. 1104.

ப

Nepaul

Hubeas Corpus Suspension Act, Repeal of the, 3.
14, 56. 73.98. Grievances under the, 403. 468.
509. 515. 558. 572.

Hastings, The Marquess of. See Nepaul war.

note.

War.

The Answer of the

Marquis

astings to the Thanks of the House,739.

6

Hombow'g, Hesse, The Prince of, Message of
gratulation to, on his Marriage with the
cess Elizabeth, 1228. Hone, Mr.,his Parodies, 59. 748. 750. 1977.
Hospitals Fever (Ireland ) Bill, 1933, 1936.
tory of Hospitals among the Ancients,

]

ட

Mutiny (Marine) Bill, 807. 9751002105, 1104, —

Fisheries Oaths Bill, 1038, 1104, 1137.

1159.

Hume,

~

ConPrin1981.
His1933.

-

|

of

Netherlands, Treaty with the, for the abolition of

the Slave Trade, 1942. and Addendu. ~

;

Officers Widows, Pensions of, 1536. 1583.
Ogden, William, his Petition complaining of
Grievanees under the Habeas Corpus Suspension Act, 515.
ey,
Orders for Papers.
Difference between proceeding by Address and by Order, 466. 506. Standing Orders, suspended, 2086. 2096.
Protest

against suspending them, 2100.

ட்

his observations on Spies, cited, 485.

Imprisonment, Fulse, remedy for, 672, and note.
Indemnity Bill, 515. 558. 572. 669.719. 739. 757.
1038. 1103.

Infanticide, ancient and modern, 1887, and note.
Freland, Partnerships in, Bill, 1913.

Trish Grand Juries Act Suspension. Bill, 137. 165.
187. 226. 455.

-:

Trish Grand. Juries Presentments Bill, 1885. 1937.
2029.

James I. King,

ப்

°

his Advice to his son, 601. and

note,

௩

Knight John, his Petition, complaining of Grievances under the Habeas Corpus Suspension
Act, 469.
Laurence, Dr. French, his character, 601.
“Leather Tax, 1227. 1642. Originally imposed in
an unparliamentary manner, 1642. note.
Leopold, Prince, Message of Condolence to, on the
death of the Princess Charlotte, 14. His Answer, 103. Amount of his Income, 1339. 1341.
Libel Law, 1173.
Libel Bill, 1814. 1974,

Loan Bill, 1651, 1665. 1675. 1691.

London, Petition of the Lord Mayor, &c. of, for
an inquiry into the conduct of Ministers under
the Habeas Corpus
Suspension Act, 509.
Against the Indemnity Bill, 572.
Longitude. and Northern Pasgage Bill, 1159. 1161.

Parliamentary Reform, 1942.
Parliaments, Clerk of the, 14. 54. 103. 634. 667.
Parliament, the, dissolved by the Prince Regent
in person, 2103. Observations thereon, 2105.
note.

=

Petitioning, Right of, 830.
Poor Laws, 800.
Poor Laws Amemdment Bill, 1691.

1799. 1886.
i

Portugal Slave Trade Treaty Bill, 2030. 2057.
Portugal, Treaty with, for the abolition of the

Slave Trade, 3.

Copy of the Treaty, 298.

Premunire, Penalties of, 1350. note.
Prisons; State of the, 2030.
Privately Stealing in Shops Bill, 1432. 2029. Privately Stealing (Ireland) Bill, 1942. 2029.
Protests, against the Indemnity Bill, 757. Against
the Bank Restriction Bill, 1904. 1914. Against
the Alien Bill, 1982.

Queen, The, Message of Condolence to, on the
death of the Princess Charlotte, 14. Her Answer, 102. Message of Congratulation to, on
the marriage of the Princess Elizabeth, 1228.
A similar Message, on the marriage of the Duke

Her Majesty’s demise, |

2030,

of Cambridge,
2107.

Regency Act Amendment Bill, 1814.1863. 1883. 2057.
Regent, The Prince, Address to, on opening the .
Message from,
‘Session, 4. His Answer, 455.
on the Internal State of the Country, 73Bag of Secret Papers, presented by his cgmmand,

sented,

105.

366.

sented, 505,
marriage

A

A

second

third

Bag

bag

of

Papers pre-

of papers

pre

Address of Congratulation to, on
of the

Princess Elizabeth, ae

Message from, respecting the marriages of the

Lyons, Disturbances at, instigated by Spies, 605.
M Binley; Andrew.
Wis trial, 580.
Malt. Duties Bill, 414, 455. 466, 506. 509.
Marriuge Act, the Royal, 1349. Cause of its being
passed, 1349. note.
s
- Marriages, Clandestine, Bill, 1933.
Mitchell, Joseph, his Petition, complaining of
Grieyauces under the Habeas Corpus Suspenபர்

-

2029.

the

1193. 1218, 1691.
Lotteries Bill, 2029.

sion Act, 469,

Parish Vestries Bill, 1691. 1799. 1889. 1918. 1953.

1915. 2057.

Kent, Duke of. Amount of his Income, 1323.
1382. 1453. 1474. 1506. Message respecting
his Marriage with the Princess of Leiningen,
(sister of Prince Leopold), 1726.
Message
considered, 1742.
His Annuity Bill, 1936.
(Note, His Royal Highness was married at
Kew Palace on the 11th of July, 1818.)
King, The. Continuance of his indisposition, 1.
1345. 1884,

Pardons under the Great Seal Bill, 1609. 1664.
1882.
Lffect of a Pardon-under the Great
Seal, 1882. note.

Dukes of Clarence and Cambridge, 1294. Con-

sideration

of the Message postponed,

1317.

‘Message from, 34
Message considered, 1336.
specting the marriage of the Duke of ent

1726.

Message considered, 1742. Address ப்

Congratulation to, on the marriage of the pee
he
of Cambridge, 2030. Speech of, on closing
Dissolyes the Parliament 1
Session, 2101.
person, 2103.
;
ல்
Reversion, Offices in, 105, 1007, 2059.
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‘Stamps
on Law Procedings,

Rewards on Conviction Bill, 1842. 1918, 1942. 1!
2029.
‘

Steam Boats Bill,
Stock

Salt Duties Bill; 1937. 2030. 2057.
ட்ப Banks (England ) Bill, 1863, 1933. 1936.
coich Burghs, 558.
ட்
Sellers, James, his Petition, complaining

ances under the Habeas

Act, 515.
Sinecures, 2059.

Corpus

“

Sinking Fund, 466.

of Griev-

mn

௭௭.

1664. and note.

767.1942.

ட்

1161.
ee
Amount of his income, 1323. _

1389.
a: 1506. His
acquaintance with
Haron ben) 196e வ டப அஜ

Suspension Temple, Sir William, his work on the Netherlands
a
cited, 1745.
:
2
Treason, Persons arrested for, 634. 669. 757. 1039.

‘

‘Slave Trade. Acts of the Colonial Assemblies,
515. | Waller, the Poet, founder of Parliamentary Eloquence, 1949.
=
Spain, Treaty with, for the abolition of the Slave
Water Companies, 1168. 1193. 1568.
Trade, 3. Copy of the Treaty, 40.
West Indies Indemnity Bill, 1007. 1104.
Spanish Patriots, 2058.
்
Spanish Slave Trade Treaty Bill, 1652. 1853. 1933. Westminster, Petition from, for Parliamentary
Reform, 1942.
‘Speaker of the House, how his vote is reckoned,
Window Tax, (Ireland ), 1038. 1167.
1966. note.
Spies and Informers, 187. 471. 484. 605. 608. 743. Windsor, Establishment at, 1345. 1352. 1867. 1884.
Copy of a Royal Licence to a Spy, 2097. note.
Policy of the Emperor Trajan respecting Spies ட் Duke of. Income settled on him, on his

and Informers,

ib. note.

Mr. Wilberforce’s

_ marriage, 1339, 1342. 1351.

opinions as to employing them, 2098. note.
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Absentees, tax on, 557.
Admiralty, Droits of the, 230.

Bank Tokens, 99. 230. 313. 363. 633. 662.719. 817.

5

832. 896.

Admiralty, Lords of the: motion to deduct the Beer, Monopoly, &c. of, 873. 1011. 2035.

Esti- Benbow, William; his Petition, complaining of
Grievances, 101. 426.
4
Bentham, Jeremy; his Work on Parliamentary
Reform. 1999. 2020.
Alien Bill, 1657. 1785. 1829. 1852. 1875. 2035.
Bigamy, wherein it differs from Polygamy, 919.
2062. 2082.
Aliens, 1657. 1684. 1765. 1785, and note. 1829.
note.
Blanketeers, discharged, without trial, 913.
1838, and notes. 2069. 2085. 2093. note.
Blood Money ; Conspiracy to obtain it, 568. 638.
Alien’s Duty, 2069. and note.
908.
Aliens and Denizens Naturalization Bill, 2089.
America, 81876 Trade, carried on by, 1153. 1154: Bradbury, George ; his Petition, complaining of
Grievances, 524. 765.
note.
Condition
2
of the Slavesin, 1851. note.
Brandreth, Jeremiah ; executed for Treason, 35.
(note). 78. 357.
American Loyalists, 2076.
'
,
Breweries (See Beer).
Apprentices, Laws of, 1279. and note.
Aris, Governor of Cold Bath Fields Prison—his Buchanan, John; his Petition, complaining of
Grievances, 709.
conduct, 443. 448. 450.
Budget, The, 1454.
Arms, the Right of Keeping, 892. and note.
Berke, his Opinions on Capital Punishments, 565.
Army Estimates, 631. 646, 709.
on an alteration of the Liturgy, 1081, note. his
Army, Motion for the Reduction of the, 807.
praise of English Liberty, 1521. note. —
Artillery Drivers, 1306. 1594.
Burney, the late Rev. Dr., Purchase of his Library,
Auctions, Mock, 614. 1160. 1505. 1906. 1932.
597. 1497. 1539. 1645. his character, 1646. and
note, —
Bagguley John;
his Petition, complaining of
Grievances, 411. 426. 442.
‘4
2
Cadastre, 728. and note.
Bakers, Country, Petition of, 294.
Cambridge, Duke of, Message respecting his MarBalloting, (for Committees) mode of, 910.
riage, 1299. amount of his Income, 1300. 1305.
———, at Elections, 2011.
4453. Consideration of the Message postponed,
Bangord, Samuel ; his, Petition, complaining of
4399. Message considered, 1358. 1384. 1420.
Grievances, 627. 765.
Congratulation on his Marriage, 2085, Answer,
Bank Notes, amount of, in circulation, 733.
Salaries of two of them from the Navy
mates, 1059.
ட்
Agriculture, Board of, 371.

Bank of England ; Resumption-of Cash Payments
by the,

95. 114. 176. 385. 730. 1610.

x

2088,

i

;

Cape Breton, Proceedings at, 1416,

of the, his Debts, 1863.
Bank Restriction Bill—and Bankefs Notes Bill, Carnatic, Nabob
Cartwright, Major, his Letter to Lord Holland on
1238. 1276. 1591. 1619. 1662. 1804. 1816,
~
Parliamentary Reform, 1733. 2025. 2028.,
Casas, Las, Count, Treatment of, 1765.
921, 1040..
Bankrupt Laws, Committee on, resappointed, 70. Castle, Informer,of, 526.
Imprisonment for Contempt,
Chancery, Court
Report, 1043.
1507, Proceedings in, 1715. 2042, 2090.
—_——_—_., Bill to alter and
1937. and note. 1956, 1983.
Bankruptcy, fraudulent, improperly punished with

death, 564, 1043. 1927.
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Princess,s, her Death, 1.

47. 19. 37. Address of Condolence
to the

Regent, 17.

P

Messages of Condolence to the|D

Queen,
and to Pi
pold,
40.0
Children: whether they
should be taken from
— parents, to be maintained by the public, Dixon, Elizah, his
1688.

imney

Sweepers, 193. 371. 407. 409. 458. 487.

507. 612.

oe

;

| Bast India Dock Company,
—_—__— Company’s Charter, 1496,
and nofe.

new, Building of, 3, Bill for the, 1068. |

Churches,

1136. 1169. 1204. 1582. 1605. 1667. 1691.

~

Petition,

vances, 629,

Education of the Poor Bill, 1204. 1295. 1507. 1550.

1696. 1802, 1845. 4037.
Churches in Scotland Bill, 1853. 1863. 1933.
Circulating Medium, Motion to inquire into the Education of the Poor,

‘

he

902. Reports, 1121. 20372-2088.

State of the, 1610.

¢

Cladan, Count, of Cephalonia ; his Petition, 1544.

Election Laws Amendment Biil, 134- 568.

1963.
Clarence,

of, Message respecting his Mar-

Electors, thanks to, for retnrning their Represen-

Clergy, State of the, in England, Wales, and Scot-

caused a survey tobe made of all strangers with-

Duke

507. 642.

si

்

tatives without charge, 1825. note.
aly
Heid
ல
riage, 1299. Amount of his Income, 1300. 1305.
1453. Consideration of the Message postponed, | Elizubeth, Princess, her marriage, Congratulations ——
on, 1237. Answer, 1384.
x
1329. Message considered, 1358. 1384. His MarElizabeth (Queen )—Excommunicxated by the Pope:
riage, 1783. note.

. land, 1082. and noée. Formerly bonnd to maintain the poor, 1595. note. See also Tithes.
Cobbett, William, Petitions of, 1748. 2099,
Coin, Gold and Silver, 142. 293. 362.

Colonies, Population of the, 1535.
Commissary Courts, (Scotland) 1751.
Commission of the Peace, (Ireland) 1155.

in London and Westminster: received the Prince

'

of Conde and others who fled from France, 1838.
Evans, Thomas, his petition complaining of Grie_ vances, 376. 426:
Exchequer Bills, 98. 124. 127. 142. 174. 294, 361.
406. 410, 571. 611.
Exchequer Bills Bill, 293. 294, 364. 385. 410.
-

~

Committee, Secret, on the State of the Country, Executions, Public; their effect, 565.
134. Appointed, 146, 173. 132. Report of, 572° Eyre, Lord Chief Justice: his character,

re

924, and

note.

617.

Commons, the House of, its origin, 880. note. 1988.
Constables, of Westminster, Petition of the, for Ferguson, Thomas; his attempt to influence a vote,
to
Committed
1962. taken into custody.. 1539.
remuneration, 388. 413. 557.
Newgate. 1550. Motion for discharging him.
, in Ireland, 124. 1686.
Motion to have him dismissed from his
4652.
Conreyancers, Petitions respecting them, 406, 541.

office of Surveyor of taxes. 1729.

544. 801.974,

Convicts, under sentence of Death,

in Newgate,

98.112.
Copyright Acts, 557. 709. 738. 804. 1042. 1174.
4176. 1177. 1194. 1195. 1197. 1202. 1203. 1228,
12930. 1232. 1356. 1412. 1474. 1584. 1726. 1748.
1800. 1816. 2074.
Corn, account of, 506.
Coroner’s Reward Bill, 297. 571.

Election
1814.

Correa, Don Diego,
relief,

1958.

Bill, 1011, 1039.

1668.

1691.

tion, to be discharged, 1800. 1817.

His Peti-

Repriman-

ded and discharged, 1845.

(in Ireland.) 1507. 1725. See also
Fever, Contagious,
Hospitals.
(in London.) 1513. 1844.
Finance, Committee of, appointed, 113. Reports
of.

ல்

527. 800. 1159. 1686. 1889.

— Accounts: Complaint of the delay in
presenting them: New Regulations to be adopt-

ed, 1874-5.

்

year, 1906. 2103.
his Petition, for pecuniary =_—-—- Plan of, for the coming
Fletcher, of Saltoun ; prepay that the Poor should

Cottun Factories, 230. 488. 528. 1162. 1163. 1164,
4165. 1171. 1173. 1233. 1260. 1382. 1421. 1554,

1582. 1590. 1609.

Counsel, whether prisoners on capital charges
should be allowed the benefit of, 1311. note,
Courts of Justice, (Ireland). 645.
——. (England). 1930.
Crown, Droits of the, 401, 487.

return to a state of

Slavery, 2016.

Folkestone, Viscount : இழப்

of, against the

Gaol, 1118.1119, and note.—
keeper of Reading
History of his Lordship’s family, 1791.

Forgery of Bank Notes, 555. 564. 1213, 1497. 1680.
1751.

Fox, the Right Hon. Charles James,—his opinions
on Universal Suffrage, 1995, and note, 2017. -

Frame-Work Knitters, 898. 1316.

A

British property invested in, 181- British
Cumberland, Duke of, amountof his Income, 1300. France,
Claimants
on, 419.
.
adan
him
1305. 1453. Proposition for granting
France, the King of, his Ordinance respecting the
ditional sum, 1586. 1399. 1407. 1420,
a
Slave trade, 1152. 1153, note. 2104,
Customs Consolidation Bill, 1157. 1218.
French, ancient liberties of the, 1819, note, RevoCutlers, Petition of, 362. 537,
Crown Lands, 1682. 1694.

க

practice of watching the, 1509. note.
Dead,
ர்க டம் for, 454. (in Scotland) 1590,
Debt,
Debtor and Creditor Law, 1155, 1410.

lution, to whom to be attributed, 1820.

French Indemnities, 1872.
Fry, Mrs. her character, 549, and note.

298. 313, 494.
Defaulters, in the Collection of Taxes, 1128, 1153. Gambling, Suppression Bill,
a

ம

ie
the Slave Trade, 1957.

F

ee

Newspapers ; collection of, 1648,

——-

Roman, 1648. note.

(in

Shops) Bill, 562. 6

-

16.

. 1730.

1

1889. 1907.

ப்
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Tas: Returns, 101. 118. 725. 896. 1129.

Public-Houses, 1160.

Officers Widows ; Pensions of, 1572.
Ogden, William; his Petition, complaining of
Grievances, 382. 426. 452. 960, and note, 1024,
Oliver, Spy, 78. 150. 160. 319. 322. 326. 357. 779.

1.
781. 845. 862. 921. 944. 949. 962. 971. 1748.
' Orders, the Standing, of the House, 63. Dropped
|. Orders; Rule respecting them, 112.
633. 1063. 1274. 1306.

Parliamentary Reform; Petitions for, 7... 12

1261. 1539.

Ry

Privilege, of Witnesses and Officers
of the House,

and note,

Pancras, St. Poor Bill, 1357.
Pardoning, the prerogative of; how, to be
cised, 1191. (nie. ) ,
Pardons, under the Great Seal, 537. 611.
1209. 1540. 1583. 1590. Effect of, 1881.
' Parish Vestries Bill, 988. 1010. 1261. 1472.
1686. 1871.
Frac
mc

:

Bill, Bill, 1460,
.
1160. 1904.

the Election of a Member, 1209,

வடட

Northern Circuit, 144, 414. 461. 667. 1569. 1907,

Ordnance Estimates,

eee

Privilege, Breach of ; Interferenc:

New Street Act.
Petition of Thomas Wakeman
135, (and note.)
she

~

33.

Privately படல்
Stealit *, Qreland)
(Ireland)

_ Netherlands: Fortifications in the, 661.
"
‘Treaty with the, for the

்

j

்

Punishment, Capital ; its severity often injurious,
563, 565.

fits

sk

Pursers (of the Navy), 1132.
Queen,

The, Message

of Condolence to, on the

death of the Princess Charlotte, 40. 69. Her
Answer, 142. Message of Congratulation to, on

the Marriage of the Princess Elizabeth, 1258.

Answer, 1383.

A similar Message, on the Mar-

riage of the Duke of Cambridge, 2086. Answer,

exer-|1190.
note.
1666,

7087.

Her Majesty’s Demise, 2107.

.

Recognizances, given by. Persons arrested on Treasonable Charges, 30. (and note.) 74.79. 81. (and
note.) 430.

Regency Act Amendment Bill, 1929. 1961. 1983.

Regent, The Prince, Address to, at the opening of
the Session, 17. 67. A oa of Secret Papers
presented, by his command, 118. Answer of,
1169.|
134.

933. 384. 488. 597. 528.631. 635. 694, 700. 722.
. 973. 1010.

109. 1937.

Motion

1106. 1144. 1167,

1261. 1538.

1652. 1854. 1956.

to Repeal the Septennial Act, 1818.—

Sir F. Burdett’s Motion for Reform, 1984.
Parliaments: Clerk of the, 567. 616.
and note.

Annual, 1822. 1988, and note, 2024,

Partnerships (Ireland) Bill, 1915. 1474. 1842.
1913.
itentiary House, 720, 878.

--

;

Rules to be observed in framing and

~ _ presenting them, 1211. nofe.
Pilkington, Robert; his Petition, complaining of

rievances, 629.
Pilling, Samuel; his Petition,

:
complaining

beth, 1237. Answer,1357: Message from, respecting the Marriages of the Dukes of Clarence and Cambridge, 1299. Address voted,
ib,

1329.

Consideration of the Message, postponed,

Message considered, 1358. 1384,

_ Police of the Metropolis, 1237. 1273. 2062.
Poor,
oe of the, 1283, 1315. (See PartCommittee on, re-appointed,
referred to it, 525. 800. 1143,

postponed,

1688. 1871.

Poor, Settlement of the, Bill, 1595. 1645, 1871.
1890.

Portugal, Treaty with; for the Abolition of the
Slave Trade, 3.18.

Portugal Slave Trade,

Copy of the Treaty, 298.

Treaty Bill, 1664, 1740.

1934.

1767.

Message

considered, 1778. Address of Congratulation
ல் on the Marriage of the Duke of Cambridge,
085.

Revenue, the Public, 455. 487.

1651. 1818,

:

Rihbon Weavers, 362. 614. 1141. 1167. 1572.
Richmond, Spy, 794.
Riley, Richird; his death in Prison, 894.954.
Robertson, William; his petition, complaining of
Grievances, 492.

, James;

his Petition, complaining

Grievances, 883.

1961. 1472. 1540. 1667.

Mes-

sage respecting the Marriage of the Duke of
Kent, 1734. Address voted, tb. Consideration

of | Rewards on Conviction Bill, 636. 1169, 1307. 1590.

Grievances, 696.

3.

Address of Congratula-

tion to, on the Marriage of the Princess Eliza- ~

of the Message,

Pétitioning, the Right of, 706. and note.

Petitions.

to the Address, 122.

of

்

Romilly, Sir Samuel; his examination before the
Bankrupt Committee, 1043.
mily, 1660, and note.
Rope-makers, Petition of, 537.

Salt Duties, 142. 506. 764, 806.

History of his Fa8.

Committee

ap-_

pointed, 889. Bill brought in, 1869. 1906. 1923.

1937.
Preservation of the Peace (Ireland). 124,
Preston Thomas; his Petition, complaining of Saving Banks (Ireland), 633.
Grievances, 1040.
——— (England), 902. 1180, 1157. 1799.
1863.
. Prisoners, ought not to be Fettered, before Con(Scotland), 1145. 1643. 1776.
viction, 1109, 1113. and notes, he practice
Scholes, Benjamin; his Petition complaining of
now abandoned in Newgate, 1861. note.
Grievant: >, 492. 765. 950.
3
Prisoners, on Capital Charges, benefit of Counsel
to, 1311. note.

Prison Fees. (Ireland), 297.

Scotch—Number of, in England, in the reign of
Elizabeth, 1838. note.
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